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in, 297
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in, 454
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Allotment system in Rutland, 219
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Analysis of soils, 217

Analysis of soils, office for the, 350

Apprentices to farmers, 443

Ashton agricultural society, 331

Associations :

—

Darlington, 441

North Suffolk and South Nor-
folk, 27

Richmond, 378

South-east Hants, 366
West Sussex, 50

West Suffolk, 428

Averages, Imperial, 71, 139, 233,

318,399,478

Banks of issue, report of the com-
mittee of the House of Commons
on, 284

Bark, tanner's, as manure. 111
Barley, hoiled, 267
Bedford Wool Fair, 153
Beer, bad, in the olden time, S04
Bees, letter on, 184
Birchwood Park ploughing match,

455

Riidding, on the operation of, 179
Breeding in-and-in, Draining moss,

&c., 223
Bog, on reclaiming, 29C
Bokhara clover, the, 453
Bone dust, on the adulteration of,

344

Bo^riy, physiological, 455
Broad-cast and drill sowing, 458

Calculus in a horse, a singular case
of, 268

•Calendar of horticulture, for Sep-
. temher, 225 ; for Oct,, 303 ; for
0pv., 390 ; for Dec, 470 \
Cambridge meeting, 147
Capability versus incapability of

iabour by the short-horn breed
of cattle, 426

Rattle, distemper in, 251
'challenge, 63

Challenge to all breeders of cattle

in England, 426
Changes in the growth and supplies

of sheep's wool, 354
Charlbury plough, account of the,

169
Chartham farmer's club, 403
Chelmsford wool fair, 104
Chelmsford agricultural societ)',

460
Cheshire (south) agricultural so-

ciety, 371
Chevaliers, the rival, 305
Chickweed and coltsfoot, on eradi-

cating, 103
Chicory, 180
Clay, on, 208
Clay lands, poor, on the cultivation

of, 11

Clay lands, on the management of,

277
Cleraenti, short-horned bull, de-

scription of, p/«(e, 161

Corn laws, 103, 139, 251

Corn trade, review of the, 67, 154,

235, 313, 394, 472
Cow manure, on the use of, 102
Cows, milch, on soiling, 95
Cows, on soiling, &c., 218
Crime, state of, 253
Crops, the, 153

Crucifix, winner of the Oaks, plate,

326
Cultivation, on, 102

Darlington agricultural associa-

tion, 441
Diarrhoea in lambs, 423
Dibbling mangel wurzel, 246
Dictionary of terms used in agri-

culture and its kindred sciences,

297
Distemper in cattle, 251
Drainage of the fens, 288
Draining, on, 21, 205, 423
Draining, queries on, 106
Draining moss land, 223
Drummond's agricultural museum,

220, 413
Dunmow agricultural society, 370

East Retford agricultural society,

436
East Riding (Yorkshire) agricul-

tural society, 227
Effect produced by the chemical

na'.ure of the soil and subsoil

upon cultivated crops, on the,

417

England in the seventeenth cen-

tury, 254
Epidemic, the, 267, 438
Essay, containing an account of the

improvements which have taken

place in the agriculture of Scot-

land since the formation of the

Highland society, 1

Fairs, agricultural intelligence,

&c„ 65, 151, 234, 311, 389,469
Farmer's Magazine, letters to the

editor of the, 80, 109, 207, 233,
254, 295, 327, 387

Farmer's and general fire and life

insurance institution, 63, 152,
245, 443, 465

Farmer's Clubs, 222, 439
Chartham, 403
Grove Ferry, 231
Hadleigh, 463
Netherexe, 463
Probus, 222, 421
Weaverham, 459
Woodbridge, 463
Wrentham, 459

'

Yoxford, 406
Farmer's progress, No 7., spade

husbandry, draining, agricul-

tural economy, 328
Farmer's clubs and agricultural

libraries, 342
Farmer's almanac, 416, 467
Farmer's benevolent association,

419
Farmers, important to, 248
Farms, the Derbyshire, 245
Farms, model and experimental,

on the establishment of, 433
Farms, experimental, 445
Fens, Cambridgeshire, culture of

the, 107
Fens, drainage of the, 288
Fern, on, 175
Finlayson's barrow, and Wilkins's

rake, 95

Flax spinners and growers, impor-
tant to, 279

Flour, adulteration in, new mode
of detecting, 47

Flowers, emblematic properties of,

442
Fly in sheep, 105

Foot rot in sheep, 223
Forest trees of Guiana, 19
France, remarks on the roads in,

49
French shepherds, 178
Furrow-draining, on, 24
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453
Grain, new variety of, 270

Grain, comparative prices of, 71,

159, i38, 318, 399, 478

Grain seed, on tiie selection of, 20G

Grain and flour, foreign, importa-

tion of, '247

Grease for diminisliing friction of

machinery, 25'^

Grove Ferrv farmer's club, first

annual report of the, 321
Gypsum, on the use of, 94
Gypsum, notes of an experiment

with, 24G

Iladleigh farmer's club, 463
Hall's patent hydraulic belt, 422
Harness, on breaking to, 348
Harvest home, 343
Harvest in Scotland, on the pro-

duce of the, 392
Hay, winning-, novel mode of, 287
Herefords v. short- horns, 434
Hertford wool fair, 153
Highland and agricultural society

of Scotland, great cattle show of

the, 380
Hoose ia calves, on the, 274, 285,

364
Hoose in cattle, the spontaneous

cure of, 278
Hoove, on the, 457
Hops, the duty on, 37. 339
Hops, prices of, 71, 159, 238, 318,

399, 478
Hop-growers, Sussex, meeting of,

339
Horse, history of (he, the va-

rious breeds, and the supposed
hereditary predisposition, 45

Horse keep, on, 221
Horses, shoeing, 287
Herses, cattle, and pigs, cheap and

nutritious food for, 424
Jlorticalture, calendar of, 225,303,

390, 470
Huntingdon agricultural society,

SG6

Tlminster, sheep shearing, 66
Jroplements, agricultural,— Cam-

bridge meeting, 152
importance of an agricultural edu-

cation, 108
Importation of foreign grain and

flour, 247
Incubation, artificial, statistics of,

307
'

Institute of agriculture and forestry

at Hohenheim, near Stuttgard,
350

Institutions for the provident, 456
Intelligence, agricultural, fairs,

&:c., 65, 151, 234, oil, 389,469

Joint stock banks, 285
Jones and Ham's patent, 224

Kentish corn scythe and binding
rake, 163

Labourers, improved condition of
the, 162

Labourer's friend societv, to the

secretary of the, 18

Lambs, on the scour in, 455
Lancaster agricultural societv, 41G
Land, on draining, 1C2
Landlord and tenant, SJO
Landlords of England, to the, 88
Lands, mossy, on draining, 437
Lunds, clay, on the nranngement

of, 27 7 "

Libraries, agriculturul, and far-

mer's clubs, 342
Libraries, agricultural, 3r>?>

Lime, hydrosulphateof, ns manure,
443

Lime used as a manure, tolls on,

250
Linseed, on the use of, 283
r,inseed lor feeding- cattle, 252
Liquid manure, 280
Liquid manure cart, 181
" Little \Vonder," winner of the

Derby, plate, 146
Liverpool meeting, 214
Llandovery district agricultural

society, 341
Lucerne, on, 401, 442

JMachinery exported, 20
Malt, a return of the number of

bushels on which duty has been
charged from 1810 to 1840, 173

Malt, yearly consumption, 429
Mangel wurzel, dibbling, 246, 423,

445, 460
Manure of cows, on tlie applica-

tion of the, 37
Manure, liquid, 280
Rlanures, action of, 242
Alanures, prices of, 71, 160, 239,

319, 479
Manuring the soil, and making

hot-beds, 176

Mark Lane Express, letters to the

editor of the, 14, 25, 106, 219,
222, 253, 255, 291, 294, 340,
343, 390, 422, 458

Marl, on, -10

Meetings, agricultural, 292, 337
Merinos, introduction of, into

Scotland, 437
Model and experimental farms, 433
Moody's newly invented patent

root-crusher, 281
Moss, on draining, 427
flluseums, agricultural, 413

Nefherexe farmer's club, 463
Nimrod, plate, 73
Nitrateof soda, on purchasing, 148
Nitrate of soda, 275, 287,294,301,
341. 387

Nitrate of soda, experiments with,

3i:y

Nitre, on the use of, 111

North Suffolk and South Norfolk
agricultural association, 27, 367

N9rthumi)CMland agricultural so-

ciety, 378

Oats, crushing, on tlieetVect of, 268
Observutions on Mr. Wilson's

p'lmphlet, entitled, " Influences

on the corn laws," 91

Oftice for the analysis of soils, 350
Oil from wool used as a manure, 18

Palm tree, 90

Palmer's patent plough, pLite, 241
Partridge-sliooiiiig, pLitf, 166

Faslurts, permaaeiu, on laviii?

down, 439
Patents, now, 283
Paul, Mr.'s, Devon heiffi', descrip.

lion of, jiLile, I

Persiraria, for (lies in horses, 17 8

Peterborough agricultural socit l^^

Pigs, disease among, 93

Plants, the growtli uf, 174

Plough, on the, o9
Plough, on the, in answer to Mr,

Smart, 182
Plough, on the, in answer to Air.

Dandy Harwood, 241

Ploughs, on the comparalivs n^erits

of, 17

PlougliS, on the drjught of, 410
Potato markets, 71,4/9
Potato meal flour, 423
Potatoes from the seed, on the cul-

tivation of, 110
Potatoes, on the cause of the infe-

riority of street manure fur the
^ raising of, '2.yu

Presentation of a piece of jilate to

tlie Duke of llichmond t,y his

Sussex tenyniry, 148
Preston agricultural society, 373
i^rice, John, Esq., letter to, 426
Probus farmer's club, 222, 421
Prospectus for a corn exchange in

Great Driffield, 343
Prospectus of a model and experi- :

mental farm for the northern dis-

trict of Scotland, 415

Queen Mary's tree, 36
Queen's cheese, the, 270
Queries on the failure of the clover

plant, 102
Queries on draining, 106

(j>uery, answer to, as to the hearieit

recorded weight of a f,it siieej),

Queiy, answer to, 102

Rams, Mr G'. 'I'arner's annual sole

of, 66

Ilaras, on stall and house-feeding

of, 175

Pemirks on Mr. J.B. H. Bennett's

" Letters and observations on

tho subject of tithe apportion'

ment,'' 96

He|)ort of practical operations in

the comparative uses of the

sickle and scy'l"' in harvesting

wheats, li")

4

Report of the committee of the;

House of ('ouimons on banks of

issue, 284

Re port on the turnip crop on strong

land, 290
Report to the Highland and Agri-

cnlturul Society of Scotland ol a

clieap mode of breaking the pan

and stirring the subsoil, 306
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Reports, agTiculluriil, 64, 149, 239,

303, 388, 468

Heviews :
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Agriculture and dairy hus-

bandry, a treatise on, 323

Farmer's assistant and ready

reckoner, 11 '2

Illustrations of tbe breeds of

domestic animals, 112, 224,

4.09

Practical farming and grazing;,

112
Ready reckoner for wheat,

barley, and oats, 224

Review of the corn trade, 67, 134,

23;), 313, 394, 472
Riclimond agricultural association,

378
Root-crusLer, Moody's newly in-

vented patent, 281

Roval iigricultural society of Eng-

land, 73, 113, 143, 212', '^76, 464

Salisbury and Winchester Journal,

letter to the editor of tbe, 302

Salt, common, for cattle, 10

Salt, the? use of, as manure, 165,

246, 387
Sea-weed, on, 168
Seeds, prices of, 71, 159, 239, 319,

399
Seeds, extraordinary vitality of,

430
Sbares, prices of, 72, 160, 240,

320, 400, 430
Sheep in yards, on feeding, 2iO
Sheep, on the tiy in, 94
Sheep, on folding, 110, 419
Sheep breeding, 15, 174,256^271
Sheep sjiider fly, 25
Sheep, on shed-feeding, 363
Sheep sales, 312
Sheep, on feeding wijh corn, 275
Sheep- feeding, 275
Short-horned breed, the, 444
Short>horns, important sale of, 26
Sleep of plants, the, 197
Smut in wheat, on preventing, 341
Smut-bladders or pepper-brand in

wheat, observations with the re-

sult of some experiments rc4alive
to, 272

Smut-hladders in wheat, 247
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197'

South-east Hants ao-ricultural asso-
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Spade hushano'ry, 328, 352
Specification of a patent for an im-

proved mould-board for a

plough, 29
Statistics of artificial incubation,

307
Steam plough, 438
Stinchcombe farm, the mode of

cultivation adopted by Mr.Dim-
luory, 198

Stock, agricultural, important sale

of, at Molland, 305
Stock, breeding, over stuffing

—

feeding off tares with sheep, 90
Street-manure for the raising of

potatoes, on the cause of the in-

feriority of, 258
Strength, trial of, 86
Subjects, agiicultural, on, 167
Subsoil ploughing, on, 440
Swede turnips, challenge accapted,

146
Swedish turnips, 173
Swine, on, 75

Tallow and the anglo-Russian
trade, 257.306, 453

Tanks, on the construction of, 249
Tares, on feeding sheep on. 111
Tares, winter, on eating, on the

ground by sheep, 166
Tares, winter, on, 218
Taverham agricultural society, 368
Thistles, cultivation of, 462
Thrashing machines, &c., 233
Thrift, early, and future gains, 420
Timber, to Kyanise, a new and

effectual method, 93
Tithes, 105
Tithes, rating of, to the relief of
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Tolls on lime used as manure, 250
Trees and timber, 269
Tull, Je(hro, 245
Tup show, Mr. Jonas Webb's, 137
Turnip fly, the, 89

Turnip culture on, 109
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Turnips, on the culture of, 183
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Valuing, on, 301

Under-draining, on, 223
United States, statement of the
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Water, the importance of, 420
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plate, 1

Weeds, on eradicating, 87 '.
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PLATE I.

The subject of our first Plate is a Devon Heifer, aged two years and three months,

bred by and the property of Mr. Paul, of Compton Pauncefoot, Somerset. This Heifer

was exhibited at the first meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, held at

Oxford, in July, 1839, and obtained a prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, as "the best in-calf

Heifer, not exceeding tln-ee years old." This animal, as Avell as three others of the same
breed, for each of which Mr. Paul obtained prizes, were much admired as very

complete specimens of Devon Cattle.

PLATE II.

The subject ofour second Plate is three Southdo\vn Wether Sheep, bred by and the

property of Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham, Cambridgeshire, exhibited by him at the

Show of the Smithfield Chdj, in December, 1839, and for which a prize of Ten
Sovereigns was awarded to him, as also the silver medal as the breeder. Indepen-

dent of the known character which Mr. Webb has attained as a breeder of South-

downs, there is an additional interest excited in reference to his flock, he being considered

a formidable rival to tlie old established breeders of this sort of sheep on their native

downs in Sussex. We anticipate a hard contest for the prizes for this description of

sheep to be awarded at the forthcoming meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England at Cambridge, on the l-5th instant.

ESSAY,
CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE IM-
PROVEMENTS WHICH HAVE TAKEN
PLACE IN THE AGRICULTURE OF SCOT-
LAND SINCE THE FORMATION OF THE
HIGHLAND SOCIETY.

(Submitled in covipetition for the Prize offered hy

the Engliih Agricultural Society, in 1839.)

Before proceeding to the subject of which he

ventures to treat, the writer of tliis essay begs to

premise that it will be his endeavour to avoid en-

tering into any detail, or encumbering the Essay
with anylliing which appears to him not indispensi-

ble for accomplishing the task he has undertaken.

The limits to which an essay of this kind may be
expected lo be confined seem to forbid the intro-

duction of lengthened details, either historical or

practical, and such elaboration would be the less

OLD SERIES.]

excusable, when the writer recollects not only the

extensive knowledge possessed by the honourable

gentlemen whose names appear among the direc-

tors of the English Agricultural Society, but that

the information referred to, may be found in many
of the numerous works which have appeared on
agriculture. The writer, therefore, humbly con-

ceives, that it would be to impose upon his readers,

not only a tedious, but an unprofitable task, were

he to do more than trace the leading features in

history of Scotch agriculture during the period

assigned. He will especially notice those which

seem to illustrate the progressive improvement of

agriculture, both as a science and as an art ; and
will point out those circumstances which he con-

ceives have enabled the Scotch farmer, within that

period, so successfully to combat the difficulties

which soil and climate have presented.

In following out the plan of the essay, it is pro-

posed in ihe first place, to take a concise view

of the state of Scotch agriculture about the year

n [No. \.—voL. xni.
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1784, when the Highland Society was instituted,

and to point out the chief obstacles which were

opposed to the improvement of the art, at that

time. In the next place to enquire bow far

these obstacles have been removed, to trace gene-

rally Uie progress of improvement since 1784, and

to notice tlie nature and extent of the influence

which the Highland and Agricultural Society has

had in promoting that improvement. And,

finally, to describe the progress and present con-

dition of a particular district in which improve-

ments l-.ave of late years been carried to considera-

ble extent under the writer's immediate observation.

1. Prior to 1784, there was upon all Scotch

farms a recognized division of what was termed

infield, or croft lands, and outfield lands, and upon

those farms having any proportion of muirs or

mountainous ranges, infield or croft lands, outfield

lands, and pastures.

That which was then considered the arable land

of tlie country, comprehended what was termed

infield and outfield land ; the former being that

portion of the farm which lay contiguous to the

residence of the occupier, was partially enclosed

and subdivided, and had been subjected to crop-

ping from time immemmorial ; the latter being the

more distant part of the farm was rarely enclosed

or subjected to cropping. At this time the infield

land seems to have extended to no more than about

a tenth of the whole arable land, infield and out-

field.

The pastures comprehending the mountainous

ranges and muirs appear to have been equal in ex-

tent to more than one-half of all the arable land

in the country.

In districts of Scotland, celebrated for their cul-

tivation at that time, enterprising agriculturists

were to be found who had adopted plain summer
till, and the growing of white and green crops,

alternately, on their infield lands, but pasturage

did not form any regular part in that rotation, and

the sowing of grass seeds and turnips, did not ex-

tend over more than a twentieth part of the best

cultivated land. The more general practice pur-

sued throughout the country upon the infield land

was the system of growing white or corn crops, and
green crops without regard to regular rotation, and
without the adoption of plain summer till. The sys-

tem, if it can be so called, was different in almost

every county. To the outfield, being about nine-

tenths of the whole arable lands, the sowing of green

crops had not extended, and when any portion of

those lands happened to be cultivated, two or three

white or corn crops were taken in succession from
the same spot, and then it was left to nature to

restore it to grass.

The agricultural plants then generally cultivated

in Scotland were the following :

—

Wheat. Common beardless, white and red,

varieties of Triticum Sativum.

Buj'lej/. Dere or big.

Oals. Old black ; a variety known by the name
of wiiite oats, com|)aratively rare, and the bristle

pointed oat in the Highlands.

Rj/e grass. No particular variety.

Ked and ivliitc. Clover. The same.
Turnips. The common white round ; red top

white, and green top white.

The following were just beginning, and only be-

ginning to be known, and were introduced but very

partially.

The wooly eared wheat.

One variety of two, and one of six rowed barley.

The Friesland, Poland, white,Tartarian and Scotch

grey and dun oats.

The common grey pea.

Tiie horse bean, and,

Potatoes.

At this time the fertilizing of the soil was entirely

dependent upon such manure as was made upon
the farm. The application of lime was ill under-

stood, and little practised. To a certain extent

shell marie, dug from the bottom of peat mosses,

was employed for those purposes to which lime is

now applied. This material, however, though it

possesses some of the properties of lime, is very far

inferior in its adaptation to agricultural purposes.

It is always combined with a large proportion of

clay, which renders it unsuitable for many descrip-

tions of soil, and from the quantity required for

its useful application, the expenee of carriage forms

an objection to it, almost unsurmountable.

The breeding of sheep and cattle, generally

speaking,, was entirely confined to the pastures.

The former were known by two sorts, the sliort and
long, or black, and whitefaced or Cheviot. The
one being considered most suitable for exposed
situations and the coarsest pasturage ; the other

for the sheltered and belter descriptions of pastu-

rage.

In cattle, the breeds were more varied, but it

would be quite unprofitable here to ennumerate

these. The differences consisted merely in certain

points peculiar to the difi'erent districts. In none
of the sorts did any of those properties predominate
which are favourable to early maturity.

The improvement of the breeds by proper selec-

tion not being attended to, and that, in combination

with the general practice of overstocking the pas-

tures in summer, and providing no food for the

severities of winter, naturally occasioned much
mortality, stinted growth in the animals, and a

smaller quantity, and inferior quality, of wool, from

the sheep slocks. Tlie feeding of sheep and cattle

was tlien carried to a very limited extent, more de-

pendence being placed on the demand from English

dealers tiian on the prospect of being able to bring

them to maturity in Scotland. Such cattle as were
then fed for the butcher were principally got from
the Highlands, the supply from the more southern

counties being then very moderate.

Under such circumstances the barriers to im-
provement, as may vvell be supposed, were both

numerous and formidable.

Agriculturists were still, for the most part, found

congregated in villages, or the farm buildings were
situated at some extreme point of the farm, in con-

sequence of which the farmer found himself obliged

to apply his manure to the lands which lay con-

tiguous to his residence, termed croft or infield

land. These lands were but partially enclosed and
subdivided. Generally speaking little attention

was paid to any regular alternation of white and

green crops ; and although most farmers were per-

haps impressed with the propriety of husbanding

infield land to the greatest advantage, few had seii-
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ously considered the means of impvovin'ji- it. Tlie

drainage of land was imperfectly understood, and

but little practised. The economical use and jiro-

per application of lime and manure were not

properly attended to, and but little understood.

There were few varieties of the different grains

and tiie ignorance which prevailed as to the proper

adaption of them to different soils and altitudes,

the want of convenient markets, and the little

attention to the improvement of live stock, all con-

tributed to the hindrance of improvement. The
uature ofthe climate aggravated these disadvantages,

and tinally the want of roads, the miserable state

in vvhich those that existed were kept, and the

rude construction of farm implements, were cir-

cumstances which, while they afforded proof of the

backward state of agricultural industry, contributed

at the same time to retard improvement. That

most of these impediments have been surmounted,

will appear from contrasting the present condition

of rural economy with that which lias been de-

scribed.

Subsequent to the termination of the American
war, when the paralysed industry of the country

began to revive, landowners finding that there was
a corresponding movement on tlie part ofthe agri-

cultural community, and that the spirit of enter-

prise and emulation which was evinced pointed at

certain methods of improvement, were thus stimu-

lated to enquire to what extent their own interest

was concerned in the result, and in consequence of

witnessing the beneficial effects produced by the

adoption of a more judicious appropriation of the

lands into farms, and the advantage derived from

providing accommodation on the spot most suitable

for the pursuits of the cultivator, were induced
very generally to remove, when necessary, the farm

buildings to more central situations of the farms,

and thus enabled tiie occupiers to conduct their

operations on more certain and economical princi-

ples, putting it in their power to secure then- crop

at the least possible risk andexpence,and to super-

intend the management of it in the most efficient

manner. Farmers were thus also enabled to dis-

tribute their manure in more regular proportions,

and diffuse it more widely over the arable lands,

with vast saving of horse labour. The original

style of those buildings was very imperfect, both in

arrangement and the accommodation they afforded.

Subsequently however, about the year 1810, that

public spirited and indefatigable patron of agricul-

ture, the late Sir John Smclair, having his mind
ever directed to what wns to be beneficial in rural

economy, exerted himself in order to rouse the

attention of proprietors to the disadvantages that

still existed, and succeeded in doing so to a consi-

derable extent. Farms were at that time much en-

larged, and new buildings rapidly made their

appearance in those districts capable of regular

aration. More recently improvements in this

respect have been carried still farther, under the

auspices of the Highland Society, and now in the

most modern construction of farm buildings, due
regard is paid to combine, in every respect, what
is suitable for the general economy ofthe farm.

PLANTATION.

When the future productiveness of the soil (as

already referred to) seriously engaged the attention

of land owners, it is natural to suppose that the

ungenial nature of the climate would occur to them
as one of the most formidable impediments in the

way. Until that should be ameliorated, it would
havebeenin vain to expect any considerable success

in promoting the art of agriculture. Plantation,

that essential precursor, became more general,

and as the land selected for growing timber was

for the most part taken from the outfield lands, or

mountain ranges, the bare aspect of these districts

underwent a gradual but progressive change, and
a sensible benefit was effected by the shelter thus

afforded to the surrounding lands. Inroads were

thus yearly made on the uncultivated portion

of the arable lands, and large tracts subjected to

regnlar aration. The change became more per-

ceptible during the period of the French war,

when landlords had the means of expending a

portion of their income, not only on necessary,

but ornamental plantation. Within the last

twenty years the planting of waste and unproduc-

tive ground, has been carried to considerable ex-

tent, the climate has thus been sensibly improved

and an impetus given to the extension of good

husbandry. Many proprietors who have distin-

guished themselves in this respect, might be men-
tioned, as corroborative ofthe preceding statement,

but it may suffice to allude to the larch plantations

on the estate of the Duke of Athol in Perthshire

where utility and'profit seem to go hand in hand.

These extend now to upwards of nine thousand

Scotch acres. The late duke found that the larcli

would thrive at an elevation of sixteen hundred
feet above the level of the sea, while the Scottish

fir was barely able to live at nine hundred. At

this elevation Scottish firs forty-two years old,

were not taller than six feet, while the larches

ten years younger, were from forty to fifty feet.

In a lower part of the plantation the Scottish firs

were twenty feet, the larch from thirty to forty.

This description of larch has been found to grow
in height on an average of the first fifty years

sixteen inches. In girth it gains one inch per

annum, till it be twenty-four years old, and during

the next twenty-four years, it gains one and a

quarter inch. The soil of the duke's plantations

is disintegrated gneiss, clay, slate, and mica slate.

On a wet subsoil the larch rots in the heart at

forty years old. The plants are set two yards apart,

and are thinned from the twenty-fourth to

the thirty-sixth year to four hundred per acre.

The weedings are worth 121. per acre The value

ofthe timber at the end of seventy years, taking

four hundred trees to the acre, (each containing a

load of timber at fifty shillings) may be estimated

at lOOOi. Taking into account the value of the

weedings, and the charges of planting and fencing,

rating the land at one shilling per acre, and com-
puting at four per cent, compound interest, the

value of an acre of planting may be taken at 40Z.

DISADVANTAGES ARISING FROM THE WANT OF IN-

TERNAL COMMUNICATION.

The obstacles which were opposed to the im-

provement of agriculture from the want of proper

roads, even so late as 1783, were experienced to a

lamentable degree. Not only was it impossible to

effect improvements from want of internal com-
munications, but the defects of tho?e public roads

then in existence operated most prejudicially to

' the Cultivators who sent the greatest proportion

of their produce to markets. Not only was ad-

ditional expence incurred in doing so, but they

were circumscribed in the means of replacing the

abstraction of thehome manure. Byreferencetothe

B 2
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evidence given by Mr. Mc. AJain, before the (Com-
mittee ofthe House of Commons in IfilW, it apjicars

that when that gentleman visited Scotland in 178.'!,

although the Turnpike Acts had been in existence

for twenty years, many of the roads were unmade.
The new roads afterwards constructed, were pro-

ductive of the best eftects, but still so late as 1811

the system of making them was very defective, as

appears from a discussion which took place about
that time in the House of Commons, when the

Scotch roads were universally admitted to be much
worse than those in England, and indeed to be in a

most dei)lorable state. Gradually however, since

that period, but more particularly after the Mac-
adamizing system was generally adopted, they

began to vie with the best in the kingdom, and
thereby every facility has been afforded to the in-

troduction of the most economical method of trans-

porting farm produce, and the procuring of exti'a-

neous manures. The roads termed Parish Roads
are now much improved, and agriculture has been
sensibly benefited in consequence.

ENCLOSURES.

As farm buildings came to be placed in the most
advantageous situations and plantations extended,
greater attention was paid to the enclosing and
subdividing of the land, according to the nature
of the soil and the size of the respective farms.
Improvements in this respect became most observ-
able over tlie arable lands during the course of the
war. Subsequently greater attention has been paid
to the construction of fences when made of stone,

and when of thorns to the proper methods of
j)lanting and afterwards nursing them. More re-

cently the advantages of enclosures were extended
to the pastoral districts, by all which means the
.Scotch farmer has been enabled to iulopt a more
perfect system of cropping and pasturing his land.

CROPriNG.

Subsequent to 1784 and prior to 1800, no per-

ceptible change, generally speaking, took phice in

the system of cropping, described in a former
part of this essay, with the exception that the
growing of green crops, was extended to the en-
closed portion of the outfield lands. At this last

mentioned period the high price realized for all

descriptions of farm j)roduce stimulated to the
adoption of growing white and green crops, alter-

nately, farmers then finding that by this means
only, the soil could be rendered most productive.
Clear summer till, appears then to have been more
generally introduced as part of the rotation, and
was considered a material improvement, the land
being formerly imperfectly laboured, and cleaned.
Su])sequent to the tcrminatien of the war, when
the price of farm produce receded, a proportion of
pasturage then formed a part, the advantages of
which were soon made apparent ; the cultivator

being thus enabled not only to reduce his general
expenditure, but recover the land that had been
previously exhausted by a long continuation of un-
interrupted croj)ping. Afterwards, when agricul-
turists could command the facilities supplied by
the intrnduotion of bones, and rape cake, as ma-
nure, turnii)s were considered entitled to have a
greater siiarc in that rotation, being found advanta-
geous, not only as food for the additional live stock
upon the farm, but as the means^ of producimr a
greater quantity and a superior quality of manmc.
From these circumstances a vast contrast can now
be made. Instead of the attention of the farmer
being, as formerly, confined exclusively to the in-

field land, a regular alternation, strictly enforced

and attended to, now extends over the whole farm.
The manure also is now properly distributed, ac-
cording to the nature of the soil and cropping.
The leading features of the present rotation, con-
sists in the growing of white or corn crops, and
green crops, alternately, varying the description

of crop according to the nature of the soil and local

situation. The greatest i)ossible attention is paid
to the turning over of the land in proper season,

—

to the thorough cleaning of the fallow, whether in

clear summer till, or in green crops
;
proper care

is also taken to observe the most advantageous
time for depositing the seed, and the most proper
state of the land for its reception, and particular

attention is given to the selection and changing of

seed corn, and all the other roots, grasses, &c. now
cultivated.

FARM IMPLEMENTS.

The rude construction of farm implements at

the commencement of the period to which the

observations in this essay principally apply was a
great bar to arable culture. Shortly afterwards the

l)lough, (which of all the imjjlementsof agriculture

is the most indispensible, being the first breaker up
of the soil, and the precursor to every after process.)

having been reduced to scientific principles by the

late Mr. Small, a mechanic in Berwickshire, found
its wa)- into the best cultivated districts and sup-

])lanted the old unwieldy implement that preceded
it, with its expensive accompaniment of oxen in

addition to horses. The attempts made by the in-

genions mechanic the late Mr. Meikle to substi-

tute the thrashing machine for the flail, excited

considerable interest. Until, however, the impetus
which was giveti to agricultural exertion during
the eventful period of the war, farmers generally

were not in possession of those essential requisites

to the perfection of rural labour. The change
which then took place, was as rapid as it was impor-
tant. Farmers with avidity possessed themselves
of all the im])lements which could be piocurcd, and
this demand was met by a corresponding exertion

of ingenuity on the part of mechanics, and thus
the farming community were yearly benefited both
by the introduction of new implements, and by
improvements in the construction of those then
common. The improved state of the roads has
enabled farmers to avail themselves of a lighter

and simpler construction of carts, drawn by one
horse, which has effected great saving in rural

economy, more particularly in situations removed
from markets, or where extraneous manures re-

(piire to be brought from a distance. The thrash-

ing machine, one of the most important of agri-

cultural implements, became very general, and
conduced vastly to the benefit not onl3'of tiie agri-

cultural community but of the country generally.

It would be difticidt to estimate the advantage
conferred by this j)owerful agent, but it may be
mentioned that some interesting and apparently

sound calcidations on the subject will be found in

a work published by an intelligent writer on agri-

culture, the late Mr. Browne of Markle,in 1811, at

which times the machines were bj' no means so

numerous as they are at present, nor so highly

improved. In his treatise on rural affairs Mr.
Browne has presented the following estimate of the

])rofit that might be derived by the public were
thrashing mills used in every ca«e in this country
for separating corn from the straw. He calculates:—
1. The number of acres producing grain in Great
Britain, 8,000,000. 2. The average i)roduce in

([uartcrs at three quarters per acre at 'it,000,000.
;'>. The increased quantitv of grain protluced
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by thrashing mills instead of using the flail at

one-twentieth part of the produce or in quarters at

1,200,000. 4 The value of that increased quantity

at forty shillings per quarter, at 2,400,000/.

5 The saving in expence of labour at one shilling.

per quarter, at 1,200,000/. (5 The total profit per

annum to beobtained, a.t3,G0O,OOQl. 7 The actual

profit per annum on the supposition, that only half

of the grain produced were thrashed by machines,
1,800,000/.

Sir John Sinclair's remark upon this is deserving

of attention. "It is not then to be wondered at,

that he should pronounce the thrashing mill to be
the most valuable implement in the farmer's pos-
session, contending that it adds more to the pro-

duce of the country, than any invention lias hitlierto

done, and that it ought to be accounted the greatest

improvement that has been introduced into Great
Britain during the present age. Since that time
also, steam has been attached, which has still

farther increased, in an conomical point of view,

the advantage of this implement.

DRAINING.

Draining of land in Scotland, on anything liJce

proper principles, was not much understood nor
carried beyond the most restricted limits, until

thepublicaiiou of Mr.Jas. Johnson, land-suiveyor,
in which he detailed the practice of Mr. Elkington,
when the object was the removal of jland-springs.

This work made its* appearance about the year
180G, when, fortunately the farming community
was in the most favourable circumstances to profit

by the hints it contained. It thus proved highly
beneficial. As much of the land in Scotland how-
ever, is retentive and not applicable to Elkington's
system, improvements in this respect were only
eftected within certain bounds. At a later period,

viz., about the year 1813, the Duke of Portland
introduced the practice of tile draining ujjon an
extensive scale. He erected three tile manufac-
tories upon his estate in Ayrshire, and thus proved
the advantage derivable from furrow-draining
by means of such materials. The example of this

nobleman, so worthy of imitation, did not at first

meet with that attention it deserved, and fully

sixteen or eighteen years elapsed before the agri-

cultural community generally, admitted that
furrow- draining:, by means of tiles and other
materials, was the only effectual method of relieving

land from excess of surface water. Since the last

mentioned period, manufactories of tiles arc
numerous all over the country, and thus, by
means of Elkington's system, in combination with
furrow-draining, much has been done to alter the
appearance of and encreasc the produce of the
arable lands throughout Scotland. The former
sickly appearance of the crops, the late jieriod of
ripening, and the uncertainty and risk attending
the operations not only in harvest, but in spring,

autumn, and winter, in a climate so variable,

have been moderated, or in some degree removed.
The land is not liable to poaching. It can be
more thoroughly laboured and cleaned ; and,
generally speaking, ploughed at any season, and
in most circumstances with advantage. Labour is

economized, the benefits of stimulating and en-
riching manures secured to the fullest extent, and
a more ample produce and superior quality of
grain obtained.
With regard to the drainage of land laid out in

pasturage, the effects have been no less obvious.
Rushes, and other aquatic plants have disappeared.
The finer grasses have risen more abundantly, and

are not injured by the treading of the cattle. The
capabilities of maintaining stock have been thus

increased to an incredible extent, independent of

the superior size and quality of the stock pro-

duced. When cut in hay, the quality of those

new grasses is superior and of greater value, and
in addition to what has been already stated, green
crops can now be grown with advantage on every
part of a well-drained farm, and these profitably

substituted for a clear summer till, by which last

process alone the land could have been previously

dressed in a husbandmaidike manner.
The drainage of hill pasture land has been

pratised to great extent within the last twenty years.
Tliis improvement is eftected by cutting surface

drains about fourteen inches deep, (and generally

of the same dimensions in breadth) and directing

them obliquely along the declivity. This has
enabled stock farmers in these districts not only
to adapt a more suitable and profitable description

of sheep in many cases to the pastures, but to im-
prove the quality of the old stock, where change
was advisable. The unwholesome quality of

the plants produced on such pastures, with the

other disadvantages attending the sheep treading

constantly on land surcharged with water, proved
fatal to vast imrabers, from various diseases, but

more particularly that destructive malady, the rot.

Independent therefore of the improvement that

has taken place in tlie description of grasses

natural to such altitudes, and the benefits resulting

to the occupiers in consequence, the climate of

the coimtry has been sensibly improved, and
greatly to the benefit of agriculture. The eftects of

general drainage is peculiarly observable in the

rapid increase of tl-ie rivers throughout Scotland
after rain, and the as sudden subsidence when the

weather becomes dry. It is also worthy of remark
that agues, so prevalent in Scotland at one time,

are now seldom or never heard of.

Lime and Manures.

As the country became intersected by proper
communications the useof shell marl, as a manure,
was gradually superseded by the employment of

lime,—which, although brought, it might be, from
a great distance, was found to be more beneficial

and economical. Some idea of the extent to

which it is now employed on land in Scotland

may be formed by reference to the Highland
Society's published Transactions, (^vol. 11. p. 57).

From an enquiry instituted by that society in

1834, the lime used as manure in the previous

year, 1833, is estimated in round numbers at

n,060,000, bushels. The general application of

lime, in combination with drainage, has been
the means of reclaiming, and bringing into a high
state of cultivation, a very great extent of the

outfield lands. More recently ground b«nes have
been extensively used in the growing of turnips,

and the use of rape cake, as a manure, has been
foimd very efficacious, and has rapidly increased.

So late as 1815, it was with difiiculty the Scotch
farmer could be induced to make trial of these

manures, even experimentally. Both, but par-

ticularly bone dust, are now in great request, and
some idea may be formed of the extent to which
they are employed from the following statements,

extracted from a return made to Parliament by
the Inspector General of Imports and Exports in

1833.

Report of Committee of House or Commons.

Declared value of bones of animals and fish
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('except whale bones) imported into Scotland to be

used as manure. . ..In 1821 £ 69 17 "| 'S t:

do ....do ....do 1829 12,322 4 9 >-||
do ....do ....do 18.-^2 1:5,908 1 1 J (S''

Rapeseed, linseed, and cwt. qrs. lb.

other oilcakes in. .. . 1821 none
do do do 1822 100

do do do 1829 34,587 1 27

do do do 1832 444,491 3 21

What proportion rapccake bears to the other

materials with which it is combined in this return

does not appear, but there can be no doubt the

quantity was very great.

Mc'CuLLocn's Statistical Account, 1837, vol.

1. pp. 529.

According to tlie best authorities the arable

lands in Scotland are estimated at about 2,400,000

acres, which are distributed as follows .-

—

In Wheat 220,000
Barley 280,000
Oats 1 ,275,000
Beans and Peas 100,000
Potatoes 130.000
Turnips 350,000
Flax ..., 16,000
Gardens 32,000

2,403,000
When it is considered tlierefore, that rapecake is

applied, more or less to each of these divisions, or
descriptions of crop, in Scotland, it appears evident
that the quantity made use of comi)oses by far the
larger part of the aggregate amount in the return.

It coidd have been wished that access might have
been obtained to a similar official statement
showing how far the importation had increased
since 1832. But although there is no op-

portunity of making such reference, the follow-

ing account, which has been kindjy furnished
from a source which may be relied upon, will, to a
certain extent, supply the defect. It exhibits a
statement of the amount of duty upon bones and
rapeseed, linseed, and other oilcakes, imported
into the United Kingdom forborne consumption,
during the two years antecedent to the reduction
of duty in 1816, and again in the year 1837.

I

Bones of Cattle, and of

lother animals, and of fish

(exrppt wlialt'-bonos).

Declared
Value.

Nctt
Rate of

I

Amount
Duty, of Diitv.

In
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judicious arrangements now made for the sale of

live stock at regular intervals, and in central situa-

tions, has tended much to facilitate the operations

of the stock farmer. In Edinburn;h, down to so late

a period as the year 1827 there was no stock market.
There, and throughout Scotland, grain was sold by
sample, a mode of dealing attended with many dis-

advantages, and peculiarly liable to engender dis-

putes. At the time mentioned, a stock market
was opened in the metropolis, and the benefits of

it very generally felt. The practice was followed

successively in other places, and has now been
generally adopted over the country. Few bad
debts now occur ; in general, the farmer can al-

ways have an opportunity of either increasing, or

decreasing his stock any week in the year, and
every transaction can be entered into with the

greatest safety, as credit is never expected to be
given or received.

LIVE STOCK.

In this branch of rural economy, very great im-

provements have taken place since the period al-

ready alluded to, when j)asturage assumed a pro-

minent part in the rotation of cropping practised

in Scotland. The introduction of short-horned

cattle, and Leicester sheep, led to a comparison
between them and the live stock of the country.

Observation, experiment, and enterprise, were
thus excited, and a much more correct judgment
has been imparted to the Scotch stock farmer, of

the properties, and habits, both of native and
foreign breeds. He has also been led to give more
rigid attention to rearing and feeding, and to the

propriety of availing himself of the increased fa-

cilities for securing early maturity of such stock.

These improvements began to appear at the same
time with the improvement ofpasture lands, which,

as has been mentioned, took place since the termi-

nation of thelast war. Each ot those improvements
have had a reciprocal effect upon the other, and to

those who were acquainted with some of the Muir-
lands in Scotland at a prior period, the combined
effect which they have produced in altering the

face of the country, and exhibiting verdant fields

where formerly there existed nothing but perhaps
a barren moss, has been indeed surprising, and
would scarcely admit of being described without
risk of appearing to exaggerate.

Other circumstances have been instrumental in

promoting the course of improvement. Thus the

improved education of the farmers generally, and
the desire which has been engendered of obtaining

the best information on their pursuits, may be
mentioned as having had a powerful effect. This
was facilitated by the numerous publications which
have issued from the press on agricultural subjects.

The surveys of the different counties enabled a

comparison to be made of the practices of others
;

the systems of management detailed in such sur-

veys, beingchiefly confined to what had been adopt-

ed by the best cultivators ; more particularljs how-
ever, it may be observed, that much benefit resulted

from Sir John Sinclair's statistical account of Scot-

land, having attracted very generally theattention

of Scotch farmers. Indeed the information con-
tained in that work was in a great measure ob-

tained from their own class, and thus an additional

stimulus was given to farther enquiry and obser-

vation.

PEASANT uv.

It would be unpardonable not to notice with

marked admiration, the very great improvement,
both physically and intellectually, of the peasantry.

That such improvement has gone hand in -hand

with the progress of civilization, and the applica-

tion ofscience and art to the practice of agriculttire

must afford an agreeable subject of contemplation

to the philanthropist. The peasantry of Scotland

are an educated, shrewd, and enlightened class.

They have no prejudices against the introduction

of machines, for saving labour, and there are few
who do not possess very general knowledge of

country affairs. The chief amelioration which has

taken place of late years in the condition of this

class consists in the more general observance of

sober habits—the increased taste for personal and
domestic neatness and comfort, and the progress

tliey have made fnot inferior to that of any other

class) in the acquisition of useful information, and
the practice of those arts which fall within their

sphere.

The establishment of a chair of agriculture in

the Edinburgh University has not been without its

beneficial effects. That chair was first filled by
Dr. Andrew Coventry, whose appointment took

place in 1790. This gentleman continued to fulfil

the duties with great honorto himself, and advan-

tage to his pupils, until his death in 1831. Upon
this event a successor was fortunately found in the

presentincumbent,Professor Low, whose scientific

acquirements and practical knowledge justly entitle

his instructions to that respect which they have

universally obtained.

The limited capital amongst the farmers 54 years

ago, precluded them from carrying any material

improvements into effect, but this difficulty was
subsequently obviated by the liberal accommoda-
tion granted by the Scotch banks, which enabled

the farmers to bring their land into a better state

of cultivation, and thereby to increase their pro-

duce, and derive the greater benefit from the high

prices in the course of the French war.

The advantages already alluded to could have

operated only to a limited extent, had it not been

for the general and indeed almost universal practice

in Scotland, of landlords granting leases for a term

of years, and the absence of tithes fortunately af-

forded free scope to that impulse. Finally it may
be observed that the recent improvements in steam

navigation have been of considerable benefit to'the

Scotch farmer, in affording the facility of convey-

ing- his produce to the best markets.

It is now time to enquire how far the Highland

and Agricultural Society of Scotland, has been in-

strumental in promoting general improvements.

There can be no doubt that the meetings and de-

liberations of the society have had a powerful in-

fluence in directing a more general attention on

the part of landlords to rural affairs, and thus lead-

ing them to acquire a more minute knowledge of

farming operations, and of the best means of im-

proving their estates. The premiums offered

by the society for essays on agricultural subjects,

have induced practical farmers to communicate

the result of their experience ; and as much judg-

ment was displayed in the selection and manner of

publishing those essays, much valuable informa-

tion was thus diffused, and farmers were stimulated

to further enquiry.

The attention of the Highland Society was in

the first instance directed exclusively to the im-

provement of the northern counties, and the

amelioration of the state of the inhabitants there.

The benefits conferred on those districts by the

exertions of the society, exceeded all expectation,

but these initiatory steps in the progress of the

society, are fully detailed in the society's published

transactions, and it seems snrperflnous here to
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refer to them more particularly. The following
observations, therefore, will be confined to the
consideration of the influence the society has had
in promoting general improvement, by subse-
quently extending its patronage to the whole of
Scotland.

The society offered liberal premiums to the oc-

cupiers in the different districts of Scotland, for

reports of actual improvements ofwaste or unpro-
ductive land, and, in consequence, numerous re*

ports were made by practical farmers. By this

means much valuable information was elicited with
respect to the method adopted, and the success or

want of success of those employed. In general the

improvements were effected by draining and
liming; the reclaimed land being either continued
in permanent pasture, or brought into a regular

course of aration, as was oonsidered most applica-

ble to the nature of the soil, or situation of the
land. The society having discovered that the
method of under-draining was imperfectly under-
stooi in Scotland, deputed a person to go to Eng-
land and study the art under the celebrated Mr.
Elkington. On his return, the society patronized
the publication of his observations on Mr. Elking-
ton's system, and took every method to ensure an
extensive circulation of the work. This report
attracted great interestin the farming community,
and the draining of land was afterwards pushed to

greater extent, and on better principles than here-
tofore. The society then offered premiums to the
farmers who executed the greatest amount of ef-

fectual draining upon their respective occupations.
Subsequently the attention of the society was
directed to furrow draining, and, under its auspices
that system has been extensively adopted, with
the most beneficial effect. Much valuable informa-
tion has since been supplied, regarding the differ-

ent S5'8tems practised, and the best methods of
manufacturing tiles. The cost of that article has
in consequence been much reduced, and the means
of carrying on this species of draining have thus
been brought within the reach of farmers, in situa-

tions of the country, where other materials could
not be procured, for rendering that method of im-
provement practicable. It would be unnecessary
to do more than allude to the cultivation of turnips
in the southern parts of Scotland, so lonoj cele-
brated for the superior culture of that valuable
root, but in the extension of that system to other
districts, the society has borne a prominent part,
by offering premiums to the occupiers of land
where turnips were not grown, to the extent to be
available in the feeding of live stock, the land in

those (districts being suitable to the cultivation of
this important root. Many reports were after-
wards transmitted to the society from different
competitors describing Iheir mode of culture, and
the extent to which they had carried it.

In tie improvement of farm-stock the exertions of
the society have been most successful. The liberal
})remium3 they awarded to those enterpri.sino- in-
dividuals who distinguished themselves in the iu-
troduction of the improved breeds of cattle and sheep,
gave a powerful stimulus to exertion. The imper-
fections of the native breeds were thus made more
evident to stock farmers, and the national prejutJices
subdued by the advantages which were made n()pa-
rent, by a judicious selection of females as well as
males. Much benefit has been derived from the
society obtaining and publishing essays, written by
practical men, upon the best methods of rearing and
fattening stock, and providing a winter supply of

food for sheep, and thereby increasing their pro-

duce, and improving the staple of the wool.

Amongst the many improvements which have been
effected in Scotland by the Highland Society, not the

least important has been the establishing of a veteri-

nary school, by means of which a knowledge of the

treatment of ibo diseases of domestic animals has

been very much improved. This school was esta-

blished in 1823, under the patronaoje of the society.

For five years previous to that time, however, Mr.
Dick, the present professor, had regularly delivered

a course of lectures which had been sradually
attracting public attention. The patronage of the

society gave a new impulse to the energy of the

school, and a great increase of the number of pupils

took place, which has gradually continued, until the

number last session had increased to seventy-one.
It may be interesting to know somewhat of the

details connected with this subject, the manner in

which it is conducted, and the expenses connected
with it. The expense of the institution to the so-

ciety is only ^61. 5s. per annum, as an allowance
towards certain extra expenses ; all the other

burdens connected with it being supported by the

professor out of the fees of the pupils. The fees

consist of either three guineas for attendance on the

lectures each session, or ten guineas as a fee for

liberty of perpetual attendance on the lectures, and
also for liberty to attend the practice of the piofessor.

The acknowedged zeal and ability of the professor,

and the moderation of the fees exacted from the

pupils will in some degree account for the gradual
prosperity of the school.

The lectures consist of demonstrations of the

healthy structure of the domestic animals, making
the horse the standard, and comparing the structure

of the other animals with him. Having examined
the healthy structure, the alterations induced by
disease are then shewn and compared with tbe

normal parts, and the means of prevention and cure
are then explained. The course extends to about
90 lectures. The practical pupils are examined
weekly, and in order to afford sufficient oppor-
tunities to the pupil to become practically acquainted
with his profession, the professor has established a

veterinary dispensary, where he gives advice and
medicines gratis, for the animals belonging to the
poorer class of carters, hackney men, and cow
feeders who apply. The pupils are permitted, after

having obtained a sufficient degree of acquaintance
with the subject, to perform the requisite operations
prescribed for cases, under tbe directions and
superiutendance of the professor. The practical

pupils enjoy great advantages from the liberality of
several of the professors of tbe university, and the
private lecturers allowing them to attend their

lectures gratuitously, and the readiness with which
animals are procured for dissection in Edinburgh in

consequence of the small value of the carcase en-
sures the pupil being well versed in anatomy. At
the conclusion of the second session's attendance tbe
pupil is publicly examined by a committee of
medical gentlemen, appointed by the Highland So-
ciety, and those who are found qualilied receive a
diploma. The benefits derived from this institution

are such as might have been anticipated, -farmers,
as well as country blacksmiths, have acquired a
knowledge of the structure and constitution of the
horse and other animals, which 20 years n^o was
scarcely to be found, even among the profession in
latgc towns.

Sekds, Plants, Roots, &c.
In accelerating the acquirement of a knowledge

of tbe adaption of the different sorts of seeds, and
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plants, to peculiar soils and altitudes, much has also

been done by the enlightened exertions of the so-

ciety. The attention which has been directed to this

subject, has led to the improvement of many sorts

by careful selection, and culture, to the production of

new varieties of superior qualities ; and to the in-

troduction into general culture of new genera and
species before unknown, or known only botanically.

In the appointment of Mr. Charles Lawson, of

the firm of Peter Lawson and Son, as their seeds-

man, the societj'' have possessed themselves of a

valuable auxiliary, whose extensive knowledge and
indefatigable zeal it would be impossible to over-

rale. He periodically perambulates, not only his own
country but the continent, in search of fresh infor-

mation, whicli he hesitates not immediately to put
the community in possession of, by his publications.

At great personal expense he formed, under the

patronage of the society, a museum consisting of

specimens of seeds, roots, plants, &c., and also

models and specimens of all tho improved imple-
ments used in the cultivation of the soil, the latter

of which were supplied from the collection of the

Highland society. To this museum the public are

invited free of expense. Agriculturists are en-

couraged to send specimens qf the grains, roots, &c.,

with a description of the circumstances under which
the}' have been produced ; and thus by a com-
parison of all the various sorts collected, the means
are afforded of obtaining information as to the most
profitable for their adoption.

The annual meetings and exhibitions of this

society, shifting, as tliey have done, from one dis-

trict of the country to another, have been of fjreat na-

tional importance, in congregating on these occasions

vast assemblages of all classes of the agricultural

community, in the difl'usion amongst them of useful

practical knowledge, and creating in them a spirit of

emulation in their respective spheres of lit'e. Land-
lords have been brought in contact with the tenantry,

in the competitions of their produce. Practical

farmers have more duly estimated the real qualities

of their own stock, from seeing them placed in com-
petition with others, and have thereby been enabled
to form a more correct judgment of the most valuable

properties of the domestic animals. The attention

of the farmers has at those meetings been bene-
ficially directed tu specimens of the most improved
seeds, roots, implements of husbandry, drain tiles,

wool, cheese, butter, &cc., &c., and other useful

husbandry articles, then exhibited. The society's

patronage has also been given to district exhibitions

of farm-stock, and the premiums then given have
been attended with great local benefit. Shepherds
and other farm servants take great interest in attend-

ing those meetings and exhibitions, and it cannot be
doubted that their ideas have, by these means, been
enlarged and a more perfect knowledge imparted to

them in their respective spheres.

The writer will now proceed to the last division

of his subject, viz., to allude to a particular district

where improvement " can be proved to have taken

place." And he selects Peeblesshire, as being one
of the roost elevated inland counties, and being thus
cut off from the advantages of sea-ports, canals, or

railroads. It is a district, so to speak, confined to

its own resources. It may also be considered as a

recommendation for the purpose in view, that Mr.
James Allan, one of the tenantry ef the district, was
the first t© carry off the Highland Society's medal
for the improvement of vi-aste land. This prize was
awarded previous to 1801, and was justly earned

by the improvement of 50 acres of barren heath land,

situated on the side of a very steep hill, which, in

spite of all the difficulties of soil and situation, was
changed in the space of three years from a sterile

and unproductive moor, to a field producing ex-
cellent crops.

This county lies between 55'' 24', and 55° 50'

north latitude, and 2" 45' to 3" 33' longitude, west
frcni Loudon. Its extreme length from noith to

south is about 30 miles, and its greatest breadth

from east to west is about 2'2. According to recent

surveys the land cultivated, or occasionally so, is

estimated at about 35,000 imperial acres, what has

never been cultivated at 20t),000 ; capable of being
cultivated 8000, and under-wood nearly 7000.

In taking a superficial view of this county, the

impression may be conveyed that it is altogether a

pastoral district, as any idea of the extent of the

cultivated ground can only be obtained by very
minute inspection. The lowest part being 400 feet

above the level of the sea, and its highest point

2916 feet.

Amelioration of Climate.

Being one of the elevated districts in Scotland,

the climate is naturally moist and unpropitious.

Tradition savs at one time there was a considerable

extent of natural wood; but little remains to bear

evidence that such was the case. Even so late as

1800, the artificial wood did not exceed 2000 acres
;

now there are computed to be upwards of 7000, and
the improvement in this respect has been carried on
with a view both to ornament and utility. This, in

combination with the extensive drainage of the ara-

ble land, and likewise sheep pasturage, has amelio-

rated the climate, and proved highly beneficial both

as regards the prevention of disease, and the more
early maturity of tbe cultivated grains, grasses and

roots.

The greater extension of the cultivated
Lands, &c., &c. ,

Formerly cultivation, in its then imperfect state,

only extended to what was termed the old croft

lands. These lay principally contiguous to water

courses, or immediately adjoining residences, and
now bear a very insignificant proportion to the arable

lands of the county. Accessions were gradunlly

made from uninclesed land, worthy of being culti-

vated and likewise from what was in a perfect state

of unproductiveness, being reclaimed by means of

draining, levelling, and afterwards liming. In some
cases these were for'merly peat mosses, princii)ally

under water, or what was covered on barren heath,

on gentle declivities.

As cultivation was extended, enclosures were
made, and the system of growing white and green
crops in regular rotation, with a proportion of pas-

turage adopted, independent of the manure made
upon the farms, extraneous manures are now exten-

sively employed, and the growing of turnip, which,

previous to 1800 was hardly practised, is now
widely followed over the county, with due regard to

their proper management. Within the last 20 years

the period of commencing harvest was considered to

be a week or two behind the lowland districts of tho

county. Now it is almost on a par, and the quality

of grain produced, more especially barley, may be

said to be equal.

The soils are very variable, consisting of moss,

clay, sand, and soils having mixtures of these in

different proportions. Generally speaking the ara-

ble lands are well adapted for the green crop system

of husbandry, and as great attention has been paid

to enclosures, every fncility is afforded for the im-

provement of the land by pasturage.

It must be admitted, that from the high price of
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farm produce during the war, some of the land in

this countv, as well as many other districts in Scot-

laud, was" injudiciously subjected to cultivation.

The effects ot this are clearly perceptible, and now
more rational methods are taken to improve its pro-

ductiveness. The improved description of farm

implements are now common in this district ; and it

is worthy of remark, that previous to 180O only 16

thrashing machines were in operation, now there

are ujjwards of SOO, and the greater proportion pro-

pelled by four and six horse power.

In the recollection of many of the present occu-

piers, the black faced breed of sheep almost exclu-

sively occupied tiiis county, the cheviot being

comparatively rare and confined to one parish

(Posso). Now the cheviot breed is computed to

bear the proportion of one-half, and, where this

change has been judiciously made, much benefit is

gained. J'he calculation may be taken at 100/. per

annum for every 1000 black faced sheep that have

been displaced by cheviots, and this appears still

more interesting when, by the last calculation, the

number of sheep in the county is estimated at up-

wards of 102,000.

In the general management of sheep-farms, an

improvement has decidedly taken place. Much
loss was at one time experienced by over-stocking

the pastures, and laying an extra quantity of tar

upon the anmials, under the impression that it would
enable them to bear up better against the severities

of winter. Where smearing with tar is still pjac-

tised, more judj:ment is displayed, and in many
cases stock farmers have ado[)ted other ingredients

which are equally eflBcacious in protecting the ani-

mal and does not deteriorate the (juality of the wool.

Alore attention is now paid to :i proper provision of

winter food, to the selection of the rams, and the

appropriation of the regular sheep stock to the

pastures.

Due attention is now paid to draining those parts

of the pastures which are surcharged with water,

and thus a more valuable produce from stock is ob-

tained and new sources of wealth opened up.

Prior lo iraiirovemenis t;ikino^ place on the farm

houses and cottages, the Kev. Mr. Findlater, who
wrote anable survey of this country, describes the

usual construction of the better farm dwellings to have

consisted " of a long house of onlv six feet wall in

height; the apartments all upon the ground, the di-

mensions about 43 by I.t or 16 ieet in breadth within

walls, no division l)V partitions within, but the

cross partitions effected by close beds, (the close

bed is a frame of wood 6 feet high, 6 feet l(5ng, and

4 broad) set end to end with a passage between
them." The same writer describes that " in one
apartment the farmer and his servants sat in the

evening, the fire place being in the centre over
which thttre was suspended a frame of lath and
jjlaster, or spurs and mats, and reaching within

about five feet of the floor. This resembled an in-

verted funnel which conveyed away the smoke ; the

inmates sitting round the fire within the circumfe-

rence of this inverted funnel. The cottages were
built witli walls of turf, stone buttresses, or v/ooden

posts built into the wall supporting the heavy tim-

bers of the roof."

'J'he gi'ueral character of farm buildings now, con-

sist of substantial and respectable residences for the

occupier, with suit^ible accommodation in a])propri-

ate and comfortable houses to his servants and

labourrrs, and every other necessary convenience

required for the farm- stock.

Previous to the construction of the numerous
roadg which now intersect the county, farm produce

was conveyed to market upon horses, an equal

weight being suspended on each side of the animal,

and lime was brought home in a similar manner.

riiis method of transport was occasioned and the

use of it prolonged by the description of roads to be

travelled. Now the county is very well intersected

by proper roads and these well kept. The mail-coach

travels upon one of them, and the tollsamount to near

3000/. per annum, independent of what is paid by the

post oliice. Bridges also are now thrown over the ri-

ver Tweed, which winds itself through the county.

As to what may be the change that has taken

place upon the gross rental of the county within the

period to which these remarks principally af)ply,

the writer will not hazard an opinion, not being in

possession of correct information in that respect.

But he may refer to the following statement as

corroborative so far of what has been advanced.

Rental of the parish of Peebles in the county of

Peebles as taken from the statistical account of that

parish, published August 1834 7000

Do. as taken from statistical account of said

parish published in the year 1794 3000

Increase £4000
Before concluding, the writer may remark that in

this attempt to treat, within the compass of an

essay, a subject so extensive in its nature as agri-

culture, and comprehending as it does with its range

the well-being of the universe, he may expect to be

blamed for the omissiou of much which may appear

indispensable to convey an adequate idea of the un-

precedented advance which has taken place within

the last 54 years. But his object has been to

avoid any reference to the many conflicting opi-

nions of theorists, and to confine himself solely

to observation and to practical information derived

from tiiose whose skill and experience enti-

tle them to implicit confidence. He has likewise

laboured to confine his observations to those con-

necting links which have mainly contributed to the

general result, and to which others are attached in

finer gradation. Aware, however, how much re-

mains to be accomplished he respectfully throws

himself upon the indulgence of his readers.

A pRACTiCAT. Farmer.

COMMON SALT FOR CATTLE.

Sir,— " The Farmer's Magazine" being such aa
excellent medium of coramiiiiication, 1 have to beg
that you will allow the following enquiry to pass

through it.

Of all medicines Common Salt is perhaps that

which is most universally used for cattle; it is

cheap, always at hand, and in niatiy diseases ex-
celled by no other medicine. In small doses it is

an excellent tonic, in larger quantities, of a pint

or so, a powerful purgative ; but when given fre-

quently to milch-cows it dries uj) their milk. Now
I have no doubt something may be combined with
it to prevent this tendency to dry the milk, with-
out destroying its other properties, and if any
person ac(inaiiited with the nature of medicine
would ])rescrihe a remedy for this defect, and
insert it in some of your next numbers, he would
be conferring a great boon on farmers in general,

and the communication would be thankfully re-

ceived liy A Welsh Farmer.
May 'loth. 1840.
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ON THE CULTIVATION OF POOR
CLAY LANDS.

It is universally confessed by practical men that

no class of soils cultivated by the farmer yield so

small a return for the labour expended, and are so

difficult and precarious to manage, as the thin clay

lands on a very stift* and retentive bottom, which
much abound in many parts of the kingdom.
Light sands and chalks are very similar in value,

but much more pleasure is derived from their cul-

tivation by means of green crops and feeding by
sheep, and more profit is obtained from their

being used in that way, and in subservience to the

other lands on the farm. Agricultural writers, who
had no guides but theory and want of experience,

have only exposed their ignorance in asserting

that all clay lands may be cultivated by means of

green crops and leguminous plants ; as it is well

ascertained that no means known to us will reduce
these stiflf soils to a state fit to be planted with

these crops, and in which they would vegetate and
grow. These soils vary in value from 8s. to 16s.

an acre, and may be divided into two kinds,—

a

hard black soil, and often red like brick, on a wet
clay bottom, and a soft black soil on a bottom
equally wet and retentive. Any attempts to produce
green crops on such soils are wholly beyond the

question, and beans, pease, and vetches have been
recommended as capable of enabling the farmer to

dispense with the fallowing of the lands for one
year, by which process one crop is lost, with the

rent and expense of labour incurred.

But experience has shown that these crops may
defer, but cannot take the place of, a summer
fallow ; spring vetches may be eaten on the ground,

and a partial fallow may be afterwards effected, but

it will be very imperfect, and the land should be

ready for sowing with wheat by the time the

vetches are consumed. The quality of the land

will very seldom afford a decent crop of the her-

baceous green plants, the manuring obtained

would be very inconsiderable, and even in the dry

season of summer, the feeding of sheep on such

soils would be ineligible and detrimental. The
wetness of the lands in the spring and autumn,
and the late harvests in many places where such
soils very ranch <ibound, wholly exclude any
working of the land before sowing the crops of

beans and pease, which require a spring tilth at an
earlier period than the nature of the soil will allow ;

and the greater difficulty remains in applyingthe ma-
nure to the land in a suitable state of tilth and pul-

verization. These crops may be sown broad-cast,

but then they rank as a corn crop, or they may be
drilled and hoed, and then they hold nearly the

same position, but on such soils the pro-

cess of drilling any crops in the spring

is very precarious, and in most cases a

physical impossibility. The clays on which drilled

crops ate grown are loamy soils, to admit of that

process ; but even on good wheat clays, it has been
found impossible to substitute these crops for

summer fallo^ving, with equal advantages of crops,

and in the state of the land. On the soils men-
tioned, there need be no hesitation in asserting

that no process or means is known by which the

land can be prepared for these crops, and the dung
applied so as to produce equal effects with a fal-

lowing, either in the state of the land, or in the

value of the crops of a continued rotation ; no
spring working or summer scuftting will reduce

and pulverize such soils, which often require the

whole summer for that purpose, and to many of

these lands the plants themselves ve physically in-

appropriate as a crop. Even on the best lands

they are used as chance crops, in order to defer

the fallowing process when the land is in good
condition, as the early period of sowing prevents

the culivation that can be effected from becoming
a substitute for fallowing', either by green crops

or by the summer process. It remains to be seen

what difference will be made in the nature and tex-

ture of these soils by the modern system of furrow
draining : whether it will render them more loose

and friable, and more fitted for green plants, or only

make them more accessible at different seasons,

and easier managed for the usual crop. Some
loamy clays may be converted into green croj)

lands from a previous near alliance, but the stiff

clays now mentioned are probably beyond that

possibility.

Summer fallowing being indispensible for the

working and pulverization of clays, and wheat
being found the most profitable crop after fallow,

even in the very small quantities that can be

obtained, various rotations have been followed and
published, including and stating the crops that are

most suitable after the fallowing process. The
boasted four years course is too short for any soils,

and the same plants recur too frequently, although

it is very commonly followed on the poor clays

now mentioned in the form of— 1. Fallow. 2.

Wheat. 3. Clover and seeds, cut or pastured. 4.

Oats. The grass seeds very frequently " miss,''

in farmers' language, but the predominant love of

corn crops will not allow a prolongation of the

term. The oat crop is also very indifferent, be-

cause there is no vegetable sward or freshness to

yield nourishment to the plants by subsequent

decomposition. An improvement has been sug-

gested, by sowing peas, beans, and vetches on
the wheat stubble, and thus sowing clovers only

once in eight years on the fields alternately. I

perceive that I understand the word " rotation" in

a different sense from most writers— they apply it

to the period vvhe.i the same plant, cereal, legu-

minous, or cruciform, is sown on the land under

the same preparation, and with manure applied in

the same manner, and that the plants may be used

in the intervals in a different way, without termi-

nating the rotation ; I have been accustomed to

understand it as being terminated, when the same
plant is sown by the same preparation, and that

all the intermediate crops wholly consist of

different plants, without any manure being applied.

I use it in this sense in the following remarks.

The many rotations that have been published do

very few of them apply to the poor clays now
mentioned, for they mostly suppose a manuring
for beans, and crops to be eaten on the ground by
sheep; and some even suppose turnips, which

soils belong entirely to another denomination of

land. Barley is proposed to be sown after fallows,

but on poor hard cla3's the plant is wholly unfit,

and repeated trials have confirmed wheat as the

most profitable. The growth of winter and

spring vetches requires a loamy softness of

composition in the land ; they seldom succeed on

these hard sterile clays, and when they fail and

plant thin, the land is rendered fouler, and no

benefit can be obtained from the feeding by sheep,

unless the materials of feeding, or the crops tiiem-

selves, can be obtained, which can only be accom-

plished by putting the land into good condition by

previous fallowing, cleaning, and manuring.

Peas are similar in nature to vetches, and the be-

nefits that both crops confer oa H-jht dry lands, by
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shading, smothering', and nianiiilng, which are

certainly not small, have, upon trials, been found

incapable of being realized under totally dift'erent

circumstances in the lands on which they are

used. On such soils the crops have been found

not worth seed and labonr, besides rendering the

land much fouler, unless previously in good con-

dition ; and beans have been found equally unpro-

ductive. Broadcast crops of these plants seldom

fail in fostering abundance of weeds, and any

partial benefit from hoeing or weeding is a very

insufficient check, and produces no effect on the

stubborn surface of the soil. The confining of

sheep on these bare wet soils to consume clover,

vetches, or any crop with a half arable surface, or

swarded, would be highly injurious and detri-

mental ; and besides the crop of artificial grasses

is mostly so scanty as to yield a very light crop of

hay, and sometimes a bare pasturage for one

sheep on an acre, and much less a crop to feed a

flock for the purpose of manuring the land. In

many of the rotations that have been published,

two and sometimes three crops of wheat occur in

a conrse of six and eight years—a system of crop-

ping that must suppose very extravagant manu-
ring, and also land of good quality, a ready com-
mand of animal manure, either in a putrescent

form, or by feeding the crops on the land. Where
such means can be commanded, the rotation is

unobjectionable, and the requisite skill is best

shown in adaptiug the course of cropping to the

support that is available. No doubt can exist

that a crop of green herbaceous food, to be con-

sumed on the land at some period between the

processes of fallowing, will afford great assistance

to the land in producing the future crops ;

but it mnst be knowu that the crops themselves

can be obtained, and that other circumstances will

allow the full and unqualified benefit. If winter

vetches could be produced on these thin soils, the

crop could not be wholly consumed before the

middle or end of May, and any fallowing effected

after that time would be very imperfect, for in

general management, a very effectual part of the

process is accomjdished before that time, and the

advantages of early working on stiff clays

are well known to every cultivator. On some drier

clays, spring vetches eaten on tiie ground, afford

a good preparation for wheat on one furrow : but

it is only a catch crop, and delays, but does not

dispense with fallowing. In the rot.itious that

have been published in this Magazine, it would be

desirable for the writers to state the preparation

of the land for beans, the season of sowing, and
the mode of applying the manure. It is evident

that the lands are much sujjcrior in quality to those

I have mentioned, both from the crops produced
and the repetitions.

Thin clay soils much abound in Durham and
Northumberland, in the southern counties, and
in many parts of the kingdom. A long practice

in cultivating them where the fallows amounted to

ITjO acres yearly, has induced me to make some
remarks on the rotations that miglit be adopted
with most advanta;;e, aiul on the general culture

of that denomination of land*'. 'I'hese soils are

generally, but not always, found in situations in-

land, and distant from cxlraneous sources of

manure ; the (juantity of turnip land is small or

non<', and the scanty jjroduce obtained from the

lands afford a very Hunted supply of dung, from
the want of green crops and the animal manures
that accompany them. Lands badly fed cannot
withstand constant cropping, even wjth the plants

that are found most suitable ; the soil must have

rest : and since animal manures and putrescent

matters cannot be obtained, it remains to produce

vegetable matter in the soil itself, which may afford

nourishment for future crops, and, at the same time

yield a profit during the production. The four

year's course soon exhausts these thin soils, ma-

nure is only applied once during the rotation, and

scantily from want of the materials. In the ab-

sence of the knowledge of any crop that would

afford tosuch soils an intermediate support between

the fallowings, the whole benefit rests on that pro-

cess, and wheat has been confirmed by experience

as the most profitable and most suitable to be sown

on the land prepared in that way. The subsequent

crops may be stated as follows :

—

Years. 1 Fallow.

2 Wheat.
3 Seeds, mown or pastured.

4 Pasture.

5 Beans, peas, and tares.

6 Oats,

or,

Years. 1 Fallow.

2 Wheat.
3 Seeds, mown or pastured.

4 Pasture.

.5 Pasture.

ti Oats, peas, and tares.

or in a five years course,

\'ears. 1 Fallow.

2 Wheat.
3 Seeds, mown or pastured.

4 Pasture.

5 Oats, peas, and tares.

The first rotation may suit the class I have

mentioned as being of a softer texture, where

leguminous crops have a chance probably of par-

tial success, and the latter course will be more
suitable to those of a harder nature, where the

chance would be less.

In fallowing these soils of the harder class, the

texture should be broken, and the pulverization

effected in the early part of the season by mechani-

cal force of the roll and the plough, repeatedly

applied ; the harrow will not avail much till

summer rains have softened the cohesion. On
the black and softer kinds, the lands may lay during

the early heats and droughts in a rough unbroken
state, til! they dissolve naturally in the latter part

of the season ; for if they were reduced by force

in the first months, they would be in too fine a

state in October for a bed for wheat, and be apt to

throw out the plants during winter. With brick-

like soils, the case is very different, for they can-

not be too much reduced, and there are seldom

any weeds in either kinds to disturb the process.

Drilling of wheat can seldom be practised ; the

wetness of the lands, and the very awkward form
of the ridges, lying in crooked, unequal, and ser-

pentine breadths, present a great obstacle to any
attempt of drilling by machinery ; and the preca-

rious season on such lands renders dispatch abso-

lutely necessary in committing the seed to the

earth in the best possible form. Ribbing has bceu
practised, but has not been attended with any
result, except in a few instances where tall weeds
abound to be ptdled by hand. The grsss seeds

should be sown on these hard lands on a pulverized

surface produced in the spring by proper harrows,

and covered by a single application of the same
instruments, and finished by a heavy rolling. It

is a very general opinion that grasses will not grow
on these lands, and for the best of all reasons, be-
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eause they are not sown ; but if the land be properly

prepared, a crop of hay and pasturage may be ob-

tained, which will much improve the laftcr crops.

The followitig list of seeds may be found generally

applicable :

—

^ bushel of perennial ray grass.

2 do. of cocksfoot.

6 lbs. of dogstail.

4 of catstail.

4 of meadowfescue.
6 of red clover.

4 of white clover.

The dogstail will be found a most useful grass on
these hard sterile clays, and it ever affords a very
grateful herbage ; and pasturage of two and three

years will afford a vegetable sward and keep for

sheep. The following crops of beans, peas, tares and
oats, may be regulated at pleasure, as the nature of

the soil and circumstances direct ; but generally

speaking, leguminous crops never failed in my ob-

servation to render the lands much fouler, as no
possibility exists of drilling any spring crops on
such lands, except it may be in a particular season

of rare and uncertain occurrence, and hoeing and
scuffling- would be of no avail. Pasture will im-
prove the land, and keep it cleaner ; but if the

grasses should partially fail, ' arable culture may
be the sooner adopted. On some drier sorts, spring

tares might be eaten on the ground, which would
greatly improve thechance of the oatcrop, although
that circumstance would depend on the season

being wet or dry and if the tares can be produced,

which rarely happens on the poorer clays.

In looking at the rotations that have been lately

published in this [Magazine, I observe that the land

is fallowed after the winter vetches are consumed.
I have often thought that an imperfect fallowing

can be performed on any land after a winter crop,

except in some particular turnip soils, and that the

state of the soil for the reception of seed is much in-

ferior to the regular process of working aftera win-
ter furrow. But as these rotations evidentlyapply to

loamy clays of good quality, no comparison exists

;

for the land must possess both these properties,

and also a dry and early climate, before winter

vetches can be produced and eaten on the ground,
and the bean crop be dunged, drilled, or hoed.
On clay lands of the best qualitj% and on which
gr-een crops cannot be introduced, it has been found
ineligible to postpone the fallowing process beyond
six years or eight at the utmost, and the green and
grain crops are used in alternation during that

period. The old rotation is yet much used on
good clays :— 1 Fallow, 2 Wheat, ?> Seeds, 4 Oats,

5 Beans, drilled and manured ; fi Wheat : and also,

1 Fallow, 2 Wheat, 3 Beans, 4 Barley, 5 Tares,

8 Barley, 7 Clover, 8 Beans, and D Wheat ; and
another, 1 Fallow, 2 Wheat, 3 Beans, drilled and
hoed, 4 Barley, .5 Clover manured, 6 Oats, 7 Beans,
8 Wheat. The clover crop is too distant from the

fallowing of the land, which presumes the cleanest

and most pulverised state of the soil to suit the

small and tender seeds of the pa])ilionaceous plants.

These and similar rotations, suppose lands of the

first quality, and in eligible situations ; the soils I

have mentioned are of the most inferior order that

are cultivated, and which cannotkeep animal stock,

to raise manures from want of green crops, and
which are unfit for the production and use of the
herbaceous plants that are the only known sub-
stitutes, except in a very partial degree. It remains to

be seen whatalterationthe modern system of furrow
draining (if it ever be performed, as it might have
been all done by this time,) may effect in fitting

these soils for green plants, leguminous or cruci-

form, and if the subtraction of water will render

the lands capable of producing them, and for the

introduction of sheep to consume them. This
essential point is never mentioned in any details

we read of the advantages, and the increase of

grain produce, derived from draining. J, D.
June 20, 1840.

The disinclination of the farmers to co-operate

for any purpose involving tlieir common interest,

has long been matter of regret to the most intelli-

gent of that body, and lias been frequently com-
mented upon by us. When, therefore, a disposi-

tion is manifested to unite in carrying out any
legitimate object of mutual interest, it should be

encouraged as much as possible.

W^e observed, some time since, in the Noiivich

Mercury, a notice of a suggestion made at the

Midfbrt and Launditch Agricultural Association,

by Sir C. Clarke, who takes a great interest in

everytliing connected with agriculture, for the

formation of a Benevolent Society for the relief of

tlie " Widows and Orphans of farmers."

We iiave not had an opportunity of seeing a

prospectus or detailed statement of the plan, but

we find the following description of it in the

Norwich Mercury :
—

" The leading features of the constitation of the

Society are tVese:

—

" The occupation of 200 acres of land, or a rental

ef 200/. pur annum, or being the proprietor of 100
acres, with an annual subscription of 1/. shall con-

stitute a member. The election to be by ballot

(after the 30th of September, 1840), by a ma-
jority of at least three-fourths of the members pre-

sent at a quarterly meeting of the Society, and hav-

ing baen proposed at a previous meeting. That the

payment of 10/. or an annual subscription of 1/. for

twenty years, shall constitute the subscriber a mem-
ber for life. 1 hat the nobilitv, gentry, and clergy,

be honorary members, by a donation or an annual

subscription. If the subscription remains unpaid
one month after notice from the secretary, the de-

faulter shall forfeit all interest in, and cease to be a

member, unless a fine of five shillings, together with

the annual subscription, be paid for re-admission,

within the space of twenty-one days. The manage-
ment of the fund to be vested in the life and annual

subscribers. The committee to be chosen annually
;

to consist of nineteen members, of whom not more
than fourteen can have been upon the committee of

the former year, and not less than five to form a

quorum. No relief to be rendered until two years'

subscriptions are paid, in addition to donations re-

ceived, except in cases of urgent and unforeseen

distress, when the committee are to have the power
of issuing sums on their own authority, not exceed-

ing 10/., to the widows and orphans of decased mem-
bers. The relief to be in the form of donation, and
never that of an annuity, even for a limited number
of years ; and on the application of not less thau

seven members the secretary shall be empowered te

convene a general meeting of the society within one

m,onth from the date of such requisition."

The fact of such a proposition having been fa-

vourably received, and having obtained support,

is highly gratifying to us as an indication of a dis-
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position on tlie part of tlie farmers to pursue a

course long since adopted by otlier classes of the

community. In considering tlie matter, however,

it naturnliy occurs to us to inquire, whether the

plan proposed is the most benetifial. And here

we would wish it to be most especially miderstood,

that in the comparison we are about to make, we
do not wisli in the slightest degree to prejuc^ce

the society to which we are now directing attention.

Possessing no other information than that which

is contained in the above extract from tlie

No)wic/i Mercury, we are unycquainted with the

amount of benefit which the projectors of this

society expect to be enabled to confer, by means
of the funds wliich may be subsciibed. In order,

therefore, to enable those who are directing their

attention to the society to niake a comparative es-

timate of the advantages which may be derived

from the outlay of one pound annually, as a sub-

scription to tiiis society, or if laid out with ano-

ther institution expressly dedicated to the interest

of the farmers, we beg attention to the following

statement :

—

As we before stated, we will not speculate upon
the probable advantages offered by the first-

mentioned society, we will only state, as regards

the latter, the " Farmers' Fire and Life Insurance

Institution," that the payment of one pound an-
nually for life, by a man 26 years old, will give

his widow or children a positive and indefeasible

claim for 50/. at his decease, supposing that to

take place even in the very next year. The pay-

ment of tlie same sum annually, by a man 48
years old, will also entitle his widow or children

to 25/. at his demise. Should a party be inclined

to pay one-half of the premium, and let the other

half remain at interest at 5 per cent., to be de-

ducted from his account at his decease, a pay-
inenl of one pound per annum, with interest at

5 per cent, for another pound, by a man 26 years

old, will entitle his widow or family to 100^. less

the one pound remaining at interest, even should
he die the very next year. The adoption of the

same plan would give 50/. to the representatives of

a man aged 48.

Here it should be observed, that neither the

amount nor the payment of it depend upon the will

of any individual. The representatives of the in-

sured have a positive riglU to the sums named.
It is not in the shape of a charitable contribution

or donation ; it is the result of a contract made
by him, and for which his representatives have
as clear a legal remedy as for any other purchase
he may have made in the way of business.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sill,— Allow me, through the medium of your
valuable paper, to make a few remarks on a letter

which apijcarcd in the Mark Lane Ea;j)rcsn for
.lune 1st on Cottage .\lIotments, signed " A',-

''

whose views in some points accord with mine (as
contained in a former letter to you, on the same
subject,) but in others I beg to differ with him,
as I think he does not duly appreciate the advan-

tages that ought to be derived from a plan so noble
in its nature, and elegant in its design ; but I may
be wrong also, therefore 1 will state a few facts,

simple in themselves, and leave them for your
numerous readers to judge, and to give them that

due attention which they need.
Your correspondent recommends, " one-fourth

of an acre as the quantity of land best adapted to

carry out the Allotment System most advantage-
ously," and further on he says "and best calculated

to prevent his encroaching upon that portion of

time which should be appropriated to the discbarge
of his duties to his master."— What advantages
will be derived from allotting 1200 square yards to

a labourer, with the intenttoimprovehlscondition '.

Not any but keeping him a few evenings from his

wife and family, or spending an hour with some
fellow friend talking over the affairs of the village.

Will he have sufficient corn and potatoes to feed a
pig .' No. Then what advantage will a pig be to

him if he has nothing fo feed it with ? He will

have to spend a shilling or two out of bis daily

wages to endeavour to support it—and is this

improving his condition ^ Then suppose he sows
half his allotment with wheat, and the produce is

four strikes ; and he plants the other half with
potatoes , reserving a portion for cabbages, onions,

carrots &c., and he has the rent to pay for the
land ; where is the improvement in the condition
of the labourer either physical or intellectual ?

He then says " about two and a half acres of land
to three strong unemployed boys will be found
sufficient, provided the man has regular employ-
ment," Would a father trust the tillage of his land

to his " three strong unemployed boys ? " No—

I

say he would not, or at least he ought not ; if he
did, he would be liable to suffer from the effects of

idleness and deceit which would cause that culti-

vation which is unfit for Cottage Allotments instead
of that which is so desirable, yea, even necessary,

viz. the proper use of the spade. Further on he
says, " the straw should be carefully preserved for

manure, this in addition to what is collected on
the roads by the children, will contribute towards
the manuring of more than one-third of his land."

Then what quantity of straw will the tenant have
for manure? and what quantity will twenty or
thirty children collect off the roads ? and does not
more than one-third of the land want manuring
each year ? I ask where will the tenant get
manure sufficient for the management of his land ?

On distributing prizes I shallspeak of thatpresently.
Having thus proceeded far, a question naturally

presents itself, viz., what advantages should accriiB

from Cottage Allotments, the best manner of culti-

vating such allotments, and the quantity of land
necessary, so as to improve his condition, physical,

moral, and intellectual? The advantages ought to be
such, and so managed, that shall improve him in

the three conditions just named. First, by alloting

a sufficientquantityofland to endeavour to improve
his physical condition. Secondly, which by having
sufficient necessaries of life would remove all out-
ward temptations to steal or defraud his neighbours,
and thus tend to increase his morality, and eventu-
ally improve his moral condition ; and thirdly, by
improving his physical and moral condition, he
will see the necessity of improving his intellectual.

Of the manner of cultivating, and the quantity I

recommend to be alloted, (sec my first letter in

your paper for April 2"th 1840).
In any one devising a system, it is rational and

natural to inquire how far it will affect self. Your
correspondent " K " seemed to have a little regard
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for self when he says, " and best calculated to pre-

vent his encroaching upon that portion of time

which should be appropriated to the discharge of

his duties to his master." TheFarnier in proposing

a plan of Cottage Allotments looks around him
and says, " if \vc let these people have more laud

than will grow only a few potatoes and cabbages
for themselves, where will our labourers come
from ? " we shall have either to diminish our
farms, or assist in working ourselves ; the former
is painful to themselves, inasmuch as they think

it will diminish their dignity, while the latter will

more so, besides being much more painful to the

system generally. But let them not rest here, but
loigk forward. ^^Tiat will be the condition of the

labourer ten, twenty, or thii-ty years hence? we
have steam applied to almost every kind of machi-
nery ; we have railroads, trains of carriages hurled

on by the same power—and this wonderful vapour
is not only applied to the various powers of manu-
facturing instruments of different kinds for agri-

culture, but is even apjilied to work those instru-

ments itself; hence steam ploughs, and thrashing

machines &c.—>Ve also have instruments invented
to be moved by the horse; as the hay-making
machine &c., and several other instruments, all

tending to diminish the less necessity for manual
labour. Mechanics— what will then be their

employment ? It is a great evil in the present day,

to judge of any system by the effects it produces,

immediately, or soon after it comes into operation ;

but to improve the condition of the Poor, it must
he done genei'ally, and so combined that it shall

not only do good in the present day, but that its

beneficial eflfects shall increase from generation to

generation. "What effects do railroads produce on
the post-houses, and what on the labourer ? They
ruin the former, while, for a certain time they are

of benefit to the labourer, in causing an increased
demand for labour. What effect does, and will,

steam produce on the welfare of the ^Mechanics ?

It will ruin them, while they willbe obliged to become
labourers ; labourers will be in excess ; our work-
houses will want enlarging ; more will want
erecting ; and there will be a general stagnation

in the country. Depredations of all kinds will be
committed, and nothing but sin and folly will reign

among the people. Then it behoves the land-
o'«vners and farmers to look at and prevent this

impending calamity ; and this I can conceive may
be most happily achieved, by apportioning a quantity
of land to the tenant that shall exalt his station.

We, as a body of farmers, must have less land,
managing better what we have, and letting to our
humble brethren the remainder. Geological re-

searches inform us, a quantity of land in this and
foreign countries, remains open for cultivation ;

in our country we must diminish our pasture land
in order to favour the objects of this system, and
agriculture in general. To make foreign lands
ot benefit to our country, we must endeavour to
promote emigration, in order to lay open a wider
field for cultivation in our native land ; while at
the same time we are causing the numbers of our
population to diminish. But all this cannot be
done without the assistance of the labourer or
poor; they must endeavour to decrease the number
of their families, by checking those passions which
is the inevitable cause of such fruit following.
These three plans, the allotment system, emigra-
tion, and a decrease of the animal passions, will

inevitably improve the condition of the poor ; but
I would not wish it to be understood that the poor
should roam, and manage as they choose ; no,
far fi-om it -. I would still have them under the

restriction of a scrutinizing committee, punishing
where deviation occurred, and rewarding where
emulation is due ;—but a question arises, what is

to be understood bj' rewards^ (This brings me to

notice the subject of awarding prizes.) Rewards
are of several kinds, but I shall only notice two

;

one kind of reward is, where a medal, or some
other article is given for some good action per-

formed , this may be called a prize ; another is where
we, by teaching the jioor labourer the theory of

farming, and instructing him in the various

branches of it, and improve his intellect ; this

may he called, the reward of pleasiue arising from
a cultivated intellect ; the latter reward appears
to me to promise more lasting benefit, the former,
while it indulges a spirit of emulation and increases

a covetous desire, is soon forgot, while the latter

imparts a lasting pleasure, I may say indescribable.

Then instead of prizes I would say institute a

course of lectures to be given in the dark season

of the j'ear, deducting one hour from the daily

labour of the labourer, deducting at the same time,

his wages in proportion : but an objection may be
urged against lectures being given to the labouring
poor an account of what I have stated in my last

letter to you, namely, that after the exhaustion of

the physical power by hard labour all the day, that

it was too much to exhaust the nervous power as

well. In answer I ask in what way have I pro-

vided against this, to diminish the labour one hour.
And in addition I would recommend that the lec-

tures should bo plain and easy, destitute of those
arguments which require an active mind to follow

them through all its bearings. But it may be said

in reply, is not even this exhaustion ? is not this

cultivating the mind .' I say certainly it is ; but
is there not a difference between educating the
intellect of a child, in driving as it were learning

into it, and stating facts simple in their nature, to

an experienced, and a mind more easily and more
capable of receiving instruction, and more especi-

ally a subject in which the labourer would take
great delight ? I leave these facts to a discerning
public to judge of their merits, and asking pardon
infringing so much on the pages of your valuable

Journal, I remain Sir, your obedient servant,

A Friend to the Poor.
Sutton on Trent, Nottinghamshire,

June 5th.

SHEEP BREEDING.
My present letter will be as much made up of

shreds and patches from others' productions, that

it will be but the fillet wherewith to bind together
the flowers of other men's abilities, and therefore

will not puzzle your compositor with making end-
less quotations, but at once thankfully acknowledge
the great helps I am receiving from those who have
already soliquidly and forcibly set forth what 1 am
humbly at a distance trying to imitate. Premising
— I have heard itobjected that "Practical" uses too

many technical phrases for ox'dinary readers. I

am not aware of having done so ; I give English
farmers credit for understanding English language.

It has been propounded that, when we have
once got a flock or herd of animals to our mind,
they require only to be kept together, without any
skill exerted in selection to produce an offspring

in no respect degenerating from the so satisfac*

tory stock. Against such doctrines I strongly pro-
test. Far from thinking it possible by such an in-

attentive mode of proceeding to perpetuate, or

even to retain, the valuable properties so acquired,
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I am of opinion that from this very want of atten-

tion the stock has been both greatly jeopardized

and misunderstood, as shown in a want of consti-

tutional hardihood externally indicated by co-exis-

tent defective formation in the parts whii-h denote

the presence or absence of that important thougli

disregarded requisite.

Fashion, like the fabled Sirens, often leads men
astray, and to the magic of a name vital consider-

ations have been sacrificed. Just now a cross hold-

ing a name of the Leicester, with a spice of the

Gloucester or other fancy pattern forms, with the

imthinking, the talisman by which every difficulty

of land, climate, and circumstance is to be removed,
and every inconvenience avoided. And when a

breeder has obtained a flock so constituted, he

concludes he has done all that is required, and is,

ab initio, an accomplished flock-master. This is

rote, not science.

Sir John Sebright observes, the existence of a

perfect animal is an hypothesis he cannot admit

—

therefore, in the animals got together from the

four winds of the earth, whose present adventi-

tious appearance constitutes their main recom-
mendation, there mu>thave previously existed de-

fects, though latent for the niment,but which will

necessarily again obtrude themselves. As the

tree needs pruning—as the garden wants weeding
—so does the breeding animal require selection 1

In an highly improved breed of animals (sheep)

there will exist a constant struggle between the de-

sirable and undesirable qualities, the latter of

which being constitutional, and the former, in a

degree, or for a time, artificial. Nature will, under
mismanagement, or if even left to lierscif, seek to

revert back to her former level, to obviate which,

"in and in" breeding, under judicious treatment,

is our main defence. May 1 instance what 1 mean .'

Mr. Marshall (an unwilling witness) says iVlr.

Bakewell's bull, D, is a fine animal, and is a stri-

king proof of the vulgar error that breeding in and

jn weakens the breed ; D was the son of Two-
penny, out of a daughter and sister of the same
celebrated bull, she being the produce of his own
dam ; nevertheless D is the sire of Shakspeare by
another daughter of the same bull, and is proba

bly the most robust individual of the long-horned

breed—while I) himself, at the age of twelve

or thirteen, is more active and higher mettled

than bulls in general are at three or four years

old. Here then is an animal from the closest

affinity of blood, that at twelve or thirteen years

old, surpasses in stamina and vivacity other ani-

mals of three or four years old procured from fre-

jjuent crossings. Therefore, where tliere exists

in animals great constitutional vigour, and the im-

portant {)oints of excellence prciiondcratinsr very
considerably in both parents, surely the system of

in-breeding may be adopted with impunity, watch-
ful attention l)cing given to the detection and ex-

pulsion of any deteriorating symptoms, and like

remarks will justly apply to other kinds of stock.

Mr. Bakcwcll being dissatisfied with the results

of a continual infusion of new blood in his pigs,

adopted the j)lan of using but one and the same
boar, which boar eventually became the father of
all his swine, the consequence was, the breed, so

far from being worn out or weakened thereby, has
been highly improved in every good quality. Dr.
Johnson remarks that there arc no weak or de-

formed people among the Indians,and with his ustial

Bngacily assigns the reason, which is, that the
hardship of their lives as hunters and fishers docs
not allow weak or <lisoased children to grow up.

Neither should wc allow weak or diseased stock
to perpetuate their imbecility. Yet such is the
lack of knowledge that not a few of us prize our
males for those features which are purely feminine,
forgetful that while we are admiring a fine head in
the male wg are but glozing over disease and infir-

mity in his constitution.

Those disapprovers of close breeding who liave

but imperfectly matured their ideas on the subject,

with a good tempered air of triumph, enquire whe-
ther the improved race of sheep can be perpetu-
ated in its excellence otherwise than by the vigi-

lent exercise of a peculiar management ; or whe-
ther they may now be left to the process which
Nature would pursue without soon exhibiting that

they arc as capable of becoming worse as they
originally were of improvement ? I look tbe en-
quiry ill the face and say,—the improved race of
sheej) does require incessant vigilance and pecu-
liar treatment ; and it is precisely for ibis careful

and peculiar mode of breeding I am now contend-
ing, as I am quite sure that it left to the process

which Nature would pursue ^promiscuous inter-

coursej we should soon slide back to the kind of

flocks our Roman conquerors left us, more like

goats than sheep. What I advocate in theory
and admire in practice, is the scientific observance-
ofand waiting upon Nature, to train her willingness

to melioration, and to prune out her aberrancy.

Mr. Bakewell, to whom all England is indebted

for his numerous invaluable discoveries in agri-

culture, and for creating a neiv breed of cattle, is an
honourable instance of what I mean. He waited,

not for chance to throw in his way animals fitted

for his ])uriiose, be made excursions to various
parts of the kingdom, inspected the different breeds
of cattle and sheep, ascertaining those which were
best of their kinds and most valuable for his pur-

pose. These he purchased wherever they could
be found, and this selection was the original stock
from which he propagated his own. In the ani-
mals thus selected it is to be presumed that much
excellence must have existed, yet to improve upon
that best stock, and amalgamate it into one blood
was a merit at that time peculiar to himself; and
as he approximated to the desired point, his ani-

mals (sheep especially) evincing so much supe-
riority in wool, symmetry, and constitutional excel-

lence, that he certainly could not, with propriety,

use any stock but his own ; for having attained
this elevated position of excellence, he thereby be-
came and continued an in-and in breeder, for evi-

dently any other course would have been wilfully

and ridiculously to court retrogradation ; and
having so bred for a great number of years he
thereby obtained a new and superior race of sheep,
from which he so carefully weeded defects that at

last he could givesuch acharacter and warranty to

his flock as no contemporary could venture to do.
And those few flock masters who have judi-

ciously possessed themselves of his pure breed,
and kept it uncorru])ted from meaner blood, have
now the finest and healthiest sheep in England,
with an uninterrupted pedigree and qualification for
nearly half a centur}'.

Thus 1 have arrived at the end, not of the sub-
ject, but of my fourth long letter. I will now
pause for correction from some of your more ex-
perienced and talented correspondents, and then,
by permission, will trouble you with the descrip-
tion of what I consider a good sheep, and suggest
how to procure, sustain, and j)erpetuatc so desir-
able a breed. 1 am, your's, I've,

Practical,
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ON THE COMPARATIVE MERITS
OF PLOUGHS.

Pembrokeshire, June 3.

Sir,—Having read in your magazine an account

of Mei^srs. HainUey and Puscy's experiments on

the comparative draught of ploughs, aiul seeing

they plainly i)rovc that the same work can be done

as easily, and well, by two horses in one kind of

plough, as by three in another—a fact so important

to farmers, that I have been induced to make a

a few trials myself, in order to ascertain the drauglit

of the ploughs commoidy used in this county, com-
parcil with those spoken of by Mr. Piisey, and if

you think the results of them worthy of your

magazine, they are before yon. The plouglis used

here by the larger farmers are of two kinds, one

having the improved Scotch nmuld-board, wdiich

gives it a narrow breast, and curves out quietly

behind; the other is something fuller in the breast,

and the mould-board has less of the hollow curve.

The small farmers almost universally employ a very

light, but clumsily-built instrument, called the old

Welsh plough ; almost the only iron about it is the

coulter, a very narrow share, and a band forming

its extremely long solepiece.

Before I eonnuenced the trials, I ])rocured one of

Mr. Cottam's gauges, which has a piston tluit works
in a cylinder, filled with oil, attached to the index,

which imposes so powerful a clicck on the rajjidity

of its vibrations, that the eye is enabled to mark its

movements with very tolerable accuracy, which,

with any I have seen Iiefore, was out of the rpies-

tion ; and also, one of Hart's ploughs, as a sort of

standard, its draught having l)een proved before by
Mr. Pusey. Besides this, the ploughs were two
light iron ones, with the narrow breast, and ex-
l)anding mould-boards, weighing about 12 st. each.

A wooden one, somewhat fuller in the breast, and
less of the expanding curve behind to the mould-
board, weight 10 St. ; and also an ohl Welsh jdonuli,

weighing Gj st. The ground chosen was an oaten
stubble, light, but hard, from the dry weather, the
furrow o in. by 9 in. ; the draught of Hart's was
13 St., of the wooden one 17 st., of the iron onc^ 11)

St. and 20 st., and of the old Welsh 20 st. I then
had Hart's wheel titteil to the wooden plough,
wiiich, on the same ground, it reduced to 14st.

Prom this trial it was evident, that all our ploughs
arc of heavy draught compared with Hart's ; l)ut I

think it owes this lightness rather to its oi)en nK)uld-

board, which so greatly reduce* the surface exposed
to friction, than to its full breast, which nmst push
oft' the furrow slice at once, just at the point where
it is severed by tlie coulter aiul share, and where, of
course, its resistance must l)e greatest, and leaves

very little for the hinil part of the mould-board
to do, and this little, for want of a curve outwards,
it does very imperfectly, as it leaves the furrow
standing too much on its else, whereby the
surface grass and weeds are aiot destroyed ; and
this was still more evident in the work of the

ohl Welsh plough, which has a still straiter

mould-board ; while the Scotch mould-board, by
means of its expanding curve behind, threw it

cpiite on its back ; that the full breast adds to its

working draught in Hart's, is also apparent, from
the distinction Mr. Pu*ey has inade between that

and its surface draught ; and still more so in the

old Welsh plough, where the surface draught was
4 St., and the working 20 st. Of the advantage of

a wheel 1 think there can be no question, for, be-

sides keeping the plough constantly to tlie same

depth, it seems always materially to lighten its

draught; and I think the reason is plain, for, when
at work, much of the surface draught must be

transferred to the wheel, from its resisting the ten-

dency the share has to draw the plough down-
wards.

There is another point I should very much like to

see fairly determined, which is,—at which distance

from the plough is the best place for the liorses ?

From several trials 1 have ma<lc, 1 am inclined to

think there is no difference in the draught of the

plough, but there may be much in the power of the

horses. I cannot agree with Mr. Pusey about the

value of an uplifting force, for I imagine the sliare

acts merely as a wedy:e, and that any producable
uplifting power wonld go a very little way towards
overcoming the resistance of the soil upon which it

acts, and that little must be counteracted by the

ploughman, or the share would come to the surface,

and it cannot be advantageous to brhig two antago-

nizing forces into (operation together. I intend to

try if I cannot improve the work of Hart's plough
by changing its mould-board for one of the same
dimensions, but with the hollow curve, which will

give it a narrow breast, and, I think, throw the fur-

row slice more on its back ; and as the weiglit of a
jilongh seems so greatly to effect its draught, 1 liave

sent to Mr. Ransoine for the irons of his V. F.

plough, to which 1 propose to adjust a wooden
beam and handles, and also one of Hart's wheels,

whose plough I then expect it will equal in light-

ness, and beat in the quality of its work. If it

l)rove so, and you think my communications worth
insertion, you shall hear from me again.—Vour
obedient servant, L. M.

It lias been a matter of dispute for some time

whether the preference should be bestowed on oxen
or horses as beasts of (•Iraught ; and both sides 'nave

contested the point with too much prejudice, and
sometimes with too much animosity ; this is one
reason why the question has never yet been decided,

and wh)' no positive results have yet been arrived

at on the subject.

The preference must certainly be given to horses
on the following considerations :

Tbey are capable of all kinds of agricultural la-

bour, they adapt themselves to every road, and to

every degree of temperature. AVhere horses are

kept there is no occasion to select the particular

kind of labour to which they may be applied, they

may be employed in any work which presents itself,

and attached to all implements. Tbey perform all

kinds of work very expeditiously, and are capable of
sustaining their sjieed for a coBsiderable length of
time ; consequently the conductors are kept fuller

employed while working with horses, than when
working with oxen. Although less steady at heavy
draught than oxen, the rapidity of their motion and
heir s|iirit enables them to overcome all obstacles

of short duration, which would frequently stop a

team of oxen.

Oxen, on the contrary, have the following advan-

tages in their favour :
—

They can execute mast of the agricultural opera-

tions, ploughing, draught, vXc, equally as well as

the horse, and when well fed, are capable of en-

during almost as much fatigue. ]\Iany j)ersons con-

s'ider that they are more useful in ploughing in corn

than horses.

Their keep is much less expensive. The original

price of an ox is generally far below that of a horse
j
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tbeirharaess also is much less costly; their food is

much cheaper.

Oxen so far from tliminishiiii; in value when they

are well fed and not overworked, frequently become
more valuable, and on being sold often fetch more
than their original price, thus almost paying the in-

terest on their ca[)ital ; whereas horses decline

in value ns they grow older, until they are worth
little more than their skins, ane! the capital expended
on them is thus completely absoibed. Oxen are

also less liable to accidents and disease.

They require less cleaning and attention; a cow-
herd can take care of thirtv oxen, when other men
work with them alternately.

Lastly, they produce a greater quantity of dung,
and the manure derived irom them is generally more
useful than that which is obtained from horses.

We shall be able clearly to demonstrate that which
must already be apparent, that even that portion of

agricultural labour which can be properly executed
by means of oxen, will not be executed so clieapdy by
them as by Iiorses. If all the operations on a farm were
of sucli a nature as to be easily performed by oxen,
these animals only ought to be made use of. Al-
though the operation of harrowing is far better

executed by means ef horses than by oxen, yet this

does not, in my opinion, form n suffi'iont considera-

tion to induce the adoption of the former. But in

most farms there are many operations which oxen are

still less calculated for, or at least which they ])er-

form exceedingly slowly. This would be a sufficient

motive for keeping a certain number of horses, regu-

lated of course by the amount and extent of these

ojierations.— Von Tluu'r.

A COMMENT ON FORMER COM-
MUNICATIONS.

TO THE SECIiETARV OF

SOCIETY

TWr. LAIiOUnER S FRIEND
'I

ANIMAL OIL FROM WOOL USED
AS A MANURE.

TO THE EDITORS OF THE LEEDS MERCURY.

Gentlemen,—Observiog in your paper of last week
an extract taken from the Mechai.ics^ Magazine, rela-

tive to a series of experiments made in France, to as-

certain the value of oil arising from the washing of

sheep's wool, I beg to observe that in this county, as

well as iu Cornwall, the wool is not washedprevious to

clipping, as in the upper counties, consequently a very
ranch larger proportion of animal oil, or what is termed
t/olk in this neighbourhood, passes off in the manufac-
turers' wash pans, intermixed with soap suds, and
where business is carried on to a great extent, an im-
mense quantity can be obtained, varying F should say
from 10 to 20 and upwards to loO hogsheads per week.
The benefit arising from this article as a manure, pro-
perly applitd, is incalculable ; the writer of this has
been making the experiment within the last eight or
ten months, by applying it on a large quantity of earth
collected from different parts of the estate, and after
properly mixintr and turning it over once or twice, it is

thrown »jp in ridged heaps to carry off the rain water
;

this spring we have carted out sufficient to cover over
from ten to fifteen acres of ground, laid down to grass,
and I feel confident thcit it is equal, if not superior to
any farm yard compost that can be obtained in the
usual way.

1 state these observations in consequence of seeing
the subject broached in your valuable paper ; and if

it leads the manufacturers in the north of England, who
may be agriculturists as well, to try the experiment, it

may, I consider, act as a stimidant to those who are
more largely intcic-tcd ; and it may he also the means
of inducing the manufacturers to offer for sale, for the
benifit of the community at large, ^hat hitherto has
been deemed as useless by them.

Gentlemen, your most obedient servant,
Ashburton, Devon, lll/i May 1840. S. T., Jun.

Sin,—The last number of your iNIagazine affords

evidence of the va'^t utility of the allotment system, both
affirmatively and negatively. From it I shall, in a run-
ning commentary, endeavour to shew how much is yet

to be done, and how perfectly secure the cour.=e of fur-

ther improvement is to the labouring classes. The
materials alluded to in the April number shall be those

only to which I shall at present invite attention, with
such observations as appear to me arising naturally out
of them. Commencing with JMr. Acland's report re-

specting Sussex, and taking for granted what he states,

it appears that the population is 300,000, and the num-
ber of acres 903,000, or three acres to a man. The
estimated number of agricultural labourers, 20,000.
The condition of the labourers such as to give an ave-
nge of twelve shillings a week for the married men
with families, and nine or ten shillings for the unmar-
ried, which he seems to think an unfair distinction. " It

is the custom," he says, " in Sussex, to make a broad
distinction between the married and the single hus-
bandmen ; to pay the former higher wages than the

latter ; to get husbandly work done at a price relatively

not to the value of the labour, but to the exigency of

the labourer. And this practice may be said to prevail,

more or les.«, throughout the agricultural districts of the

kingdom. A labourer is paid wages in proportion to

his imprudence, rather than with reference to his indus-
try and skill."

" The effect," he says, " of the practice complained
of must be either to drive the bachelor husbandmen
from their native land, in sheer disgust at the gross
injustice with which they have been treated, or to

prompt them to early and imprudent marriage, in relief

of that heavy discount upon their industry te which
as bachelors, they have been most unwisely subjected.
In the one case the farmers lose their best men ; in the

other, they make a premature provision for a pauper
population."

The tolerably confident and arbitrary decisions of Mr.
Acland are based on the gratuitous assumption that a
married man cannot or does not labour so well as a
bachelor, and yet the common practice is to reward or
pay him more. Mankind are generally swayed by their

interests, and when the great body approve of and prac-
tice a mode of securing their interest, it may be fairly

assumed that they have as good a chance to be right as
he who so roundly condemns them. But the common
sense, as well as the common experience of mankind,
may be appealed to in this way—that a married man
having a greater interest at stake, having provision to

make for more mouths than one, cannot on this account
be supposed to labour less than he who has only to pro-
vide for one. The married, then, may reasonably be
suppo^eil to do rather more than less on that very ac-

count, lie cannot so easily shift his quarters as the
bachelor, and on that account, not an unimportant one,
be surer at all times to be had for the service of his em-
ployer; wl-icreas a n)orc ambulatory labourer is not
likely to be so generally useful, on that very account,
that he can quit his location at any time, and without
previous notice or warning. Again, the family of the

married man becomes useful to him in the vvay that he
is so to his employer, and heljis, too, in youth and to

manhood, as a labourer more likely to be had at all

times, than a more isolated bachelor. And, again, un-
less the labourers married and had families, where and
how is the succession to be kept up, and the ranks of the
20,000 to be supplied as they die ofl?

In short, it may be well questioned whether IMr. Ac-
land's notions have any solid foundation in either fact or
theory. My course hitherto ha« been confined to the
single position of the parlies in respect of interested mo-
tives, and the mere supply of animal wants; and here I
would observe, that great addition may be made to the
comforts of the labourer, in which llie married maa will
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be no incumbrance to the farmer, but the reverse ; I

mean by the allotment system of, say, a quarter of an
acre to each, at thefanner^ s rent.

Before, however, going' into this matter, let me go on
a step further from Mr. Acland's evidence. He says

the greater portion of the married labourers of Sussex
have garden-grounds attached to their cottages, an ave-

rage of nine rods, or the eighteenth part of an acre, at

the moderate rent of twenty-three pounds per acre ! or

about twenty times tke farmer's rent ! This is to aid

him awl his family. And yet at this exorbitant rent,

tenants are found.
Many have no gardens to their cottag;es, and these

pay for a quarter of an acre fifteen shillings, or three

times only the rent of the farmer ; and over the leaf we
find that for potatoe ground they pay four times the

rent, and clear the land for the farmer by the same
operation.

My readers, I hope will go with me in this commen-
tary, and bear in mind the appalling facts disclosed.

All these I shall class as negative evidence of the bene-
fits of the allotment system. For the positive, we have
only to turn a very few pages back to the infinitely more
pleasing, humane, and gratifying address of the Rev.
W. B. Whitehead, Vicar of Chard, who says that "If
the allotment amounted to a quarter of an acre and was
well cultivated, the direct increase of income which it

afforded him, the labourer, could not be calculated at

less than two shillings and sixpence, independent of the

great advantages of health which a constant variety of

wholesome and nutritious food at all seasons of the year
afford."

Turn we again to Mr. Acland, in the account given of
the week's wages of twelve shillings, which leaves not a
farthing for clothes, and gives less, by 2Jd. per head, to

the labourer's family than is provided for the pauper in

the workhouse. Taking all this for granted, then the
allotment system, as stated by Mr. Whitehead, would
supply two shillings and sixpence a week more, thereby
making up, in all probability, for the otherwise destitute

and deplorable state of their family. This is positive

evidence, and demonstrates as clearly on the one hand,
as the negative on the other, the extreme value and
utility of the system ; for be it again and again repeated,
no one loses, and every labourer gains by it.

Having opened the business thus far, let us now see
what sacrifices, as it is supposed, are needed to put the

20,000 labourers in possession of a quarter of an acre
each. Five thousand acres would suffice, and this de-
ducted from 903,000, leaves still 898,000 for all other
classes. Why, if it were deducted as an actual loss,

and that taken solely from the uncultivated or waste
acres, it would scarcely be felt by the aggregate pro-
prietors. But if, as is manifested, not in many cases,

but in every instance without a single exception, that
the benefits are reciprocal, in that the rents are as well
paid as the farmers, then does not all doubt vanish as a
vapour or a cloud, that passes away almost as soon as

seen? On this part of the subject, independently of all

experience which is as above, it may be firmly stated

that the proper security for all rents, of great or small
farms, is in produce. The produce of the allotment te-

nant is generally double of that upon large farms, some-
times treble, and in some instances quadruple. Is there
not then double, treble, and quadruple security, in the
more abundant produce for the rent, i/?Aaf renf 6e as
it ought to be, the same in proportion as the larger
farmers? Here, again, who loses? No one. Who
gains ? The labourer ; and by his own exertions too,

without other aid of any one.

Turn we now to another part of the same magazme,
page 59, as to the mode of making manure for the allot-

ment tenant. This he can do even without a pig, and
effectually too, and on a principle that never fails. The
more produce the more manure, or means for making
it. Again, the more manure, the more produce, gene-
rally speaking ; thus giving a double reward and en-
couragement to the industry of man. A very little, in-

deed, is needed to better the condition of every labourer
in the kingdom. That little is no more than what every
one is intitled to. for it is in that way only,

—

there is no
offtcr,—that the Divine command can be obeyed} which

being the first with promise, is of universal and never-
ceasing obligation. " Be fruitful and multiply, and re-

plenish the earth and subdue it.''

Without at all examining into the relative population
of Sussex and its cultivated or productive lands, I shall

now advert solely to the 110,000 acres that are called

waste. I'o bring this waste into the same state as the

rest would need a greater proportion of labourers than
for the acres already in cultivation. But even at this

rate the 110,000 acres, at 40 acres for each labourer to

cultivate for others, would give employment to upwards
ef 2,700 labourers, in addition to the 20,000 now engaged
in agriculture. If so, and there seems to be no doubt
of it, then the labourers may marry and have families,

for a considerable time to come, with great advantage
to the community, even on the statement given in Mr.
Acland's summary. The waste acres must inevitably

remain waste until there are more human beings to cul-

tivate them ; so that the premium, as Mr. Acland terms

it, on marriage, is not so ill founded as he would make
it appear. But my readers will, probably, be greatly

surprised to be informed that on evidence given before

the Emigration Committee, seven years ago, thirty-six

individuals in Ireland extracted a subsistence from six

acres of land, or six to an acre. In Sussex the popula-
tion is three acres to a man, a difference ofeighteen to one.

Take only one-half of this increasCj and we come to a
capability in Sussex to maintain an increase to the

population of 2,400,000 souls.

This seems astounding, yet it is not unfounded ; but
what becomes of Mr. Acland's theories and facts in the

teeth of such evidence? Recollect this is so far hypo-
thetical only as it is untried, and must remain untried

for ages to come probably, but is no more problematical

than the plainest demonstration of past experience in

what has been, and therefore what may be done again

when neeesssity requires it. J. I. JB.

FOREST TREES OF GUIANA.—The fitness of

the timbers for naval architecture is unparalleled, and
in some instances is said to surpass the teak. The
greenheart, the mora, and souari or sewarri, of all other

woods, are most unquestionably the best adapted for

ship-building. Within the last ten or twelve years a
considerable quantity of brown greenheart has been sent

to Liverpool and Greenock ; and I have been told that

builders and others interested in shipping are now of

opinion, after about ten years trial of the wood, that in

strength and durability it is superior to any oak, and it

actually commands a higher price. Had these woods
been introduced, and extensively employed in the royal

dock -yards fifteen or twenty years ago, it is the opinion

of competent judsres that we should not now hear much
of dry-rot and Kyan's patent ; and not to mention the

rapid decay of vessels built of English and African oak,

and the consequent frequent repairs, with what saving
to Government would it not have been connected ! If,

therefore, the attention of the navy-board could be
drawn to the important fact that British Guiana can
furnish the finest and most durable wood in the world,

in sufficient quantities to supply all the ship -building

establishments in Great Britain, a double benefit would
arise from it, namely, the saving to government and the

increased demand for the natiiral production of the

colony. The first experiment might be made to esta-

blish a dock-yard for the repair of such of her Majesty's

cruisers on the West India station as draw not more
than eighteen or nineteen feet veater. The outlay of

such an establishment would be trifling, if the import-

anee of ultimate success be considered. The woods,

which are qualified for ornamental purposes, vie in

eleganse, if polislied, with any in the world. The want
of labourers is the great cause that these treasures lie

cormparatively hidden, and have scarcely excited atten-

tion. The demand in the colony has been so great for

native woods, that those who are at present employed in

that trade are not able to meet it.— Schomburg's X>e«

scription of British Guiana,

c 2
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MACHINERY EXPORTED.
REi'URN to an Order of the Honourable tlie House of Commons, dated 24t.li March, 1840 ;—for an ACCOUNT
showing the sevsTal Countries to which JMachinery has been exported, with the Official Value thereof, in each

Year, from the 1st day of January, 1R30, to the 1st day of January, 1840, inclusive.

Countries to which
Exported.
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be secured. The marshals will commence in June next,

and proceed through their aLstricts as soon as consistent

with accuracy. The interrogatories refer to the crops of

1839, and to the products of that year must the answers

relate.

AGRICULTURE— INTERROGATIONS.

What is the number of your koi-ses and mules?

How many neat cattle have you?

How many sheep ?

How many swine?
What is the estimated value of your poultry of all

kinds?
How many bushels ef wheat did you grow in 1839?

How many bushels of barley ?

How many buslielsof oats?

How many bushels of rye?

How many bushels of buckwheat ?

How many bushels of Indian corn?

How many pounds of wool?
How many pounds of hops?
How many pounds »f wax ?

How many bushels of potatoes 1

How many tons of hay 1

How many tons of iiemp and flax ?

How many pounds of tobacco?

How many pounds of rice?

How many pounds of cotton have you gathered ?

How many pounds of silk cocoons?
How many pounds of sug'ar?

How many cords of wood have you sold ?

What is the value of the products of your dairy?

What is the value of the products of your orchard ?

How many gallons of wine have you mad« ?

What is the value of your home-made or family

goods ?

As intimately connected with these, may be added
those relating to horticulture—which are as follows :

What was the value of the produce af your market
garden in 1830?
What is the value of the produce of your nursery and

green house?
It is hoped that editor* friendly to the cause of agri-

culture, or who have readers in the agricultural dis-

tricts, will give a place to tlie above interrogations, and
invite the attention of those interested, that they may
be in readiness with their replies. Let the first etiiirt

for an agricultural cen-ius of tiie United States, be met
in a manner that shall ensure the t'esirable accuracy of

the measure.

—

Albany Cultivatur.

ON DRAINING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEAV'RY TELEGRAPH.

Sir,—I perceive in your Paper of Saturday last

a letter from Mr. D. Gardner, of Kirklandholm, in

which he says he would, in one or two instances,

willingly refer to some particulars contained in a

letter from Mr. Kiiimontb, which appeared in your
columns some time since the month of February
last.

Both tlie writers are unknown to me, except by
name, and I beg to state that I have only seen Mr.
Gardner's last letter, ami that one of Mr. Kin-
month's, to some statements in wliich Mr. Gardner
says, ill his last, he would willingly refer. If I\Ir.

Gardner is not able to write more correctly on agri-

cultural subjects than he is to quote from Hudibras,
" God help poor Gardner and his readers too."

Mr. G. says,

—

" CoxviKCE a man against his will,

He's of the same opinion still."

This is pure, unmixed nonsense. No created power
could convince a man against his will—not even the
greatest tile-maker the world ever produced. Dr.
Butler, the author of Hudibras, possessed too much
knowledge of human nature ever to think of Mork-

ing such a miracle as convincing a man against his

will. What he has written is perfectly possible,

and at the same time good sense :

—

" He that complies against his will,

Is of HIS OWN opinion still."

But, as Mr. Gardner says, " in whatever part of the

world he has been (' he has seen, and sure he ought

to know') he has invariably found that ' ignorance

was tlie parent of prc-judice ;' " so I, who have lived

a,t home all my life, have always found that igno-

rance and eiTor are twin-brotlieri;. But now for

the draining.

If I have understood INIr. Kinmonth aright, his

plan is this :—At the bottoms, or on the sides of

sloping li'round, or hills, or on any other ground,

rising with a certain or gradual ascent, he would run

a cut from the bottom, or lowest part, right up
through the middle of the wettest part, to the

source of the spring, or softest portion, at the upper
end of the field. This drain, or conductor, I shall

liken to the trunk of a tall aspen tree, the root or

butt end of which, suppose to represent the drain,

at the bottom, or lowest part of the ground, about
to be reclaimed; and the top part thereof, the upper
or higher end of the same trunk. Now it will, I

think, appear obvious to the simplest agriculturist,

even of the " houseless wiUh of Connemora," that,

when springs, or soft boggy ground lie on either

side of this conductor, a little collateral sewer, like

a side branch of the aspen tree, running off some-
what like a leg of the letter Y, judiciously directed,

at an upward angle of less than 90 degrees from
the trunk, into the upper side of the wet and
" seepy," will produce on that portion the desired

amendment. And going along this conductor, on
either side, in any part where wet oozes out, make a

judicious side cut, till all the wettish ground be
thoroughly dried. This is Mr. K.'s system, which
Jlr. G. tries to mystify, and pretends not exactly to

understand. Mr. K. does not mean that his trans-

verse, or as I have called them, collateral cuts might
iail in laying the land dry to the extent they run on
cither side ; but he means that in case of the field

about to be drained being so great in extent, that

tht^e side drains could not, in many places, be ex-

tended sufficiently far to catch all the water, you
must choose your ground for another trunk, another

parallel conducting cut, and to it, in the proper

parts, attach or run the branch drains. Mr. Gard-
ner again endeavours to obscure the' plain sense of

]\Ir. Kinmonth's observation about using clay for a
manure. How clay taken from a transverse could

be better than from a parallel drain, is more, Mr.
Gardner says, than he can tell, and Mr. Kinmonth
has not disclosed the secret. This remark has no
wit in it. In writing the opinion " that clay (no

matter whence procured) is to a light soil what it

requires, and acts as a manure," Mr. K. had his

mind iixed upon the much larger proportion of it

that Avould be left out of drains, three-toiirthH of

which were filled with stone, than there should be

remaining after closing drains, of which only about

OH<?-fourth should be filled by tiles placed at the

very bottom.
And now permit me briefly to offer my opinion on

the comparative merits of stone and tile for forming

these little aqueducts. Wherever there happen to

be rugged stony " Jinowes" and waste scraggy

patClies abounding with loose or easily quarried

stone, every preference should be given to it.

" Tliose ruggeU patches which deform the field

Reward your labour. Raise the stone they yield,

And f.jrm your drains ; thus toil, with double aim,

Dry knolls and swamps together to reclaim ."
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In many places the soil is so filled with loose stones,

a little under the sui-face, that turning it up, and
collecting; them out from the earth, would leave the

iiround of much more value, so niuch so as, in many
instances, to remunerate you well for the laliour, even

if the stones were not required for sewers. Mr.

Gardner waxes most indignant at Mr. Kinmonth's

jest about tile-kilns springing up in Scotland like

mushroom*. What is it to us how many manufac-
tories of this kind there may he in Ayrshire ? Would
Mr. Gardner he so good as to inform us how many
might be sufficient for the county of Meath ; and
how he would burn tiles there ? In large districts

the principal fuel, of even substantial landholdei's,

is stubble, raked from the wheat or oat field, and
the withered stalks of potatoes, collected with the

nicest care. I suppose, if, like the Israelites in their

Egyptian bondage, the Meatheans were to " gather

the stubble throughout all the land," it would not

burn one million of tiles, exactly the one hundredth

part of what ]Mr. G. calculates would be sufiicient

for the 400,000 acres that are practicable and worth

draining in Ayrshire, at 3000 tiles to the acre.

If Pharaoh, when building the pyramids of Egypt

,

had possessed such an overseer as Mr. Gardner, he

would have been of more service to him than ten

Josephs. But to conclude for the present; in

serious earnest, I do not see the least use in Mr. G.

showing to us Paddies how very much he kjiows

about Ayrshire, its extent, draining, &c., &;c., and
what it may be made in 35, nay in 20 years. Let

Mr. G. enquire of Mr. M'Grath, of Claret Rock,

near Jonesborough, how he reclaimed a large tract

of half hilly, half mountainous, cold, springy, stony

land ; ami what good he supposes 150,000 tiles

buried in the trenches he cut would have done for

him ? But I trespass too long. Pray pardon your

very obedient servant, S. B.

Hill-street, Neivry, Ajtril 27.

AN ACCOUNT OF BRITISH WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES
EXPORTED FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM IN THE YEAR 1839 5,

SPECIFYING THE COUNTRIES TO WHICH THEY WERE SENT.

COTTNTKIES TO WHICH
EXPORTED.

Cloths
of all

Sorts.

3
Q
be

.S o

o
o

Pieces.

Russia 1,864

Sweden 154

Norway 356,

Denmark 85
Prussia

|

38J
Germany 18,181

Holland 1,806

Belf^um 492
France >i55

Portugal, Azores, and Ma-
deira 15,643

Spain and the Canaries . . 1,220

Gibraltar 2,50a

Italv 4,124
Malta 8.54i

Ionian Islands 291

Morea and (Jreek Islands' 2,

Turkey and Continental
i

Greece 609
Syria and Palestine. .

,

East Indies and Cliiua .. 58,.'j52

New South AVales, Van
Diemon's Land, Swan
River, and Southern
Australia

Ciiiie of Good Hope
Other Parts of Africa ....
Uritish Colonics in North

.Anu'riea

Rrilish West Indies,.
I'oreign West Indies

U. S. of Aniprica. ...

Brazil

iMexicii and the States of
South America. ...

Isles of (luemsey, .Jersey,

AMerney and Man ....

Pieces Pieces Pieces

Stuffs,

Baizes Woollen
of all or

Sorts. Worsted

32

i
io,oio'

7,784'

4,911,
274'

233
38'

127
3

468
109!

SO
25
2

.3,445'

659
400
93

912
151

.520

1,109

123

7

Flannel.

Blankets
and

Blanket-
ing.

Carpets
and

Carpet-
ings.

4,.193

1,440

1,591

42,410
4,007
3,359

14.S,808

30,078

50,444

2,839

Total 392,854

5

12 '222

3
32

354 i

13,402
98
00

I

4,484'

5191

150'

Pieces,

45,929
8,009
2,867
502
30

382,377
121,791

58,2«y
22,302!

40,291

'

9,379
19,HC7;

100,192'

2,508

5001

1|

72 8S8 199
314 501' 325

41 1 93

.530

040
79

235
4,037

701 2,947l

5 247
12| ..

220 11,709!

30 1,009,

47

6,167| 2,433

7! 44

Yards.
!

9,261;
698'

3,281

1

30U1

410
324,253
132,292
173,2.59

11,092

14,723

3,542

4,570

19,.324|

2,082,

1,7741

50

Wool-
lens

mixed
with

Cotton.

10,849: 5,310
508

20! 133,0731 79,504

13,598!

5,027

3,707

74,574'

14,240

14,.503

4i)7,008

39,985

.08,919

8,826

94,580
30,307

0,970

Yards,

420
1,782

1,290
132
250

12,130
744

1,710

410

6,352
12,249

750
3,808

2,000

320

350
250

41,023

339,908 57,882

21,060 7,178

40,40 165

^1 ^

O cfl ^
if. ^ > .

a ^ o X,

^ ^ "5~ o a. =

I
"-= i

Yards.
41,029f

2,249
873
492!

00*71 11

38,148

18,111

20,099

4,592

2,217

5,887

30,398
065
308
296

7,369

ll",022

Yards.
[

30,450

15,960

2,291
860
070

834,702
59,391

70,073

68,344

58,556i

6,1021

71,9.551

130,3861

8,800!

191

8,045

7,600

48,015

Dz.Prs,
228
3'

26:

53

l',078

6,699

3,328

340

283
80

379
1,900

90

1

300

1,084

^« c £
O s p o

I

ci o rr-3
c^ *i '.J

'—

»

38,799'

7,2491

900

11,198

1,107

1,209

529,010 364,3511160,220 05,444 29,1.30

42,004, 52,540, 3,7S4i 00,:J24 1,011
2,840 1.59,5321 8,980, 11,030 185

126,791;1951,743 310,483ll 108,519 109,388
7,4ti0, 114,524 7,578 63,609 1,40.

12,191 82,864 07,501

87,935

25,025 32,572 27,749 1 065,.590 1 727,026

21,089 lO,.^!

£
650
16

289
1

180
14,520

7,125

3,270
620'

4,573
730

1,817

11,997

1,115
140

8

1,251

8*1 84

11,029

1,038

2,071

33,443
13,114

10,290

79,229
21,2.30

104,457| 4,495j 20,180

.32 2,1.55

3 148,840, 900,489 238b,282| 175,023 253,879

£
125,524
16,206
10,843

2,072
046

810,004
817,8,38

132,401

51,492

194,261
27,523
70,393

223,094
12,210
1,713

74

22,181

1,268

530,087

131,377
38,052

20,349

511,190
84,833

67,443
! 142,359
247,809

431,085

.37,805

0271,040

William Irvino, Inspector-Geatral of Imports nnd Exports.
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AN ACCOUNT of the Quantity of Sheep and

Lambs' Wool Imported into tlie United Kingdom in

the year 1839 ; specifying the Countries from which

it came, the quantity that paid a Duty of One Penny
per Found, and the Quantity thai paid u Duty of Oiae

Halfpenny per Pound; of the Quantity of Foueign

Wool re-exported durinsr the same period, and the

Countries to which it was sent ; and the quantity re-

maining- warehoused under bond on the 5th day of

January, 1840 :
—

Quantity of Sheep and Lambs' Wool Imported into the

United Kingdom:
Year 1839.

From Russia lbs. 7,966,594

Sweden 1773
Denmark 633,623
Prussia 64,088

Germany 23,837,805

Holhmd 299,895

Iklgrium 259,617

France 83,141

Portugal and Madeira 1,024,944

Spain 2,409,634

Gibraltar 482,057

Italy 1,892,057

Malta 32,918

Turkey 1,183,532

Morocco . 455,003

Sierra Leone and River Gambia .... 1,583

Cape of Good Hope 626,214

St. Helena 6,295

Mauritius 2,884
East India Company's Territories. . .

.

2,103,546

New South Wales 6,621.291

Port Philip 273,572

Van Diemen's Land 3,212,698
Swan River Sctdement 21,213
South Sea Islands 2,473
Eritish Nortii American Colonies .... 1,579
Britiiii West Indies 3,360
ITnited States of America 149,163
States of Rio de la Plata 236,751

Chili 1,339,569
Peru 2,149,571

Guernsey and Jersey 428

Foreign Wool 57,379,923
Produce of the Isle ofMan 16,021

Total Quantity Imported .... 57,395,944

Quantiiij of Foreign Sheep and T.amhs' Wool retained

for Home Consumption :

Charged with duty at Id. per lb 26,795,214
Ditto id. per lb 13,293,851
Ditto 6d. per 11)., being red

wool 5,486
Duty free, being the produce of Britisli

Possessions 12,164,670

Total Quantity retained for Home
Consumption 52,959,221

Quantity af Foreign Sheep &; Lambi^ Wool re-exported :

To Russia 14
Germany 25,380
Holland 101,262
Belgium 275,235
France 63,859
Italy 224
British Nortli American Colonies.. 1,508
United States of America 224,431
Isle of Man 3,136

Total Quantity Re-exported. . 695,049

Quantity of Foreign Sheep and Lambs'
Wool remaining warehoused under
Bond on the 5th Jan. 1840 7,451,016

AN ACCOUNT of the Quantity of British Sheep
and Lambs' Wool and Woollen Yarn Exported
from the United Kingdom in the year 1839 ; specify-
ing the Countries to which they were sent:

—

COUNTRIES

TO WHICH EXPORTED.

YKAR 18.S9

Shsep
and Lambs'

Wool.

Woollen iiiiU

Woi'sted Yarn
(including Yarn

of Wool or
Worsted mixed
witli other ma-

terials.)

Russia
Sweden
Norway
Germany
Holland
Belgium
France
Portugal, Azores, and Ma-

deirii

Spain and the Canaries. . .

.

Gibraltar

Italy

Turkey
East Indie* and China. . . .

jNew South Wales
\

Western Co;ist of Africa .

.

British Colonies in North;
America

i

British West Indies

Foreign West Indies

United States of America.

.

Chili

Isles of Guernsey, Jersey,
and Man

lbs.

4,898

1,148
,

38,551 !

3,625,896
876,166

35,840

19,984

1,316

lbs.

141,934
802
561

1,770,536

723,166
111,746
153,329

2,540
4,360
6,776

30,969

3,684
159

982

19,455
200
374

324,320
168

24,380

Total 4,603,799 3,320,441

UNITED STATES.
statement of the total annual import and ex-
ronx OF COIN and bullion, and the excesses,
FROM OCTOBER 1, 1820, TO DECEMBER 31, 1839.

Years end-
in? Sept.,

^3o.

1821 ....

1822 ....

1823 ....

1824 ....

1825 .. .

1826 .. .

1827 . . .

1828 .. .

1829 ....

1830....
1831 ....

1832 ....

1333....
1834 ....

1835 • • • •

1836....
1837....
1838 ....

1839
In the

4lh q
1839

heT

Import.
Dolls.

8064890
3369846
5097896
8379835
6150765
6880966
8151130
7489741
7403612
8155964
7305945
9907504
7070368
17911632
13131447
13400881
10516414
17747116
5574263

1131289

Export.
Dolls.

10478059
10810180
6372987
7014552
8797055
4098678
6971306
8243476
4924020
1241622
9014931
5656540
2244859
1676258
6477775
4324336
4692730
3508047
8775443

5899968

Excess of
import.
Dolls.

1365283

2782288
1179824

2479592
6914382

250964
4825509
16235374
6653672
9076545
5823684
14239070

Excess of
export.

Dolls.

2413169
7440334
1275090

2646290

753735

1708986

3201180

4768679

168841504 1121222821 71826147 24207464

Dolls. Dolls.

Agg. of imp. 168841504 Agg. ofexcess of imp. 71826147
Do. of exp. 121222821 Do. do. of exp. 24207464

Excess ofim. 47618682 47618683
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ON FURROW DRAINING.
TO THE EDITOR Ol" THE FAUWER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Being a reader of your valuable Magazine,
1 observe in your number for April, page 24 I, an
article written on Furrow Pkaimn(;, by a
" Furrow I^raini'.r," from whose opinion rc-

f^ardiiig some points 1 would beg to differ.

It is alleged by your correspondent that furrow
draining is a first-rate improvement in modern
agriculture, and I am sure to this allegation every
intelligent agriculturist will be ready to give his

unqualified assent. Furrow draining is un-
doubtedly, on all clay or humid laiul, with a re-

tentive subsoil, the ground-work of every
agricultural improvement, and has been the means
of facilitating much noble agricultural enterprise

and profitable experiment ; in fact it completely
forms a new era in the management of the farm.
A " Furrow Drainer" goes on to state the period

>A'lien draining commenced in the district from
which he writes, giving a descrijjtion of the man-
ner in which drains are cut, to be filled with
turf, wood, and stones, with the estimated cost.

In describing the mode of filling drains with bro-
ken stones, which appears to me a good plan, he
says, " and a covering of turf, J'urze, or ^ti-uw, is

put on, to precentl the small mould from getting

amoiiffst the xtones." A " Furrow Drainer" does
not contemplate that in putting_/Mr.re or straw in a
drain, above stones or tiles, these substances very
soon decompose, and become a vegetable mould,
very friable, and consequently calculated to go down
amongst the stones, or be washed through the in-

terstices of the tile channel by the filtration of at-

mospheric moisture, and in the course of a very
short period will form little banks or impediments
in the drain, and of course retard the current of
water, or altogether destroy its usefulness,

especially when in a level situation where little

fall or run can be obtained. I am aware that the
practice laid down by a " Furrow Drainer," of
covering stones or tiles in drains with /wr:re, stiaw,

or litter of any kind, preparatory to filling in the
earth, is quite prevalent in almost every district

where I have seen draining executed, but, because
common, it is not the less liable to mistake,
and it has been proven so, very satisfactorily to

my own mind, from practical observation. Drain-
ing, both deep and furrow, is an operation which
I have studied much, and paid particular attention
to the practical results of every experiment which
lias been made in that department of agricultural

improvement, within my knowledge, and confident-
ly assert that I have universally found those drains
stand longest entire, and make the least discharge,
that have been covered with a thin tough sod or
fcraw, above the stones or tiles, laid the green side
undermost. This I have known to endure longer,
and answer the purpose better, than any other ar-
ticle 1 have seen used ; besides, a thin turf or sod
can generally be got at no extra expense, and
with little trouble, because when the con-
tractor or woikman has the line of drain marked
out with the spade on both sides, (supposing the
operation of draining to be executed in a lea field,

which is now commonly the case, at least in this
district,) the workman has only to take his spade,
and carefully pare off a thin sod or turf from the
site of the drain, ami lay it to the opposite side to
which he intends throwing the earth, and it is

quite at hand when he wants it, at the filling

l)rocess.

A Utile farther on, in a " Furrow Drainer's"

communication, he states that "the greater part

of the carse being hard bottomed, soles are not

t/ioiir/kt ne'jessari/, ami therefore not much used."

It ajipears to me that furrow drainers have fallen

into error on this point of no inconsiderable

amount. If, in commencing any operation from
the mere impulse of having seen the good efi'ects

of an experiment in any neighbouring district,

without taking into consideration the varied results

which must necessarily be effected under a multi-

])licity of circumstances connected with that ope-

ration, we are sure to be misled ; and it is too often

the case, that furrow draining is performed just as

we see our neighbours do it, or perhaps the system
changed to suit the opinion or caprice of some one
who is siijqjosed to have a knowledge of the matter,

without ever giving ourselves the trouble of re-

flecting on the subject at all. I by no means,
however, apply these observations to a " Furrow
Drainer," but merely state what I know to be a

fact, and which inert state of indifference regarding

a thorough knowledge of furrow draining I have
laboured to quicketi and overcome. Now, I

streimously contend that furrow drains, in every

description of soil, whether on a soft subsoil, or on
the most tenacious clay or impervious till, ought to

have soles. Where drains are made in moss or

bog land, or wherever the bottom is soft, so as not

to carry the tiles, and having a great flow of water,

soles are indispensably necessary, but I consider

them also necessary on other descriptions of sub-

soil, for the following reasons:—
1st. Where the ground is level or nearly so, the

water runs much better on a well laid sole than on
the earthy bottom ; and also where the drains

have nmch fall, and a strong current, soles are

particularly suitable to prevent pooling.

2nd. A icdiment is not so likely to be formed in

the channel of a drain with a well laid sole, as

when the water runs along the bottom of a drain

finished with the shovel, which unavoidably leaves

many little interruptions.

And last, although not least,—during summer,
drains on a retentive till or clay bottom, generally

discharge no water. Now, it is evident that the

bottom of the drain becomes hard, and a crust is

formed upon the surface, which, when the oozing
springs again begin to issue forth, is thrown oft', be-

comessoftened ordisunited by theincreasingsupply
of water which runs the scaly mass along the bot-

tom until it meets with some obstruction, forms
itself into little mounds, which accumulate, and
ultimately stop the drain.

In an earthy or sandy subsoil the evil increases

to a greater extent. The crust affected by the

action of the air in the drain, when free from
water, aiul the earth thrown up by worms, form a

greater depth, and to a greater extent, than maay
])eople are aware of, or are apt to suppose, and
being of a finely pulverized substance, is easily

washed into little embankments in the drain, aiul

to a certainty, in no very considerable space of

time, will destroy the usefulness of furrow drains
to a great extent if not altogether. Besides, moles
arc apt to raise earth in furrow drains that ha\e
no soles laid, and so choke them i.ip ; whereas,
when soles are used, none of the evils above enu-
Tncrated can possibly take place : so, we ought
always to keep in our minds' eye that the beauty
and value of every improvement, whether in agri-

culture or otherwise, is in having it complete, and
work to our satisfaction.

A " Furrow Drainer,'' in continuation of his

subject, gives a few valuable hints regarding the
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propriety of having tail or main drains, well sunk,

and regularly cleaned out, which are essential

points to be attended to ; and after adverting to the

deptii he finds it necessary to make tile-drains, in

tlie Carse of Gowrie, (which in my opinion ought

to be varied according to the nature of the soil

and locality to be drained,) he ventures an opinion

altogether contrary to the principle of furrow
draining, and assuredly contrary to the testimony

of not a few individuals who have had occasion to

drain tenacious clay land : he says " and I am of

opinion tJiat, although the clays were perfectly

comolidated above them, (the till channels, j they

would still prove efficacious.

This is contrary to the clearest practical results.

Many unsuccessful experiments have been tried in

draining clay land, or land having a retentive sub-

soil, by open channels a certain depth beneath the

surface. For instance, hay or straw ropes have
been made of a certain size, and laid in trenches

cut to the depth of from twelve to eighteen inches,

and the earth or clay again replaced in tlie trench,

above the rope, which no doubt soon became con-

solidated as the surroundingground.and of course

proved a fruitless attempt in the system of

thorough drainage. ])rains h,ave becii cut, too, in

heavy clay land, in the form of a wedge, with spades

made for the purpose, and the stamp cut out laid

careful'y on the side of the drain ; and the cover-
ing process was performed by having a pole or

round piece of wood, of a manageable length, and
three or four inches diameter, which was laid in

tlie bottom of the drain, and the stump or wedge-
like piece of clay first taken out of the drain, being
dressed on the bottom, was laid to rest upon
the ])ole, and neatly fitted into the drain ; when so

much of the drain was filled in this way, the pole

was drawn out, and the work carried on pro-

gressively until the whole was completed. The
surface, under this system of drainage, was not de-

stroyed, and ill a short time the sward above the
drain was equal to, if not superior, to the other parts

of the field. Heavy cattle, of course, were not

allowed to pasture for a considerable time, on land
so drained, until the clay wedges, or covering of

the drains or sewers, became perfectl}' united with
its neighbouring parts ; but this plan, too, was a
failure in the system of furrow draining, experience
clearly proving that so soon as the clay substance
above the channel of the drain became perfectly

united, and impervious to water, the land was in

no better state than before the operation was com-
menced. I have, likewise, known drains cut in

licavy clay land, and in land with a light top, and
close retentive subsoil, and carefidly laid with
tile, but, from the want of stones or gravel

being laid above the tile, or friable mould
mixed with the clay to prevent cohesdon, the

drains in a short time became perfectly unavailable

in lendering the land completely dry. The effect

of the drains at first was very remarkable, but »o

soon as the clay surface became thoroughly mixed,

during the operation of green cropping, and the

particles of clay uniting together, and hardening
into a solid crust, the ground during wet weather
contained the atmosjjheric moisture to the same
extent as before draining, even immediately above
the drain, and I am sure the experience of many a

furrow drainer and practical agriculturist will go

to prove tlie same disheartening and disappointing

circumstance.
Trusting that these remarks may be useful, and

that you can give them a place in your valuable

jounal, I am. Sir, your very obedient servant,

Culhorn, 20th May. J. C.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Allow me through the medium of the Mark Lane
Kxpress to answer the enquiries of " A constunt

Reader," with regard to the means used to kill yellow

weed, which I suppose to be what is called (in Sur-

rey^ yellow boy—though the term yellow weed is,

like yellow boy, rather indelinite, as there are other

weeds bearing yellow flowers. If it is yellow boy,

and growing on stiff land, a good dressing of chalk

is the first step; if on lighter or sandy land, a light

coat or dressing of chalk, or what I think is rather

better, a dressing of soap-ashes. The following-

quantum of chalk on heavy cold land per acre, say 8 or

10 waggon loids; on light sandy land 5 waggon
loads will be ample, even less would do ; there is a

danger of over chalking on light laud, it should only

be applied ns medicine; 4 waggon loads of soap ashes

has been found to do well ; as a further help I should

deem it necessary to drill and hoe. I consider the

hoe, well applied, a great friend to the farmer. The
above remarks are supposing (if the land is wet and

cold naturally) that the draining thereof has been

FiiiST or ALL attended to, because 1 am convinced

it would be of incalculable benefit ; indeed, if my ob-

servations are correct, the best land in the kingdom

has been neglected more than any other—and drain-

ing ought to be tho first act of the farmer ; the land-

lord ("at least) finding the materials. I have often

thought the landlord's /"iiture interest \vou\d be found

in his causing (by contributing the maiv of the f.x-

i'ENce) his land to be well drained. If the above

is worth insertion I shall be glad to contribute

ao-ain. Clodi'ole.

P.S. If " the constant reader" should be ignorant

of the real nature of the weed spoken of, and it should

turn out to be what is variously termed, but gene-

rally known by being called " Kilkor Charitck", my
observations and recommendations would nut apply,

except the draining clause, which will be found of use

on all cold wet lands, and as chalk acts on such land

as a pulverizer, consequently such weeds as cliarlici

can he easiergot out ofthe soil, though not oEsrROYED

by the eflfect of the chalk. Clodpole, though a

practical farmer, has never attempted to scribble for

the public before, and though he regularly takes and

reads the Express, he is not aware whether or no he

is incurring any exjiense by writing thus ; a hint on

that head would oblige Clodpole in next—if his story

is worth attention at ?ll.

THE SHEEP SPIDER FLY,— Sheep are selJom

at any period, or in any condition, wholly free from

this fly (MelophagiisJ, but its attacks are always most
vigorous on hogs, aad such as are in an unhealthy

state. The irritation caused by the insertion of the

proboscis and strongly hooked claws into the skin is so

great, tliat the animal tries to obtain relief by tearing

the wool with it« teeth whenever the affected part is

within reach of the mouth. This propensity occasion-

ally gives rise to a singular accident. When the neck

is much bent in the effort to reach the place irritated,

the teeth sometimes become fastened in the wool so

firmly, that the animal cannot extricate them, and soon

loses the power of its neck. If relief is not afforded,

it necessarily perishes in a slinrt time. In such a case

shepherds say that the sheep dies by being bridled.—
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture. The same petiodical

says one of the best remedies against this pest is the

process of smearing with spirit of tar, tobacco liquor,

corrosive sublimate, and other substances ©f a similar

kind.
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IMPORTANT SALE OF SHORT-
HORNS, &c. &c.,

AT MR. Parkinson's, at the babwohth farm,
NK/VR RETl'ORD, NOTTIXGHAMSHIllE, BY -MR.

AVKTHERKLL, OX FRIDAY MAY 29tH, 1840.

The sale, altliougli advertised to take place at

eleven o'clock, did not connnence until after one,

at which time a very large company had assembled.

Among-st the rest we noticed H. B. Simpson, Esq.,

Fairfax Feanilev, Esq., T. \V. Edge, Es(i., Strelley ;

G. S. Foljamljc, Esq., F. T. Foljambe, Esq., \Vm.

Ladds, Esq., Ellington ; Henry John Yorke, Esci-,

Thrapstone ; Charles Barnett, Esq., Beds. ; G. P.

Harrison, Esq., Darlington; W. Beaufort, Esq.,

Biggleswade; 11. M. J aques, Esq., Richmond ; J.

Bradley, Esq., Blyth; William Holdsworth, Esq.,

Wm. 5larris, Esq., Wintertoii ; Frederick Walker,

Esq., Blyth ; Wm. Cartwright, Esq., Tathwell
;

Samuel M'iley, Esq., Easingwold ; Henry Machin,

Esq., Gatefoi-d; J. Clover, Esq., Cambridge; llev.

"\V. Fenton, Mattersey ; Rev F. O. Morris, Ordsall;

Rev. Cliarles Eyre, Carlton ; Rev. T. Cator, Messrs.

Rose, Cottani;" Hodgkinson, Torworth ; Sharpe,

Scartliing ]\Ioor; Clarke, Bamby Moor; Allison,

Bilby ; Short, IMartin ; l'arkins(m, Leytield ; Par-

kinson, Muskhani ; Henry and John Bet'vor, Blyth
;

R. Hodgkinson, Sen. and Jun., Morton Grange;

G. Shaw, J. Rogers, Ranby ; Weightman, Torworth
;

Bentley, Rotherham ; Gyles, West Retford ; Hall,

Wiseton ; Bower, ]\Ioorgate House ; "Wilkinson,

Lenton ; Booth, Cotham ; Crofts, Ranskill ; Cattle,

Burghley ; Robinson, Bletsall; Thompson, Armin;
Smith, Raisin ; Wilkinson, Lenton ; Booth, Louth

;

Codd, Grimsby ; AViley, Bransby ; W'harton, Hat-

field; Sandy, Ilonieclave, &c. ^:c. &c. After the

conditions of sale had been read over and agreed

to, the sale proceeded as; follows :

—

Lot ,C0WS AND HEIFERS.
1 Catala7ii, roan, 5 years old, 28 gs.—-Mr. Clover,

Newmarket.
2 Clementina, roan, 5 years old, 30 gs.—Mr. Clover.

3 Minster, roan, 8 years old, 23 gs.—Mr. Kirkham.
4 Fame, roan, 7 years old, 24 gs.—Mr.Morley, Booth

Fiery.

5 Brilliant, roan, 6 years old, 25 gs.—Mr. Carter,

Howden.
6 Red Chenij, red, 4 years old, 24 gs.—Mr. Barnett,

Strattou Park.

7 Sandal, red, 5 years old, 20 gs.—Mr. Barnett.

8 Juno, red and white, 8 years old, 31 gs.—Mr. Bar-
nett.

9 Blanch, white, 9 years old, 22 gs.—Mr. I?eaufort.

10 Falmbloum, white, 9 years old, 24 gs.—Mr. Kirk-
ham, Hagnaby.

11 Miss Salt, roan, 6 years old, 24 gs.—Mr. Clover.

12 Abbess, roan, 8 years old, 41 gs.—Mr, Hood, Net-
tleham.

13 Landlady, red, 7 years old, 32 gs.—Mr. Beaufort.

14 Nidiu, wliite, h years old, 41 gs.—Mr. Barnett.

15 Evelina, red, 6 years old, 28 gs.—Mr, Morley.

16 Fanny, roan, 3 years old, 27 gs.— JMr. Clarke.

17 JSetlina, roan, 5 years old, 30 gs.—Mr. Long.
18 Minna, roan, 8 years old, ;iO gs.—Mr. Trims.

19 Durham, roan, .0 years old, 45 gs.—Mr. Codd, llol-

ton.

20 Ella, red, 4 years old, 36 gs.—Mr. Jaques.
21 Crotchet, red, 6 years old, :{() gs.—Mr. Ladds.

22 Avarice, roan, 8 years old, 33 gs.— Mr. Hood.
23 fashion, red, 5 years old, 46 gs.—Mr. Jaques,

Eksby.
2i Sunjluwtr, red and white, 5 years old, 31 gs.—Mr.

Townscnd.
25 Zulina, roan, 9 years old, 2j gs.—Mr. Morley.
26 Miss Smith, red, 7 years old, 34 gs.—Mr. Meaufort.

27 I'ink, red iiud White, 5 years old, 22 gs.— Mr. Ham-
mond.

Lot
28 Isne, roan, 6 years old, 27 gs.—Mr. Morley.
29 Caradori, roan, 3 years old, 25 gs.—Mr. Broom-

field.

30 Rosalind, roan, 4 years old, 30 gs. Mr. Barnett.
31 Lily, white, .'} years old. 28 gs.—Mr. Yorke.
32 Innocence, white, 3 years old, 31 gs.—Mr. Booth.
33 Alba, white, 6 years old, 23 gs.—Mr. Yorke.
34 Madeline, dark roan, 3 years old, 31 gs.—Mr.

Booth.
35 Corinna, roan, 3 years old, 29 gs.—Mr. Barnett.
36 Adelaide, iOan, 4 years old, 220 gs.—Mr. Ingham

Halifax.

37 Quicksilver, roan, 3 years old, 21 gs.—Mr. Maw.
38 Fleur de-lis, 4 years old, white, 17 gs.—Mr. Beas-

ley.

39 Marcia, roan, 5 years old, 33 gs.—Mr. Morley.
40 Rarity, white, 5 years old, 34 gs.—Mr. Morley.
41 Capable, red, 5 years old, 41 gs.—Mr. Beaufort.

42 Stately, red and white, 5 years old, 26 gs.—Mr.
Barnett.

43 Pensive, da k roan, 4 years old, 30 gs.—Mr. Frost.

44 Terlia, roan, 5 years old, 25 gs.—Mr. Hood.
45 Vesper, roan, 3 years old, 27 gs.—Mr. Hamsaond.
46 Morea, roan, 4 years old, 30 gs.—Lord Galway.
47 Pine Apple, red and white, 4 years old, 21 gs.—Mr.

Barnett.
48 Laura, red and white, 5 years old, 40 gs.—Mr.

Barnett.
49 Clara, roan, 4 years old, 35 gs.—Mr.Tophara.
50 Flora, red and white, 3 years old, 29 gs.—Mr. Clo-

ver.

51 Victoria, roan, 2j years old, 60 gs.—Mr. Jaques.
52 Bracelet, roan, 2 years old, 27 gs.—Mr. Jaques.
53 Buxom, roan, 2 years old, 27 gs.—Mr. Taylor.

54 Quintina, red, 2 years old, 20 gs.—Mr. Clover.

55 Cara, roan, 2 years old, 22 gs.—Mr. Clover.
56 Opera, wlute, 2 years old, 18 gs.—Mr. Clover.

57 Constantia, red and white, 2 years old, 25 gs.—Mr.
Clarke, Bamby Wood.

58 Dolphin, roan, 2 years old, 26 gs.—Mr. CLirke.

59 Specimen, roan, 2 years old, 27 gs.—Mr. Kirkham.
60 Stella, red and white, 2^ years old, 37 gs.—Mr.

Morley.
61 Advice, roan, 2 years old, 30 gs.—Mr. King, Brink-

ley.

62 Daphne, roan, 2 year? old, 31 gs.—John Booth.
63 Bluebell, roan, calved Jan. 31, 1838, 42 gs.—Mr.

Ingham.
54 Susan, red and white, 1:| years old, 27 gs.—Mr.

Thompson.
65 Lunatic, white, \^ years old, 18 gs.—Mr. Clo-. er.

66 Siberia, white, calved May 1, 1838, 25 gs.— Mr.
I'rooks.

67 Drusilla, roan, calved April 23, 1838, 40 gs.—Mr.
King.

68 Cora, red and white, calved June, 1833, 35 gs.

—

Mr, Sandy, Holm Lane.
69 Flavia, roan, calved July 4, 1833, 54 gs.—Mr. Ing-

ham.
70 Lerna, red, calved .\ug. 21, 1S38, 15 gs.—Mr.

Bircham.
71 Adeline, white, calved July 31, 1838, 61 gs.—Sir

Edward Mostyn.
72 Lina, roan, calved October 9, 1838, 30 gs.—Mr.

Thompson.
73 Caprice, red, calved Oct. 12, 1838, 13 gs.—Mr.

Maw.
74 Miss Cartwright. roan, calved October 22, 1838,

22 gs.—Mr. Clarke.

75 Madam, roan, calved March 10, 1839, 30 gs.—Mr.
Codd.

76 ScmeZe, roan, calved March 22, 1839, 20 gs.—Mr.
Clarke.

77 Hecate, white, calved April 14, 1839, 26 gs.—Mr.
Barnett.

78 Fatima, roan, calved Aug. 18, 1S39, 30 gs.—Mr.
Jaques.

79 Neva, white, calved July 17, 1839, iGgs.- Mr.
Bronmiield.

80 Zenobia, white, calved Aug. 20, 1S39, 10 gs.—Mr.
Smith, West Raisin.
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LOT
SI Areot Lass, roan, calved Sept. 12, 1839, 22 gs,—

Mr. Booth, Kelston.
82 Dead.
83 Margaret, white, calved Nov. 17, 1839, 13 gs.

—

Mr, Townsend.
8i Justina, roau, calved Nov. 28, 1839, 18 gs.—Mr.

Booth.
85 Lucia, roan, calved Jan. 18, 1840, 16 gs.—Mr.

Townsend.
86 MentJia, white, calved Jan. 31, 1840, 13 gs.—Lord

Galway.
87 Penelope, red aed white, calved Feb. 22, 1840, 12gs.—Mr. Beasley.
88 Dead.
89 Clarinda, nearly white, calved Feb. 29, 1840, 12 gs.—Mr. Townsend.
90 Dead.
91 Ebriety, roan, calved April 23, 1840, 16 gs.—Mr.

Jaques.
82 Flirt, white, calved April 9, 1840, 10 g«.—Mr.

Clarke.
93 Sauce, roan, calved April 13, 1840, 11 gs.—Mr.

Clover.

94 Bustle, red, calved April 14th, 1840, 2 gs.—Mr.
Thorold.

95 Dead.
96 Conceit, roan, calved April 20, 1840, 16 gs.—Mr.

Booth.
97 Dead.
98 Lavender, calved in 1S34, 30 gs.—Mr. Bower.
99 Letitia, calved in 1835, 29 gs.—Lord Galway.
100 Bertha, calved in 1837, 27 gs.—Mr. Frost.

BULLS.
LOT
1 Collard, (own Brother to Clementi, sold at the

Strelley Sale in Sept. 1839, for 200 guineas,)
roan, calved Sept. 4, 1839, 200 gs.—Mr. Fox, of
Foxhall, Ireland.

2 Dulverton, white, calved May, 1838, 70 gs.—Mr.
Ladds.

Gracchus, roan, calved Sept. 1838, 52 gs.—G. W. Hut-
ton, Esq., Gate Burton.

4 Bob Logic, red and white, calved March 27, 1837,
25 gs.—Mr. Bower.

5 No bid.

6 Brentwood, roan, calved March 12, 1839, 35 gs.

—

Mr. Perceval.

7 Dead.
8 Shirley, red and white, calved Jan. 3, 1839, 25 gs.

Duke of Rutland.
9 Julius, red and white, calved March 1839, 40 gs.

—

—Mr. Clover.
10 Plynlimmon, roan, calved March 20, 1839, 21 gs.

—

Mr. HicLson.
11 Boz, roan, calved April 14, 1839, 21 gs.—Mr.

Holmes.
12 Stevens, red and white, calved June S, 1839, 25 gs.

—G. S. Foljambe, Esq.
13 Hudibras, roan, calved June 7, 1S39, 17 gs.—Mr.

Cromdy, Aberdeen.
14 Salamis, roan, calved July 29, 1839, 13 gs.—Mr.

Allison.

15 Pollington, roan, calved, Sept. 10, 1839, 9gs.—Mr.
Sanderson.

16 Lemnos, roan, calved Aug. 14, 1839, 33 gs.—Mr.
Clover.

17 Bourbon, white, calved Oct. 28, 1839, 26gs.—Mr.
Thompson.

IS Brigand, roan, calved Dec. 12, 1839, 14 gs.—Mr.
John Hood.

19 Fergus, red and white, calved Feb. 19, 1840, 6g3.

—

Mr. Outran).
20 Marshall Soult, white, calved March 6, 1840, 8 gs.

—Mr. Clover.
21 Quihbler, red, calved April 3, 1840, bo bid.

22 Quirk, white, calved April 3, 1840, 7 gs.-Mr.
Clover.

23 Bachelor, white, calved April 24, 1840, 4 gs.—Mr.
Clover.

Lot
24 Another calf, 6 gs.—Mr. Clover.
25 Ditto.—Ditto.
26 Ditto, 3 gs.—Mr. Bromley.
27 Beast, 22 gs.—Mr. Dirk.
28 Ditto, 23 gs.—Mr. Bower,
•29 Ditto, 11 gs.—Mr. Thoroby.

NORTH SUFFOLK AND SOUTH
NORFOLK AGRICULTURAL AS-
SOCIATION.
The second Spring Shew of this Association took place

on Friday, May 22, at Harleston, when the attendance
of agriculturists was considerable.

Tiie stock was exhibited in a meadow belonging to
Mr. Shipston, and the whole displayed considerable
merit ; for though the number of animals wa- small, in

comparison with the shew of last year, yet the ap-
pearance of the stock indicated that great attention has
been paid by the breeders, not only to symmetry, but
also to what is of greater importance, blood and con-
stitution. Mr. Case, of Thorndon, Mr. Dykes, of
Braiseworth, Mr. 'J'aylor, of Starston, and Mr; Ebdon,
of Fressingfield, shewed some good cart isares and
foals; particularly tlie latter gentleman, whose stock
attracted much notice, but which unfortunately arrived
too late for competition. A cart gelding, also siiewn
by Mr, Taylor, was a clever animal. There was a
splendid Suffolk bull, belonging to Lieut. Gen. Sir E.
Iverrison, M.P., the President, which was greatly
admired ; but this animal having before won a prize,

could not enter the lists of competitors at this exhibition.
Mr. Case, and Mr. Dykes, shewed soms Sufl'olk cows;
and cows of other breeds were siiewn respectively by
Mr; Spelman, of Aid burgh, Mr. Theobald, of Starston,
and Air. Harvey of Harleston. The latter gentleman
also shewed a dairy of eight Durham cows, and a bull,

which were reckoned by competent judges to be very
superior animals; butsome of these had also successfully
competed at former exhibitions. Mr. Dykes shewed a
good Suffolk, and Mr. Hurvey, a good Durham heifer,

lor the dairy. This desciiption of stock was particularly
good. As to sheep theie wa« very little competition.
Mr. Harvey, of Harleston, produced .jonie good shear-
ling Southdowa ewes with lambs, and also •;ome good
Southdown ewe hoggets. Sir Edward Kerrison had
some of the latter on the ground, which attracted much
notice. ]\Ir. C. Etheridg-e, of Starstone, shewed a
capital Leicester ewe hoAgct, which was much admired
for symmetry and texture of wool : Mr. Muskett, of
Roydon, a very good fat Shearling Wether Sheep, and
Mr. Harvey, two Southdown Shearling Rams, which
were much noticed by graziers. Amongst the fat stock,

of which there was only a sraall exhibition, Mr. C.
Etheridge shewed a hoiue-bred heifer, which like the

stock generally belonging to that gentleman, possessed

considerable merit. Mr. Harvey also, who is reputed
to be a good breeder and an equally good judge of

stock, exhibited a very fine half-bred Durham heifer,

twenty-four months old, which was greatly admired,
also as extra stock, a fat white Durham heifer, three

years old; this was reckoned a good specimen of the

breed. The quantity of swine was unusually small.

We noticed only two fat hogs the property of Lord
Henniker, and Sir E.- Kerrison, and both were con-

sidered to be good animals.

The Judges were Mr. James Cooper, of Blythburgh
;

TMr. Louis Cotlinghana, of Reydon ; and Mr. S.

RobinsoH, of Hcnstead.

During the day there were present N. S. Holmes,
Esq., the Rev. W. Lee, the Rev. J. P. Spencer, the

Rev. R. Donison, the Rev. T. Sewell, T. C. Brctting-

ham, Esq., W. Hazard, Esq., Dr. Crisp, Dr. Bunn, T.

Utten, Esq., L. Taylor, Esq., B. Bond, Esq., the Rev.
H. Harrison, C. Etheridge, Esq., F. W. Etheridge,

Esq., J. Gedney, Esq., J. Clarke, Esq., James Ebden,
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Esq., Mr. H. Kersey, Mr. James Hill, Mr. E. Kersey.

Mr. G. Gedney, Mr. R. B. Harvey, Mr. Flavverdew,

Mr. Cooper, Mr. Cottingliam. JNIr. S. Robinson, Mr.

Case, Mr. Peck, Mr. Jiunes Warde.

The Prizes were adjudged as follow.? :
—

FOR STOCK. £
To the owner of the best Suffolk cart mare,

with foal at foot : Lombe Taylor, Esq., ot

Startton •• ;.:,"
"^

To the owner of the best two-year-old cart lilly,

no competitien \\"^"a',',
"^

Te the owner of the best two-year-old bullolk

cart gelding: Lombe Taylor, E*q., of

Starston i" V 'I'l* 'V'
^

To the owner of the best Suflolk bull: C.

Etheridfe'e, Esq., ef Starston 3

To the owner of the btst bull ot any otiier

breed: no competition 3

To the owner of the best Suffolk cow : Mr. P.
^

Dykes, of Braiseworth i"'j'
"

To the owner of best cow of any other breed :

Mr. R. B, Harvey, of Harleston 2

To the owner ef the be«t two-year-old heiler,

for the dairy, of any pnre-breed: Mr. R. B.

Harvey, of Harleston • • '

To the owner of the best live shearlini? Soulh-

down ewes, with lambs by their side ; Mr:
^

R. B. Harvey, of Harleston 2

To the owner of the best five shearling ewes of

any other pure-breed, with lambs by their
^

side: no competition 2

To tiie owner of the bej-t five Southdown ewe

hog'gets : Sir Edward Kerrison. Bart., M.P. 1

To the owner of the best five ewe ho^sjets ef

any other pure-breed : C. Etheridge, Esq

Starston

s. (Z.
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SPECIFICATION OF A PATENT
FOR AN IMPROVED MOULD-
BOARD FOR A PLOUGH;

GRANTED TO SAIMUEL UlTHEROW, OF GETTYS-
BURG, IN THE rOONTY OF ADAMS, IN THE STATE
OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND DAVID I'lERCF,, OF THE
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER,, 1839. PATENT
ASSIGNED TO SAMUEL WITHEROW.

To all whom it concerns : Be it known thatwc,
Samuel Witherow of Gettysbingh, in the county
of Adams and State of Pennsylvania, and David
Pierce of the city of Philadelphia, in the same
State, have invented an improvement in the man-
ner of forming the mould boards of ploughs, de-

nominated by iis the cycloidal mould board; and
we do hereby declare that the following is a full

and exact description thereof.

It is a principle resting on mathematical demon-
stration that a cycloidal arc, is that which offers

the least resistance to a descending body ; and it

is hence deducible that an ascending body will pass
up a cycloidal curve with less resistance than up
any other.

The construction of our mould boards is depen-
dent upon this principle. In forming them we em-
ploy the cycloidal curve in two ways, namely, to

the formation of the concave of the mould board
in the lines of ascent of the sward or furrow slice,

in the act of ploughing, 'the second applicatien

of the cycloidal curve, is in the convex curve
along the sole of the plough, constituting the part

which enters and cuts the ground horizontally.

Fig. 1.

«(/ mf^ a> a* nf a* a '

In the accompanying drawing, fig. 1, represents
a mould board, A, being its point, and B, its heel

j

the line A, B,'is that of the sole, constituting the
lower edge which cuts the furrow slice horizon-
tally. This curve in a plough which has been es-
sayed, and has been found to answer well, was
generated by a circle of eighteen inches in diam-
eter.

In fig. 2, the curve C, D, E, may represent the
cycloid generated by the circle F, the point D,
which is that of the least curvature, corresponds
with the point A, of the plough, fig. 1, the cycloi-
dal line continuing to the hind part, or heel, at B.
It will no doubt be advantageous to vary the curve
according to the nature of the soil, a point to be
determined by experience, but whatever variation
may be found useful in this respect is still to be
made in conformity with the principle upon which
we proceed, namely, that of making it cycloidal.

The line I, H, along the upper part of the mould
board, and in a plane parallel to that of the plane
of the line A, B, we also make to fit the same cy-
cloidal guage.

In the plough which has been put in operation
for the purpose of testing the principle, the lines

of the ascent of the furrow slice, which govern the
concavity of the mould board, were regulated by
a cycloidal guage made to a curve, generated by a
circle of sixteen inches in diameter. Let C, D, G,
fig. 2, represent such a guage, and the lines a, a,

fig. 1, to be assumed as those of the ascent of the
furrow slice on the mould board ; in forming said
board we place the guage in the direction of the
line a, with the part D, which is that of least cur-
vature at a, and thus proceed on until we arrive
at the hinder part, B, H, withdrawing, or lowering
the guage at its lower end at each successive ap-
plication, so that a smaller portion of the least

curved portion towards D, and a larger portion
of that towards C, shall touch the mould board

;

these successive depressions may be indicated by
the division at h, upon the guage. The degree in
which the mould board shall, curve, and hang over
at H, for turning the furrow slice, may be varied
according to the judgment of the maker, the cur-
vature being governed by the diameter of the gene-
rating circle, and the degree in which the guage
is depressed at every successive application of it.

Having thus fully set forth the nature of our in -

vention, and shown the manner in which we carry
the same into operation, what we claim therein is

the giving to our mould board the segment of a cy-
cloid, convexly on its face in line leading from
front to rear, and concavely in the lines of the
ascent of the furrow slice, in the manner and for
the purpose herein described.

Samuel Witherow.
David PiEKCE.

Remarks by the Patentee.—A principal ob-
ject in ploughing is to pulverize the soil, and the
only way in which this can be effected by the
plough, is by bending the furrow slice on a curved
surface, so formed as that it shall also twist it

somewhat in the manner of a screw. Such a sur-
face will be formed by taking a strip of iron, and
twisting it after the manner of a screw auger ; and
if there is given to this piece of iron a greater
twist at one end than at the other, cycloidal curves
may be thereby produced. Now as the curvature
of the cycloidal mould board generally increases
from the lowest to the highest point of ascent, it

follows, necessarily, that the furrow slice in passing
along it will be more and more bent as it ascends.
By forming the fore part of the mould by means

of that part of the cycloidal guage which has the
least curvature, and the hinder portion by that
part which has the greatest, the bending of the
furrow will continue, and be increased, as it

passes horizontally, as well as in its ascent.
By forming the lines of ascent cycloidal con-

cavely, and horizontal lines cycloidal convexly,
the twist in the mould board will gradually in-
crease from the fore to the hinder part, as the
curves contract, which will operate very advanta-
geously in pulverizing the soil. The convex cy-
cloidal form given to the horizontal lines will cause
the furrow slice to leave the mould board in a di-

rection well calculated to prevent it from falling

off in segments. The advantages possessed by
this mould board, as has been abundantly proved
in practice, are, that it will ran light, and that it

will turn the furrow slice over in a connected
sheet, well pulverized,
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ON A NEW METHOD OF FEEDING
SHEEP ON TURNIPS.

BY JAMES STE\VAnT MENTEATII, ESQ,, YOUNGER,
OF CLOSEBURN.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

" No person ever deserved better of a country than
he who first cultivated turnips in the field. No plant
is better fitted for the climate of Britain,—no plant
prospers better in the coldest part of it,—and no plant
contributes more to fertility. In a word, there has
not, for two centuries, been introduced into Britain a
more valuable improvement."—iord Kamesh Gentle-
man Farmer,

Of all the domestic animals of our island,

sheep arc ot the greatest importance to the

farmer and the community. Sheep can be reared
in situations where scarce any other animal can
subsist. In their fleeces they supply a valuable
article, which, by its manufacture in the woollen
trade, gives employment and a living to thou-
sands, and thus contributes, in no small degree,
to the productive labour, the commercial pros-
perity, and the opulence of every country, in

which these animals are bred on a large scale.

Sheep husbandry, being so very valuable a branch
of rural economy, well deserves the utmost attention

of the farmer, who derives no small part of his

profits from it. Though much has been done to

improve the breed of sheep in Scotland, and to

supply them with better food at all periods of the
year, much yet remains to perfect the feeding of
these animals when folded on turnips ; and as

every exertion is now making in our northern
part of the island to render laml more productive
by drainage and subsoil ploughing, why should
we be left behind other parts of the kingdom in

making every proper effort to fatten our sheep in

the shortest space of time, at the least possible
waste of food, and in supplying greater quantities
of butchers' meat, now so necessary at all times
of the year for the sustenance of a population,
whose numbers are yearly on the increase ?

*

* " It may serve to afford some idea of the extra-
ordinary increase and improvement of live stock in
Scotland throughout the vfbole period ("from 1723
up to the present time), and the extent to which the
feedmg process has been carried, to state, that
Glasgow, in 1763, though that city bad then a popu-
lation of 30,000, the slaughter of cattle, for the
supply of the public market, was wholly unknown.
The number of sheep and oxen there required now
does not materially differ in proportion to the
greatly increased number of its inhabitants from
that furnished to the city of London. In 18S1, the
population of London amounted to 1,472,000 ; and,
at an average of three years, ending with that time,
156,000 head of cattle, and 1,238,000 head of
sheep, were annually sold in Smitbfield market
(M'Culloch's Statistical Acccunts, p. 586). In the
other large towns of Scotland, there is reason to
believe, a demand in a similar ratio exists. Such
has been the extraordinary improvement in the
condition and habits of the people. The whole of
this supply of butchers' meat is now furnished to
Scotland by her own agriculture ; imd, besides the
large exportation of lean stock to the neighbourino-
kingdom, a very considerable number of fatted
animals are continually being sent thither from the
north, east, and south of Scotland,—an amount
which haa been lately much increased, from the

Great progress has been made in all branches of
farming, but no department has undergone
greater improvement than the feeding, rearing,
and general treatment of sheep. During the late

war, the rapid rise in the price of all kinds of

meat, and the stimulus also given by numerous
agricultural societies,—and, above all others, the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
instituted to spread useful information and excite

enquiry,—added to the example of many public-

spirited farmers, gentlemen, and noblemen, are
circumstances which have contributed, perhaps,

to rouse the attention of every agriculturist to

place the science of feeding farm stock on the

best and most economical principles. How much
soever Scotland may surpass the southern parts

of the island in other branches of her husbandry,
in that of feeding sheep, when folded on turnips,

it must be admitted she has something to learn

from the eastern counties of England.
The management of sheep, when fed on these

roots, is well understood in Norfolk, Lincolnshire,

and the Wolds of Yorkshire. The Scotch farmer,

studious of his own interest, would do well to

direct his attention to this subject. The treat-

ment of sheep in the districts just named is not,

perhaps, so generally understood as it deserves to

be. We shall, therefore, offer a short description

of it, hoping to see it ere long universally intro-

duced into this country.
Since the introduction of turnip husbandry into

Scotland, the cultivation of that valuable root has
become universal. Abundance of food is thus
supplied for the flocks during the winter season ;

greater numbers of these can be reared ; and,
by folding them on turnips, her poor, light,

sandy, gravelly soils have been rendered fertile,

and capable of yielding luxuriant grain crops.
The introduction of steam navigation, also, a new
era in Scottish rural economy, having brought
the markets of the south within her reach, has
encouraged many to cultivate more extensively
the turnip crop. The demand also for fat meat
being continually on the increase, it has become
a profitable business to the farmer to feed as
many sheep as he possibly can ; and, instead of
driving his flock southward in a lean state to mar-
ket, the above facilities, and increased demand,
have enabled him to bring them into good con-
dition at home. Owing to all these things, a
great revolution has been effected in the manage-
ment of sheep. It ought, therefore, to be the aim,
as it is the interest, of the Scottish proprietor to

adopt in theory, and reduce to practice, whatever
may enable him, in the readiest and least expen-
sive way, to fatten his stock, and bring it into

marketable condition. Towards this, he would be
greatly assisted by fallowing the method pursued
by the English faimer of the eastern counties in
his management of the flock.

It may be remarked, that the soil of the coun-
ties of England, where this new plan of feeding
is now so generally practised, rests upon the
chalk formation. As the soil in almost every
case partakes of the ingredients that compose the
rock upon which it lies, in the districts of which
we speak, it is composed chiefly of calcareous
matters,—flint mixed with vegetable mould of a
sandy, loamy nature. In other parts of this chalky
stratification, as in the A^'olds of the East Riding

greater facilities afforded by steam navigation."

—

Journal if English AgriculUirul Hocicty, vol i,,pa];t I.,

p. 102.
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of Yorkshire, we find more clay blended with the
soil ; and there is a subsoil in some places, of a

reddish clay, verging in depth from a few inches

to a foot or two, resting upon the chalk rock. This
soil, made up of these constituent ingredients,

naturally produces a good pasturage for sheep,

though of a close, short herbage. Under a pro-

per arable cultivation, it yields luxuriant crops of

oats, barley, wheat, sainfoin, turnips, and mangel-
wurzel. Although this soil rarely possesses a

depth of mould of more than five or six inches,

it requires every twenty-four years to be top-

dressed with chalk, which is raised from under-
neath out of deep pits, and then spread over the

surface, at the expense of from 11. to 3/. per acre.

If this calcareous manuring be neglected, the

grain crops become light and unproductive, the

red clover degenerates into a worthless and
dwindled plant, and the turnip failing to round
and bulb, breaks out into the disease commonly
known among the agriculturists by the name of
" fingers and toes." On the other hand, this top-

dressing of chalk, at the interval specified above,

restores the productive virtues of the soil, and
crops of all kinds are again yielded in abundance.
This application of chalk to the soil affords a
curious and striking instance of the necessity of

dressing ali soils whatever with calcareous

manure. It is, for example, pursued with

immense advantage in Craven, Yorkshire, which
is one of the richest and oldest grazing districts

in the north of England. This extensive tract is

incumbent on the carboniferous, or mountain
limestone ; and its soil must, as we may well

suppose, be highly impregnated with calcareous

substances. Still, however, it is found essential

to make it produce the grasses in abundance, and
of good quality, that it be top-dressed every ten

or twelve years, and that very largely, with newly
burned lime. It is not unusual, we are informed,

to lay on an acre as much as 300 imi)erial bushels

of this mineral manure. Invigorated by this

dressing, the grasses and clovers spring up in the

richest luxuriance. And if this practice be indis-

pensable in these highly calcareous counties, how
much more necessary for all other soils, which,
not resting upon a substratum of chalk or of

limestone, have little in their composition of those

ingredients essential to the promotion of their

fertility, and the full developement of their

strength.* In an interesting article " On increas-

* In the managereent of pasture on grass land

there is much room For improvement in Scotland. It

cannot be denied that we are too partial to the use of

the plough, as if tillage were in every case the most
profitable husbandry. AVere a much larger extent

of country kept jiermanently in pasture, were the

enclosures eflfectively sheltered by belts of planta-

tions and well drained, and the fields occasionally

top-dressed w^ith calcareous composts, we are confi-

dent that both landlord and tenant would find their

respective interests promoted, their profits greater

and also more secure. The climate of all the western
parts of Scotland being humid, and saturated with

moisture by frequent and copious rains, grazing and
dairy husbandry would he found in verj' many dis-

tricts to be more advantageous than tillage. It is

believed, and, we might add, almost ascertained by
actual experiment, that one-third more rain falls on
the western side of Scotland than on the eastern. In
proof of this we refer to the returns of the rain-

gauge. The average quantity of rain that falls in

Scotland within the year is calculated at 31 inches ;

ing the deptJi of soil," by Mr. Johnson, which
appeared in this journal lately, the farmer will
learn that a large quantity of lime and other
earthy substances, are yearly withdrawn from his
soil by all the vegetable plants he cultivates on
his farm. And he will also be made aware how
necessary it is, from time to time, in order to
preserve the fertility of his fields, to apply, in
addition to animal and vegetable manures, those
of lime and othpr earthy minerals, which the
grain, grass, and root crops are every year
abstracting from his land. The renovation of the
soil by lime, in the method just mentioned, was
not, it would appear, unknown to the Romans,
while masters of our island. In the Wolds of Lin-
colnshire, and elsewhere in the chalk range of stra-
tification, chalk pits of very great antiquity occur,
and where is the improbability that that intelligent

that of the eastern counties being 26.', ; and of the
western, 37. At Edinburgh it is k'6],, whilst at
Glasgow it is 29.65 inches. In the eastern counties
the harvests are reaped seven days sooner than in
the western, and, consequently, at less expense.
Surely the western farmer should consider these
facts. His fields ought to be subjected to a more
thorough drainage, a greater number of them laid
down in permanent pasturage, and now and then
(the oftener the better) top-dressed with unstinted
composts of lime, animal, and vegetable manures,
that all the virtues of the soil may be brought out,
and abundant vegetation produced. From the hio-h

value of dairy produce, and the increasing demand
for fat meat, we are sure that a well-managed grazing
system of husbandry in the western districts of
Scotland, would return a higher profit than that of
tillage. In the tieatment of grass land, it will be
lound very useful to pass over it every spring in the
month of April, either a heavy thorn bush, or a light
harrow, once or twice. Afterwards to follow this
scratching whh a plentiful sowing of grass seeds,
mixing with them some pounds of clover, red and
white, and then give it a good rolling. The seeds
collected in the hay-loft will go a great way to sup-
ply a sufficient quantity for every acre of the field.

A\ hen the field is a meadow, either under irrigation

or not, and mowed for hay, two or three pounds of
Catslail-grass or Timothy, the Fleam pratense, should
always be sown on each acre. No hay is superior
to the Timothy in luxuriance and excellence, and in
acceptability to the palate of all graminivorous
animals. Nature seems to point out to man the
necessity of replenishing every year his grass fields

with fresh seeds. When she is left alone, she plen-
tifully prepares a succession of plants, by shedding
abundantly every where seeds to replace those plants
that have disappeared. Since the introduction of
sheep and cattle, the stalks of various grasses being
eaten, few are left to bear and ripen their seed.
Mowing the field, also, interferes with the ripening
and shedding of seeds necessary for the production
of Iresh plants. Thus from constant grazing and
repeated mowing of the same grass field, it is found
in the generality of soils yearly to become thinner of
plants, and yield lighter crops of hay than it had
carried in former years. Were, however, this sim-
ple management, just recommended, carried into

practice, our pasture and hay fields would be annually
replenished with an abundance of fresh, healthy
vegetation, and consequently would carry a greater

number of stock, and yield to the scythe a heavier
cut of hay. Whenever top-dressing is laid upon
such fields, the same management ought to be applied

to it.
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people, acquainted witli the use of calcareous

iiiaiiure in iigriculture, had availed themselves of

the chalk to dress their tillage land in the districts

where it is found ? Wc may farther observe, that,

in these light chalky soils, bone manvre is most
extensively used to raise turnips, and great im-

provement by this application has been effected in

those soils.

It is generally allowed, that, in the feeding of

all sorts of animals, the sooner their appetite can

be satisfied, the sooner will they lie down to rest.

In these circumstances, an animal very soon takes

on flesh, and becomes fat. The reverse happens,

when a long time is taken up in satisfying the

cravings of their hunger. It is on Ibis principle

that the practice has been introduced into the

eastern counties of England, of presenting to

sheep, when they are folded on turnips, these

roots cut up into long, thin, narrow slices, ^^'hen

this is not adopted, but the animals merely turned

in upon turnips, and left to do the whole work
themselves, many hours, often a whole day, are

cor.suined, before they have satisfied the demands
of nature ; and thus little time remains for rest,

rumination, and sleep.

The formation of the mouth of the sheep, in-

deed, points out to the owner of the flock the

necessity of assisting the animal by artificial

means to eat the turnip. Sheep, like all other
ruminating animals, have eight cutting or incisor

teeth in the front part of the lower jaw, but none
in the iii)per. They have six grinding or molar
teeth, on either side, both in the upper and lower
jaw, making altogether the number of twenty-

fou)-. Between their front teeth and the

grinders, there is a vacant space of nearly an inch

and a half. It is very rare to find the newly-
dropped lamb with any front teeth ; but when a
month old, it has a complete set of front cutting

teeth. The two front teeth of the under jaw drop
out at the end of the year ; six months after, the

two next to these are shed ; and at the end of five

years the teeth are all renewed. (See Blacklock's

Treatise on Sheep, p. 10.) At or soon after

Christmas, the two front teeth of the hogg sheep,

when put on turnips, either fall out or become so

loose as to prevent them from tearing up and
masticating the root with ease. And it is believed

by some, from the circumstance of these young
sheep losing their broad or middle front teeth

while put on turnips, that they never have tbem
properly replaced with new ones. As winter sets

in, tlie frost rendering the vegetable harder and
more tough, particularly of such sorts as the

Swede, whose firmness of texture makes them
more durable, it must be evident that the young
sheej), liaving their teeth in this defective con-
dition, will find it no easy matter to obtain their

daily meal. Hence the poor animals, in many
instances, with bleeding mouths, pass the greatest

part of the day painfully struggling to fill them-
selves ; and are deprived of that wonted period

for rest and rumination, so indispensable to bring
them rapidly forward into condition. The owner
is surprised and mortified, after having had his

flock confined so many weeks, even months, to

fin<l that his hogg sheep, though abundance of

good keep was supplied, arc very far from being

fat and fit for the butcher, nnd that they require,

after the turnip season, to be pastured for some
months on grass, to make them fit for the

market.
The same remark applies with no less force to

the more aged sbcci), particularly the old ewes,

whose teeth, from various causes, arc often in a
decayed and defective state. It is a well-known
f.ict, that, when folded on turnips which are
frozen, there is not only greater danger of their
falling off, but even of not being able sufficiently

to satisfy their hunger. This evil can easily be
prevented by cutting down the turnips into small,
narrow pieces, and presenting them in wooden
troughs. The sheep can take them easily into
their mouth, and manage them with their grinding
teeth, which ore not liable to so many accidents
and diseases as the front or incisor teeth, and
which do not undergo so many changes.

Besides the defective state of the teeth of young
and old sheep disabling tbem to eiit freely the
turnips on the ground, Blacklock, in his able

treatise on sheep (p. 14");, states that there arc

many varieties of sheep incapable of feeding on
turnips, owing to the form of the face, the ujjpcr •

most jaw projecting considerably past the lower,
hindering the chisel-shaped front teeth from being
brought to bear upon the root. The sheep, hav-
ing the jaw in this state, in Scotland, arc cal'ed

n^noMMOz/^^et? sheep, resembling in their profile that

of the ])ig.

Few intelligent flock-masters can be ignorant of

the waste and injury their turni])s suffer from
allowing their sheep, when upon thc:n,to eat thcni

indiscriminately on the ground. Whenever sheep
are let into a turnip fold, they run over the whole,
and then eat such of the tops as they have not
trampled down. Many of the turnips, before they
are tasted by the sheep, are liable to have their

bark or rind broken by their sharp hoofs, which
injurj' exposes the root to the wet and frost, and
thereby occasions unnecessary loss. Others of
the turnips are wasted by the sheep partially

scooping out only a little morsel, and then leaving

them to be trampled upon with great waste. Be-
sides, when the turnips, being traversed over and
trodden upon, are bespattered and befouled with
urine ard dung, and other filth, they must be
unsavoury and disagieenble to the taste of the
animal. Much complaint, in the last November
Agricultural Report for East Lothian for 183't,

is made of the sheep that were feeding on turnips

confined by hurdles, having been injured by the
rainy season, making these roots so foul and dirty.

Such destruction of food in our northern climate
is a serious loss to the owner. Our severe, back-
ward, and cold spring, so trying to the flock,

ought to persuade the breeder to use his utmost
endeavours to preserve, by every means in his

power, his turnips ; and husband them by every
precaution he can think of, to enable him to carry
Ids sheep through this season of the year, when
they are most pinched for sustenance, and when
the ewe and lamb require succulent and nutritious

diet. The fanner of those eastern counties of
England already named, alive to the loss he suffers

by folding his sheep in the usual way, has for

some time abandoned it, and adopted another
much more economical, and one by which he can
bring in a shorter time his animals to market.
The successful feeding of sliecp, of course, greatly

depends upon the quality of food presented to

them ; and upon the resources which the farmer
possesses for supplying it during the severest
seasons of the year. It cannot be efl'ected without
exact regularity in portioning it out, and strict

economy in the mauagcment of the different

articles on which they are to be supported.
Having thus, in a general way, stated that nmch

remains to be done in Scotland toward the im-
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provement of the management
_
of sheep, and

advanced a few reasons why this department of

husbandry ought to engross a larger portion of

the farmer's attention, we now proceed to a short

description of the method pursued by the sheep-

farmers of the eastern counties of England.

In the first place, a turnip-cutting machine is

provided. In the construction of these machines

there is great variety. We have inserted a figure

of one of the most approved form, from which

the nature of the turnip-cutting machine will be

understood.*

Some idea may be formed of the extent and
estimation in which cutting turnips for sheep is

held in some parts of England, when we state that

Mr. Crosskill, an ingenious maker of agricultural

* For the information of those of our readers who
have not seen this form of turnip-cutting machine,

it may be proper to give a short description of it

here. A is the hopper into which the turnips in-

tended to be sliced are put, the roots and tops of the

turnips having been previously taken off. The
inclination given to thebottom of the hopper keeps the

turnipsalways close to the cutters. Bis a circular disc

of cast-iron, revolving on an axle and driven bv a

handle. It acts the double purpose of forming a

plate, upon which the cutting knives are fixed,

and of being a fly-wheel to maintain a steady

motion. The knives are of two forms, one a long

straight knife for cutting the turnips into broad
slices, the others are short ones fastened into the

disc at right angles to the long knife, and whose pro-

vince it is to cut the broad slices into narrow strips.

lu the ordinary form of the disc, which is cast in the

same plane, it is frequently observed that the cut

turnips do not freelv leave the knives. To obviate

this inconvenience, the portion of the disc imme-
diately posterior to the knives is somewhat bevelled

or twisted, to afford room to the strips to fall down.
They thus freely fall down upon the inclined board
C, slip forward upon iti and drop into the troughs

on the ground. We believe it was Mr. Slight who
first introduced the bevelled form of the disc. The
small knives can be removed, and then the machine
is converted into a slicer of turnips for cattle. The
two wheels give a steadiness to the machine when
in use much superior to only one wheel. It may be
worth mentioning that we have seen a model of a

turnip-cutter very similar to this one, which was
made by a wright in the parish of Merton, in Ber-
wickshire, fully thirty years ago,—so slow is the

implements at Beverley, informed us that he had.

•within these last three years, supplied 400 turnip-

cutting machines to the farmers in that part of

Yorkshire, each machine costing oi.* To work

progress of the improvements in agriculture.

—

Editor.

* " The economy effected by this simple machine,

which costs but 61. or 7/., has been stated to us by
an authority which would at once be admitted as

very high, to be no less than one-third of the

whole produce. If it be taken, however, only at a

fourth or fifth, why, it may be asked, has not every

farm in the country been long since furnished with

this cheap apparatus 1 If a contrivance were dis-

covered in Manchester which should save «ne-fiftb of

the cotton consumed in a manufacture (were such a

saving possible), not a year could pass before most of

the old machinery would be replaced by the new,
and such changes are constantly taking place there,

at the expense of many thousand pounds ; but the

turnip is the raw material of the farmer's stock,

and the farmer is of the same enterprising race with

the manufacturer ; why, then, but on account of the

separated and secluded scene of his industry, is the

spread of agricultural inventions so slow, the exten-

sion of those which concern manufacturers so rapid
;

and what, but a central connection of the cultivators

of the soil, can diminish and remove the obstruc-

tion ? "— (Vol. i., part 1., p. 16, Journal of Englhh

Agi-tcidtural Society.)

We are much indebted to Mr. James Ransome, an

able and intelligent maker of Agricultural Imple-

ments at Ipswich, for much information, most

kindly communicated to us, respecting the manage-

ment of sheep when fed with cut turnips, as well as

for informing us of the best sorts of machinery for

cutting turnips. We have similar thanks to offer to

Mr. Crosskill of Beverley.

D
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this machine, a man and a stout lad are hired.

The two are able every day to cut turnipi; that
will suffice to feed about 300 sheep. It is the
general practice to commence using these machines
as early as Michaelmas ; and on no account what-
ever to suffer the Swede turnip to be given in any
other manner. Wooden troughs are also pro-
vided. Each of these is ton feet long and eight

inches wide at bottom, and seven in depth. They
are placed upon feet or blocks of wood five or six-

inches high, to raise them from off the ground. The
greater number of these are employed to contain
the sliced turnips. But as cut hay and straw,
salt, and pounded oilcake are daily allowed, some
of the troughs are required for these articles. The
troughs that hold the salt, oilcake, and cut hay,
ought to have a cover over them to protect them
from the rain and snow. Very great attention
must be paid by the shepherd daily to shift, at

least four or five times, the troughs from the place
on which they have been standing, toother places
within the field. By this attention every part of
the ground will be equally well trodden upon and
manured by the flock.

In the eastern counties of England the white
globe turnip is not so much approved of, and less

of it is grown than formei'ly. The more hardy
and nutritive varieties are preferred, as the Swede
and yellow bullock turnips differ in the quantity
of nutritive matters they afford, which is in pro-
])ortion to the size of the roots, or according as
their texture is solid or spongy ; the largest roots
containing proportionally the least quantity of
nutrition ; the middle sized the greatest. At one
of the Farmers' Club meetings at Ashbocking, in
November last (1839^, a Norfolk white turnip
was exhibited which measured three feet and one
inch in circumference. When cut open, there
was only one inch and a half of firm substance
within the rind, the rest beins unsubstantial as a
sponge, thus shewing that size is not the only
excellence to be sought in the growth of these
plants. The Swede or Ruta baya is superior to all

other varieties. It is seldom injured by the frost,

a matter of the greatest consideration in our
climate, where the severity of the winter has,
during these some years past, been most destruc-
tive of the white globe turnip. Although the
Swede may be less productive in some soils in the
average weight of crop than the globe white
turnip, it contains more nutritive matter, being as
three to two, and so ought to be more extensively
cultivated in Scotland.* There is scarce any

* " It was stated, not long since, at a meeting of
the English Agricultural Society, in their rooms in

Cavendish-square, in London, by Mr. JMaxton, that

he had grown forty tons per acre of Swedish turnips.
*

Jle maiuly ascribed the increased jiroduce to pre-
paring his land for the turnip crop immediately after

harvest, and even sometimes before the crop was
removed from the fields. 'l"Le advantage resulting

Irom this mode of prej)aration is remarkably con-
firmed by an experiment upon the home-farm of Sir

(Jeorge Grant Suttie, Bart., at Ualgone, in East
Lothain, explained by Mr. Scoujall. lie says— ' the
experiments consisted simply in having a part of the
field, intended for turnips, prepared in November,
1838, and the whole operation completed in the same
jnanner as if the seed had then been put into the
ground.' The remainder of the field was prepared
at the, usual time. I'pon weighing a drill of equal
length ill both part.iof the field, it was found that the

^ross weii»,Vi 'iji that part which had been prepared

light, sandy, gravelly soil, where, under proper
management, it might not be raised with advan-
tage. An extra quantity of farm-yard manure
added to bones, \Yith a few cwt- per acre of
pounded rape cake, the poor soils might be made
to yield fair crops of this valuable root. On the
light soils of Norfolk, it is now pretty generally
the practice to plough down the oat stubble as
soon as the crop is carried oflf the ground, and
sow rye. In the spring, the sheep, particularly

the ewe and lamb, are folded on the rye, as upon
turnips. As soon as the sheep have gone all over
the field, it is jjloughed up, and prepared for sow-
ing those roots. B)' this excellent management
the poor soils, being thus heavily enriched with
manure, are made to carry heavy crops of turnips.

Were the Scotch farmer to follow in this respect

the example of the Norfolk husbandman with his

light soils, he would insure abundance of succu-

lent food for his ewes and lambs, at a time he is

under such difficulty often to provide it, and he
would also, by the rich manuring of his land,

look with greater certainty for more abundant
root and grain crops. At Holkhara, in Norfolk,
the Earl of Leicester, the father of English agri-

culture, who had last year 500 acres of turnip and
mangel-wurzel on his own farm, raises, in con-
siderable quantities, the green-top yellow turnip.

He procures the seed from Mr. Leslie, seedsman.
Old Meldrum, Aberdeenshire. This variety Lord
Leicester sows as late as the first week of July.

As this sort of turnip strikes its root deep into

ground, it is preserved from frost, and by keeping
sound to a late period of the spring, it is found a
valuable means of support for the ewe and lamb.
Where wheat is grown, rape is much substituted

for the white-globe turnip, which, being early

eaten dovi-n by the sheep in the autumn, the land
is ploughed, and grain is immediately sown.
To return to the operations in the turnip field:

The white globe turnips, as being the most perish-

able, are first eaten. They are pulled up, the tops

and leaves removed, and are laid into heaps of
from thirty to forty bushels each. These heaps
are so distributed over the field, as to answer the

convenience of the shepherd, who, in shifting his

folds from place to place, always finds a heap or

so at the spot ready to be cut by the machine for

in the autumn weighed nearly 38 tons per acre, and,

when cleared of tops and roots, upwards of 34 tons

{)er acre ; whilst, on the other part, ])repared in the

usual manner, it realized in gross oidy 28 tons, and,

when cleared of roots and tops, 25 tons 14 cwt.
Mr. Scougall observes— ' the result will speak for

itself.' If the increase here stated be in reality the

result of iliis mode of preparing the land, it will

prove to be one of the greatest improvements made
of late years in cultivation. Tlie land is admitted to

be fertile, but it is a stift' soil, and consequently
more difficult to get into a suitable condition to pro-

duce a turni])-crop than the ordinary turnip-soils.

Here, then, is a method, whereby the produce of
soils, until lately considered to be almost incapable
of producing a turnip-crop, may be made to produce
one-third more weight in food, consequently sup-
porting animals one-third more in number, and
ultimately raising a proportionably increased quan-
tity of corn."— Q. ./. Agi-ic. No. 48, p. e.^O.

This nuttnnnal management of stiff, heavy, clay

land, intended to be in turnips the succeeding
summer, is well adapted to Ayrshire, and all the

tracts of Scotland which rest upon the coal form-

atiou.
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his " woolly people." As, in the early part of the

season, there is little apprehension of injury from
frost, it is thought a sufficient precaution to cover

these heaps with their own leaves. But, at a later

period, before the frost sets in with severity, the

heaps, which are then collected, are secured by
covering them with straw and earth. This prac-

tice is known inmost of the eastern parts of Eng-
land by the term of " clamping." Before the fold

is entered by the sheep, every turnip is pulled up
and removed. The wooden troughs, in number
sufficient to supply every sheep, are placed at

suitable distances, within the sheep-fold, which
is fenced in with nets, or bats, or hurdles. The
man and I)oy, having already cut the turnips, these

small slices are thrown into the troughs, and
during the day, at different and stated intervals,

they are replenished. At the same time, great care

is taken to disturb, as little as possible, the sheep

reposing and chewing their cud. It is of the greatest

consequence in feeding every sort of animal, that

set and stated times of the day be observed for

giving them their food. When sheep have eaten

enough, they will lie down and ruminate. On no
account whatever ought they at such moments to

be broken in upon and disturbed. Their improve-
ment in condition will rapidly go on ifthey are left

to carry on the process of digestion without any
molestation.

In the troughs, as we have before stated, cut hay
and straw, salt and pounded oihcake, are placed

;

occasionally, as a change of diet, bruised oats or
barley are given. Of the oil-cake, at the beginning
of the season, half a pound in the day is consi-

dered ample allowance for each sheep ; but this

quantity is gradually increased to one pound. A fter

the sheep have remained the number of days that

is thought sufficient to manure and tread the soil,

the fold is then shifted to another place, the tur-

nips having been previously all taken up, and
piled in heaps outside, ready to be cut by the ma-
chines.

With this brief description of the new method of
feeding sheep folded on turnips, by the farmers of
the county of Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and theWolds
of Yorkshire, let us now state the reasons they ad-

vance why this improvement in sheep husbandry
should be adopted.

1. The first reason has already been delivered
in a foregoing part of this paper, and has reference
to the teeth of sheep ; but as it is a matter of im-
portance to the farmer, it may not be superfluous
to repeat it. The pulling and tearing at the turnip
loosens the two front cutting teeth of the hoggs and
old sheep to such an extent, that they are apt to fall

out, and, in many cases, actually do so. In this

deficient state of the mouth, it is impossible that

the younger animals can eat a hard Swede turnip,

and in such a quantity as quickly to fatten and be
ready for the market. Indeed, if the turnips be not
cut, many of the flock can scarcely exist, and, while
in the midst of plenty, may be actually starving.

The teeth of the more aged sheep, again, from a
variety of accidents and diseases to which they are
liable, and from having been also much worn down
by the hardness of many plants on which they have
subsisted, are often, before they are put on the tur-

nips, in a very imperfect condition, which neces-
sarily prevents them from rapidly taking on fat,

when folded on turnips, according to the old way.
The malformation, also, in the structure of the
upper jaw of some varieties of sheep, known in

Scotland by the name oi gnm'mouthed, is another
reasoa to adopt the plan of feeding sheep, when

folded on turnips, with these roots cut into thin,

narrow slices.

2. That the hoggs and the older sheep, when
placed on turnips, will feed much quicker and be
kept in a more healthy condition, when these roots

are cut with machines into small, narrow slices,

which they can easily take into their mouths, and
which are placed before them in long wooden
troughs within the folds; that they will sooner fill

themselves, lie down, and ruminate. It is certain

that when less time is taken up in eating, the more
speedily will the animal become fat ; the quicker

that flesh can be laid on, the greater economy will

there be of food. By treating the young sheep or

hoggs in this way, at about a year old most ofthem
may be sent from the turnip field to market fit for

the butcher. This is a very great benefit to the

farmer, not only enabling him to increase the

number of his sheep, but also better to prepare his

fields for growing his grain crops.

3. That sheep, penned in a fold on turnips like

all animals under confinement, require a variety of

food in order to make them fat. The habits of the

sheep, both in its wild and domestic state, require

its food to be very varied. Linn^us observed that

while cattle ate 276 species of plants offered to

them, and refused 218 ; that sheep took 387
species, and rejected only 141. Magendie, a cele-

brated French physiologist, has shown by experi-

ment that it is impossible an animal in a healthy

state can exist longer than six weeks on one article

of diet ; death often takes place even before the

end of that period.* Hence the necessity of sup-

plying the sheep, when on turnips, with a variety

of articles of food. On this principle, in the part

of England before named, each sheep receives in

the day half a pound of bruised oil cake, and this

quantity is gradually to be augmented to one
pound, or even more. As much salt also is given
them as they will lick, it being a useful seasoning

to their food, and indispensable to the health of

all graminivorous animals. Steamed potatoes

might also be supplied to the feeding flock. And
we are confident that, with a proportion of such
steamed food daily supplied them, their fattening

would be hastened. It has been found very ad-

vantageous, while the ewes are nursing their

lambs, to feed them with their salted maltcombs,
giving about one sack to every hundred of them.-f"

Cut hay is mixed with the scalded maltcombs. In

those seasons, when turnips are a deficient crop,

this diet is found a good substitute for the roots.

These maltcombs, thus prepared with other artifi-

cial food, brings on very fast those sheep that are

put up to fatten. Cut hay and straw are liberally

furnished them in the troughs. Theselast articles

of food are held to be so indispensable for the

animal's health that they must always be supplied.

Pea straw, when it is to be had, is likewise given

cut down, which sheep relish very' much. Where
there is a number of sheep to be fed, the hay and
straw should always be cut by a machine driven

either by a horse, or, where the farm admits of the

thrashing machine going by water or by horse

power, the machinery of either should be made to

drive the hay cutting machine. And to these same
thrashing machines, a turnip-slicing machine

* Blacklock's Treatise on Sheep.
4- In the neigbhourhood of Dublin early lamb is

raised on a large scale for the supply of the Liver-

pool market. The lambs hare a large allowance

daily of cow's milk given them in addition to that

which thev receive from their dams.

D 2
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ought to be attached, which wouhl Buppl)* the cat-

tle in tlie stra\v-)'ar(l, and those tied up in thestnlj,

with cut turnips. It is found to benot only health-
ful for the animal, but far more economical as

concerning the provender, not to fit up the stalls

or cattle-feeding houses with racks, but to substi-
tute in their place deep, wide mangers ; these being
filled with the chopped hay and straw, bruised
grain, and sliced turnips, there can be no waste.
It must have been observed by every one who ex-
amines the litter in stables and cattle-feeding
houses, that there is much hay trodden underfoot.
When a rack is crammed with hay, the animal,
generally before he begins to cat, pulls out a quan-
tity of it, which, falling down on the ground, he
selects from the mass which is most agreeable to

his palate; the remainder being rejected, passes
into the litter. No hay ought, therefore, ever on a
farm to beput into the rack, but always to be cut
by the machine into short lengths and placed be-
fore the animals in deep mangers. When cut hay
with bruised oats (they ought always to be bruised)
are put into the manger, the horse feeds uith the
least waste of provender to his owner, and having
soon satisfied his hunger lies down and rests. That
cut bay and straw are absolutely indispensable to

sheep fed on turnips. These roots being of a suc-
culent, laxative nature, when gi\en to them with-
out any hay, are apt to purge them severely and
induce disease. We solicit the reader's attention
to the following extract from " Sinclair's Hortus
Woburnensis," a work on the " British Grasses,"
a publication of great practical value to the farmer.
He shews in the clearest maimer the necessity of
.supplying sheep with hay, when folded upon tur-
nips.* It is necessary that plants having a bitter

* Sir A. Davy observes, " it appears probable that

the bitter abstractive matters of the grasses, are very
little nutritive; but probably they serve the purpose
of preventing, to a certnin extent, the fermentation of
the other vegetable matters in the stomach, or in

modifying or assisting the functions of digestion,

and may thus be of considerable use in forming a

constituent part of the food of cattle. A small quan-
tity of bitter extract, and saline matter, is probably
all that is needed; and beyond this quantity the

soluble matters must be more nutritive, in proportion
as tbey contain more albumen, sugar, and mucilage

;

and less nutritive in proportion as they contain other

substances.
" To these, I may be permitted to add the results

of a trial which I made on the dung of sheep, that

bad fed on turnips, as it ma}^ afford some information

on the nature of turnips as food for sheep.

"1920 grains of the yellow Scotch Turnip, on
which sheep were feeding, afforded of nutritive mat-
ter yj grains, which consisted of.

Mucilage 9 grains.

Sacchaiino matter, or Sugar 73
Bitter Extractive and Saline matters. ... 3

" 1920 grains of the dung of the sheep which bad
fed on tlie yellow Scotch turnip, afforded of soluble

matter, by means of a large quantity of water, IT

grains, which consisted of.

Animal Mucus and Mucilage ,.. 3 grains.

Bitter l-'xtractive and Saline matters . . 14
" The most remarkable circumstance here, is the

superior quantity of hitter extractive in the dung, to

that which is shewn to exist in the turnips ; hut the

sheep had. ha\i, on which they occasionally fed in the

field, and on examining the insoluble portion of the

dung (after separation from the soluble parts), nearly

one-fourth part in weight consisted of the woody fibre

extractive principle should be supplied, to correct

the purgative tendency of the turnip. The plants

which compose hay abound in these qualities.

With regard to the use of the bitter extract con-
tained in hay, it may be laid down as a well au-

thenticated fact, that it stimulates the stomach and
promotes digestion. Turnips contain a large quan-
tity of matter capable of affording nourishment to

the body, but yield very little of the bitter princi-

ple. In consequence of this, sheep acquire fat;

rapidly for a time when placed on turnips without
hay, but experiencing a want of medicinal bitter,

begin with equal rapidity to lose the advantages
they have gained. They may, for a few weeks,
when on turnips, continue healthy, though no hay
should be allowed them. But they will at last fall

of}'. By, however, giving them good hay and
plenty of it, they will not be long in recovering
their condition.*

(To be concluded in our next.')

QUEEN MARY'S TREE.—This memorable tree,

which has braved the blasts of centuries, yielded to the
fury of the g-ale on Monday last. It stood at the east

end of the villaffe of Duddingstone, and nearly opposite
]jord Abercorn's Park. It was, perhaps, one of the

oldest thorn trees in Scotland, and of the greatest

dimensions. Its exact measurement we do not at present
recollect, but we know that two men, embracing its

trunk at opposite sides, could not make their hands meet.
It was commonly called Queen Mary's Tree, though it

is prwbable that it was planted before her reign. It

formerly stood within a park, but on widening the

carriage road, it was brought outsitle about ten or
twelve years ago, and then it seemed on its last legs,

several fissures appearing in the trunk, through which
tke elements of air and water were fast consuming the
venerable tree. The road trustees had these fissures

filled up with stone and lime, and had it otherwise pro-
tected, but the violence of the gale on Monday pulled
it up by the roots, laying it along a shattered ar.d

withered trunk ; and thus another of the memorials of

the unfortunate Mary has perished, and in the vicinity

of her HolyTOod.~-Aberdeen Ba7iner.

of hay, which evidently had afforded the extra quan-
tity of bitter extractive to the dung.
"The sheep eat of the hay from choice, and not

necessity, and it is more than probable that the bitter

extractive principle it contained, was, under such
circumstances, the most valuable part of its nutritive

matter, in supplying the deficiency of it in the tur-

nips.
" It is worthy of observation here, that the leaves,

or herbage of the common pasture grasses, contain

nearly tlie like proportion of bitter extract, as

that jn the dung ; the sheep, therefore, in this instance,

had taken that proportion of bay, which, combined
with the turnips, formed a natural food, or that which
had nutritive qualities analagous to natural pasture.

" The dry fibre of the hay or straw given with
turnips, may also assist mechanically in correcting

the watery, over succulent, laxative nature of the

food, in the cold season of the year in which it is

given to sheep, when an excess of moisture may be

more hurtful than in a warmer season."

—

(Sinclair's

Jlortus Woburnensis, or Treatise on British Grasses,

p.l.)
* See Blacklock's Treatise on Sheep. It is'^S**

work of great merit, containing much valuable prac-

tical information on the treatment of sheep. No
abeep farmer ought to be without it. * '-^^ ^"
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THE DUTY ON HOPS.
TO THE EDITOn OF THE WORCESTER JOURNAL.

< Sir,—I think you will be rendering tlie liop

planters an essential service if j'ou will be kind

enough to insert this letter in your paper, relative to

different opinions held by hop planters respecting a

liigh tax on bops, and a low one. 'i'liere is about one
in every hundred who thinks a high duty in hops
will give a high price to the planter : I have made a

comparison between the high price on hops obtained

when the duty was a penny per lb., and wlien at the

present high duty of twopence \ I cannot give you the

date when ihe alteration in the duty took place, but

it was early in the French war, when blood mnneq
was wanted. I well remember however the time
when a ]\Ir. Waddington, a merchant from London,
who had the command of a large capital, came to our
Worcester market to buy hops, and the prices then

were from 8/. to 10/. per cwt ; but from the quantity

of money he threw into tiie market, hops got up to

1.5/. per cwt. Mr. Waddington waited upon Mr.
Pitt, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, and told him
he might double the duty on hops, as they never
would be under from 12/. to 13/. per cwt. Mr. Pitt

took the gentle hint, and laid on this oppressive war
tax to assist him with his ridnous war ; but how were
the predictions of Mr. Waddington verified f In no
way beneficial to the planters, for hops in three vears

went down to 31. per cwt. So much for Mr. Wad-
dington's prediction to enable him to come down to

crush the fair trader, and allow him lo forestall the

market, for which he in the end paid dearly. This
completely floors the one planter out of every hun-
dred who would not sign the petition to get the penny
per lb. repealed. They say high duty makes high
prices ; when hops were from 8/. to lo/. per cwt.,

then the duty was one penny per lb. ; and in three

years after, when we paid twopence, hops were at 3/.

per cwt. ; and bow is it that hops during the last six

years have not averaged in our market more than 3/,

iOs. per cwt. with this high dtUy? I think this fact

makes the few planters' arguments fall to the ground,
and the ninety-nine out of every hundred /i(sfperso»s

who signed the petition are right, and that the war
tax is an oppressive and an unjiist tax paid out of capi-

tal. Our one planter in every hundred thinks the
plantation too large for the consumption, which
causes the low prices ; but this I deny : the consumers
of beer are increased /oitr to one to what they were
in 1808, and our plantations are not increased in the

same proportion ; the cause is obvious to any one :

we have had seasons which have suited the growth
of hops for many years, quite different from the ave-

rage of seasons from 1800 to 1820, which were wet
and not congenial to the plant, which gave us high
prices. I do consider the price of all marketable
commodities depends upon the supply and demand,
and, above all, the quantity of money accessible to be
got at to pay for them. The one great cause of the

dearness of hops was, that bankers allowed the trade

to draw to almost an unlimited extent in the hop sea-

son ; now the screw is put on and no such facility

given,—we depend upon sjieculators to invest their

money in hops, and if hops are not at a moderate
price then we lose that class of customers in the mar-
ket, which makes the planters speculate upon their

own growth. I think, Sir, 1 have shown you
enough to convince any sane man that if a planter
pays 100/. duty on hops instead of 50/., he loses that

sum for ever, as it never can return into his pocket
in any way. Your obedient servant,

A Hop Planter.

DUTY ON HOPS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAIDSTONE GAZETTE.

Sir,—Having' observed in your paper of last week, a
paragraph in which it is advised to apply for a kind of
ad valorem duty on hops, I think that course would be
objectionable, as some machinery must be had to

ascertain what is the average price of hops per year
;

and it would be thought that it exposed the real income
of ti>e farmer too much. I would venture to suggest
that it would be far better to petitien for a reduction of
the duty altegether, or at least to the oldduty of 9s. 4d.,

for it appears plainly, that the duty is no protection to
ilie Kentisli grower against the Sussex grower, as the
result of the last years have proved, for although the
average price of Sussex hops has varied from 50s. to

70s. per cwt., yet the plantation has increased in

Sussex, and diminished in Kent. Although the Sussex
planters must have been losers, yet the duty, as formerly
stated by some, has not caused them to desist from
planting. I agree with your correspondent that the
greater growers are not the most able or willinn' to nay
the duty. A. Z.
May 4, 1840.

ON THE APPLICATION OF
MANURE OF COWS.

THE

Sir,—Encouraged with the attention you always pay
to matters relating to agriculture, I take the liberty of
trespassing on the columns of your interesting Magazine,
for information on the best mode of preparing and ap-
plying cow-dung as a top-dressing for grass land, hoping
thereby that some friend lo agriculture, who may be
in possession of the required knowledge, may be in-

duced to propagate that knowledge for the benefit of
others.

In this r.eighhourhood many large stocks of dairy
cows are kept, which are fed in-doors during winter,
and consequently a great quantity of manure is made
from them ; considerably more than is required for

green crops, there being but little of the land in cultiva-
tion. There is a general clearing out of this manure
from the yards in the month of January; and that which
is short enough for spreading is put immediately on the
land ; but when it is mixt with much straw it is thrown
up into a heap lightly for further decorapoe;ition, and
alter lying in this state for a month or so, is applied ta

the grass.

And now comes the evil for which I want to find a
remedy.

If the two following months, namely, March and
April, should prove dry, as has been the case this year,
there is very little benefit derived from this manure. It

soon becomes so dried and hardened that it imparts no
more benefit to the land than if so many chips were
spread on its surlace : and after once getting into this

state, it requires an immense deal of rain to dissolve it.

Showers have no effect at all on it. I have seen the
globules of water remain perfect upon it for a length of
time, without the least particle having been taken in,

and the sun and wind ultimately dry them up. In fact
the ground must have a thorough soaking before it has
effect on this manure when once got into this hardened
state. We know that when very wellmixt into a compost
with light earth, this tendency to harden is in a great
measure overcome ; but it is not always that we have
this at command, and tlierefore I wish to know what
other means may be employed to the same end.—Would
a mixture of salt have that efiect? Ifso, in what propor-
tion should it be used ?

An answer to this enquiry, through the IMagazine,
would be thankfully received by. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A Tenant Farmer.
Bangor, near Wrexham, North JVales,

9ih May, 1840.
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ON THE FORMATION OF WOOL.
We quote from ' The African Colonizer' the fol-

lowing passages relating to the formation of wool,

which will be read with interest just now when
public attention is particularly directed to ihe pro-
cess of felting woollen cloth.

Most animals have both wool and hair as their

clothing, (1) but the preponderance of the one
over the other differs materially in various ani-

mals, and may be altered by climate, and other in-

fluences. The sheep, in our portion of the globe.,

the llama of Chili, the yak of Tartary, the camel
&c., are clad, almost exclusively, with wool. Abun-
dance of wool is mixed with ths hair of the deer ;

even the tiger and the seal are not destitute of it

;

and it abounds in the fur of the hare, the beaver,
and the chinohilla and others

; (2) but is always
overlayed by the hair. From the ealiest times,

wool has been known to possess the property of

felting, and felted cloth is ofgreat antiquity. Pli-

ny observes, that wool, of itself, if driven into a

felt, without spinning or weaving, serves to make
garments ; and that if vinegar be used in the wor-
king, such felts are proof against the edge, or point
of the sword, and are capable of arresting the pro-
gress of fire. ("Lib. viii.^ Mantles and counter-
panes of felt were used at Rome. (3) Now, hair,

however long or delicate it may be, does not pos-
sess the felting quality. In what, then, consists

this property in the one, and to what is to be attri-

buted its absence in the other ? And here in jus-

tice, reference must be made to Mr. Youatt, (see
his work on the 'sheep'), to whom the credit is

due of demonstrating the true characters of wool,
the principlesof felting, and the difference between
wool and hair.

Many are the theories upon which the philoso-
phers have attempted to account for the felting of
wool. The attraction of cohesion ; the elasticity

of the fil)res, bent in every possible direction, and
prevented from returning to their original length
by the adhesion of other fibres ; the property,
which certain hairs and vegetable filaments have,
of attaching themselves more and more to each
other, in proportion as the fabric into which they
are united, is beaten,—the fibres entannling each
other in circlets, and, by their elasticity, striving
to return to their original condition ; these and
modifications of similar theories, were accepted as
a sufficient explanation. M. Monge was the first

who ventured to assert that a feathered, or barbed
edge, must be the structure of the surface of wool

;

that the surface is formed of lammelloe, or little

plates, which cover each other from the root to
the point, pretty much in the same manner as the
scales of a fish cover that animal from head to tail,

or like rows placed one over another, as is observed
in the structure of horns.' t)n this theory the
truth ef which M. Monge assumes, he explains the
mechanism of felting, as accurately as though he
had seen the serrated edge of the wool. (4),
M. Monge, however, did not see the peculiarity

in question, and it was reserved for Mr. Youatt to
demonstrate it. (5) The true cause of the felting
property of wool, and, at the same time, its distin-
guishing cliuracter, when contrasted with hair,
consists, as ascertained by microscopical experi-
ments, in its serrated structure externally. AVhen
viewed through a microscope of great power, and
as a transparent object, the fibre of wool assumes
a ribbon-like form, with serrated edges ; but these
serrations, when the fibre is viewed as an opaque
object, are found to result from the presence of a

succession of inverted cones encircling a central

stem, the apex of the superior cone being received
into the cup-like base of the inferior one : and each
cup-like cone has projecting and indental edges,

directed from root to point. These conical, or
cup-like circlets, are farther resolvable into dis-

tinct scales, or leaves, set regularly around the

central stem, and varying in number, size, and dc«

gree of projection, in the wool of different animals.

In some instances these scales are pointed, in others
round. In the wool of the bat, these circlets are

so decided as to produce the appearance of a series

of cups placed one in another, "and having in-

dented edges. Though hair is covered with scales

or rugosities, it has no serrations, or tooth-like

projections ; the hair of the tiger is covered with
scales, like those on the back of a sole ; while, in

the wool of the same animal, the serrations are

distinct and numerous, as they are, also, in the
wool of the bear, and of the Italian wolf-dog. The
liuman hair, as ascertained by Mr. Gill, is of a
cylindrical form, and covered with scales, or ru-
gosities, but without serrations. (6)
The engravings from Mr. Youatt's work serve

to illustrate the microscopic characters here de-

tailed, by which hair and wool are respectively dis-

tinguished.

The wool of the rabbit is fine, with sharp, angu-
lar serrations, to the number of 2880 in the inch,

'being 160 more than in the highly valuable and
felting Saxon wool.' The fibre, however, has
fewer curls. The hair varies from 1,2,50 to 1,.'500

part of an inch in diameter, and is covered with a
scaly incrustation, but cannot be said to be se-

rated.

In the seal, the wool is abundant beneath tiie

compact hairs, and is exceedingly fine, but the

serrations are few, and far apart; the hair, having
about nine times the diameter of the wool, is beau-
tifully covered with scales, but thei*e is not the
vestige of a serration.

In the wool of the bear, which is very fine, the
serrations were found to have a curious character

;

'they resembled so many spires, projecting at ir-

regular distances, and at an exceedingly acute an-
gle.' In the Italian Wolf-dog Cwhich has a con-

siderable portion of short wool beneath the hair,

)

the serrations of the wool|were found by Mr.Youatt
to be 'superficial, and irregurlarly placed ; some
of them resembling small spines, and others look-
ing like rounded prominences.' When viewed as

an opaque object, the cup appeared to be 'com-
posed of two, sometimes three, leaves, with roun-

ded extremities.'

The wool and hair of the Tiger are then repre-

sented. The wool is beautifully fine; it is only

the thousandth part of an inch in diameter ; its

serrations are likewise numerous, amounting to

2")60 in the space of au inch. Tlie hair is covered
with scales, resembling those on the back of a sole,

but with no serrations.

The differences, then, between wool and hair,

according to 31r. Youatt, are as follow :—The fibre

of wool is crisped, or curled, the curls increasing

according to the fineness and felting property of

the wool ; and, in addition to this, it is decidedly

serrated; whilst hair, though sometimes curled,

but in in a very limited degree, in comparison
with wool has its edge only scaly, or rugose, and
never truly serrated; ami hence it is that hair

though it will entangle and harle, to a certain ex-

tent, will not felt into a compact mass.

1. Tlie blood-horse of England is destitute of any

particle of wool ; but the shaggy pony of tiie inouu-
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tains of Wales, or of the black Shetland Isles, is

half clad with it.

2. "iMy opiuion," says Mr. Pliut, "is that, with few
exceptions, the covering of quadrupeds is a mixture

of liair and wool, varying greatly in their proportions

to each other. Let us consider them in their native

state : they are exposed to the vicissitudes of the sea-

sons, ana therefore need not covering at one time,

to throw ofi' the influence of the sun's rays, and, at

anoth.n- time, to retain the animal warmth, when the

surrounding temperature would otherwise rapidly

withdraw it. Hair and wool are bad conductors of

caloric and admirably adapted for both purposes, and
they exist in actual and relative quantity according

to the altered situation and wants of the animal.

Thus, in summer, the fleece of the Arctic Hare is

thin, as I believe is that of the Argali ; in winter, a

fine wool fills up the interstices, between the hair,

and protects the animal from the inclemency of the

weather. Here is an admirable provision for the

wants of animals generally ; but we should stop

short of the exact adaptation of the fleeces to these

wants, if we did not remark how necessary it is that

the wool so indispensable to the retention of the

warmth of tlie animal should be protected bv a coat

of long smooth hair. Just imagine the Argali, or the

Hare ; or, to instance animals of the carnivorous ge-

nus, the Sable, or Polecat, clothed with wool only,

and what a miserable plight the poor animal would
soon be in! The fleece would prove a constant im-

pediment to its movements among underwood, if in-

deed it were not entirely stripped oft" the back of the

animal." See Youatt on the "Sheep," p. 57 ; pub-
lished by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knotvledge.

Strong and thick felted covering, dyed with a pat-

tern of various colours, has been found on the body
of a mummy from Thebes.

4. " 1 he workman," he says, " presses the mass
with his hands, moving them backward and forward,

in various directions ; this pressure brings the hairs

against each other, and multiplies their points of con-

tact. The agitation gives to each hair a progressive

motion towards the root ; but the roots are disposed
indifferent directions, in every direction; and the

lamraelffi of one hair will fix themselves on those of

another hair, which happens to be directed a con-

trary way, and the hairs become twisted together,

and the mass assumes that compact form which it

was the object of the workman to produce. In pro-

portion as the mass becomes compact, the pressure

of the hnnds must be increased, not only to make it

closer, but also to keep up the progressive motion
and twisting of the hairs, which then take place with
gieater difficulty." Thus near did M. Monge arrive

at the truth.

.5. Mr. Youatt thus announces his discovery :
" On

the evening of thelth of Feburary, 18,'35, Mr. Tho-
mas Flint, woollen manufacturer, resident at Leeds;
Mr. Symonds, clothing agent, of Cateaton-street,

London; i\Ir. T. Millington, surgeon, of London;
an esteemed friend, Mr. E. Brady, veterinary surgeon,
at that time assisting the author in his practice ; ftlr.

W. H. Coates, of Leeds, veterinary jiupil ; M. Pow-
ell, the maker of the microscope; and tlie author
himself, wer« assembled in the parlour. A fibre

was taken from a Merino fleece, without selection,

and placed on the frame, to be examined as a trans-

parent object. A power of oOO (linear) was usfd
;

and, after Air. Powell, Mr. Plint had the first ocular

demonstration of the irregularities in the surface of
the wool, the palpable proof of the cause of tlie most
valuable of its properties, its disposition to felt. The
fibre thus looked at, assumed a flattened, ribbon-like

form. It was of a pearly- grey colour, with faint

lines across it. The edges were evidently hooked,
or, more properly, serrated ;—they resembled the

teeth of a fine saw. These were somewhat irre-

gular in different parts of the field in view, both as to

size and to number. The area of the field was one-

fortieth of an inch in diameter. By means of a mi-
crometer, we divided this into four, and we then

counted the number of serrations in each division.

Three of us counted all four divisions ; for there was
a difference in some of them. The number was set

down privately, and it was found that we had all es-

timated it at 15 in each division. Having multiplied

this by four, to obtain the whole field, and that by
forty, the proportionate part of an inch of which the

field consisted, we obtained, as a result, that there

were 2,400 serrations in the space of an inch, all of

which projected in the same direction ; viz., from
the root to the point." The diameter of the fibre

was ascertained to be l-750th of an inch.
" We next endeavoured to explore the cause of

this serrated appearance, and the nature of the irre-

gularities en the surface, which might possibly ac-

count for the production of these tooth-like projec-

tions ; we therefore took another fibre, and mounted
it as an opaque object." After some difficulty, at

length Rlr. Powell succeeded ; and we were pre-

sented with a beautiful "littering column with lines

of division across it, in number and distance seem-
ingly corresjionding with the serrations that we had
observed in the other fibre, that had been viewed as

a transparent object. It was net at once that the

eye could adapt itsfdf to the brilliancy of the object

;

but by degrees, these divisions developed them-
selves, and could be accurately traced. They are

not so marked as the invejted cones which the Bat's

wool presented, but they were distinct enough ; and
the apex of the superior one, yet comparatively little

diminished in bulk, was received in the excavated

base of the one immediately beneath ; while th« edge
of this base, formed into a cup-like shape, projected,

and had a serrated, or indented edge, bearing no in-

distinct resemblance to the ancient crewn. All

these projecting edges pointed ic a direction from
root to point.

6. Dr. Goring fsee Brande's Quart. Journal, 1826,

p. 433) describes the appearance of the hair of the

human head, beneath the lens of a microscope, as be-

ing "indented with teeth, somewhat resembling those

of a coarse round rasp, but extremely irregular and
rugged ; these all incline in one direction like those

of a common file ; viz., from the origin of the hair

towards its extremity." " It is singular," says Mr.
Youatt, "that although nine years have passed and
the microscope has been considerably improved,
since Dr. Goring observed this structure of the hair,

and almost every one, who possessed an instrument

of much power, has been eager to gaze on this new
discovery, no person has been so fortunate as to d?-

tect a single serration on its edge." A truly serra-

ted surface is, according to Mr. Youatt, the charac-

ter of wool only.

Labour well applied is always productive of some
profit, and these who spare it act on a false principle

of economy ; but the best and most judicious method
of employing labour and time is the most important

of all subjects to the real economist. Many person.?

learn this method from long experience, and it is

true that the tactand coup d'oeil tlius acquired is pecu-

liarly accurate. But it may be acquired much more

promptly and definitely, by the observation of cer-
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tain principles from which a theory of action may be
deduced without serving a tedious and expensive

apprenticeship to experience.

It is far more difficult to apply labour judiciously

to agriculture than to manufactures. For the labour

which is required for some particular kinds ofproduce,

lasts but a very short time, and is then suspended for

a much longer period, during which the farmer de-

pends upon the operation of nature to bring the pro-

duce to perfection, and awaits the proper season for

gathering it in. After each species of grain lias been
sown it requires very little, or no attention for some
time : whereas in the formation of any kind of fabric,

the labour mustbe continued from the very commence-
ment until the completion of it. In order therefore,

that the farmer may make the very best possible use of

the force vrhich he has at his command, he should
endeavour to arrange the succesion of his crops in

such a manner that every hour should be devoted to

some preparatory and necessary operation. It is

also necessary that he should select the produce so

as never to have more operations in hand at once
than he can accomplish by means of the force

which ha has at his disposal, or, which is within his

reach.—f'ow Thatr.

ON MARL.
Marl, (mergel, Dut., merg. Sax., marga, Lat.,

from marceo, quod est terra marcida, putris et soln-

lilis, or fui|Ooj', unguentum, ointment, or drop,
and y(/C» earth, quod est unguentum terra, vel ex,

fiaZ,yapov, quod sjilendeat, or from marg, Ger.,
medulla, an adeps or preparation, or fat marrow,
dimin ,• margula,) is a fat, unctuous substance,
composed of clay and chalk mixed together in a
peculiar state of combination, and forms a calca-
reous earth, or carbonate ot lime. In geology,
marl is found in the tertiary formation, resting
upon the gypsums, and alternating with it : one bed
is white and calcareous, and contains silicified

trunks of trees, and several species of plants and
fresh-water shells ; the other beds are argillaceous,
and of great thickness, and sometimes contain
balls of celestine or sulphate of strontites ; thick
beds succeed, the uppermost of which contain great

,
quantities of oysters. Marls lie in the second and
third beds of this formation, and the former is

called a fresh-water formation from its containing
few other petrifactions than those of fresh-water,
and land animals ; the latter concretion joins with
the sands and sandstones, and contains marine
shells. The fourth and last bed of the formation
is a very large one of the fresh-water denomination.

In the natural history arrangement of minerals,
marl forms the eleventh sub-species of " lime-
stone," or rhomboidal calcareous spar, which is

the second species of the genus " limestone," and
the sixth of the order " haloide," which is the
first of the second class of the arrangement, having
no peculiar sensible taste, no metallic lustre, streak
not changed in colour, and the sp. gr. above 1'8.

It is divided into two kinds, earthy marl and indu-
rated marl. The latter, or marga schistosa, not
crumbling in the air, is sometimes spotted reddish
or brownish in the rents, and marked with den-
dritic delineations ; but most commonly smoke-
grey, bluish and yellowish grey, in colour; and
much resembles compact limestone ; occurs massive
in angular or vesicular pieces, and in flattened
balls, and contain animal and vegetable im-
pressions, internally and externally dull and only

glimmering with foreign parts, which may be
owing to the presence of particles of sand and mica

;

fracture earthy, and passing into splintery, uneven
and conchoidal, mostly thick and straight, slaty
texture, generally slaty where there is little clay,

and not crumbling in the air, fragments angular,
blunt, tabular, discoid, laminar and slaty, opaque,
yields to the nail ; streak greyish white ; feels

meagre, is easily frangible, and rather brittle ;

it effervesces briskly with acids, intumesces before
the blow pipe, and melts into a greenish black
slag : it contains

Carbonate of lime 50
Silica 12
Alumina 32
Iron and oxide of manganese 2
Loss 4

100
Sp.gr. 2-365 : 2-550 : 2-300 : and 2-700.

It occurs in the coal formations, in the new
formations that rest on chalk, and in the secondary
fletz limestones, and also in the ftetz trap, though
not fully understood, and often contains iron py-
rites and garnets ; it is found stratified in various
parts of the continent of Europe, and is met with
in England and in Scotland, in the coal formations,
and in the secondary formations that rest on the
chalk, in the south of England.

In marls, where the calcareous earth pre-
dominates, the subistance is called " calcareous
marl ;" where aluminous earth is most abundant,
it is called " clay marl ;" and " ferruginous"
where there is a considerable mixture of theoxyde
of iron. The latter kind forms " septaria," or
" ludi helmontii," found in curious spheroidal
concretions that vary from a few inches to a foot
and a half in diameter, and are mostly disposed in a
regular manner in beds of marl ; when broken in

a longitudinal direction, we observe the interior

of the mass presenting to view a number of fis-

sures, by which it is divided into more or less re-

gular prisms, of from three to six or more sides,

the fissures being often empty, but more generally
filled with granular limestone in a crystalized

state. This singular production is attributed to the
effects of contraction, arising from exsiccation}

but a great difficulty lies in accounting for the
uniformity of the fissures, their being confined to

the interior of the balls, and their containing sub-
stances most likely to be injected externally or
from without. These marly balls, or " septaria,"

abound on the continent, and in the Isle of Shep-
pey, in Kent, they are very numerous and large,

and contain heavy globular spar, with diverging

fibrous concretions. They also occur in Derby-
shire, and are of a bluish grey colour ; and also in

Durham, where the fissures separating the prisms
are filled with quartz, and the quartzy " septa,"

freed from the marl, represent the figure of a

honeycomb. From these " septaria," that inva-

luable material for buildings under water, called
" Parker's cement," is manufactured.

A variety of indurated marl forms a very beau-

tiful stone called " Florence, or ruin marble," often

reckoned a conpact limestone. It is called " ruin

marble," from the ferruginous infiltrations in the

fissures of the substances presenting a number of

varied colours when viewed at a distance, resem-
bling the ruins of walls, castles, and bastions, with

a representation of landscape perspective. A
nearer approach dispels the illusion, which arises'

from a number of irregular spots, superficial or-^'^

penetrating the mass. It is very dull in fracture;^'*

i
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and argillaceous in composition, and consequently
never used in architecture, but is merely sawn
into slabs. Some kinds of it exhibit groups of

trees and shrubs, and beautiful arborescent deli-

neations, from an arrangement of black " den-
drite," and hence called " landscape marble," and
a fine variety is found near Bristol in large oblong
pieces, and called " Cottam marble," representing
sLrubs, trees, and grottos, from blackish brown
spots and veins arranged in a dendritic form.
Geodes of marl are found in Italy, and in the

south of France, and mostly owe their composition
to the destruction of a nucleus originally lodged
in the centre ; they are either empty or drused over
with crystals, mostly of quartz or calcareous spar.

The name of " ludi helmontii" is also given to

those imitative figures or forms frequently assumed
by solid pieces of indurated marl, which have got

the names of priapolites and zingebrita?, or ginger
stones.

Bituminous marl slate, " marga hituminosa," is

allied to marl, being a carbonate of lime united
with iron, bitumen, and alumina. It is of a
brownish black colour, occurs massive, sbines and
glistens, slaty and greasy, streak shining and re-

sinous, opaque, soft, meagre, spctile, and frangible
;

sp. gr. 2'fi31, to 2*690. It occurs on the continent
of Europe, and in the Cordilleras of South Ame-
rica, in fletz limestone, and contains minerals, as

copper ore, pyrites, and glance ; also blue, green,

and native copper ; and contains impres-
sions of fishes and plants. It is not found
in Britain. It burns before the blow pipe, with
a thick dross. The varieties rich in copper
ore are wrought as ores of the metal, and bitu-

minous marl slate when decomposed in the
air forms an earth highly injurious to vegetation.

In this slate remains of fishes have been found
converted into coal, in very contorted and con-
vulsed forms, indicating the sudden catastrophe of
their destruction, their substance being almost
wholly converted into copper pyrites, by some
thought to have been the cause of their death, as

their number in the slate is generally proportionate
to the quantity of copper it contains. In a hard
schistose marl, in that great natural curiosity,

Monte Bolca, near Verona, in Italy, there have
been recognized 105 diflferent species of fishes, be-
longing partly to all the diflferent seas known, and
to fresh water lakes and rivers. This slate passes
into indurated marl, and into stinkstone.

Aluminous and calcareous marls are used for the
purposes of mortar, and in pottery, and in smelting
iron, but the principal use is in agriculture.

Earthy marl, or " marga terrea," is of a whitish
colour, or yellowish grey, or yellowish white, and
sometimes smoke grey, these are the colours when
dry ; when moist in its bed it is generally blackish
brown or brownish black. Some varieties are

generally of a brown colour, and emit a urinous
smell, and by some considered an earthy stink-

stone. The colours are usually lighter than of in-

durated marl. It consists of dusty particles, dull,

loose, or feebly cohering ; feels fine, rough, or
meagre; soils slightly, and is light; mixed with
mica, gypsum, or sand, and with the latter fusible

into glass ; sometimes contains iiou, but very
rarely other metals ; contains 60 to 80 per cent, of
mild carbonate of lime, remainder of alumina, bi-

tumen, and silica ; sp. gr. 16 to 2-4. It eflfervesces

strongly with acids, and when dry gives out a
strong urinous smell, but loses that quality by ex-
posure. It occurs in strata, and in beds in the
fletz gypsum, and limestone formations, and

along with stinkstone, and in sandstones, and
often immediately under the vegetable earth, and
abounds in many places of the continent of Europe.
The two kinds of marl pass into each other, the

earthy being considered to be produced by the de-
composition of the latter, but the two kinds do not
always accompany each other. The component
parts of marl are so minutely divided as to be invi-

sible to the naked eye ; from this circumstance,
and from their containing both fresh and salt

water organic remains, and from the fossil struc-
ture, it has been conjectured that they have been
produced from the detritus of other substances,
and that they have subsided from a liquid state.
This supposition is strengthened by the circum-
stance of the substances occurring in the fletz or
secondary strata. They are soft, opaque, earthy,
light, and miscible with water by agitation, soluble
in acids with eftervescence, harden in the fire, and
viti-ifie in a strong heat ; and to constitute true
marls the substances must contain as much clay
as to fall into a powder in water, and crumble into
minute particles by exposure to the air, generally
showingahoary congelation to the raj's of the sun.
The quantity of calcareous matter varies from two-
thirds to four-fifths, which may be separated by
most of the acids, which will wholly dissolve the
substance and leave a residue of clay, which is

composed as usual of alumina and silica.

Porous marl, or " marga porosa," is found in
various parts of Britain and on the continent

;

whitish or grey coloured, indurated, porous, and
breaking into indeterminate fragments. It becomes
reddish when burnt according to the quantity of
oxydeofiron it contains, and occurs mostly at the
bottom of waters that are or have been stagnant.

Alarls, in agriculture, are divided into stony,
sandy, clayey and shelly, according to the ap-
pearances it assumes in diflferent situations where
it is found at various depths under the ground.
The first kind is called " rotten limestone," and
is thought to owe its hardness and slaty or
laminated texture to the presence of sand along
with the calcareous and argillaceous ingredients .

it is slow in operation, but lasting, and very
favourable for the production of grass after a long
period of time. " Sandy marl" is most frequent
in Ireland, in pits of limestone gravel, and is

called limestone sand. The colour is brown,
blue, or black, sometimes like lead; contains more
sand than clay, and consequently not unctuous,
and does not adhere to the tongue, feels gritty

and slowly crumbles and moulders down when
exposed to the air. It does not much eflfervesce

with acids, as the sand amounts to about 75 per
cent, and consequently chalk and sand pre-
dominate; but on clayey stiflf soils it has much
improved the texture of the land when liberally

applied. " Clayey marl" is found of diflferent

colours, yellow, blue, redandbrown, occasioned by
the substances to which it has been exposed, and
by the subjacent and superincumbent formations

—

as much as 60 to 80 per cent, of clay being found
with 8 to 10 of silica, and the remainder being
carbonate of lime with signs of iron. It contains
more clay than other marls, and consequently
possesses a greater power of absorbing and re-

taining moisture—has a soft unctuous feel, and
in the original moist state is flexible like a paste,

but dries and crumbles on exposure ; its eflfects on
all light and thin soils, sands, gravels and loams,
are very great, as the portion of clay adds to the
bulk and consolidation, and also benefits the

land by moisture. " Shelly marl" is generally
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found 10 places that have been covered with
water, and is supposed to have originated from
testaceous animals, being composed of shells

connected into calcareous earth, more or less

refined and pure, according to the attrition and
decomposition the)' have undergone during a long
period of time, and according to the quantity and
quality of the substances mixed with them by the
decomposition of earthy and mu('dy matters left

by the sediment of the waters. This kind of marl
contains more calcareous matters than the others,

generally more than ordinary limestone. Most
marls effervesce in acids when fresh ; afterburning
the ebullition ceases. But several varieties are
used that show no affection by acids, and are fuund
to be great improvers of land, and have t>een long
celebrated as manures. Clay marl effervesces

feebly and hardens in tlie soil, while the more
calcareous sorts dissolve into powder, and all the

marls are easily vitrified and crumble by exposure
according to the solidity of texture, and when
burnt, by the attraction of moisture, and feel

greasy when they contain particles of mica.
Marls are generally found in a moist state, espe-

cially the argillaceous sort, and crumble b}'-

exposure, which property distiuguishes them from
lime which is not altered ; alter calcination, lime
falls into a powder by the action of air and water,
but burnt marl suffers no change, and marls
exposed for years retain the same properties as

when newly dug.

Ancient records inform us that marls have
been very early and extensively used in Britain,

and they are yet applied in some places, thougli

in a great degree superseded Ijy the use of lime,

which is rendered by burning much lighter and
more convenient of carriage, while the crude and
heavy state of marl, and the great quantity

required for an effectual ajjplication, confine it to

the localities where it is found. For the sake of

conciseness in praet'cal purposes, marls may be
divided into two kinds—shelly and earthy—minute
accuracy will make many subdivisions, but thdse

two classes will contain the different kinds in

sufficient distinction according as the marls contain

more earth or lime in their composition.

Shell marl is generally found under mosses,

and in the bottom of lakes, soft and of a bluish

white colour, and seems to be a natural deposit

where water has been stagnant. The deposition

usually partakes of the nature of the surrounding
earths, and may properlybeconsideredacompostof
organic matters with earths and calcareous

materials reduced without the action of fire, and
for this reason It would seem to constitute a
manure of superior quality- It often occins in

ponds and in land-locked bogs, on the sides of
hills an 1 on the banks of rivers, formed by the
accumulation and decomposition of wilks ajul

periwinkles, and also of bivalves, lying in beds of
different thickness, running horizontally but
seldom of great exteut. In Ireland, it lies some-
times within two or three feet of the surface in

low bogs, and in other ])laccs at a depth of seven
to nine feet. To reach the true marls, several

strata are pierced, as turfy earth, gravel, moss
and fossil wood sectile by the spade, and a
vegetable stratum of leaves, seeds and berries

;

then clay witli shells used as marl, and then the
true marls in beds of four or more feet in thickness,

and otten contains liorns of deer. Marls-, from
below mosses, have been found to contain as nuicli

as 84 per cent, of pure lime, which is more than

is found in the purest limestones ; in other trials

shell marl was found to contain
Lime 41.2.")

Carbonic acid 3?.
Siley 14.

Argil 4.

Oxyde of iron 2.05
Inflammable matter 2.

Loss 4.70

100.00
In such situations, the depth at which the marl is

found prevents much use of it, and the weii-'ht of
the substance and the quantity required, renders
the carriage always very expensive.

Clay marls are found under mosses and in low
wet places, at the foot of hills and in the valleys

between them. The composition and quality

varies much, from 15 to 40 per cent, of calcareous
matter is stated as an average, and the remainder
of clay and sand ; but there are often found
mixtures of sand, loam, clay and chalk, in different

quantities, according to the animal, vegetable and
earthy matters which abound in the locality, and
which have been collected and decomposed
together. Separate and distinct beds of clayey and
sandy marls have been found alternating with
clays and limestone, of which clay is the under-
most stratum ; the marl being of very different

colours as it has been exposed to the elements
composing and Surrounding it, the redness showing
the presence of iron, whiteness that of calx, the

blue and yellow marking the clayey composition

mixed with other substances. It is sometimes
found very hard to dig, with lumps of chalk and
limestone in it, lying under stiff clays and low
black grounds, and very compact and greasy, and
of great value as a manure on sandy lands ; it is

also found breaking into lumps like dice, or

flakes like lead ore of a reddish colour, and
smooth on the surface, quickly crumbles and of

good quality. Other kinds are found so soft and
unctuous as to be delved and cut out by the spade

;

and slate or flag marl of a bluish colour usually

found on the sides of hills and rivers, is found to

be very good and lasting, and it very easily dis-

solves and falls down, very readily by the action of

rains and frosts. A mixed marl has been found
to contain

—

Fine sand .'56

Clay of a soapy kind 44
Mould 3

Carbonate of lime , 14

Gypsum 1

100

The mixture of the particles of the different in-

gredients found in earthy marls, is so minute and
fine, that not only the eye, but the microscope, fails

to discover the constituents of any of the sub-
stances, and chemical analysis only is able to

separate and detect them. Mixtures of clays and
lime in alternate layers have been recommended
and employed to produce an artiticial marl ; but
tlie properties are wanting, and the true character
of marls, that of crumbling l)y exposure, for all

calcareous earths are not marls. \Ve are totally

ignorant of the natural process of comjjosition,

and we may very justly suppose that that com-
jjosition consists in ])arts and qualities unknown
to i:s, and which we cannot imitate. The
operations of art fail when brought into com-
petition with the modes of working adopted by
Nature—the combination and resolution of rocks,
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stones and earths into each other, which goes on
incessantly, not to mention the changes of the

animal and vegetable worlds, have never been ap-

proximated in the most distant degree by the

labours of man ; mortars and cements are a

resolution and combination of a kind; but though

the original constituents be knov/n, and though

they be again applied in the same proportion, we
cannot produce the original substance—for with

powdereil lime, water, and carbonic acid, and the

other ingredients in the due proportions, the

limestone will not be composed by any means
that we can adopt.

Marls much abound in the county of Norfolk,

and a kind is found called " dove marl," like

pigeons' dung, and of very excellent quality.

The chalk marls of that county contain about,

85 grs. of chalk.

10 of sand.

5 of clay.

100
It breaks readily in the air, and incorporates easily

the soil—falls in water but is not dissolved in it,

and burns to lime with fire, and loses more than

one-third of its weight and is used as chalk

limes for manure and in building. The clayey

marl contains

—

clay 50 grs. with some iron.

43 of impure chalk.

7 of sand and granular fragments.

100

The proportion of clay shows the utility of this

marl for light soils. The chalks of that county

are also very pure, containing 98 per cent, of pure

lime.

The marls are reckoned good when they feel

greasy and become friable when dry, and the land

above them is of good quality, and red, blue and
yellow veins are reckoned the best colours.

Marls contain no alkaline salt, as they impart

no quality, smell, or taste when digested and

boiled in water, and have nothing soluble in that

element.
Clay has been found of a soapy nature, and is

often mistaken for marl; but it has proved hurtful

to vegetation from containing sulphur and other

mineral substances ; and in such cases, a chemical
examination of it is necessary before application.

Marls are knovvn by crumbling into small pieces

by exposure, by the particle ot dry marl cradcling

in the fire like salt, and by throwing up bubbles

to the surface of the water in which it is covered,

and by gradually dissolving and forming with the

water a soapy substance like a ])aste, and not un-

frequently of a liquid nature, the marl remaining
dissolved and suspended in the water without any
coagulation. But water alone will produce bubbles

when poured on certain dry clays, and it is hence
recommended to subject marls to water for a time

before being tested by an acid. A more correct

method of distinguishing marls has been mentioned
in banishing the fixed air from a certain quantity

of the substance by applj'ing muriatic acid till the

effervescence ceases ; the loss of weight shows the

quantity of iiir expelled, and the remainder is

earth. The quantity of calcareous matter may be

ascertained by dissolving the marl in muriatic

acid, diluting the liquor with water, passing it

through a filtering paper, and then precipitating

the calcareous earth from tiie clear liquid by a

solution of some fixed alkaline salt.

Marls much abound in the eastern and western

counties in England and in many parts of Scotland

;

where the beds are shallow and the presence of it

suspected, time and accident, or intentional search,

have discovered the substances ; where it lies

deeper, the boring rod is the surest guide, the

supposed indication of its existence by the growth
of "Tusslago farfara" being about equal in

weight with the notion that plants of the
" Chrj'santhemum segetum," show that land

requires marling to extirpate the plant, and that
" Triticum repens" is considerably checked by an
application of that fossil. Pits are opened with a

sloping entrance on the farms and localities where
marl is found, whicVi is dug and conveyed by carts

to the lands where it is intended to be applied.

The quantity used on an acre of land varies from
10 to 100 loads of two and three-horse carts of ?>0

to 40 bushels each, and from 40 to 60 loads may
be taken as an average application, and often adds

an inch to the staple of the soil—the quality of the

land, and of the marl, and the expense of the article

will have the usual relative influence, and the ex-

pense will also vary according to circumstances

frem 21. to 61. an acre. It is applied on land after

tares for wheat, and in a clear fallow, and as a

preparation for barley and turnips, where the

shallow furrow of the last ploughing is very

suitable for covering the marl. A better applica-

tion is i-ecommended on clover leys intended for

wheat, where a period of six months before the

land is ploughed, will be of great service in

crumbling the marl by the alternations of frosts

and thaws, and for securing an even and level dis-

tribution over the surface.

An objection arises to this method that the

marl has not had sufficient time to fasten upon,

and adhere to the ley ; it lies loose, and is

thrown to the bottom of the furrow, without a

chance of exerting any influence from not being

mixed and incorporated with the soil. In the

application to barley and turnip lands, this objec-

tion docs not happen as it will be blended with the

pulverized soil, by ploughing and harrowing; but

there is not a sufficient time to dissolve the marl

for mixing, unless it be dry and exposed and turned

over in heaps previous to the application, which
will add to the expense of the manure. A more
eftectual and more economical method is used, by
laying it on grass lands in autumn, and during the

first months of winter when the grass is of little

value, and when the changes of weather will ef-

fect the decomposition of the marl by the time the

grass shoots up in the spring. It will thus ensure

a regular distribution oveV the surface ; and the

bush harrow and the roll being afterwards applied,

the particles will be well reduced and pressed to

the roots of the plants. The crop of grass will be

greatly improved, and when the land is ploughed

for oats in the following spring, the marl will be

thoroughly matted with the flag, and the grassy

sward thus raised will much promote by its decom-

position the subsequent fertility of the land. This

models preferable in affording time for the crumb-

ling of the marl; the application to turnips and

barley in the spring admits of finer blending,

provided the reduction of the substance can be ac-

complished, which may be done by exposure on

the land probably between the two last plonghings,

if favourable weather happen, and where the com-

prosition of the marl itself favours the speedy dis-

solution. This residt may be much assisted in

the spreading, and by going over the work with

mallets and breaking the lumps, in the same man-

ner as chalk. In whatever way it may be applied,
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it is indispensably necessary that marl be reduced

as fine as possible, by spreading and breaking the

lumps, by rolling and harrowing when dried after

rain, and ultimately ploughed into the land with

a shallow furrow, and will thus be intimately

mixed with the soil by ths future operations.

Some marls crumble to powder immediately on
exposure, or very soon after; others will require

the vicissitudes both of the summer and winter

seasons, and also some attention in assisting the ac-

tion of the weather by breaking, harrowing and
rolling.

Marl being a carbonate of lime in a peculiar

state of composition, produces effects similar to

that substance, but requires to be applied in much
greater quantity. Though it is a rich ma-
nure, it contains no salts, and is supposed to con-

tain a portion of oleaginous matter, and to be an

absorbent earth composed of clay and limestone.

The chemist refers the whole benefit to the action

of his favourite calcareous earth operating as a

stimulant, and that the value of marls is in a direct

ratio to the quantity contained ; but maris are

found with little or no calcareous earth in

their composition, and when applied in equal

quantities, they have produced similar results. The
chemical agriculturist adopts the action of calca-

reous matter, and joins the bulk or addition which
the soil receives by the application of the substance,

and to the change it creates in the texture and
quality of the soil, by mixture and mechanical
action, from the mucilaginous nature it contains

derived from animal exuviae. And they are finally

driven to the very reasonable conclusion, very
useful at all times, ever at command and always
available, that the benefits may be produced b}''

the joint action of these supposed modes of ope-

ration. If the component parts of any marl, the

clay, sand and calx, and the other ingredients, were
spread on land in the definite pioportions, sepa-

rately or mixed by any process we may adopt, and
multiplied by the q\iantity usually applied on a
given extent of ground, the effects derived
from true marls would not be produced, and on
such points, Nature laughs to scorn our attempts
and speculations. The extremely minute blending
of the ingredients of marl has been supposed to

constitute the fertilizing quality, each particle

having the power of exerting its peculiar property
on the soil and on each other, and of retaining or
giving out tlie substances they may form that are
favourable to vegetation by the different agencies
and combinatious. The clay imparts moisture to

the sandy parts, and the sand prevents the clay
from being too adhesive, and thus the respective
qualities are exerted advantageously on each other.
An oleaginous nature has been discovered in the
composition, arising from the mixture of the sub-
stances, and of animal and vegetable matter, and
to this property much of the fertility of marl has
been attributed. Marls are supposed to be derived
from the ruins of the primary and secondary
rocks, worn down and carried about, agitated and
deposited without any relation to the laws of spe-
cific gravity; animal remains are found at consi-
derable depths, and even stones of great weight
are met with, where no rocks of the same, or of a
similar kind, are known to exist in the surround-
ing locality, or in the adjacent geological forma-
tions. Vire wholly changes the nature of bodies
subjected to the violent effects of its influence, and
gives them qualities they did not before possess,

and banishes others, which they never afterwards
recover. Decomposed lavas are exceedingly

fruitful and the heat of volcanoes produces the
most luxuriant vegetation in places within its

reach, and it Las been fancifully conjectured that

marl may retain some of the qualities which its

constituent substances acquired as rocks by the

igneous agency of their production. Such con-
jectures amuse the speculative, and interest the
curious, but convey no information on the quality

of marls or its effects when applied on different

soils ; on these points we must turn to experience,
the true science of the art.

On all heathy lands that have been broken up
for improvement, the effects of marl have been
great, and on sandy lands generally, and on sandy
loams, the applications have been very beneficial,

while on raw and damp loams, reports have been
less favourable, from tlie marls attracting mois-
ture, and thus increasing the poachy looseness of
the soil. Clays are also much improved by marls
when applied in large quantities, but the due effect

supposes a somewhat similar pulverization of the
clayey mass in order to facilitate the fertilizing

mixture of the substances, an assimilation not
easily, or rather incapable of being produced on
tenacious and hardened clays. Practice has di-

rected the application of marls on all light soils,

and the use of sandy and shelly marls on heavier

lands, but all these substances have been found
useful on any soils when judiciously employed.
The hurtful effects of marls have been occasioned

by an avaricious use of the plough, and to the

frequent sowing of corn ci'ops, and the evil has
been completely remedied by the adoption of the

alternate system of farming. The effervescence of

calcareous bodies with acids, shows the presence

of the substance but not the quantity ; the ebulli-

tion will vary according to the strength of the

acid, and the compactness, penetrability and other

latent qualities of the calcareous bodies themselves

.

It may be more advantageous to ajjply marls gra-

dually and at different times, than in very large

doses, which in some particular soils might pro-

duce too much looseness, and prove hurtful. Marls

are often made into composts with earth and with
dung, either in layers in the heaps, or in bottom-
ing the fold-yards, when it will be soaked with the

juice from the yards, and afterwards mixed with

the mass. It has been thought that such a pre-

paration has produced effects when marls have
failed ; but very probably a supposition has usurped
the place of a just and rational conclusion. Rules
that have become general from received and very
often false opinions, have deterred many persons

from using marl, as being hurtful in a great or
small quantity, and from land that was once
marled not l)earing a repetition till after a certain

number of years had elapsed, from increasing the

dampness of clanmiy loams, and the opeimess of

light lands, and in some cases producing no effects

at all. On coarse heathy pasture, an application

of marl produces the usual effect of calcareous

matters by banishing the rough foggage, aud sub-

stituting a close sward of finer grasses.

This result will be obtained from the application

of many other substances as well as from the cal-

careous, provided they be properly prepared for

the purpose intended, and applied in sufficient

quantity, and the subsequent treatment on arable

lands be judicious and well timed. On light soils

that are newly broken uj) for tillage, marl has had
and will have great effect, as the land will contain

a (juantity less or more of vegetable matter ; the

subsequent benefits will dcpciul on the mode of

management that is adopted, if it be scourging or
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improving. The desire and need of immediate gain

has produced the effects complained of as having
followed from the use of marl, which is now
restricted in many places by positive agreement.

In all such cases one thing must never escape

the memory of the farmer, that land must be fed

with animal and vegetable matters by every pos-

sible means; and in the case of light lands, that

constant or too frequent cropping with cereal

plants will infallibly exhaust them; and that they
require the constant aid of the green crops being
consumed upon them, or of a consolidation pro-

duced by remaining a time in pasture, and the

consequent result of a sward of grasses and roots

to produce vegetable mould by subsequent decom-
position. There is no certaintj' of any substance
properly called a munure having proved hurtful in

itself; even in the case of being neutral, or pro-

ducing neither benefit nor detriment, the just in-

ference may be, that the fault lies in the prepara-
ration of the land and of the substance itself; and
these causes joined with the circumstances of

application, may not afford an.opportunity of yield-

ing the influence that might be expected from
their active combination. Frequent marling of

land will not prove hurtful more than other ap-

plications, if guided by the prudent maxims of

reason and experience.

A marl has been found in the West of England
of a red shining clay colour, which has proved
very injurious to heavy lands, and the use of it is

now interdicted. In Norfolk marls are found, and
are easy of access, and have produced very great

and permanent results ; it has been described of a
hard,dry and slatey appearance,sometimes streaked
with yellow, friable, and soon crumbling by
exposure ; other kinds are found of seemingly
impure quality, and are eqvially useful. They are
now applied in smaller quantities and more fre-

quent, as large doses are found to form a retentive

subsoil like paste. The clays of Norfolk contain
a portion of calcareous earth, and are by many
eminent cultivators preferred to marl, and many
of the great improvements effected in that county
are to be attributed to the raising and mixing that
subsoil with the lighter and upper stratum. In
other parts of the kingdom, clays are also preferred
to marls after a long and extensive experience of
both substances, but such days are soft and loamy,
and effervesce slightly with vinegar. The great dif-

ference of the quality in which all these substances
are found, render any rule or general direction
wholly beyond the question ; a mineral acid will

show the presence of calcareous matter, but can
give no directions deduced from that circumstance
either of the general quality of the substance as a
fertilizer, or of the quantity that will be required
to produce a result. The presence or quantity of
calcareous matter is no certain criterion either of
quality or effect, for marls that show little or none
by effervescence are good manures, and marls of
great difference in colour and in chemical compo-
sition have been dug from the same pit vvhere

they lay contiguous and almost mixed with
each other, and have shown no discernible differ-

ence of effect in any of the crops when applied in

equal quantities on the same soils. The fairest

test would be a trial made of a certain quantity of
any substance on a given space, and conducted
under common circumstances and on tangible

grounds, and divested ofthe vaunting reports which
have seldom been verified, and have tended to

throw a discredit on the publications of truth.

J. D.

THE HISTORY OF THE HORSE—
THE VARIOUS BREEDS—AND
THE SUPPOSED HEREDITARY
PREDISPOSITION.

By Mr. G. Baker, Reigate.

(From the Veterinarian.)

The value of the horse has been acknowledged
from the remotest antiquity; and in tracing his

history and utility, I am induced to refer to the

inspired volume, because it is the oldest record
extant. The sublime description of the horse in

the 39th chapter of the book of Job must be
known to every reader ; and the writer of that

book is supposed to have been coeval with Moses,
and consequently many centuries prior to Floraer,

who was contemporary with Elijah.

The proximity of the land of Uz to Arabia may
have suggested the description ; and the Arabians
so passionately admire this noble animal, that

they have exhausted all the wealth of their fine

language and rich imagination in descriptions of

his beauty, spirit, and pride.

Thus Antar :
—" Shedad's mare was called Je-

rivet, whose like was unknown. Kings negociated
with him for her, but he would not part with her.
' Seek not to purchase my mare,' he cried, 'for

Jerivet is not to be bought or borrowed. I am a
strong castle on her back, and in her bound are
glory and greatness. I would not part with her
were strings of camels to come to me, with their

drivers following them. She flies with the wind,
without wings, and tears up the waste and the

desert. I will keep her for the day of calamities,

and she shall rescue me when the battle-dust

rises.' " There are many touches in a similar

spirit in the history of the horse, Dalies, which
was the occasion of a war among the Arab tribes.

At a great feast, when the conversation turned
upon celebrated horses, one said of Dalies, " Pic

startles every one that looks at him ; he is the

antidote of grief to every one that beholds him,
and he is a strong tower to every one that mounts
him. When a night of dust sheds its obscui'ity,

you may see his hoofs like a firebrand."

The Divine command to the Hebrews not to

multiply horses, recorded in Dueteronomy, xvii.

19, has been a subject of much research and con-
troversy with biblical critics. Michaelis, a learned
orientalist and biblical critic of the last century,

in his interpret.itions of the law of Moses, &:c.

gives much curious and valuable information on
the subject. The divine command to Joshua to
" hough the horses of the Canaanites," chapter
xi, was the consequence of the above injunction.

We find David also acting upon a similar occasion
in the same manner. To hough a horse (the
word is of Saxon derivation) is to hamstring it, or
cut its thigh-sinew. Rlichaelis, who has devoted
an article to this subject, and to whom we
acknowledge much obligation for various illustra-

tive information about horses, observes, that

many expositors, from ignorance of military affairs

and of the veterinary art, suppose the command in

Joshua xi. to mean, not that the horses should be
killed, hut merely lamed in the hind legs, and then
let, go. But a horse thus severely injured would
fall instantly back, and writhe about miserably

until he died. The hamstringing can be done in

an instant, and the animals generally bleed to

death, or, should they survive, the wound never
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heals, so that even if the enemy recovered them
alive they were ultimately obliged to destroy them.
He adds, it were inconsistent with the humanity of

the law- giver to lame the horses without putting

them to death : the permanent laming of a horse

that would still live would have been extreme
cruelty, for, being wholly useless, no one would
care for it, or supplj'^ it with food.

The practice of hamstringing was not confined

to the Hebrews : we find the Ilomans adopted
the same course with the elephants of their

enemies, having no desire for the assistance of
such dangerous auxiliaries.

I believe the practice of hamstringing the bull

is sometimes reserted to in the Spanish bull-

fights.

The Israelites employed asses instead of horses
for all the purposes of agriculture, &c. Christ
entered Jerusalem on an ass, possibly in indirect

obedience to the command ; for he came not to

abrogate the law of JMoses, but to spiritualize and
fulfil it.

In the 10th Commandment the Hebrews were
enjoined not to covet the ox or the ass of their

neighbours : if these neighbours had possessed a
valuable horse, it would have been much more
desirable.

A direct allusion to the absence of cavalry as
a cause for a more imjilicit trust in the power of
Jehovah, is frequent in the pages of the Old
Testament.

In chapter i. of the 2d book of Chronicles, we
find Solomon importing horses from Egypt, not
only for his own use, but for the kings of the
Hittites and the kings of Syria. There have not
been wanting commentators who endeavour to

prove that Solomon not only traded in horses, but
profited by the supineness of the Egyptians, and
their objections to the hazard of exportation by
maritime commerce, combined with the facilities

of his own dominions to secure a monopoly, while
he increased the safety of his own territories by
an eff'ective body of cavalry.

It is interesting to observe the price given by
Solomon's factors in the wholesale purchase of
horses and chariots : each horse was 150 shekels,
which, according to the lower or higher value of
the shekel (2s. 3d. or 2s. 66.), would be from 171.

2s. to 18/. 5s., while the chariots at 600 shekels
would he from GSl. 9s. to 751. It will be observed
that the latter sum is four times that of the former,
which gives some probability to the opinion, that
in this, as in other instances, the word mercubah,
rendered chariot, denotes the horses belonging to

a chariot ; and, consequently, as it was then custo-
mary to yoke four horses to a chariot, the price
of a set of chariot horses quadrupled that of a
single horse. The Septuagint, however, under-
stands a chariot to have been intended, and, upon
the whole, it was most likely. Michaelis says the
fixing of a price had the look of a monopoly, and
indicates, besides, that horsemanship was in its

infancy ; for whenever people have suflicicHt

knowledge of horses, with all their combinations
of faults and excellencies, to judge of them as
amateurs, one may be worth ten times as much as
another, particularly in a king's stable.

In the prophecy of Isaiah (ch. v. ver. 28) of the
invasion of Judea by the Babylonians, it is said,
" their horses' hoofs shall be counted as flint ;*'

and it is necessary to observe that this people were
noted for their power in horses and chariots.

Xenophon, in the 2d book of the Cyropa;dia,

repiesents Cyascares as stating to Cyrus the force

which the allies opposed to him might bring into
the field. The number of the Babylonians was
set down at 20,000 horse, and 200 chariots, double
the number of any other power of Western Asia.
The allusion to the hardness of the horse's hoofs

is conjectured to arise from the fa-^t, that the
ancients did not shoe their horses by nailing iron
plates to the foot. They had, indeed, shoes of
leather, gold, and silver ; but these enclosed the
whole hoof, and were bound or tied on, being
used very rarely, and only on particular occasions.
Hence the hardness of the hoofs was a very im-
portant consideration, and Xenophon lays much
stress on this point, observing, that " the good
hoof is hard and hollow, and, when struck on the
ground, sounds like a cymbal." He also suggests
means by which the hoofs may be hardened.
The necessity of such hard hoofs in war-horses
did not escape Homer, who continually applies to

them the epithet brazen-hoofed.
The fable of the centaur Chiron, the tutor of

Esculapius and Achilles, is conjectured to have
originated in the Thessalians having acquired the
art of the manege from the Egyptians, who were,
we kno v, acquainted with the value of the horse
for riding and driving, first, from the ancient
sculptures, in which both are represented ; and,
secondly, by Joseph's bartering the hoarded corn
for horses and asses ; and Miriam, in chanting the
deliverance of Israel, celebrating the overthrow
of both horse and rider.

The poetry of Homer abounds in allusions to

steeds and chariots, which, with beauty and
armour, constituted the most attractive portions
of the spoils taken in battle. The coursers of
Rhesus, fleet as the wind and white as the driven
snow, were an inestimable prize to Thidides ; and
it was the hope of obtaining the immortal-bred
steeds of Achilles that urged Dolon to the adven-
ture that cost him his life. One of this " heavenly
race" was subsequently endowed with the gift of
speech and prophecy ; but like Cassandra, raised
his voice in vain.

The military strength of Greece did not consist

in her cavalry, %vhich was composed only of men
possessed of estates, and able to furnish horses at

their own charge.
The practice of human and veterinary surgery

appear at this time to have been exercised by the
same person. Hippocrates, the most celebrated
Greek physician, and father of medical science,

practised indiscriminately on the horse and his

rider, (see La Fosse's Diet. d'Hippiatrique) ; and
in addition to his medical works, he has written
a treatise on the curative treatment of horses.

Xenophon has also a treatise on equitation (De re

Equestri), and an interesting description of the
wild ass of the east.

The well-known anecdote of Alexander taming
Bucephalus enables us to deduce three conclusions:
that Thessaly still maintained its reputation for
horses — that iNIacedon was far behind in the
equestrian art—and that horses were of great
value, as the price demanded for Bucephalus by
Philonicus was no less than thirteen talents, or
2,518/. 15s. sterling.

When Darius advanced to meet Alexander,
there were 400 led horses for the use of the king,
exclusive of the cavalry, 10,000 of which body
were slain in the battle of the Granicus.
At the foundation of Rome, Romulus chose .100

young men of the noblest families to serve on
horseback ; but, after the institution of the census
by Sevvius Tullus, all persons who were worth
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400 sesteitla (3,125), and possessed an unble-

mished character, had the honour of being admitted

into the order of Equities. On being enrollecl, a

horse and gold ring were given to each, and he
was obliged to appear on horseback whenever the

state had occasion for his services. This constitu-

tion of cavalry continued until the time of Marius :

after that period the militarj' affairs (with which
under the domain of ancient Rome every thing

concerning equitation is inseparately connected),

were remodelled. The knights preferred the en-

joyment of ease and affluence at home to the

dangers and fatigues of war abroad ; their places

in the army, therefore, were filled by foreign horse,

and the title became a mere honorary appendage,
unconnected with military duty.

A legion consisted of 3000 infantry, as at first

fixed by Romulus ; it was afterwards increased to

fiOOO
J but the common number was from 4000 to

5000. The Roman cavalry, in battle, were posted
on the wings, or two extremities of the enemy,
and fought sometimes on foot and sometimes on
horseback, as the occasion required. I netd not
remind the classic reader of the description of the

war horse in the /Eneid, second only to that of Job.
The line

" Rings to the solid hoof that wears the grounrl,"

proves by analogy that the practice of metallic

shoeing was not yet established". This was first

practised during the dark ages, when the classic

term " veterinarins," employed by the writers of

the Augustan age, became changed to that of
" farrier," derived from the metal with which the

horses were shod.

The Romans delighted in public games : they
formed a part of what Bulwer aptly calls the

graceful superstitions of paganism ; and when, as

in the chariot races, they were divested of the

sacrifice of animal life, must have been alike ex-
citing and picturesque.

The chariots were named Biga, Quadriga, &c.,

from the number of horses yoked to them : these

were always arranged abreast, however numerous
;

and Suetonius relates, that at the Olympic games,
Nero made use of a decemjugis, or chariot drawn
by ten horses thus yoked.

Caligula paid divine honours to his horse, and
fed him from vessels of gold in a manger of

ivory.

The allusions to the horse, and subjects con-
nected with him, become now so numerous in the

Latin classics, that we will pass on to an author
who has embodied in his writings the pith and
spirit of their united productions ; namely, Vege-
tius, a Byzantine nobleman, who flourished to-

wards the close of the fourth century, in the reign

of Valentinian II. His works were a sealed book
during the long night of Gothic darkness ; but on
the revival of learning by Francis I., who com-
manded the translation of the Constantine collec-

tion, they were translated into Latin, and thence
into the modern languages of Europe. From them
we may trace the first work on veterinary sub-
jects published in England, by Blundeville, in the

reign of Elizabeth, which was chiefly a compilation
from ancient authors who had written on the
subject.

The first mention of horses in England is by
Julius Caesar, who remarks that, on his first in-

vasion, the Britons had great numbers well trained
to wai"like exercises. The Romans, probably, con-
tributed little to improve the breed of horses, since

no trace of amendment are to be found during so

many ages. There is a tradition, that the Eng-

lish mares and stallions were so valued by the

Saxons, that Athelstan prohibited their exportation

except as presents.

Roger de Bellgine, created Earl of Shrewsbury
by William the Conqueror, is the first who is

recorded to have made attempts towards the

ameliorating our native breed. He introduced
Spanish stallions into his estate at Powisland, in

Wales ; from which that part of the country was
for ages after famed for a swift race of horses.

Strength and swiftness were then more important
than shape, as the form of the horse was entirely

hid by the armour at that time in use. The num-
ber of horses in the time of Stephen is said to

have amounted to 20,000.

In the reign of Henry VIL and VIII. more par-

ticular attention was paid to the important im-
provement of the breed of our horses. The regu-

lations made, and the means employed, were in

unison with those unenlightened times, and con-
sisted in arbitrary directions and impolitic re-

straints, not calculated to advance the intended

purpose. JMagistrates were empowered at

Michaelmas tide to scour the heaths and commons,
and put to death all mares considered of insuffi-

cient size to bear good foals ; and the prohibition

of Athelstan to export horses was continued, in

particular as regarded stallions.

In the reign of Elizabeth the whole kingdom
could not £uj)ply 2000 horses to form our cavalry.

It was, probably, in consequence of this deficiency

that our importation of foreign stock took place,

which gradually improved the native breed. In
the reign ofJames, horse-racing became fashionable

throughout England. It was a favourite diversion

of the Stuarts, and much encouraged by them.
Cromwell did not forget that necessary appendage,
a stud of race horses. By instituting royal plates

at the restoration, additional encouragement was
given to horse-racing, and much emulation was
jn-omoted among breeders, with the judicious view
of perfecting and extending a race of horses fit

for the road, the chase, and for war—while an
enlightened policy allowed free exportation. From
this period to the middle of the last century the

system of renovation from the different original

foreign stocks has been occasionally adopted ; the

consequence has been a decided superiority over

the parent stock from each country, and 9.

peculiar breed of our own, of all denominations,

of superior proportions, speed, power, and
utility.

Having traced the horse to a period when it

is well known to all, as circumstantially as can be
expressed in so limited a space, in continuation of

the subject I will, in a future number, ofler some
observations on the distinguishing characteristics

of the different bieeds of hor»es, foreign and
domestic, and conclude with some practical ob-

servations on the hereditary dispositions to mal-
formations, and the necessity of selecting such
animals for breeding as come nearest to the

standard of desired perfection.

(jTo be continued.)

NEW MODE OF DETECTING ADULTERA-
TION IN FLOUR.—An ingenious and scientific

gentleman in Paris, M. Sellier, who, it will be re-

colkcted, some lime since pointed out the intimate

connection existing between sound and electricity,

having had his attention called to the subject of the

adulteration of flour, by its admixture with the fecula
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of potatoes, has been so fortunate, in some recent

electrical experiments, as to hit on a means which, with

but little practice, may be employed by any one tor the

purpose of detecting the presence of fecula in flour, and

shewing the actual extent to which the fraud has been

carried. M. Sellier's process is this: he takes a plateau

or board of a flat surface, over which has been laid a

coating of common sealing-wax, and charging part of

this surface with positive and part with negative

electricity, by means of a Leyden jar, he throws on it,

through a barber's puff or small bellows, a small quantity

of flour, when, ifthe article has been mixed or adulterated

,

even to a fiftieth part, the flour is completely detached

from the extraneous matter, and attracted by the

negative electricity, and the fecula by the positive.

The appearance described on thu waxed board by the

fecula is what is known among scientihc individuals as

the figures of Lichtenbergh. The difference is so great

between flour and fecula, when examined either through

a microscope er magnifying glass, the fecula presenting

a variety of bright transparent particles, while the flour

retains its dead opaque white appearance, that the most

unpractised eye requires but a short space to distinguish

the one from the other.

NATURAL HISTORY OF BRITISH
WOOL.

Wool has ever been the most pre-eminent of our

staple productions. In the early ages of our his-

tory, it was one of the principal objects ofcommerce,

and various kings took great interest in it as a valu-

able article for increasing the revenue. At this time

the English were shepherds or wool-merchants, and

sent thFs commodity chiefly to Italy and the Nether-

lands, where it was manufactured into cloth, and

then returned to Great Britain ; but this system of

traffic proved very disadvantageous, and our Eng-

lish Justinian, Edward III. prohibited the exportation

of it, invited, and encouraged the Flemings, who
were persecuted in their own country, to settle here,

granting them the free exercise oftLeir religion, and

many peculiar rights and privileges in return for the

benefit derived from the iutroduction of the weaving

branch. It must not be supposed that the manu-

facture of cloths was first actually brought into this

country by the fugitive natives of Brabant and the

Netherlands. Mr. Luccock, in his valuable trea-

tise on wool, says " that the Romans notonly taught

the rude subjects the art of weaving, but succeeded

so far as to induce them to exchange the skins in

which they had hitherto been clothed for the more

comfortable attire of their conciuerors."

Winchester was the first place that possessed a

manufactory, and hence we may reasonably conclude

that through the first nine hundred years of the

Christian era, wool in England was not entirely neg-

lected. About the year 92'! a fleece was valued at

two-fifths of the whole sheep, the value of sheep

continuing llie sanio through several centuries ; but

in 1135 it declined fifty per cent., whilst wool at the

same time greatly incieased in price. The number

of sheep in the kingdom was very inconsiderable

before the time of Edgar, onaccountof the numerous

herds of wolves which retarded their increase; but

the measures adopted by that prince to destroy' these

animals, which are the natural enemies of*^ sheep,

manifested a degree of solicitude for the preser-

vation of the flocks, which could scarcely be ex-

pected at a period so early, and were admirably

adapted to promote that attention to them which

contributed to their improvement. It appears that

the bettering of the fleece did not keep pace with

the inclination of the people for fine clothes. In
the reign of Henry II. Spanish wool, on account of

its superior excellence, was imported and manufac-

tured in this kingdom, but tbe policy of the age did

not long permit it. 'J"he Mayor of London was or-

dered to burn every piece of cloth made of it. Yet
again this tended to destroy the commercial spirit

which began to manifest itself, and to throw the best

materials into the hands of foreigners. About 1240

the importation of fine cloths into England, began to

be encouraged ; although the effects upon the fleeces

of the country, and upon the interest of the farmers,

must have been more pernicious than the manufac-

ture of Spnnish avooI could possibly have been, had

not the restless spirit of commerce counteracted the

evil tendency, and carried wut the surplus of wool,

which it was calculated to create. The surplus of

wool continued constantly to increase from the time

of Henry II. down to that of Edward III. and expor-

tation as regularly took it ofl:' the hands of the growers;

accordingly we find in the southern parts of the is«

land, wheret(;e manufacture was most attended to and

from which the largest quantity was exported, that

the flocks were in the best condition, and the quality

of the staple most desirable. '

Soon after this the importation of foreign clotli

was prohibited, and in 1647, Parliament interdicted

the exportation of wool,—a law which was finally

established soon after the Restoration of 1660. En-

glish woollen cloths have now become noted through-

out the markets of the globe far their texture, sub-

stance and durability. Still it is requisite to blend

a foreign kind of wool with the English for furnish-

ing the superfine cloths. It might be asked why
does not England introduce that breed of sheep from

abroad, whose fleece might supesede the 'necessity

of importation 1 For these reasons—the British

farmer has another object in view, exclusive of the

demand for the fleece. Our nation consumes more
animal food than most others. In hot climates, in-

dividuals would fall victims to the enjoyment of

that which is here only moderation; and in cold

countries, the inhabitants are too poor to obtain it

;

our farmers consequentl}'' prefer that species of

sheep which is best adapted for the butcher. ]n

Spain the Merino sheep are only valuable for their

wool, they stand high on their legs, with large heads

and long necks, contracted chests, and are sharp on

the shoulders—narrow across the loins, having the

skin remarkably thin, soft, and loose. The fleece

in fineness and flexibility is probably superior to

any other breed in the world ; they have the ap-

pearance of being buried in wo»l ; the length of the

staple is from two to three inches. The number of

these sheep throughout Spain has been estimated at

about five millions, and are divided into two sorts,

Trashumantes, and Estantes,—not that they differ in

species, but the flocks of the former travel, whilst

the latter are stationary. The JMerino floeks chiefly

belong to the Grandees, or societies of Monks, and

one of the most noted is that belonging to the family

of (]ount del Campo Alango, and from which the

breed reared by his Majesty has descended. Tliis

flock is said to consist of at least 60,000, having the

largest carcases, and the heaviest fleeces, although

the wool is not esteemed the finest. The race of

the Escurial, is reckoned the finest wool of all.

We are happy to observe that at lengtli every en-

couragement is given for the propagation of the

crossed Spanish breed, wliich promises in a short

time to make us independant of our neighbours for

the article of wool ; and make a market on the con-

tinent from our superior manufacture of cloth. The
growth of wool is completed in one year, at the ex-
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piration of wliicli it spontaneously decays, and is

natunilly renewed. Different degrees of thickness

prevail in various pnrts of tlie sli(-ep, tbe wool being

closer nt the extremities th;in tlie roots; and thut

part wbich ijrows during tlie winter is of a much
finer quality than that produced in the summer.

AA'ben first shorn wool is termed a fleece, and
every fleece is usually divided into tliree kinds, viz,

the prime or mother wool, which is taken from the

neck and back ; seconds, or that obtained from the

tails and legs; thirds or that obtained from the

breast. This general classification of wool corres-

ponds with tbe Spanish methods of sorting which
are, llefinos, Finos, Tarceras ; but there are some
wool staplers, who distinguish nine different sorts.

Tbe following are the principal objects of attention

in the present state of our woollen manufactories.

First, the length of the staple— for this regulates

the various fabrics to which the fleece is destined.

Thus in carding wool, a short pile and a disposition

to assume a crumpled or spring-like shape is an

object of prime importance. This shi iveling quality

Mr. Luccock observes, cannot prevail in too liigh a

degree if it be to make cloths requiring a close and
smooth surface. Cloth and woollen goods are made
from wool possessing this property, namely felting

—

tbe short wool is carded, spun, and woven, and then

put into the fulling mill, when the process of felting

takes place ; the stroke of the mill makes the fibres

cohere, the piece subjected to this operation contracts

in length and breadth, and its texture becomes more
compact and uniform. This process is essential to

the beauty and strength of woollen cloths ; but for

cloths where a long and even nap is required, such
as stuffs and worsted goods, blankets, &ic,, too large

a proportion of this curling projierty would be detri-

mental, consequently a long pile or staple will be

preferable, which is deprived of this felting quality.

This is done by passing the wool through iron

combs, which takes away the laminae or feathery

part, and approximates its nature more nearly to

that of silk or cotton.

Secondly, pliability of wool is another very im-
portant quality.

Thirdly, a soft pile is necessary in a good fleece,

and in this respect tbe Shetland wool is the best, its

softness depends principally on the nature of the

soil on which sheep are fed ; those sheep which
pasture on chalk districts, or light calcareous soil,

produce hard wool, whilst those fed on rich argilla-

ceous soils are distinguished by the softness of

their wool.

Fourthly, the specific gravity, or relative weight
of the pile.

Fiftbl)', the smell of wool is not much regarded,

provided that no disagreeable odours are emitted
;

the wool must he pure, as ihisis necessarj' for briglit

colours.

Sixthly, the last property is trneness of hair, or a

uniform regularity of pile, itx which no coarse or

shaggy hairs are perceptible.

There are various modes of classifj'ing wool bear-
ing animals, as long horned, short horned, and sheep
without horns, but lor the purposes of manufacture,
the quality of the wool is obviously tbe best crite-

rion. Among tiie longer ranges of long-woolled
sheep, tbe first to be noticed, and the most northern,

is situated near to the 'I'ees, a river separating the

Bishopric of Durham from tbe county of York. The
second called the Lincoln district, comprehending
the south eastern point of Yorkshire, nearly all

Lincolnshire, and the Fen Lands of Huntingdon,
Cambridge and Norfolk.

This kind of wool is found on sheep frequenting

tlie smaller marshes of Essex and Kent, which sur-

round the inlets of the sea, but is much more abun-
dant in those of Ilomney and Guilford. Werceet
with it in the counties of Dorset, Devon, and Corn-
v,-all upon the Cotswold Hills, in some detached

parts of Lancashire, Oxford, Bedford, and Stafford,

through the -whole of Leicester, Rutland, Northamp-
ton, and Huntingdon, and along the banks of the

larger rivers. It is remarkable that the short wools
of the kingdom do not so distinctly range themselves

in districts, as those of a longer staple, but fill up
the whole space. Besides that which has been
noticed as the pasture of the heavier breed of sheep,

there are a few remarks which may be appropriately

made here ; wool of which hats are made is neither

spun nor woven, but locks of it being thoroughly

intermixed and compressed in warm water, cohere

and form a solid tfuncious substance. The art of

]iioducing from the fleece a warm cloihing, was
never lost, oven during the days of the darkest ig-

norance. Luccock remarks that spinning and weav-
ing were in use fifteen hundred years before the era

of the common reckoning, and whilst the manufac-
ture of cloth was confined to the houses of tbe

grower, and the business of it transacted by his

domestics, there was less room for the stimulation

and exercise of genius than in after ages
;
yet in the

simplest days of Greece, it was not deemed an em-
])loyment unsuitable to palaces, nor did a princess

degrade her dignity b}' superintending the labours

of the loom, the distaff, and the vat. It was in

such occupations, that she contended for the prize of

fame, and after with her own hand drew the length-

ened thread, or conducted it through tbe dividing

vi-eb, happy to form a more splendid, firmer, or

richer garment than her rival. By such innocent

competitions, they produced tbe most salutary effects

upon the workmanship ot' each other, the classes

imniediatelv below them, and upon the fleeces of

their oountrj' ; doubtless they were at first com-
pelled to i-xert their ingenuity upon imperfect mate-
rials, to attempt the production of soft and attenuated

threads, like those which tliey saw in the linens of

Eg3''pt, from coarse and elastic ones, and to give

the beauteous colouring of the several flowers, to

dark and dingy fleeces. Under such disadvantages,

and excited by an almost unbounded spirit of emu-
lation to dis[)lay their taste and gratify the vanity of

their masters, tbe golden fleece of Colchis must
liave appeared to them a treasure, suflficiently valu-

able to become in part the object of a voyage full of

dangers, and to be celebrated in the songs of

Orpheus.

REMARKS ON THE ROADS IN FRANCE.—
No hedges, no divided fields, no cattle grazing ; women
doing farm labour ; horses talked to, and reasoned
with, instead of being beaten. If a peasant wants to

get on a little faster, he descends from his roulage, and
runs on before the horse, who immediately sets off

after him. No comfortable-looking houses, to .vhicli

you may suppose Mr, Jenkins, Mr. Smith, or Mr.
Higginbotham to have retired, after a life spent in

business. No nice little gardens, with monthly roses,

bee-hives, cabbages, onion beds, in front of the poor
man's cottage ; no wall-flowers near tbe door, nor tuft

of house-leek over it ; no little patches of sweet-

'william, nasturtium, strawberry plants, currant and
gooseberry bushes. Thinks I to myself, " You may
grumble at home, my boys : but you would be sorry to

change with your own class in France "—that is, as far

as I sav!' of it.

—

Journal of Barnes, the Pantaloon, in

Bentley's Miscellany.
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WEST SUSSEX AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

From the above subject we turn to another
of an extremely opposite cliaracter, and calcu-
lated to engender feelings of a very different

kind, and in which the high and mighty in the
land are found mingling with thelowly and humble,
in which those whose rank in society brings them
in immediate contact with royalty, and notes them
as the first in the land, exalt themselves far above
the honours which station can confer, by promoting
the mental and physical happiness of the poor and
him tliat hath none to help him, of the man whose
lot it is to earn his daily bread by the sweat of his
brow. Whether it is that when the mind is

brought back from the plodding daily pursuit of
business, which leaves little time for the exercise
of the liner feelings, the mind becomes more sus-
ceptible, we know not, but this we can safely
assert, that never have we found our feelin-^s

so powerfully operated upon as when witness-
ing the proceedings at the meeting of the West
Sussex Agricultural Society, for the distribu-
tion of prizes to meritorious agricultural labourers,
on Friday last

This society has been established five years,
and has, during that period, distributed nearly
1,000/. His Grace the Duke of Richmond is pre-
sident of the society, and labours earnestly to
promote its prosperity. The best evidence of his
zeal and exertion on its behalf, will be found in the
fact that although detained in the House of Lords
on the debate on the corn laws, which came on on
Thursday night, and was protracted until past three
o'clock on Friday morning, yet he travelled to
Goodu'ood, upwards of sixty miles, and arrived
precisely at one o'clock on Friday, the hour ap-
pointed, to take the chair at the meeting. This
society is the first which admitted the labour-
ers, successful candidates, to dine in the same
room with the members. Upon this occasion
the dinner took place in the Tennis Court, on the
confines of the park; about 150 gentlemen
sat down to dinner, and nearly 100 labourers, to
whom the prizes were to be given, at tables at the
oilier end of the room. His grace was supported
by the Lord Bishop of Chichester, Archdeacon
Wilberforce, C. S. TJickens, H. Hollist, Esq., a
large body of the clergy in the counties of Sussex
and Hants, several visitors from a distance, and a
large number of fiirmers. The Duke of Kichmond
occupied the president's chair, and the vice chair
was filled by a venerable old labourer, 80 years of
age. Animated with the same estimable and bene-
volent spirit which actuates the noble duke, his
eldest son, the Earl of March, took his seat at the
labourers' table, and on the few occasions when
he was called upon to address the meeting,
expressed himself in terms which called forth the
warmest marks of approbation from the meeting. As
soon as the cloth was removed, the president rose,
and having, in very appropriate language, adverted
to the recent attack upon the life of her Majesty
Queen Victoria, read an address for the approval of
the meeting, wliich he proposed should be presented
to htr, and which was unanimously approved and
adopted. The other useful loyal toasts having been

given, the healths of the Lord Bishop of Chiches-
ter, the Archdeacon Wilberforce, &c,, having been
drunk and, responded to, the distribution of the

prizes was commenced. The first prize was the

gift of the Bishop— a bible and common-prayer
book, in large type, adapted for old persons,

handsomely bound : it had been awarded to the

old man, who occupied the vice-president's chair,

and was presented to him by his Lordship with

an appropriate address, as were also the olhei

prizes of the like kind. These prizes were in ad-
dition to any others awarded to the candidates by
the society.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond then pro-

ceeded to present the prizes awarded to each of the

successful candidates in sums of money from ten

shillings to five jiounds. The varied remarks
made by his Grace to each individual, applicable

to the peculiar circumstances of the case, and his

local knowledge extending to every parish in the

whole of West Sussex, attracted general observa-

tion. Tiie instances of long services, in one case

amounting to 50 years, of large families brought
up without any parocliial relief, and of money
saved by some of the successful candidates, was
surprizing, and tells well for the character of both

master and man. Nor was the conduct of the

fumales less deserving : in one inslaHce, a widow,
having maintained three children without parocliial

assistance. But the prizes which, above all others,

were most calculated to call into action the best

feelinijs of our nature, and the recital of which
deeply moved many in the room, were those for

both males and females, married and single,

who, according to the conditions in each case,

after providing for themselves, had " afforded the

most material aid to their parents or relatives."

Here was seen, in the conduct of the uneducated
peasant, the genuine working of the affections of

the heart. Here were displayed acts, which, upon
reflection, must have humbled the haughty, had
any such been present, and, we are persuaded, did
elevate the character of the poor working-man in

the minds of the lookers-on. Married men,
having families, making allowance to, and even
supporting, their parents out of their small earn-

ings, brother assisting brother, and lads of IS and
10 giving up the whole of their carnhigs for the

support of a father or a mother, and the rest

of the family. Encouragement should be given to

good conduct of every description, but in no way
will a more decided and marked amendment, be

effected in the gencal conduct, than by the culti-

vation of the kindly feelings of our nature. The
lot of the labourer is one which needs the aid of

his superiors in worldly matters ; he has, as it were
from his very outset in life, a barrier set round him,
which he cannot pass; subject to privations even
in the best of times, lie occasionally experiences

hardships, which renders it diflicult to resist temp-
tations to transgress those laws which he is told

by the wicked and designing, are made to benefit

others and to injure him. Relying upon the la-

bour of his hands, if he fail to ob'ain it, is it sur-

prising that he should be driven sometimes to acts

of impropriety ? A living writer says :

—

" A man willing- to work and unnble to find work, is

perhaps the siuidest sight iliut fortune's inequalities ex-
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hibit under the sun. Burns expresses feelingly what
thoughtsit p'ave him— a poor man seclving' ««or(c—seeking

leave to toil, that he might be fed and sheltered ; that

he might be put on a footing' with the fourfooted workers

of the planet which is his ! There is not a horse willinpr

to work but can get food and shelter in requital, a thing

this twofooted worker has to seek for, to solicit occa-

sionally in vain ; he is noboily's twofooted worker; lie

is not even anybody's slave."

Let the high and mighty recollect that this is

frequently the condition of tlie British labourer.

Let them learn from the statements above, ti)at he

lias a heart cast in the same mould, and endowed
with the same qualities with themselves, and that

it is his difficulties and unfortunate position whicli

drive him to acts vvhicli, under other circumstances,

he would abhor. Let them reflect that he asks only

"work," and they will, we hope, be awakened to tl)e

reflection, that the goods whicli they enjoy are held

in a great measure in /v«sf, and that it is only required

of thera to exercise that trust in an equitable man-
ner, not in any way disregarding their orvii inte-

rest. We earnestly entreat those who have not

witnessed a meeting of the kind, to visit the meet-

ing of the West Sussex Society, as we feel per-

suaded that a conviction of the benefits resulting

to all parties from the establishment of such in-

stitutions, will be the result. In order to afford in-

formation to persons who may be desirous of

introducing the system pursued by this Society,

we subjoin a detailed account of the proceedings.—Mark Lane Express.

The fifth general meeting of this excellent Asso-

ciation, convened for the distribution of premiums
to the successful agricultural and domestic labourers,

for skill, honesty, industry, and general good conduct
was held at Goodwood on Friday, June 12, when there

was a large muster of the nobility, gentry, and clergy,

to do honour to the occasion, and to testify by their

presence and countenance their approbation of the

meritorious conduct of those who hud so deservedly

been awarded premiums. Fortunately the day was
fine, but cloudy, a circumstance of some advantage

to the shearers. During the forenoon a greatnumber
of carriages, with ladies and visitors, arrived to

witness the interesting scene exhibited in the com-
petition for the sheep-shearing prizes. This ex-
cellent association, one of the first established in

Sussex, has continued to increase in importance and
utility, and has been productive of much benefit

throughout the county, both b)^ precept and example.
The business of the day commenced in the ]jark by
the sheep-shearers being allocated in their different

stations, each having six sheep to shear. There
were as many as thirty candidates entered to

compete for the premiums oflered : the certificates

of one, however, were informal. The following

were the awards made, with the number of the pen
in which the candidate was placed :

—
£3. to WiUiam Pryer, jun., of Harting, No. 1.

£2. to George Brown, of VVymenng, No. 11.

;30s. to John Martin, of Harling, No. 14.

30s. to William Quennell, Boxgrove, No. 9.

153. to Wdlam Glayshcr, Chithurst, No. 26.

About half-past two, dinner having been an-

nounced, the members, company, and successful

candidates, adjourned to the Tennis Court, Water-
beach, where an excellent dinner had been provided
by Mr. E. Wood, to whom this portion of the

business of the day was very judiciously entrusted.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond, Iv.G., President

of the Association, accompanied by the Lord Bishop

of the Diocese, led the way, preceded by the band,

and were followed by a long train of gentlemen.

Two long tables were laid the whole length of the

Tennis Court, but these being found insufficient to

accommodate the very numerous company on this

occasion, a third table was added down tiie centre.

There could not have been less than 300 persons

])i-esent at dinner, besides whom numbers dropped

in after the clotli was removed. The room, which

was very tastefully decorated with laurels, flags, and

emblematic devices, since the last meeting had

been completely enclosed and glazed, and was
therefore very comfortable and commodious in every

respect.

The Duke of Richmond was supported on the

right and left by the Bishop and Dean of Chichester,

Archdeacons Webber, Wilberibrce, and Hare, C.

S. Dickins, Esq., H. Hollist, Esq., &c. In the

Vice-President's chair, at the lower end of the room,

was the venerable old man who was in the chair last

year,—Thomas Gardener, of Appledram, aged 80,

—

the same to whom the handsome premium offered by

the Lord Bishop of Chichester was awarded.

Supporting this venerable octogenarian, and mingling

with and assisting the labourers, were Lord March,

Lord H. Lennox, Mr. C. Osborn, Mr. John Ide,

and others. Among the company we also noticed

the followinsr clergymen and gentlemen :—the Revs.

Messrs. H.^E. Manning, H. Browne, W. Miller,

E. Miller, H. Atkins, Rusbridger, W. Watkins,

Thompson, C. Hutchinson, C. Marriott, H. Legge,
']'. S. Cogan, H. Cogan, W. Turner, T. Brown,
Luxford, Wither Smelt, R. Millikin, S. Fairies,

Buckner, S. Westbrook, R. Tredcroft, S. Douglas,

J. W. Deacon, L. Johnson, E. Edele ; Captains

Stracey, Pilkington, R.N., Tucker, Harrison, R.N.;
Doctors M'Carogher, and Forbes ; Messrs. F.

Smith, J. Napper, W. Wagner, C. Teesdale, E.

and W. Humphrey, J. B. Freeland, E. Freeland, C.

Dorrien, B. Martin, G. Henty, R. Elliott, G.
Peskett, Putland, Grantham, Cole, J. Sivewright, J.

Elliott, H. Comper, sen., W. Dewey, sen., and jun.,

J. Price, W. Postlethwaite, W. Titchener, W.
Gibbs, J. Hack, &c., &c.
On the removal of the cloth, grace having been

said by the Lord Bishop, the Chairman rose to pro-

pose as the first toast, the health of " The Queen,"

prefacing it by the following remarks:—Circum-

stances had occurred within the last few days,

which he should ill perform his duty as chairman of

this meeting, did he not allude to ; and before

asking them to drink with becoming loyalty, to the

health of her Majesty, he begged of this numerous
and respectable meeting to join him in an address

of congratulation, expressive of their horror and

indignation at the diabolical attempt against her

Majesty's life which bad been so lately made.

(Cheers.) He felt that there could be no more fit

and proper occasion than the present for such an

expression of feeling, when so large and numerous
an assemblage were met together, including the

Bishop and the Clergy, the Landowners, the

Magistrates, the Farmers, the Labourers. He asked

of this meeting then, if they agreed with him in his

jiroposition, to give him permission to read to thera

tlie draft of an addre.ss to be signed bv him as their

chairman, and forwarded to her Majesty. His

Grace then read the address, which expressed horror

and indignation at the atrocious and treasonable

attempt on her Majesty's life, and congratulation at

her preservation from so great a danger. It iurther

expressed deep concern that a being could be found

in her Majesty's dominions, base enough to attempt

so flagrant arid wicked an act ; and concluded by
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offering an " earnest prayer to Almighty God that
he would long preserve to us the blessings we enjoy
under her Mujesty's mild government, and continue
to preserve to us all we hold dear." {Loud ap-

plause and tinaiiimous approhutioii.) His Grace then
went on to comment upon the coolness and bravery
which her Majesty had displayed upon this occasion,

proving herself not unworthy of the brave and
illustrious stock from which she was descended,
inasmuch iis she had driven out the next evening: in

the same open carriage through the same thorougii-

fares, thereby testifying her confidence in the
loyalty and affection of her people. His Grace con-
cluded by proposing the health of " Her Majesty,"
hoping that she might long be spared to reign over
the country with credit to lierself, and advantage to

her subjects, wiio owe her allegiance. (Applause.

)

The healths of " His Royal Highness Prince
Albert," and of "The Queen Dowager and the rest

of the Royal Family," were tiien given from the

chair, and drank with three times three.

The Chairman then called upon the company to

drink to the health of" The Lord Bishop and Clergy
of the Diocese of Chichester." Tlje society which
he had the honour to address had received a great
deal of support and countenance from the Right
Rev. Prelate, who, they were well aware, besides
attending at their meetings, had given on this occa-
sion some very handsome premiums to the
labourers. Since his lordsliip hnd been at the head
of the diocese, he had by his affability and courtesy
endeared himself to all who knew him, and had ex-
erted himself to the utmost to advance everything
tending to promote the spiritual welfare and tempo-
ral well being of the labouring population of the
county generally. For this they were all deeply
grateful to him, and they looked up to his lordship
with regard and respect. Of the resident and
parochial clergy he need say little, for they were
well known to those present—their neighbours and
friends—and he was most happy to see so many of
them present to-day. Tliey all knew from every day's
experience how consistently the clergy performed
the duties of their sacred office, how diligently they
ministered to the spiritual wants, and sought to ad-
vance the temporal welfare of their flocks, how
patiently and assiduously they visited the cottages
of the poor and the dwellings of the rich, ever ready
to afford consolation in sickness or adversity, faith-

fully preaching the gospel, and more than this,

abiding by its truths and following its precepts. lie
begged they would drink to tlie health of " The
Bishop and Clergy of the Diocese " with three
times three.—Drank with musical cheers.
The Bishop of CnicuFSTER rose to return thanks

on behalf of himself and the clergy. They were
indeed highly honoured by the reception they had
met. With respect to himself, he was all unworthy
of the kind and honourable mention wliich tlieir

president had been pleased to make of liis humble
services. But it was most grateful and satisfactory
to him to hear his brothers of the ministry so highly
and respectfully spoken of. They would ever feel
much pleasure in promoting the objects of the
society in which they had been embodied, and would
always be found ready to join in every institution
having for its object tlie honour of (iod and the good
of our fellow-creatures— (yljip/ui/.se). He believed
the general wish of this society— as of the clergy
was to advance first tlie eternal interest, and after-
wards the temporal interest of the people

; piety
and virtue would ever he found the best foundations
of industry and skill, and where a store of heavenly
knowledge had been uc(joired, there honesty, sobriety,

and good conduct would be sure to follow as its

naturnl fruits

—

(Cheers).

The Chaik.man then rose and said, that having
drank, in the manner he knew they would, the
Bishop and the Clergy of the Diocese of (Chichester,

he had now to propose to them " The Clergy of the

Diocese of Winchester," for they must be aware
their society extended into the county of Hants.
From all he had heard of tlie clergy of that diocese,

they were every way worthy of the respect and
esteem of the world, and they were honoured to-day

with the presence of one of its most distinguished

members, in the j)erson of Mr. Archdeacon VVilber-

force

—

(Applause). When I recal to your minds
(said his Grace) the name which he bears ('ayjp/nifse)

that he is descended from one who, through a long
life, exerted himself for tlie amelioration of his

fellow-men, although of aaother colour (applause),

by removing that blot upon our national character,

that anomaly of a free and enlightened people, the

upholding and countenancing of slavery, and when
I tell you that the gentlemen who here represents

the clergy of tirat diocese is known to inherit all the

virtues of his father, that is enough for the farmers
of Sussex to receive and drink his health with all

due honours

—

(Loud applause).

Archdeacon Wilbeiuoiice rose to return thanks,

and said : 1 really feel utterly unable to acknow-
ledge the kindness with which this toast has been
received. You must know, one and all, from expe-
rience, that there are some feelings too deep and too

sacred in the mind to be expressed at will ; and such
is my case at the jiresent moment. Your hearty,

unanimous, and ap[,roving cheers have addressed
themselves to the innermost feelings of my heiirt.

]\Iy lords and gentlemen, mv heart thanks you,
though my words may not fully express it, for that

remembering acknowled2:ment of him that is g-one

(applause), an honour which I deeply feel from such
an assembly. I have never before been present at

such a gathering as this, and I seem never thoroughly
to have known before mv native land—never to have
known what it was that made our own England to

differ in God's great mercy from every other land
under the sun. I have to-day seen something of
those sentiments, which have raised and ennobled
the peasantry of our soil, and have lifted England
to the proudest rank in the scale of nations. Those
feelings and that true conduct which has taught
every man what it is to he a man, and so to fulfil his

worldly duties as a man, I do believe from the

bottom of my heart, and it is settled in the deepest
of mj' convictions, that to that pure and rei'ormed

religion which we profess is England indebted for

her greatness of soul—to that spirit of peace and good-
will, piety, and charity, which lias taken deep root

throughout the land. Upon the foundation of our
excellent established church, our own civil and re-

ligious liberties are based ; and so long as that is

preserved, they are secure— so long as we build

upon that enduring foundation, we, as a nation, shall

endure and prosper

—

(Applause).

The Chairman then called upon the company to

fill a bumper, and to drink with thrne British cheers

prosperity to the labouring classes of the empire,

more ])articularly to those worthy friends of theirs,

who were their guests on the present occasion—
" 'J'he successful candidates." He ftlio Chairman)
had to congratulate the members on the manner in

which the Society had increased in importance
within the last few j-ears. 'I'hev might remember
that the Society emanated originally from a fanner's

)noeting held at ('hichcster, at which ho was in the

chair. The first premium (said his Grace) was pro-
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posed by Mr. Charles Osborn, who sits at the bottom

of the room, and who I will always remind you was

the originator of this very excellt^nt institution. The
farmers present at that time agreed with him on the

proprietv of establishing such an association, and

the Society was formed. In 11337 there was only one

competitor in class A. In 1839 there were twelve.

Two years ago in class B five premiums amounting

to 15/. were ofl'ered, and only four persons appeared

to compete for them ; at the present meeting, in the

same cbss, there were uearly 50. He would repeat

to those assembled around him, and remind them

as:ain and again of it, that there was no want of in-

clination on the part of the clergy, landowners, and

occupiers, to find the necessary iunds for rewarding-

merit, honestv, and industry. They all knew in-

dividually of the cases of merit, honesty, and in-

dustry in their parish, but the g,reat advantage of

this Society had been, that by its means they had

been enabled to shew to the country at large how
much of industry, merit, and frugality there was
to be found among the lower classes, of whom they

had just reason to bo proud as labourers and
domestics, and it was a pleasure to have to award
them those rewards to which their good conduct had
justly entitled them. This society was the first to set

the example, whicli had since been generally fol-

lowed, of asking the labourers to join them at the

festive board : when they behaved well, they felt

honoured and not disgraced by tlieir attendance.

Gentlemen, (continued the Chairman) I know, and
you well know, iho temptations to which every
mortal is exposed, and the temptations to wliich the

labouring classes are frecjuentlv exposed are of no
ordinary nature. They are liable to all the diseases

which human nature is heir to—and have often to

contend with the pressure of want and the sorrows
of adversity,—and if accident or sickness throws
them out of employ it is satisi'actory to find, as in

many of the instances which will come before us to-

day, that they have made some provision for the

future by deposits in savings' banks, or subscription

to benefit clubs. These are examples of what the

people may do, if they have that active principle of

religion and moral rectitude settled in their hearts
;

for triumphing over all the temptation to which they

are exposed—they come to be res])ec!ed by their

neiglibours and employers, and an honest, sober, and
industrious labourer never need fear that he will

want employment, so long as the feelings of the far-

mers of Sussex continue as thev have been here-

tofore. I would say in conclusion to those labourers

present, that if they feel any gratification at having
been singled out and distinguished from their fellow

labourers, not by favour or affection, but for their

own honest merit, they have an eflScient manner of

showing their gratitude by setting a good example
to their neighbours, and bv instilling into the breasts

of their children the principles of religion, which
would guide and regulate their future conduct. I

will say to you in conclusion, " Fear God, Lonour
the Queen, live as brothers with your neighbours,

and in Christian charity with all mankind."

—

(Ap-

plause.)

The Earl of March rose and said—Gentlemen, I

am requested by the labourers by whom I am sur-

rounded, to return you their sincere and grateful

thanks for the compliment you have paid them ; and
while I could have wished the task had fallen into

hands better able to do justice to it, yet incompetent
as I am to express all they feel on the occasion, 1

cannot refuse to perform so honourable an office as

that which has been imposed upon me. I beg there-

fore to tender you again the expression of their

deepest and siucerest gratitude ; and their earnest

liope is, that they may long continue to merit and

deserve the high eulogy you have baen pleased to

pass upon tlieir conduct. The candidates were tben

severally called up to receive their premiums, each

being presented, in addition to the amount he had

gained, witii a bordered card containing the par-

ticulars of the premium, to be hung up as a

testimonial in his cottage. A number of ladies

havinc entered the room to witness the interesting

scene, were provided with seals behind the chair-

man.
Thomas Gardiner, the aged labourer who presided

at the lower end of the room, having been called up

to receive his premium, was thus addressed by the

Bishop of CiiiciiFSTER :—I am about to present to

you a bible and prayer-book in large type ; but before

I o'ive them to you, I would call your attention to a

circumstance which lam sure you will highly prize,

viz., that of the society having given to these prizes

the first place of all the premiums—because they are

foiimled upon the sure principle of Christian faith,

which will bear you throupli this earthly pilgrimage,

until you arrive at a better ])lace. These books are

o-iven, I would have you to understand, not entirely

because vou have been a regular attendant at church

during the whole of a long life—for you could not

have expected any such reward, and therefore it

proves that you loved your God and wished to set

an example to your fellow-creatures, by showing

them tijo fruits of piety and virtue which proceed in

general from a regular attendance on theniinistry% I

iiave had, in the course of my life, to present many
rewards for learning to young as well as t« elderly

men—but I can assure you I never presented one

before which aftbrded me so much gratification and

pleasure, as this tribute to a poor, honest, pious man.
(^Applause.)

The Bishop of Chichester's gilt was (in addition

to any other premiums,) to such agricultural

labourers, above 50 years of age, who shall produce

the besl; certificates of character, regard being had

more especially to their regularity of attendance at

church.— First, a Bible and Common Prayer Book of

large type. Second, a Bible of large type. Third,

a Prayer Book of large type. First prize to Thomas
Gardiner, of the parish of Appledram, aged 80.

—

Second prize to '1 homas Canner, of the parish of

Oving, aged 73.—Third prize to Jeremiah Meal, of

the parish of Sidleshani, aged 85.

TheCitAiiiMAN then proceeded with the distribu-

tion of tlie other premiums

Class A.—For labourers who have brought up the

largest families respectably, with the smallest amount of

parochial relief. Fir^t, 5/.; second, il.; third, 31.;

fourth, 2/.; fifth, 1/.— First prize to William Mr.cklin,

a?ed 59, of the parish of Earnley, employer H. Duke
;

has six cUildren, eldest 32, younyest 11, one of whom
is subject to fits and almost wholly dej^endenton him

—

the other five placed out at service—never received any

parochial relief. William Macklin gained the second

premium in 1838, and therefore could only now receive

\l. Wages, 12s. and rent.—Second prize, to John
Ewens, aged 50, of the parish of St. Pancras, Chiches-

ter ; employer J. P. Huyllar, for 20 years ; has had
twelve children, only three now alive. Candidate had
the care of bringing up several others who died, one at

eleven, another at seven ; eldest child nineteen, and
youngest seven, has had a great deal of sicknc-ss in his

family, wa« drawn and served in the local militia from

1810 to 1815. In 1817 was drawn for the Sussex mili-

tia and paid 5/. 10.^. for a substitute. Never received

any parochial relief; Wages, 12s. to 15s.—3/. to Mi-
chael Cree?, aged 64, parish of North Mundham, em-
ployer Mr. C. Gatehouse, 37 years on the same farm,

has had thirteen children, eig-ht died young in in-
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fancy, eldest 38. Four children well placed out ; the

fiiih, a g:irl, ill from her infancy, died at 17. The united

parishes of Chichester allowed that girl Is. 6d. per
week; with that exception, do parocliial relief. Wages,
12*.

—

21. lo Joseph Stevens, 49, Westbourne ; employer,
Mr. W. II. Poate ; 29 years on the same farm ; wages,
37/. 4s. per annum, seven children, eldest 28, youngest
10, all out except the youngest, a girl, placed out at

early ages, are remarkable for good conduct, relief

10/. 8s., none since 1821.— l/. to John I3oxall,60, Slin-

doB ; employer, Mr. C. Melli-h ; on the same farm 23
years; wages, 12s. ; has six children (boys) eldest 31,

youngest 14, all placed out at eight or nine years of
age. In consequence of great continued sickness in

his family, and of iiis excellent character, the parish

officers, unsolicited, gave him his house-rent for some
time, and on the death of his wife he received 2/. 10s.

In addition to tke above, the Sub-Committee r-icom-

mended that tlie sum df 1/. be given to Daniel Beecli,

of Uonnington ; employer, Mr. C. Fogden ; 50 years

on the same farm ; wages, lormerly, 12*., now 65., four

children, two died; the eldest, Sarah, had two places in

eleven years, when shemarrried,and the otlier, Richard,
two places in 26 years. No parochial relief, except 20s.

once during illness.

Class B.—For labourers who have supported since

the year 1829 the largest families respectably, with the

smallest amount of parochial relief. First, 51. ; second,
4/.; third, 3/.; fourth, 2/.; fifth, 1/.— 5/. to James
Theates, 39, Westhampnelt, employer, Duke of Rich-
raond, wages, 14s., nine children, eldest 16, youngest
Ig years, has had to defray considerable expenses in

conseqiience of the ill health of his wife, during the ill-

ness of a chdd for six weeks, and himself for four weeks;
paid for medicine and attendance himself. Parochial
relief in whole, 3<.—4/. to George French, 45, Racton,
employer, C. Dixon, Esq., 24 years on the same farm,
seven children, eldest 18, youngest 2 years, no paro-
chial relief since 1829, and previously, in 1838, 2s. during
illness.—o/. to Thomas Rurchatl, 45, Oving, employer
Mr. H. Upton, 30 years in the same service, seven
children, one died at 18 years, and another at 3. No
parochial relief since 1829. Wages, 13s. [From the

difficulty tlie Sub-committee experienced in awarding
the remaining premiums in tiiis class, and from the fact

that 4/. in cla.«sA, was unappropriated, they recom-
mended that the three individuals named below should

each receive the sum of 2/.] 2/. to John Cussell, 36,
Fareham, employci', I\Ir. C. Osborne, 30 years on the

same farm ; wages, 12s., six childi'en ; one died in con-
sequence of an accident. His wile has had a severe

illness, and he has paid at two ditiertut times 11/. 10?.

for medical assistance. Previous to his present employ
he paid 8/. per annum for his ccvttage, now reduced to

Is. perweelc. Never received any parochial relief.

—

21. to Thomas Slaughter, 42, Northmundham.emplayer
Mr. IloUingdale, wages 12s., six children, eldest 11,

youngest IJ years, had previously to his marriage saved
15/. Never had any parochiiil relief.—2/. to Thomas
Jacobs, 34, Racton, emjiloyer C. Dixon, Esq., has six

children, eldest 10, youriirest 2 years, wages 12s. Paro-
chial relief, 20 gallons of Hour in the year 1833.

Class C.—For widows who have brought uj) the

largest families respectably, with the smallest amount of

parocliial relief. First, 4/. ; second, 3/.; third, 2/.— 2/.

to Elizabeth Fleet, 40, Slindon, has l)een 12 years a
widow, is exemplary in her conduct, bringing uj) lier

family respectably and in iiabits of industry, her cottage

neat and clean, five children, eldei^t 17 years, youngest
12, earninirs very uncertain, was allowed 5s. weekly for

four iHontlis, which was reduced to Is. 6d. till 1837,
when it ceased.

Ci.AS*. I).—For widows who have SH])ported since the

year 1829 the largest I'aniilics respectably, with tlic

umallct amount of parochial relief. Fii-st,4/. ; second,
3i.; lhiid,2/,; fourth, 1/.^- 4/. to Harriet Pelham,3I,
lioxgrove, has been a widow between three and four

years, three children, chhist 9, youngest 3, born four

inonliis after her hubi)aiid'sdi'ath, earnings 4s. per week,
hr-r children still dcpendeiil on lnjr,tlu:lwo eldest being
girls, paying 9d. per week rrnt, never recv:.ived any pa-
rochial relief.—2/. to Cliarlolte Mill, Ijoshain, witlow

seven years, two children, eldest 20, a girl in a sickly

state of health from infancy, and always dependent ou
the mother, youngest 10. The candidate bears an ex-
cellent character in the parish for industry aud unwea-
ried efforts to maintain herself and two tiaughters. No
jiarochial relief.— 1/. to James Cobb, 50, Funiington, haii

been a widow upwards of 16 year?, four children, one
died at 14 and one at 18. Eliza, the youngest, was ill

for three years. She conducts herself with great pro-

priety, and turns her iiand to any work, and is useful in

the fields when wanted. From 1830 to 1835 received
weekly assistance from the parish— first 5s,, reduced by
degrees to Is.

Class E.—For labourers or widows whose daugh-
ters have been placed out at respectable service at an
early age, and have remained in service with good cha-
racters, and whose tamilies shall have made (by their

own industry) the greatest improvement in their con-
dition in life. First, 4/.; second, 3/.; third, 2/.;

fourth, 1/.— 4l, to James Wilde, 4S, Singleton, em-
ployer Col. G. Wyndhain, on one farm twenty-three
years, eight children, four daughters, all placed out at

service either at ten or eleven, having all excellent situ-

ations, which they have kept many years, eldest twenty-
six, youngest ten, aud single.—3/. to Sarah Saxhy,
widow, 5S, Slindon, six daughters, eldest 35, youngest
died at six months, five placed out at service at ages
varyina: from 9 to 12, two are married, the other three

have situations in good families.— 2/. to Thomas King,
60, Westhampnett, employer Duke of Richmond, has
worked on the Goodwood estate twenty years; ten

children, four daughters placed out at ages from 10 to

13, one married, one died, two single, have situations

seven, eight, and twelve years.— IZ. to Edward Callo.

way, 58, Aldiughourne, employer Mr. J. Buruard,
twenty-three years servitude, four daughters placed

out at ages from 11 to 15. (Further particulars in

class G.)

Class F.—For labourers or widows whose sons
have obtained employment, or have been placed
out at respectable service at - an early ape, aud
have remained in emplojment or service with good
characters, and whose families shall have made,
by their own industry, the greatest improvement in

their condition in life. First, 4/. ; second, 3/. ; third,

11.— 4/. to George Hutehins, 68, Upwalthara, employer
Mr. J. Heath, two services, one of i!l years and of 27 ;

eleven children, seven sons, all began to work at from
eight to nine years of age, and were all taken by one
master, with whom they remained until they procured
situations. (Further particulars in Class T.)— 3Z. to

John V\'hite, 53, Mid Lavant, employer Mrs. Dorrien,
worked for Mr. W. Shippam 14 years, Mrs. Dorrieu
eight years ; eight children, six boys, eldest 31, young-
est II, ;-laced out at ages from seven to eleven ; they
have excellent situation^;, which they have kept for

eight, nine, and ten years ; he supported a daughter
during an illness of seven years, without assistance.

—

2Z. to Thomas King, 60, Westhampnett, noticed in last

class, six sons, one died in infancy, the rest placed out
at ages from seven to nine : they have kept their situa-

tions for periods varying from five to thirteen years.

Class G.—For married labourers and widowers,
who have been in employment or service the longest
period, and who, in reference to their circumstances in

life, shall have vchmtarily afforded the most material
aid or support to their aged pareuts, or have made pro-
vision for old age. First, 4/. ; second, 3/. ; third, 2/.;

fourth, 1/.— 4/. to Thomas Harding, 63, Earuley, em-
ployer Mr. II. Duke, three children, wages 10s., paro-
chial relief 10s. in the whole ; the candidate had in all

ten children, supjiorted a sou for eleven months during
illness, and has since entirely supported his grandchild

;

he has saved 15/., wliich is lent on note of hand at five

percent.— 3/. to John LufTe, 61, South Hayling, ein-

liloyer C. Osborn, Esq.; in 1833 was run over and
unable to work for six months, when he received 30s.
from his parish ; up to that time he had saved 14/.,

which was expended during his illness, since which he
has saved 30/., till lately in Havuut Savings' Bank, and
now lent on interest ; two services, one of cighleeu and
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oue of nineteen.—2/, to Edward Calloway, 58, Akling-

bourne, noticed in Class E, for the last seven years has
been in the habit of assisting his father and mother
with at least Is. -weekly, and occasionally more, as he
could afford it ; he gives the old couple their Sunday's
dinner at his own cottage.— 1/. to John Budd,43, South
Hayling, employer C. Osborn, Esq., seventeen years'

servitude, five children, eldest 18, youngest 7, wages
13s. ; within the last three years has saved "Jl., de-

posited in Fareham Savings' Bank, and pigs woi th 3l.

Class H.— I-'or single labourers who have been in

employment or service the longest period, and shall

have voluntarily afforded the most material aid or sup-

port to their relatives. First, 4Z. ; second, 3^ ; third,

21.; fourth, iL— 4/. to Jacob Reed, 42, North Hay-
ling-, employer Mr.T. Rogers. Two services, one nine

teen years and the other five. Wages from 3/. to 9/.

in the house. Paid the expenses of his father's burial

five years ago. and for the last ten years the rent of his

mother's cottage and garden, 61. per anntim. Is a
member of a benefit society, and has obtained a pre-

mium for his garden.—2Z. to John Kent, 21, Eartham,
employer Mrs. Huskisson, without change, wages 2s.

to 9s. weekly. Belongs to a benefit society, and has
supported his widowed mother for the last four years.
—ll.to William Horn, 43, Aldingbourne, employer
Mrs. Huskisson, two services, one twenty-seven years

and one eight years. Wages lOs., belongs to a benefit

society, is very good to his mother, and pays the rent

of her cottage.

Class I.—For single labourers who have been in

employment er service the longest period, and shall

have made the best provision for sickness or old age.
First, 41. ; second, 3/. ; tliird, 2/. ; lourtli, 1/.—4L to

George Barber, 24, Westdean, employer, W.L. Woods,
Esq., lias liad three services, but with increasing

wages, from 25. Gd. to r2s. per -week, has 151. in money,
a watch which cost 4/,. 4s,, furniture worth 6/. JMerp.ber

of a benefit society eight years, paid \l. at his brother's

death for medical assistance, and has given his father

30s.—3/. to William North, 44, North Hayling,
employer, Mrs. Carpenter, twenty-four years servitude.

Wages 10s., has 44/. 9s. 4d. in Havant Savings Bank,
and 18/. lent at interest, in all 6-2/. 9=. 4d.—2/. to

William Chatfield, Fareham, employer, Rlr.C. Osborn,
si.x years servitude. Wages, r2s., has 17/. lis. in

Fareham Savings Bank, rents an allotment of a quarter
of an acre, which is well cropped, and menrber of a

benefit society.— 1/. to .Tohn Forrester, 49, Eartham,
employer, ftlrs. Huskisson, fifteen years servitude, has
26/. in Ciiicliester Savings Bank, pnd has been twenty-
one years member of a benefit society.

Class K.—For single labourers under 20 years of

age, who have been in employment or service the

longest period, and shall have voluntarily afforded the

most material aid or support to tlieir relatives, or made
the best previsisn for sickness or old age. First,

3/.; second, 2/.; third, 1/.—3/. to George Clarke, 19,
South Hayling, employer, Mr. Ilellyer, four years,

wages, 3s. to 10s,, has 15/. Is. 9d. in the Ilavant
Savings Bank, and member of a benefit society.—2/, to

.Tohn Parvin, 18, Westdean, employer, Mr. J. Hipkin,
seven years with Lord Selsey, but always on the same
farm, wrages, 2s. 6d. to 9s. ; all his earnings are given
to assij-t in keeping his mother wnd sister.— 1/. to James
Birch, jun., 18, Warberton, employer, Mr. W. Halsted.
nine years, wages 2s. to Bs., is a member of a benefit

society, and by liis ^visll and consent all his earnings
are given to his father, and applied to the support of
the family, consisting of s-ven besides himself.

Class L,—For female agricultural domestic servants
who have been in service the longest period, and shall

have voluntarily afforded the most material aid or sup-
port to their relatives, Firit, 4/.; second, 3/.; third,

2/, ; fourth, IZ.—4/. to Charlotte Phillips, 24, Upmar-
den, in ths service of Mrs. C. Wyatt five years and a
half, wages progressive, from 5/. to 8/., and during the
time she has been in her present iservitude she has al-
lowed her parents 3/. per annum, with exception only
when suffering herself from a long illness, when for six

weeks she was an inmate of the Chichester Infirmary ;

they h-ave received smaller sums from licr at other

times.

Class M.—For female agricultural domestic ser-

vants who have been in service the longest period, and
shall have made the best provision for sickness or old
age. First, 4/.; second, 3/.; third, 2/.; fourth, 1/.—4/.

to Hannah Felling, 28, Biideston, in the service of Mr.
Waller Calhoun, wages 8/. per annum, has 17/. in the
Chichester Savings Bank, has also assisted her mother
at different times during the whole of her servitude, ten
years, with ]Mr. Calhoun.
Class N.—For female agricultural domestic servants

under twenty years of age, who have been in service

the longest period, and shall have volunt.arily afforded

the most material aid or suppoi t to thtir relatives, or
made a provision for sickness or olil age. First, 3/.;

second, 21. \ third, 1/.— 3/. to Hannah Young, 18,
Oving, in the service of Miss Boniface four and a half

years, wages progressive from 2/. to 41. 10s,, has 7/. 10-^.

in Chichester Savings Bank. 2/. to Ellen Ford, l7,

Birdham, in the service of JMr. T. Sparkes four and a
h-alf years, board and jiart clothes, wages, first year to

3/., has 21. 10s. now by iier.

Class Q.—For shepherds of Hock-masters having the
care of not less than ten score of ewes, who have reared
the greatest number of lambs with the least loss, regard
being had to the circumstances both as to the farm and
flock. First, 4/.; second, 3/.; third, 2/. ; fourth, 1/.—
41. to James Foard, Westdean, employer, Mr, James
Hipkin. 2-25 ewes put to ram ; 20 two-tooth, 105 ibur-
ttfOth, 100 sixth-tooth ; died during the year, 1 ; remain-
ing alive, 224. 307 lambs dropped, 16 given away, 1

born dead, 6 died before weaning, 284 remaining alive
at weaning, 4 barren ewes. Flas lived twenty years ou
the same farm. 3/. to Joseph Chalton, East Lavant,
employer Mr. C. Duke. 510 ewes put to ram; 160
two-tooth, 165 four-tooth, 185 six-tooth ; 9 died lamb-
ing, 5 in other parts of the year, 496 remaining alive at
weaning, 614 lambs dropped, 54 given away, 24 horn
dead, 4 died before weaning, 532 alive at vvcaning, 25
ewes barren, 6 slips. 2/. to Richard Burns, Westdean,
employer Rev. L. Y, Harcourt. 273 ewes put to ram

;

81 two-tooth, 28 four-tooth, 164 six-tooth ; 2 died lamb-
ing, 4 at other times, 267 remaining- alive ; 332 Iambs
dropped, 17 lent, 7 born dsad, 13 died before weaning,
295 remaining, 15 barren ewes, 5 slips. ]Z. to William
JMitchell, Eastbourne, employer Thomas Jenner. 500
ew^cs put to ram ; 19 two-tooth, 31 four-tooth, 450 six-

tooth ; 8 died lambing, 4 during other times, 488 re-

maining alive, 598 lambs dropped, 9 born dead, 19 died
before weaning, 570 remaining alive, 17 barren ewes, 2
slips.

Class R.—For shepherds of graziers having the care
of not less than 100 forward ewes, who have been the
most succesiful in lambing them with the least loss, re-

gard being had to the circumstances both as to the farm
and stock. First, 2/.; second, 1/.—2/. to Edmund
j\lHil, Sidlesham, employer j\lr. James Hobgen. 183
six-tooth and full-mouthed ewes put to ram ; 6 died ia
lambing (3 extreme eases, 3 debility), 2 at other parts
of the year, 175 remaining alive, 10 sold at Chichester
n-iarket April '22, 165 remaining, 206 lambs dropped, 4
born dead, 9 died before weaning, 193 alive on May 16
(date of certificate), 15 barren ewes, 1 slip. 1/, to Wil-
liam A'oUer, Westbourne, employer G. Hipkin. 307
ewes put to ram; 20 two-tooth, 35 four- tooth, 60 six-

tooth, 192 full-mouthed ; 1 died lambing, 2 at other
times, 304 remaining alive. 323 lambs dropped, 1 born
dead, 4 given away, 8 dead before weaning, 310 remain-
ing alive, 5 slips.

Class S.—Sheep Shearers.—The award ia this class
is given above.

The Chairman, after awarding these premiums,
made some remarks relative to the defeat of the
W«st Sussex shearers in the recent match in the

East, observing that it was no disgrace to have been
beaten, seeing' that it turned upon a question of taste

as to the mode of shearing practised in the two di-

visions, which were essenti-dlly different. He should
make enquiries before next year as to which was the
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preferable mode of sbearing^, the old plan or the new.
'I'Leir sliearers had proved tliomselres to be excel-

lent workmen to-day, and more tliaii tliis, iliev were

never rewarded for skill and inrfustrv, unless tliey

produced certificates of good and moral character.

Cr.ASS T.—For the labourer who, previously to the time

©f his marriag-s, had made the best provision for hi>

future maintenance in life, first, 4/.; second, 3/.;

tliird, 2/.—4/. to Georfre Hutchins, Upvvallhara, noticed

in Class F. ;
present a^e, 63, at time of niarriajye, 32

;

was an in-door labourer at 10/. per annum ; had 40/. in

I'etcrsficld Bank, a watch woitii 3/. 10s., furniture worth

14/. ; in ail at time of marriage, 57/. 10s. 3/. to Henry
Oakley, Westhampnett ;

present asre, 29, at lime of mar-

riaffe, 24 ; present wages, 12s., at time ofmarriag'e, 10s.;

I'.ad saved 10/. in money, a clock wsrth 2/., watch 3/.

3^., furniture worth 8/. ; employer, Mr. Cogan ; in all

23/. 3s. 21. to William Cooper, Westbourne
;
present

age, 35, at time of marriage, 30 ; was an in-door

tenant at 3s. per week ; had saved 25/., of which 20/.

were placed out at interest; employer, jMr. Scarde-

ville.

Class U.— To the cottagers who ?hall have the

greatest number of stalls of bees, on the 1st of May,
1840. First, 2/.; second, 1/. 10s.; third, 1/.; fourth,

10s.— 2/. to James Keates, Wcstiiampnett, who had on
the 1st of May, eleven stalls of i)ecs. I/.IO*. to .Stephen

Stilweil, Upmarden, who had on the 1st of May, eight

stalls of beey. 1/. to Samuel Hall, Eastmarden, who
had on the 1st of M?iy, six stalls of bees. 10s. to Wil-
liam Cress, Pagham, who had on the Ist of Rlay, six

stalls of bees.

Also a premium of 2/. for tiie best written account of

the actual experience of the candidate, of the be^t

method of treating and preserving bees through the

winter, with the sort and quantity of food required for

the daily support of a liive—the best method of securing

tiic swarms at the time of swarming (stating the number
of swarms produced by each hive), the average weight
of wax and honey from a certain number of hives—the
greatest weight of honey and wax from a single hive

—

tlia number of hives lo?t by natural death in a given

number of hives. A premium of 1/. for the second best

account, containing the same information ; the gifts of

Mr. .T. Hack, and Mr. E. Wyatt.—2/. to Stephen
Stiliwell, Eastmarden ; 1/. to James Keates, West-
hampnctt.

I\Ir. James Hack made some observations, recom-

mending that these treatises should be published,

and circulated by general gratuitous distribution

among the labourers.

'J"he Chairman said he had already anticipated

this subject ; and the Royal Agricultural Society of

England were disposed to receive these papers on
the treatment of bees, and if found worthy, to jjub-

lisb them in their Qumterlv Journal. It was then

open to this Society co order a certain number of

copies to he struck oft", while it was in type, to be

given away to the successful candidates, and to the

members of this Society generally.

The Bishop of Chiciiesteii remarked th;it this

vas one of the most extraordinary things he had ever

lieard in the whole of his life, that a labourer should

receive a premium for writing an essay on the ma-
nagement of bees, and that this essay should be

thought worthy of being ])rinted, in order to show
other .Societies what they were doing, and that other

labourers might jtrofit by the i)ints thus thrown out.

The Dean of Ciiicmfsti-.u said, that he thou'rlit

that a toast at the ])rosent moment would Tiot be un-

accejitable to his Cirace, as a little relief after the

very interesting and onerous labours which he had
gone through. 'I'he toast he bad to ]iropose was the

liealth of " I'he I'^arl of March." (Loud apjilniisc.)

He was (juite sure that name would call forth eutliu-

siaslic applause after what luj had witnessed when
the name of his noblo father had been Uicntioned,

and knowing the admirable services which the Duke
of Richmond had rendered to the county. It was a

beautiful spectacle to see a nobleman of the highest
rnnk and station seated in the chair, and the vice-
chair filled by a humble labourer. He believed the
Earl of March would ever emulats the hereditary

excellence of his ancestors, and be what his father

had been before, a blessing and a benefactor to the

country; and after the samjjle and specimen they
bad already had of his conduct, they would hereafter,

through a long series of generations, have to hail and
bless the name of Lennox. (Cheers.)

Lord March, in a neat and appropriate speech,
returned thanks.

The Chairman, in proposing " Prosperity to the

other Agricultural Associations of the county," said

he was glad to see so many sjiringing up around
them. CJiichester was the first place to set the ex-

ample, and there were now institutions at Petwortb,
Arundel, and Firle, to all which he wished prospe-
rity; and he would couple with them the healths of

JNlr. Putland and Mr. Grantb.im, who were their

visitors to-day. He thought he ought to claim some
little credit at their hands; for INI r. Grantham was
one of the very few who had been able to wrest from
him the premiums for South i^own sheep, at the

Smiihfield Show. He must therefore be understood
as not drinking prosperity to Mr. Grantham's floci:,

but only to himself. (Laughter.) He trusted, how-
ever, that East and West. Sussex would never be
rivals in any thing, except attempts to improve that

stock of sheep which all were anxious to keep up.

Mr. H. Hoi.LTST said, he was obliged for the com-
pliment which had been paid to him and to others,

and to the Society which he. represented. He did
not rise to return thanks for the Arundel Society,

which was too well and extensively represented

here, nor for Mr. Grantham or Mr. Putland, but for

that " baby" institution, as it had been termed, the

Petwortli Society,—a society which, he hoped, would
yet be jiroductive of much real good. At their first

meeting, held recently, they had distributed 116/. in

premiums among 68 successful candidates ; and it

was no small source of pride to himself that labourers

in his employ had carried oft' five prizes, amounting
to sixteen guineas, and that three of the men had
been with his father and himself 130 years. He
thought that for what they had already done they

deserved some credit ; and he hoped this society

vs-ould continue to extend its kind and fostering and
parental affection to the " baby" institution until it

was out of leading-strings.

Mr. Grantham returned thanks for the East Sus-

sex Association, as did Mr. Bissiiorp for Arundel,

remarking that he should be happy to become a sub-

scriber to the Petworth Association, as well as to

this and the Arundel Association.

Class W.—To cottagers resident in the following
districts, whose cottages and gardens, consisting of not
more than half an acre, shall be keptasd cultivated in

the neatest manner, and the general appearance of

whose croi)s, m.-\king duo allowance for the natural

quality of the soil and ihe si/.e of the garden, shall be
most satisfactory to the judges appointed to view them.

No persons shall be eligible for the following premiums
who have kept their daughters from domestic service

after they have attained the age and strength for sHch
employment.

Disiiticr 1.—To cottagers resident in the united

parishes of the City of Cliichester, 1/ 10s., 1/. 5«., 15s.

10<.— 1/. lOi. to Edmund Collins, Subdcanry ; 1/. 5s. to

William Watts, Subileanry; 15«. to James Parsons,
Snbileanry ; 10s. to .lames Farr, Subdeaury.

DisTUicr 2.— I'o the same in the parishes of Selsey,

Wcttwitlering, Eastwittering, Euraley, Birdhani, and
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llehenor, \L 10s., U. Ss., IS'^.. 10s.— IL 10^. to Georp-e

Fa'tli, Birdhytn ; l/..5«. tojiiines Well';, \Ve,-twittiring'

;

1.3». to Joseph Volte, Wcstwitterrin.7 ; 10>. lo Elizabeth

Cate, Westwitterinpr.

DisTRirr 3.
—

'J'o the snrae in the pari'^bFs of Siillo?-

ham, Hunston, ]3onnin<rton, A)iplpc!i'nm, North iM'.ind.

hjim.nnd Merston, 1/. 10s., ]/. 5s., 15s., IDs.— W. 10<.

to Henry ChafFer, Sidlesham ; l/.5s. to John jS'orton,

D«nning-ton ; 15s. to James Ciauter, Donning'ton ; IDs.

to Edmund Mail, Sidleskam.
Djstrict 4.—To the same in the parishes of Thorney,

Boshani. We.«.tbourne, Chidham, and New Fishbourne,
1/. 10s„ 1/. 5s., 15s„ 10s.—H. 10s. to John Hother,
Chidham; 1/. .5s. to Joseph Tiickey, West Thorney

;

15;. to Georgre Lashley, Westbourne ; 10s. to Thomas
Medhurst, Newfishbourne, (too old to work).
District 5.—To the same in the pari.'hes of Funting'-

don, Racton, Stouarhton, Up-Marden, Easi-Marden.
North-Marden, and Compton, 1/. 10s,, l/.5s., 15s., 10s.

— J/. 10s. to '^I'homas Tliornall, Stoii2;hton ; 1/. 5-. to

John Allen, Funtington ; 15*. to Thomas Moore, Fun-
tinj^don ; 10«. to John Wilkins, Funting-don.
District 6.—No competition.

District?.—To the same in llie pari4ies of Eastdean,
Upwaltham, Eartham, Slmdon, Madehurst, and Graft-
ham, 1/. lOs., 1/..5S., 15s., IO5.— K. 10s. to Charles
Hcrringfton, Slindon: l/.5s. to Charles Chatten, Gratf-
ham ; 1.5s. to Joseph Kent, Eastham ; lOs. to Daniel
Dean, Slindon.

District 8.—To the same in tiie parishes of West-
hampnett, Tangrmere, l^oxsrrove, and W^alberton, 1/.

10'., 1/. 5s., 15*., lOi.— 1/. lOs. to James Kcates, West-
hampnett ; M. 5s. to .John Trig-irs, Westhampnett ; 15s.

to Will Oiikley, Westhampnett; lOs. to William .Ship-

pam, Boxg'rove.

Disti(ict9.—To the same in the pari'.hes of Ovinpr,

Aldinsbourne, Yapton, Climpin<r, Whyke, and Easter-
gate, 1/. lOs., 1/. 5s., 15s., l(t«., John Gale, Oving-.
District 10.—To the same in the parinhes of Bersted,

Felpham, Middleton, Binstead, Barnham, and Pag-
hsm, 1/. 10s., l/.5s., 1.5*., 10s.— 1/. 10=. to Edmund
Stanford, Pap^ham ; 1/. 5s. to William Farr, South
Bersted ; 15s. to James Richards, South Bersted ; lOs.

to Jacob Pollington, South Bersted.
District 11.—To the same in the parishes of Ilavant,

Emsworth, South Hayling-, North Haylinsr, and Bed-
hampton, IZ. 10s., 1/. 5s., 15>.. 10*.— 1/. 10s. to John
Bettesworth, South Haylin?; 1/. 5s. to Ciiarles Biles,

South Hayling: ; 15s. to Wijliam Tickner, Warblington
;

10s. to Thomas Garnett, \Varblington.

During' one of the intervals of pau'^e the Piishop of

Chiche-steh availeil himself of the opportunity to pro-
pose the health of the " Lord Lieutenant of the county."
His friends at the lower end of the room would, he was
sure, do ample justice to this toast, to their feeling;s

and to his osN-n, aad mark how strougly they felt tlie

advantage of having snch a nobleman to preside over
them. On every occasion where good morals, good
feeling, and religion were concerned, his Grace was
ever the first to come forward and set an example of

what was praiseworthy and vvhat was good; and his

endeavours had been as successful as they were praise-

worthy. Of all the situations in which his Grace had
been, or might be placed, there was perhaps none which
would cause him more pleasure, when he reflected on it

at a future day, than his presidency over this excellent

Institution. The time might come, when his Grace
too might be called to place his head on a bed of sick-

ness, and how consolatory would it then be to him to

think that he had done his duty to the poor on all oc-

casions, whether in presiding at these meetings, or at

the Board of Guardians, where he listened to every
poor man's tale, and by his advice and influence made
himself beloved and endeared to all. The fulfilment

of such offices as these was more to his honour than
any other, however splendid their accompaniments.
He hoped that his Grace might long be spared to la-

bour for their good. (Applause.) The labourers, in

rising to drink the toast, made the room ring with their

lusty cheers.

The Chmrman said he felt obliged to the Right

Rev. Prelate for the kind mention which he had made
of his name. He was not astonished at the manner in

which they had received his health, for he had well

known and Ion? experienced the favours of the farmers

of Sn«e>. The Lord Bishop had in his speech made
some allusions to the task wliich he had to perform in

reading the premiums, and had hoped therefore he

might be spared the labour of returning thanks. It

was no labour to him to assure them that he felt deeply

grateful for all the favours he had received from them.

He had only that morning left the House of Lords at

four o'clock, and had had but one hour in bed ; but he

knew it to be his duty to attend here this day, and

nothing but ill health or some very unavoidable cir-

cumstance would ever prevent him from presiding over

them, so long as they honoured him by placing him in

the chair. The influence and benefits of this society-

would, he hoped, extend not only over the county they

loved, but over the kingdom at large—for they met on

these occasions not to dispute upon politics and things

of that sort, but to co-operate and be of service to their

cemmoii country. He could only say that although,

from a long and intimate acquaintance with niost of

those gentlemen whom he now saw around him, he

found he was not so young as he was twenty years ago,

he was not yet prepared to be put on the shelf on the

present occasion. ( Cheers.) It was a duty he owed to

himself, to the members of this society, and to the

labourers whom they were so happy to see among
them, to attend and lend his influence on such occasions

as these. He should have time enough to sleep to-

morrow ; he should therefore continue to read the pre-

miums ; and he hoped they would not again request

him not to do his duty, for that would be to say he

was unfit for it. He would conclude by drinking

health, happiness, and prosperity to them and theirs.

(Applause.)

The Chairman, in proposing "Success to the

Chichester Infirmary," said he had taken the liberty,,

a short time since, of addressing circular letters to

many in the neighbourhood, and of canvassing per-

sonally the farmers whom he met in the market. If

the farmers generally were aware that an increase of

funds was necessary to carry on this excellent establish-

ment, he was sure the means would be immediately

forthcoming. He had been very successful on the day
when he canvassed, having obtained about 150Z. in

donations, and upwards of 70 guineas in annual sub-

scriptions. But there were many whom he had not

had an opportunity of seeing ; and he thought there

could not be a better occasion than the present for

mentioning the circumstance. He had seen today one

gentleman whom he had overlooked, who, lie knew, if

he had met him, would have subscribed ; and perhaps

there were also many others. He believed all would
admit that the funds of that institution were very well

managed, and were ready to acknowledge the blessings

it conferred on the labouring population. There were
very many diseases which could not .be cured in the

cottage of the labourer, and could only receive proper

advice and medical attendance, when separated from
the family and under the immediate and constant eye

of a surgeon. He hoped any individual present, who
had not yet subscribed to an institution which was
popular with the labourer and with all clases of society,

would lose no time in lending it his support. He
begged they would now drink to the health of " Drs.

MacCarogherand Forbes, and success to the Chichester

Infirmary."

Dr. FoRBKS returned thanks, but in so low a tone

as to be inaudible at the middle of the room.

Mr. J. Barton rose and spoke at some length on
agricultural statistics, advocating some plan for the

cultivation of waste land and the better employment
of capital ; but we were not able to catch the thread

bf his remarks, and on his making allusioa to Mr.
Villiers' motion on the corn-laws, the Chairman inter-

rupted him by observing that he must know he was
touching on forbidden ground by the introduction of

politics. It was of the greatest importance that whea
F
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tkey met they should abide by their rules, and avoid
the introduction ofany discussion on political questions,
which would set every one against the other. Here
all parties might meet upon neutral ground. He was
ready to admit the great services which Mr. Barton
had rendered to this institution, and to all the useful
societies of Chichester, such as the Savings Bank, the
Lancasterian School, &c., &c. ; but as their Chairman,
and therefore obliged to act without favour or affec-
tion, he was obliged to state that he thought he was
going rather beyond the bounds of their rules.
The Chairman then said he wished them now to

drink to that profession which, in the days when Eng-
land's sons were called to foreign climes to fight her
battles, exerted themselves to the utmost to maintain
the honour and independence of the flag they had sworn
to uphold. The British army had distinguished itself
during the war, in every battle and in every land ; and
the greatest pride of British soldiers had been that
they had maintained the honour and glory of the
British arms and the British flag. He never wished
to couple any toast with a political feeling, but he
would ask whether there was any man in the world,
•who, when the British army was drunk, did not natu-
rally look to that great general that had led them on
to constant and never-failing victory. He begged
them therefore to drink "health and long life to the
Duke of Wellington and the British Army." (Im-
mense applause.) And may we never want a man with
like ability, talents, courage, and coolness to lead our
armies in the time of war;—Drank with nine times
niae.

The Chairman said they would now drink to the
sister branch of the profession. This was a maritime
county,andtheyknewwelltheadvantage, intimeof war,
of having their coasts well guarded by the wooden walls
of England. The members of this profession had ever
rivalled their brethren in arms in mighty deeds ; and
if they had not had so many victories at the close of
the war to boast of, it was because, in the early part,
they had swept the seas of every enemy. He would
couple with the Navy Lord Minto, and as he saw
opposite to him a gallant Captain of this service, he
could not conclude better than by drinking to Captain
Pilkington's very good health.
Captain Pilkingtox was highly flattered by this

individual attack made upon him, which he could not
but consider in the light of a high compliment from
his Grace. He had fought and bled for his country,
and, he trusted, had done every thing to maintain the
honour of the British flag in every quarter of the
globe ; and now that the arms of peace were spread
around them, he and the members of the profession to
which he belonged would always be found ready to pa-
tronize the tillers of the soil from thence they drew
their breath, and to advance every thing tending to the
welfare of the labouring population.
The Chairman said the next least on his list was not

a political one, but one intended not only as a compli-
ment to their representatives, but also to those wiio send
thcBi to Parliament ; it was to " the members for Chi-
chester and Western Sussex," whose names would be
found among their list of Vice-Presidents.

The Chaihman said he liked a convivial meeting- as
well as any one ; and he thought he had proved this by
never missing an opportunity of being present among
them. But they should take care that the excitement
which they occasioned did not lead to any excess, con-
trary to the example and precepts which they were
desirous ot netting before their labourers. He had one
other toast to propose before he left. It was that of a
Society of which he had the honour to be President,
formed for the sole purpose of promoting the culture of
the soil. &c. The Royal Agricultural Society of
Eng^land had only been established about two years,
and ranked already aniong.st its members most of the'
influential farmers of England, numbering nearly 3000
members. It would sliortiv hold its general meeting at
Cambridge

; and he now begged they would drink pros-
perity to this Society, coupling with it the health of their
Jate Secretary, Mr, Show.

Mr. W. Shaw rose and said, My Lord Duke and
(Jentlemen, seeing that there are many other members
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England present,
I could have wished that some more able advocate
had been found to respond to the toast ; but I could not
hesitate a moment in returning thanks on behalf of that

society with which you have done me the honour to

associate my name, and which will, 1 trust, become a
national institation and a national benefit. It is but
little more than two years since I suggested the
establishment of that Society to your Grace, through
Earl Spencer ; I have taken a deep interest in it, and
no exertion will ever be wanting on my part to promote
its success. I will not, at a meeting constituted for

other purposes, as this is, dilate upon the objects of that

society; there isone, however, of the objects, forming
a part of the agricultural constitution of that Society,

perfectly applicable to the business of this meeting,
namely, "To promote the comfort and welfare of

labourers, and to encourage the improved manage-
ment of their cottages and gardens." It is true that

little or nothing has as yet been done but much
time is needed to arrange the machinery for carrying
on such a society ! The labourers, however, have
not been forgotten, as a proposition for dividing the

country info districts for the meetings of the society was
discussed at considerable length at a late meeting of the

Council ; the object of that division being, in a great

measure, a preparatory step to facilitate arrangements
for g'iving encouragement and assistance to the labourer.

Mr. HoLi 1ST had permission from their Chairman te

propose a toast which he had often given on former oc-

casions, and which had always been received with cor-

diality and enthusiasm. They had been honoured to-

day, for the first time, with the presence of ladies to see

the agricultural premiums distributed ; and he ventured
to affirm that had a lady of the highest rank and first

riame been in the neighbourhood, it would have de-

lighted her to see the happy countenances of the la-

bourers, to see how they were relieved, and to see how
her noble husband was received among his friends, and
how her noble son was walking in the footsteps of his

father. {Applause.) Their noble Chairman, after he
had laid down the sword and assumed the ploughshare,
sought among his companions in arms for a sister or &
daughter who could make his home and his after days
happy; and he had found one who set an example
which every farmer's wife would do well te imitate.

He thought there was no indelicacy in mentioning the

circumstance, for his Grace had often alluded to it in

public; she had nursed every child that she had had,
and they had imbibed with their mother's milk tiieir

mother's amiable disposition and excellent character.-

(Applause.) He felt that he should be unnecessarily

detaining them at this late hour of the evening, were he
to enter into further preface ; and he would therefore

give " the Dnchess of Richmond," and may every un-
married farmer soon have as good a farmer's wife as the
Duchess ofRichmond. (Cheers.)

The Chairman felt very grateful for this kind re-

membrance of the Duchess. If she had been in the
country, she would have been very glad to be present,

and to see these honest labourers in their round frocks,

made happy by the rewards they had justly gained. His
grace then passed an eulogium on the peasantry of
England when they were called intoservice in the army
during the war. The officers fought for fame, for am-
bitien, for glory and honour, and if victorious, were
looked up to with admiration and respect ; but how
many poer men were there who had equally distin-

guished themselves for coolness and courage and bra-
very, aud whose deeds were perhaps never heard of.

Their hijjhest object, then, was to do their duty in the
station in which they were placed. He would never
take any credit to himself, unless they awarded it to
those also who had so gallantly supported him. It was
very gratifying to him to have the approbation of those
who had known him so long, and who never knew him
guilty of a mean or dishonourable action, or of obtain-
ing a cheer by saying what he did not mean. Thank-
ing them all for coming heic to-d«v, he hoped he should
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be spared to preside again over them, and that they
Avould rally round him next year.

His Grace and the greater part of the company then
left the room, it being nearly seven o'clock. A large
party, however, remained, Captain Pilkington being
voted to the chair, and maintained the conviviality and
harmony of the meeting until a late hour.

ON THE PLOUGH.

(Fbom a Correspondent.)

Among the various subjects brought under the

consideration of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, that of the plough may bo justly con-

sidered of great importance, and when taken in

reference to its usefulness, power, and the principle

of its construction, must occupy a prominent place.

The experiments tried under the superintendence
of Philip Pusey, Esq., and reported by him in the

third part of the first volume of the Journal of the

Society upon the above subject, are not only highly

interesting, but exhibit a clearness of detail, and an

industry and discrimination in the investigation of

the subject truly laudable.

It is therefore with considerable diiBdence that

the following objections are submitted to the candid

consideration of the Society.

Objection the first.—That although great merit
is due to the constructors of the various instruments,

and great ingenuity lias been displayed, it is never-
theless t® be doubted, if any of those referred to in

the above report are formed upon a true mechanical
principle.

Objection the second.—That the extreme shortness
of the said instruments is such, as to require an
angle quite at variance ('it is apprehended) with the

most approved application of mechanical power.
Objection the third.—That should it prove that

the form of the said instruments is less objectionable

than is now supposed, yet the wrists, or mould-

FiG. 1. Fig. 2.

A

* In an essay on ploughs by H. Handley, Esq., to
which a premium was awarded by the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England at the Oxford meeting in
July 1839, the author, in reference , to Kent ploughs.

boards, being fixed, are calculated to limit the

usefulness thereof; a plough with sliding wrists,

removable at pleasure, being preferable.

First as to form.—The wedge or inclined plane is

considered to be the true'* principle upon which a
plough acts. The curved wrists or mould-boards
therefore, of those referred to, are less adapted to

effect their object, than one having straight sides,

because the angle being unequal, the power of

resistance is differently affected ; the fore part of ati

instrument with curved sides, may advance easily

because the angle is small, but the hinder part having
greater obtuseness, its power to overcome resistance

is much deteriorated.

The curved sides of a wedge may probably
succeed sufficiently where the resistance is greater

at the point, than toward the heel, as iu cleaving logs,

wbere the first entrance is the prime difficulty, but
when that is overcome, the natural adhesion of the

l®g being partly destroyed, the resistance conse-
quently diminishes as the wedge proceeds; but it is

to be questioned if this applies to the operation of a
plough, where the land separated offers a more
uniform resistance, and produces a pressure nearly
equal at every part ; the angle therefore of the in-

clined plane, should be equal also throughout its

whole length, that the pressure, whether vertical or

lateral, mav be equally overcome.
This it is presumed can be best accomplished by

an instrument whose parts, in contact with the

moving land, diverge every way from the share point

in straight lines.

Second as to length.—The friction of n plough is

not to be estimated altogether by its length. Although
it may long have been a received opinion, that the

shorter the plough, the sooner the contact with the

land ceases, and therefore the lighter the draught,
but if the separated land is required to be moved a

certain distance, the angte of the instrument must be
as necessarily considered as the length.

The following four^figures of wedges, or inclined

plans, represent the mechanical principle of the
plough :

—

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

^ C

observes "they are confined to their respective localities,
while it is questionable whether they will be much
longer retained there, it is certain they will not become
general in other parts." The farmers of Kent, however,

F 2
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Figure 1 is the section of a Kent turn-wrist
plough. The apex of this figure A is suppos-d to
be the edge of the coulter, the line A B ihe liind

side of the plough and measures .") feet in length, liie

line A C is the furrow side, the line I' C the width
from the land to the furrow side 1;> inches, which
the plough excavates each time it crosses the field,

removing the .Oirrow from the land to the odier side.

Figure '2 is a section of any other plough with
straight sides, is 4 feet long 'from A to C, and 1.)

inches wide from ]> to C
Figure 3 is 3 feet long from A to C, and l.j inches

wide from fj to C.
Figure 4 is 3 feet long from A to C if mensnred in

a straight line, and 15 inches wide from J3 to C, the
same as figuri^ 3, and varies therefrom onlv in iha
curvature of the line A C.
The angle of inclination of the two lines A B and

A C is, in figure 1, FU degrees, in figure •^, 11) de-
grees, in figure 3, 2.i^ degrei^s.

The angle of figure 4 varies in its parts, beim'
about the same as figure 1 in the fore part, l)ul he"
comes more obtuse toward the hinder parr, and finishes
at an angle of 50 degrees, as described bv the two
lines D B and D E.

It will thus appear, that although a plough formed
upon the scale of figure 1 remains in contact with the
land it passes through in proportion of 5 to 3, 'vhen
compared with figure 3, yet as the angle of the former
is 14.^ degrees, and that of the latter 'i3.},it is tliouyht
that the difterence of angle will fullv compensate tor
the greater lengtb, and if the lateral pressure which
is estimated at two-thirds of all the resistance, is also
taken into consideration, it is presumed the advan-
tage will remain with the former. At the same tiuie

length may be carried to excess in either way
; an

instrument tiO feet long for iiiotance, would i-eciuire

an angle of i^ degrees to remove a furrow 15 inches,
yet there can be no doubt but that the cumbrous
length would counteract every advantage which
could be derived from so small an angle.

Again, an instrument of (i inches lengtli would re-
quire an angle of 80 degrees to remove a furro'v to

an equal distance, and conse(|uenlly could scarcely
be forced througli the land, and one of 90 degrees
or a right angle would have the furrow bearing per-
pondicularlv to the line A C, and could not pass at

all.

Thirdly, the Kent or turnwrist plough, which
forms a double wedge, (acting first vertically, and
sec(mdly, laterally) has several advantages over one
with a fixed wrist or mould-board, in laying the land
level instead of being thrown into ridges, which on
dry land can he of no use, but on the contrary has a
tendency to run the land to weeds both on illc back
or centre furrow, of the ridge or stetch, and also in
every open furrovv' ; should the ridges ho n.irrow it

must be most inconvenient for the applic^ilion of the
broadsharing system of cultivation, which is consi-
dered indispensable for the destruction of coiichgrass,
and also of annual weeds; so mucii so, that few
persons that have once experienced its value will be
inclined to relimiuish it. Should the ridges lie four
rods wide, the time lost in turning will be eipial to
one day in twenty, in an enclosure of 10 rods
qiiare.

When the turnwrist plou;h is required for the jnir-
poaa of broadsharing, it is simply to remove the
wrists and change the point, or shares, from a plough-

ing one of (") inches, to a broad one of 16 or J 1- inches,

which can bo accomi)lished in ten minutes, and llie

plough is ready for work.
In case the land si'.ould be very adhesive in clia-

racfer, or very liard from continued drought, the turn-

wrist plough can do its work, when a swings, or
wheel plough with short mould-boards, or wrists,

would 1)0 utterly u>eltss.

It has boon considered necessary in the foregoing
views to fix the distance at, which the furrow should
be ojiened at ]5 inches, to give room for the land
separated to turn properly ; suppose the furrow to

be (i inches deeji, and 9 wide. I'he first motion per-

formed by a turnwrist jdough is the vertical action

which sets ihe sevei'ed furrow on edge by sliding it

i.p the shaie and back, in a straight line, which in-

clines in nn nnglt; of about LJ degrees with the bottom
of the plough ; the second motion which is forced

upon the furrow, is to place it alongside of those

j'reviously (lore, bottom upwards, which action is

peifornied by the wrist acting laterally.

A short mould-board, or wrist, must have an angle
ofy.S.^ degrees to romoye the furrow 15 inches, in

whicb case it ajiproichcs the furrow in such an

oblique direction, that instead of rolling the furrow

over as it ought to do, it presses it forward, as well

as sideways, performing two motions instead of one,

thus causing greater friction than is required, and
fully accounting for the small light ploughs requiring

a larger proportion of propelling force than could be
oiherwise accounted for.

\^'e have now to consider the power required to

propel the instruments respectively, and this it will

be advisable to ascertain bv u lull trial.

It may be observed in conclusion that the [)rimary

object on the subject of ploughs, should be their efti-

ciency, and that the ])Ow?r retjuired to put them in

motion is but secondary. Let the plough therefore,

that performs its work best, have all the merit allowed

it, which a principal point is justly entitled to, and
if a turnwrist p'ough can be );roduced which reipiiies

no greater power to propel it than others, and which
performs its work ocpjally well, (which point it is

apjirebended is gained by some of the implements
now in use among the Kent farmers^ the advantages
alread v enumerated are, if is hoped, sufficient to claim

for it the notice of the Uoya! Agricultural Society

of Knsrland.

can very well tolerate the reproach cast upon Ihcm,
comin-, asit docs, from a gentleman, who, compare^
the action of a plough to that of a screw. Sec
"seventh piragrnph" of hi? essay.

ON THE WAGES OF THE AGRI-
CULTURAL LABOURER.

TO THE F.DITOK OF rriE MARIi I.ANK KXl'IJi;*.?.

Silt,—In one of my former communications I as-

serted that the agricultural labourers on tlu conti-

nent were, generally speaking, not so badl.y oft" as

their brethren in England ,* and that ever since the

reign of Henry the Sixth, the cnmlition of th'i rural

po])ulation of this country has been getting worse
and worse. I likewise said, that, with your |)eruiis-

sion 1 would, on seme future occasion, prorA' the

truth of these assertions. i.-jt s.i' .

It is completely mystilVing the question, and is

certainly unfair, to take the mere amount of money
wages obtained by the foreign agricultural labourer,

as 1 see done by " .lustiiia," without reference to

the prices of the difVerent articles of consumption.

1, for one, should like to see our peasantry brought
down (as it is termed, though the proper expression
would he rciiifil I'p) to the condition of the peasan-
try abroad. A lew \ears baclc llie goveriuncatsstnl,
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a list of questions to the different Britisii Consuls
abroad, regarding the state of agriculture, and the

fondition of the population, in their difi'eretit locid-

ities. Thrir answers were published bv order of the

House of Commons, and ibrm a v^rv usvftil vohim .

In giving the following extracts, 1 tliink it right to

mention, that the answers, even from the same coun-
try, as France tor instance, Trirv very much. h\ these

cases I have, as near at possible, with regaid to

population \c., struck a generjil avetage of tlie

whole countrv. It would appear tlieii, that in

FnAxri; the civnuum dnii lahoi'.rer, receives on an ave-

rage 4s. 9d. per week, and about j more in liarveLit.

The price of butchers' n:eat, is 4-}(l. per lb., bread

1 J(!, per lb., potatoes a'bout Id. the oil). In the ma-
jority of cases the labourer i.s lodged, and sometimes
noarded, bv the farmer. I3ress clie.ijier tiian in luig-

land. Very few paupers.

In Piii'S.;iA, the wages of a diy labouri-r ar<" about

"s. a week, with a dwelling tV^e. A day lalioui-er

vviih his finii!y may cost the iiioprioior ahoui 14/.

I'is. 8d. a yiar. lie receives tor thrashing corn

from the llth to the Ititli bushel, it varying in

t!;e different districts. In harvest the wages aie

liiilf as much agaiti,&c. Pasture fora cow in summer,
a smidl lo.iil of hay for fodder in winter, with iiee

fuel. Prices of butchers' mi at -,'{^d. per Ih. Wheat
bread Id. i)er II). Rye bread ;^^d. per In. I3ut!er

4-,'-d. j)er lb. \'erv few jiaupers.

In GiiilMANY tiie wage- of a day labourer are7d.
to 9d. a day. A free dwelling in a collage, a cab-

bage garden, a piece ^•i' ground e(iua! to J of an

acre for potatoes. Fodder fur a cow, sixteen bush-
els ot rye, eight bushels of wheat, iuel free, ttc. In

harvest the wa^es are 10.1. to !». per d:iy. Price of

beef i!^,d. to 3},d. per Ih. iMulfou 'J^d. to in], per lb.

Wheal bread 1 1. to l^d. j.er lb. Rye bread }jd. to

^d. per lb. Baiter 42d. to .id. per lb. Cheese Id.

peril).; beer Id. the quari
;

|ioi-.itoes la. hd. per

ton ; clothes cheaper than in Ii^ugland.

In Holland and IJi.i.niu.M, the wages of a day
labourer avera;;e about .)s. 6d. per week

; about ].s.

fid. ])er week extra in harveit
, price of beef .Jd.

])erll). ; bread Ijjd.per lb.; potatoes Is. od. i>er4C)l!).s.

In Italy and ihe Ausiiiian Siati-.s the wa'/ps of a

day labourer are Is. ()er day, if board and lody-inir

is given half is deducted
;
price of beef S.id. per

lb. ; mutton 3d. per II).; pork '3d. per lb.; i)ulter

!?d. perlb.; cheese Bd. j)er lb. ; brtsid l{ii. per lb.

The consul at Trieste concludes his report by say-

ing that the ])Oorer cultivators are uuooubiedly bet-

ter off, than the day iaboureis in Eiigland.

The above are the wages obtaiuevl by the inferior

kind ot day labourers on the continent. >jhe:>hetds,

carmen, &c., are jiaid considervibly more.

I do not think that 1 shall he accused of under-
rating the wages obtained by the common linylisli

day labourer, in setting them down ai Ds, perweek
(" .Tustitia" says Ha.), from which we must deduct
Is. 9d. per week for cottage rent, (in nearly all

places on the continent, the labourer is i)i'ovi(led

with a cottage freej thus leaving 7s. 5d. to ])rov'de

himself with the necessaries of life. Biead has oeen
on the average of the last three years, '-jd. ])er lb.;

meat 7^d. per U). ; butter Is. per lb.; chee.se lOd.
))er lb.

;
potatoeii ^d. perlb.; so that akhoii'jh the

money price of labour iu I.u^luad is cunoidcrably
higher than in any coimtrv of Ci;roj)e, Mt ihu ()i;an-

tity of the different articles of euusuniptiun obiuin-
able is less : thus

—

In ExGLANO the labsiurer can obtain for 7^. 'vl.

either 391bs. bread ; 1 1 .i|bs. meat ; 7 ' lbs. buMer ; RJ
H)3. cheese; or 174lbs. potatoes.

In Franc F, with 4s. 9d. per week, either 46lbs.
bread ; IS^lbs. meat ; or 26llbs. potatoes.

In Prussia, with .Ss. jier week, either 36\h. bread
;

16lb. meat; or 8:;Ib. butter.

In Germany, with 4s. 6d. per week, either 43ilbs.
bread

; 18, bs. meat ; 11.̂ Ib. butter; 54lb. cheese ; or
;>4 quarts beer.

In IIoLi.ANi) and Belgium, with 5s.6d. per week,
either, .")81bs. bread ; ^'2lbs. beef; or460lbs. potatoes.

In IiAfv and tlie Aistkiax S-iaiis, with (is. (or
Js. 3d, yier week, including lodging,) either .'lOlbs.

bread
; 'illb. meat; 8lbs. butter; 8lbs. cheese ; or

l(3Ribs. potatoes.

in taking the above countries I have not chosen
them out from others, but have given preri) one from
which there was any report.

With regard to the second assertion, viz., " that

ever since the reign of Henry the Sixth (or 1 might
have talien a still earlier period) the condition of the

rural j)opnlation of this country has been gelling
worse and worse," it is onl}' necessary to give an
extract from " Hallam's history of the middle ages,"

to put the (juestion entirely at rest, he says :
—

" Ti:ere is one very unpleasing remark which
every-one \vho attends to the subject of prices will

be in iiiced to make, that the labouring classes, espf-

c'tallii those engaged ill agricnllure, were better pro-
vided with the means of subsistence in the reign of
Edward the Third, or of Henry the Sixth, than they
are at [ire-^eiit. In the fourteenth century Sir .fohii

Culum obs'Tve.'?, a harvest man had four-pence a

day which enables him in a week to buy a comb of
wheat, but to bu}' a comb of wheat, a man must now
(1784*) work ten or twelve days. So, under Henry
the Sixth, if meat was at a farthing and a half a

pound, which I suppose was about the truth, a la-

bourer earning three-pence a day, or eighteen-pence
a week, could buy a bushel of Wheat, at six shillings

the quarter, and twenty-four pounds of meat for

his lamily. A labourer at present, earning twelve

shillin^^s a week, c.in only buy half a bushel of
wheat, at eighty shillings the quarter, and twelve
of meat at seven-[ience. Several acts of j)arlia-

ni':>nt, regulate the \yage3 tliat might be paid
to liibourers of different kinds. Thus the statute of
labfuirers, in l3ij(), fixed the wages of reapers during-

li;irvest at three-pence a day without diet, equal to

live shillings at present ; that of 23 H. V'l., c. IV,

in 1444, lixed the reapers" wages at fivepence, and
those of common workmen in building at S.^d., equal
to 6s. od. and 4s. 8d. ; the yearly wages of a chief
hind or shepherd, were 1/. 4s., equivalent to about
t'O/, ; tlios« of a common servant iu husbandry,
18-. 4d. with meat and drink; they were somewhat
angmenied by the statute 1496. I should find it

dificuk to result the conclusion, that however tlie

laliuiirer has derived benefit from the chpapness of
manufactured commodities, and from many inven-
tions ol' commfiu utility, he is much inferior in ability

to support a family to his ancestors three or four

centuries ago. I know not why some have supposed
that meat was a luxury seldom obtained by the la-

bourer. Doubtless he could not have obtained as

much as be j)leased ; but from the greater cheapness
or' cattle as compared with corn, it seems to follow

that a more considerable j)orlion of his ordinary diet

con listed of animal food than at jiresent. It was
remarked by Sir John Fortescue, that the English
l4ved far more upon animal diet than their rivals tlie

French ; and it was natural to ascribe their superior

strength and courage to this cause.

* It will be seen thai the data whicii iNlr. ilallam
t'.kcs as exictiug in 1784 is ratiier more favourable to

the labourer, than if compared with the present time.
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Thus, there can be no doubt but what the condi-

tion of the English Agricultural labourer has greatly

deteriorated, and whilst they have been sinking- lewer
into poverty and misery, the already wealthy aristoc-

racy have become more wealthy, and there has arisen

a middle class,— a state of society nearly unknown
to the times of Edward the Third, the halcyon days

of the English peasant, which class has been gradu-
ally increasing in wealth and power, whilst the men
who have lent their strong aid towards its attain-

ments, have sunk into such a state of wretchedness,

that no change, whatever it may be, can make tlieir

condition worse.
I intended to have shown a few of the fallacies

contained in a letter signed " .Tustitia," published in

your paper a few weeks back, but 1 have already

taken up too much of your valuable room.

May '20th. Justice.

Sin,—On perusing the arguments of the op])o-

nents to agricultural protection, ever}- disinterested

person must be induced to believe, that the sole

objects of the agriculturists, in desiring a continu-

ance of that protection, is to keep up the price of

bread, merely to starve the labouring classes, both

agricultural and manufacturing, and even in oppo-

sition to their own interests ; and, above all, when
they have obtained their object, to dole out a mise-

rable starvation pittance to the labourer weekly, in

the shape of wages ; and to add insult to injurj- by

calling it a remuneration for his labour. This seems
in itself so cruel, that it is not to be wondered at

that the feelings of the humane, whether in town or

country, acquainted or not with agricultural affairs,

should rise indignant and exclaim—" Good God !

are these things so 1—and are the agriculturists

striving for a continuance of this wretchedness?"
The answer, of course, is given in the affirmative,

and the silence of the farmer seems to admit the fact,

that he is not able to defend his case.

But it should be borne in mind, that the gene-
rality of farmers are by no means a ready portion of
the community. Theiravocationrecjuires their daily

and hourly attention, and, although the Mark Lane
Express has a most extensive circulation, still it may
not be unfair to calculate, that certainly not one in

fifty—nay, perhaps not one in a hundred—ever
peruse its pages. Thus a large portion of them are

not made aware of the charges laid against them
;

and most of those who are, consider them unde-
serving a serious refutation, and suffer the matter to

pass, as it were, unnoticed ; and thus, through igno-

rance on one hand, and indifference on the other,

they seem to stand convicted by their opponents, of
all these enormities, without exception of persons or

places.

The apparent difference in the amount of wages
given in different districts to the agricultural

labourer, and without any ostensible reason being
assigned, has been productive of much animadver-
sion, through the medium of your columns, and
every person connected with agricultural pursuits
can but feel surprised at the statements given by
some of your correspondents, and would %villingly

doubt the truth, and have expected to see such state-

ments contradicted. I will venture to affirm, that in

no one place in the couuty of Kent have less wages
been given than two shillings per day for j'ears past.

T'pon this sum all calculations for piece-work prices

are made, and I scarcely have known a man earn

less than from l.Ss. to 16s. per week, when working
by the piece, since the summer of 18;;.'3, bad weather
excepted, I am now speaking of my own workmen,

and I am giving no higher wages than others aroand
me. Some persons, I perceive, in the middle,
eastern, and southern districts, where a proper rate

of wages is given, have felt indi"gnant at the charge,

and have repelled the attack by stating the amount
they are in the habit of giving. But, as W. S. very
justly observes, that the proper prices given in some
districts does not militate against its first position,

viz., that there are districts, iS:c., &.C., and the ques-
tion which naturally ai'ises is, that, as the farmers of
those districts make as much of their produce as

the farmers of the before-mentioned districts, wbv
are they not to srive the same rate of wages, and
more, especially as they well know that the highest is

bnrelti sufficient '.' Surely the grave charge of giving
able-bodied labourers no more than seven ©r eight

shillings per week, if untrue, is worth the trouble of

refutation, and let the public mind be disabused.
However, in candour to them, we must put this con-
struction upon their silence, that they are, for the

most part, unacquainted with the charge, and that

there is no doubt those labourers are paid, partly in

kind and partly in cash. As to supposing the labour-

ers in those districts are lazy, and therefore unworthy
of higher wages, is both absurd and uncharitable.

There aregood and bad labourers in every district, but
many more good than bad. As to Lincolnshire, there

is no doubt, if evertithing is taken into the account,
the wages given there are not greaterthrn in several

other counties. It does not appea'" that, in those

districts, where such low wages are given, that it

has been productive of any serious discontent, ©f
any mutiny or disobedience to the laws. It is,

therefore, inferable, that the apparent difference is

made up to the labourer in some way or other, and
that their; condition is thereby rendered equal to

those in districts where higher wages are given. It

may, therefore, be asked, if the labourers are con-
tent, what right has any one to enquire as to the
particular means employed to render them so ?

Admitting the case to stand so, still, as it appears
to have been taken up through a good feeling

towards the poor, a little explanation from those
districts accused of giving inadequate wages might
have prevented so much discussion. Now a custom
prevailsinsomeplaces.ingivingthelabeureraportion
of his wages in kind (as it is often termed)—that is,

in wheat or flour, in order to secure bread for the
children ; and this has been proved to he a salutary

method; and, that it mightnot appear to be pointed!}'

done toward some few individuals, it was made a
rule in general, the same as in the administering
parochial relief. ^Vhetl)er this or some such method
prevails in certain districts does not appear, nor
does the rhodomontade story of the Devonshire
farmer, about drinking cider in harvest, affiDrd any
conclusive evidence that good wages are there given,
even if the cider is taken into the account. The
reason given by the agriculturists for a continu-

ance of the protecting duties is, to be enabled to

pay their workmen such wages as will afford them
the means of living a little better than the Prussian
serf. If the public agree in this, and make it onp
of the reasons for their permitting a continuance of

this protection, have they not a right, in some de-

gree, to enquire alittle whether such wages arefjiven,

and without going at all into particulars, especially

when such statements appear in the public prints as

tiiat given by the Rev. i\Ir. Fergusson ?

Another argumnt, advanced by some in these low-

priced districts, as a reason for giving such wages,
is the superabundance of labourers in the market
(as it is termed), and that the price of labour, like

all other commodities, must be ruled by supply and
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demand, aud that every person Las a right to get bis

labour performed at tlie lowest price be can screw

the labourer down to. Away witb such nonsense ! is

this the way to have industrious men, and to promote

that good feeling that used formerly to exist, when
every labourer held bis employer's interest at heart 1

Certainly not ! If this labour-market maxim pre-

vails in large towns (London, for instance), where
all are, as it were, strangers to each other, for

Heaven's sake ! banish such sophistry from the rural

districts, and let man be the friend of man. The
man who reduces the wages of the defenceless poor

below, what is just and equitable, would pay no man
to whom he is indebted if he could avoid it. Poverty

will sometimes compel a man to do what he would
not do under other circumstances, and even the poor

theinselves will excuse an employer, when they

know that is the case ; but this cannot be the case

with whole districts. And is it the fault of the poor

that they are not fully employed, and that this great

resource of national wealth is so much neglected ?

Are they not made the victims of a bad policy, where
they might become (if their labours were properly

directed^ the greatest blessing to the country t

What nation can boast of a peasantry equal to them
in industry ? Witness ihoseplacos where the allot-

ment system has been introduced. Carry out that

system to the greatest extent it is capable of, and you
will hear little more of the labour market. If you
cannot find employment for all, give to those you do

employ what is just and equitable between man and
man. That this is concientiously done by thousands,

there is not the shadow of a doubt; and why not by all?

Has any satisfactory reason been assigned, wliy they

should not 1 And if they have, why not explain 1 Is

not the cause of the helpless poor the cause of

every humane person in the kingdom '. Or must no
one open his lips in their delence ? Justice must
acknowledge this. Emigration, so much recom-
mended by some, can never bring about the good
that is sought, make it as extensive as you please.

It is beginning at the wrong end ; it might, perhaps,

mitigate the evil a trifle for a short time, but it would
never work a cure in their present condition. Im-
prove that, give them the means, and their own
energies will redeem them from pauperism. They
would seek and obtain education for themselves in

thousands of instances, and when they are educated
(even in the plainest and most simple acceptation of

the term), numbers will emigrate of their own
accord, especially when they are made sensible of
their own competency of improving their circum-
stances thereby. All this must be a work of time, but
the lasting benefits it would confer on the whole com-
munity would be felt by, aud receive the praise of,

future ages, and might reduce the necessity there

appears to be, for providing se/jurafe burying grounds
to the extent now in contemplation.

June 9, 1840. A Yeoman of Kent.

Sir,—I think both W. S. and Justice have suc-

cessfully maintained their position, viz. " that

there are are districts where agricultural labourers'

wages do not exceed eight or nine shillings per
week ;" this assertion was made, 1 believe, only
with regard to the cheaper counties ; bqt what
was my astonishment, when passing through some
parts of Buckinghamshire within thirty miles of
London a short time since, to find that in that

neighbourhood where meat, bread, and indeed all

the necessaries of life are as dear as in London,
(and fifty per cent, dearer than the counties of
Somerset, Dorset, and Devon,) that labourers were
only paid ten shillings per week.

Let me ask those advocates for continued op-
pression how is a man, his wife, and three or four

children, to be maintained on such a sum ? for

mark me, there is no cider made in this neighbour-

hood with which to wash out their starving bellies,

so much boasted of by a Devonshire Farmer. I

dare say some philanthropic soul will furnish me
with a solution of this enigma ; but I confess that

at present I am at a loss to ascertain how, after

deducting, say four shillings a week for rent,

clothes, soap, medicine, &c. &c.,the remaining six

is to furnish for five persons, three meals per day,

making together 105 meals per week, which
amounts to not quite three farthings per meal

;

perhaps I shall not be believed I say that I have

boys in my employ who could eat nearly that

amount (viz. six shillings per week) in bread

alone, provided they had nothing else.

I will not trespass longer on your valuable

columns merely than to observe that though no
blame attaches itself to the farmer in paying these

wages, as he must purchase labour like everything

else at the cheapest market, and the present rate of

wages will doubtless continue until the system is

changed, yet I think a man who dwelling in plenty

can sit down and write such stuff as has appeared

in your paper lately, must be unfeeling indeed, and

the severest punishment 1 could wish him would
be that he should live for twelve months on three

farthings per meal. I remain, Sir,

A Subscriber.
Bromley New Tmon, Middlesex, June 8fk.

THE FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE
AND LIFE INSURANCE INSTITUTION.—
^Xe are requested to state that in addition to the

noblemen and gentlemen, whose names are given

in our advertising sheet. His Grace the Duke of

Rutland has consented to act as Honorary Director

for this Institution.

Sir.

A CHALLENGE.
-On reading your report of the Eseler Agri-

cultural Society's Show on Monday, June 8th, I see

Sir Thomas Ackland stated that his friends Mr.
.lohn Gould and Mr. Wippell declared to him they

were not satisfied with the Devon stock exhibited at

the Oxford show; Sir Thomas also states that one
man from Somerset carried ofl:" prize after prize with

animals that grazed on the breezy hills of his county.

On that point I beg to say he has been misinformed,

for all the animals with which I gained prizes were
bred by myself, and never saw a breezy Devonshire
hill, except the old bull, which was bred by the late

Mr. Wm. Davy, of Flittou, North Moulton.
Now, sir, I beg to offer this challenge : I will

show fifty or eighty head of Devon cattle, all

one man's property, for fifty or eighty guineas,

against Sir Thomas Acland, if he is a breeder of such,

Mr, Gould, or Mr. Wippell, any day within one

month. I will also go farther, to give the Devon-
shire breeders time to improve ; I will undertake to

show 100 head of Devon heifers, cows, and bulls,

at Michaelmas, 1842, against any man in Devon-
shire or all F^ngland, for 100 guineas each, all to be

bred by, and the property of, one person ; the judges

to be chosen in the usual way. Any man that will

accept this offer, to give me notice in three months
from the date hereof.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Matthew Pauix,
Compton Pauncefoot, June 20th, 1840,
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
JUNE.

In taking a retrospective glance at the progress

made in the growing crops, and the great im-
provement apparent in the whole vegetable crea-

tion, we conceive there never was a perioil,

within the memory of the oldest man livintr, in

which such surprising, and at the same time truly

beneficial, changes have been effected in the same
space of time, as has been the case since the date
of our last report ; and, sure we are, that all en-
gaged in, or in any way connected with agricul-

ture, will bear us out in our observations, when
we assert, that with some few exceptions on the

more backward soils (exceptions invariably found
at all corresponding seasons ofthe year), the young
wheat plants have scarcely ever experienced such
firmness and lapidity of growth, coupled with so

large a number of healthy oft-shoots, as has been
observable of late ; while the atmospheric tempera-
ture has proved unquestionably the most propitious

to vegetation in the most unlimited sense of the
word, that could jjossibly have been experienced.
These remarks, it must be understood, are not the
offspring of theory : but are deduced from the
opinions of practical men, and, it may be added,
the majority of the most eminent and extensive
grain producers in the kingdom ; as well, in fact,

as from personal experience and observation.

Hence, we have to congratulate our farmers upon
theprospectof the wheat harvest being commenced
at least a fortnight earlier than was that of last

year, the plants of that valuable description of

grain being already in full bloom in several parts

of the western, southern, and midland counties,

whilst north of the Humbertheyare rapidly coming
into full ear.

With respect to the probable produce, it must be
honestly confessed we are not so sanguine in our
expectations as some persons have been led to ima-
gine, since it must be borne in mind that the autum-
nal seed time was, perhaps, from the unusually large

quantity of rain which fell in November, together
with the necessary postponement of the sowing
the heavy wheats till the usual jjcriod is generally
considered at an end, have not only tended to

greatly perplex the agriculturists, but must in-

evitably have bad a by no means wholesome effect

upon the young wheats. Still, however, we trust

•with the aid of fine weather, that the yield will in
most instances, come up to a fair average ; beyond
which, our expectations do not extend. As to

barley and oats, we regret to say that the accounts
which have reached us from Suff'oll; are not very
flattering ; nevertheless the cropsof that variety of
corn, as also those of oats, are progressing rapidly
toward maturity. Both beans and peas ajipear to
have suffered from the long continued drought, at
the time planting usually takes jilace ; hence i)ar-

tural failures have taken place.

The hay harvest has, at length, become pretty
general, and stacks arc rising rapidly in good situ-

ations ; but owing to the thin swathe it is expected
to fall considei ably short of that of many prece<ling
seasons, in consequence of which, old qualities are
held at high prices, without much probability of
any decline taking place for some time hence.

In our grazing districts, a great number of losses

liave taken place, arising from the so long com-

plained of epidemic, notwithstanding the manj'

remedies which have been adopted by our graziers,

many of which, we ore h;ij)py to state, have proved
successful, j)articularly as relates to those suggested

through the medium of the Royal Agricultural

Society.

From most parts we have received intimation

of the produce of the old wheats having proved
somewhat on the increase, and of very superior

quality, while the samples brought forward in the .

various markets of consumption have exhibited a

great improvement. Good parcels have commanded
a -^le.ady inquiry at, in most transactions, an ad-

vance of fully Is. per quarter ; and there has been

a decidedly better feeling in the inquiry for the

middling and inferior descriptions. The malting

season having been brought to a close, very little

business has been doing in barley, yet the prices

have been tolerably well supported. Oats,onthj
contrary, have gone off" steadily, at about previous

rates. In beans and peas little doing.

Throughout Ireland and Scotland, the weather
has continued fine, and tlic wheat, barley, and
oats have experienced very little interruption in

the shape of superabundant moisture. All farm
labours are well in their place, and the intelligence

is, on the whole, highly satisfactory.

The following is our usual statement of the sup-

plies and prices of fat-stock, exhibited and sold

in Smithfield Cattle-market, during the month.
The supplies of beasts have consisted of 10,429 ;

of sheep and lambs, 110,468; of calves, !)80 ; and
of pigs, 1284; while the prices have ranged as

follows:— Beef, from 3s. 2d. to 4s. lOd. ; mutton,
3s. 6d. to 4s. 8(1.; lamb, 5s. to 6s. 4d. ; veal, 4s.

4d. to .'is. 4d.; and pork, 4s. to 4s. 8d. per Slbs. to

sink the offals. All kinds of prime stock have
sold briskly, at improving rates, but in middling
and interior kinds little has been doing. From
Scotland the receipts have amounted to 420
horned and polled Scots ; from the Isle of Wight,
6C0 lambs, the whole of which have come to hand
in good saleable condition, and produced fair

currencies.

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
PLIES aud PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited

and sold in Smitiikield Cattle Mahket, on
Monday, June 24, 1839, and Monday, June 22, 1840.

At per 8Uif. to iiiik the offals.

June '-'4, 1839. June 22, 1840.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse & inferior Beasts 2 8to2 10 .. 3 4 to 3 8
Second quality do 3 3 4 .. 3 8 3 10

Prime large Oxen 38 42., 4 2 46
Prime Scots, &c 4 4 4 8 .. 4 8 4 10

Coarse & interior Sheep 3 4 36..34 38
Second quality do 3 8 3 10 . 3 10 4

Prime coarse woolifcd do. 42 46..42 46
Prime Southdown d(i. . 48 i;0.46 48
Lambs 5 2 6 4 .. .5 10 6

Large coarse Calves ..4 4 6.. 4 4 5

Prime small ditto 4 8 5 .. 5 2 5 4

Large Hogs 3 10 4 6 .. 4 4 6

Neat small Porkers ..48 50.. 4 8 4 10

VTTPPLIliS.
.Iiiiie '24, 18rt0. JMiif >•>, 1840.

Beasts 2,602 2,472
Sheep and Lambs 27.420 26,990

Calves 270 170
Pigs 507 633

As is almost invariably the case during the sum.
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mer months, a considerable falling ofF has taken

place in the arrivals of conntry slaughtered meat
up to Newgate and Leadenhall markets, they
having com])rised only 90 carcasses of beef ; ;?80

ditto of mutton ; 140 ditto of veal ; and 800 ditto

of pork, with which the trade has been firm.

ESSKX.
We Lave this month to report the prosppct of ns

fine a crop in our county, of evprv (lescri|)tion, as

can be reasonably wished. We believe the laud will

do its best, from the succession of tiie most c:eni:il

weather possible. The wheats have come into ear

rather short, which, in some measure, m;iy be
accounted for by its standing thicker on tlje ground
than usual. ^Ve may sav of every description of

grain, as well as of grass, mangold, turnips, ike,

we never, on the wliole, saw tliem more nrouiisins;.

Haying has coniinenceJ |)artiallv in our district,

and the swathes have f?lleu lieiiviiv ; next week
there will, no doubt, be a general l)eginning. We
shall not beat all surprised at hearing of new sam-
ples of corn being in tlie nivirket pievious to the 1st

of August, as, if the weather should ceiitinue warm
and fine, we may calculute upon beginning by tiie

latter end of Julj', some of our pieces, wliich are

in bloom. Oats are rapidly coming out into ear, as

well as barley, peas, iStc. On the latter, blight has

made its appearance, but we do not anticipate any
very great injury, as the blossoms are too iar

advanced. A considerable quantity of nitrate of

soda, as well as nitre, has been used on the wheat as a

top-dressing, and in its effect is very visible, the blade

appearing very green, and the whent-ear, in some
cases, at least twelve inches higher than wliere the

dressing was not given ; having applied it on
twenty :icres this season, we shall he curious to

know whether the yield of grain will be cijual to

the increase of the straw, and intend thrashnig out

the dressed and undressed in ilie same field, to get iit

the result. If it turns out as superior, as its appear-

ance warrants us to expect, we shall ado|)t it as one
of the cheapest manures attainable by the farmer.

Siieep-shearing is drawing to a close with us, and the

clip, we imagine, will be heavy : a poor remuneration

is held out as yet to the sellei-. We are rather

anxiously waiting the show of tlie Kiiglisli Agricul-

tural Society, at Cambridge, as promising a rich

treat, and we would advise every farmer who can
spare the time to avail himself of the o[)portunity to

see one of the finest and most interesting exhibitions

he ever witnessed.

SUFFOLK.
In forwarding a report at this season of the year,

of the state and prospects of the growing crops, it is

necessary to use great caution, as from the appear-
ance of ttie crsp, and the state of the weather fronr

now until the fruits of the eartii are in-gathered, the

])rices of the various grain are estimated in a great

measure, particularly with regard to the staff of life,

or jierhaps we ought to have said tioui what it is

produced, wlieat. We are happy to have to report

of this county that the prospect is good ; we see no
fear to anticipate less than a fair average. Indeed,
if we Were to judge only from the appearance in

passing, we should he induced to say they are be-

yond ail average aspect, but on examination, it is

found ill the majority of cases most kinds of crops

are nvid prmul. Mangel wurzel plants particularly

well, and the breadtii prepared for that valuable root

is yearly incieasnig. Swedes are also sown under
very auspicious circumstances ; we allude to the fine

liltii into which the attentive fanner was enabled to

get his land, hut we hear great complaint of iheir

being taken off by the fly ; there is yet good time to

sow with hybrid, which is nearly as valuable as the
Swede, also with the various kinds of later or com-
mon turni[>. The clovers are geuerallv very short,

so are the meadows ; therefore it he^hoves the ])rovi-

dent farmer to try to make some ]>rovision for win-
ter provender. Potatoes are tliis year the lightest

we have? remembered them fur several years. There
are more experiments tried this year with artificial

manures than was ever before known. Nitrate of

soda we think is the favourite at ]>resent, as that

appears to cause improvement on all descriptions of

land ; whether that improvement in the hulk of

straw will also he realized in the increase of grain, is

yet to be proved ; we anticipate it will, and that it

must ])rove an ultimate benefit to these who use it.

The result of the majority of these trials we hope,
v\ ill he communicated through the same source by
which the parties wereinduced tomake them, viz. :

—

the farmer's clubs which are springing uj) and con-
tinuing to increase in this county in every direction.

Of the utility of fanners' clubs, 1 think the following
anecdo'e is an illustration. A gentleman farmer
(and a iiist-rate practical agriculturist loo) on being
solicited to join a farmc>rs' club lately established in

his neighbourhood, on learning what was the inten-
tion and the benefits to be imparted by fainiprs'

ciubs, thought to himself, 1 am one of the best far-

meis hereabout, and what can I learn by attending a
farmer's club ; no one can tell me more than 1 already
know about farming in all its hearings, but I will go
and hear what they say and do. He attended once,
and again, and again, and at the annual meeting made
the above statemect also, and that he never liad at-

tended one meeting without learning something, and
said, he now thought himself but a child in the af-

fairs and knowledge of agriculture.—June 19.

AGRICULTURAL LNTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

RETFORD FAIR, June 18.-'lhis fair for the sale

of cattle, sheep, and horses was held yes'eiday, and in

every respect far exceeded the most sanguine expecta-
tions of its most strenuous advocates, 'i'he difHculiie-s

attendant on the establishmeut of any new fair k suffi-

ciently obvious, without our taking upon oui»elve» the
task of so doing, but the inhabitants of Retford and tke
surrounding country never anticipated that such could
be surmounted with such a little trouble, and its ulii •

mate success thus placed beyond the possibility of any
reasonable doubt. We arc aware that very contradic-
tory opinions have been held as to the exact period at
which it should be held ; but from the large attendance

of buyers and sellers yesterday, and the hirge quantity
of stock and sheep exhibited, it was sufficiently apparent
that a fair was necessary, and that the exact period of
holding it was well-limed, and very ju'dciously chosen.
I'tie fair was he'd as advertised, on tlie Spa Common,
which at an early hour had a very busy and imposing:
appearance. Upwards ot 650 iklisep were penned, the
greatest part of which were eiiher fat, or in (rood con-
dition, nearly the whole ot' wliicli found purchasers «t

remunerating prices. With respect to the number of
cattle about 500 head were exhibited, amongst which,
howevtr, there were not many fat ones. Good freih
stock realircd high prices, and nearly all sold. We had
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many buyers from a considerable digtance, all, or most
of whom, expressed their astonishment at tlie impor-
tance which this fair, at its commencement, had assumed

;

and we are quite sure that the residents of the town were
hijfhly g:ratified at the prospect of its establishment,
which must ultimately tend to the benefit of the inha-
bitants generally, of this hig-hly important and well-

cultivated district.

BRADFORD FAIR.-TIie show of horned cattle

has been less than usual at this fair, which commenced
on Wednesday, There were some frood ones shown,
and present eal vers brought high prices. Lean cattle

in considerable numbers, and were heavy on the mar-
ket. There was an unusual show of good draught
horses, and many changed hands, but the reduction in

price from last summer is very considerable.

ROSSLY HILL FAIR.—This fair was a very good
one, and the show of liorses excellent and numerous.
Light horses, fit for hacks and coachers, were in great
demand, and brought good prices; heavy draught
horses were a drug,and not much business done amongst
them. The show of cattle was limited . for milch cows
a great demand, and high prices obtained ; beasts of all

descriptions sold well.

The AYLESBURY ANNUAL CATTLE FAIR
on Monday last was well supplied with Horses, but
none of a superior description. The sales were dull,

and at prices corresponding. The supply of Sheep and
Lambs was large, and met a ready sale from London
buyers, to which place these were sent per raihvav.

THORNE JUNE FAIR.—There was a good at-

tendance of buyers, and a tolerably good show of cattle,

especially of lean stock, most of which was disposed of
at prices a shade under those that have ruled at most
ef the late fairs. The show of horses was very indiffer-

ent, and altogether unworthy of notice.

TRINITY MUIR FAIR,—This great market com-
menced on Wednesday last, with the sale of sheep, the

demand for which was brisk, and nearly all sold at liigh

prices. Three-year old hill wethers brought from 18/.

to22/. ; fat do., from 27/. to 32/, 10s.; and ewts and
lambs, from 11/. to 21/. per score. There was a fine

show of cattle on Thursday, and much business done
;

but the supply was more than equal to the demand,
and a large number of beasts was left unsold. Prime
tat brought 8s. ; current, 7s. 6d. per Dutch stone, to

sink offals.—Small two and three-year-old slots and
queys brought more money than heavy .stock, accord-
ing to weight and quality. The best three-year-old
polled slots, twenty in number, sold by Mr. Mustard,
of Leuchland, brought about 19/., and the best two-
year-olds about 13/. 10s. per head. Cows near calving
were in good demand, and brought nearly former
prices, 'ihe drove beasts from the northern counties
brought 12/. to 16/., but the dealers complained that

they were losing money. The market, upon the w iiole,

was much duller than expectation had conceived, and
there were few buyers from the south. Prices were
considerably lower than at some of iho recent fairs in

the neighbourhood.
Ma. GEORGE TURNER'S ANNUAL SALE,

&c., OF RAMS.— The annual sale, and letting of
rams, the property of Mi'. George Turner, took place
at the residencir of tiiat gentleman, Barton, Exminster,
on the 9lh inst., and was largely attended by gentlemen
and yeomen, from every part of this, as well as from
the adjoinmg counties. Mr. Ilussey was the auctioneer,
and both sale and letting spoke most honourably for

the judgment of Mr. Turner, in his selection of stuck,
as also that we think the result mu'i^t have been highly
satisfactory to him. 'I'he following may be given a.s in-

stances of the prices obtained.- Sot.d.— Ram, No. ;3t),

to Mr. Tremayne, for 22/. Is.—No. 40, to Mr. Samuel
Pridham, Cheriton Fit^payne, for 19/. 19s.—No. 39, to

Mr. Thomas Mclhuisii, Poughill, for 14/. 14s.—No. 35,
to Mr. Tremlett, Newton St. Cyre^, for 13/. 2s. 6d,
—No. 27, to l\lr, George Mortimer, Ide, for 9/. 9s.

—Lirr.—No. 45, to.lohn Nott, Esq., Swymbridge, for

24/. 43.— No. 1, to Mr. Pridham, Cheriton Fitzpavne,
for 21/.—No. 6, to Mr. .lohn Turner, Cheriton Fitz-

ptyne 13/.2». 6d.— No. 7, to Mr. Chappie, Ottery St.

Mary, for 11/. lis.—No. 2, to Mr. J. Anning, Kenn,
for 10/. 10s.—And as a summary of the whole, we may
state, that 31 Rams were sold for 278/. 15s. 6d. ; and
8 let, for 118/. 13g. The total proceeds being 397/.

8s. 6d.

ILMINSTER.—SHEEP-SHEARING.—The Fouts
annual sheep-shearing match came off with great spirit

on Tuesday the 3d ult., and very good workmanship
was displayed in that department of labour by the many
competitors for the several prizes offered. The names
of the successful candidates and the premium dis-

tributed are as follow :
—

£ s.

1st.—Thomas Slade, Beer Ciocombe 3
2nd.— .John England, Shepton, Beaucbamp . 2
3rd.—John Collins, Kingsbury 1

4th.—Charles Crabb, Tharlbeer 15

5th.—Daniel Crabb, Beer Crocombe 10
6th.—.lohn Tett, Huish, near Crewkerne. . . 7

7th.—John Thome Paul, Winterhay 5

8th.—John Barrett, Hambridge ,3

After the labour of the day was over, the company
and their friends retired to the Plough Inn, Fouts
Cross, to partake of a bountiful repast in the shape of

a good substantial English dinner, provided by Mr.
England. Mr. Thomas Stephens, ef Atherston, offi-

ciated as ch.airman, and Mr. Phelps as vice-president

After the cloth was removed, the chairman rose and ob-
served, that the association whose interest they were
that day met to promote, had for its object the welfare

of the agricultural population at large; it held out en-

couragement to the labourer, and ensured more atten-

tion to the manner in which the labour was performed ;

thereby the master woald ultimately be much benefitted

by the means they were adopting. He was pleased
with the day's proceedings thus far, and he hoped the

remainder of it would be spent in the greatest harmony ;

he would therefore give thehealths of her most gracious
Majesty the Queen and Prince Albert, which were
responded to with due honours. The Army and Navy
was then given by R. Edmonds , Esq. , and acknowledged
by Messrs. Lang and Cannicott. Success to Agri-
culture, by Mr. Dibble, who, as one of the oldest

agriculturists in the county, rejoiced that agriculture
was brought to such a state of perfection, although he
had no doubt but it could be much improved ; when he
saw such men as the Duke of Richmond, Earl Spencer,
and others, patronizing these societies, he fully believed

that constant improvements would be made. The um-
pires, Mr. J. Cannicott, Mr. Wallace, and Mr.
Humphry, were then proposed and drank with great
applause. Mr. Wallace responded to the toast, and
said that the task which they had engaged to perform
was not at all times a pleasant one, but it was one which
they had performed, strictly adhering to the principle

of duty and honesty. He hoped the society would
flourish, and he should be happy, in conjunction with
his fellow helpers, to render any assistance in his power
at any future period. The health of the Chairman was
then given by R. Edmonds, Esq. The health of Mr.
Phelps, Vice-President, was also given with nine times
nine. " Trade and Commerce'' was proposed by Mr. W.
Stephens. Mr. S. Stephens, of Ilminster, in acknow-
ledging the compliment, observed that he delighted to

identify himself with agriculturists, because he thoueht
that the commercial and agricultural interests were so
closely connected that they must stand or fall together.

The health of Mr. England, the landlord, was then
drank, who very appropriately acknowledged the toast
and returned thanks. During the evening many other
toasts were drank and duly responded to, which being
interspersed with several songs suitable to the occa-
sion, the enjoyment of the evening passed over in the
most pleasant manner. Our limits will not allow of
our giving a more lengthy report of these interesting

proceediuj^s. We would just observe that the amount
of subscriptions raised by the company then present
authorizes us to state the committee will be enabled to

offer much higher prizes for the caadidatct at the next
annual shearing match.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE.

Since our review for the month of May, of the

state and prospects of agriculture during tliat

month, the anti corn-law advocates have had an-

other discussion on that most important subject,

in the House of Lords, and certainly no new ar-

guments in favour of the repeal of those protec-

tive enactments, so valuable to the united inter-

ests of all classes in the British empire, were pro-

duced by the different speakers on that occasion.

The old antiquated doctrine of reciprocity in

trade, again formed the chief nucleus for their

arguments, and the whole performance ended,

from necessity, in a perfect failure, even in stage

effect. The old complaint that Foreigners, the pro-

ducers of grains, are prerented from using our manu'
facinres 61/ our system of suppliiing our own papula'

tlon with all thenecessmnes, and with many ofthe luxuries

of life, has been completely removed by the expe-

rience of a virtual free foreign corn trade during
the last two years, for, so far from that freedom
having been, in the slightest degree, beneficial to

the manufacturing and commercial classes, its

consequences have been perfectly the reverse. The
partial failure in our home crops, during the last

two corn seasons, has occasioned a correspondent
failure in the home consumption of British manu-
factured goods, and during the same period, there

has been certainly no increase in the exportation

of these articles, to those foreign countries, from
which we have lately been compelled to draw sup-

plies of grain, to make good the deficiency in our
growth. Even the demand for the United States

of America, has received no spur from this unfor-
tunate state of ourafiairs at home. The heavy debts

due for several years now, by American merchants,
to those of the United Kingdom, have not been
in the smallest degree alleviated by the large im-
portation which has occurred, from these causes,

of American flour, nor was it likely that the Amer-
ican agriculturists would have parted with their

property for any such patriotic purposes. Like
the re«!t of mankind, they require payment for the
surplus of their crops, of a more substantial des-

cription than the exchange of it for commercial
bad debts ; and should these debts not be provided
for, from some other more effectual and more rea-

sonable sources, they must remain unpaid, as they
are now, until the end of time. Perhaps on no
former occasion, have more strenuous efforts been
made to embark the feelings, and the passions, of

the operatives, and artisans generallj', in favour of

the repeal of the corn laws, than have been resor-

ted to on this occasion ; but the schoolmaster is

certainly abroad amongst them, and these classes

knov; too well their own affairs, and the real

foundation of their prosperity, to enter into a
conspiracy against their future well being. To
reduce the first cost of manufactures at home,
intended for exportation, the reduction of the
wages of labour is the first thing which is ab-

solutely necessary for the completion of this

object. Wages, however, cannot be reduced
until the present prices of the necessaries of life

be previously reduced, which can alone be accom-
plished by an importation of foreign grain, far

larger than the actual consumption requires. The
schoolmaster has taught the operatives and
artizans of all grades and denominations, to en-

quire into the benefits which they are to receive

from aio increased foreign trade in manufactured

goods, arising solely out of the reduction of their

wages, and they cannot discover any advantage

to themselves as likely to originate from tbs cir-

cumstance. On the contrary, those who are

principally employed in the manufacture of the va-

rious articles, which the home consumers require,

know full well that their prosperity mainly

depends on the state of the home markets, and

that by the ruin of agriculture the value of these

markets would be so materially depreciated, that

the foundation stone on which they at present

gain their living, would be for ever removed from

under them. One of the delegates of the anti-

corn law association, proposed, a few weeks ago,

to call out a meeting in Palace Yard, of the work-

ing classes, but the steam could not be raised for

such an object. They may, to be sure, call spirits

from the vasty deep, but, the old question may be

asked, will they come ? Not they indeed. They
no doubt ought to be obliged to the society, for

pointing out to them grievances and complaints

which they do not feel, though perhaps they ought

to feel them, but for the removal of which, they

are not prepared to sacrifice one day's labour,

and the wages consequent on its performance.

Really the ambition of some of the master manu-
facturers is as unbounded as is their philanthropy.

Since 1816, the consumption of cotton wool has

increased four-fold, and yet they remain un-

satisfied. They cannot say that population has

increased propcrtionably. Every corner is how-
ever searched by them for the discovery of com-
plaints against the present state of society, and

the agricultural labourers have received their full

share from this fund of compassion. These

labourers are generally satisfied with their con-

dition in life, and in many counties they have

learned, not without much surprise, that their re-

muneration is too low. In P'ssex, where the best

qualities of wheat are produced, this is more
particularly the case. The wages of agricultural

labour throughout the whole of that rich and im-

portant county are considered high enough by

those who receive them. The best agricultural

labourers there receive not less than l.')s. per week,

and none of them at all conversant with the

subject have under 12s., and this too in the

neighbourhood of the most populous city in

the universe. In addition to these wages

nearly the whole of them have a cottage,

and a garden, the surplus of the produce

of which is sold, for the benefit of these labourers,

in the public markets. Since 1830 no complaints

have been made by this valuable class of society.

There have been no fires and no destruction of

property in the rural districts, since that period,

and this most fortunate change in their conduct

arose solely out of the modification of the corn

laws, which was effected by the Duke of AVelling-

ton two years before that year. These laws were

in 1828 rendered more protective to the general

industry of the people, and an almost unbounded
quantity of nearly universal prosperity has resulted

from this alteration, effected by that adminis-

tration, of which his Grace was then the head.

The violent alteration in the currency had, during
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the previous eight years, entailed universal dis-

tress throughout the empire, and it was found

necessary to j)rotect iuternal industry, as being

the only remedy for the then exlstin;^ evil.

Since then there has wot been any general distress

amongst any of the productive classes, hut on the

contrary their condition in life is irai)rovcd, and
their contentment and satisfaction is annually

increasing. The capital of farmers embarked in

the cultivation of the fields exceeds two hundred
and fifty millions sterling, and a seven yea.s' lease

is scarcely sufficient for the restoration to them
of the property thus cmplf)yed in field tillage.

We say nothing of the landlord's j)ro])erty in the

farms, which amounts to two or three thousand
millions sterling ; but surely this mighty interest

is not to be, on slight grounds, interfered with ."

Property of this immense amount is not to be
sacrificed to theory, nor is agiiculture to he put

in jeopardy, even should the placing of larger

sums of money in the hands of the master marni-

facturers, than thfy now possess, be the conse-

quence. The proprietors of the national debt, the

capital of the farmers invented in tillage, the

value of the land itself, tlie wages of the agri-

cultural lahoiuer, and those of the oper;iti\e

nianufactdrers themselves, are certainly far more
valuable to the empire in general, than the profit

to be derived from the clothing of tlie lahouiers

in the fields of Germany can l>y any possibility he.

\Vith the exception of very few iiidctd, the manu-
facturing, and generally the conunercial classes, are

perfectly satisfied with things as they at present ex-

ist. The state of society is so artificial, that the dif-

ferent interests, of which it is composed, are maitdy
depending on each other for suppoit. 'i'he

prosperity and the adversity of any member of

this arcVi of society affect the whole body. To
reduce the agricultural interust from its just

position in the emjiire, would soon aftorwiirds be

attended by the most unfortunate conseijuencts to

commerce and to numLifactures, more particularly

to the operatives in their iuii)ortant departments
of industry. The repeal of the corn laws would
not only i educe most materially the home con-
sumption of manufactuied goods, but it would
eventually also increase the number of com-
mercial, milling and lUiiiuifacturing labourers, by
the addition to their body of tliousands of families,

who, under tlie present system, receive abundance
of productive labour in the fields, but who, should
the corn laws be repealed, would be compelled to

seek for cmplojuient in other quarters at an im-
mense reduction of wages. My a reduction of
wages oblaiued by nn ans ol this description,

no doubt some of the Tua-ter manui'acturers
might, for a few yeais, increase the consump-
tion of IJritish made goods in the foreign

markets ; but this source of profit contains
within itself materials for its own destruction

;

for, by tlie (juantitv of land wliicli the repeal of the

corn laws would throw out ot culiiviitioii, and by
the verv uiiinitiir.il reiluction which the siuiii! not

would occasion la the wages of labour, provisions

of everv sort would becouic so hi-^h in tlieir relative

value with the lueans of the eousuiuers ti) purchase
theiu, thai universal misery would, in a few years
afterwards, be iIib certain le.-^ult of this act of in-

sanity, 'i he school-master, however, has buen

abroad for years now, amongst artizaiis and ojiera-

tives, and to attempt touiuiiter tln-in in L'alace-vard,

for the adoi)tion of measures, and for passing reso-

lutions destructive to their future prosperitv, would
be paying u very poor compliaieni to iLeir intellects,

and to the progress wliicb they liave made in every
department of practical knowledge. They are per-

fectly aware that the present favouiable appearances
in the fields are of far greater importance to their

future prosperity, than any meeting in Palace-yard
can be, and it is a very fortunate circumstance that,

since our June publication, the weather has conti-

nued to be as auspicious to the growing crops of
every description as it possibly could have been,
and there exists the gieatest probability of the har-

vest proving a much more abundant one than we
have enjoyed for several vears past. The prospects
of the wheat crop are as favourable as they can be,

nor can they now be altered by anvlliing short of a
wet reaping season, which will commence in the

third week of July, and in every probability will be
general before the close of the present month.
There are complaints of a partial tliinness in the

winter sown wheats, in several of the southern dis-

tricts, and also in Sutfollc. In the other three

home counties we are warranted in asserting

that there exists the greatest probability of a

most abundant wheat croj), and in all the wheat
districts in England, to the northward and west-
ward, the prospects are equally encouraging;

—

indeed, agricultural science has tnade so much
progress of late, that the iields have genera'.I)' the

appe.irauce of highly cultivated gardens. The soil

is not exhausted, under the modern system of farm-

ing, by weeds and useless ln^rbs, nor is the beauty
of the countrv now deformed by similar excres-

cences. No vegetation is now permitted but that

which is necessary to the peojile, and the idea of
utility is associated with the luxuriancy itself of
this highlv cultivated country. In Scotland the

wheat crop is also in an ecjually favourahle |)csition,

and i)roinises, at the jiresent moment, a most abun-
dant yield. In Ireland even, although agricultural

improvements there have not yet had time to make
so much progress as they have done in Great
Britain, still the Iields are filled at present with
vegetation, and a n)ore than usually abundant produce
mav, with considerable confidence, be anticipated.

'l"o secure a good and abundant crop during the en-
suing harvest \vili preventtheexportation of money for

the payment of foreign grain, and will increase the sums
of money embarked i.i agricultural and commercial
improvements at home. When the agricultural in-

terest receives lemunerating prices for the produce
of the fields, the home markets for commercial and
manufacturing property are always proportionablv
increased, and when the transmissions of money to

foreign countries for the purchase of grain is not
rendered necessary by the elements, that money will

be em|)loved in homo inijirovements, and will aflbrd

additional wa^es to the productive classes. During
the last two corn seasons little short of five millions

of (juarters of grain were paid for. and ira])orted

into this country froni foreign nations, and no in-

creased exjjortation of manufactured goods, or of

colonial produce, was visihle during the same period.

It must, therefore, be nalur.illy concluded that the

price of this foreign grain was abstracted from the

cajjital of the empire, which must have do»e verv
material injury to the ])roduciive employment, and
conse(|uenily to the wages and incomes of the ])eo-

|)le. i'he same evils will not occur during, at all

events, the next twelve months, should the present

corn season close as favouralilv as it has begun. On
the contrary, the wealth of the country will be di-

lected towards its farther improvement, and not

expended al)road in making the necessary provisions

for a deficient crop. The wheat crop, as wo have
already stated, has every appearance of abundajice,
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iind sujieiior fnrminglias ren(l<^red the spring vrlients

as fnvourable in appearance as lliose sown previous

to tlie turn of tije present year. In the hailev coun-
ties, and more particularlvon tbesantU and liglitsoils

of Norfolk, the genial rains, and tiit; warmth by wliich

they were generally attended, liave given to the

young barley plants a most luxuriant and liealthy

apjieaianoe, and conse(|iienlly iliis article promises
great abundance, should it be galliered in good con-
dition. Of oats we are happy to make a report

equally favourable, and in no season was (he ap-

pearance of the potato croj) more cheering than it is

at present. ]n Irelan.-l particularly this is the case,

and to tins inhal;itants of that part of the empire this

fact is of the greatest importance. There can be no
superabundance of jjopulation in the United King-
dom so long as land remains uncultivated, for the

inhabitants must be far move ])rotitablv employeil in

the tillage of that land than thev can be when trans-

j>orted for similar purposes to thf colonies. Jn
Ireland the sources for eniploymen: of this descrip-

tion are nearly boundless, and capital emiiaiked there

in agricultural improvements, under the protection

of the corn laws, in a few years must convert wastes
into wheat iields, and open a new channel for the

comfortal)le support of even double her present
j)opuhition. Favourable weather during the re-

mainder of the season is now only necessary, we
repeat, to the gatliering of a rich and plentiful crop

;

and, should our present ex[)ectations on this subject

be confirmed, several millions sterling will remain
in the country, and will he exp'ndeil in the profitable

employment of the peoj)le at home, instead of being

remitted to the continent, as it must be. in payment
Jbr foreign grain, from whence it will never leturn,

should the, trade in foreign corn again this sea>on be

rendered, by adverse circumstances, as fret- as it has

been during the last two corn seasons.

The corn markets throughout the L nited Kingdom,
during the month of .'urie, have varied very little

from their usual stale at the same period of the

season in common years. The sujjplies of wheat
natuially have been small, but with the addition of

moderate portions of free foreign wheats, they have
been rendered in every respect equal to the consump-
tion, la the value of wheat the ditlerences, since our
last review, have been of very little conse(|UPnce.

The duty payable on foreign wheat, when entered for

home use, had advanced to IBs. ad. per (juarter, but

still the holders of bonded wheats entered only a

tew thousand quarters when the duty was ibs. 8d.,

and thus shew that they still entertain strong hopes
of prices being dearer, before the commencement
of the next corn season. As the supply of home
grown wheat for the ne.\t month or six weeks must
from necessity be moderate, the proper application

of capital on the part of some of the holders of

bonded wheats may, by possibility, produce the de-

sired effect, and cause a considerable reduction in

the existing rates of duty, before any considerable

portion of the new crop can be brought forward into

the market for sale. Still to the British agricultural

interest tiie accomplishment of these expectations on

the part of the propri-tors and importers of foreign

wheat, cannot be of much consequence, should the

next harvest be as good as at present it promises to

be, for it will enable the farmers to lay up that stock

(!)f wheat which in prosperous seasons it has been

their custom to do, and thus, wiien unpropitious

weather, in some future season, renders the (rop de-
ficient, half a year's consumjjtion at all events will be

found in their possession to make good any partial fail-

ure in (juantity or quality, which may occur under

such circumstances. J'he rapid progress, however,

which agricultural improvement is now making under
the moderate protection which the existing corn laws
aflbid to the cultivation of jhe fields, and in particu-

lar to those of Ireland, must, in the space of a very
few years, now make the inhabitanis of the United
Kingdom not only independent of su|)plies of food
produced by foreign nations, but also increase their

commerce in the exportation of the surplus of our
growth at home to our own colonies, and toother
communities, where climate prevents the cultivation

of grain generally. Inde])endent of the transforma-
tion of waste lands into wheat fields, tlure is not one
acre of land now, lioweverhigh may be the state of its

cultivation, which is not still capable of much more
extensive improvement than it has already under-
gone. The Iields which were in tillage fifteen or

twenty years ago already yield at least a fifth more
jiroduce than they did then, and it is n«t possible to

predict ^^ hen any limit ma\' be |)!acpdto ihis increas-

ing growth of the neeessarirs of li.'e. I leretofore it

has lully kept pace with the increase of population,

and eventually it must surpass if. We may there-

ibre be permitted to entertain a well grounded hope,
that before long, grain will form an important article

in our foreign export trade, and liius add to the

means of the cajiitalist for giving productive labour
and fair wages to all classes at home, whatever mav
be the department of industry in which they employ
their time, and to which thev devote their talents and
attention. During the past month the decline in the
valueof wheat generally has heenaboutys. per qr.,and
under the present favourable stale of the weather
we do not think that any very sanguine expectations
need be entertained by the holders and imjiorters of
foreign wheats, of any material alteration now occur-
ring, unless it be brought about either by some change
in the weather, or by some nianapement in the avcr-
fge priees, by which importation is regulated.

The consumption of tiarlev is, at this time of the
year, generally much redured, but the supply of it

has been proportionably small ; indeeil the licavy
taxes imposed on the manufactuie of this article, are
most inimical to its production, for the use of it

might be doubled under different circumstances.
In the spirits manufactured at borne for instance, a

considerable increase in the consumption of home
grown barley would be the consequence of the sup-
pression of the trade of the smuggler of foreign

spirits ; but this change can only be effected by a
reduction of the duty now payable on distillation in

Engla.nd. In the United Kingdom the (]uantity

of duty paid lijme made spirits is at present confined
to t^4 millions of gallons : of this quantity the Irish

use lO.j millions of gallons, with a population of
8 millions in all. In Scotland the consumption
among'st loss than three millions of people, amounts
to little under four millions of gallons; whereas in

England, with sixteen millions of people, tlie quan-
tity of duty paid home made spirits is limited to less

than ten millions of gallons. Now in England the

actual consumption of spirits is more than double of
the (]uantity on which duty is actually jiaid, and a

profitable field is thus opened to the undertakings of
the foreign smuggler, occasioned, not by the supe-
riority of foreign spirits over those of our home ma-
nufacturer, but by the intoleralile weight of the duty
whicli is charged on them. It has often been our
fate to assert that taxation over done destroys tJie

intentions of those who impose it, and that this is

decidedly the case requires no greater proof than

can be obtained by comparing the quantity of home
made spirits used in Scotland and Ireland, where
the duties are moderate, with that used in England,
where the public charge is excessive. In the article
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of malt the barley growers are still more seriously

injured and oppressed, for ^he reduction oftbe malt

duty to one-half of the present charge, would do

more than double the quantity of beer at present

consumed, and would open an additional market for

the consumption of at least five millions of quarters

of barley more than can be used under the existing-

system. The landed interest is sacrificed to taxa-

tion, but unless the barley growers complain of the

injury done to them by the heavy manner in which
barlev is taxed, thev must go without redress, and

the people must continue to be limited in their con-

sumption of beer to at least half the quantity, which,

under different circumstances, they would be able to

acquire. One million of acres of light soils might

be brought forward into cultivation for the produc-

tion of this additional quantity of barley, and as

many pounds sterling would thus be added to the

annual income of the land proprietor ; the great body
of the peo|)le would have a large increase to their

present consumption of beer, and a farther channel

for the productive employment of agricultural

labourers would be opened to them ; the revenue

itself being increased by the alteration, and the im-

moral occupation of the smuggler being entirely sup-

pressed. The value of barley during the month has

been fairly supported, nor is any material decline in

it probable until the new crop is brought forward

into the different large markets of consumption.

The advance in the value of oats, which was ex-

pected to have occurred before this time, has not yet

taken place, nor is it probable now that it will do so

to the extent which was anticipated when our last

number went to press. The supplies from Ireland

in particular, have exceeded the general expectation,

and from Scotland the arrivals have been much
more liberal than a few weeks ago could have been
supposed. The home supplies therefore, added t©

the foreign importations, have equalled the usual

consumption, and prices consequently have remained

during June without anj' material alteration occur-

ring in them. To the cons8([uences of the corn

laws in Ireland we have been chiefly indebted for

the steady state of the oat trade during the last two
or three years, and if they conferred no other ad-

vantage than this one on the community, their repeal

would be an extraordinary act of self injury, and
certainly is not required by any visible mcrease in

the exportation of goods to any of the foreign corn

districts for the benefit of those who manufacture

them. On the contrary, the foreign oats consumed
here during that period, have been paid for by

specie remittances, and not by manufactured goods
;

and had that money been paid to British and Irish

oat growers, it would now be in circulation at home,
employing the people and increasing their wages,

as is universally the case when our home crops are

equal to the home consumption.

Peas and beans of home growth have continued

to maintain rather high prices, but the supplies of

them generally have not been equal to the consump-
tion, and some quantity of foreign liave consequently

been requisite to supply the deficiency. The season

for them is now however, drawing to its close, and
well grounded expectations are entertained that our
home growth, the next year, will be equal to all our

wants, and no further expense w ill be required for

the payment of foreign supplies of these articles.

Potatoes likewise have continued of the best quality

to the close, a great proof of the progress making
in the science of agricultural tillage, and which
must continue to be attended by the most important

consequences to the population, so long as proper

protection is extended to the cultivators of this

most necessar}'- root.

Tlie information received during the last month
from all the export corn markets in foreign com-
munities, has not been interesting, the purchasers
of agricultural produce continuing the old practice

of regulating tlieir transactions by the advices
which they receive from INIark Lane. Throughout
the different ports in the United States of America,
during tlie month of May and the early part of June,
an unusual degree of dulness prevailed, nor was it

possible to effect sales either of wheat or flour for

exportation to any great extent. Complaints, con-

sequently, against our regulations, were on the

increase, and the preference which our laws afford

to our home producers of grain over those of the

United States, was of course blamed, we may say

by the entire population, for they feel themselves

deprived of no inconsiderable amount of British

monej'^, which, ujider different regulations in our
corn markets, they would have received in exchange
for the surplus of their wheat crop, and which, in

every probability, would have been employed in ex-

tending the American manufactures in opposition

to our own. This money is far more profitably em-
ployed at home in commercial and agricultural im-
provements. From the Black Sea, and all quarters

in the Mediterranean sea, the information latterly

received is of the same description. No animation

existed in the corn trade in any of them, and prices

were generally on the decline. From the Baltic,

and from all tlie corn ports without that sea, the

advices received are of an equally gloomy descrip-

tion, although a decline in prices had brought fortli

some speculators, who had made considerable pur-

chases, particularly in Hamburg and I^nntzig,

chiefly for British account. A quantity therefore

will yet be imported, and probably bonded here, for

the prices generally paid will not admit of favourablo

sales here even at our present quotations. Of the

growing crops abroad, the reports are as favourable

as they well can be, nor have we heard cf any com-
plaints any where on this subject.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
June 22.

PtM' Qv. Pin- Qf.
Wheat. Essex ami Kent, ki\ . . CS 70 72 Wliitc 70 7a

Suffolk and Norfolk ..66 (58 72 Do.... 72 74 78
Irish .50 60 Do 60 64
Old, red 70 74 76 Do. ..74 78 80

Rye, old 3(5 38 New.... 41 43
Rarlet, Grinding 30 32 34 Malting .38 40 Chevalier 40 42

Irish 25 27 Berc... 24 25
Malt, Suttblk and Norfolk 70 75 Brown.. 5(5 60

Kingston and AViirn ..68 70 75 Chevalier 70 76
Oats, Voiksli. & Lincolnsh., feed 27 80 Potato. . 29 32

Yougliall and Cork lilaek 26 27 Cork.wliite 24 29
Dublin 26 27 Westporl 26 27
Clonmel 28 29 Limerick 24 28 30
Londonderry — 2a Sligo .. 28 29
Newrv 28 80
Gillwav 22 23
WaterVord, white 24 26 Black... 96 27
Scotcli feed 27 38 Potato 29 32 34

Beans, Tick, now 40 41 Old 44 48
Peas, Grey 30 40 Maple . . 40 42

Wliite 40 42 Boilei's . 42 44 46
Seed, Rape 3H. 32?. Irish 25/. per last.

Linseed 45 50
Engli^li Red Clover, line, 70 SO U6 per cwt.

White (i6 70 80 90
FLoru, Town-made 02 — .Suflblk .Vi 54 per sk. of 280 lbs.

Stockton and Norfolk .... 52 54

FOREIGN GRAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.
AVllKAT, Dantzic 56 SO

lliunburg 52 —
liAllLEY 22 24
Oats, Brew — 24 Feed... 19 21

Beans 32 36
Peas 32 30
Flouii, American, per hrl 28 — BtiUic.. 28 —
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COMPARATIVE PRICES of GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVERAGES by

the Imp. Quarter, from the

Gazette, of Friday last, Jsne
19th, 1840.

S. (1.

Wheat . , »«7 '
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PRICES OF SHARES.

No. of
Shiires".

6,300

<J,r>W

1.1,000

0,300

7,500

rj.ooo

3,000
«,000

(J4,000

18,000
io,yi8

10,918

10,000
'J.'>,000

2.5,000

8,0(10

30,000
'.>(i,(i60

0,334

20,000
9,000

80,000/.

24,000
1,500

•J, 1 00

5,100
11.475

7,908

3(5,000

6,(100

25,000
25,000
31,250
13,000

13,000

30,000

15,714
10,000

15,000
15.000

12,000

3,702

1,000

28,000
6,000

IRON RAILWAYS.

Biniiinsliam and Derby

Pi-ice

l)er

Sliare.

100/ sir87/a8/

Ditto and Gloupcster lOOJsli 80/iiii!73/a4/

Hristol ami Exotcr..lOO/ sh 50/ pd 28.i/a9J-/

Ditto ami GloiKT'.. 50/ sli 2J/ pd

Choltcnliam & (Jreat A^'csf. Union
100/ bIi 50/ ]id25/a7/

Chpstpi- mid Trcwo . . r,OI sli 50/ pdUO/al/

ClaTOiicc ( Diirha?.'! ) 100/ sli

Dublin and Kilkenny 100/ ,sli 2.}/ pd
Eastern Counties .

.'

. .25/ sU 21/ Jid lo/a^/

lidinlinr-b ^: Glas.^'ow 50/ sb 30/ pd 25/ii0/

( Jiand .luncfion 100/ sh:2.J2/

Ditto Half Sliaros .50/ sli 30/ pd 102/

Great X. of Kneland 100/ sh (i.5/iHltiO/

Great \V.- stern 100/ sli 0.5/ pd 101i/a2i

Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 30/ pd 47/ a8/

Ditto Debentures 102.i/u3/

Hull and Selbv .50/ sb 40/ jid 35/a7/

London and lJri','Iiton .50/ sb 35/ |m1 28«/aj^/

London & Grov.lon. . Av. 14/ 18s Od 121/ ,,o/

Ditto Script .". 9/ sli 12-1/ „o/

London and Greenwich .... 20/ sb 10/aO/

Ditto New 10/ sh lU.A/iiO/

Dirti> Debentures (various amounts)
London & Blaekwall 25/ sh 20/ [id 21i/a2/
Leicester and Swaniiinston. ..50/sb 71/

Leeds anil Selbv 100/ sh 75/

Liverpool and Mancbestiu-. . 100/sli 184/

Ditto (inarter Shares 25/ sh 44^/
Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 88^/
London 6c S. Western, late London
and Soutliampton Av. 38/ 17s 9d|59/a(i0/

Ditto Portsmouth Braiieb .50/ sli|

25/ ]idi33/a0/

London & Birminsli. 100/sb90/pd 189/a90/

Ditto Quarter Shares 25/ sb 5/ jid 31.J/a27V/

Ditto New . . 32/ sb 24/ )id 52i/a3i/
Manchester & Leeds 100/ sh 00/ )id 84/aO/

Ditto Half Shares . . .50/ sh 25/ pd 37/a8/

Manchester and Hirniin!;liani

70/ sb 30/ i)d,24/a5/

Ditto ditto ICxteiision 70/ sh 7/ jidS/aO/

Midland (bounties 100/ sh 95/m7/

North Midland 100/ sli'l01i/a2J

Ditto Half Shares. .4t)/ sb 30/ pd[40.l/al/

Xortheni & liastern 100/ sh 30/ iidl22/ aO/

Severn and Wye .. Avera.u'e 27/ sh 41/a2/
Stockton and Darliii'.;ton . . Averaiie

100/ Lis 4d 2.50/

S. Eastern and Dover .50/ sh 23/ iid 9.i/al0/

York& North Midland 50/ sh ()7/a8/

Div. per

Share
per Ann.

14/per ct

1 4/per ot

5s per sh
1/ per sh

2.'t.'

4/ per sh

9.\/per ct

9.]/per ct

Oj/per ct

1^/persli '

5/ per ot

8/ per sh

ia/persh

•ihaivs.
,

MINES

10,000

5,090

20,000

20,000
4,000

30,000

60,000

13,432

20,000

10,000

7,739

20,000

4,000

20,000

(1,000

50,000

JOINT STOCK BANKS.

Anstralasia I!aiik(Chartered)40/sIi 64.^/115/

Ditto New(Cliarterid)40/sli 30/ pd 40/a8/
Hank of li. N. America (Chart.)

.50/ sh 35/ pd Ul;>ll
Colonial Ilank(Cliart.)100/sli 25/ lid

Ionian State ((Miart.) 25/ sh 5/ iidl5/a0/

London and Westminster Tlank|

100/ sh 20/ pd24/a.i/
London Joint Stock Hank 50/ sh

10/ pdl3/u.i/
Do New, 10/ sh issiu'dat I/pni 5/ pd
National Dank of Ireland. .,50/ sh

17.!/pdl7i/al8/
Do. I'lininrial Hank of Enurlaiidi

100/ sh 35/ pd[37^/a8^/
Do. Ni'W 20/ sb issued at 2/ 10s pm

10/ pdU/aJ/
Provincial Hank of Irelaml 1(10/ sb

25/ ))d 44.J/a.5i/
Ditto New 10/,sh 17i/al8/
L'liion Hank of .Viistralia. .25/ sb

20/ ii(131.J/a2/
l^liion Hniik of London .50/ sh 5/ ]id .jjj/a;}/

West of IjiKland and South Wales
District Hank ..20/ sh 12."/ pd 12j/uO/

4,000

1,000

10,000

337421

10,00o'

8,000

2,009

1,000

20,000
20,000

10,000

11,000
12,000

20,000
10,000
8,.500

1,.500

10,000

10,000

4,000
20,000

9,204
5,739
5,000

14,400

1 7,0U(i

5,000

10,000

28,267

6,000

2/ is p sh I

l4/p(.'rsli

2(2spsb

8/ per ct

(!/ i)er ct 1

7/ per ct

6/ per ct

5/ per ct

6/ per ct '

6/ per ct
j

i

0/ per ct
;

I

8/ per ct

8/ ])er ct

1/ 8s

6/ per ct

Price. Dividend

Alten .50/ sh 12^/ ]»!

Ditto New 15/ sh 12i/ pd
An^lo Mexican (iss. 5/ pm) 100/ sli

Ditto Siiliscri)ition 25/ sh

Ditto Mint 25/ sh 10/ pdi

lilaenavoii Iron & Coal 50/ sh 45/ pd
Holanoes 150/ sh

Ditto New .50/ sb 20/ pd
Ditto Scrip 25/ sh

Holivar Cojiper Company .. 15/ sh

Ditto Ditto Scri]! New .. 3/ sh

Brazilian Imperial 35/ sh 20/ pd.

.

iss. 5/ pm
Ditto St..TohnDel Rev 20/sh 14-i/pd

Brazilian llacaubas Cocaes .. 25/

British Iron Comjiany .... 50/ sb

Cata Bnmca 10/ sh 7/ iid

Colombian 55/ sb

Ditto Scrip 11/ sb

Candonsa 20/ sb 7.}/ pd
Copiapi 20? sb 12^/ ])d

English MiningComp. 25/ sh 14/ pd
General ilining Association 20/ sh

19/ pd
Hibernian 50/ sh 11;|/ pd
Mexican Company 100/ sh 57^/ pd
Minas Geras 20/ s!i 12/ pd
Real del Monte reslstered Av. /sb
Ditto Ditto unregistered

Ditto Loan (Notes) 150/ sh

}!<'diiioor(eonsolidateil)5/sb 4^/ pd
Rhymiiey Iron 5W sh

United jlexicun 40/ sb 40/ pd.

.

iss. 2/ pm
Ditto Scrip 2/ pd .

.

Ditto ditto (New) 5/ pd
Wicklow Copper 5/ sh 5/ pd

10/

lj/a2/

2/a3/

11 /a 12/

40/
li/a2/

4/aO/

15/alO/

12/a2/

3/ai/
3/

4i/a5l/

8/

2J/a3i/

2-i/

4i/a5/

:0s

39i/a40/

Sj/aO/
3|i/a4i/

Oj/aa/

7/a8/

U psh

II 4i psh

24s
li/ pr sh

5/ per sh

10s

lOs pr sh

10s

1 / per sh

2/ per sh

MISCELLANEOUS.

10,000

10,000

1,080

10,000

6,000

8,600

10,000

5,000

2,700

20,000

1,800

1,800

2,100

24,800

3,000

5,000

1,800

2,000

2,400

20,000

20,000
4,000

5,387
14,400
3,000

4,000

200,000/
200,000/

10,000/

5,000

Anti Dry Rot Coiuiiany .. IS5/ sb

Assam Tea Comjiany. .50/ sb 5/ pd
Auction Mart 50/ sb

Australian (Agricultural) 100/ sh
28/ 2s pd

British American Land Companv
.50/ sb 33/ i)d.".

British Rock and Patent Salt

50/ sh 35/ pd
(!anada Companv (Chartered)

100/ sh 321/ ],d

Droitwich Patent Salt 25/ sh

Eipiitalile Reveivionary Interest

Society 100/ sh 50/ pd
G'-neral Steam Navigation Com

jiaiiy 15/ sb 14/ ]id

Ditto Cemetery (Chartered) 25/ sh

Ditto New" (Chartered) 25/ sh

Hungerford .Market 100/ pd
Ditto Debentures (var. amounts).
Kent Zoological and Botanical

(jarden Comiiany 10/ sh 4/ pd
London Cemetcrv (Chartered)

20/ sh

L(mdoii Corn Exchange. . . .37.J7 pd
London Commercial Sale Room:

Average 75/ sh

London and Westminster Steam
Boat Company 10/ sb

Mexican and South Amerieau
Com)iany 10/ sh 7/ pd

New Brunswick L 1100/ sh 50/])d

New Zialand Land I'lmip. ..25/ sb

Rpver-ioiiaiy Int. Society. . 100/ sh

S. Australian Conip. 25/ sb 17.]./ )id

'South Jletropolilan (.'eineterv

j

((^bartered) 2,5/ sb

iThames Tunnel 50/ sh

U))per Canada Loan
Ditto

Van 1). Land (Agricultural 1 Char
tered 100/ sh 18/ pil

West Loudon and W'estmiiisfer

Cemetery 25/ sh lit/ pd

41 /a2/

lO/alH

13/

!10s ])r sb
i

80s pr sh

1/

36/a7/ '
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PLATE I.

The subject of the first Plate is Nimrod, the property of Mr. Lacy, of Panton, near

Louth. This horse was bought by Sir David Baird, at Callender, near Falkirk, in

Scotland. He was hunted for seven seasons in England by that gentleman, one of the

hardest riders in the kingdom, and performed during that time, more than the work of

two horses, without being sick or lame. The prize of Ten Sovereigns, as the best horse

for getting hunters, was awarded to him at the Louth Agricultural Meeting in August,

1839 ; as also the premium of Seven Sovereigns, at the Lincoln Meeting in August,

1839, and a premium of Five Sovereigns as the best horse for getting hacks.

PLATE II.

"LITTLE WONDER," Winner of the Derby.

(For Description see page 116.J

ROYALAGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

Although a difference of opinion may exist as to

the amount of advantage which the agriculture of

Scotland lias derived from the Highland Agricul-
tural Society, nevertheless it is conceded by all,

that its effects have been beneficial. Experience,

therefore, confirmed by the support of a numerous
and influential body of landowners and occupiers

leads to tlie conclusion that the Royal Agricultural

Society of England will be the means of effecting

such an improvement in the cultivation of the soil

of this country, as will enable tlie growers of agri-

cultural produce, to meet the demands of the po-
pulation, to an extent so ably described by
the celebrated Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, " If

the time had finally come, when an unproductive
acre of land could not be found in either of these,

our fortunate islands, we shall then have food with-

in ourselves for the annual subsistence of, at least,

tliirty millions of people ; and with a population
of thirty millions, %vhut puver in Europe, or what
combiiwtion of powers, will dure attempt our sub-

OLD SERIES.]

jugationy Whatever may be expected from in-

fluence and talent, may be predicated from the de-

monstration made at the second meeting of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, at Cam-
bridge, in the past week. Patronized by the So-

vereign of this great empire, supported by a Prince

of the Royal Family, aided by the name and in-

fluence of the greatest living warrior, upheld by
the most influential landowners of the United King-

dom, and counselled by the advice of the most in-

telligent and experienced practical farmers, it will

not be matter of surprise, that every person who is

a member of such a society should feel proud of

his connection with it.

If tlien the highest, the most renowned and re-

spected amongst the nobility, the first commoners
in the land, nay, those who have filled some of tiie

highest offices in the state, felt a pride in boasting

at the late meeting at Cambridge, of their having

.been the first to announce it in public, of having

been present at its birth, those who move in an

humbler sphere, like ourselves, may be pardoned
the vanity of taking credit for having suggested

the establishment of that society, for having ad-

vocated it when those who now seeing its snc-

G [iV,.. 2.— FO/v. Xllt.
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cess, proffer their aid, withheld their support,

nay, even opposed it.

We seek not to array ourselves in borrowed

plumes, we desire not to detract one jot from the

merit ot" others, we ask only that poor, but proud

reward, an acknowledgement of the good which

we have been instrumental in effecting. To the

early readers of our journal, these remarks would

be unnecessary, but as there are very many
who have not had the opportunity of wit-

nessing the course which we have pursued

on this subject, we deem it necessary to

go into some detail, sincerely iioping it may
not be tedious, but relying on the importance of

the subject as an apology. The pressure of other

matters will not permit us to go minutely into tlie

matter at tlie present moment, but we recollect,

that so far back as the year 1834, we set forth

the advantages of the Highland Agricultural So-

ciety, and invited the co-operation of the parties

interested to eslablisli a similar institution in Eng-
land. The following is an extract from an article

in the Mark Lane Express in that year :

—

" The only means by wliich there is any hope of

accomplishing an ivuprovert system, is by tliG forma-

tion of a Central Landed Interest Societv
for Great Britain and Ireland, and we are happy to

inform our readers that there is now every reason

to believe that the Society will be finally organized

at an early period of the ensuing session.
" In inviting the co-operation of the landed inte-

rest a d agricultural societies to this object,we may
remdinthem that the purpose of the Society now
forming is to increase the present wealth of the
country by the removal of artificial as well as natu-
ral obstructions, and by a more extensive applica-

tion of the sciences to the cultivation of the soil.

That constituted upon similar principles to the
Highland Society, it will be conducted by
tUrectors, annually to be chosen from the more
eminent of its members, who shall be subdivided
into committees for the various sciences applicable
to husbandry, and for rural economy. That its

funds will go to provide a convenient building, to

contain a library, museum, hall, &c. where meetings
to hear reports, lectures, essays, &c. will be held
periodically,—to correspond with foreign societies,

and form a centre of communication for those at
liome;—to give premiums for inventions of national
utility, and to promote the establishment of schools
throughout the country, for the instruction of farm-
ers' sons in the sciences applicable to agriculture."

" We earnestly trust, therefore, that a Mktko-
politan Society for tliis object will meet with
the cordial and unanimous support of all interested
in the advancement of the interests connected with
the soil, and that it sltall not be uuich longer said,

that amongst the innumerable institutions now
existing in London, there is none specially devoted
to the improvement of agriculture, the first and
greatest concern of the nation, and tlie foundation
ff its prosperity in every other mutter.''^

Omitting many intermediate occasions on which
we drew atlenlion to ti)e subject, again in

1835 we urged the formation of a society to

be called " The Royal AonicuT.TunAL Society,"
a title noii3 adopted by our society, and we then
laid great stress on the importance of evcludin^polt-
tics. At that period some parties, desirous of esta-

blishing a Central agricultural society,came forward

with a goodly array of influential names, and en-
tertaining a hope that the object we had so long

desired would at length be entertained, we lent

them our assistance, until from certain circum-
stances our apprehensions were aroused to the

probability that the alloy of politia would be
found in the materials of which the society was
composed, when we warned them of the conse-

quences in the following terrBs:

—

" It will be seen by an advertisement in another
part ofour paper, that a meeting will be held at the

Treemason's Tavern, on Tuesday, the 15th iust., to

take further steps for the formation of a Central

Agricultural Society in the Metropolis. The pe-
riod is very opportune, as many of the most leading

agriculturists in the kingdom will be in London, on
the occasion of the meeting of the Smithtield Club.

We feel considerable anxiety as to the result of

the meeting, being satisfied that it will wholly dc-

]iend upon the knawn sentiments of those indi-

viduals who may be induced to take a prominent
part in the proceedings of the day. Many gentle-

men who have great claims on the agricultural

body for the zeal displayed in their cause generally,

as well as for their exertions in establishing a Cen-
tral Agricultural Society, are well known not only

to entertain at this moment strong opinions on thft

currency question, but to have constantly incul-

cated their opinions through the medium of the

press, and by their speeches at public meetings.

Now we do not hesitate to give it as our opinion

that unless it be openly and honestly avowed that

no intention of interfering with the currency exists

in the bosoms of those who will be called upon to

take a leading part in the future proceedings of the

Central Society, the attempt to establish it will be
an abortion."

That Society was formed but not established. The
managers persisted in entertaining political ques-

tions, and in 1836 we again adverted to the society

in the following language:

—

" Long previous to the formation of the Central
Agricultural Society we strongly recommended the
establishment of such a Society. We pointed out
as our model, the Highland Society, and we ex-
pressed an opinion, which we still maintain, that
with all the advantages which might be derived
from the experience of that Society, an Association
might have been formed in the metropolis, which
would have conferred incalculable benefit upon the
agriculturists of the United Kingdom. Some gen-
tlemen who were desirous of establishing such an
Association, communicated with us, and we aided
them in their endeavours till we found, that the
course theywereabouttopursuc in the establishment
of the Society was one, which, from the subjects

prominently put forward, and the party character
the body was likely to assume, could only bring the
cause of Agriculture into disrepute and ridicule.

We ])ointed out from time to time the prejudicial

consequences which nnist result froTu the line of

conduct pursued by the leading members of the

Society, and Ave pronounced the Society to be
deeply imbued with a jiolitical spirit wliich must
l)rove fatal to its utility. Our remarks called forth

from tlie organ of tlu' Society tlie most bitter

observations, and sulijeeted us to the most un-
i'oundod caiuinuics and falsehoods. Firm to our
purpose, aiul anxious to promote substantially and
])ermauently the cause of agriculture, we continued

to express our opinions desjiite the misroprcsenta-
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tion to which we were exposed. We over and over

again declared that the Society as constituted would
not advance the interests of the tenantry. We pro-

nounced the Society to be a political body, which
assertion was strenuously denied under the autho-

rity of the leading members of the Society itself,

but we had formed our opinion from the character

of the leading members of the body, and from the

tenor of their speeches at the different meetings of

the Society, and we were not to be shaken."

We continued our remarks in these terms :

—

" Tenant Farmers, we tell you now, as we have

often told you before, the Central Society, whilst

composed of its present materials never will benefit

vou one sinole tittle." Mark the result ; the

Central Society gr.idualiy dwindled away, and has

ceased to exist. Undaunted by the establishment

of that society which retarded the attainment of

the object we desired, namely, the establislmient

of a sociciy wholly freefrom politics, we persevered

in advocating the adoption of our plan, both by pri-

vate communication with individuals, and by pub-
licly addressing the agricultural class ; and well do
we remember an observation of Mr. Bennett, the

member for Wiltshire, made to us in the lobby of

the House of Commons, when addressing him on

the subject, " you will never succeed, everybody

is disgusted with the Central Society." At various

times we kept the subject before the agricultural

body, and in August, 1837, we observed, in the

course of an article in this Journal, " During
the few weeks that her present Majesty has

occupied the throne of these realms, she

has manifested an ardent desire to promote
the prosperity of the nation and the happi-

ness of the people. There is no one act which
would tend so much to bind close to her the hearts

of the sturdy British yeomanry as the manifestation

of her desire to promote improvements in the

pursuit in which they are engaged. As the re-

establishment of a board of agriculture upon an
improved plan—the collection and diffusion of

agricultural knowledge throughout the kingdom

—

the connection of approved local practices upon
various matters, and the institution of accurate ex-

periments would be productive of great and im-
mediate good results."

Again, in October of the same year, we used
the following language:

—

" We have uniformly urged the rejection of po-
litics at agricultural meetings, and daily observa-

tion tends to confirm us in theopinion, that nothing

but schism, disunion, and ultimate annihilation,

can be the result of an opposite course of proceed-

triumphant meeting at Cambridge last week. It

should be especially noticed, that for the five years

during which we advocated the formation of the

Society, before its establishment, and for soynetime

fl/ifeni;arrfs, those journals which boast their attach-

ment to the farmers, who call themselves /jar e.Tce/-

lence, the " farmers' friends," would never admit

a line into their columns in furtherance of it. The
" Mark Lane Express," and the " Farmer's Ma-
gazine" were the only agricultural publications in

which the benefits of such a society to the agricul-

tural class were advocated. We have now given

a very imperfect outline of tlie part vvhicli we took

in the establishment of a society of which we con-

fess to be proud, and we trust it will not be deemed
an improper degree of vanity, to be desirous of

placing ourselves in our proper position before our

agricultural friends, leaving it to them to assign to

us such credit as, in their opinion, we may merit.

Mark Lane Express.

ms.
In December of that year, at the meeting of

the Smithfield Club, we took the liberty of com-
municating with Earl Spencer personally upon the

subject, and in which we were aided by Mr.
Clarke Hillyard. His Lordship conferred with his

Grace the Duke of Richmond, and it was arranged

that the subject should be introduced at the dinner

of the Smithfield Club, The manner in which the

announcement was received, is well known to our

readers. From that moment to the meeting in

May, 1838, when the Society was established,

we left no means untried to obtain supporters.

Mr. Handley was also incessant in his exertions,

ON SWINE.

and the result has been the glorious and

[Tliis article is extracted from an American
publication. We have given cuts of all the

animals in order to carry out the object of the

writer in contrasting the icell and ill shapen:

—

Ed.
F.M.]

The writer of the following article, Laving become
a breeder of improved swine to some extent, among
other choice stock, has found himself so often called

upon for descriptions of them, and rules for their

breeding, that, by way of general answer to nume-
rous inquiries, he has embodied below such informa-

tion as his little experience and limited range of in-

quiry have enabled him to obtain. Though much
Las been desultorily written upon this interesting-

subject, we Lave still to regret the want of some
standard work to refer to, for full and complete in-

formation in so important a branch of rural economy.

It is to be Loped, Lowever, tLat tLe BritisL Society

for tLe Diffusion of Useful Knowledge will soon add
to tLe valuable Treatises that Lave recently appeared

on Lorses, cattle, and sLeep, a similar one on swine,

and tLus supply tLis great desideratum. TLe sub-

stance of tLe rules of breeding, togetber with some
otLer observations, appeared originally over tLe

writer's signature, in tLe 2nd and 3rd numbers of

the current volume of tbat excellent agricultural

periodical, tLe Franklin Farmer, published in Ken-
tucky. TLose who tlien took the trouble of perusmg
tliem, Le trusts will excuse tLeir re-appearance Lere,

among a numerous and almost entire new class of

readers.

Of tLe Log tribe (Sus), zoologists describe no less

tlian six species, some of wLich are so entirely dis-

tinct in their general habits and appearance as te

have prevented theirever breeding, or even associating

to"-3tLer. Five of these species, Lowever, can only

be regarded as matters of cariosity to us at present ;

we sLall tLerefore pass tLem over, and come at once

to tLat known as Sus scrofa ferus, the common wild

hog of the Eastern Continent, and from which Las

directly descended tLe damestic among us, in all its

countless varieties. Except with those nations

where its flesh was forbidden by tLeir law-givers,

tLe wild boar Las ever been considered a great deli-

cacy, and eagerly sought for, not only to gratify tLe
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appetite of the epicure, but as affording a favourite

amusement in the chase, that was considered equally

noble, dangerous, and exciting to those who followed

it. Among the earliest feats that Zenophon thinks

worthy to record of his favourite hero Cyrus, is that

of hunting and slaying the wild boar with his own
hand; and the greatest of modern heroes. Napoleon,
thought a chase of the same kind highly indispensa-

ble to royal habits, and to assist in qualifying him
to assume the imperial purple, with the greater

dignity and grace.

The time of the domestication of the hog, like that

of most other animals, is lost in remote antiquity,

but that it must have been vei-y early we infer from
the fact, that the Greeks and Romans offered it as a

grateful sacrifice to Ceres, the goddess of agricul-

ture, in order to propitiate her smiles upon their

labours, previously to commencing their harvests.

That distinguished philosopher Aristotle, also gave
hints on the i-aising and breeding of swine, which
are worthy of regard at the present day ; and Varro
and Columella, if we would substitute soft, thin

hair for " thick, strong, and erect bristles," have
described the main points of what we may now con-
sider, with all our modern improvements, a very
perfect hog.

The reasons that were supposed to influence the

forbidding of eating swine's flesh, as well as that of

several ether creatures, under theLevitical law, are,

that the children of Israel, at the time of their exodus
out of Egypt, were a very debased and gross people

;

but few grains and vegetables were then cultivated

to vary the food of man, and as they were destined
to inhabit where a generally hot and dry climate

prevailed, a great indulgence in these meats would
tend to thicken the blood, check perspiration, and,
cansequently, especially engender scrofulous, scor-

butic, and cutaneous diseases. We find among the

Egyptians, that some of the same prohibitions of
Moses were made sacred by their priests to that

singular people, with the intention, undoubtedly, of
more certainly preventing their being used as tood,

and mainly for the reasons spoken of as above. Pork,
however, as now usually made, and above all eaten
in the moderate quantities that it generally is, and
accompanied by so great a variety of grain and ve-
getable food, can no longer be considered objectional,

especially in a cool climate ; and as it is one of the
most palatable and substantial of meats, the cheapest
and easiest reared, the longest and most certain to

keep, it has at length become the most necessary
item of the stronger food of civilized man, and with-
out doubt the most important of the stock-grower's
products in the United States.

What amount of pork is annually raised and con-
sumed in the republic, it is impossible to accurately
say, but something of an approximation may be
made towards a calculation of it. 'i'he census of the
present year will doubtless give us a population in

round numbers of 16,000,000. The army ration to

each soldier of the best (juality of mess pork per
day, is three-fourths of a pound, which would be
about equivalent to one pound of tlie whole hog. It
is intended that this ration shall be rather more, upon
an average, tiian each soldier can consume ; we will
therefore put the allowance in whole hog pork at
twelve ounces. Admit, for the people at large, that
beef, mutton, fish, 6cc., would make half their meat,
again deduct half of tliis remainder for wonuMi and
children not boing asgreai consumers as men, and the
result would be three ounces per day, or sny sixty-
four pounds each per annum for the whole pojjulation
of the United States. But for fear of an over esti-

mate, we will suppose the consumption only two

ounces per day—this amounts to 730 million pounds,
or 3,650,000 barrels, which at eight dollars per bar-

rel, (the probable average price, taking one year with
another) would make 29,200,000 dollars as the value
of our pork consumption alone. Now many of our
most experienced stock-growers assert, that the im-
proved races of swine will make three times as much
meat from the same quantity of food, that those of
the unimproved will ; and again, the quality of the

meat is so much superior that it will go twice as far

in giving vigour and sustaining life. Experience has
convinced me of the truth of these assertions; but
lest we should claim too much, we will allow only
one-half saved, or say, in round numbers, fifteen mil-
lions of dollars. What a vast sum to be annually lost

to America, just for want of a little attention in

breeding pigs! Why, if properly applied, it would
soon finish all our projected rail-roads and canals, or

keep a good school one-half of the year in every dis-

trict in the Union.
Of all the known varieties of the domesticated hog,

the Chinese has long been celebrated as decidedly
the most perfect in shape and general conformation.
How this breed was first produced, it is impossible
now to say; thereisnodoubt,however, iamy mind,but
that, like the Arabian horse, it wzs m-iginal, and that

the best specimens to be found on the Eastern Conti-
nent, are the identical counterparts of the pair that

descended with Noah from the ark, after the subsiding

of the Deluge, and that all the other varieties deterio-

rated by running wild or from carelessness in feed-

ing, and neglect and inattention in properly breed-

ing—tiie goodness of the Deity never forming in

the beginning the detestable brute that we see roam-
ing in every direction the country round, like a

veritable cannibal, seeking who and what he may de-

vour. Be this as it may, the Chinese, as we find them
scattered along the coasts of the Celestial Empire,
and on the adjacent islands, vary greatly in size, and
somewhat in shape, and are of every shade of colour,

from pure white up to jet black. The most approved
varieties, however, may be thus described. A fine

head and snout, with the face somewhat dished, small

soft upright ears, a snug and very thick deep carcase,

large hams and shoulders, short legs, delicate feet,

soft thin hair and skin, a tendency to grow and fatten

almost upon air alone, and to give, when slaughtered,

very little offal, and the sweetest and most delicate

of pork.

Below are the portraits of a pair of the improved
Chinese (figs. 2 and 3,) in the writer's possession,

bred by himself, and faithfully sketched after the ori-

ginals, by his friend Mr. Julius Gerber, and engraved
by Mr. J. W. Orr. Tiiey are represented in no
better flesh than they will always attain when full

grown running in a common pasture during the

summer, er with the most moderate allowance of

food in the winter.

[Fig. 2.J MAID OF ERIE.
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[Fig. 3.] SENECA CHIEF.

As now bred by the writer, their live weights

full grown, are generally from 200 to SOO pounds

;

occasionally tliey have gone as high as 400 pounds,

but this is extremely rare. Tbey are equally hardy,

enduring beat and cold as well as any of the native

swine ; are fair breeders, usually having from six to

nine pigs at a litter ; mature easily, and can be
fattenedat any age. Whether in field or pen, they are

ever quiet; the loosest boards keep tbem up, and the

poorest fence secures them within their bounds ; and
like Diogenes in his tub, tbey seem never so happy
as when left alone to sleep, arid dream, and cogitate

on deep philosophy. Their meat is exceedingly

delicate and sweet. In England it bears the highest

price, and is called par excellence the " gentleman's

pork." The improved Chinese will give a greater

amount of pork ibr their food than any other breed in

existence; and it is in allusion to this circumstance

that the able editor of the Maine Farmer, with no
less truth than justice, calls them the '' poor man's
hog." Boars of this breed are highly recom-
mended to cross with the common hog of the country,

as they most rapidly improve the quality of tLe meat
of their progeny, fine their points, give breadth and
depth to the carcase, quiet their disposition, and add
a greater tendency to mature quick, and fatten kindly,

and at the same time increase their sizes.

Many attempts have been made in Europe to

improve the breed of the native swine, by selections

and otherwise ; but so far as the writer has been able
to follow them up, there has been little success, and
that little very slowly obtained, except onlj' where
resort has been bad immediately to the Chinese boar.

This is particularly the case with England, whose
efforts seem to have carried her, in this department,
as far beyond her neighbours as in that of the im-
provement of horses, cattle, and sheep. Every coun-
ty there boasts of its breed of swine, and many are
certainl)' very deserving, having derived their chief
excellence from a cross more or less deep with the
large white Chinese boar. Of these are the Leicester,
the Bedford or Woburn, the Sussex and Cheshire.
But the most decided improvement, and which by
the care and skill of recent breeders has now nearly
attained perfection, was that of the black Siamese
boar upon the old stock of Berkshire county. This,
1 understand, began about forty years since. The

Berkshires were then mostly a long, large, coarse,

lop-eared hog, of a sandy or reddish brown, or white,

with black spots, and coming up, not unfrequently,

to the high weights of 800, and even 1,000 pounds.
But it was a slow feeder, long attaining to maturity,

an enormous consumer, and in common with most of

England's other varieties, an unprofitable beast. Yet
possessing rather thicker hams and shoulders than

the other kinds, a longer, fuller body, and its meat
abounding greatly in lean, the little, short, fat, black

mouse-eared Siamese told well in the cross ; and thus

was produced the dark, splendid Berkshire, that at

present occupies the same rank among hogs that the

Durharas do among cattle. They mature quickly,

and like the Chinese, can be fattened at any age, and
still may be selected, when desirable, for great sizes

are prolific breeders and the best of nurses ; tlirifty,

hardy, and of most excellent constitution. They are

fine in their jjoints, pessessing remarkable thickness

in tlie ham and shoulder, and show a round smooth
barrel of good length, that gives a large proportion

of side pork. '1 hey have little offal, thin rind and
hair, and few or no bristles.

As now bred, the Berkshires vary sotuewhatin size,

appearance, and maturity. Those with the finest

heads, dished face, and rather upright than forward
ears, with a snugger shoulder and ham, and shorter

body, most resemble the Siamese ancestor, and there-

fore are quickest to mature, and probably give the

most delicate meat, and to one satisfied with mode-
rate size, are undoubtedly to be preferred. Barrows
of this description, if well fed till 18 months old,

easily attain 300 to 400 pounds, and weights within

these limits are the most eagerly sought for at the

Smithfield market, and are probably on the whole the

most profitable for both consumer and producer.

Others, generally of a strait nose, with a coarser head,

and ears protruding well forward over the eye, or

slightly lopped, with greater length of body, incline

more to the original Berkshires, attain higher Weights,

and require a longer time to mature. 1 here are indi-

viduals, however, occasionally possessing all the fine

requisites of the former selections, together with the

large size of the latter. Of this class the subjoined

figures are supposed to be as fine specimens as any at

present in the United States, (figs. 4 and 5.)

[Fig. 4.]—raven HAIR.
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[Fig. 5.]—black WARRIOR.

This pair is among the writer's breeding stock, and

be believes that he can confidently appeal to the nu-

merous gentlemen who have favoured his piggery

with a call, to attest to the faithfulness of the portraits.

They are not considered fat at all for Berkshires, but

merely in good store order, and were two years old

last spring. The live weight of the sow is now
about4o0 pounds, that of the boar 500 pounds. They

have never been pushed at all in their feed, but kept

steadily along, and when grown, in fair condition

will weigh respectively 600 and 700 pounds at least,

and probably something more.

We now come to a pair of fatting barrows of the

unimproved breeds of swine. They abound through-

out the country, under a variety of most euphoni-

ous names, but we may suppose those of Alligator

and Landpike about as appropriate to them as any
others that could well be applied. They are not, how-
ever.introduced here for derision, or for the purpose of

getting up a caricature, as the originals can easily be
found; but to show that there is something in breed, and ,

to illustrate the difference between a good animal

and a poor one of the same variety. They have
long, peaked snouts, coarse heads, thin chests

[Fig. 6.]—ALLIGATOR.

[Fig. 7.]—landpike.

and narrow shoulders, sharp backs, slab sides, steep

rumps, and meagre diminutive hams, big legs,

clura'ped feet, with the hide of a rhinoceros, and the

hair and bristles of a porcupine, and as thick and

shaggy as a bear's. How can such animals thrive,

and above all, ever be fattened ? To attempt to

make them do either, as the writer found to his cost

in his first efforts at farming, were time, and money,

and produce thrown away. They have no capacity

at digestion, and concocting their food in the sto-

mach for nourishment ; and if they had, to the for-

mation of what would it all go ? Pork 1 No, indeed

—but ofl'al, bones, rind, bristles and hair, with a

narrow Btreak of gristle underneath, and a still

narrower line of lean, both as tough and rank as

whitleather, and about as incapable of being mast i

cated ; and if it were not, must require a vast deal

of larding to make it sustain human life. I have

been obliged to purchase it occasionally for my
workmen, and before they could possibly get up a

fry for breakfast, twice the weight in lard from

other hogs had to be added to it ; and as for baking-

or boiling, one might as well undertake to stew an
,

alligator's hide itself. In disposition they are like

the Ishmaelites of old — their snouts are against

every man, and every man's hand is against them.

No reasonable fence can stop them, but ever restire

and uneasy, they rove about seeking plunder

;

squalling, grunting, rooting, pawing, always in

mischief, and always deatroying. Enormous gor-
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mandizevs, yet never satisfied ; but like Pharaoh's

lean kine, they lick their jowls for more, and show
in their miserable carcasses no return for the food

consumed. In short, the more a man possesses of

such stock, the worse he is off, and he liad far

better sell his produce at any price—yes, even his

corn at a dime a bushel, than to put it into such

totally worthless brutes.

OF THE CHOICE OF STOCK, BREEDING,
AND REARING.

The Boar.—After obtainino as many other good

points as possible in choosing a boar, reference

should then be had to a strong, masculine appear-

ance in him, even at the risk of getting some little

coarseness, as this denotes great vig»ur and con-

stitution. Both sexes of the improved breeds of

swine are, if allowed, precocious iu breeding. To
prevent this, the boar pig must be separated from

the sows, as soon at least as he lias attained four

months of age, and it is better thenceforward to

keep him entirely bv himself. For this purpose, a

close covered, roomy, pen, with a plank floor, and

plenty of litter, is provided for him to feed and sleep

in, and retire to whenever he pleases, and made
comfortably warm in winter, and cool in summer.
This communicates, by a door that can be opened
and shut at pleasure, with a yard for him to root and

exercise in, and a strong upright post or two to rub

and scratch against, and a slough hole to cool and

refresh himself by wallowing at his pleasure during

hot weather. If this yard could be extended to a

good grass pasture, with clear, sweet water passing

through, it would be still better for the boar to have

a run there, and more conducive to his health,

vigour and longevity.

He should never be permitted to be used till seven

months old at least, and it would be much better

that he were allowed to run till nine months. But
if commencing at seven months, he should cover

sparingly, say not more than fifteen to twenty sows,

till a year old, and these as distant apart as possible,

not more than three in any single week. From this

time, till he has pretty full vigour, which for the

Chinese I should call twelve, and the Berkshire

at eighteen months of age, he may be used a little

rao!'e freely. His spring seasons might then vary

from twenty to thirty sows, and the fall nearly

double this number. The sow should be introduced

to him just at the close of her heat, and allowed
but one coitus, or two at the most, and then be
immediately taken away. It has generally been
noted, that one covering produces a greater number,
and stronger offspring, than two or three, and that

an ad libitum service is alike pernicious to all

parties.

During his seasons, if pretty freely used, he
should be kept up, and with care, being fed at least

three times a day, about, or quite as much as he will

eat. The be«t aliment for him then is boiled or

soaked corn, with plenty of pure fresh water, and
for variety some swill from the house, slightly

thickened with meal, (oat is the best,) and a few
raw or boiled vegetable roots. As an antidote to

disease, and to give tone to the appetite and assist

digestion, a table spoonful of sulphur is occasion-

ally put in liis food ; salt also is placed where he
can get at it when he pleases, and charcoal or
small chunks of rotten wood, together with a

handful of crushed bones. Between the seasons
bis feed is made lighter, but sufficiently nutritious

to keep him in fair store order, and more exercise,

and a greater run, as above, is recommended. A

good animal thus treated may last ten years or
more, and get excellent stock from first to last. I have
lately heard of boars having been effective till

past twenty, and can see no good reason to doubt
the truth of the communication, as the hog has been
known both in ancient and modern times, to have
frequently attained the age of thirty years. The
duration of tlieir services, and goodness of their

stock, depends mainly upon their treatment. Great
error is committed in irregularity of feeding, and
overtasking their procreative powers, and hence the
frequent disappointments in distinguishing animals,

not producing stock at all equal to themselves.
The Sow.— When growing pigs or shoats, and

kept up in peas, not more than half a dozen sows
ought to herd together, yet in large pastures any
reasonable number may be suffered to associate.

But when full grown, and especially if of a large
size, two at most is sufficient together in confine-

ment, and it would be still better that each one had
an apartment to itself in the piggery. Unless the pig
was lean, and the object was to somewhat fine her,

it ought not to be allowed to breed, if a Chinese,
till twelve, and if a Berkshire, till eighteen months

;

and if something extra large was wanted, defer their

corning ia still six months longer. There is then no
check in growth, and tlie first litter of pigs is usually
as fine and as large as any subsequent ones. The
period of their gestation is sixteen weeks, and the
time that they are stinted to the boar should be set

down, and one month at least previous to farrowing,
each sow should be takon up and occupy a place
alone, either in pasture or in j)en, similar to that

described for the boar, be kept in good order, and
strictly watched when expected to bring forth. As
soon as dropped, see that the pigs are cleaned and
take the teat, and the dam rid of the placenta, and
that carried off and buried. She should then be
supplied with short cut litter in a moderate quan-
tity, so that her young will not get tangled in it, and
be smothered. Oat straw is the best for this pur-
pose, wheat and barley having bearded heads, which
if eaten frequently, hook to the intestines, and cause
a dangerous irritation and often death. The watch-
ing should continue several days, till the pigs
are strong and lively, especially if the sow
be full grown and heavy, otherwise they are in

danger of being laid and trod upon, and killed.

One pig more saved than leaving the sow to herself,

amply repays all this extra attention.

The sows being somewhat feverish at farrowing
should have what water they please to drink about
blood warm, but very little food, and that of a light

kind the first twentv-four hours. After this their

feed may be gradually strengthened, and when the

pigs get a week old, the dam should be fed all it will
eat three times a day without cloying. All the
whey and milk that can be spared, with a mixture
of oat and barley \vith ])ea or Indian meal, of one
part of either of the latter to three parts of the former,

IS highly recommended for nursing, together with an
equal quantity of boiled or steamed vegetables.

As soon as the pigs will eat, a small open box frame
should be placed in the pen, under which they
could run and be separate from the sows, a trough
set there, and milk with a light mixtuie of meal
and cooked vegetable roots, poured out for them.
This greatly relieves the sow, and adds much to the

gro^vtl) of the pigs ; they wean tlien without scour-

ing, losing condition in the least, or being checked
in their growth.

It is generally thought that pigs do as well to be
weaned at six weeks old as later, for the little milk
that each then gets is obtained by mora or less
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quarrelling, and adds a distaste to their other food :

besides it is a great consideration to get them off the

sow as soon as possible. Eight or ten great pigs

tugging at her breast for two or three months, is

hard to be borne, and is frequently verv pernicious

to her teats. In weaning, all hut one should he

taken off, put the dam on short allowance, and in

two days, take the remaining pigawav, allowing it at

first to draw the breast twice a day, and then
diminish till once in two or three days during a

week, then turn the sow out to grass and leave off

entirely, and commence gradually to put her into

condition again. The Berkshires especially are

great milkers, and must he well attended to at

weaning time, or the breast will fill, become caked
and swollen, and finally ulcerate, and be the cause

sometimes of the death of the sow. Two litters are

allowed per annum, and a prefereace for farrowing

in this climate is given to the montbs of April and
September. Fartiier south later and earlier will

answer. A pig when first dropped is a very tender

animal, and if the weather he too cool it will perish
;

the dam also is likely to become ravenous and devour
ber offspring, or refuse to nurse it.

After being weaned, pigs should be fed

upon cooked food, at least for a i'ew days ; they

will then very n.rely scour, and if tbev have

a dry, warm place to sleep in, covered from

the weather, will not take cold or be afflicted

with swollen head and throat, that too often

destroys them. Night air is very pernicious to

young pigs, and is the direct cause ofmost of the ills

that affect them. In order to give them a handsome
shape and good growth, some attention must be had

to their food and accommodation. To their snug sleep-

ing apartment in the winter, a large dry yard that

the sun will shine in when out, should be appended
for exercise, and in summer they ought to have the

run of a good grass or clover lot, with pure water if

possible passing through it. The best food that can

then he given thera, is as much milk, whey, and
house-swill as can he spared, and a mixture of oat

and Indian meal about half and half, with flax-seed

ground with it, at therateof apintor so to the bushel,

or for want of this a quart or two of oil meal may be

substituted. All this, and more especially if it can

be cooked beforehand, mixed with an equal quan-

tity of steamed roots of any kind, such as potatoes,

beets, &c., makes the most palatable, healthful and

thriving food for young pigs and old, that I know of.

There is a very great saving in cooking food for hogs,

and making it pretty thin with water ; the liquid

alone, in this case, seems to go farther with them

than the whole of the food uncooked. Repeated ex-

periments have established the fact, that water, un-

der these circumstances, becomes very nutritious.

Shorts and bran, so much given to pigs, is most
miserable food alone, and especially if used without

being cooked. It almost invariably scours them,

and under the most favourable circumstances 1

could never see much thrift from the feeding:.

—

Cold swill, and above all if any frozen, is very per-

nicious; it is the cause of seveial diseases, espe-

cially that of casting the inwards, and ought never to

be fed. When confined, either as store animals or

fattening, all hogs sjjould have a little sulphur and

salt occasionally in their food, with pure water to

drink at all seasons once or twice a day, and char-

coal or chunks of rotten wood thrown to them, and

be allowed now and then to come to the ground a

short time for the purpose of rooting aud eating dirt.

'J'hey may not fat, or rather bloat wp, quite so fast for

this, hut their flesh will be much superior, and the

poor animal will be kept free from the fever that

otherwise so much torments it ; and indeed, it is re-

lieved, except in rare cases, of all other diseases.

Of the pathology of the hog, the writer acknow-
ledges almost total ignorance ; he trusts, however,
that some one well qualified will soou be induced
to come forward, and treat the subject with the abi-

lity that it so highly merits. In so doing, notonly
the more extensive breeder, hut the public at large,

would be placed under great obligations, for there

are (ew families in the United States, out of our

large cities, that, to use the Irish expression, do not
" live neatly and keep their pig.

"

Buffalo, December, 18.39. A. B. Allen.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Would you be kind, through the medium of

your excellent work, to ask of your correspondents
some account of a short useful breed of sheep, the
Banboroughshire or Banffshire, as I can find no
account of them in any work I have met with.
Are they originally a distinct breed of long woolled
sheep ?

Much has lately been said about Italian rye-grass

beiHg, or not being, a perennial grass. I have
some which has been mowed for four years, and
the aftermath eaten with sheep, which is still very
luxuriant. I have another field ; the first year was
mowed and the aftermath eaten with sheep, second
year pastured with sheep, third year pastured hard
with sheep, and now the sheep being removed for

a fortnight, is uncommonly luxuriant. Another
field, in which I sowed one bushel of Italian

rye grass per acre, upon old swarth which formerly
was of the most meagre description, has been so
much improved by it, as to materially alter the
herbage, and what formerly would scarcely afford

maintenance for anything, has these last four

years been a good rough useful pasture, increasing

rather than diminishing in the quantity of roots of
the Italian rye-grass. My opinion is, sheep will

leave every other description of grass untouched,
so long as they can get the succulent stems of this

grass, and perhaps injure it by eating it close ; but
that it is naturally perennial on dry soils I have
not the least doubt. I\Iy soil is on a strata of

magnesian limestone.

I have sowed it along with red clover, white
clover, trefoil, and different sorts of rye- grass, rib-

grass, timothy-grass, cocksfoot, and the natural

grasses which you obtain by sowing hay seeds, but
in every instance, I find the Italian eaten first, and
young cocksfoot the second. C. C.

JnJy 5fh.

THE WIRE WORM.
Sir,—Having been a subscriber to your valuable

Magazine many years, I shall feel obliged if any of
your correspondents would inform me what is the
best method to destroy the wire worm. I have a
piece of hop ground which is sadly infested with
the depredator, and having tried lime, and other
nostrums, I don't find any benefit. If any one,
therefore, will be pleased to give me advice on the
subject, I shall feel greatly obliged. I remain
yours most obediently, J. C.

Kent, 24 t/i July.
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ON A NEW METHOD OF FEEDING
SHEEP ON TURNIPS.

BV JAMES STEWART MENTEATIl, ESQ., YOUNGER,
OF CLOSEBUUN.

(From the Quarterlri Journal of AgricuUnre.)

(Concluded from pacre 36.)

4. That the manure of the sheep, fed with such

a variety of rich food, will be ot much betier qua-

lity. It is a well known fact, that the better an
animal is fed, the more valuable is the manure
produced ; and by giving oilcake, its fertilizing

powers are nearly doubled. No dung is move
valuable to tlie farmer than that of his sheej). It

is united with a greater proportion of animal sub-

stances, condensed into a smaller compass, than

in the dung of almost any other quadruped.
5. That it is one signal advantage in this ma-

nagement of turnij)?, that if any part of the field

be poorer in its soil than other parts, it may be

made equally rich and productive in bearing crops

of grain and grass with the richer portions of the

land. In feeding the sheep with cut turnips, tlicy

may be made to stand as long as it; is wished on
any particular jmrt, and by judiciously removing
the traughs to diffeient parts within the fold, the

manure may be equally well distributed all over
it. There can be no more effectual plan than this

of improving poor, sandy, gravelly soils. The
flock confined within the fold, tread and render
the earth more compact and retentive ot moisture,

and by their dropi)ings, uiine, and perhap> jjcrspi-

rable matters exuded from the fleeces vvhile lying

on the ground, make it fitter to yield heavier and
richer crops of grass and grain.

6. That the carcass of the sheep is not the only
part of the animal which is improved by this new
method of feeding. 'I'lie ^roo/, which is an object

of great value at the present time, is produced in

greater quantity, and of better quality. The more
improved higher condition of the sheep, influences

the quantity and quality of the fleece.
" it oug^bt ne'. er to be forgotten, thnt the growth

of the wool is liable to be materially affected by the

system of feeding pursued. It is essential to the

evenness and strength of the staple, that the feeding

of tlie animal should be uniforin, without any sudden
interruption or transition. Where this is suffered to

take place, the natural progress of the wool is for a

while most injuriously interfered with. It continues

to grow, but the new fibre is unhealthy, and becomes
so weak as to snap under tiie operationsof the manu-
facturer. jMuch wool is injured in this way by the

change between summer and winter keep ; and sud-

den transition from rich to poor, and from poor to

rich feeding, ought most carefullv to be avoided."*

The merino wool in Saxony, though a much
colder climate than Spain, the native land of the

merino sheep, we arc informed from the best au-
thority, has been greatly improved in fineness by
great attention being paid to the treatment of

these sheep. Indeed, in our own island, Lord
Western, at Felix Hall, in Essex, has, by devoting
similar attention to feeding, sheltering, and hous-
ing in bad weather in sheds with yards his merinos,
prevented any deterioration in their wool. His
Lordship's best fleeces, we are informed, are not
inferior in any resiiect to any that are imported
from Spain, Saxony, or Australia.

* See Complete Grazier or Farmer's and Cattle

Breeder's Assistant, seventh edition.

7. As another advantage resulting from this

mode of feeding it is agreed that, according to it,

there is a much smaller waste of turnip ; that we
have it in our power to give the animals just

what kind and quantity of food we may think pro-

per ; that these useful roots, the farmers chief

dependence for the winter keep of his woolly

stock, may be preserved to a late season of the

ypar, when provender is most in demand for

them. It is the opinion of good judges that the

slicing of turnips, and putting them into wooden
troughs to be eaten by the flock, makes these

roots go farther by one-fourth than in the old way
of feeding. Every part of the root is rendered

eatable. To make the turnip, therefore, go as far

as possible in feeding stock of all kinds, whether

in the stall, the farm-yard, or the sheepfold in the

turnip field, let no farmer be without the useful

turnip-cutting machine. No one in Scotland is

ignorant how much our sheep suffer in a late, se-

vere, backward spring. If any jilan can be

pointed out, upon which flocks may be better sup-

ported at this pinching time of the year, it surely

is well worthy the attention of their owners to

examine how far they can introduce it. And all

these matters are of the greatest importance, and

closely connected with the interest of the hus-

bandman.
8. That wherever an experiment has been

made to pen or fold upon a turnip field, two lots

of sheep, equal in all respects as to age and condi-

tion, putting at Martinmas the one lot into one

fold, the other into another, and continuing to

feed regularly the two lots ; shifting at stated times

the fold to fresh portions of ths field, the one lot

to be fed in the usual way on the turnips, having

also oilcake pounded, salt, and cut hay and straw

given it, but the other to liave the turuips cut into

thin narrow slices and placed in troughs before

the sheep, it will be found the lot which has had

the turnips supplied to them cut by the machine,

with the oilcake, salt, and cut hay and straw,

will be as forward in the middle of February as

the former lot would he in April. But, should the

two lots be kept feeding for twenty weeks, the lot

which has had the turnips supplied cut into thin

narrow slices will fetch from 4s. to 5s. a-head

more than the individuals of the other lot ; that

this increased value of the sheep will cover all the

expense of oilcake, turnip machines, and the extra

wages of attendance in working them ; and that a

feeder will receive a handsome return, remunera-

ting him for what may be held by those unac-

quainted with this mode of feeding an extraordi-

nary outlay.

Thoroughly convinced of the advantages result-

ing from this method of feeding sheep, tlie English

agriculturists are strenuously endeavouring to

promote the introduction of the plan into those

])laces where it is yet unpractised. Accordingly,

we observe at the meetings of local agricultural

societies in various parts of England, that different

influential individuals of these bodies are coming
forward to press upon the notice of the other

members the benefit of this system, which fattens

the sheep sooner, and increases the fertility of the

soil. Lord Huntingfield, at the meeting of the

East Suffolk Agricultural Association, on the 12th

of September, 183i), "recommended every one

feeding sheep to cut turnips for them ; instead of

turning sheep into the fields among the turnips,

as the advantage of cutting them by machines was
seen by the tendency and aptitude to fatten the

animals." Another gentleman, Mr. Shaw, at the

same meeting, stated ;

—

H
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" He agreed witl) Lord lluntiiii^lield on tlie pro-

prifity ofcuttinj; turnips for sheep, instead of turning;

file (iocks into the fields upon tlieiii, as hiid hitherto

been tlie custom in tliis countrv. 'Jhe system, lie be-

lieved, was greatly increar.in.L;. For years past he
had himself adopted tlio plan. He could not say,

however, tliat the turnips went twice as far, but lie

believed that tlioy went one-third more tlian as far ;

and if they made an addition of oilcake and cut hay
and straw, feeding them with them as well as tile cut
turnips, they would find themselves amply repaid in

llieit future crops upon light lands. He spoke confi-

dently, because, wliere he did not formerly grow
more than six coombs,* he had this year grown eight

coombs ; and that was the first time the crop had
come round with wheat since the first time the tur-

nips had been cut for the sheep, and oilcake and cut
hay had been given them.'' (Mark L<nte Eipress,

Seplemher 23, 1839.)
In another jiart of England, viz., in Devonshire,

we find at the meeting of the Taunton Agricul-
tural Association and Cattle Shon, at Taunton, on
t!.ie -ind December, 1S;>9, Mr. E.A. Sandford, M.P.,
calling the attention of the members to the
advantages of feeding sheep with cut turnips. " He
advised them to draw their turnips, cut them with
a machine, and supply the sheep with them in due
((uantities." (Mark Lane Ed-press, December 9,

1839.)

Another illustration of the high estimation in
which it is held in ]']ngland, and of the anxiety of
landlords to promote this improvement, is the

J'act, that jn'eminms are offered by some to en-
courage the introduction of it upon their estates.

On his rent day, in autumn, 1839, the Earl of
Chichester offered a premium of a turnip-cutting
machine to th.at tenant who had the best fi-^ld of
turnips, of not less than five acres, regard being
had to the quality of the soil, and the general cul-

tivation of the crops. ( Svsse.v Express.)
In some parts of England the tenants have not

turned a deaf ear to such important suggestions
from their landlords, and are pursuing this new
system of sheep feeding very extensively. The
author of these observations was lately informed
hy a respectable tenant of the Earl of Leicester
that he had fed in Norfolk last winter ninety-
three score of sheep, folded on the turnip field,

•with these roots cut with the machine, together
with pounded oilcake, cut hay and straw, salt, and
occasionally bruised oats.

The preceding statements have been confined to

the manner of fattening sheep profitably for mar-
ket, when folded on turnips cut by machine. We
might, however, have extended our observations,

by jiointing out the great advantages of taking
greater care of our breeding ewes than we do, by
giving them more shelter, nnd food of better qua-
lity two or three months before the lambing
season commences. We are too much, in Scot-
land, disposed to manage our sheep, though the
most profitable, with less care than any other of
our domestic animals. We compel them to brave
all the storms and hurricanes of winter. ^Vere
we, however, to expend on them somewhat of the
a.ttcntion wc bestow ujion our horses and cattle,

and shield them by some shelter from the pelting
of the merciless blasts of rain and snow, and feed
them with some nutritions food, the flock would
he much more profitable to its owner than at

jirescnt, and many of those losses which of late

years have but too often befallen the hapless ani-

* A coomb is ecjual to fourimperialbuiibels.

mal be jircventcd. If some dry, snug, warm, sunny
corner, not far from the barn-yard, were looked out,

it would be no very costly affair for the storemaster
to enclose a small yard witlisheep-liuriiles,of size to

contain all the breeding ewes ; to erect around the

yard a low simple range of sheds, made out of any
offnl wo(id, or slabs or coarse boards about the
jiremises. These sheds might be covered over
with turf, broom, heath, or straw, if it could be
sjiared. Let the breeding ewes be here confined
every evening, and when the weather seemed
likely to be stormy, wet, and boisterous, let them
lie here, warm and dry, day and night. Under
this management less tar and grease would suffice.

The wool freed from these foul anointing sub-
stances would be whiter, and consecjuently bring
a higher price. By bedding the sheep with straw,

bracken or fern, or dried leaves, of which abun-
dance in most jilaces might be gathered in autumn,
a great mass of valuable manure might be col-

lected. The shelter of these sheds will ward off'

many fatal diseases to which the out-lying sheep
are constantly exjiosed. By inserting, however, a
letter on this subject, wliich appeared in the
" iMark Lane Express" of Kith December, 1839,
from Lord Western, of Felix Hall, Essex, our
views on this subject will be more clearly conveyed
than we can hope to express them in language of
our own. With regard to sheltering sheep in

winter, and otherwise managing them, Lord Wes-
tern is surpassed by no breeder in the island, and
any remarks proceeding from so high authority
demand the most serious consideration of the in-

telligent sheep owner.
" i have a flock of pure merino, and a flock of

Anglo-merino, of which peculiar sort I have exhi-

bited specimens at the Smithfield show and at Oxford,
and shall again at Smithfield next month: I h:ivo

now had three years" exjierieuce of the jiractice, and
am decidedly of opinion, tliat the fatting stock thrive

quicker, and the sheep with their lambs also do better

than out of doors. 1 begin in November to put them into

the yards at night, letting them out in the day. As the

season advances I shorten tiieir going abroad, till at

length they are not allowed to go out at all, except
that when there happens to be a fine sunny day in

winter, 1 let the ewes and lambs out for two or three

hours upon a piece of dry ground, on which I- strew
some cabbages or turnips. The yard of course must
be well littered. I like the litter to accumulate to a
considerable depth, so as it does not heat. 1 think

the sheep tread the straw with their little sharp feet

quite as effectually as bullocks; and the manure
from them is better, dependent however upon what
they eat, the higher they are fed, of course, the richer

the manure. I place salt for them in the yards, and
the ewes and lambs consume a large quantity, the
young lambs eat it with avidity. Tiie salt which I

give is of pretty good ([uality, not rock-salt, but
small salt of the inferior sort used at table. That
sheep do not suffer from confinement I have abun-
dant other proof; the merino rams fight so furiously

that 1 often tie them up like horses in a stall, and
keep them there from season to season, and they are

as healthy as any that are out, and will ge.t some-
times very fat. As a subject of curious experiment
1 kept tiiree pure merino wethers every year in their

wool, three successive seasons ; from the time of their

being sixteen months old tilt they were shorn of their

three years' fleece they wor(> never out ofthe house, and
I never knew them otherwise than healthy and in good
fleshy condition when stri]iped of their three years
old fleece. 1 sent one to Oxford that was exceed-
ingly fat, after Iiavijig a fleece tuken from biin that
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weighed 28 lb,, and I sliall exhibit anotljer npxt

month extravagantly fat, with a fleece of ;-iO lb.

vveiojht. My folding-yards are spacious, and sur-

rounded with sbetls, these sheds are made in the

clieapest possible munner, they are only ten feet deep

and wide, and about six or seven feet high ; built of

that limited size, the wood which otherwise would be

burnt is sufficient to build them, the posts are stuck

into the ground with bearers across, and covered

with haulm. Other materials better suited for

tlie purpose may be used in some countries;

furze will make good walls and covering also ; some
persons may think it good policy to build their sheds

of superior construction, but excessive cheapness,

though little durable, places them within the re;ich

of small farmers with short tenures. 1 liave now
adverted to eveiy circumstance calculated to recom-

mend the practice of )'ard-folding of sheep, of which
I am a decided advocate ; and I protest 1 know of

nothing that can render the polic}'' of the system at

all (piestionable, where the necessary means are at-

tainable with any tolerable facility."

When turnii)s are grown on strong day land, as

in Ayrshire, and in other similar soils in Scotland,

and cannot be eaten oft" by folding sbeep upon
them, they might be cartedto such a sheep-yard,

fitted up with sheds as just described by Lord
Western, and there, being cut by machines, be
given to the sheep, and in which yards they might
be fed fat for market. The breeding ewes in all

situations whatever, ought to have provided for

them during the winter months such yards and
sheds ; and if erected of the same dimensions, and
of the cheap materials recommended by Lord Wes-
tern, there arc but few store-farmers who would
find them beyond their means. Having such care

and such feeding bestowed upon them, fewer
losses at lanhbing time, and earlier, larger,

stronger lambs would be reared. AVe think these

matters are A'ell worthy the attention of the intel-

ligent sheep-farmer.

In some parts of England we find farmers imi-

tating Lord Western in feeding their breeding
ewes during winter in sheds and yards. A respec-

table farmer in Suffolk states in the " Mark Lane
Express," of December 2?>, 1839, " that he is now
building a complete sheep-yard, with sheds, for

400 ewes, as his plan is to house them in winter.

Last year he made 150 loads of manure, which
would have been wasted or deposited where it would
not have been available ; and in my opinion it is

equal to any manure for turnips."

An interesting experiment lately made with
great pains and accuracy by Mr. John Wallbanke
Childcrs, M. P., in feeding sheep in a yard with a

shed, is detailed in the Journal of the " English
Agricultural Society," vol. i. part ii. p. Ifi9. This
experiment supports the valuable advice given by
Lord Western in the letter we have just inserted,

on the great advantage of feeding sheep in winter

in yards with sheds :
—

" Having tried an experiment on the winter fat-

tening of sheep this year, I think the insertion of it

in your Journal may be desirable. It i)as for some
time been my opinion that sheep would fatten more
quickly in a yard than in the usual manner on turni[)s

in the field. In consequence of this view of the case

I last winter enclosed a small yard with posts and
rails, and erected a low thatched shed, just large

enough to allow a score of sheep to lie down at once.
The floor of this shed was boarded with common
rough slabs, and was raised eighteen inches above
the surface of the ground, the lioards being placed

three-eighths of aa inch apart, in order to allow the

free passage of water, and keep the boards dry, as

my great fear was that the shuep might get the foot-rot.

" 1 then proceeded on the 1st January to draw
forty wether hoggs out of my Leicesters, and di-

vided them into two lots, as equal in quality as I

could get them. On v/eighing each sheep separately,

I found the weight ot one score to be 133 st. 3 lb.,

and that of the other 184 st. 4 lb. I put the first lot

into the yard, and placed the other lot on turnips.

The field was a dry sandy soil, and well sheltered,

and peculiarly favourable and healthy for sheep.

Each lot had exactly the same quantity of food given

them, wuich was as follows :
—" 1st, As many cut

turnips as thev could eat, which was abouti!7 st. per

diem for each lot. 2d, 10 lb. of linseed cake, at

the rate of half a pound per sheep per day. '3d,

Half a pint of barley per sheep per day. 4lh, A
little hay, and a constant supply of salt. For the

first three weeks both lots consumed equal portions

of food ; but in the fourth week there was a falling

oft' in the consumption ©f the hoggs in the shed of o

St. of turnips per day ; and in the ninth week there

was a falling off of 2 st. more. Of linseed-cake there

was also a falling off of 3 lb. per day. The hoggs

in the field consumed the same quantity of food

from first to last. The result of the experiment is

as follows :—

-

January 1

February 1 ..

March 1 ....

April 1
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and many a biting blast. For that purpose, we
think there might be contrived movable wooden
sheds, which being placed on wheels, (\'here the

land was not too uneven, might easily and expe-

ditiously be moved from one part of the field to

the other, whenever it was intended to move the

fold. The following dimensions are suggested :
—

The shed to be made of any refuse sort of

wood, to be about 7feet wide, 5 feet high, and to

be made in separate parts of 15 feet long each, and
having a wooden floor or l)Ottom. Thus the sheep

woidd lie dry, as all moisture, from the boards or

slabs being laid a little apart from each other,

would pass away. This wooden floor to be placed

on four lion wheels, which would raise the floor

six inches off the ground. Into the wooden floor

to drive four or more wooden posts, either

of fir or larch. Upon these the roof would be

fastened.

The bars or hurdles used for enclosing the fold

against which the movable shed would stand, to

be roughly closed up with slabs or l)oards to pre-

vent the ])assage of cold and wet through them.

When it was wished to move the fold to any
other quarter of the turnip-field, two men or a

])oney m ould not be long in drawing the movable
f.heds to any part of the enclosure. The expense

of each of these portable sheds would not exceed

41b. About one sctu'e of sheep would be contained

in one of them. Under these dry, warm, portable

sheds, the fattening sheep would be comlbrtably

lodged in all bad weather; and thus lying warm
and dry, they would sooner take on flesh, and yield

more wool.

Floor of Long Movable Shed.

Elevation of Loutj Movable Shed.

Floor of two Short Movable Shed^, formimj one long one.

IDl
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Elemtion of tico Short MovaUe Sheds placed tot/ether, to form one long one.

I I I '
till

Scale of Feet. 5 1*^

Elevation of the end of either size of Movable Shed.

I

15

In the particulars we have brought forward in

favour of an improved system of feeding farm-
stock, we have had it ])rincipally in view to call

the attention of the Scottish agriculturist to the

manner of feeding sheep on turnips in the eastern

counties of England. Much however, of what we
have stated in explaining the system of feeding

sheep, is applicable to cattle. Tliese animals, like

sheep, have eight front cutting teeth, none in the

upper jaw and only in the lower; and their front

teeth in the lowerjaw are liable to many of the acci-

dents and changes fromagcthatareattendant upon
those of sheep. It is therefore as indispensiblethat

cattle when fed on turnips, and which we wish to

feed rapidly, and in the least wasteful manner,
should have them presented to them cut into slices.

The hay which is allowed them ought also to be cut
for them by a hay-cutting machine. If this article

be supplied them in racks, or in other ways, there
will be a great waste, as the cattle, like horses,
tread under foot nearly as much as they consume.
Whatever other food be given with turnips, let

salt always be freely offered feeding cattle, as also
cows, which makes the latter yield more milk.
We think that every one who reflects upon the

subject will readily admit, that the mode of feed-
ing which we have endeavoured to describe, is a
material improvement upon that formerly pmsued.

It recommends itself, not by any one, but many
advantages.

1. It preserves the teeth of the hogg or young
sheep, and the older animals ; and, should these
unfortunately have dropped o>it, enables them to

satisfy their hunger in a short time to rest, and to

ruminate.
2. That they become fat in a shorter time.

3. This variety of rich food improves greatly the
quality of the manure.

4. The poorer parts of any field may be enriched
equally with the better parts of it, by keejnngthe
sheep standing on them as long as it is thought
advisable.

5. The wool, from the higher keep of the ani-

mal, is improved in quality, and increased in quan-
tity.

6. The turnips can be husbanded, to feed more
sheep, and preserved to a later period of the sea-

son, when they are most needed.
7. Experiments made upon two lots of sheep, in

all respects equal, feeding the one in the old, the
other in the new way, show the advantages of the
latter over the former ; the one lot, within the
same time, greatly excelling the other both in flesh

and fleece.*

* In confirmation of the statements we have ad-
vanced in favour of feeding sheep while folded on
turnips, in the way just described, we have much
pleasure to strengthen ours, by laying before the
reader the opinions of one of the most intelligent and
practical farmers in the Wolds of Lincolnshire. This
gentleman, Mr. Francis lies, of Barnoldby, not only
farms his own beautilul estate, but rents a very ex-
tensive tract of land from the Earl of Yarborougli.

'J'liis gentleman states, as respects the seventh
statement we have put forward respecting the feed-
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The above observations were collected durin";
a recent vi'-it to England. It is hoped the reader
will overlook the imperfect and hurried manner
in which they have been ])ut together, and direct
his attention to the considerations of the advan-
tages which are certain to accrue to him by adop-
ting the new and improved method of manage-
ment pointed out. Oar sole and anxious aim and

ing two scors of sheep, ona on turnips in the old
way, the other by gii-ing- them cut by machinps :

"There cannot he a doubt, that the score which have
the turnips cut for them will be much sooner (it for
market, an^ will fetcli from 3 to 6s., or, I think I

might say, from 43. to 8s. per head more than the
others, that are not cut for them. There are many
reasons why this should be tlie case : they get tljeir

iood in a cleaner and more regularinanner ; and, when
tliey become accustoned to the troug])s, which tboy
generally do in a few days, they can 01! themselves
in a much shorter time, consequently having a much
longer period for rest, which is a very essential
point. TJiey also get their food much ea'rlier in the
morning, onr plan being to cut a large tubful of tur-
nips over night, which are served out to them the
iirst thing in the morning, and during the time thev
are eating them, the man is cutting more for them,
until they are satisfied, and go to rest ; and, i)y the
time they again rise, the troughs are all replenished,
nnd so on thiring the day, alwavs taldng care to
leave them fui! at night. Another reason why cut-
ting turnips for sheep is so beneficial, is, th;U dnr-
ing the winter and spring months, the hoggs lose
their teeth alw.iysin lliesi)ring, and very frequently
much earlier in severe seasons, from the turnips hu-
ing hard from the frost. Jt is therefore obvious
when this is the case, that cutting for them must be
not only beneficial, but highly necessary, as it is im-
possible for tliem in tliat state to procure sufficient
food in the natural way. Great regularity and good
management, however, must be observed when cut-
ting turnips for sheep. In fact every thing depends
upoM it, as, when the hoggs havii ouce becouie accus-
tomed to the troughs, they require lobe well served,
and plenty cut for tLdm,as ihey will not then look
out for themselves, but appear to wait for a regulnr
supply. I have in several instances seen the whole
.of the expense of cutting turnips thrown away by
bad management, and want of regularity. It has be-
come almost proverbial with us, "better not cut at all
than not cut oioiigli ;'' one man and a boy will cut lor
about 260 hoggs, and do them well. I have at pre-
sent four machines going, with a man and a boy to
each; and tlaese machines, worked by these hands,
cut each for about 260 hogg.s. 1 his season ha.s
been a very bad one for turnip slieep generally, ha-
ving had so much rain. I'he siieej) have, scarcely
f.ver been dry, and the land has been in a very dirty
state. ^Vhen ho^gs are fed with cut turnips, they
are frequently made fat, clipped, nnd sold in the lat-
ter end of April and beginning of Mav. We some-
times give tliem barley and malt-comb,s. The latter
answers well in the beginning of tl)e season. We
fancy it keejis thiMu healthy, 'but oil-cake is more
generully used tlian any other urlificial food, as wo
find that the manure of the sheep fed upon it is bio li-

ly beaeficial to the land on our Lincolnshire VVulds.
The sheep wooden troughs we use are of various

dimensions and sizes. 'J'bose I use are about 10
feet long, 7 inclies deep, with an 8-incb bottom. 'J'he
trough is nailed upon two legs of wood, about 5 iu-
ches deep, placed about one foot from each cud of
the troui'b."

object hi publishing these remarks, is the hope
we cherish, that they may be instrumental in ex-
citing inquiry among the intelligent tenantry of
Scotland upon a subject so important.

Allusion having been made to Holkham, it may
be observed, that, among the places visited, it is

to be included. To the kindness and hos])itality

of the Earl of Leicester, the proprietor of that
splendid estate, we are greatly indebted for an op-
portunity of inspecting all the operations, many
of them highly interesting to the lover of good
husbandry, in progress upon his Lordship's exten-
sive and well managed farm. Here it was that the
system of feeding sheep on turnips cut bymacVdnes
were seen to the best advantage. Every one who
visits Uolkbam must be struck with what that
public-spirited and enlightened nobleman has effec-

ted during a lonij life devoted to agricultural pur-
suits, l^y continued and unceasing perseverance,
Lord Leicester has converted an immense district

of wilderness into a highly productive and iieau-

tifnl country, yielding rich and luxuriant harvests,*
adorned everywhere with woods in a most healthy
and thriving condition, and managed on the most
scientific ])rinciples, interspersed with farm build-

ings, commodious, and conveniently put down in

the midst of the farm, in which will be found an
industrious, hospitable, and well-informed tenan-
try, grateful to their liberal landlord for the com-
forts which they enjoj' ; among which, not the least

is the secure holding of their farms, not the uncer-
tain tenancy of from year to year, but on a lease

of twenty-one j'ears' duration. In this happj' se-

curity in their tenure, we discover one of the main
causes of the superior cultivation and prosperous
condition of the tenantry upon the estate of Holk-
ham.f

TRIAL OF STRENGTH.—Not far from this I

saw a novel, and, to me, iiiteresiiiiu; trial of streujrth.

The traces of a stout well-conditioned cart-horse, were
attached to a splia^er bir, which two men took hold of

in their liands. They thi n placed themselves, so that

their feet were against the side of a small grip in the

road, «nd,iu that position, tried their strength atrainst

that of the horse. He was, by word aud whip, excited

to put forth his utmost strength, but totally without
eflFtct. The two men held him back, without being
moved from their position, so that he could not ad-
vance I'll inch. One of the men alone then tried the

experiment ; but this time the horse was easily victo-

rious.— TroUope's Summer in Brittany.

* We are assured, from the very best authority,

that, forty years ago, at the sea-port of Wells, not
far from Holkham, not more than 10,000 ([uartersof

wiieat were aimuallv imported, for tlie supply ofthe

iieighLourhood. But now, from the great improvo-
ineuts of Lord Leicester on his estates, the same lit-

tle port expoits ;iO,O0O (piarters of wheat, though the

population has perhaps doubled, or more than dou-
bled, in that period.

•f-
Having submitted these remarks oa the im-

proved method of feeding slieeji, while foldeil upon
turni[)S, we feel exceedingly anxious that it should he
adopted mort^ universally ni Scotland. Might we
suggest ("without j)resuniiiig too luu(di) to the High-
land and Agricultural Society of S(^otinnd, to take

into consideration the projiriety of holding outn pre-

mium to those who sliould follow the plan described,

and carry it out in the most perfect niunner?
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ON ERADICATING WEEDS.
One year's snod %rep(Iiiie; will prpvcnt sppdiiior,

But one vem-'s seeding mukcs seven years weeding !!
!"

Siu,—Your kindnes'; in publisliing' my former letters

prompts me to communicate somelhino' lelative to the

subject I liave chosen lor my moito, leaving it to you
to publisii or suppress, according' to the merits or de-

merits you iuul therein. 'J he present year bids lair to

be one in which attention to wecdinq: (sLrang^ely neg:-

lecteil herenbouts,) will be mucli called ibr, from the

heat in April, and part of Rlay, and the moisture since

»o favourable to the f^i'owth of " every plant, herb and
flower." The infatuation of allowin;;' weeds to grow
and ripen with the crops has been often noticed. Slill

ranch remains to be said, and more to be done on that

head, for active exertion becomes now necessary. 1

iiave often thoug-ht of tiie advice to farmers neg'lig'ent

in this all-important matter—"if you are so partial to

weeds that you cannot do witliout them appropriate
part of your land to their exclusive use, but on no ac-

count allow them a place devoied to other purposes."
As SLU'ely as men do not feather j^rapes from thorns, or
fi^s from thistles, so surely will they if not removed
spring iij) with, and choke lliem. However, my jjresent

purpose is not to dilate on the evil of coucli-prruss,

docks, &c., or any of the thorn or tliistle family, highly
injurious though they be, floating their seed- on gos-
samer win^s wafted by autumnal gales to fields though
distant, still under their baneful influence. A greater
and more positive evil, sir, demands attention, at lea^t

in this country, for whicii it has so wften been truly

said, tliat " God h.as done so much and man so little."

] do not exaggerate, ?ir, when I assure you, thai many
fields Rovrn with Spring crops, such as oats, barley,

and potatoes, instead of wearing nature's livt-ry " sight-

rel'reshing green," are like " blossomed furze unproht-
ably gay." jMany s.ucli fields 1 could now point out,
the crop of which I would not accept on condition of
weeding it proi)erly ; for added to the expense (and
heavy it would be,) I would only expect a short crop
from the injury of that operation. 1 am not eaougli of

a botanist lo give ths class, order, or even the name of
the nuisance; and, perhaps if 1 was, a description
maybe more uselul to those for whose information I
write. I have observed three kinds, vvhich 1 call wild
rape, wild mustard, and wild turnip, from their likeness
to these when under proper man igemeiit ; each variety

producing yellow blossoms, and round seed containing
oil. All Seeds conlaiuiug oil i-eniam an incredible time
without vegetating, when deep in the land, aixl only
when by the action of the plough, luiriow, &:c. brought
to the surface are seen to grow. Such I I'et^koa the
difl'erent cabbage tribes, also mustard, turnips, flax,

hemp, furze, &c., the seeds of wli.eh when buried deep
in the earth by the plough or spade, will remain for

centuries in good preservaiion, and will certainly grow
when brought to the surface by any of the afore-men-
tioned causes. When a seed once vegetates, and the
young plant is destroyed, t'.iat seed will never groiv
ajjain. Hence we may conclude that drilling green
crops, especially potatoes, must be a great means of
cleaning land infected with these seeds. To be more
efi'eciual an interval of a few ihiys ought to be between
the ploughings, hoeings, earthing up, &c., to allow
time for the seeds brought to ths surface to grow, tliat

they may be destroyed, and others brought up by the
next operation. A naked fallow also, usin^- the same
method of allowing between the several ploughings,
harrowings,ixc. time for the upper seeds to grow will
have a good effect. Wheat sown in autumn seldom
suffers much from these weeds, the frost ot winter de-
stroys them. Tlie only means of removing them from
corn crops is by hand, and the instant the yellow bios-
som appears, or even before, if possible, they should be
drawn up, drawn out and destroyed, l-'or if suffered to

remain scattered about where they grew, many plants
will produce seed, though pulled up before the pods are
Jbrmed ; and though such seed may be deficient in
fulness, size, and uolour, it will be found not deficient

in germinating powers, or in mischief to succeeding"

crops. In such tini'.s as the present, when we are pay-

ing cash for the produce of foreign countries to teed a
half-starved, and whole idle population, it may not be

amiss to call the attention of the thinking part of the

community to this subject, for as we are now suH'ering

a twofold calamity from the neglect of former years, to

wit short crops and an increasing tendency to weeds, so

doubtless vvill our successors suffer equally, or in a

greater measure, if we fail in checking this evil. How
many who are willing to work, arc for want of it, want-

ing everything—home, food, clothes ? in short every-

thing, 'ihe man who makes two blades of grass grow
where only one grew before deserves well of his country,

and the man who mnkes only orje weed grow where
two usurped the place, is no less its benefactor. Having
trespassed thus far on my own limits, and on your

columns, I now conclude, and remain,

I'^aithfully, yours, An Irish Farmeu.
Kllkenni/, June 8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
It appears that the export of wool during tlie current

year is expected to be no less than seven millions of

pounds, being nearly a million more than 1839.

The following table has been published in the Sydney
papers. It shows the great value of the British trade

wilk New South Wales.
Return of tliedelared value of British and Irish produce

exported to New South Wales in the year ending the

5ih of January, 1B40, with the proportion to similar

exports from the United ivingdoin in the preceding

year to other countries.

The declared value of exports to ^q\v South
Wales exclusive of the other Australian

colonies 5lh January, 1840 £1,173,440
Exceeds the declared value of ex-

ports to Sweden £102,047
Exceeds the declared value of ex-

ports to Norway 77,485
Exceeds the declared value of ex-

ports to Denmark 181,404
Exceeds the declared value of ex-

ports lo Prussia 155,223
Ditto year ending the 5tli of Jan.,

1S39, by more than one-half,

amounting altogether to 5]G,75fl

It exceeds by one-tetUh that of Belgium. ,. . ],0f-J8,0li>

It exceeds by one-tenth that of Portugal . 1,165,335
J t almost equals that of China 1,204,350
It almost equals that tis the Auatrulian Colo-

nies generally 1,336,662
It is only one-foui'th less than to Russia. .. . 1,603,243
It is only two-filths less than to 'i'urkey .... 1,767,1 10
It is about three-fifths that to British North
America 1,992,457

It is about one-half that to France 2.314,141
It is about three-fifths that to Italy 3,076,235
It is about one-third that to British W^est

Indies 3,392,441
It is about one-third that to Holland 3,549,429
It is about one-third that to the East India
Company's territory 3,876,196

It is about one-fourth that to the States of
South America 4,726,905

It is about one-fourth that to Germany .... 4.998,900
It is about one-i-ixlh that to the United States

of America 7,585.766
The ofificial value of exports on the 5th Januarj, 1840,

to New South Wales, was

—

British and Irish produce and manufactures 1,440,446
Foreign aud Colonial merchandise 289,072

Total £1,729,518
Employipiff, with passengers, 416 vessels, with a ton-
nage of 48,911 tons; in return tor which exports, this

colony sent back in 1839, 6,894,8641b. of wool, besides
oil from the fisheries.

In the month of January 990 free emigrants, and 213
convicts arrived at Sydn^y.—Co/u^Na/ Gazette.
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TO THE LANDLORDS OF ENG-
LAND.

Gentlemen,—In a former letter wliich appeared
in the M:irk Lnne Express of June 8th, and in tlie

June number of the Farmer's M.ig.izine, I ex|)ressed
my opinion thiit vurv great advantages would arise

if the practice of letting- farms on long leases, and
of permitting a large proportion of the pasture lands
throughout tiie country to be broken up, were
universally adopted. I'thea stated my ideas fully

on the former of these two sul)jects, and it only
remains for me now to say a few words upon the
latter, I cannot but think that if you were to bestow
upon the subject half the consideration which its

importance demands, you would not fail to see the
superiority of the alternate system, especially when
you remember that it is sanctioned by long expe-
rience in those parts of the kingdom where the
cultivation of the soil has attained the hij,ht'st state
of perfection.

Much prejudice has been excited against the
breaking vp of old turf, as has been the case wiih
many other excellent practices from similar causes,
because some few people have run wild on the sub-
ject, and have asserted that the whole of the jiasture
lands of the kingdom, without excei)ting even the
richest watered meadows, ought to be brought under
the plough. In other cases, as for instance, during
the late war, when from a temporary rise in the
prices of agricultural produce, proprietors have
allowed a part of their grass to be broken up, the
farmers, tempted by the certainty of a large im-
mediate prolit, have taken successive crops of wheat
and other grain from the "frcih land," thus exhausting
it to such a degree as to render it unproductive for
many years. In this way discredit has been
brought upon the system itself, though had it been
followed with judgment, very different results might
have been expected.

But at such a period as the present, when we are
making such rapid advances in agricultural improve-
ment, when we have a Royal Society established
among us for the purpose of bringing the old science
and experience of the country to bear upon every
subject which promises advantage to the landed in-
terest, when large districts in various parts of the
kingdom are teeming with a super-abundant popu-
lation—a population, I believe, in most cases willing
to earn their bread with the labour of their hands',
if they had but the opportunity of doing so—surely
at such a time as this, it is the duty of the landlords
of England to shake otf the trammels of prejudice,
instead of being a clog upon the industry of their
tenants, to take the lead and encourage them in every
improvement, and when a system is'offered for their
adoption, sanctioned by the long experience of a
sister country which promises to confer such im-
portant bentfits upon all classes of society ; the
least they can do is to weigh well it* merits, and un-
less the objections to it are great indeed to give it a
fair trial.

Gentlemen,—1 will not press upon you the aro^u-
ment thst I might draw from the tbeoiy of fecal
exudation, because as yet no posiliie ])rooj' has been
discovered of its truth, although it must be allowed
that facts are very strongly in its favour: neither
shall I lay much stress upon the immense jire-

ponderance of useless or noxious weed in mos,t old
pastures, as that has been brought forward so often
that it must immediately occur lo every onp as soon
as the subject is mentioned, but I should like to
bring before you the fellowiug considerations which

I think will be admitted by most of those who have
paid much attention to the subject.

First—The increase of produce, and therefore of

rent, which may be expected.
Second—^The econoinicul application of manure,

large additional qnantitie'^ of which would he raised.

Third—The exjierience of the best fanning dis-

tricts in Scotland.

Fourth
—

'I'he employment in populous districts,

and thence the decrease in the poor rates, and the

comfort and prosperity of the agricultural labourer.

I believe no one will deny that the quantity of
grain raised in this country would be enormously in-

creased under the altetnute system ; but it may not
])erhaps be as generally admitted that the ])roduce

of the dairy and grazing departments would sufl'er

little or no diminution. When however it is re-

membered that a large breadth of land \vould

annually be sown with clover, vetches, and other

artificial grasses, the produce of which, acre ibr acre,

would in most cases aflbrd double the weij^ht of
food which coidd be obtained from old pasture, and
that that food instead of being destroyed by the

treading of large animals would be mown and
carried to the yards for the use of the cattle, it cer-

tainly does appear to rae that so far from diminishing,
their production must greatly increase.

If, for the sake of argument, it were admitted
—which 1 am by no means disposed to do—that a cow
w'ill not give so much milk, or a feeding beast lay on
flesh so fast when soiled in yards, as when allowed to

graze at liberty in the field ; still it must be remem-
bered that two or three times as many cattle might
be kept on the same food, and that although there

might be a tritiiiig loss u])on the individual animal,

it would be repaid over and over again by the

additional number.
Secondly—Think of the great advantages to be

gained by the increased fiuantity and improved qua-

lity of the manure that would be raised. The dung
of cattle in the fields falls in one spot ; all the

moisture, which is the most fertilizing part of it, is

dried away by the sun and air, and nothing remains
but a worthless pancake, which prevents the growth
of grass tor a considerable time, and eventually pro-

duces very little good. On the contrary, were the

soiling system adopted every particle of manure
would be made tlie most of, it would be carefully

turned and prepared before it is taken out on
the land, and when carted out, it would be ploughed
in immediately, and thus jn'eserved from the delete-

rious effects of the sun and air.

The land which is now in pasture would be pro-
ducing straw for litter, as well as artificial grasses
for soiling the stock. I dj not hesitate to say, that

at least one-half of every load of larm-yard manure
which is laid upon grass laud is totally lost to all

useful i)ur])oses, siin|jly because it caniui possibly

be protected from the waste arising from exhalation.

\\'liat then must be the loss occasioned by allowing

the dung to drop from cattle as they stand in the

fields, without being mixed with straw, and without
being fitted by jirevious preparation to atlbrd im-
mediate food to the roots of vegetables ?

It may be said that these observations do not ap-
ply to the breaking up of the old turf, but simply to

the advantages of the soiling system, which at first

sight ajipears to have little to do with our subject ;

but I contend that where a large proportion of any
farm is allowed to remain in permanent pasture, the

soiling system cannot be a(lo])ted on a large scale,

and therefore that any argument in favour of the

latter may be applied with equal force against the

former.
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Thirdly—The long practice and expprience of the

most higlilv cultivated districts iu Scotland is so

notoriously in favour of the alternate system, that it

is scarcely necessary for me to sav more about it.

I would merely refer any one to Sir John Sinclair's

work on the Husbandry of Scotland, a book written,

as I believe, nearly thirty years ago. In a long

chapter, near the coiumencemont of the second

volume, he collects the arguments on both sides, and

comes to the deliberate conclusion that perma-

nent pasture, except to a very limited extent, is per-

fectly unprofitablp. So early did the agriculturists

of Scotland find out a truth as yet undiscovered, or

at least not acted upon throughout the greater part

of England. 1 lay great stress upon this argument,

for I consider it a very important one.
• Fcurihly

—
'J'hereare several districts of this coun-

try swarming with an idle, and therefore, i'or the

most part, a depraved population. Inhabiting mise-

rable huts, clothed in rags, and subsisting u])on

potatoes, they at present -aither drag on a wretched

existence, a burden to themselves and to their pa-

rishes ; or it may be still worse, they engage in

ilishonest practices, and help to fill the prisons of

the kingdom. In such districts the advantages of

the alternate liasbandry are increased tenfold : every

philanthropic and charitable motive is in this case

added to those detailed above. I do not mean to

charge the landlords of England with insensibility

to the distress of their poorer dependents, or even

with backwardness in alleviating their condition ;

such an accusation, I most gladly admit, would not

be borne out by (ads ; but when I ste, as has been
the case more than once, a parish circumstanced as

above described, and at the same time containing a

large extent of grass land perfectly adapted to arable

cultivation ; when I see that under the present sys-

tem that land does not maintain one-fourth of the

families it is capable of supporting, 1 never can per-

suade myself that the landowners in such a district

have ever seriously considered the subject, or that

any thing more is necessary to secure the adoption

of the alternate system than to lay before them the

simple facts, with the arguments on both sides, firmly

persuaded as I am that their interests are in this

case identical with those of the unemployed poor.

I am not one of those v. ho advocate the indiscri-

minate breaking up of every field of old pasture:

there are of course situations, where, from local

causes, a small extent of permanent grass is both

convenient and profitable, such for instance as very

rich old pasiures in dairy districis, good watered

meadows, steep acclivities where a plough could

not work, very poor stifi' clays that would not pay
for cultivation, orchards in fruit counties, &c. &c.
All that I maintain is this : that there is a very large

extent of grass laud in this country which might be

broken up witli great advantage to the proprietor,

the occupier, and the public generally.

Since the above was written, I have seen in 7'he

J\lark Lane Express a letter, signed by *' A Landlord,"

inquiring who would break up pasture land with a

repeal of the corn laws banging over his head 1

Gentlemen, my answer to this is, that if the alter-

nate system were extensively adopted, the corn laws

would become a dead letter ; the increased quantity

of grain we should raise would effect their repeal to

all practical purposes. The price of grain would
fall, I admit, but the farmer would have a larger

quantity to sell, which would more than make up
tor the decline in price. It must be more for his

interest, and certainly for that of the community, to

sell one hundred bushels at five shillings than fifty

bushels at eight. The corn laws ought not to be

repealed ; every principle of national justice would
ha violated if such a measure were adopted, but I do
think it is incumbent upon tiie landlords and farmers

of Eng'hmd to use erery exertion to raise sncli a

qitantili^ of corn as wilt prevent the necessity uf J'o'eigii

iinportalii)n. I maintain that tliis is in iheir power,

and as long as they take no steps for the attainment

of so desirable an end, they Jurnisli, their nppnnenLs

with the onlii reasonable argument they have to ad-

vance in their favour.

The commutation of tithes has taken away ano-
thtT obstacle to this system, Fresli broken up land
will no lunger have to pay more tithes than it did
while in grass ; this will make a diffeience of some
shillings an acre.

Gentlemen, I have now laid before you most of

tlie arguments which occur to me at present ibr the

adoption of these two practices, to my mind, most
essential to the advance of agricultural improve-
ment. I hope that some of you may be induced to

consider tiie subject in all its bearings ; and if, in

consequsiice of what I have written, one long lease

shall be granted, oronefield ofpermanent pasture shall

be broken up, I shall consider that these letters iiuvo

not been unproductive of good. Those subjects

have been mentioned from time to time by individual

writers in Hie Farmer's Magazine and other agricul-

tural ])eriodicals, but they ilo not seem to have
awakened any general interest; the letters have sel-

dom been replied to, anil the arguments on both

sides have never been canvassed, and it is princi-

pally for this reason that I liave thus formally at-

tempted to engage for thetu the consideration of the

agricultural world.

I have the honour to be, gentlemen, your obe-

dient servant, L. B. W.
June 24(/i, 1840.

THE TURNIP FLY.—Although numerous reme-
dies have been recommended to prevent the devastating'

ravages of tlii* dreaded though minute insect, yet we
{iladly avail our-elves of any further information cal-
culated to remedy the disasters itso frequently produces.
In a viovk lately translated Irom thfe German of \'incent
Kollar we have the following:—" M. VVundram, a
clergyman at Darste, in Hanover, has proved, by many
years' experience, the efticacy of the following recom-
mendations ; they are practical on a large and small
scale, requiie scarcely any expense, and take proportion-
ally little time. These remedies consist in the employ-
ment of inlusion of wormwood and road dust. Boiling
water is ta be poured on a handful ot vv'ormwood, and
suffered to stand trom 12 to 24 hours, so that it may be
perfectly cold : then put the plants that are to be i)lanted
out into the infusion, with their leaves downwards, as
far as the stem, so that their roots may not be wet, and
then put them into a celkr, or somu other cool place.
In six, eight, or ten hours afterwards they may be planted
with the Certainty that scarcely an frtrt/i-_//t?a-ft(;e(Z(; (an-
other name for the same insect) will attack them. The
bitterness lasts so long that the plant seldom requires to be
sprinkled in its new station, unless frequent heavy rains
fall soon alter planting it out ; then it would be a gaod
thing, the next fine day, to sprinkle the leaves with this in-

fusion, by means of a wi'.p of straw. Young plants and
seedbeds, whether sown with the various sorts of cabbage
and turnip seed, radishes, cresses, or tobacco, &c., will

likewise be successfully secured trom the earth-flca-

betlleby a senile sprinkling with this iwlusion of worm-
wood. Plants may al<o be rescued from the greedy
voracity of these snsall devastators in a more simple
and easy manner by the application of the second re-
medy—viz., road-dust. The dust of chalky stones is to

be gathered on the road in a fine day, and stowed up in

a dry place for future use. As soon as it is perceived
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that the earth-flea-bcetles appear on seed or plant Wds,
a nig-lit must be chosen when a great desil ot desv ha*

fallen; and, wliile the younj? plants are still wet, they

are to be thickly sprinkled with tlie road-dust, till lliey

look as if covered with powder. VViiether the dust is

injurious to the bodies generally, ©r only tiiat by covering

the le::ives it obstructs or is injurious to the action of

tiieir maslicalin;:;' organs, is not known ; but the earth-

tlea-beetlesail at once disappear from tin; seed and idant

beds, particularly if the sun shines brightly the hdlow-

itig' day, and tlie du^t is dried on the plants. If heavy

rain falls immediately after the first isprinkling', and
•wa-ilies oH' the dust, it mast be repeated as before, 'ihe

application of the infusion of uorinwood and the sprink-

ling; with road-dust are piacticahle also in field cultiva-

tion. M. Wundram asserts that he ha's always pre-

served his flax and summer and winter corn, as well as

while turnip field, from the haUica-, by these mean;.."—

Burmw's M'urci'Uer Joiivnal.

OVER STUFFING BREEDING
STOCK.—FEEDING OFF TARES
WITH SHEEP, &c.

TO THE KDITOR OE THE AIAItK LANE EXPRES?.

Sir,— All agriculturists, desirons of benefit from

the improvement of stock, should carefully peruse

the letter in your last paper, bearing the signature

of a member of the Royal English Agricultural

Society ; 1 called attention to the subject last year,

immediately previous to the Oxford Meeting, but

I fear with as little success as thr. present com-
plainant is likely to cxi)erience ; for as long as

such leading stars as Loid Spencer and other

noblemen, amateur agriculturists, will take the

lead in contesting who shall produce most waste

(as the fat we see on prize animals undeniably is,)

instead of the most eatable, wholesome mutton or

beef, so long will the stars of a lesser order imitate

the mischievous example. I happen to live in the

neighbourhood, where the successful candidate

for South-Downs, at the Oxford meeting, feeds

his show-sheep ; I know they neither had the

rain or dew of Heaven on their backs for six

months previous to the exhibition, and that the

lambs were never in an arable field ! ! Again ; I

was examining the wool of one of the prize

Cotswold rains, when I was retjuested very civilly,

certainly, not to touch it, lest 1 should make its

back sore ! the skin being disteiuled to its utmost

stretch, by means of cake, corn, and unnatural

bousing—are these the objects,! would ask, of the

practical members of the Royal Society ? I trow

not, and by the preference given to such unnatural

ami expensive foiciiig, I know that three-fourths

of the best breeders are deterred from exhibiting.

In Hampshire, we get our stock fatter than most

palates would fancy, in the open field, consuming
the produce where it grows— the grand object of

the green crops system on all light soils ; why then

should we, and others like us, pursuing as I believe

on all hands will be admitted, the very life and

soul of good husbandry, in thus consuming and
s])ending on arable lands, the green crops raised

thereon as dressiig for the next corn crops, be

driven from the fichl ofcom petition, merely because

those to whom exi)ence is no consideration, are

permitted to bide all the defects of growth, by

overloading the animal with useless fat, unnatu-

rally arciuired in barns or stalls ? 1 contend. Sir,

that the real symujetry of a sheep is not to ne

a'icerlained, when so loaded; its constitution is

lastingly injured; its progeny is sure to be
weakly and degenerate. I am aware of the

difficulty of confining competitors to any particular

mode of feeding, but I would suggest the following

jilan as an antidote to over-tallowing. Let the

standard of merit be the possession of a majority

of good points, such points to be defined in printed

rules ; these points are best developed in condition

of mediocrity, and when the animal shall be so

overloaded as to render it difficult for the judges
to ascertain any one point correctly, let it be dis-

carded as ineligible to compete. *Jn the subject of

FEEDING OIF TARES WITH SHEEP.

Observing no answer given to yoin- correspon-

dent "Northern," I beg to give him below, tlie

system we pursue in Hampshire, in sowing and
feeding off this valuable green crop. On quick,

moderately good soils, we begin sowing them early

in September,* on the wheat stubbles which we
intend for backward turnips the following season

;

we sow at intervals of a fortnight, so that the

tares may not all come to maturity at once, con-
tinuing np to the first week in November. 'When
we have sown all the laml, which seems fitted to

be followed with turnips, we sow the remainder of

the crops on such sirunf/ land, after rye-grass or

clover, as is intended for wheat the following year ;

on this description (strong) of land we consider

tares a good preparation for v.heat. It is our
custom to make off our sale lambs at a fair (Over-

ton,) held on the 18th of July, then from five to

six months old ; with these we begin leading tares

about the 1st of June, waiting, however, if possible,

until the blossom begins to appear, considering

them then more nutritious and uholesonie. We
set out three pitchings, or folds of tares ; our sale

lambs go first, and have two of these pitchings a

day, cropi)ing off merely the tops, or about three

inches in length of the haulm; the stock or ewe
lambs follow next, and the stock ewes come last,

and clean all ui), with the addition of a picking of

sainfoin or clover (there is no need of both) ; a

good description of wether Lamb, will, at the

above age, arrive at 7, or 7 h stone of 8 lbs.,

without corn or cake, and r/o io fold even/ night

:

we consider tares the very best cf food for forcing

lambs in dry weather ; in wet, they should have
more outlet ; if a very bulky crop, it is best to cut

them up, and give them in racks or cages for

ewes or wethers, but this system will not do foi-

forcing young lambs, as without a choice, and
plenty of room to pick, they will not thrive. The
small quantity of manure dropped by the lambs,

over, conqjaratively, so large a space, does not in

the least injure the feed to the flock coming aftei

.

As to the quantity of slioi-p a ten acre field will

carry, much of course tnust depend on the croi).

Half an acre of good average produce, will n)ain-

tain '200 lambs and 20l) ewes jjcr day, in good con-

dition. I am Sir, yours respectfully,

J. T. TWVNAM.
Whitchurch, Hant.t, June 25///.

PALM TREE.—The Palm ireeisfound inn variety

eif the warm countries in the south of Asia, and the

north ol Africa ; they are numerous on ihf; banks of

.lordaii, but llu; I)eit vvi-re those around Jericho and
En-gedi, which hitler piaee is for that reason calh'd

Hazazon-tamor, the cutting- of the palm-trees, 'i'his

" 01 course I am here speakingof winter lares, if iiuy

arc sown after the iieriod mnm-d.it is on woodland,
well manured, early in the month of February.
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tree grows very tall and upright, and its leaves retain

their greenness throup-liout the whole year ; the more it

is exposed to the sua the better is its growth. Palm-
trees produce but Uttle fruit, till about thirty years old ;

niter which, while their juice continues, the older they

become the more t'ruittui they are, and will bear three

or lour hundred pounds of dates every yenr. Tiie date

is a most sweet, luscious kind of fruit, on which most of

tlie inliabitanis of Persin, Arabia, and P'gypt entirely ub-

sist. A species of rich honey or syiup, and a spirituous

fermented liquor called ariiky, are obtained trom it

;

there is also extracted from the palm tree a kind of

wine, which is perhiips wlmt the Scripture calls sliichar,

or strong diink. As the sap is chiefly in the top of the

tree, when they intend to extract a liquor from it, they
cut oil' the top where there is always a tuft of spring'

leaves about four feet long', and scoop ihe trunk into the

shape of a bason ; here the sap ascending' lodges itself

at the rate of three or four English pints u day, for the

first week or furmight; after which it frradualiy de-

crease>, and in s:x weeks or two months the whwie
juice wdl be extracted. As palm trees were accounted
symbols of vi(!tory, branches of palm were carried before

conquerors in their triumphs ; and in allusion hereto,

the saints are said to have palms in their hands, to de-

note the victory over sin, Satan, the world, the perse-

cutions of Antichrist, &c. Kev. vii. 9. A remaikable
experiment to prove the fructification of ihii tree, occui's

in the 47th volume of the " Philosophicarrransnctions."

Thnre was a great palm tree in the garden ot the Royal
Academy at Berlin, which dowered and bore fruit for

tliirty years, but the fruit never ripened, and vvhen

planted it did not vegetate. This tree LinniEus discovered

to be a female plant, and as there was no male palm
in its vicinity, the f^owei'^; never came to maturity. At
Leipsic, twenty Girman miles i'rom lierlin, was a male
plant oi this kind, from which, in April, 1749, a branch
of flowers was procured, and shaken so tliat the dust, or

farina, fell upon the Howers of the unfruitful tree. This
experiment wa^ so sucees^ful, that the palm tree pro-

duced more than a hundred perfectly ripe fruit, liom
which they had eleven young palms. On repeating
the experiment next year, the prilm tree produced above
two thousand ripe fruit. This experiment fully estab-

lished the fact attested by ihe ancients concerning' the

palm tree, which some have regarded as fabulous. This
tree exhibits great variety in fruit, size, quality, and
colour; twenty dift'erenl kinds have been eiiuaici'aled.

Perhaps no tree whatever is used for so many and such
valuable purposes as the palm or dale tree ; even the

stones arc given to camels and sheep a^ food.— ii(///e

Boluiiy,

SMALL ALLOTMENTS.
A large landed proprietor in this countj', wishing

to promote .Spade Husbandry frnin seeing its

favourable results in j'our valuable Magazine, ha?
determined to divide an overgrown farm into small

Holdings. Any of your correspondents will do
much service by pointing out a plan by which four

or five acres under the spade (with the assistance

of a donkey and cart to draw out the dung,) could
he made most beneficial to an industrious man
with a family, all of them (e.\cept the youngest)
able to render some assistance in dibbling, weeding,
&c.—The question is, whether a man so situated

can manage such a (juantity of land as would en-

able his family to live comfortably, and whether
he would not have some spare time to assist his

neighbours. A few men who could be depended
upon for ajob by the piece would be desirable in any
place, and some geitlemen in this neighbourhood
contemplate advancing the sum necessaryto try this

experiment, proposing to give you from time to

time an e.xact account of the results. I am, &ic.,

A Resident near Langley, Sussex.

OBSERVATIONS ON MR. WIL-
SON'S PAMPHLET, ENTITLED
« INFLUENCES OF THE CORN
LAWS, &c."

TO THE EUrrOR OF THE LEEDS INTELT.IfiENCER.

Sin,—My attention was first called to this publi-

cation by the high encomiums passed upon it by the

AntUCorn Law press, and more especially by ex-

tracts published in the " Leeds Mercury" of the 18lh

o( April. The table there sets forth is a most valu-

able document, and contrary to the intention of either

Mr. Wilson or of the editois of the Rlercury, afl'ords

such abundant jiroof of the excellent working of the

present corn laws that, after a calm and dispassionate

examination, no one, I think, can deny that these

laws are highly beneficial, and oughtto be preserved;

all this I said in a letter dated the 2ord April, and

published in the " Leeds Intelligencer," ami other

P'tipers. Having been thus called upon, I have read

the book, and from the style in which it is written,

1 am not surprised that it should have attracted no-

tice. There are many passagc-s in it which I should

have been proud to have called my own ; it does not

deal in that vulgar abuse and vituperation too com-
mon in works advocating a repeal of the corn laws.

But there is not in the whole book one line to prove

that the present corn laws have acted prejudicially

on the country, nor yet one to show that a repeal of

them would produce the slightest benelit. 'J'he fun-

damental argument of the author is intended to show
the injurious eft'ects of fluctuations in the price of

wheat, and that the present corn laws necessarily

produce great sind frequent changes of price; he

calls these " the extraordinary fluctuations which
have taken place of late years in the price of wheat."

'i'iiis he says, " must ever continue to be the result

of protective and prohibitory laws, because from this

necessary tendency the whole of the evils of the pre-

sent system have aii»eu," In sjieaking of the preju-

dicial consetiuences of the present corn laws and
those of 1815, he says, " the most striking feature is

the great inequality and fluctuation of price ;" he

says also, " no article of extensive consumption in

this country ought to be, fro;n the nature of its pro-

duction and consumption, so free from fluctuation as

wheat." I cannot possibly agree in this opinion.

Wheat in its production is subject to vicissitudes of

great extent ; even in this happy climate a difference

of produce amounting to one-fourth or one-sixth has

been often known, whilst the absolute necessity of

it makes theconsuraption regular. Mr. Wilson s-ays,

" it is therefore plain that inequality of demand can-

not be the cause of fluctuation of price." True, and
this verv equality of demand, with inequality of sup-
]ily, has, and must for ever, I apprehend, occasion

fluctuation of prices. If bread corn were as unne-
cessary as nutmegs, or other luxuries, a high price

would lessen the consumption ; so far from this being
the case with wheat, I fear the poor man, when
bread is dear, eats less meat, and therefore requires

more bread than usual. But as far as I know, it has
ever been a rule in logic first to establish the pre-

mises upon which the argument is founded. Mr.
Wilson has not done this, nor is it possible for him
to do so, because the assumption has no foundation

ii) truth. In answering this, the first and greatest

charge which iVlr. Wilson has made against tlie coru

laws, I shall of course confine myself to the present

corn laws, it being both useless and absurd to defend

laws which have long since been repealed. Now it

is quite impossible to suppose that Mr. Wilson has

made this heavy accusation against the present cora
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laws, for tbe purpose of misleading bis readers, at

the same time it is difficult to im;ig-ine Low such an
acute writer could hiive overlooked facts which had
been publiclv stated over and over agiiio, nnd the

truth of which could have been so eisily ascertained,

'i'o show bow much iMr. Wilson ens in speaking of

the ill effects of the corn laws, when he says " tho

most striking feature is the great inequality of fluc-

tuation of price," I will quote from a table pub-

lished from Parliamentary returns, which gives tjje

price of wheat in each year from 1797 to 1840. This
table shows tbe rate of fluctuation per cent, in every
jjeriod of five years down to 18o,'3: thus from 1797

to 1802 tbt^ fluctuations are stated to be 220 per cent.;

from J802 to 1807, 100 per cent. ; from 1807 to

1812, 7i per cent.; from 1812 to 1817, 183 per

cent.; from 1817 to 1822, 113 jier cent.; from 1822
to 1827, 81 per cent.; aatl from 1828, tbe first year

of the present corn laws, to 18j.'5, ibe fluctuations

only amounted to 40 per cent. As this table goes no
further, 1 must myself calculate tbe next five years,

but to remove all doubt of the accuracy of my calcu-

lations, I will give the Parliamentary -returns for

these fi»e vears ; they are 1833, o3s. Id.; 1834,

46s. 2d.; 1835, 39s. 4d.; 1836, 48s. 6d. ; 1837,

56s. lOd. Tlie fluctuations are therefore nearly 42
per cent., and I can see no reason wbv the fluctua-

tions in the following five years should be much
•jieater. The steadiness, as well as the moderation

of tbe prices of wheat in tbe last two years, notwith-

standing tbe very great deficiency of the crops, prove
how much the present corn laws tend to keej) prices

ecjuable. I therefore think the assumption that tbe

corn law is injurious, by causing fluctuations in the

price of wheat, is disproved, and of course all the

•arguments founded upon it perfectly useless. The
average amount of fluctuations in every period of five

years for the thirty years immediately preceding the

passing of the present corn laws having been 133 per

cent., and tbe average of each five years since tbe

present law being only 41 per cent., tbe proofs of

the advantage of the present corn law in preventing

great fluctuations in the price of wheat is so tri-

um|)bant as to leave no doubt of it.

Tiiere are two other jiositions which IMr. Wilson

seems anxious to establiab-—-one is that the fluctua-

tions in the price of wheat are not to be attributed to

good or bad seasons. He says, " we must at once
banish from our mind tbe comiuonlv received opinion

that tbe fluctuations of prices are caused by fa-

vourable and unfavourable seasons." He says they

are tbe effect of speculations arising from previous

bigb or low prices. Kow there can be no doubt

that improved or neglected tillage would in a i'ew

years materiallv alter the quantity of the productions

of the earth, and that high or low prices would in-

fiuenco the cultivation is equal!}' certain ; but to

deny that good or bad seasons alter these ])roductions

in a still more sudden manner, is to deny that

which is as clear as noon-day sun. Thirdly, iMr.

AVilson asserts that the repeal of the corn-laws

weuld not reduce the price of wheat, but tbe con-

trary ; tbe way in which he says this, has all the

marks of sincerity. He says this opinion is totally

different from what either the agriculturist or tbe

manufacturer hold. True, and it is not very won-
derful that people should expect when tbe market

of sujiply is widely extended, and the demand not

in the smallest de;;ree increased, that a fall of pric«3

should follow ; wiiat n\av be the effect produced by

a continuation of low prices is anotherqueslion ; but

Mr. Wilson anticipates no decline of prices. My
opinion, however, is, and always has been, unless

tlie seasous prove very ungeuial, or theBiitisb farm-

ers have a full anticipation of the change, and re-

duce their cultivation immediately, that a great

reduction of prijes will be tbe consequence of the

repeal, and 1 think the natural effect of this reduc-

tion (which -Mr. W. seems so well to understand,)

being that British husbandry will be so much re-

duced as to occasion in unfavourable seasons, and
when our continental friends either cannot or will

not minister to our wants, such an advance in tbe

price as has not been known here for many ages past.

To preserve a steadiness of prices in corn has always
been my most anxious desire, and I know of nothing

so likely to effect this great blessing as tbe preser-

vation of sliding duties, and tbe maintenance of that

law, unaltered, and in all ite integrity which has

hitherto produced this happy effect. Had this gen-

tleman been more hapjiy in proving bis propositions, 1

should gladly have given him credit for being more
afile to discuss the merits or demerits of tbe present

corn-laws ; but though he has as I think failed in

proving any one of them, let us not deny him praise

for what he has done aright. Many passages in bis

book proclaim a wise head and a kind heart. I will

give two short extracts of that description, he says
" wherever provisions are dearer, the condition of

tbe bulk of the labourers is decidedly best, and their

ability to command the necessaries, comforts, and
even elegancies of lite, form a striking contrast v^ith

the extreme dilRcultv with which even tlie barest

necessaries are obtained, where they are cheapest
;"

he says, " com[>are the condition of tbe whole la-

bouiers of this country with that of any of the coun-
tries on the continent where provisions are at the

lowest prices, compare their diet, clothing, and
habitation, with what are allotted to tbe labouring

classes in Prussia, Poland, or France, and see bow
superior the worst classes are in these respects in

this country compared with the very best in those of

supposed abundance and cheapness." 1 he publi-

cation of such truths as these, is deserving the

highest praise, especially when produced for the

benefit of the anti-corn-law people. Mr. Wilson's

fourth and last jjroposition is, " What change in the

jjresent corn-laws would best suit tbe interests of

all parties i
" To this I do not think it necessary

to reply, because 1 think they require no alteration,

and because to concede any thing material would be
to destroy. 1 think tbe time has now arrived

when I may properly retire from tbe controversy on
the long agitated (juestion of the "corn-laws." I

entered upon its discussion for the purpose, solely,

of explaining to mv countrymen, in the best way I

was able, the nature and operation of these laws, and
if possible to convince them that, whilst aflbrding a

fair, and but a fair protection to the British farmer,

they did not injuriously affect the commercial and

manufacturing interests of the country. I have also

been anxious that a question involving such vast

and complicated interests should be discussed with

temper and sobriety of language, and the ])rogress

of the argument in favour of these laws have con-

vinced me that tbe good sense ofmy countrymen is

not to be abused with impunity, but that time and
reflection only are necessary to ensure from them a

fair and candid judgment, anc/ I trust that liencefortb

nothing will occur to disturb that friendly feeling

which it is essential should exist between tbe agri- '

cultural and commercial communities. In looking

back upon what I have written on this subject, i '

feel that I may congratulate myself in having ab-

stained from all asperity of exiuession, nor have 1,

to my knowledge, violated, in a single instance, that

respect which was duo to those who iliftered from

me in opinion. I have been deeply impressed with a
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desire to disabuse tlie public mind of what I con-

sidfrcfi very erroneous opinions, nnd unfounded

prejudices, and for tliis jiurpose I offered the bene-

fit of tny long experience upon subjects connected

with the corn-laws, and I hope I have not wholly

failed in my object. I beg leave, Sir, to thank you

for the readiness with which you have published my
letters in your paper, and to offer the same acknow-

ledn-ment to every other Editor who has conde-

sctnuled to give them insertion. Should any thing

arise to re(]uire it, 1 shall be at my post, but I feel

Ijorsuaded the advantages of the present corn-laws

are now more known and better appreciated than at

any former period, and I most sincerely hope the

agitation of the question will cease.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Nassau Cottage, Leeds, June 9th. John Bakeu.

DISEASE AMONG PIGS.
Sir,—Knowing the readiness with which you

are willing at all times to throw open the columns
of your widely circulated journal, by giving pub-
licity to anything which might seem beneficial to

the community, I shall crave your indulgence whilst

offering a few theoretical remarks on a disease at

present very prevalent, and in almost ever)' in-

stance fatal among ])igs, in the North of Ireland.

I say theoretical, because my limited exi)erience

would not warrant me in saying, that the treatment

which I have hitherto adopted, and the medicine
which I have hitherto administered, would invari-

ably act as a specific ; however the favourable re-

sult in the few cases which came under my obser-

vations has made a very strong impression on my
mind, and if the observations which I am now about
to make be the means of rousing the attention of in-

telligent farmers, or anj' other class of individuals,to

the subject, my object shall be obtained. The first

symptom of disease is manifested by the animal all

at once refusing to take its vsnal food ; and when
kept in an enclosed yard, which is often the case,

if a handful or two of soft grass or clover be thrown
it, it will eat voraciously.—By and bye, it will

refuse this also, and swallow nothing except some
fluid, which more or less it will do, till within a
short period of its death. During the progress of

the complaint, the skin becomes exanthcmatous, at

first apearance like flea-bites about the ears and
neck, gradually spreading over the whole body ;

in a short time the eruption takes the ajipearance

of measles in the himian subject, and finally the
whole skin is one universal patch of floridity. In

some cases, a froth is observed working from the

sides of the mouth, the belly shrinks, and the back
becomes arched. On examining the stom.ach and
bowels after death, the inner coat will be found
nearly as red as the skin ; which in a physiological

point of view is not to be wondered at, when the
peculiar sympathy existing between the skin and
intestines of different animals is kept in conside-
ratir^n. The stomach is invariably found in an
overloaded state with whatever the animal had
last swallowed, and that in an undigested state ;

the remainder of the alimentary tube will also be
found in the same loaded state. Now, from all the
symptoms taken conjoititly, and from the appear-
ances which present themselves on a minute exa-
mination, after death, my firm conviction is, that
the commencement of the disorder maj^, with great
propriety, be denominated inflammation; which,
if not arrested at the very commencement, will take,

with great rapidity, its most unfavourable course,

and ultimately end in gangrene. Thegreat obstacle,

then, in the treatment of inflammation in pigs is the
difficulty, 1 may say impossibility, of taking away
a sufficient quantity of blood, in order to arrest

the complaint. I am aware of the common and
barbarous practice of cutting off the tail, but to
use a common phrase, this is only "shooting at the
moon." As blood-letting, then, is out of the ques-
tion, there should not be one moment lost, when
the symptoms of the disease have shown them-
selves, in applying whatever medicines are most
likely to control inflammations in general ; and of
these there is none more powerful than Tartar
Emetic. When the symptoms of the complaint
begfii to show themselves, I would strongly re-

commend the propriety, nay, the necessity, of
procuring instanter twelve grains of tartar emetic,
Hissolving it in a quart of cold water, and, of this
solution, let one-half be administered immediately.
This quantity I would give to a grown-up pig, and,
of course, vary according to circumstances and
sizes. If this quantity do not sufl^ciently vomit the
animal, in the course of half-an-hour, I would give
naggin doses, of the remainder of the solution,
every twenty minutes, till the stomach be com-
pletely cleared. After you have had the stomach
sufficiently cleared, the next object will be to unload
the intestines, and the best means of doing this, is

by giving scrn])lc doses of calomel every hour, for
three or four hours at the same time freely adminis-
tering injections. By the above apparently simple
treatment, and a perseverance in it, I have lately
seen two cases, where, after the eruption had ap-
peared, the disease seemed to be completely checked,
and theanimalsgntquite well. I would here remark,
that for a longtime back there has been an impression
on my mind, that a great numberof pigs are lost from
a neglect of having their meat sufficiently seasoned
with salt. I am inclined to think that the above
hints, if attended to, would much excel in useful-
ness the few nostrums of those would be veteri-
nary surgeons, cow-ductors, brute quacks, or
"skilled men," whose obotinacy and self conceit;
are generally only surpassed by their ignorance,
and to attempt to reason with, or persuade whom,
is often as much in vain as their traditionary pre-
scriptions. Hoping these observations maybe the
means of exciting farmers and others, who maybe
so unfortunate as to have pigs affected with the
complaint, to a consideration of what has been suo--

gested, and letting the result be made public, I

remain yours, &c. C. M.

A NEW AND EFFECTUAL METHOD TO
KYANISE TIMBER.— Within the last two or three
weeks the Manchester and Birmingham Railway Com-
pany have commenced Kyanising their wood sleepers
in a much more quiek and effectual manner than by the
old mode of simply depositing the timber immersed in
the prepared liquid. The company have had made a
large iron cylindrical vessel, weighing about ten Ions,
and which is about thirty feet long, and six or seven
feet diameter, madp from wrought-iron plates, five-
eighths thick, and double rivetted, which vessel is ca-
pable of resisting a pressure of 2501bs. on the inch.
Ihis vessel being filled as compactly as po=sible with
wood sleepers, twelve inches broad and seven inches
thick, the liquid is then forced in with one of Bramah's
hydraulic pumps, and worked by six men to a pressure
of 1701b?. on the inch. By this means the timber is

completely saturated throughout in about ten hours,
which operation, on the old system, took some months
to effect.
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ON THE USE OF GYPSUM.
TO THE EDlTOn OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I have for many years past sown jyypsum a? a

top-dressinpr for lucerne, clover, sainfoin, and tares, and
this year I have experienced the same beneticial effects

as before, by an incrcMscd produce of from ten to twenty

cwt. per acre. Last year I procured some gypsum for

a friend of mine to sow on hi-; sainfoin, and in oriler to

give it a fair trial, one part of the field was left, unsown
;

the part sewn was a lodg-ed crop, and the other a defi-

ciency of from ten to twenty cwt. per acre : this year

the sainfoin was not g-ypsum'd, but there is quite as

much difference in the crop ; and when broken up and
cropped with corn it is very visible. If the Royal Engp-

lisii Airricultural Society publish the prize es-ays on
difl'erent subjects, I think that they will proiluce some
valuable information. Veuh as.

GYPSUM.
Siii,—I should be much obliged if your correspon-

dent " Veritas" would inform me, through the

columns of your paper, what description of land his

is, the quantity of gypsum he sows per acre, and the

time of sowing it, because tlie result of liis experiment

is very difTerciit to mine in the second year. I aj)-

plied it first last year on sainfoin, and the result

was an increase ol 20 cwt. per acre
;
part of the field

was not sown with gypsum. This year that part

not sown last year is much the best, and the part

where it wns sown, the plant is almost all gone. I

siiould suppose from its being forced so much last

vear, the field was a gravelly soil ; the gypsum at)wn

tlio middle of Rlay at 3 bushels per acre.

OCCATOR.

ON GYPSUM, &c. &c.

Sm,—I have often seen in your paper stron,!^ recom-
mendations of gypsum as a top-dressing tor clover, but
I cannot find any one in this neigiibouriiood who knows
how it is used, and I sh.ould be much oblig'cd if your
correspondent " Veritas" would inform me, through
your paper, where it is to be obtained, how it is to be pre-

pared for mnniire, and llin quantity per acre fir clover,

it is, 1 believe, only to be obtained liere in the shape of

stone, and if it must be burnt before applied as manure,
how IS tiiis eftt'Cted !

While I am writingr, I would suirg'est that some re-

marks on any vej:i*tables or fruits, particularly good of

liieir kind, as sold in Covent Garden Market, vvould be
acceptable intelliprcncc to some of your subscribers, who
like myself live at a distance from Ijondon, and know
not the new and good things that are introduced into

the vegetable world.
What is the finest variety of Rhubarb cultivated, and

where can 1 obtain some of a scarlet colour through and
through; I saw Bradford's scarlet Gohah recom-
mended the other day in St. James's Chronicle as the
best sold in Covent Garden Market. Is this the case,

and where may it be purchased !

I have now asked so many questions, that I cannot
finish without answering ©ne of your correspondents,
who wisiied to know a remedy for what we in Cornwall
call the " gapes" in chickens, which disorder may efl'ec-

tualiy be cured by jjutting tiie diseased creatures in a
tub, covered over with a thick cloth, and then fillingthe

tu!) with s:ji()ke from a tobacco-pii)e, wliicii may be
easily done by a person smoking a pipe and pvilling the
smoke under the cloth iiom his mouth ; if one smoking
is not sulHcient, they may be sul)jccte<l to a second and
u ihii'd ; but if young chickens ai'e kept Iroin dirty water
and filthy open drains they will, I believe, never get the

disorder. Let only yeur Devonshire correspondent
lake a brood of young chickens into a field, confine tiie

mother in a coop, and give, them a good supply of meat
tind clean water, and she will soon perceive the cause of

her chickens " gaping;" their little throats get filled

with small red worms of the shape of earth worms
(generated probably by filth), and this causes them to

be continually gapmg, and many of these little worms
may be extracted by twisting round the inside of the

throat the feathered part of a goose-quill. The chickens
should be smoked till they are stupified.

I am, Sir, yours &c. &c.,
Cornwall, June 19, 1840, A. B. C.

ON THE FLY IN SHEEP.
Sir,—Could I beg the favour of some of your

immerons, talented, and practical correspondents to

give me their opinion upon a circnmstauce that has
occurred in my flock ? On the 12tli inst. my shc])-

lierd foniul six sheep which had been struck by the
fly, and a few maggots were upon each of them ; it

behig the night previous to the commencing of clip-

ping, ho shore the whole of them and ajiplicd a
small quantity of tar to the parts affected ; the skin

was not perforated, and apparently the animals did
not siifJer from the attack, at all events their health
did not api)car to be afi'ectcd ; twenty-four hours
after two of them died, from what I suppose to be
the application of tar.

I find Blacklock, in his treatise on .sheep, strongly

reprobates its application, Avhich lie describes as

being too cauterizing in its effects. While in a

work on sheep, published by the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, I find the author
recommending spirits of tar to be applied; now
these opinions I conceive to be completely at vari-

ance with each other, and I shall feel obliged by
some of your scientific corresiiondeuts setting me
right on that score. The questions, I would ask,

are these :

—

1st.—Did my shec]) die because tar was applied ?

(they were examined post mortem) and not the

least indication of any internal disease was percep-
tible.

•2nd.—AVhat is the difference between tar and
spirits of tar ?

;3rd.—How- do those substances act upon the ani-

mal system when applied in the manner my shep-
herd applied them .'

IMy father always made use of the ingredient tar,

mixed and unmixed with other substances, to parts

affected, after the sheep were shorn, and most of

my neighbours do the same, but I never heard of

anything unfavourable being the consequence, so

that to the present I have not been compelled to

act contrary to my forefathers and those around
me, but have thought well to adhere to an applica-

tion supported by long usage sooner than search for

a new one. However, I think now that something
must be wrouf^', and shall take it as an csiiecial

favour if some of your numerous and well-informed

corresi)ondents will give me their opinion upon the

subject. Yours kc,
A Nottinghamshire Farmer.

P.S.— I find the corn law qtiestion has not yet sub-

sided ; my oi)inion, as an extensive farmer, is that high

prices of corn will ruin more farmers than any other

cause, and that both landlords and tenants are immense
sufferer* by the present corn law*. 1 am farming in the

counties of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, and have
not the least hesiiation in .saying that, so far as my know-
ledge of facts lead me, that tliree-lourths of the farmers

are ruined by (what may seeni strange to the great bulk

«)f our agriculturists) the high value of grain, lean-
not, within the space of a letter, fully explain niyself,

but of this 1 am certain, that if high prices continue, a

many, very many, of the farmers will, ultimately, httve

to kick the workhouse door lor admittaace.
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TO THE EDITOR.
Sir,—Your correspondent, " A Cornishman," com-

plains of his inquiries rcspcctinjj Col?vvo!fl slieep not

being- answered. I have been a breeder of Cotswold
sheep oa the Gloiieestersliiru Cotswold-iiills for ai>out

20 years, and will conscientiously iinswer hi> inquiries

without prejudice to either Cotswolds or Leicesters.

The improved Cotswold sheep are hnrdyjOlgoodcon-
j^tituiions, g-ood wool c-rowers, good sucklers, :i!id are fit

tor ihe butcher at nn early age.

My regular flock is 500, I am a moderate keeper, my
yertrling- sheep irverapfe about 10 «tone each, the average
weight of wool has been 115 tods per year, 281b. to the

tod, viz., from 250 ewes and 250 teg*, raakin;j toorether

500 fleeces. The weight of wool and mutton could be

frreatly increased by superior keep, though 1 doubt
whether it would be more profitable. 1 am stating: ex-

actly what moderate keep has done, for your correspon-

dent's information.

A few years ag'o I was induced to cross part of my
ewes by aihoroug-h-brcd Leicester mm from a fir.?t-raie

Leicester flock, the result was a^ follows:—The first

summer the lambs were very pretty and pleasing- to the

eye—I found at winter they could not endure the incle-

mency of the wtailier; they appeared alwny?; starved

when my own sort appearpd quite comfortable. At
shearing- time they were very deficient m wool ; I sold

the males at the usual time 1 did my others (always kept

tog-etiier), they were very Kiuch loss in weig-ht, and what
surprised me more was, the batchers declared they were
ol a worse quality than my original sort, having- too

much fat for the lean, which did not please iheir cus-

tomers.
The females I put to the ram, but they proved bad

sucklers, their offspring- were pretty but not profitable

to me, consequently I sold them all off, fully convinced
the sooner 1 eradicated such delicate blood from my flock

the better. I am certain the Cotswold sheep would not
do well on warm land and small enclosures ; they re-

quire room and air. 1 think every person who breeds
lor profit should carefully consult both soil and climate,

and select stock best calculated for it, without prejudice,

lam !iot acqu-.'inted with Cornwall, but if the soil and
climate is similar to the Ciloucestershire Cotswold- hills,

I have no doubt cur Cot*wold sheep would suit much
better than Leicesters ; they can stand more cold lijan

ai:y other sort, yet, like all other breeds, the better they
are kept and the Riore care that is taken of them, the

better they will do.— I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A Cotswold Hreeuer.
Gloucestershire, ColsivoldJiUls, June 18, 1840.

P.S.—The g-entleman your correspondent alludes to

in his neighbourhood who gave a description of Cots-
wold sheep must be a very young man, and quite igno-
I'ant of sheep, and good mauagement also, otherwise he
would not allow such dangerous dogs to remain on his

farm undrained.

FINLAYSON'S HARROW, AND
WILKINS' BRAKE.

Sin,—In answer to the Carmarthenshire Farmer
who wishes to know where Fiiilayson's Harrow and
Wilkins' Brake are to be had, and which of those

implements i.s the best, Finlaysons Harrow is to be

had of Mr. Marychurch, Haverfordwest, who makes
many of the modern implements—iron ploughs and
harrows, turnip drills, with or without the apparatus,

for delivering- manure with the seed.

In regard to Wilkins' Brake, never having seen

it, I can give no opinion of its qualities, but I can
recommend Finlayson's Harrow as a po-wcrfiil and
etficicnt implement, not only for clearing the

ground of couch grass and other weeds, but also for

the seed earth for Spring corn, which I did in the

following manner : after being idoughed, harrowed,

and rolle<l, sow- the seed on the smooth surface, then

Finlayson's Harrow, followed by a light seed har-

row, which will not only cover the seed in a very

perfect manner, but deposit it at a regular or etpial

depth. The ])ricc is nine gnincas.—I am, Sir, your
humlile servant,

'

H.
Jane ]-2, 1840.

ANSWER TO QUERY AS TO THE
HEAVIEST RECORDED WEIGHT
OF A FAT SHEEP.

TO THE EDITOR OF TUE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In reply to a question asked by a Correspon-
dent in your paper of the 25th of May, 1 write to give
you the best information in my power as to the live and
dead weight of the heaviest sheep bred from the rams
of my father-in-law, Mr. Eichard Goord, of Mitton, by
the under-mentioned gentlenicn. Mr. Goord's sheep
have been bred in-and-in upwards of 40 years, and
are called " New Kents."

Name of tlic

BreuUcr.
Name of tlie

Feader.
3 J^.

ON SOILING MILCH COWS.
Sir.,— You would oblige a young Farmer, if you

could procure from any of your numeroas Corres-
pondents, the result of any experiments thev have
themselves made on Soiling Milch Cows. The in-

formation would be valuable, in proportion to the

extent to which it has been tried, and also if tried in

an entirely rural district. Where land lets high
near towns, there is a great demand for milk : I have
no doubt of the benefit of the ]ilan, but 1 wish to

know if any on(! can recommend it, who has tried it

upon a large scale, for cheese or butter. We read of
wonders being performed in Holland, and elsewhere;
one acre summering four Cows. As I have never
had an opportunity of proving the truth of this asser-

tion, I should feel particularly obliged, by your pro-
curiag some information upon the subject.

I ana, your obedient servant,

Tyro,

Tlios. Uoild, Throw- John M inter, Can-
ley, near Uspring:e,| tei-bury, on (Pas
Kent.

I

tare) Grass only.

Wni. Smiiit, Rain
hani.Sittingboiirne,

Kent.
RicliiirdGoorrl, Mil- ,,. ,<-.-,.
ton, Sittiugljonrne,i«™^^;/ °" ^"•"^^ ^
Kent. ^"""P«

Jno.OakU'T, Frinds-!,,. ,, ,

bury, Rocliester,!"™^«l^ f^ ^°^^'

Himself on Grass &
Turnips.

Kent. fed.

M

2 S 1421

5

2601731

I

3981 199

29ol 201 }

277: 196

1834

1831

183i

1838

The above sheep were all exhibited at the Kent and
Canterbury Cattle Show, where they obtained the first

premiums in their respective classes. Mr. Oakley's
wether was exhibited in Smithfield, and afterwards at

Canterbury, and must have lost a few pounds in tr-rvel-

ling. 1 have only further to add that iMes>rs. Dodd
and Smart have bred strictly from Mr. Goord's rams 40
years, and that Mr. Oakley ha« done so 20 years, as the
ewe from which his sheep was bred was purchascil of

Mr. Palmer, of Heme, near Canterbury, who has bred
in-and-in from Mr. Goord 20 years. If yourcorresnon-
dent would wish any further information, 1 shall ba
pleased to render it if in my power.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

Ja.mes Fullager.
Milloii, Sminsbourne,Juns 11.
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REMARKS ON Mr. J. B. li. BEN-
NETTS "LETTERS AND OBSER-
VATIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF
TITHE APPORTIONMENT ;"

AND ALSO ON THE TITHE COMMISSIONERS'
ANSWER TO THOSE ''LETTERS AND OB-

SERVATIONS."

I have been land-valuer aiul agent near twenty
years, and have annually valued the tiihes of this

parish, containing; abiint2(), 000 acres, for six years.

The subject of cotnmuiinK; and of apportioning

tithes has often occupied my thoughts for ten

years before the question was brought before par-

liament. The fust 30 years of my life was wholly
spent in the cultivation of land, at least after I was
capable of handlingan implement. I was not a gen-

tleman farmer, but a working one, audit was while

in this capacity, that I practically felt the injustice

of the old system of tithing, and this, no doubt,

set my mind to work upon the subject.

When the question came before the House of

Commons my idras upon both parts of the subject,

and which are entirely distinct, (commuting and
apportioning) were submitted to a Nobleman, who
occupies a seat in the House, and one who is ac-

knowledged, by every party, to be possessed of

very considerable abilities, and one who never
meddles with a subject he does not understand.

He was pleased to say that my views upon this

subject were correct ones, ])articularly u])on that

part which relates to apportioning the rent-charge.

I do not say this witli any ostentatious view, but

to prove that I am a practical man, not a mere
theorist. It is evident that Mr. Bennett is also

a practical man, and upon almost every part of

the subject we agree; but upon that i)art v.'hich re-

lates to apiiortioning, or rather valuing coniingen-

cies, we differ. He even seems to have right views

generally u])on this, but appears to be afraid to

grapple boldly with the subject. It is to this part of

the. subject, that my remarks chiefly apply, and I feel

more anxious on it, as I find the conmiissioners are

afraid he goes too far, while I think that the con-
clusion he arrives at falls s/ior^ of the real mean-
ing of the act.

Having thus cleared the way, I shall commence
my work by asking, what were the objects in view,

in passing the Tithe Commutation Act?
Tliese, in my opinion wp.re /our fold. 1st. The

old system of titheing corn and hay, &c., was a

direct tax upon industry and good cultivation.

The act has, or intended to, i)nt a stop to this.

2nd. To allay the ill feeling which existed be-

tween I iihe-o'toipr ami fifhe-pai/er, and which arose,

in j)art, through the ignorance of the tithe-payers,

and in jiart through the evil effects of the tax on
industry and good cultivation. .Jd. To prevent
the total annihilation of the tithe-owner's ])roperty

which was taking place in some parishes where that

proi)erty chiefly consisted of corn tithe, and which
arose in consequence of higher rents and profits

being returned from grass laiul than from arable. 1

could name several parishes where this would have
been the result if the old tithe-law had remained in

force. 4th. To erjualhe the duvdcn and to settle

the question for ei:er.

It could never be the intention of thelegislatnre,

in passing the act, that an\ laud which was Kot tithe-

free should be iiiaden'), or nearly so, whatever way
it might be cultivated or occupied. There arc only

a few word.', iu the wko/e act which can, by any
means, have this construction putu])nn them, and
those/ew; %nords have different constructions put
upon them by different tithe valuers. It was evi-

dently the intention of the framers of the act,

that all lands, not iithc-free, in every parish, or
township, should be put upon an equal footing, ac-

cording to the natuie of the soil, whether occupied
in grass or under arable crops. I will say that

this is the only honest way of settling the question.

When the tithes of land was covered with afved
modus, the law says, and very justly too, that thaf

land is to have the benefit of that modus in appor-
tioning the rent-charge. According to the ideas

of the tithe commissioners all old grass land, al-

though subject to corn tithe under the old tithe

laws, will now, by the new act, be in the same
situation as land covered with asi7iall modus, and,
in some cases, tit//efrce. Now, if this had
been the real intention of the framers of the act,

there is little doubt but express clauses, for that

I)urpose, similar to the clauses on moduses, would
have been inserted in the act. Such a vital prin-

ciple would not have been left to the vague con-
struction which might be put ujjon a few words.

With the general principles of the act, I have
an high opinion ; but in some cases it has done an
injury to the tithe-owner, and in others, to the
land-owner. I'hesc are evidently to me omissions
iu the act. Suppose all the.land in a township,
subject only to corn tithe, lias been in grass eight,

or ten years previous to the passing of the act.

How does the tithe-owner stand now ? ^Vhy
his property is gone for ever, for when there had
been no tithe for seven years, there could be no ave-

rage. On the other hand, when the whole of a
township had been much over- ploughed for seven
j'ears ending l8;5o, the averages are raised above
\vhat we may call par, and the land-owners are
saddled, for ever, with more than is justly due
from them. I say these appear to be omissions iu

the act, and it is evident to me that the commis-
sioners draw this inference from them, that each
field, or each farm, or each land-owner's jiroperty,

should be apportioned upon the principle «hich
is intended, by the act, to be applied to a irhole

township. The influence which the commissioners
and some tithe- valuers draw from these omis-
sions, coupled with a wrong construction put upon
a.few words in the thirty-third clause, has done,
and will do, considerable mischief in the country.

Now, inferences may be drawn from actual

c/aM«',y in the act (not from omissions), that the

commissioners and I\lr. Bennett, have erroneous
ideas respecting short charging old grass land not

covered, with af.red modus.
In the forty-second clause there is provision

made i'ov change of cultivation in hop grounds TinA

market gardens. NVhen old grounds are thrown
out of cultivation, by this clause, the extraordi-

nary charge shall cease to be charged, but when
new grounds areapproiniated to such purposes, an
additional amount of rent-charge is to be put upon
such land. Now, as I have before said, the

framers of the act never could intend that grass

land, subject to corn tithe only, should, by tiic

act, be made titlie-free ; aiul, as tlierc is no clause

jjrovidingfor change of cidtivation iu such cases,

the only fair inference is, that such grass-land

should, in apjjortioning the rent-charge of a town-
ship, be but i)ut upon the same footing as the

arable, taking the natural (juality of the soil into

consideration.

It is only interest or caprice in the landowner,
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or occupiers, which continues grass laud perma-
nenfhj so. And ought these to have any weight
in apportioning the rent-charge upon a township ?

If I think it more profitable to occupy land in grass,

am I, on that account, to be exonerated from con-
tributing my fair share to the church, or to the

tithe-owner? Is my land to bemade tithe-free, or

nearly so, by the act ? If it be, then I shall make
bold to say, that the act was made upon false prin-

ciples. Perhaps land may have been held in grass

from a vindictive feciinff in the owner, or occupier,

arising from some dispute W\t\\ the tithe-owner;
from a peevish, selfish, penurious disposition, or

from narrow minded sectarian views. Is a just

and lawful burden to be removed off land/or ever

because the owner, or occupier, is a man of bad
feelings ? And is the east/ tempered open hearted
man, to be saddled /or erer with a high rent charge,
because his tenantry have over ploughed for seven
years previous to the passing of the act ? I admit
that where the whole of a toivnshi]) or parish has
been in grass, or over-ploughed, the rent-charge
will be light or heavy accordingly. But in these

cases it will be equal. It is in such cases that the

act is faulty ; and, it is evident, from the general
tenour of it, that such cases were overlooked ; for

I firmly believe, from carefully examining the act

over and over again, that those who framed it in-

tended to do justice in every case.

It will be seen, that it is only in cases where one
part ofa parish, or township, has heeuover-ploiiffhed

and anotlier part in ohlyrass, or in f/rassfor seven
years previous to the passing of the act, that I, and
the commissioners, and Mr. Bennett, differ in our
opinions on the subject of apportionment.
To exhibit what I conceive the erroneous prin-

ciples laid down by the tithe commissioners, and
Mr. Bennett, I shall suppose several cases, and I

will suppose none but what are real ones, of the
same nature have come under my own observa-
tion.

I must first say, that nearly the whole of Mr.
Bennett's arguments are in favour of my principle.

They are sound, clear, well expressed, and to the
point, but he is evidently frightened at applying
them to the extent which he seems inclined

to do. Before I proceed further, let me analyze
the thirty-third clause of the act, at least

all that part of it which is necessary to clear

up the point in dispute. After stating that the
tithe valuers are to adopt the principle of appor-
tionment agreed upon by the landowners, the clause

goes on to say, " or if no principles shall be then
agreed upon for the guidance of the valuer or valuers,

then, having regard to the average tithable produce and
productive quality of the lands." Here is apart of a
sentence, or rather a parenthesis between two com-
mas,which the commissioners, Mr. Bennett, and
some tithe valuers, divide into two distinct parts,

having tivo distinct meanings, nearly opposits in

their effects upon an apportionment. The latter

part of this fraction of a sentence is clear, and
understood by all men. The former part is con-
sidered by some, to have nearly the same meaning
as the latter ; but if the commisssioners are right

in their view of it, the tithe valuers should be en-
dowed with a sort of second sight, or rather he
should be able to see how land is for the future, to

be cultivated, at least for sixty or a hundred years.
But then, to make this matter easy, so easy that
any old woman might turn tithe valuer, the valuer
is to jump at this conclusion ; namely, that if the
land has been in grass forty or fifty years it will

remain in grass till the resurrection, consequently

have no tithablc produce upon it, that is where it

is only subject to corn tithe under the law ; in

other words it will be made tithe free for ever,

although it was tiot so before the passing of the act.

Mr. Bennett does not go so far as this, but then he
touches upon the " vested right '" of old grass with
a very light finger. A little before, I have said I

would suppose several cases to show more clearly the
fallacy of ever going to the length of JMr. Bennett's
"contingent" principles. But I find he has done
this for me at page fith of his " Letter and observa-
tions," in paragraphs 3d, 4th, and oth. Here is

a sort of dialogue between an over-tillage Clod-
hopper, an old Turf Landoivner, and a Titheowner,

(By the by, the ow-ners have nothing to do with
apportioning the tithes.) The over tillage landowner
argues very fair and honestly, a^nd at last agrees for

three shillings per acre, although he has been
paying five shillings per acre. This is all very well,

but docs Mr. Bennett do the same at page 7th, in
his example of apjjortionment there? No! 15ut

let us see how the gentleman of the " Old Turf"
comes on in paragraph 4th, in page f>th. lie stands
up manfully for the " vested right" of his beautiful

old turf. At last he agrees for threepence per
acre, or seven shillings and sixpence for a total

exemption, and lauglis in his sleeve at overreaching
the titheowner, as he has " no doubt " in his own
mind, but when all contingencies are considered,
his tithe is worth sixteen-pence per acre, or two
])Ounds for being tithe fee, which is the same
thing. Men of the turf are proverbial for being
sharp, and it seems old turfmen are half-brothers.

Now by Mr. Bennett's mode of argument here, he
acknowledges the contingent tithes, in the case of
this old turf, to be worth sixteenpencc per acre, and
yet only charges threepence per acre. Here he
charges thirteen-pence per acre less than he con-

siders the tithe to be worth, while with tiie arable
gentleman he charges sixpence at least, but per-

haps four shillings per acre mare than he considers

the fair value. This is what I call one-sided work,
and yet it is evident that the Tithe Commissioners
would have been more favourable to the old grassy
gentleman. I will here state a fact.

One or two landowners in a certain township,
had allowed their tenants to over plough. Another
has not allowed any part of his property to be
ploughed for a considerable number of years, and
the land was only subject to corn, potatoe, and
turnip tithes. This man claimed Mr. Bennett's
contingent principle to be adopted in apportioning
the rent-charge agreed upon for the township.
Others backed him, because it was more favourable
to them, not having much under the plough for the
last ten or fifteen years. After giving my argument,
for my principle, I was allowed to apportion it

my own way, and when done is quite satisfactory

to all parties. They feel that the burden is equals

although some pay more, and others less than they
did betore. I apportioned it on the different fields

according to the natiiral quality of the land, and
only applied the contingent principle to the wood-
land ; but here I did not carry it out to the length
the Commissioners, or Mr. Bennett, would have
done. A case has come under my observation, of
a landowner not allowing his tenants to plough,
but who is lately dead. His successor will no
doubt be more liberal in this respect. Now if the
lent charged of the township where this property
is situated, had been aj)portioned last year upon
the Tithe Commissioners' principles, it would have
been made tithe free; or, at the most, nearly so
for ever. What has one year done ? ^\'^hy, over-

l
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turned the iiecessitj^ of applying the contingent
principle. One shortyear may rlo this in any case.

No man can live for ever. We well know that

what one generation does, perhaps the next undoes.
To say how laud may be occupied for the next
fifty years, is to talk nonsense. Agriculture has
been revolutionized in my own native township
twice in my time, Cfifty years.) When I was
a boy abont one-tenth of the land was under the
plough. When I was twenty-five years of age more
than one-third ; now about one-eighth. Look at

this, and see the folly of saying that any land now
in grass, will remain so for fifty years to come.
Then again to talk of the beauty of old turf. No
one admires it more than I do ; but in apportioning
tithe, we must not be led away by beauty, if we
are sometimes in choosing our wives. We must
do our duty, or do justice, to the toiling arable culti-

vator as well as to the jolly grazier.

I will now offer a few observations on Mr. Ben-
nett's example of apportionment at page 7th, in his
" Letters and observations." I consider it to be
a most unfair one. All the land in grass has a
shijtinf/ modus iij)on it. That is, if I understand
it right, while in grass, a trifle per acre is paid, but
when in corn is subject to common tithe. J'his

shifting modus has nothing to do in the principle

of apportionment ; it merely forms a part of the
average, or sum agreed upon between the land-
owners and the titheowners, in lieu of the whole
township or parish. In this example of Mr. Ben-
nett the rent-charge should have been charged
upon all the lands equal, according to natural quality

of the soil. The opinion of John Meadows White,
Esq. in a note on the, 3;5d clause, is in my favour
respecting a shifting modus.

This clause says, " that lands shall have the
full benefit of every modus and composition real,

prescriptive, and customary payment, and of every
exemption from, or non- liability to tithes relating
to the said lands respectively, and having regard to

the several tithes to which the said lands are severalh/

liable." The meaning evidently here is, that ail

]and when the tithes are covered with a fixed
wiodus, or composition real, that modus, or fixed

sum, must be charged upon that land, and will

form the subject of a distinct apportionment from
the rest of the township or parish. It is not so
with a shifting modus ; the valuer is told in this case
to have " regard to the several tithes to which the
said lands are liable ;

" of course, if liable to corn
tithe, must be charged as all other lands liable to

the same.
In the case of Mr. Bennett's example at page 7th,

we will suppose the property of L, which is all

upland turf, had been in the market ten years ago,
before the Tithe Act had been thought of. And
suppose Mr. Bennett had been employed by
.some intended jjurchascr to value it for him ; and
suppose Mr. Bermett had got tlic crotchet in liis

head that the ]an<l would never be put under the
plouj;h, and of course never subject to corn tithe.

AVell, he brings in his valuation witii ;>00/. added
to it, upon strength of this contingency. The
inteiidiug pur(;haser wotdd set him down for a
blockhead and would have said, " I will have no
such continm-'ucy considered: the land is subject
to corn tithe, and I shall be ruled in the j)rice I

give accordingly."

Auctioneers, at the sales of ]u-oi)crty, always
paint every advantage abont it in t!ie most i)rilliaiit

colours, but I will venture to say that nooneof these
long-tongued ger.tlamen, at the sale of the su[)

posed property of L, would in stating its advantages,

have once alluded to its being tithe free, in conse-
quence of its being old turf. If he had done so
the wliole company in the room would have laughed
at him.
About fifteen years ago, a gentleman in my

neighbourhood bought a township in a grazing
district in Yorkshire, the whole of which was in
old grass. One part of the estate was tithe free,
the other part was subject to corn tithe, of course
tithe free while in grass. I know he gave a greater

number of years purchase for the tithe free land.

In the case of Mr. Bennett's example at page 7,

the property of A. and that of L. would have sold

ten years ago for the same sums, if the land in

each property had been equal in quality, and situated

in other respects the same. But if the meaning of

the tithe act is as explained in this example of

apportionment, and as understood by the commis-
sioners, the property of A. is now by thatactrfe/^re-

cia^e^SOO/., and that of \j. increaied \n value 300/.

Did the framers of the act contemplate this .' If

they did, I will say they were not honest men.
But look at Mr. Bennett's mode of valuing con-

tingencies and say whether he even values them
in a fair straight-forward manner or not. On the

property of A. of 120 acres, there is 100 acres un-
der the plough ("an extreme case) ; the corn tithe

of this 100 acres he values at 20^. per annum ; 40/.

would be nearer the mark, but this is of no con-
sequence for my argument, only it would have
shown the enormousness of his principle in a more
glaring light. On the contingency (he might have
said the certainty) of a less quantity being plough-

ed, he takes (i/. off this 20/.; for in column 10th

he says'tlie proper value of the tithe is 14/., because,

he says, in the same page, that the " jirobabihty is,

that in a few gears the tithe may not be irorth 10/.

or one-half their present value; and 4/. less than
what he calls their proper value. Now this is

just as extreme a case, and more so, than that of

L. where all is upland old turf. There is little

doubt but Mr. Bennett is quite correct in his " pro-

bability" of the tithes of A.'s property being re-

duced to one-half their present value, whatever
that might be, in a few years. Then I ask why
not give him the full benefit of this certain " con-

tingency'" when he gives L. the full benefit of a

doubtful one. But the unfairness of his principle

does not end here, for mark—when he has gone
over the parish, upon bis " contingent" principle,

there is a deficiency of 18/. in making up the total

rent-charge for the parish. Well, he has to begin

to apportion again, and how has he done this?

Why to make a crooked thing straight, he makes
it still more crooked. He charges A. 2/. 15s. >wo/-e

than the jjroper value of his tithes according to

his own principle, but L. he only charges4s. more
than what he calls the proper value, but a great

deal below what I should call the i)roper value.

Therefore when the work is finished he has

charged A. K!/. l.'is., or (i/. I.'js. more than what the

tithe really would be worth in a few years under
the old law, according to his own oi)iniou. L. he
charges 1/. 4s. instead ot'Jt. 2s. (iJ., which I con-

sider shoidd 1)0 ajiportioned upon him. As I have
before said he gives L. the full benefit of a doubt-

ful contingency, and A. less than half the full

benefit of a certain one.

Suppose I go over the parish along with Mr.
Bennett, while making out the apportionment ; as

I wish to hear what he has to say as he proceeds,

I will hold my tongue, as he is to apportion the

tithe and not me.
Well, we go upon the property of A. first, and
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in walking over it Mr. Bennett says, " Mr. A. is a

hard working fellow, but certainly not a very
wise one, as he is ruining his land by over plough-
ing, having GO acres out of 120 more under the

plough than he ought to have. His corn tithe is,

and has been, for some years back, worth 20/. a
year; and no doubt the tithe commissioners would
charge this sum to him and hi^i heirs for ever. I

will not be quite so bad as this ; my contingency
principle must be put in force here. Well, when
I have properly considered all these, I feel con-
vinced, that even if he continues his present sys-

tem of farming, his land will, in a few years, only
produce half the value of crops it has done lately

;

but he will soon see that it will be to his interest

to lay a greater portion of it down to grass ; I shall

therefore say at once that 10/. a year will be a
fair value for a lease wliich is to last till the resur-

rection. But what will the commissioners say,

and the old turf gentlemen, if I only charge this

sum ; besides, Mr. A. deserves a little punishment
for not having more regard to the beauties of old

turf, and which produces the favourite dish of old

John Bull. Well, I will charge him 14/. a year
upon his long lease, which is onli/ 41. more than he
ouglit to pay." Thus we go on till we come to the
property ot"Mr. G., charging every one more upon
the contingency principle than each ought to pay.
Mr. G. gets a. proper num. apportioned upon his

property, as he ploughs a proper proportion. But
we will proceed at once to Mr. L.'s estate. " Beau-
tiful grass this," says iMr. Bennett. " Oh ! Hike
to see old grass land, it puts me in mind o{ Arcadia,
and it certainly smells of roast beef, this gentleman
certainly deserves to go to heaven as cheap as

possible. The commissioners, I believe, would
not charge him a farthing, their veneration for old

grass is so great; besides they go upon the prin-

ciple that all land which is in old grass at this time,

will remara so till the last trumpet sounds. I do
not think sOj but after all I do not exactly know
how to act here, 1 cannot tell what to think about
WxQjJrobability of this beautiful grass land being
ploughed up. The owner, or occupier, may die

any day, and their successors may change their

mode of farming either from the high price
of corn or some other cii'cumstance. Even
the passing of the titlie act itself may be
the cause of a change of farming, as the tithe now
will not increase the expences of raising corn or
other arable crops. He must be charged 2d. per
acre, and I will charge his neighbour Mr. M. Id.

per acre. A. is charged 2s. 9§d. per acre, which
appears more in the extreme, and he is certainly
])laced in a much worse situation than either L. or
M., but then he cannot see his own interest so well
as these old grass gentlemen, and will be sooner
reconciled to his overcharge than they, or the tithe

commissioners to my short charge on the old
grass. Well, I have now finished this apportion-
ment ; but how is this? I want 110/. off the
parish, and I have only got 92/., which leaves a
deficiency of 18/. ; I must have made some miscal-
culation, I must now begin to apportion again;
and, as this is the case, I am determined to do it

honestly this time ; 18/. is 4s. in the pound on the
rent-charge already apportioned ; 4s. in the pound
upon all must be quite fair, but yet this makes an
additional charge to A. of 2/. 15s. and only 4s. to
L. and 2s. to M. This does net look right, but it

is so and must be so."

Mr. Bennett has now finished his apportion-
ment, and although I considered him to come to

wrong calculations, I kept my mouth shut, but

now when I am by myself, I can have all my own
way, and shall therefore begin to find fault.

To be serious, if any one will read the bottom
paragraph of page 7, of his " Letters and obser-
vations" they will see that his arguments are in

favour of a more equal charge. He says A.'s
charge is an extreme one, and that he is placed in a
worse situation VadiXi exVaer h. ov M. " That the

adjustment is mo/-e severe on A.'s estate than on the
others, and he will eventually be the stiffening

jMrty."
One of the principal faults of this apportion-

ment is the apportioning the rent-charge upon
each property as a separate parish, which is not
intended by the act, except in such cases as the
act provides, such as fixed moduses, &c.
At page 8, there are four examples to illustrate

his opinion on apportionments. In these there
is a modus of ^d. per acre on pasture land, but it

is evidently a shifting one. Tithe is due from
the same land if in corrt or hay. Now this modus
will only affect the commutation, not the apportion-
ment. There are no particular fields on which the
tithes are covered with a " modus, composition
real, prescriptive and customary payment." The
whole of the land is liable to hag and corn tithe.

in these cases it is evidently the meaning of the
act that the ?^;/«o?e land in the parish, should be
equally charged according to the natural quality
of the soil ; this, Mr. Bennett seems never to con-
sider at all.

Just see the folly of his mode of proceeding.
Turf more than 40 years old is called old turf, and
is charged 2d. per acre, if upland, but if on a river
bank Id. per acre ; 30 years old turf is charged .'3d.

;

20 years old 4d. ; 10 years old6d. ; and 7 years old
12d. per acre. These charges are to be made
whether the land be worth 5s. per acre or 50s. Not a
word about quality. If I understand Mr. Bennett's
contingent principles the valuer is to consider how
the land zvill infuture, be occupied, not how it has
been in by-gone times. But it seems to be a prin-
ciple laid down both by him and the commis-
sioners that the longer land has lain in grass
the longer it tvill lie.

But look at the difficulty of getting at the truth
respecting the age of grass land; there will have
to be a jury summoned, (no, the valuer is to be
judge and jury whatever crotchet he may have
got in his head) and witnesses examined upon
every field in grass. Every landowner will endea-
vour to make his grass as old as possible. There
will be no doubt apportionments to make 10 years
after the passing of the act. Of course any sharp-
sighted clodhopper, who has viewed things in the
same light as Mr. Bennett, may have 10 years old
grass, when the tithe comes to be apportioned,
which was then in corn. " Oh !

" says Mr. Ben-
nett, " but I shall only look back from the passing
of the act." Ha ! my good fellow, but you also
say you are to look forivard ; and in considering
contingencies you must look forioard, you have no
other way to look. This clodhopper will perhaps
swear that his grass is 20 years old, and that it

shall reftiain in grass 100 years after he is dead,
Butjust look here my good fellow, in apportioning
the rent-charge upon grassland 10 years after the
passing of the act you will want witnesses to prove
that it is 50 years old before it can be called old

turf, and charged 2d. or Id. per acre, and 40
years old for 2d. per acre. A certain land-
owner, at no great distance from this pa-
rish , when the tithe act was in progress, gave
order to his tenants to plough as little as possible,

I 2
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and in the year following lie had 200 acres less

under the plough, upon his property, in one
township. He could not tell how the tithe act
would work then, but he knew that to have less
land under the plough could not, by any possibi-
lity, be against, and might be in his favour.

It might be quite safe to adopt either the prin-
ciples laid down by the Commissioners, or Mr.
Bennett, if the apportionments were to last only 7,

11, or 21 years ; but this is not the case. When
once confirmed, they are to stand for ever.
At page 1.5, iu the heading of some extracts

and remarks, Mr. Bennett says that doubts have
arisen whether tillage farmers are sufficiently re-
lieved by his principle of apportionment. 1 do
not wonder at this. I am also equally surprised
that he should still adopt them after writing any
one of the paragraphs in that page. 1 will just
take one. " In the third place, regard is to be had
to the several tithes to which the lands are re-
spectively liable. These are the express words of
the Act of Parliament, Nothing is said in this

place about the tithes which the lands have pro-
duced within the seven years prior to Christmas,
\SZb. or within the last seven years, or toithin 70
years, but regard is to be had to the several tithes

to which the land is liable, whether they have pro-
duced tithes or not. Not only one particular tithe,

but every tithe to which the land is lia1)le under
any circumstances, is to be taken into account."
This, as well as the others in the same page,
breathe the true spirit of the act, but is quite at
variance \v\t\\ \\\% practice \\\ his contingeut tithe
apportionment. His remarks at page 14 are
equally in favour, with a few exceptions, of my
opinions. In his concluding observations, at
page If), he nearly undoes all he has done in the
several preceding pages. He appears to be like
Earl Grey with the reform bill, frightened at what
he has done.

I shall now make a few remarks on his prin-
ciple of apportioning the rent-charge upon land
of unequal value.

At page 16, in paragraph 4th from the top, he
says, in speaking of inferior land, " it follows of
course that the value of tithes is higher in propor-
tion on bad land than on good. In many cases,
where 7;oor ^a?/fZ is necessarily managed at z. yreat
expense, the tithe will amount to a sum not less
than one-third, or even one-half (he might have
said the ivhole) of the landlord's rent, and this is no
uncommon thing in districts of weak corn land."
He is perfectly right here, and this was one of the
yross hijustices of the old abominable system of
lithing. One of the objects in passing the new
act was to put a stop to the injustice of taking the
tithe in full, from fiighly cultivated land of any
description, hnt particularly from hiyhly cultivated
had land. But does Mr. Bennett remedy the evil ?

No ; or but very partially. He leaves a great
portion of the sting behind. The old system of
tithing has prevented thousands of acres of in-
ferior land from being cultivated at all.

In his examples at page lf>, he charges land
with only (is. per acre rent, at one-third, or 2s.
per acre. Tliat worth 'Mh., per acre is only
charged one-sixth, or (is. per acre. Now, if his
meaning be tliat the (is. land is only worth this
h-om extreme had management in the cultivation,
and the 36s. land made of that value from extreme
yoodvianayemcnt, then he may be right in his appor-
tionment of the rent- charge! But if these are the
proper lalnes according to the real nature of the soil

or its capahilities, then, I say, he is wrong in his

charging. Supposing this to be the case, I will

take one acre of each value, as put down in page
16, and compare his principles with mine.

Mr. Bennett's principle.

I acre worth 6s. rent. Tithe rent charge 1

l-3rd or ]
1 ditto ditto 12s. ditto.... ditto l-4th
1 ditto ditto 25s. ditto ditto l-5tli

1 ditto ditto 36s. ditto. . . .ditto l-6th

s. d.

2

3
.5

6

Rotliwcll's

principle.

K. d;

On ditto 1 3
Oi ditto 2 6

16

ditto 5

ditto 7

16

It will be seen that, in this case, my principle is

charging 4s. in the pound on the ralue, and sup-

posing the value to be the true value according to

the nature of the soil. The above are heavy
charges for tithe according to the value of the

land, but this makes no difference in my argu-

ment.
If, when in valuing land, for apportioning the

tithe rent-charge, 1 come to two fields the soil of

which is exactly of the same natural quality, 1

charge them the same for tithe, although one field

may, from superior management and & great outlay

of capital, he worth 40s. of rent, and the other

only worth 10s. from extreme had ynunagement. I

do not spare a lazy sloven at the expense of the

industrious man, who expends his capital freely.

If I come to two fields which are both in an un-
cultivated state, and both worth one price per acre

for rent in their present state, but, from the na-

ture of the soil, or suhsoil, one field is capable of

being brought into a productive state with less

capital than the other, I should put a greater

amount of tithe rent-charge upon it. This is

what I call considering its capabilities.

When the principle of apportionment is left to

me I value all the land in the township, or parish,

upon the above principle, and charge it ac-

cordingly; that is, when aW Me land is subject to

the same tithes. I never make any difference on
account of its being old turf, new turf, or arable

land. " Equal burdens break no backs," and of

course are easy to carry, and I have found that

every apjmrtionment I have made has been satis-

factory to every landowner. My plan of valuing

land for tithe requires more practical knowledge in

agriculture than Mr. Benett's plaw. But when a
township or parish is all valued, the dividing of the

rent-charge is more simple. It is only seeing how
much the tchole rent-charge will be in the pound
on the whole amount of the valuation, and
dividing it upon each field at the same rate.

There is neither a deficiency nor an overplus. If all

the tithes of a part of the land be covered by a

fixed modus, that forms a distinct apportionment

from the rent of the township or parish. The
modus is apportioned upon that part, and is then

called the rent-charge, and is then subject

to variation, by the average price of corn, like the

rent-charge upon the other part of the township
or i)arish.

Some valuers do not charge wood-lands with
tithe, and others a mere nominal sum. I consider

this not right. This is the only description of

land which, in my opinion, contingencies ought
to be considered, excej)! land much subject to

floods on the banks of rivers. If wood-land was
very rough atui uneven and almost unfit or im
possible to convert it either into tillage, nieadow,

or pasture, if the timber was removed, I should

charge it with little or no tithe, liut if this was
not the case I should charge it one-third, one-half,

or two-thirds the amount of other land of the
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same quality. Any man who has lived 50 years

may have remarlcecl a great quantity of wood-land
converted into tillage, or grass, within that time.

If land is not tithe free before the passing of the
act it does not maJce it so, merely because timber
is groiving upon it.

I can name several townships where plantations

have been made to a considerable extent since the
tithe act was passed ; and in some of these in-

stances no tithe has been charged, and in others
only l^d. per acre charged, where the average of
the township is 'is. 3d. In one instance, part of
the land was under arable cultivation at that time.

If the commissioners and some valuers, are right

in their principles, in such cases any landowner
by merely planting his land with forest trees

before the tithe be apportioned, may free his land
from tithe for ever. And this may be done for

lesn than 20s. per acre with seedling forest trees.

There is another bad feature in this light

charging, ornot charging, old turf and wood-land.
The greatest, and of course, the wealthiest
landowners receive most of thebenefit ; of course,
the burden is thus thrown upon the smaller and
poorer. These seldom cultivate their land with
an eye to beauty, or for a future generation, for

this very plain reason, they cannot afford it. They
endeavour to make the most of the land in their

time, consequently they spldom have mxtch wood-
land and as seldom any old turf. Thus, all the

woodlands, demesnes, parks, gardens, and pleasure-

grounds of the rich, some of which is not occupied
in any useful purpose in a national point of view,
are exonerated from contributing their due sh:ire

to the church ; while, at the same time, the

wealthy ouniers have all the church patronage, and
have nearly the whole management of all the money
expended upon it. Should any one but just name
church reform, they will immediately call out that
" the church is in danger" and rise up in defence of

what they call their " vested rights" ; when, at the

same time, they pay less than their due share to its

support. In a township where I have lately ap-
portioned the tithe rent-charge, there is a con-
siderable quantity of old turf, some of it upland,

and some very excellent, on the banks of a river.

Another portion of the township belonging to

three landowners, has been rather hard ploughed.

When the tithe came to be apportioned, the land-

owners could not agree upon the principle, and
had meeting after meeting tor this purpose. The
old turf men defended the " vested rights" of

old turf manfully with a mere handful of troops
;

that is, with a very few words in the 33rd clause of

the act, namely, " having regard to the average

tithable produce.' The remaining part of the

sentence would not do, but which were brought
forward by the other party, and held up to them
like the " shield of brawn to the Jew." Neither
party would give way, when, at the last meeting,

I, as valuer, was called in to give my opinion. 1

did so, with a few of the arguments I have given in

this paper, after which there was only one who
voted for the " vested rights" of old turf and
wood-land. When I took my apportionment in,

even he expressed his satisfaction with it, and the

principle it had been made on.

One part of this township will show the absur-

dity of saying that because land is old turf it will

remain so for even 50 years. This part, and which
is part of the river land, was, about 30 year ago, old

turf, prime meadow, and pasture ; land of all others

which few people would have expected to be put
under the plough. About 20 or 25 years ago, the

occupiers were changed, and, I believe, the owner-
ship. Since then it has been under a regular course

of cropping, and has had a good farmer upon one part

of it, who, I have little doubt, but has paid 10s. per
acre for tithe, or at least it has been worth that per

annum, taking the whole farm together. Now if the

tithe of this township had been apportioned 30 years

ago, upon the principle laid down by the tithe com-
missioners, this land would have been made tithe free.

If my friend, Mr. Bennett, had apportioned the tithe

he would have charged it Id. or 2d. per acre. Mine
will average about 3s. Id. per acre. If he, or the

commissioners, had apportioned it at this time, from.

7s. to 10s. would, most likely, have been cliarged.

I ask, would an apportionment upon either principle

have been an honest one? If it had been made, at

either period, for only seven years, then in one case

the " vested right "of old turf might have been b eld

sacred, and in the other case, an extra charge might
have been made. But this is not the case, when
once apportioned it is to stand.

Wherever there is a burden hanging over land,

although it be prospective, and to all appearatice at a

considerable distance, that burden will afl'ect the price

of that land when in the market. It is ridiculous to

suppose that Is. 3d., 2s. 6d., or 5s. per acre, would
be ihe fee simple value o( the contiugent tithes upon
old rich turf, subject to corn, potatoe, and turnip tithes,

even if wool, lambs, calves, colts, pigs, and geese,

raised upon that venerable old turf, were not subject

to tithe. I will venture to say that any man would
give .3 or 4/. per acre more foi old turf to have itcom-

pletely free of tithes or arable crops, except he had a

prospect of an apportionment made by I\Ir. Bennett,

or tiie commissioners.
It will be seen that my principle of apportioning

lithe is this. That when the sum is agreed upon b)^

the titheowners and landowners of a township or

parish, I apportion it equally upon all the land in

the township or parish, according to the nature of

the soil ; that is if all the lands are subject to the

same tithes.

Every apportionment in this part of the country
made upon my principle has given satisfaction (if

the valuer understood his business and were lionest)

even to those landowners who had a great portion of

old turf ; while everyone, without a single exception,

which has been made upon other principles, have
not given satisfaction, either to the owners or occu-

piers of land.

To the honour of the landowners in South Lan-
cashire, at least to all those with whom I have come
in contact, and with whom I have had any conver-

sation upon the subject, have acknowledged that no
other principle can be a fair one, and, from the con-

struction of the act, is that intended by the legislature

when it was passed.

I hope there is nothing in the above remarks
which can be considered in any way disrespectful

to the tithe commissioners, for it is my desire, in

every case, to pay them due deference. I have al-

ways seen in thera a desiie to do right, and this has

prompted me to give my opinions, although I am
but a humble individual.

I am, sir, yours respectfully,

Winwick, June 15, 1840. W. Rothweli,.

Diarrhoea is proving- very fatal this season to youn^
calves; but the following treatment has proved very

successful :—As soon as the disease is ascertaioed, use

gentle bleeding, and mild purgatives, such as 2oz. of

prepared chalk, 1 dram of opium, 4 drams of catechu,

and two drains of ginger, mixed and divided into three

parts, given at ten hours' interval.
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ON CULTIVATION.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,— I sliould esteem it a favor if you would in-

sert the following mode of the cultivation of land,
in the hope that if there is any improvement to be
made, some of your readers will be kind enough to

comment upon it.

The land is of a mixed soil, and cultivated after

the manner of the 5th course.
Fallow 1st.—Plough it twice before Christmas,

then baulk the stetches and bring it on fo the flat,

then plougl) it on the great stetch across twice, draw
it out on 8ths, stetch it up, muck it about 11 loads
per acre on the stetch, and then plough (tliemuck
in) it flg;iin on the stetch, with the necessary har-
rowing and rolling. Sow o pints of turnip-seed per
acre on or about the 21st June, and hoe them twice.

Barley, 2nd.—Plough the turnip land on the stetch,
clean bnulk it across, and then on the stetch again,
sow it of barley three bushels per acre, hoe it and
keep it clean ; sow one peck an acre of small seeds.

Clover, 3rd.—Weed it, and the average crop is 23
cwt, to jO.

Wheat, 4th.—ftluck on to the clover ley for this,

and get it in 2 bushels an acre, about November.
Plough once, roll it in the spring, never feed it off,

hoe it.

Barley, Oats, or Peas, 5lh.—For oats, I plough
but once, and put in 3 bushels an acre

; peas the
same ; but for barley I case it about three times.

Dibbling 1 find tlieljest mode of depositing seed,
and as cheap as any, because the seed saved will
defray tlie extra expense incurred by dibbling. I
have tried nitre and find it act remarkably well on
tlie soft corns, but cannot see so great an effect upon
tli,e wheat. I sowed about one cwt. an acre; I have
also tried it upon turnips, and will report with
what success I meet. I think if farmers were
generally to plough their lands intended for fal-

low twice before Christmas, it would spare
the expense of the hoe materially ; and I am the
more induced to say this bfcause as Mr. Reed
justly observed in your valuable Journal of January
last, that "all soils contain more or less the prin-
ciple of vegetation, and wlien any part of this power
is employed in the production of weeds, there is just
so much abstracted or taken from that which should
be employed in raising corn."
By inserting the above you will oblige,

A Young Farmer.
Great Chesteiford, Essex, June ^Oth, 1840.

ANSWER TO QUERY.
[from a correspondent.]

In the last week's 3IarJt Law Expre.is a query
appears, to ask liow much butter weekly can bo
produced from one cow ; if you choose to reply as
follows, you may.
A labourer of mine has a cow kept by me as

part of bis yearly wages, which, after lier third
calf, produced 181bs. of l)utter per week, whicii
gradually decreased until within a fortnight of
calving again, at which time she gave nearly Hlhs.,

and never was entirely dry for calving. She has
had the epidemic, and is now recovered, and in full

l»rofit, but not equal to last year.
June 25.

'

C. B,

QUERIES ON THE FAILURE OF
THE CLOVER PLANT.

Sir,—We, in this part of the country, have
annually to lament the entire failure of red clover
plants in our pastures of the second years : now
the fact of red clover remaining permanent for a
longer period, upon lighter and warmer soils,

induces the hope, that by proper care and cultiva-

tion, a variety may be obtained, capable of retain-
ing its hold upon the soil, during the whole period
that we pasture our lands, which seldom e.\ceeds

two years.

With that view I take the liberty of proposing
the following questions, in the hope that some ot
your readers practically acquainted with the grow-
ing of clover and other seeds, will favour me with
answers to them through the medium of youi
inestimable Journal.

Is it not a fact that by judicious care and culti-

vation we have the power of modifying, to an
almost indefinite extent, the character and nature
of plants, not only as respects the luxuriance of
their growth and the quality of their seeds, but
also, in many cases, as regards the permanency
of the hold which they retain of the soil ? Thus
if the seeds of perennial rye-grass be saved for a
series of seasons, in the second year of its growth,
will it not in consequence lose its perennial cha-
racter .' Now are not the seeds of red clover
usually saved in the second year of the plant's

growth.' And supposing that it were a triennial,

would not this have the effect of making it a tri-

ennial plant ? Are the seeds of red clover
ever saved in the third j^ear of the plant's

growth ? And if so, have the lands saved in that

manure, been tested against seeds saved in the
usual way, with a view to acertain the perma^
nent character of each respectively ? In " Hortus
Woburniensis," I find jjerennial red clover strongly

recommended for cultivation in alternate hus-

bandry : is it so cultivated in any part of England ?

Your insertion of the above questions will

oblige a former correspondent. J. R.
East Lothian, \7thJune.

ON COW MANURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—In reply to the letter from a tenant farmer of

Bangor, near Wrexham, North Wales, in your journal

of the 18th inst., I should recommend him to mix horse

manure in an equal proportian with his cow manure ; by
that means he vvili ^ive a stimulating jiroperty to the

cow manure which it does not possess in a great degree
by itself, being naturally of a cooling' nature ; it would
make his grass as abundant again, and prevent the cow
manure crusting so much, as it would be parted by the

horse manure, from turning it several times before lay-

ing it on the land ; or try another method, mix lime
along with the cow manure. Lime is invaluable as a
top-dressing for mewdows, it would kill the moss and de-

compose the manure, so as to make it serviceable for the

nourishment of the grasses. As chalk is used on reten-

tive clayey soils, to render them porous, and make them
work eutier for the plougii, 1 should think from analogy

that adhesive stulf like cow manure, would be reduced
by a suHicient quantity of lime being mixed along witii

it, so as to prevent it caking after being spread.

If your correspondent should benefit by these hints,

I should be happy to hear of it through your journal.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Yot'No Kentism farmee.
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ON THE USE OF COW MANURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Being a constant reader of rour magazine,

I observe at page 37 in your number for tbis rnontb,

a letter from a Tenant Farmer, on tbe use of cow ma-
nure as a top-dressing for grass land. Being an oc-

pupier of a few acies of grass land only, and a keeper

of a few cows, I have for some years practised tbe

following metbod witb my cow dung. In tbe spring

I cart it to tbe field and mix in alternate layers of

cow dung, borse dung, coal asbes, (finely sifted)

witb as mucb nigbt soil as 1 can conveniently get, in

tbe proportion of two-tbirds cow dung and one ofborse

dung, and also wbat pig manure I may bave by me,
or can get at a convenient distance and price, and in

about two montbs, turn it over and well mix, and a-

gain do so a sbort time before it is spread on tbe land,

wbicb I do if tbere is a prospect of wet weatber im-
mediately after tbe bay is got off tbe land, if not 1

let it remain until tbe Autumn after tbe grass is all

eat oft", wben it is well spread and dressed in ; more
especially in tbe summer, wbicb I bave found to an-

swer well, baving bad more tban two tons of good
dr_v bay for two successive years per acre at eacb

cutting. By tbis mode of treatment, if a few wood
asbes were added to tbe above, it would be all tbe

better. 1 bave found tbat borse dung, sud cow dung-

mixed, works more kindly and better tban eitber se-

parately. If you tbink tbat tbe above will be of any

use to your Bangor correspondent, and it is wortby
ofinsertion in tbe magazine, you are at liberty so to

do, if not commit it to tbe flames.

I am Sir, your obedient servant,

Wakefield, July 3. G. Strafford.

CORN LAWS.
The (Gllowing'very curious letter, which was written

in 1610, by Lord De Roos, was communicated by the

Duke of Rutland to the VValsbarn Agricultural Associ-

ation, in October last, at a meeting over which his Grace
presided;—

" Sir,—I doubt not but by this time you are very
deep in tbe faculty of law-making. I desire much that

if any laws be past, we may have the beads of them
;

the titles of the cbiefest.
" I bad some conference witb Sir R. Buller concern-

ing a bill, that no corn should be imported until it came
to some extraordinary price. Of tbis having some con-
sideration, there seem to me many reasons very strong
for the converting of tills bill into a statute.
" A first ii, because the importation ot corn is an ex-

portation of money ; and that, even in case of necessity,

ii a hurt to the commonwealth, tboug-h then tolerable

for the avoiding of a, greater hurt, but in unnecessary
cases altogether inexcusable.

"Secondly, if importation be unlimitedly allowed,

the cheapness of'corn will tnke away the benefit of hus-
bandry ; and the benefit being taken away, husbandry
itself (which is usually undertaken fur benefit) will de-
cay, itnd if husbandry decay, tbtre are likely to grow
two main inconveniences: the one, tbat the poor must
starve for want of work, the efi'ect whereof hath too

much appeared in tbe conversion of tillage into siieep

pasture ; a second, that in short time this kingdom, to

beset to a rent, will be less worth per annum many
thousand pounds. For I think within this twenty years

husbandry iiaih in many places doubled the yearly

value of land, which, if tillage decay, is likely to return

to the ancient meanness.
"And whereas there is a seeming objection that im-

portation makes cheapness, and cheapness seems to

favour tliQ poor, I affirm that importalioa will especially

hurt the poor, and for tbeir sakes especially it is to be
forbidden ; for if corn be cheap, and the poor man liave

no money, vvluit avails it to him that corn is cheap when
he cannot buy it? If money be carried out ofthecoun-
try, and the poor man be not set on work by reason of
the decay of tillage, 1 wonder how he shall buy this

cheap corn without money 1 I think it vvere better that

corn were for 7s. a bushel, and yet by reason of tillage

Hie poor man slsould earn 18d. or 25. u week, than corn
being at 5s. he should earn 12d., or perchance nothing.
For, without question, half of the work at least will be
abated. Besides, there are two inconveniences at this

time which accompany cheapness, and make it unpro-
fitable to the poorest sort of men. The one is the wick-
edness of bakers, of vvhora I hear it reported, that at this

time they make their bread after 10s. the bushel ; a se-

cond, of the town merchants, who buy ship- loads of
corn, and sell itsomuch underthe ordinary price as may
serve to undo the husbandman, and yet so near tbe

price that the poor hath far less benefit by it than tiie

commonwealth, yea, themselves have harm.
" 'I'll us I have expressed to you the considerations

which have entered into my thoughts upon this business,
which, if you think tiiem worth the mentioning, I pray
you to communicate to Sir Buller, which I do not to

add to better judgments, but rather to submit them
to their approbation. And I wi.sh that this letter

may be prevented by a statute before it comes to your
bands.
" Andso wishing you the direction of the Highest,and

tiiat the hand of the Almighty may be with you
all unto the making of laws wnoleiome, and restorative

for this poor and sinful land, I take leave, ever resting

yours most assuredly to be commanded,
" F. Rors(DERoos).

" To my loving and much esteemed cousin,

Richard Carey, Esq., of London."

ON ERADICATING CHICKWEED
AND COLTSFOOT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE JIARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—It would very much serve me, and doubtless

many others, if, by inserting in your valuable paper

this letter, you could procure some information on the

best means of eradicating chickweed and coltsfoot ; or,

as it is here called, spunk, with which ray land is very

much infested : though I plough deeply, and weed the

land before and after the crop is in the ground as well

as I am able, it is not possible to stir the chickweed in a

corn crop after it is above the ground without pulling

up the crop witb it ; and it appears equally impractic-

able to pull up the coltsfoot, it sends its roots so very

deep into the soil, and even into the subsoil. Your
serving me in this v/ill much oblige, Sir, your most
obedient servant, A Subscriber,

Dublin, May 28.

THE COLTSFOOT.
Sir,—One of your correspondents, a few weeks

.since, enquired the best method of extirpating

Coltsfoot (Tussilago Farfara) from arable land.

He gave it also the provincial name of spunk.

The flowers should be gathered from the beds se-

veral times, as often as any can be found, to pre-

vent fresh seeding the land : it flowers in February,

March, and April, and before any leaves appear:

this system must be persevered in through the

whole course of cropping, and when the field is

fallowed the same precaution is necessary, or the

seed will be shed upon the land before x^loughing,

and thus secure a plentiful crop for tbe whole of

the next course. The plant itself can hardly be

got rid of without a summer fallow.

FramliHgham, July 2. George Edwards.
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CHELMSFORD WOOL FAIR.
This fair took i)]ace on Tuesday, June 30, and tlie

quantity of wool oiFered for sale, and the numerous
attendance of the gentry and of the farmers, showed
its growinp; importance to the agriculturists of the
county. The quantity in the market was consider-
ably larger than at any former fair. The following
is the official statement, combining a comparison
with last year :

—

Fleeces shown in samples 16,452
A^'eighed .3,.^67

20,019
N umbel- of Fleeces on show and weighed in

1839 14,710

Increase for 1840 5,309
The gross weight of that weighed was U2 cwt. 3 qi-s. 15 Ihs.

The prices obtained were rather below the late

quotations, but were upon the whole, perhaps, as

good as the unfavourable circumstances of the traile

warranted the growers in anticipating. The fol-

loAving is the average on the business of the day :

—

Half-brc-d and down hoggets 154
Ewes 12^
Wethers 13

On referring back we find that the following were
the averages of the three i^revious fairs :

—

1839 Hogget 18d Ewe 16d.
1S38 Hogget 20d Ewe 16d.
1837 (a year of great depression in the trade)

Hogget 13d Ewe 9d.

The dealers present were Messrs. Johns, Legg, Bell,

Unwin, Elkington, &c.

THE DINNER.

At three o'clock, about 170 gentlemen sat down
to an excellent dinner, served up ))y Mr. Lake, of
the Saracen's Head Inn, in the county-room, at the
shire-hall. J. Disney, Esq., the President of the
Society, took the chair, supported by Lord Ray-
leigh and the High Sheriff. There Avere also pre-
sent—J. Bullock, C. C. Parker, J. Guillemaudo, J.
O. Parker, T. Ellman, H. Wyatt, T. Brewitt, and
J. Burness, Esqrs. ; Capt. McHardy; Rcvds. T.
Brooksby and W. Shepherd; Messrs. C. Matson,
C. Legge, J. Brewitt, S. Baker, H. Boys, W. Hicks,
D. Scratten, T. G. Ward, J. Brewster, T. Mavott,
J. Page, E. Fulford, — Burder, T. Gale, W. Gale,
W. F. Hobbs, J. Shepherd, W. May, B. Hobbs, G.
Hart, — Hart, T. Addy, T. Durraiit, — Seabrook,
R. Baker, W. Crush, J. Smith, T. and \Y. Johns,— Elkington, J. Blyth, — Unwin, C. Hurrell, R.
Seabrook, J. W. Downes, C. Hilton, T. Crooks,
&c. &;c.

After the cloth was removed, the usual toasts
were <lrunk,

The Prksidext said they had 10,000 or 18,000
fleeces to sell, and he ho>ed some gentleman would
make an offer. (CaUnfor Mr. Parker.)

Mr. C. C. Parker said, having been called on
he rose to make an offer. He did not know whe-
ther Beir.^ Weeldif Messcmjer was any guide, but
in it he that morning saw south-down hogget wool
quoted at Is. fkl., and ewe wool at 15d. ; whether
that told the trutU he could not say, but as they
ought to have something to guide them, he would
offer his wool at that ])rice. (Cheers.)
The President said, he had to offer for Mr.

John Brewitt about 700 fleeces of Kent ewe aud
tegs at 15d. The offer was declined.
The I'RKSIDENT offered on behalf of Mr. Hiitley

1,(;0(» long-wool hoggets, at 17d., and 1)00 short-
wool ewes, at 18d., to Mr. he^^a and the rest of the
buyers.

Mr. Legge said he was obliged to Jlr. Hutley,
but he was sorry he could not give that price.

The Prej<ident said, he was desired by Mr.
Maiden to offer 350 Kent ewes and 200 Kent hog-
gets to Mr. Legge at ISgd.

Mr. Shepherd said, he was happy to state that
he had sold his wool to Mr. Johns. As the agri-

cultural interest was flourishing he thought they
ought to give the trade a turn; and he had sold

his teg wool at 15d., and his ewe at I2^d. (Cheers.)
The PRE.-iiDKXT said, Mr. T. Crooks had desired

him to offer 400 superior half-brer I Leicestcrs, and
2.50 down tegs, 250 down ewes, and 100 half-bred
Leicester ewes, the hogget at 16d., and the ewe at

13d., to Mr. Legge.
Mr. Legge—I am extremely obliged to hhn, and

I regret it is not in my power to receive it at his

price.

The President said, Mr. Maiden had made an
offer, and had not received an answer to it.

Mr. Legge said he would give Mr. Maiden 14^d.,

that was the best price he could offer.

Mr. Malden said he could not accept it.

The President said Mr. Carter offered to Mr.
Legge 300 Down tegs at Is. 4d., and 280 Down ewes
at Is. Id.: if Mr. Legge refused them they were
open to any other buyer.

Mr. Legge said trade was in such a state that he
could not possibly take it at that price.

The President said, Mr. Harvey had requested

him to offer to Mr. Unwin 000 half-bred Leicester

tegs and 250 Dewn tegs at 152d.

Mr. Unwin said he wouldaccept them. (Cheers.)

Mr. Tower said before dinner he had offered his

wool to Mr. Johns, and he would repeat the offer

now : it consisted of Merino-Leicester and Merino-
Saxon fleeces, part of 1839, and he asked lOd., 15d.,

and 14(1. for them.
Mr. Johns said the 16d. and the 14d, he would

give, and for the other he offered Is.

Mr. Tower said he did not make the offer be-

fore, because he would not bring Saxon into compe-
tition with South-down ; but when he heard the

sum given by Mr. Unwin he thought he was en-

titled to do so. There was only a penny between
them in 239 fleeces, and they must divide that.

Mr. Johns said Mr. Tower misunderstood him

—

he offered Is. for the lot for which he asked lad.

Mr. Tower said he could not take that. ,

No furthei- offers for wool were made in the

room, aud the company broke up about seven

o'clock.

SALES OF WOOL.
The following is a detail of all the sales of

effected, as extracted from the official returns

:

bought by MESSRS. BELL AND SON.

Fleeces. Fl

Mr. John Smith 250 Jlr. Andrews
— Jl. Mason 103 —Perry
— Surrey 140 — Steele
— S. Reeve, sen 115 — Jus. Clarke. .

.

— S. Reeve, jnn 150 — Hright
— C. Low lO'i — Bernard
— S. Low 54 — (i. Carter ...

^ J. Crnsh 145 — J. Kemp
— Cozens 540 — Downes
— Bnlwer 79 — L.Tabrum...
— I. Crush 5c9 — W. Crnsh ...

— John Algar 1«3 — G. I'arris ...

— E. Chapman 50 — Ketcher
— Ratclift" 80 —Williams ,

— Yell 265 ~ Abrey
— Barnes 72 — S. Oddy
— Dennis 85
— S.Oddy 45 Total....

wool

eeoes.

84
1045
120
145
210
270
580
7.'i4

37
410
509
340
S4
7.S

51
45

.8304
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BY MESSRS. W.
Fleeces.

Sir J. Tyrell 420
Mr. Robinson 31
— Clark 27
— Aldliain 84
— Haines 61
— Cox 80
— Cannon 1 1."?

— Pliillips 105
— Cousins 224
— Pavitt 238— .Joscelyne 94
— Spurgeon 294
— Brown 138
— Tliorn 74— Hoeliley 54^ Gladwin 112

AND T. JOHNS.
Fleeces.

Mr. Slieplierd 90
— Townsend 170
— .Tosling 234
— Ridley 864
— C. Page 2035
— .John Piige 610
— Stebbing 65
— T. Abrey 166
— Heywood 223
— Webb 133
— Ketley 120
•— Raynham 430— Benson 206
— C. Crooks 50

Total 7563

BY MESSRS. S. F. AND S. UXWIX.

Mr. Bridge, Ingatestone .... 440 liogs. J-breds & downs
220 Down ewes

Mr. Boys, Goldhanger 90 Dowu ewes
80 hoggets

Mr. Quihampton, Goldhanger 110 lioggets and Kents ..

130 ewes, Down ewes half-

breds
Mr. Harvey, near Mersea. . . .1150 hogs, ^-breds & Downs
Mr. Kutt, Woodham Walter. 120 Down ewes
Mr. Cousins, Terling 1 30 hoggets

50 ewes
Mr. Ellis, Woodham ........ 17 .hoggets

17 ewes

Totiil fleeces 2.'J54

d.

15i

12i
12i

15i
154

12i
15*
12^
15i

12i
15i

BY MR. CYRUS LEGGE.
C. T. Tower, Esii 87 fleeces of Merino Lei-

cester Cheviot 14
222 do. Merino Saxon, of

which 90 were tegs,

indiflerently washed. 15

250 ditto, well washed. ... 18

W. and H. Marriage 204 ewe fleeces 13
Mr. Thos. JIayott, Burstead.. 181 fleeces

Mr. J. Wright 531 ditto

Mr. Cleeve 390 ditto

Mr. Maiden 450 ditto

BY MR. ELKINGTON.
Mr. Christy, Broomfield .... 264 Dowu tegs and ewes
The followina; showed, but, we believe, did not sell :

—

Mr. T. Mee, Great Burstead . 112 fleeces

Mr. J. Marriage, jun., Moul-
sham Lodge 252 ditto

C. C. Parker, Esq 215 ditto

Mr. W. Crush, Chignell 100 ditto

Mr. Reeve, Writtle 113 ditto

Mr. .1. W. Addy, of Rollestons, Writtle, prior to tlie fair,

sold to Mr. Archer, of Bishop Stortford, 700 tegs, at Is. 3^d.,

and 500 Down ewes Is. Ul,

FLY IN SHEEP.
Sir,—In reply to the " Nottingkatnsbire Farmer"

respecting- far as tbe application he used on his

sbeep for tbe fly, be asks three questions, neither of

which I am prepared to answer. But I would
strongly recommend his using tbe " slieep dipping
composition," prepared only by Mr. Thomas Bigg,

15, Crawford Street, Portman Square, London.
Having used it now for some years, I, as well as

many others, can give testimony to its efficacu and
nsefulness, if properly applied. I have dipped in

August 2000 sheep, and have only had but one struck

with fly, occasioned by scouring. Another great

benetit ho will find is that the sheep that have been

dipped ivill be grazing in the hottest weather ^ whilst those

that have not been dipped will be in the shade, or where

there is no shade will be together in large groups
terrified with flies. He may think it too much trouble

perhaps, but ifonly be oncehegins to dip, lam certain

he will not leaie it off. Yours, respectfully,

A Kentish Farmer.
Eastehurch, Isle of Sheppy, Jxdy 3.

TITHES.
Sir,— I observe in a cotemporary Journal the fol-

lowing remarks relative to tbe '• Bill to exempt stock
in tiade from being assessed to tbe poor-rates."

'• Though we fully agree in tbe policy of exempt-
ing stock in trade, and personal property from being
assessed to the poor-rate, we cannot help regretting
that tbe present opportunity has been lost of intro-
ducing some provision for rectifying the hardship of
rating tithes according to tbe rule recently laid down
by the court, in the Queen v. Capel.
"As regards tithes the rating of them upon the

same principle as lands and hereditaments are rated,
must be admitted to be a hardship. A landlord re-
ceives bis rent as absolute property; it is his own
without any labour or service. Such lay property
may belong to minors, married women, persons bed-
ridden, lunatics, and others altogether incapable of
rendering any equivalent; whilst tbe tithe-owner, i/'

an eclesiastical person, claims his tithes or his lent-
charge, as a compensation for bis clerical services."
Now surely tbe necessity of employing this un-

lucky if is sufficient to upset the argument alto-

gether, since if those services are not to be per-
formed, there can be no reason why the tithes should
not he rated in similar proportion to tbe land itself,

and no one, it is to be presumed, would make a dis-
tinction in the rating of tithes, whether tbe same
should be vested in the church, or in lay impropri-
ation. Moreover it is not fair to couple the tithe-

owner with the land-owner, but rather let the corn-
grower and tbe tithe-gatherer go band in band, al-

though the distinction may not be very material.
Theoretically, tbe landlord may be said to pay the
poor-iates, but practically, tho money comes out of
tlie pocket of tbe husbandman or tenant of tbe soil,

and no one will venture to assert that be does not
perform, or render an equivalent in labour and at-
tention-

The determination of tbe question in the case of
the Queen r. Capel, has relieved the valuers under
tbe parochial assessment act of much perplexity and
indecision ; I happen to be one of that number, and
unless arguments more conclusive than any which I
have hitherto beard, can be adduced in support of
tbe tithe-owner's claim to undue abatement from
the rent-charge in making the assessment, I shall
hold it equitable that as the tiihe-owner bad tbe ac-
tual amount of tbe parochial rates (payable in re-
spect to those tithes) added to his coniposition (as
determined by tbe average of seven years previous
to 1835) in order to liquidate similar parochial
claims in future, so a valuation of the land itself (as
well as t\i$ rent-charge upon that land) ought to be
foundedr-upon the price of grain during that period,
and not upon tbe improved value of land at the pre-
sent moment, arising out of fortuitious circum-
stances which the chances of seasons or the malio--

nity of men may entirely subvert. I should say, as
the gross estimated rental of land in a parish is to

the net value thereof, so is tke whole amount of the
rent-charge to tbe sum at which it ought to be as-

sessed. Now whether we take this rule as our
guide—whether we take the amount of rates paid in
respect of tithes during the period before alluded to,

adding 5 per cent, for contingencies and tbe trouble
of collecting the rent-charge, and deduct those from
the gross amount—or whether we deduct 15 per
cent, in one sum, the assessment will, in most cases,

come out nearly tbe same.

I remain, Sir, yours very truly.

Dilham, July 1, 1840. W. NORFOR.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Being a constant reader of your inesti-

mable Journal, I am always gratified in periisin;^-

any useful piece of information communicated
tliroug-li that channel, whetlier given editorially, by

a single-handed correspondent, or, perhaps in not

a worse way, from a little sound friendly argument
proceeding from two parties, the last-named being

undoubtedly the best, and no doubt would be even

more resorted to, on many occasions, when knotty

points in agriculture became a matter of dispute,

were it not for the unpleasant feelings which but

too often arise between the parties, by each tliink-

ing his own way right : it is matter of regret that

such is the case, seeing that many inexperienced

agriculturists might profit from a friendly discus-

sion even in a public journal.

My reason for troubling you at this time, is

owing to a correspondence I have lately seen, be-

tween a Mr. Kinmouth, somewhere resident in

Armagh, and a Mr. Gardiner, in the county ofAyr,

on the subject (and a most important one, too) of

drainage of land : whether parallel tile-drains, or

transverse stone-drains, are the most beneficial,

economical, or permanent? Now it is almost in

vain for me to say, living in Ayrshire as I do, that

I decidedly approve of the system of parallel tile-

drains, and can, with safety, say, that what Mr.

Gardiner has already published on the matter, is

the uniform opinion of the most enlightened agri-

culturists of this great and nourishing county, the

experience of half a century having proven, beyond
all doubt, that collateral or transverse drains, tilled

to a necessary depth with stones, may help to re-

lieve the land of superabundant moisture for a few

years ; but such would never be resorted to now by
any man, in his right senses, that wished his land

thoroughly and permanently drained. Mr. Kin-
mouth, no doubt, from seeing that he had the worst

of the argument, has very prudently withdrawn
from the field, not, however, without grossly in-

sulting Mr. Gardiner, by doubting the veracity of

liis statements, which Mr. G. has resented, perhaps

rather keenly, still I consider him justified, as no
man of any feeling can, or should, remain silent,

after having his word douljted in a public journal

;

or, undoubtedly, guilt will be the construction put
upon it by the public mind.

In a later number of your Journal, I have ob-

served a most malevolent, vindictive, but at the

same time attack on Mr. G., by some

sense, coiild have put S. B's. construction on them,
Avithout some exposition of the matter, which goes

far to disprove his own words, viz., that "both
writers were unknown to " him. He then very
frankly offers his own opinion on draining, and la-

bours hard to ])ro^e what e\ery enlightened agricul-

turist well knows to be the sentiments of our ances-

tors, now no more, who flourished in the century
immediately preceding the one in which we live

;

and loudly denounces (to him) the unwelcome sound
of real lasting improvement. Alas ! for poor af-

flicted Ireland, if all her sons were like this unhappy
S. B. ! Luckily, there are many who hold different

views from this son of the good old times, as is

amply verified, by so many of the influential youth
of Ireland annually visiting and residing in our

county for a time, to learn the most approved modes
of husbandry ; and bj' so many of our native Scotch
being called upon to act as bailiffs, stewards, &c.,

to the Irish nobility and gentry. Poor S. B. does

not wish to hear any thing of the matter, but, like

the hedge-hog, coiled up in his prickly skin,

spits liis venom on all who would gladly assist

him to what he does not know. Deeply read in an-
cient history, he knows the year, nay, I suppose

the very day, and by whom, the foundations of the

pyramids ofEgypt were laid ? In a word, what is it

that this modern Socrates does not know? One word
more to S. B., and I have done with him ; let him
be perfectly sure that he is right himself, before at-

tempting to put others right : let him go to school

and learn his multiplication table, and " don't be
after telling us," that one million of drain-tiles is

exncth/ the one-hundredth part of what would be
sufficient to drain 400,000 acres, at 3000 to the

acre ! !
" Ignorance and error," says S. B., " are

twin brothers," so if the cap fits, just let him wear
it. Excuse the length of this letter, and by pub-
lishing it, oblige Sir, your very obedient Serv.nnt,

Ayr, June 29, 1840. R. B.

snappish scribbler, signing himself S. B., Newry,
in which he makes a mighty fuss about two lines

having been wrongly quoted from " Iludibras" by
Mr. (i. ; as if all his argument could ])e ujjset by
that single circumstance. Now I, who have never

read " iludibras," nor any work of so little utility

at the present day, have seen the lines quoted the

self-same w ay over and over again ; but now,
thanks to this immaculati! virtuoso, shall be able to

detect and correct them, should they (;onu! under

my notice again. Exulting at this wonderful dis-

covery, he sneeringly says, that ignorance and
error he has always found to be twin brothers :

well, granting this to be the case, we shall just soe

before leaving S. li. whether he cannot be foiled

with his own weapons, lie tlien goes on blaming

Mr. (i. for ))utting a wrong construction on Mr.

Kininouth's sentiments, and endeavouring to mys-
tify their proper sense : now I deny that ; as no
man wliatever, taking his words in their literal

QUERIES ON DRAINING.
Sir,—I take the liberty, through the medium of

your journal, of requesting an answer to the fol-

lowing questions, and which I trust ssome of your
numerous agricultural readers acquainted with the

subject will answer :
—

How does wood answer as a bottom or sole for

tiles, in draining"- pure moss? What thickness

ought the boards to be made, if they answer ?

What depth is tiie best to cut moss drains ? And
also, how wide ought the drains to be from each

other ? Having commenced draining about thirty

acres of pure moss, 1 find that the tiles donotanswer
without a sole, and the moss is so soft in many
places that slates sink uneciually. I am preparing

boards of from 10 ft- to IT) ft. in length, by half

an inch thick ; but before doing so to any great

extent, I would feel oblige! by any of your readers,

who have a knowledge of moss-draining, giving me
the benefit of their experience. It may be as well

to mention that the moss is level, and nearly six

feet deep of moss, without fall sufficient to allow

the drains to be cut to the bottom of the moss, al-

though Ihcy can be cut four feet.

I hope you will peijnit a coiner of your paper

for these queries, and will much oblige,

Sir, your most obedient servant,

A Farmf.u Noutii oi- the Tweed.
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CULTURE OF THE CAMBRIDGE-
SHIRE FENS.

In the preface to Part II. of Vol. LI. of the

Transactions of the Society, noticing Mr. Glynn's

I)aper " On Draining the Fens in Cambridgeshire

and Lincolnshire by steam-engines," a conjecture

is hazarded, that " the time is probably not far

distant when all the fen-lands in the kingdom
shall be enabled to exert their native exuberant

fertility." So far as the fens of the Bedford Level

are concerned, this conjecture is being rapidly

verified ; the more complete and certain system

of drainage by means of the steam-engine, as well

as the great improvement of the outfall, having

enabled the occupiers of fcheland to avail themselves

of the valuable strata of clay and marl, which are

now accessible at a very short depth from the

surface, and by which a new and most advanta-

geous system of farming has been introduced.

As some account of this new method may be
interesting to such members of the Society as are

acquainted with agricultural pursuits, I have
endeavoured to collect some information on the

subject, which I now with great deference submit

to the Society.

The practice of using clay and marl upon fen

or moss land in other parts of the kingdom,
especially in Scotland, has been in use for many
years, and their good effect has been fully ap-

preciated ; as may be seen in Rlr. Steel's e.xcellent

work on the subject;* the mode of practice laid

down there, hovever, being somewhat different

from that in use here, it will not preclude any
benefit which may be derived from such in-

formation as 1 have been able to obtain.

The soil of the fens is a dark-coloured, almost

hlack, peat, mi.xed with silt, and gi'aduates

downwards into spongy peat. In many places

occurs a tenacious soapy-feeling peat, mixed with

micaceous sand, in which state it obtains the

local name of bears-muck forming a barren un-

tractable soil, which, by drying, becomes of a

stony hardness. The ])eat in some parts rests on

a thick stratum of blue calcareous clay, called

gault ;f but, in other parts, a deposit of gravel,

varying in thickness, is found betft'ccn the peat

and the gault.

The great Bedford Level contains upwards of

300,000 acres, which formerly were subject to

continual floods, so that the cultivation of the

land was exceedingly uncertain ; and, at best, it

could only be worked in spring and summer. The
usual course of husbandry was to pare and burn
the sod, as a preparation for coleseed or rape,

which was fed off by sheep, and was followed by

one or two successive crops of oats, according to

circumstances ; and was then laid down to grass

for two or three years, when it was again broken

up, and the same routine of croi)s observed. The
crops, of course, varied according to the situation

of the land : where it was very low and wet, the

oats rarely exceeded four or five (juarters per

acre, and were light in quality ; but in more

* " The Natural and Agricultural History of Peat

Moss, or Turf Bog." By Andrew Steel, Escj.

Edinburo;h, 18^6. Lang and Black.

t A fair sample of gault was found to contain 33'7

per cent, of carbonate of lime : the carbonic acid

given off from it by the action of acids, had nearly

the same kind of unpleasant odour as that from fetid

limestone or swinestone.

favourable situations, where the land was higher
and stronger, the crop would be from five to

eight, or even ten, quarters per acre : all this,

however, depended upon the state of the land, as

to being flooded or not. Fifty years ago, the
drainage was very inefficient.

The outfall for the waters having been much
imjjroved by forming the Eau Brink Cut; by
scouring out and deepening the Hundred-foot
River, which communicates with the Eau Brink,
and conveys the upland waters of the river Ouse
more directly to sea ; also, by scouring out and
deepening the river Nene and other main drains,

and by the introduction of the steam-engine, the
drainage has been so complete, that the land is

now esteemed almost certain from being injured

by floods : the consequence of this has been a
new system of farming, and the general intro-

duction of wheat crops, and the practice of

claying or marling the land. This complete drainage
has enabled the farmers to dig for these earths

with success ; and the benefit arising from their

being laid on the land, is as great as that effected

on the light sand lands of Norfolk, and by the

same means.
Where formerly an uncertain crop of very

inferior oats was grown, and in many cases left

on the ground, the farmers being unable to get

them off from the rise of the waters ; now, from
the use of clay, they grow excellent crops of
v'heat and of oats of a very superior quality. The
land is also much improved and kept in heart by
the manure they are now enabled to put upon it

;

for formerly a fen farmer never thought of using
manure, which, indeed, he could not often get

upon the land if he were inclined so to do. Instead

of the former course of pare and burn for coleseed,

and then oats, oats and grass, the present mode
is, in the first instance, to pare and burn for

coleseed, then oats, ivheat, clover, wheat, and
fallow for coleseed, with occaisionally a crop of
beans, which is exceedingly productive; so that

the old mode of paring and burning every five

or six years is now very generally going out of
use where the lands are clayed. Another ad-
vantage from this new mode is found in the land
being less obnoxious to the ravages of the
wire-uwrm : where the fen-land has not been
clayed, and at the same time lies dry {drmnmy),
the wire-worm abounds to the serious injury of
the farmer; but it has been found that the worm
does not so much infest the land where it is made
heavier, and more consolidated, by the clay.

The mode of claying the land is as follows :

—

Trenches are formed the length of the piece of
land, 7 feet long, and 30 inches wide at the
surface :—they are dug sloping down to the clay,

where they are 8 feet long by 1 feet wide; the
clay is taken out twosjnts deep, of about 14 inches
each, and thrown on the land on cither side.

When the fust trench is finished, another is

begun, and so oti, leavirig a heading between
each trench of from 20 to Mi inches. When the
line of trenches is completed, another is com-
menced at the distance of from 12 to 20 yards,
according to the quantity of clay intended to be
laid on the land; but the general quantity is

about 200 cubic yards per acre. A pit of the
dimensions above stated, viz., 8 feet by 4 feet,

aiid 2 spits of 14 inches, or 2 feet 4 inches, will

contain 74 feet 8 inches, or about 2f yards.

The depth at which the clay is found varies

considerably : in some places it is touched by
the plough, and so on from 2, 3, to 8 feet. The
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expense per acre of course varies according to
the depth of the pit, and the quantity laid on the
land, from 50s. to 70s. A very great advantage
attending this mode is the saving of expense,
710 horses and carts being required. From the
peculiar nature of the fen earth, these trenches
are soon ploughed in, and no traces left of them.

It has heep stated that the course of cropping
on these clayed lands is very different from what
it was before clayiag. In addition, it may
he observed that the growth of vegetable crops,
such as mangel wurzel, potatoes, &c., is much
increased. Geo. Aikin.
December 1838.

IMPORTANCE OF AN AGRICUL-
TURAL EDUCATION.

The following article is from the last number of

the Schoolmaster's Magazine, a publication which
does honour to the north of Ireland, The obser-

vations we deem extremely appropriate, and if

acted on, Ireland would shoitly be diflerent from
what she is :

—

" Agriculture requires a very considerable de-
gi-ee of intellectual knowledge ; and hence civi-

lization and refinement always accompany superior
cultivation. It is indispensably necessary for the
successful farmer to know the particular season
in which the different seeds should be sown and
planted, and also the particular kinds of soil conge-
nial to the different kinds ofgrain. He would require
to know the manner of treating each to the greatest
advantage, with the least possible expence—to

ascertain what kind of crop will generally pro-
duce the greatest profits without impoverishing
the soil—and what changes may be necessary,
even on tbe same field, so that the ground may
not ' run out' (as the farmers express it). As
connected with agriculture, it is necessary that

the labourer should be very well acquainted with
the excellences and defects of the different breeds
of cattle—the best method of rearing and employ-
ing them to good advantage—the different diseases

to which they are liable, and the most efficient

means of curing them. These he should study on
scientific principles, assisted by the dictates of ex-
perience. Such are some of the important studies

to which the agriculturist who would successfully
cultivate the earth should direct his special atten-
tion ; and such a pursuit is by no means unworthy
even in persons who rank in the highest stations

of society. It was held in much esteem by the
Romans, and one of their greatest generals,
Cincinnatus, was called from the cultivation of
the farm to command the armies of the comnion-
"wealth, and to direct the affairs of the state with
absolute rule and authority. In modern times it

engaged the royal attention of George the Third,
who devoted himself to it with unwearied zeal.

The Emperor of China annually ploughs a furrow,
holding the plough with his own hands, in order
to engage attention to this art among the most
ennobled of his subjects. As agriculture is, at

least nominally, held in high estimation among all

civilized nations, it should not be entrusted en-
tirely to the hands of ignorant individuals who
can scarcely read and write, and whose ignorance
would render them the slaves of ignorant, of vul-

gar prejudices. No ; it should be placed under

the guidance of persons competent and willing to

prepare themselves for a scientific discharge of the
duties required. We have a variety of schools
and colleges for the instruction of pupils in medi-
cine, law, architecture, and other arts and sciences,

and is it not truly astonishing that an occupation,
on which not only the existence of every indi-

vidual depends, but all the comforts and conveni-
ences of life, is left almost exclusively in the hands
of uninstructed persons, who must, of course, fol-

low the beaten track which custom has marked
out for their direction, because they have neither
mental power, knowledge, nor confidence suffi-

cient to venture beyond it ; and for the poor
farmer to hazard experiments without sufficient

reason to anticipate a profitable result would, in

the present age, be extremely imprudent. It is

not for us at present to say whether emigration
should he encouraged or not, but this we broadly
assert, that if our lands were properly cultivated,

we could support a much greater population. In
our best laboured districts an ingenious agricul-

turist could perceive much to be improved, owing
to the neglect of draining, &c., in the improper
application of particular plants to uncongenial
soils, or in the waste grounds, almost, if not
entirely useless. The immense produce which the
earth is capable of yielding is almost past concep-
tion. Every improvement in agriculture is fol-

lowed by greater luxuriance ; and if persons were
properly educated for the profession, and societies

encouraged for the dissemination of agricultural

information, as is the case with all the liberal arts,

a given portion of ground could be rendered capable
of supporting in comfort and comparative inde-

pendence a much greater number of individuals

than at present. This would, to a considerable
extent, remove two great evils that afflict our
country—poverty and crime, as idleness has been
found to be the parent of vice and misery. It is

well known that much good has been effected by
the enterprise and experiments of comparatively
uneducated agriculturists ; and of what immense
value would it be, if agricultural schools were es-

tablished throughout our land, under the manage-
ment of well-qualified professors, who would give
suitable instruction on all branches of science ne-
cessary to the man who would become a successful
agriculturist ! A course of varied experiments
could be adopted by these different institutions, and
a copy of these modes could be transferred to each,
stating the results, whether favourable or the con-
trary. Thus the heavy loss of ignorant specidators
in husbandry would be avoided, both to the persons
themselves and to the community. It might be
well, at the outset, to have small text books for
the mere tyro in farming, exjjlaining the proper
season for planting the different kinds of grain,

the average quantity of seed required for each, in

proportion to the ground sown and the manner
of cultivating each. Indeed, such a book might be
read alternately in all good schools, to much ad-
vantage. In public seminaries the lessons could
be exemplified on the farm. We confess we have
only glanced at the happy consequences that might
result from such schools ; and we now ask, why
does not government encourage such institutions ?

The additional produce in the neighbourhood of
such schools would be very considerable, and other
farmers would, by imitation, carry out the plans
to an amazing extent. Add to this the advantage
of young men, after having become fully acquainted
with the subject, both in tiieory and practice,

spreading themselves over the land, with ability
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and zeal for carrying into effect their superior

itiformation. Let not the ploughman toil in igno-

rance— elevate his mind with knowledge, so that

he may not labour in vain—enlarge his understand-
ing, that he may have a source of enjoyment in

pleasing meditation, " while whistling o'er the

furrowed land.

"

ON TURNIP CULTURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE DUMFRIESSHIRE AND

GALLOWAY HERALD.

Sjr,—I have little of what is termed "a turnip
soil," and have been obliged to raise the crop
mostly on a cold clay

;
yet my experience leads

me to the belief that on such soils, where they
can be thoroughly drained a.x\6. well wrought, turnip
crops may be raised scarcely inferior to those on
freer soils. iMy crops have always been as good
as any in the district. Heavy close-bottomed soils,

in such wet seasons as the last, must be eypected
to produce light bulbs. I had a remarkable proof
of this. Part of my turnips were on a high and
rather flat ground, where surface water commonly
lodged, and to take away which I had cut an
under-drain through the middle of it. In autumn,
both the bulbs and tojis were less on that part,

than on the rest of the field ; but, on examining it,

my curiosity was much excited by observing what
at some distance appeared a fjreen dyke winding
through the middle of it. On nearer inspection,

I found it nothing more than a crooked stripe of
hiigi ttiriiifn, which kept by no one drill, but
exactly followed the line of the drain. This almost
made me a convert to " subsoil ploui^hing." I sold

the crop of that field to a sheep-farmer for four
guineas per acre ; and though he did not bring his

ewes to the field till the end of February last, when
more than half the crop was destroyed by frost,

still he had feeding for about 4d. weekly per head.
On such soils my maxims are— 1. Clean and pul-

verise the soil as well as possible. 2. Form the

stitches as ebb as possible. 3. Give a fair quantity
(say SO carts) of ivell-prepared dung, carefully

spread. 4. Cover it in immediately, and as lightly

as possible. 5. If the top of the drills are cloddy
or uneven, go over them gently with an iion-

toothed rake, and lay the stones and clods between
the drills ; one attentive woman will thus go over
almost two acres in a day, hence the expense is

trifling. (J. Give, at the very least, Tilb. of seed
per Scotch acre ; and, above all thinyis, take care

that the seed is kept near the tojJ, and lightly

covered very little that is sown deeper than a
quarter of an inch will grow.

Experience might long ago have taught the far-
mer, that turnip seed wijl germinate ofily in fa-
vouiable circumstances. If the covering is so deep
or close as to prevent the free access of air,

germination will not be perfected, and the embryo
will die. The seed contains very little to support
the embryo plant ; hence the plant is rendered
dependent on the soil as soon as the seed-blado is

formed. If the soil is poor, the plant will slowly
push its root towards the manure, and can make
almost no progress till it has reached it. If the
dung has been covered deep, the plants will be so
long in seed-blade that the turnip-beetle (or fly)

will destroy them.
To-day, I saw some garden turnips whose bulbs

were about the size of a boy's marble, but whose

tap roots must have been more than six inches

long— this was owing to the gardener covering
the dung too deeply.

On heavy soils, I find the lightest rollers of the

turnip machine are injurious, by consolidating the

soil too much. I, every year, find that the seed

sown by the hand, in the old way, gives more than
double the number of plants which arise from the

same quantityofseedput in by the machine. Sowing
by the hand costs about double the expense of

machine sowing, and is not easy practicable on a
large scale. But the crops shew its decided supe-

riority, and this fact demonstrates the importance
of sowing and covering the seed very lightly.

Four years ago, when I ordered my servants to

give at least five pounds to the acre, I was laughed
at, and told that two pounds were ample abun-
dance. I stated that I meant to give the fly a
hearty feast, and yet leave myself a good crop. By
following this rule, I never need to sow more than
once, and this gives my crop the advantage of

some weeks' growth over those who, by sowing
deep and sparingly at first, need to sow the same
ground twice or thrice, have more labour than 1

have, and in the end require more seed. In 183S

and 1839, I was thinning out, while some farmers
were sowing the third time.

An opinion prevails, that bones bring turnips

sooner into rough leaf than dung does. I believe

the difl"erence is entirely owing to the managemeu.i

.

The dung is often ill prepared, and commonly laid

deep, while the bones are put near the seed. But,

were bones put as far from the seed as the dung
usually is, they would give later plants than the

dung does. I had a proof of this in 1837. Partof
the field was then sown with dung and bones, part

with dung alone, and part with bones alone. I

gave 20 carts dung per Scotch acre to the first

lot, covered dung slightly, sowed 20 bushels bones
per acre above this covering, and covered the

whole. My servant, in m)' absence, gave 35 carts

dung to the acre, and exhausted my stock. I gave
no hones to this lot, and 40 bushels alone per acre

to the third lot. The soil of all the three lots was
very similar—a thin and rather free clay-gravel.

The superiority of the first lot over the second was
barely perceptible ; but the inferiority of the third

lot was most manifest during the whole season.

The second and third lots were sown on the same
day ; yet the boned ground appeared full two
weeks later than the ground which had dung alone.

A similar gradation appeared in the following grass
crop.

Now, Sir, I have exceeded your limits, and if

any of your more intelligent farmers find fault with
this, let them be so kind as show us the better

way; for I like to see you, now and then, have
some " scraps for the farmer."—Yours, &c.

lih /uii/^1840. G.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sin,—I should esteem it a favour of some person who
is a judge of a draught horse's eonformation, would,
tljrough the medium of your very valuable publication,

describe the -parU, and what the different varialions of

these parts are liable to, form, position, and dev elop-
meat ; also what are the consequences of jthese

variations. By inserting this in your next journa , you
will for ever oblige your obedient servant,

Drogheda, April 20, A Cokstant Readeb,
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ON FOLDING SHEEP.

BY THE LATE JOHN ELLMAN, ESQ. OF

GLYNDE, FROM A LETTER TO SIR JOHN

SINCLAIR.

I am not so far an advocate foi' folding, aR to

think it right in all situations ;
particularly in

small inclosures, where driving the sheep to and
from fold, might materially injure them, and de-

stroy a great deal of grass, hy trampling on it. I

am ready to acknowledge, that a great number of

sheep might be kept on a given space ofland, di-

vided into small inclosures, by laying them in small

parcels, than if kept together in one flock and fold.

Acknowledging this, does not prove, that folding,

in other situations, has not its advantages, particu-

larly in an open country. In such an open situ-

ation there is not the same injury done, by tread-

ing down the grass, as in small fields : but on the

contrary, the farmer is enabled to manure such

part of his farm as he may think proper, particu-

larly that which lies at a distance from the farm-

yard, and which seldom, if ever, has the dung cart

going on it. Mr. Young observes in his Annals,

"I believe, the reason why farmers arc such warm
advocates for folding, arises from the power it

gives them of sacrificing the grass land to the ara-

ble.'' This I do not agree to, as, on many farms,

the sheep are supported more from the ara-

ble, than the grass land, and often folded

on the latter. Taking the sheep off their feed to

lodge in the night, we think of great use, as it pre-

vents dropping their soil on the pasture ("what our

shepherds here term stenching their food), which

we look upon as of great use at the time when we
are feeding our sheep on tares, clover, turnips, or

any artificial food. I always caution the shepherd,

as soon as the sheep have done feeding, to drive

them off immediately, and not let them lie down,

or stop to soil their food. Some shepherds are not

so careful : in such cases, I observe the sheep never

eat cleau. I believe few animals (indeed, I know
of none, except swinej, which like to feed where

they drop their soil , and it is fair to suppose, that

the All-wise Disposer of events has so ordered,

that the brute creation should be endowed with

that degree of instinct which enables them to re-

fuse such food as is not wholesome. This we have

an opportunity of ascertaining, when we fold on

the grass lands. The sheep always refuse the first

shoot of grass after folding, and will not take it

•while they can get any other; and, if obliged to

feed on it, it is certain to cause the flux. Another

.
advantage arising from folding, is keeping the

sheep confined in the fold, particularly in the au-

tumn, till the hoar frost and heavy dews are gone

off the grass, which prevents the disorder here

called the red-water, and which in some places is

called the blood or white water ; in fact the dropsy.

This disorder I believe most sheep are liable to,

and is caused by taking into the stomach too great

a quantity of fluid. Many other reasons might

be advanced in support of folding ; but I hope

what has been stated is sufficient to prove that the

practice has some merit. And now I beg leave to

state the qnnuium and value of folding.

Just 20 Southdown sheep (if a larger sheep, a

less number will do) will fold one rood or rick per

night ; :]200 will fold one English acre per night.

We value the maniu-e at from '•ii'^s. to ."iOs-per acre

;

the goodness of which depends much on liow the

sheep are kept ; if kept on artificial food, such

as tares, rape, clover, turnips, &c., they will drop
more soil than if fed on grass only. Supposing
we estimate the folding at 40s. per acre, it will

amount per year to 4s. (ijd. per sheep, 22i. 16s. 3d.

per hundred, or per thousand 223^. 2s. fid.. This
calculation is made, supposing the sheep are folded

through the year. If it is a breeding flock, it

might be well to omit folding for five or six

weeks immediately after lambing, as the young
lambs might suffer from being trampled upon, and
from driving to and from fold, would often lose

their dams, and suffer in that way more than if they

remained quiet.

I have often disputed the practice of folding

with the late Mr. Bakewell, who always, to make
use of his phrase, said, " It was robbing of Peter

to pay Paul ;" and there we stopped. But if I

had not to boast of bringing that truly celebrated

breeder over to my opinion, I can say, that no ar-

gument I ever heard him, or any other person ad-

vance, in the least altered mine.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF PO-
TATOES FROM THE SEED.

BY W. BUCHANAN, ESQ., OF CHALK LODGE, NEAR
CHESHUNT.

Having been anxious for some years to obtain

new varieties of the potato from seed, that being
of course the only way of procuring them, and
having succeeded in obtaining several which are

veiy excellent, 1 shall be happy if I may be
allowed to call the attention of the Society to the

subject, and by that means diffuse the advantages

to be expected from resorting to the same means
of cultivation. The ready means of continuing a
variety by cuttings, is probably the reason why so

little improvement has been attempted ; but when
it is recollected that hardiness, flavour, fruitful-

ness, and several other qualities, are most to be

imjjroved by reference to the seeds, and that

every vegetable degenerates if that is neglected,

I shall have no need to name other advantages.

The accompanying specimens are each from the

second year's produce of single seeds : they have
not been selected, but taken as they were placed

in rows for winter preservation, from many others

of probably equal value ; for when they were
raised in October, all which did not appear

desirable were rejected. The seeds had been
sown in April IS.Sfi, and kept in shelter, but

without heat. When about an inch in height,

they were transplanted into separate pots ; and
in May were put into the open ground, at two
feet distance. In October they were dug, and
only the most fruitful, or best-shaped, were
retained, many having from fifty to seventy at a

single root ; these were taken care of for the

winter, and the accompanying specimens are of

the past year's (1837) produce. It will be ap-

parent, from their size and abundance, that

reference to the seeds is a ready and valuable

process; and it may be expected that, by con-
tinuing it, a variety will be obtained sufficiently

hardy to hear our cliii:ate. The increased abun-
dance of several of the varieties is very great ; and
from the seeds of some of these seedlings which
have been i)rcservcil, and accompany them, greatly

improved kinds arc reasonably to be expected.

The seeds are to be obtained from the berry by
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washing, and being dried ; in the third year, any
careful grower will have enough, of the kind most
suitable to his wishes and liis soil, to plant more
than an acre ; and that point is now strongly
urged, as the difficulty of obtaining them, in

sufficient quantity and time, has been a reason
with some for not attending to it.

W. Buchanan.
Jan. 6, 1838.

Accompanying the above paper were a small

parcel of potato-seeds and a few samples of nine
varieties of potato.

The samples sent, being only two j'ears from the

seed, were, as might be expected, of small size

;

and the committee not being able to form any
correct judgment of them in their then state, and
not having a sufficient quantity to make any
experiments, recommended to the Society to prevail,

if possible, on some member of the Society to

grow them, and to report the result. The re-

commendation was adopted, and Mr. Williamson
took charge of one set of the samples, and Mr. H.
Robarts of another set.

Mr. Williamsot! entrusted his samples to 'Slv.

Hixon, a market-gardener, who grew them in

some rich ground in B.ittersea Marsh, each plant

being two and a-half feet apart. The potatoes

were planted whole, and were taken up at the usual

time. The produce was divided into tvares and
chats, the former being the technical term for

those potatoes which are of saleable size ; the

latter, for those small or under-sized ones which
are only given to the pigs :

—
No. 1 yielded 30 wares and 10 chats ; being a

large produce, and apparently of good quality,

only the wares are small.

No. 2 yielded wares and 2" chats, unsaleable, and
of bad quality.

No. 3 yielded 5 good wares and 3 chats. They
ripened early, and seem to be the best of the
whole parcel. All Mr. Hixon's professional
neighbours agree respecting the probable ex-
cellence of this sort.

No. 4 yielded 15 wares and 19 chats ; is a good-
skinned potato, and probably of good quality,

though not equal to the preceding.
No. 5 yielded wares and 139 chats. The haulm

was very luxuriant, and the potatoes were not
ripe when taken up, though the haulm had
been destroyed by the frost. It appears to be
a late, but probably very productive variety,

better fitted for cultivation in Cornwall or in

the Channel Islands, than in those parts of the
country which areliable to autumnal frosts.

No. 6 yielded wares and 58 chats, which look
very unpromising.

No. 7 yielded 10 wares and 3 chats, all of which
are more or less tubercular, and probably not of
good quality.

No. 8 yielded 12 wares and chats, and appear to

be of very good quality.

No. 9 yielded 1 ware, and 30 chats no larger
than marbles, but which seem to be of jjOod

quality.

Mr. Robarts's samples were planted in March,
in a soil rather poor and gravelly, and inclined to

wet. They yielded very differently in point of
«ize, and were by no means prolific :

—

No. 2 are small, but somewhat better than the
same variety grown by Mr. Hixon.

No. 3 are smaller than the above, but apparently
of nearly the same quality.

No. 5 of middling quality, but very good size.

No. 6 are larger, and of better quality than Mr.
Hixon's.

No. 7 aregood sized, and seemingly of goodquality.
No. 9 were not ripe when taken tip, but were of

middling quality and saleable size.

It was resolved to continue the experiments for
another year, vvhen the potatoes may be con-
sidered as having arrived at their respective
degrees ofperfection.

ON FEEDING SHEEP ON TxVIlES.

Sir,—Can any of your correspondents or intelli-

gent readeia inform the public through the medium
of your widely circulated magazine, as to the feeding
sheep on tares'!

1. What number of sheep can be fed «n a 10 acre
field of tares.

2, What is the condition of sheep fed on tares in

comparison with sheep fed on grass or turnips'? AVe
want some crop for a four- course shift, which maj'-

take the place of turnips, which soon sicken the soil

if repeated every four years ; and tares appear to me
the most likely substitute. Any other practical in-

formation on the sowing and feeding oif of tares will

obligfe many who are labouring under the disadvan-
tage of not being able to procure that correct infor-

mation which ouglit to be afforded by our agricultural

Societies through experimental farmers. Yours,
June 15, 1840. A Northern.

TANNER'S BARK AS MANURE.
SiK,—One of your cori'esiiondents asks, of what

\ alue as a manure, bark, after having been used for

tanning, is considered to be ? My opinion is

founded on a trial, and I think, if the bark can be
had for the leading, and is to be found at about a
mile distant, it would pay the oxpence of use. It

ought to be put in and spread over the yards in

October, and the cattle should be allowed to travel

upon it all winter, th« dung, &c., making it much
more valuable. There ought to be a tank near the

yards, and the liquid manure ought to be pumped
over the bark, &c., as often as possible.

Beware of using bark fresh out of the tan-pit ; it

will destroy vegetation. My neighbours spread it

under their gooseberry trees in order to prevent
Aveeds growing, and thus save the expense of
cleaning. Your obedient servant,

I. K.

ON THE USE OF NITRE.
Sir,—A great deal has been written lately on

nitrate of soda as a fertilizer for corn and grass ;

but not a word, that I have seen, has been said

whether it is a good manure for turnips. I have
proved it decidedly good for the crops beforemen-
tioned, and should be glad to know if any of your
corresjjondeiits have tried it for the latter, what
quanfiiy has been applied, in what way, whether
drilled or sown broadcast, and what has been the

result! An answer to these queries from some
practical agriculturist will very much oblige,

A subscriber to your paper,

E. A. Nicholson.
Brefovd >b'(. Martin, Salisbury, Julij 2nd.
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REVIEWS.
PRACTICAL FARMING AND GRAZING

;

By C. Hillyahd.

The third edition of this very useful practical work

has just appeared, embelHshed with an engraving of

the North Devon ox, fed by the author, which gained

the gold medal, as the best beast in any class at tlie

Smithfield Show in December, 1838, and also the first

prize in the third class. Considerable additions have

been made to the present work ; many useful recipes

are given for curing diseases of stock, and for dipping

and marking sheep, and not the least valuable part of

the book is a table containinsr the weight of cattle by

measurement, to which is added the proportion of

live and dead weights, and a table containing the

measurement, and the computed, the estimated, and

the butcher's weiglit, of the principal fat animals that

obtained the chief prizes at the Smithfield shows for ten

years past. The general remarks of the author on

grazing, the breeding and rearing of stock, are valuable,

as they are derived from a long and successful practice,

and he has been well known as an eminent judge in that

branch of husbandry. The directions and observations

on arable farming are equally valuable and applicable

truths, stamped by the seal of experience and of time,

the great teachers and the primary ingredients in the

wisdom of men. In the cultivation of Swedish turnips,

and of mangel-wurzel, the author very much excels,

and from personal inspection we are justified in saying

tliat, if the " drills were straight," as Mr. H. very

good-humouredly remarks, tlie crops exhibit a specimen

almost of the " no plus ultra" of root farming, or what

learned writers call the " ideal," or the highest state of

perfection our minds can contemplate. The extraneous

matter and addenda contain the author's opinions and

observations on the corn laws, the poor-law amend-

ment act, rural polity, and on ecclesiastical matters, on

which, and on similar subjects, he has taken a part, and

shown an active and benevolent mind. We can safely

recommend this practical work as containing much
useful matter, and many valuable facts for reference, to

all persons engaged in cultivation, who will always

require such facts to be at hand, and to compare

opinions and practices.

FARMERS' ASSISTANT AND READY-
RECKONER. — By J. McDekment, Land

Surveyor, Ayr. Second edition, improved and

greatly enlarged.

Ayr : J. Dick.

The second edition of this very useful werk has

just appeared, and several valuable additions have

been made, which cannot fail to render it atill more

useful to the class for whose purpose it was in-

tended. The first part contains the prices of land in

quantities from 1 perch to 1 acre, at prices varying

from 6s. to 22s. 3d. per acre. The second division

includes the most common parts of land surveying,

tables of difterent measures converted, and of

manuring drills in heaps at different distances at a

rate of cubic yards of dung to an acre, and a very

useful table of the number of liles required to drain

an acre at parallel distances often to thirty feet, and

another csntaining the number of plants required on

an aero of land from one to thirty-six feet distant.

The third part contains the measurement of hay-

stacks, of various forms, periods of standing, and

the modes of computing the area, and of allowance

in stones by the cubic yard, are very distinctly stated

by the author, who seems to have paid much atten-

tion to this part of the book—very often a point of

considerable importance. The mode is also given

of coni])Uting thu capacity of a waggon, and of

dung-hills and heaps of stones, in cubic yards. The

Inst part contning tables of the weight by measure-
ment of cattle and pigs, and we have had opportu-

nities of ascertaining that no more correct method
lias yet been found than that of the author, diftering

from experiments of the actual weight by a few

pounds onlv- The whole book is admirablv adapted

to the use of all persons engaged in country busi-

ness—to farmers, land-agents, and valuators, who
will have an opportunity ef comparing and verifyiRg

their own modes of calculation, and of ascertaining

tne Gustoms of similar jirofessions. The price is

small, and the size of the book convenient, and we
have seldom seen an equal quantity of useful and

varied matter so well arranged in a small compass.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BREEDS OF THE
DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

By David Low, Esq., J. R. 3. R.

London : Longman and Co.

The third part of the illustrations of our breeds

of domestic aiumals has been published, containing

the " Hog," with a drawing of the wild boar and
sow from Pt)rtugal ; of a Siamese sow and pigs ; of

a sow of the old English breed, and one of the Berk-
shire breed.

The character and habits of the wild boar are

very neatly described by the author, who has be-

stowed much labour and research in the letter -])ress

part of the illustrations, and has accompanied the

drawing of each animal with many excellent prac-

tical remarks. In many countries the wild boar

forms an interesting animal for the chace ; and for

the much more useful purpose of food for the human
race, no quadruped has been more extensively

.spread over the globe, or is capable of more general

adaptation. The flesh of the wild boar when do-

mesticated and fed in this country is very palatable,

the hams are a rare dainty ; and a cross with some
of our smaller breeds has produced a quality of

flesh equally tender and more Arm than any of our

kinds for pork. Several curious breeds of swine

have been found iu Africa and iu the South Seas,

of which a very interesting account is here given.

Crosses with the Chinese breeds have been much
in fashion, chiefly for roast pigs and delicate meat,

but the author very justly doubts the further ex-

tension of the practice, or with the Neapolitan hog
for the same purpose. The drawing of the old Eng-
lish sow and the Berkshire show admirable speci-

mens of the effects of art, in deriving from these

originals our present improved breeds. The apti-

tude of the hog in receiving alterations is wonderful,

so that every county, almost every parish, has now
a separate breed of that animal. The size has been

much reduced to suit the taste of large towns, and
in doing so there has been sacrificed, as usual with

other animals, the mixture of fat with the muscular

fibre, the jirojierty of fecundity and of nursing nu-

merous progeny. For bacon, a large sized animal

is indispensable, and for finer purposes we have now
many excellent small breed. The Berkshire breed

we have always regarded as our best for general

jMirposes, iu combining useful size and quality. The
drawing here given of the old breed shows the

straight back, round carcass, and s(inare form,

i)road chest, and short neck, which forms the points

of excellence of the present day. It would be de-

sirable to get rid of the black colour in the present

breed, for we think that of all colours the white is

most agreeable to tasti^ in all animals, as pigs and
poultry, where the skin is allowed to remain in cook-

ing. Tliis publication will add a valuable portion
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to our knowledge of live stock ; tlie drawings arc

correct to nature, and finely executed ; the paper
and the letter-press are of first-rate quality; and
the descriptions of the animals given by the author
are alike interesting and valuable to the practical

man and the amateur. No labour or expence have
been spared by the parties concerned in making the

publication worthy of notice, and it cannot fail to

find its way into the library of every person who
breeds stock, and who wishes to know what has
been done, and may draw hints for the future.

ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

OF ENGLAND.

CAMBRIDGE MEETING,
MONDAY, July 13.—The town began to fill in

the latter end of the week preceding the show,
the Duke of Richmond, Earl Spencer, and seve-

ral members of the council, having come down
from London early to aid in the completion
of the airangements, and very high prices were de-

manded for beds, and stable-room for horses. A
guinea a night for a bed, and half that sum for

accommodation for a horse were very general de-

mands ; and this drove a great number to the

outskirts and to the neighbouiing towns and vil-

lages, so that those who made high chargesin many
instances over-reached themselves, and their rooms
were left unoccupied.

This day was appropriated to the reception and
classing of the stock, a great quantity of which
arrived from Liverpool, Herefordshire, Notts.,

Beds., Norfolk, and other distant parts, as well

as the adjacent counties of Essex, Herts., and
Suffo'k.

TUESDAY, J ULV 14.—The Cattle-yard was not

opened to the public to-day, the judges being
engaged in examining the stock and in settling

the awarda.
At an early hour this morning the great mass of

persons drasvn hither from all parts of England to

attend the meeting, were up and on the </ui vive to

join the throng, which in vehicles of all sorts,

from the carriage-and-four to the humble chaise-

cart, were crowding to witness the trial of agri-

cultural implements, at Mr. Emson's barn, and in

Mr. Grain's field on the Hiils'-road. By ten o'clock

there were neither horse nor any machine on two
wheels left in the town. The roads leading to the

different places where the trials were to take place
presented a most attractive sight. At a little past

ten the trial of agricultural implements com-
menced, pursuant to a programme which had been
previously issued. Near the field where this was
going on, on the premises of Mr. Emson and Mr.
Grain, threshing and dressing machines, chaff-

cutting machines, &c., were at work ; and at a
little distance in a large field (also the property of
Mr. Grain^ a mosf interesting spectacle presented
itself in the ploughing match. Fifty ploughs
started, and as the object was not to reach the
goal soonest, but to reach it by the shortest and
iQost even line, the individual interest excited by

each competitor was maintained throughout. The
multitude of people on this spot was very large,

and the number of horsemen galloping to and fro,

the carriages filled with ladies and gentlemen, and
the cheerful influence of an unusually fine day,
created a scene which we have seldom seen sur-
passed.

There were no prizes for ploughing originally

offered by the Society, but a number of gentlemen
being desirous that while the principal cultivators

of the soil were com])eting iii the production of
stock, testing- the different varieties of seeds, and
bringing the implements of their calling to greater
j)erfection, there should be a little rivalry amongst
the labouiers, subscribed for this purpose. The
result was higlily honourable to Essex, the first

prize being carried of by a servant of that vene-
rable jjatron of Agiiculture, Lord Western, and
several others also found their way into thatcounty.
The match took place in a field about two miles

from C'aiubridge, on the Newniarket road, and wc
were highly gratified to see such thousands congre-
gate to witness and encourage the labourers of
Euglaud. Pedestrians and horsemen lined the road,
the lordly carriage swept along to the point of
action, and the scene itself was worthy of the
gathering. There were no fewer thau 50 competi-
tors ; the work, on the whole, was extremely
well executed. The ploughing was completed
shortly after one o'clock, aud the prizes were dis-

tributed in the field at half-past two. A circle of
carriages, horsemen, and pedestrians was formed in

front of the (committee's tent, in which the plough-
men were collected, and the Noble President, the
Duke of Kichmond, ascended a waggon to present
the rewards.

The Noble Duke, addressing the ploughmen,
said— Though I am not connected with this

county, either as a proprietor or a resident, yet
the gentlemen and the fanners have deputed
to me the gratifying task of giving you the
rewards of industry and skill. It is most gra-
tifying to me to find them taus come forward to

rev.-ard the honest and meritorious labourers ; it

shows that they have a good opinion of you, aud I

have no doubt it will be your endeavour to deserve
it. {Cheers.) I need not tell you what advantage
it is that the land-owners, the land-occupiers, and
the labourers of the country, should be all in close

union one with another

—

(cheers)—aud so long as
that continues to exist this country will be flourish-

ing, independent, and free, because it will deserve
to be so. (Cheers.) Now I have great gratifica-

tion in rewarding you, and in particular two young
men, brothers, who have gained premiums, and
bear excellent characters, which shows that they
have been well brought up, and that they not only
obey the laws of their country, but do not forget

the great laws of their Creator. (Cheers.) I un-
derstand it is not the first premium one of them has
gained, and I am quite sure I only express the
feelings of those by wliom I am surrounded when I

say I hope it may not be the last ; for we wish to

encourage the labourers when they are deserving of
it. (Cheers.)

The following prizes were then distril^uted :

—

FIRST CLASS—SWING PLOUGHS.
1st prize, 51.—to William Sutton, Kelvedon, Es-

sex ; in the employ of Lord Western.—Used Benfall's

plough.

The Duke of Richmond.—As I am not a Cambridge
man, I am not unwilling to see this prize go into

K
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Essex ; but 1 dare say some gentlemen would have
liked to keep it here.

2ad, 41.—John Stammers, Coggeshall, Essex ; in

the employ of Mr. W. F. Kobbs.—Hayward's plough.
3rd, 31.—George Thorn, Chesterton ; in the em-

ploy of Mr. AVarboy,
4th, 21.— William Snow, of Kadwinter, Essex

;

in the employ of Mr. Giblin.
otb, 11.—George Bull, ef Earl's Colne, Essex;

in the employ of Mr. Hobbs, sen.

SECOND CLASS—WHEEL PLOUGHS.
1st prize, 51.—James Scovell, of Babraham, in

the employ of Mr. S. Webb. Used Ransome's plough.
2nd, 4/.—John Salmon, of West Wratting,' in the

employ of Mr. E. Frust.

Srd, 3/.—James Stiff', of Babraham, in the employ
of Mr. Jonas Webb.

4th, 2/.—Edward Hall, Arkesden, in the employ
of Mr. E. Hurrell.

5th, 1^.—Henry Benstead, West W^ ratting, in the
employ of Mr. Teverson.
The Judges in this class recommended 1/. to

John Sharman, and 1/. to James Greenhill.

THIRD CLASS, BOYS—SWING PLOUGHS.
1st prize, 4/.—Daniel Smart, Saffron W^alden, in

the employ of Mr. M. Nockolds.
2nd, 3/.—George Giblin, Chishall, in the employ

of Mr. Warboy.
3rd, 2/.—C. Marshall, Saffron Walden, in the

employ of Mr. Clark.

FOURTH CLASS, BOYS-WHEEL PLOUGHS.
1st prize, 4/,—Thomas Salmon, West Wratting,

in the employ of Mr. Thomas Frost.
'2nd, 3/.—J. Smith, J^ittlebury, in the emijlov

of Mr. Clayden.
3rd, 1/.—This was awarded to a youth named

Poulter, only 1.5 years of age.
Each unsuccessful competitor received 2s. 6d.

The Duke of Richmond said if ever he had the
good fortune to meet them again, he trusted he
sihould find they had not forgotten what had occurred
that day, and that they would take it as a proof
that their masters were anxious for their welfare and
comfort. ( Cheers.)

Mv. Bewsher then proposed three cheers for the
Duke of Richmond, which were heartily given.
The Duke of Richmond returned thanks, and said

this was not the first time he had found an assembly
too grateful to persons enjoying the privilege of his
station for what little they "could do ; but he assured
them he should always do his utmost to join together
all classes of society. (CIteers.)

The Marquis of DowNsninE said, before the as-
sembly sepHrated, there was a meritorious class of
men whom the Committee were desirous should be
marked with proper respect—a class the most valua-
ble, to which they the agriculturists of the three
tingdoms were greatly "indebted—the labouring
class, the peasantry of England, the men who
ploughed their land to enable them to reap the fruits
of it. (Cheers.) He proposed three cheers for the
labourers of England.

Tiiree hearty cheers were given, and the company
separated.

Throughout the morning, while the ploughing was
going on, a number of improved agricultural imple-
uients and niacliines were in operation in a field ad-
joining, and excited considerable attention from the
gentlemen and agriculturists present : of tli«Mu we
may enumerate thrashing machines for horse and
manual labour, by Messrs. lUnsome, of Ipswich, and

Garrett, of Leiston ; horse and hand ch aff-outters,

by the same makers ; Salter's winnowin? machine
;

a Rack-heath subsoil plough, made by Messrs. Ran-
some ; alight land subsoil plough by the same makers;
an improved subsoil plough, made under the direc-

tion of Mr. W. H. Hobbs, of Marks Hall, and a
Deanston subsoil plough ; drop drills, by W. Groun-
sell, of Louth, and Hornsby, of Spilsby ; single and
double plouglis, by Palmer, of Reading; Biddell's

Scarifier,and harrow ; a curious machine for dibbling,

by Mr. W^edlake, of Hornchurch and an American
plough, presented by His Grace the Duke of Bich-
mond to tlie Royal Agricultural Society, &c.

The agricultural implements and machines which
were tried of the Messrs. Ransome's manufacture,
were subsoil and cleaning ploughs, a light double
furrow plough, and two cultivators, the one Biddell's

scarifier, the other Biddell's extirpating harrow.

These imjilemenis severally performed their work
well, and it was not a little amusing to observe the

eagerness of interest with whicb they were severally

followed by gentlemen on foot, and near to them, so

much so that the workmen were obliged now and
then to stop to clear the way for getting on. The
makers brought with them some good practical

working hands who were quite "at home" in the

art of using these implements. The subsoiling was
performed up and down the field, at different depths,

varying from 12 to 18 inches below the surface,

according as the draught chain was regulated. The
Messrs Ransome's also brought into competition

with other makers, their four horse tbrashing ma-
chine ; and with this they thrashed out sixty-one

bushels and three quarters of a peck of wheat, in the

most complete manner, within one hour. Neither

their two horse machine, or any other two horse

machine was tried, nor were any of the hand thrash-

ing machines tried against time, except one made by
the before-mentioned gentlemen ; this was worked
by six men, who thrashed five bushels of wheat in

15 minutes. Several chaff engines were also tried of

Messrs. Ransome's make, and quite astonished the

observers, from the admirable manner with which
thej' performed their work, and the good style of

workmanship, particularly one on a large scale

worked by two horses, for which their partner,

Charles Ma}', has just obtained a patent.

As soon as the prizes to the ploughmen were dis-

tributed, the company returned to Cambridge,
where, at three o'clock p. m. the prize essays were
read to a numerous assembly in the Law Schools,

under the Public I^ibrary. The following are the

titles of the essays :

—

On the Storing of Turnips, by Mr.W. E. Geacb, of

Gywardrcath.Lostwithiel, Cornwall, for which a pre-

mium of ten sovereigns had been awarded.

On the Admixture nf Soils, by Mr. W. Linton, of

Sheriff Hutton, near York, for which 20 sovereigns

had been awarded.

On Earlt] Spring Feed, by Mr. i\r. M. Milburn, of

Thorpfield, near Thirsk, Yorkshire, for which 20
sovereigns had been awarded.

On Plantations, by Mr. Cuthbert W. Johnson, of

Gray's Inn, which had obtained tiie gold medal.

On Gypsum as a Manure, by the same, for which a

prize of ten sovereigns had been given.

Soon after five o'clock upwards of 400 noblemen
and gentlemen sat down to a dinner provided in the

magnificent dining hall of Trinity College, which
bad been kindly offered to the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society by the Masters and Fellows of

Trinity.

'I'hero were eight tables, at which covers were laid
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for 420. The dinner was served by tbe coots of

Trinity College, who provided one of the most
sumptuous entertainments we ever partook of on a

public occasion.

The tables were profusely ornamented with emble-
matical devices. On some of the tables richly gilt

vases containing agricultural preduce and beauti-

fully executed models of animals ; a brenzed sta-

tue of Edward III,, one of the founders of the col-

lege, the pedestal of which was surrounded with
martial emblems; a plaster model of the conduit in

the great court of the college, and a statue of Henry
VIII. (also a founder of the college^, with figures of

Piety and Learning seated at the base of tlie pedes-

tal. These were executed by Mr Remmie of London.
Soon after five o'clock tlie Duke of Richmond en-

tered the hall accompanied by Earl Spencer, the

Marquis of Northampton, and the Duke of Rutland.
Shortly afterwards the Vice-Chancellor entered, ac-

companied by Sir Robert Peel and Sir Jamos Graham.
His Grace the Duke of Richmond presided, sit-

ting at the centre of table A. 1. Earl Spencer acted

as Vice-President, and sat at the extremity of

table D.
Amongst the company we observed the following :

Dukes.—Richmond, Bedford, Rutland, St. Alban's,

Buckingham.
Marquises—Northampton, Salisbury, and Down-

shire.

Earls—Spencer, Lucan, Chichester, Ilchester,

Hardwick, Sandwich, Delaware, Stradbrooke, Fal-

mouth, Lincoln.

Viscomits— Bridport, Sidney, and Neville.

Barons—Lyttleton, Monteagle, Hatherton, Wode-
house, akd Braybrooke.

Lords—C. Manners Cr-oftsn, Western, Bra^'brooke,

Hatherton, Ashburton, Sondes, Dacre, Littelton,

Lynedoch, Wodehouse.
Baronets—Robert Peel, James Graham, Alexander

Grant, Geo. Seymour, Thomas Gooch, Charles Mor-
gan, Charles Burrell, T. Dyke Acland.
A Deputation from the Highland Society of Scot-

land, beaded by Mr. P. Stewart, of Banffshire.

Ambassadors—Hon. Andrew Stevenson, American
ambassador to the Court of St. James's, the Hon.
Virgil Maxie, ambassador to the Court of Brussels.

The celebrated French agriculturist. Count De
Gourcy, and I\I. de Hamel, Councillor of State to the

Emperor of Russia.

Hon, and Rev.—G. Neville Grenville, andR. Clive.

Sirs—John Palmer, Robert Price, C. Brook Vere,
John Johnstone, C. M. Clarke, Charles Lemon, H.
Hoskins, C. Morgan, and W. Folkes.

Colonels—Rushbrooke, Le Couteur, Pemberton.
The Very Rev. the Dean of Ely, the Vice-Chan-

eellor.

Rev. Dr. French.

Professors— Clarke, Whewell, Buckland, D.D.,
Gumming, Henslow, F. Worsley (Master of Down-
ing).

Revei-ends—Algernon Peyton, W. Carus, Gurdon,
Cheret, E. R. Benyon, D. Gwilt, J. Brown (Vice-
Master of Trinity), T. Curtis. P. Gurdon, E. Fisher,

— Rham, Benett, J. Barker, C. Penrice, Leyson,
and Penoyres.

Messrs.—J. W. Childers, M.P., R. J. Eaton,
M.P., R. J.Townlev, M.P., G. Prvme, M.P., E.
Ayshford Sanford,M.P.,T, Hurst, M.P., W.Bagge,
M.P., Abel Smith, M.P., J. Bennett, M.P., Bacon,
Babington, P. Beales, G. Beauchamp, Barnett, Ba-
sevy, S. Bradfield, W. Bryant, Batten, J. R. Barker,
W. Booke, Bushfield, W. IT. Cheere, B. Caldicott,

J. Coates, Rakes Currie, Driver, J. J. Dobede,
Eaton, Feere, J. Fryer, G. Fisher, T. A. Fisher, R.

Foster, jun, (mayor of Cambridge), E. Foster, J. N.
Foster, J. E. Fordham, J. Foljambe, J. Grain, P.
Grain, — Gurdon, Steed Girdleston, W. G. Hay-
ter, M.P., H. Headly, G. H. Harris, Hiilyard, W.
P. Isaacson, G. Jenyns, W. Layton, G. Legard,

Henry Long, Walter Long, T. Mortlock (High
Sheriflf of Cambridgeshire and Huntingdonshire),

Francis Pym, Paris, P. Pusey, M.P., T. Page, C.
Pemberton, G. Penrice, J. B . Rooper, W. Shaw,
Jos. Tharpe, C. Towers, Sydney Tharpe, H.Thomp-
son, H. S. Waddington, Tycho Wing, James Witt,

and Yorke, &c., &c.
The Duke of Richmond rose and said—My Lord

Spencer, my Lords, and Gentlemen, I wish to pro-

pose the health of "The Queen," and may she long

live happy and prosperous amongst us. (^Three times

three.)

The Duke of Richmond—I now rise to propose

the health of one who has but lately come to reside

amongst us, and who, during the short time be has

yet spent in the country, has proved that ha has the

real welfare and prosperity of the people of Eng-
land at heart— that this is in fact the country of his

adoption, thoush not of bis birth ; and who the

longer time he spent with us would ('the noble Pre-

sident was sure) give the people of England con-

tinued occasion to manifest their gratitude for the

devotion he showed their interests. He would give
" Prince Albert," with three times three.

The Duke of Richmond then rose, and proceeded

te say that he was about to propose a health, to

which the hearts of all would respond with the

deepest feelings of respect. He had but to mention

the widowed Queen of our late revered Sovereign,

with whose name he would join the surviving sons

and daughters of that monarch (George III.) who
in a peculiar manner had distinguished himself as

the friend of agriculture, having no better pleasure

than in going over his farm and personally inspect-

ing the various processes which each returning

season called into action, and in ministering with

the hand of beneficence and power to the personal

wants, and sympathising witb the personal feelings

of his dependents. He (the noble President^ knew
he could propose no health which would be drank

with greater enthusiasm, by an assembly of farmers,

than this. It was almost a personal appeal to the

hearts of those present as the farmers of England,

to call upon them to rise and drink with three limes

t'iree the toast he had proposed. (T/ie toast was drunk

with immense acclamation.)

The Duke of Richmond, on again rising, said that

a want of gratitude, he was proud to say, had never

been numbered among the faults of the farmers of

England. The Society had incurred a deep debt of

gratitude to the Master and Fellows of Trinity

college, who had that day received them. Their

lives were devoted to the education of the youths of

the country. It was with pride that he could say

that one of the greatest objects of the Society was
identified with him—at least they wished to educate

themselves. Nothing could tend more to the

interests of the society than that system of a reci-

procation of knowledge which such meetings as the

present could net fail to induce. His (the Duke of

Richmond's) early habits had not trained him to

the practice of making long speeches, and for the

present occasion the shortest he could utter would

bfe surely sufficient to make the toast he proposed

acceptable. He wished that it had been his lot to

have been a member of such a seciety eight or ten

years since, when he would have been better able

to perform the arduous duties which were imposed

upon him ; and with the knowledge and information

K 2
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he sbould then have had at command, he would
huve been more able to have done justice to Iiis

tenantry in introducing among them a better svstera
of cultivation. For himself, however, it was too
iate to regret. There were present many who might
take advantage of the benefits which this society

must disseminate ; and tliere were also many
who, like himself, had children who would not be
left to plead the excuse of ignorance to future gene-
rations. But the society, during the short time it

had already been established, had done much, 'i'hey

were not to expect to reap their harvest before their

seed was sown. They had done much, because
their very orginization had implanted in the minds
of all, that indestructible tendency to improvement

—

that excitation to increased knowledge, which must
progress, and could not retrograde. For their

present accommodation, he would repeat that they
owed a debt of gratitude to the Master and Fellows
of the society witliin whose walls they were as-
sembled ; and to procure the warm acknowledg-
ment of that feeling, he (the noble President) felt

that he had only to mention their names to call forth

the willing tribute which all were ready to pay.
(The noble Duke concluded by proposing the
health of the Master and Fellows of Trinity College
with three times three, which was received with a
loud burst of applause.)

The Vice-Master of Trinity College (the Rev.
John Brown), said the unanimous kindness with
which the toast of the noble President had been
received, rendered him diffident when he rose in

the name of the College to return his heartfelt thanks
for their good wishes. That College might congra-
tulate itself upon receiving into its walls a meeting
convened to promote the best interests of the com-
munity. In such a meetmg as the present there

must always be something of enthusiasm, let it be
assembled on any subject whatever ; but the objects
of the present were of a character especially calcu-
lated to draw out the best feelings in its favour.

This society enlisted the aid of science to carry
on the important pursuits it was designed to protect

:

and he trus'ed this meeting might originate the
study of agriculture in the University, voluntarily

added to the studies of those who came there to

prepare themselves for the different avocations of
life. (Lnud and enthusiastic cheers.) He did not
however wish it to be supposed that he thought
agriculture would be left behind, when science was
making such rapid progresses in every other depart-
ment. In what related to the physiology of animals
and the nature of soils, the labours of literary and
scientific men would of necessity be productive of
immense tdvantage to the practical farmer, but these
labours must be disseminated in a simple form
through the many districts of the land ; and he was
sure that not one of those men connected with the
University of which ha was a member, who had
rendered their names famous for their scientific

acquirements, but would feel proud that the studies
of their retirement could be rendered subservient to

the vital interests of so great a part of the commu-
nity. (Hear, hear.) If such a professorship as
that to which he had alluded should he established

in this University, the results, he was sure, would
be of such a character as weuld give the whole
kingdom cause to be thankful for the institution of
the society which had originated it. The pursuits
of a University could not be alien from an institu-

tion designed to promote the increase of the pros-
perity, wealth, and comfort of the whole nation.
The meeting of that day presented a striking contrast
to those times mentioned by Columella (a Latin

author), when agriculture iiad neither teachers nor

learners ; it remained in a state of neglect and decay,

which was permitted by Providence to be one of

the principal causes of the ruin which shortly over-

look that nation. Their fate was a warning to

us how we trusted the sfnff of life out of our own
hands. He would conclude bv again expressing the

deep sense of gratitude which he felt for the honour
which liad been cont'erred upon the college, by the

manner in which the noble President had proposed,
and the meetins- received, the testimony the slight

degree in which they had been enabled to be useful

to the society.

The Marquis of Northampton rose, and said that

the toast which the noble President had proposed
he havl heard with the greatest satisfaction. The
recollection of the benefits which he had in former
days received from that College gave him still greater

pleasure. The objects of this Society were of the

utmost importance, not only to those immediately
concerned, but to all who felt an interest in the

welfare of their country. He was glad of the op-
portunity, as one of the members of that Society, of

testifying the respect which he felt for the noble

duke who presided on the present occasion. The
President had truly said that in the virtue of

gratitude the farmers of England had never yet been
found deficient ; but, should they not receive with

the utmost demonstrations of sincere than fulness the

mention of the services of that ncble personage, it

might indeed be supposed they had ceased to be

influenced by that feeling. The noble duke seemed
placed by Providence in a !iitua:iou peculiarly

adapted for the position he had been selected to

occupy, having estates both in England and the

north of Scotland, having means at his command for

trying the relative merits of the respective systems
of agriculture pursued in both countries, and being
thus qualified to judge of their comparative merits.

It was quite true that agriculture as a scientific

pursuit was still in its infancy, because it was only

recently that meetings like the present had taken

place. Agriculture, indeed, did not only embody
one science, but he might say that it was a pursuit

which to carry to perfection ought to combine a

knowledge of all the sciences. It was important
that the chemist should throw the light of his

researches upon it—that the botanist should add his

knowledge of the growth of the various plants which
nature had given to the care of man—and, in a

word, that philosophy of all descriptions sbould be
united to enlarge the sphere of the labours of the

farmer. Agriculture was indeed yet in infancy,

hut it required only that tiiose whose lives were
dhvoted to literature and study should combine to

teach the farmer, and it would soon reach, if not to

maturity, to a degree of perfection which it would
be difficult to describe. He would not detain them
longer than again to propose the name of his noble
friend, whose views he was sure were such as to

render the toast well calculated to call for the

sincerest feelings of gratitude and pleasure. {The
toast was drank with three times three andone cheer more,

amidst the loudest acclamations.')

The Duke of Richmond, in rising to return thanks,

said that his noble friend had proposed his health in

terms much too flattering, when applied to any
merit which he could presume to take to himself. He
had not, however, said too much when he declared

that he had endeavoured to promote the interests

of the agriculturists. He had done so, not because

bis own interests were involved in them, but

because he felt that in the welfare of agriculture

consisted the prosperity and welfare of the country.
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It was, indeed, of great importance to bim, but of
still greater to bis country, that agriculture should
flourish, for when itilourisfaed neither commerce nor
manufactures stood still. He had promoted agri-

culture, not because be found himself a land-owner,
but because be also was proud to say he was a

farmer. He could net venture to call himself a

practical one, but he knew that if tlie landowners
did their duty to their tenaats, they would perform
their duty to their labourers. Thus were they
bound together by one link in the chain of society.

It was a union of classes which must ever be pro-

ductive of the best interests of mankind ; by such a

union the whole country maintained its prosfieritv.

United, they were the instruments of great good,
they made themselves respected by other nations,

and preserved themselves from foreign foes. The
compliment which had been paid him he would not
take to himself, but to his office : it was one he
should ever feel proud to fill. The honour had been
conferred upon bim solely because be was placed at

the head of the agricultural interest, to whijh office

he bad been appointed not as a matter of form, but
selected owing to his good fortune in having (in

conjunction with Lord Spencer) first proposed the

organization of this Society. It was formed owing
to a conversation which he had with that noble on
the occasion of a Sraithfield Cattle Shew, when his

lordship had suggested the utility which the

foundation of such a society could not fail to

produce. His noble friend had been in his county
;

be had seen the good eflFect which had resulted irom
the Highland Society. He could not gratify the

meeting by stating which of the two obtained the

pre-eminence; nor would he draw any invidious
comparisons, but content himself by saying that he
was sure that the members of this society would be
received by their brethren in Scotland with the
same feelings of hospitality as they bad exercised
towards himself. He would return, however, to
the establishment of this Society. From the

suggestions which had been thrown out between
himself and his noble friend upon the occasion to

which he had alluded, it had been established, and
its establishment had been followed by the most
triumphant success. At their first meeting last year
at Oxford they had numbered 12()0 members, but
be now rejoiced to statethat their numbers amounted
to 3500. It bad been repeatedly said that the

Society could not continue to exist, unless

supported by practical farmers ;—they bad met with
that support. He would however take that op-
portunity of stating, that one important ingredient

in their success consisted in farmers taking the

trouble of communciating continually to the Council

the results of the different experiments which they

were in the habit of making. They were not

a theoretical society, but their object was to reduce
theory to practice. He would not be thought to

depreciate the value of experiments, but would
recommend the adoption of such improvements the

success of which had been proved by the result.

He begged to thank them again for the honour thev

had done bim, and to express the gratification be
felt at the successful prospects of the Society.

(The noble duhe resumed his seat amidst great cheeying.)

His Grace again rose and said that the lists had just

been put into his hands, containing the award of the

judges. It might be satisfactory to explain the rule

which the jud^ses observed ; and especially so as some
gentlemen for whom he (the Duke) !iad a high respect

did not, he believed, think it in all respects right and
proper. When Lord Speneer acted, en a former ec-
casien, as one of the judges, numbers were made use
of that, when they went up to the pen, they should not

be aware of the name of the owner of the animals

therein. But they since found that they should place

full confidence in the judges. They had this difficulty,

amongst others, in the old system to encounter, that

the shepherd who was with his children {laughter),

watching them with a jealous care, was invariably

known to some one or other of the judges. This did

not exist in the new system, which excluded every per-

son connected with the animals. In ail snch matters

absolute perfection could not be accomplished ©r hoped
for. In this world it was in carrying out any under-

taking btit a choice of difficulties, and his experience

through a long life had always found it so. The fullest

confidence of the society in the judges was, therefore,

deemed necessary to the best adjudication, and they

were selected in a manner calculated to inspire confi-

dence.
Earl Spencer here said that the judges themselves did

not at that moment know the names of the successful

candidates.

The Duke of Richmond then read the award of the

judges as follows :

—

FIRST CLASS.—For Short Horned Cattle.

Best Bull -Mr. W. Paul, of Pentnty, Norfolk. . 30 sovs.

Bert Yearling Ball—Mr. R.N. Jaques, of Rich-
mond, Yorkshire 15 sovs.

Best Cow, in milk—Mr.Thos. Bates 15 s-ovs.

Best In-Calf Heifer—Right Hon. Charles Ar-
buthnot 15 sovs.

Best Yearling Heifer—Mr. R. N. Jaques, of

Richmond, Yorkshire 10 sovs.

Best Bull Calf—Mr. Thomas Bates 10 sovs.

SECOND CLXSS.—Herefordihire Cattle.

Best Bull—The Duke of Bedford 30 sovs.

Best Cow, in milk— Sir Hungerford Hoskyns,
Hart 15 sovs.

Best In-Calf Heifer— Sir Hungerford Hoskyns,
Bart 15 sovs.

Best Yearling Heifer—Mr. Francis Hewer, of

Hereford 15 sovs.

THIRD CLASS. Devon Cattle.

2r.ST BULL CALF.

Best Bull—Mr. Porter, of Hembury Fort .... 30 sov.?.

Yearling Bull—The Duke of Norfolk 15 sovs.

Cow, in milk—Mr. T. Umbers, of VVappen-
bury , Warwickshire 15 sovs,

In-Calf Heifer—Mr. Turner, of Barton, near
Exeter 15 sovs.

Yearling Heifer—Mr. Turner 10 sovs.

Bull Calf-Mn, T. Stephens, of White Lack-
ington, Staffordshire 10 sovs.

FOURTH CLASS.—For Cattle not qualified for either

of the above Classes.

Best Bull—Mr. Rutland, of West Firle, Sussex,

for his Sussex Bull 30 sovs.

Best Yearling Bull—Sir Edward Kerrison,
Bart., of Oakley Park, Suffslk, for his Yearl-
ing Suffolk Bull 15 sovs.

Cow, inmilk—Mr. Rutland, for hisSussex Cow 15 sovs.

In-Calf Heifer—Mr. Rutland, for his Sussex
Heifer 15 sovs.

Yearling Heifer—Mr. Rutland, for his Sussex
Yearling Heifer , 10 sovs.

Bull Calf—Mr. Pudand, for his Sussex Bull
Calf 10 sovs.

FIFTH CLASS,.-Horses.

Judges .—Mr. o. Clarke, Barnsby Moor

;

Mr. C. Bowman, Greatford.

The best Cart Stallion, Mr. John Bell, of Wel-
ton-Ie-Wold, Lincolnshire, for his 12 years old
cart stallion, bred by Mr. J. Adams, of

' Landbeach, Cambridgeshire 30 sovs.

The best Cart Mare and Foal, to Mr. T.N.
Cathn, of Chillesford, Suffolk, for his cart

mare and foal, bred by Mr. Cooper, of Fris-

toH, Suffolk 15 sovs.

The best Stallion for breeding hunters, carriage*
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horses, or roadsters, whicli shall have served
mares during' the season of 1840, at a price

not exceeding 3/. each, to Mr. John Reynolds,
of Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire, for his eight-

year-old stallion, bred by Mr. J. (). Taylor, of

Fleixton 30sovs.

SIXTH CLASS.—F^r Leicester Sheep.

Shearling Ram—Mr. Samuel Bennett, the First

Prize 30 sovs.

Second Prize--Mr. Samuel Bennett 10 sovs.

All-apre Ram—Mr. Pawlett, of Tinwell, Rut-
land 30 sovs.

Five Ewes and Lambs—Mr. Inskip, of Mar-
ston, Beds 10 sovs.

Shearling' Ewes—Mr. Wm. Pawlett, of Barnack,
Northamptonshire, for his 5 Shearling Ewes 10 sovs.

SEVENTH CLK§S.—Southdown and Short-woolled

Sheep.

Shearling Ram—First Prize, the Duke of Rich-
mond, for his Southdown Shearling Ram. . . .30 sovs.

Second Prize—Mr. Crisp, of Gedgrave,
SuiTolk,forhisSouthdownShearlingRam 10 sovs.

All-aged Ram—Mr. Crisp, for his three-year-
old Southdown Ram 30 sovs.

Five Ewes with their Lambs—Mr. Jonas Webb,
of Bsibrahnm, for his five Southdown Ewes
and L ^mbs 10 sovs.

Five Shearling Ewes—Mr. Jonas Webb, for
his five Southdown Shearling Ewes 10 sovs.

EIGHTH CLA5S.—Long-ivooUed Sheep.

Shearlina- Ram—Mr. C. Large, of Broadwell,
Oxfordshire, for his long-woolled Shearling
Ram 30 sovs.

Second Prize—Mr. John Haradine, of
Needingworth, Hunts, fer his Long-
woollcd Shearling Ram 10 sovs.

All-age Rams—JNIr. Charles Large, of Broad-
well, Oxon, for his New Oxfordshire Long-
woolled Ram SOsovs.

Five Ewes and Lambs—Rev. James Linton, of
Hemingford Grey, for his five Lincoln and
Leicester Ewes and Lambs 10 sovs.

Five Shearling Ewes—Mr. E. Smith, of Charl-
bury, Oxon, for his Improved Oxfordshire
Shearling Ewes 10 sovs.

CLASS NINE.—For Pigs.

Best Boar—Mr. Barnard, M.P., of Gosfield
Hall, Essex, for hisoneyearand four months
old Boar.—This Boar was from the stock of
Mr. W. T. Hobbs, who won the next prize. ..10 sovs.

Best Sow—Mr. W. F. Hobbs, of Marks Hall,
Essex, for his three-year-old Sow 5 sovs.

Three Best Pigs-Mr.G.Kirkby,of Eppinbury,
Essex, for his thirty-six-weeks old Pigs 10 sovs.

The Noble President stated, that the Prizes for
Horses would not be declared until the next day.

His Grace then said, before he proceeded farther he
should propose " the health of Mr. Rutland," who had
been so successful a candidate, and whom he wasproad
to call a Sussex man.
The Noble Vice-President proposed " The healths

of the successful candidates."
'J'he Duke of Richmond said he felt proud of being

enabled to carry back the prize for the best Southdown
ram into Sussex. As president he had felt it his duty
to sead his best slock ; he had also forwarded some
ewes, which were not successful. He, however, felt
additional satisfaction in receiving his prize, because if

they read the journal of the society's proceedings it

would be found that his noble friend ( Lord Spencer)
considered the male animal by far the most important.
(Hear, and laughter.) He suspected the county of
Sussex would not long be able to retain the first prize,
unless the breeder* continued very active, for this year
there had been no less than fifty-four other competitors.
In justice to Lord Spencer, he thought it riifht to state
thut his noble friend, as all would readily believe, could
have sent several animals for the difTercHt classes from

his splendid collection of stock, but he felt that he could
be of more real service to the society by acting as a
steward of the cattle-yard, and hi« high sense of honour,
therefore, dictated to him that as such he could not be
an exhibitor. {Cheers.) He should seon have to pro-

pose the health of his noble friend, and he was sure that

in every assemblage of farmers his name would be re-

ceived with three British cheers. {Applause.)

The Duke of Richmond then proposed " The health

of the successful exhibitors of wheat and pigs."

Colonel Le Couteuu said his Grace the Chairman
had turned his sword into a ploughshare, and he
(Colonel LeCouteur) had humbly followed his example.
He was one of those who thought that a retired soldier

need not be entirely put upon the shelf, but might be-

come useful in other spheres. As to the growth of

wheat, he might observe that he had long been of opinion

that a pure sample would be the one most likely to en-

sure a good crop; he had been told that it would be
impossible to obtain in England a seed and crop equal
to the Polish mixed corn, but as soon as he began to

plant he was convinced of the error. He was satisfied

that the farmers of this country could grow as pure and
excellent corn as that imported, tlie principal requisite

being a proper selection for the soil planted. He was
muchsurprised at having obtained the prize ; hissample
was grown from a single grain, and he had now been
seven years rearing it ; consequently much patience and
care had been required ; and that circumstance sug-
gested to him thtf justice and propriety of the society

having an experimental farm. With individuals at

least three years was necessary to complete any expe-
riments, but with a farm the same results might be ob-

tained in ®ne year. If not out of order, he would sug-

gest that a fund be established for that purpose by a
subscription of \l. ayear.

The Duke of Richmond said it was impossible for any
one present not to be impressed with what had fallen

from the gentleman who had just addressed them. With
respect to his hint respecting the experimental farm, he
thought that thi« great country ous'ht to have one, but

the society w as an infant one, and it could not attempt
too many things at once. There were many, and
araongit the number his Grace himself, who would be
happy, when the period arrived for making the experi-

ment, to subscribe largely towards it. But their object

would be to enable the farmers of England to send their

children to it for their education, and in this he would
include moral and religious instruction. He hoped that

next year this important subject would be discussed at

the meeting of the society, which would be held in a
great commercial place, where, he hoped, that the ma-
nufacturers of the country would receive them in the

same spirit of frieodship as they (the farmers) would
receive them were they to come amongst (hem. {Cheers^

Those who wished to stir up enmity and jealousy be-
tween both these great classes were not tlie friends of

the country. (Loud cheers.) The noble President

then proposed " The health of Earl Spencer," which
was received with trenieadous cheering.

Earl Spencer said he had been called upon to give

his opiniau respecting the growth of wheat; that, how-
ever, was not exactly the portion of agricultural pur-
suit to which he most particularly directed his attention,

because he had thousht much more of the breeding and
feeding of stock. He might, however, observe gene-
rally that science had not been applied tu agriculture

as it ought to have been. He would say let every
farmer try experiments where he thought there was
ground for any improvement, and he would be sure

thereby to benefit his country and himself. ( Hear, hear.)

Great care should of course be taken in the selection of

seed wheat, as some soils suited one description and
some another. It was a common practice to take from
a light land for sowing on a heavy soil, and the con-
trary. It would cerlainlv be a fair experiment to try

whether it would not be as well to take the seed from
land similar to that upon which it was to be sown. If

a mixed variety of seed was sown an indifl'erent crop
must be the result, because one portion would do much
better ihaa the otiior. He would recommend the trial
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of variou* experiments by sowing different samples on
a variety of soils.

The Duke of Richmond then mentioned the name of

Professor Henslow in terms of warm praise, as a gentle-

man capable of imparting most valuable information to

the meeting-; and his Grace expressed a hope that the

learned professor would favour them with his opinion

on the subject which they all had at heart.

Professor Henslow said he could not respond to the

appeal which was made to him without g-reat diffidence,

nor could he venture to sug^gest to those who had prac-

tical knowledg-e on the subject anything respecting the

growth of wheat—a subject on which he himself pos-

sessed no practical knowledge whatever. All that he

knew respecting this plant related chiefly to those laws
of vegetation by whicti the growth of every plant was
regulated, and to enter into minute details respecting

that complex problem would require him to trespass

too long upon their time, and would possess too much
the character of a lecture. Indeed, he could hardly

hope to do justice to such a subject without detaining

them in their seals for a week at least. But, having
been called upon, he felt that he could not sit down
without mentioning one piece of advice, which, if it

were acted upon, would be of the greatest importance
in furnishing scientific inquirers with a mass of material

from which they might be enabled to draw accurate

inferences, respecting those laws of vegetation of which
at pressnt so little was satisfactorily known. In the

present state of science all England might be considered

as one great experiraeatal farm, and the daily opera-

tions of the agriculturists as so many experiments. If

persons would only register the resultjj they obtamed in

all cases, at the same time stating a variety of attendant

circumstances bearing' more or less directly on those

results—iuch, for instance, as the state of the weather,
of the wind, and numerous other minuiia; which need
not be dwelt upon—then indeed we might hope to be
gradually enabled to understand more of those great
laws ef vegetation by which the growth of plants was
regulated. He had passed many years of his life within

the walls of this university in studying and lecturing

upon thi» subject, so far as it was at present understood
;

and now that he was living in the country, he had com-
menced (ertain experiments, which he hoped, if he
should live to see the result, might assist in furthering

our knowledge of those laws ; and nothing would give
him greater pleasure than detailing such additional in-

iormation if he ever obtained it ; but he was afraid to

trust himself on the present occasion witii attempting
any general exposition of what was hitherto known and
recorded respecting- the laws of vegetation, for the

reason already stated.

The Duke of Richmond next introduced Professor
Buckland, of Oxford, to the n)eeting, and reminded
them of tlie rich treat which he attbrded the society last

year. He hoped that he would permit him in the name
of the farmers of England to call on him on this occa-
sion for some farther valuable information, and, if it

related to the cultivation of wiieat, he would say for

himself and his brother agriculturists that they should
feel the more indebted.

Dr. BccKLAND, whose appearance was hailed with
loud cheering, said the kind manner in which his name
had been received made him cease to regret the ab-
sence of his friend and colleague, Professor Sedgwick,
who would have addressed them more eloqucMfly than
himself, and most satisfactorily pioved that the farmers
were all greatly indebted to the science of geology.
{IIear,liear.) A large portion of the company might
perhaps have seen in the passage to the committee-room
at the University Arms, that day, a very large map de-
corated with various colours, which to some would no
doubt appear unintelligible, though to a great number
it was novv ne longer so. They were ail of the greates^t

importance to the agriculturist, each stripe showing a
different so\l, and exhibiting the various strata of earthy

matter which formed portions of this their native coun-
try. (Hear.) A suggestion had been made of having
an experimental farm ; he must say that he thought that

would be of very little general utility. He would sug-
gest that there should be at least twelve farms, not.

however, such as< would consume the funds of the .so-

ciety, but to be established by noblemen and gentlemen,

who could place them in the hands of able and practical

men, by whom the most valuable information could be

conveyed to geologists. He was of opinion that a com-
mittee should be appointed for the purpose of making
selections and drawing up a general system of experi-

ments, and that they should occasionally make reports

of the result of experiments upon different soils—a plan
from which the most valuable resnlis might be antici-

pated, for ao geologist ever walked over a farm with-

out discovering different formations of earth, all of them
probably being of much importance. The Learned
Professor then briefly referred to the advantage of an
admixture of different soils, such as chalk and clay with

sand, by which many lauds might be brought into ex-

cellent culture, and regretted that time would not allow

him to refer to many other interesting topics. The va-

rious suggestions, ho wever,whicii could be made would
only be carried out through the aid of a committee,
which he hoped to see very speedily formed. {Cheers.)

The Duke of Riciimond proposed "The health of

IMr. I\Iaxie,thelMioisterof tiie United Statcsto the Court
of Belgium." It was the wish and endeavour of that gen-
tleman.who then honoured them with his presence, to seek

and obtain information on all subjects like that which
called them together, the object of which was the prospe-

rity of the human race. Thecountry he represenledin days
gone by was a province of England ; it was now an in-

dependent nation. They had been at war, and now
they were in peaceful relation to each other, united by
kindi'ed sympathies and interests. (Cheers.) Peace was
uear to the he.irt of the farmer ; in promoting his in-

terests he promoted the dearest interests of his country,

and these he pursued without wishing for or requiring

the inferiority «r the ruin of others. His Grace ex-

pressed a hope that wc should long live in peace and
the cultivation of good will with a people who had
sprang from Great Britain, and of wliom she might be

justly proud.
Mr. Maxie was received with great cheering. He

said he fdlt that it would be the highesit presumption

should he take to himself that honour which, in pro-

posing his name to that as>'.'mbly, he consitlered was
meant for the country of which he wns a native. Indi-

vidually he felt the highest pleasure in being present at

a meeting assembled for the furtherance of the noble

objects which they had in view ; and he also thought it no

slight honour to be there, the representative of a coun-
try which was bound with them by the mutual wish to

extend the interests of agriculture. His country de-

served the esteem of the society, not merely because

her institutions, language, laws, and customs were those

of England, but more especially because they were the

descendants—children of England, who bad turned a

savagre and desolate wilderness into a civilized nation,

and hud vindicated their claim to be ranked among
those benefactors to the human race of which England
held the highest place. The objects of that society

were to jjromote the greatest interests of the country.

Agriculture was the greatest instrument for the diflu-

sion of the blessings of civilization ; and though Eng-
land was the greatest nation on the earth for commerce
and manufactures, her agriculture formed her greatest

glory. ( Loud cheering.) He miglit say that manufac-

tures formed the Corinthian capital of the column of her

glory, of which commerce was the shaft, bat agricwl-

ture the solid base which supported the whole. How
important a part of tiie population 4»f this country the

agriculturists formed might be ascertained from the fact

that the returns of the income tax furnished ; two-thirds

of that tax were paid by them. Still nobler purposes

were carried forward under its influence. Civilization

was promoted, the welfare, both moral and physical, of

the people enlarged, and that 'force at mind, without

, which all other advantages were tiothing, increased. He
would repeat hovv much he was indebted to those who
had procured to him the pleasure of being present that

day, and the high sense he entertained ef the honour

done him by the Noble Duke, to whom he begged leave

personally to express his profound acknowledgements.

He could only conclude with the hope tiiat the two
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countries so nearly connected in sympathy might ever

continue in the exchange of a contest of which should
do the other the greatest good, and again never recur to

that where the only object was to do the other the

greatest harm. Might peace and good-will reign be-

tween them, and might they be united in feeling, in

happiness, and in G:lory. (Loud cheers.)

Mr. Webb Hall returned thanks. Though second
to no man in respect to the constituted authorities, he
would never shrink from claiming the just and fair

rights of his class. The English tenant who provided
capital for the cultivation of the landowners' estates,

had a right to stand on the footing of independence.
In the same manner he was prejiared to yield

to the labourer, as the weaker party in his

transactions with the farmer, his just rights. There
were some of the statements of the learned Professors
which he could not think calculated, at present, to yield

the farmers that great practical good which they might
seem, at first sight to offer. Had he heard the speech
of Professor Buckland, at Oxford, he should have been
tempted to object to some of his positions, particuliirly

when he stated that fertile lands might almost be com-
pounded by the mixture of soils, leavmg o\U of consi-

deration that grand component, manure. He had since

corresponded with the Rev. Gentleman, and he
was glad to find that Mr. Morton, who was
carrying on experiments with manures, was of

the same opinion with himself. He exhorted
the farmers not to neglect the collecti'on of the utmost
quantity of manure, at the same time that they availed

themselves of those solid improvements which science

and practice might discover.

The Duke of Richmond rose to propose the last toast

which he should call upon them to drink that evening,
and in appropriite terms introduced the health of the
" Tenantry of England," which was drank with three

times three.

The Duke of Richmond said he must call upon thera

to drink one other toast before they separated, and pro-
posed " The health of the Vice-CliBncellor."
The Vice- Chancellor (the Rev. Dr. Tathain) re-

turned thanks, and the meeting separated.

DINNER ON WEDNESDAY IN
THE GREAT DINING HALL
ERECTED IN DOAVNING COL-
LEGE.
At four o'clock, the conapany had mo«!tly arrived,

and the hall presented a truly animated appear-
ance, crowded in every part with eager and grati-

fied guests. There were two thousand six hun-
dred and fifty persons present. At a few minutes
after four o'clock the Duke of Richmond took
the chair, and was received with much applause,
as were many of the noble and distinguished
guests who accompanied him, especially the Duke
of Buckingham, the Duke of Rutland, Sir Robert
Peel, Sir James Graham, &c.
The noble Chairman was supported on the right

by the Hon. and Rev. G. N. Greiiville, Master of
Magdalen College, the Duke of St. Albans, the
Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Sir J. Graham,
Bart., M. P., the Marquis of Downshire, Professor
Ilenslowe, &c. On the left of the noble chairman
were the Duke of Rutland, Mr. Stevenson, the
American Ambassador, Sir Robt. Peel, Hart.,M. P.,

Professor Buckland, the Marquis of Northampton,
the Rev. Dr. Worslcy, Master of Downing, the
Karl of llardwickc, Lord Charles Manners, Visct.

Bridport, Earl Bathurst, &c. Among the more
distinguished guests on the platform were Lord
Lyttelton, Lord Falmouth, Mr. Maxie, the Ameri-
can Ambassador at Brussels, the Earl of Lucan,
.f. Webb. Esq., the Marquis of Salisbury, the Hon.

Charles H. Manners Sutton, Earl Chichester,

Thos. Page, Esq. of Ely, P. H. Frere, Esq., J. W.
Childers, Esq., M.P., E. A. Sandford, Esq., M.P.,
Professor Whewell, Lord Dacre, Lord Monteagle,
Dr. Prince, Master of Jesus College, Colonel
Rushbrooke, M. P., Sir Alex. Grant, M. P.,

Richard Foster, Esq., jun., Mayor of Cambridge,
&c.. &c.
The dinner having been concluded,

Grace was sung by the choristers of the Univer-
sity and Ely, after which due justice having been
done to the viands, " Non nobis Domine," was
also performed by them.

The Duke of Richmond said he was about to

propose to their notice the name of their illustri-

ous patroness,—the Queen. (Great Cheering.J He
well knew, the loyalty and devoted attachment of
the farmers of England had been tried on many
and various occasions. Their attachment to their

country and their loyalty to their Sovereign, had
been often proved at the expense of their blood.

Any further appeal to them on the present occa-
sion, would, he felt, be almost an insult. It was
unnecessary to say more than to mention the name
of Her to whom the hearts of the people of Eng-
land were so strongly bound; might, under the

blessings of Providence, her reign be long and
happy, and might she long continue to enjoy that

domestic felicity which was her present lot. He
called on them to rise and drink health and hap-

piness to their Queen. On his grace concluding
the whole of the vast assembly rose up and with
loud and enthusiastic cheering, drank the toast

which had been proposed. After which *' God
save the Queen," was sung by the University choir,

the whole party joining in the song.

The President again rose and said, he had no
doubt of the reception that would be given to the

next toast which he had the honour to propose

—

" The health of that young and illustrious Prince

who had gained the aftections of our beloved

Queen." Since that prince had come amongst us,

he had shown every wish to be of servine to the

country of his adoption (loud and long-continned

cheers marked the reception uf the toa.it,)

The noble President then proposed—"The
health of the Queen Dowager and the rest of the

Royal Family" (continued cheering).

The noble President then called on Sir Robert
Peel to propose the next to^st, " Success to the

English Agricultural Society."
'

The Right Honourable Baronet rose, in the

midst of a tumult of applause, which continued

for some minutes, on the subsiding of which he
said, that it would be atfectation in him to mis-

take or misunderstand those demonstrations of

esteem and personal good-will, which induced, or

rather compelled, him to pause a moment in the

execution of that duty which had been delegated

to him by their noblts president. When he sur-

veyed this imposing, hehad almost said this awful,

scene—when he recollected the purpose for which
they were met—v.hen he thought of the wide area

from which they were assembled, and the great

interests which they represented—when he remem-
bered the class to which, mainly, they belonged,

and what had been the conduct, and still was the

character, of that class—when he called to mind
their moderation in prosperity, their patience and
fortitude in adversity, their cheerful obedience to,

or he should rather say, their zealous co-operation

with, the laws, and their tried fidelity and loyaltv

to their Sovereign—when he thought upon all

these things, however imperfect the scknowledg-
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ment might be, they would believe that he did
deeply, and would permanently, feel the distinc-

tion which the good opinion of such a body con-
ferred upon a public man. It had been assigned
to him, by those who had the conduct of the
arrangements of the meeting, to propose the toast

which had the most special reference to the occa-
sion of that testival, and which, if he mistook not,

would be in perfect unison with the feelings of
that great assembly. That toast would convey an
earnest wish that the future progress of this

society might be as satisfactory as the past—that
everj' succeeding meeting might exhibit proofs of
improvement caused by its instrumentality—might
show an increase in their numbers, and, by that

increase the possession of extended means of
public usefulness {cheers). It was, perhaj)S, to be
regretted that this toast had not been assigned to

some one more practically versed in agriculture
than he could pretend to be, but there might be
something to make up for this in the deep interest

he felt in the prosperity of the land, ami the fact

that he had been present at the birth of the society
—that he had most cheerfully and zealously co-

operated with his noble friend. Earl Spencer, in

laying the foundations of this important asso-

ciation. He well remembered when they met
with members in numbers few, and with some
forebodings of failure; but when he (Sir Robert
Peel) obtained as a fundamental principle of the
institution, thatall party feelingshould be excluded,
he felt confident that they must, in the end, be
successful (long-continued cheering) ; and he thought
he could refer to the proceedings of the day as

proofs that his predictions had not been falsified.

He should now make use of his public character,

only^to exhort those whom he addressed, to that
which was the primary principle of the society,

and essential to its success, and to entreat them
that they would, by the influence of that public
opinion thej' were so well qualified to guide, in-

duce others who might have been engaged in party
warfare, to deposit at the threshold ot this temple
of peace, those weapons which might be fitly used
in political conflicts, and which he himself had
very recently wielded (tiemendons applause). It

would be superfluous in him to dilate on the
benefits which this society must confer upon agri-

culture. To do this, did not require any great
amount of practical knowledge. Could any one
have attended the show held not very far from
these walls, without teeling convinced that had the
whole body of farmers in England seen the exhi-
bition of implements and stock there made, they
would have deposited at that door a thousand
hitherto cherished prejudices ? They would have
felt convinced of the lienefits which science confers
on agriculture, and have laid aside the not un-
natural opinion that the instruments and means
which their forefathers had used were the best
which they could at this time employ (cheers).

He would leave to others the task of dilating on
these and similar benefits of the society. He,
as a public man, was fain to contemplate other
results springing from the exertions of such a
body. He thought there would be, as in almost all

cases there was, a useful combination of physical
and moral good, not merely leading to the fulfil-

ment of the divine command, "increase and
multiply." He thought they were at once scattering
plenty over a smiling land, and extending the
influence of kindness and kindly teeling around

—

that they were, so to speak, ploughing up the sub-
soil of feelings and affections (ap-plame), exposing

what would otherwise have remained barren and
inert to the influence of social converse and social
intercourse ; that, in a word, they were sowing
upon earth the seeds of " peace and good will
towards men" (cheers). He believed, moreover,
that this institution had a tendencv to encourage
the landowner to apply himself to a noble and
dignified relaxation, full of interest in itself,
and fraught wjith advantage to his country, to
teach him the full value of scientific acquirements,
and the truth that knowledge was not only power'
but wealth also— that in knowledge resided an in-
fluence equal to that of riches, of birth, or of station
(cheers). Further, he believed, it had tendency
to keep the landed iiroprietor at home : to give
him an interest in country pursuits, which would
induce him to remain the centre and support of
those amongst whom he moved, and who depen-
ded on him—that it would enable him to resist
the temptation to leave his home which the facil-
ities of locomotion furnished. It would also, he
thought, strengthen and confirm the connection
which united the landed proprietor with the yeo-
manry. and both with the labouring classes (loud
applause). It would give them a common topic of
conversation ; it would serve to remind them that
they were all members of the same dignified corpo-
ration

; to teach thenn that the hand which labours
belongs to the same body as the head which con-
ceives, and the mind which creates ; that the three
classes were bound by the golden link of common
interest and common purpose {hear hear). They
must excuse him if he expressed his cordial grati-
fication at hearing of the place which had been
selected for the meeting of the ensuing year. They
would indulge him if, as a native of Lancashire, he
felt proud to hear that the great outlet for the
manufactures of England had been chosen for the
meeting of the Agricultural Society. It was not
unnatural that he, the son of manufactures and
commerce, who felt the deepest obligation to these
for worldly prosperity, and owed to them all the
interest he had in the land, should rejoice in the
prospect of seeing the commercial interests brought
face to fane with the agricultural. He was con-
vinced that sucn a meeting would confirm the na-
tural and almost unanimous opinion which pre-
vailed, that a relation subsisted between them, so
close, that they could not be disunited ; that it was
impossible that manufactures should flourish with-
out shedding a kindly influence on agriculture ; or
on the other hand, that agriculture could decline,
without involving manufactures in its decay (ap-
plause). There was yet another reason for which
he rejoiced that the standard should be planted on
the coast of England, on the point which admitted
the greatest facilities for intercourhC with Ireland
and Scotland. From this fact also, he looked for
great social results. By this choice thev invited
Scotland to witness hon they had followed her ex-
ample, and called upon Ireland to follow their's

;

and, tempted by no narrow or exclusive spirit,
asked Ireland and Scotland to communicate those
improvements they might make, and participate
in those of this country. They would thus encou-
rage them to enter into that generous and unsel-
fish competition which enabled even the disap-
pointed competitor to retire from the scene, not
dissatisfied, and thinking more of the general im-
provement than of his own individual interest.
Such union could not but confirm the friendly feel-
ings and relations of the two countries. The
toast which It was his duty to propose was "Suc-
cess to the English Agricultural Society." It be-
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came hecessary to call it English on account of the

locality to which it was confined, but it had in

view to render common benefits to the empire,

and not merely to England. With these feelings,

refecting cheerfully on the past, and with cordial

anticipations for the future, he would cail upon
the meeting to drink, with as much enthusiasm as

was consistent with the safety of the walls and

roofs of the building, the toast which he had the

honour to propose—"Success to the English Agri-

cultural Society."

The Noble President again rose and said that

he had the honour to call on his Grace the Duke
of Buckingham to propose the next toast (lotid

cheers.)

The Duke of Buckingham said that he felt

deeply the honour conferred on him. The truly

gratifying reception which his name had just met
should never be effaced from his memorj', and he

should on all occasions be ready to prove his high

sense of their kindness (cheers). The union of

commerce, manufactures, and agriculture, was
amongst the dearest wishes of his heart. He had
always advocated this principle, as he was of opin-

ion that the prosperity of the one depended on the

prosperity of tbe other (cheers). He would there-

fore, without trespassing on the time of the meet-
ing, call upon all present to drink with three times

three the toast which he had been called on to

propose, namely, "Commerce, manufactures, and
agriculture." With the firm union of the three

the country must prosper, under the blessings of

Divine Providence, in spite of every effort against

her (Umd cheers).

The Duke of Richmond then requested the

Marquis of Northampton to propose the next toast,

and recommended his Lordship to go to the front

table.

The Marquis of Northampton, in rising to the

call which had been just made upon him by his

noble friend, regretted that the toast he had to

proposehad not fallen into worthier hands. It re-

quired, however, but to mention the name of the

University of Cambridge to have its merits appre-

ciated. Within its walls they would be guilty of

that ingratitude which the noble president had
said last evening dwelt not in the bosom of English

farmers, were they not to express their liearty ac-

knowledgments to the University for their liberal-

ity on this great and interesting occasion {cheers).

The name of the distinguished nobleman at the

head of this learned body he was quite sure would
be received with pleasui'C, and imiled with grati-

tude, by every honest and true-hearted Engiish-

man present. That virtuous man had already laid

down several hundred thousand pounds for the

necessities of his country {load cheers). Commerce
was a good thing—manufactures were a good
thing— Agricidture was a good thing; but public

virtue was better than all (great c/ieerinr/). Com-
merce, manufactures, and agriculture united, tend
toprospciity and strength ; but we could not ex-

pect them to be united, and the interests of the

country to succeed, without the blessings of Di-

vine Providence, iu such distinguished and hon-
ourable men, as Lord Camden, this principle was
personified, and they held out a bright example
which it would be well for the community if it

were oftcner followed (cheen). Lord Camden had
served his country long, and long might he live to

to prove his love of that country, and to deserve

her gratitude (lonff continued c/ieers).

The noble President said, that in the absence

of the Vice-Chancellur who had written to him

apologising for his unavoidable absence, the Mas-
ter of Magdalene would respond to the toast.

The Honourable and Reverend Neville G Ren-
ville, master of Magdalene, briefly returned
thanks. He could take it upon himself to say, on
behalf of the authorities and heads of the body to

which he had the honour to belong, that it was
their wish, and should always be their earnest en-

deavour, to promote the interests of their tenantry

;

and to carry out those great objects which the
Society had in view.
The noble President, in proposing the next

toast, which was the health of a distinguished indi-

vidual present, the Honourable A.Stevenson, minis-
ter of the United States, and an honorary member
of tbe society, said that he well knew the farmers
of England ; and tliey would all warrant him in

saying that they wished, one end all, for peace and
tranquility (cheers). When wa:'and danger deso-

lated the fairest portion of the world, and when
their horrors seemed to threaten our homes from
abroad, the farmers and labourers of England
were found ready to risk their lives in defence of
their country, They were ready again to make
the same sacrifice, should the occasion arrive to

call for it ; but peace at home and abroad was
what they wished for ; they did not long to see

other nations laid waste, that they might be pros-

perous ; it was not their interest or desire that

other people's farms should be desolated, their

barns destroyed, and their towns and villages

plundered (cheers). Those who wished for the

blessings of peace they met half way, and in this

spirit did they meet the good wishes of the
American people, whose representative at the

court of our Sovereign did them the honour of be-
ing present on this occasion (cheers). The ho-
nourable and distinguished individual to whom he
alluded was one of that great nation which had
sprung from ourselves ; and he (the Duke of Rich-

mond), in the name of the farmers of England,
wished it every prosperity, and that it might long

continue in peace with this country, cultivating

with her those arts and sciences which tended to

better the condition of the human race and make
it more happy (lotid cheers). With respect to the

lionourable gentleman himself (Mr. Stevenson),
he had great pleasure in testifying to his character

in public and private life, and he was moreover a

tried friend of agriculture. He felt interested in

the improvement of agricultural science in Eng-
land, as they should that the same good should ex-

tend to America; for the object was not only the

agriculture of the land we live iu, but the agri-

culture of the world (loud cheersK

i\lR. Stevenson, the American minister, rose to

return thanks, and was received with loud cheer-

ing. He said, in tiie course of a public life, not

very short, he had never been called upon to

address so numerous and remarkable an assem-
blage, and it would be an unworthy affectation if

he did not say that he felt his situation novel and
embarrassing. He feared that he could not do
justice to his feelings and tbe occasion. The kind

and hospitable rcccjition which he had met with,

and tbe gratifying manner in which their n ble

inesidont had associated his name with that of the

two countries, demanded his grateful acknow-
ledgements. He received it with feelings of just

pride and sensibility, enhanced as It was by the

motives which he believed had prompted it, and
the flattering manner in which it had been re-

ceived by such a distinguished assembly. Deeply
sensible, however, as he was of such high honour,
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he should but inadequately convey what he felt if

he contined himself to the expression of his per-

sonal feelings. In relation to himself individually,

it was a matter comparatively of little importance ;

but in another sense, and looking at such an as-

sembly, representing as it did not only the great

agricultural interest of England, but of the united

kingdom, such kind and liberal sentiments as

those which had been expressed were calculated to

do good in strengthening the friendly relations be-

tween the two countries (cheersj. He begged,

therefore, to thank them most cordially in the

name of his country, and to assure them that

nothing could be more acceptable to the people of

the United States than such sentiments as those

which had been so kindly and liberally expressed

on this occasion (cheers). The noble president

had been pleased (said Mr. S.), in allusion to the

late negotiations between the two countries, to ex-

press a wish that all differences might be satisfac-

torily adjusted, and peace and concord long
continue. In this wish it was hardly necessary
for him to say how cordially and sincerely he
united, and the pleasure he felt in believing that

the wish would bo realized. This, he said, fortu-

nately for mankind, was not an age of war. The
time had long since passed when hostility was the

natural state of man, and peace but a difficult and
dangerous experiment. The soldier and the
sword, he thanked God, were now no longer the
only security for nations. The schoolmaster, and
not the warrior, was abroad. Moral power was
taking the place of physical force, and the rulers

of the world would soon be taught, if they had not
learnt it already, that they would have to look for

the security of their thrones to moral rather than
physical power, and to the virtue and intelligence

of enlightened men (cheers). In such an enlight-

ened period of the world, when the love of peace
and knowledge and Christianity was overspreading
the earth, were there, he asked, one Briton or
American, one wise or good man, who wnuld not
regard a war between two such countries as En-
gland and America as one of the greatest calamities

that could befal mankind ? A war against in-

terest, national honour, the only justifiable cause
of war (said Mr. Stevenson)—a war between
nations kindred in language and religion, and for

what ? Not principle, not honour, nor even con-
quest ; but a war to ascertain the geographical line

of a treaty of boundary, the legitimate subject of
a negociation and peacable adjustment (loud

cheers). Both countries were too wise, he said, to

enter into any such war. Neither, he was sure,

would feel itself called upon, in vindication of its

honour or in defence of its rights, to embark in

war. Their best security for peace was in the
wisdom and prudence and foresight of the rulers

of both countries, and the virtue and intelligence

of their people. He, therefore, only spoke the
sentiments of the governor and people of the
United States when he assured them that America
desired peace with all the world, and especially

perpetual good understanding with Great Britain,

upon terms compaiible with the rights and honour
of each (cheersj. The noble duke had therefore

done him no more than justice in supposing that

he had done everything, officially and individually,

to cherish and invigorate the peaceful relations be-
tween the two countries, upon the preservation of
which, he said, the prosperity and happiness of
both nations so essentially depended (cheers). He
then said that he hoped he should be indulged in

interrupting for a moment the flow of their festi-

vity, whilst he noticed very briefly their asso-

ciation, and the benefits it was calculated to bestow

on agriculture. He rejoiced, he said, to have it in

his power to attend on this occasion. Besides the

pleasure he had derived from witnessing, for the

two last days, proceedings so congenial with his

feelings, it atforded him an opportunity of re-

turning in person his thanks for the honour which

had been conferred upon him in deeming him
worthy to become an honorary member of such

an association. The only regret ho felt, however,

was that he could not repay such an honour by
some corresponding benefit worthy of the society,

and of the deep interest he took in its success

(cheers). In such an assembly it would be need-

less, he knew, if he were competent, to expatiate

upon agriculture, or its benefits to mankind. He
begged permission, however, to throw out one or

two suggestions, which might not be unworthy of

consideration. All concurred in assigning to agri-

culture a high place in the scale of individual and

national interests, though many did not give it the

importance it merited, or which it had a right to

aspire to. In other words that it was entitled to

a much wider scope than was supposed by those

who regarded its objects as limited alone to pur-

poses of subsistence. Now a mora fallacious

opinion could not, he thought, prevail, than to

suppose that the responsibilities of agriculture

stopped at providing simply food for eaters. Its

duties, Mr. Stevenson said, like those of morality,

spiead beyond the sphere of providing sustenance,

into a wide expanse, created by the obligations

arising out of the state of society, and was inti-

mately connected with all the great national inte-

rests (cheers). The support of governments, the en-

couragement of commerce, the basis of manufac-

tures, the subsistence of the learned professions,

and all scientific and mechanical employments, were
sustained by this great interest (c/ieers^. As an object

of universal benefit it should be one of universal patro-

nage. Agriculture, he siiid, was national property.

The whole country one great farm : the inhabitants

one great family, in which those who worked least

derived the greatest profit. Other classes, then,

besides the farmer, have as great an interestas the far-

mer himself, in as much as the subsistence of those

engaged in agriculture were first to be supplied,

and then that of the other classes out of the surplus ;

and, of course, as the surplus was great so would be

the gain. Here, then, was a motive, (a selfish one,

but not the less strong) why all classes should unite

in supporting this great branch of national industry

(lond cheers). Now, the best mode of doing this is

by such associations as the present. By societies

for the collection and difiusion of information ; the

introduction of the best systems and writings of ex-

perienced and anlightened men, and by that excite-

ment and emulation, so necessary to all improveraent.

Science was now admitted to be indispeusible to the

du» success of agriculture. Theory and practice

reflected light on each other, and the more so as

there was no pursuit in which habit was so unyield-

ing- and inveterate as amongst those who cultivated

the soil. But he rejoiced in knowing that agricul-

ture was advancing with giant strides under the salu-

tary benefits of science, and especially chemistry

and geologv. If anv man doubted the extent to

which science had contributed its aid to agriculture,

let him visit England and Scotland. England,

which, Mr. Stevenson said, had been denominated

the garden of Europe, and justly so. And why?
Simply because her whole surface was cultivated

on principles which were brought to the test of the
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most rigid and exact experiment. Because agricul-

ture was scientifically and philosopbically pursued,
and because she had such farmers (great cheers).

Who could go through this great country, and not

be delighted and amazed with its agriculture and its

rural economy ('c/ieer*-^ 1 If any foreigner wished

to know what England really was, he must go to the

country, and mix with her farmers and yeomanry
(dteers). It had been said, by one he believed of

the princes of the present reigning family, that the

pride of England was in her yeomanry (cheers). He
re-echoed the sentiment, and, as an agriculturist at

home, proud of belonging to such a class (cheers).

Indeed, next lo the proud distinction of being an

American citizen, was tliat of being u cultivator of

the soil. It was, indeed, delightful, to witness

such an association as this ; to see the wise and
good, the politician and professor, the public and
private man, uniting to uphold this great and good
work, and to see charity and peace shedding this

holy calm around, refresliing alike to the feelings

and intellect (cheers). He lioped that the society

would prosper. He begged to remind them that

upon its wide spreading and far-extending purposes

the eyes of Europe anl America were fixed with a

Steady gaze. He trtisted tliere would be no disap-

pointment. Viewed in rehition to their own country,

it had every motive for support ; but viewed in rela-

tioa to its effects and benefits upon other nations,

the motive for exertion and success rose to a far

higher and nobler sentiment (cheers). It became
not the cause (Mr. Stephenson said) of this country,

or his, but that of mankind; and who was so poor

and sordid in spirit as to think only of himself,

or his country, when the great question was,

whether the earth should be inhabited and culti-

vated by enlightened and virtuous and religious men,
or by ignorant and debased human beings, and
hordes of savages (great cheering ) .' He con-

cluded by repeating bis thanks for the great honour
and kindness that had been done him, and expressing

a wish that the association might fulfil its high pur-

poses, do honour to its framers, and benefit mankind.
He sat down amidst great cheering.
" The health of the Duke of Richmond," which

was then proposed by Mr. Stevenson, was received

with loud acclamations.

The Duke of RicnMONn : On the present occa-

sion your reception of my name has nearly un-

manned me, and 1 feel incapable of thanking you
as I ought. There are feelings of gratitude which it is

nearly impossible to express, but I feel that I owe
much to being President of the Society, and one
of its first founders. Since " war's alarms " have
subsided, I have taken every opportunity to meet
my brother farmers, and I have attended every
place where my voice could be heard, lo call on the

landowners to do as 1 did, because I thought if they

did not tliey were depriving themselves of one of

the greatest pleasures that a landowner can enjoy
;

but my meetings have been amongst gentlemen
whom I knew and respected, and 1 felt that they

respected me : I now stand before many who per-

haps never knew of ray existence till they found me
President of the Society. 1 will say that 1 consider

the formation of this Society of great and permanent
advantage to all classes in the country. 1 have

never seen or known what there is to prevent our

bringing science to bear on agriculture. If we look

back for the last twenty years, we shall find the

skill and science of our engineers decidedly mani-
fested, and they now run their vessels with such
speed of locomotion, that a person can go to New-
York in fourteen days ; and I do not see why we

should not call to our aid that which baa been of
such benefit to other interests (Cheers). I think I

may say that the show-yard this morning proved that

the farmers of England consider it of great impor-
tonce to show their stock here ; but the show, I will

venture to say, has never been surpassed in any
country of the world in implements of agriculture

—

(Cheers). I believB in that we have a great advan-
tage, for the implement makers have found it is not

enough te show the machines in the yards of their

own premises, they all send them here to be looked
at by the farmers of England, and to be tried in the
field (Clieers), This is one great advantage of com-
petition. As a Southdown breeder I agree in giving
jjremiums for sheep ; but there is one class which is

unexampled, and 1 will ask any individual to look
around this hall, and say whether he ever saw bo-

fore so goodly a show of the farmers of the country
(Cheers). 1 like to see it, because we know they
have ever been the foremest in supporting tb»

Throne and in upholding the Constitution (cheers),

and in doing their duty to the labourers of the land,

who look to them for support. I will, as President,
beg of you to remember that a man who in war has
received a musket ball, has the privilege not to

speak too long, and I do this with greater satisfac-

tion, because it cannot in future be drawn into a
precedent ; for 1 hope that in future your President
will be at all events sound in wind and limb

—

(Cheers). In concluding these few words, you will

permit me to say that 1 know there are raanv men
much more capable than I am efficiently to have
performed the duties of the chair, but I b^g to

assure you that 1 defy the country at large to find

one more desirous tor the prosperity of agriculture,

or one more anxious for the welfare of those engaged
in its honourable pursuits, or more deeply grateful

to the farmers of the country for the manner in

which he has been received at their bands, than the
the individual who begs to assure you that he feels

proud in possessing the good opinion of those be-

fore him. With a sincere wish that the farmers
may flourish, and that their houses may be,the abodes
of comfort and content, I bpg to drink to the health

of you and yours (Cheers).

The Chairman called on an eminent individual

connected with Ireland for the nest toast. He
alluded to the JMarquis of Downshire ( Cheers).

The Marquis of Downshire : I obey the Presi-

dent's call with the greatest pleasure, because, hav-
ing the honour to fill an office in your society, I

should ill discharge my duty if I flinched on this

occasion, and you all look to set an example not
only to your neighbours, but to the country, in com-
ing forward to support the excellent objects of the

Society. As originators of the society, you have
felt it was beneficial to the landlord and the tenant,

and t'aat the lower class of society must have an
advantage from it ; and therefore I concur with the

President in the wish and the hope that the labourers

of England, Ireland, and Scotland, may derive the

comforts and the blessings of the notice of their

superiors, which I think will emanate from the rules

and regulations of this society (Cheers). 1 am
sure, in addressing the landlords and the farmers of

England, there will he a response to the sentiment
lionouiable to themselves as well as beneficial to the

country. 1 must say the members of the Univer-
sities of Oxford and Cambridge have particularly

distinguished themselves in support of this society,

and I beg to propose to you " The health of the

Master and Fellows of Downing College "

—

(Drunk
with cheers).

The Mastkr of Dowmm; College : In rising
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to thank you for the great honour you have conferred

on me, by the gratifying manner in which you have
received my name, I cannot but feel conscious that

I am standing before an assembly that represents

the great permanent interest of the realm. I see

before me the landlords and tenants not of England
only, but of Great Britain— [ see around me repre-

sentatives, not of Old England only, but of New-
America, and others who have connexion with

foreign countries, which makes them the representa-

tives of the world at large ; and I feel proud that I

can contribute in the smallest degree to the further-

ance of those objects which we cannot but look on

as being of national importance ; for when the first

movement of this society took place, I confess that it

appeared to me it was the precise thing the agricultu-

ral interest wanted. There were throughout the realm

a vast numberof persons who possessed great insight

into the principles of agriculture, oxperimeutal and
theoretical knowledge, butthers was wanting ascien-

tilic connexion of the scatteredeiementsby which they

should be brought into the form of a living whole.

This society was calculated to elfect that, by bring-

ing about a combination of the knowledge of the

practical man with the studies carried on within the

walls of the building in which we are now assem-

bled ; and there can be no doubt of the truth of the

adage which says, " lie is a great benefactor of his

country who makes two blades of grass grow where
one grew before"— CC/iecrsj.

The noble Presideni' then proposed " the Cam-
bridge Committee," and thanks to them for their ex-

ertions (Cheers).

The Earl of Hardavuke, who was received with
great cheering, returned thanks. He had not at-

tended much to the dutiesof the offices he had filled,

and he considered much praise was due to JMr.

E:iipson, to whom they were indebted for the use of

land, and with the use of grain, which had enabled
them to witness the operation of those implements
which were yesterday exhibited. It was a gratify-

ing reflection that so many parlies could be called

together in a manner like the present, utterly

forget political strife. While such a feeling existed

among the landliolders and farmers of the kingdom,
this country could never be broken up by any partv.

It was satisfactory to find that a feeling prevailed

amongst the farmers of the country opposed to war,
and he knew of no employment which was more be-

neficial to the kingdom than that by which the land-

holders were induced to live in the country where
their property was situate, and to make themselves
productive of the public benefit (Clieermg). It now
became his duty to propose a toa«t. He was not
much acquainted with the Highland Society, but he
knew this, that it hid existed many years, and was
the principal means of forwarding that success to

their own Society, which they had that day me't to

celebrate. He proposed " Success to the Highland
Society" (Loud cheers).

The Chairman.—.As President of this Society, T

call upon Sir James Graham to return thanks.

Sir James Graiiam was also received with loud

cheering. Until he entered the room he had not the

slightest notion that he should have been called on
to address the meeting that evening. Had he had
notice he might have been able to address the meet-
ing with more precision, but he could assure them
that he did so with honest and heartfelt sincerity for

the manner in which his health in connexion with
the Highland Society had been received. He must
first express bis regret, that Scotland should on this

occasion be represented by one so unworthy as he

was (No, no). As an agriculturist he thought not

a half-bred but a thorough-bred Scot should have
been produced ; and he thought so the more when
he saw their chair occupied by an hereditary chief-

tain, the representative of the noble house of Gor-
don (Cheers). A soldier too, who had fought and
bled in the defence of his country (Cheers). The
Duke of Gordon had been the iiirst to form the

Highland Societ\' in Scotland, whilst their President
that day had been principally instrumental informing
the English Association. He (Sir James) was
delighted to witness the progress of this Society,
which appeared to have followed the rules of the

Highland Society, -.md was characterised by a total

absence of party politics, and a determination to

meet only for the cultivation of knowledge, and an
interchange of experience (Cheers). Pursuing this

course, he had not the slightest hesitation in pro-
nouncing that the Society would succeed in the object
which they had at heart. It is said that an admix-
ture of soils produces fertility; and a mixture of all

classes gives solidity and strength to the Society

(Cheers.) It is that which constitutes the greatness
and the boast of the happy land we inhabit, and I
am sure in no part of the United Kingdom will exer-
tions be wanting to furnish to the people at the
cheapest cost, a sure and constant supply of the
bread they eat (Cheers).

The noble Chairman then called on Dr. Buckj
land to propose the next toast.

Pref. Bucki.and then rose, and was warmly re-

ceived. He said, My lord Duke, I duly and highly
appreciate the compliment that has been paid to me,
or rather to the offices I have the honour to hold as

President of the Geological Society of London, and
Professor of Mineralogy and Geology in the Uni-
versity of Oxford, in consigning to me the duty
which I joyfully undertake, of proposing the healths
of the Professors of the University ot Cambridge.
I rejoice in every occasion of contributing my hum-
ble endeavours to promote the objects of this great
National Society, which I deem to be fraught with
benefits of inestimable importance to the agricultural

interest, and as tending rapidly to do away the re-

proach under which the farmers of England have so
long laboured, that they alone have been tardy to

appreciate and apply to their profit the numerous
discoveries of modern science, whilst the manufac-
turers have been prompt to avail themselves of every
discovery in chemistry or mechanics, and have bv
such means accumulated wealth to an incalculable
amount. The just reproach I allude to is on the
point of being speedily and for ever annihilated
through the instrumentality of this Society

;
partly

by presenting to assembled thousands at meetings
like those of this morning, the results of science
practically applied to the breeding of stock and con-
struction of agricultural implements, and still more
eflectively by imparting to every farmer in the na-
tion through the medium of the journal of this So-
ciety, the methods of conducting the most approved
experiments for the amelioration of the land. In
the first memoir of this journal, your Presi.
dent elect (Mr. Pusey) has most ably and accu-
rately depicted the defects and desiderata in the
present systems of British agriculture, and showa
how many of them may be supplied by the applica-

tion of the discoveries of science ; and now that in

this publication you have a vehicle wherein the re-

sults of every agricultural improvement may be
faithfully recorded, experiments of the highest value,
the memorial of which, had they been made in times
past, would have perished together with their au-
thor, unheard of beyond the limits of the village in

which they were conducted, will no longer fail to be
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duly appreciated, and rapidly disseminated over the

world. Tbe present meeting has offered me three

practical illustrations of the service this Society and

its Journal may render by such rapid dissemination

of valuable agricultural information. 1st. Mr. Pu-

sey was yesterday informed by an occupier of land

near the scene of our experiments on ploughing,

that in the vicinity of this field there runs a narrow-

tract of peculiarexcellence for producing seed wheat

which is known all over Cambridgeshire and the ad-

joining counties by the name of Burwell wheal. I

have little doubt this tract of land lies on certain

strata beneath the chalk, which although near Cam-
bridge, they are but a few feet thick, are known by
geologists to occupy a similar place (but usually in

much greater quantity), between the chalk forma-

tion and the gault clay, and to extend over a

considerable portion of the south-east of Eng-
land, at the base of the great encampments

of the chalk hills ; and it is probable that the

same capncity for producing good seed wheat,

may accompany this peculiar series of strata,

throughout their whole extent. 2nd. I was told this

morning by Lord Hatherton that in the counties of

Northumberland, Nottingham, and Hants., extraor-

dinary success has been lately found to attend the

culture of Italian rye grass as fodder for sLeep, these

animals selecting it exclusively from other plants

sown with it, and thriving wonderfully upon such

food—that in the case of a square piece of land, sown
exclusively with Italian rye grass, and having on its

margin common clover, the Italian grass alone was

eaten, to the neglect of the surrounding clover, so

that the field resembled a velvet carpet surrounded

by a coarse fringe of wool. I also learn from Mr.
Kodwell, that at Alderton, near Woodbridge, in

Suffolk, he sowed this grass, last year, on three kinds

of soil, resting severally on the sandy, and calcare-

ous, and clay strata of that! county, and had on each

an incredibly large amount of produce, which was
greedily eaten by cattle of every kind ; and that he

is preparing to have a hundred acres more of it next

year. It is of vast importance to ascertain the na-

tural composition of the soils on which the Italian

rye grass will thrive best, and to disseminate this

information as speedily as possible to the agricul-

turists of England through the medium of our jour-

nal. It is important also to observe what its effects

will be upon the crops succeeding it. 3. We have

witnessed the facilities with which the subsoil plough

may be applied to improve the productiveness of the

surface; and now that their general use may be con-

sidered as almost certain to be adopted, how impor-

tant is it for the farmer to be informed by the geo-

logist what the exact nature and quality of the

respective subsoils may be, into which the plant will

thus be enabled to send down its roots; how valuable

is the information conveyed by an engraving I hold

in my hand, representing, on the authority of an ex-

perienced surveyor, Mr. Badcock, the roots of wheat

that grew in Oxfordshire, some years ago, and were

found to penetrate to a depth of four and five feet,

in a soil that admitted of such descent ; and how
important is it to the English agriculturist to know
that there is a laboratory in London, in the Museum
of Economic Geology, attached to her IMajesty's

Board of Woods and Forests, in Craig's Court,

Charing Cross, to which any individual may send

one pound of any soil of which he wishes to know
what are the ingredients, and for a fixed fee (I be-

lieve of twenty shillings) obtain an exact analysis of

the same, conducted by Mr. Richard Phillips, whose

name has long been in the first rank of the analytical

chemists of Europe. It is by methods like those

just cited, that occasions are now offered to the agri-

culturists of England of carrying out the spirit of
the motto stamped on the seal of our Society, by
uniting " Practice with Science," and it was well
befitting so great an object that our first meetings
should be holden in the ancient Universities of the
land, of whose special duty it is no small part to

give instruction from the chairs of Professors of
Science, to a large proportion of the rising genera-
tion who will, hereafter, become landed proprietors;

and to no event of my academic life do I look back
with more pure delight than to the hearty, though
imperfeci, service which it became my duty to offer

to the society, on the occasion of their fii-st meeting.
I rejoice, also, that I am permitted to attend the pre-

sent meeting in the sister University, and to witness
the sympathy which is felt at Cambridge, no less

than Oxford, in the great and important proceedings
of the Royal English Agricultural Society. It was
noticed by the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford, last year,

that a Professorsbip of Rural Economy would
speedily be there established, in the person of the

Professor of Botany, and endowed from funds be-
queathed by a former Professor of Botany, Dr. Sib-

thorpe, for the purpose, first, of publishing his Flora

Grffica, and secondly, of annexing to tbe ch&ir of

Professor of Botany the further duty of Lecturer on
Rural Eco7iomy. The present year having terminated

the publication of the Flora Grieca, Dr. Daubeny
has become the first occupier of the Agricultural

chair, and is now setting out on an extensive tour

through Europe, to study the actual stale of Agricul-
ture among our continental neighbours, and collect

materials for a library, consisting of works on agri-

culture, which Dr. Sibthorpe has ordered to bo pur«

chased annually, with the surplus of his funds be-

yond the sum appointed for the salary of the Pro-
fessor. From the labours of Dr. Daubeny, thus
called into activity, the Agriculture of England may
speedily derive advantages of no small amount. The
University of Cambridge has, I believe, no similar

endowment bearing thus directly upon practical

agriculture, but the mathematical tendency of its

predominating studies is eminently calculated to

qualify its scholars for the important service of im-
proving the mechanism of agricultural implements,
by diminishing the loss of force by friction, and sug-

gesting the most advantageous application of the me-
chanical powerSjin every detail of their construction

;

so that, in no long time, we may expect to see univer-

sally adopted throughout the land, such improved im-
plements and machinery as will enable two horses

to perform with ease the work that is now with
difficulty performed by four. The University of

Cambridge possesses, also, in its professor of Botany,

Mr. Henslow, a distinguished vegetable physio--

logist, pre-eminently qualified to prepare, as he has

engaged to do, a systematic table of instructions to

be followed by individual cultivators in distant

parts of the country, for the purpose of collecting a

a series of results that may lead to a sound theore-

tical understanding of the principles which regulate

the growth of vegetables, and of the influence ex-

erted thereon by meteoric causes, by soil, and by
animal, vegetable, and mineral manures. Professor

Gumming is not less ready to contribute from the

rich resources of his long acknowledged skill in

chemistry, towards the application of this important

science to improvements in agriculture. My friend

and colleague, Professor Sedgwick, who deeply

deplores his inevitable absence on this occasion, will

joyfully co-operate with me in pointing out the

almost innumerable, but now neglected sources,

from which an exhaustible supply of mineral manure
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may be derived for the permanent improvement of

barren lands ; not to the exclusion, or in preference

to the animal and vegetable manures, as was erro-

neously imagined by a gentlemen who spoke upon
the subject yesterday, but as auxiliary to them, and
additional, and as necessary precursors in the case of

thousands of acres, now absolutely barren for lack

of having added to them portions of subjacent or

adjacent strata, composed of materials different

from those at the surface, the addition of which
would produce that admixture of the elementary

earths of flint and clay and lime, which is indispen-

sible to give the greatest fertility to soils. Lastly.

Professor W hewell, the historiographer of all

sciences, and successful cultivator of so many, is

panting lor the occasion, now so near at hand, of

dedicating another volume to the philosophy of the

science of agriculture, as it will henceforth be prac-

tised by the members of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety of England. [The learned Professor closed

his speech amidst great applause, which indeed had
greeted him during his whole delivery.]

The Duke of Richmond said he had now to in-

troduce to their notice Professor Whewell, whom
the Council had selected to respond to the toast just

proposed.

Professor Whewell said, be had now to appear
before them as the representative of the Professors

of the University of Cambric! ge. He came thus for-

ward in obedience to the wishes of the Council, but,

desirous as he was to shew his respect to the meet-
ing for the honour he had received, he felt that he
himself would be incapable to contribute much to

the success of the society. As the Professor of
Moral Philosophy, his pursuits necessarily prevented
him from immediately aiding the great body he saw
around him ; but he could assure them that, in the

University of Cambridge, the Professors, as a body,
were fully capable of advancing the interests of the

society ; they were second to none in the desire, and
inferior to few in ability, to aid the great cause the

society had in view. (Cheeis.) In Chemistry, they

had Professor Gumming, whose powers to benefit

agriculture were of the first order. In Geology,
they had Prof*;ssor Sedgwick, than whom there could
scarcely be found one more qualified to teach the

farmer what it was necessary for him to know re-

specting the different soils it might be his lot to cul-

tivate. In Botanv, they had Professor Henslow,
already known to many, and likely to be more known
to them. In Comparative Anatomy, a branch of
science of the highest importance to those who wished
to promote the improvement of the breed of cattle,

they had Professor Clark, who had already done
much in his department, by collecting the splendid

museum now possessed by the University, and
which, if there were any present who had not seen
it, he most earnestly invited them to inspest it.

—

That Professor Willis, the Professor of Mechanics,
was well adapted for the office he held he would
illustrate by the fact, that, in visiting the implements
shewn that day, he had pointed out to him, as one of
the great advantages of a machine, that the toothed
wheels were made according to the rule laid down
by the Professor of Mechanics in the University of
Cambridge. Thus, in this instance at least, a Pro-
fessor of the University of Cambridge was success-
fully aiding the agriculturist in improving the
means he had to benefit himself and his country. He
felt assured that his most sanguine anticipations

would be more than realized, if the practical agri-

culturist would co-operate with and carry into effect

the suggestions of those who devoted their lives to

theoretically carrying out the principles of science.

As the Professor of Moral Philosophy, his duty was
peculiarly to inculcate the principles of probity, and
the duty of one to another; and, in doing this, he
could not shut his eyes to the fact, that if one class

has distinguished itself more than another by the

possession of these high principles, it has been the

agricultural, who, on all occasions seems to have
considered that their own property and that of their

country was involved in the support of all that was
just and holy—all that partook of the noblest senti-

ments we cherish— all that was characteristic of our
national religious feeling.

The President then called the attention of the
meeting to the Duke of Rutland, who was deputed
to give the next toast.

The Duke of Rutland, who spoke in a very
low tone, we understood to say, that he had heard
a remark, in reference to the society, that they
wanted " a clear stage and no favour :" he was
somewhat in a different predicament, for he had " a
clear stage," and he wished for " the favour" of
the meeting. One hon. gentleman had spokeu of
his alarm at the suddenness of the call which had
been made upon him, but that gentleman was ac-
customed to public speaking ; what then must be
his (the Duke of R's.) condition, who was totally

unaccustomed to such displays, and who had
scarcely ever attempted to address a meeting com-
posed of one-tenth of the number present. He
could not survey the meeting before him without
the greatest gratification, and he was anxious to

express his joy, at recollecting that he had been one
of the first who had enrolled himself a member of
the society. (Cheers.) He would conclude by ex-
pressing to the meeting, that, in all they undertook,
they might rely upon his cordial concurrence ; and,
expressing his belief that there was no occupation
more honourable than that of agriculture, he would
propose the toast assigned to liim, namely, " the
health of the Stewards of the Yard, and Judges of
the Shew."

Earl Spexcer then rose from the table below
the President, to return thanks for himself and his
colleagues for the honour conferred upon them, and
said that, if the exertions of himself, with Mr. Pym
and Mr. Druce, were such as to render the shew sa-

tisfactory, any trouble it might have cost them was
amply repaid. The office of the Judges was one of
great responsibility, and was, moreover, a very un-
thankful office; to them, therefore, the society
ought to feel greatly obliged, and though universal
satisfaction could not be anticipated from their de-
cisions, he felt bound to say, that, having been pre-
sent luinself during the whole time of the examina-
tion, it was impossible that more attention could he
paid, or greater exertions made, to approach the
consummation wished—that of doing justice to all.

He could not conclude without expressing his be-
lief, that the institution of which they were mem-
bers was calculated to be of the greatest benefit to
the Agricultural interest—it was tlie tldnrj wanted,
and he was sanguine as to the results. The noble
Earl then eulogised Sir Robert Peel for the great
interest he had taken in the formation of the so-
ciety, and also in the carrying out its objects, and
concluded by proposing the toast assigned to him

—

" The Mayor and Corporation of Cambridge."
The Duke of Richmond then rose to propose

" The Agricultural Labourer," and having pointed
out their patience under difficulties, and that one
object of the society was to improve their con-
dition, concluded by requesting the meeting to
drink the toast with three times three. (Great
cheeritig.J
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Henry Handley, Esq., M. P., having been

appointed to propose tlie next toast, spolce as fol-

lows :— My Lord Duke and gentlemen, I have

been honoured with the pleasing task of intro-

ducing to you the name of the President elect,

Mr. Pusey. It is a satisfaction to me to feel,

that however I may be deficient in language

to do justice to the toast, I am fortunately in

the position of bearing a plain, nnvarnished tes-

timony to the claims that gentleman has on the

favourable consideration and gratitude of this so-

ciety, and to the high honour which has been

unanimously awarded to liim of presiding over you

during the ensuing year. When this society first

struggled into existence, it received the zealous and

fostering support of Mr. Pusey; and when it was

found desirable to publish a journal, setting forth

our objects and intentions, and to present to the

public in proper form the communications of those

who were more accustomed to labour in the field of

nature than the field of letters, Mr. Pusey did not

hesitate to quit for a time those higher walks of

literature and of science in which he had attained a

distinguished position ; and to bring the powers of

his comprehensive mind, and the assiduity of his

habits to the laborious task of editing your

Journal.

Mr. PUcEY, who was heard to great disad-

vantage in consequence of the breaking up of the

meeting, observed, wlicn he had unexpectedly been

called upon to fill the ofiice of President of the

society, he should not have felt justified in accepting

that ofiice if Lord Spencer had not thought he

would be able to discharge it. That at that hour,

and after the speech, in which Sir Robert Peel had

shewn that there is no subject, to which ho turned

liis mind, of which he did not at once see the main

bearings, and none wliich he entered upon that he

did not adorn, it would be presumptuous in him
(Mr. P.) to say one word more upon their objects,

indeed he feared that the growing numbers of the

society, as they now exceeded the power of his own
voice,' would soon be too much for voices far

stronger than his. lie would only, therefore, ex-

press his hope, that, as they had already twice

gathered within the hospitable walls of the two

Universities, and, following out their own ob-

jects, had found time to contemplate the noble

buildings, within which so much was done for pre-

serving the moral strength of the country, so they

might rally in the next year at Liverpool, where

they woufd view that shipping and those vast

docks, which contributed so much to our political

strengtli.

The noble Thairman and his immediate friends

then left the Pavilion, and thus closed one of the

most imposing spectacles ever witnessed.

AWARD OF PRIZES.
CAMBRIDGE MEETING, July 14, 1840.

Stewards : the Riglit lion, the Earl Spencer, of Al-

thorp, near Northampton; F. Pym, Esq., of the llasclls,

near Biggleswade; and Mr. Druce, of Ensham, near

Oxtord. Director of the yard, Mr. Humphrey Gibbs,

Hon. Secretary, Smithfield Club.

CATTLE.
CLASS I.-SHOIIT-HORNS.

Judges; Mr. John Wright, Mr. Eaton Clarke, and

Mr. W. Smith.

The best Short-horned Bull, calved frevmidy to the

1st nf January, 1838.

Prize or 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. Paul, of

Pentncy, Norfolk, for his 4 years and 3 months old

Durham Bull, bred by Mr. Topham, of West Keal,
Lincolnshire.

The other competitors were—The Rev. D. Gwilt,
of Icklingliam, Suffolk; Mr. Adeane, of Babraham,
Cambs. ; Mr. J. Beasly, of Chapel Brarepton, North-
amptonshire ; Mr. Barnard, M.P., of Gosfield Hall,

Hals'ead; Rev. E. Lindsell, of Broom Hall, Beds.;
Mr. T. Bates, of Kirkleavington, Yorkshire.

The best Bull, calved since the Lst of January, 1838, and
more than one year old.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. R. M.Jaques,
Richmond, Yorkshire, for his one year and ten months
old short-horned Bull, bred by Mr. Parkinson, of Bab-
worth, Notts.

The other competitors were— Mr. Montfort Strick-

land, of Guilden Alorden, Cambs. ; Mr. Robert Ayres,
of Girtford, Beds. ; Rt. Hon. C. Arbuthnot, Woodford,
Northamptonshire; Mr. J. Feast, of Upwell Fen,
Cambs.; Mr. George Carrington, juu., of Great Mis-
senden, Bucks. ; Mr. A. Scott, of Walton, Surrey ; Mr.
J. Harradinc, of Needingworth, Hunts.; Mr. Thomas
Clarke, of VVimbisli, Essex ; Mr. Henry Cleeve, of

Rettendnn, Essex ; Messrs. I. C. Etches, of Liverpool,
and T. Foreman, of Cressage, Salop.

The best short-horned Cow, in Milk,

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. T. Bates, of
Kirkleavington, Yorkshire, for his 6 year old short-

horned Cotv, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—The Earl of Hardwicke,
Wimpole, Cambs.; Rt. Hon. Charles Arbuthnot, of

Woodford, Northamptonshire ; Mr. Henry Beauford,
of Hobnes, near Biggleswade, Beds. ; The Marquis of

Exeter, Burgliley Park, Northamptonshire; Mr. Jonas
Webb, Babraham.

The best Short-lioriied in-calf Heifer, not exceeding

three i/ears old.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to the Right Hon.
C. Arbutjjnot, of Woodford, Northamptonshire, for his

2 year and 3 months old Durham lieii'er, bred by himself.

The other competitors were— Mr. E. Calvert, of

Hudsdon, Herts.; Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham,
Cambs.; Messrs. Etches and Foreman, o( Liverpool.

The best Short^lLorned Yearling Heifer.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. R. M.Jaqucs,
of St. Tvinians, Richniond, Yorkshire, for his one year
and ten months old short-horned yearling heifer, bred
by tlie Earl of Carlisle.

The otiier competitors were

—

Mr. J. E. Gameau, of
Stilton, Hunts. ; Messrs. Etches, of Liverpool, and
Foreman, Cressage, Salop.; Mr. W. Robinson, of Blet-

soe, Beds. ; Mr. Adeane, of Babraham, Cambs.; The
Earl of Hardwicke, Wimpole, Cambs.; ftlr. Philip

Tillard, of Alwaiton House, Hunts. ; Marquis of Exeter,
Burghley Pirk, Northamptonshire ; 3Ir. H. Beauford,
of Holme, near Biguleswade, Beds. ; Rev. E. Lindsell,

of Broom Hall, Beds. ; Mr. Carrington, juu., of the

Abbey, Great Missenden, Bucks.

The best Short-horned Ball Calf.

Prize of lOsovereigns, adjudged to Mr.Thomas Bates,

of Kirkleavington, Yorkshire, for his 8 months old short-

horned bull-calf, bred by himself.

The other competitors were— Rt. Hon. C. Arbuthnot,
of Woodford, Northamptonshire; Mr. J. S. Tliarp, of
Chippenham Park, Cambs.; Mr. John Warsop, of

Alconbury Hill, Hunts. ; Mr. Barnett, of Stratton Park,
Beds. ; Mr. R. B. Harvey, of Harle=.ton. Norfolk ; Mr.
Carrington, jun., of the Abbey, Great iNlissenden,

Bucks.; Marquis of Exeter, Burghley Park, North-
amptonshire.

CLASS II.—HEREFORDS.
Judges : Mr. John Buckley, of Normanton Hill, Mr.

Robert Lucas, and Mr. II. Chamberlain, of Desford,
near Leicester.

The best Hereford Bull, calved previously to the 1st of
January, 1838.

Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to his Grace the

Duke of Bedford, of Woburn Abbey, for his Grace's 2
yrs. and 8 months old Hereford Bull, bred by Mr. Yeld,

of Herefordshire.
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The other competitors were—Sir Hungerford Hos-
kyns, Bart., of Harewood, Herefordshire; and Mr. W.
James, of Hereford.

The best Hereford Bull, calved since the 1st of January,
1838, and more than one year old.

(No entry.)

The best Hereford Cow in milk.

Prize of 15 sovereifrns, adjudjred to Sir H. Hoskyns,
Bart., of Harewood, Herefordshire, for his 5 years old

Hereford Cow, bred by himself.

The best Hereford in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three

years old.

Prize of ISsovereiprns, adjudg-ed to Sir H. Hoskyns,
Bart., of Harewood, Herefordshire, for his 2 years and
5 months old Hereford Heifer.

The other competitor was—Mr. F. Hewer, of Here-
ford.

The best Hereford yearling Heifer.

Prize of 10 severeigns, adjudged to Mr. F. Hewer, of

Hereford, for his 1 year and 11 months old Hereford
yearling Heifer.

The best Hereford Bull Calf.

(No entry.)

CLASS III.-DEVONS.
Judes.—Mr. Wyndham, Mr. Stace, and Mr. G.

Smythies, of Leominster.

2'he best Devon Bull, calved previously to the 1st of
January, 1838.

Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. W. Porter,
of Hembury Fort, Buckwell, Devonshire, for his 3 years
and 2 months old Devon bull, bred by Mr. (»;uartly.

The other competitors were—Mr. T. Reynolds, of

Thoverton, Devon ; Mr. G. Salter, of Crewkerne, So-

merset ; the Duke of Norfolk ; Lord Western.

The best Devon Bull, calved since the Ist ofJan. 1838.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to his Grace the

Duke of Norfolk, of Fordham, for his Grace's 1 year
and 5 months old Devon bull, bred by his Grace.
The other competitors were—Mr. G. Turner, of Bar-

ton, near Exeter, Devon ; Lord Western.

The best Devon Cow in Milk.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to jMr. Thomas Um-
bel's, of Wappenbury, Warwick, for his 5 ye&rs old
North Devon Bull, bred by the late Mr. Talbot, of

Temple Guiting, Gloucestershire.

The other competitors were—Mr. T. Stephens, of
Whitelackin^ton, Somerset ; Mr. James Davy, ofNorth
Molton, Devon.

The best Devon in-calf Heifer, not exceeding 3 yrs. old.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. G. Turner,
of Barton, near Exeter, for his 2 years and 10 months
old North Devon Heifer, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—Mr. G. Turner, of Bar-
ton, near Exeter, Devon ; Mr. Thomas Stephens, of
AVhitelackington ; the Duke of Norfolk ; Lord \\'estern.

I'he best Devon yearling Heifer.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. G.Turner,
of Barton, near Exeter, for his 1 year and 4 months old
North Devon yearlinif Heifer, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—Rig-ht Hon. Lord Wes-
tern, of Felix Hall, Devon; Mr. Thomas Stephens, of
Whitelackington.

The best Devon Bull Calf

.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. Thomas Ste-
phens, of Whitelackington, Somerset, for his 5 months
old Devon Bull Calf, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—Lord Portman, of Bry-
anston, Dorsetshire ; the Duke of Norfolk.

CLASS IV.—CATTLE OF ANY BREED OR
CROSS,

Not qualified for Classes 1, 2, 3.

Judges.—Mr. George, Mr. John Ellman, and
Mr. John Hall.

The best Bull, calved previously to the \st of Jan. 1838,

Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Putland,

of West Firle, Sussex, for his 3 years and 2 months old

pure Sussex Bull, bred by Mr. Putland.—[Mr, S.

Crisp's 2 years and 10 months old Durham Bull was
disqualified, the Stewards being of opinion that it is of

the short-horn breed.]

The other competitors were—Mr. H. Overman, of

Weasenham, Bucks ; Mr. T. Crisp, of Gedgrave, Suf-

folk ; Mr. R. Johnson, of Burwcll, Cambs.

The best Bull, calved since the 1st Jan. 1838.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to Sir E. Kerri-

son, Bart., M.P., of Oakley Park, Suffolk, for his 1 year

and 4 months old Suffolk Bull.

The other competitors were—Mr. J. Hillman, of

Ringmer, SufFok ; and the Duke ef Pvuiland.

For the best Cow in Milk,

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Putland,

of West Firle, Sussex, for his 5 years and 2 months old

pure Sussex Cotv.

'ihe other competitors were—The Duke of Rutland,

and Lord Braybroke.

The best in-calf Heifer not exceeding 3 years old.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Putland,

of West Firle, Sussex, for his 2 years and 3 months old

in-calf Heifer, bred by himself. [No other compe-
titor.]

The best yearling Heifer.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Putland,

of West Firle, .Sussex, for his 1 year and 3 months old

pure Sussex yearling Heifer.

The other competitor was—Sir E. Kerrison, Bart.

The best Bull Calf.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Putland,
of West Firle, Sussex, for his 5 months old Bull Calf, of

the pure Sussex breed. [No other competitor.]

CLASS V.-HORSES.
Judge?, Mr. G. Clarke, of BarnabyMoor; Mr. C.

Bowman, o! Greatford, Market Deeping.

The best Cart Stallion

.

Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. .lobn Bell,

of WeltoB-Ie-Wold, Lincolnshire, for his 12 years old

cart stallion, bred by by JMr. J. Adams, of Landbeach,
Cambs.
The other competitors were—Mr. C. Plant, of

Farnham, Suffolk. Mr. J. Ivatt,of Cottenham, Cambs.
Mr. T. Webb, of Hildersham, Cambs. Mr. John
Biddal, of Caxton, Cambs. Mr. E. Ellis, of Soham,
Cambs. Mr. R. Daintree, of Hemingford Aboits,

Hunts. Mr. W. Davies, of Radwinter, Essex. Mr.
R. Johnson, of Burwell, Cambs. Hon. Captain
Spencer, of Althorp, Northamptonshire. Mr. E. B.
Washbourne, of Greenham, Berks, Mr. W. Nix, of
Somerskam, Hunts. i\Ir. T. N. Catlin, of Chillesford,

Suffolk. Mr. H. Crosse, of Boyton Hall, near Stow-
market, Suffolk. Mr. W. Worledge, of Greeting St.

Peter's Suffolk. Mr. Francis Kerr, of Raydon,
Suffolk. Mr. T. Crisn, of Gedgrave, Suffolk. Mr.
J. Haydon, of Arrington, Cambs.

The best Cart Mare and Foal.

Prize of 15 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. T. N. Catlin,

of Chillesford, Suffolk, for his cart mare and foal, bred
by Mr. Cooper, of Friston, Suffolk.

The other competitors were

—

Mr. J. Webb, of
Horseheath, Cambs. Lord Braybrooke, Audley End,
Saffron Walden, Essex. Mr. R. Daintree, of Heming-
ford, Abbots, Hunts. Mr. H. Cross, of Boyton Hall,
Stowmarket.

The best Stallion for breeding Hunters, Carriage-horses,

or Roadsters, which shall have served Mures during
the season of 1840, at a price not exceeding 31. each.

Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. John
Reynolds, of Wisbech, Cambs., lor his 8 year old

stallion, bred by Mr. J. O. Taylor, of Flixton.

The other competitors were—Mr. E. Pells, of Culpho,
Suffolk. JMr. A. Hammond, of Westacre, Norfolk.
Mr. W. Lacy, of Panton, Lincolnshire. Mr. J.

Cullum, of Ipswich, Sufl^olk. Mm H. JMiddleton, of

L
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Ridlington, Oxon. Mr. C. W. Minef, of Brasted,

near Seven Oaks. Mr. J. Sliippey, of Horscheath,

Cainbs.
SHEEP.

CLASS VT.-LEICESTERS.
Judge?, Mr. John Manning', Mr. Thomas Chapman,

of Stoneleisrh, Coventry, and Mr. W. Pratt, of

Newfield, Warwick.

The best Shearling Leicester Bam,
Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. Samuel

Bennett, of Bickering's Park, Beds., for his 16 months
old pure Leicester Shearling Ram, bred by himself.

The second best Shearling Leicester Batn.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Rlr. Samuel
Bennett, of Bickering's Park, Bed?., for his 16 months
old Leicester shearling ram, bred by himself.

The other competitors vrere—Mr. E. Dawson, of

InpTthorpe, Rutlandshire ; Mr. Robert Faldor, of

JJdlington Beds; Mr. Thomas Inskip, of Marston,
Beds ; Mr. W. Umbers, jun., of VVappenbury ; Mr.
J. Bennett, of Temsford, Beds ; Mr. W. F. Hobbs, of

jNIarks Hall, near Coggeshall; Mr. W. Salisbury, of

Dordon, Warwickshire; Mr. John Earl, of Earls
Barton, Northamptonshire ; Mr, T. E. Paulett, of

'J'inweli, Rutlandshire, and Mr. G. Turner, of Barton,
Devon.

The best Leicester Ram of any other age.

Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. T. E. Paw-
lett, of Tinwell, Rutland, for his two years and 4
months old Leicester ram, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—Mr. W. F. Hobbs

;

Mr. John Bodley, of Stockley, Pomeray, Devonshire
;

]\Ir. J. Earl, of Earl's Barton ; Mr. E. Dawson, of

Inglhorpe, Rutland ; Mr. T. Inskip, of ^larston. Bed*
;

Mr. M. Crisp, of Letheringham, Suffdlk ; Mr. J. G.
Watkins, ef Woodfield House, Worcester ; Mr. J.
Bennett, of Temsford, Beds; Mr. W. Umbers, of

Wappenbury, Warwick ; Rlr. E. Lythhall, of Folesl)ill,

Warwickshire ; Mr. R. Bodger, South-hill, Beds ; Mr.
T. E. Pawlett, of Tinwell, Rutland ; Mr. George
Turner, of Barton, near Exeter, Devon ; Mr. W.
Golborne, of Witcham, Cambs.

The best pen of Five Leicester Ewes, ivith their Lamhs.
Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. T. Inskip,

of Marston, Beds., for his pen of five Leicester Ewes,
with their Lambs,

[No competitor.]

The best pen of Jive Leicester Shearling Ewes.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. W. Pawlett,
of Barnack, Northamptonshire, for his pen of 16

months old new Leicester shearling Ewes, bred by
bimself.

The other competitor was—Mr. H. Beauford, of
Holme, near Biggleswade.

CLASS VII.-SOUTH-DOWNS.
Judges.—Mr. J. Bevan, of Thornham, Wilts. ; Mr.

J. Raymond Barker, of Fairford Park, Gloucester
;

Mr. H. Chamberlain, of Desford, Leicester.

The best Shearling short-woolled Ram,
Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to his Grace the

Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood Park, (or his Grace's
sixteen months old Southdown shearling Ram, bred by
hii Grace.

The second best Shearling short-woolled Ram,
Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. T. Crisp, of

Gedgrave, Suffolk, for his 16 months old Southdown
shearling Ram, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—M. H. Qverham, Wea-
senham, Norfolk ; Mr. J. Hillman, Ringmer, Sussex;
Mr. J. T. Bennet, of Chevely, Cambridgeshire: Mr.
G. Drake, of Manor Farm, East Tytherley, near Stock-
bridge ; Mr. T. N. Cattlin, of Chillesford, Suffolk

;

Mr. r. Crisp, of Gedgrave, Suffolk ; Mr. M. Crisp, of
Letheringham, Suffolk ; Mr. R. B. Harvey, of Har-
leston, Norfolk ; Mr. S. Shillito, of Barrow, Suffolk

;

Mr. H. Boys, of Walderjhare, Kent; Mr. ']'. Ellman,

of Beddingbam, Sussex ; Mr. J. Webb, of Babraham,
near Cambridge.

The best short-xoooUed Ram of any age.

Prize of .10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. T. Crisp, of

Gedgrave, Suffolk, for his 3 year old Southdown Ram,
bred by himself.

The other competitors were—Mr. J. T. Bennet, of

Chevely, Cambridgeshire ; Mr. E. Lugar, of Hengrave,
Suffolk ; Mr. E. G. Bernard, M.P., of Gosfield Hall, near
Halsted, Essex ; Mr. H. Overman, of Weasenham, Nor-
folk ; Mr. J. Hillman, of Ringmer, Sussex ; Mr. T.
N. Catlin, of Chillesford, Suffolk ; Mr. W. Bryaxit, of

Newmarket, Suffolk ; Mr. S. Shillito, of Barrow, Suf-

folk ; Right Hon. Lord Western, of Felix Hall, Essex;
Mr. S. Grantham, of Stooeham Lewes, Sussex; the

Hon. H. W. Wilson, of Didlington, Norfolk ; Mr. J.

Harris, of Hinton, Berks. ; Mr. H . Boys, of Walder-
share, Kent ; his Grace the Duke of Richmond, of

Goodwood, Sussex ; Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham,
Cambridgshire.

The best Pen of 5 short-woolled Ewes, with their

Lambs,

Priie of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Webb, of

Babraham, Cambs., for his pea of Southdown Ewes,
and their Lambs, bred by himself.
The other competitors were-Mr. J. T. Bennet, of

Chevely, Cambridgeshire ; Mr. H. J. Adeane, of Ba-
braham, Cambc. ; Mr. Jonas Webb, of ditto.

The best Pen of 5 short-woolled shearling Ewes,

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Webb, of

Babrpham, for his pen of Southdown shearling Ewes,
bred by himself.

The other competitors were—the Hon. W. Wilson,
of Didlington, Norfolk ; Mr. J. Hudson, of Castle

Acre, Norfolk ; his Grace the Duke of Richmond, of

Goodwood, Sussex ; Mr. J. Webb, of Babraham,
Cambs.; Mr. H. J. Adeane, of ditto ; Mr. H. Over-
man, of Weasenham, Norfolk ; Mr. T. Crisp, of Ged-
grave, Suffolk ; his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, of

Fornham, Suffolk ; Mr. S. Webb, of Babraham, Cam-
bridgshire.

The Judges commended this class in general.

CLASS VIII.-LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP,
Not qualified to compete for Class 6.

Judges— Mr. Hindiey, and Mr. J. Elliot, of Chapel
Brampton.

The best shearling long-ifooUed Ram.
Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. Large, of

Broadwell, for his long-woolled shearling ram, 16

months old, bred by himself.

The second best shearling long-icoolled Ram.
Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. J. Harradine,

of Needingworth, Hunts., for his 16 months old Igng-

woolled shearling ram, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—Mr. J. FuUagar, of

Milton, next Sittingborne, Kent ; Mr. R. Dawson, of

Withcall House, Lincolnshire; Mr. J. Harradine, of

Needinprworth, Hunts. ; Mr. E. Dawson, of Ingthorpe,

Rutlandshire.

The best long-woolled Rarn of any other age as above.

Prize of 30 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. C. Large, of

Broadwell, Oxon, for his three years and four months
old New Oxfordshire long-woolled ram, bred bv him-
self.

The other competitors were— IMr. W. Gale, of North
Farnbridge Hall, Essex; Mr. W. Gobbarne, Witcham,
Cambridgeshire ; Mr. R. Dawson, of Withcall Heuse,
Lincolnshire ; Mr. E. Dawson, of ditto ; Mr. E. Daw-
son, of In;;thorpe, Rutlandshire ; Mr. J. Harris, of

Hinton, Berks ; Mr. J. Haradine, of Necdingworth,

Hunts ; Mr. C. Large, of Broadwell, Oxon ; Mr. R.
Dudding, of Panton, Lincolnshire.

The best Pen of 5 long-uoolled Ewes and their Lambs.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Rev. J. Linton,

of Hemingford Grey, Hunts., for his Lincoln and Lei-

cester ewes, with their lambs, bred by i\Ir. R. Daintree,

of Hemingford.
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The other competitor was—Mr. J. Linton, of He-
ininfrford Grey, Hunt'.

[This statement is taken from tlie ])rintecl award,

but it appears to us there must be some error.

—

Ed.JM.L.E]

The best Pen of 5 long-woolled shearling Fives.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. K. Smith, of

Charlbury, Oxon, for his pen of 15 months old, im-

proved Oxfordshire shearling ewes, bred by himself.

The other competitors were—Mr. R. Pratt, of Spels-

bury, Oxon; ]\Ir. J. Harradine, of Needingworth,
Hunts.

CLASS IX.—PIGS.
Judpres, Mr. Wilkie and Mr. Oukden.

The best Boar.

Prize of 10 sovereigns, adjudged to Mr. Barnard,
M.P., of Gosfield Hall, Essex, for his 1 year and 4

months old boar, of the improved Essex breed.— [This

animal is from the stock of Mr. VV. F. Hobb.s, to whom
the next prize is awarded.

—

Ed. F.!\I.]

The other competitors were, Mr. \V. F. Hobbs, of

Marks Hall, Essex; Mr. W. J. Norris, of Radwell,
Herts ; Mr. J. VVoodard, of Stanton, Suffolk ; Rt. lion.

J^ord Western, of Felix Hall, Essex ; Mr. 11. Handley.
of Culverthorp, Lincolnshire ; Mr. Thomas Gibbs, o'

the corner of Half Moon-street, Piccadilly, London
;

Rev. A. Peyton, of Doddington, Canibs. ; Mr. T. N.
Catlin, of Chillesford, Suffolk ;' Mr. R. Ayres, of Guil-
iord, Beds. ; i\Ir. \V. Hammond, of Fenstanton,

Hunts.
The best Soiv.

Prize of 5 sovereigns, adjuilged to i\Ir. W. F. Hobbs,
of Mark's Hall, Coggeshall, Es'iex, for his 3 years old

sow, brod by Mr. Francis, of White Colne, Essex.
'J'iie wther competitors were, Rt. Hon. Lord Bray-

brooke, of Andley End, SaffVon Walden, Essex; Mr.
Thomas Gibbs, of the corner of Half iMocn Street,

Piccadily, London.

The best pen of 3 Pigs, of the same litter, above 4, and
under 9 nionths old.

Prize of lOsovereigns, adjudged toMr. G.W.Kirkby,
of Eppingbury, Essex, for his three 36 weeks old pigs,

bred by himself.

The other competitor was JMr. T; N. Catlin, of

Chillesford, Suffolk.

EXTRA STOCK.—BEASTS.
The most noble the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley

Park, Northamptonshire, Durham bull calf, 7 months
old, bred by himself ; his grace the Duke of Norfolk,
a fat Devon heifer; Mr. J. Rutland, of Firle Place
Farm, Sussex, heifer 4 years old; Mr. W.Bryant, of

Newmarket, Suffolk, short-horned bullock, 5 years old
commended ; JMr. T. Wing, of Thorney Abbey, Cambs.,
Hereford ox, 4 years old, bred by himself; J\lr. R. W.
King, Brinkley, Cambs. , short.horued heifer, 2 years
and 2 months old, bred by Mr. Holland, of Worlaby,
Lincolns. ; Mr. R. W. Kings, of Brinkley, Cambs.,
short-horned ox, 4 years and 3 months old, bred by
Mr. King, of Hornsby, Lincolnshire ; Duke of Norfolk
a fat Devon heifer, 51, avvarded.

HORSES.
Mr. R. N. Bacon, of Thorp Hamlet, Norwich, ches-

nut gelding, 3 years old, bred by G. Rising, of Mar-
tham, near Yarmouth, Norfolk; Mr. John Warsop, of
Alconbury Hill, Hunts., nag horse, 2 years and 1 month
old ; Mr. W. Batty, of Cambridge, entire Shetland
pony; Mr. T. N. Catlin, of Chillesford, Sufl'olk, cart

mare ; Wr. Walter Vipan, of the Hermitage farm,
Haddington, Isle of Ely, Cambs., gelding, 2 years and
3 months old ; Mr. Thomas Teverson, of Great Wilbra-
ham, Cambs., nag mare and foi.l. the sire of foal be-
longing to IMr. Read ; Mr. Thomas Teverson, of Great
Wilbraham, Carabs., nag colt, the sire of foal, belong-
ing to Mr. T. Robinson, of Higk Wycombe, Bucking,
hamshire ; Mr. Thomas Teverson, of Great Wilbraham,
Cambs., 2 fillies, 2 years old, the sire of fillies, property
of Mr. T. Robinson, of High Wycombe, Bucks. ; Mr.

R. D.aintree, of Hcmingford Abbots, Hunts., three cart

raares, 3 years old, and one cart mare 5 years old, all

bred by himself; Mr. Thomas Hall, of Cottenham,
Cambridgeshire, cart mare, 6 years and 2 months old,

bred by himself; Mr. H. Cross, of Boyton Hall, near
Stowmarket, Snflblk, a Suffolk cart mare, 5 years and
6 months old ; and a Suffolk cart mare, 6 years and 6
months old.

SHEEP.
Tiie other exhibitions of Sheep were—

Mr. E. Lythall, of Foleshill, Warwickshire, Leices-

ter ram, 4 years and 4 months old, bred by himself;

Mr. E. Lythall, of ditto, Leicester ram, 3 years

and 4 months old, bred by himself; Mr. Shillito,

3 fat two-shear South-down wethers, bred by him-

self ; Mr. S. Webb, of Babraham, Cambs., shear-

ling Southdown wether, 15 months old, bred by
himself ; Mr. S. Webb, of ditto, shearling Southdown
wether, 1.5 months old, i)redby himself; Mr. S.Webb,
of ditto, shearling Southdown wether, 15 months old,

bred by himself ; Mr. H. J. Adeane, of Babraham,
Cambs., .3 wether Southdown sheep, 15 months old,

bred by himself; Mr. R. Pratt, of Spelsbury, Oxon.
5 improved Oxfordshire shearling wether hoggets IS

and-a-half months old, bred by ; Mr. W. Umbers,
Jun., Wappenbury, Warwicks., Leicester shearling

ram, 17 months old, bred by himself ; Richard Daintree.

Esq., of Heraingford Abbotts, Hants. ; Hon. H. W,
Wilson, of Didliiigton, Norfolk, Southdown shearling

ram, 16 months old, bred by himself; Mr. T. White,

pea of long-woolled wether hoggets, 15-and-a-half

months old, bred by himself; His "Grace the Duke of

Norfolk, pen of Southdown wethers ; Mr. E. Dawson,
6 rams ; Mr. T. E. Pawlett, of Tinivel, Rutlandshire.

Leicester shearling ram, 16 months old, bred

by himself; Mr. T. E. Pawlett, of ditto, Lei-

cester ram, 5 years old, bred by himself; Mr.
T. E. Pawlett, of ditto, Leicester ram, 4 years old,

bred by himself ; Mr. T. E. Pawlett, of ditto, Leicester

ram, 3 years old, bred by himself ; Mr. T. E. Pawlett,

of ditto, shearling Leicester ram, 16 months old, bred

by himself ; Mr. S. Shillito, of Barrow, 3 fat two-

shear Southdown wethers ; His Grace the Duke of

Norfolk, pen of Southdown wethers ; Mr. Charles

Large, of Burwell, Oxon, fat Oxfordshire long-woolled

ewe.
PIGS.

Rev. D. Gwilt, of Icklington, Suffolk, 3 pigs, ; two
of them 21 weeks, and one 40 weeks old, bred by him-
self; Mr. T.Webb, of Hildersham, Cambs., sow pig,

22 weeks old, bred by Mr. W. Webb, of West Wick-
ham, Cambs.; Rev. A. Peyton, of Doddington,

Cambs., 4 sow pigs, 9 months old, bred by himself;

Rev. A. Peyton, of ditto, a sow pig ; Rev. A. Peyton,

of ditto, fat pig, eighteen months old.

SEED WHEAT.
Mr. G. Kimberley, of Trotsworth ; Mr. B. Wilton,

and Mr. Samuel Jonas, the judges appointed to ex-

amine and decide on the respective merits of the White
Wheat shown for the premium of 50 sovereigns, as also

the Red Wheat shown for the premium of fifty sove-

reigns, selected for trial, according to the Society's

conditions. Colonel Le Couteur's Bell Vue Talavera,

grown by himself, at Belle Vue, Jersey ; and Mr. John
Ellis's Drewitt's improved Chidham Wheat, grown at

his farm, at Send, in Surrey, as the best samples of

White Wheat.

THE SHOW YARD,
was opened to the public at 7 o'clock on Wednesday
morning, at which hour a great number of persons

were anxiously waiting for admission. Of the cattle

we have already given a complete list. The exbibi-

tfon of implements was large and interesting.

MESSRS. RANSOME'S EXHIBITION,
The ploughs, though various in their forms and

the purposes for which they are iatended, were not

L <4
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ilissiniilai' in the pviuciple on which they are con-

structed ; for in all, the object of the ninkers appears

to have been to effect sucli an arranp;enienl as should

best combine strengtb with lightness, togetiier with
such an adaptation of the several parts, as to render

them effectivp in work, easv of management, and
economical in use ; to this ma\' be added the great

convenience vvliich will he found from the parts be-

ing all so fitted to each otlier, that when thcv require

to be replaced, either from wear, or accident, no

time need be lost, as each new part will exactly fit

and take the place of tiie old one, and may be ex-

changed without difficulty by the ploughman him-
self.

To most of the ploughs there was a considerable

variety of mould- boards ; for however well anyone
shape may suit a particular soil, or produce a certain

description of furrow, yet the nature of soils is so

various, the depth of ploughing and tlie mode of

laying the furrows so different, that no one mould-
board will suit all circumstances. To meet this, the

frames, and bearing parts of these ploughs were so

constructed, and the couplings which attach the

mould-boards to them so contrived, as to admit of

the several shapes being applied, from the simplest

wedge-like form to those with the most convex or

concave surfaces.

Although in the formation of ploughs for different

localities science has not always lield her proper

place, it must nevertheless be admitted, that under
great varieties of soil, difference of seasons, the con-

dition of the land, and depth of ploughing, practical

experience, and attentive observation, have done
much towards the furtherance of the object desired ;

and it is to the hints of farmers themselves, and
gentlemen interested in agricultural pursuits, that

ZMessrs. Ransome must feel in a great measure in-

debted for the celebrity which their ploughs have

obtained, and which has been kept up by unremit-

ting attention.

Lists or Plovgiis as ^'U-^1BEE^D on the Siand.
— 1. Suffolk swing plough, •with the improved coul-

ter and fastening. The difficulty usually attendant

(in setting the coulter with wedges, is by this plan

completely obviated. The coulter may be raised or

lowered, set to laud, or from land, placed more or

less slanting, or in any other direction by a very

simple contrivance, as shown on the plough. 2.

lielgium plough.—The mould-board of this plough

is formed upon a mathematical principal, suggested

by \V. L Rham, Rector of Winfield, Berks. .'?.

l3ouble furrow plough.—This is made after the

plough invented by Lord Somerville, for turning two
furrows at one and the same time. 4. Double fur-

row plough, of a lighter description than the last-

mentioned, and made at the suggestion of P. Pusey,

Esq. J. JVorthumberland ridge plough. 6. Double
torn, or moulding j)lough. 7. West India plough,

for forming trenches for planting canes. iJ. West
India plough, for ditto. 9. West India banking

plough. 10. West India beading plough. 1 1. Bean
diill plough. 12. Bedfordshire whecd plough. 13.

Oxfordshire plough. 14. Rutland plough, made at

the suggestion of R. \V. Baker. Lsq., of Cottesmore.

15. Plough with wheels, with frame made close on
the land side, and may be used either with or with-

out wheels. i(i. Plough with wheels, with frame

open on the land side, and on a very simple con-

struction. 17. Hertfordshire plough, with wheels

used on a stony soil. 13. Plough with wheels,

similar to one at No. l.'>, but differing in the wheel

fittings. 19. Plough, same as at No. l(i, but with

the improved coulter and fastening. "20. Scotch

jdough, with cast mould-board, patent case-hardened

share and wheels. 21. Rutland plough, with im-
)>roved coulter and ff stenings, and lever to the land
wheel. 2'2. Plough, marked f'.F. with wheels. 23.

Hertfordshire and Hampshire swing plough. 24.

Surrey plough. IT). Swing plough, double handles,

for general use. 26. Ditto, ditto. 27. Lincolnshire
swing plough.—This was made for a gentleman (B.
Millington) of Sleaford, for the purpose of introduc-
ing the improved iron-work, and the patent case-

hardened metal shares on the ploughs, commonly
used in Lincolnshire. 28. Lincolnshire swing
plough, an improvement made on the one at No. 27.,

under the direction of the same gentlemnn. 29.

I-incolnshire swing plough, similar to the one at No.
20, but rather heavier and stronger. [The Lincoln-

shire ploughs, described as above, at Nos. 27", 28,
and 29, were made with Ransomes' irons, by An-
thony White, of Sleaford.] 30. Swing plough, of

simple construction. .'31. Swing plough (F.F.) ditto.

32. Swing plough ditto. 33. Swing plough, Lord
Western's mould-board. 34. Kent turn-rest plough.
3o. Ditto. 36. Ditto. 37. Hertfordshire and
Hampshire plough. 38. Ditto. 39. Essex wheel
plough, complete. 40. Ditto, ditto. 41. Suffolk

wheel plough, with gallowses, wheels and coulter,

and set of whippletrees, complete. 42. Essex wheel
plough, with gallowses, wheels and coulter, com-
plete. 43. Norfolk wheel plough, with gallowses,

wheels and coulter complete, 44. Norfolk wheel
plough, as No. 43, but of a lighter description. 45.

Rackheath subsoil plough. Sir Edward Stracey's

No. 1. 46, ditto stronger, dhto. No. 2. 47. Ditto,

with riser iron, ditto. No. 2. 48. Ditto, subturf

plough, ditto. 49, Norfolk subsoil plough. 50.

Suffolk skim plough. 5i. Mole plough. o2. Skim
plough, for subsoiling and cleaning. 53. Potatoe

plough, for earthing up potatoes. 54. Norfolk tur-

nip plough. 55. lloe plough. 56. Suffolk swing
plough, light, F.F. 57. Essex ditto. 58. Swing
plough. 59. Swing plough. 60. Scotch plough.

61. Swiiig plough, close land-side. 62. Ditto,

ditto, very light. 63. Suffolk swing plough. 64.

l^ssex swing plough. 65. Norfolk wheel plough,

without gallowses. 66. Suffolk wheel plough, ditto.

67. Surrey plough, with one wheel. 68. Ditto,

ditto. 69. Bedfordshire plough, ditto. 70. Swing
plough, ditto. 71. One horse ploueh, ditto. 72.

Swing plough, ditto. 73. Herttordshire plough,

ditto. 74, Ditto, ditto. 75. Oxfordshire plough,

ditto. 76. Swing plough and lever to wheel. 77.

Swing plough. 78. Universal ridge plough, shown
in the form as when used as a double tom, or ridge

plough. 79. Ditto, when used as a moulding-
plough. 80. Ditto, when used as a horse-hoe, or

cleaning-plough. 81. Ditto, when used as a skele-

ton, or broad-share plough. The universal ridge

plough is adapted to the several purposes of ridge-

culture, and one plough admits of all the variations

as described in 7 8, 79, 80, and 81. The silver me-
dal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

was awarded to John Clarke of Long Sutton JMarsh,

under whose direction the Universal Ridge Plough
was made by J. R. and A. Ransome— [A very inge-

niously contrived implement, which will be remem-
bere.l as iiaving had the silver medal awarded to the

inventor at the last meeting at Oxford.] 82. Fen
plough, new, and likely to be an ac(iuisition to the

fen farmers. 83. Swing plough. 84. Kent turn-

rest plough. 85. Apparatus for subsoiling, which

may be attached to common ploughs. 86. Skim
coulters, for turning-in surface grass.

The ploughs at numbers 12, 14, 27 and 28 were

from the same patterns as those referred to in the

prize easay on ploughs, by H. Handley, Esq., and
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IMPLEMENTS OF M^^'"^ RANSOME,

EXHIBITED AT THE CAMBRIDGE SHOW. (S<e page 133.J

Thrashing Machine.

#

Barrom Turnip Cutter.

Chaff Engine,
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at numbers, 14, 22, and 31, were those of J. R. and

A. R.'s make, referred to in the experiments made
by P. Pusey, Esq., to whom they are indebted for

tlie apparatus at 84, for subsoiling; light lands at the

same time that the plough is turning a common fur-

row, and which may be attached to any of the several

varieties of ploughs, made by J. R. and A. Ran-
some.
Specimens of the case-hardened metal were shown

in baskets near the ploughs.

The application of metal so hardened was first in-

troduced into tlie manufacture of plough-shares, by
the late R. Ransome, who obtained a patent for the

same, and whicli formed almost a new era in the use

of cast iron for this purpose.

Till this mode of hardening plough-shares

was discovered, those of cast-iron were liitle used,

and were very generally condemned from their wear-

ing thick and with a bevel, which allowed of their

passing over weeds instead of cutting through them.

Since thi.ii improved mode of hardening plough-

shares has been introduced, and where proper atten-

tion is paid to the quality of the iron, and the

management of tlie process of thus tempering it, this

complaint has been so far removed, that in those

counties where their advantages are best known,
they have almost entirely superseded wrought
shares.

The use of the Patent Shares do not appear to he
confined to the ploughs made by J. U. and A. R.,

they are equally adapted to, and are also much used
on those made by others.

The Turn-rest plougljs, exhibited now of different

forms and weight, but on these, J. R. and A. R. are

engaged in conjunction with some of the agricultu-

rists of Kent, in making a series of experiments,

with a view to some improvements on these imple-

ments, as respects construction and lightness of

draught.

The plough at No. 83, was one made from the

pattern furnished to J. R. and A. R. by Wm. Smart,

of Rainham.
A turn-rest plough, for two horses draught, is

also now preparing.

In the number of ploughs which appear in the

list as exliibited at the Royal Agricultural Society,

at Cambridge, by J.R. and A. Ransome, they have
liad in view, as a subject of general interest to Agri-
culturists, to show some of the variations to which
the plough in one manufactory alone has been car-

ried, and it would not have been difhcult greatly to

have increased the number of these variations, had
they gone into those changes they are constantly-

adding to. Suffice it to say, that a general assort-

ment was shown, in which ))loughs more or less

diflier from each other either in their construction,

frame-work, or fittings.

Machines, iSlC.—In giving an account of the im-

plements and machines exhibited at the Cambridge
meeting, J. R. and A. Ransome appear to have paid

much attention to the improvement of machines in

common use. it is with pleasure we observe the

growing assent to the proposition which experience
has established—that good machinery, altliougli

somewhat more costly in the first instance, is the

most economical in use.

Portable Thrashing jNIachine, to be worked by
the power of four horses.— This machine is in a form
familiar to agriculturists, and little need be said in

explanation of its construction. J. R. and A. Ran-
some have paid great attention to the introduction
of good workmanship, so as to combine durability

with effective performance : to this end the large
iron horse-wheel is turned true in a lathe at that

part upon which the friction wheel runs ; and the

requisite speed of the drum is obtained by three

jiairs of wheels instead of tfro only, as was former-

ly the case, but which was '.found to involve great

loss of power and wear of tire machinery. Consi-

derable saving of power is also niada by the use of a

new form of tooth in the wheels which combines

increased strength with decreased friction, and con-

sequently greater durability : for which improve-

ment the public are indebted to the mathematical

investigations of two Cambridge Professors—Airy

and Willis.

It is difhcult to give correct ideas of the quantity

of work that any agricultural machine will perform,

from the varying circumstances attending the opera-

tion, and so much depending upon the skill of work-

men. At the trial on the 14th, upwards of 60 bush-

els were thrashed in one hour, and it was interesting

to observe, that this machine was fed (as may be

supposed in dexterous style) by a young farmer and
friend of the makers, from the neighbourhood of Ip-

swich.

The whole of this machine is carried on two
wheels, and is particularly adapted to letting for

hire, as it is a moderate load for two horses, and

easily put down to work and removed afterwards.

Portable Tin-ashing Machine, to be worked by the

power of two horses.—This machine is upon the

same construction as the one described for four

horses, but of smaller size.

Hand Thrashing iMachine.—Intended for the power
of four to six men, according as it is fed. The ar-

rangement of the parts of this machine, and the mode
of obtaining the re(]uired speed of the drum are

novel, aud calculated fer the economical use of hand

labour. This knocked out five bushels in fifteen

minutes in nice order.

Ransojne"s Patent Chaff Engine.—This machine is

upon a plan, for which J. R. and A. R's. partner,

Charles May, has just obtained a patent : it is in«

tended to be w-orked by one or two horses. The
motion is smooth, and the length of cut can be rea-

dily altered, there are three lengths of cut } in.

*in. andfin. ujion the machine show-n, but any

length of cut from l-Kith of an inch to two inches

may be had, by giving directions to the makers lor

that ]iurpose.

It is particularly adapted for exportation, and for

cutting cane tops on sugar plant-ations, as the work-

ing parts are entirely of metal, and cannot be

affected by the heat of climate.

The power of cutting very fine is important, as it

forms part of a novel plan of preparing gorse, and

which would have been shown at this meeting, but

from the patent not being secured until the oth inst.

J. R. and A. R. were able to complete the machine

for sale.

A set of horse-work or driving power for one or

two horses adapted to the abovt; new patent engine.

No. 14.—A small machine cutting one length only,

and suited to gentlemen's stables. No. K>.—The
same in size and principle as No. 14, but made en-

tirely of metal, and adapted for hot climates. No. 8.

—A large machine, like the above figure, cutting

three lengths, which can be varied at pleasure, and

suitable for establishments in keeping ten to llfteen

horses or cows. No. 6.—The sau)e in construction

as No. », but larger, and can be worked eitlier by

manual or horse power. A set of horse-work or

driving power for one or two horses, adai>ted to the

No. 6 engine.

BiddelVs Scarifier.— This is a very powerful

implement for the purpose of cultivating land under

a variety of circumstances, and bringing it into a
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pro])er state of tilth, much more effectually and at

less expense than can be done by the means gene-
rally employed for that purpose.

Biddell's Estiipating; Harrow.—This is particularly

adapted for cleaning pea and bean stubbles, breaking
up such land as is too hard for the heaviest common
harrows, and for bringing- winter fallows into a fine

slate for receiving spring corn ; it is also eminently
calculated in working summer lands, for raising

short grass to the surface, as well as for general
purposes of fine tillage, and cleaning land. The
tines of this implement in tjieir work are only four

inches apart, and as steel hoes of that breadth are

made to fit the tines, close shallow hoeing may be
well performed. The weight of this implement, at

first sight, may appear an objection, but which, on
trial, will be found to be advantageous. The
weight is borne upon wheels upwards of four feet

Ligh, and consequently there is not that labour to

the horses in drawing it that would otherwise be the

case. A set of four-liorse whippletrees, suited lor

Biddell's scarifiers and extirpating harrows. A set

of three-horse ditto. A set of Suftblk liarrows,

best iron and workmanship. A set of ditto, ditto.

Portable Sheep Fold.—In the construction of the

hurdles, which form this fold, strength and light-

ness have been studied. There was only one pair

of wheels to each hurdle, and the whole may be
moved with great facility by either a man or a lad.

They may be instantly connected with each other,

and M'hen together form a strong fold. As a tem-
porary division on gentlemen's grounds, these hur-
dles would not be unsightly. By the use of hurdles
on wheels, the exceedingly injurious efi'ei^t of setting

common hurdles with stakes over land-drains is

avoided. Sheep-racks of wire, with mangers under
them, are made to correspond with these hurdles,
and form part of a fold or division of a field. The
food, whether it be cut turnips or mown vegetable
crops, being put in one side, while the sheep fetd
on the other. The facility of moving these folds

upon hard clover land, affords the opportunity of
mowing clover and other artificial young grasses for

sheep—tnus carrying the system of soiling to flocks

as well as to herds.

A new assortment of long hurdles for a fold, with
sheep racks and troughs.—This attracted a great deal
of attention.

Grass Mowing Machine.—This is for cutting
grass on lawns, pleasure grounds, and bowling
greens, and is so easy to manage, that persons un-
practised in the art of mowing, may in a short time
use it with ease.

Corn stack pillar; horse drag rake; sack bar-
rows—four sizes; steam presser ; btau mill, witli

a set of extra rollers for mall; Norfolk crusher,
for breaking malt; Suffolk ditto, ditto; oil cake
breakers—two sorts ; barrow turnip cutter ; Finlav-
son's patent harrow ; Ciardner's patent turnip cut-
ter; ditto on wheels; Salter's patent winnowing
machine—the Patentees were present showing this
machine.

Hay Bay Beater.—This ma'^hine is for the pur-
pose of taking the dust out of mouldy hay, previous
to use or being cut into chaff.

MESSRS. GARRETT'S EXHIBITION.
R. Garrett and Son, Leiston Works, Saxmund-

Lain, Suffolk, had u most remarkable display of iin-

j)lemeiit3, proving their great ingenuity uud' skill in
the production of the most useful machines for the
purpose of agriculture, viz.—Seven diflerent va-
rieties of drilling machines, two thrashing machines
varying ia principle, varieties of chaff-cutting en-

gines, dressing machines, winnowing machines, cake

crushers, ploughs, bean mills, and a hay making-

machine ; also an improved horse power for cutting

chaff, grinding corn, &c., with the means of instantly

stopping the progress of the work without checking
the movement of the horse. The proportions, ap-

plication, (juality of workmanship, and materials in

these implements were truly gratifying, and received

the commendation of the most distinguished noble-

men and eminent agriculturists present. R. G. and
Son also exhibited admirable models, the work of

much time and ability, of a corn, seed, and manure
drilling machine, perfectly porportioned to the sixty-

fourtii part of the full cube size, shewing all the

most recent improvements, viz.—Swing steerage,

screw regulator, and press bars. This drill, with all

the apparntus as shown, is the most complicated at

jiresent manufactured, and will deposit with accuracy

corn and manure, or seed and manure, through the

same or separate coulters. Two men are snfficipnt

to work it. The use of the swing steerage is to

guide the depositing coulters to the greatest nicety,

so as to make the rows of corn regular in returning,

and the same improvement materially assists in

drilling on the tops of ridges. This machine is easily

altered so as to be applicable to either broad, stetch,

or ridge work.—Also of a four horse power thrashing

machine made to the sixty-fourth part of the full

cube size, showing likewise all the most novel im-

provements, viz., on whole iron wheel with segment
attached, anil an entire iron drum with five beaters.

It is confidently asserted that this machine will thrash

any kind of corn without injuring either the kernel

or straw, at the rate of from thirty to fifty bushels

per liour, while the horses do not walk more than

two and a quarter miles per hour, the machinery being

timed to the greatest nicety by three motions. This
thrashing machine is the most economical in use ; it

may be taken up or put down (with the assistance of

the lever purchase) by two men in half an hour, and
it is so thoroughly adapted for removal, that when
loaded on the travelling wheels, two horses can

convey it from place to place. Seeds may also be

drawn by the addition of another concave and
grating. The following is a representation of the

machine.

And of a lever corn drill made in the same pro-

portions and in the most simple form. These are all

so convenient in size for removal, and so plain and

intelligible, that they cannot fail greatly to forward

the adoiilion of such usel'ul impleiuenls in the most

remote districts.

Mr. Seatter exhibited an improved winnowing
machine, for which the Royal Agricultural Society

awarded a silver medal at the meeting at Oxford last

year. Mr. Smith, of Peasenhall, near Yoxford,

Suffolk, some very excellent drills, which attracted

great attention.

One of the INlarquis of Tweeddale's drain tile

machines was exhibited, and great surprise was ex-

pressed by those present at the celerity with which

the tiles were made.
Amongst the machines, Messrs. Bond, Turner,
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and Hammond, of St. Peter's Foundry, Ipswich, ex-

hibited some excellent drills for corn, seed, and ma-
nure ; others for sowing corn and seeds at the f^ame

time, and some for corn and seeds separately. A
very superior and powerful tiirashing machine of
four horse power; the manner it performed its work
was particularly admired, and which thrashed in a

superior manner twenty-four bushels of wheat in

twenty minutes, being mere by one-fifth, than any
machine realized in the same perioil of time. Also,

some excellent oilcake breaks adapted for sheep,
beasts, and manure of various sizes, which were very
highly approved, and amongst the variety of goods
exhibited, and which our limits prevent our noticing

separately, we might notice plough for subsoils and
other purposes, new constructed iron sledges, chaff

engine, dressing machines upon Cooch's principle,

malt and bread mills, &c. And a premium was
given by the Society for their new invented machine
for crushing gorse.

Messrs. Perry, Barrett, and Exall, of Reading,
Berks, hrougl.t for inspection a great variety of
ploughs and other agricultural implements. I'he

Dibbling IMachine, shown by Mr. \\^edlake, of Horn-
church, Essex, was surrounded by crowds during
the meeting, who expressed themselves highly
pleased with its ingenious construction.

There was also a good assortment of iiaplements
brought by Mr. Howaid, of Bedford ; among which
we observed his Patent Plough, which appeared to

be constructed on new principles. Tlie shifting

draught is a great improvement, and the light plough
was exceedingly strong.

Here follows a cut representing tliis plough.

order to give our readers an idea of the machine, we
insert the following wood-cut

—

Mr. Howard's Patent Harrows attracted consider-

ahle notice from their durability and the excellent

manner they performed their work. We cannot

speak otherwise than in the highest teims of these

implements. The following is a cutof Mr. Howard's
harrow :

—

The portable hand-power thrashing machine,

shown by Mr. B. Urry, of Newport, Isle of Wight,
was decidedly one of the most excellent machines of

that description we ever had the pleasure to witness.

The apparent ease with which it was worked, and
the large quantity of wheat threshed out in u limited

period, were the theme of universal approbation. In

SIDE VIEW OF ABOVE CUT.
A. refers to ii co;; wheel ruiming in a small pinion
B. ThresliiiiK cylinder.

C. CanoiJV to jjieveiit the grain flying about, which closes
up when not at work.

D. Standing hoard, wliich closes up, with joints.

Mr. W. Crosskill, of the Iron Works, Beverley,
Yorkshire, sent for exhibition his celebrated Iron
Clod Crusher, and it affords us the highest gratifica-

tion, both from the practical knowledge of its work-
ing, and the well-grounded conviction that every far-

mer ought to he in possession of one, to perceive
that the ciowds of agriculturists who surrounded it,

pronounced it one of the best machines they ever
witnessed.

Mr. Cottam was present with his excellent Dyna-
mometer.

The following were exhibited by W. Drummond
and Sons, of the Agricultural Museum, Stirling,

Scotland, and were admired for their utilily and
elegance of workmanship. Their expanding horse-
hoe, reaping scythe, and grain sample weighing-
machine, drew especial attention—Smith's subsoil
plough—Iron swing-plough—One-horse green crop
grubber, with double mould boards and scufflers to

fit—Expanding one-horse hoe, and harrow for drill

culture—Diamond drill harrow—Sawing machine
to cross cut logs for fuel, &c.—Portable weisjhins:

machine, weighs from .Soz. to 4 cwt.— Ayrshire
cheese press— Hand-stubble rake on wheels—Im-
proved reaping scythe—Machine for twisting three
straw ropes at a time—Implements for the various
kinds of drains—Cast iron stack pillar, to prevent
vermin g'etting up—Pheasant and poultry fecsder

—

Improved oval churn—Milk cooler, and search

made of zinc—Improved ring for leading cattle

—

Instrument for probing hoven cattle— Cattle probang
—Corn balance to give tiie weights of any kind of
grain from a sample—Sparred shovel for fillicg and
turning potatoes— Clips for dragging out land-fast

stones—Improved latch for a park gate.

The following manufacturers also exhibited imple-
ments :

—

Mr. W. W. Kilpin, of Bedford, turnip machine;
Mr. AV. Young, of Yarlington, horse hoe ; Mr. J.

Clark, of Long Suttan, turnip cutter ; Mr. S.King,
ofBuckland Farringilon, plough ; IMessrs. White and
Leith.of Worksop, mill for bruising gorse, &c. ; Mr.
W- Grounsel, of Louth, a drop drill scarifier, &c.

;

Mr. J. Woods, of Stowmarket, a considerable variety

of agricultural implements ; Mr. Maynard, of Whit-
tlesford, Cambs., various drills, weighing machines,
dressing ditto, spreading ditto, &c. ; Mr. Balls Gar-
rett, hand-threshing machines, chaft" engines, win-
nowing machines, model steam apparatus, ploughs,

&c.; Messrs. Barrett and Exall, of Reading, various

.ploughs, winnowing machines, chaff engines, mills,

rollers, &c.; Mr. Smith, of Peasenhall, a drill,

called Lord Western's drill ; Mr. W. F. Hobbs, of

Mark's Hall, Essex, a fold sheep trough, and a fold

hurdle ; Messrs. R. Headley and Sons, various im-

plements; Mr. A. Ilayward, of Grinsted Green,

Essex, subsoil ploughs, and scarifier j Mr. R. Horn-
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sley, of Grantham, portable horse powered thrashing
machine.—Mr. R. Hornsby, of Spittlegate, a pa-
tent drop drill; Mr. H. \V, Wilson, machine
for scaling turf for burning; Mr. T. F. Salter,

of Great Hallingbury Hall, patent winnowing
machine; ]\Ir. J. Smyth, of Peasenham, various
kinds of drills ; Mr. T. Wedlake, of Ilornchurch
Foundry, haymaking- machine, dibbling machine,
chaff engines, turnip drills, ploughs, &c. ; Mr. W.
Block, of Peasenham, drills, &ic.; Messrs. T. Gibbs
and Co., Seedsmien, &c., of the Corner of Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, a Belgium carrot

hoe ; Mr. T. Hinkvale, of Over Norton, ploughs of
various kinds ; Messrs. Bond, Turner, and Harvrood,
of Ipswich, drills of various kinds, threshing ma-
chines, dressing ditto, ploughs, mills, rollers, carts,

&c.; Mr. J. Wick, of Hadleigh, model of dipping
apparatus, also a washing ditto : Messrs. Smyth and
Son, of Smifiing, Suffolk, various drills; Mr. Con-
stable, a machine for drawing trefoil and clover.

—

This machine has been submitted to several of the
most opulent farmers in Cambridgeshire, and has
been found to answer the purpose better than any
hitherto invented, as it does not injure either the
seed or the chaff, and will draw from 41! to 60
bushels of trefoil seed per day, and upwards of 30
bushels of clover seed. As the Society had offered

a prize for a machine for bruising gorse or furze, for

feeding cattle, the following description of the one
exhibited by Mr. Dell, of Dudswell, may be found
interesting :—This machine is composed principally

of cast iroH, with a circular platform, the inner and
outer side of which is raised, the bottom of the circle

is grooved after the manner of a millstone. Theouter
raised edge is cogged or toothed like a rack, in this

circle or trough is an iron roller, through which a

shaft is introduced and connected with a pin in the

centre of the machine ; to the other end of the shaft
a jioney or ass is to be attached, as in other mills
worked by horse power. The particular improve-
ment, however, in this machine, and which enables
it to perform much more work than any other bruising
machine now in use, is the addition of a pinion,
cogged in tbe same manner as the outer edge of the
trough above-mentioned, and attached to the outer
end of tbe roller. The addition of this pinion, work-
ing in the rack above-mentioned, causes the roller to

revolve nearly as many more times in going round the
trough, as it could otherwise do, were the rack and
pinion absent, which gives it a very effective grinding
motion, by whicharoller of fourcwt. will perform con-
siderably more work than one of a ton weight, work-
i:ig by simple pressure only. The implements of
one of the most new and useful invention exhibited
WIS, in our opinion, a machine for the manufacture
of draining tiles, for which a patent has been ob-
tained by Mr. R. Jjeart, of Godnianchester. This
very useful machine, which is sold complete foi- 12
guineas, must prove most valuable to the large
farmer, as it will enable him to provide bis own
tiles, in a superior manner, and at a considerably
decreased e.xpense. It is extremely simple ; much
more so, in fact, than the well-known machine of
the Marquis of Tweeddale. We also recommend to

the notice of those who use Bigg's sheep-dipping
composition, a newly constructed dipping-tub ; it

combines two very valuable desiilerata—the preven-
tion of many accidents which occur in this necessary
opHiation, and also a considerable saving of the
liquor employed.

We were much gratified by the exhibition of

roots, seeds, 6cc., among whicli we could not help
viewing with particular satisfaction the stand of

Messrs. Thomas Gibbs, and Co., Seedsmen, of the

corner of Half-moon street, Piccadilly, London,
whose celebrity in the agricultural world made us

anticipate a splendid shew, and every individual

who visited the shew-yard must acknowledge that

that anticipation was fully realized, and thus the

farmers of this country had an opportunity of in-

specting samples of articles in which they must
take the greatest interest, in which they are par-

ticularly concerned, and the importance of which
must be felt by every one engaged in agricultural

pursuits. Among other articles of general attraction

on tiie stall of Messrs. Thomas Gibbs, and Co.,

were samples of grass seeds for laying down land to

permanent pasture, dried specimens of the same in

their mature state, e.vceedingly large roots of

mangelwurzel of the growth of 1839, a Belgium
carrot, and a large collection of agricultural seeds.

We also observed on the stand of Messrs. Thomas
Gibbs, and Co., specimens of wheat exhibited by

Colonel Le Couteur, so well known by every one

taking an interest in the different varieties of

wheat.

At the sale held in the yard on the following day,

conducted bylNIr.Wetherell ofDurham, expressly en-

gaged by the society for that purpose, a great number
of all classes of stock were sold, and at high prices.

This mode of sale cannot fail to be of the greatest

acquisition both to buyer and seller, where gentlemen

from all parts of the kingdom attend, and who can

purchase stock from the most eminent breeders, of

the different descriptions to best suit the climate

and soil on which he lives.

Referring to the exhibition in the Cattle yard, we
may observe, that as a whole, it was superior to that

of last year. Nevertheless, without being hypercritical

we thitik that some of the classes of animals were open
to remark, as well as the awards on them. We cer-

tainly speak under correction, but we do think that one
of the decisions, iu the first class, is not free from
doubt.

In speaking of the merits of the animals in this class,

we cannot omit to notice the general admiration of the

splendid yearling Bull, Clementi, belonging to R. M.
Jaques, Esq., of St. Trinieans, near Richmond, York-
shire, which obtained the first prize in his class, beat-

ing ten others. Mr. Jaques has a superior fcerd of the

improved Short-horns, and has been a successful ex-

hibitor of Clementi, at the Richmond and Barnard
Castle Agricultural Shows. He also obtained the

premium of Ten Sovereigns at this meeting, for the

best short-horned yearling heifer. Clementi was bred

by Mr. Parkinson, of Lee Fields, near Ollerton, Not-
tingham, got bv Cossack, (ISSO iu the herd book, dam
Castandra, by Miracle), an<i was boughtby Mr. Jaques
in Sept. 1839, for 200 guineas; CoUard, which is

own brother to Clementi, was bought by Mr. Wetherell

at the Babworth sale, in May last, then 8 months old,

at 200 guineas, for R. M. Fox, Esq., of Fox Hall, near

Ratho wen, Ireland. Mr. Parkinson has an extensive and
select herd of the improved short-horns, for several of

which, premiums have been awarded at the Notting-

ham, Lincoln, and Ollerton Agricultural Shows.

The second class Herefords do not come up to our

estimate of the same class at Oxford. The cow be-

lon^'int;- to Sir II. Iloskiiis, in this class, was a beautiful

animal.

The same remark applie- to the third class D*:vons.

The award of the Judges in tliis class exciied much ob-

servation : we do not pretend to offer an opinion on the

merits of the different bea«ts, but we venture to suggest

that in future it would be a means of avoiding dissatis-

faction if one of the thi-ee .fudges in each class should

be H breeder of, or have hud his otteniion more espe-

cially directed to the particular breed ia that clans.
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The fourth class, for all breeds, was decidedly worse
than last year.

Tbe filth class, Horses, was very superiorto last year
;

especiiilly the csvt-harses, which were very good.

The sixth class, Leicesters, were seed. ]\[r. Ben-
nett's shearling: ram was greatly admired.

The seventh class, Southdown Sheep, was so excellent

as to scarcely admit the expectation of our seeing it

better.

The eighth class was also good, and Mr. Large was
deservedly successful.

The ninth class, Pigs, attracted considerable atten-

tion, especially Lord Western'*, JMr. flobbs's, and Mr.
Barnard's.

We embrace this opportunity to correct an error in

one of our cotemporaries, who stated that a Bull be-

longing to Earl Spencer was orcatly admired. Earl
Spencer purposely avoided exhibiting, having accepted
the office ot Steward of the Yard. Tlie mistake arose

no doubt from the animal being described as one of his

Lordship's breed.

We should not omit to mention that Mr. Pratt, of

Spelsbury, Oxford-hire, having challenged all England
to show live wether sheep, fifteen months old, lor 50?.,

the challenge wns accepted by Mr. White, of East Hall,

Kent, for 20/., and was decided on Wednesday in favour

of Mr. Pratt. The judges were Mr. Stunt, of Higham,
near Rochester, and Mr. Carpenter, of Hall Farm, near
Chipping Norton.

The price of admission from the opening of the yard
at seven o'clock on Wednesday morning until twelve
was 2s. 6d. each person, and after that period until

seven in the evening. Is. each ; the sum received during
that time was 1,490/. ; and on the following morning
about 140/., making on the whole, 1,630/.; being
about 450/. more than was received at Oxlbrd.

Portable Sheep-fold.—An improved portablesheep
fold, in which one of the hurdles also serves the purpose
of a trough or rack, wasexhibited by Mr. W. F. Hobbs,
and sold.

MR. JONAS WEBB'S TUP SHOW.
At the conclusion of the plougliing match, on

Tuesday, a very Rrcat portion of the spectators

visited Mr. Webb's farm, at Babraham, among them
his Grace the Duke of Richmond. The noble

Duke expressed the great pleasure he felt in

inspecting Mr. Webb's flock, and regretted that his

duties at Cambridge prevented hhn from being

present at tlie letting. Previous to and during the

letting Mr. Webb kept open iionse. About half-

past two the lettmg commenced, and was carried on
with very great spirit, many of the tups fetching

high prices. In the course of the afternoon the

Earl of Ilardwicke arrived, accompanied by the

distinguished guests visiting at Wimpole. Among
them we observed the Duke of Rutland, the Mar-
quis of Salisbury, Lord Ashburton, the Marquis of

Downshire, Lord Barrington, Lord Charles Man-
ners, the Hon. E. T. Yorke, Sir G. Seymour, Rt.IIon.

T. Croker, Mr. Denison, M.P., and Mr. Yincent,

who appeared highly gratified with their visit.

Having remained about half an hour, they departed
from the place of letting and proceeded to ^Ir.

Webb's house to partake of some refreshments, and
pay their respects to Mrs. Webb, whose excellent

arrangements in providing for her guests, and the

courtesy evinced by her towards all, was the theme
of universal commendation.

About "200 tups were disposed of, which was
nearly the wlmle number oflPered, and among tiie

most distinguished liirers of them we heard the

names of the Duke of Manchester and the Earl of

Hardwieke mentioned. The Duke of Richmond, we
understand, offered Mr. Webb 100 guineas for a

ram lamb, which the latter refused.

THE DINNER.

At six o'clock, the letting having concluded, a

party consisting of between three and four hundred
sat down to a cold dinner, the Hon. Elliot
YoRKK, M.P., in the chair. Tlie collation was
prepared in a spacious barn, Avitli an additional

marquee, beautifully decorated with evergreens and
flowers, exhibiting much taste and ingenuity. The
excellence of the dimier was the theme of universal

praise, and although so large a number sat down,
and many hundred others had been regaled in Mr.

Webb's house during the day, yet the provision

was ample.
The Hon. Chairman first proposed "The

Queen," and said there was no gentleman present

who would not join him in cordially drinking that

toast, and all he was sure felt thankful to Provi-

dence for averting that blow recently levelled at

her Majesty, whose life was dear to them all (the

tonst loos (j'lven with loud cheers).

The Chairman next gave His Royal Highnes.s

Prince Albert, and then the Queen Dowager and
the rest of the Royal Family. After that followed

the health of the Lord Lieutenant of the county.

{Loud cheers.)

E. Hicks, Esq. said, that the Hon. Chairman
being a relative of the noble Lord Lieutenant felt .i

delicacy in proposing that this toast should be given

with three times three. But he was sure that every-

one now present would be happy to join in that

cheer, for there was no man more esteemed in the

county to which he had the honour to belong {the

toast was received with great cheering).

The Chairman said he hoped that in drinking

the next toast they would charge their glasses to

the brim, for it was one that highly deserved it. It

was the health of their worthy host. The hospi-

tality that they had met with that day, was beyond
all precedent, 'and he hoped tiiat Mr. Webb would

meet with the rewaril he so richly merited. His

occupation was alike honourable and ancient. They
liad read that Abel was a keeper of sheep, the sons

of Meschid, in the land of Moab, were shepherds

and keepers of sheej). It was an honest and useful

occupation, and in discharging the various duties

connected with it, Mr. Webb was exemplary. He
was entitled to their highest praise for the beniits

lie had conferred ui)on the breeders of sheep in

general, and he had no doubt his example would be

the means of stimulating others to follow in the

same track. He would give the health of 3Ir.

Jonas M'obb with three times three. {Loud and
continued cheering.)

Mr. .foNAS WhnB, who acted as Vice-president,

returned thanks. He said be was afraid it would
be considered a poor compliment when he said he

had not been paying attention to the observa-

tions of the hon. Chairman. He was much
gratified to find so many friends around him

—

many from a great distance—and many who were

customers as well as friends. He thanked them

most siiicerelv both for their attendance and their

custom, and hoped be should have the pleasure of

s-eeing theiu another year. (Cheers.)

The CuAiRMAN said that being within hearing of

Mr. Adeane's bouse, he thought they could not do
belter than drink bis healtii. He was quite sure the

company would heartily respond to it. He regretted

Mr. A. was not present upon that occasioB, as that
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gentleman was always ready to do justice [to Mr.
Webb as a good tenant and an enterprising man,
and be thought Mr. Webb weuld bear testimony
with him (Mr. Yorke) in saying that, as a landlord
no better existed. He would therefore give the
health of Mr. Adeane.
The Chairman said, the next toast was the health

of the noble Duke, the chairman of the Roval
Agricultural Society of England. (Cheers.) His
grace was a sterling friend of agriculture, and as
hard a working man as any lie then saw before him.
(Cheers.) He sincerely wished that the noble duke,
instead of having offered the one hundred guineas
for Mr. Jonas Webb's best lamb had been fortunate
enough to pay it. (Three times three, and loud
cheers.)

The Rev. fllr. Cox proposed the next toast. He
could have wished it had fallen into other hands, but
being requested, it would ill become him to refuse,
after partaking of the kind hospitality of Mr. Webb,
and witnessing bis excellent stock. The toast he
was about to propose was " Success to Agricultuve,"
which he considered to be the great stay and bul-
wark of this nation. (Cheers.) He came from
Essex, than which no county was better cultivated.
They had derived great benelit from the cultivation
of seed

; next in point of importance, was the growth
of wool. But as farmers, they might dejiend on it

that nothing could benefit them and this country so
much as the growing of large quantities of corn.
(Cheers.) Farming, was now, be was rejoiced to
say, in a flourishing state ; but their mainstay was
in producing large quantities of wheat by improved
cultivation—an object societies like that now
assembled at Cambridge, was so well calculated to
effect. The toast was then received bv acclamation.
The Chairman then proposed, with much humour,

" Mr. Perkins (of the celebrated firm of Barclay and
Perkins,) and the Brewers of the metropolis."
( Cheers.)

Mr. Perkins returned thanks. He little thought
he was to receive such a compliment ; it had come
upon him quite unawares, and therefore te trusted
they would excuse him if he did net return thanks
so elaborately as he could wish. But tlie benefit
between them was mutual— for if the farmer did not
grow the barley, the brewer could not use it. The
brewer could do nothing witliout the farmer, and he
hoped that tlie farmer would be able to produce a
good barley, and the brewer would jjroduce a whole-
some beverage. He made it his business to travel
through the country every year, and he regretted
that in coming here he had not witnessed such good
barley crops as he could wish. But still he'^had
witnessed quite enough to convince him, that the
gentlemen who surrounded him were good farmers.
(Cheers.) He heartily thanked the honourable
chairman, the worthy host, and the company around
him, for the honour they had done him.
Mr. Hicks proposed the Bisliopaiid Clergy of the

Diocese, which was given with ciieers.

The Chairman then gave the health of Mr. Put-
land, and the gentlemen who had come IVora a dis-
tance.

Mr. Pun,AND, (of Firle, near Lewes) spoke to
the toast. He derived great gratificatioM from the
toast they had just heard, and the way in which it

was received, in a double point of viev/— first ibr the
handsome way in which his name had been men-
tioned, and next for tlie honourable mention of the
growers of the county of Sussex. It would be of
very little use, however, for them to grow South-
downs, if they did not meet with encouragement
from their customers in Suffolk, Essex, and" Cam-

bridgeshire, and he hoped he should convince his

friends when he had the pleasure of seeing them at

Lewes fair, that he met them as fairly, as honourably,
and he trusted as hospitably as they had been that

day treated. (Cheers.)

Mr. Jonas Webb then gave the health of their

Chairman, the Hon. E. T. Yorke, and he thanked
him for his kindness and condescension in taking the
chair on that occasion

—

tliree times three.

The Chairman, in returning thanks, said it was
peculiarly gratifying to him to witness the enthusi-
astic manner in which his health had been received
by the company present, consisting as it did of a

great number amongst them who were strangers both
to him aud the county. He considered it no conde-
scension on his part to take the chair upon that oc-
casion, but, on the contrary, he begged most dis-

tinctly and emphatically to state that it was from
inclination that he had done so. He would conclude
in tlie words of a celebrated poet

—

" I am a beggar, for I am poor in thanks

;

But from my heart I thank you."

Mr. Bewsher then proposed the healtli of Mr.
Taylor, brewer and maltster, of Saffron Walden, a

gentleman extensively connected with agriculture

in this as well as the adjoining counties.

ftlr. Taylor said if they expected a long speech
from him they would be disappointed. It was true

he was intimately connected with the malting in-

terest of this and the neighbouring counties, and if

they would but produce a good quality, his honour-
able friend on his right, (Mr. Perkin,) would take it

all from them. Ho was happy to say that beer-

drinking increased, and he was sure it would go on,
but at present they did not grow anything like

enough of barley, and if they would but grow good
barley and plenty of it, there would be no fear of
their obtaining remunerating prices. (Clteers.) He
had been invited to meet them here at this period,

but why he knew not, for he knew nothing about
sheep, although he highly esteemed his friend,

Mr. Webb. He sincerely thanked the company.
(Clieers.)

Mr. Putland then gave " Mrs. Webb, and tho
Ladies of Cambridgeshire."
Mr. J. Webb returned thanks.

The Chairman then proposed the health of Mr.
Webb, sen., and congratulated him upon having a
son so worthy of his sire.

Mr. Were ap])roached the table amidst the loudest
and most enthusiastic cheering, then in few, but
emphatic words, very feelingly returned thanks.

Mr. Jonas Webb proposed the health of Mr. Pur-
vis, agent to the Duke of Manchester.

Sir. Purvis trusted he should be pardoned for the
inadequate way in which be should return thanks
for so unexpected an honour. He came to this siiow

not so much to benefit Mr. ^Vebb as to benefit his

noble enijiloyer, and he should be gratified if they
had so enterprising a man as his friend, JMr. Webb,
in the little county of Huntingdon, to which he be-

longed ; they should not then, he trusted, be so far

behind in agriculture as they now were. At all

events he endeavoured to do his duty by taking into

that county some of Mr. Webb's excellent South-
down slieep (Clieers).

The Chairman, in proposing the next toast, said,

he wished he had half the voice, and possessed half

the importance of the great man whom he was about
to introduce to tliem. He had himself in the course
of the evening been taken for Mr. Elliot Smith ; he
could almost wish that half the body of that gentle-

man were transferred to iiiiu, in order to make up
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for his own deficiency, and diminish the superabun-

dance of that well-known and highly respected in-

dividual. The Chairman concluded by proposing

the health of ftlr. Elliot Smith, and may he long live

and continue in the same useful and honourable pro-

fession.

Mr. PuTLAND then proposed the health of his

friend, jMr. Teverson.
Mr. Teverson returned thanks, and spoke very

highly of the treatment he received in the county of

Sussex. He lioped he should be honoured with the

company of all who were here present, and their

friends in September next, and he would be able, he

trusted, to show (hem some shearling ewes to match
with the splendid tuj)S shown by their worthy host

that day. {Cheers.)

The Chairman then left the chair, which was
taken by Mr. Webb's brother, and many gentlemen
gathered round him to prolong the festivities of the

evening.

THE CORN LAWS.
TO W. CHII.DF.nS, ESQ., HP.

Sir,—You have lately published :i tiact entitled

" Remarks on the corn laws," in which you strongly

urge the necessity of their repeal. As these
•' Remarks" are addressed to the public, [ apprehend
they are open to public criticism ; and therefore make
no apology for addressing this letter to you in reply

to the opinions therein expressed.

Your " Remarks" do not seem to contain any-

thing in the shape of argument, but are made up
chiefly of a reiteration of the assertions and common
places, which have been so industriously set forth by
the indefatigable gentlemen of the anti-corn law
league.

You say, (page 5) " I think the effects of the corn

laws are very much exaggerated by both parties. I

think they do not, in the long run, make corn much
dearer; and I venture to prophecy, that whenever
they are done away with, the change will be compara-
tively slight, and that rents iind prices will continue

in statu quo much more than could at first be

imagined." Also, in page 6, " I imagine, therefore,

that the diminution in the price of corn to the agri-

culturist will hardly be perceptible. It is also my
opinion that corn never can be had very cheap in

England."
If these surmises be well grounded, it is folly on

the part of the agriculturists, or any other class of

people, to desire a continuance of the corn laws, un-

der the idea that they ara at all benefitted by them.

And it is equally foolish on the part of the anti-corn

law league and the manufacturer, to give them-
selves such a world of trouble to procure the repeal

of the corn laws, with the expectation of its causing

such a reduction in the price of food, as will

enable them so far to reduce wages, (or as they term
it, the cost of production, that they may be enabled

to compete successfully with the manufacturers on
the continent. If these opinions be correct, the

hopes of one party and the fears of another would be
groundless. We are inclined to think, however, that

the majority of the anti-corn law party regard the

repeal of these laws with very difierent expecta-
tions.

Knowing scarcely anything more of the subject

than what they have learned from the sophistries and
misrepresentations of the hired advocates of repeal,

it cannot be expected that they should tlioroughly

comprehend all the bearings of a subject which puz-

zles and perplexes the most learned and talented

men, both in and out of parliament. The great ma-
jority of the petitioners for repeal are the converts of
sound rather than of reason, and clamour for a re-

peal of the corn laws, only from the delusion that the
pleasing and seductive sound oi cheap bread means
bread easy of acquisition. That the money price of

corn would be reduced by repeal we firmly believe:

yet, at the same time, it is our strong coviction that

bread, instead of being easier of acquisition, would
be still more difficult for tlie poor to obtain. I will

now endeavour to state some of the grounds on which
the agriculturists may apprehend, that a repeal of

the corn laws would reduce the price of corn below
the remunerating point ; and to controvert your as-

sertion, that " corn never can be had very cheap in

England."
[In any references we have to make to other pub-

lications, we shall endeavour to confine ourselves to

those writers who are opposed to us in their views
on this question, in order to avoid any accusation of

giving garbled statements in favour of our own
opinions.]

In the fourteenth number of the anti-corn law cir-

cular, a quotation is given from a report of the corn
markets contained in the New York Herald, of Octo-
ber 1, 1839, from which we extract the following ;

—

" Tennessee wheat is sold on the coast of the United
States at 6 dollars 12^ cents per quarter, or only ?s.

3d. per bushel. "In Indiana the bushel of wheat
is 2s. 8d., in Ohio 2s. 3d., in Virginia 2s. Id., in

Winconsin and Michigan 2s. Id., in Tennessee Is.

6|d., and in the Western States from lOd. to 6|d,,

or 4s. per qr."

In the previous number of the anti-corn circular,

it is said, " We learn from the most recent accounts
that in Georgia abundance of the finest wheat is to be
had at 2s. 6d. per bushel, or only 20s. per qr. Sup-
pose the cost of transport to amount to only 50 per
cent., then each quarter of fine Georgian wheat
would be laid down at tha very door of our factories

at 30s. per qr."

The newspapers of the day occasionally give the

average price of wheat in England, anil iu difr'erent

parts on the Continent. We extract the following

table of prices, given in " Wilson's Infiuences of
the Corn Laws," page 11 :—

Average price

iu Great Bi'itaiii

62s. Od.

66 6
56 11

56 9
60
46
39
48
55

Year.

1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1834
1835
1836
1837

Average price
in Dantzic.

22s. 9d.

23 3

D

2

4
6

10

23
22
24
25
23
28
29

1

5
4
5

7

Average of the
' 4mne years. }

^'^ ^^ ^^

We see, then, that the average price of wheat in

England, during the nine years above quoted, was
upwards of 20s. hi-lier than the prices at Danfzic
for tha same time. These tables also shew the prices
in Ktinigsburg, Eraiulenburg, Pomerania, and other
Prussian ports, to be even lower in these years than
a(> Dantzic.

Now, if we had had a perfectly free trade in

corn during this period, should we have had the same
prices of corn in England ?

On referring to the Murk Lane Express of last

week (June 15 ), I find it stated in the usual article

on the " Foreign Corn Trade," that, by letteis from
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Dantzic, of tbe 6th instant, " vessels were not so

plentiful as they bad been ; and small ships com-
manded 4s. per qr. freight for London, and 4s. to 4s.

4(1. per qr. for other parts of tbe eastern coast of

England, Our Stettin advices are also of the 8th

of .June. A good many vessels had arrived there,

seeking freights ; at 4s. perqr, a few had been taken

up for the East." We aienot able to state what ad-

ditional charges there may be on wheat from Dant-
zic or other parts of Prussia, but on making en-

quiries respecting the expense of conveying wheat
from Hamburg to Hull, we are informed, on the very
best authorities, that the present freight for wheat is

23. (Jd. per qr. ; insurance,
J-

per cent,, or about 3d.

perqr.; landing and all other charges, (id, per qr.

On particularly enquiring if this was the total cost

of importing wheat from Hamburg, our informants
assured us they knew of no other charges than what
we have stated above, amounting in the whole to 3s.

6d. per qr. If, however, we are stating anything
that is incorrect, it will be in the best place tiiat can
be for being contradicted, A variety of exaggerated
statements are circulated of the heavy costs of impor-
tation ; but what will our readers think when we tell

them that v.-e have been positively assured bv more
than one i)erson on whose veracity we can rely, that

they have on some occasions known wheat to be im-
ported from Hamburg at the low freight of Is, per
qr. 1 I'he only item of cost in importing corn from
-Dantzic, or any other ijaltic port, to which corn from
Il.imburg is not subjected, is, we believe, tbe Sound
dues, 6d. per qr. The following accounts will there-

fore, as far as we know, be nearly correct :
—

From Dant/.ic. From Hamburj;li.

Freight 4s. Od. 2s. 6d.
Insurance 6 4
Sound dues 6 none
Loading, &c 6 . 6

5 6 3 4

We must bear in mind that the merchants seldom
incur any charges for factorage, or commission. It

would seem, then, that if we had an entirely free im-
portation of corn at this moment, we could not rea-

sonably expect the price of wheat here to he more
than 3s. or 63. per qr, above the Dantzic prices, nor
more than 3s. or 48. above the Hamburg prices.

But there is another thing that we must not forget,

namely, the superiority of the Dantzic and other
foreign wheats over those of English growth, wiiich
will amply cover the cost of conveying it to tlie

English markets. In Radford's " Hull Commercial
Kepcrt and Price Current" the average current price
of English and foreign was, for

May, English, new... . 55 66 68
Foreign, free. ,, , 65 69 75

Difterence.. 10 3 7

Which shews a difference in favour of foreign of
more than the cost of conveyance to our markets.
As a further proof of this we need only mention the
well-attested fact, that merchants contrive to adul-
terate their parcels of foreign wheat, by mixing with
it English wheat of the same apjiarcnt quality, there-
l)y obtaining a foreign price for the whole. It is jiot

that tliere is that difference in the resj)ective «iualitie-;

as an article of food, but the foreign, on account of
some peculiarity of the climate or soil on which it has
been grown, is less productive of cohrse, or whaithe
millers term, offal. If, then, we are to have a free
trade in corn, nnd should the prices of wheat in

Dantzic be hereafter reduced to what it averaged
during the nine years we have quoted above ("248.

7^d.), would any one expect that the average price

of wheat in onr markets would be, as in the nine
years we have spoken of, 30s. per qr. above the prices

at Dantzic .' or could there be any reasonable
grounds for expecting that it would be 30 pence
above it ?

With reference to freights, I would further ob-
serve, that the distance from London to the principal

Scotch and Irish ports which ship corn to that place,

is greater than that from the ports of Holland, Ger-
many, and Prussia, whence the bulk of our foreign

importations aie derived. It is quite clear, there-

fore, that the Scotch and Irish ( the price of whose
grain is ruled by what their surplus produce will

command in the English markets) could not possi.

bly, under a free trade in corn, obtain one farthing

more than the people on the coast of Holland, Ger-
many, Prussia, the lower ])orts of the Baltic, and the

eastern coast of France, even if their grain was equal
to that of tbe foreigners in quality. We are informed
by two of the principal corn merchants in the West
of England that the freights for wheat from Lvnn,
Wisbech, and Boston, to VVakelield, being the three

places from which the latter receives its largest sup-
plies, is from 2s. 6d. to ;5s, per qr. The district in

which Manchester and many other of the large

manufacturing towns are situated, being on a sub-
strata of coal, is necessarily barren. These places

are consequently obliged to procure their corn
througli Liverpool, Wakefield, Leeds, &c,, which
imposes an additional 3s. 6d, per qr, on all corn

shipped to Manchester from the western ports of

England. Grimsby, Louth, and even the neighbour-
ing town of Drifiield, in ^ orkshire, cannot send
wheat to Manchester for less than 53. 8d, per qr,, a

sum wiiich would freight corn to Hull or London
from almost any ])ort on thu western coast of conti-

nental Europe. One of my informants says, "It
costs fnlly as much to get corn from Lynn to Wake-
field, as it does from Hamburg to Goole," And as

the cost of conveyance from VVakefield to Manches-
ter is to the same amount, it follows that it costs Itcice

as much to get corn from Lynn, Boston, Wisbech,
and other adjacent ports on the eastern coast, t©

Manchester, as it does from Hamburg to Goole.

It is, perhaps, not necessary to say more in ordf-r

to show that the repeal of the corn laws

would ultimately bring the ])rice of English and fo-

reign corn to the same level in our own markets :

what that level would be, is not so easy to ascertain,

Foreign noblemen and capitalists have occasionally

offered to contract for the supply ot large quantities

of foreign wheat, to be delivered in English ports,

at 30s. per (juarter.

After tbe two or three very unfavourable seasons

whicli have caused the late advanced prices, some
people may be so far misled as to sup])ose it ([uite

improbable that the price of wlieat can ever be re-

duced to 30a., thinking, with yourself, that " corn

never can be had very cheap in England." 'I'he

seasons, however, as experience has shown us, gene-

rally run in courses. Alter two or three very un-

productive harvests, we may have u like number
prolific to a like extreme. It is idle to talk of this

countrv not being al)le, m moderately ])roductive

years, to grow a siifHciency of corn tor its own con-

sumption ; lor it is only focr or live years ago that

tbe abundance of our home produce vi-as such,

that the best of wheal in our neighbouring Yorkshire

markets would not command more than IMs. or .'vi«.

per quarter ; and many thousands of quarters were
even used for pig's feed.
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However rapidly the population of the country

may increase, it is quite certain that the improve-

ineuts in farming have latterly more than kept pace

with it ; and the science of farming need not neces-

sarily be further advanced to enable tlie soils of this

country, in moderately favourable seasons to produce
a suiSciency of food for every individual of its popu-
lation. Indeed, there are few persons at all ac-

quainted with an agricultural district, who cannot

peint out some particular farm which is managed in

such a way that if the productive powers of every

other farm in the country were called forth in a

similar manner, there would be food of home pro-

duce, enough and to spare, for any increase of popu-
lation that could take place for centuries yet to come.

It is an established maxim that supply and de-

mand regulate prices ; and whenever we may be
favoured with two abundant harvests in succession,

the supply must inevitably exceed the demand, and
the prices be depressed accordingly. I shall not be
contradicted when I say, that the produce of the

crops have, in diflerent years, sometimes varied fully

one-third, when the bulk has been perfectly equal

in point of appearance. Tooke, in his work on
" High and low prices," very properly notices the

extraordinary deficiencies caused by " wetness in

May, cold frosty nights in June, from boisterous

winds when the plant is under the blossom process,

and from want of sun, and heat, when the grain is

formed in the ear of the plant," and the contrary wea-
ther which, of course, produces an opposite result.

The general similarity of the seasons througliout the

corn growing countries of Europe is thus noticed by
the same author. " Mr. Lowe, in his very useful

and valuable work on the present state of England,
has tbe following remarks, in the justice of which I

perfectly concur, on the prevalence of a general

similarity of the seasons in Europe, within certain

latitudes. ' The public, particularly the untravelled

part of the public, are hardly aware ©f the similarity

of temperature prevailing throughout what may be
called tbe corn country of Europe—we mean Great
Britain, Ireland, the north of France, the Nether-
lands, Denmark, the north-west of Germany, and in

some measure Poland, and the north-east of Ger-
many.' " It is then perfectly reasonable to expect,

that wbenever Providence may favour us witli two
or three productive liarvests in succession, the fo-

reigners will be visited with the same abundance
;

and although our own produce would then be amply
sufficient for our own consumption, and the prices

reduced accordingly, yet, if we should have free im-
portations at the same time, we should be liable to

be inundated by the surplus produce of the foreigner

and suffer a further depression of prices. It is

generally believed that should our corn laws be re-

pealed, the foreigner, under the erroneous expecta-

tion of an increased demand on our part for his pro-

duce, would be induced to extend his tillage, the

productive powers of which are almost illimitable.

And when the almost boundless extent of the coun-

tries from wliich our occasional deficiencies are sup-
plied, are taken into consideration, it cannot fail to

strike us, how small a quantity from each, would
make up a whole which would, in a moderately pro-

ductive year of our own, completely swamp us :

for a nation may be poor in superfluity as well as in

want. A bee may be drowned in the honey of its

own gathering, and on which it subsists ; and a peo-
pie may be ruined by abundance of food.

We cannot forbear giving an account of the im-
ports into Great Britain of wheat and wheat flour in

1831, specifying the countries where they were im«
ported, and tbe quctntities brought from each.

Qrs. Bush,
Russia 454,684 1
Sweden .. .. ., .. 71 ii

Denmark 55,967 6
Prussia 296,286 5
Germany ^18,507 4
The Netherlands . . . . ,

.

30,249 4
Erance 103,700 5
The Azores . . . . . . .

.

22 '2

••^piin 154,671 1

The Canary Islands .. .. 1,082 4
Italy ' 253,295 5
Malta 13,339 7
Ionian Islands 249 3
Turkey 6,21."i 4
Cape of Good Hope .. .. 2,184 4
Mauritius .

.

. . .. ,

.

6
East Indies j .

.

5,490 4
Van Dieman's . . . , .

,

45 5
British North American Colonies .

.

218,327 2
West Indies .. .. .. .

.

3 4
United States 463,418 7
Chili and Peru 140 7
Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney & Man \ 9,242 1
Foreign Produce J i4,265 5

Total.... 2,311,362 2

Tbe foregoing was one of the largest, if not the
very largest, years of grain importation we have had

;

and yet we see how small is the (juantity we derive
from any one country. Pvussia and the United
States, from which we have received nearly double
the quantity that we have done from any other, yet
from neither of these have we imported half a mil-
lion quarters of bread corn. And what is this from
the boundless territories of these countries "?—per-
haps one ounce per acre. If Russia and America
can in ordinary years produce enough for their own
consumption, their surplus produce in very produc-
tive years, would, if transported to England, be suf-
ficient to smother us. But whether these two
countries, and tbe twenty others from which we im-
port corn in our occasional need, will extend their

tillage when our corn laws shall be abolished, we
nre not prepared to say. Certain, however, it is,

that the present advanced price of corn in the con-
tinent of Europe, must, ere long, give way. Ex-
tremes like this infallibly produce re.action, by one
way or other ; and however low the prices may have
been in Germany, Prussia, and other places, they
will undoubtedly sooner or later, experience a like

depression again.

It does not follow that an extra production of
bread corn in the poorer states of Europe will be
met by an increased demand for consumption in
these states. The producers of this corn, however
plentiful and cheap it maybe, can generally no more
afford to consume the food they produce, than the
children of Bedfordshire can afford to wear the lace
they manufacture. The peasants in many parts of
the continent are in a state of vassalage or slavery

;

nearly the whole of the corn their labour produces
is taken to the market, and tbe money proceeds con-
stitute the revenues of the noblemen and greatlanded
proprietors. It seems clear, then, that if any thing
should arise to stimulate tbe productiveness of the
neighbouring continental states, whether a repeal of
our corn laws or an improved system of agriculture,
we should soon see the price of wheat at Danzig, and
other foreign ports, down to what it was in tbe nine
years we first quoted, when it averaged only 24s.
7^d. per quarter.

We have already shown, that under a free trade
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in corn, tbe price of home-grown wbeat in our mar-

Let scarcely could be Ligber tban tbe areiage price

of wbeat in Danzig, on account of tbe superior

quality ofthelntter ; which nccording totlie present

rate of freights would be fully equal to the cost of

transmission. Should then, the time ever arrive,

when speculators may be able to laud foreign wbeat

in England, at, or near 30s. per quarter, a host of

adventurers will then be found to hoard large stocks

in British warehouses to bang in tevrorem over the

home grower. Tbe same fact will operate to retard

tbe purchases of the consumer. Thus the English

farmer, through need, consequent on the reduced

order of his produce, must press bis grain on the

market. Tbe speculator, hopeless of prices getting

higher, or from pecuniary embarrassment, will be

compelled to do tbe same. Tbe purchaser, seeing

the supply exceed the demand, will naturally be-

come cautious ; and to what tbe prices may be re-

duced under a system of free trade, after a course of

plentiful years, is impossible to calculate.

Tooke,"in his work before referred to, gives the

following calculation, by Gregory King, of the effect

of quantity on prices :

—

" We take it, that a defect in tlie harvest may

raise the price of corn in tbe following proportions—

Defect. Above the common rale.

1-tenth "^ f .3-tenths

2-tenths |
Baises

j
.^-tenths

3-tentbs )> the •{ 1.6-tentbs

4-tentbs
I

price. j
2.8-tenths

5-tenthsJ l^4..5-tentb3

Tooke, in corroboration of the above rule, .says,

" There is some ground tor supposing thnt the esti-

mate is not very wide of the truth, from observation

of the repeated occurrence of tbe fact that the price

of corn in this country has risen from 100 to ^00 per

cent, and upwards, when tbe utmost computed de-

ficiency of the crops has not been more than between

one-third and one-sixth of an average." The same

is also the opinion of ' Porter,' and was that of

Dr. Franklin. If the foregoing calculation beany

thing near correct, tbe converse of it will hold good,

which may be thus shown, taking the five-tenths to

represent an average crop, and exhibiting it as a

whole number ; the increased quantity or surplusage

in tenths ; the price represented in shillings and

pence—thus s. d.

Average crop or 1-0 sup- 1 55 q gjent price.
posed to sell per qr. tor.

|

^ '

Increased to.. 1-2 would be . 45 8

.. .. 1-4 .. .. 31 3

.. 1-6 .. .. 21 8

.. 1-8 .. .. 15 8

.. 2-0 .. .. 12

If we are to have a free importation of wheat, I

ai)prebend we must have the same of every other

description of grain, and the same reduction in tbe

price of these as of wheat, according to their accus-

tomed proportions of value. But to bring down the

price of agricultural produce generally, animal food

as well as vegetable food, it is not necessary that

there should be a free trade in any thing but wheat;

for whatever reduction may take place in tbe price

of that article, every thing else that the farmer pro-

duces will be similarly affected. Wbeat is, strictly

speaking, tbe standard of value. However we may
confound or misapply the terms, the precious metals

are only the representatives of value.

Wheat being the staple commodity of life, has

been, and must continue in all ages, the only true

standard of value. Whatever laws or regulations

we may have, every other description of grain must,

in the course of years, bear a proportionate price re-

lative to that of wbeat ; something like that on which
the scale of duties in our present corn bill is calcu-

lated, namely, wheat, 72s.; rye, peas, and beans,

45s.; barley, 40s. ; and oats 3ls. It will be quite

unnecessary to enter into an argument or explana-
tion to prove ibis, which must be self-evident to

every one. A word from Adam Smith, however,
may not be out of place. In *' Wealth of Nations,"
book 6, chap. 5, Dr. Smith says, ' Corn regulates

the money price of all tbe other parts of the rude
produce of tbe land, which in every period of im-
jjrovement must bear a certain proportion to that of

corn. Woollen or linen cloth are not the regulating

commodities by which the real value of all other

commodities must be finally measured and deter-

mined ; corn is. Tbe money price of labour, and of

every thing that is the produce of land, or of labour,

must necessaaily either rise or fall in proportion to

the money prico of corn."

These then. Sir, are some of our reasons for think-

ing, in opposition to your assertion, that corn not
only can, but soon will, if the corn laws be repealed,
" be had very cheap in England." In the few re-

maining observations that we may make on the con-

tents of your " Remarks," we shall regard the

question of repeal as involving only the expediency
or inexpediency of reducing the price of wbeat from
60s. to 30s. and consequently every other descrip-

tion of agricultural produce in the same proportion.

If the subject were brought forward in this or

some other definite form, by Mr. Villiers or Earl

Fitzwilli im, in parliament, tbe question would be

much simplified, and the discussion thereon greatly

facilitated. Whereas, the way in which it is now
introduced as a motion for a committee, or to take

into consideration the 9th of Geo. IV. &c., is so lax

and indefinite, to give rise in discussion to all kinc^s

of heterogeneous and contradictory opinions. One
is for a fixed duty, another for a fluctuating one;
some are for Canning's scale, others for Welling-

on's ; another quarrels with the average system,

twhile another applauds it ; some are for further re-

strictions, and others for entire freedom of trade
;

besides fifty other conceits, shewing tbe numberless

eccentricities which are discovered by wanderings
in the mystified and ridiculous mazes of modern po-
litical economy.

If tbe subject were introduced in the shape of a

resolution to this effect—" That a reduction of the

money price of bread corn would materially conduce
to tbe welfare and prosperity of the industrious

classes," the question would then be clear and
simple. Should a resolution like this be agreed

upon, it would then be soon enough to consider the

means by which the desired reduction of prices

might be brought about. John Ai.mack, Jan.

STATISTICS OF FRANCE.—The Minister of

Commerce has published the fourth volume of the

"General Statistics of France," bein» the first part of

the division. Agriculture. It comprises the agricultural

statistics of the forty-thren departments situated east of

the meridian of Pari*. The following' are some of the

principal facts to be remarked in it:
—" Tbe ea.^tern

lialf of France comprises more than 26 millions of hec-

tares, and nearly 16 millions of inhabitant* ; it is divided

into 177 arrondisscnients and 1L»,000 communes. i\Iore

than a third of the surface is occupied by different crops,

and nearly one half, if nursery frrounds, osier frrounds,

and fallow lands be taken into calculation. The gross

averas:e produce of corn is 84^ milliuus of hectolitres

per annum ; of potatoes 55 millions ; and dry vegetables
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two millions. Vineyards occupy 900,000 hectares of
I he soil, anil produce upwards of 20 millions of hecto-

Jilres per annum, valued at 231 millions of francs, or 263
millions, including the brandy. There are annually
made in the same district 3,360,000 hectolitres of beer,

and 461,000 of cider. Beetroot occupies under 37,000
hectares; colseed, 116,000 hectares ; textile plants (flax,

hemp, &c.), more than 100,000 hectares. Alulberry
trees, only lately introduced, g-ive 42 millions of francs

in produce, of which they are the primary source. The
annual value of the total average produce may be thus
tabularized :

—

Graia 950 millions of francs.

Wine 264 ditto

Beer and cider 52 ditto

Different crops, &:c. . . 430 ditto

Total .... 1,696

In very productive, years the total produce is much
above 2,000 millions of francs. The quantity of land
occupied in pastures of all kinds is lOJ millions of hec-
tares, of which only -} are in natural and artificial mea-
dow lands. Wood occupies 5^ millions of hectares,

producingr only 137 millions of francs per annum. The
principal species of domestic animalsspccially belonpring'

to ag'riculture amount to 25 millions of heads, of which
horned cattle form lessthan one-fit'th,sheep3-5th, swine,
1-lOlh, and horses l-20th, representing' altogether a
capital of 877 millions of francs. A complete agricul-

tural return for France has been attempted at various
times since the reign of Louis Xl\'., but never suscess-

lully tdl the present period, when it has been com-
menced, and nearly completed, under the auspices of
the system of government established in France by the

Revolution of 1830. I'he second volume, compleling
the agricultural returns, will appear at the end of the

current year. The part'* of this immense work already
published include the General Introduction—Territory
and Population—Foreign 'J rade— and the present divi-

sion of Agriculture. The remaining volumes, including
all the departments of public administration, are in

course of compilation.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

At a Council held on Wednesda}-, .Ttine24, present.

His Grace The Duke of Richmond, President, in

the Chair, Marquis of Downsbire, Lord Portman,
Lord Camo3's, Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq.,

John Benett, Esq., M.P., Thomas William Bram-
ston, Esq., M.P., Edward Buller, Esq , M.P.,
French Burke, Esq., Colonel Challoner, John W.
Childers, Esq., IM^P., Hon. Robert Clive, M.P.,
James Dean, Esq., William Stratford Dugdide, Esq.,

M.P., Thomas Dufifield, Esq., M.P., Humphrey
Gibbs, Esq., Edward Greathead, Esq., Henry
Handley, Esq., M.P., William Charles Harland,

Esq., M.P., Sir John Johnstone, Bart., Francis Pym,
Esq., Sir Robert Price. Bart., M.P., Rev. W. L.
Rham, William Shaw, Esq. The following gentle-

men were elected new members of the Society.

Merrington, D. W., Fulbourn, near Cambridge
Vaughan, Col. Wright, 2, Chester-street, Grosvernor-

place
Rogers, William, Harold, Bedfordshire
Rogers, William, Chillington, Bedfordshire
Purser, William, Caple, Bedfordshire
Sanders, John, High-street, Bedford
Ansley, Gilbert, Houghton Hill, Huntingdon, and
Wyndham Club, London

Ingall, C, Swineshcad, Boston, Lincolsshire
Godson. Richard, Heckington, Sleaford, Lincolnshire
Harbin, George, Newton House, Yeovil
Combermere, Viscount, 22, Portman-square,and Com'

bermere Abbey, Nantwich, Cheshire

Hall, Jno. Hancock, 3, Esse.x-court, Temple, and Ris-
ley Hall. Derby

Caldicott, C. M., Myton House, near Warwick
Hall, J. O., 1, Brunswick- row, Queen-square
Granger, Joseph, Stretham, Cambridgeshire
Hall, Thomas, Coltnham, Cambridgeshire
Ficklin, T- .T., Cambridge
Buller, Frederick, Cherry Hinton, Cambridgeshire
Brown, Samuel, Stanley St. Leonards, Stroud
Hump'jries, James, Cawley, Cheltenham
Neenis, John, Frocester, Stroud
Barclay, Robert, the Grove, Tooting, Surrey
Webb, T., flildersham, near Cambridge
Webb, J., llorselheath, near Cambridge
Johnson, Robert, Burwell, Cambridgeshire
Johnson, Henry, Burwell, Carabridgcslaire
Poltimore, Lord, Poltimore,near Exeter
Skipworth, Sir Gray, Newbold Hall, near Coventry
Cooper, Rev. T. J. Griflin, Arkesdon, Bishops Stort-

ford

Wyatt, Edward, Upmarden, near Petersfield, Hants
Dodd, Thomas, Reinham, Sittingbourne Kent
Lambert, Rev. Burges, iMi?terton, Crewkerne
Brown, William, Winterbourne, Stoke, Salij^bury
Fellowes, Henry Arthur, Eggesford, Chumleigh,
Devon

Creole, William, Lassford, Chumleigh, Devon
Craig, Gibson, M.P., Edinburgh
Peck, Rev. E. M., Wyton, near Huntingdon'
Cheere, Rev. Geo., Papworth Hall, Caseton, Cam-

bridgeshire

Stebbings, W., Durham Grange, Norfolk
Tlodson, John, Upwell, Cambridgeshire
Berry, John, Upwell, Norfolk
Pope, Richard E., ftlarch. Isle of Ely, Cambridge-

shire

Pottinger, J., Sonning, near Reading
Brown, John, Pear-tree House, Elm, Isle of Ely
Anderson, Richard, Long Sutton, Wisbeach
Dickins, Francis, Adisham, Wingham,Kcnt, and Mag-

dalen College, Cambridge
Girdlestone, sieed.Stillington Hall, Wansford
Eaton; R. J., M.P., Hitchworth Park, Newmarket
Nicholls, S., Otford D'Arcy, near Huntingdon
Smith, E. Osborne, Old Broad-street, London
Babington, C. Carsdale, St. John's College, Cambridge
Jermyn, Rev. Dr. Bitten, L.L.D., Longstanton House,
Cambridge

Burdakin, Rev. Jas., M.A., Fellow of Clare Hall, Cam-
bridge

Carter, T. S., Ballards, near Croydon
Burroughes.Rev. Jer., Lingwood Lodge, Norwich
JMorgan, Philip, Defynnock, Brecknockshire
Page, Thomas, Ely, Cambridgeshire
Fryer, John, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire
Little, H., Whittlesey, Peterborough
Little, John, Whittlesey, Peterborough.
Dobede, John, Soham, Cambridgeshire.
Jeayns, George, Bottisham, Newmarket.
Johnston, John, Crondan, Farnhara, Surrey.
Vipan, Walter, Hermitage, Haddenham.
Walbey, Thomas, Sandon, Herts.
Langley, Thomas, Upton, near ShiflPnall, Salop.
Thisfield, William Barrow, Much Wenlock, Salop.
Green, John Badger, Heath, Salop.
Ashdown, George, Tettenhall Wood, near West
Hampton.

M'^ood, Henry, Allscott, near Broseley, Salop.
Phillips, Richard, jun., Brockton, near Shiffnal, Salop.
Smith, William, Sutton Mill, near West Hampton.
Davis, Thomas, Little Wenlock, Wellington, Salop.
Norton, John, Little Dun, near StaiFord,
Booth, William, Priorsley, near Shiffnall, Salop.
Aston, John, Seesdon, near Wolverhampton.
Baker, John, Bridgeworth, .Salop.

Sibley, Robert, Kingsborne Green, Harpenden, Herts.
Packe, Rev. Augustus, Welton Rectory, Lough-
borough.

Lyou, Edmund H., Horstead House, Norwich.
Holmes, Rev. John, Brooke Hall, Norwich.
Wagner, G. H. Malcolm, Herstmonceause, Battle,

Sussex.
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Walking, Rev. F., Kiog's Walden, Hitchin, Heits.

Hayden, James, Arrington, Cambridgeshire.

Wilkinson, George, Harperley, Durham.
Hailstone, Rev, John, M.A., F.R.S., Vicarage, Bottis-

ham, Cambridge.
Wright, J., jun., Dudwie, Burton, Norwich.
King, Rev. John, Cutcombe, Dunster, Somerset.

Youngman, William, Girton, Cambiidgeshire.

Hall, Wilson, Landbeach, ditto.

Hall, William, ditto, ditto.

Granger, John, StrethaTn, ditto.

Iviatt, James, Cottenhara, ditto.

Iviatt, Robert, ditto, ditto.

Minworth, G. Wakefield, Birmingham.
Carter, James, Barton Hopwas, Tamworth.
Dexter, Joseph, Bramcote, ditto.

Vipan, John, Ely Satton, near Cambridge.

Saberton, William, Ely, Cambridgeshire.

Cropley, James, ditto, ditto.

Evans, H. R., jun., ditto, ditto.

Bradley, John, Blyth, Retford, Notts.

Hodgkinson, Richard, Osberton Grange, Worksop,

Nettinghamshire.
Savill, John, St. Neots. Hunts.

Kemp, Jes<e, Uttcrby Grove, Louth.

Rodwell, George, Burnham, Deepdale, Norfolk.

The Rev. W. L. Rham submitted to the inspec-

tion of the Council a specimen of winter Barley,of

an extremely prolific and bardy kind, grown on his

farm at Winkfield, from seed transmitted to him

from Belgium. It is the sort of barley known in

France and Belgium as " Escourgeon," and a single

seed of it produced 17 ears, containing an amount

of nearly 15,000 grains of barley. The original seed

was plump, round, and of a good colour, but rather

inclined to be thick-skinned, and Mr. Rham con-

sidered this barley as the most prolific he bad yet

met with. Mr. Rham lias presented to the society

the volume of his " Outlines of Flemish Husbandry,"

and the Yorkshire Society the new part of their

printed proceedings.

At a niontlily meeting of the Council, held on Wed-
nesday, July 1, present, Henry HandJey, Esq.. M.P.,

in t!ie chair ; the Hon. Robert Clive, M.P. ; Thomas
Raymond Barker, Esq.; Colonel Challoner ; J. AV.

Childers, Esq., M.P. ; James Dean, Esq. ; Humphrey
Gibbs, Esq. ; Stephen Grantham, Esq.; George Hem-
ington Harris, Esq. ; W. Goodenough Hayter, Esq.,

M.P. ; W. Fisher Hobb«, Esq.; Sir John Johnstone,

Bart.; John Kinder, Esq. ; Sir Charles Lemon, Bart.,

M.P. ; Rev. W. L, Rham ; Edward Ayshford Sand-

ford, Esq., M.P.; Willium.Shavv.Esq.; Walter Strick-

land, Esq.
'I'he Mayor of Manchester, and Mark Philhps,Esq.,

I\LP. for Manchester, attended the Council, the Mayor
to express on the part of the town and corporation, and

Mr. Pliillips, on the part of hb constituents, the satisfac-

tion it would give them to recaive the Society at Man-
chester next year, and the hope they felt that the next

annual meeting in the country would be held in that

town, where every effort would be made to render the

meeting agreeable, and to promote the successful ad-

vancement of the great and national objects of the

Society.
'1 lie Chairman returned the unammous thanks ot

the Council to the Mayor and Mr. Phillips for this gra-

tifyins mark of their attention, and next VVednesday

was fixed as the day when the determination of the

Council on the place of meeting next year would be

discussed and finally determined.

The following two new bye-laws, of which due notice

liad been given by Mr. Childers, were then passed :—

1. The place of meeting in country shall be settled

by the Council at the first Wednesday in May, and

declared at the anniversary meeting in the year pre-

ceding such meeting.

2. All prizes shall be settled by the Council at or

before tlie last Wednesday in June the year preceding;

and no new prize shall be offered, or increase of an old

one shall be made, after that time.

It was also resolved, that the Secretary shall give

due notice to the Members of the Council of the day
appointed to settle the list of prizes for 184L
The Duke of Richmond proposed the Marquess of

Douro, and David Barclay, Esq., the venerable Lord
Lynedoch, as Members of the Society.

Sir Robert Bateson, Eart.. M.P., of Bel voir Park,
and Edmund Mac Donnell, Esq., of Glenarm Casile,

were, on the motion of the Marquess of Downsliire,
elected Governors of the Society.

The following gentlemen were elected new Mem-
bers:

—

Algar, R. F., West Rudham,
Ambrose, W. Cole, Quy, Cambridgeshire.
Allsop, John, Basingsthorpe, Lincolnshire.
Browne, E., Sihoe, Beds.
Barrett, G, A., Reading, Berks.
Banks, Rev. J. S., Hemingford Grey, Hunts.
Bawyer, Thomas, Buckden, Hunts.
Bawyer, Wm., Southoe, St. Neots.
Bawyer, George, Deddingtou, Buckden.
Beavea, James, Thornham Farm, Seend, Devizes.
Curtis, John, Jun., West Rudham.
Curtis, John, West Rudham.
Chamberlin, Wm., Westby, Lincolnshire.

Clowes, Francis, Hemsby, Norfolk.

Cotes, Rev. C, Grey, Stanton, St Quintin, Chippen-
ham

Calthrop, Rev. Wm., Corpus College, Cambridge.
Colvile, Rev. A. A., Linconmeer Rectory, Bury St.

Edmunds.
Drake, Sir T. E., Nutwell-court, Devon.
Dickinson, Thomas, Great Ponton Lincolnshire.

Drummond, Rev. A., Charlton Rectory, Kent.
Dawson, Richard, Withcall House, Louth.
Eaden, Francis, Cambridsce.

Ellis, Joseph, Threplow, Cambridgeshire.
Ellis, G. Ingle, Skepreth, do.

Exali, Wm., Reading, Berks.
Freie, P. H., Downing College, Cambridge.
Floyer, J. Wadham, Ketsby House, Louth.
Feummon, Charles. Beckford Hall, Tewkesbury.
Fawles, Wm., Market Lavington, Devizes,
Griffin, W. E., Wermington, Peterborough.
Goodwin, S, C., Huntingfield House, Yoxford,
Greetham, Thomas, Stainsfield, Wragby,
Green, John, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

Gibson, Thomas, Basingthorpe, Lincolnshire.

Gibson, Richard, Belvoir Inn, Leicestershire,

Godwin, Shadrach, Hemel Hempstead.
Horton, Richard, Audley End, Saffron Walden.
Hall, Lieutenant, Colonel.

Hurwood, George, Ipswich.

Harris, Wm., Somerby, Grantham.
Hand, Robert, Woodsthorpe, Lincolnshire.

Haylock, John, Balsham, Cambridgeshire,

Hammond, J. W., Wistaston Hall, Nantwich
Ilarlock, Wm,,Ely, Cambridgeshire
Hicks, J., Walton Hall, Thorp, Essex
Jossclyn, J. jun., Belstead, Ipswich

Jones, VVm., Harrington, Shifinal, Salop
Lakon, Sir E. II. K., Ormcsby. Great Yarmouth
Lynn, Robert, Stroxton, Grantham
Lushington. Rt. Hon. S. R., Merry Hill, Watford
Lansley, Smyth, M.P., Kelvedon, Essex
JMeeson, John, Grays, E^sex

McPherson, J., Lynn Regis, Norfolk
Martin, Henry, Littleport, Ely
Martin, Wm., Downham, Ely
IMytton, Thomas, Shipton Hall, Much Wenlock,

Sh' final

Newbett, Edward, Kimpfon, Leicestershire

Padmore, Charles, West Rudham
Purkis, Wm., Withinfield, Essex

Phelips, Charles, Brigjjins Park, Ware
Pulnois, Wm.. I'i, Abbey Road, St. John's Wood
Pigott. Wm., Dulinjrham Hall, Newmtrket
Pells, Edward, Culpiio, Suffolk

Phillips, C, Margaret, RootliDg, Essex
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Rous, Hev, T. Manners, 38, South Street, Park Laae
Stilwell, James, VValton-on-Thames
Scoffin, Charles, Stoke, Grantham, Lincolnshire

Smith, John, Cambridge
Sheldrai<e, R. E., North Hill, Colchester

Surndge, 1. J., Feering, Kelvedon, Essex
Thorp, J. Sydney, Chippenham Park, Cambridge
Townley, Rev. Gale, Beaupre Hall, Wisbeach
Tredcroft, Henry, VVarnham Court, Horsham, Sussex
Vipan, Walter, Sutton, Ely
Walker, Thomas, the Bank, Doncfister

Widnell, Samuel, Grantchester, Cambridgeshire
Wyles, Thomas, Little Ponton, Lincolnshire
Wright, R. S., Downham Market
Walbey, Henry VViddlal, Bury, Herts
Welchman, Robert, Hockley House, Southam
Wilkin, Charles, Tollcshunt, Kelvedon, Essex
Wood, John, Stowmarket, Sufiblk

Yate, Joseph, Madeley, Shiffnal, Salop
Governors.

Bateson, Sir Robert, M.P., BelvoirPark, near Belfast,

and 30, Pall Mall
McDonnell, Edmund, Glenarm Castle, Glenarm, Ire-

land, and Mivarts Hotel, London.

Prize Essays.
The following: adjudications of the Premiums in this

department have boen already made :

—

To Mr. William E. Geach, of Tyvvardreath, Lost-

withiel, Cornwall, the premium of Ten Sovereigns,
for the best Essay on the Storing of Turnips.

To Mr. William Linion, of Sherilf-Huiton, near
York, the premium of 'IVenty Sovereiijns for the

best Essay on the Admixture of Soils.

To Mr. M. M. Milburn, of 'I'horpfidld, near Thirsk,

Yorkshire, ths prensium of Twenty Sovereigns for

the bsst Essay on Early Spring' Feed.
To Mr. CuTHBERT W. Johnson, of Gray's Ian, the

Gold Bledat for the best Essay on Piantations.

To Mr. CuTHBERT W. Johnson, of Gray's Ian, the

premium of Ten Sovereigns for the best Essay on
Gypsum as a Manure.

The premium for the best Essay on the Rotation of

Crops for Heavy lands, is still under consideration.

None of the remaining Essays were considered by the

Judges as being of sufhcient merit for a prize.

Communications were received from Lord Western,
Mr. Davies Gilbert, jMr. Wilbraham Egerton, the Se-
cretary of the Manchester Agricultural Society, and
Mr. Schjbller, of Norway: and Mr. Rodwell, of Al-
derton Hall, presented aspecimen of his ItalianRyegrass.

Rhara, E. A. Sanford, Esq., M.P., William Shaw,

Esq., Rev. J. R. Smythies, Sir. Druce, of En-

sham, near Oxford, and Mr. Graburn, of Slea-

ford, were requested to sow a portion of the Prize

Wheat selected as the best exhibited, and to report

the result to the Society.

Earl Spencer gave notice that he should move,

at an early Council, that the Annual County Meet-

ing for 184-2 should be held at some place within

the range of the Hereford county.

Thursday, July 16.—A Finance Committee,

David Barclay, Esq., in the Chair, and a Council,

J. W. Childers, Esq., M.P., in the Chair, were held

in the forenoon, for the purpose of calling in all

claims on the Society, and of authorizing the Ste-

wards of the yard to discharge all miscellaneous bills

to the amount of 400?., leaving a discretionary

power with Mr. Pym to pay all such small bills or

other accounts as he might consider desirable. Ou
the afternoon of the same day, Philip Pusey, Esq.,

M.P., the new President of the Society, held a

Council, at which were also present, the Marquis

of Downsliire, Earl Spencer, Thos. Raymond Bar-

ker, Esq., Henrv Boys, Esq., John Ellman, Esq.,

Henry Handley^ Esq., M.P., C. Hillyard, Esq.,

Samuel Jonas, "Esq., Francis Pym, Esq., Rev. W.
L. Rham, William Shaw, Esq.

Alexander FVancis Campbell, Esq., of Great Plum-
stead, near Norwich ; Charles Robert Scott Murray,

Esq., of Danesfield, near, Marlow ; and William Hale,

Esq., of Kingsmalden Park, near Welwyn, were elected

governors, and two hundred and thirty-lour getitle-

men members of the socieiy.

At a council held on Wednesday, the 8th of July,

present. His Grace the Duke of Richmond, pre-

sident (in the chair). Marquis of Downsbire, Earl

of Euston, Lord Portman, Lord Rayleigh, Lord
Bridport, Hon. R. Clive, M.P., D. Barclay, Esq.,

J. Benett, Esq., M.P., T. W. Bramston, Esq., M.P.,

T. R. Barker, Eaq., J. R. Barker, Esq., Col. Chal-

loner, J. W. Childers, Esq., M.P., R. M. Gillies,

Esq., Henrjr Handley, Esq., M.P., T. L. Hodges,
Esq., M,P., P. Pusey, Esq., M.P., E. A. Sanford,

Esq., M.P., W.Shaw, Esq., W. R. C. Stansfield,

Esq., M.P., H. Wilson, Esq.
Neil Malcom, Esq., of Kilmartin, Lockgilphead,

Argyleshirc, and Great Stanhope-stree',, London, was
elected a governor, and one huiidred and sixty-six

gentlemen members of the Society.

On the motion of Lord Portman, seconded by the

Hon. Robert Clive, M. P., it was resolved that Liverpool

should be the place of the Annual County Meeting of

the Society, in the year 1841.

. Wedxe.-;dav, July 13. — At a meeting of

the Council : present—His Grace the Duke of

Richmond, President (in the chair), the Marquis
of Downshire, Earl Spencer, T. W. Bramston, Esq.,

M.P., Henry Handley, Esq., M.P., W. Fisher

Holjbs, Esq., Francis Pym, Esq., ^Rev. W. L.

THE GREAT YORKSHIRE AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHQW,
AND MEETING AT NORTHALLERTON.

Preparations are actively making for the ensuing

meeting. Two capacious fields are selected for the

show-yard for the stock, where the pens, &c. will

be erected, and one of the largest and best shows of

short-horns is expected that has ever been witnessed

in England. The bulls especially are expected to

be very numerous, and from the herds ot the first

short-horn breeders in the county who reside in the

district. The stock will be in the field by seven

o'clock in the morning ; members of the society wilt

be admitted by nine; the public, by 2s. Cd. tickets,

at ten, and bv Is. tickets, at twelve. On Tuesday,

August 4th, the Central and Local Committee dine

together at the Golden T.ion Inn, and on the 5th, the

show dav, the great dinner will be held in the

Pavilion, erected for the jjurpose in the quadrangle

of the Court House, capable of dining twelve hun-

dred and nine persons. The building is covered

with transparent water-proof canvass, and is an ex-

ceedingly beautiful room. The dinner will take

place at three o'clock, Earl Spencer, the President,

will preside. The exhibition in the show fields em-
braces cattle, sheep, horses, pigs, poultry, imple-

ments, seeds, roots, &c. Several temporary buildings

are being erected to accommodate the horses, stock,

&c., and everv facility seems to be offered to accom-

modate the large influx of agriculturists, breeders,

&c. who are expected to attend.

Pn Thursday, August 6, the annual meeting of

the society will be belli, and the prizes distributed.

A great Horticultural I2xhibition will <dso take place

in the quadrangle of the Court House.

Mr. Wetherel! will also sell the stock which may
be oft'ered oq that day.

JM .
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"LITTLE WONDER;"
WINNER OF THE DERBY.

(Plate II.)

The marvellous little horse under consideration

is, if we mistake not, the most diminutive Derby
nag on record ; he is under fifteen hands. He has

many racing points in his favour, which will be
seen by the following description : His head is

small, his neck short and strong ; his shoulders

muscular and oblique ; not very high in the withers

;

large and long arms, but legs short
;
pasterns long

;

feet good and open ; the fore and back ribs large ;

very wide in the hips ; very drooping quarters,

and long; large in the stifles and thighs; and
stands over little ground in the stable. His colour

is a beautifully brilliant bay : he stands fourteen

hands three and a half inches high, and his temper
is particularly good. Some discontented hyper-

critics have endeavoured not only to run down
Little Wonder's performances, but to question the

purity of his blood. All this is in bad taste. He
coines of some of our very best stock, and did

time and space permit, we would convince these

growling sceptics that some of the very best blood
that England can produce flows in the veins of

Little Wonder. The Stud book, however, will re-

move all doubts on this subject, and to that we
must refer. As we cannot, therefore, indulge

in a genealogical discussion at this moment, or run
up thefamily tree to satisfy the jealousies of a dis-

appointed few, we will content ourselves by merely
stating that Little Wonder was bred in 1837 by
Mr. Nowell, of Underley, and purchased by Mr.
Robertson, his present owner, at the annual sale

of ]Mr Nowell's yearlings, at Doncaster, in 1838.

He (little Wonder, not Mr. Nowell) is got by
Muley (by Orville, out of Sir Chas. Banbury's
Eldanor) out of Lacerta (bred in 1816 by Lord
Rous, and the dam of Marvel, Cestus, &c.) by
Zodiac, her dam Jerboa, by Gohanna, out of Ca-
milla by Trentham, Coquette by the Compton Barb,
out of Sister to Regulus. By this it will be seen
the the little 'un does not come from a very bad
sort. A veritable "John Bull" when he loses his

money must grumble—it is in his nature, and his

ill humour must have vent. It is true that the
previous performances of Little Wonder were not
of a character to warrant his winning the Derby.
With this we have nothing to do, neither have the
public. He did win the Derby, and well too ;

—

beating the cracks in right good form, and doing
his work right cleverly, thanks to Macdonald who
did ivonders with him.
The performances, if they may be so termed,

are comparatively nothing. At the Newmarket
Second October Meeting of 1839, Little Wonder
started for the T.Y.C Plate on the Tuesday, and
not placed, Wardan being first, Richmond second,
and Jeffy third ; Assassin and several others not
jjlaced. Started for the Nursery Stakes in the
Houghton Meeting with 7st. 41b. on his back, and
was second, Assassin with 6st. lOlb. winning
cleverly. These, the Derby, and the Ascot stakes
at Ascot (where he run second^, have been the
only performances. Little Wonder is a large horse
in a small compass ; some of his points display
extraordinary power; he is handsome wiihal in

spite of his drooping quarters, and one of the niost

splendid colours we ever saw. He has earned his

laurels well, and Mr. Robertson may well be proud
of his Baijx, for if they arc all like Little Wonder,
his liorscs arc worth a kingdom.

SWEDE TURNIPS.—CHALLENGE
ACCEPTED.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK-LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—My attention having' been drawn, by a

paragraph in your paper of the 1st inst., to the

challenge made by Mr. Houghton, of Broom-hall,
that be would show at Tring, on the 18tli Dee. next,

fifty Swedish turnips, against any man in England,
I beg to say, that my fingers itch exceedingly to

take up the giiantlet so thrown down by the wor-
thy gentleman. I am willing to show fifty of my
own growth against fifty of his growth ; but, before

I buckle on my armour, I should like to be in-

formed, tlirough the medium of your paper, the

exact tenns or conditions of the turnip tournament.
—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Robert Matson.
Wingham, June 5, 1840,

THE SWEDE TURNIP CHAL-
LENGE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

I perceive by your paper of last week that Mr. Robt.
Matson of Wingham, appears anxious to take up tiie

gauntlet to shew fifty Swedish Turnips against me, if he
knew the terms.

I shewed at the Tring Station fifty Swedish Turnips
against a gentleman in that neighbourhood, and they
were weighed, after having been waslied and the tops
and roots taken off close, and the weights of thera ap-
peared is the Mark Lane Express and several other
newspapers.
The challenge I then made was to shew those fifty

Turnips ag'ainst any man in England, weight^being the
criterion, to be grown in a field of not less than seven
acres, and after a crop of white grain ; the Turnips re-

mained there for months, if Mr. Matson had thought
proper to accept it.

If he thinks he can beat them this year, I am ready
to make a wager for any sum not less than one sovereign,
and not exceeding twenty sovereigns, that he does not
produce, on the 18th of next December, fifty Swedes
heavier than those I produced last year, subject to the

conditions stated above.
Not being in the habit of writing in newspapers,

allow me to beg of you to call the attention of your
readers to the necessity of establishing a rural police

force throughout every county in the kingdom ; I am
satisfied it would be very beneficial. I had, a fortnight

smce, ten sheep stolen in the Vale of Aylesbury, and
notwithstanding we have all termed an association, and
offer 1 10 guineas reward, it still continues, and now
there is scarcely a night passes but some depredations
are committed. I understand some are against it on
account of the expenses, but 1 feel satisfied we should
be repaid. I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

John HouoiiroN'.
Broom Hall, Sunnins Hill, June 11.

SEED TURNIPS.—CHALLENGE.
to the editor of the mark lane express.

Sir,—It was my wish to have paid earlier at-

tention to Mr. Houghton's letter, published in your
number of the l.)th inst., but I was so desirous of
ascertaining the weights he refers to, that I let pass a

week or two to overhaul at intervals old newspapers,
but did not in the course of my rummage meet with

such account ; however, my recollection of the

turnips shewn by that gentleman at Tring is

sufficiently clear, and 1 feel no hesitation in accepting





\
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his challenge. gAs the main ohject of all| such

emuliition is the advancemeat of this or that branch

of ag^ricultural pursuits, a small wager will answer
the purpose as well as a large one, and accordingly

I will, with Mr. Houghton's leave, name the harmless

sum of five sovereigns. The question being decided

as to my fifty turnips against the recorded weiglit of

the fifty already shewn at 'J'ring, I should vastly

like to have a supplementary contest with fifty of

my turnips against an equal number of Mr.
Houghton's ensuing crop, at the Sraithfield Cattle

Shew, for another modest bet of another five

sovereigns.

I do not proposa to alter the conditions agreed

upon for the Tring exliibition, but if ever I make
any future trial for the chainpionsbip of the turnip,

I shall require additional terms; the mere weight of

a given number ot selected turnips, is not in my
opinion, a satisfactory criterion ; I should therefore

expect, firstl}', that the weight should be the weight
of produce per acre ; secondly, symmetry of bulb;
thirdly, genuineness of bulb ; and fourthly, quality,

another essential point, evenness of leaf, cannot be
insisted on, when the specimens are topped and
tailed.

By quality I do not mean that ihicknecked

monster turnip sometimes shewn at agricultural

meetings, and which excites wonder and admiration

until it is cut and tasted, when it turns out to be
woolly, stringy, juiceless, with ill flavoured llesh,

with gigantic leafage, and altogether fit only for

the descendants of " the ram of Derbyshire''

celebrated in ancient song. No, no, by quality I

mean the fulness of saccharine juice, which delights

the palate of cattle, and clothes their bones with flesh

at a rate akin to railway speed, that gives the clear

crisp slice, which flies like glass before the knife and
between the teeth of diitinguisbed noblemen, gentle-

men, and yeomen agriculturists, and of worthy
Londoners too, whom I have seen crowding around
my standing at the Smithfield Cattle Shew, munching
slice after slice, as if they were astonished how
very few removes it appeared to be from the golden
pippin or pine-apple. I mean that turnip, six, eight,

or ten lbs., round as a cricket ball, and which melts

in the mouth of those unerring judges the pigs, who
will absolutely fatten on these Swedes, which hares,

rabbits and rooks greedily, while they will do
no more than look and smile at others closer at

band, and which, moreover, become leathery in a

dry season, whilst my sorts remain as round, as

sweet, and as good as good can be,

I am. Sir, j-our obedient servant.

Bi/ Messrs. Bond, Turner, and Hunvood's\Machine :

Best sample, not injured.,530
Seconds 1

Total 5 3 1

thrashed in 20 minutes. ,

IViiigham, June 24, Robert Matboiv.

CAMBRIDGE MEETING.
We subjoin a cut of Messrs. Garrett's Machine,

For Messrs. Ransome's, see plate.

The following is an account of the work per-

formed by each of the thrashing machines at work
on Tuesday, at the farm on the Hill's Road :

—
By Messrs. Garrett's Machine.

Cmbs.buslis.pks. Cmbs.buslis.pks.

Best sample not injured ,,. 13 3
Seconds 1 1

Thirds 1 2:^

Total 15 1 2§

By Messrs. Ransome's Machine.
Best sample, not injured. . . 13 1

Seconds 2
Thirds 3

Total 15 I a

M 2
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PRESENTATION OF A PIECE OF
PLATE TO THE DUKE OF
RICHMOND BY HIS SUSSEX
TENANTRY.
On Thursday, Jul)' 23, a magnificent piece of

plate, the gift of the tenantry on the Goodwood
estate, was presented to his Grace the Duke of
Richmond. Th's presentation took place in the
tennis court, where an elegant (?e;w«e a lafowckette
was prepared.
The chair was filled by T. Halstead Esqr., of the

Woodcote farm, whose ancestors and himself have
been on the Goodwood estate for upwards of 130
years. The Duke of Richmond sat on his right

hand, and he was supi)orted by the Earl of March
and nearly sixty farmers and gentlemen holding
land &c. under his Grace. The piece of Plate, the
design of which for such an occasion was most
appropriate, represented a shepherd boy attending
his flock, the sheep being exquisitely modelled in

silver, his dog is at his feet, and a cow behind him.
From the centre springs a magnificent candehibra,
around the branches of which the ivy, the badge
of the Gordon clan, is entwined,—was placed at

the head of the table.

When the usual preliminary proceedings had been
gone through the Chairman and the tenantry rose,

and the former addressed the noble Duke in the
following terms : Jric said that he rose to perform a
pleasing and gratifying duty, and he felt most
deeply the honour which had been done him in

selecting him to fill the situation he then held on
so interesting an occasion ; and svhile he regretted

that the choice had not fallen on some one better

qualified to express the sentiments of those around
him, yet he trusted he might be permitted to say
that no one could feel more sincere delight in being
the medium through whom those sentiments were
conveyed to the noble Duke. It was their good
fortune to be the tenants not only of an indulgent

and a liberal landlord, but of a kind and sincere

friend. The noble Duke was too well known there
to render it necessary for him to add one word of
compliment or eulogy, but he could not but advert
to the distinguished situation which his grace had
lately filled as President of the Royal Agricultural

Society, a society in which men of the first

scientitic attainments pressed forward toco-operate
with the practical farmer. They had lately had the
satisfaction of seeing iheir illustrious friend pre-
siding at the great anniversary meeting at Cam-
bridge, where, as at every other time, and every
other place, he spared no exertions to promote the
welfare and prosperity of his fellow-men. He
would only recal to their recollection the scene
which that Hall presented a few weeks since at

the meetitig of the West Sussex Association, where
the noble I)uke was surrounded Oy the farmers and
labourers of the western division of the county,
zealously and energetically supporting the interests

of both, and more especially, he would add of the
latter. I will now (said Mr. H.) without detaining
you longer, at once proceed to the pleasing duty
which devolves upon me:~

" My Lord Duke, in the name of your Grace's
Sussex tenantry I have the honour to present and
request your Grace's acceptance of this piece of
plate, as the memorial of the high estimation we
entertain for your Grace as our landlord and friend

;

and may Providence send down its blessing, and
grant your grace a long and happy life to pre-
side over a deserving tenantry."

The Duke of Richmond then rose and was most
enthusiastically cheered ; he said, that surrounded
as he then was by so numerous and respectable a
body of men, by tenants, many of whom had
known him from childhood, and from whom he
had ever received the greatest marks of kindness,
and who had now met to offer him so splendid and
distinguished a proof of their attachment, they
might well believe he found it difiicult to gain
words to express his feelings ; there were emotions
too deep for utterance, there were feelings which
words could not express, and such were those
with which at that moment he was overpowered.
I accept your present, continued the noble
Duke, I accept your kind and generous present
with feelings of the deepest gratitude ; as an heir-

loom in my family it shall descend to my children's

children. My eldest son is now among you, a
witness to the reception his father meets with
from the farmers of Sussex, and when it shall

please Providence to remove me from this earthly

scene, may he learn to look on them as his best and
warmest friend. From the first moment ofmy coming
among my tenantry to the present, I have never re-

ceived an angry word, on the contrary, they have
eversoughtopportunitiesofshewingkindnesstome
and mine, I can only hope that they may long con-
tinue to hold their farms in health and prosperity.

If your gift (said the noble Duke) is creditable

to me as your landlord, it is doubly so to you.
It will shew, and I speak it with pride and gratifi-

cation, the good will and attachment which exists

on the part of my tenantry and myself, and when
I can forget this noble proof of your feelings, may
you then forget me. The noble Duke sat down
amidst loud cheering.

After the conclusion of the repast, his Grace at

parting took occasion to offer a few remarks. He
alluded to the late Meeting at Cambridge, and the

results which were likely to spring from the

Royal Agricultural Society, where men of all ranks
met for one common purpose, and where politics

were excluded ; the statesman, the landlord, the

farmer, and the labourer were joined for one great

and good purpose, at one time endeavouring to

bring to bear on agriculture those arts, by the

intervention of which perfection and wealth had
flowed on the other branches of national industry ;

and at another endeavouring to ameliorate the con-

dition, both moral and intellectual, of the labourer.

His Grace, after again alluding to the object for

which they were assembled, and again endeavouring
to express the feelings which almost overpowered
him, then left the Hall.

The plate was manufactured at Gerrard's, Hay-
market, London, and was an exquisite work of tut.

ON PURCHASING NITRATE OF
SODA.

Siu,—As Nitrate of Soda is much used as a
manure, I beg through the pages of your magazine
to caution those agriculturists who intend to use
it, to be very careful in i)rocuring it from respect-

able i)arties, as a common and low priced article

is now offering supposed to consist of the common
soda and salt; this forms a muriate instead of a
nitrate of soda, and has a tendency to destroy
vegetation. 1 remain. Sir, }ours obediently,

Juli/ 9(h. A Fabmkr.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
JULY.

[Since this report was written the weather has

all the appearance of being settled harvest weatlier;

should such be the case, it will be impossible to

estimate the extent of improvement which may
take place, in the wheat crop more especially.]

During the whole of this month, the greatest

anxiety has been manifested, not only by those

immediately engaged in agricultural pursuits, but,

likewise, the community at large, respecting the

growing crops of all descriptions of the soil's pro-

ductions, but more particularly those of wheat,

barley, and oats. This state of things was greatly

heightened towards the close of the above period,

owing to the accounts, received from our corn

districts, being of a very unsatisfactory, and, in

many instances as regards wheat, of an unfavour-

able character. Having ourselves, as has been for

many preceding seasons (from the conviction that

personal observation would the more readily ena-

ble us to convey to the minds of our readers every

fact connected with agriculture, than the mere

reliance on reports transmitted possibly by in-

terested parties^ taken an extensive tour in most

of the midland, northern, and western counties of

England, we are enabled to speak definitively of

the present appearances of the wheat plants, as

also of the future prospect of the agricultural com-

munity, while we cannot but express our regret at

being compelled honestly to confess that, to us,

they are very far from flattering. In Essex, the

wheat appears, on good soils, to have progressed

towards maturity surprisingly well, though under

by no means favourable auspices, and the yield is

fully anticipated to amount to a full average
;

while on heavy and poor lands, a great deficiency

is apparent, the stalks being extremely thin and
stunted. Throughout Suffolk, Kent, Sussex

•

Cambridgeshire, and Yorkshire, the appearances

do not warrant an improvement on last year's

produce. In turning, however, our attention to

the south, we have great cause for congratulation,

the wheat, in that quarter, being, we are truly

happy in bearing testimony, in the most perfect
order, and every farmer with whom we have
conversed, and overwhose lands we have travelled,

having expressed himself in high terms of all pass-
ing around him, whilst no doubt is entertained of
the forthcoming harvest of that description of
grain being great. At no previous corresponding
period of the year, have we been called upon to

record in a more favourable light the growth of
barley; indeed, although an unusually large num-
ber of accounts have been transmitted to us, from
the most extensive barley growers in England, we
are firmly of spininn that this year's will greatly
exceed that recollected for many past seasons.
Oats will, doubtless, be very short in the straw,
yet the yield is expected to come up to a fair

average. In many sheltered situations, the fly

appears to have;committed extensive ravages upon
both beans and peas, in consequence of which, and
the Ihnited stocks on hand, their value is pretty gen-
erally expected to be considerably enhanced, dur-
ing the next three months ; hence large supplies

of foreign will be released for home consumption,
at an almost nominal duty.

The late considerable rise in the currencies of
wheat, in almost every market in the kingdom,
and the consequent fall in the duty to 16s. 8d. per
quarter, have induced manj' persons to suppose
that the quantity of grain in the hands of our far-

mers is extremely small. That it :s much less

than ought to have been perceived at this momen-
tous crisis, we have little cause to doubt, but it is

to be sincerely desired that it is sufficiently large

to prevent the importation for home consumption
of any very considerable quantity of foreign.

Should the latter be the ease a great derangement
will inevitably take place in our monetary system,
and disastrous consequences will be the i esult.

Harvest appears to have already commenced on
some highly cultivated lands in Devonshire—

a

correspondent under date the 24th inst., writing
as follows :

—
" The corn harvest has commenced in this

county. On Wednesday, a field of wheat, the
property of E. Gatty, Esq., was cut in excellent

condition, and we aie now busy in cutting oats.''

The same intelligence has, also, reached us from
several other districts

.

The fluctuations in the atmosphere have been
almost without a parallel, the wind having, on
many occasions blown from all points of the com-
pass in less than 24 hours ; nevertheless, the eff"ect

upon the crops has been, comparatively speaking,
trifling.

From Scotland our accounts are, on the whole,
favourable, the wheat being described as already in

full bloom, with every prospect of a fair average
return ; but the harvest is expected to be a protracted

one. The value of wheat has been, as with us, on
thv3 advance, with very moderate supplies offering,

while barley and oats, the shipments of which to the

English markets have proved, the time of year con-
sidered, extensive, have well maintaineJ their posi-

tion.

In Ireland the grain [dants are looking unusually
thin, with every prospect, at leastjudging from pre-

sent appearances, of a bad crop of most kmdsof the

soil's productions. Wheat, barley, and oats have
been held at high rates.

Notwithstanding the crop of hay has been gathered
in tolerably good condition, the swathe has fallen

considerably sliort of the expectations of the growers;
indeed it must be considered one of the lightest

growth recollected for a series of years past ; still,

however, a good second crop is fully expected.

The following is our usual monthly statement of
the supplies aud prices of fat stock exhibited and
sold in Smith field Cattle Market.

The supplies have consisted of 10,590 beasts,

149,680 sheep and lambs, 1,200 calves, and 3,840
pigs, while the prices have ranged as follows:

—

Beef, from 3s. 4d. to 4s. 8d. j.er 81bs. ; Mutton, 3s.

Cd. to4s. 8d.; Lamb, 5s. to6s.3 Veal, 4s. to 4s. lOd,;

Port, 4s. to 5s.
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^ IT^If^^^Jo^^iF^^J^^^o^^ °^*^^ ^^^- ^'^tent. The Swedish turnips, sown early on ffoodPLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited dry soils, promise well; those on cold retentive

idt Julf^r' lS39,^1.;r nl^a^r^JuT; -
-Lir rt^'-^/r"^

or no pro,ressincon.e,„ence

2" 1840
}> " : 01 inclement weather, notwithstanduip; their recently

AtperSlhs.tosinktheofah. promising appearance. The later sown common
July 29, 1839. Jul}' 27, 1S40. turnips present by no means a very promising as-

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. pect on cold soils, or wliero the land is wet, and we
Coarse & inferior Beasts 2 10 to 3 2 .. 3 2 to 3 6 have heard many farmers already express their in-
Second quality do 3 4 3 8 .. 3 8 3 10 tention of ploughing them down, which will tend
Prime large Oxen 3 10 4 2 .. 4 4 4 greatlv to raise the price of fat beasts during winter.
Prime Scots &c. 4 4 4 6 .. 4 6 4 8 Tlie fallow ground, generally speaking, is in a very
Coarse & inferior Sheep 36 38.. 3 2 36 flifi,,^ of^^ * f i • <. *r
Second quality do. ...'l 3 iO 4 3 10 4 2

^^thy state-a circumstance entirely owing to the

Prime coarse woolled do. 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 6
I'nfavourable weather, and not likely to be much

Prime Southdown do.. 4 10 5 '.' 4 6 4 8 '"^Proved at this late period of the season. Tlie

Lambs 5 o 6 o.ls o 6 pi'^sent state of the fallows augurs very unfavour-

Large coarse Calves . . 4 2 4 8.. 4 2 410 ably for the wheat erojjs on fallow ground in 1841.
Prime small ditto 4 10 5 2.. 5 5 2 The grass lands for pasture, which are good and
Large Hogs 3 10 4 .. 4 4 6 dry, are pretty full of keep ; but the grass on cold
Neat small Porkers .. 4 10 5 2 .. 4 8 4 10 lands when bitten does not rise again ;—these lands

SUPPLIES. have lost their colour, and their supply of keep

Bgggjg
Jiily^29, 1839. Jiih'^27, 1840. seems very scanty. Stock, owing to the inclemency

Sheep
"".''.'..'.""

28640 ''5'Q2n
^^ the weather, are not doing well, and fat stock

Calves,.'!,' !!.'!!!!!.'! '203
"

iss
remains dear—choice ones scarce. Lean stock are

Pigs 580 650 not in such lively request as of late ; both cattle and

The arriVals'of's'laughtered meat up to New-ate ''^^''''f
^^"^ ^°'^^''- "''''^' ""^ different fairs have re-

and Leadenhall markets from Scotland and varfous
gently met with only moderate markets, with the

distant parts of England, have been wholly unim-
exception of choice animals, which are always in

portant, yet the sale for them, on account of their
i-equest, and out of season. Pigs are more plen-

being received in bad condition, arisino- f,om the
*'^"^' ^"^ somewhat reduced m price. Our gram

weather, has been heavy, at low currencies.
markets, throughout the district, are very scantily

supplied with home-grown produce. The wheat,
notwithstanding the advanced state of the season,

WEST CUMBERLAND. ''' generally poor, and principally used for making
J, i,„ 1 1 -e 1, 1 J X .. ship-bread. There are very few stacks to be seen in
Jt lias seldom, it ever, been our lot to witness. *!, j. e i • i

' ^ • mi i i.

,,„-. ,4.^ 1 1 i • ^, "^" V . ' the country of any kind of gram. The markets,
not amongst tanners alone, but in the nublic mind i *• i u i 5i- ^^ v i -.n
„„. „„„ii ^

. • ^ .1 . ^
1"'"''^ """"I however, contiuue to be plentifully supplied with

C! 1
'' '

»[.^^*";f
"^•^^y than 1. at present mam- foreign and Manx grain, which are mucii enquire.l

fested lespectmg the gram crops owing to the f ^^^ meet ready sales at stationary prices. The
threatening aspect of the season. For the last two i 4. i i- • 1 ^.i ..11 1

, , .

,

1 . , ^ ,, ,

»o. >. t«.> j^j-g clrenchmg rains, and the present cold andmonths we have experienced wet, cold, and uncenial 1 .. ^ r 4.1 * 1 i i 4.^

„„„,,„ 1 •
1 4- ii 1 4

ji^" ", niiLi ii.ig,cujai gloomy state of the atmosphere, have been pretty
Aveather, which tor the last season has been unsea- "i 4.1 1 ,. t-^ 1 1 t 1 i i o ^1 J
„„,„,,„'. ,, , , .,, ',

"used general throughout England, Ireland, and Scotland,
sonable in tlie extreme, and, with the exception of ^^^ ,1,0^1^ they continue there is every probabilit>'
a day now and then, being as boisterous and as cold ^f ^,, ^d^^^,,,,^ taking place in the price of grain,
asinwinter. \ esterday was St Swithm's day, and Trade is at present unusually languid and money
the lachrymose Saint shed his ears m abundance, ..^rce, and the heavy remittances for foreign grainwhich the believers in old saws look upon as a bad fend to make the scarcity of money still more se-omen for impiw'e.ment. Great apprehensions are ri^uslv felt. It may seem somewhat strange to
entertained tor the wheats at this seiison narticu- " r ^ x^ i u. ^ ^.i 4. ti- j.

i„ , ., , .
,

>- - ttb Liiia ^easuu, jjcii ucu many of our country friends to learn that A\est
larly those which were early sown, and which are r< "i 1 1 1 ^ xi 1 *. ^ i,

• ,1 mi ^1- •
='"""' '^"" "'"^" 'I't, Cumberland alone, during the last two years, hasnow in bloom. The thin crops seem blown loose -^^ i i.i ^i i 1 i i" 1

, ., , . . . , ,'
-^ciii uiuuu niusc remitted more than three hundred pounds per weekDy tlie boisterous winds, and are very much laid p p • 01 1 1 ^i ^ v ,1

,il„, , 1 * J.T, 1 1^
i-^' "ic »i,i.\ i_iuLu idiu for foreign gram. Should the present unfavourableown

;
but the more sheltered and backward crops weather continue much longer, we shall have to

ave not yet sustained any injury. The early sown ^dd, to the three out of four already past, another
barley, and indeed all upon dry soils seem highly ^^v^rse season, the effects of which will be most
promising

;
but the colder soils and the later sown disastrous to the English fanner, as well as to the

barley a,.pear to promise only mdifterently. Oats Should the season continue unfavourable the
every where look well. Indeed, generally speaking, \v,,.,^^,^ ^^^,^ 1,^,,^ been struggling with the effectswe never remember having seen hner crop, of this ^f the late bad seasons have no prospect but that of
prohhc gram Sown grass hay is gen.ra ly con- ,.„;„, ^r salvation therefrom through the clemency
sidered thin, but old grass and meadow hay arc ^f their landlords—July IG.
everywhere a])uiidant. A consideralilc portion of
the seed hay has been placed under cover, during
favourable intervals of weather, in pretty fair con- LEICESTERSHIRE,
dition

;
but little of the old grass is yet secured. This season of the year being particularly inte-

and tke early part of the meadows are only now resting, as we may now form a tolerably correct
being cut. The early planted potatoes are most cstiniateof the fruits of the labours of the'husband-
favourably spoken of in all parts, and all that w(! n)aii from the forward state of the crops, I send
have seen of them present a most luxuriant you the following observations which strike me as
appearance. Some have already been brought ito ai)|)licab]e to this county. That of wheat first
market, and are really excellent. Tliose, however, claims our attention as being the most important
which were late in being planted, and such as were to the welfare of the great portion of the people,
set Hpon cold soils, are by no means so promising. The crops of this grain are exceedingly various,
and we are afraid, unless we have a favourable alte- according to the different qualities of the soil, and
ration in the weather, they will be a failure to some the period when the seed was put into the ground
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As far as my observation extends, and from all the

information I can collect, the crops are light, and

a much less bulk of straw is expected than in ave-

rage seasons. I have not yet seen a field of wheat
which has been laid, and this is a proof that on

the best soils the crop is not heavy, but on second

rate and inferior they are very thin and much
below an average, and some which were sown
during the rains late in the autumn do not pro-

mise more than half a crop. The late showery
weather has been peculiarly favourable to the

rapid growth of the spring sown wheats, they have

gone well into ear, though generally small, ex-

cepting on some of the best land where the yield

will be very fair, while others only promise two-
thirds, and those on inferior soils half a crop. I

cannot say that the colour is generally good, as

many fields look too dark, and the flag of a rusty

hue. With very few exceptions the spring corn
promises an abundant crop ; both oats, barley, and
especially beans, are looking well; and of the latter

I have not seen any that do not surpass, both as to

length of straw and quantity of pods, the crops for

several years past. These cheering prospects in

regard to the spring corn, I hope will, in some de-

gree, compensate for the deficiency in wheat.
Should the present cold and cloudy weather con-

tinue the harvest will not be so forward as was
expected ; very little will be ready for the scythe

or sickle under a fortnight, and we cannot calcu-

late upon much being cut before the middle of

next month. Mowing grass has not been found
so heavy as was expected at one period, the cold

weather has not been favourable for its rapid

growth, and many meadows have fallen light.

The crops of clover and rye-grass vary much, but,

upon the whole, approach an average. I cannot
but allude particularly to the Italian ryegrass

which I have grown for the last five years with
the best success. I have stacked the produce of

twenty acres of it and cow-grass this season, sown
on wheat, and the bulk has been very great on
strong clay land ; the average length of the Italian

grass is four feet, but many stems measured five,

and the seed portion of them vary long and full.

From these two grasses, on cold strong soils, I

consider I get nearly a load to the acre more than
I could of the common rye-grass and red clover.

The rapid growth of the eddish is astonishing, I

stocked iifteen acres with one hundred sheep which

I am feeding for the butcher, as soon as the ground
was cleared, and that within a fortnight from the
commencement of mowing. I can well attest the
fact mentioned by Dr. Buckland at the meeting
of the Royal Agricultural Society at Cambridge,
that the sheep will eat down to the ground this

grass before they will taste the clover or other
grasses growing with it. Haymaking has proceeded
slowly, and about half may be secured, but with
diflFerent degrees of success, and I fear much is put
together in that state which will cause it come out
very inferior fodder. AVith the exception of the

13th 14th and 15th inst. we have not had three

consecutive days of bright or fair vveather since

the commencement of the hay-harvest. The tur-

nips have a most favourable appearance and a
prospect of an abundant crop. The i)lants have in

no instance that I know of been attacked by the fly

;

they came up quick, but from the cold weather
have grown slowly, and on weak sandy soils look
rather sickly, still those which are hoed are going
on well. Potatoes and mangel wurzel are growing-
rapidly, and a fair crop may be expected of these
useful roots. The pastures are not good ; the
graziers complain of the weather being too cold,

and the bottom grass does not spring up in any
quantity. Fat beef is not very abundant, and
realizes a good price, 6d. to 6§d. per lb. Mutton
does not sell quite so high as a few weeks back, and
6d. may be quoted as the average of good qualities.

The epidemic among cattle has ceased in a great

degree, though it still exists in various parts of the
County. It has been fatal only in very few cases,

and has generally yielded to mild remedies.
In consequence of the depressed state of the

Yorkshire and Leicester woollen trade, wool has
sold much lower than last year. At the fair held
at Leicester on the 4th inst. a large quantity was
pitched, and nearly all of it sold at from 28s. to

iils. per tod. The season is approaching wlien the
Leicester hosiery trade generally revives, and
should it happen to be the case this year, we may
anticipate better prices in a month or two ; the
impression at present is that wool is at the lowest,
which cannot be said to be more than 2Ss. to 29s. I

should say to the grower, be in no haste to sell at

the present price, but hold your wool a little longer.

I am happy to say our labourers are receiving i.^s.

per week beside beer, and in many cases, are
earning- by piecework from 20s. to 25s.—July 23d

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

At MORETONHAMPSTEAD FAIR, the show of
bullocks was not very larpre, and in the early part of the
morning business was dull, those having to sell asking a
greater price than those intending to purchase were in-

clined to give. As the forenoon, however, advanced, a
change in this respect took place, and some business
was done, but at rather a decline in price, the fat bul-
locks being sold at about 10^. 6d. per score. Cows and
calves also became in demand, and many were sold at
from Ql. to 14^. Good oxen and steers, likewise, met
with purchasers. Lean stock, however, was in very
dull sale, the general complaint being' the scarcity of
grass. Of sheep and lambs there were more penned
than has been known at preceding fairs for many years,
bat as in the bullock fair, in the morning there was an
indisposition to business. As the day, however, ad-
vanced, a decline in price in this respect also took
place, and some sales were effected—prime fat wethers
fetching about 6d. per lb. Some Dartmoor wethers, in
good condition, and in their wool, were exhibited, and

met a sale at from S^d. to 6d. per lb. A few lots of
lambs, of excellent quality, were likewise sold, at from
Sjd. to6d. per lb., and on the whole it may be said that
a tolerably g-ood share of business was done.
At THORVERTON FAIR, on Monday last, there

was a wonderful exhibition of extraordinary fine rams,
from some of the best breeders in the neighbourhood, and
it was undeistood they were well let and sold. It was a
very fully supplied fair of lambs, but a duller one was
never experienced. It is tkought that not above one-
half that \yere shown, were sold, and those nearly of the
best description. The quotation for sales too, having
the extraordinary wide range of from 12s. to 27s. a
TJiece. As to sheep,— butchers' sheep were not plenty,
and those of the primest descriptions were sold,—the
wethers at about 6d. ; and ewes, from 5d. to5^d. per
lb. Store sheep were not in any grear plenty, and on
very dull sale, everybody being in want of keep. The
quotation, however, for the business done, may be stated
at from 22'5. to 34s. a piece. There were a few grass
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ed, but no winter fed bullocks shown, and those that
were fit for the stall, were sold at about 10s. per score.
There were a few heifers and calves, but presenting
nothing beyond what m:iy be termed a good description,
and mosl of the best were sold at prices varyin',-- from
12/. to 15/. In the way of store bullocks, there wus
notliina' calling- for mention.
SHERBORNE FAIR on Monday last was but

thinly supplied with stock in general, with the excep-
tion of lambs, of which thfre were about the average
number, and met a very dull sale, horn lambs at from
128. to 16s.; down lambs 15s. to 235., and at those
price; many returned unsold. With wethers and ewes
the fair was but thinly supplied ; wethers in good con-
dition were inqinred after, and sold readily at 6J. per
lb., poor 3nes at from 25s. Ui 34s. per head. The
bulhock fair v.'as also thinly supplied ; beef sold slowly
at 8s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. per score. From the shortness of
k9ep at present on the land, and the small quantity of
ha;* made this season, rendered it impossible to con-
vert many of the poorer beasts into money. There
were some useful horses of the cart kind offered, but a
poor collection of nags, and but very few changed
hands. Ike wool trade was in a very sluggish state,
the sellers scarcely knowing what to a<k, or the buyers
what to offer; we understand the most money that
could be realized was 13d. per lb., but 12d. was the
general price offered, and we did not hear that scarcely
any business was done in this article ; on the whole,
the fair may be said to have been an extremely dull one.
COLCHESTER FAIR.- The supply of sheep was

not so large as we have witnessed, but the trade was
exceedingly flat. There were aboat 4,500 penned, and
not more than 1400 changed bands, at prices not quite
so high as at Colchester market, on Saturday last, the
best wethers fetching not mote thun 39s. to 40s. per
head. The show of horses and cart colts was not so
good as at St. John's Green fair, and from the high
prices a'ked, scarcely any of good quality were sold.
A few sales were effected from 33/. to 35 guineas each,
and some of the secondary and ordinary descriptions
were said accordiu'/ to their qnality

; but the trade al-
together was very dull. The show of lean beasts was
by no means good, and as to slieep, scarcely any busi-
ness was done. Indeed the dealers all acknowledged
that they had not witnessed less trade for several
years past.

EARL SOHAM FAIR.—This annual mart for the
sale of sheep and lambs was i.eld on Thursds.y last,
and was numerously attended. The pens exhibited
were acknowledged to be excellent in quality and con-
dition, but business was very flit, and the sales that
were effected were at a reduction of from 2s. to 3s.
upon the prices of last year. But few beasts were shown.

At OVERTON SHEEP atid LAMB FAIRS, held
on Saturday the IStii of July, the number penned ex-
ceeded that of any former year, amounting to upwards
of 100,000 head. Owing to a Ion,' continuance ot dry
weather, dealers were shy ot purchasing except at
reduced prices, which varied from 27s. to 35s.; ewe
lambs, from 29s. to 40s. ; wethers, from 30s. to 47s.
The stock was considered not so good in condition as
last year. The show of rains, from Messrs. Saunders.
Dowden, Tvvynam, Edney, and Beckingham, excited
the admiration of numerous visitors ; also a pen of ram
lambs from Sir Thomas Jkring, some ol which were
p u'chiised by a gentleman from Belgium. Tiie lambs
and ewes entered for the prizes;, givtn at this fair by the
neighbouring gentry, were of the finest description, and
bKing penned in the new fair ground ?et apart exclu-
sively lor that purpose, attracted a crowd of .-pcctators.
So large a collection of the choice stock of tiie lar-lamed
breed of Hampshire was indi-ed a treat to llic breeder
and :jin;iteur not often to be met with.

ST. BOSWELL'S FAIR, July IS.-Tliis extensive
fair, which took place to-day, was well attended by
both buyers and sellers. The followinir are the prices
obtained :—Best bred lambs, 21s. 6d. ; current 16s. to
223. ; half-brid from IBs. to 19s. ; several lots were
sold at from 16s. to 18?.; tlios- three-parts-bred
brought 193. to 24s. Mr. Bryden, Gleuormistoa, sold

several lots of half-breds at l/s,, 18s., and 203. 6d.

;

Mr. Robert Rallantine, Peebles, a lot at ISs. 6d. ; at

these prices they were considered to be from 6d. to is.

a-head above those obtained last year ; and, as the

supply was less, they were all readily sold off. There
were a good number of sheep shown, but they were of

a very ordinary description, consisting almost entirely

of half-bred hogs, for which the current prices were
21s. to 24s., and at these rates they were well enough
sold. Of wool there was a very fair supply, but the

transactions were limited, and sales very dull. Half-

bred hog wool, 29s. the stone of 24lbs. ; current, 26s.

to 28s. ; Cheviot Vv-hite wool, 21s. to 24s. ; laid Che-
viot, 13s. to I6s. ; blackfaced wool (unsmeared), 129.

to 14s. ; blackfaced (laid), 7s. to 8s. There were a
good many cattle, but few prime fat ; those in goed
condition wxre sold a shade lower than the previous

Earlston fair. Of horses there were, as usual, a con-
siderable nnmber, which met a dull sale.

At COLDFORD (Coh-.brook) FAIR, en the 13th

inst., the fat bullocks, sheep, and lambs, met a sale at

about late market quotations ; but in store cattle and
sheen there was little busin( ss done.

EXI'RAORDINARY PROLIFIC BARLEY.—
Mr. Samuel Barnes, of Westbury, has this year drilled

in two acres with six pecks, and dibbled one acre with

ieS5 than one peck of the grain, and moit astonishing to

relate, there are at this time to be seen from 100 to 1.50

stalks growing from one corn, and some of the ears eon-
tain from 30 to 40 corns in each ear ; and last year the

same gentleman grew nearly 24 sacks of grain per acre,

of good quality. Its properties for malting has been
tried, and lound to answer well, but of course on a small

scale. Mr. Barnes will be happy to show the barley,

as now growing, to any gentleman desirous of seeing it.

"The Farmers' and General Fire and Life
Insurance Institution.''— It will be seen by
the report of proceedings in Parliament that a

petition from the directors of this institution was
presented to the House of Commons on Friday,

the 24tli of July, by Lord Ashley, praying a

reduction of the duty on fire insurance, and the

stamp on policies, when the insurance does not

exceed fifty pounds. Within the last few months
upwards of ninety collages have been destroyed,

and 200 families completely beggared in three

villages in the West of England, namely, Ailing-

ton and Fordinglon in Dorsetshire, and Stoke

Cannon, near Exeter, in Devonshire. The fur-

niture and working tools of these poor families

were wholly destroyed, and no resource remained
lor them but the benevolence of private indivi-

duals. Subscviplions were set on foot, in one of

which we obsprved the name of Lord Asiiley, to a

donation of £25. The stamp upon a policy for

£50. is tlie same as for £5,000. The stamp and
duty toijethcr operate as a prohibition in insurance

for small amounts. But for the oppressive cha-

racter of this tax, the ])Cor creatures above-men-
tioned might have !iad their yiroperty reinstated,

and tiie neighbouring residents been spared a heavy

call upon their charily. From what we have been

enabled to learn, the proposition is favourably en-

tertained, and there is every reason to believe that

the duty will be altered next session. This insti-

tution has already conferred a benefit upon the
'

fanners by causing a reduction on the rate of

insurance on farmiiii: stvck ; it will deserve vveli

of the labourer if it sliould be the means of enabling

lii:n to avail himself of the protection of insurance

against fire.

—

London Journul.
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THE CROPS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— I have delayed giving you a report of the

forthcoming crops longer than I had intended, in

order to see what eiFcct the fly might have upon
the wheat plant, and I am happy in having it in

my power to communicate, as far as my observa-

tion goes, that all the early wheats which were in

ear at the time we experienced the cold, dry winds,

about the 16th, 17th, and 18th of June, prevented
the fly committing: its ravages, by depositing the

egg which breeds the maggot at the time the ear

makes its appearance, and which caused so much
destruction the two last seasons ; but I am afraid

from present appearances that the wheat which is

now coming into ear will be more or less affected,

unless we be faAOured with dry windy weather : I

am also sorry to say, that where the laud is cold

clay, the crop is invariably thin upon the ground,
the straw Aveak, and knuckle fallen, producing a

small ear. With regard to the spring-sown wheats
(and which are to a considerable extent), the crop

will not, I think, in many situations, scarcely ps.y

the seed and labour, being . much smothered with
weed, not only in this, but in the great corn-

growing counties of England, where I have lately

visited, and this is the case also with respect to a

considerable portion of the spring grain ; this, how-
ever, is not to be wondered at, when we bear in

mind the remarkably wet season we had to contend
witli when preparing the land for the present crops,

which, being so saturated and washed, will take

the farmers at least from two to three years in

manuring and getting into its former state. Upon
the whole, I am afraid, we shall fall far short of an
average crop of wheat, of which at this time we
stand so much in need. It is the opinion of some
that we shall have Avheat c it, in the present month,
in some of the early districts, which i)roba])ly may
be the case ; but we shall have wheat also to cut,

and not a small portion in September.
I have to thank you for the valuable information

and the impartial accounts you continue to supply
us with in your useful paper and Farmer's Mmja-
zlne.—I am, sir, yours respectfully,

John Yates.
Colton, near Riujcley, July 2, 1840.

Bewdley, 1th Month, 3rd.

During- the past nionlli the weaiher has been variable,

frequently showery, and for several dayscold with north
winds. On the whole it has, 1 think, been favoHrahlc
to most of the corn crops, excepting- Wheat, which
would be much benefitted by warm suubhine and dry
weather, and the complaints greatly increase rfcspecting'

the indifferent appearance oftiiis most important article

of food. On the lig-ht soils, from what I hear, I should
think there would be full an average crop, but on the
strong clay soils—and on these most of the wheat is

grown—there must 1 thitik be a gi'eat deficiency ; in-

deed, it could scarcely have proved oilierwise from the
very unfavourable circumstances under which niost of
it was sown. 'J'here is also a great bieadth of Spring-
sown wheat, wiiich is generally reported as looking
unpromising. The heavy winds and showers which we
have had during the time of blossoming, must also have
proved injurious I consider. I'he bnrley is reported to

be generally looking well, but should the wet weather
coniinue which we have had the last few days, it will
be likely to become much laid. Peas are looking well.
Pieans and oais not grown extensively. The crops of
grass lighter than they were expected to prove.

I remain very respectfully,

HiNRv Sturgb.

BEDFORD WOOL FAIR.

Tl'iis fair was held on Monday week. The quantity

of wool brought into the fair was limited, and few trans-

actions were made previous to the dinner. A deal of

business was done in the cattle fair, at a little advance

in the cow and sheep line. The show of tups was very

superior, and the competition was so great that the

judges had rather a difficult task. Several very emi-
nent agriculturists were on the ground, and bebtowed

great praise upsn the Bedfordshire breeders.

THE DINNER.
At two o'clock a large company assembled at the

Swan Hotel, and did ample justice to the excellent

dinner provided. The chair was taken by Charles Bar-
nett, Esq., supported by Lord Charles J. Fox Russell,

G. P. Livius, Esq., Charles Short, Esq,, &.c. &c. Mr.
Hyne acted as \'ice-Pre5ident.

Alter graee had been said by the Rev. James Beard,

and the cloth removed,
The Chairman ?-ave the toast of " The Queen ;''

after which the usual toasts were given ; and then said

he would feel obliged by any gentleman stating what
wool he had sold, and thus set the example.
Mr. John Puuseu stated that he had sold his wool at

33s,, leaving sixpence to the times. He had done this to

suppoi't the wool fair, and to meet the purchasers who
had made bad speculations before. The wool consisted

of 300 Down ewes, 200 half-bi'eds, and 56 Leicesters.

Mr. \V. Bennett stated that he was atLeighton Fair,

Lnd there was a large quantity of wool, 49,000 fleeces,

and upwards of 49,00!t were sold, but the prices were
not high, and farmers went there with a disposition to

sell at market prices. The silver cup was awarded to

jMr. Waller, of Luton, who bought twenty one thousand

fleeces. Mr. Burness sold the Duke of Bedford's wool
at 35?. ; there was a gooo! deal sold at 31s. and 32s.

;

the average price was 31s.

The health of the Judges, Messrs. Manning, Sandon,
and Purser.
Mr. Sandon returned thanks.

ftlr. Anderson offered the Duke of Bedford's wool at

33^. to Mr, Waller ; it consisted of 300 Leicester Ewes,
loO half-bred Tegs, and 1,50 Southdown Ewes; Mr.
Waller'v agent offered 295., wliich was accepted.

Mr. Paine offered his wool at 34s., consisting of 45
Leicester Tegs, 62 half-bred, 161 fat sheep, and 191

ewes ; but no purchaser, no sample being produced.
Mr. Barnett offered his wool at 31s., consisting of 76

Leicester Tegs, 115 Leicester Ewes, 82 fat Leicesters,

and 103 Down Ewes ; 30s. offered.

Mr. Cant offered his wool, half Tegs and half Ewes,
and 40 half-bred ditto, and 80 fat sheep, to Mr. Waller.

Mr. Onslow, of Staughtou, sold his wool at 32s., con-
sisting of 135 half-bred Tegs, 212 Leicester ditto, 134
half-bred and Down Ewes, 130 Leicester ditto, and 51
fat sheep.

After a few more toasts, the Chairman left the chair,

and the company separated.

HERTFORD WOOL FAIR.
Tke annual woolfairwas held on Wednesday. There

was a large attendance of both sellers and buyers than
at the fair last year ; and the quantity of wooloffered
was vtry great. Very little business was transacted
before dinuer: both parties remaining firm. At the
dinner at the Shire Hall, the chair was filled by C. G.
Thornton, Esq., in the absence of Lord Salisbury, who
was advertised to preside, snd whose absence was oc-
casioned by the necessity of his attending to Lis parlia-

mentary duties.

The Chairman said, from information he had pro-
cured, he believed that the trade was now about to take
a favourable turn. He had many years ago got 44s.
for his wool ; but he now offered Mr. Weston 300
fleeces, mixed, at 34s.—Mr. Weston offered 30s.
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This lot was bought after the dinner by Mr. Hale at
3ls.

C. Phelips, Esq., then offered Mr. Weston 418
fleeces, consisting of 168 choice Down tegs, S3 Leices-
ter tegs, &c. at 32s., but they were declined. He then
oflFered them to Mr. John Archer, jun., a young buyer,
of whom Mr. Phelips spoke in terms of high praise and
confidence. Mr. Archer offered 31s., and Mr. Phelips,

with a view to encourage him in every way he could,

accepted the oflFer. Mr. Phelips subsequently submitted
the wool of Abel Smith, Esq., M.P. to the buyers, who
left the table to examine it. It consisted of 735 wethers
and 443 Down tegs. On their return it was offered to

Mr. Archer at 35s. for tegs, and 309. fer the others.

Mr. John Archer offered 34s. and 28s. It was then
offered to Mr. Weston, who declined, as Mr. Archer
had outbid him. Mr. Archer's price was accepted.

Edward Lewis, Esq., offered to Mr. Youde 400
tegs, 317 ewes, and 200 wethers, at 32s. ; Mr, Youde
could not afford more than 29-*., which was refused.

Mr. Bigg offered Mr. Hales 440 half-bred tegs at

35s., but Mr. Hales declined. Mr. Weston offered 34s.,

but it was not accepted. Mr. Weston announced that

he had bought Mr. Charles Taylor's wool, consisting

of 600 fleeces, at 33s., and wethers at 28s. Mr. Dor-
rington, of Waterfnrd, sold 200 fleeces mixed to Mr.
Tattam, at 32?. ; Mr. Swordcr sold 700 fleeces, mi.Ked,

to Mr. Waller, of Luton, at 30s.; Mr. Wads worth sold

200 tegs, 90 wethers, add 26 ewes, to Mr. Weston at

33s.

Mr. Joseph Jackson sold 589 fleeces of teg and
ewe wool to Mr. Tattam at 35s. and 30s. ; and some
more of Mr. Abel Smith's wool, consisting of 231 tegs

and 131 Down ewes, at the same price.

Mr. Lewis, the Secretary, said, in the first year

22,000 fleeces were offered ; in the second year, 24,000 :

iu the last year, 13,000 ; in the present year, 27,355.
This was a proof that they were in an increasing, not
decreasing state.

NORTHAMPTON WOOL FAIR was held on
Saturday last. Samples of the different growers' lots

containing ten fleeces, five of tegs, and five of ewes,
were exhibited on the market place as usual. About a

hundred persons, growers and buyers, were at the

ordinary, at which C Hillyard, Esq., President of the

Northamptonshire Farming and Grazing Society, pre-
sided. A.fterthe usual toasts had gone round, and the

assemblage of growers of wool had been more than
doubled, the chairman entered on the business of the
day, observing that as it could not be doubted that the

woollen trade was in a distressed slate, he thought it

would be prudent of tlie growers, who wished at that

time to sell, to give vvay a little in the prices asked be-
fore dinner; but as neither the growers or buyers
seemed willing to meet half way in the prices asked
and offered, about four lots only were disposed of. The
Chairman sold his, which contained very nearly half

tegs, all Leicesters, at 29s. 6d. per tod. Mr. Rogers of

Cucknoe, which had had three or four years ago one
cross with the Downs, at 3ls. Mr. Kimbeli's, of Earl's

Barton, a very superior lot, half bred between Down
and Leicester, at 33s. per tod.

ILSLEY WOOL FAIR.—There were about 300
packs of wool brought for sale ; it was well attended by
buyers, but business ))rogrcsse(l rather heavily, and
many lots were unsold at 4 o'clock. Ewe fleeces sold
at 29s. to 30s, per tod ; regular flocks, 31s. to 32s. ; and
teg fleeces at 35s. to 36s. per tod. The silver cup for

the best 100 teg fleeces was awarded to Mr. Wm. Fidler
of Boxlord. About 250 sat down to an excellent cold
collation, — Villebois, Esq., in the Chair, supported by
the Marquis of Downshire,— Wroughton, Esq., &c. &c.

LEICESTER WOOL FAIR.—About 4000 tods

were pitched, a great falling off from last year; trade

dull here, as well as in Yorkshire.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JULY.

In our last two reviews of the state and prospects
of the corn trade, we alluded very particularly to

the possibility, if not actually the probability, of
the admission of foreign grown wheat into our
markets of consumption on the payment of duties
much more moderate than those chargeable at the
forementioned periods, and circumstances have
since then occurred, which render this supposition
even more probable than it then was. As is usual

at this season of the year, the value of all descrip-

tions ofgrain is regulated by the state ofthe weather,
and from the middle of June till towards the close

of last month, this principle has had an unusually
open field for action. For a period of four or five

weeks, the days, and i)artlenlarly the nights, were
colder than is consistent with an early harvest time,

and from this circumstance the ripening of wheat,
in particular, has been iu STme degree retarded.
The holders of foreign bonded grain, and the im-
porters of foreign wheats on speculation, were not
idle during the continuance of this partially un-
favourable state of the weather, for after all, should
we have a dry season hereafter for gathering the
fruits of the earth, it is not of the slightest conse-
quence. Rumours of every description unfavour-
able to the best interests of the community

—

we
mean thereby a good crop—were put into circulation,

and the Chronicle and the Times journals assisted
in their promulgation. To make a powerful im-
pression, however, the reports made respecting the

state of the wheat crop should, at all events, have had
some degree of consistency with each other. Whilst
onecomplainedoftoo much moisture havinginjured
the winter wheats, another relied on the want of

rain as the certain forerunner of a deficient crop.

Since our last publication the great county of

Kent it seems has been afflicted with this latter

evil, and many are the unfavourable predictions

consequent on this complaint. We however
strongly suspect that the injury effected by this

cause, if any be actually done, cannot be of any
material importance, and the delay which has
already taken place in the commencement of the

reaping season, is not of the slightest consequence
sliould the weather hereafter be dry and favour-

able. The fluctuations in the value of wheat
during the last month were not extensive, notwith-

standing the many unfavourable rumours which
were circulated respecting the state of the

growing crops, for it certainly has not e.xceededat

any time from 2s. to 3s. per quarter on the finest

samples. The diflbrcnccs however in the average

l)riccs from the various districts, by which the duties

l)ayable on foreign wheat, when entered for home
consumption, arc regulated, have been immense.
The average price of wheat trom various quarters

in Lincolnshire is little less than 25s. per quarter

cheaper than the London average for the same
week. It is nearly impossible that quality alone

could have produced this ctt'cct, and we can only
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attribute it to a system of management which too
frequeitiyis resorted to, when it is an object of
importance to prevent a decline in, or to assist in
the reduction of the duties payable on the impor-
tation of foreign grain for home use. In the pre-
sent case it can scarcely be doubted that great
efforts have already been made, and still are making,
to reduce the duty now payable on foreign wheat
in particular; and at this season of the year, when
the supplies of British wheat are usual'ly small, it

docs not require much capital to give a fallacious
tone to the wheat trade, and to render the supplies
in the leading markets apparently less than the
consumption. By a few well managed purchases
on speculation, the stands are rapidly cleared, and
the millers are occasionally deprived, until the
next market day, of that quantity which is neces-
sary to their usual consumption. Fears and sur-
mises soon, and very naturally, succeed this
managed deficiency in the supply, and rumours
unfavourable to the general appearances in the
fields, are the certain consequence. It works well
in the mean time for the proprietors of bonded
wheat and for its importers, by causing an im-
provement in the value of this description of grain,
on the chance of a rednction'in theduty. Whether
such an attempt has latterly been made, it is not
for us to say, but we may perhaps be permitted to
give an opinion on a subject so very interesting to
all readers of the Farmer's Magazine as is the state
of the coming crop of wheat. Before the close of
last year, the wheat seed time was certainly not so
favourable as could have have been wished, and it
may be that in some few instances the winter
wheats are apparently thin on the ground ; but
this may not cause, where it does exist, any
material deficiency in quantity, though it may be
the means of producing excellent quality. Any
complaints, however, which might be made on this
subject at the close of last year, must have been
most abundantly removed since the commencement
of the present one, for the season tor sprinn- ope-
rations could not have been more favourable, and
the crops of every description have not received
one solitary check durmg its progress. The
January planted wheats are quite equal in appear-
ance to that of any previous season, and thesprin"'
sown wheats seem at all events to be luxurian?.
Since the turn of the year it is utterlvimpossiblethat
any damage could have been done to the growino-
crops, unless it has had its origin in the very favour°
able state of the weather, and the injury done to the
winter wheats previous to January last cannot
have been to any extent ; indeed, we doubt much
whether the reported injury exists any where, unless
It be in the imaginations' of the interested' in the
beneficial effects to themselves of a bad crop. The
weather during a part of last month certainly
was not so very propitious as it had been previously,
but the only unfavourable effect which it has pro^
duced has been a delay of at most fourteen days in
the commencement ot' the reaping season, which at
this early period is not of the slightest consequence.
A wet harvest time alone now can he attended by in-
jurious consequences, and we can see no reason'why
such a calamity should be anticipated

; indeed, the
chiinces are numerous on the opposite side. To the
holders and importers oF foreign wheats, the reduc-
tion in the present rates of import duty is of vast
importance, and should this object be bv any other
means effected than by a damaged crop, it cannot in
any material manner now be hurtful to theao-ricultu-
ral interest of the United Kingdom. A laro-e quan-
tity of foreign wheat, if admitted for home consurap-

tion, will liberate the British capital now abstratced
from home improvements, in its importation, and
this quantity will, to a certain extent, at all events,
supply the deficiency now existing in the farmer's
stocks of British grown wheats. The liberation of
this quantity of capital will tend to increase tiie

quantity of productive labour amongst the industrious
classes of British society, and will enable them to
increase their means of payment, and consequently,
their consumption ot agricultural produce, and of
home manufactured goods. Abstractedly in itself a
great evil, as an entirely free trade in corn must from
necessity generally be, still to put that money again
into circulation, which may be locked up by specu-
lations in foreign grain, is certainly the most favour-
able plan for rectifying some of the bad consequences
resulting from operations so entirely anti-national

;

and therefore lo admit the foreign wheat already pur-
chased into home consumption cannot be so injurious,
even to the interest of the British Agriculturist, as
the abstraction of the money embarked in it from
circulation must be. A large quantity of all descrip-
tions of foreign grain will be imported before the
close of the present year, and the deficiency in the
quality generally, and also partly in the quantity of
the two last crops, will no doubt render necessjirv the
consumption of a good deal of foreign grain, even
admitting as we do in every respect, that the coming
crop be an abundant one, both in quantity and qua-
lity. The want of six months' consumption of Briiish
grain, which ought at this period of the year to be in
the possession either of the farmers themselves, or of
the corn merchants, must be supplied before the corn
trade can be again placed in a sound and healthy
condition, and that can now only be done out of the
surplus quantity of the coming crop. Althouoh,
therefore, our home agricultural interest may for a
time be inconvenienced by the admission of foreign
grain into competition in our own markets with their
property, still eventually the British grower will be
benefitted by this circumstance, in as far as it will
enable him {©replace into his stores that quantity of
his own crap, which at the close of every corn
season it is for his interest, as well as that of the
public in general, that he should have in his posses-
sion. On payment of the present duties on foreio-n
grain, or even of lower ones, therffore, no great pubTic
icjury c:in be done by the admission into home
consumption of even a large quantity of foreign
gram, for in most cases a great proportion of it°is
already p:iid for, and its consumption now is almost
the only way by which the capital embarked in it

can be again brought into circulation, and rendered
useful in the productive employment generally of
the people. A material reduction in the present
rates of duties however would be almost as great a
general calamity as a bad harvest itself would be,
for it would place the empire nearly in the same very
unfavourable position, as a free foreign corn trade
would do. It would cause an immense influx iuto
the country of foreign grain and pulse of every
description, and a great abstraction of the circulating
medium would be the necessary consequence. The
money market even already has been rendered
feverish by the unfavourable rumours, wliich were
put in motion during the greater part of last month
respecting the state of the growing crops. A demand
for foreign bills of exch.mge was created by the
importers of foreign grain, and as our exports to
Europe of British manufactures, and of goods of
every description, did not at the time amount in
value to the sum lequired for the purchase of foreign
corn, the rates of the foreign exchanges became
less favourable to England ; and a repetitiou of the
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same circumstances would soon cause a foreign

demand for silver and gold, would render money
again scarce, and a reduction in the value of every
tbing, the wages of labour included, would be tbe

unfortunate result. Under no circumstances can
wheat be cheap during the remainder of this year,

but still duties much under the present rates would
be attended by much mischief, and would in a very
material manner itijure the best interests of all the
industrious classes of society. To the agricultural

interest any importations of grain from i'oreign

nations, which can occur during the lemainder of

this season, cannot be of mucli consecjuence, for, as

we have already stated, it will enable the farmers
and corn merchants to purchase and to hold that

quantity of Britisli grown grain, whicJi is so

necessary to the health and soundness of the British

corn trade ; but to the mercantile and manufacturing
classes of society, any large importation of foreign

grain at nominal duties even, would be in every way
injurious. It would render money exti-emely scarce,

and consequently extremely dear. It would for a

time put a limit to all descriptions of improveraenis
at home, and of speculative operations, and it would
thus place many thousands of families entirely out

of employment. Even should this state of tilings

reduce the value of provisions by one-half, it would
not be of the slightest advantage to those engaged in

commercial and manufacturing labours, for the wages
of labour would be subjected to a correspondent

reduction, and, what is worse still, productive
employment, that great property of the iutiustrious,

would be itself materially reduced b)' that falling

awav in the home consumption of all descriptions of

manufactured goods, which the dearness and scarcity

of money would occasion. To prevent scenes of

this description, and occurrences so very fatal to the

best interests of the community, is as much the

object of the corn laws, as the protection of agri-

culture, for cultivated fiekls will produce, even
should commerce and trade decay. Agricultural

improvements benefit the human race for ages, but

the labours of commerce and manufactures are

ephemeral. 'I'hej' depend for existence ou the

breath of fancy, and they decay when they

become no longer fashionable. Still the corn laws
are in every way of the greatest utility to these

classes ; indeed, the}' are absolutely necessary

to their prosperity. They are the means of
retaining ^vithin the United Kingdom those stores

of wealth, out of which originate productive employ-
ment in the greatest abundance, and which conse-

quently cause correspondent rates of wages. During
the last two corn seasons not less than ten millions

sterling, in specie, have been remitted for grain alone

to ftireign nations, which sum for many years can-

not return to this country, and is consequendy lost

to the wealth of the empire. Had the weather not

been so very unfavourable to farming operations as

it was during the years 18315 and 1339. the present

circulating medium would have been increased by
these ten millions sterling ; they would have been
expended in the purchase of provisions produced at

hoiup, and would now.m some department ol' indus-

try or other, have been increasing the (juantity cf

productive labour at home, and enhancing the rates

of wages paid for it. Tiie eyes of the arlizans and
operatives of all descriptions are now wide open to

the advantages which they reap from detaining our
cajjital and wealth witliin the iJritish empire ; they

see no jjood reason why they should he called on to

give employment to foreign agricultural labourers,

from whom they receive no adequate return, in pre-

ference to their fellow subjects, the agricultural

labourers at home, who expend all they gain in their

native country, and whose consumption of manu-
factured goods is by far the most valuable depart-

ment of the manufacturer's industr}'. A tew short-

sighted master manufacturers fancy that the export
trade of the country may be materially increased by
the exchange of our raimufactures with foreigners

for their grain. The operatives, however, are widely
awake to their own interests on this subject. To in-

duce foreigners to consume British manufactured
goods, we must first be able to undersell their manu-
facturers in their own market; and this can only be
accomplished by an immense reduction in the present

rates of wages at home. Hence the cry originates

for an unrestricted freedom in the corn trade ; hence
arise what some are pleased to call the benefits of

reciprocity in cominerce. Dearness and cheapness,
however, depend entirely on circumstances. Wheat
is dparer in Poland at lbs. or los. per qr. than it is

at 60s. per qr. in England, because the wages of

labour in Poland are not sufficiently high to enable
the great body of the people there to consume their

own wheat, even at 10s. per qr. This price in fact

is too dear for their means; whilst in England the

wages of labour render wheat cheap even at 6')s.

jjer quirter. The value of the necessaries of life,

therefore, must always be regulated by the means of
the consumers, and times will be bad indeed in the

UniteJ Kingdom, should the wages of labour and
the value of provisions ever bo placed here on a level

with those obtained in the corn districts amongst
foreign nations. That our export trade has much
increased under the existing corn laws during the

last ten years, is abundantly proved by public do-
cuments. For the year ending in March, 1830, the

official value of our exports was rather more than

thirty-five millions sterling, whilst during the year
ending in March, 1840, it had been increased to the

enormous sum of upwards of fifty-two millions ster-

ling : during the same period the home consumption
has been nearly doubled. This favourable improve-
ment in the commercial and manufacturing relations

has chiefly originated in the sound and healthy con-
dition of the agricultural interest, established on the

improvement in the corn laws now effectually in

operation during the last ten years. In a state of

society so very artificial as ours is, there unfor-

tunately must be many instances of distress, as well

amongst individuals as in various branches of indus-

try ; but t]ie;;e generally arise from causes which
eventually cure themselves, and cannot be, under
present ci'cumstances, of long duration, for the con-

tinued advance in the science of agricultureannually

adds to the value of all descriptions of goods eitlier

exported or consumed at home. As geology and
chemistry become better known amongst the culti-

vators of the soil, the labours in the fields must pro-

jiortionablv be increased in importance, scattering,

as they soon must do, plenty over a smiling land,

and sowing the seeds of benevolent feelings amongst
all classes of society within the United Kinj:;dom.

The salutary protection which the corn laws extend

to agriculture, and the equally salutary protection

which other laws aflbrd to every department of in-

dustry, have been attended by consequences of much
importance already, but the extent of the benefits to

be yet reaped from these protective laws is at pre-

sent beyond all calculation. To cast the eve over

England, even at the present time, and to survey the

progress already made in agricultural pursuits, calls

up the most pleasing reflections in the mind, but not

many years can iiow pass, under the jame progrea-

sivesystem, till theentire faceof the country assume
all the beauties ot' an extended garden. Then com-
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merce and manufactures must flourish in proportion,

and keep pace with the prosperity of the agricultural

interest. Employment of every description veiU

then be rendered, in tlie real meaning of the word,

productive; and the wages of labour, that only true

property after all, will be fully equal to supply

the wants and to increase the comforts of the

industriously disposed portion of tlie commu-
nity. A good harvest season therefore at present

is really of more than usual importance, and
yearly, must it become move so'; for a great portion of

our future improvement is founded on retaining the

money within the empire, and in expending it

amongst the artisans and laljourers of all denomina-
tions at home ; for the wealth of nations can never
be increased by employing the inhabitants of foreign

nations in the production of any article whatever
which can be either manufactured or grown at home.
Only the importation of those articles, to the pro-

duction of which our climate or our habits are not

genial, can be attended by national advantages; and
to encourage the introduction of any thing from
foreign nations, at the ex[iense and to the detriment

of agriculture, must bo injurious in its consequences
to every class in our society. As ypt we entertain

sanguine hopes that no injury of much consequence,
beyond the procrastination of the reaping season,

which the state of the weather Jias latterly occa.

sioned, has yet been done to the crop. Sunshine,

genial warmth, and a dry harvest season, will soon,

we are persuaded, till tlie farmers' stack-yards, and
the corn-merchant's granaries, with the i)roduce of

an average and goodjCrop of all the necessaries, ami
of many of the luxuries of life ; and then the mer-
cantile and trading interests will find an increased

cousumption and good payment at home for nume-
rous articles whicii they manufacture and produce.

This much-to-be-wished-for result of the coming
crop, should our views prove correct, will strengthen

the arch of British society, and render all its links

healthy and prosperous. A bad harvest season, ou
the contrary, must be attended by the most disastrous

results to tlie whole community. The only well-

founded complaint respecting the thinness of the

wheats sown during the last autumn, may receive

a remedy, we trust, in the superior growth and qua-
lity of those planted since the beginning of January
last ; for at all events the spring-sown wheats never
bad a more favourable season than the present one
Las been, in as far as it has yet progressed. The
experiment has now beeu made, and the result will

show the importance of the improvements already

made in agricultural pursuits, for it may fairly be

anticipated, from the present a])pearances in the

fields, that the spring wheat crop will he much su-

perior to that of former years, both in quality and in

quantity, should the season for reaj)ing and securing

It prove only a propitious one.

During the last month the barley markets through-

out the country have been in some measure supplied

with barleys of foreign growth. The heavy duties

imposed on the manufacturers of this article place an

efi'ectual bar to its extended cultivation, and when-
ever nuy failure occurs in its production that defi-

ciency must, from necessity, be imported from foreign

countries, and paid for chiefly in the precious metals.

The time was when the exportation of long malt to

Holland was an extensive and valuable trade to the

maltsters, and, consequently, to the barley growers,

hut the law has long since deprived them of those

advantages. The malt duty, we are persuaded, may
bH collected with equal security to the treasury and
at much less expense to the public, than it is by the

present system. The duty should be at once charged

on the raw barley, and the maltster should be per-

mitted to manufacture his malt in that manner which
he may think most suitable to tho purposes for which
it is intended. The excise officer at present pre-

vents even experiments being made in the manufac-

ture of this highly useful and important article, and

thus stands in the way of various improvements,
which otherwise might be effected in its production.

The weight of the duty itself is another almost im-
measurable obstacle to tjje consumption of malt,

which it confines consislerahly under six millions of

quarters, a quantity which would be doubled was
this vexatious tax even slightly reduced under its

present rate. The smallest power of calculation is

only necessary to shew that thirty millions of British

subjects would consume upwards of twelve millions

of quarters of malt if their meaos could afford to

pay for the expense. 'Ihe production itself of tiiis

additional quantity of barley would furnish wealth

far more than adequate to supply these means, and a

duty of 10s. per quarter would m-ike the revenue

larger than 20s. per quarter can make it under the

existing system. The consumption of British made
spirits is also considerably lessened by the exorbitant

duties imposed on their manufacture in England,
and the use of foreign smuggled spirits is encou-

raged by the same cause. England, with sixteen

millions of people, consumes only about nine mil-

lions and a half of gallons of home-made spirits, and
the remaining half of her consumption must there-

fore be manufactured abroad, and imported into this

country, without the payment of any duty whatever,

'i'o reduce the English duty to a level with that

charged in Scotland would entirely suppress this

illicit system of trading, would be a benefit to our

barley growers, would materially improve the morals
of a portion of the community, and, what the

Chancellor of the l:'.xchequer may consider the best

of all, would considerably increase the revenue itself.

Although during the whole of last month the supplies

of British grown barley were unusually small, still

the large foreign arrivals did more than make good
any existing deficiency, and a decline of about 2s.

per qr. was the necessary consequence, which has

raised tho duty levied on its importation from
foreign stales to 9s. 4d. per quarter. This circum-
stance must—for a time, at all events—place a limit

to large arrivals of it from abroad ; and it is to be
hoj)ed that a luxuriant crop at home will soon put an

entire stop to this department of the corn trade, for

we find no complaints whatever in circulation

against the present appearance of the barley crop :

on the contrary, it is almost universally favourably

spoken of. In the fine barley lands in Suffolk and
Norfolk, a little more rain will do much good, and
render the produce even more valuable than it is at

present expected to be, favouiable as these expecta-

tions undoubtedly now ai-e ; butaswe have alread}',

and frequently stated previously, the collection

of nearly twelve millions sterling of revenue from
each barley crop, does not encourage the extension

of the production of this most valuable article, and
is deeply injurious to the agricultural interest, and
to the great body of the people. Excessive taxation

is not more injurious to the community than it is to

the exchequer itself, for its operations are on every

occasion prejudicial to the treasury, for the benefit

of which alone they were imposed. Moderate rates

of duty, on the contrar}^ generally exceed the cal-

cvilation of the amount to be raised from them, and
this would be the result of a material reduction in

the existing rates of the public charges on malt
generally, and on the home-made spirit duty levied

ia England.
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In all the great markets of consumption, the sup-
plies of oats from Great Britain and from Ireland,

since our last report, have not been equal to the de-

mand, and it has been requisite to enter for home
consumption a considerable quantity of foreign oats

to fill up the deficiency. Some how or other, oats

are better protected from foreign importation than

any other description of grain, and the treasury has

reaped some advantages from the duties collected

on tlie present occasion. 'J'he last crop of oats, par-

ticularly in Ireland, vras extremely short in quan-
tity, and equally inferior in quality. The conse-

quence has been a falling oft' in the quantity imported

from the sister Ireland, but this lias been sufficiently

made good by oats of foreign growth, to prevent any

exorbitant enhancement of their value. The last

crop now is drawing to its close, and there will not

be the usual quantity of old oats in the country,

when the new crop is brought into the market for

consumption. This may render an additional im-

portation still necessary from abroad, but still there

is little chance of prices being otherwise than mode-
rate. The appearance in the fields at the present

time indicates a most abundant crop of this article,

and in Ireland it is in a particular degree luxuriant.

In due season, therefore, abundauce will be for-

warded from that country to all our markets, and
another argument will thus be furnished of the vast

importance of the corn laws to every class ofsocietj"-

in the United Kingdom. It is through the protec

tion of these laws that agricultural improvements
make such rapid progress in Ireland, where tillage

may vrith great truth be described as only in a state

of infancy. In a few years, however, with the

patronage of the British markets, and vcith that de-

gree of preference which the corn laws extend to

Irish oats in them, over those of foreign growth,

the increase in the amount of agricultural products

of every description will render supplies from
foreign nations and communities entirely unneces-

sary, and keep the value of all the necessaries of

life within moderate bounds, and in every respect

accommodating itself to the wages of productive

labour. Then indeed our master manufacturers,

with every prospect of success, may endeavour to

compete, in all the markets on the continent, with

foreign manuficturers, and they may increase their

commercial operations abroad by this most legitimate

source of business. But agricultural improve-

ment, particularly in Ireland, must be the foundation

stone on which any addition to commercial and
manufacturing prosperity must rest itself, for it can

never flourish on any other principle ; on the con-

trary, every check which agriculture receives from

the elements, or from any other cause, is more
severely fek by the trading interest than by the

tillers of the fields themselves. U'he importation of

foreign grain during the last two years, by render-

ing money scarce, and consequently dear, has clearly

demonstiated this fact.

With beans the markets generally have been but

moderately supplied, and very few samples of peas

now appear on sale. Both of these articles continue

to command high prices, and as the appearances in

fields of both are not so very favourable as could be

desired, an opinion is entertained that higher prices

may vet be obtained for them within a week or two.

The crop, however, may yet disappoint all their pre-

dictions respecting its inferiority, for the July rain,

at all events, cannot have done any injury to these

articles, but its effects ought to have been the

reverse, until the period for ripening them arrived.

The potato crop has still a luxuriant appearance,

and should it be gathered only iu good condition, it

must have a wonderful influence in supplying the

predicted deficiencies iu the wheat and pulse crops,

if any actually exist ; but dry and warm weather,

during the next month and the present one, will, we
are satisfied, yet remove every cause of complaint,

whilstadripping harvestseason, on thecontrary, must
be attended by very serious consequences to the

community.
The information received in the course of last

month from abroad respecting tlie state of foreign

corn markets has not been of much interest to the

trade in this country. All these markets are chiefly

regulated by the prices in London, and consequently

the transactions in none of them have been of any

importance. By New York letters, datedin the first

week in July, we learn that the demand for flour

and wheat throughout all the corn districts in the

United States remained dull, and no sales to any
extent had latterly been effected. The new crop of

wheat is generally favourably spoken of,although it is

not supposed to be so abundant as that of the previous

season was. A considerable quantity of flour, in

particular, would soon after these dates be forwarded

to England, which had been purchased at prices so

moderate, that the speculators in it would not lose

any money after the payment of our present rates of

duty. In the early part of last month appearances

here had induced merchants to transmit to America
orders for more extensive purchases, and tlie

quantity therefore which may be shipped from thence

to this country during next autumn, will probably

be large. The complaints against our corn duties

continued very naturally to be numerous amongst
the American agricultural and shipping interests,

for the employment of their agricultural labourers in

the production of wheat for Britisli consumption in

preference to our present system of employing our
own, was to a certain degree hurtful to agricukure
and to trade in the United States, and consequently
the removal of all restrictions in the corn trade

continued to be ardently desired amongst our
transatlantic brethren.

From the Mediterranean and Black Seas the
letters received are in due course of jiost from the

various corn markets in those extensive districts,

and in all of them we find thatconsiderable purchases
of wheat had been made for British account, as it

was supposed, at prices which would sink money,
if sold here at our present currency. The excite-

ment which the unfavourable rejiorts circulated

latterly respecting the state cf our wheat crop must
still cause these purchases to be increased, and con-
siderable quantities of these descriptions of wheats
may be consequently expected during the remainder
of this, and the beginning of the next year.

From the Baltic, and from all the corn markets
without the Baltic Sea, the arrivals of wheat already

have been large, and will be much larger if the

general expectations of a considerable reduction in

our rates of duty be by the event confirmed. These

wheats have been purchased at prices so modenite
that they must be leave a fair profit to those who
have been engaged in the speculation. Considerable

shipments from all these ports are still on their

passage, and as long as thenavigation remains open,
the supply of wheat from the north of Europe will

be incieasing in all our markets. This state of the

foreign corn trade has already caused not a little

nervous feeling amongst foreign bankers here, and
amongst the dealers in the sale and purchase of

foreign bills of exchange. They anticipate a

demand for the precious metals, and, its necessary-

consequence, a scarcity of money, and an increase

iu the present scale of interest cliarged on the loau
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of it. Already, indeed, tbe rates of the foreign

exchanges are more unfavourable to this country
than they were a month ago, and low corn duties,

which a deficient crop must occasion, will greatly

increase this evil, and do equal mischief with an
entirely free corn trade itself. Favourable harvast

weather alone can avert great evils, for to it may
tbe country be indebted for the placing of an

effectual bar to the exchange of gold for foreign

grain, whicb must be the consequence of an un-
propifious harvest season.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE
July 27.

Per Qr.

White
Do ..

Do
Do
New. . .

.

Chevalier
Bero . .

.

Brown .

.

Chevalier 70
Potato.. 29
Cork, white 28 29
Westport 29 31
Limerick 28 30 32

Per Qr.
72 78 84
7i 78 82
60 64
78
41
40
24
56

80
43
42
25
60
76
32

Sligo 29 31

Wheat, Essex and Kent, red . . 72 7i
Suffolk and Norfolk 70 72
Irish 50 60
Old, red 74 76

Ryb, old 30 38
BA11I.EY, Grinding 30 32 34 Malting 38 40

Irish 25 27
Malt, Sutfolk and Norfolk 70 75

Kingston and Ware ..68 70 75
Oats, Yorksh. & Lincolush., feed 27 30

Youffhall and Cork black 26 27
Dublin 27 2S
Clonmel 29 30
Londonderry 29 30
Newry 30 32
Galway 23 24
Waterford, white 26 28
Scotch feud 30 32

Beans, Tick, new 40 44
Peas, Grev 40 42

White 40 42
Seed, Rape 301. 32?. Irish 251. per last.

Linseed 41 46
English Red Clover, fine, 70 80 90 per cwt.

White 66 68 74
Mustard, White 11 12 brown 18 20 per bush.
Tares, old ... . 44 — new 60 68 per qr.

Flouk, Town-made 62 — Suffolk 52 54 per sk. of 230 lbs.

Stockton and Norfolk .... 52 54

FOREIGN GRAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.
AVheAT, Dantzic 56 60 65

Hamburg 53 58
Barley 22 24
Oats, Brew 24 27 Feed... 21 24
Beans 32 36
Peas 36 40
Flour, American, per brl 32 34 Baltic , . 32 34

Black...
Potato

.

Old
Maple .

.

Boilers . 44 46 48

26
32
44
40

27
34
48
42

IMPERIAL
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will most probably regulate the market, either by de-
pressing' prices yet more, or by imparting a degree of
buoyancy to them.

s. d. s. d.

Down Tesgs 1 2 to 1 8
Half-bred Hogs 1 li 1 2J
Ewes and Wethers llj 10
Flannel do 10 12
Blanket Wool 5 7
Skin, Combing 10 1 Ij

LIVERPOOL, July 25.

Scotch.—The report of the results of the different fairs

in the north have now reached us, and have had an un-
favourable effect, as tliere seems to have been little

doing, and that at fully lower rates. The first cargo of
new Hishland laid wool arrived in port this day, and
been offered at our highest quotations, but without a
purchaser. We seldom have remembered things remain
so long dull, and without any prospect of improvement.
In Cheviots and cross wool there is nolhing doing, but
continue our quotations as before.

s. d. s. d.
Laid Highland Wool, per 24 lbs.. 7 9 to 8
White do. do 9 6 11
Laid Crossed do. .unwashed.. 8 9 9
Do. washed do 9 10 G
Do. Cheviot unwashed do 9 S 11

Do. washed .... 13 15
Cheviot white 21 24
Import for the week 142 bags.
Pieviously this year 3984

Foreign.—Very little business was effected by pri-
vate contract this week, but the public auction ot yes-
terday was considered to have passed off in a tolerably
favourable manner. All the New South Wales new
crop brought fair prices ; the condition and quality
were not so good as those offered in March last, aud
we quote a decline on the rates then realized of 2d. per
lb. on clothing, and 3d. per lb. on Combing Wool.
The Spanish Germanized Odessa and Portugal were 3d.
per lb. cheaper, and the East India brought full prices.
Sold by Auction.—934 bales Australian and Tasma-
nian Wools, viz. :—Prime Combing, none ; Fair Comb-
ing, is. 6d. to Is. 8d. ; Low Combing ls.5d.to Is. 6d.

;

Fine Clothing, none; Fair Clothiug, Is. 5^d. to
ls.7jd.; Low Clothing, Is. 4d. to Is. Sd. ; Lambs,
Is. 5d. to Is. 8§d. ; Scoured, Is. 4d. to 2s. ; Skin, lid.
to is. 3d. ; Locks and unwashed, 9.\d. to Is. id. Spa-
nish:— 184 bales R., 16d. to ig^d.; F. Ud. to 15d.

;

S., 12§d.to 14id.
; A; Is. l^d. to Is. .5,^.; Portugal,

137 bales, R., ISd.to IS^d.; F., lOd. to Ud. ; S., lOd.
to lOd. to lO^d.; A,, lid. to Hid. ; Odessa, 134 bales
(Germanised'), Is. 4^d. to Is. 6d. ; Austrian, 177 bales,
is. to is. l^^d. ; East India, 182 bfdes white, S|d. to
8|d.

;
yellow, 6|d. to 7id. ; grey, 3:fd. to 4|d. ; black,

4^d. to 5d. ; Smyrna, 145 bales (withdrawn") ; Mohair,
37 bales, Is. Id. ; Sundry, 89 bales—Total, 2,019.

fORKlGN.
July 27.—Nearly 8,000 packag'es of Colonial and

Foreign Wools areannounced for sale by auction at Gar-
raway's, commencing on Wednesday next, and con-
tinuing for about ten days. iJy ))rivate contract ex-
ceedingly little is doing, while the imports are limited.

PRICES OF SHARES.

MANURES.
Subjoined are the present prices of several sorts of

manure :

—

Bone-dust, 21 s. per qr. of 8 bushels.
Half-inch ditto, 208. per qr. do.
Rape-dust, 61. 15s. per ton.

Rags, 4l. to 4l. lOs. per ton.
Graves, 5^ to 51. lOs. per ton.
Gypsum, 38s. per ton.

Salt, 2Z. 5s. dirty, 21. 158. clean, per ton.
Carbon, 12». 6d. per qr.

Soap ashes, lOs. per ton.

Artiticial Manure, 12s. per qr.

Poittevin's Patent Disinfected Manure, 13s. 6d. per qr.
Nitrate of Soda, per cwt.— 17s. 3d. to 18s. Cd.
Nitrate of Potash or Saltpetre, 24s. to 27s. per cwt.

No. of
Shares.

6,300

9,500
15,000

9,300
7,500

5,000
3,000
8,000

04,000
18,000

10,918
10,918

10,000
25,000

25,000

8,000
36,000
26,606
6,334

20,000
9,000

80,000^
24,000
1,600

2,100
5,100
11,475
7,968

30,000

6,000

25,000
25,000
31,250
13,000

13,000

30,000

15,714

10,000

15,000

15,000

12,000

3,763
1,000

28,000
6,000

10,000

5,000
20,000

20,000
4,000

30,000

60,000

12,432
20,000

10,000

7,739

20,000

4,000

20,000

6,000

50,000

IRON RAILWAYS.

Bii-niingliam and Derby Junction
1001 sh

Ditto and Gloucester 1001 sh SOI pd
Bristol and Exeter. . 1001 sh 501 pd
Ditto and Glouces. . 501 sh 2^1 pd
Cheltenham & Great West. Union

100? sh 50; pd
Chester and Crewe . . 501 sh ,

Clarence (Durhaai) 100? sh
Dublin and Kilkenny 100? sh 2^/ pd
Eastern Counties ..'..25?sh 21? pd
Edinburgh & Glasgow 50? sh 35? jkI

Grand Junction 100? si

Ditto Half Shares 50? sh 30? pd
Great N. of England 100? sh 65? pd
Great Western 100?sh05?pd
Ditto Half Shares .50? sh 30? pd
Ditto Debentures
Hull and Selby 50Z sh 45? pd
London and Brighton 50? sh 35? pd
London & Croydon. . Av. 14? 18s 6d
Ditto Script 9? sh

London and Greenwich .... 20? sh
Ditto Nl-w 16? sh
Ditto Debentures (various amounts)
London & Blackwall 25? sh 20? pd
Leicester and Swannington. ..50? sh
Leeds and Selby 100? sh
Liverpool and Manchester. . 100? sh
Ditto Quarter Shares .... 25? sh
Ditto Half Shares 50? sh
London & S. Western, late London
and Southampton Av. 38? 17s 9d

Ditto Portsmouth Brancli SO? sh

30? pd
London & Binningh. 100?sh90?pd
Ditto Quarter Shares 25? sh 5? pd
Ditto New . . 32? sh 24? pd
Manchester & Lesds 100? sh 65? pd
Ditto Half Shares . . 50? sh 25/ pd
Manchester and Birmingham

70? sh 30? pd
Ditto ditto Extension 70? sh 7? pd
Midland Counties 100? sh
North Midland 100? sh
Ditto Half Shares. .40? sh 30? pd
Northern & Eastern 100? sh 30? jid

Severn and Wye . . Average 27? sh

Stockton and Darlington. .Average
106? 13s 4d

S. Eastern and Dover 50? .sh 23? pd
York & North Midland 50? sh

!80?a2?

74?a0?

24?a5?

22?a3?

60?aU

JOINT STOCK BANKS.

Australasia Bank(Chartered) 40? sh
Ditto New (Chartered) 40? sh .. .,

Bank of B. N. America (Chart.)

50? sh 40? pd
Colonial Bank (Cliart.)lOO? sh 25? pdi

Ionian State (Chart.) 25? sh 5? pd
London and Westminster Bunk

100/ sh 20? pd
London Joint Stock Bank 50? sh

10? pd
Do New, 10/ sh issued atl?pni 5? pd
National Bank of Ireland.. 50? sh

17;]? pd
Do. Provincial Bank of Enijland

100? sh 85i ))d

Do. New 20? sh issued at 2? 10s jim

10? pd
Provincial Bank of Ireland 100? sh

25? pd
Ditto New 10? sh

Union Bank of Australia.. 25? sh

22i? lid

Union Bank of London 50? sh 5? pd
West of Knsland and Sciuth Wales

District Bank ..20/ sh 12i? pd

131? a|?
28?a0/

252(a0?
101?a2/

58?a60/
101? a2/

iokl a6J?
103/a4?

47?a8?
27i? ag?
llJ-?ai2?

lU/al2?
0?a0?

16?a0?

21iai?
71/

184?

44J?
88^/

57?a8/

37/a8/
181?a2?

29/a30/
49?a50/
95?a7?

40?al/

20?a0/
4?ai?

88?a90/
87? aS9l
33?a0/
21? aa?
43i?

250/
7?

I?a3?

61?a3?
50^?a7j-?

37?aJ/
37?a8?

5?a6?

125? 13i'
13?

18/aO/

37/a8/

10?all/

44?a46/

17i/al8/

30/aO/

Him
13i?a0/

Div. per
Share

per Ann.

14?iier ct

14?i/er ct

5s per sh
1? per sh

2J?
4? per sh
Oj/per ct

9j?per ct

9^?per ct

IJ/per ,h

5/ per ct

8/ per sh
l£?persh

2/8spsh

14/p8rsh

2/2sp5h

8? per ct

6/

8/
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PLATE T.

The engTaving of the short-horned Bull, "Clementi,"—for which the premium of fifteen

sovereigns was awarded to R, M. .Taques, Esq., of St. Trinians, near Richmond, York-
shire, as the owner of the best short-horned Rull, calved since the 1st of .Tanuaiy 1838,
against ten other candidates at tlie second annual meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Societv of England, held at Cambridge on the 15th of July last,—is from a painting by
Mr. W. H. Davis, of Chelsea.

^ '

Mr. Jaques has a supei-ior herd of the improved short-horns, and has been a success-
fid exhiI)itor of Clementi at the Richmondshire and Barnard Castle Agricultural Shows,
on both occasions against Mr. Raine's Bidl, "The Colonel," (which obtained the second
premium for the best Bull of any age, and the first premium for the best two-years-old
Bull at the third annual meeting of the Yorkshire Society, held at Northallerton on the
5th of August) and others. Clementi was defeated at Northallerton, a decision Avhicli

seemed to create more surprise than any other given by the judges, either at Northal-
lerton, or even at Camln-idge, where some of them appeared to several, very questionable.
Ml-. Jaques also obtained tlie premium of ten sovereigns for the best short-horned year-
ling Heifer at Cambridge, the only two animals exhibited by him.

Clementi Avas ))red hy Mr. Parkinson, who had his dam Cassandra, by Miracle, and
his sire Cossack, (1880 in the Herd book) and an extensive and select* herd of the im-
proved short-hoi-n breed on his farms at Layfields, and South Clifton, Notts. The Bull
Calf, ''Collard," sold to R. M. Fox, Esq., of Fox Hall, Ireland, at the Babworth sale,

for 200 guineas, being then only eight months old, is own lirother to Clementi.

PLATE II.

PARTRIDGE SHOOTING-RETRIEVING.

(For Description see page IGG.J

ON DRAINING LAND. The first thing I conceive, tbat is necessary, be-
fore commencing' to drain any portion of land, is to

TO Tin-; EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE. obtain a knowledge of the soil, and the ditferent

stratifications of which that soil or subsoil may be corn-
^^^>—In looking over the last number of your ]iosed, before we can condescend upon wliat distance

magazine, I observe the " queries" of " A Farmer the drains ought to be from each other, and their
north of the Tweed, "who requestsinformation regard- depth, so as to secure a thorough drainage; and this
ing the drainage of moss land, and whether wood principle holds equally good with regard to moss, as
will suit for soles to drains in such a description of othej- soils, although our information here is much
soil. As I happen to have had it in my power to more easily acquired than in other cases, from the
gain a little information as to draining moss, beg, fact, that moss is more alike or uniform in quality,
through the medium of your valuable journal, to sug- in particular situations, than any other kind of soil,

gest a few observations ijy way of answer to his Mo s, or peat soil, may be said to be ofthree kinds,
" queries," and trust they shall in some measure viz., lit. An unctuous kind of moss, of a free tex-
prove satisfactorv to him, ture, easily imbibes v^^iiter, and rich witii vegetable
OLD SERIES.] k' [IV,. 3.-V0L. XIII.
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decomposition. TLis kind of moss is easily drained

although sometimes very wet, is not ditiicult to cul-

tivate, and under judicious managemeut will render

a profitable remuneration to tlic improver. 2nd. A
fibrous quality of moss, not of so much value as the

preceding', not quite so easily drained, at least not at

the expense, being of a more spongy nature and
having consequently a greater tendency to retain

moisture, but may be turned to jirofituble account

by being laid out into meadow, not being so well

adapted as the foregoing quality for an alternate sys-

tem of husbandry : and 3rd. Ulack retentive moss,

very fine and close in its particles—generally very

barren with regard to vegetable production, is much
used for fuel in the south and west of Scotland, and

when cut and dried, is very hard, but when wet with

water after being dried in the sun, goes down like

calcined lime. This kind of moss is scarcely ever

so wet, at least internally, as the two first mentioned

kinds, being often of an immense depth and exceed-

ingly retentive, the water falling upon the surface re-

mains there and collects into pools in the hollow

pl:ices, where it goes oftgradually by evaporation.

Not knowing to which of the above classes the

moss may belong, that your querist intends drain-

ing, I have thought it proper to go into the above

detail or distinction, and shall very briefly illustrate

the mode of procedure I would adopt in the parti-

cular circumstances. Moss land falling under the

first mentioned head, and where it exists to a consi-

derable depth, is almost universally surrounded by
rising ground, and invariably contains a considerable

quantity of sj>ring water. The ether kinds of moss
are to be met with in both high and low laud ; the

first thing to be done in the operation of draining, is,

to cut a proper drain or outlet to convey the water

from the field or portion of ground te be drained ; a

deep drain should then, in my opinion, be cut round

the moss, betwixt the hard or diy and wet land, to

cut off the principal source of spring water, and
thereby greatly facilitate and secure a thorougti sur-

face drainage. Afterwards cut the main drains or

leaders in the most suitable diieclion for receiving

the water from the collateral drains. Your querist

says, he can aflbrd to have his drains four feet deep,

and I would recommend him to cut his main drains

four feet deep at the Iwwest end or side of tiie moss,

where they discharge themselves into the chief

main, decreasing in depth as they recede from tiience,

so as to secure the necessary level to carry oil" the

water. The collateral, or parallel drains, 1 would
cut from three to three-and-a-half feet deep, and
from fourteen to eighteen feet asunder, in moss fall-

ing under c\ass first and second ; and from two-aud-a
half to three feet deep, and from ten to sixteen feet

apart in moss, falling under class third, varying the

distances, and being directed of course according to

([uality and appearances.

A large extent of moss land, part of it lying in the

most uncultivated and wet state imaginable, belong-

ing to that spirited and enterprising noblemnn tlie

Earl of Stair, in VVigtonshire, having been drained

under my father's directions, and nearly according

to the foregoing jjlan, which contains my own notions

regarding peat soil, I have thus had it in my
l)ower to see that system jjut to the test, and it gives

me pleasure to add that, in every case where acted

upon, it has succeeded without a failure. A part

of the mosses drained on his lordship's estates here,

h;id wooden soles laid in the drains, whicli seem to

suit very well where there is a constant rim
of water and will endure for many years; the

kind of wood we have generally used, and

still use for that purpose, is beech, and the

tliickuess of the plank or denl is never less than one
inch, and I would not recommend wooden soles to be
used of less thickness, but even stronger, if expense
was not jjarticularly looked to, because there is no
doubt wood, in the course of time, will decay ; and
the more effectually the work is performed at first,

tiie longer period will it endure, and afford the

greater satisfaction. T would not, however, by any
means recommend wood to be used as soles for

drains in land where there is an alternation of wet
and drought, because wood in such circumstances is

placed in the mostsnsceptible state for decomposition,

and especially beech wood, and on which account
the expectations of the improver might be very much
frustrated or defeated. Soles of flat tile or slate

should always be used on a hard bottom, or where
there is not a great run of water or constant moisture.

And I may notice here, that too much care and at-

tention cannot be given to the draining of moss or

peat soil, and also to the drains after the work is

completed, as any person who has had experience in

draining moss must be aware that drains, in such a

situation, are more liable to go wrong than on other

soils, (except, perhaps, in pure sand, ) from the

sitting down or compression of the moss after the

water has run off",—the places containing the greatest

quantity of moisture sinking most. The tail drains

ought also to be kept particularly clear, and not al-

lowed to grow up, which they do rapidly if not at-

tended to, and thus throw the water back into the

main leaders and collateral drains, and render tlie

whole operation of no effect.

Some drainers consider it unnecessary to cut their

drains in moss so deep as three or three and a half

feet, but I have always found it useful to have them
cut of such depth, seeing that moss land containing

a tolerable portion of water shrinks and consolidates

very much when tiie drains act properly, and when
the drains are not at least three feet when opened,

there is not sufficient depth when the moss is dry

for improving tlie surface, especially where the sur-

face is coarse or useless, and a considerable portion

of it requires to be burned or rotted olt; besides, a

deep drain always draws better than a shallow one.

An intelligent drainer, however, will alwaj's keep

these considerations in view when he commences his

operations.

Trusting that these observations may be of some
service to " A Farmer north of the Tweed," and that

you can give them a place in the next number of

your magazine, I remain, Sir, your most obedient

servant, J. C.
Culliorn, 19th August.

IMPROVED CONDITION OF THE LA-
BOURERS.— But, however explained, tliis and the

facts mentioned above, show conclusively that the bene-
ficial influeiice ol the extraordinary improvements in

ails and sciences made during the last sixty or seventy

years has not been countervailed by the increase of po-
pulation, and that it has not been confined to the upper
and middle classes. On the contrary, these improve-
ments have been especially beneficial to the labourers.

'J'lie latter are at this moment incomparably belter fed,

better clothed, and better loured, than at any former
period of our history ; and, in point of fact, daily enjoy,

and reckon as indispensable, u frreat iiunibi-'r of articles

of convenience and luvury that formerly could rarely be
obtained even by the richest lords. — ^I'Ciillocli's

Geographical, Hislovicalf and Statistical Dictionary,

Part I r.
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ON THE KENTISH CORN-SCYTHE AND BINDING-RAKE.

By Henry Bovs, Esq.

(From the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.)

TO ma cnACE the duke of uicujiond, i'kesident or the royal auuicultural society or England.

My Lord Duke.— I have ilie honour of presenting

to your Grace, as President of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, a Kentish corn-scythe, also a

binding-rake, in the hope that the advantageous sys-

tem of binding barley and oats may become more

known, and more generally adopted,* I enclose

herewith three sketches,— 1st, of the scythe with the

cradle ; 'Jnd, of the binding-rake; 3rd, showing the

latter as held for the purpose of binding.

1, The Scythe with tlie Cradle.

2, The Binding-rake.

In using the scythe for barley and oats, the great

art is to leave a short "mane" or ridgo of stubble, so

that tlie eiirs of corn may rest thereon, and be kept
from touching the ground, which is done by setting

in and striking out, about live inches from the

soil, taking care to swing the scythe well round,
which will cause the com to fall on the mane. 'J'he

])rice per acre for mowing barley, when the acre

yields four quarters, is os., with beer ; and for oats

a trifle Jess. A good labourer will mow two to three

acres per day, as the growtli may be large or other-

wise. After the barley or oats have lain a suflicient

time to ripen and become thoroughly dry, the binding
rake is brought into operation. The bands are pre-
viously made by old men, incajjable of laborious
work, at tlie cost of id. per bundle of 11)0 bands ; or

by the binders tlicmselves, in wet weather, or before

the corn is dry in the morning—the preparation of

vvhiehin such case, is usually iiiclnded in the payment
for binding. In order to secure as great length as

possible, the bands are made from the barley or oats

pulled up by the root, previous to the commencement
of the harvest, and before the straw is perfectly

ripened.

3. Mode of holding the Binding-rake for the

purpose of binding.

It is generally turned over, and the mould beaten

off the roots with a flail, after ^^hich it is bumid la

sheaves, taken to the barn, and the graia slightly

thrashed oft', previouijly to making ttje bands.

The labourer takes the rake with both hands, as

shown in the sketch (3), he proceeds to collect the

corn, walking backwards, or rather sidewavs. his

face towards the head ofthe rake, and the leg next there«

to, keeping the straw within the rake as 1ib steps

along. As the rake fills, he lifts what he has collect-

ed on the unraked corn, until he has sufficient

for a sheaf: he then throws the rake down,

with the teeth upwards, and binds the sheaf, taking

hold of each end of the band—one in each hand—en-

closing within it the corn so collected together, and

thrusting his knee inte the centre of th« sheaf, in

order to press it as closely as possible for binding

tightly. ^Vhile he is doing this, a boy, who can de
liver bands to seven men, lays one on the handle of

* Mr Bovs haviiig presPiited to tlie Society a set of the

reapiii:; iinpWinciits leleired t" in tliis pa|jer, tlicy have lieeri

(It'lio'ili'il ill tlie ruoms ol the Kouiety ior tlie iii-pcctiuii ef

the iMembeis.
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the rake, and the man places bis hand, which is

next the handle of the rake, on the band, changing
It, accordinjjly, as the ro«' of corn to be bound may
lie for him to work with the right or left hand before.

The price for binding- is the same as for mowing,
and a man will bind as much in a day as he will

mow. Towards the evening the sheaves are col-

lected and laid together in tens, by placing four on
the ground, the ears or corn end inwards, three across

them, taking care to put the corn end of the middle
one in an opposite direction to the two others ; two
more are placed on these, and the tenth is laid on
the top of all, which secures the whole from rain :

the ears or corn ends, of the two sheaves of tiie

second row, those of the third row, and that of the

top sheaf, being placed in the direction which will

art'ord the most sunny aspect. Althougii, I have
known barley remain in the field, after being so bound
and laid together for tiiree weeks in bad weather
without injury (care being taken to replace the

sheaves when blown off), it is much better, and far

more prudent, to carry it immediately it is bound, in

which case the sheaves are merely laid together for

convenience in loading, for which purpose another

labourer is needed ; and this universal. After the
barley is so laid together, provincially termed
"shocked," the field is raked with a horserake com-
mencing with the part to be first carried ; or, if the

corn be carried as soon as bound, the operation of
horse-raking is deferred till after the field is cleared.

The gieat advantage attending this mode of harvest-

ing corn is undeniable ; the despatch with which a

field is cleared is ti uly astonishing, while the labour

and expense saved in carrying, stacking, unstacking,

and thrashing, are sufficient recommendations for its

adoption.

The corn-scythe was originally intended, and used

sol«ly for mowing barley and oats, but Intterly a very
large proportion of the wheat on poor land in East
Kent has been harvtsted by this useful implement ;

'which labour is performed by striking the wheat
against the standing corn. It is then collected by
the wife, and laid on bands prepared by the children :

the man binds the sheaves in his way back, the

woman carrying the scythe. The payment for so

cutting wheat is 7s. per acre, with an allowance

of four quarts of good beer per day, when
the produce is about three (]uarters per acre,

and 6d. more for every additional sack of wheat per

acre. A man with his family will cut Ig acre per

day, so that his earnings will be 10s. (id., and there

is no work to be performed during the harvest more
anxiously sought for by the labourer who has a fa-

mily to assist him. Frequently two men, or two men
with ahoy, are so employed—the men relieving each

other in tiie use of the scythe—the boy prepsiring the

bands. The cost of the scythe complete, which is

found by the labourer, is eleven shillings; and that

of the rake three shillings and sixpence.

I have the honour to be, my Lord Duke, your
Grace's most obedient and very faithful servant,

]Val.dcriiharc, near Doicv. HtNiiv Bois.
Aprii 16th, 1840.

A REPORT or PRACTICAL OPERATIONS IN THE COMPARATIVE
USES OF THE SICKLE AND SCYTHE IN HARVESTING WHEATS.

By Joshua Eodwell, Estj.

(To the Secrclary of ihe E}iglish Agricultural Socklij.)

Sin,—The very great and vital importance of
securing our crops in good condition, and more
especially the wheat crops, not only to the far-

mer himself, but (in this uncertain and varied
clime) to the community at large, induces me to

request your permission and aid in circulating,

through the medium of your journal, the results of
some practical operations in the uses of the sickle

and scythe in harvesting two varieties of wheat

during the harvest of 18j'.). The following statement
apjilies to six fields, viz. :

—

Talavera wheat reaped.

Talevera wheat mowed.
Golden drop reaped.

Golden drop mowed.
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In tlie operations of mowing (using a common
scythe^ (be division of labour to each couipiiny of

twenty men was as follows, viz.: eiglit men mow-
ing, eight men tying up, one man lakiug (using \vli«t

is cemmonly calleJ a drag-rake, about 6 feet long iu

the liead, with -'j wooden teeth), cue man tying up
the rakiugs, and two men shocking, or stooking, iu

the sheaves ; the men changing their respective em-
ployments as they find most convenient to them-

selves, and thus completing their work as they pro-

ceeded.

With the desire of fairly testing these diHerent

systems in a season of so much difficulty, I gave di-

rections to my bailiff (an unwilling witness, as will

be seen, in favour of scylhe-opcrations) to furnish mc
with the result of his observations in writing, which
1 beg herewith to subjoin,

BuclMiiati Farm, Not'. lo39.
" Sir,—" According to your wishes 1 shall endea-

vour to give you a short account of the proofs we had

last harvest of the utility of mowing wheat, instead

of reaping. We may, perliaps, live several years and
not see the thing again so clearly proved. Harvest
was commenced by reaping on the two farms on the

6tli of August by two companies, 20 men in eacli

company, with Talavera wheat, at the Hall farm, and
with golden drop at the ]5uckanay farm, and con-

tinued the same on the 7 th and 8th. On the 9l]i the

Hall company began mowing and tying up, which
that company continued to do through the harvest;

and the Buckanay company continued to reap the

golden drop the rest of this week. Just now the

weather proved very wet and showery, and wc had
very heavy rains, as will be recollected, from the 11th
to the 20tli ; and, I well remember, 1 said to my-
self, ' Now will Mr. Rodwell find out the inconve-

nience of mowing wheat?' and people were calling

out to me as I passed, 'what will become of your
mown wheat now }' On the 21st you asked me in

the morniug if there would be any wheat fit to cart

that day. I said I thought not, for I had examined
the reaped I'alavera and if that was not fit I was
sure the mown was not ; but I shortly after fouad
that 1 was mistaken ; for to my great surj)rise, I

found the Hall company carting the mown Talavera,
and to my still greater surprise found, on carefully

examining it, that it was in capital condition. I ex-
amined the sheaves from one end to the other, and
could find no wet or damp in them, and the bottom
of tlie sheaf, where I expected to have found so much
mischief, was quite dry. You left home on th;it day
for two or three days, and we continued carting all

that day the mown wheats, and I found to my sur-

jnise that none of the reaped Talavera wheat was fit

to cart the next day ; and, accordingly, occupied all

the 22nd in carting the mown wheat, which was all

in very good condition. On the 23rd we carted the

reaped 'I'alevera, but not in so good condition as the

mown wheat, although it had stood two days longer

in fine weather. The golden drop that was reaped

at the same time I was obliged, now, on the 2.'>rd, to

set out singly before it was fit to cart ; and after all

it was not in so c:ood condition as the mown wheat
we had carted tv»o days before.

" And now for further proofs of the superiority of

the mown wheats over the reaped ; I can find amongst
the reaped wheats, now we are threshing them, many
mouldy sheaves and sprouted kernels, but can

scarcely find one in the mown wheats. There are

many other proofs of the superiority of harvesting

wheats with the scythe which I need not now men-
tion, but I could say more if required.

" I ain, 5?ir, your humble servant,

"Thomas Scotcuiulu.
" J. Rodice'l, Esq."

Hence, from the above results, it will be seen

that the mown wheats were not only more secure
from injury during the ioiig-coiifinued rains, but,

that they were consequently in a fit state for being
safely secured from all further risk two days earlier

than the reaped wheats. H this result constituted the
only advantage in the use of the scythe as compared
with the sickle, it would alone sufiice for adopting
the system of mowing and tying up in preference to

reaping ;* but to every j)ractical farmer it will be
obvious that, with the additional (juantily and value
of the straw, the entire removal from the soil of all

weeds and seeds (if any}, and the greater facility

in thus harvesting the wheat crop (the mowing
b,2ing as ([uickly performed, and admitting, as it

does, the assistance of less efficient hands than are

requiied for reaping), and tlie ojjportunity also of

gathering in your crop more effectually—these aie

additional benefits not to be lightly valued.

1 have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient and faithful servant,

Joshua Rodvvbll.
Alikrlon, near Woodbridge, Suffolk.

March 10, 1840.

P. S.—A very interesting article on the above
subject, with some nractical observations, may be
S6en under the bead of " Harvest," in the I'ennif

Ciicliipicdia, which may be found also copied into

the Penny Magazine for the month of August, 1839,

p. 343.

THE USE OF SALT AS MANURE.
TO TUE EDITOR 01 THE CORNWALL GAZETTE.

St. Agnes, Aug. 5, 1840,

Sir,

—

Id your r,:port of the Probus Farmers' last

Monthly Meeting, several gentlemen appear to have
expressed themselves in strong terms on tlie little utility

of salt in agriculture, 1 would just observe that tlm

reason of their failure is obvious ; they have used it in

much too large a quantity. One individuirl appears to

have used as much as 30 bushels to an acre, whether
Cornish or Imperial is not mentioned. The following'

extract from Parkcs's Thoughts on ihe Laics reluling to

Salt, published in the year 1817, maybe useful :
—

" One
to SIX busheh of salt to an acre of pasture laud always
renders sucl-i land more productive ; a larger quantity

will for two or three years render the land actually

sterile.'' Common salt and the nitrate of soda act pre-

cisely in the same way; they are decomposed by the

action of the atmosphere and soil, and a sufficiency of

alkali is thus furnished for the supply of the plant. I

have no doubt that on a relative trial of the comparative
value of salt and the nitrate of soda, the latter will be
excluded from our niarketby thelowerprice and equally
efficient power el the former.

Your obedient Servant, H. D.

* It is unquestionably true that, from the compara-
tively loose tying of mown wheats, the sheaves dry
much sooner than those which are reaped and bound
tight after having been grasped in. the hand and laid ia

regular order, a greater bulk of straw is naturally

obtained, and the securins the corn is expedited.

This, however, can only be the case where the land is

c'ean ; otherwise, the bulk of weeds, or, where seeded,

of clover, severed from the ground and gathered into

the sheaves, will require more time to get in order than

the reaped wheats, where the sickle strikes higher from
the ground,
'The expense is in favour of mowing, but I am in-

clined to thiuk there is greater waste ; and the rakings,

from lying on the ground, being more or less trampled

upon, and during a protracted harvest necessarily dis-

coloured, would, unless kept separate, deteriorate the

sample, and, as rakings, are undoubtedly of less value.

—H, Ha.vdlky.
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PARTRIDGE SHOOTING;

RETRIEVING.

(plate II.)

The subject of the present embeHlshment is

a setter acting the part of retriever, and hence we
are given to suppose that the dog has fetched the

bird which had been killed over him. The part-

ridge in the month of the dog speaks for itself, it

is the sire of tlie covey, the old cock, who has thus
fallen a sacrifice to his paternal fondness and care
of his family. There are very few sportsmen but
are well aware of the extreme anxiety manifested,

by the old male for his family ; that he, like a care-

ful guide and pioneer, leads the way, and directs

every movement ; that he is for ever on the alert,

watching every suspicious approach, and giving
the signal accordingly ; when he perceis'es the
sportsman enter the enclosure where he and his

family are feeding, or are otherwise employed, he
eyes eveiy motion, and when at length he con-
siders his charge no longer safe in " trusting to
their heels," he rises on the wing, screaming aloud
the moment his pinions are in operation, thus
warning the heu and his brood of the danger, and
shewing them (as he thinks) the means of escape

;

in rising, he is conspicuous from his sujierior size,

and ill consequence frequently fails a victim to his
laudable affectionate feelings. The beautiful em-
bellishment under consideration, exhibits the sa-
crifice of the sire for the security of his family.
The moorcock (the red-grouse) on the approach

of the sportsman runs out from the brood, and rises
some yards in advance, giving the signal (by
chattering) for the family to follow him ; he is

more anxious to take care of himself tlian for the
safety of his charge ; while the cock partridge
may be said to run all risks, and devote himself for
the welfare of the covey. lie rises in the midst of
the young birds, and thus frequently loses his life;

but, being surrounded by his alarmed and fluttering
family, it not unirequently happens that several
birds fail from one discharge.

Setters are almost uniformly supposed to be
more giddy than pointers, and such is in general
the case ; because their olfactory organs are of an
inferior description; if the scent be not good, they
arc thus rendered uncertain in approaching game,
and are apt to spring it accordingly ; the rising
of game under such circumstances provokes them
to chase, and consequently confusion and vexation
muse necessarily ensue. When however the setter's

head has, by judicious crossing, been rendered
sufficiently capacious to afford room for that
expansion of the olfactory nerves (so remarkable
in the Spanisli pointer, and particularly in the
talbot or old English bloodhound) his sense of
smell must be in precise j)roportion ; he will there-
fore recognise his game in a satisfactory manner
to himself, and evince the requisite steadiness.
Then again a notion is entertained that the

setter is able to range or beat for a longer time,
and to come out more frequently than the pointer,
and so he will ; because pointers are not (generally
speaking) sufficiently symmetiical for great speed
or extraordinary powers of endurance, and par-
ticularly defective in the feet. ]5ut, let this animal
be so bred that his conformation become=i calcu-

lated to impart the requisite progressive motion
;

let him get rid of bis crooked fore legs and widely
si)r(';id spongy foot, (inherited from his Spanish
proBenit^ra) and these replaced with straight limbs

and narrow hard wiry toes, and his incapacity

alluded to above will entirely disappear.

From the setter being represented with the bird

in his mouth, we are given to understand that he
unites two characters, namely, the setter and the

retriever.

To set or point birds, and bring them when
killed, is too much to ex])ect from the same dog

;

if excellence be the object in either attainment, he

should be kept to that'and that alone. AVhen dogs

are encouraged to retrieve, they are very apt to

break away on the shot, setters in particular : the

fall of the bird, directly in sight of the dog, is too

great a temptation.

The setter will become a dog of all work ; he
will range the mountains for grouse, beat the en-

closures for partridges, thread the thickets and the

brakes in search of woodcocks
;

pointers will

answer the two first purposes equally well, much
better indeed, but they enter thickets reluctantly ;

because their coat is not sufficient protection, like

that of the setter, against the operations of briers

and thorns.

ON EATING WINTER TARES ON
THE GROUND BY SHEEP.

Sin,—In reply to " A Northern's" enquiriwa

relative to the feeding of tares with sheep, 1 beg
to acquaint him, through the medium of your
magazine, with the system I have adopted, and that

very successfully, for many years past.

I have endeavoured so to arrange my crops that

the same may, as near as possible, come under the

four-course system, which I consider far the best.

My flock of sheep being large, 1 require cons'der-

able keep in the months of I\Iarch and April when
my turnip crop is drawing to a close, and my grass

land already supplied with ray breeding stock ; to

provide for this einej'gency, I invariably sow my oat

grattan, or stubble, with rye and tares. The rye is

sown us early as ])0S3ible after the field is cleared,

and about the first week in September another part

is sown with tares as a first sowing, and the re-

mainder in the course of a month, as time permits.

The rye is reiidv to he commenced with in the

hitter end of Rlarch. When the whole is consumed,
which is generally about the first week in May, the

tares are ready for the fold.

I invariably allow my stock pLeniy, with the ad-

dition of oil cake, commenciug at the rate of half a

pound per head, and increasing it by degrees to

l.Ub. daily. Bv this system 10 acres of tares will

provide ani[)le keep for 'i.iO sheep for a month.

The broadshare closely follows the feld, and the

subsequent ploughings prepare the land for the

turnip crop, which is put in as fast as the land is

ready, atwaj^s in driUs.

"A Noithern"' will find if he pursues this plan

that his sheej) may bo disposed of off the tares,

to his own as well as tho butcher's satisfaction.

1 am fearful I have prolonged my remarks more
than is necessary, hut, if I have been the means of
atlbrding " Northern" the least information it will

give me pleasure.

1 am, Mr. Editor, yours, very respectfully,

A SUUSCRIUER.
Aii^, 17,
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AGRICULTURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Agriculture being tbe principal prop of existence,

the most pleasing- and interesting of all the arts nnd
sciences, tiie study of it ought to be pursued with a

zealous, fervent desire to do it justice.

The fiirmer occupies one of the most honourable,

praiseworthy, and noble stations under the canopy
of heaven. Some may pretend to dispute this asser-

tion, and contend that he is inferior to tlie physician,

laywer, and merchant ; but it is nevertheless sup-
ported by good sound sense, consequently deserves
to be universally acknowledged and approved.
The giddy fair, enamoured with a white hand

and costly attire, scorn the practical farmer's soiled

business suit ; in their weakness, they imagine he

cannot possibly be deemed a gentleman ; by such

vain notioasthey lead men to adopt some profession

on account of the supposed superiority ; narrow must
that mind be, that can hiirbour such an opinion, and
thoughtless the tongue that asserts it.

Far be it from me to include all ivomen in this cen-

sure, I honour the fair sex, and heartily bear tesli-

raony to their worth ; neither do I intend to charge

England with folly in this respect. America con-

tains more professional men, (as they are called)

than she can support.

I am happy to find her Majesty setting a good ex-

ample, by patronising the Royal Agricultural Society.

In this her good sense is clearly seen ; we are by it

assured, that her mind is well stored, and adapted to

her high station ; by such conduct, she secures to

herself, the affection and ready protection of her

best subjects; the farmer should be upheld, and (in

a great degree) be considered a nation's support.

Surely he that can shine at the plough, and in other

acts of husbandry, has it in his power to acquire

solid information, may possess refinement of manner
a~nd a mind sufficiently cultivated to be freely ad-

mitted to good society, and is a gentleman to all

intents and purposes? he would be valued and
respected by all persons of judgment ; it would be
no degradation in their estimation, were his hand
hardened by toil, and his countenance bronzed by
the sun ; these appearances would speak his praise,

by showing that he neglected not the duties of his

station. Is not such a man happy and contented ?

lie cares notfor domineering wealth, proud pedigree,

or idle fashions ; he steadily and actively pursues
his manly occupation, never losing sight of judg-
ment, good breeding, and moderation, feeling assured

that such a line of conduct must sustain him, and
ultimately procure approbation and exaltation ; who
would seek ought beyond this? Will not tbe culti-

vation of the land assist in the cultivation of the

mind*? Will it not purify tbe heart, and lay a sure

foundation for a final state of happiness 1 Will not

a man thus occupied, look forward with hope and
satisfaction to that period of his life when he is

called upon to pay the last tribute to bis mother
earth'! Yes, the enlightened, honest, practical far-

mer, will then feel that be has in some degree

performed the duties allotted to him.

1 came from America, and have been selecting

some superior stock to adorn that extensive country
(yet in her infancy) ; the cattle I purchase will be
distributed amongst enterprising men ; men who
desire to see America more on an equality witb En-
gland in this respect, and who will spare neither

money or exertion to produce the required improve-
ments ; those then of whom I purchase, may rest as-

sured that their stock will pass into the hands of

men quite capable of appreciating the good qualities

belonging thereto.

I beg to add that the proprietors of the " Cultiva-
tor''for the improvement of the mind and soil, wish me
to introduce this work to the Farmer's notice; it is

considered by its present supporters (upwards of
twenty thousand subscribers) one of the best perio-
dicals in America; iLie most influeutial families in

England, I think would find it worthy of perusal.

I cannot help noticing the superior nuutagement
experience and knowledge of Messrs. Wm. and Jo-
seph Hewer, of Nortbleach, Gloucestershire, in

bringing their rams to the high state tliey liave done.
I never saw sixty sheep shown together in my life,

so near the standard of perfection, the average was
171. 16s. lOd.—the highest price 83 guineas. I am
hapjjy to say I have l-t of these to take with me, and
trust they will meet with the approbation of all who
see them, and be received with that welcome, the

merit and perseverance their breeders deserve. 1

close this epistle by saving, that I hope from my
heart, England and America will for ever be
friends. I am, dear Sir, yours, most respectfully,

W. H. SOTJIAJI.

Perch "Lake Farm, Jefferson County,
York State, North America.

N.B. The JMessrs. Hewers reserved one shearling'

that excited the admiration of all who saw him, a

more complete sheep was never shown in the world
;

one of the first tup-breeders in the North of England,
ofi'ered one hundred and fifty guineas for him.

ON DIVERS INTERESTING AGRI-
CULTURAL SUBJECTS.

Sir.— In page 25 in the Farmer's Magazine of July
18 10, Clodpole writes about Charlock, and calls it

yellow boy, and growing on stiff land, he savs a
good dressing ofchalk is tbe first step. Now as Char-
lock abounds in chalk, this is odd and strange. As to
drilling and hoeing, I agree with him, but havinp-
laid out chalk on grass land up came Lopp Grass,
which resulted from the chalky ground, from whence
1 took it, having borne sanfoin, lor several years. I
agree with Clodpole about under-draining, of which
much has been written in the Farmer's IMaoazine,
since 1795, and of which I accidentally became pos-
sessed, and respecting which I may hereafter write
again if you think it worth inserting. Mr. Pusey,
of Pusey, in Berks, is at present making some trials

of ploughs, which is already in your Magazine, and
well worth attending to.

I have much t© say about spreading farming know-
ledge from the North to the South of England,
which is much wanted, and I know no better mode
of doing it than thiougb your jMagazine.

About 1780, the Devon farmers never boed their
turnips. At that time, I being often in Devon en-
deavoured to persuade them to do so, but in vain

;

soon after our Berkshire militia were quartered there
and taught them. Nov/ it is usually dune there; but
it may be 40 years before they horse- hoe them
as they now do in the Northern counties, and of
which tbe late Mr. Cobbett speaks or rather wrote
after his lecturing journey there in lu.'M to 5, and
all derived from the late Mr. Jethro Tull, who wrote
in 1737.

Sub-soil draining and trenching as now practised
in the Northern counties should he spread and
known in tbe south.

Yours' &c., \V. BuDD.
I^eii'bury m Berks, July 7th.
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ON SEA WEED.
Sea-weed, or Vucns, (fvKoc;, Gr. fuha, lleb. a

purple dye used for painting, and o1)t;)ined from a

sea-plant; fncare, Lut. to dye or paint, some of the

sea-weed being used for that purpose,) ismucliused

as a manure on lands near the sea-coast where it can

be obtained. The fuci constitute an extensive order

of cryptogamous plants, and all of them have a thin,

glutinous, coriaceous texture or substance. 'J'he

species most common are.— 1. Fucus setratus. 2.

vesiculosus, being the two kinds mostly used in

making kelp. 3. Fucusnodosus. 4. Palmatus. 5,

Siliquosus. (3. Digitatus, the strong tall plant that

abounds in most places on the coast, and these are

usually mixed with other species, and with the

"
I Iviis and confervas." Some kinds are cooked and

used as food, and the " Fucus saccharinus'' or

" Dulse," is eaten in a raw or dried state. This

name is given by some botanists to a much larger

plant than the one generally called " Uulse," being

of atawney colour,With an elliptic leaf, and without

any mid-rib; the ashes have given no less than 21

ingredients

:

A saccharine matter.

Mucilage in considerable quantity.

Vegetable albumen.

Green colouring matter.

Oxalate of Potash.

Malate of do.

Sulphate of do.

Do. of Soda.

Do. of Magnesia.

Muriate of Potash.

Do. of Soda.

Do. of Magnesia,

Sulpliiteof Soda.

Carbonate of Potash.

Do. of Soda.

Hydriodate of Potash.

Silica.

Subphosphate of Lime.

Do. of Magnesia.

Oxide of iron, probably united with phos-

phoric acid.

Oxalate of lime.

" Fucus digitatus" has the same constituents but

in different lu^oportions, the quantity of " hydriodate

of potash" was smaller. The colour is usually olive,

stem round, leaves plain and broad, and much

divided.

" Fucus vesiculosus" from 100 parts dried, gave :

A brownish, red, slimy matter, fresh red

extract with some sulphate and muriate

of soda '1'

A peculiar acid

i{esinous fat 2

Sulphate of Soda, with some common
.salt ->•! >

Sulphate of lime with much Sulphate of

Magnesia, and some jdiosphate of lime 12.87

Traces of oxides of iron and manganese •

Membranous matter or albumen of Fuci. . 7P>,

Silica

100

" Fucus Serratus" lins abundance of mucilage, al-

bumen, and more carbonate of Soda, than the last

species. The leaf is dichotoraous and serrated, but

has no air-bladders. " Fucus siliquosus" has abun-

ilance of albumen, and the same salts as the last ana-

lysis ; stalk waved and coriaceous, much branched

with little pods.

Marino plants abound with soda, and have been
found to contain ,'; of a s'elatinous substance similar

to mucilage, and i of its weight of water, but no am-
monia. Tiio ashes contain sea-salt, carbonate of

soda, and carbonaceous matter, tlie gaseous matter

was small, chielly carbonic acid, gaseous oxyde of

carbon, and a little liydro-carhonate, and water of the

boiled i)lant, has an empyreumatic and slightly sour

taste. It is almost universallv applietl fresh on the

land, as it is thrown on the beach by tides and
storms ; it requires no jjreparation as there is no
woody fibre to be reduced, and it loses both bulk and

quality, by fermentation and exposure. Fucus fer-

mented to lose
J of its weight, aflbrded less than J

of muoilagous matter, so that fermentation must des-

troy that substance, 'i'he effects as manure are very

transient, which may be accounted for by the great

quantity (jf water, or the elements of water it con-

tains ; it melts and dissolves on exposure Avithout

any heat being evolved, and it is supposed that the

carbonic acid formed by the incipient fermentation

when applied fresh, must be partly dissolved by the

water set i'ree in the same process, and thus become
capable of absorption by the roots of plants. The
effect of this manure is supposed to depend chiefly

on this carbonic acid and the soluble mucilage it

contains, which latter substances all sea weeds lose

by fermentation. It is applied fresh with great suc-

cess on stubbles before winter ploughing, and on
leys to be ploughed for oats, and on wheat fallows in

autumn, and also as a top-dressing on grass lands.

The (juality of farm-yard dung is prodigiously im-
preved by it, and also of all earthy composts ; in

these cases, it is laid on the top before turning, and

the heap is provided with a bottom layer of earth, to

receive the oozings from the mixture. It may be

used by laying it in the yards in thin layers with

straw, and dung of most excellent quality has been

produced by this method. Sea-weed has been laid

fresh in drills for potatoes with much success, and

without imparting any watery cjualitv to tiie roots
;

but in other instances, that practice has been aban-

doned from reasons deduced from that very circum-

stance. During the seasons of sea-weed being cast

on the sea-shore, the farmers prepare heaps of dung
and soil to receive the immediate benefit, and these

heaps along with the lands to which it can be applied

,

alibrd a ready application of this invaluable article.

Dung for turnips is improved by it almost beyond

description ; moisture is imparted, the straw is de-

composed, and the whole mass is reduced to a muci-

laginous state, and never fails to vindicate the

expectations. The fuci have been burnt and the

ashes ajjplied as a manure, l)ut the great diminution

in bulk will not encourage that mode of preparation.

Experience recommends a fresh application without

any exposure or delay, on strawy or earthy heaps, or

on land.

Kelp is a preparation of fuci by burning, and used

in making glass, now nearly superseded by the use

of Barlla, which contains four times the quantity

of soda, and of a purer quality. Common kelp is a

mixture of soda, sea-salt, earths, and stones, and

when used as a manure it is reduced to powder, bv

machinery or pounding, and mixed with sand or

earth. 'Fhe action is that of lime and potash, and

bpiiig acrid and caustic, the mixture is applied at

the rate of ;> or 4 cwt. on an acre, as a lop-dressing oq

any 3'oung crops, or spread on tiie surface and lightly

harrowed early in the spring. It costs about j/. 10s.

per ton ; but the expence of preparation and the

small quantity produced, 1 cwt. from 30 of weed,

will not allow anv extensive use of the substance.

Aug, 20. J. D.
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ACCOUNT OF THE CHARLBURY
SUBSOIL-PLOUGH.

By Philip Pusev, Esq., M.P., F.R. and G.S.

(From the Journal of the Royal Agriculltiral Society.)

I beg to lay, very shortly, before tlie Society
some account of an implement which I have found
to answer, so far as it has been tried, as a sub-
stitute for the subsoil-plough of Mr. Smith : and,
in mentioning that gentleman's name, I need
scarcely say that to the individual whose talents

and perseverance establish any discovery belongs
the merit, while subsequent variations, if improve-
ments they be, flow from it almost as a matter
of course. It is well known that in stirring the
subsoil Mr. Smith employs first a common plouQjVi

to open the furrow, and next a strong iron

swing-plough, without mould-board, which is the
subsoil-plough that follows the common one, and
stirs the ground below the furrow to the depth of
12 or It) inches from the surface without bringing
it up. But, however valuable this discovery,

whether coupled or not with thorough-draining',

may on some soils prove to be, as I trust it will,

still an operation so conducted requires a large

employment of horse power, and consequently an
expence which may not be within the means of

every farmer. The common plough which opens
the furrow will of course require two horses, and
sometimes three ; the Dcanston subsoil-plough

four horses at least, and I believe oftener six, if

the full depth aimed at, 16 inches, is to be reached.

Indeed, in a case which comes within my own
knowledge, a practical agriculturist, in calculating

the expence of enteiing on a cold clay farm of not

six hundred acres, laid the cost of subsoiling it,

apart from the draining, at the very serious

amount of 1300/. It struck me, therefore, that

l)0ssibly the discovery of Mr. Smith might be

carried a little further, and be brought more
within ordinary means, if we could diminish the

friction necessarily incurred in passing through
the unstirred subsoil, by dispensing with more
jiarts of the common plough besides the mould-
board : and I determined to try whether, by
combining in one plough the two hitherto used, we
might not get rid of the sole itself in the under-

ground implement; trusting to the ordinary sole

above ground for preserving the balance, and so

reducing the instrument below the furrow, where
the friction and resistance are of course very

great, to a mere cutting or stirring tool. Mr.
Hart, of Wantage, accordingly constructed for mc
one of his own single-wheeled ploughs, made
rather stontin the beam, with a strong iron socket

behind, and a simple tine fitted into it ; the shape
of the tine being copied from those of Biddeli's

scarifier, but made much thinner. This back-tine

can be raised or lowered in the socket at pleasure.

It is placed on the off side of the beam., in order
that it may work in the middle of the fresh furrow,
and so act more freely th:m if it were placed on
the near side immediately against the unstirred

land.

In order to ascertain in the first place what
dimiinition of draught had been effected, a trial

was made with JMr. Cottam's draught-gauge in a

field the soil and subsoil of which are a rather

strong loam. The draught of the Dcanston
subsoil-plough, at the depth of 16 inches, was
12 cwt. ; to this must be added for the leading

plough which opens the furrow 2 cwt. ; making
the labour of the horses 14 cwt. altogether. The
draught of the new plough was between 7 and

8 cwt. With regard to the effect of the new
plough, it must be remembered that the gentle-

man to whom we owe so much on this subject

very correctly states, in his evidence given before

the Agricultural Committee of 1836, that there

are two distinct objects in subsoil-ploughing.

The first of these is to let down the surface-water

into deep drains through the clefts left in the

subsoil: this advantage, I hope, may be equally

attained with either plough. On the other point,

the thorough stirring of the subsoil and its pre-

paration for the support of crops, there can be no
doubt that the Deanston plough is more efficient

than mine ; still the latter does loosen the ground
considerably, and may be useful, I think, in

retentive gravels, while in a really stiff clay it

seems doubtful whether any subsoiling lasts very

long. But I cannot speak positively, because,
except in a few trials, I have only used it as yet
for getting in carrots : so far, however, it has
been found to answer. The ground, the subsoil
of which is strong, was worked once with this
plough, to the depth of 12 inches : this was done
with four hoi'ses. It was afterwards gone over
t\yice with that excellent practical instrument
Biddeli's scarifier, made by Messrs. Ransome

;

and was then, I believe, in good tilth for the
purpose, to the depth which we had reached. If,

however, it were desired to stir the ground more
in the first ])loughiiig, it would be easv of course
to fix a si)ur on the back-tine, but the advantage
will be attended of course with some increase in
the draught. I will not only add that, if any
•agriculturist who has land which he thinks may be
improved by subsoil-ploughing be disposed to give
this implement a trial, Messrs. Ransome, Mr.
Cottam, and Mr. Hart have each a pattern of it

;

and that, when the back -tine is removed alto-

gether, it is a serviceable one-wheeled plough.
If it be intended to break into a very stiff or stony
subsoil, this should be known to the maker, that
the strength of the implement may be increased.

Philip Pusey.
Pusey, May 4,, 1840.

• o
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ON THE PROPOSED ESTABLISH-
MENT OF A YORKSHIRE AGRI-
CULTURAL SCHOOL AND MO-
DEL FARM.
It has long been a very farourite object cberisbed

by many of the leading members of the Yorkshire
Agricultural Society, to attempt tlie establishment of
a system of Agricultural Education ; the absence of

which has been very seriously felt by various impor-
tant classes of society.

It has also been conceived, that, owing to the very
central situation of York in reference to the County
at large, as well as to the extensive agricultural dis-

trict in which our Northern INIetropolis is situated,

no site would be more appropriate for tlie formation

of a Yorkshire Agricultural School than this ancient

city or its immediate vicinity.

The Secretary has accordingly been requested to

draw up the outline of apian professing tliis design.

The task is by no means an easy one. In attempt-
ing very little more than a slight glance at the im-
mense natural advantages which promise to result

from a system of agricultural education, the subject
would scarcely havejustice deneto it under thecom-
passof a moderate volume. The Secretary must,
therefore, confine himself to reducing the proposi-
tion to certain general heads of suggestion, leaving
many of the details to be supplied by such of the

Members as may have already turned their attention

to a scheme of this kind, and reflected upon the

means by which it may be the best accomplished.
Introductory to these suggestions it may be proper

to state, first, the general objects sought to be ob-
tained in an agricultural school ;—secondly, the
disadvantages under wiiich various classes of society

appear to labour from want of the opportunities of
attaining a scientific education of this nature. These
being briefly adverted to, suggestions may, in the

third place, be offered, regarding the most eflicient

mode in which an agricultural scheol can be estab-

lished ; and lastly, the prospectus for a scheme of

this kind may be submitted to the consideration of
the Society.

First:—The General Objects sought to be ob-
tained IN AN Agricultural School.

These are two-fold ; namely, to give the masses
an opportunity of acquiring a competent knowledo-e
of agriculture in its most improved state ; and, as a
consequence of this education, still farther to cnlar^'e

the too limited sphere of agricultural science. To
theso two objects we shall slightly advert.

The first and preliminary design is to give the
masses an opportunity of acquiring a competent
knowledge of agriculture in its most improved state.

Under this head, little or no comment is demanded.
Every department of science, agriculture excepted,
avails itself of the improvements of the age, because
these improvements are adverted to «nd expatiated
upon by discerning professors. If Medicine, Che-
mistry, or Engineering were deprived of their legiti-

mate teachers, it would be very easy to prognosti-
cate the state to which theso noble arts would be
very soon reduced. And, if we would wish to fol-

low out the effects which have resulted from the
want of competent schools of agriculture, we need
not travel very far from our own boasted cotmtry.
"France, Switzerland, and other states have already
felt and appreciated this want, and hence the flou-

rishing seminaries of Grignon, and of llofwyl.
The second object sought to be attained in an agri-

cultural school is, as a consequeBce ®f education, <o

create a young and active host of cultivators, calcu-

lated to enlarge, on legitimate principles, the too li-

mited sphere of this science. That the knowledge and

the practice of agriculture have made great advances

during these forty years, is an undoubted fact; yet

it is not less true, that this advance has not kept

])ace with the improvements which have been eflec-

ted during the same period in every other leading

department of national industry.

Second:—Enumeration of the various Classes

of Society who labour under the want ov

means afforded by an agricultural school.

These classes may be reduced to tlie following :

(1.) The smaller farmers
;

('i.) The more weal-

thy cultivators of the soil
; (3.) Agricultural ad-

venturers to the colonies; (4.) Capitalists intent

upon introducing agricultural improvements at

home
; (5.) Those who are entrusted with the

management of large estates, as stewards, bailiffs,

factors, &c.; and lastly, (6.) Landed proprietors

themselves. The disadvantages under which these

classes labour, from the deficiency of a school of

agriculture, we shall consider in their order :

—

(1.) Or THE S.MALI, FARAiERs.—Farmers are an

isolated class ; they are (to use a common phrase)

' a home-keeping body ;"—they possess neither the

means of obtaining, nor the power ofcommunicating
the knowledge, which is afforded to those who live

and work more in masses. The education ofthe son

of the smaller farmer is usually confined to that

which cau be given bv the village schoolmaster :

while his means of acquiring a knowledge of agri-

culture is restricted to the practice of his father, or

to that of his immediate neighbourhood.

(2.) Of THE MORE WEALTHY CULTIVATORS OF THE
SOIL.—If we ascend to a more wealthy class, a
" boarding school" aflords the means of a more libe-

ral education. It has the good effect of enlarging

the views and of giving a taste for reading, which is

utterly unknown among those below this rank of

agricultural society. Ijut if it be intended that a

youth of this class should pass his life in the country

as a farmer, it will bo found that common schools

have no connexion whatever with agriculture. Though
agriculture be a science, it is not made a branch of

study; no lectures are given upon agriculture, upon
chemistry, botany, gpology, mechanics, or the vete-

rinary science. Yet some knowledge on all these

subjects is absolutely necessary to enable an exten-

sive farmer to cultivate his land to the full advan-

tage. The prosecution of these studies in after life,

when an individual is chained down to the practical

working of a farm for a livelihood, becomes almost

imposible.

(3.) Of AGRICULTURALADVENTURERSTO THE COLO-

NIES.—The vast increase of our population, consider-

ed in reference to the extent of our colonies, renders
it necessary that we should look for soui'ces of profit-

able industry, to which capital may be applied, be-

yond the bounds of our sea-girt shore. The onlv
field open to speculation, upon the first occupation
of every colony, is agriculture. The sons of mer-
cantile gentlemen, and ofthe most extensive manu-
facturers, are sent out to Canada, to Australia, or to

New Zealand, for the purpose of investing capital in

agricultural pursuits, of inalcing money from a busi-

ness of which they know nothing ; dependent solely

upon the honest baililVor foreman who has been en-
gaged to accompany them, and who is to take the

management of the concern. This mun is, nineteen
times out of twenty, possessed of a mere local

knowledge, derived from mere local practice, It
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will be conceded that, if a manufacturer from Leeds
were to exchange his business with a manufacturer

from Manchester, both would be greatly deficient in

a profitable knowledge of their reversed occupation
;

and yet there is not a greater dilference between the

fabrication of a cotton gown and a woollen coat, than

exists between the profitable cultivation of a York-
shire Wold farm, and a farm on the banks of the

river Ouse.
In short, no class of persons stands in greater

need of an Agricultural School, than the young men
who are daily sent forth with Britisli capital to colo-

nize distant lands. Their professional education,

in reference to the treatment of land, as modified by
all possible circumstances of climate, soil and vege-

tation, ought to be conducted on the most compre-
hensive principles.

C4.) Op capitalists about to introduce agri-

cultural IJIPROVEJIENTS ON THEIR ESTATES AT
HOME.—How many estates do we see at home where
large sums of money have been unprofitably ex-

pended in vain attempts to improve upon incorrect

principles? How many more do we see where sig-

nal advantages might have been obtained from a

more perfect knowledge of agriculture, combined
with the management of woods and waters; the lat-

ter branch being totally overlooked and neglected.

There can be only one remedy lor such errors,

—

agricultural education.

(5.) Or THOSE WHO ARE ENTRUSTED WITH THE
MANAGEMENT OK ESTATES,—SUCH AS STEWARDS, BAI-

LiFi's, FACTORS, &c.—That an agricultural education,

upon the most enlarged and finished basis, is neces-

sary for this verii responMile class of society, is too

obvious to need any comment whatever.

(6.) Of LANDED I>R0rRIET0RS, OR HLIRSOT LARGE
ESTATES.—This, the highest class to whom a know-
ledge of the best manner of managing their estates,

would be of the first moment, have, at present, no
efficient school of instruction to which they can re-

sort, with the exception of the University of Edin-
burgh. Scotland, in its public means of instruction

has limited itself to the establishment of a chair of

agriculture, from which an enlightened and zealous

professor has long inculcated the most important
principles and improvements in reference to the

highly cultivated and contiguous districts of the

Lothians and other places. The example is propos-
ed to be followed by Oxford.

Third:—Suggestions on the Mode of establish-

ing AN Agricultural School and Model Farm.

The various classes of society who labour under
the want of those means, which are afforded by an
agricultural education have been enumerated. That
this urgent demand should have found opportunities

of utterance was naturally to be expected. Several
very sensible essays, pointing out the most incalcu-

lable advantages which would arise from an agri-

cultural school in Yorkshire, have at diflferent

intervals appeared in the county journals ; and, at a

meeting of the Philosophical Society of York, the

subject has given rise to a luminous disquisition by
a Magistrate of this City, Thomas Barstow, Esq.

In the county of Kent, a similar feeling has alrea-

dy been incited to active exertions. On the 10th of

January, 1839, a number of influential gentlemen
met at Maidstone, for the purpose of promoting a

public scheme of agricultural education, on which
occasion a Sub-Committee was formed for the fram-
ing and maturing the scheme of a " Kent Agricultu-
ral College;" and, on the 14th of May subsequently,
their plan having been submitted to a public meeting,

held at the Town Hall at Maidstone, was considered-

In order to raise subscriptions for this object, an ap-

peal has been made to the disinterested or patriotic

motives of its well-wishers, as well as to the consi-

deration of those who were inclined to promote such

an undertaking under the usual prudential stipula-

tions of interest for monev advanced. Hence both

free donors and subscribers were invited to assist in

the undertaking.

With regard to the last mentioned promoters, who
must always form the most numerous class of the

two, the following remarks are suggested :

Independently of the higher or patriotic

motives which exist for attempting the foun-

dation of a Yorkshire school of agriculture,

it is to be presumed, that the outlay required

for an establishment so imperiously called for

by the inconveniences under which several im-

portant classes of society continue to labour, would

by the fees of students, amply remunerateits enntribu-

tors. But, as opinions may at the outset vary on

this question, it would be only prudent to consider

an establishment of this kind as subsisting under

different degreesof greater or less pecuniary suppert,

and of makin;j a proportionate estimate of the good

which it is enabled to effect under such varying

circumstances.

These different means of instruction depending

on the amount of pecuniary resources, reduce them-

selves to four in number.

(1.^ An Agricultural school, in its most humblejhrm,

may be conductedby a single Professor, with the aid of
such 'practical illustrations as may be derivedfrom con-

tiguous farms.

In admitting the efficiency, to a certain degree,

of this mode of instruction, it is scarcely necessary

to premise, that without the command of a liberal

amount of funds, a scheme even of this humble kind

must inevitably fail. We shall, however, suppose in

the first instance that a school is called into existence

under a straightened condition of pecuniary resour-

ces, requiring the greatest economy possible of its

funds. In such a case, nearly the whole which could

be effected would be the engagement of a professor

of agriculture, for v/hose indeninitv from the usual

temporary loss of an incipient undertaking, a propor-

tionate annual sum must be reserved.

The duties of the professor would be, first, to give

very full and comprehensive courses of lectures
;

and, secondly, to illustrate the same by practical

observations, without which all mere oral instructions

would be comparatively inert.

Now, in order to effect the lattei object, it would
be advisable, in reference to this minimum degree of

support, to secure for a proper remuneration, the

permission of some respectable farmer, that his

grounds, in the mode of their cultivation, be sub-

jected to the more enlightened and improved views
of the professor. This plan would, in the interim,

form an eligible substitute for a model farm, which
could not be commanded without a greater increase

of funds.

In addition to this aid towards practical instruc-

tion, it may likewise be hoped, that other farmers in

the neighbourhood would give a general permission,

that at convenient and stated periods their grounds
be inspected for the sake of instruction. Ambula-
tory visits might thus be conducted, during which
the teacher might very profitably point out to his

class the various methods of cultivation in actual

practice ; and it is to be presumed, that the many
useful recommendations which an accomplished

agriculturist is eiiabled to offer to the farmer in re*

o 2
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turn for such an indulgence would be gratefully

acknowledged.*
Such appear to be the effects which promise to

result from the most moderate funds requisite for a

commencement of the undertakin?.

(2.J To the Agricultural ndvantuges stated under
the foregoing head, may he added the means ofgeneral

education derivable from some classical seminary previ-

ously established.

It is evident, that under confined circumstances,
none of the sciences can be taught which are consi-

dered more or less subsidiary to agriculture, and
hence the pupils most likely to profit by agricultural

prelections would be such as had already made some
little progress in the studies of chemistry, botan3%
geology, mechanics, or natural history in general.

If, however, it be considered expedient that any
of these accessory sciences should be actually taught,

more ample funds would be needed. Fixed or

occasional lecturers on the required subjects would
liave to be secured, and tlie provision would require

an increased outlay. Under such an establishment,

younger pupils of agriculture might enterthemselves;
and bj^ means of some arrangement with the propri-

etors of the ably-conducted Collegiate School of

York, it would be possible to devise a plan by which
the usual studies of a classical seminary, along with
the instructions necessary for the future profession

of the agricultural student, might be jointly going
on, and lend their respective aid to complete the

acquirements of the well-educated cultivator.

(3.) Agricultural Education may be still more im-
portantly ]iromoted by the establishment of a Modei,
Farm.

France and other stales add to these means of oral

instruction, the paramount advantage of a model
I AR5I, cultivated b}' students themselves, under the

direction of their teachers.

It is indeed but too evident, that no establishment
for the promotion of an agricultural education can
be pronounced fully complete without the advantage
of A MODEL FARM, in Order that practice may con-
stantly go hand in hand with theory.

For this purpose alone, a highly cultivated farm
would be absolutel}' indispensible and invaluable.

But it is presumed that it would jjossess advantages
beyond this point. It would afibrd to agricultural

societies and to patriotic gentlemen, a means of
testing important experiments with greater accuracy
and with less expense than can be effected in any
other manner—though they, of course, must be
answerable for the expense, if, by such a deviation

from a regular course of husbandry any expense
should be incurred. Such a farm would afford an
admirable depot for new and improved implements,
and would be the best arena on which to test their

respective merits. The same observation applies to

new varieties of grain, of roots, or of seeds.

t

Fourth :—Prospectus for forming an Agricul-
tural School and Model farm in York-
shire.

In judging of a prospectus best adapted to the
resources and wants of our county, it will be neces-
sary to recapitulate the diHerent modes which have

• An idea of this kind was first thrown out by a vory intfl-

lifTcnt coiTC'spoiulrut of tho " Yorkshirciiinn" iicwspapiT. Hp
c-oiisiilcrcil tlio pnictical iinportancc of such amluiliitory visits

toswiToiindinj; farms, asanalairoiis to tliat wliicli is ih-rivcd
ill flic course of a medical cdiication from rlinical li'ctiires.

t TIk'so ex)i(;rimcnts inisht lie ])iil)!isli('d in tlio Aiiiiiiiil

Traiisiictions of tho Yorksliire ARriiidtiiral Society, and Hie
articles themselveB might be inspected by all its members.

suggested themselves in reference (o a greater or

less degree of pecuniary support.

1st. An agricultural school, in its most bumble
form, may be conducted by a single professor, with

the aid of practical illustrations derived from visits

to contiguous farms.— 2nd. To these advantages

may be added the general education derivable from

some classical seminary previously established,

with the proprietors of which a convenient arrange-

ment might probably be made.-—3rd. Agricultural

education may be still more importantly advanced by
the establishment of a jModel Farm.
Now, there can bene question whatever, that the

last plan, which is that of the inhabitants of Kent,
is the most efficient one proposed. But whether in

our own county, the public mind is so generally

alive to the importance of an agricultural school, as

to embark at once in the great outlay which such
an institution must involve, may be strongly

questioned.

It ma)% perhaps, be the more prudent step, as a

preliminary attempt, to secure the services of au
able professor of agriculture, and, for the purpose
of general education, to make some convenient
arrangement with the proprietors of the York
Collegiate School. A remaining great object would
be to raise funds sufficient to establish a model
rARM. When tins last desideratum shall be accom-
plished, it is anticipated that the agricultural school

proposed to be established in York will in most
respects be commensurate with the wants of the com-
munity.

In correspondence with these views, the following

prospectus is respectfully submitted, but with this

understanding—that if the funds should, is the first

instance, fall short of the means of providing a

Model Farm, a less complete system, like that which
has been pointed out, be attempted. A school of

agriculture, although imperfect, is surely to be pre-

ferred to the absence of any seminary whatever for

instruction. If the system adopted possess a capa-

bility of future extension, or be an expansible one,

it will, with little effort, adjust itself in proportion

to the additional means which are afforded to it for

support. The urgent wants of an increasing popu-
lation will achieve the rest. The demands of so

many classes of society for a scientific and improved
system of agricultural education cannot long be
resisted.

These remarks must be considered as prefatory to

the following outline :

—

OUTLINE OF A SCHEME
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE YORKSHIRE AGRI-

CULTURAL SCHOOL AND MODEL FARM.

1. Capital from six to ten thousand peunds, to be
raised by shares at 10/. each, with power to the

committee to increase the number of shares.

2. The whole business to be conducted under the

management of a committee of twenty-one pro-

prietors, to be elected by tho shareholders : seven
of the committee to retire annually,

3. A professor of agriculture, and, if required, other
assistant masters, to bo engaged.

4. Committee to take a farm of varied soil, with
suitable dwelling-house and offices, and of an
extent not less than • acres, on a lease for

fourteen or twenty-one years.

J. The/u)Hi establishment to consist of—the waster,

whose duties shall be to superiuteud the religious

and moral conduct of the pupils living at the

farm ; to instruct them in reading, writing,

arithmetic, and surveying ; and to keep all the
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accounts of this branch of the establishment.—

A

matron, to take the entire charge of the household

and dairy department.

—

A farm manager, to super-

intend the farm under the direction of the com-
mittee, and instruct the pupils in all rural work.

—

A dairy maid and other servants in proportion to

the number of pupils.

—

Pupils v.-ho wish to divide

their time between manual farm labour and study,

to have the privilege of attending the lectures on
subjects more or less connected with agriculture

at the Collegiate School in York ; none to be re-

ceived under thirteen years of age. Payment

£— per annum, to be made half-yearly in advance.

To wear a hat and jacket of the uniform of the

College Farm.—Certificates to be given to such

pupils as have made a satisfactory progress.

YoKK City Establishment of hie Yorkshire
Agricultural School.

This is to be a branch of the York Collegiate

School. A very large school has been erected,

within a few years, for the purpose of conducting a

liberal, classical, and general education. It is con-

ducted by masters of acknowledged high talents

and great attainments. To the present numerous
masters of this establishment, it is proposed to add
lecturers on agriculture, geology, botany, chemistry,

mechanics, and veterinary science. The young
gentlemen attending this establishment, would be

boarded with one of the masters, or otherwise in the

city. They would be received on the customary
terms. Three days a week they would be conducted
in an omnibus, accompanied by the agricultural

lecturer, to the farm, where they would be instructed

in all the practical departments for six hours.

Mode of conducting the Model Farm,

The farm to be conducted upon the acknowledged
best principles of husbandry, with a sole view to

profit ; but to accept all oilers of experiment that

might be tendered to them by the Royal or York-
shire Agricultural Societies, on the express engage-
ment, that if unsuccessful, the loss shall be defrayed

by the society at whose suggestion the experiment
was made. New or improved implements to be re-

ceived upon loan ; their merits or defects to be
ascertained ; and certificates to be given to the

owners when the implements are returned. A gene-
ral depot and museum to be held at the farm, under
the direction of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society.

No gentleman enrolling his name as a shareholder
to be subject to a call for money until 100 shares

are subscribed for ; a committee to be then formed
and a banker and secretary appointed, but no share-

holder to be called upon for more than one pound
per share until 300 shares are taken, nor under any
circumstances to be liable to a payment beyond the

amount of his original shares.

It is particularly requested that persons desirous
in any way of furthering the objects proposed in

this prospectus, will send their names and addresses,
and from such parties any suggestion on the subject
will be most thankfully accepted.

Charles Howard,
Hon. Secretary,

Yorkshire Ag^ricultural Society, York.

231b. to each sheep per day. Four years previously ihi';

same gentleman kept 330 sheep on eig'ht acres for 12
weeks in an adjoiaing field, and of the same quality of
soil to the one described above. This was only 30 rods
for 100 sheep per week ; by measurement tins statement
would make eig'ht bushels per rod, at 601b. per bushel.
Of the nature of the soil, and the superior methods pur-
sued by this very capital turnip grower, it may be re-

marked, that the soil naturally is as poor a sand as any
to be found on the Basrshot-healh district, being a fer-

ruginous quartzon sand, the field abutting onFren^>hain
Common, which is a waste of 10,000 acres, from which
the iroH clinker paving-stone is obtained for paving
Farnham-street. The methods pursued by this gentle-

man are, deep ploughings, dunging over the whole sur-

face, sowing early in June, single drill flat in every third

furrow seam, by a single-handed drill ; as soon as the

plants appear, and the rows can be made out, the horse

hoe is set to work ; in the course of a week after, the

hand-hoe cuts them to their proper distances in the row
;

if there is any failure of plants in the rows, they are

made good by a transplanting ; this is done by efficient

men, when they are good-sized plants. Another hand
hoeing takes place, and then the horse-hoe is run be-

tween them every two or three weeks as long as the

horse and the hoe can get between the luxuriant leaves.

'I'his is done with one horse and a lad, who goes over
about three acres per day. From 60 to 70 acres are thus

cultivated every year by this gentleman, who has lately

commenced marling his sandy grounds, from a pit lie

has lately discovered in a corner of his estate.

SWEDISH TURNIPS.—Last year a gentleman at

Frensham, near Farnham, kept 100 sheep for three
months on 10 acres of Swedish turnips ; of course the
turnips were of extraordinarily fine growth—many of
them weighing upward* of 141b., and the average oftlie

field was 81b., thus giving- 34 tons per acre, or about

MALT.
A Return of the number of bushels of Malt on which

the Duty has been charged in each Year, from IBIO
to 1840, both years inclusive, up to the 5tli dny of
April, in each Year, in England, Ireland and Scot-
land, separately and together; stated throughout in

the imperial measure.

Years.

1810.

.

1811..
1812..
1813..

1814..

1815..
1816..
1817..

1818..

1819..

1820.

.

1821..

1822.

.

1823..

1824..

1825.

.

1826..

1827..

1828..
1829..

1830.

.

1831..
1832.

.

1833..

1834.

.

1835 .

1836..
1«37..

1838..

1839..

1840..

Numberof Bushels ©f Malt charged with Duty.

ENGLAND. IRELAND.

23,541,291
25,979,328
22,066,782
18,945,766

23,656,035
26,349,263

26,856,102
17,820,324

24,217,175
22,325,607;

24,739,371!

26,084,730,

24,848,630
27,312,755
26,064,802;

27,887,092i
29,181,241

25,342,913
28,738,524'

28,217,1251

22,821,035
29,079,758
34,115,332
32,249,8921

34,061,2631

34,072,665,

33,261,833'

35,657,8871

33,620,593
33,687,302
34,086,055

3,033,302

2,437,859
2,637,341
2,159,326
3,342,512
3,025,065
2,232,406
1,680,219
1,403,336

1,879.082

1,734,647

1,869,758
1,822,125

1,811,490
1,840,196
2,279,188
2,701,358

2.142,530
2,049,642
2,266,226
2.079,468
1,892,082
2,115,435
1,970,058
2,049,407
2.152,138
2,511,231

2,268.475
2,279,069
2,101,744
1,604,307

SCOTLAND.

784,527
968,100
893,707
658,657

1,130,042
1,319,472
1,258.061

1,142,539
1.167,619

1,442,613
1,400,309
1,225,883

1,077,536
1,429,188
2,014,835
2,784,477
3,724,919
2,490,067
3,194,336
3,713,490
3,944,406
4,089,127
4,105,377
3,767,242
4,406,913
4,437,220
4,736,449
4,751,594
4,480,792
4,567,083
4.309,656

TOTAL.

27,359,120

29,385,287
25,597,830
21,763,749
28,128,589
30,693,801

30,346,569
20,643,082
26,783,130
25,647,302

27,874,327
29,180,371
27,748,291

30,553.433
29,919,833

32,950,757
35,607,518
29,975,510
33,982,502
34,196,841
28,844,909
35,060,967

40,336,144
37,987,192

40,517,583
40,662,023
45,509,513
42,677,956
40,380,454
40,356,129
40 900,018

G. A. CoTTRELL, First General Accountant.
Excise Office, London, June 27, 1840.
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SHEEP BREEDING.
" Wlifn a rafe of animals have possessed in a ei'eat deffi-pp,

thi'OUKli several gt'iicrations, the properties wliicli it is our
oliject to oMiiin, tlieir progeny are said to be well bred, and
tlieir sfoekmay be relied on ; and it cannot be (loubted tliut

any breed may be inijiroved in tlie same nuuiner." —,S</-

John Suwldir.

When I consider tliat there are continually
grazing on our fertile pastures thirty-two millions
of sheep which, exolusivo of the carcase, produce
ayearly clip of wool of the value of seven millions
of pounds sterling, employing ,350,000 individuals,
and ultimately yielding; tnanufactures to the amount
of, at least, twenty-one millions of sovereigns
annually, my heart expands with English pride,
and I am happy my lot was c.ist in such a country.
But then comes the curdling enquiry of how is it

that the good common sense of the British farmer,
with appliances enjoyed by no other agriculturist

in the world, still suffers his green hills to he
disfigured with such an inappropriate illegitimate
race of sheep ? Unwilling as I am to cause pain to
any one, or to assume superiority over brother
husbandmen, yet imperative truth forces mc to
regret that even in the middle of the 19th century
the following inconsiderate practice prevails :

—
A farmer rides a day's journey to a sheep letting,

where he sees a number of animals of various
pretensions, fetching, according to worth or fancy,
from fifty shillings to nearly as many pounds.
Now this motley batch of varying priced rams have
all been bred in the same bungling way from the
same flock, and by the same males. And the
sheep that is now making twenty pounds is by the
same sire as he that but climbs to fifty shillings ;

the higher priced one being but a chance hit of
comeliness, without system in his production, or
certainty of what will be his progeny. It conld
not have happened otherwise, for had those indi-

vidual sheep been bred with any science or inethod
at all there could not Lave been that degrading
disparity in the produce of the same flock. Jiut

such a ram breeder has no help in him, for he also

yearly goes as far off for his males, (there's a
charm in great distances,) where he has jncked
out one, but also without character or jiedigree,

with nothing but present external appearances and
smell of oilcake to recommend him ; ho one being
able to predict whether his offspring will be
ringstraked, speckled, and spotted—whether their
faces will be black, grey, or white. At such a
market the obtaining a showy sheep is all that
can be expected or guaranteed—all ihe rest is

clouds, darkness, or uncertainty, and probably
the next crop of Iambs may show patches of as
many breeds, and as many contradictory defects, as
thereare counties in England. Therefore itcannot
be too urgently pressed on the attention of sheep
breeders that in hiring rams a first consideration
should be to select from such tup-masters only as

Have pedigree, imiformity, and character, snpei'-

added to a goodly appearat>eei it) •theh'^Kertefal
flocic-^-'i; T'.^K;;!-'^f i^^/'^^!'- 1';'

li.'^^|;.^;i^
| •'^^J

To those i'armers who arc uiidectticd frojji

v^'henccto have their next tjiale sheep I resj)?ct fully

submit, do not be satisfied with mei;ely seeing a
score or two of

^

|she fn-smng?, of Uje ^Ppk. uepntjd

up for display., ' tinietly g;6^ Qyei' tlie w(>oii favni.

and after allowan.cc fqir variety Of pasturajcGSjnd
shelter, see, whether there isiin uniformity in tliie

flook ; whether any proiuisouons two oij three
score of thcim pi'^serltsnch an idantity astoiroiider

it difficult foi' iivdlvitluais to,b6;distiUK;aished from
each other. See tha,t the rabies are mascbliae add

the females feminine, with an harmonious family
likeness running through the whole. Then ask
the proprietor how he procured even a flock^

—

whether he changes it by introducing new and
unknown males with every returning season ?

He will answer in the negative, and say he has
for a quarter or half a century carefully bred only
from such as he well knew, whose uninterrupted
])edigree he can produce, and during that time
his mutton had not deteriorated, nor his wool
lost weight or quality—that lie indulges in no
auxiliaries, as cake, corn, or seed, for food, or
sheds for shelter, but that they eat nothing but
what is grown on the farm—that they are thereby
fortified against debasing influences of every kind,
and truly a desirable flock to breed from. My
sheep being far short of perfection, though perhaps
a stage or two in advance of some of my brother
breeders, 1 beg to describe them. Abiding ever by
what I have already said about the head—the head
is short, round, and without angle or hollow—a tape
passed from the throat round behind the ears

shall about equal alike the girth from the throat

over the eyes and forehead—a quiet but confident

aquiline visage (no pig-faced lady for me)—ears

woolly, short, well-back and down bent, not
rabbit fashioned—the neck not straight lined from
the rump, but set on at the shoulders at about a
45 upward angle, nor tapering over delicately

towards the head, but thick, full, and fleshy along
its wliole length—blade-bones well spread, far

back, and showing the chine above their upper
working, which will produce a large open and
heavy breast, not pitched downwards as in the

greyhound, but rounded up to a frontage like t'ne

forekeel of a ship. This enables the sheep to

look well in the face, and gives it a presence as if

standing uj) hill from whatever aspect it may
be viewed, that is, gradually rising from the loin

to the setting of the neck, which again springs

upwards, thick, full, and muscular— nor do I

object to a slight hollow about the middle of the
back, capacious loin, spread out hips, and well

connected rumps—wide and fleshy in the twist, legs

short light boned, and under the sheep, not stuck
out like four props to a hay stack. I covet not a
thick tallow tail, but must have a well wooded

lly. Other breeders possibly have better sheep ;

I know what mine cost, and what they pay, and
in this respect am a contented man. I had more
to say, but fear I am trespassing.

Practical.

P.S.—Of course, I have been speaking of the
muscular frame, not of the fatty obliteration of all

form, in my flock of sheep.

iTHF. GROWTH OF PLANTS.—A profitable ap-
plication of t lectricity. Dr. Darwin observes, to promote
the growth ef plaints, is not yet discovered ; it is never-

theless probable tliat,; in dryx suusons, the erection of

num<;rotjs metallic poipis qa tbe *urlace of the ground,
lull a tew feet liis'li, iliigfit; in the nifrlit time Gotilribute

to precipilati; the dew, hy f'icilitaiin.Hr the passtig:G of

electricity from thettir into the tv.trtb; and that an erec-

tion of su<;li points hifrhc^r in the air, by means of wires

\!i;ry,pped ,1,'ouud tall r.*di., or «;levfil<'^;op ibuildings; wight
procij)4ule,,shQW(U-:f. froiii {hq liigjiei" purtsol .iJ.i.fitalmA''*'

phtre-M Sucli pQiots,<'i;ei;tot'v.in g-Hrdttiisirnglit, projnoju

a qi|ip}^W vegfcta.lif^fli^Jf th!?,ptHnls,,i<i, tteir. yi«ii>i\y,i^y

s^pplyinff, tlieai,!jiM);f,.,Oil*mwl£»l|jr,/JjititQiJhfl-,«''<«otJ!a*

W^^STn ID , villi t-i4 ^<ii(i< tt. sii'"a '''•''* t'dliJ *"«»( h'lUi
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ON FERN.
Fern (A. S. faran, vaeren, Dut, ; feain, Sax.

;

fahren, Ger., to go, as the ])lant is very abundant,

and everywhere meets the traveller; lilum, Lut.,

(juasi filatiia incisa) forms the order of " J ilices,"

in the cryptogatnous class of plants, in the artificial

system of arrangement. The genera of ferns are

numerous ; but one plant only comes under the no-

tice of agriculture, the common brake or the " Pteris

aquilina," from Trrtpov, Gr., a wing, is very gene-

rally diffused over uncultivated grounds and heaths,

and very often found on soils of good quality. It

abounds in harsh loams, in dells and ravines, and on
the sides of banks and mountains, where it grows
luxuriantly on sands and gravels, on clayey and

mixed substrata, and very generally on white sands

mixed with gravel, with a thin vegetable layer, con-

stituting soils of the poorest <]iiality. The roots

spread liorizontallyand often deeply into the ground,

and are difficult of extirpation—frequent mowing,
ploughing, and dunging, have been recommended,
and above all, the pouring urine upon them. Slieep

folded closely on fern ground will banish the plants

by means of the (lung and urine.

Fern has a salt mucilaginous taste, and was for-

merly much used in medicine, and ti.e country peo-

ple yet retain it in powder to destroy worms, and
reckon a bed of the green jjlants of it a sovereign

cure for the rickets in children. The stems tied to-

gether make a very durable tliatcb, aflbrd a violent

heat when burned, and are used where coals or fuel

is scarce, to heat ovens, and to burn limestone. The
roots boiled in wash are much relished by swine,

and in Normandy they are mixed in bread, and in

Siberia they are brewed in ale, with one-third part of

the roots to two-thirds of malt. It is very astrin-

gent, and is used io preparing kid and chamois
leather.

When this plant is cut in a green state, and left

to rot on the ground, it very mucli irajtroves the

land, and the ashes afi'ord double the quantity of

salt of any other vegetable. The ashes are often

mixed with water and formed into balls, heated in

the fire, and then used as an alkaline ley for scouring
linen. Fern ashes yield about one-ninth of their

weight iu salt, principally the sulphate and sub-
carbonate of potash. 1000 parts of the plant, cut

in August, and thoroughly dried, afforded 36.46 of
ashes, whicii yielded by lixiviation 4.5 of salt. One
hundred parts of oach vegetable being thoroughly
dried, were burned by an o\)eii fire, and the ashes

weighed, and then lixiviated till all their saline

contents were extracted, gave as under:

—
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3IA?fURIi\G THE SOIL AND
MAKING HOTBEDS.

" Most j)ersons imagine that manure is all that is

wanted to make a garden f'.uitt'ul ; and thus, if the
fruit-trees do not bear, and the flowers and vegeta-
bles do not tlirire, manure is considered the univer-
sal panacea. Now, the fact is, that so far from ibis
being the case, most small gardens have been ma-
nured a great deal too much ; and in many, the sur-
face soil, instead of consisting of rich friable mould,
only presents a soft, black, shining substance, wliich
is the humic acid from the manure saturated with
stagnant water. 'No appearance is more common
in tlie gardens of street-houses than tliis, from these
gai'dens being originally ill-drained, and vet conti-
nually watered; and irom their possessors loading
them with manure, in tlie hope of rendering them
fertile.

" As it is known to chemists, that it is onlv the
humic acid, and carbonic acid gas, contained in
manure, which make that substance noui-ishing to
plants; and as these acids must be dissolved in
water before the roots can take them up, itmavseem
strange that any solution of them in water, however
strong it may be, should be injurious to vegetation.
The fact is, however, that it is the great quantitv of
food contained in the water that renders it unwhole-
some. "When the roots of a plant, and their little

sponge-like terminations, are examined in a power-
ful microscope, it will be clearly seen that no thick
substance can pass through them. Thus water
loaded with gross coarse matter, as it is when satu-
rated with humic acid, must be more than the poor
spongioles can swallow ; and yet, as they are truly
sponge-like, their nature prompts them, whenever
they tind moisture, to attein])t to take it up, without
having the power of discriminating between what is

good for tbem and what will be injurious. The
S[)ongioles thus imbibe the saturated liquid ; and
loaded with this improper food, the fibrous roots,
like an over-gorged snake, become distended, the
fine epidermis that covers them is torn asunder,
their power of capillary attraction is gone, and thev
can neither force the food they have taken up into
the main roots, nor reject the excrementitious mat-
ter sent down to them from the leaves, after the
elaboration of the sap. In this state of things,
from the usual circulation of the fluids being im-
peded, it is not surprising- that the plant should
turn yellow, that its flowers should not expand, that
its fruit should shrivel and drop oft" prematurely,
and that in the end it should die ; as, in fact, it may
be said to expire of apoplexy, brought on by indi-

gestion.
" All soil, to be in a fit state for growing plants,

should be sufficiently loose and drv to allow of water
])assing througlj it intermixed with air; as water,
when in this slate, is never more than slightly im-
pregnated with the nutritious juices of the manure
through which it has jiassed. The spongioles are
thus not supplied with more food at a time than they
can properly take u|j and digest, and a healthy cir-

culation of the fluids is kept uj) through the whole
])lant. J3ut what, it may be asked, is to be done
with a garden, the soil of which has become black
and slimy like half-rotten peat 1 'J'he (juickost re-

medy is covering it with lime, as that combines rea-

dily with the humic acid, and reduces it to a state of
comparative dryness; or, if the subsoil be good, the
ground may be trenched, and the surface-soil buried
two spits deep ; in either case, it will be necessary
thoroughly to drain the garden to prevent a recur-
rence of the evil.

"All the different kinds of soil found on level

ground, consist of two parts, which are called the

surface soil and the subsoil; and as the subsoil al-

ways consists of one of the three primitive earths, so

do these earths always enter, more or less, in the

composition of every kind of surface-soil. The
primitive earths are—silex, (which includes sand
and gravel,) clay, and lime, which includes also

chalk; and most subsoils consist of a solid bed or

rock of one or other of these materials, ]M-obably in

nearly the same state as it was left by the Deluge.
The surface-soils on the contrary, are of compara-
tively recent date; and they have been slowly
formed by the gradual crumbling of the subsoil,

and its intermixture with decayed animal and vege-

table (natter, and with otlier soils which may have
been accidentallv washed down upon, or purposely
brought to it. In fields and uncultivated places,

the surface-soil is almost as hard, and as coarse iu

its texture, as the subsoil on which it rests ; but in

gardens which have been long in cultivation, the

surface-soil becomes so thoroughly pulverized by
frequent diggings, and so mixed with the manure
and decayed vegetables which have been add<.'d to

it from time to time, that it is changed into the soft,

light, fine, powdery substance called garden-mould.
If the subsoil be naturally porous or well drained,

this mould, however rich it may be made by the

addition of decayed vegetable matter or animal ma-
nure, will always continue friable ; aiid as long as it

does so, it will be fit for the growth of plants : but
if no vent be allowed for the escape of the water,

and it be continually enriched with manure, it will

be changed in time into the black slimy substance
that has been already described.

" Surface-soil is called peat-earth when it is com-
posed of decayed veget<ihle matter, without any
mixture of animal manure ; and, as this excess of

vegetable matter could neither be produced nor
decayed, without abundance of stagnant moisture,

this kind of earth is almost always found on aclayey
subsoil, which prevents the water which ialls upon
it from escaping. Peat-earth has a spongy, elastic

feeling when trodden upon, arising from the quan-
tity of water that it holds, and it can only be ren-

dered fit for cultivation by draining. In its elastic

state it is what is called in Scotland a moss, and in

England a peat-bog. Should the water, instead of
being afforded a vent by drainage, be suffered to

accumulate for many years, till it completely satu-

rates the peat, the soil becomes what is called a

morass or quagmire ; and it can no longer be
trodden on, as it will cngulph any substance resting

upon it. A still further accumulation of water
will, in the coarse of years, cause the bog to burst

its bounds, and overflow the surrounding country;
as the Solway-moss did many years ago, and as bogs
in Ireland have done frequently. An excess of
vegetable matter on a silicious subsoil, differs from
the common black-peat in retaining less water

;

and in being mixed with a portion of the primitive

earth, which, from its loose texture, becomes easily

detached from the subsoil. Peat in this state is

called heath mould,
" The most productive soils are those in which

several ingredients are combined in proper propor-

tions ; and if any one of the primitive earths pre-

j)ondcrates, the soil becomes comparatively unfer-

tile. Thus the best soil for gardening purposes is

generally allowed to be a calcareous loam on a

chalky subsoil ; and this sort of soil is composed of

nearly equal parts of lime, sand, and clay, enriched by
depositions of decayed animal and vegetable mattsr.

The next best soil is a sandy loam, composed of
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clay and sand, emicbed by decayed animal and
vegetable substances, and resting on a gravelly or

sandy subsoil. The worst soils are peat and sand.

A poor sandy soil is necessarily a nearly barren one
;

because it will not retain either water, or the UU"
tritious juices from manure, long enough to afford

nourishment to the plants grown upon it ; and it is

obvious that a soil of this kind can onlv be rendered
fertile by mixing it with clay ; whicii would change
it into a sandy loam.

" A stiff clay is unfertile from its attracting mois-
ture, and retaining it round the roots of the plants

till they become swollen and uube;ihhy. It also

retards the decomposition of manure, and obstructs

the progress of the roots, which waste their strength

in the efforts they make to penetrate, or twine round
its adliesive clods. Soils of this description are

improved by a mixture of sand, gravel, road-grit,

or any substance which tends to separate the parti-

cles of the clay, and to render it light and friable.

" ChalL V soils succeed better unmixed, than any
of the other kinds ; but chalk being a carbonate of

lime, can hardly be called a jjrimitive soil. 1'he

chalk, however, from its whiteness, is colder than

any other soil ; as it does not absorb, but reflects

back the rays of the sun. Rain also penetrates into

it very slowly, and not to any great depth. Chalk
mixed with sand forms a kind of calcareous loam
admirably adapted for growing vegetables ; and
chalky soils are peculiarly susceptible of improve-
ment from manure.

" Manures.—The kind of manure generally used
in gardens are horse or cow dung, and decayed vege-

table matters ; the manure in both cases being suf-

fered to lie in a heap to rot before it is spread on
the ground, in oriler tliat its component parts may
be decomposed by fermentation, and thus brought
into a fit state to afford food to the plants. Old hot-

beds or mushroom beds are thus well adapted for

manuring a garden ; and when fresh stable dung is

employed for that ])uri)Ose, it is generally thrown
into a heap, and turned over several times till tiie

fermentation has abated, before it is dug into the

ground. As, however, a great quantity of carbonic
acid gas is evolved, and escapes during the process

of fermentation, and as it seems a great pily that so

much of the nutritious properties of the manure
should be lost, it is now customary to cover the

dunghill with earth, into which the gases will rise

during the process of fermentalion, and in which
they will deposit the greater part of their nutritious

properties. A quantity of earth should also be laid

round the dunghill, to imbibe the liquid that runs

from it ; and this earth, part of which must be re-

moved and i'resh added every time the dunghill is

turned over, will be found very nearly as valuable

for manuring the beds of a garden, as the manure
itself.

" The modes of applying manure differ according to

the difference of the soils. For sandy loams, tho-

roughly rotten dung, either from an old hot-bed, or

from a dung-hill sufficiently decayed to be cut easi-

ly with the spade, or the earth that has covered a

dunghill, during the process of fermentation, should

be laid tn the surface of ti;e soil, and dug in. In
very poor sandy soils, rotten manure, or earth from
a dunghill, should be laid on the surface of the soil,

and not dug in : being covered, if hot dry weather
be expected, with leaves, straw, or the branches of

trees cut off in pruning; or occasionally sprinkled

with water. Soils of this description, and loose

sands, are frequently improved in the south of
France and Italy, by sowing them with seeds of the

common white lupine, and then, whea the plants

have come up and grown about a foot high, plouo-h-
ing or digging- them into the soil. The green succu-
lent stems of the lupines, when thus buried in the
soil, supply it with moisture during the process of
their decay; and thus nourishment is afforded to the
corn, which is immediately afierwards sown upon
the soil for a crop. Clayey soils should have unfer-
mented manure, mixed with undecayed straw laid in
tlie bottom of the furrows made in digo-ino- ; that the
process of fermentation, and the remains of the straw
may operate in keeping the particlesof thesoilopen,
or, in other words, in preventing their too close
adhesion. Lime (though when burnt it becomes vio-
lently caustic, and will destroy and waste all the
manure applied with it), as carbonate of lime, or
chalk (in which state only it cnn properly be called
a soil), retains the manure applied to it lonoer than
any other soil. Rotten manure may thus be dug
into chalk, with the certainty that it will be pre'^

served from further decay for a verv long time, and
that every shower will work a small portion of its

fertilizing juices out of it, and carry them into the
soil, where they will be thus presented to the plants
in the best [lossible state for affording wholesome
food

.

" Peat soils may be improved by the addition of
(juicklime as a manure, which will absorb the super-
abundant moistuie which they contain ; or they m;iv
be mixed witJi sand, gravel, or clay, to give theiii

firmness and tenacity, and then with a small quan-
tity of animal manure. Sandy peat or heath-mould
is very useful in gardens for growing heaths, rhodo-
dendrons, kalmias, or any plants with fine hair-like
roots; and from the quantity of vegetable matter
that it contains naturally, it does not require any
manure, more than what is furnished by the decay-
ing leaves of the plants grown in it.

" Neatly the same rules apply to decaying leaves
and other substances used as manure, as to stable-
dung. They may be buried in an undecayed state
in clayey soil, when it is the object to separate the
adhesive particles of the clay by tiie process of fer-
mentation ; but their component parts should be
separated by fermentation before they are applied as
a manure to growing plants. Vegetable mould (that
is, leaves thoroughly decayed and mixed with a
little rich loam) is admirably adapted for manuring
the finer kinds of flowers, and plants in pots. There
are many other kinds of manure used in gardens oc-
casionally, such as the clung of pigs, rabbits, and
poultry, grass mown from lawns, parings of leather,
horn-shavings, bones, the sweepings of streets, the
emptying of privies, cess-pools, and sewers, the
clipping of hedges and pruning of trees, weeds, the
refuse of vegetables, pea haulm, &c. All these should
be fermented, and applied in the same manner as
the common kinds of manure.
"The following is a summary of the general rules

to be observed in manuring and improving soils:

—

Never to use animal manure and quick-lime together,
as the one will destroy the other. To use lime as a
manure only in very sandy or peaty soils, or in soils

abounding with sulphate of iron. To remember
that rotten manure is considered to give solidity

;

and that unfermented manure, buried in trenching,
has a tendency to lighten the soil. To dilute liquid
manure from a dunghill with water, before applying
it to growing plants ; as otherwise, from the quan-
tity of ammonia that it contains it will be apt to
burn them. To cover and surround dunghills with
earth during the process of fermentation, to absorb
the nutritious gases that would otherwise escape.
To remember that the manure of cows and all ani-

mals that chew the cud, is cold and suited to a
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light soil ; and that tbe manure of horses, pigs, and
poultry is hot and suited to a firm soil ; also that all

manure, when well rotted, becomes cold in its na-

ture, and should be treated accordingly. To re-

member that all mixed soils are more fertile than

soils consisting only of one of the three primitive

earths, viz., lime, sand, or clay ; and never o forget

that too much manure is cjuite as injurious to plants

as too little.

" Fiirmation of hot-beds.—Though nearly all the

kinds of manure which have been enumerated may
be used occasionally fjr hot-beds, the only materials

in common use in gardens, are stable manure, dead

leaves, and tan. The first of these, whicli is by far

the most general, consists ])artlv of horse-dung, and
partly of what gardeners c;dl long litter, that is,

Straw moistened and discoloured, but not decayed.

The manure is generally in this state when it is

purchased, or taken from the stable, for the purpose

of making a hot-bed.
" The neressary quantity of manure is procured

at the rate of one cart load, or from twelve to fifteen

large wheelbarrowfuls to every light, as the garden-

ers call the sashes of the frames, each light being'

about three feet wide ; and this manure is laid in a

heap to ferment. The heap should then be covered

with earth to receive the gases evolved during- fer-

mentation, and earth laid round it to absorb the li-

quid manure tliat may drain from it. In about a

week the earth may be removed, and the manure
turned over with a dung-fork, and well shaken toge-

ther ; this operation being re[iealed two or three or

more times, at intervals of two or three days, till

the whole mass is become of one colour, and the

straws are sutiiciently decomposed to be torn to

pieces witli the fork.

" The size of the hot-bed must dejiend principally

on the size of the frame which is to cover it ; observ-

ing that the bed must be from six inches to a foot

wider than the frame every way. The manure n-iust

then be s[)read in layers, each layer being beaten

down with the back of the fork, till the bed is about

three feet and a half high. The surface of the ground
on which the hot-bed is built, is generally raised

about six inches above the general surface of the

ganfen; and it is advisable to lay some earth round
the bottom of the bed, nearly a foot wide, thatit may
receive the juices of the manure that will drain from
the bed. As soon as the bed is made, the frame is

put on and the sashes kept (juite close, till a steam
appears upon the glass, when the bed is considered
in a fit state to be covered three or four inches deep
with mould ; observing, if the bed has settled une-
qually, to level tlie surface of the manure before

covering it with earth. 'J'he seeds to be raised may
either be sown in this earth or in pots to be plunged
in it.

" The proper average heat for a hotbed intended to

raise flower seeds, or to grow cucumbers^ is 60 (leg.

;

but melons require a heat of ti;") deg. to grow in,

and 75 deg. to ripen their fruit. 'I'Jiis heat should
he taken in a morning, and does not include that of
the sun in the middle of the day. When the iieat of
the bed becomes so great as to be in danger of injur-

ing the plants, the obvious remedy is to give air by
raismg the glasses ; and if this bo not sutficient, the

s^eneral heat of the bed must be lowered by making-

excavations in the dung from tlie sides, so as to

reach nearly to tlie middle of the bed, and filling up
these excavations with cold dung; which has already

undergone fermentation, or with leaves, turf, or any
other similar material wliich will receive heat but

not increase it, \Mien the lieat of the bed falls

down to 4B deg. or lower, it should be raised, by

applying on the outside fresh coatings of dung,

grass, or leaves, which are called linings.
" When liot-beds are made of spent tanner's bark

or decayed leaves, a kind of box or pit must be

formed of bricks or boards, or even of layers of turf

or clay, and the tan or leaves filled in so as to make
a bed. Where neatness is an object, this kind of

bed is preferable to any other ; but a common hot-bed

of stable manure may be made to look neat by thatch-

ing the outside with straw, or covering it with bast

mats, pegged down to keep them close to the

bed."

—

Mrs. Loudon's Gardeningfor Ladies.

PERSICARIA (FOR FLIES IN HORSES).—
The herb or juice of the Cold Arsmart (Arsmart Persi-

caria or l^eachworl), ai*o called Mild or Dead Arsmart,
with a leaden-coloured spot on the leaf, and not hot and
biting, but rather sonrisli to the taste, put to a iiorse or

other cattle's seres, " will drive away the ily in the

hottest time of summer." Dr. Short, who confirms lhi«

statement of Cnlpeper and Salmon, says it will " drive

away flies and all vermin, being' strewed in the place

where they are." It is called the Mild, or Cold, ©r

Spotted Arsniarth, or Persicaria, or Peachwort, because
the leaves are so like the leaves ol a peach tree. It was
also called Plumbago, because ot the " leaden, coloured
spot placed on the leaf.'' which distins'uishes this the

Mild or Cold from the. Hot and liiting- Pepperwort. It

has far broatier leaves than the spot. 'J'he JMild of the

ohl Herbalists is the species called tlic Poligonem Per-
sicaria by modern Botani'sts, who describe it as having-

a round reddish branching' stem ; leaves one after an-

other, lance-shaped, set at the g-reat red joints of the

f-talk ; they have semicircular blackish marks, or as Sir

.lames Smith calls them, " black luiiatv spots" on them,
usually cither hlui.li or wliitwli, with such like seed fol-

lowing'. 'J'he root is long', siring'y, and peri»lies yearly.

'I'he ta'Jte of this herb is rather i?our, like sorrel, or else

a little drying-, or without taste. The Hot Arsmart,
called also VVater Pcpi'cr, euul Biting' Per»icaria, has

no spot on the middle of the leaf; it grows not so tall

or high as the mild ; it has many lax, interrupted droop-
ing leaves, of the colour of peach leaves ; it is veiy sel-

dom or never sjioltcd ; in other particulars, it is very

like the Mild, Imt wnay easily be known from it by taste,

for the Jlot makes the tongue smart, the other does not.

Jiesides it has no spot on the middle of the leaf, like the

other. The stem is about one foot and a h.-»lf high, but

this is the shorter. Roth flower in June, and seed in

Aug'ust. 'i'he Hot Arsmart, strewed in a chamber, will

soon kill or expel all the fleas in it. 'J'he old Herbalists

say, " a g-ood handful of the Uoi-Biling Persicaria, put

under a horse's saddle, will jnake him go vigorous and
travel (resh and lustily again, although he were Imlf-tired

before." No doubt, tor it acts like a red poker. They
are found in dry ditches and watery places, 'i'he IMild

chiefly about ponds and marjhes. 'i'lie flowers of both

the Hot and Cold Arsmart are, I believe, crimson, but

thoso of the Hot arc dolled.

FRENCH SHEPHERUS.-The French shepherds
induce their flocks to lollow them to and from pasture,

instead of driving and alarming them by dogs as we do
in I'^ngland. The shepherd eflects this by bringing up
two or three lambs by hand, which, '-ly following him
ever afterwards when called, cause the whole flock to

do the same. lUit the slu'piierd's perpetual call upon
these ))rotegees of his, naturally induces the flock to move
when they liear his voice ; and io persons to whom such

scenes of rural inuigery are not devoid of interest, it is a
very gratilying sight, 'i'his, toa, is classical. Stntius,

in hi< " 'i'hebaid," compares the parental care of the

Cirecian General, F.teocles, to a shepherd leading: out
his sheep from their told ; and 1 lomer illu'.trates the joy
which .i'.neas displays (m viewiiicf the discipline of liis

troops, by that of a shepherd, on seeing" his flock in good
pliffht us he Icutl^ them to water.
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ON THE OPERATION OF
BUDDING.

Budding is one of the most refined and delicate

operations of the gardener ; and the month of

August (the early weeks of it particular!}') is the

season in which it is usually performed with the

gi-eatest promise of success. It is the object of this

article not only to render the process intelligible

in all its parts, but to elucidate the causes of the

union which takes place between the stock and
bud. In order to this, the organization of the

latter must be considered ; and we therefore refer

the reader to the following brief coiripendium of

what appears to be the received opinion of the best

physiological Botanists of the present day.

A bud is the rudiment of a branch, no branch
can be formed unless a bud, in one condition or

other has existed, though from some cause it be
not revealed to the eye, and frequently is never

excited into growth. " A leaf bud consists

of a minute conical portion of soft succulent cel-

lular tissue, enveloped in scaly, rudimentary
leaves, closely applied to each other. 'I he centre

of the bud is the seat of its vitality : the scales

that cover it are the parts towards the develop-

ment of which its energies are first directed."

In this opinion any one must coincide who dis-

sects a bud while in the early progress of its

swelling, and then consider that, " a leaf-bud

usually originates at the axil, or angular base of a

leaf, and that its cellular centre communicates
with that of the woody centre of the stem. In

fact, if a juicy stem be cut across below, and in

the direction of a swelling bud, a trace of whitish

pithy matter may be discerned, from the bud
to the central pith. In making this assertion

from observation, as well as from one of the

authorities alluded to, I refer at present ex-

clusively to trees or shrubs with perfect stems,

wherein a layer of bark and wood, crossed by
medullary rays, are annually produced ; and the

fact tends not only to determine one of the func-

tions of the rays, but to show that the central pith

is the fountain of nutriment to, if i;otthe orii^hi of,

all buds; and tliat therefore, when even the pith be-

comes absorbed, and extinct, it may reasonably be
conjectured that the developement of the branches
and head are nearly at an end.

A leaf-hud, it is further stated, has three special

properties, those of growth, attraction, and propa-
gation. In warm, damp weather under the

influence of light, it has the power of increasing

in size, of developing new parts, and so, of

growing into a plant. It is in itself a comjjlete

body, consisting of a vital centre covered by
nutritive oigans or hairs. " Although it is usually

called into life while attached to its parent plant,

yet it is capable of growing as a separate portion,

and of producing a new individual in all respects

the same as that trom which it was divided ; hence,
it is a ]iropagatory organ as much as a seed."

This face admitted, we possess a key to the
operation of budding; a process which can be
performed whenever the bark of the fstock will

rise freely, without tearing into fibrous thread*:,

(through a rigid adherence to the wood beneath
it), and that of the amputated bud separate with
equal clearness and facility. Common roses (not
the Chinese), and fruit trees, are generally budded in

August, because at that period sufficient vital

activity remains to effect the union of parts, yet

not enough of it, owing to the declining influence

of solar power, to stimulate the buds to growth.

I shall now copy nearly verbatim, the directions

for the performance of budding given in the Penny
Cyclopedia under that head, in vol. v. p. 532 ; inter-

spersing remarks on several of the paragraphs

which may render (hem more familiar to the young
practitioner, first observing that the best stock for

the reception of a bud is a clear firm shoot of the

wood produced in the present spring, and which is

strong and elastic, but not hard and woody. The
bark should be clear, and smooth, and as was
before said, ought to rise freely from the wood.

Again, that as standard roses are greatly admired

for their beauty, and apples and pears are found to

succeed admirably, producing handsome trees in

a very few years, when young seedling stocks with

one shoot only of the spring growth, are budded,

the directions will be restricted to those, though

they will be suitable to every species of tree or

shrub.
Suppose then a straight, dog-wood stock taken

from the wood, three to five feet high, to have

made three stout shoots during the summer at its

summit. Let these be cut oft' to the length of six

inches, as early as possible, and then having

selected a shoot of any favourite rose whereon the

buds appear fully formed and somewhat i)rojecting,

" with a very sharp knife one of such buds, and
the leaf to which it is auxilliary are pared ofl' with

about half an inch of bark adhering at the upper

end, and an inch and a half at the lower end. By
holding the leaf firmly l)etween the finger and

thumb of the left hand, with the wounded side of

of the paring uppermost, the small slip of wood
which adheres to the bark may be niade by a jerk

to come away from the paring, leaving nothing

but the cellular centre of the bud fixed to the

bark."
This centre is called by gardeners, the root of

the bud, and it is extremely liable to be torn away,

as it adheres firmly to the medullary process which
passes through the sap-wood, and joins the internal

pith below it. If this occur, a hole or depression

will be observed just in the centre of the bud,

below the inner surface of the back, which it will

be manifest must entirely prevent the base of the

bud from coming into contact with the wood of

the stock. On the contrary if the bud retain its

roots, a few lacerated fibrous processes will be

seen to repose on the denuded bark, and these will

produce a slight elevation rather than depression,

which cannot fail to make the bud jiress upon the

wood of the stock. Nine buds of ten will be de-

prived of this vital centre, if the end of the strip

below the bud be first raised, but by raising the

strip at the upper end, and, as it were coaxing it

away, many perfect buds can be secured. The
wood may also be carefully pared down by the

knife, so as to leave only the bud and its centre.

" This done an incision is to be made trans-

versely through the bark of the stock, and a second

longitudinally, at right angles to the first, and in a

direction downwards, so that the two together re-

semble a sort of T' 'i'he operator then with a

fiat ivory blade, lifts up the bark on each side of

the long incision, so as to separate it from the

wood, and inserts beneath it the prepared bud,

which is gently pushed downwards till the bud it-

self is a little below the transverse line."

These directions are very correct, but to obey

the'm conveniently the budder ought to stand over

his work, and to bend down the stock till it be be-

low his eye and hand ; he should hold the prepared

bud between his lips, and make the incisions one

after the other in each shoot fif there be two or
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three on a stocky in a clean part, not two inches

above its junction with the main stem.

The long crd must be fully opened, and its lips

kept apart by the haft, so that the tender bark of

the bud may slip in without interruption or folding

up, and when inserted to its proper depth, which
is about one fifth of an inch above the bud, the

upper part of the bark must be cut off, laying the

knife alontj the transverse cut, which thus becomes

a channel to its edge ; and finally drawing up the

bud till the newly cut upper edge repose securely

against that of the cross cut of the T- '^ ^^is posi-

tion and junction are important, as they expose

the two barks to the intercommunication of the

true sap of each.

In budding roses, the leaf must be etittrely cut

avay, leaving only about half an inch of its foot-

stalk by which the bud with its bark can be con-

veniently handled, but if the leaf remains, it is

found to dry the bud by transpiration, and thus to

render the operation abortive.

The bud being securely encased, " a ligature of

soft wetted bass is carried round the stem so as to

bind the bud firmly to the new wood on which it

is placed. If the operation is well performed, the

bud will thus be fixed on a new plant, in the same
position as it occupied on the branch from which
it was taken ; the mouths of the medullary rays of

its bark will unite with those of the wood of the

stranger plant ; it will be kept in contact with a

continual supply of food oozing out of the albur-

num," (sapwood) on which it is placed, it will

absorb that food, and soon accustom itself to its

new position.

Then, when the growing season arrives, it will

be stimulated by light and warmth to attract sap

from the wood to which it has adhered, it will push

forth new wood of its own, over that which it

touches, and thus will form as iutimate a union

with its stock as it would have formed with its

parent plant. In order to enable it to do this, it

is customary to head down budded branches to

within a few inches of the buds, so as to compel
the sap which oozes from the stock to expend it-

self on the former ; a few natural buds, near the

inserted bud are allowed to push sufficiently to at-

tract the sap to theirneighbourhood.and are then

destroyed. 'When the bud has pushed to the length

of a few inches, it is tied to the stem so as to be
secured from being brokeu off by accident; and
finally, when it is cjuite secure, that small portion

of the stem of the stock which had been left above

the bud in the first instance, is cut away, and the

branches produced by the bud become the head of

the tree.

This is capital and ])hilosophical authority,

which cannot mislead, therefore I have only taken

the liberty to modify a word or two occasionally in

order to remove the slightest ambiguity. To cor-

roborate the views of the writer, I will add that the

theory of the function ascribed to the medullarti

processes (known by the name of silver grain) cor-

responds with that of the late Mr. Knight, who
considered them a>the channels of intercourse be-

tween the newly formed bark and wood, and the
central organs of the stem. In fact, we always
find wood, however old it may be, even the most
consolidated heart- wood, to retain much mois-
ture, it therefore is natural to conclude, that spe-
cific fluids are conveyed by channels, laterally,

across the several layers which constitute the wood
of a tree.

The first jjrocoss of Inubliug, to insure success, is

lliat which causes coini)rtssion, so as to fix the

shield of bark by means of its own moist surface,

to that of the wood of the stock. The lifjature of

bass, which ought therefore to be tough, flat, and
moist, is to be passed so firmly over the incisions

below and above the bud, as to drive off the air

from between the surfaces, that the bark may ad-
here to tlie alburnum, as a boy's leather-sucker

adheres to a wetted stone. This pressure being-

made by the ligature, the interflow of prepared sap
and the ultimate inosculation of vessels will be
duly effected.

It may be inquired why,—if the bud form new
layers of wood of its own, and never borrow any of

the qualities of the stock, but remain true to itself

—

why every future shoot from the stock should still

also retain the quality of that stock, and not be in-

fluenced by the head of the tree? The reply to

such an inquiry Avill be this—The stock at the
tune when it is budded retains a great number of

latent buds, fed by the pith, some of which pass
through the layers of the tree from time to time,

and develope themselves externally. These being
pre-oi'gaiilzed are not changed, and therefore retain

their orighial character, since whatever processes

the bud may send down the stock it transtidts no
buds. All such developcments are made upwards,
for all were included m the first inserted germ, and
however niiiuite at the time they are only developc-
ments, not creations. This is very wonderful, it

involves infinite minuteness, but, nevertheless, it is

not in any degree less true ; and to evince the cor-

rectness of the hypothesis, a person has notliing

more to do than to liud a young seedlmg apple
or pear stock, according to the tenor of the fore-

going rules, and to watch the event. The bud will

form the head, developing bud after bud, till at

length it attains the dhnensiousof a full grown tree.

The stock also will protrude a few shoots from its

latent buds, which, if neglected at first, might con-
tend with and subline the shoot of the inserted bud.
But if obliterated as they appear, will either vanish,

as in an old rose stock, or become mere dwindling
sprigs. In the mean time the stock thickens, ac-
quires new layers, and remains the vehicle of nutri-

ment to the head, and nothing more.
Nothing more need be added at present in the

form of theory or practical direction ;
yet one fur-

ther extract may be given from our authority which
deserves much attention. A bud to be successful

can only l)e inserted into a stock nearly related

hotmucally—" Thus, roses will bud upon roses, but
not upon currants, as is vulgarly supposed. Apples
will bud upon pears or thorns

;
pears upon medleys

and quinces ; and apricots upon plums—because all

these species are closely related ; but an apple Avill

not bud upon a plum or peach, because, although
they are allied to a certain degree, yet their consan-

guinity is not sufiiciently strong."

CHICORY.

Sir,—I shall feel obliged if any of your readers

will inform me of the nature of the grass chicory

;

whether it is useful for soiling cattle, the method

of cultivation required, and where seed may
be procured ?

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Gloucrstershihe Farmer.
May 18/A.
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ON A SIMPLE LIQUID MANURE
CART.

By H. Wood, Esq., of Bramdean House,
Hampshire.

CFrom the Journal ofthe RoyalAgricultural Socleti/.)

The agriculturist on the Continent contrives
that the drainings of his kitchen and out-offices

should empty themselves into the dung-heap, from
which the surplus should be discharged and
removed by a simple water-cart to his meadow or
garden. The stables and cow-houses or sheds hare
small wells to receive the urine drained from the
cattle, and the grass in summer being cut tor them,
the ground after each cutting is watered with the
collected urine, diluted with a proper quantity of
water, according to the dryness of the season. I

have adopted this system in my own farm, and the
stalls of my stable are sloped to iron gratings in

their centres, which cover a well of a foot square,
communicating with a drain constructed with the
common circular pot used for draining land, and
running the whole length of the stable, with a fall

of about half an inch to a foot. At the end of this

drain, outside the stable, I have constructed a
masonry-vat to receive the urine drained from the
stable, and my servant, after cleaning his horses,
throws down two or three pails of water over that

grating which is furthest removed from the vat,

the drain being thus washed down throughout its

length, and the whole kept quite clean and free

from smell. The drains of my house and scullery

are above ground, and run into the dung-heap,

which is thus always kept moist ; and the salt and
grease contained in the washings of the house are

absorbed by the dung, which, without this aid in

dry weather, would not be converted into manure.
The advantage of this arrangement is, that nothing

is wasted, and there is no necessity for the various

contrivances in use to destroy the smell of sinks,

which are such nuisances to most houses : for the

pump being at the head of the house-drain, my
servants are enabled to wash down the latter daily

without any trouble, and in dry weather to keep
the dung-heap moist. When the vat attached to

the stable is filled, I have the contents removed to

the cart, which is removed with the aid of a horse

or two men, to the meadow. I have adopted a

similar plan in my farm-yard for securing the

most valuable part of the manure in winter, when
the dung is unable to absorb the rain, by the

construction of a vat to receive the surplus

drainings.

My water-cart consists of a wine-pipe, mounted
on a pair of Indian wheels without an axle, and
consequentlyplaced so low that a person is enabled

to fill it with ease while standing on the ground.
The following sectional elevation and plan are

drawn to a scale of a quarter of an inch to the

foot.

The greatest advantage of this plan is, that

little iron is required in its construction, the

weight of the axle-tree being also saved. In point

of strength it has allthe advantages of the common
pulley, for the iron which supports the wheel is

only one inch thick, and would support any weight
which two or three horses could draw.

Bramdean House, near Alresford, June 1840.

SHEEP.—The Sydney Herald of January 13. pub-
lishes in a supplement the subjoiaed notice of the arrival

at tliat place of the Kentish sheep, presented by Mr.
John Palmer, ofHeme Common, to the IMessrs. Denne,
on their departure from this country to Australia :;

—

" A few days since, observing some sheep which dis-

played a very beautiful symmetry, onboard the steamer
Tamar, 'we made some inquiry, 'and found that they be-

longed to two gentlemen named Denne, who arrived in

the colony by the ship Mellisb, a few months since.

These sheep are of an improved Kentish breed, and are

from the celebrated flocks of Mr. John Palmer, of

Heme, near Canterbury. Great trouble has been ex-

pended upon this breed, which has been breug^ht to such

perfection that the fleeces weigh upwards of six pounds,

and a six months' fleece weighed four pounds and a

half. JNotwithstanding' the great weight of the fleece,

the staple is uncommonly fine and strong, so much so

that for some years past the whole of the wool has been

purchased for the French manufacturers, at prices vary-

ing from 2s. to 2s. 3cl. per lb. The wool was used by
the French for their merino and cashmere fabrics, and

it is only a few months since that the Norwich manu-
facturers were enabled to discover where the French

obtained the materi?! for these articles, and it is ex-

pected that now that they have discovered it, there will

he competition between the Norwich and French ma-
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nufacturers, and that the price of wool will increase.

]\lessrs. Denne, who were fanners and t,'razier5 to a very

considerable extent in Kent, have imported these sheep

with a view of cro^sin^' them with the JNlerino and Saxon

breeds in this colony, and so hi.-irhly are they esteemed

by competent judges, that ten and twelve guineas in-.ve

been offered lor rams of the tirst cross with Merino ewes.

Lord Western, the celebrated breeder of Merino sheep,

has, we are informed, lately turned his attention to this

improved breed of sheep, and is now crossing them with

Merinos, with the view to the production of a long and

strong wool. The sheep, when we saw them, were

being conveyed to jS'ew England, where Messrs. Denne

have purchased several thousand sheep, together with

a right of station. We congratulate the inhabitants of

that district upon having received such a valuable ad-

dition to their number, as gentlemen of the knowledge

of sheep, that Messrs. Denne must be.

ON THE PLOUGH, IN ANSWERTO
Mr. smart.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPKEfJS.

Sir,— In your journal of the 29th of June, ap-

pears an essay en the power and construction of

ploughs by one William Smart, of Rambam, Kent, a

farmer ; and the conclusion at which INIr. Smart

airives after a long A. B. C. and D. theorem, after

kindly informing Mr. Pusey that not one of the nine

ploughs, employed in his late experiment, is formed

upon a true mechanical principle, and amongst other

things, that the number wf horses required to work

a plough, is a mere matter of indifference^the con-

clusion 1 say, at which Mr. Smart arrives is, that

his own dear four-horsed, two-manned, turn-wrist

plough, is far superior to any other yet invented, it

being, in his opinion, constructed on truer mechanical

principles.

Now Sir, I am but a plain farmer, and unwilling

to follow your learned correspondent when he talks

of curvatures of lines, angles of inclination, and so

forth. Considering as I do, that if an agricultural

implement is invented, be it plough, he it roll, har-

row, drill, or any thing else, and it is proved to do

its work at a cheaper rate, and at the same time,

quite as efFectivelv as the more clumsy instrument it

is intended to succeed, it is a matter of perfect indif-

ference, upon what principle it is constructed, whe-

ther, with regard to the plough, the angle of incli-

nation is 14J degrees, or 19 degrees. Let me not

however be supposed to admit, that either the two-

horse swing, or wheel-plough, is formed upon any but

true mechanical principles. But Sir, 1 think it would

be more useful, that the respective merits of the two

ploughs should be proved in practice, than discus-

sed in theory.

Mr. Smart, after proceeding at some length to prove

the superiority of his plough as a work of art, as be-

ino- constructed on truer mechanical principles, rai-

ses another objection to the fixed wrist-ploughs.

"Should it prove," says Mr. Smart, " that the form

of the said instrument is less objectionable than is

now supposed, y«t. the wrist or n.ould boards being

fixed are calculated to limit the usefulness thereof,-

a plough with sliding wrists, removable at pleasure

being preferable. I am vrilling to admit, under cer-

tain circumstances, this objection to be good. Where
the ceuntry is hilly, and side hanks have to be

ploughed, the land must necessarily be turned all

one way which cannot well be done with a fixed

wrist ; but a plough' has within these few years been

made similar in ©very respect to the common Suf-

folk and Norfolk ploughs, except that it has shifting

wrists or mould-boards, which are so nicely arranged

that they chii be adjusted with ease at the ends of the

farrows without requiring the stoppage of the horses,

thus enabling the ploughman to turn his land all one

way, and thus surmounting the difficulty raised by

Mr. Smart in his second objection.

With regard to the ease with which a Kent turn-

wrist plough maybe converted into an instrument

for broadsharing, and on which Mr. Smart lays so

much stress, the same receipt is as applicable to the

one plough as the other ; the breast, or mould-board,

of our SuSblk plough is easily removed, and a share

of any construction may be placed in room of the one

more commonly used.

But Sir, this broadsharing is an operation with

which we are little acquainted in this county, except

from hearing it talked of as practised in Kent ;
pre-

ferring as we do, to destroy weeds in their infancy,

to allowing them to grew and seed amongst the coin,

in which latter case, the operation of broadsharing

certainly becomes necessary.

I will endeavour now Sir, to meet another objec-

tion raised by Mr. Smart, to the two-horse fixed

wrist-plougii. Mr. S. proceeds. "The Kent, or turn-

wrist plough, has several advantages over one with

a fixed mould-board inlaying the land level, instead

of being thrown into ridges, which on dry land can

be of no use."'

Now Sir, if Mr. Smart insists, that laying the land

in ridges when dry, is worse than useless, he will

surely allow, that it must be most useful when the

land IS wet, and in allowing this, he must acknow-

ledge an advantage which our fixed wrist plough has

over the turn- wrist. But Sir, 1 do not allow that tlie

turn-wrist can boast the advantage over the fixed

wrist that Mr. Smart mentions, in tlie first place if

your land is dry, w^hich Mr. S. assumes, your ridges

may be made any size, and secondly, the furrows

between the ridges may, by harrowing, be entirely

obliterated, as is the case on the farm in the occupa-

tion of Mr. Smith of Deanston, to whom agricultur-

ists are so much indebted for the invention of the

subsoil plough, &c.
Mr. Smart next alludes to the time that is lost in

turning our ploughs, adducing, as an example, that

in ploughing on ridges four rods wide, the time lost

in turning will be one day in twenty. Now Sir, as

we are comparing the merits of two ploughs, pray

let us be just, if it is only for the sake of undermining

a prejudice. I am willing to grant to Mr Smart,

that one day in twenty is lost in turning our ploughs

at the ends of the furrows, but pray what proportion

does this bear to the time lost in turning the four

horse turn-wrist plough ? In my note book, 1 find,

amongst others, the following remarks made by me
during a residence of three years on a farm of 700

acres of land in Kent, and upon the authority of the

occupier of that land, a gentleman who has for thirty

years farmed in that county. " I find here in Kent,

that on a ploughman going to work for his eight

hours, he has one hour allowed for turning his pleugh

at the ends txc, so that in point of fact h^plougm but

seven hours." Now Sir, one hour per day, is six hours

per week, so that in turning this turn-wrist plough,

one ilaii's work all bid one liour, is lost in a neck, or

nearly three times as much as in turning our Suffolk

plough. So much for Mr. Smart's objection to our

plough, on account of the time lost in turning it.

To Mr. Smart's concluding remark 1 most wil-

lingly agree, viz., that if a turn-wrist plough can be

produced, which requires no greater power topropel it

than otiiers, and which performs its work equally

well, it is equally worthy of notice, as the two horae
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fixed-wrist plough. But Sir, until *i(c/i « turn-wrist
plough is produced, 1 maintain that it is an imple-
ment unworthy ot" notice, except for the purpose ot"

showing its inferiority to more recent iuTentions
;

nnd Sir, until such a plough is produced, I assure Sir.

Smart lie cannot do better tlian adopt in the mean
time, mir improved iron ploughs, which are capable
of ploughing up every thing but a prejudice, and
which he will find upon trial, to be constructed on
quite as true mechanical principles as the turn-wrist.

I am Sir, your obedient servant.

Dandy Siiarwood.
Blaxhall, July 3rd.

ON THE CULTURE OF TURNIPS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE DUMFRIES-SIIIUE AND GAL-

LOWAY HERALD.

Sir,—In my last, I stated the mode of turnip
sowing which, on day .soils, general principles led
me to adopt, and which successful experience has
led me to continue. On liffhtfree soils this method
is less proper ; as in them seed not only may be
buried deeper, and lighter rolled, but it really re-

quires a deeper bed to give the i)lants a sufficient

hold of the ground, before thinning commence.
On heavy clay soils, few attentive farmers will

grow turnips to be eat off by sheep. Yet a neigh-
bour of mine has done this from year to year, and
his succeeding crops of barley have been scarcely
worth reaping. In 183(), he had the best crop of
turnips I saw that season. His field next spring
was poached by sheep, and his barley was the
worst I ever saw ; it was more fitted for the shears
than for the sickle.

Barley needs a warm and y/ee soil, as well as
much sunshine to bring it to perfection ; but on
its nature, culture, and deterioration, I may offer

a few remarks soon, if the present are taken in
good part.

As adhesive soils arc not naturally fitted for

turnips, and are injured by sheep, turnips on them
can, with advantage, be cultivated only to the ex-
tent required for home feeding; and keeping this

in view, the farmer will find the additional trouble
occasioned by the following plan stated in your
last amply compensated by the superiority of his
crop.

Indeed, with skill and attention, the cultivator
of the stifFer soils may feed off cattle to a conside-
rable extent, and avail himself of the steam navi-
gation to Liverpool ; while his neighbours, on
light soils, may give themselves with equal advan-
tage to the feeding of " turnip sheep."
The farmers in this district are a shrewd

intelligent class, and rank high as turnip growers
;

but the rage for fecding-off with sheep has drawn
not a few of them into serious losses.

The great supply of sheej) pasture on the high
grounds of this county, the large proportion of
light soils in its low grounds, and the local con-
venience it affords for English -sheep markets—
all combine to point out Dumfries-shire as fitted

by nature for sheep-feeding, to a large extent; and
the Jittle trouble which feeding-oti" turnips with
sheep gives to the farmer, compared with the
tedious labour and close attention imposed on him
by stall or home-stead feeding, makes him partial

to the former, even when he is crossing nature and
injuring his future crops by the act.

It is a remarkable fact, that the soils fitted for
" turnip sheep" are the very soils fitted also for
bone manure; while the soils injured by sheep

treading in winter or spring arc the soils fitted only
for farm-yard dung. This fact alone might teach
the farmer that he ought to take home the turnips

grown on such soils, and send them back to bis

field in the shape of rich dung. It is well known
that one cartful of dung, when turnips are very
freely given, is better than two cartsful where the
dung is formed from straw alone. Thus nature, if

allowed to act, makes full provision for her wants.
I have digressed from my chief object, which was
to make some remarks respecting the turnip fly.
A writer in the Entomological Magazine, some

years ago, concluded from his experiments that

the turnip fly does not come from other plants, is

not bred in the soils from which the turnips grow,
but arises from eggs deposited on the seeds them-
selves. By aid of a lens, he observed from one
to five white specks on most of the seeds. These
he supposed to be the nidus of eggs ; and he
escaped the fly entirely by steeping the seed for

three hours in pretty strong brine. I have
examined many seeds of the Swedish kind with a
microscope, which makes them appear as large as

plums, and observed many small white specks on
their surface ; but these I took for minute particles

of dust, and suspect that, if the insect deposits her
eggs at all on the seed, she buries them in its inte-

rior.

Many steeps have been in use, but none of them
has been attended with even general success ; and
the particular successful instances recorded may
be ascribed more to the soil, manure, season, and
weather, than to the power of the steep in killing

the animalculnc. Where any steep is beneficial, it

must be chiefly by its hastening the growth of the

embryo plant, it cannot be by killing the eggs of
insects ; for all the steeps recommended are either

antiseptics (which would preserve the eggs instead

of killing them), or are promoters of vegetation.

It is quite possible that the larvoi of insects

may be killed by drinking a solution of an alkaline

or a metallic salt. We know that white lead thus

kills the infusoria ; and the manure used for tur-

nips may often contain impregnations fatal to the

larvic of the " fly."

But one fact seems to render the above writer's

theory very questionable : If, with him, we sup-

pose that the fly arises from eggs deposited on the
seed, we must infer that the number of eggs and
beetles must increase with the number of seeds

sown ; or rather, that the insects must at least be
double the number of the seeds. Hence, if one fly

eat the seed-blade of only one plant, the whole of
the plants would he destroyed, however much seed
was sown. But this is amply disproved by facts.

Mr. Coke of Holkham, Air. Berry, and various

eminent agriculturists, have been taught, by many
years' experience, that thick sowing is the best

preservation from the fly.

Two years ago, I sowed by the hand two drills

with the seed of Swedes and made my servant sow
the rest of the plot with the same seed put in by
the machine. He gave much less seed than I did.

My two drills gave an excellent thick ci'op ; his

shewed a uniform but thin plant. The fly soon
took almost every blade of the machine-sown drills;

but its injury was not perceptible on the other two.
These afforded a large supply for transplanting,
while the rest of the drills had all to be sown
again.

I have never found any inconvenience from the
plants being too thick. The thinning process has
always been easy and safe.

I am, Sir, yours truly, G.
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LETTER ON BEES.

SHOWING HOW TO TAKE THE HONEY FROM
THEM, AND YET TO PRESERVE THEM.

(from the SALOPIAN JOURNAL OF OCT. jOtII, 1839.)

Mr. Editor,—I fear thatniost persons who keep
bees have already proceeded " to put them down," or
as it is termed in some counties, to " take them tip"

—that is, to destroy them with brimstone. Should
there be any, however, who yet possess weak
stocks, and who are in doubt wlietlicr, with the

provision which tliey have, thoy will live through
the winter, allow me to .idvise them to take the

comb and honey from such stocks, and transfer

the bees to other hives. This plan will be attended,

in the first place, with an immediate gain of honey,

it being an ascertained fact that two stocks of bees

when put togctlicr in one hive, will not consume
much above one half the Quantity of honej' which
they would consume if kejjt separate. By keeping

two stocks of bees therefore separate, if one hive

willcontainthem both, persons are actually wasting

honey. Another advantage from the i)lan is, that

if two or three stocks of bees are i)ut together

in one hive there will be earlier and stronger

swarms when the season for swarming arrives.

The consequence of this I need not say will be

the amassing a much larger quantity of honey in

the followiwg summer. This will he the result in

a common way. If, however, the following season

turn out to be a particulaily good honey season,

there will be so many additional thousancis of l)ees

to collect that which would have otherwise been
lost if the bees were destro}^ed. Bees only live one
year, and those remaining in a hive in the autumn
are always such as were bred during tlie summer,
and intended to do all the work of the succeeding

spring ; to destroy them, therefore, is a wanton and
imnecessary waste of property.

Perhaps some persons may smile at the idea of

taking the honey without killing the bees, and de
clare that it is impossible. In reply I assert that

it is not only possible, but perfectly easy, and
attended with as little—if not indeed often with

less—trouble than killing them. The operation is

performed in a very few minutes;* and, if done
with care, scarcely a single bee need be lost.

Within these two or three weeks past I have shown
some cottagers how to do it, who are really

delighted with the plan, seeing how perfectly

])racticable and easy it is. I have talien away the

honey and comb from fourteen hives, and trans-

ferred the bees to other hives ; and the bees thus

united, are as quiet and peaceable as if they had
always been together.

The plan I have adojited is the following:—at the

])roper season, that is in autumn, before they were
fully ripe— I picked up three or four fuzz or piifl

balls (a large kind of fungus or mushroom growing
in tlic meadows,*, these 1 compressed a little and
then had them thoroughly dried in an oven, after

the bread had been taken out, and I kept them in

a, dry state till I wanted them. I had also a round
box made of thick tin, (without any solder,) with

a top full of holes to tal;e oft'; the diameter of the

box is about two inches, and its depth about an
inch and a half; the top is about an inch and a

half in height, ending in a point; at the bottom of

* It may bo done any time during the day if tlie

hives are only stopped op over night.

the box are three holes. The box and fuzz ball

being ready I took an empty hive—as nearly as

possible of the same size as that from which I

intended to take the bees—turned it bottom up-

wards and placed it in a pail. I then cut a stick

sharp at one end, and fixed the other end in the

middle hole at the bottom of the tin box ; having
done this, I cut off" a piece of the fuzz-ball, about

double the size of a hen's egg, lighted it in the fire,

placed it in the box, put on the lid, fixed the sharp

end of the stick in the bottom of the empty hive,

as it stood in the ])ail, and then immediately put

upon the empty hive the hive from which I

intended to take the bees, placing a wet cloth round
the two hives (where they joined) to prevent any
smoke from getting out. In about a minute

the bees began to drop, just as if peas or

heavy drops of rain were falling; soon after this,

I tapped the top of the full hive several times to

make them fall faster ; in a short time the dropping
cea?^ed. I then took off the cloth, and found all

the bees lying still and quiet in the bottom hive,

except a few which remained sticking to the combs
or in the cells. I then turned out the bees upon
the table, found the Queen, and placed her in safe

keeping muler a glass, (supplying her afterwards

with a little honey on a small piece of comb.)
Having so done, 1 swept the bees back into the

empty hive with a feather, and placed the hive

again in the pail as before. 1 then sprinkled them
freely with a thick syru[) made of sugar and ale

boiled a minute or two, and placed upon the empty
hive containing the stupified bees the other hive

with which I intended to unite them, pinning a

cloth round them so close as to prevent any opening

for a bee to escape. I next put them by in a place

where no accident could happen to them by being
thrown down, &c., and let them stand till about
ten o'clock the following night, or the night after

the following night, when I brought them quietly

out, unpinned the cloth, and placed the top hive

immediately on the spot from whence it had been
before taken, and left them ; this completed the

operation, and it has answered in all the fourteen

cases I have referred to. In three instances I have
put two stocks of bees to a third, thus having in a

single hive three quantities of bees.

It is better, I think, (though I do not say that it

is absolutely necessary,) to take the Queen away ;

it avoids all risk of disagreement, and she is easily

found by looking out sharply ; she is longer, more
taper, and has shorter wings than common bees.

I generally find her by stirring the bees about with

a quill, if she cannot be observed at once. If per-

sons choose to sacrifice the few bees which remain
in the combs they can, and this will shorten the

operation; but there is generally time anough to

take them all out before the stujiified' bees retarn
to activity. It is important not to forget to sprinkle

the stnpilied bees with the syrup of ale and sugar,

as its scent attracts the bees down from the full

hive ; smelling that, they will soon go down and
commence licking the sprinkled bees clean. They
thus get intermingled, and afterwards all go quietly

up to the top hive, a, if they had always been one
family.

If any person choose to try the plan, the puft-

balls will do, if dried, as I have before jioiuted out.

If, however, none can be obtained, a substitute

may be found dcscribc<l in Taylor's Book-keeper's

Manual,* price 4s., published by Groombridge,

* Taylor recommends, in the absoHce of the fungus
or bliad-ball, common blotting paper, several times
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London, It is better to preserve the captured

Queen as long as she will live, in case of any
accident to the other ; she general!)' lives about

three or four days. \Vhen I teach a cottager or

farmer the plan, I extract a jjromise that lie will

again teach it to others. The month of September
is the best time of the year.

Should these observations prove the means of

leading any persons interested in bees to save their

own, and of teaching so useful a plan to cottagers,

I shall be most happy. Aliquis.
October 2Uf, 18:59.

YORKSHIRE
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The third annual meetins of this interesting So-

ciety took place at JVorthallerton on Wednesday,
Aug. .5. In consequence of the extent and importance
of the agricultural district around the town of

Northallerton, a most excellent show of stock was
anticipated, and the greatest interest was excited.

For some months the District Committee, with

the Rev. J. Monson as the chairiiinn, and M. ]\I.

Jlilburn, Esq., as the secretary, have been very in-

defatigable in making the necessary arrangements,

and it is only due to them to state that they ilis-

played a laudal)le anxiety to accommodate all par-

ties to the utmost extent.

Earl Spencer arrived a few days previous to the

exhibition, at the residence of Sir Samuel C'roinp-

ton, Eart., of AVoodcnd, and during the early ]iart

of Tuesday, a great number of gentlemen arrived at

the Red Lion Inn. The various other excellent inns

in the town also began to be busied with visitors,

and on the road great quantities of stock were ob-
served progressing towards Northallerton. ]\Iany

of the more valuable stock were brought in cai'a-

vans, and the whole town presented a gay and ani-

mated appearance.
The central committee and the district committee

united on Tuesday morning, and were engaged in

deliberations for a number of hours. They were at-

tended by Charles Howard, Esq., the general secre-

tary, and M. M. Milburn, Esq., the district secretary.

The noble chairman, Earl Spencer, presided, and
by his great agricultural experience rendered im-
portant services to the joint committees.

DINNER OF THE UNITED COMMITTEES.
On Tuesday afternoon a party of about 100 gen-

tlemen sat down to dinner at the Golden Lion
Hotel ; the Earl Spencer was in the chair, and the

Rev. J. Monson acted as vice-president. The fol-

lowing were among the company :—Col. Graham,
W. Armitage, Esq., T. Hutton, Esq., Rev. E.

Wyvill, M. Wy^ull, Esq., T. D. Bland, Esq., S.

Wiley, Esq., W. F. Paley, Esq., H. Vansittart, Esq.,

folded, and a small portion of tobacco leaf placed bc'

tween the fold ; this is to bo saturated in a solution of

nitre, and dried before the fire. The paper, when divided
into small pieces vrill readily light, and produce
smoke abundantly. A small tea-spoonful of the nitre

to a pint of water will be suiBcieut. There is a cheap
tract called the Conservative Beekeeper, admirably
adapted for distribution ; it contains much valuable

information of bees, and may be obtained of book-
sellers for '2d. A tin box as described above may
be made for 4d.

W. B. \Vrightson, Esq.. M.P., R. F. Shawe, Esq.,

Count De Gourcey, H. S. Thompson, Esq., Sir J.

Johnstone, Bart., "j. W. Childers, Esq., M.P., C.

Howard, Esq., M. Milburn, Esq., C. Tancred, Esq.,

J. Booth, Esq., J. C. Maynard, Esq., T. S. Walker,

Esq., R. M. Jaques, Esq., Leo. Severs, Esq., W.
Lex, Esq., J. Douthwaite, Esq., W. Mauleverer,

Esq., J. Harland, Esq., J. T. Wray, Esq., H. Glais-

ter, Esq., T. Bradley, Esq., T. Scott, Esq.,T. Fowle,

Esq., W. Fowle, Esq., J. Favell, Esq., R. Haynes,

Esq., Rev. T. ^dcnison, J. Rocliffe, Esq., A. May-
nnrd, Esq., E. Clarke, Esq., T. Masterman, Esq.,

11. Hirst, Es((., H. Cholmeley, Esq., Rev. W. Lock-

wood, Rev. J. Higghison, W. Rutson, Esq., Rev.

John V/aites, jNIajor llealey. Rev. P. Ewart, M.
Stapylton, Esq., T. Charge, Esq., Sir R. Bateson,

Bart., &c. ice. The dinner was served up with

great stvle, and the r;'past being concluded,

The Chaik.max suggested that on the present

occasion cheers should be dispensed with. He then

proposed in succession the following toasts ;
—"The

Queen," " Prince Albert," " The Queen Dowager
and the rest of the Royal Family."

The noble Chaiiuian said the next toast was

one which he hoped he might be allowed to preface

l)y a few observations. It is " May we have a good

sliow to-morrow, and tiwe weather." With respect

to a good show he felt confident that they should

have a good one—the number of carriages he had
seen, the number he had lieard of being on the

road, and the extent of the entries, satisfied him
that this would be one of the most magnificent

shows which had ever been seen in this country.

(Hear.) There was one point on which he might

apprehend some drawback, the disease wdiich was
known to prevail among cattle might make some
persons afraid of bringing tlicir stock. This was the

only chance of the show being in any way injured.

(Hear:) He recommended that on the present day
they sliould speak on practical subjects; as on the

morrow from the extent of the building and from

other circumstances, it would be impossible to dis-

cuss such stibjects. Having stated that the only

apprehension which existed in his mind of any dete-

rioration of the show was in consequence of epide-

mic, he might detail to them what his practical

experience of this disease had been. {Hear.) They
were aware that he had had a good deal of practical

experience in the breeding and grazing of stock,

having two large farms—one of which was for

breeding to a considerable extent, and the other

for grazing. On doth these farms, he had escaped

this disease. It would be absurd to say how he had
done so, but he would tell tliem what he had done

to prevent it. When he first heard of the disease,

he made inquiry respecting it, and formed an

opinion that it was a contagious disease, but not

infectious. If the disease was communicated by
breathing there would be no preventing it by sepa-

rating stock ; but if it was communicated by the

touch then a strict quarantine might prevent it.

Acting upon that opinion he put astrict quarantine

in force on his farm ; he brushed the gates, and
kept the cattle from communicating with cattle on
the roads. Being a grazier he of course had to buy
stock in ; and as he purchased each lot he put them
under 14 days' quarantine ; one of those lots was
found to T)e afflicted with the disease, but having

had them separated from his general stock, he pre-

vented any spread of the disease. Another precau-

tion he took was to place a lump of rock salt in

every field, which it is well known cattle are fond

of. AVith these precautions he had avoided the

disease, although it had existed all round hitn.
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{Api>lause.) This disease he had expressed his

opinion was contagious but not infectious—the
reason why he thought it was not infectious was,
tliat a farmer in Northamptonshire, had tlie dis-

ease introduced into liis farm, and that those cattle
which communicated with them hy the touch took
the disease, whilst tliose which were prevented from
coming into such close contact, entirely escaped.
(Applause.) He had mentioned these circum-
stances, because the precautions he had taken were
unattended with expense and required little trouljle.

Tiierefore he woidd recommend tliem to try these
precautions; he W(udd not say that it would ensure
them, but he had avoided it, and he thought it

would be well to follow the example. The Eoyal
English Agricultural Society had taken the opinion
of many scientific men as to the treatment of the
disease, and had circulated papers containing those
opinions. The farriers of the country generally
Vvcre averse to follow these regulations ; he would",

however, recommend gentlemen to follow the
recommendations of men of high authority rather
than resort to quackery.

H. S. TiiOMPsox, Esq., said that he always had
rock-salt in his fields, but yesterday two' of his
cattle broke out with the; disease.

The Hon. Mr. Nugent said that in Warwick-
shire this disease had broken out among Ids cattle,

especially the one year and a-half and two year
olds. He had placed them in separate pens^ he
then hung up a piece of rock-salt on one side and
chalk on the other; which of these had been bene-
ficial he did not know, but now these cattle were as
soimd as any other stock.

R. Denison, Esq., asked whether any gentle-
man had had stock aftected in the hoof—the dis-
ease sometimes a)i]ieared in the hoof, and some-
times ill the mouth.
The Chairman said yts—some of his had been

lame. Tliey were treated according to the direc-
tion of the English Agricultural Society.
Wm. F. Paley, Esq., said he liad had Ins cat-

tle in a iiark, with no communication with any
other animals since May, yet, strange to say, the
disease had appeared among them.
The CiiAiKMAN said he would now propose

another toast—the Judges of the Cattle. It had
usually been his task to thank them for the trouble
they had taken, and to express his tlianks for their
past services. On the present occasion he would
have to speak in a difierent tone—he hoped they
would all have a great deal of trouble, in conse-
quence of the excellent competition with the stock.
(Applause.) They were much obliged to gentle-
men who had come from a great distance to dis-
charge a disagreeable office, one in which, however,
he was sure that the committee would readily sup-
])ort them. He gave " The Judges of the cattle
and Sheep."

Sir Joiix Johnstone said he rose to propose
a toast on the present occasion, the sidjject of
which he was convinced need only be named to
meet with enthusiasm. It would be improper hi
him, for two reasons, to make any enlarged ob-
servations— 1st, the presence of the noble indi-
vidual to whom he referred ; and 2ud, that no
])crson was in the company wlio did not api)reciate
the services of the noble lord in Ids management
and direction of their infant institution, by wliich
the society had attained its respectalilc, nay, more
than respectable—its gratifying Iposition. (^Ip-
plnusc.) He would give the* health oi' their nohlc
chah-man, and, as they wished to get as miicli out
of him as possible, lie would usk what was his

opinion of the wheat crop this year ? (The
toast was given with three times three cheers.)

The Nol)le Chairman said he felt extremely
obliged for the honour done him. He was
sorry they had so soon broken through the rule

whicii he had laid down, although it was very flat-

tering that drinking his healtli had been the occa-
sion of it. If any services of his had tended to the
success of the society, it gave liim the greatest gra-

tification. He believed that the eti'ect of a society

like this in the great county of York would confer
immense ))enefit on England. (Applause.) From
his residence out of Yorkshire, and his slight con-
nexion with it as regarded property (although his

connexions with valued friends were as great as any
man could desire), he felt a difficulty in accepting
the office of president of the society. Being, how-
ever, satisfied, that the society would be of ad-
vantage, and having had some experience, he
accepted the office ; and, although he feared he
had not done much service, he had rendered what
little assistance he could. (Applautte.) He had
been asked what were his opinions respecting the
wheat crops. He was a practical farmer to a con-
sideralile extent, ])ut he had been engaged princi-

pally in grazing stock ; it was, however, impossible

for a person engaged in farming not to keep his

eyes about him, and see what the crops were. He
was afraid the crops were not good this year. He
feared that the strong lands would fail to a great

degree. In strips of England the crops might be
good, but he feai'cd they would fail in many im-
portant districts. This was mainly owing to the

bad seed time. There was, he believed, a greater

breadth ofwheat sown than usual, but nevertheless

he feared tlie crop would not be large. If they

were blessed with fine weather from this time till

the end of harvest, the evil might be remedied to a

great degree. He thought it would be well if gen-

tlemen, coming from distant parts, would commu-
nicate what their opinions were, which would be a
great advantage to the meeting. (Hear.) There
were also other topics which might be discussed

with benefit : there was one subject on which this

society had devoted much attention—whether it

was desirable to have a model farm, and to esta-

blish a school of agriculture. If such a school

could be established, he believed it would bo a

great advantage.

R. Dexi.son, Esq., said he had been travelling

in the south of England, and had taken a good deal

of notice of the crops between York and London.
He was sorry to say that throughout the whole
district, by way of Sheffield and Birmingham, he

did not see one good wheat crop.

H. S. TiiOMi'sox, Jlsq., said he had been in So-

mersetshire, wliere he had seen many very excellent

crops.

J. W. Chim)ER:s, Esq., said that he had made a

variety of inquiries of farmers as to the state of the

crops, and their answers were—" The crops are ge-

nerally bad, but ours are good." Now as this was
a general answer, he thought the general crop was
not so bad as was sujjposcd. His inquiries had
extended to Hanii)shire, Cambridgeshire, and his

own district, and lie did not tliink the evil was ss

great as was sujjposed. He believed it was ad-

mitted that the (•roi)s in the north of Europe were

very similar : and tlie jirices of corn in France in-

dicated that the crops of tliat country were good.

He would mention one thing, which was very fanci-

ful, but which had made some imiu'ession on his

mind. It was that our series of bad years were

ushered in bv a bad vear in America. Now last
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year tlio Amciicaus had a pooil season ; so if their

cycle of bad seasons is expired, it might be antici-

pated that this year England's cycle of bad seasons

had terminated.

J. Baker, Esq., of Nassau Grange, near Leeds,

said as they were invited to communicate any in-

formation in their possession, he might mention
that he received a letter three or four days ago from
his brotlier, who is a considerable farmer in Nor-
folk—a county well knoM'n for the production of

corn—in which he stated that corn was above an
average crop, and that he intended to commence
harvest as to-morrow, for wheat and oats. In
coming from Ripon to that meeting, he had seen

some splendid crops of corn, and indeed he had
seen no bad crops. (Applause.)
W. Mauleverer, Esq., said he was glad to find

that the propriety of formiog an agricultural school

had engaged the attention of the committee. Duiiag
his receat absence in France, he had visited the Royal
Agricultural Institution, about twenty miles from
Paris. This establishment was foundod in 1829, by
Charles X. ; and its results had been a material and
positive benefit with regard to agriculture. (Applause.)

There was also an experimental farm attached to the

institution ; it was established in joint-stock shares,

and had been the means of enabling many young men
to oiytain an advantageous livelihocd, who would other-

wise have been la obscurity and indigence. He then
read some extracts from the prospectus to this insti-

tute, and observed, that if something of the same nature

was attempted in shares of 10/., 15Z., or 20/., he had
no doubt a suflRcient sura would be speedily raised, and
that the institution would be supported. He then ob-
served, that many farmers were so ignorant as not to

be able to write their own names, and it was impossi-

ble that landlords could prudently let their farms on
long leases whilst farmers continued in their present

ignorant state.

R. Denison, Esq.. said he agreed with the pre-

ceding speaker, as to the advantages which would
result from establishing an agricultural school ; but at

the same lime he was anxious to rescue the farmers
from the stigma which hud been cast upon them by
Mr, Mauleverer. (Hear.) He believed they were a

highly respectable and valuable class of men, who were
generally anxious to avail themselves of all the im-
provements made in agriculture. This, he contended,

was evinced by 1,200 farmers having joined that asso-

ciation, and 1,000 farmers were united with the society

at Beverley.

Mr. Mauleverer explained, that he had no wish
to cast a stigma on the farmers, whom he highly

respected, and who were more to be pitied than cen-
sured for want of education.

The Rev. P. Ewart corroberated the general outline

of Mr. Mauleverer, as to the state of the farmers.
The Chairman said he had some doubts on the ad-

vantage of an experimental farm, but he had no doubt
whatever o fa school of agriculture, provided the diffi-

culties could be overcome in establishing it. With refe-

rence to an experimental farm he had a greater djubt,

because it could be experimental only for that farm.

His own opinion was, that a greater improvement
might be eflfected in agriculture by the assistance of in-

telligent farmers than by the establishment of experi-

mental farms. {Hear.) Some observations had been
made on the intelligence and education of farmers :

few persons possessed a greater acquaintance with
farmers in various parts of England than himself, and
although some werw extremely ignorant, obstinate, and
prejudiced, yet the majority of them were intelligent,

and anxious for the improvement of agriculture.

He then gave—"The Judges of the other classes of

live stock.''

A gentlemen made some observations on draining,

recommending the use of the spirit level.

The Chairman said, the next toast he had to pro-

pose he was sure would be drunk with great satisfac-

tion from his knowledge of the health which he was
about to propose. He was a gentleman who had acted

as the chairman of their local committee at this meet-

ing, and had been most active, zealous and able in per-

forming the business connected with this exhibition.

He gave "The Rev. J. Monson." (Applause.)

The Rev. J. Monson returned his grateful acknow-
ledgements. So much had been said and well said on
general topic?, that he should content himself with

stating that societies of this description were most im-

portant and beneficial in their operations.

The Chairman alluded to the importance of the

Highland Society and the great improvement which it

had produced in the agiiculture of Scotland; he then

observed that he trusted the principle on which agri-

cultural societies were formed, to combine scientific

improvement with the exhibition of stock would be

beneficial. With regard to the veterinary art, with the

exception of the treatment of horses, everything was
in a most backward state. He was happy, kowever,

to say, that the English Agricultural Society had a lied

itself to the Veterinary College in London, and secured

the delivery of lectures on the treatment of cattle. He
could assure them that any gentleman who had cattle

afflicted with any disease which the local farriers could

not comprehend, on sending up a statement of the

symptoms to London, it would receive every atten-

tion. He concluded by giving— "The Highland

Society.''

A gentleman connected with the agriculture of Scot-

land, returned thanks.

The Chairman said the next toast he had to pro-

pose was connected with the agriculture of Ireland.

To a certain extent Ireland was their rival, bat such a

rivalry he was glad to see. The Iiish people he knew
were anxious to improve their stock, and he hoped that

next year they would have a good contest at Liverpool.

He gave " The agriculture of Ireland."

Sir R. Bateson returned thanks, observing that for

13 yeais they had had a model farm and school in the

North of Ireland, which had been attended with very

beneficial results. They had now 72 pupils on the

books, and between three and four hundred pupils had
left the school, from all of whom they had received fa-

vourable accounts of their progress in the world. He
detailed at some length the satisfactory state of the

school, and in conclu>ion returned thanks for the inte-

rest taken in Irish affairs by the Yorkshire Society.

The Chairman then proposd the last toast of the

evening, which he considered flu most interesting of

all, uniting as it did, the three great interests. He
begged to give " Agriculture, Manufactures, and Com-
merce." {Hear).
The Noble Chairman then retired, and was fol-

lowed by the rest of the company, a little befo.'e eight

o'clock.

THE EXHIBITION.
On Wednesday Northallerton presented such a

bustling appearance, as was probably never before

known in that town. At the various inn-yards lines

of horses raight be seen standing by fifties together,

and the houses were crowded Avith guests, whilst the

streets were absolutely blocked with carriages. The
weather was extremely fine, which increased the attrac-

tions of the day.

The fields of exhibition were situate on the south of

the Court House, and were extremely well adapted for

their purpose. They contained about eight acres ; the

field nearest to the Court House was for the cattle,

sheep, pigs, poultry, and seeds. The cattle extended

round three ^iJes ; the sheep tvere in the centre, and the

poultry and pigs were on the low-side. The horses and
implements were in the field nearest to theTliirsk road,

each field having a ready communication with the other.

Convenient pens, &c. were erected at the sole ex|>fnse

and under the direction of John Hutton, Esq., 3f Sober

Hill, to whose exeitions the society is much indt-bled,

as also to Mr, Monson, Mr. Rutsou, imd other most;

efficient members of the local committee.

r 2
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Soon after seven o'clock on Tuesday the judges com-
menced their labours, which were of an arduous and

difficult nature from the superiority of the stock ex-

hibited, and the number of competitors in the various

classes.

The following' were the amounts of premiums offered :

—Short-horned cattle, 245/.; Leicester sheep, 95/.;

pigs, 35/.; horses, 145/.; shepherd, 5/. ; implements,

grains, &c., 55/.; drainage, 10/.; reports, 45/. ;
poul-

try, 10/. ; total sum offered for prizes, Six hundred and

forty-five pounds. This noble sum was ably contested

for in the various classes. In short horned cattle there

was probably no exhibition ever produced in England
equal to it, either for number or beauty of symmetry.
This we have the authority of many excellent judges

to declare was the case. The display of sheep, although

not great, excited the admiration of the agriculturists,

and the pigs were remarkably fine animals. The horses

attracted great attention ; the entire horses were very

numerou?, and many of them presented many good

points. The brood mares and young horses were also

greatly admired.
The members were admitted to the ground at nine

o'clock, and at ten non-members with half-crown

tickets were allowed access to the ground. From the

excellent arrangements not the lea^t confusion took

place, although the roads leading to the exhibition pre-

sented one moving mass of people. At twelve a more
extensive admission was made of visitors at one shilling

each, and probably altogether there were 7000 people

visited the exhibition. An effective body of police were
stationed in the field to preserve order, but the good
conduct of the populace rendered their assistance

almost unnecessary. The receipts of the field, we
imderstand, exceeded 400/., and a considerable number
of new members were admitted.

The following gentlemen acted as

THE JUDGES.
For Horses.—Mr. Robert Smith, of Givendale

;

Mr. James Harrison, of Low Fields ; Mr. James Dick-
inson, of London, horse dealer.

For Cattle.—Mr. John Dawson, Gronant, Flint-

shire ; Mr. C. Angus, Neswick, Driffield ; Mr. John
Hunt, Thormington, Northumberland.
For Sheep and Pigs.—Mr. Robert Foster, of

Southburn, near Driffield ; Mr. William Torr, Jun.,

Riby, Lincolnshire ; Mr. James Jobson, Newtoa.
For Poultry.—Harry Wermald, Esq., of Sawley

Hall, near Ripon,
For Implements.—Mr. John YoungM 'Vicar, Kel-

field, Escrick ; Mr. Robert James Wiley, Brandsby,
York ; Mr. Bryan Tibbett, Woodend, Thirsk,

These gentlemen devoted much careful attention to the
duties of their office.

The following were the Premiums awarded :
—

SHORT-HORNED CATTLE.
Class I,—For the best bull of any age, 30/. First

prize awarded to F. H. Fawkes, Esq., of Farnley Hall,

for his bull. Sir Thomas Fairfax, calved in April, 1837.

Second, 10/., Mr. Wm.Raine, for The Colonel, calved

in January, 1S3S.

[The bull which gained the first prize need not be
retained in Yorkshire, but shall serve in any part of

the United Kingdom, if required, the first thirty cows
sent to him, within nine months from the day of the

show, by members, at a sum not exceeding two sove-

reigns each. If the owner refuses to comply with
these terms, he shall forfeit fifty pounds to the
society.]

Class 2.—For the best two-year-old bull, 20/.

;

first, Mr. Wm. Raine, for The Colonel. Second, 10/.,

Mesirs. Chilton and Harrison, lor Prince Albert,
calved April, 1838.

Class 3.—For the best yearling bull, 20/. ; first,

Mr. Lax, for his Bob Shafto, cahed in January, 1839.
Second, 10/,, Mr. Lax, for the brother to the above,
calved last January.
Class 4.—For the best bull calf, 10/.; first, Mr.

Hutton Howe, for his Duke of Wellington, calved last

January. Second, 5/., Mr. Booth, for Lis Leonard,
calved in January last.

Class 5.—For the best cow of any age, in calf or

milk, 20/. ; first, Mr. 'J'. Bates, for his Oxford, calved

in 1834. Second, 10/., Mr. J. Booth, for his Yorkshire
Jenny, calved March 11, 1836.

Class 6.—For the best three-year-old cow, in calf

©r milk, 15/.; first, Mr. J. Booth, for his Bracelet,

calved February 12, 1837- Second, 5/., Rev. J. Hig-
ginsoH, for his Daisy, calved in February, 1837.
Class 7.—For the best two-year-old heifer, in calf,

15/.; first. Rev. J, Higginson, for his Amazon, calved

in October, 1837. Second, 5/., Earl of Zetland, for

his Virginia, calved in March, 1838.

Class 8.—For the best yearling heifer, 10/.; first,

Mr. W. Raine, for his Alexaodrina, calved in

February, 1829. Second, 5/., Mr. John Booth, for his

Mantalini, calved in February, 1839.
Class 9.—For the best heifer calf, 10/. ; first, Mr.

Wm. Raine, for his Hannah, calved in January, 1840.

Second, 5/., Rev. J. Higginson, for his Lily, by Boz,
calved January 15, 1840.

Class 10.—For the best fat Ox, 15/. ; Mr. Wiley,
for his ox, calved in July, 1835.

Class ll.—For the best fat cow or heifer, 15/. ; Mr.
J. Clarke, for his roan cow, calved in May, 1836.

LEICESTER SHEEP.
Class 12.—For the best shearling ram, 20/.; first,

Mr. Garforth. Second, 10/., Mr. Kendall.

Class 13.- For the best ram of any age, 15/.; first,

Col. Croft; second, 7/-, Mr. Borton.
Class 14.—For the best pen of five ewes, 10/. ; first,

Mr. Allen; second, 5/., Mr. Robinson.
Class 15.—For the best pen of five shearling

wethers, 10/.; first, Mr. Allen. Second, 5/., Mr.
Foster.

Class 16.—For the best pen of five shearling gim-
mers, 10/. ; first Mr. Allen. Second, 5/., Mr. Fawcitt.

PIGS.
Class 17.—For the best boar, large breeil, 5/. ; first,

the Duke of Leeds ; second, 2/., Rir. Harker.
Class 18.—For the best sow, large breed, in pig or

milk, 5/.; first, Rev. J. Higginson; second, 2/., Rev.
C. Smith.
Class 19.—For the best boar, small breed, 5/. ; first.

Rev. J. Hgsrinson; second, 2/., IMr. Parrington.
Class20.— For the best sow, small breed, in pig or

milk, 5/.; first. Rev. J. Higginson; second, 2/., Mr.
Meek.

Class 21.—For the best three store pig-, from four to

nine months old, 5/., to Mr.Jordison.—No competition.

HORSES.
Class 22.—For the best stallion for hunters, 20/.

;

first, Mr. Foxlon, for Young President, aged ; second,
10/., Mr. Ferguson's Figaro. Three pounds were
awarded by the Judges to Mr. Raper's horse, exhibited
in this class, on account of his great merit.

Class 23.—F^or the best stallion for coach hordes,

10/. ; first, Mr. Tophr.m's Sportsman ; second, 5/., Mr.
Easingwood's Boroughreeve.
Class 24.—F'or the best stallion for roadsters, 10/.;

first, Mr. Young's Greyshclls ; second, 5/., IMr. Stubb's
Rattier.

Class 25.—For the best stallion for agricultural pur-
poses, 10/.; first, Rlr. Palliser's Merrymau ; second, .5/.

Mr. Ilairsine'* Royal Oak.
[The stallion which gained the first premium in each

class, shall serve mares in the county the following
season, or the premium to be returned.]

Class 26.—For the best mare and foal for hunting,
5/. ; first, Mr. Ilapcr : second, 2/., Rlr. Jaques.

Class 27.— For the best mare and foal for coaching,
5/. ; first, Mr. Gaunt ; secontl, 2/., Mr. Jaques.

Class 28.— F'orthe best roadster mare and foal, 5/.

;

first, Mr. Mincks ; second, 2/., Mr. Richmond.
Class 29.—For the best mare and foal for draught,

5/.— no competition.

Class 30.—For the best three-year old huntinjf colt,

5/.; first, Rev. J. Higginson ; second, 2/., ftJ r. Wright.

i
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Class 31.—For the best two-year old hunting colt,

51.; first, Rev. J. Higginson ; second, 2l., Mr. Ro-
binson.

Class 32.—For the best three-year old coaching' colt,

51. ; first, Mr. Wrig'ht ; second, 21. ditto.

Class 33.—For the best two-year old coachinpr colt,

Gl. ; first. Mr. Ingham ; second, 21., Mr. Manfield.
Class 34.—For the best three-year old hackney colt,

.0/. ; first, Mr. Cattle ; only one shewn.
Class 35.— For the best two-year old hackney colt,

51. ; first, Mr. Robinson ; second, 21, ditto.

SWEEPSTAKES.
CATTLE.

Class 36.—Best yearling' bull, 1/.—Mr. R. M.Jaques's
roan bull, dementi (calved 29th Sept., 1838).
Cla?s 37.—Best bull calf, 1/.—Rev. J. Hijginson's

roan calf (calved 4th May, 1840).
Class 38.—Best two-year old heifer, 1/.—Rev. John

Hiffgrinson's Amazon (winner of class 7).

Class 39.—Best yearlinor heifer, 1/.—Rev. John
Iligrs'inson's Alexandrina (winner of class 8).
Class40.— Best heifer calf, U.—Rev. John Higgrin-

son's Lily, (secsnd in class 9).

SHEEP.
Class 4L—Rest pen of five shearling' wethers, 1/.

—

Mr. William Allen, Malton.
Class 42.— Best pen of five shearling gimmcrs, ]/.—

Mr. William Allen, Malton.

EXTRA STOCK.

CATTLE.
John Beetham, West Karlsey, Northallerton. One

EuU, two cows, and two yearlinpr heifers.— 2/. awarded.
Henry Carmichael, Sowerby, Thirsk. Two four-year

old West Higrhland bullocks—2/. awarded.
R. M. Jaques, St. Trinians, Richmond. Two cows

and two heifers.—2/. awarded.
Thomas John Masterman, Little Danby, Northal-

lerton. A half-bred Hig-hlond bullock.—2?. awarded.
John Charles Maynard, Harl^ey Hall. From 20 to

30 cows and Heifers of different ag'es.—47. awarded.
Lord Feversham, for an ajj'ed bull, \l.

SHEEP.
John Beetham, West Harlsey, Northallerton. Two

rams.—U. awarded.
PIGS.

Rev. John Hiprginsi!,n,Thormanby, Thirsk. One sow,
small breed ; and one boar, small breed.— IZ, awarded.

Chas. Howard, York, two female pigs.— IZ. awarded.
Samuel Wiley, eleven young pigs.

—

II. awarded.

HORSES.
Rev. .John Higginson, Thormanby, Thirsk. One

grey yearling coaching colt.—3/. awarded.

SHEPHERD.
To the shepherd, being &n annual servant, who shall

have lost the smallest proportionate number of ewes
from those that produced lambs in 1840, the number of
the flock not being less than fifty. The premium was
awarded to Joseph ftlartin, who had only lost one
out of 350.

IMPLEMENTS.
For the invention and improvement of such agricul-

tural implements as may appear to the committee to

deserve reward, were awarded the foUowmg sums :

—

51. to Mr. INIatthew Raper, for an improved corn and
turnip drill ; and 21. to Mr. Coates, for a double
harrow.
The following were also competitors .—Thomas Ab-

bay, Dunnmgton, York. A portable thrashing machine
with an improved straw-cutter to work with the same.
An improved hand straw-cutter.

Thomas Bramley, jun., Thornton House, Northal-
lerton. A scuffler and double mould board plough.

William Busby, Newton-le-Willows, Bedale. Some
improved harrows.

John Dickinson, llovingham, Whitwell. A win-
nowing machine.
Timothy Hopton, Appleton W^iske, Great Smeaton.

A scufHer for Wheat, &cc.

William Lister, Dalton, Richmond. A one-horse
cart on an improved principle.
E. Robinson, Ripon. A new straw shaker.
Joseph Scurrah, of Crakchall. Improved iron scufflers.

Iron drag harrow on an improved principle.
John Styan, of Wiii.vley. Atkinson's patent improved

thrashing machine.
The Duke of Leeds. A model of a churning appa-

ratus, in brass, mounted on mahogany, in which the
power of the lever was usefully applied to lessen the
labour. Not exiiibited for competition.
John Malthousu, of Ripon. Eleven row manage-

ment drill. A si.x row management drill, for four or
three rows of turnips or two ridges. Turnip drill for
rough manure—three broadcast or two in ridges. A
single row turnip drill, A mill for breaking oilcake.
A winnowing or blasting machine.
John Chupman, of Thirsk. Single row management

turnip drill. A thirteen row drill. An eleven row drill,

with improved rappers, for assisting the delivery of
chemical manure, huseed, &c.

ROOTS, GRAINS, AND SEEDS.
For new or improved varieties of agricultural roots,

grains, and other jeeds, the following prizes were
awarded :—John Henderson, Castle Howard, Whitwell,
a specimen of Italian rye-grass seed, 3/.; Robert Ho-
tham, Kilnwick Percy, Pocklington, a specimen of
Holstein barley seed, 3?.

For the best specimen of wheat in ear, to be accom-
panied with a thrashed sample of the general produce :

5/. to Mr. Christopher UiUTOwbv, Baldersby, Ripon

;

and 31. to Mr. Robert Hothnm, Kilnwick Percy, Pock-
lington ; 3/. was also awarded to the same gentleman
for u sample of oats.

The sample of rye-grass was grown upon a cold clay
soil near the centre of the county of York. The seed
was originally obtained from a gentleman in Notting-
hamshire, who assured the grower of this that he had
proof of its being perennial (not biennial, as by some
writers stated). No rye-grass that the grower has ever
seen can bear any comparison with it for its luxuriance,
its nutritive properties, and its early growth in the
spring. In one field the grower had ewes and lambs
grazing with a full bite in the last week in March ; at
least a month before any other artificial grasses were fit

to depasture ; and the grsss in the field where the sam-
ple was grown would in the last week in April average
in length about eleven inches, and the first week in
July would average about from 3 j to 4 feet. The grower
has invariably sown it, without any mixture of other
seeds at the rate of 2.^ bushels to the acre. The grower
has this year depastured with sheep two small fields ef
this grass; and has never at any time had fewer than
at the rate of four, and most of the season five ewes
with double lambs upon the acre, and the fields have
been all summer, and now are, excellent pastures.

DRAINAGE.
To the tenant in the North Riding of the county of

York, who shall have drained in the most efficacious,
judicious, and economical manner, the largest quantity
of land in proportion to his occupation, 10/., awarded to

Mr. John Foxton,
Competitors.—Robert Abbay, Salton, Kirbymoor-

side; John Forster, Newton-le-Willows, Bedale ; John
Foxton, Haram, Helmsley.

THE GRAND DINNER,
At three o'clock the members and friends of the

society sat down to dinner in the grand pavilion
erected in the court-yard between the court-house
and the prison. This building was pretty nearly
a square, and was very neatly fitted up. The roof
was of transparent oil-cloth, and, completely water-
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proof, which woiilfl have been very beneficial in

case of rain, astlie corn}>any were perfectly secured
from the weatlier; fortunately, however, such a
precaution was unnecessary. Tlie president's and
judges' tables were placed on a (hiix, fronting- tlie

court-house, and underneath was a table assig'ned

to tlie reporters f)f the public press, of which tliere

were about ten from the various Yorksliir(^ news-
papers. Tlie tables for the public were nineteen in

number, and ran in a direct line from south to

north ; each range of tables being lettered to avoid
inconvenience in the company taking their seats.

A gallery for the accommodation of the ladies was
erected on the left, ratlier behind the president's

table. Tlie pavilion afforded accommodation for

1,400 persons, and the tables when set out presented
a most pleasing sight. The dimensions of the buil-

ding are 118 feet by .">3.

The chair was taken by the Earl Spencer ; who
was suitjjorted on the right by Sir E. Vavasour, Bart.,

Hon. W. Duncoinbe, M.P., lion. A. Lascellcs, Baron
Lang-en, H. Preston, Esq., Sir S. Crompton, Bart.,

M.P., ^\'. R. C. Stansfield, Esq.,M.P., Archdeacon
Ileadlam, W. B. Wrightson, Esq., M.P., Rev. W,
Dent, General Sir John Beresford, Bart., G. W.
Wentworth, Esq., J. W. Childers, Esq., M.P.;—on
the left by the Duke of Leeds, Count de Gourcey,
Hon. Charles Lascelles, Hon. and llev. T. Monson,
M. Wyvill, Esq., Sir R. B. Graham, Bart., P. D.
Cooke, Esq., SirE. Dodsworth, Bart., H. Vansittart,

Esq., H. S. Thompson, Esq., Sir R. L. Dundas,
Bart., iM.P., George Legard, Esq., W. C. Maxwell,
Esq., R. Denison, Esq., &c. ;—Sir J. V. B. John-
stone, Bart., acted as vice-president.

The following gentlemen were nominated as

stewards, each gentleman being- indicated by a
white willow wand and a white rosette :—W. Ar-
mitage, Esq., J. S. Crompton, Esq., T. Lacey, Esq.,

R. W. Jacques, Esq., J. G. Loy, Esq., "\V. F. Paloy,
Esq., Tlionias Morley, Esq., Rev. J. Higginson,
J. Favell, Esq., Col. Ilildyard, C. Topham, Esq.,

T. Bradley, Esq., J. Rob, Esq., J. Rocliffe, Esq.,

F. Morley, Esq., T. S. Walker, Esq., Leonard Se-

vers, Esq., Thos. Charge, Esq., F. Cholmelcy, Esq.,

J. C. JIaynard, Esq., John Booth, Esq., E. Squire,

Esq., E. Clarke, Esq., Rev. AV. Lockwood, H. Glais-

ter, Esq., T. Masternian, Esq., J. Doutliwaite, Es((.,

J. W. Smith, Esq., — Haynes, Esq., T. Diiihton,

Esq., J. S. Walton, Esq., R. Booth, Esq., T." Hnt-
ton, Esq., J. Carter, Esq., Rev. J. T. Monson, Rev.
J. Wiley, J. Harland, Esq., J. Ilutton, Esq., W.
Mauleverer, Esq., W. Riitson, Esq., J. T. N^'ray,

Esq., Rev. P. Ewart, T. Fov/le, Esq., VV. Fowle,
F'sq., W. J. Anderson, Esq., T. C. Hincks, Esq.,

R. Ilildyard, Esq., Rev. T. Morley, R. Maynard,
lisq., J. Manghan, Esq., F. Morley, Esq., Hon. T.

O. Powlett, J. Rider, Esq., T. liobson, Esq., L.

Topham, Esq., E. C. To])liam, Esq., J. Toi^ham,
Esq., and some other gentlemen whose names we
could not ascertain.

The dinner was served up by Mr. Slic})hei-d, of

the Red Lion Inn, andapijeared to give the greatest

satisfaction to the numerous guests v.-ho amounted
to upwards of 1,200.

After tlie cloth had been removed, and thanks
after meat returned, kc.
The CiiAiHMAX said—Gentlemen, the first toast

which I have the honour to jjropose is one whicli, 1

know, does not require any prefatory observations

fi'orn me (Apphiuxe). I am jierfectly satisfied that

you will cordially join me in drinicing '' The liculth

of the Queen" (Three times Three).

The CiiAiUM AN said—(ientlemon, the next toast

whicli I have the honour to propose to you, is one

which, since last year, has been added to the usvial

toasts proposed on public oecasitnis (Applause). I

hope and trust that we shall have to drink this toast

for many years to come ; I hope and trust that his

conduct will continue to be such as his past conduct
has been, and that we may be able to drink liis

health with the same degree of cordiality as on the

present occasion (Applauxe). I give you " The
health of Prince Albert" (Three times Three).
The CiiAiRMAX said—Gentlemen, I did not feel

it necessary to use any persuasion to induce you to

drink the healths whicli I have already offered to

your notice. I feel confident that the one which I

am about to propose will receive the same cordial

acquiescence which you have shown in the other

toasts (Applmise). The Queen Dowager, since she

has iieen in this country, has evinced such benefi-

cence, such kindness—has displayed such conde-
scension to all who approached her, that she has

attained a strong hold of the affections of the people

of this country (Applause). 1 am sure, therefore,

you will drink her health. With respect to the

other members of the royal family, they have ever

been prominent in promoting every charitable in-

stitution ; and in doing all they can to alleviate

distress, and benefit the people of this country. I

am sure, tlrereforc, you will cordially drink " The
health of the Queen Dowager and the rest of the

Royal Family" (Three times Three).
The CiiAiRMAX said,—Gentlemen, before I pro-

pose the next toast to your notice, I think it my
duty in the first place, to state to you some matters

wliicli are strictly matters of business. You are

aware that on the present occasion the three years,

my term of service as your president, expires ; aad
to-morrow I shall cease to hold that oftice. The
committee have decided to recommend to the

society, as our future chairman. Lord Wharncliff'e.

( Cheers.) We feel quite confident, from his per-

sonal recommendations, from everything we know
of him, his rank and station, you will confirm his

appointment. (Applause.) Another point which
1 would allude to is, the place of our meeting next
year. It has been decided thiit it shall be at Hull.

Tins is a most csnvenient place for the conveyance
of animals, and also for those gentlemen who wish to

be present—there being ready railway and water
communication. Therefore I hope that Hull will

aiiord us as good a meeting as our present and
former meetings. (Cheers.) Having said this much
on matters of iSusiness, I cannot propose the toast I

have to offer to your notice without congratulating

you on the success which we have had to the pre-

sent time. (Loud applaiuie.) I sincerely hope
tliat Lord Wharncliff'e, when he retires from the

same office, at the expiration of his three years,

will have had the same success which I have experi-

enced. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) We have gone
on from year to year improving. At the first

meeting in York it might be said tlie novelty led to

a great number of ])ersons coming among us ; at

our second mreting, which was in the populous
town of Leeds, it was not 6uri>rising that wc should

liave a large meeting. But tliis year we have had a

great meeting. Although we are purely attriculturists,

and had to depend upon our brother farmers, we
have had the full numlier to look at our show—we
have have had a superior exhibition to any former

occasion, and now 1 have the honour of addressing

yon at as large a meeting as in any former year,

and in addressing- you, 1 know I address men who
are nil interested in agriculture (Applause). Al-

thougli, in counting noses we liaA e not increased our

numbers, in counting fanners we linve increased
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(Applause). Praeticallj', we have had a larscr

and more .sureessful meeting than we ever had l)e-

fore (AppJmise). That beino,' i\u\ case, I cannot
lielp ieelinn' confident in tlie prosperity of our
society (Applan.se). It is now jiot a new experi-

ment ; we have tried and succeeded, and I am con-
fident we shall derive the benefits which we antici-

pated (Ajiplnuse). I trust that we have set

an example in this great county which will tend to

the improvement ot' agricidture. We meet in union
and good fellowship to promote the object we have
at heart, and I am certain that our endeavours will

confer the greatest benefits to this county, ay, not
only to this county, but also to the kingdom at

large. Gentlemen, I propose to you, " Success to

the Yorkshire Agricultural Society." (Three times
lliree.)

The Hon. W. Duxcombe, M.P., on presenting
himself, was received with loud and enthusiastic

cheering. He said. My Lord Spencer and Gentle-
men, the next toast having been allotted to me, I

have now the honour of rising to bespeak your at-

tention, and although I cannot but regret that it

has not fallen into abler hands, I am, nevertheless,

free to acknowledge that it is to me matter of sin-

cere congratulation, that I should have the honour
of jiroposiug to you the toast which has been as-

signed to me—The health of the noble President
(Loud cheers). And in proposing that toast to you
it must be obvious to every one, that I am propos-
ing the health of a nobleman, who for a long series

of years, has been the zealous friend and staunch
supporter of agriculture and of agricultural im-
provements (Loud cheers^. The society which is

celebrating its anniversary at Northallerton this

day is indebted in the highest degree, to the nol)le

earl for the favours he has bestowed upon it by
accepting the office of president, and the society has
thus had the advantage of the noble earl's experi-
ence and knowledge of agricultural subjects, which
I have no hesitation in saying, has considerably en-
hanced their value and importance (Cheers). If
I might be allowed to express my own opinions, I

should say that the pursuit of agriculture, the culti-

vation of the land, and the improvement of the fer-

tility of the soil, is one of the most delightful and
most instructive, and the most honourable pursuit
in which a man can be engaged (loud applause),
and not only leads him to contemplate the wonders
of creation and the works of nature, and of
nature's God, Init it also enables him, by the
aid of successful industry, and by the application
of science, to effect improvements which, under the
blessing of divine Providence, cannot fail to be ad-
vantageous both to the age in which ho lives and the
generations yet to come. ( Loud applause.) And
although I should not for one moment undervalue
or disparage the importance of any other great in-
terest of the country, permit me to say that it ap-
pears to me that those who inhabit our crowded
cities, and carry on their avocations in our towns

—

although undoubtedly the degree of perfection they
have attained and the degree of science they have
accomplished, are excellent and even wonderful

—

yet they are not the only persons who ought to be
ranked amongst the bcuefactors of their country.
(Lotcd cheers.) Those amongst us who are living
in the more sequestered and less populous places,
the agricultural districts—who are following the
pursuits of an agricultural life—devoting their time
and attention to the study and improvement of
agriculture and the productiveness of our land

—

they, I say, are eminently entitled to the gratitude
of their country, {loud aj>plause), and should bo

considered as being amongst the list of those who
have conferred ujion it the most essential and im-
portant benefits. (Cheers.) At tlie great nnnual
meeting of tlie English Agricultural Society, held

about tliree we^ks ago at Cambridge, we were ho-
iioured ^^ith the presence of several of the learned

professors of the University; and amongst others,

with that of Dr. Buckland, the celebrated professor

of the University of Oxford, and he stated, that

although much had been done for agriculture of

late years, much yet remained to be done. A know-
ledge of the different properties of the soil, and a
judicious administration of the various strata, might,

undoubtedly, tend to the impi-ovement of the corn

grown in this country, and, in some degree, pro-

vide better for our rapidly improving population.

(Cheers.) These are subjects worthy of the consi-

deration of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, of

which the noble lord is president ; and from which
office, as he has told you, he is now about to retire.

I now call on you to drink his health in such a
manner as will prove to him your gratitude for the

time and attention he has devoted to your interest

;

and most heartily join with him in the hope that

as he has witnessed improvements during the three

years he has been your president, he may also find

that the same degree of zeal and sincerity in the

cause of agriculture may continue to characterise

all our proceedings. (Cheers.) I have to propose
" The health of the Right Hon. Earl Spencer."

(Tremeiidoiis cheers.)

Earl Spencer spoke as follows:—Gentlemen, I

return you my most sincere thanks for the honour
you have done me, and for the manner in which you
iiave done it. As I have already told you, I am
about to retire from the office, which I have now
held for tliree years ; this is, therefore, the last oc-

casion on which I shall have the honour of address-

ing you from tliis jdace ; but it is not, I trust, the

last time I shall bava the honour of addressing you
from another ])la(;e. (Cheers.) Although I shall

not have the honour of being able to continue my
services in the situation I at present hold, 1 hope
I shall, in some other situation, he able to continue

to offer you the best services in my i)ower towards

promoting your ])rosperity, and of contributing to-

wards the flourishing state of your society. (Cheers.)

I have nlways considered (and I always shall do so,)

that it was a very high iionour to have been selected

as the first president of tliis society. (Cheers.) If

you were looking for a president connected with

your county—if you were lookhig for u person pos-

sessed of great property in your county, or even for

an individual residing in your county—lam not the

person to whom you would apply. I have no claim

whatever to take the ofhec which you did me the

honour to confer on me ; Ijut if, as I believe was
the case, you wished to find a man devoted to agri-

culture, and to agricultural pursuits—enthusiastic

I may say in them—if you wanted to find a presi-

dent who was desirous, in the greatest degree, to

promote the improvement of agriculture throughout

the whole coiuitry, I am ready to say, that you

could not have chosen one possessing that desire

more than I do. (Cheers.) Those around me may
have the cause at heart as much I have, but I do

not think that any have it more ; and, in saying

so, I am not perhaps saying too much. (Cheers.)

You are all aware that in the course of my life—

now not a very short one—I have applied my-
self to many and various pursuits, (cheers and
laughter), biit I have at last come to that which I

believe to be my natural one— I mean the improve-

ment ofagriculture—the promoting ofagriculture by
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my own endeavours, and by assisting the endeavours
of otliers (Cheers). Mr. Duiicombe told you it was
a pursuit worthy of being followed ; I will tell

those who are entering upon life that they Avill find

no pursuit which gives more satisfaction—I will say
tliey will find no pursuit which will give so just an
occupation of their time with less annoyance and
less disturbance to their tempers ( Cheers). No
other in which they will feel such full satisfac-

tion that they are doing good iu pursuing their

own ])leasures at the same time that they are

improving the cause of agriculture (Cheers). W'e

have emulation among us, and I hope we always
shall ; for if we have not emulation we shall never
succeed; but, if v.'e have emnlation 1 hope it is far

removed fi-om the spirit of rivalry (Applause).
Because, although eacli of us may wish to have as

good and perhaps a better stock than his neigh-

bours, yet I trust that no man (for I am sure they

need not) will feel any regret at seeing others have
as good cattle as \Amse\i' (Applause). Agriculture

is a pursuit to which one and all of us should wish
success. It is one of those pursuits which is most
delightful to follow; it is a pursuit which may be

carried on without time ever hanging heavily; an
occupation interesting in the lughest degree, and
while the agriculturist is promoting his own interest,

he also promotes tlie interest of every one of his

neighbours (Loud applause). I say, I am most
enthusiastic in promoting the cause of agriculture,

' and therefore, as I said before, if your wisli was to

select a man as your president, who was likely to

devote the whole of his energies to this subject, you
could not have selected one more inclined to do
everything to the utmost of his power to etfect thiit

object than myself (Loud applau.se). But, what-
ever was your object, or the reason for your choice,

I certainly feel that you have conferred on me one
of the highest honours, and I shall look back to

the time when I had the honour of being your
president for three years, with the greatest sasisfac-

tion {loud applause) ; and should it please the

Almighty to prolong my life, I shall doubtless see

you promoting the advancement of agriculture,

benefitting the whole country, and distinguished by
taking the lead in combining science with agricul-

ture, throughout the whole kingdom (Aj)plause).

I now, gentlemen, return you my most sincere

thanks for the kindness you have conferred upon
me, and for the support you have given me since

I have been your president, and I beg to drink all

your healths. (Tlie noble Earl upon resuming his

seat, was loudly cheered.)

The Chairman then said—Gentlemen, on tlie

two former occasions Ave have met we have been
indebted to the commander-in-chief for the accom-
modation which he gave us, both for our show and
the places in which we dined. On tliis occasion,

meeting, as I have already said we have done, in a

purely agricultural district, we had to depend upon
others for that assistance. The magistrates of this

I'iding have kindly given us ])crmission to dine in

the present l)uilding. I need not tell you, because

you are witnesses of it, how convenicJit a building

it proves to us on the i)resent occasion (Applause).

I think it quite as convenient, if not nu)rc con-

venient, than any meeting mc have had. ^'ou are

the better judges; yet 1 have had sonic ])ractice,

and am therefore a tolerable judge, and 1 believe 1

make myself heard throughout the whole* ro(nn,

which is an object not very easy to oljtain. We are

ol)liged, therefore, to the magistrates of the North
Willing of Yorkshire, for having given us this ac-

commodation ; and I have no doubt you will cor-

dially join with me in drinking the healths of the

magistrates of the North Eidi'.ig, and thanks to

them for the accommodation they have afforded to

me (Applause).
Sir J. V^ B. JouNSTONE was ibeu called upon. He

said—My lords and gentlemen, although there are

several gentlemen in this room, and at the elevrtt<'d

table, to whom, in my opinion, the answer to this

toast could have been more appropriatelv allotted

than to myself, still, in obedience to your lordship's

call, 1 beg to return you the best thanks of the ma-
gistrates for the honour you have done them, in

diinking their good health, and to assure your lord-
sljip and the gentlemen present ihat they felt it to be
their duty and, at the same time, their greatest gra-
tilication, to be able to afford to this society that

;iccon.niodaiioii which these premiums aiforded, as

far as it could be donp, without inconvenience to the

discipline of the unfortunate individuals kept within
these walls, and without injury to the building; for,

my lord, tbey felt that by so doing, they were pro-
moting the best interests of agriculture (Applause).

It was natural that they, as landlords, and cou-
nected with the soil, should have their feelings and
interests bound up with the success of agriculture

;

l)ut it was not only as landlords that thev were
anxious to give to this institution the benelitofthe
accommodation, but because they feel that the best

interests of this country are involved in the success-
ful carryiug out of the great objects which this in-

stitution was established to promote (Hear, hear,

and applause). I say the best interests of this coun-
try, because in the present state of our population,

depend upon it there is no object of such importance
amongst all the great national interests, as that which
has for its object the inc:rease in the production of
the food of man lAppluuse). 1 am not one of those
who undervalue the labour of those whd jdy the

loom, or engage in the other great branches of Bri-

tish enterprise, but he who is able (without increased

cost) to make two bushels of corn grow where one
grew before, (and though this is an old saying it is

not on that account the less true) is as great a bene-
factor of his country as those who carry into prac-

tical effect the grand discoveries of a Watt or an
Arkwright. You have been often told that one of
the most valuable ends of institutions of this kind is

that rhey connect together the practical farmer and
the theorist. I am one of those who think nothing
so valuable as the experience of practical men drawn
from the concurrent testimony of farmers, and thus
bv the diffusion of knowledge by each man to his

neighbour, a great advantage will accrue to the cause
of agriculture (Applause). But I also feel per-

suaded the farmers of Yorkshire will only think thev

are doing their duty if they annually devote a small

sum of inoaey with the view of obtaining the ser-

vices of persons eminent in those particular sciences

more immediately connected with agriculture—those

eminent mea holding out to us as they do the right-

hand of fellowship and good will, be they chemists,

geologists, botanists, or men connected with me-
chanics. i5y devoting a small sum we shall enlist

tlieir services in our cause, (tor you will agree, that

oxpt-rieuce though very good, is often rather dear,)

to scrutinize nature iu all her paths, to trace elfects

up to their causes, to enlarge the sphere of agricul-

tural knowledge, and to be a signal to guide us
while they will be a beacon to warn us (Cheers).

It a gentleman be not very fond of his soil, let him
take it to a chemist, or to a practical geologist, who
would point out to him that particular ingredient or

kind of manure which would be beneficial to his

laud. 1 have alluded to these subjects, because it waa
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the intention of the Committee of the Agricultural

Society to obtuin, under the auspices of Professor

Phillips, a survey, on a limited scale, to see what
managenienc was suitable to different districts, how
it was modified bv the substratum under each soil,

and the geological condition of it. This being our
first entrance on this path, we were anxious to ob-

tain the services of one eminent in his profession, in

order that our investigation might accrue to the be-

nefit of agriculture {Afiplaufe ). It is with extreme
rngret I have to announce, in consequence of Pro-
tessor Phillips's professional engagements, (which
were such, that if they had heen interfered v.-iih, it

would have caused the greatest inconvenience to

Lim), we have been unable lo cairy out that inten-

tion. But, gentlemen, no money has been expended,

upon it. We have it r«ady, and if Professor Phil-

lips's other avocations w-ili allow him to devote his

time to this difPcult subject, it is the intention of

the conimitiee to have this investigation conducted
in a way which will meet with the approbation of all

who wish well to agriculture (Applause). The Hon.
Baronet again returned thanks, and sat down amidst
loud applause.

W'm. Constable i\L\xwixi., Esq., then rose and
said, my Lord Spencer and gentlemen, I rsgret ex-

tremely that a more able person than myself should
not have been selected to propose the toast with
which I am entrusted : it is the health of the suc-

cessful candidates for cattle. (Cheen.J I am sure we
are all indebted to those gentlemen for the manner in

which they have improved the breed of cattle in this

country ; and, I can say of the meeting to-day, that

tliere is not a part of England, where more beauti-

ful stock could have been shown. (Applause.

)

Gentlemen, I wish I could do justice to the toast, or

to the individuals to whom it refers, or to the num-
ber and breed of the cattle they have exhibited ; but

I am sure, though we may envy those gentlemen
their beautiful stock, yet still we shall not grudge
them those thanks to which they are most justly en-
titled for the beautiful cattle they have brought this

day to our exhibition, (Applause.) May they and
their families long enjoy that which we all hope to

enjoy through liie—the roasc beef of old England.
(The tf&st was ihanii amidst loud applause.)

J. Booth, Esq., said, my Lord Spencer and gentle-

men, 1 rise in the name^of the successful candidates

to return you our best thanks for the comj-liment you
have just paid us in drinking our health. (Applause.)

And I can assure you, that we have been highly

gratified with what w^e have seen to-day, and 1 hope
that no exertion will be wanting on the part of mv
brother farmers, of the North Riding, topromotethe
interests of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society.

(Cheers.)

John ^Velbank Childeks, Esq., M. P., said :

My Lord Spencer and gentlemen, I regret that the

toast which has been allotted to me has not been

allotted to some one more conversant with the breed

of sheep than I am, being myself a very young
farmer. As yet I cannot boast of any sheep I have pro-

duced, nor have I any confidence in niy own powers
in that branch of agriculture. And this toast, I be-

lieve, has been allotted to me by the committee from

an idea that a short paper which I recently inserted

in a publication of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England having excited some attention among the

breeders of sheep, they might like to have from me
viva voce some few particulars about it (Cheers). The
point which my very few observations will embrace
is the extraordinary increase in the growth and con-

dition of sheep by being fed under cover, in an open
yard, with a shed in it. This idea had no doubt

occurred to many others besides myself, but I am
not aware that any one has so fully examined into

the effects attending that enquiry as I happened to

do in the course of last winter and the winter be-
fore. Gentlemen, the principle is one that v.'e have
acknowledged in every practical way, by everything
that eats, namely, that if it has plenty to eat, is

warm, and has nothing to do, it is very likely to

increase (Applause). 1 certainly was not aware,
until bv repeated experiments I tested the truth of
it, namelv, that the same animals when placed in the

shade and kept warm, not onlv increased rapidly,

very much more rapidiv in their condition and
weight than when out in the open air, but also that

thev consumed a much smaller quantity of food.

This I have tested, both last year and this. I have
not the papers bv me to refer to, but as far as mv re-

collection goes, it is this, that the quantitv of food
consumed was less by at least one-third, awd that the

increase of weight was fully one third, taking it in

round numbers. At the beginning of the season I

built a shed which will contain about eighty hogs (a
shed which will serve for cattle as well), and I

merely put down a few rough planks for the cattle,

as 1 have found that it is a great advantage to have
boards to lie upon, and if they had straw, and it was
to get wet, the)' would be liable to get the rot in

their feet. 1 brought those animals up last Christ-
mas, and I found that before two days had elapsed
they did not eat so much as when they were out of
the fold, by the proportion of five to three. \Vhen
in the lields thev eat fifty basketsful of turnips, but
when brought up they eat only thirty a-day, there-

lore their improvement was in the inverse rate of
thei-rcost. Yet such great ]jrogress did they make
that you would have thought they had been eating

fifty baskets a dav when shut up, and enlv thirty

when in the field. I gave them with their turnips a
little oilcake, and certainly the size they grew to

was so very great, that at thirteen months old I sold
them without their wool lor 73s. a-piece

—

(cheers)—
aud I really believe that if the turnips be pulled and
brought into the shed they will go twice as far as

when consumed in the field. (Cheers.) Gentlemen,
after these few observations let me telll you that the

toast which I have to propose for your acceptance is

" the successful candidates for sheep." (Hear.)
This is pre-eminently a cattle district ; and there-

fore, perhaps, the show of sheep is not so great as

w e have seen it. When we get into the country of
the wolds we shall see more. At the same time, as

far as my judgment goes, the sheep shown were very
good. Those belonging to Mr. Allen, of Malton,
were very fine, aud Mr. Garforth's tup has the merit

of having won three prizes this year, first at the

Hackuess show last month, secondly, on Monday, at

Thirsk, and again to-day. (Cheers.) Allow me,
before I sit down, to say a few words with regard to

the other parts of the show. I consider that the

show of cattle was the finest as to the short-horns

that ever was seen in England. (Loud cheeis.) I

have seen several shows ; I have been at both the
Canibridge and the Oxford exhibitions, and also at

that which I believe was superior to either of them
—the show ut Otley in the spring. {Loud cheers.)

With that obiervation I may say that I think this

show is the finest that ever was seen. We are going
on progressively, and our shows are likely to go on
and be better every year. And let me congratulate

you that not only have we been honoured with the

presence of the ladies on this occasion

—

{loud ap-

plause)— but also for the first time many of them have
honoured us with their attendance in the show fields.

This is an advantage which we derive from coming
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into a beautiful agricultural district, with ])leasant

green fields. It sbows shat her Majesty's bairnck-

yards are not so fit as the pleasant green fields.

Many of the ladies, I am sure, appreciate the show
of animals as much as tlie other sex. (Loud
Utufrliter.J

" i'he successful candidates for sheep."— (Three
times three.)

William Garforth, Esq., said—My lord and
gentlemen, I am proud of the pleasure of being pre-

sent on this occasion, surrounded as I am by so manv
friends, breeders of short-horns, of sheep, and of

liorses, and other animals. I feel mucli flattered by
the award of the jirize to me for my shearling sbeep,
especially when I consider that I was a competitor
with so many experienced farmers and sheep breed-

ers.
^
It was far from my expectation to gain a prize

even on the first occasion, but when I hoard, on my
arrival here this morning, that I obtained a prize at

Thirsk, and. now know that a third prize has been
awarded me, I am almost surprised at my own suc-

cess. ( Cheers.) In my own name, and in the name
of my brother competitors, I beg to return you our
thanks for the compliment paid to us, and for my
own y>art, to assure you that so far as 7ny humble
support to agriculturo can be given, it shall always
be readily aflbrded. (Applause.)

H. S. TiiOJirsoN, Esq., said—I lise with pleasure
to propose the health of the successful competitors
for pigs. (Applause.) One of the peculiar features

of this society is the extreme harmony which per-

vades all our members. AVhen we assemble at our
great meetings we agree to forget our political dif-

ferences and to lay aside our religious opinions, re-

membering that we are membersof the same family,

having one common object in pursuit ; this object is

dignified by being for the ]>romotion of all raiilfs and
classes of lite, ( Applatise.) It is with much pride

that I propose the tonst which has been allotted to

me ; because I believe there is a great unanimity of
opinion among us, that from the prince to the i)easant

the grunt of the pig furnishes a rich and savoury re-

collection. (Applause.) It would indeed mark the

highest ingratitude ill you, if you did not receive the

toast with L;reat cordiality ; because 1 believe that

there is hardlv a person who has not made a meal on
some part of the pig. (Applause.) It has been uni-
versally reported, and I believe it is true, that the

farmer wt>s attached to the pig from ancient recol-

lections: tliereibre the jjig ought to be held in

rospect and esteem. (Applause.) Noah, the patri-

arch, showed bis respect and esteem for the pig by
calling one of his sons Ham : and to come nearer
to our own time, the flitch of bacon has long been
bald out as a sufficient reward for connubial happi-
ness, (yipplnuse.) From the observations which I

liave made, I fear that instead of proposing the health

of the succes.'jful candidates, you will think that 1 am
about to propose the health of the pigs themselves.
(Aiiplauie.) We are greatly obliged to the judges of
jiigs, and also to the candidates who have by the
great merit of their stock given the judges consider-
able difficulty this day. These people are entitled to

our praise ; for tliiy have not only contributed to our
})loasuio tills day, butalso benefitted us by improving
the (piality of the hams and raaliers of bacon which
adorn our tables. (Applause.) I will not trespass

on your time longer, lest you should consider that 1

am !\ bare, (hanghtcr.) I give you—"The suc-
cessful competitors in pigs."— ("riiree times tlirt-e.)

'I'he Rev. .1. IIicoinson said— Being a successful

candidate in the swinish tribe, 1 return vou my niost

sincere tliaiiks. 1 have shown in that class very
largely, and have been equally successful thi.s year

and last. I have also exhibited in horses and cattle,

in all of which I have been successful ; and, if spared

till our next exhibition, 1 will show in all these, and
also in sheep. (Applause.). I will do the best I can

;

and after the great kindness I have received, I shall

consider no distance too great to send ray stock.

(Applause.) This is the second year that I have at-

tended these exhibitions, as an exhibitor ; his lord-

ship, our noble chairman, knows from whose stud I

jiui-chased mv stock

—

Mr. Wiley was the gentleman
from whom I procured it ; and I am entirely in-

debted to him for the stock I possess ; and as long

as I have a shilling to give him, 1 will go to him
again. (Applause).

RoiiF.RT Dfnison, Esq., next rose and proposed
llie " Successful candidates for horses.'' He said,

his friend Mr. Thompson had, in speaking of [ligs,

expended almost every term of eulogy and praise.

Horses, however, in his opinion, ought to come be-

fore pigs, although, he was willing to allow that that

animal possessed qualifications calculated to recom-
mend it to the favour of society at large. (Laughter.)

He found that Mr. Thom[)3on had just left him one
single (|ualification which he certainly might claim

for the horses over the pigs (lauglUei'), and that was
action. He believeil that the latter were not much
i'arned for the beauty or elegance of their action.

(Laughter.) Being a resident in the East Riding,

he had always considered that division of the county

as celebrated for its horses, but he confessed it was
with some degree of fear and anxiety, for the credit

of the East Riding, that he had witnessed the

s[)lendid show of cattle and horses which had been
exhibited that day ; and he believed, he must ac-

knowledge, that in this respect the cattle shown at

the East Riding exhibition were inferior to those

shown that day. But although they were not sa

much a heast district

—

(laughter)—he thought that

they (the East Kidiiig) could make up for their de-

ficiency in cattle, by their show of sheep. (Loud
cheers.) He would not sit down without saying, and
he was sure it was the feeling of all present, that

whoever might be the committee appointed to ma-
nage the business of the exhibition at Hull next

year, it was impossible that they could succeed bet-

ter than the committee had done at Northallerton.

(Cheers.) For his own ])art, he should be contented

if they did anything near as well, and he would only

say, in conclusion, that when they met at Hull, he

trubieJ they should meet as large a concourse as they

did here. He then gave " The successful candi-

dates for horses."

The toast was briefly acknowledged by one of the

gentlemen present.

WiM. RuTSON, Esq., next rose and said, my Lord
Spencer and gentlemen, the toast which has been
committed to mv care is one of the latest of the

series; and, gentlemen, you are doubtless aware

that tiio premiums connected with the class of ani-

mals to which this toast refers has not been given

by the society, but by the generosity of one of its

firmest friends. (Cheers.) Gentlemen, the larger

animals which have obtained prizes have been duly

celebrated ; I will now endeavour to obtain your

good-will while I advocate for a few minutes the

claims of the animals mentioned in my toast. They
))0ssess especial claims upon your sympathy, a great

deal has been said about ham, and I can assure you

they jnake excellent companions to that dish, (a

laugh.) I do not think that bam ever appears to

greater advantage than when in the company of tur-

key, (Laughter.) 1 think those gentlemen who
originated this jirize, must have had something fur-

ther in view that what is at first sight appcirent—they
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must have thought as I do, that farming is not a

trade in which men grow rich at once, (Applause.)

(jpntlemun, I consider that every part of the farm
should be turned to good account. I think you will

concur with me that no part of the produce of a farm
ought to be wasted ; and, therefore, 1 would respect-

fully urge upon all the advantage of keeping poultry.

In the consideration of this question it appears to

me that you will have soaje difhculty in separating

those animals from the person who has the care of
them. The sheep are confided to the shepherd ; the

ox to tlie herdsman ; and that more noble animal, the

horse, to the groom ; but, gentlemen, you will see

for the most part, the animals 1 allude to, are con-
fided to women. (Applause.) And you will all, I

am sure, agree with me that whenever you trust a

woman, she is invariably faithful to you. (Loud
cheering.) Therefore, gentlemen, you v/iU not, I

am sure, while diinkiug this toast, separate this idea
from your mind, but will consider that you are drink-

ing the health of a daughter, a sister, or a mother of

each of the coiiipanv. (Applause.) He then gave
" the successful candidates for poultry."

The Rev. John Monson acknowledged the toast.

He said : My lord and gentlemen, in the name of

the successful candidates for poultiy, 1 beg to otFer

you their best thanks ; and to express how much
they feel flattered by the attention you have shown
to them this day (Appluuae). And havin^^- said this

much upon tiiis subject, it now becomes my duty to

propose the next toast, " Prosperity to the Agri-
cultural Labourers." I consider this body as one of

the most useful and efficient of society (applause) ;

and perhaps I shall not be thought presumptuous
when I take the liberty of stating that 1 have stronger

claims to speak in their favour than most other gen-
tlemen. 1 have visited them while laid under pri-

vations and afflictions of the worst description ; I

have observed their patieui endurance oF those jaiva-

tions ; I have seen their great exertions to provide

for their wives and families (upplauae) ; and, ray

lord, I have also visited their humble joys during
the hour of recreation ; and 1 have generally had
the satisfaction of seeing thi^m behave with modesty
and respect towards their superiors ('.l/i/)/(///.veJ. I

contend that this feeling of kindliness ought to sub-

sist between the landlord, tenant, and labourer ; for

they are all equally interested in each other's wel-
fare, and ought to be united in one bond of sympathy
and regard (Applause). iMy lord, may it please

Almighty God to grant that this societv may long-

continue it operations (applauie); and I feel assured
that you will all join with me in drinking, Irom tiie

very bottom of your hearts, " Success to the honest
Agricultural Labourer" (Loud Cheers).

Joshua Cromptox, Esq., rose to propose the next
toast, but his position being at one side of the room,
he could not be heard by those in the opposite one

;

there were therefore loud cries of " get upon the

president's table," which r^lr. Crorapton at length

very agreeably complied with. He spoke nearly as

follovrs :—In my humble situation as one of the

committee, I have the honour of proposing a toast to

your notice this day ; it is the health of the illus-

trious vice-presidents of this society (clieers). Those
high and distinguished noblemen who compose the

the vice-presidents of this society are the Duke of-

Leeds (tlie noble duke who was seated in front of
the elevated table, was saluted wiih th^-i most vehe-
ment cheering)' f'.arl Fitzvvilliam, the Earl de Grey,
the Earl of Zetland, and Lord Feversham. ( I'^ach

of the names of the above noblemen was received
with loud cheers.) Now, gentlemen, if I was
merely addressing persons who compose the popula-

tion of the North Riding of the county of York, some
of their names would not be so intimately known to

you, but as I know that I am now addressing persons
who have come from all parts of the kingdom, but
more especially from the three Eidings which com-
pose this magnificent county, I think it is unneces-
sary that 1 should say much as respects their many
virtues. Gentlemen, the live names which I have
mentioned to you have long been endeared to most
of vou whom I have now the honour of addressing,

by the many virtues of their owners ; they are not

only kn®wn and appreciated by this county, but
throughout the whole kingdom ( Cheers). Were I

meraly to call your attention to one of the five

noblemen whose names I have presented to your
notice, I am confident that you would drink his

health with the greatest degree of enthusiasm ; but
now that I have called upon you to drink the health

of tlie vfhole five, surely, gentlemen, 1 may expect
that you will drinlc the toast with the greatest accla-

mation, which you think is due to those illustrious

individuals (Loud cheers). I do not ask you to give

them three times three—that you would give t« any
of them ; but I ask you to give them that which is

due, and which by their conduct they have deserved,

and if they will allow me to give the time, we will

make a shout that wdl be heard from one end of
Northallerton to the other (Loud lauphter and
applause). 1 now give you " The Vice-Presidents,

the ]3uke of Leeds, Earl Fitzvvilliain, Earl de
Grey, the Earl of Zetland, and Lord Feveraham "

(Cheers).

The Duke of Leeds rose and spoke nearly as fol-

lows :—My Lord Spencer and gentlemen, as one of

those individuals who have been honoured with the
office of vice-president of this society, and whose health

has just been drunk, I beg, iu'their names and in my
own, to return you our best thanks for the honour you
have done us (Applause). This I consider ta have
been a great day for Yorkshire, more than 1,400 gen-
tlemen, I believe all engaged in the same pursuits and
all having the same object in view-— the advancement
of agriculture—meeting together (Applause). After a
day spent in examining and deciding to whom the pre-
miums should be avvavded^a taik of no little difficulty,

a.-> I consider it to have been the finest stock ever seea
—you are now met to celebiate your annual meeting
by an interchange of ihc most friendly and social feel -

iags (Ajjplause). 1 congratulate the meeting and the

county at large, upon the support which the farming
interest has received (Cheers). Lang may you conti-

nue to see the fine specimens of true stock that have
been this day produced ( Cheers), The owners, gentle-

men, may justly feel honoured by the praises that have
been bestowed upon them, more especially by the en-
coiniuu^s which have been passed on them by thejudges
(Loud applause). My lord and gentleaien, this is an
age of improvement ; every day we see, furnishes some
improvement in civilized lite— and why should agricul-

ture remain stationary ? (Applause). There can be no
true ground for this. Ami when we see, throughout
the length and breadth of the land, associations form-
ing, and assemblies taking place like the present, for

the purpose of encouraging all kinds of improvement,
and for investigating any new discovery or invention,

as regards the cultivation of the land or the improve-
ment of stock, the greatest possible good may be ex-
pected to result (Applause). Gentlemen, in the name
of those associated with me in this toast I beg sincerely

to thank you, and T only regret that the duty has not
fallen upon one more able, and one who has had more
experience in stock than myself (Applause). The no-
ble duke concluded by wiihing that the noble chairman
and tho^e who acted with him in the cause of agricul-

tuie might long be spared to them to continue their

efforts, and might every success always attend them,
(He was loudly cheered on resuming his seat.)

M. WvviL, Esq., said— I make no apology for offer-
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ing the toast which 1 am about to give, because I feel

coLfident that we should do a great injustice to the in-

dividuals who have taken a prominent part in the ar-

rangement of this meeting, if we omitted to drink their

healths. To the stewards we are much indebted for

the arrangements in the field, and also for the facilities

they afforded to the judges. I would also include the

judges in ray toast, because I am certaiu we are greatly

indebted to them. No doubt the successful competitors

are satisfied with the decisions, and I hope that those

who have been disappointed will not allow any impro-
per feeling to enter their minds, but will determine
another year to be, if possible, more successful. I will

give you the stewards and the judges, and I hope you
will join in a general cheer to thtir health and success.—" The Stewards and Judges of the Show."— TArce
times three.

Mr. TORR, one of the judges, returned thnnks. He
said :—I rise to respond to the toast which has been
drunk, with feelings of pleasure, and beg to express the

warmest gratitude of myself and my colleagues, for the

compliment which we have received. (Applauae.) Gen-
tlemen, I regret that the task has not devolved on
abler hands ; I have yet to learn why one of the judo-es

should be called upon to return thank* for a compli-

ment which is more due to the stewards than to the

judges. The stewards rendered us very great assist-

ance by their excellent arrangements for bringing the

stock before us. (Applause.) 1 have recently been at

an exhibition at Beverley, where I alluded to the

breeding of stock in the North Riding ; for which it is

as distinguished as the AVest Riding is for manufac-
tures. The breed of cattle in Durham and the North
of Yorkshire have not only supplied the whole of Eng-
laud, but the civilized countries of Europe and the

the British colonies with an improved description of

cattle, and I anticipate that our colonies will one day
become famous for their stock, for the breed of which
they are indebted to this and the adjoining district.

(Applause. ) I congratulate you on the splendour of

your meeting this day — a meeting of the first import-

ance, as I consider this is the first county associution

in England, second only to the English Institution.

(Applause.) Having said so much, I would venture to

allude to a subject most material to agriculture— the
connexion of science with every part of farming.

Much has been well said by the Hon. William Dun-
combe on this subject, and I would add my opinion as

a tenant farmer, 1 have derived great advantage and
benefit from the small degree of tcientitic knowledge
which I happen to po«sess. I have paid some attention

to elementary philosophy, which has taught me, when
disappointed at the result of experiments, to be grati-

fied at the attempt. The gratification will always exist

when we are able to look at the cause as well as eff^ect.

I am not one to deprecate practice, but practice is

better carried out by coupling of science with it.

(Applause.) Gentlemen, 1 beg to reture you again our
sincere thanks, and drink all your good healths. Next
year, we hear that the meeting is to be held at Hull,

when I shall attend, not as a judge, but to offer some
stock for the opinion of other jud;;-cs, (Applause,)

The Chairman then said:—Gentlemen, I feel that

we owe so much to the exertions of the local committee
of this place, for the arrangements they have made for

our show this day, that I could not resist reserving to

myself the right of proposing this toast. Gentlemen,
I am sure the general committee have done their best

to promote the suncess of this society ; but it would
be impossible for them to go into details, and attend

to the necessary minutia:, unless they had the assist-

ance of gentlemen lining on the spot, acquainted with
every person who ought to be employed, knowing the

locality and everythinfr connected with the town. On
the present occasion we had the good fortune to find

gentlemen resident here who have devoted tiic whole
of their energy, and taken the greatest pains in making
the arrangements. (Applause.) In inakiuK' these

arrangements in a town like Northallerton, there are

greater dangers to encounter than where are larger

spaces already provided for exhibitions. In this case

the committee had to choose ground on which to have
their exhibitions, and they have selected it with very
great judgment and skill. They have had to make
arrangements that the ground should be protected,

because the fence we had for the ground to-day is an
inferior one compared with the fences we had on former
occasions ; but, partly owing to the arrangements
they have made, and partly—I would rather say, prin-

cipally owing^ to the conduct of the agricultural inha-

bitants ot this neighbourhood, no confusion arose—no
attempt was made to intrude on the show-yard, and
everything went on as if they had had a wall twenty
feet high surrounding the show-yard. (Applause.)
Those duties imposed peculiar difficulties on the local

committee, but they have overcome them all.

(Applause.) When I arrived wn Monday last, I found
everything in the most perfect order ; there was no
preparation to make, and no exertion was required on
my part ; I have merely to say, that everything was
done which I could wish, and which I was sure the

public could wish, (Applause.) Supposing the local

committee had been negligent in their duty, it would
have been impossible that the general committer, in

the short time during which they were in the town, to

have made arrangements which would have secured
the success of the exhibition. In every respect and for

every reason, I conceive we owe a debt of gratitude to
the exertions of the local committee, I therefore pro-

pose the " Health of the Local Committee,"with three
times three. (Cheers.)

Sir S. CuoMPTON said, my loid and gentlemen, al-

though I have been called upon to return thanks for

the local committee, I cannot take to myself the merit
which belongs to the other gentlemen ; it is true there
Ii;i5 been a very active, intelligent, and laborious com-
mittee of this place, 1 was nominally a member of that

committee, but huvina: other duties to perform it was
impossible for me to give that attendance which 1 ought
to have done, if 1 had not been prevented by causes
which were totally unavoidable. It is, however, my
lot to return thanks for the local committee. I certainly

thiiik, from the character of that committee, that no sub-
ject would he left unfinished and incomplete. With
regard to the clminnan of the committee (JNIr. .lohn

Monson) he has filled the office much better than I

could have done. He took all the laborious duties

which belonged to the chairman and he was very ably
seconded. (Applause.) It is equally unnecessary to

expatiate on the merits of Mr. John Monson— it was
well known he was ever ready to come forv^ard in pro-
moting any work of a benevolent character; he has
devoted himself to the improvement of the condition of
the labourer by the allotment system, and when named
he camo toiward most readily as chairman of the com-
mittee. (Applaus",.) There is a wide field opened for

improvement in this neighbourhood, and I believe the

tenantry arc most anxious to take advantage of every
improvement that is made in agriculture. I beg again
to thank you on behalf of the committee for the honour
you have done us.

'i'he Chairman' said— I could have wished it had not
fallen to me to u:ive the toast which I am now about to

propose, because although I am not properly named a
member of the general committee I am otbcially con-
nected with it, und have ntteiided all its meetings. I

have always! acted with it and therefore am in part re-

sponsible tor its ])ioceedings. I had hoped that some
other (gentleman not connected with the committee
would have proposed the toast, but no one having done
so, thoufih it is in \y.\vi jjroposing my own health, 1 am
persuaded you would not have been satisfied to have
l)een allowed to separate without drinking the health of

the general committee who have hitherto conducted the

business of the society (Cheers). Gentlemen, in pro-

poking this toast I have very little to add to what I said

when 1 lust addressed you, because the topics on which
1 shoulil have to dilate would be topics very similar to

those I made in proposing the health of the local com-
mittee. The ircneral committee have, however, more
extensive duties, and are in fact the governing body of

your society. They have performed their duties well.
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and the success which has attended their efforts is a suf-

ficient proof. Gentlemen, this being the case I am
quite certain you will agree with me tliat we should
not do our duty by them if we did not drink their health,

I tiierefore begr to propose to you
" The General Committee."—3 times 3.

The Hon. Sir Edward JMakmaduke Vavasour,
Bart., responded to the toast. He assured the meeting'

that the general committee were amply repaid for any
trouble or labour they had experiesced by the success
which hud attended the establishment ol the society.

It had no doubt been their anxious object to promote
the objects of the society, but they would not have been
able to effect it had thay not been cordially supported
by the honest tenantry (Cheers). It was amongst
them that the society most particularly wished its

branches to extend. Before the next meetmc^ the coun-
try would be more connected by railways, and thus the
means of transit would be easier, and the attendance at

each future meeting' consequently larger. Before the
establishment of ti.ie Yorkshire Agricultural Society
their had been district exhibitions of stock at Thirsk, at

Beverley, and nt Otiey, but good as those shows had
been it was thougiit desirable that Yorkshire should
take the lead in this as in other matters, and he hoped
it would take the levd in every branch of improvement.
It was the largest county in England, and ought to be
foremost in improvement, and he hoj>ed the formation
of this society would give a stimulus to the agriculture
of England (T.ouda-pplauxe).

'

The Noble President rose and said— Gentlemen, I

have stated to you that I regretted very much that it

should have fallen to my lot to propose the last toast ;

on the present occasion, however, I feel, ia proposing
the toast which I am about to do, no regret whatever.
(Applause.) On the contrary, I feel the greatest pos-
sible pleasure in proposing the toast, which is the health
of the President elect, Lord Wharncliffe. {Loud ap-
plause.) I feel the hi^rhest respect for his lordship, and
I believe that he is likely to benefit this society in a high
degree, and that he will discharge the duties of Presi-
dent in a manner most satisfactory to this society, {Ap-
plause.) Gentlemen, Lord Wharncliffe is a man of very
large possessions within your county— he is a man en-
gaged very much in the arrangement of its business

—

confidently engaged, I believe, in tlie concerns of the
county— and in all those transactions I believe lie has
always shown his qualifications for business to be very
great ;— this being the case, and his lordship having
stated his readiness to undertake the office of your pre-
sident, I feel that he will perform thedutiesof thatsitua-
tion as efficiently as any other duties which have com-
under his management. {Loud applause.) I feel confi-

dent that you will have everything in th(? way of busi-
ness conducted agreeably. (Cheers.) Gentlemen, it

is dejirabie that the President of the Yorkshire Agricul-
tural Society should be a York'ihireman of large poses-
sions— it is necessary that it should be so—and tiierefore,

gentlemen, I am sure that when you entrust this office

to Lord Wharncliffe, you will have done that which is

most likeiy to increase your prosperity—which is most
likely to insure that increase in your members, and your
influence, which you have heretofore experienced, and
which it is my firm belief you will continue to do.
{Cheers.) Gentlemen, I beg to propose the '• Health of
Lord Wharncliffe," the president elect. Hhe toast was
drank with three tmaes three and loud app'ause.)
The Noble President shortly afterwards again rose

and said—I have now got through the list of tonsts

which were given to me this day by tiie committee, but
I think, that as we are now sitting together, I shall not
be wrong in proposing one toast more—it is, " Success
to the society's meeting next year, at Hull." (Cheers.)
Our success depends of course upon our own exertions,

and hitherto we have been successful, and I have no
doubt but the meeting at Hull, next year, will be equal
to any we have yet had. (Applause.) A gentleman
has stated that we sh- 11 have the benefit in the convey-
ance of stock of a railway communication, and there is

also a water communication which will make Hull one
of the most advantageous places for the meeting that is

to be found in the county ; and that, consequently, the

show may be expected to be one of the largest. {Ap~
pluuse.) In addition to this. Sir E. Vavasour says, tiiat

Yorksliire ought to take the lead in agriculture ; but I

thought when the honourable baronet made this state-

ment, that I heard somebody dissent from it. I do
not know whether that person is a Lincolnshire man,
but if he entertains any doubt, why let him try what he
can do next year. (Laughter.) I am gkid to see tiiat

interruption— I am glad to witness a spirit of emulation
going forth, and I hope we shall all see the effects it

will produce—we shall see, 1 trust, what effect this

spirit produces on a town posssessing the advantages of

rnilway and water communication. The noble lord

again proposed the toast, which was drank with loud
applause.

The noble chairman then retired, and the company
soon afterwards separated.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.
—At the usual meeting of the socitty, held on Tuesday,
Benjamin Bond Cabbell, Esq., in the chair, after

the election of several new fellows, there was read, by
Mr. George 'J'hurteii, a highly- interesting and important
paper upon the growth and pruning of forest trees,

wliich was clearly illuslratetl by numerous specimens
brought from Ilolkham, the seat of the Earl of Leices-
ter, showii^g the advantage of a natural over artificial

pruning. Having given a general account of the growth
of trees, both as solitary individuals and as the collective

members of forests and plantations, he deprecated the
use of close pruning, instancing from the specimens he
exhibited, that where the excision is made decay in-

evitably takes place, and that while nature conceals the
wound by forming fresh wood over it, the unsound por-
tion about to become the nucleus of future dissolution,

is inclosed within the body of the tree, and thus, that

which has the outward appearance of firm and healthy
timber, may be in such a state of rottenness in the in-

terior as to be incapable of supporting any ordinary
weight. This was proved in a communication which he
had received from the late Lord Suffield, who mentioned
that in some buildings lie had erected, the rafters had
fallen in ; here the inside of the wood was rotten, the
marks of the saw being distinctly visible within the
sound outside, plainly proving that close pruning had
been used. By natural pruning j\Ir. Thurtell explained,
that when the lower branches of a tree had performed
the d'^ties assigned to them they gradually die off, the
tree thus, it may be said pruning itself; and, contrary to

the efl^eets of close pruning, in this case, no decayed
wood was embedded in the new formation of the timber,
but all was healthy and sound. In conclusion, he
begged to call the attention of the proprietors of woods
and fore*ts to a subject which was so important, not
only as regards the landed interest, but our national
wealth.

THE SLEEP OF PLANTS.—The sleep of the ve-
getable diflTers in one respect from that of the animal,
that it is not caused by exhausted powers ; but when
light, which acts as a stimulus, is withdrawn, then the
stalks of compound leaves hung back and fold their

leaflets together, or the leaves droop over the flower*, or
cover the fruits so as to shelter them from the cold dew.=.

This was termed by Linnaeus the sleep of plants, and
said by him to be analog'ous to the action of spreading
the wing, by which some birdsshelter their young during
night. It is generally thought that Linnajus's term is

somewhat hyperbolical; but tliat the cessation of the
stimulus of light and the constrained position of the
flower and foliage may be advantageous to the vegetable
constitution in a way similar to that in which it is bene-
ficial to the animal system. Sir James Smith remarks,
that as the infant requires a fuller measure of sleep than
is needed by the man, so the young plant is more tho-
roughly closed during night than the older one.

—

From
Flowers and their Associations,
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THE MODE OF CULTIVATION
ADOPTED ON STINCHCOMBE
FARM, BY MR. DIMMERY.

Bv John Morton, Esg.

(From the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.)

This farm consists of 20O acres of arable land,

and although Mr. Dimmery, the tenant, rents

another farm adjoining it, which consists of

about 200 acres of meadou' and pasture land, it is

my intention to give an account of his mode of

cultivating Stinchcombe fai-m only ; the other land

being used for fattening his stock of oxen, and
producing hay and pasture for his sheep and
working catcle. The arable land is situated on
the south side of Stinchcombe Hill, which projects

from the main body of the oolitic formation into

the vale or lov/ district of the county of Glou-

cester, and is much celebrated as affording a most
beautiful and extensive view of the vales of

Berkeley and Gloucester, the Severn, and the

Bristol Channel. Around the south side of this

hill the lower oolite assumes the form of a low
terrace in front of the bill, and at least 300 feet

below the top of it.

Stinchcombe farm is situated on this low ter-

race, and is about 150 feet above the level of the

Severn. The soil of the upper part of this farm
next the hill is composed of the debris of the

oolitic rock, and is dry gravel, of little value, but

all below this on the low terrace is of a good
friable texture, partaking of the nature of the sub-

soil or lower oolite on which it rests, and is well

calculated for the production of barley and oats
;

it is neither too strong and adhesive for turnips

and potatoes, nor too light and soft for the pro-

duction of wheat under proper culture. This farm

is about IG miles from Gloucester, 25 from Bristol

and Cheltenham, 4 from Berkeley, 3 from Wotton-
under-edge, and 2 from Dursley.

ROTATION.

The production of the largest crops of the best

edible kinds of potatoes, and at the least possible

expense, being the principal object on this farm,

Mr. Dimmery has found the course of cropping

which he has adopted after an experience of

upwards of 40 years to answer the best. The
first year he takes turnips, the second year pota-

toes, and the third and last year of the course

he takes wheat. About one-third part of the

wheat stubble is sown to winter vetches, which
arc eaten off the ground by sheep, and as the

ground is cleared it is prepared for a late crop of

turnips, so that the whole of the land which was
wheat is sown to turnips the following year. The
turnips are all consnmed by sheep folded on the

ground in the usual way. After the turnips pota-

toes are planted on the whole the next year. To
this rotation most farmers would object, as a crop
of barley might be taken between the turnips and
l)Otatoes, and also from an absence of a crop of

clover in the course ; but it will be seen in the

detail that in this course for 12 years there are 4

crops of wheat and 1 croi)S of potatoes, both of

which arc the most valuable articles a farmer can

produce from the soil, and only four preparing or

fallow croi)s. The land is always kept in the best

state of culture, and its productive power is never

diminished by any of the crops which are taken,

nor does it rcciuirc in any one year any additional

labour to clean it from weeds. The e.xpense, too,

of this course of cropping for 12 years is perhaps
not more than that of the best system adopted by
our most scientific practical agriculturists, in

whose course alternate crops ofcorn and green crops
prevail ; by this course, also, a greater qua:itity of

vegetable and animal food for the use of mankind
is produced than can be grown in this climate

upon soil of the same quality under different

management.
VETCHES.

Soon after the wheat is harvested the stubble is

cut and carted off the ground before the potato

harvest is begun. About 20 acres, or one third

part of the wheat stubble, is prepared for winter
vetches. One ploughing only is necessary, and
about 3 bushels of vetches to the acre are sown
broad-cast, and the ground is well harrowed to

cover the seed. The cost of the seed and the ex-

pense of once ploughing and of two or three sin-

gle turns of the heavy harrows are the whole
expenses attending the cultivation of this crop ;

nothing more is required beyond the keeping the

field shut up from stock during the winter and
spring months. Mr. Dimmery thinks that the

land very soon gets tired of growing vetches, and
as he therefore takes this crop on only one-third

part of the land which is intended for turnips, and
his rotation being only a three-course shift, the

portion of the land which is required for this crop
does not come round for vetches oftener than
once in nine years. The value of the crop of

vetches which these 20 acres produce as food for

sheep is very considerable, and can easily be ascer-

tained from the amount of stock which it keeps.

About 340 ewes, 340 lambs, and 170 wethers arc

generally put on this crop about the second week
in May, and are kept upon it till the first of July,

or till the crop is all consumed. This amounts to

about 7 weeks' keep for a flock of 850 sheep, or at

the rate of about 5 or 6 sheep per acre per annum,
which may be said to be free of all expense be-

yond the cost of the seed, as the land does not

undergo innre expence in preparing it for the tur-

nip crop than if it had not been sown to vetehes,

and the manure left by the sheep, with what ad-

ditional dung can be procured, always produces a
good crop of late turnips.

TURNIPS.

As soon as the wheat stubble is all carried off

the land, the sheep are brought from the pasture

land where they are fed by day and folded on the

land intended for turnips. Mr. Dimmery prefers

folding the sheep on the land before it is ploughed,

as they lie much drier on it. As soon as the

teams can be spared, either before, during, or

after the potato harvest, that ])art of the turnip

break intended to receive the stable-yard manure
is ploughed, and that part which is folded by the

sheep is ploughed as it becomes read}'. The se-

cond ploughing is performed early in spring,

generally in February and the early part of March

:

there is nothing particular in the preparation for

this crop, except that from the shortness of the ro-

tation and the two cleaning crops in it, the land

never requires to be ploughed for the purpose of

eradicating weeds, but only for pulverizing the

soil and biinging it into a good tilth. For this

purpose the roller is frequently used after the land

Ims been ])loughcd, and before the drags arc ap-

l)licd the land is always rolled to break down or

bruise the furrows that they may have a greater

effect, and get down to the bottom oftbe furrows

;

and wheu the land drags up in lumps it is again
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rolled before the second dragging. This is the

most effectual method of completely pulverizing

the soil ; the harrow is very seldom used in ef-

fecting it ; indeed it is very seldom used at all on
this farm, except in harrowing in the turnip seed.

When the land is properly prepared for the crop,

all the dung that can he collected is carted on it,

and is ploughed in wich the last furrow ; that for

Swedish turnips in .Vlay and June, and for the

other in June and July, and that which was in

vetches as soon as the land can he got ready after

they have been consumed by sheep. The whole is

generallj' finished about the middle of July. The
turnip seed is always sown broad-cast on this

farm. The whole of the crop is consumed by
sheep on the ground, which are folded in the usual

way, receiving along with the turnips a sufficient

quantity of hay supplied from the grass farm. The
sheep are generally put on the turnips in the end
of October, and are kept on them till near the end
of the following April ; all the land is cither ma-
nured by the fold, the dung carted from the yard,

or by the consumption of the crop of vetches by
the sheep. The turnips produced after the vetches

are generally the greatest crop. Mr. Dimmery
frequently sovi'.-i Swedes after them ; indeed he
prefers Swedes to any others', and it is only for

early consumption that he sows the common sorts

at all. I^e only hoes the crop once, which is

carefully performed so as to separate the plants to

a proper distance. He does not require to hoe for

the purpose of destroying the weeds. The ex-

pense of this crop may be reckoned at three

ploughings, two rollings, five draggings, and two
harrowings, besides carting all the manure raised

on the farm. The land being always clean, the

crop of turnips never fails. They are universally

a good crop ; the 66 acres are equal to keep from
16 to 20 sheep per acre, from the end of October
to the end of April, which is cit the rate of S to 10

per acre per annum.
CABBAGE PLANTS.

There are generally between two and three

acres of turnip break, or field, sown with cabbage
seed for plants for the autumn and following
spring ; the preparation for which is the same as

for turnips, with the exception of an additional

ploughing and harrowing being given. The seed

is sown in the month of August, and the plants

are pulled to supply the demand. Mr. Dimmery
raises his own cabbage seed, and therefore can
always warrant his plants to be the best of their

kind ; he only raises two sorts, the early York and
broad Battersea. The seed of these are mixed
together before sowing, and in drawing them for

sale they can easily be distinguished ; they are

sold from 8d. to Is. per hundred. From 150,000

to 200,000 have been sold in a season. All those

which remain on the ground in May are eaten off

by the sheep, and the land comes in its course for

potatoes. Although the return from this crop is

great, yet the expense of weeding and pulling the

crop, tying them up in bundles of sixty each, and
carrying them to market, is also great. Mr.
Dimmery gives an allowance to those who i-etail

them, and thus saves all the expense attending
marketing. His kinds are so well known, that

the most of them are sold on the ground to people
who come for them : they are pulled up by men
and women, who tie them up in bundles as they
are wanted.

POTATO CULTURE.
Prepaiiiif/ the Ground.—As soon as the sheep

have consumed the turnips oft' a considerable part of

the field, the land is ploughed, to cover the
manure left on the surface by the sheep, and to
prevent it from being either washed away by the
rains or evaporated by drought. This is per-
formed by the ox teams, the horses being at this

time of the year employed in hauling out the
potatoes to market, and other work on the road.
After this ploughing, the land remains to the end
of March or the beginning of April. If there has
been frost to pulverize the surface, another
ploughing is not necessary, and the heavy drags,
loaded with blocks of timber, and worked with
six oxen, go over the land twice to a place,
loosening the whole of the furrow slice. The
land is then rolled \vith a heavj^ roller, to bruise
all the lumps brought up by the drags, after which
it is again dragged in an n])posite direction. If

the land works well, it will do for planting after
being again rolled ; but if there has been* no
frost, or if the winter and spring have been wet,
and the land has got soured by wet, or baked hard
by drought, after the first ploughing, it is then
lolled by the heavy roller to crush the surface,
that the drags which immediately follow may have
a greater effect and get deeper into the ground.
I would here observe that Mr. Dimmery has a
j)erfect knowledge of the use of the roller as a
most efficient implement in pulverising the soil.

I have never seen the roller so much used on any
farm as on this. The heavy drags, loaded as be-
fore described, follow the roller ; the land is again
rolled, to crush the clods raised by the drags, and
the field is again dragged in an opposite direction ;

it is again rolled the third time, and is ploughed
again, if necessary, and rolled, dragged, and rolled
till the whole of the furrow slice is so completely
loosened and pulverised, as to be easily formed
into drills by a hoe. The harrows are never used
on this farm, for there are no weeds to shake out,
and Mr. Dimmery says bis obje<;t is not so much
to reduce the surface as to loosen the whole of
the soil to the depth at which it was ploughed, and
the greater this dejith the better it is for raising a
crop of potatoes.

Seed.—The varieties selected for cultivation arc
those which, from long experience, have been
found to produce, not only good crops, but also
potatoes of a quality and flavour suited to the
tastes of those who consume them. Four kinds
are cultivated for human food—the mossys, an
early, round, white potatoe, of good flavour,
rather yellowish within. Of this sert a small
quantity only are planted ; they are ready about
the end of July. The round black, or black skin,
very white within, mealy, and of excellent flavour,

keeps good from October till the end of May ; and
the magpie, or red apple, which keeps the longest
of any, is of excellent flavour and very mealy.
This last sort will keep good till the mossys, or
early potatoes, are ready the year following. Be-
sides these, the white flat is a very prolific, mealy
potatoe, preferred to all others by the inhabitants
of Gloucester. The greatest breadth is planted
with the black skins and red apples, and these are
planted on the best land, the white flats on the
poorest soil. In selectingthe seed, great care is taken
to pick out those of the true kind for planting ;

the seed or sets are taken from the middle sized

potatoes, and they are generally cut in two, the
piiincipal object to be obtained being the greatest

quantity of good edible potatoes not of the largest

size, otherwise the largest potatoes would be
selected for seed, and the tops of these only cut

oft* for sets. It has been found that the tops of
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large potatoes produce the greatest crops of the

largest sized potatoes. Many people think it neces-
sary to change their seedevery three or four years,

at least, and particularly their potatoes, as this

plant, iheysay, degenerates more than any other
,;

the seed potatoe on this farm has never heen
changed, except once about thirty years ago, when
the crop was blighted by some cause, which in-

duced a change at that time ; Mr. Dimmery
then got new seed from Dumfries, in Scotland,

and these he has continued to cultivate without
any symptoms of degeneration or deficiency of

crop.
Planting,— ]\Ir. Dimmery has found by long ex-

perience that early planting is attended with great

risk, not only from the frost injuring the young
shoots when they come above ground, which,
being full of sap, are destroyed by the slightest

frost (the potatoe being tlie first of all cultivated

plants that are injured in that way), and the

check which they thus receive to their growth is

most injurious to the cro]i, retlucingit in quantity

from ten to twenty per cent., but because that

when the potatoes are early ])hinted, the spring

rains solitlify the earth around the plants, and
prevent the fibres from running in the earth, or
create a much greater expense in hacking or hoe-
ing the ground, to give the degree of looseness

necessary to secure a full crop. J'^arly planting,

therefore, is always avoided on these accoimts.

This operation begins on this farm about tiie 20th
of April for the early, and the l30th of May for

the late sorts (the ground being previously well

pulverised and loosened to the depth to which it

has been ploughed). The ridges being a perch in

width, drdls are formed across them, and the
operation is performed in this way :—a man with

a heavy triangular hoe, about four pounds in

weight, something in the sha])e of a mason's
trowel, but considerably broader, with a handle
about two feet and a half long, begins on one
side of a ridge, by making a hollow groova or

drill across the whole of its width, till he comes
to the other furrow. This he does by repeated
strokes of the hoe into the earth, moving back-
wards after each stroke, drawing the hoe and the

earth with him, and then lifting the hoe to make
a fresh stroke and a fresh movement backwards.
This operation is repeated till he arrives quite

across the ridge to the furrow between the ridge

he is operating upon, and the one adjoining it ;

he then turns about, and makes a fresh drill at

the distance of twenty-two incites trom the one
last made, till he comes to the side of the ridge

where he first began, and proceeds in this way
till the whole ridge is formed into drills, at

the distance of tiventy-tu o inches apart, and about
six inches deep from the edge of the earth raised

up by the operation, not, however, more than
three inches into the ground, about six inches
wide at the top and about two inches at the

bottom. No line is used to make the drills

straight ; the workman, from long practice, per-

Ibrras the work without one, and succeeds in

mal<ing them not only straight, but at equal dis-

tances. This work, it must be observed, requires

considerable force. The weight of the hoe, and
the shortness of the handle, force the person
working with it to use it in such a position of
hody as enables him readily to employ the whole
of his strength to the best advantage. His body
is bent forward, the handle of the hoe l)etweeu

his legs, and his labour is very much like that

of a carpenter hewing a spar of wood with an

adze, oidy he makes the strokes, net so much by
lifting the hoe high above the ground as by pres-

sing it into the earth by the strength of his arms,
added to the weight of his body. As the workman
is proceeding with his work on this ridge, others

tice proceeding in the same way with the other

ridges adjoining, but, instead of forming the drills

in a straight line across all the ridges, each of

them is designedly made to begin and terminate

in the middle of the space between the drills on
the ridges on eitbf-r side of it, and this plan is

universally adhered to throughout all the field.

This may be thought a slovenly and irregular

mode of jirocceding with the work, and certainly

it does appear so ; for the field would look much
better if the i-owswere in a continued straightline

across the whole of it ; but when the reason for

adopting this mode of proceeding is explained, it

will be evident that Mr. Dimmery has the best of

all reasons for using it— viz., the obtaining by it

an increase of produce. i^very one, at all

acquainted with agriculture or gardening, must
have observed that jiotatoes, or any other plants,

jjroduce a greater crop when separated from each

other by a considerable distance than when they

are planted near each other, and that the outside

plants nf a row are more pioductive than any
other plant in the row, every other circumstance
being the same. Having observed this to be
nniversallj^ the case, Mr. Dimmery has adopted
this plan of terminating the rows of each ridge

precisely in the middle of the space between the

lows of the adjoining ridges, and l)y this i^ode of

j)roceeding- he gets an increase of tipwards of five

l)er cent, more than if the rows were in a con-

tinued straight line across the whole field. The
drills being formed, as above described, a n)an
follows with a basket of soot, and sows it in the

bottom and sides of the drills with his hand,
walking up the middle of the ridge, and throwing
first a handful of soot to the right and then a
handful to the left, at the rate of about twenty-

five bushels to the acre. 'l"he potatoe sets are

then planted by women and boys, in the bottom of
the drills, ten inches apart, and as the seed is de-

posited in the drills, a man follows with a hoe,

about eight inches wide, and covers the seed by
drawing the earth from the space between the

drills, covering the potatoes which are planted by
raising the earth higher over than it is between
them. The earth being very loose, this is very

easily accomplished. By this mode of covering
it will be perceived that the whole of the soot

does not come in contact with the seed,

but is so placed as to give nourishment to the

young roots. The whole of these operations of

forming the drills, sowing the soot, planting the

seed, and covering the potatoes, are going on at

the same time. I hare seen 8 adjoining ridges in

progress at the same time ; 8 men with triangular

hoes making drills, 1 man to each ridge ; 2 men
sowing soot, 4 ridges to each; 8 women, 3 rows
behind them, planting the seed ; 2 men or boys

carrying the potatoes to the women, and 8 men co-

vering them in ; 2 carts hauling the potatoes from
the barn, where the sets are prepared ; and 2 wo-
men filling the carts from the barn •. thus '.'>2 peo-

ple and 4 horses arc in constant and full eniploy-

ment, until the whole crop is put into the ground.

The head lands are planted across in the same way
as the other ridges, and the whole of the opera-

tion of planting is finished, and the field shut up
till the plants begin to appear above ground. The
forming of the drills, sowing the soot, planting
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and covering the seed, only cost 6s. jjer acre, ex-
clusive of cutting tiie sets, carting tiieni, and carry-
ing them to the planter, and of carting the soot.

This seems certaiidy very little, hut it must he re-
collected that the land is very loose, smooth, and
finely pulverized ; the price is the same now as it

was during the war ; there has heen no alteration
for the last forty years. To this, however, should
be added the price of 3 quarts of beer to the men,
and three pints to each woman and boy per day

;

and the wages which the men earn are '.)s., the
women 4s. 6d., and the boys 4s. per week ; 16 men
making the drills and covering the iseed, and 8
women planting the seed, can easily finish n acres
a-day with 45 sacks of seed.

Hoeing.—Hoeing (or hacking, afi it is here called)

is performed by the same peaked hoc which has
been described, and used in forming the drills. As
soon as the plants begin to show themselves above
ground, this o])eration is begun, and is performed
by men working with it in the same position as

when forming the drills, only he is now under the
necessity of lifting it up and making repeated
strokes with it into the ground, thereby moving
and loosening all the ground between the rows of
plants, and also between the plants in the rows,
taking care not to disturb or injure the plants;

this work is performed by men at the rate of 8s.

per acre, with 3 quarts of beer per day to each
man.

Earthinff up the Potatoes.—When the plants get

from 4 to 5 inches above the ground, the earth is

drawn up about them on both sides of the row.
This is performed with a hoe about 8 inches wide;
the plants by this operation are nearly covered,

and it is found that the higher the earth is drawn
up about the plants, the greater is the produce ; it

is therefore necessary to be particular in the per-

formance of this work, as much depends on its be-

ing done properly. None of the plants should be
covered, as this checks their growth, and gives

their neighbours the start of them. In performing
this part of the work, it must be observed that the

earth is drawn up around the ends of each row,
which projects in between the rows of the adjoining
ridge, and no loose earth is left either in the fur-

rows between the ridges or between the drills. In

performing the whole of this operation, the object

is to lay as much loose earth close round the stem
of the potato as possible, that the runners on which
the potatoes grow may not be obstructed in their

growth in any direction ; the expense of thus
earthing up the potato is at the rate of 6s. per acre,

with 3 quarts of beer a-day to each man. The field

is now shut up till the time of harvesting the croj).

Harvesting, or taking up the crop.— ibis work is

generally begun about the beginning or end of Oc-
tober, except the early sort, which are taken up
to supply the demand, or whenever the haulm or
leaves of the potato have withered and begun to

decay. The first part of the process is to pull up
with the hand the whole of the haulm or ;stalks of
the potatoes, and lay them in parcels on the
ground ; any potatoes that come up with the stems
in this operation are shaken out upon the ground

;

some hands begin this part of the business first, to
clear the ground for the diggers to follow. This
work is always begun at the lowest part of the field.

The potatoes are all taken up with the spade, and
this is performed by pressing in the spade with the
hands ('the foot never being used as in digging)
behind a portion of the row, and scattering the
earth and the potatoes he lifts up before him

;

this he does by turning the spade as he spreads
;

the whole several feet from bim every time he lifts

a fresh parcel of the drills, and if he sees any po-
tatoes remain in the ground they are twitched out
by a sharp turn with one of the corners of the
spade. Women and boys are employed in pick-
ing up the potatoes into baskets as they are thrown
out upon the surface, and 1 or 2 men emptying the

baskets into the cart or waggon, which takes them
otFthe field to the storing- place. There is the same
method adopted in taking up the crop as there is

in planting it ; there are 2 men to each ridge, with
spades to lift the potatoes out of the earth, and
spread tliein before them on the ground which
they have ah-eady cleared. Each man works at

his own side of the drill, 2 women or boys with a
basket ])ic!<ing n[) thc])otatoes as they are thrown,
besides a man for every four ridges, to empty the

baskets, as they aie full, into the carts. That the

sorts of potatoes may be kept free from mixture,
]\lr. Dinimery gives to those employed all that run
from their kinds, and therefore those employed on
every ridge have a bag, into which they put all

the produce of those which are riot of the true sort

and which is divided every night amongst those

employed. From 40 to 50 people are employed in

this work while it lasts ; it is generally accom^
plished in about 3 or 4 weeks, if the weather is fa-

vourable. The men receive 9s., the women 4s. 6(1.,

and the boys As. each, per week, with an allowance

of beer. The whole expense of harvesting this crop,

per acre, including the expense of the harvest-

home, when a supper and plenty of beer and cy-

der are given to all the people who have been em-
ployed in the work, has in no year exceeded 2l6'.

per acre. The average produce of this crop may
be stated at 60 sacks, of 280 Ibs^ per acre, of good
saleable, edible potatoes, of the magpie or red-ap-

ple; 70 of the round black skins and mossys ; and
of the white flats about 80 sacks ; besides the

broken and small, and those kept for seed,

which amount to about 20 sacks per acre more.*
The value of this crop, like every thing else, is re

gulated in some measure by the price of wheat,

being about the same for a sack of potatoes weigh-

ing 280 lbs., as the price of a bushel of wheat. As
to the relative value of the different kinds, Mr.
Dimmery reckons that when the magpie or red-

apple and early potatoes sell at 8«.,"the black skins,

and white flats are wortli 6s. per sack. The com-
mon mode of raising a crop of potatoes is by apply-
ing a large quantity of dung in contact with the

seed or sets. This plan has been suspected of
producing a disagreeable flavour in the potato ; as

however, we have said before, JMr. Dimmery 's ob-
ject being to produce the greatest quantity of good
flavoured, edit)le potatoes, he has adopted the mode
of applying all the dung to the turnip crop, and as

this crop is consumed by the sheep, their dung is

dropped regularly over the whole surface, and is

intimately mixed with it by the succeeding prepa-
ration. The whole of the staple, to the depth of
the furrow slice, is thus enriched, not only with
all the dung applied to the turnips, but also with
the produce or the whole turnip crop consumed by
the sheep, without any portion of the manure com-
ing in contact with the plant.

Storing the crop.—The kinds which are for ira-

* That is an average (including cliats and seed) of

90'sacks ; equal to 11| tons per acre; which is a

very large produce, particularly if it be considered

that the sorts planted are of "edible potatoes" for the

table, and consequently not of the size of those

usually grown for the feeding of cattle. F. Burke,
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mediate use arc put into a large house or barn for

the purpose, and the carts which fetch tbem from
the field are put bacK into it and emptied ; these

are thrown together in parcels, taking care not to

mix the several kinds ; each are kept apart by
straw, supported by boards or hurdles, and are

easily taken out and carried to market, being only

covered with straw. In the time of continued
frosts, a fire is lighted in the house in the after-part

of the day, which prevents the frost injuring the

potatoes. Those which are to be kept till the

spring and summer, and these are the most valua-

ble kinds, are stored in a corner of a field, near to

the road, and generally in the field which is to be
in potatoes next year; they are put into heaps of

not more than 20 sacks or 2^- tons each. This size

is not so much for the conveniency of moving one
of these heaps at atime in awaggon,butitis found
that they keep much better in heaps of this size

than when they are larger; for when there is a

great quantity put together they are apt to heat and
spoil, and many of them rot. To prevent this, in

the barn where a great quantity are put together,

it is found necessary to separate them into small

parcels with hurdles and straw, and turn them over
now and then. These heaps are formed on the
surface of the ground; the potatoes are piled up
in the form of the roof of a house, they are then
covered with straw, and about 2 feet from the po-
tatoes, all around, a trench is dug, the earth taken
from which is placed upon the straw about 8 inches

thick, and beat close with the back of the spade

;

the whole of the surface of these heaps are then
covered with the potato-haulm which was brought
from the field, to keep out the frost and rain. The
expense of covering the heaps with earth is Is. 6d.

each. I have seen 100 of these heaps in the corner
of a field, so close together that the whole of the
surface of the soil, t© the depth of the furrow, has
been moved between them, to cover them.

Preparing Potatoes for market.—In preparing the

potatoes for the market, iron sieves, having meshes
about 1 inch square, are used for separating the

small potatoes, and carrying off any earth that may
adhere to those which do not pass through the sieve.

Wooden shovels, such as are used for turning malt,

ai-e used, and also iron shovels, made ofround rods

of iron, welded in the front to a flat piece of iron,

forming the mouth, and on the back to a stronger

piece of iron, to which the handle is fastened by a

hose ; these round rods are at the distance of
about an inch from each other : the object of thus

forming a shovel is not only to make a large, light,

efficient instrument, but to allow the loose earth to

drop through it, as the potatoes aie lifted with it,

from the berry or barn into the sieve. When the

potatoes are to be prepared for the market, a suffi-

cient number of hands are employed ; the waggon
is put in a proper place, and a man, having a sieve

in his hand, a shovel full is put into it by another
person, and he gives it two or three turns, and then
empties it into a basket, which is a measure equal

to a third part of a sack. Any broken or spoiled

potatoes are picked out of the basket, during the

time they are filling it from the sieve, by a boy,

and when the basket is full, a man emj)ties it into

a waggon ; the small potatoes which go thiough
the meshes of the sieve are, from time to time,

taken by a woman or boy, and separated from any
stones or earth, and put into a place by themselves,

cither for seed or to be sold for the pigs.

A man with a shovel, and 2 men with sieves, a

boy, and a woman, are emidoyed in thus prepar-

ing the potatoes from one pit at atime. The po-

tatoes aie thus prepared for the market: the
berries are never opened except for the purpose
of taking them to market, unless in the spring,

when they begin to sprout, when they are turned
over in the way as already described. When
they are prepared for the market, several turns
more of the sieve is given to them, for the purpose
of bruising the sprouts. The expence of this me-
thod of turning the potatoes is very trifling; 12
persons, men and women, can easily do .'5 berries,

or <J0 sacks, in a day, or 4s. Gd. each pit of 20
sacks.

WHEAT.
As soon as the potatoes are all taken up, the

field is dragged over once in the direction of the

ridges ; the edges of the drills, which may have
been neglected by the spade in taking up the po-

tatoes, are by this opei'ation levelled, and any po-
tato-haulm that remains is gathered up andcarried
off the ground ; the wheat is then sown on the

surface after the dr-igs, and ploughed in ; this is

preferred to the common way of ploughing the

land first and harrowing in the seed after. Mr.
Dimmery's reason for this is, that the land after

the potato crop is left so loose that it is necessary
to get a good clod on the surface if possible. By
this plan the firm earth at the side of the potato-

drills is lifted up by the plough, and left on the

surface. A team easily ploughs in an acre a- day,

and a man and a boy follow with spades to clean

out the furrows, and level any of the ground that

may be left uneven. The quantity of seed is from
;5§ to 4 bushels per acre, according to the time of

sowing ; the later it is sown the more seed is re-

{juired. Mr. Dimmery thinks that farmers lose

much by not putting seed enough into the ground.

In the spring, about the month of JNIarch, the

wheat receives a dressing of soot, at the rate of

from 25 to 30 bushels per acre. The crop is

reaped and stored in the usual way in the rick

yard ; the average crop is from 28 to 32 bushels

per acre, but he has often had 40 bushels per acre
;

it is always clean and of good quality ; there never
was any smut seen on this farm ; the reason, Mr.
Dimmery says, is because he always sows neivly-

threshcd seed, the produce of the previous year.

The expense of preparing the land for this crop is

only once ploughing, 4 bushels of seed, and 12s. to

15s. worth of soot (24 or 30 bushels), so that in

the system adopted on this farm, the crop of

wheat, which farmers in general reckon the most
valuable of all their produce, and for which all

their previous course is only a preparation, really

costs Mr. Dimmery nothing, nor is he in any
anxiety about the preparation. The crop of pota-

toes being his principal object, by the plan which
is here adopted the land is left in the best state

that such land can be left in for receiving the seed.

All the wheat-straw is made into haulm (as it is

called), for thatch, the value of it depending on
the separate straws being kept whole and sound;
the wheat is not thrashed in the common way, in

the straw, as this would injure it for thatch, but
it is prepared in the following way:—a cord is

made fast in some elevated ])art of the barn, upon
the wall or in one of the great doors, and a sheaf

of the wheat in the straw is parted into as many
parcels as a man can grasj) with both his hands ;

he then places this parcel with the ears on the

ground, holding them loosely in his hand, lifting

up the parcel repeatedly, and letting them all drop
to the floor so as to get the ears all even together:

when he has cft'ectcd this, he then takes hold of

the parcel, directly below the cars of corn, and
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takes it to the cord, and fastens it around close to

the cars b)' a single hitch; lie then, with a lon;^-

toothed comb, with a single handle like a rake,

combs all the straw below the hitch, to get out

any ears of wheat that may still remain, and also

all the broken straw out of the parcel, searching

for them by spreading out the straw with his

hands ; the parcel is then taken from the cord to

a separate place on the floor, and the ears of wheat
are cut off from the straw ; the straw is then put

in a place detached from the ears, until a quan-
tity sufficient has been collected to make a bundle.

The bundle is tied uj) with a strong band made of

straw; each of the bundles is about 40 iriches in

circumference, and weighs about M) lbs. ; they are

sold for 10s. per dozen. The expense of making
the haulm is about Is. 9(1. per dozen, and of

thrashing out the wheat from the ears is about 4d.
per bushel. Every day's work is finished by car-

rying out the bundles, and thrashing out the
wheat from the ears that have been cut off, and
cleaning the floor for the next day's labour. There
is an avernge of 2 bundles of haulm for evciy
bushel of wheat, besides the broLen straw and
ears, which may in general be equal to 2;") or 301bs.

per bushel more ; thus about 60 bundles of haulm
is made from the straw of each acre, producing 21.

10s. per acre for the straw, besides the price re-

ceived for the wheat, which varies according to

the demand.
BtANURK.

The quantity of dung raised on this farm by the

working cattle and the pigs, which consume the

refuse potatoes, is not great for the extent of land

in arable culture, particularly as nearly all the

straw grown on the land is sold for thatch. To
fill up this deficiency, ^Ir. Dimmery used to buy
all the dung he could, and whenever his teams
went out with a load of potatoes they brought
home a load of dung ; but this he has discon-

tinued for neaily 30 years, and, in place of farm-
yard dung, he has found a most valuable-substitute

in soot, the carriage of which is not one-twentieth

part of the expense of hauling the dung he used to

buy. Soot, therefore, is an object of great im-
portance to him, and as the carriage of it is light

he fetches soot on his return when he takes pota-

toes to market, either from Gloucester or Bristol,

both of which cities he supplies ; he has found
that there is a considerable difference in the

quality of soot, and this difference depends, he
says, principally, if not entirely, on the length of

the chimney producing it; the chimneys of

Bristol being much longer than those of Gloucester

the soot of the former city is of a much better qua-

lity than that of the latter. The general price of

soot is 6d. per bushel at Gloucester, 120 bushels

cost 60s., while he pays 5/. for 140 bushels at

Bristol, and yet he prefers the latter as the best

bargain. He has lately sent to Cheltenham for it,

because he gets it at a lower price, although he
has to haul it a distance of nearly 25 miles. The
quantity of soot used on this farm is upwards of

3,000 bushels a-year, one-half of which is applied
to the potato and the other to the wheat crop ; it

is seldom that it is applied to the whole extent of
either of these crops, but wherever it is thought
the application would be advantageous the expense
is never saved. As there is a considerable variety
in the quality of the ground, some parts of it re-

ceive a much greater quantity of soot than others,
and this whether the crop is wheat or potatoes.
We have not been able to obtain from i\lr. Dim-
mery any idea of how the soot acts in producing

such effects, as it evidently docs, both on the po-
tato and wheat crop : the effect of it is particu-
larly evident on the wheat, for, however sickly it

looks in the spring, its colour and the vigour of
its growth is chancred in a few days after it has
been applied. Soot is evidently a very powerful
manure, and a portion of its charcoal is in a state
in which it is capable of being rendered soluble by
the action of oxygen and water; it affords ammo-
niacal salts by distillation ; the effects, therefore,
produced by it on the growth of vegetables may
be owing both to the ammonia and the solution of
the carbon of which it is composed ; but the ex-
periments made by Mr. Malcolm with soot, re-
corded in the first volume of the British Husbandry,
p. 337, are most convincing, as proofs of the
superior value of soot as a manure.

ESTAIlLlsniMENT.

Mr. Dimmery directs and attends to the perfor-
mance of all the operations of the farm that are goin"-
on

; although there is a greater variety of labour in
the system which he has adopted than there is on
farms in general, the whole of the several branches
are so distinct and separate froni each other, that
one is finished before it is time for the other to be
begun. AVhen there are a number of labourers em-
ployed together, it is of great importance to have the
faculty of order ; with this power the whole can
easily be arranged, so that every one shall perform
his own work without interfering with those that are
near him. The industry of each thus acts as a sti-
mulus on the others, instead of retarding the progress
of their labours. There are constantly employed on
this farm 8 men and 8 boys, whose business it is to
work the teams of oxen and horses ; there is also a
shepherd, whose business it is to attend to the sheep,
besides (hose employed in planting, harvesting, and
marketing the potatoe crop, and tliose emploj'ed in
hu-vesting and thrashing the wheat crop. The work-
ing cattle are 12 oxen and 4 horses, with a saddle
horse

; only 2 oxen are put to a plough, but a boy is
employed to drive them, besides a man to bold 'the
plough

; thus 6 ox and 2 horse ploughs can be work-
ed at the same time ; this is strength more than equal
for all the work that is required in cultivating these
200 acres of arable land. There are always 4 of the
oxen turned off every year to fatten, and 4 youncr-
ones brought to supply their place in the team".
These are all of the Hereford breed, as they are not
only good workers, but also good feeders. In the
winter, spring, and summer, the 4 horses are gene-
rally employed in hauling the potatoes to market,
and fetching soot home ; but as they cannot perform
the whole of this labour, IMr. Dimmery hires teams
to assist, at from 16s. to 11. a day, for a waggon and
team of 4 horses. This costs him after the'°rate of
8d. per sack for hauling the potatoes to market. Dur-
ing the time of preparing his land, either for the
potatoes or turnips, he generally hires teams to carry
out all the potatoes which the market demands.

STOCK.

Besides the 12 oxen and 5 horses employed in
cultivating the farm, there is a flock of sheep, con-
sisting of 340 ewes, 340 lambs, and 170 wethers;
the old ewes and wethers being generally sold off
about Michffilmas, in good store condition, or fatted
for the butcher. The whole of these sheep are kept
oathe arable land, from the middle of October, on
turnips, till the middle of April, or sometimes' till

the middle of May, when they are put to the vetches,
which will keep them till the middle of July. If the
vetches are not ready for them when they Lave
finished the turnips, they are taken to the o-rass

Q 2
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farm for a sbort time, and after the vetches are all

consumed tije\'^ again return to the grass land, and
are fed on tlie lattermath till the end of October,
There are also a number of pigs kept to consume all

the olFal potatoes; the number is very uncertain,

depending on the quantity of small or broken pota-

toes which cannot be sold ; for it is a rule with Mr.
Diramery to dispose of all the offal potatoes, if there

be a demand for them, instead of buying pigs to

consume them.
On examining into the merits of the system adopt-

ed by Mr. Dimmery, we are struck with the short-

ness of the rotation, the absence ofclorer and all

other green crops as food for sheep, except turui;)s,

the succession of two fallow crops, and the sale of

nearly all the straw, which reduces tlie quantity of

vegetable and animal manure to be returned to the

soil. It is said that when a crop is repeated in too

rapid succession, the soil soon gets tired of it, and

the prothice of it is gradually diminished: this we
know to bo the case in some instances, on certain

soils. Saintfoin, it is said, will net produce so good
a crop on any land the second, as the first time it

was sown ; and it not only diminishes in quantity on
every repetition, but it will not remain so many
years in the ground ; and some farmers say that there

ought to be a period of 30 years, at least, before it

should be again sown on the same land. Clover
seldom succeeds on sandy loam, or thin hnshy land,

when often repeated ; and at the distance of ibur

years it frequently fails. Turnips, also, on light

sandy soil, when repeated at short intervals, grow
fingery and of little value. I think, however, there

may be some other reason for these failures, as a good
coatof clay or chalk on the Norfolk and Suffolk land,

when it gets tired of turnips, and produces them fin-

gery, has the effect of giving to the land the power
of again producing good crops of this root, and at

the same intervals, viz., once in four years. When
land is well calculated for the production of wheat,

it is verv evident that it will continue to produce
this crop for a much longer period than land that is

not fitted for its production. I have seen on good
strong wheat and bean land, 1(/ good crops of wheat
produced in 20 years, with alternate crops of beans,

clover and summer fallow ; the last crop much better

than the first, and the land become more fertile and
productive by this culture than before ; but we could

not expect to have an increasing return if we were to

adopt this mode of cropping with wheat on light

sandy soil. Much, therefore, depends on the kind

of land, whether it is best calculated for the growth
of the particular crop that is grown on it. I have
before said, that the soil of Stinchcombe farm is

neither too strong for the production ofturnips and po-
tatoes, nor too light for the growth ofwheat. Although
the soil be well fitted for the rotation adopted, there

may be something in Mr. Dimmery 's peculiar method
of working the land, in preparing it for the several

crops, as well as in this succession of crops, which
may prevent them from being injured by their rapid

succession. 1 have been in the habit of riding over

the farm ten or twelve times a year for the last

twenty- five years, and I can safely say that, instead

of a diminution in the croj)S there has been an in-

crease, not only in the yearly return of each of the

three crops grown, but also in the quality and ferti-

lity of the soil. It is universally allowed that the

principal merit of the Norfolk system is the quantity

of food it produces for sheep : it is a maxim in agri-

culture, that the greater the number of sheep that

can be maintained on an arable farm, the greater will

be the produce of corn per acre ; this is evident to

every agriculturist, as it is not only the cheapest but

the most profitable mode of bringing land into good
heart. " If 1 can only get a good crop of turnips, I

shall be sure of a good crop of barley and clover,

and then the land will be in excellent condition for

wheat," is the language of every farmer when he
sets about to clean his land in good earnest, and pre-

pare it for turnips. In this rotation there is only

one-third part of the land that produces turnips as

food for sheep ; and if wo place this crop in juxta-po-

sition with the turnip crop, in the Norfolk four field

system, it will not appear to disadvantage, nor will

there be a less quantity of food for sheep produced
on this three-field than there is on the four-field shiit,

if theclover on the latter is mown for hay, and not

consumed green on the land by stock : for wo must
remember that there are four crops of turnips in

twelve years in the three-course shift, while there

are only three crops of turnips in the same period in

the Norfolk system. The quantity of manure,

therefore, whicli the sheep leaves while feeding oft

the four crops of turnips during the twelve years, is

at least one-fourth more than that which can be left

by the sheep while consuming the turnips produced
by the Norfolk system in the same period. It is said

that one acre of land is well manured by 200 sheep,

when folded on it one week, or by 1400 in one day.

Now, if we reckon an acre of turnips to produce food

sufficient for I'i sheep lor 6 months, we shall have
the manure of upwards of 2000 sheep for one day

left on every acre that was in turnips, and this dress-

ing repeated every three years, besides the manure
of the sheep while consuming the 20 acres of vetches,

which is nearly equal to that of the turnips. This,

I think, is at least equal to, if not a great deal more
than all the manure that can be produced on a farm

of land of the same quality under the four-field shift,

when no manure is purchased. The succession of

two fallow crops is against all precedent in the agri-

cultural world, although a succession of two corn
crops is too often adopted in every county of the

kingdom, to the injury not only of the farmer, but
also of the hind ; and it is the greatest difficulty to

get the farmers to give up this, for the alternate

system of cropping. To yiropose potatoes as the

most profitable crop after turnips would be reckoned
the height of madness, but when we consider the

potato as the most valuable crop that can be pro-
duced, this must be a reason sufficient for adopting a

system that produces the price of 70 or 80 sacks of

potatoes, at the same time that the land is receiving

the best preparation for a crop of wheat the year

following. It is very evident that this course of

cropping must keep the land perfectly clean and free

from weeds, both annual and perennial; the perfect

fallow given to the turnips, followed by the prepara-

tion for the potatoes, witli the complete culture given
to this crop, must eradicate every weed from the

soil. All the energy of the soil, all the enriching

and vivifying quality of the dung, the fold and the

soot, which is yearly applied, has its full effects on
the crops which are cultivated, instead of being dis-

sipated by the production of weeds. We must ac-

knowledge that nearly the whole of the jiroduce

being carried off instead of being consumed on the

farm, and converted into manure to be again returned

to it seems, at the first view, to be the most objecti-

onable part of the whole system ; but when we exa-

mine the whole of the detail, and find that, instead of

a dressing of from 10 to 12 cart-loads of dung once
in four years, which is all our best farmers can pro-

duce, that Mr. Uimmery gives first a dressing of

soot to the potato crop, repeats it again the fbllo\ving

spring to the crop of wheat ; that all the manure he

can raise is bestowed for the productiqa ,of turnips
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tlie year after ; and that in fact bis land is manured
every year instead of only once in four; tbat besides

the quantity of manure left by the sheep four years

out of twelve, he buys yearly from 801. to 100/.

vi^orth of soot as manure for his land, we cannot help

feeling satisfied that there is much more than a com-
pensation for the loss of the straw and the potatoes

taken off the land. Indeed, from our observation of

this management for so many years, we are convinced

that the system adopted is one that ought to be well

considered by every farmer in the kingdom, because,

that by it the land not only increases yearly in its

productiveness, but that it also produces more vege-
table and animal food for man, and at less expcnce
too, than is raised by any other system.

The quantity of human food raised on this farm,

and the number of families it will yearly maintain,

may be reckoned thus :—We have before stated the

vetches to be equal to the keep of 5 sheep per acre,

per annum, and the turnips equal to the keep of at

least 8 sheep for the same period ; these two crops

will be equal to 4 ewes, 4 lambs, and 4 tegs per

acre ; of these 4 are sold yearly, which produces at

least 300 lbs. of mutton. The potato crop being
equal to from GO to 80 sacks per acre of iJSO lbs. each,

is equal to 16,800 lbs. of good wholesome food, and,

besides what is reserved for seed, there are at least

10 sacks per acre more of offal potatoes, by feeding

pigs with which, if we can produce 10 lbs. of bacon
per sack, we shall thus have 100 lbs. of animal food,

in addition, from this crop. The average of the

wheat crop may be taken at '28 bushels, each of

which will produce 70 lbs. of bread ; this crop, per

acre, will be equal to 1890 lbs. of bread ; there are,

therefore, produced from each of these acres 400 lbs.

of muttoH and bacon, 1890 lbs. of bread, and 16,800
lbs. of potatoes.

The advantage derived by the community at large

from this mode of culture is evident from the increase

in the productive food for man, thereby not only

supplying the deficiency', hut diminishing the price,

of the first necessai'ies of human life.

John Morton.

Chester Hill, near Stroud, Gloucestershire,

December, 1839.

ON DRAINING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In the Express of this week, a farmer
north of the Tweed, asks for information respect-

ing the draining of moss. In offering to him and
others, through the medium of your journal, the
following observations, I do not assume the prin-
ciples to be novel, as another similar in some
respects, will be found in writings on draining;
but merely state the ])lans which I have found.under
all circumstances, effectual. Before I observe on
the course to be pursued, it will, I think, be better to

state the peat mosses and bogs which I have
drained, have been situated in the valleys of the
south of England ; where the cause of the bog
(not taking into consideration any geological de-
ductions from changes of surface) has invariably
been, a confined bodyof water; the origin of which
was, in most cases, and perhaps in all, many feet

above the level of the bog. I\Ir. Lyell in his second
volume of Geology, makes the following remarks
on the growth of peat :

—" The generation of peat,
when not completely tinder water, is confined to
moist situations, where the temjierature is low.

and where vegetables may decompose without
putrifying. It may consist of any of the numerous
plants which are capable of growing in such
stations; but a species of (Sjiagnum Palustre)

constitutes a considerable part of the peat found
in marshes of the north of Europe ; this plant

having the property of throwing up new shoots in

its upper part, while its lower extremities are

decaying." Taking the above to be a description

of the moss of your correspondent, I am induced
to consider the plan proper for the draining of one
sort of peat, to be also a principle applicable to

any other.

The chief and primary object in draining peat is

to ascertain the position, or nearly so, of the head
of the spring or springs ; these in the peats I have
drained, which were of small extent, were very
obvious, having generally found an elevation in the

surface directly over the spring. Your correspon-
dent states his moss to be level ; there may still be

some trifling elevations in the surface, or if not,

perhaps he may observe parts of it to dry and
burn in a different manner from the adjacent parts

during very dry weather. The position of the ad-
joining land will also very frequently, if attentively

surveyed, afford sufficient indication, and particu-

larly so I should imagine in Scotland, where the pri-

mitive rocks prevail, the springs being less divided,

and their sources easier ascertained on the ter-

tiary strata. Having determined on the probable
position of the springs, and considered the open
drains and ditches required, a drain should be cut
nearly on a level, about 3^ or 4 feet deep from the
lowest point, and continued through the springs

;

or if the peat be extensive and the line of springs

irregular, a main drain of the same depth should
be cut from the same point in a parallel direction

below, or at the side of the springs, making bi'anch

or side drains from it to each spring; or some
springs may be cut through by the main drain,

and others taken by their branches, as their position

niav indicate, the distance at which the drains

should be cut, being entirely dependent on the

probable number of springs. It should be noticed,

though the surface may denote several springs, I

have frequently by boring, and giving vent to that

whichfrom a greater elevation of surface appeared
to be the principal, succeeded in draining several

acres of peat. It will therefore be always advisable,

after setting out the drains, to cut only such as arc

necessary for the draining of the supposed prin-

cipal springs, leaving small turnings for the branch
drains should they be requisite ; every drain

that does not lead to a spring, or a fresh body of

stagnant water, being useless.

The kind of drain I have made use of is the

covered stone drain, having an open conduit about
four inches wide by five inches deep, which of
course may be varied according to the quantity of

water. To make a firm foundation to receive the

stones, heath, gorse, or small bush-wood in its

green state should be first laid, and trodden in well

at the bottom of the drain, and stone broken rather

finely put on it, with the smallest pieces or chip-

pings of the stone over that, forming a plain sur-

face which will do for either stones or tiles.

The drain for the stone will require to be 2, or 2\
feet wide at the top, and about 2 feet at the bottom,
t6 allow room to set the stones in a proper man-
ner ; care should be taken that the side stones

stand yjerpendicidar, and well seated for the recep-

tion of the top or horizontal stones. The width of

the drain for the tiles would partially depend on
the size of the tilejiised

i
though as heaths, &c. will
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be required for the bottom, it will be right to make
it rather wider, that a more firm basis may be given
to the tile. In filling up either the stone or the tile

drains, I would recommend that the peat be laid
immediately on them, care being taken that the
stones are first sufficiently closed by adding a few
small stones, and as soon as enough peat be put
into the drain, that the rammer can be used with
safety, it should be well rammed, and so continued
at intervals to the surface. Much has been written
about the drains being either filled loosely, or with
small stones, to admit the water from the sides

;

but I am satisfied it is im])roper ; they arc less secure
and durable, and by admitting the air the soil

becomes so changed adjacent to the drains, that it

will be impossible even in mixed, or more ad-
hesive, soils to keep the water from filtering

thi-ough. The depth to which the auger holes
should be bored, will of course entirely depend on
the position of the sub-strata conveying the water,
which in all bogs that 1 have drained, is conveyed
by the heading out of stone or porous strata, some
very close to the pe?.t, and some at considerable
depths, varying from 15 to fiO feet; in some
instances two or more thin porous strata may he
passed by the auger before the main sjiring be
tapped. The drains, after being prepared for the
reception of thcconduit-stones and well trodden on,
should be left open till the silt which frequently
rises up the auger-holes in considerable quantity
is cleared away, or they will be liable to be choked
up. I will not now enter into further detail, as it

would occupy too much space ; I trust 1 have
written sufficient to illustrate the method, and if

it should be the means of assisting in draining
some of the most valuable land in the kingdom
(provided marl, or clay and lime be afterwards
applied), my object will be gained.

I am Sir, your obedient servant,
4ih July, 1S4.0. Agriciltor.

ON THE SELECTION
GRAIN.

OF SEED

to the editor of thb farmer's magazine.

Sir,—Some observations by different writers
lately appeared in your paper on the subject of
seed wheat, and at the late Cambridge meeting
some of the speakers again introduced and enlarged
upon it as one of great importance, which it no
doubt is. Having Lad considerable experience as
to the proper quality of grain to be used for seed,
and formed an opinion respecting it different from
the generally received one, I will, with your per-
mission, cast my mite into the treasury. If the
doctrine to be advanced should starde any reader
into an instant condemnation of it,—if it is likelv
at first view to be denounced and repelled as un-
sound, let such an one pause, and before becomes
to a hasty decision, let him, if in his power, put it

to the test of experiment—a fair unbiassed expe-
riment, without a pre-determination to arrive at a
certain result.

Some hints of the following nature were thrown
out a few years ago, and ai)])eared in a work con-
ducted by the late Kev. Henry Berry. That
gentleman, in a note appended to the article,
certainly demurred to the correctness of the doc-
trine in its application to cattle and sheep. As
api)lied to seed grain, he made no remark. It

seems, however, to be equally applicable to both.

Perhaps a premium for the best essay founded on
experiments made on this subject, would be well
by any agricultural society.

Agriculturists, then, generally choose the best
samples of grain for seed which is procurable in
their respective, or in distant neighbourhoods.
The question is, is this practice—that of selecting

thcprimest article for seed—a wise one, or might
not an article of secondary quality answer better ?

There appears to be a limit set by climate, cul-

tivation, situation, and local circumstances, to the
(/?/a;27y ofthe produce of the soil. All cultivated ve-

getables have a tendency to degenei ate, but this ten-

dency is more than counteracted by the cultivation

bestowed, until they arrive at a degree of perfection

beyond which it does not appear possible, by any
cuUi\'ation, to jjush them ; and if this is attempted
a recoil is induced, and a degree of degeneracy
and inferiority in the jjroduce appears to be in-

evitable. This is jierhaps particularly the case in

annual and biennial plants. Supj)ose a very prime
sample of wheat is presented to us, such as might
induce a farmer or corn-factor to pronounce it one
of tlie best which he had ever seen. " An admi-
rable articlcybr seed, sir, I assure you." Softly,

my good friend, perhaj)s you mistake. The pre-

sumption is, that this fine grain grew on land of

the best quality, which was prepared in the best

possible manner for it, that the circumstances at-

tending its growth, ripening, harvesting, &c., had
been particularly favourable, and that it had, in

fact, arrived at the utmost perfection which it was
capable of attaining. Now, if this fine grain is

used as seed, what will be the result? of what
quality will be the produce '. \\"\\\ it not be found
to have degenerated, to be much inferior to the

seed used ? Improve it cannot—that it will re-

main stationary is just possible, but that it will go
back is almost certain. ^Vhcn grain is used
which has reached the maximum, wheat weighing,

say f)61bs. ])er bushel, barley weighing 581bs. per
bushel, oats weighing 481bs. per bushel, is the

produce rcajicd equal in (juality to the seed sown,
or is it not always a few poimds, and often a con-

siderable number of pounds lighter ? The plants

appear to be constitutionally incapable of pro-

ducing an equal to that grain from which they
sjjrung, because it bad attained that degree of per-

fection beyond which it could not possibly go, and
therclore retrograde it nnist for a season ; but

having now room, it will advance again the fol-

lowing season, if climate, soil, and circumstances

are favourable ; should tiicsc be unfavourable, it

will continue to retrograde.

If this doctrine is correct, it follows, that to

raise ajirsl-rate article as produce, wc must use an
article of lower qualify as seed.

My attention was first directed to this subject

in the year ISIiO. Having that year a small field

to sow witl) wheat, for which I had no seed left, I

procured as mucli from a nciglibour. The qualit)^

was very middling indeed, considered as seed

wheat, so much so, that the farm servants who
jiickcd and sowed it, &c., couUl not avoid re-

gretting and gruinbliug during those operations,

that such inferior seed should be sown on such

fine land. The field had been well prej)arcd for

potatoi^s, had borne an excellent crop of them, and
was in prime order ; the soil a clayey loam. I was
not at all satisfied myself.with the course I was pur-

suing, but 1 had no alternative at hand, and sown it

was. I'he croj) was a good one, and was in due time
thrashed out, when nuthimj could eJ-cced the heauty

uf the sample. Just at that time the agricultural
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society of the district announced a premium for

the best sample of five tons of seed wheat; I be-

came a competitor with the produce of the derided

seed, and obtained the first premium. This is a

fact well known in the neighbourhood where it

occurred. The five tons were eagerly bought up

for seed by dift'erent parties, and in every instance

that I could ascertain the following season, the

produce of it had degenerated.

The year following I sowed a large field with

potato oats. This field had been part of the

holding of a tenant who had rented it for seven
years, and who had resigned it in wretched bad
order. It was scourged out with over- cropping,

poor in the extreme from the same cause, (not

naturally poor) and crowded with root and seed

weeds. The first season it was summer fallowed,

and a number of boys, girls, and women were em-
l)loyed during the entire summer and autumn in

collecting and burning the weeds which appeared
after each ploughing and harrowing. In Novem-
ber it was ridged up for the winter. The next

spring it underwent a preparation for Swedish
turnips, and every root weed appearing was care-

fully picked off. It received an excellent ma-
nuring with farm-yard dung, and the crop of

Swedes was very fine. The half of the croj) was
drawn oif for cattle, and the remaining half was
eaten on the ground with sheep. Having deter-

mined to lay it down to pasture for some years,

and potato oats being then in great demand in the

district, it was, the following spring, sown with
that grain, drilled at nine inches, and grass seeds.

The seed oats used on the occasion weighed 411bs.

per bushel. The crop was a splendid one, the
produce weigliing 481bs. per bushel. It was
shown for a premium offered by the society be-

fore-mentioned for the best seed oats, and the
first or highest one was awarded to it. The ar-

ticle was greatly admired, and was all sold for

seed, hut in no instance that I could afterwards
discover was the produce equal in quality to the pa-
rent ; indeed in some cases the produce was so infe-

rior that complaints were made by the parties who
purchased it, hinting that they had been imposed
upon, that the seed could not have been genuine
potato oats, &c. ; and various other causes, but
never the right one, were assigned for the de-
ficiency.

T4ie-same result occurred in the case of a field of
barley, after tin-nips, which had been fed oft' by
sheep. An article two or three removes from the
best was used as seed ; the produce was first-rate,

and would also have obtained a premium had the
grain not been very mucii discoloured by the pre-
valence of wet weather during harvest. Just
about tliis time, I read in a Flfeshire newspaper
the account of a farmer's practice there, who was
famed for growing good " seed barley" for sale.

It was stated as a remarkable fact that the seed
used by himself for raising the superior article he
was famed for, was invariably of a /o«' quality.

Public opinion has hitherto been against using
any but the finest samples of grain for seed,
judging that the finer the seed is, the better is the
produce likely to he, and that, as vegetables in-

cline to degenerate, the best plan is to sow the best
seed of them which can be got, and thus avoiding
degeneracy, and aiming at perfection. This would
be all very well if the principle were a correct one,
which it evidently is not; if it were, we should by
this time have had wheat as large as beans, and
as heavy. Grain of the weights I have men-
tioned, or approaching them, is about the limit

fixed by our climate for their attainment, and if

we sow them with a view of raising a better or
even as good, we shall find to our mortification,
that instead of going forward we have been
going backward. Cliange of soil and situation
have no doubt an invigorating influence on
plants subjected to them, but no change of soil

or situation can add impro^'ement to a produc-
tion which has already attained perfection.

If " Nature is uniform in all her operations,"
and if we may judge of the whole of her great
plan by a part of it, we have abundant evidence
of the truth and correctness of the foregoing the-
ory, in the habits of the cultivated potato. All
practical men know that a potato tuber grown on
good land, perfectly ripened there, mealy when
boiled— a potato in fact as perfected as our climate,
soil, and cultivation will permit, is the worst pos-
sible one for seed, because it produces a weakly,
languid, unhealthy, curled plant, with a greatly
diminished and greatly degenerated progeny

:

whereas, a watery, unripened, bad-to-eat potato
is the best for seed, such being well known to pro-
duce a strong, healthy, vigorous plant, with abun-
dance at the root.

It is pretty clear that, as yet, vegetable physi-
ology is but very imperfectly understood amongst
us, and those who have been attentive observers
will be led to conclude that when vegetables, ani-
mals, or even the mental powers of man, attain an
extraordinary degree of perfection, degeneracy in
those particulars in which they have been suiierior
seems invariably to await their offspring.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. C.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Would it not trespass too much upon the

the pages of your valuable journal, I shall feel

indebted by your publishing the annexed account of
failure iu a ciop of Swedish turnips ; thinking pro-
bably some of vour numerous correspondents may
be enabled to inform me of the cause and its pre-
ventive. The soil is a deep clayey loam (without stone^
and was reduced to a fine tilth ; then dressed with 16
cart loads ("two-horse) of fai-m manure, ploughed
in and drilled the same day with Swedish turnip
seed, at the rate of 41bs. per acre, and 20 bushels of
cinder ashes per acre, on the flat 18 inches, from
drill to drill; the seed vegetated quickly, and the

braird exhibited a good and healthy appearance when
first hoed. In walking over the field about ten
days after hoeing, my attention was arrested by
some of the plants exhibiting a sickly and blueish
appearance ; upon a strict scrutiny, I discos^ered a
great many of the plants decaying at the root, and
exhibiting what is sometimes termed fingers and
toes. Full ®ne-half of the plants are now dead. I
found a small white grub, and in some three or four

about the length of a barley corn in the tap-root.

I suffered a similar loss last year on the same kind
of soil. The crop previously was a very great crop
of wheat, and the land generally produces great

crops of wheat and beans. Any information on the

above will be esteemed a favour. I have the honour
to subscribe myself.

Yours most obediently, T. D.

Gedney, South Lincolnshire, Aug, 8.
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ON CLAY.
Clay, (clay, Z/e;/ Dutch, from klehen, German;

Jcley, Teutonic; khfj, cloey, Saxon; </7«s, Latin;
glaise, French, from y\ia, Greek, gluten ; or from
yXtXP"?, Greek, liscosus, ghdinosus, a clammy
earth, tenacious and capable of being moulded,}
is a mixture of several earths in common language,
often containing a larger portion of silica than of

alumina, from which the name is properly derived.
It has been long known by the name of "argil" from
" Argilla," Latin, from opytWo? or apyoc, Greek,
white, as being a white earth, and (7TVTrr)]()ia from
Grv(p(jj, Greek, adstringo, etBuglum et inula, gustu
dulcis deciis quic gustantur, from " Ilalas" or alum,
from the roots of the herb Comfrey yielding a sweet
and astringent liquid, sitim ledans ; and latterly

"alumen," from " aX/xii" Greek, marl, or a
salsugo, or salt at the bottom of salt pits ; or from
"lumine," from aXtitpux^ Greek, ungo et illino,

quia lumen coloribus tingendis prajstat, being a
sudor lapidis, a spuraa dehis cens et coagulatus,
and was formerly divided into " alum liquidum" or
rock alum, and " alum scissile" or stone alum,
and " alum catinum," or the kind used in making
glasses. In our modern chemical nomenclature,
the name "alumina" or rather " alumine" has
been adopted from the French, and "alumina" is

now defined to be the oxyde of " aluminum," one
of the newly discovered metals, which unites with
only one proportion of oxygen, and iorms the well
known base called "alumina," which contains 100
imrts of aluminum and 8 of oxygen. It is the
essential constituent of clay, and forms the basis
of alum, enters into the composition of many
minerals, is found pure in the corundum genus,
and especially in the sapphire, and is a very abun-
dant earth, entering into most soils and solid strata
of the globe, the different colours arising from the
various portions of the metallic oxyde. It has been
called "argil" from forming a part of clavs
and giving them the plastic properties, and the
ductility and tenacity in baking and working;
but latterly "alumine," from being obtained in

the greatest purity from alum. This last sub-
stance is a salt well knov^'n many centuries ago
and used in dyeing, is a solid salt and sub-acid, sp.

gr. 1.7 to 1.8, and occurs as an efflorescence on
the aluminous minerals in Britain and in various
parts of Europe ; colour yellowish and greyish
white, a farinaceous and stalactite efflorescence,

sometimes pearly, glistening and vitreous ; con-
cretions curved and parallel, fracture conchoidal,
dissolves in 16 to 20 times its weight of water,
lint in equal bulk of boiling water, absorbs 2^ times
its weight of water, melts by water and heat, and
is converted into a white spongy mass ; is a triple

salt, the sulphate of alumina and potash, and
contains :

—
Alumina 1.').2j or 10.8
Potash 0.24 „ 10.1
O-xydeofiron 7.50 ,, ()0.0

Sulphuric acid and water 77.00 acid 'S.\.7

water 45,4

100.00 100.0
Rock alum from INIonteTolfa in Italy contains:
Sulphuric acid 27.0j
Alumina :il.80

Potash 5.7')

Silica 28.40
Water and loss. o.72

By other experiments alum was found to con-
tain :

—
Sulphate of alumina 49
Do. of potass 7

Do. water 44

100
and.

Sulphuric acid 38
Alumine 18
Water of crystallization 44

100
Alum heated in its water of crystallization,

swells and enlarges much, and produces burnt
alum, a light, porous, dry, mass which in a solution
turns vegetable blues to red. Sp. gr. 1.7.

Rock alum of Monte Tolfa contains :
—

Sulphur 43
Clay 35
Silica 22

100
and,

Sulphur 40
Clay 50
Fixed vegetable alkali potassa and
iron 10

100
The sulphuric acid is formed by the preparation

by the sulphur, and potassa is added to make the
salt.

By another analysis :

—

Alumine 43.92
Sulphuric acid 25.00

Potash 3.08

Water 4.0O

Sllex 24.00

Sp. gv. 2.4 to 2.(;.

100.00

Found in masses and veins and running througlt

argillaceous rocks, and in secondary formations,
and prepared by roasting and lixiviation.

The alum slate of Whitbj' occurs near coal, and
differs little from bituminous shale impregnated
with pyrites.

Rock alum belongs to the genus "Haloide " as

being a stratified body ; the former analysis belongs
to the order " Salts."

Alum is used in giving a white colour to bread,
and in preserving animal substances from putre-

faction, in making leather and paper, and as a
mordant in dyeing.

Alumina is a fine white bland powder, adhering
strongly to the tongue, but excites neither taste

nor smell. It is insoluble in water and alcohol,

but has a considerable affinity for water, increas-

ing in weight about 15 per cent, by absorbing
moisture and retains it with great obstinacj'

;

contracts by heat and dissolves readily in caustic

potash or soda after ignition, dissolves slowly in

sulphuric and muriatic acid, assisted by heat,

and may be fused by a violent heat into a white
semi-transparent enamel : sji. gr. 4.200 or 2.00

by others. It unites readily by fusion with
other earths, particularly with silica, and much
of its utility in the arts arises from this power
of union. It unites by fusion with some of the

metallic oxydes but not with metals, and by an

easy dissolution in acid forms many salts more
or less soluble and susceptible of crystallization,

and others are insoluble and require an excess of

acid. Alumina has a strong affinity for lime if it
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exceeds the lime in quantity ; if the lime be in

excess, fusion does not take place. It does not
combine with oxygen, nor with any of the simple
combustibles, and azote has no action on it. It has
a strong attraction for colouring matter, and hence
the use in dyeing and in calico printing, and the
union with silica and lime forms the basis of all

pottery and porcelain, from the coarsest brick to

the finest china. Aluraine forms a paste with water
and hardens with the action of fire, and loses the

first property by acquiring the second ; to regain it,

it must be dissolved in an acid and precipitated ; it is

made hard enough to give fire by steel, and to cut
glass with a diamond.

In the Natural History arrangement, the clay
and lithomarge families are placed in the genus
" Felspar,'' from their affinity with the preceding
genera, as they have no regular form or cleavage,
and are not connected with any of the mineral
species. The clay family contains several divisions,

of which common clay and potter's clay only re-

quire notice here. The former occurs in great
beds in the alulvial districts, and includes the loam
of which mud houses are built, and it is thought
that the walls of Babylon, and the ancient city of
Damascus, were built with bricks made of this sub-
stance. It occurs in many colours, as grey, brown,
yellow, with spots of all the colours intermixed

;

massive, fracture coarse and small grained, soils

slightly, frangible, sectile, friable and soft, adheres
slightly to the tongue, and feels rough, greasy, or
meagre. Earthy and slaty potter's clay occurs in

beds in the alluvial districts ; colour white and
grey; massive, soft, and friable, adheres more
strongly to the tongue than loam, feels greasy and
becomes plastic in water; it is infusible, and con-
tains :

—

Silica 61

Alumina 27
Oxide of iron 1

Water 11

100
Its tises are well known in all pottery wares, in

bricks, crucibles, and tobacco pipes, and it is also

used in manuring land.

Clay is found in vast beds of alluvial or diluvial

deposit in the tertiary formation, of which the
chalk, or the most recent formation of lime, forms
the basis. The omission of the term " diluvial"
reckons every deposit to be " alluvial," that is

more recent than the chalk, and so far simplifies

the arrangement. Clay is much mixed with other
bodies, principally with silica, and the different

colours are owing to the presence of oxyde of iron
in different states and combinations. The prevailing

colour of clay is brown or reddish brown, white,
grew, yellow, sometimes blue, sandy and gravelly,

often solid, more or less unctuous and soft to the
touch ; often dry and friable, and breaking into

small lumps, from containing more silex and losing
its plasticity, and there is perhaps no substance
that enters so largely into the composition of
bodies that is found in a greater diversity of com-
position. It enters into all good lands, slates, and
all argillaceous formations ; in fertile soils, argil

forms 9 to 15 per cent. sj). gr. 1.58, in barren soils

as much as 20 to 40 per cent. sp. gr. 2. '20
; the ab-

sence of it forms a soil too dry and porous, a
proper quantity constitutes our best clays and clayey
loams, and a superabundance of it forms soils too
wet and cold for vegetable life in a moist state, and
hardening and contracting by heat into a condition
very hurtful to the growth of plants. The uses of

clay in pottery and brick-makingarc well known
;

for the latter purpose, the best proportions are,
silex 8(), alumina 14. The red colour of bricks
andtiles is owing to the alteration ot the oxyde of
iron during the process of burning, the iron being
further oxydised by the decomposition of the water
applied to the clay in kneading. Much oxyde has
a tendency to vitrify the bricks if any lime be
present, and the proportions of silex and alumina
also mechanically affect the chai-acter of the articles
in making them too dry and rifty, and not sufficiently
ductile. The quality and appearance are thus
affected botli chemically and mechanically.

Clays have been further divided into calcareous,
meagre, and unctuous. The first effervesces with
acids, is more friable than some others, owing to
the presence of lime ; is used in brick-making,
and, by judicious burning, may be made semi-
vitreous and very durable. Meagre clay is gritty,

rough and coarsely granular, and is used for
inferior articles, as bricks and tiles. Unctuous
clay contains more alumine ; if it contains little

oxyde of iron, it burns white and is used for fine

ware ; if more oxyde he present, it becomes more
fusible, and can only make coarser pottery. The
purest clay contains upwards of 60 per cent, of
sand, and is always mixed with mineral, animal,
and vegetable substances.
The quality possessed by clay of imbibing and

retaining moisture as much as two-and-a-half
times its bulk without dropping, and rendering
land more solid and consistent, and the very
faulty composition of sands and all light lands
in that respect, long ago led to the idea of im-
proving the one soil by mixing it with quantities
of the other, and to confer the quality that is

wanting in the one by applications of the
substances which have that quality in excess.
Very groat improvements have been made in
many places l>y this application ; but peculiar
circumstances have occurred in rendering the
application effectual. The light lands of Norfolk
have been greatly and permanently improved by
raising the clayey stratum below the soil and
mixing it gradually with the land ; but the clay is

of a calcareous nature, and consequently partakes
of the qualities of marl, andj possesses a friability

to fall down and crumble, and incorporate with
the soil. In such cases, tlie improvement is

obvious ; but the greut diversities found in the
quality of clays, the convenience of getting it, the
quantity required to effect any valuable improve-
ment, and the difficulty of reducing to particles
the clammy or indurated texture of the substance,
operate in the different relative bearings on the
expediency of the application. Ferruginous clays
and those of a white sandy nature, and the
gravelly sorts and many others, are positively
pernicious ; and it is only when the substance has
attained a form of solid consistence more or less

unctuous and friable, and pretty clear of mixtures,
that the use of clay can be judiciously recom-
mended. From 60 to 160 loads have been laid on
an acre with much success ; while in other cases,
the return has been wholly inadequate, arising no
doubt from the qualities of the contrasted sub-
stances, and also something on the mode of ap-
plication, and very probably on the future

• culture. The best mode of applying it would be
in laying it on sandy lands in autumn or in the
early winter, when the action of the weather will
assist to reduce the stiff substances, and afford an
opportunity of being mixed with the soil by the
fallowing of the land for green crops. Without a
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very liberal quantity and attention to the applica-
tion, little or no benefit will be derived.
When beds of clay are found of a solid con-

sistence, and free from mixtures of sands and
gra%'els, very good composts may be made by
mixing it with lime in large quantities, that the
latter may be able to penetrate and crumble the
cohesive mass, dissever the particles, and form a
kind of artificial marl which is a very valuable
manure either on arable or grass lands, par-
ticularly on the latter. A very general mistake
lies in allowing tnucli too small a quantity of
lime, which produces no eflToct by being incorpo-
rated with the clayey substances, aiul in most
cases the tenacious mass is carried out and laid

on the land nearly in the same state as when laid

in the heap, reduced a little by turning, and
whitened externally by the lime ; but it has not
been subjected to the mutual action of affinity of
particle, the essential aim and purpose in the
preparation and application of all substances that
are used as manures. There are few farms that
do not .ift'ord materials for composts, which are in
most cases wholly neglected, while a great dssire
is evinced for extraneous sources of a verv
uncertain and even feeble operation. It must
always excite our wonder that the fullest ad-
vantage is not used of every natural supply in
conjunction with, and even previous to the ap-
plication of foreign assistance.

It would appear that the burning of clay for

manure has becnknown for upwards of a century—
but we are left in doubt if the substances used
where clays taken wholly from the subsoil, or
rather surface soil from fences and head-lands,
and consequently containing a greater or less
quantity of vegetable matter. In the latter case,
the operation and effects of it are the same as in
thcprocessof paring and burning-. The following
observations will be confined to clays dug from
the subsoil, and reduced by calcination as nearly
as possible to a state of ashes. For ctt'ecting this
purpose, large kilns have been erected and built
•with bricks, with a fire place underneath provided
with flues to convey the heat regularly over the
whole mass. These erections are ex])ensive and
stationary, and consequently incur an expense
in carriage, when the places of procuring the
material and of application are distant. They
may be varied in size and form to suit the ex-
pected use of them ; the cost of erection is

usually objeeted, but when (mce expended, there
is an end of it, and no repetition is made or called
for. Tiie simplest mode is to erect kilns of turfs
and sods on the head-lands of the fields where
the a^hes are to he applied, and to mix the
foundation of the heap with wood, straw, culms,
or similar combustibles, and lay on clar as
required and to keep tlie mass in a smothering
state by a close surface. The main object to be
attained in burning clay is to prevent charring,
or the reducing it to brick-like substances by too
strong heat ; a flame must not be allowed, and
the heap must be kept closely shut up from
exposure. In order to jjroduce a smothering heat,
the air must be excluded as much as possible, and
the smoke kept in ; the clay should be applied in
a moist state, which the heat gradually banishes,
and steams the clay, without a tendency to harden
it, which would follow if it was used dry. Some
experience and attention is re(iuired in managing
the burning process ; but it may be conducted
very economically when oiicc a little understood.
The ashes obtained by this mode will contain

vegetable matter from the turfs that are used,
and from the outside walls and in laying the

foundation ; and it also supposes the clay to be
dug from the field, which, if the quantity be great,

will cause excavations that may be inconvenient,
and where the country is well enclosed and the
land valuable, the sacrifice of surface might be
grudged, as the unsightly pits cannot be repaired.

If the system be reduced to extensive practice, it

is evident that one kiln or more must be built con-
venient for getting the material, and of a size to
yield a quantity worth the labour and expense. The
most ap[U'oved plan is an oblong shape, built with
bricks in the manner of a gridiron floor, with
flues longitudinally and transversely, and a chimney
at the end opposite the furnace. The flues are
arched over to sustain the weight of the clay

—

the size may be 20 feet in length, 12 feet in

breadth, and four feet in height, which will burn
about 200 loads of clay, and cost about lOl. in

erection. The expense of burning will vary with
the cost of fuel; with wood, it has been stated

at 2d., and the whole cost with all labour in-

cluded at lOd. per cart load; in other cases,

from 4d. to (kl. exclusive of the cartage. After
the quantity laid on the kiln is calcined, the fire

is extinguished, and the ashes will require time
to cool before application, if the crop of tender
plants come into immediate contact with them.

Clay, or rather the surface soil of banks of
bead-lauds in a cloddy state has been very ad-
vantageously burned, and the success is obvious
where fuel, such as bushes, weeds, straw, wood, or
gorse can be fouiul, and where the land is in a
rough state to alfoid the materials to be burned.
All rough materials on newly improved and un-
cultivated lands, that would incommode the culture
or require an inconvenient time to decompose
and incorporate with the soil, may be very
speedily ami benciicially reduced by burning

;

but the piopriety of going further and of in-

terfering with the vegetable matter that should
remain for easy and gradual decomposition
in the soil by the operations of future cultiva-

tion, has been much doubted bj' many eminent
practical and scientific men. The burning
of the cloddy surface of land under aration,

has also been practised, and it would ap-

l)ear with success in certain places, where
materials are abundant ; and while the benefits
conferred on and by the effects of fire are
undoubted, the want of fuel to effect the process
in all enclosed and cultivated countries, will much
check the adoption of the method, for if straw be
used, the value of it may soon amount to a consi-
derable sum, and may be supposed capable of a bet-
ter application elsewhere. If small heaps ofclods are
raked and laid on a small quantity ofstraw or culm,
the blaze will soon be extinguished, and t be heat
evaporated, from the wide exposure of the surface,
if larger heaps be made, much fuel will be re-
quired, and very considerable expense in forming,
and atterwards spreading out the heaps, and also
much care and attention in smothering the fire,

and preventing- the outburst of the flame, and re-
ducing the earth by a violent heat to a calcined
substance, ecpially unfit for the purposes of vege-
tation, and incapable of mixing and of absorption.
In closely improved countries fuel cannot be got,
coals may not be applicable, wood is as dear in
many places, straw is equally valuable, and gorse,
hedge-cuttings, and primings of trees are only ob-
tained at certain periods of time, and in particular
situations ; but in localities that ore suitable, and
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in circumstances that admit the application, tlie

process may be advantageously employed.
The most economical, and by far the simplest

and most generally applicable mode ot reducing
the cloddy and clayey surface of land, is to lay

narrow mounds of alternate layers of the clayey
surface and hot lime, and to ignite it by exposure
to the air, or by ;in application of water. A heap
of seven yards in length, four in width, and three
in height, mixed with seventy-two bnshels of hot
lime, has been recommended to be reduced to ashes,

or nearly so, when fresh clay may be applied so
long as sufficient heat remains. Tlic heat exhaled
from the lime will produce a sinotheiing effect on
the clay not easily obtained in the open air with a
large or smallquantity of flaming combustibles. In
the former case, there is danger of calcination and
uselessness, and in the latter of imperfect burning,
and of the fire being extinguishe 1 from exposure,
and the surrounding contact of air. The lime can
be got at any time, and the process can go on
during summer in wet or dry weather; the means
are more at the command of the farmer, and the
work can be effected more promptly on that ac-

count than when it depends on so many contin-
gencies often altogether beyond control. The ex-
pence of burning in heaps has been stated at from
Is. to Is. 6'd. per load, and of clod burning at I'is. to

15s. an acre, but very little dependence can be
placed on such statements, or on the loads that are
said to be applied, or on the quantity of ashes ob-
tained from a quantity of land, as circumstances
cause a variation in every case. The quantity of
ashes should be sufhcient to cover the land when
spread ; if less, the application may be worth lit-

tle, and a greater quantity can be got at a less pro-
portionate expense than a smaller. The mode of
burning by lime cannot be too much pressed on the
attention of the farmer as a simple, efi'ectual, and
at all times available ])rocess, and the ultimate
products are a mixture of finely reduced and pul-

verised substances to be blended and incorporated
with the soil, on which acquisition so very much
of the fertility of the earth depends.
About thirty years ago, the accounts of the won-

derful effects of burnt clay as a manure made a
great noise in the agricultural vvJorld.and it was as-

sured that the substance would soon supersede the
use of putrescent matters or any other manures,
and that it could not fail to introduce a new era
into our practice, and with results seemingly but
little short of Mosaic miracles. It was applied at

the rate of 30, 40, ami 60 cart loads per acre, and
produced a crop of 40 tons of turnips^, and the

success was so decisive over rotten dung of the

farm-yards as to lead to the contempt and neglect

of that substance, though it were offered free of
cost, and with only a mile of carriage. The cost

was about b'd. per load exclusive of cariiage.

Twenty-five loads of clay ashes have beat fifteen

tons of dung ; on corn crops, and on seed as a top-

dressing, the I'csults were very striking, and for

green crops 20 to oQ cubic yards have been found
equal to 8 or 12 tons of putrescent mainire. In

experiments between 400 bushels of clay ashes, .')0

of soot, 100 of wood ashes, and no dressing, the
superiority was trifling in favour of the former
compared with wood ashes, one-half above soot,

and nearly double the produce of no dressing, in

the respective crops of swedes, kohlrabi, potatoes,

and barley. The same superiority was observed in

clay ashes over composts of clay, lime, and earth,

and was even reported to show the unexpected
quality of possessing more moisture than farm-yard

dung, and producing, in consequence of that pro-
perty, a better crop of turnips. Cut these results

were completely eclipsed by one individual case,
which laid aside both farm-yard dimg and the
ploughing of the land, and substituted scarifying

the surface, and the application of burnt clay. The
advantages of the mode have been fully detailed,

and though it may never be reducible to practice
in the full extent, it contains abundant matter for

reflection, and has not met with the attention that
is due. Clay is composed of silica and alumina,
oxyde of iron, some little inflammable matter, and
])robably some other substances in a very minute
ratio. That these oxydes, which contain in them-
selves none of the elements of vegetation, after

being again subjected to the action of fire, and
partially oxidized, and laid on laud, either broad-
cast or in a drill, and well cooled before applica-
tion—should be more moist and nutritious to any
crops, either in dry or wet weather, than a mixture
of animal and vegetable matters i)repared with
similar care, bears an air of incredibility that is

fully confinned by the most rigid observation ofthe
most extensive and enlightened experience. No
one denies that stimulants are known that will

produce great efforts in the animal body, but we
know also that other substantial and nutritious

substances are required to support that exertion,
and that without them a repetition of the stimu-
lants produces debility and ruin. Without at-

tempting to establish an exactly similar analogy
in the case of the earth beingstimulated to produce
a large crop of plants, as we have not the same
means of ascertaining the causes that produce the
effects, experience, our only true guide in such
matters, fully warrants an inference very nearly
allied to it ; for the idea of supporting a fertility

created by saline or any similar substances, will

not remain long in the mind of any experienced
cultivator. A jjcrson is very naturally surprised
to think whence have been derived the astonishing
results always published of the first application,

U'jt only of burnt clay, but of various other sub-
stances that have been applied as manures; they
are seldom realized, and never found when fully

brought to the fair and unbiassed test of experi-
ence. A sanguine and i)reju(liced mind often di-

rects the process, neglects the proper observations,
draws inferences from false premises, and a jaun-
diced eye frequently sees the results drawn up, and
the statements which cannot be long repeated, even
by the parties themselves. Without impugning
the correctness or veracity of such statements in
the particular cases of occurrence, much caution
is always to be used in putting forth too much
generalized opinions on such subjects. In the case
of burnt clay, i)hysical circumstances that always
interfere and direct (,n such occasions, and the
sober maxims of prudence, have now confined the
use of it to the natural limits of convenience in

getting the materials, and of the probable effect in

relation to the cost. Waste grounds will afford a
pit where the clay may be dug, and a permanent
kiln erected near it ; but on good lands, the waste
and disfiguration of the surface will be grudged,
for clay does not ])ro(luce like ])lants by the ap-
I)lication to land, substances similar to itself to re-

pair the waste. Where a pit is convenient, the
ckiy of good quality, and fuel not too dear, the
method may be used discreetly , according to the
above circumstances, and more es|)ecially by the
effects it is seen to produce from being used on the
fair and tangible grounds of comparative applica-
tion.
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Burnt clay possesses none of the caustic solvent

effects of calcined lime. The water has been

banished by the application ot fiie, and the earths

have been divided and reduced to minute particles,

and invested with an unknown property which

bodies acquire that have undergone the process of

torretaction. The substance must be as completely

powdered as possible, and may be applied on ara-

ble lands for any crop, either green or culmiferous.

It can only act mechanically as an alterative in

rendering the soil more friable, as the particles

seem to have lost the power of coherence, and lie

compact for a time without uniting ; and in order

to effect any valuable and permanent benefit, the

quantity should not be less than from 30 to 60

loads, varying from 600 to 1,000 bushels.

July 18, 1840. J. D.

ROYALAGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

At a Council held oa Wednesday, the 22d July, in

Cavendish-square, present, Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.
(President), in the chair; Marquis of Downshire

;

Earl of Eustou ; David Barclay, Esq.; Thos. Raymond
Barker, Esq.; Colonel Challoner ; J. W. Childers,

Esq., M.P. ; John Evelyn Denison, Esq., John Kinder,

Esq. ; Sir Francis Lawley, Bart. ; Sir Robert Price,

Bart., M.P. ; Rev. W. L. Rhara ; Edward Ayshford

Sanford, Esq., M.P. ; William Shaw, Esq.

The Secretary was directed to issue a notice to each

Member of the Council, that the subject of the new
prizes to be offered by the Society would be taken into

consideration at the next meeting.

It was resolved, that a Deputation should be formed

to attend the Meeting of the Highland Society at Aber-

deen, in October next.

It was decided that the Society's Annual County
Meeting at Liverpool, next year, should be held in the

week after Liverpool Races, and that the principal day

of the show should take place on a Thursday instead

of Wednesday, as at Oxford and Cambridge.

The Committees of the Society haviugbeeome extinct

at the Annual Meeting, the Council proceeded, agree-

ably with the by-laws, to revive the Finance, Journal,

Geological, and Veterinary Committees; Lord Bray-

brooke being added to the Finance and Journal Com-
mittees, and Sir Thomas Acland to the Geological

Committee.
The Duke of Richmond communicated a paper from

Mr. Bulmer, on the Cultivation of a Berwickshire

Farm. Papers were also received from Mr. Alexander,

Mr. Crosskill, and Mr. Thomas Wilson. Other com-
munications were also laid before the Council from

Professor Henslow, Mr. Porter, Mr. Manning, and

Mr. Starkey.

At a Council held on Wednesday, July29, present, P.

Pusey, Esq., M.P. (in the chair), Earl Ducio, Earl of

Eu«ton, David Barclay, Esq., Thomas Raymond liar-

ker, Esq., Thomas William Braraston, M.P., French

Burke, Esq., Sir Charles Burrell, Bart., M.P., Colonel

Challoner, John Ellman, Esq., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq.,

Stephen Grantham, Esq., Henry Hundley, PJsq., M.P.,
William Fisher Hobhs, Esq., Samuel Jonas, Esq.,

George Kiraberley, Esq., Thomas Thornhill Morland,

Esq., William Shaw, Esq., Thomas Weall, Esq., Wil-

liam Youatt, Esq.

The President read a letter addressed to him by his

Grace the Duke of Richmond, thanking the Council, as

his colleagues, for their vote of thanks for his conduct

in the chair during the yi-ar of hi« Grace's Presidency,

assuring them that he was most sensible of their kind-

ness, and that it would give him at all times the greatest

satisfactioQ to co-operate with them in carrying out

the measures which have been so favourably com-
menced.

A committee was appointed, consisting of Colonel
Le Couteur, Professor Henslow, and John Morton,
Esq., to consider the best mode of forming a colleclioa
of samples of wheat.

Mr. Raymond Barker reported that Colonel Chal-
loner, on the motion of David Barclay, Esq., had been
duly elected Chairman of the Finance Committee for

the ensuing session.

The council then proceeded to the consideration of
tlie question of the new prizes to be offered for improv-
ing the breed of cattle, and tlie new subjects for prize

essays.

Mr. W. D. Field, of Ulceby Grange, in Lincolnshire,
presented the model of a shed for the equal distribution

of linseed cake, or other food, to store cattle. Air,

Gibbs presented a specimen of the wool from lambs
which were the oflspring of the Doomba ram and South-
down ewes ; and Mr. Cole, the editor of the " Yankee
Farmer" (an American agricultural paper, published at

Boston), presented several numbers of tliat journal.

A letter was read from Mr. Wyon, of the Mint, an-
nouncing tliat the die* for the society's medal were on
tlie point of being completed.

The Hon. Bellow Nugent, of Ettingham House,
Leamington, and John Nott, Esq., of Bydown House,
near Barnstaple, were elected Governors ; and the fol-

lowing gentlemen Members, of the Society :
—

Honourable Colonel Greville Howard.
Sir Baldwin Leighton, Bart.

George Edward Blauchamp, The Priory, near Read.
ing

Lord Sidney, Cleveland-row
J. M. Cripps, Newington, Lewes, Sussex
Richard Willis, Wanstead Park, Van Diemen's Laud
Arthur Willis, jun., Wanstead, Essex
John Dicken, Waters Upton, Wellington, Salop
W. P. Hayward, Wilsford, Devizes
W. Hodson, West Bletchington, Brighton
E. Majoribanks, 77, Harley-street, London
Rev. Basil Berridge, Algerkirk, Boston, Lincolnshire

J. S. D. Selby, Chinnel Park, Berwick
William Bird, Bishop's Stortford.

William Cole, Oakington
William Bate, Wirrington, Peterborough
John Postle, Smallburgh, Worstead, Norfolk
William Postle, Smallburgh, Worstead, Norfolk
Sir John Palmer
George Robert Gaussen, Brookman's Park, Hatfield,

Herts
Samuel Shrobb, St. Alban's, Herts
.Tames Spirling, Halstead, Essex
Richard Knight, Dunton Hall, Brentwood, Essex
Sir Thomas Birch, Bart.
Thomas Buller, Joychurch, New Romney, Kent
William Carter, Boughton, Faversham
Henry Hilton, Sole-street, House, Selling

Nathaniel Rix, Ridge, near Barnet
Rev. Richard Fardell, Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire
A. S. Elliott, Hartford, Huntingdon
John Stracey, Kackheath Hall, Norwich
.Tames Sandio, Great Ockendon, Essex
W. P. Standley, Peterborsugli
John Perkins, Gedney Hill *

.fohn Williams, Bedford
Rt. Ridge Ellis, Yelding, Kent
John Whitehead, WestBarming, Kent
James Ramsay Warde, Yulding, Kent
F. C. Marsom, Cumberland Terrace, Regent's Park
.lohn 'i'homas Mott, Hiickling Lodge, Ayle:«bury
William jlutson, Ncwby Wisk, Northallerton
W. Baldwin, Hewell, Bromngrove
J. iMorris, \Valcote, Bishop's Castle
Edward lunbers, Weston Hall, Leamington
.lohn Wliiitinglon, Walton, Welsbourne, Warwick
Hon. Elliot Vorke, 4, Norlolk-street, Park-lane
Thomas Yard, Whitston, Devon
Piiillip Fiancis, Moore Crediton, Devon
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Hon. B. Nugent, Effingham House, Royal, Leaming-

ton, Warwick
Charles, Leslie, Glasslough, Ireland

Dr. Hamel
Kobert Allin, Bailingdon, Sudbury, Suffolk

Lewis Bucke, Esq., M.P,. Moreton, Bidef'ord, Devon
Captain Lcmpriere, Alton, Hampshire
John Reynolds, Wisbeach
Rev. S. C. Smith, Denver Rectory, Downham
Wm. £dw. Dewing, Leiston Hall, Suffolk

Rev. W. Skinner, Rushton, Herts
John Paris, Farnham, Essex
Wm. Mott, Wall, Lichfield

James Bailey, Nynehead, Wellington, Somerset
George Jebb, Brynekenatt, Chick, North Wales
Captiiin Randolph, R. N., Wrotham, Kent
Wm. Charles Smith, Shortgrove, Essex
Wm. Downes, Dedham, Essex
P. Pryse, Gryerddan, Aberystwith
D. Blyth, Great Massingham Rougham
Edmund Farrer, Spoile Swaffham
Henry Brandreth, Oxford and Cambridge Chronicle

and Houghton Hou<e, Dunstable
Charles Boyer, Whittlesea, Cambridgeshire
Charles Etheridge, Starston, Norfolk
James Scott, Bromley, Kent
Thomas Alortlock, Coombe Grove, Cambridge
Colonel Best, Boxley, Stratham
John Best
T; L. Allen, Trinity College, Cambridge
John Courtier, Morton Hampstead, Dover
Wm. Chambers, Derby
John Bromley, Derby
Henry Mortlock, Caxton
W. Ashling, Whittlesea
Dr. Hopkinton, Stamford
Thomas French, Eye, Suffolk
John H. Tuck, Blofield, Norfolk
J. Marshall, Hitchen, Herts.
T. I^lsum, Whittlesea, Cambridgeshire
Henry Hayes, Whittlesea, Cambridgeshire
John Child, Merton Mills, Surrey
J. J. Tuck, Wortham, Suffolk

J. G. Hart, Stowmarket, Suffolk
John Brickwell, Leckhamstead, Buckingham
R. Faulkes, Beckingham, Newark
Sloane Stanley, jun.
Nathaniel Forte, Trinity College, Cambridge
Reginald Bryan, Trinity College, Cambridge
Mark Cooper, Great Oakley, Essex
Georg-e Bull, Great Oakley, Essex
Rev. A. Austin, Compton, Wilts.
W. Smith, Barton Mere, Suffolk
George Smith, Barton Mere, Suffolk
P. B. Smith, Great Clacton, Essex
T. Croydon, Drayton, Penkridge
R. Dudding, Ponton, Wragby
G. Botham, Wcxham Court, Bucks.
J. Aldridge, Cippenham Burnham, Bucks.
C. S. Cautrell, Manor Farm
H. Cautrell, Baylip Stoke, Bucks.
John Thistlewood, Lorncroft, Louih.

At a council held on Wednesdajs Aug. 5, present,

Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P., President (in the chair),

Earl of Euston, Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq.,

French Burke, Esq., Colonel Challoner, Humphrey
Gibbs, Esq., Henry Handley, Esq., M.P., John
Kinder, Esq., Rev. W. L. Rham.

—

Henry Brandreth, Esq., of the Oxford and Cam-
bridge Club, London, and of Houghton House,
Dunstaple, was elected a Gevenior ; and the fol-

lowing gentlemen Members of the Society :

—

Belham, Robt., Stow Beedon, Norfolk
Brown, John, Little Hallingbnry, Sawbridgeworth
Alexander, James, Doncaster
Balls, W., Stapleford, Cambridge
Brand, John, Berwick Hall, WUitecolne
Hoste, Derick, Berwick House, Docking, Norfolk

Peed, Anthony, Cambridge
Brettell, John, Northampton
Fuller, T., Dinemow
Bird, J., Bishops Stortford

Allenborough, Rt., Braybrooke, Market Harborough
Golpin, J., Dorchester, Dorset

Oliver, P., Dorchester, Dorset
Warne, J., Upway, Weymouth
Baker, Samuel, Hawkwell Hall, Rockford
Francis, Benjamin, High House, Lechams, Norfolk
Jackson, Thomas, Hill Redware, Staffordshire

Thacker, Charles, Elford, Staffordshire

Baulnois, Wm., 12, Abbey Road, St. John's Wood
Bland, Clement, Frith House, Stansford

Pinkus, Henry, Slaughter's Hotel, London.
Bennett, Philip, Rougham Old Hall, Bury St. Ed-
munds

Campion, Rev. Job, Overstone Rectory, Northampton
Williams, Thos. Bryn, Beaumaris, Anglesea
Bolden, J., Hyning, Lancaster
Jones, A. G., Gloucester

Garth, Rev. Richard, Farnham, Surrey
Brooke, John, Great Walsingham, Norfolk
Watson, G., Fakenham, Norfolk
Sepping, E., Swaffham, Norfolk
Abbott, Stephen, Castleacre, Swaffham, Norfolk
Stapylton, Rev. Martin, Barlborough Rectory, Ches-

terfield, Derbyshire
Maitland, Rev. J. G., Surrey Villa, Lambeth, Surrey
Hunt, Rev. Geo., Barmingham Rectory, Botesdale,

Suffolk

Fitzroy, Capt. Hugh (Grenadier Guards), 3, Chesham
Place, Belgrave Square.

Callis, John, Mears Ashber, Northampton
Hagger, Thos., Northampton
Ringer, John, West Harling, near East Harling,
Norfolk

Brokenbrow, H. P., Beenham, Reading
Garrod, Robert, Ipswich
Stone, Geo., Fawley Farm, Wantage
Carne, Rev. T. C, Breckenhurst, Southwell, Notts
Milward, R., Hexgreave Park, Southwell
Milward, Thos., Thengarton Hill, Southwell
Ward, G. A., Downham Market, Norfolk
Woolf, Jos., Haslingten Hall,Nantwich
Kellow, John, Woodhouse, Andover, Hants
Hayward, Wm., Wilsford, Devizes, Wilts
Bruges, Wm., Haxton, Amesbury, Wilts
May, C. H., Sneyd Farm, Burslem, Staffordshire

Stapleton, Valentine, Lincolnshire

Bnzalgette, S., King's Bridge, Swallowfield, Reading
Lys, Stephen, Harlow, Essex
Thompson, J., Ilford, Essex
Stokes, Jonathan, Stamford Rivers, Romford
Henry Handley, Esq., M.P., John Evelyn Denison,

Esq., and Colonel Le Conteur, were nominated
Rlembcrs of the Deputation to the Great JMeeting of
the Highland Society.

The name of C. E. Lefroy, Esq., was added to the list

of Members of the Journal Committee.

SPECIMENS OF WHEAT.

It was resolved, that as Professor IIchsIow, Colonel
Le Couteur, and Mr. Morion, had undertaken to

superintend the formation of a collection of wheats for

the Museum, members should be requested to preserve
specimens of the ordinary wheats of their neighbourhood
at the present harvest : five straws of the full length
with the ear to be sufficient for each wheat ; one being
the best sample, and the other four average samples

;

members being requested to give the local name of
each wheat, and any other local name with which they
may be acquainted ; and forward the specimens to the
Society's rooms.

Captain Stanley Carr, of Trischenbeck, in the Duchy
of Lauenburg,an English gentleman,who is successfully

introducing the improvements of English Agriculture
into Germany, and transmitting to this country those of
the Continent, author of the "Prize Essay on Rural
Economy Abroad," and of another paper in the Journal,
on the " Rural Economy of Schlesvvig, Holstein and
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Lauenburg'," liaving presented to the society a valuable
and interesting' collection of agricultural models for its

inuseum, was, on the motion of Mr. Hundley, unani-
mously elected an honorary member.

Colonel Challoner read to the Council the Report of
the Finance Committee, recommendmg for payment the
various premiums and ether claims on the society, on
account ot the Cambridg-e Meeting, and cheques for

the respective amounts were ordered accordingly.
Colonel Challoner, as Chairman of the P'inance Com-
mittee, also presented to the Council a balance sheet
of the receipts and expenditure of the Cambridge Meet-
ing-, I'rom which it appeared that the expenses attend-
ing,' the meeting- exceeded the receipts by upwards of

mi.
The Imperial Society of Agriculture of Moscow was

proposed by the President, and unanimously placed on
the list of corresponding societies.

The Council then proceeded to revise the proof-sheet
of the new premiums to be offered by the society.

Communications were received from Mr. Dean, Mr.
Hillyard, Mr. Connop, Mr. Cuthbert Johnson, Mr.
Lance, and Rlr. Oliver.

Mr. Jones presented a paper and specimens, on the
subject of "the Brswn Turnip Grub ;" Mr. Deck, of
Cambridge, transmitted to thesociety, on the part of Dr.
Buckland, two beautiful geological modelsof the Isle of
Wight, and two models intended to illustrate the princi-

ple of Artesian springs. Mr. Raymond Barker submitted
a specimen of the clover plant, growing on a chalky soil

on his estate in Oxfordshire.fromthelndian seed presented
to the council by Professor Royle. Mr. Pinkus presented
his work and drawing on a new agrarian system. The fol-

lowing publications were also presented :—Colonel Le
Couteur, a copy of his valuable work " on the Varieties,

Properties, and Classification of Wheat;" Rlr. Rlaul-
everer, two parts of the " French Agricultural Moni-
teur;" Mr. Wallis, his work on " Dendrology;" [Mon-
sieur Haricart de Thury, his Report to the French
Agricultural Society, " on the Draining and cultivation

of Vallee de I'Authion ;" Mr. Youatt, the Inst number
of the " Veterinarian ;" the Mark iMne Express, the

BeWa Weekli/ Messenger, the Farmer^s Journal^ and tiie

Magnet, were also presented by their respective editors.

The next annual country meeting of the Society being-

fixed for the Thursday after the week in which the Li-
verpool Races take place. Mr. Wetherby (ot the Hay-
market) has informed the Society (at the suggestion of
his Grace the Duke of Richmond) of the exact time
when the races take place, namely, that they commence
on the second Tuesday or Wednesday in July, 1841.
The meetings of the Council were then adjourned to

the first Wednesday in September.

The business year of the Roynl Agricultural

Society of England may now be said to have
closed, and bavins; been an almost constant atten-

dant at the council during the last twelve months,
we cannot permit this occasion to pass over with-

out bearing our humble testimony to the zeal, as-

siduity, diligence, and kind attention uniformly
displayed in the performance of his duties during
that period, by the Secretary, Mr. Hudson, and
in which we feel convinced we shall be joined by
all those members of the society who liave had
communication with him.

LIVERPOOL MEETING, 1841.

We beg the attention of our readers to the sub-
joined list of prizes of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety of England, to be awarded at the J-iverpool

Meeting in July next year. From this list, it will be
seen tliat an addition of five pounds to the prize for

yeading bulls has been made, iu the classes for

Shorthorns, Herefords, and Devons. In the class

for cattle of any breed or cross, not Shorthorns,

Herefords, or Devons, a vei-y considerable ad-
dition lias been made to the prizes. A second

prize of twenty sovereigns will be given to the

second best bull, calved previously to the 1st of

January, 1839. A second prize of fifteen pounds
will be given to the second best yearling bull, and
a second prize of ten pounds to the second best

cow in milk ; being an increase of prizes in this

class over each of the other classes of forty-five

pounds. In tiie class for horses, additional prizes

are offered ; for the second best cart stallion for

agricultural purposes, twenty sovereigns, and for

the second best cart mare and foal ten sovereigns.

The prize for stallions for breeding hunters, coach-

horses, or roadsters, is altogether omitted. Now it

cannot for a moment be questioned, that there was
great impropriety in uniting the three different

classes of horses into one prize, but we must con-

fess we see no reason for the total omission of

prizes for these sorts of animals. It may perhaps

l3e considered, that the horse for agricultural pur-

poses is more practically and generally useful, and
therefore demands a greater degree of attention ;

but we nevertheless do not think, that the en-

couragement of a good breed of hunters, roadsters,

and carriage horses, is a subject unworthy the

Royal Agricultural Society. There is a certain

class of horses that are commonly employed in

stage-coaches, which will soon be in a great degree

superseded by tiie use of the rail, as it is now
cantly styled. iJul we do not anticipate seeing

for some time to come, a country gentleman fol-

lowing the hounds on a steam horse, or the use of

the roadster or the carriage-horse rendered unne-

cessary by the application of steam power. The
English hunter and the English coach-horse are

unequalled in the world, and we therefore cannot

but regret that encouragement to maintain that

superiority has not been held out by the society.

In each of the classes for sheep, an additional prize

is offeied for the second best ram of any age. In

the class for pigs, an additional prize is offered for

the second best boar.

Wo are gratified in observing that the sum of
200Z. has been placed at the disposal of the council,

to be appropriated to rewarding the exhibition

and trial of implements. Improvement in agri-

cultural machinery is of the utmost importance to

the farmer. Tiiis liberal sum, placed at the dis-

posal of the council, with the prize of fifty sove-
reigns, offered for the best essay on Agricultural

Mechanics, will, we trust, arouse the energies of

tiiose persons who devote themselves to the study
of this subject. Here, however, we cannot but

repeat the regret which we have on several former

occasions expressed, that no direct encouragement
is offered for good cultivation. Surely, if it be of

importance that agricultural implements should be
made upon the most effective and economical
principles, both as to cost and power requisite to

work them ; it is of equal consequence that the

hand which uses them and the head which arranges

and directs the various operations to be performed,
should meet with equal encouragement. An
efficient implement in the hands of an unskilful

workman will be comparatively inefficient; and
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an efficient implement in tlie hands of an efficient

workman will, at the year's end, exhibit very

different results when directed by the skilful or

unskilful master. A reference to the prizes,

offered by the Liverpool Agricultural Society,

whose members meet annually to tlie number of

twelve and fourteen hundred, will show, that in

the very district in which tlie Royal Agricultural

Society will hold its next meeting, this subject is

deemed worthy of attention.

PRIZES FOR 1841.

[The whole of the following- Premiums refer to the year

1841, but the President and Council have likewise

decided on the amount and subjects of the Prize

Essays for the year 1842 ; and these also, when their

terms and conditions have been determined, we shall

lay before our readers on a future occasion.]

PRIZES FOR IMPROVING THE BREED OF
CATTLE, 1841.

Class I.

—

Shoki-uorns. sovs.

To the owner of the best Bull calved previously

to the 1st of January, 1839 30
To the owner of the best Bull calved since the

1st of January, 1839, and more than one year old 20
To the owner of the best Cow. in milk 15
To the owner of tlie best in-calf Heifer, not ex-

ceedingr three years old 15
To the owner of the best Yearlinir Heifer 10
To the owner of the best Bull Calf 10

Class II.

—

Herkfords.

To the owner of the best Bull calved previously

to the 1st of January, 1839 30
To the owner of the besU Bull calved since the 1st

of January, 1839, and more than one year old .... 20
To the owner of the best Cow in milk 15
To the owner of the best in-calk Heifer, not ex-

ceeding three year* old 15
To the owner of the best Yearling- Heifer 10
To the owner of the best Bull Calf 10

Class III.—Devoxs.

To the owner of the best Bull calved previously
to the 1st of January, 1839 30
To the owner of the best Bui) calved since the 1st

of January, 1839, and more than one year old .... 20
To the owner of the best Cow in milk 15
To the owner of the best in-calf Heifer, not ex-

ceeding three years old 15
To the owner of the best Yearling Heifer 10
To the owner of the be^t Bull Calf 10

Class IV.

—

Cattle of any Breed or Cross—Not
qualified for the foregoing Classes.

To the owner of the best Bull calved previously

to the 1st of January, 1839 30
To the owner of the second best do 20
To the owner of the bet Bull calved since the

1st of January, 1839, and more than one year old 20
To the owner of the second best do 15
To the owner of the best Cov/ in milk 15
To the owner of the second-best Cow in milk .. 10
To the owner of the best in-calf Heifer, not ex-

ceeding three years old 15
To the owner of the best Yearling Heifer 10
To the owner of the best Bull Calf 10

Class V.

—

Horses.

To the owner of the best Cart Stallion for agri-

cultural purposes 30
To the owner of the second-best do 20
To the owner of the best Cart Mare and Foal for

agricultural purposes 15
To the owner of the second-best ditto 10

PRIZES FOR IMPROVING THE BREED OF
SHEEP.—1841.

Class VI.

—

Leicesters.
To the owner of the best Shearhng Ram 30
To the owner of the second-best ditto , 15

sovs.

To the owner of the best Ram of any other age 30
To the owner of the second-best ditto 15

To the owner of the bc-t pen of five Ewes suck-

ling their Lambs at the time of showing 10

To the owner of the best pen of five Shearling

Ewes 10

Class VII.

—

South Downs or OTUEn short-woolled
Sheep.

To the owner of the best shearling Rum 30
To the owner of the second-best ditto 15

To the owner of the best Ram of any other age 30
To theowner of the second-best ditto 15

To the owner of the best pen of five Ewes suck-
lina: their Lambs at the time of showing 10
To the owner of the best pen of live shearling

Ewes 10

Class VIll.

—

Lo>g-woolled SnEEr.—Not qualified

to compete in class VI.

To theowner of the best shearling Ram 30
To the owner of the second-best (iitto 15
To the owner of the best Ram of any other age 30
To the ower of the second-best ditto 15
To the owner of the best pen of five Ewes suck-

ling their Lambs at the time of showing 10
To the owner of the best pen of five shearling

Ewes 10

Class IX.

—

Pigs.

To the owner of the best boar 10
To the owner of the second-best ditto 5
To the owner of the best breeding Sow* 5
To the owner of the best pen of three breeding

.Sow Pigs of the same litter, above four and under
ninemonthsold 10

t It is to be stated in the certificate of the sow, how many
)ii>;s she produced in lier last litter, and reared to the time of
weaning.

Class X.

—

E.xtr.v Stock, Roots, and Seeds.

For Extra Stock of any kind , not shown for any
of the above Prizes, and for Roots, Seeds, &c,,
Prizes may be awarded and apportioned, by the
Committee and Judges, not exceeding in the whole 50

Machinery.

A sum not exceeding 200Z. to be at the disposal of the

council, to be by them apportioned for rewarding the
exhibition and trial of Implements, if they should so
think fit.

Any' Ijiplement.

For the invention of any new Agricultural Imple-
ment, such sum as the Society may think proper to

award.
Seed Wheat.

1 . Thirty Sovereigns, or a piece of Plate of that value,
will be given to the Exhibitor at the Liverpool Meeting
of the best 14 bush, of White Wheat, of the harvest of

1840, and grown by himself.

2. Thirty Sovereigns, or apiece of Plate of that value,
will be given to the Exhibitor at the Liyerpool Meeting
of the best 14 bush, of Red Wheat, of the harvest of

1840, and grown by himself.

(12 bushels of the wheat will be .scaled up by the

Judges, and one of the remaining bushels of each
variety will be exhibited as a sample to the public. At
the pulilic meeting in December, 1842, the Prizes will

be awarded.) The three best samples of the Wheat,
without distinguishing between the three, will be selected

by Judges appointed at the Liverpool Meeting, and
will be sown under the direction of the Society, in the

Autumn of 1841, by three farmers, who will make their

report, upon which the Prize will be awarded. Tea
Sovereigns will be given, at the Liverpool Meeting, to

the exhibitors of each of those three samples.

Gorse-Crushing Machine.
'Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the cheapest and most effective Gorse-
crushing Machine.

1. The machine produced must be on a working
scale, and at a cost that will be attainable by the occu«
piers of the smallest farms.
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2. It must be capable of reducing the material to a
pulpy state for tlie mastication of ruminating animals,

as C9VVS and slieep.

PRIZE ESSAYS and REPORTS of EXPERI-
MENTS lOE 1841.

1. Varieties of Wheat.
Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the best Report on the Comparative
Merits of different varieties of wheat. Competitors will

be required to state,

—

fl. Preparation and quantity of the seed; time and
method of sowing ; relation to preceding and following
crops; nature of the soil.

2. Power to withstand severe winters^

3. Time of flowering, and of maturity.

4. Tendency to degenerate, and liabihty to disease.

5. Amount of produce in grain and straw, and the

relative quantities of flour and offal.

6. Quantity of bread produced from 181bs. of flour

accorling to the process described by Colonel I<e Cou-
teur, in the Journal, No. 3 (1839, page 115.)

Not less than a quarter of an acre to be planted with
each variety.—It would be desirable that competitors
should consult Colonel Le Couteur's Work upon
Wheat.

2. Varieties of Barley.
Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the best Report on the Comparative
Merits of different Varieties of Barley. Competitors
will be required to state,

—

1. Preparation and quantity of the seed ; time and
method of sowing; relation to preceding and following
crops ; nature of the soil.

2. Power to withstand drought or extreme wet.
3. Tendency to degenerate, and liability to disease.

4. Time of flowering and of maturity.

5. Amount of produce in grain and straw.
6. Malting qualities.

3. Varieties of Turnips.

Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will

be given for the best Report on the Comparative Merits
of different Varieties of Turnips, Competitors will be
required to state,

—

1. The comparative produce per acre of each variety

treated of.

2. The nutritive qualities as compared with weight;
distinguishing

—

a. The varieties possessing early maturity appro-
priate for autumn stocking.

b. The more productive and nutritive kinds lor
general feeding, and

c. The more hardy varieties for spring and late

consumption.

4. Effkcts ox sunsEauENT Crops of Wheat.
Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the best account ef tlie effects of crops
of beans, clover, vetches, potatoes, rye-grass, or any
other crop, upon a subsequent crop of wheat. Com-
petitors must state

—

1. The soil on which the experiment was tried.

2. The crop preceding the wheat, and the manner of
cultiv<iting it.

3. The quantity of manure applied.

4. Whether fed or mown, and the quantity of pro-
duce if mown.

5. The species of wheat sown.
6. The manner in which the wheat was cultivated

;

and if manured, the (juantity applied.

7. The produce in bushels of the crop of wheat.
8. Any other particulars that may seem important.

5. Food for Labourkrs.
Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the best directions to enable labourers
to prepare wholesome, nutritious, and palatable food,

in the most economical and easy manner.
As the object of the Society in offering this prize is

to procure such instructions for agricultural labourers

as may enable them to supply themselves with the

greatest quantity of nutriment whicli the means at
their command will produce, and to prepare a warm,
comfortable, and nutritious meal for themselves and
their families when they return home from their day's
work, the competitors for it are requested to ob-
serve

—

1. That the receipts must be given in such a plain

manner as may render them available to a labourer or
his wife, who are unaccustomed to cookery.

2. That the receipts must be such as may be used
without requiring any apparatus which an agricultureil

labourer does not usually possess.

3. That they shall not require the use of any ingre-

dients which he may not easily procure, either from
his garden or in agricultural villages. This condition

is not intended to preclude the recommendation of fish

as a part of any dish.

4. The cost of the different fishes for which receipts

are given must be accurately stated.

6. Application of Lime.
Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the best account of experiments on
the application of lime as a manure. The competitors
will be required to state

—

1. How many years they have used lime as a manure,
and how many acres they have limed each year.

2. What quantity they have put on per acre, and on
what sort of soil.

3. At what time of the year, and for what crop.

4. Whether with or without manure, in what man-
ner applied, and with what effect on the crop, and
what on the succeeding crop,

5. The price of the lime ; whether they continue to

use it ; the chemical description of lime they use ; and
any particulars generally respecting lime.

7. Nitre and Cubic-Nitre.
Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the best account of experiments on
the application of nitres as maimres, including salt-

petre (the nitrate of potash) and cubic-nitre (the ni-

trate of soda). Competitors will be required to state

—

1. The quantity and mode of these applications,

whether used before sowing, along with the *eed, or

after the blade is up.

2. Every particular of each experiment ; and a com-
parison made with the same quantity of ground sown
both without manure, and also with common yard-

dung ; stating the value of the manure in every case.

3. The result at different periods of the growth.
4. The conclusion come to from the experiments,

5. Not less than a quarter of an acre to be taken for

each experiment ; and to be varied as much as possible,

8. Improvement of Peat Soils.

Twenty sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the best CL'.say or report on the most
successful means bv which the improvement of peat

soils may be effected. Competitors will be required to

state the following particulars :

—

1. Description of the mode, as far as it can be ascer-

tained, in which the peat has been formed, whether by
rain-water lodging on the surface, the oozing of

springs, or under a body of stagnant water.

2. Description of the plants, from the decay of which
the peat appears to be formed, and of the state of de-

composition in which they are found.

3. Chemieal account of any acid or bitter principle

injurious to vegetation which may be found in the peat.

4. Account of any substance applied to the peat,

either for correcting its chemical defects or improving
its consistence.

.5, Level of the water in the neighbouring ditches in

winter and summer,
6. General treatment and mode of cropping.

y. SunsoiL AND Trench Ploughing.
Twenty Sovereic;ns, or a Piece of Plate of that value,

will be given for the most satisfactory experiment on
the comparative merits of the two processes of the Sub •
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soil aad Trench Ploughing. The Society will require

from Competitors :
—

1. An accurate description of the ploughs used ; and
also

2. Of the quality and state of soil and subsoil, with

an estimate of its annual value befoie the commence-
ment ot the operation.

3. An accQuut of the drains cut (if any), their depth
and di'stance from each other.

4. A detailed statement of the subsoil and other
ploughings to which the grounds have been subjected.

3. An account of any manure expended.
6. Of the bulk of produce of each crop.

7. Ol the total expense of the operation so far as it

has proceeded, and

—

8. An authentic estimate of the improved value of
the laud resTilting therefrom.

As the object of the Society is to ascertain as far as

possible the advantages of subsoil ploughing, fin which
the subsoil is divided by the plough but left in its origi-

nal situation), and of trench-ploughing, (in which
the subsoil is not only divided but is also brouglit to

the surface), they strongly recommend to competitors
thai the two processes should be conducted on a piece of

ground fuirly divided into two lots of equal qualify, and
that the drains cut in each lot, as well as any assist-

ance afforded by manure, should be sirhilar on each of

the lots.

10. Single HORSE Carts.
Ten sovereigns, or a piece of plate of that value,

will be given for the most satisfactory account of any
experiments to compare the relative advantages of the

single-horse carts which are generally used in Scot-

land, with any mode of conveying agricultural produce
which is practised in any part of England, or in any
foreign country ; having regard to economy of labour
both of men and animals, quickness of work, and
facility in loading and conducting the carriage.

II. Agricultiiral MlXHAyiCS.
Fifty sovereigns, or a jnece of plate of that value,

will be given for tlie best Essay on the present state of

Agricultural Mechauics, and on tlie improvement of

which the various implements now in use may be sus-

ceptible.

N.B.— General conditions for all experiments en soils

and manures.

1. The nature and depth of the soil.

5. The proportions of clay, saud, lime, or other sub-

stances, of which the soils are composed ; or other-

wise to send specimens of the soils (m quantities of a

pound or pint of each variety^ to the secretary, on his

application for them.

o. The nature of the subsoil.

4. When the ground is not level, the degree in which
it slopes, and the direction (north, east, &c.) of its

inclination, as found by the compass.

5. The two or three preceding crops ; the manure
put on for them, and the produce of these crops.

These essays and reports to be sent in to the secre-

tary on or before March l, 1S41.

ANALYSIS OF SOILS.-~At the recent meeting at

Cambridge, Professor Buckland stated, that it was im-

portant to the English agriculturist to know that there

is a laboratory in London, in the MMSCura of Econoraic

Geology, attached to her Majesty's Hoard of Woods
and Forests, in Craig's Court, Charing Cross, to which

any indixidual may send one pound of any soil of which

he wishes to know what are the ingredients, and for a

fixed fee (the Professor believed twenty shiiliugs) ob-

tain an exiict analysis of the same, conducted by Mr,

Richard Philips, whose name has long been in the first

rank of the analytical chemista of Europe.

THE WIREWOliM.
TO THE EDITOR OF THK MARK LANE E.tPRESS.

SiK,—I jiorceive by a letter in the Mark Lane
Express of the '11 Vn ult., by IMr. ilillyard, that he
considers the wireworm to be the larva of the
" Harry-long-lejfs," or, as it is called here, " Jenny-

syiuuer." Mr. Hillyard is in error in supposing

this, as the Ilarry-lons-legs is produced from the

grub that is irequ'.'utly so destructive to the oat

croj). 1, many years ago, tried hu experiment,

which completely satisfied luy mind ; and, as it

may be interesting to some of your readers, I will

detiiil it. 1 liad u part of my oat cro]) very nmch
destroyed by the rava^:es of the grub, and it having

been stated that salt would destroy it, I resolved to

try tlie double cxiieriiiient of whether it would have

that cflect, and also what the grub changed into.

To efteet this I had a considerable number of theiii

)uit into two earthen vessels—this was about the

iK-giuning of May—along with a quantity of soil,

and also some oats ; and in the one vessel I put a

quantity of common salt, and in the other I i)ut

none. I had them both well secured by having a

piece of cloth tied closely over the top, which of

course admitted air, while it i)revented the grubs

from escaping, at the same time that it hindered

any thing to iind its way in. I watched their pro-

gress with attention. Some time in the nninth of

June they Iiecame rather larger in size, and lujt so

active, and soon after went into the chrysalis state,

and remained tori)id till some time in the month of

July, wdicn they crept out of the hard husky skin of

the anrelia, and ai)pcared in their perfect form of

Ilarry-hing-lcgs; and, as if to put all dispute out

of the question, one of them had been unable to get

clear of its covering, but was half way out, and dead.

In the jiot where there was no salt the oats grew

quite luxuriantly, but in the other they did not

vegetate at all, from the quantity of salt put in,

hut the trrubs were nevertheless just as healthy as

in the other where there was none; thus setting at

rest any hopes of killing them by the use of salt.

The appearance of the wireworm is very diHerent

from that of the grub. The former is a rather long,

small, hard worm, of a yellow colour ; while the

oat-grub is rather thick and soft, ami of a dark

))rown or kind of green gr«y colour ; and their habits

too are difterent, as the latter is commonly found in

a, rather damp part of a field, where the oats will

suffer much from them, while the <lry parts will be

comparatively free, which seems to shew that thcsa

insects deposit their eggs in damp situations in

prclcroiicc to dry ones. The wireworm is more
commonly fouiul in dry situations, wdicre they are

sometimes very destructive to wheat, spring-sown ;

the generality "of failures of which I am inclined to

attribute to the wireworm. They are often nume-
rous in potato ground, and where they are so, if

the wheat was not sown till the spring, they would

almost entirely destroy it ; but when sown in the

autumn, the blade acfiuircs some strength before

the spring, and thus prevents them injuring it so

extensively ; and as they are probal)ly in a kind of

inactive state during the winter month?, it escapes

their ravages. Judging from ap])earance the wire-

worm would seem to remain in the same state

throughout its existence, as yon will find it in the

sa'nie place for years, and while the land is in difte-

rent kinds of management, and almost equally de-

structive to every kind of crop, except grass; and

that is perhaps owing to the nature of its roots.

There is some land iu my neib'hbourhooa where red
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clover almost invariably i'-dih, and lias done so for

ypa,rs. It vill be quite rank and healthy like in the

Hutuinn when tlie grain erop \^ cut, and in the i''>l-

lowiug Biuniner there will be just a patch here and
there amongst the hay, and I am very mnch in-

clined to suspect the wireworm for this. The clover

being tap-rooted, allows an excellent opportunity

for the opei-ation of its destructive X)owers. It is

very easy to know turnips that are much af-

fected by it ; in a hot sunny day, their leaves

will droop, and have a withered a]i>pearance. It is

rather singular by what instinct crows are so well

acquainted with turnips affected with wireworm ;

they will pull tliem up by the root, and clear off"

considerable patches of them. I never knew an

instance of either ^^heat or barley being eat by tlie

grub, but oats very commonly, and generally in

clean well-conditioned land. They may be found

in quantities when the oats appear above the ground,

by turning back the furrow-slice, and at sunrise

they may be seen creepiaig above the surface. An
experiment similar to the one I tried might deter-

mine the nature and habits of the wireworm, and by
knowing which a step might be gained in the know-
ledge how to destroy it, or in some degree to coun-

teract its ravages. I have no faith in the power of

salt being sufficient to effect it, and even if it had a

tendency to destroy it, the quantity must be very

great before there could b(' the most distant chance

of succeeding.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Aug. 6, 1840. A Cumberland Yeom-^x.

ON SOILING COWS, &c.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent Tyro,

respecting Soiling Cows, I beg to say that fov four

years I liave soiled the whole of my dairy cows,

and quite approve of the system. The two last

years of the four I kept 24 cows in the st:dl during

Summer ujjon green food, consisting of seed grass,

good meadow grass, red clover, the lower leaves

of the Scotch cabbage stripped off, and also the

same of my mangel wnrzel plants ; all these were
given as they came in, in the Summer, in five

fodderings per day. Two men with a horse and
cart are required to cut and carry the grass,

ixc, and fodder the cattle, and also to clean out

the cow-house, water and tether the cows and
assist the milking twice a day. No ^'etches are

given, as they are too heating for the iinrpose ; and
too much red clover wa^ found to give the cows a

tendency to cast their calves, though there is no
grr^ss known which produces more milk (and this

jirobably is the cause of the cifect above stated).

'J'hc greatest ditticulty is to have the grass, 6cc.

come in in proper succennioii, so as not to be too old,

on the one hand, nor too young and short, on the

other; but this, after a little experience, may be
accomplished- The result is, I think, as favour-

able as can be wished ; my cheese wiss, a( Ica.sf,

equally good as in former years, the quantity

yrcatcr than when the cows were regularly kept in

the ])asturc.s ; andthccov\s were so much better in

condition and ajipearancc that I received from two
to three pounds more per head for mys;)are cows,

about the end of October, generally, than in other

years, when pastuted. They rarchj go biuien ;

but whenever that is the ca^c, a reatly svde is

ensured by their good condition, for feeding.

The cowhouse doors are kept open day and night

in warm weather, to give the cows plenty of air;

they are thereforu nool, and quiet from Hies ; they

rest we// and arc in every respect better ; indeed,

so conscious arc they of the benefit of the house,
that no man, or number of men, could have kci)t

my cows from breaking the fences and returning
to the cowhouse, as I found to my cost when
trying the experiment one warm da)', and I was
obliged to admit them again to their cool and quiet

quarters.

I have no doubt that cows or oxen may be fed

to great advantage in the stnll in the same way.
One great advantage al-o is, that ha[f of the land

usually allowed to a milking cow as pasture will

be sufficient for soiling. Another, that very inuch
dviuj is made, and laid upon the land where most
iranied, and if peat soil, saw-dust, or tanners' bark
can be had, and placed behind the cows plentifully,

an amazing quantity is ])roduced, which may be
spres.d upon the land as it is mown, and this, with
the washfrom the cou-house carted upon the land in

a barrel in the usual way, will be abundantly
sufficient to keep the mown ground in high cou'

diiinn. One other benefit I will enumerate, which
is, any cow failing to milk well during the Summer,
may be permitted to go " dry" and be fed very
speedily, as theirsnperiorcon(litionui)on thesoiling

system ensures this, which is no small benefit in a

large dairy. Any farther information I can give is

at the service of your corrcsi)ondent. I am Sir,

your obedient servant, M. O.
I'.S. Can any of your correspondents inform me

where the Guinea Grain wheats, and Brown's ten-

rowed wheat are to be had, and the price per

bushel ?

I give yon below a recipe for Foot-rot in sheep,
which, though an old remedy, is infnitely auperior

to Buti/r of Aiifimoni/, as recommended by some of

your correspondents, and gives the sheej) no pain,

which is far from being the case with antimony.
Let the drK^giat mix as follows :

—

Three oz. verdigris, 4 oz. alum, 1§ oz. white mer-
cury, 4oz. vitriol, 1 oz. white copperas; reduce
them to a fine powder, and mix them together.

Then boil them in one quart of white wine vinegar,

and it is fit for use. Pare the feet of the sheep
affected, and ai)ply the mixture from a bottle, with
a piece of wood a little hardfi at the end, after

shaking the bottle. The sheep should be kept in

a dry jdacc for an hour after dressing. I have used

various remedies for many years, but the above, is

by far the best I ever saw or heard of.

ON WINTER TARES.
Sir,— In answer to your correspondent " Northern,"

I have sown the winter taie for mniiy years, and al-

ways to feed, taking care to have thcin next to clover,

grasses, t^cc 1 feed the tares otf as occasion may re-

quire, never letting thain be eaten down too bare ; they

will lurnish abund;uice of food, and ^\iU bear feeding

upon the wliolc summer ; my sheep feed over the whole

field, and I now have th>ni on one of the cleanest and

best field of tares in the kingdom. They may be

ploughed up and sown with f i\rnips, or fed all the sum-

mer, and left for a wheat tilth ; those who sow tares

ou^ht to be p;.uticul-T as tn tlie variety, all Foreig.i

tares are Spring tnies ; many farmers last autumn

.sowtd Spring tares by mistake, and consequently the

crops were all de-trnyed by the l'ro<t ; a Ecnuiue win-

ter tare, will withstand the severest winter ; never

seeding any myself, I always buy them of the

crowers ; and I have never yet been deceived. Having

Italian and other grasM-a winch produce early seed, I

do not sow tares early, as most farmers do. I have

tried both, and I find the late sown the best ; I have

stated sowing tares ; I always drill mine at nine

inches. Veritas.
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ALLOTMENT SYSTEM IN RUT-
LAND, 1840.

On Rlonday aivl Tuesdny, the 3rd and 4tli of Aug-u«t,

Richard VVe^lblook Baker, Esq., of Cottesmore, with

a party of clerp;y and disiiiiauislied agricultuii'it?, pro-

ceeded ;is in former years to examine and award prizes

to the most meritorious occupiers of allotments of land

upon Lord Barham's estates, under rules we believe

arranpred purposely for their management some years

since, under the patronage of the late Sir Gerard Noel.
The party expressed themselves highly g-ratified with

the examination ; and no less so, with the handsome,
hospitable, and kind manner's of their friend who has

conducted witii so much zeal and ability for eleven

years this admirable system for the encouragement i/{

industry and comfort of the labouring- classe?. 'J'he

Judges were Messrs. Morris, Burci-ess, Berridge, and
Pickering-. The award was as follows

:

Uppingham.—West Field,

1st prize, No. 11, .Tames Elliott, 10s. ; 2d prize, No.
8, Thomas Nult, 7s. ; 3d prize, No. 14, John Mould,
5s.— g-iven by Lord Baiham.
Commended, No. 6, G. Crowden, No. 13, W. Baines,

23. each, by Lord Barbara.

East Field'

1st prize, No. 9, .lohn Forster, 10s. ; 2d prize, No. 2,

Michael Cant, 7.s.; 3d prize. No. 8, Thomas Dufimorc,
5s.—given by Lord Barham.
Commended, No. 1, J. Coulson, No. 12, G. Nutt,2s.

each, t)y Lord Barhnm.
The Rev. J. D. Dimock, to all the unsuccessful can-

didates, in both fields, Is. each, for good cultivation

generally.

RiDLiNCTON.— Old AUotments.

1st prize. No. 7, Edward Russell, lOs. ; 2d jirize. No.
f), John Barfield, 7s. ; 3d prize, No. 3, Wm. Wright,
5i-.— given by the Rev. C Swann.
Commended, No. 10, Henry Jackson, 2s., by Lord

Barham.
Under the 11th Rule, " It is expected that every oc-

cupier shiill attend some place of worship at least once
every Sunday."

For " general good conduct," No. 7, Edward Rus-
sell ; No. 3, William Wri;jht ; No. 9, Thomas Mantnn ;

No. 8, Edward Russell, jun., 2s. each, by Lord
Barham.
No. 5, Geo. Pennystone, Is. by Lord Barham.
No. 1 in this field disquahfied under the 14th Rule.

New Allotments.

1st prize. No. 7, Robert ^Mnntoa, 10s. ; 2d prize. No.
.*), William Mantoii, 7s.; 3r(l prize, Ne. 1, George
Webb, 53.—given by Lord Barham.
Commended, No. 3, John Dunmore, 2i., by Lord

Barham.
Under the 11th Rule, 2s. each to all the eight occu-

piers, by Lord Barham.

ExTON.

1st prize, ^o, 57, Thomas Speede, lOs. ; 2d prize.

No. 32, Luke Hibbitt, 7s. ; 3d prize. No. 5, Thomas
Buliimore, -Ss. ; 4th prize. No. 24, John Young, 3^-.

;

5th prize, No. 57, .Tames Speede, 3s. ; (idi prize. No.
56, William Cross, 3s.— g-iven by Lord Baiham.
Commended, No. John Chamberlain ; No. 2, Everard

Cole; No. 25, William Smith; No. 45, John Paul's

Widow; No. 51, Daniel Buckle ; No. 53, Amos Hib-
bitt j 2». each, given by Lord Barkam.

Whitwell.
1st prize, No. 2, Daniel Smith, 10^. ; 2d prize. No.

1, Edward Smith, 7s.; 3c4 prize. No. 4, John BoUands,
5s.—given by I\Irs. Ellicotl, sen.

Commended, No. 10, Rt. Allen's Widow, 3s. by
Lord Barham.

Under the 1 lib Rule, J. Hibbitt and H. Hibbitt, 2s.,

by Lord Barham.
COTTF.XMOUE.

1st prize, No, 9, John Tyler, lOs. ; 2d prize, No. 19,

John Plowright, 7i=. ; 3d prize. No. 14, Edward Osborn,
Ss.—given by the I'ev. Henry Neville.

Much coaimended. No. 1, Geo. Aliett, 3s. by Lord
Barham.
Commended, No. 7, Robert Hill; No. 13. IMatt.

Sharpe's Widow; No. 21, Thomas Starling's Widow;
No. 23, William Co.v ; 2s. each, given by Lord Bar-
ham.

BarROW.

1st pri-re, Xo. 5, John Lceson, lOs., .5s. ; 2d prize. Xo.
7, Edward Clarke, 7s., 3<. ; 3d prize, \o. 2, William
IIufflll.DS., 2s.— Isi sum given by the Rev. H. Xeville;

2d by the Rev. J. llinman.

Commended, No. 9, Leatherland, jun., 3s., by Lord
Barham.

Under the lllh Rule, No. 1, Widow Munton ; No.
4, Mary HufField ; No. 3, Menry Stubbs; Xo. 5, John
Leeson ; No. 8, Leatherland, sen.; Xo. 9, Leatherland,

jun. ; Xo. 10, .tohn Freeman ; 23. each, given by Lord
Barham.

Field r. Field, com])arative merits, quality of the

land, situation, clean and useful husbandry, general

manacfement, and number of years under the system,

awarded to Ridlington Old Allotments, Is. each to

all the occupiers (excepting N©. 1,) given by Lord
Barham.

The Bansome prize of one sovereign to the occupier
of the best cultivated allotment in any of the parishes,

was awarded to X o, 7, Edward Russell, Ridlington Old
Allotments.

The cropping generally was good throughout the

whole of the Allotments, and they were well cultiiated.

Under all the circumstances relating to this charminfr

work, no former year ottered g-reater gratification. The
extraordinary profit shown to be obtainable from a small

portion of land is astoi.ishing, and is mainly owing to a

judicious rotation of cropping and annual examination.—Lincoln Chronicle.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I see a correspondentof yours wishes to be
informed where he can be supplied with some ]nne

Berkshire pigs; he is rather too late in his appli-

cation, or I should have been happy to have sent

him some of each sex, which, I think, would have
given him satisfaction. I distributed a number this

spring about two months old, which is the right

age, as they can he easily packed and sent almost

any distance without risk. I only now have two
sows to spare, live months old, which I fear would
be too large to send far.

I have exchanged the land on which I tried the

the experiment vvith coal tar, but on looking at it

this week, I see the iniju-ovement on the present

crop of beans is still more conspicuous than in the

wheat last year, thus proving it a lasting and good
manure ; but I fear the difficulty of getting a regu-

lar supply will curtail its usefulness for agricultural

purposes. W. C. Johnson says in a paper he has

lately written, " Mr. Bowly's experiment of ap-

plying coal tar as a manure failed because he put

too much." I think he can scarcely call it a failure,

as I anticipated the results ; 1 knew it would destroy

the seeds in the first instance, the experiment was

to see its effects on future crops. If W. C. John-

son can inform us any way of increasing its volume,

sb as to render it safe to apply it in a less concen-

trated and liquid state it would be of great service.

Believe me truly yours,
Edward Bowlv.

Siddington, Cirencester, July \7th.
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DRUMMOND'S AGRICULTURAL
MUSEUM.

In common, we believe, witli tlie rest of our towns-

men, we liiive \on^ regarded with great interest, and
no small degree of pride, the successful progress of

our friends the Messrs. Druramond's Ao^ricultural

Museum, in this town. We find it difficult whether
to admire more the enterprise and public spirit of

the founders of the institution, or (he intelligence

and activity of the agriculturists of the district,

without whose able assistance and encourai^ement

the enlightened attempt of the Messrs, Drummond
would necessarily have proved abortive. It aftbrds,

assuredly, a very decided proof of the superior in-

telligence of the Stirlingshire agriculturists, that not

only should Stirling have taken the lead in the esta-

blishment of an institution of this kind, and that the

success with which that attempt has been crowned,
should have so far exceeded all reasonable expec-
tations. Drummond's Museum was originally in-

stituted in September, 1831. The articles exhibited

consisted at tirst, we believe, exclusively of roots,

seeds, and other agricultural products; and the

period of exhibition was confined only to a few
weeks. In the conclusion of the same year these

gentlemen opened another agricultural exhibition on
a more extensive scale. It comprised choice speci-

mens of every important article connected with

agriculture and gardening, which were accompanied
with a description of tlie soil on which they were
grown, the manure used in rearing them, and other

particulars. Several fine specimens of the different

kinds of grain were produced, also samples of Indian

corn, potatoes, field turnip, carrot, mangel wurzel,

clover, &c., and finall}"^, a variety of the most im-

proved implements of husbandry. 'Jliis exhibition,

though still only temporary fit continued, we be-

lieve, for three or four weeks,) attracted a good deal

of attention in all quarters of the country, and was
noticed in terms of high approval by most of the

leading newspapers of the day. The exhibition was
repeated in the following- years with still increased

success, and the attempt of the projectors having by
that time attracted the notice and received the

warm aj^probation of the most distinguished agricul-

turists both in Scotland and England, the Messrs.

Drummond, in 18.",S, we believe, weie encouraged

to convert their temporary exhibition into a perma-
nent one, and to devote several apartments in their

warehouse to the purposes of a museum. In January,

1831-, the Highland Society presented the Drnni-

monds with their gold medal, for their spirited and

valuable labours in the service of agriculture, and
from that time to the present, the zeal and activity of

the friends and founders of the institution have never

flagged; its objects have been greatly extended, and

its interest and importance continued rapidly to ad-

vance. Several reports on the museum, containing

valuable communications on agricultural subjects,

have been published under the auspices of the

Messrs. Drummond. It will be inter(»sting to our

readers at a distance to be informed that the extent

of the museum has latterly increased to such a degree

that the apartments in which it was formerly con-

tained Lave been found by far too small, antl the

Messrs. Drummond iiave, in the course of the ])re-

sent year, erected a large new building, and that the

Stirling Agricultural Museum is now, in fact, one

of the most prominent and elegant edifices in the

burgh. It is situated in the lower part of the town,

is of an oblong shape, composrd of four flats, and

adorned in front with a remarkably chaste and

elegent portico. The museum is principally con-

tained in the upper part of the building, in two spa-

cious halls, each measuring about 160 feet in length,

and 21 in bre.ulth. The eastern windows of the

upper hall command an extensive prospect, compre-
hending the whole carse of Stirling, with its beauti-

ful boundary of the Ocbils on the north, and reaching

to the distant line of the Pentlands in the extreme
south-east. It would be impossible, nor is it ne-

cessary, that within our present limits we should

attempt to give any details of the contents of these

elegant rooms. Few of our readers are unaware that

the most prominent objects in the iMuseum are the

agricultural implements (the collection of which, is

probably une((ualled in extent and completeness,

either in this or any other country), the collection of

seeds, roots, and plants, from all quarters of the

globe, and models of almost every object of interest

or value to the agriculturist. Tiie collection of mi-
nerals has ri''Cently received considerable additions,

and a portion of one of the large halls has been de-

voted to the exhibition of tlie various cloth manufac-
tures (principally woollen tartans) of the neighbour-

hood, which, from the almost unequalled delicacy

and beauty of their texture, impart a great additional

attraction to the Museum. In extending their atten-

tion to the collection of such objects as those last

mentioned, the Messrs. Drummond, however, appear

never to have lost sight of tbe proper intention of

the exhibition. The agricultural collection still oc-

cupies, as it ought to do, the largest and most pro-

minent place in the Museum.
It is impossible, perhaps, to overrate the import-

ance of a public collection of this kind. The com-
paratively imperfect means of intercourse aud obser-

vation possessed by the agricultural population,

render it an almost indispensable condition of

progress or improvement in the cultivation of land.

Without the means which a museum alone afibrds,

of bringing immediately under the eye, the various

inventions connected with agriculture, it appears
altogether hopeless that any improved processes

whatever, caa ever come to be generally adopted.
This, however, is too obvious to require any
lengthened illustration. But in addition to persons
directly engaged in agriculture, there is another class

to whom Drummond's collection of implements is

calculated to prove extremely beneficial. We allude

to those who have any turn formechanical invention.

Among the machines in the museum, there are many
which display a remarkable degree of ingenuity in

their construction, aud there is often in the different

implements a curious variety of means for the ac-

complishment of similar purposes, which is admirably
adapted to call 'ortb, or give impulse to mechanical
genius. We observed, for instance, on a recent visit,

no less than five or six difTerent machines, more or

less cleverly constiucted, for the slicing of turnips

—

an operation ^^hich owe would not at first thought
have conceived likely to call for any uncommon in-

genuity or skill. 'J'his, however, is but one out of

innumerable sets of implements from which many of

tiie talented mechanics in our neighbourhood misfht

obtain invaluable hints.

Our limits prevent us from at present adverting
at greater length, to this admirable institution. We
shall probably take an early opportunity of noticing

a hw of its more curiousand interesting objects. In
the meantime we shall have in some degree accom-
plished our jiurpose, if the few observations which
we have presumed to offer, shall contribute in any
degree to f'urlber the imp.4rtant objects of the Stirling

Museum, or to suggest the introduction of similar in-

stitutions in other parts of the country. The benefi-
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cial rei?uUs wLicb the formaUon of an agricultural

museum in every market town in the country, would
Ijave inimproving- the cultivation of land, is undoubt-

edly quite iocalculahle, and it is extremely surpris-

in;T that in such |)laces as Haddington, Kelso, Dum-
fries, Lanark", Glasgow, Perth, and Aberdeen, no
successful attempt sliould ever have been made to

carry such an object into efipLTt. We have much
pleasure here in adverting to the spirited enterprise

of Mr. l.awson, seedsman to the Highland and Agri-

cultural Society of Scotland, in establishing- a similar

museum in Edinburgh, in lli3,3, now. we believe,

merged into, and known as the museum of that So-

ciety, wlio have erected a spacions building for its

rejwption, and which we may recur at a future time.

^'V e believe, from various circumstances in the cha-

racter and habits of the agricultural class, that on no
portion of the communit}', are collections of objects

such as those in Messrs. Drummond's Museum,
likely to produce so decidedly beneficial effects. Tliis

truth has nowhere been more distinctly proved, than

in our own district, by the marled improvement
\vhicli has token place in the enterprise and intelli-

gence of the neighbouring larmers within the last ten

years—an improvement which it is impossible to at-

tribute to any other cause than the establishment of

such institutions as Drummond's IVIuseum, and the

Stirlingshire Agricultural Association— to the former,

in all probability, scarcely less than to the latter.

—

'Stirling Observer.

ON HORSE KEEP.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—T must apologize for intruding so freciuently

upon your valuable columns. Alihougli I am at

variance with most of your agricultural readers, thev
will not, I feel convinced, withhold a little informa-
tion on the keep of cart-horses, which I am much in

want of. Oats are now so dear that horse ki'ep is

very expensive, and as rice is generally considered
to be a much more nutritious grain, and as rice can
be bought for less than a penny a pound, whilst oats

cost nearly a penny farthing, it has struck me that

rice might be advantageously substituted for oats.

I wish, therefore, to inquire,

Firstly—^Vhether there be any, and wdiat objec-

tion to substituting 6oi/«/ rice for oats in Iheir manger
victuals?

Secondly—Whether gruel made with wheat flour

be objectionable 1

Tliirdly—^Vhether boiled barley be considered
advantageous food for cart horses ?

Fourthly-—Whether gruel made from rye-flour

would be nutritious ? And if not,

Lastly—\Vhetber rye can be given them in any
other form ?

I'hanking you for your indulgence in inserting my
epistles, I remain. Sir, your most obedient servant,

Bay Common, Middleser, Jalii 13. W. S.

Sin,— In perusing your columns of the 27th,

which as usual were filled, not witli political sarcasm
and useless discussions, but with useful informa-
tion and practical inquiries, I observed five (]ues-

tions from one of your correspondents, upon the

keep of cart-horses. It is quite out of my power to

answer them all, but if the result of five mouths'
trial and observation upon boiled barley be deemed
worthy of a place in your paper, it is very much at

your service.

The horses upon which the experiment has been
made are constantly employed at heavy work upon
the road, and upon an average travel 140 miles per
week. Their former keep was (for four horses) four
bushels beans, four bushels oats, and four cwt. bran
per week. At the beginning of last March the beans
and oats were discontinued, and barley substituted,
of which we found they did not require more than
four bushels, and that consequently (including the
bxpense of boiling three times) it is a saving of full

one pound per week. No other alteration has been
made in their keep or their work, they have since
been as healthy and active as they could be upon
any corn, and are now in high condition.
Such are the simple facts of the case, upon which

I need make no comment ; we have derived much
advantage from the practice ourselves, and should
this statement induce any of your readers to realize
the same, or be the means of eliciting any further in-

formation on the subject, it will be a source of gra-
tification to your most obedient se>vart, A. S.

Bath Town Mills, July 30, 1840.

Sir,—The subject of W. S.'s letter (July 27)
being more agreeable I believe to most agricultural
readers than some former ones on political
economy, I communicate with pleasure the result of
oui experience to the third query.
Our barley having unfortunately for us this last

season been nearly unsaleable, it has in consequence
been liberally supplied to every description of stock,
the horses iiave had it whole, or coarsely "round
with, and with&ut, chopped straw and chaff, also
boiled until almost to the consistence of jelly ; of this
they are very fond, and where convenient, and fuel no
object, the most economical plan : it appears to have
agreed with them quite equal to oats ; but whi-re
speed and endurance is required, as in huntino-, it is

not recommended. Rye is only known here by
name ; in Flanders they reckon rye-bread superior to
oats for travelling horses and they mix rye-meal with
their stable water.

1 have at various times tried experiments with
the food of horses, but they have not taken to them
readily, and I have not persevered, being- fearful of
throwing them out of condition, well knowincr^ tljjjt

neither horse or man can stand our work upoa
short commons.

A DEyONSlURF, Fahmer.
Sonlh Hums, Aug, 4.

WARREN'.'S FARMERS' ACCOUNT BOOK.—
It must be very ^ratifying and encourag-in? to the
author of this valuable Account Book, to receive eou-
tinually the qualified approval of the leadin? agricul-
turists of the country, particularly at the Cambridg-e
Meeting. The work needs only to be examined to
prove that such eacomiums are due. Its methodical
arrangement, its copiousness, its simplicity, render
it invaluable to the farmer. By consulting- it, it would
almost be difKcult for him to overlook any branch of
his income or expenditure; there beinj columns ar-
ranged that %vould suffice for the very great variety of
stock and operations in a lar^e establishment. Above
all, the farmer could, with little trouble, see at one
view, his profits or his loss, at any time of the year :

without such a monitor, aay farmer would be pursuing-
a most daofrerous course, and no language could be
too strong in urging him as speedily as possible to keep
systematic accounts. It is to be hoped that schoolmas-
ters will prize the school edition as they should do—and
by the use of it, instil right principles into the minds of
farmers' sons whom they may have to instruct.
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PROBUS FARMERS' CLUB.
At the last monthly meeting" of this club, in con-

sequence of the absence of the lectiiier appointed
for the evenin^f, several subjects connectcfl witli

agriculture were discussprl by the members present,

when some exceedingly interesting facts were
elicited.

The vse of Mil t us a manure v/as first considered.

One member had tried the common fish salt, after

it had been used for curing pilchards, and might
thus l)e supposed to contain no small portion of the

oil with wliichthat fish, particularly when taken in

summer, abounds. Tliis he Iiad a]iplied to the ex-

tent of 30 bushels per acre, but without any bene-

ficial effect ; indeed, in some places, where it had
been laid on tolerably thick, it destroyed the

grass for a short time. He had also employed it

as a preparative for turnips, but without perceiving

either any good or ill effects from its application.

—

Another member had used it in prej^aring his land

for barley; and he believes that it did considerable

mischief to the crop. He had also used it for

turnips to the extent of 20 bushels to the acre,

mixing it with his heaps of dung, and letting it re-

main about a month before being carried out in the

field. As it was only used on a porti(m of one of

his fields, he had a very excellent opportunity of

testing its value ; and he was of opniou that it was
very injurious, as his plants scarcely grew where it

was employed, whilst in the other portion of his

field he had an excellent crop.

llie use of L'niic ns a Manure was then con-

sidered. A member condemned the practice of

mixiny; lime with heaps of manure, and leaving it

for a month or six weeks previously to its being

Tised. lie contended that it should be ploughed
into the soil as quickly as possible, in order that its

caustic qualities might act upon the vegetable mat-
ter contained therein, and thereby bring it into a

state of more rapid decomposition and solution, so

as to render it a proper food for plants. It was, he
said, upon this circumstance that the operation of

lime as a preparation for the wheat crop depended,
as well as its efficiency in fertilizing peats, and in

bringing into cultivation all soils aboundiu!.'; in

hard roots, or dry fibres, or any sort of inert vege-
table matter.—In opposition to this opinion, a
member asserted that he had for many years been
in the habit of mixing lime with his (lung, and so

leaving it for a week or fortnight previously to its

application. He had always found this practice to

succeed well, and he mentioned two or tliree jia-

rishes in particular where it was invariably followed.

He was of opinion, that, however quickly the lime

might be used, it remained but for a very short

time in a caustic state, at least to such a degree as

to produce any great effect upon the soil ; and it

was not in this condition that it produced any
))eneficial effect, but rather in its original carbona-
ceous comminuted state. It had very freciiiently

been observed, that the first year after lime was
applied to the soil, its eft'ects were inconsiderable

in comparison of tliosc wliich it j)roduced in tlie

seeoiul and succeeding years.

This interesting question was considered at some
lengtli, but as it will come before the society again

at the next meeting in September, in a lecture on
chemistry as connected wish agriculture, we refrain

from entering any further into it at i)resent.

.\fler tliis, a very interesting conversatiou took
]ilace on the comyiarative merits of tlie various

Arf'ifictal Manures whicli have been lately em-
ployed, particularly for turnips. It appears that

several of the ftirniers in Probus and the adjoining

parishes have put the eflicacy of these diflerent

manures to the test, by instituting experiments
with malt-screenings, wood-ashes, nitrate of soda,

l)one-dust, and Lance's granulated manures, drill-

ing them in with the turnip seed, side by side in

tlie same field ; and the result is, that Lance's car-

bonized humus has taken tlie lead of all the others,

havhig given a most extraordinary stimulus to the

young plants, thereby getting them quickly on to

that state in which it is found that they are free

from the ravages of the wire-worm, and the other

destructive insects which prey upon them. On the

value and importance of the turnip crop to the far-

mer, it is unnecessary to expatiate, as it not only
enables him to supjily our markets with an abun-
dant store offresh and wholesome provisions during
the winter, instead of the salted food upon which
our ancestors had, at that season, principally to de-
pend ; Init also, that, while it supersedes the ne-
cessity of fallowing, it imparts to the land a degree
of fertility which insures, under proper manage-
ment, a succession of crops afterwards. It may
indeed be called the " sheet-anchor" of light soil

cultivation, and the base of the alternate system of

husbandry, to which every class of the community
is so much indebted. It is only by experiments
such as these, instituted by practical men, upon
large breadths of land devoted specially to the pur-

pose, that the value of the different manures can be
ascertained.—Tlie bone manure was pronounced to

be the next in order, and, though it came some-
thing behind its rival in the effects produced by
one experimen t, it Avas generally believed that its

strong enduring powers would come into active

operation in due time, and that even before the end
of harvest it would attain jierhaps the first place.

The value of the nitrate of soda, could not for the
present be ascertained, as it had been applied about
three weeks later than the others ; but we hope to

give some account of its progress in our report of

the next meeting. The wood ashes came next to

the bone-dust; and the malt screenings last of all.

TO TPIE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—It is to be regretted that when animals, ex-

traordinary in any particular, are mentioned in your
paper, that tbe lireeil is not at the same time named.
This is tbe case with regard to tlie 181b. of butter a

week cow, and the o91bs. per quarter ewe, mentioned
in vour lust nmuber. I have frequently noticed and
]-et;retted this omission. It would be mucli more
satisfactory to readers, if writers would be particular

in this respect. I am, Sir, vour most obedient ser-

vant, P.O.

SiK,—For the satisfaction of your correspondent

P. C, of last week, I beg to state that my ewe,

which was 5fllbs. per qr., (after being ill a long

time) was lired from tujis hired of Mr. Smith, of

Cliarlbury, Oxfordshire, without a cross for more
than thirty years.

1 must also say, that if Mr. Smith, as leader,

takes tlie right road, it is easy for those that breed

from to follow.—Yours respectfully.

Tiros. r.\RrENTER.

Hull Farm, Ch'ipphuj Norton, Oxfordshire.
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ON FOOT-ROT IN SHEEP.
TO THE ED.ITOR OF TIUv WAKK LANE EXPRESS.

Sii!,—In your valunble paper of this week, to

which I am a constant subscriber, is a nostrum
for the J'ooi-rof in sheep ; now Sir, instead of going

to the c/tcinini's sJtap for ingredients, just go to the

lime kiln for its cure.

Firfst prepare a coop or stall, nnder cover, with

dry sod, or other hard and even bottom
;
get stone

lime fresh from the kiln, slake it and strew it in

the stall in its powdered state, to the depth that a
sheep's hough may be well immersed in it when
standing ; then take your foot-rot sheeii, and pare
the foot in the usual way ; when done, put the

sheep standing- into the jiowdored lime, it will ad-

here to the bloody and raw foot, it will cat up all

the bad flesh, and in a few times repeating com-
plete a cure.

After they have stood an hour each time of

paring they may be put into a plot where it is dry
footing.

If you think this simple and cheap way of

curing the footrot will be acceptable to your
readers, you may do much good by inserting it in

your useful columns.
I have thirty years experience and always found

it complete a cure.

A Constant Pveader ano Sussex
Ar.RicuLTUnisT.

P.S. After the lime is done with for the shec]),

it will be good for manure ; and another advant.igc,

the lime is sure to adhere to the diseased part of

the foot.

Sir,— In njticing' the letter signed M. O. ia the M.
L. K. of tti° 27di inst., whose re'^idcnce I know not,

1 beg to observe the ap:ricultural public oug-ht to bo
uiiich obliged to ;iny individual who will trouble him-
self to communicate that which he h;is iouud beneficial,

and v/hich he considers may be useful to farmers gene-
rally, I have frequently observed, that in giving
recipes, they are given so inaccurately that they cannot
be made up correctly even by skdlul druggists, much
less so by persons not at all skdled in liic knowledge of

medicine; hence so many fadurcs from what have been
considered capitul receipt*.

I am induced to make these observations in conse-
qtienee of reading JM. O.'s receipt for the Fout-Rot in

your last week's paper. 1 agree with him, " Let your
druggist rnr.ke up the receipt," recollecting the fanner's
favourite motto, "Live and let live." Now lor the recipe:

]\I. O. says, first take verdigris and alum, then wliite

Mercury. 1 ask, wh;it is meant by " whilu mercury!"
'I'lieu " vitriol ;"' again I ask, which " vitriol V a? there
aie vitriols of various hues, blue, white, and green, be-
sides the oil of vitriol and spirits of tlie same; these

explained will ujake his recipe intelligible, and I dare
say a very good one. He directs to apply it with a
piece of wood a lilile liarJs at the end ; it is eH-^y to

imagine the " printer's dcjvil " eri'ed by putting an .v too

liiutli, and suppose he means the wood should he a
little hard to apply llie mixture to the foot with, many
persons not l)eing aware iluil by liards he means ton- ;

in tins locality litnds is understocd to mean alum as well
as tow—liunce niislwkes are likely to occur. The public
will be obliged to M. O. to amend his recipe, that it may
become generally useful.

The Guinea Grain Wheat 1 know notiiing of.

Brown's 'Cen Rowyd— I am i hi'? day carting it -looks
well, and is heavy ; and it M. O. vvill give me iiis ad-
dress I wid eommuiiieate to him the produce of '3!i

acres which T shall soon thrash out.

.4us-. 21 , 1840. A BUM. Gall,

Beijton, Bury St, Edmunds,

ON BREEDING IN-AND-IN,
DRAINING MOSS, &c., &c.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE lUAUK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— VVill any of your talented correspondents

inform me how the term, in-and-in, is applied, and
in fact what is the meaning- of it in breeding stock,

as we on this side of the Channel know nothing of
the term as applied '!

In answer to your correepondeut, relative to drain-

ing moss, with tiri;her applied as soles for tiles

where the moss is so soft that the slates sink unevenly
in the bottom ©f the drain. I use larch tir cut into

three-quarter inch boards as soles for tiles, but where
the bo;n-fl is long and the moss very soft, I drive a

small jnle down in the centre of the drain, and lay a

three-quarter inch hoard across the top of tho pile,

and nail it down to the pile ; these I place every four-

teen feet, or often er, if the moss is vt^rv soft. Larch-

fir I find stands longer in the ground than any other

kind, and where the fall is not good the boards should

be planed on the upper side, w'aere the sm-,dl particles

of land or earth mav not find any hold, or the least

they mav have may check the drains in a few years.

If you tiiink the remark worth while use it; if not,

do not exclude more valuable matter from the co-

lumns of your valuable journal. I am, sir, yours,

Yotigliul, July 7. An Irishman,

ON UNDER-DRAINING.
Sir,—Seeing in your paper of the 27th a letter

from a farmer north of the 1 weed, relative to a difK-

cuUv he experiences in underdraining-, I would re-

commend him to drive some small piles under the

boards for them to rest on ; and instead of tiles I

should say make the whole drain with boards in the

form of a triangle, which I tliink he will find, if

made of alder or willow, will not cost him much
more than till, per rod, and probably save him a long

cariiage for tho tiles ; and besides by using boards

as long as he can get them, he will have less joints

for the loose earth to run in ; and ] should also le-

commend him to have small gratings, such as the

pieces of an old iron sieve, ike, to prevent rats get-

ting in. 1'rusting this will in some measure meet
the difiiculties he encounters, I am, &c.,

Native op East Keni-.

Sunday, July 19, 1840.

DRAINING MOSS LAND.
Sir,—Ifthowriier of a letter, (which appeared in

your Expre.ia of June 29), signed " A Farmer north of

the J'weed," is vsishingto have a practical illustration

of the best system of draining moss land, I would ear-

nestly recommend him to insjjecl paits of Chat Moss,
near Manchester, which are now under cultivation,

particularly the nov.- reclaimed faims of Edward Baines,
Esq., i\LP., the IMessis. Kvans and Co., and 'i'hom-

sons ; also it would be worth your correspondent'^ time,

ii he has a large tract of moss to cultivate, to inspect

the drainage and other improvements now proceeding
on ^Vhite JMoss, near Manchester, and not more than
four miles from the town ; the crops now growing on
White Moss are the first ever attempted to be grown
there, ami both turnips and oats are looking inferior to

no others 1 ever saw in the United Kingdom.
Should your correspondent take the advice here

offijred, and will direct a few lines for me, to be left at

Ladyman's Hotel, Manchester, I should feel great
pleasure in accompanying Inm to the diift-rcnt places

named, as it miglit very well be done in one lon;^ day.
I am. Sir, your's respectfully,

A LANCAsmRji AcKicuLTunisT, NEAR Mancjiestek,
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REVIEWS.
TflE READY RECKONER FOR WHEAT,

BARLEY, AND OATS.

Bv noEr.m ^mlls, iNsrtCTOii or corn heturns,

CIIICIIESTEH.

llackniiin, Chichester, lo.SB.

It has seldom fallen in our way to notice a more

useful publication than the above, or to see any

work put forth in a manner so very unpretendinj;-,

and free from ostentation. The author yiates neither

the labour which the compilation lias oust hira, nor

the praises and success he anticipates as bein^- duo

to his exertions ; he does not even recommend his

work to the persons for whose use it is intended,

nor calls for any reward but what the merit of the

book may deserve. The title-page shows tiie

contents of the matter, with the name and occupa-

tion of the author, and wUliout a single observation

of anv kind, be leaves the work to sink or swim by

its ow'n meiit, and in t.his respect it may serve as a

model of title-pages and prefaces, the latter being

most t^enerally nothing mure than a pompous oration

of vanity and conceit, and of fulsome ilattery well

known to be false by tlie i)erson who utters it. The

neat little work contains the jiiices of wheat at the

rate of WL '2s. 6d. to '201. per load of five qrs., in

f|uantity from four bushels to forty <irs.; the price

increases by 2s. 6d. a load, and the quantity by four

bushels until it exceeds twenty-live qrs., and' then

by one qr. to forty which terminates eacli calculation

of a certain price. The jjtices of barley and oats

are calculated from los.te 40s. a(ir,, and in quantity

from t to 30 qrs. To farmers who have much grain to

sell, to corn-factors, and to all persons who are

engaged in business where the measures are useil,

the book is particularly adapted; the neat size and

small bulk may be carried in a side pocket, so that

m the counting-house and in the market, tiie

usefulness is equal. The modesty of the author

much enhances its merit.

"ILLUSTRATIONS OF TIIE BREED OF
DOMESTIC ANIMALS OF THE BRITISH
ISLANDS."—By David Low, Esq., Professor

of Agriculture at Edinburgh, 6;c., &.c.

The fourth part of this work has just appeared,

containing the " Ox," and commences wiili the

general history of the ox family, which is divided

into three groups—the Bisontme, theBubnline, and

the Taurine. The European bison is now confined in

small numbers to the foreots of Sarinatia, where the

remnant is specially protected by the Russian govern-

ment, and a few are occasionally seen in the woods of

the Caucasus, whence they extend to British India.

The American bison forms numerous herds in the

temperate regions of the northern continent, and aie

killed for the hides and flesh, and appear capable of

being tamed and ap|died to domestic purposes. The

musk ox abounds in a more northern hiiituih>. The
" bos gruiiniens" of the 'i'artars is pi iced in this

group. Of the species of buffalo, the common kind

abounds most in India, and is spread over Asia, and

in many jilaces in southern Europe, and a smaller

Bpecies is found in Africa. The J'aurine group is

numerous, and compreiiends the domesticated ox,

with the various sj)eciVs. I'he autlior has givpii a

very neat and concise iiistory of the three grou]is
;

the^i/.i', habits, appearance, and cliaracter of the

difleront animals ; the dangerous encounters with

them in the wild state, and the likelihood that exists

of their being tam'sd, and mixeJ by propagn.tion

with other breeds. Bluch research ig displayed in

c(d!ectin<j the materials ; the account of tiie wdd
Jierds in Brazil is particularly interesting, and also

of the African and Cape ox. ;.

The plates of our native breeds are a Zetland cow,
and one of the Iverry breed, very small animals, but

mucli adapted to the situatioti ; a l>ull of the Foiled

Angus breed, a valuable kind of animal,- but much
confined in extent, and apparently wearing out ;

and ahull and heifer of the Lialloway breed, one of

the most useful in this kingdom. Each plate is

accompanied with an appropriate desciiption, con-

taining the peculiar habits of the animal, with
the author's observatioos on their respective

merits, the success of crosses, and the probability

that exists of future improvement by crossing, or by
breeding from the individual species. AVe could have
wished something more had been said on the subject

of the (iallowa)'^ cattle, being the maternal origin of

the short-horns, and possessing, witli some trifling

exce|itioiis, the most complete carcase for the butcher

that any breed can afford. The deep chest, round
carcase, flat shoulder, and level back, short legs, and
general symmetiy,are not seen so much combined m
any other animal. Tiie nl), as the author observes, or

back cut, is well known in Sinithtield, and the meat
brings a higher juice, along with all Scotch cattle of

that symmetry and size, a fact known to any butcher's

boy, though it lately required a prize essay of ten

pounds to tell us the contrarv, in opposition t» all

exjierience. A coarseness attaches to the head,

neck, and skin of the Calloway, which has been

much removed by the eminent breeders mentioned
by the author. We have much jtleasure in hearing

lestimony to the increasing merits of this work,
containing both ancient, modern, and practical in-

formation, for the collection and itublication of

which the author and publishers are equally entitled

to our gratitude.

.TONES AND HAM'S I»ATF:NT FOR AN IM-
PROVED PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING
CII)EJ{, AND PERRV.—The manufacture of sinrt.

cider and jierry is an nil— [he mere act of frrmding' and
expressing the juice from the apjile or pear, andihen
putting' it into Crisks, leaving- Nature to tinisli the opera-
lion, has no title to he digtiihcd by that term. In the

latter case the dulig-htf'ul aciflo-sacchariue juice is con-
verted by the unchecked process of fermentation into an
acrid, thin, austere liquor, wliich no one would touch
but those accustomed to it, and it is only marketable
among' the labouring part of the commuoity, fetching-

the lowest price, >vliilst the manuractured article is in

fact a tiinc, and as such bears a proportionately hig'her

value. In making use of this term " manufactured,"
we must not be understood to imply that any foreign or

ciieniical ingredients whatever arc iulroJuccd inio the

liquor, -.ind d that i:- ever done, the patent which we are
now about to describe in as few words as po^^fibl .', is in-

tended to accomplisii the efl'ect of keeping ihe sweets in

the cider or perry by no other mctiiod than by a rapid

process of hitration. The greater tendency of the juice

of the apple or pear to run ilirough the xvhole process of

fernienlation, above that of the grape in the soutliern

jiarts of J'',ur(ipe, arises from an excessive quantity of a
JKriwiit imprisoned in the fruit, in proportion to Hie

quaniity of pure sugar in the juice, and a considerable
jiortion of \\\\s jeimeiil iiiu?.t be separated before its acion
becomes too violent. 'I'lie mode of accoinplisliiiig' tin*

by the patentees is by double bag > compressed into so

siiiull a sp;ice,and yet cxpo>in:.T a great filtering surface,

tiiat 1'20 of tlicin will not oi'cu))y a space of more than
louricet square. 'I lie mouths ol these bags are fasleneil

ill their places by iiollow ]dugs, which are ca-ily re-

moved, !0 thiit the bngs can be taken out and repluctd

i
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with creiil rapidity wiien tliey become clioked by llie

process of riluytioa ; but this process woulu not l)e

elTectufil vvitliout tiv^ u'.-c o( an nrlicle v.liicli ,\rre:-ls all

the fioH'ing tcciilencies tli;il occasion the fretting' and
hissing', and yet adds ncithnr taste or smell to llie liquor

passinpr thioug-li it, a;.(l ihis n; merely well burnt and
pure wood cliiircoal p>jlver;zt;d. J'l-.i; p?,tenl ahso in-

tdudes a mill for tiTimling' the fruit, different from any-
thing' hitherto in u-ie either in Devonshire or Hereford-
shire. It is a roller converted into a rasp, by tools sup-
plied with it, so that it can always be restored to its ori-

ginal roug'hness by any common labourer, when by use

It is worn too smooth. We have ourselves tasted cider

nianutactured by this proces;s, and can truly say that

never before have we met with cider of so rich a body, !=o

line a flavour, and withal so rich and clear.

—

Mechanic^
MasiKine.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.
SEPTEMBER.

The directions which are j^iven in periodicals,

are too general ; thej' remind me of those natural-

ists' calendars which mention the return and songs
of birds, at: certain dates and periods. All nature
is subject to contingencies, and all directions must
be received with some caution, and allowance for

variations of latitude, climate, and exposure. In

writing for the vicinity of I,ondon, we may be
definite, but a kalcndar which is to be read in Scot-

land or Ireland, as well as in Kent or Devonshire,
must be subject to corrections. Perhaps Mr. Lou-
den's rule is as little exceptionable as any that we
can refer to :— it is the following.

" In general, other circumstances being alike,

four days may be allowed for every degree, or

every seventy miles north or south of London ;

m spring, operations may be commenced earlier

ill that i)roportion southward," (because it is pre-

sumed that the temperature is there more genial)

"and later northwards" (obviously for the con-
trary reason] . "But inthe autumn the reverse,

and operations deferred as we advance southward,
and accelerated as we proceed to the north. In

every case allowing a due weight to local circum-
stances."

Sufficiently contingent is all this, j'etit may ex-

culpate a writer for any error he may commit
which has its origin solely in difference of locality,

and whose correction must depend upon the expe-
rience of the reader.

Septoiiher, is the season, wherein every good
gardener has it in his power to bring his ground
into that condition of neatness and repose, which
is so peculiarly grateful to the eye of many per-

sons of excellent judgment. Vegetation has lost

its active stimulus, yet it has not declined into

complete torj)or. Many crops have ceased to pro-

duce, others have ripened their seeds, and both
should be removed to the manure or compost
ground ; after which every vacant spot should be

digged or trenched, and if the land he of a stiff

and binding texture, laid up in ridges.

Weeds grow with great rapidity at this season,

for the sun retains much power, dews are strong,

and in general a good deal of rain falls ; therefore

every opportunity should be seized to eradicate

them by hand, hoe, and rake.

The summer sown cabbages will be advancing
rapidly, therefore the ground should he kept quite

clean, and its surface rather oijen.

Capp. broccoli is coming into bearing, and as the

white butterfly {Poutia Brass tea:) is apt to make it

foul with its numerous caterpillars, the planti

ought to be carefully examined, and the nuisance

re;iiovcd as soon as seen, otherwise this delicious

ve,;etablc will i)0 injured in flavour and quality.

The stalks and leaves of every plant, as soon as

the iiead is cut, should be removed, and the ground

made clean.

The S2}riiig succession broccoli, it is usual to re-

move, laying the plants down with the heads to

the north against a slo])ing bank of earth, and co-

vering the stems ou the south side with mould
nearly as high as the lowest leaves ; this is a

measure of precaution v.hich we deprecate, though

it appears to have been sanctioned by the late Mr.

Knight. The roots are thereby disturbed, at a

period when growth becomes torpid, whereas if

the plants have been placed in a trench, the earth

that lies in the ridges on each side, can be readily

shovelled into the trench, and will thus protect the

stems, without occasioning any disturbance of the

fibres. The surtace of the ground between the

rows can then be cleaned and digged, which will

give the plot a neat appearance.

Broccoli plants may yet be planted out from the

seed, or nursery-beds.

Carrots sown in August, are to be weeded and

thinned ; a little more seed may be sown early

in the month.
CauJiJiower plants are pricked out at the close of

the month, and protected under frames or glasses.

Some persons place a few in small pots, and

plunge them in a frame.

Cabtiage plants should have the first remove at

the commencement of the month ; they gain

strength r.nd a stocky root, by placing them in a

nursery bed of mellow unmanured loam.

Celery plants in the trenches, should be regu-

larly moulded up ; the earth ought to be chopped

down from the edges when in a friable state, and

made very fine. The plants should be confined by

one hand, or bypassing a string round them, while

the fine earth is placed around each.

Endive may be transplanted two or three times.

Lettuces c^n he planted out; others placed in

frames ; and seed of the hardier cos sown twice

in cold frames. Young lettuces now transplanted

are greedily devoured by slugs; not only should

the ground be strewed with air-slaked lime at

night when the vermin is exposed, but slices of

turnips ought to he laid along the rows as baits.

Mushroom beds may now be successfully made.

Welsh onions can still he sown to stand the win-

ter.
- Potatoes are suffering severely in many southern

counties, from the long protracted drought, and

as the herbage of the medium varieties was dying

away early in August, and the tubers themselves

became dead ripe, small, aud very hard in texture,

the rains must excite a secondary growth ; it will

therefore be prudent to dig such directly.^ Seed

tubers must be very indifferent, and if Mr. Aitken's

theory be correct, we shall have poor success next

year, from sowing the over-matured potatoes of

this dry season. Wc ought to raise fresh seedlings.

These are generally more juicy than old store, and

at this time a plantation of the second year from

the seed, retains all its verdure, and is in full

flower and fruit, while plants of the parent store

ave.actually dried up, with every vestige ofgreen

completely destroyed: an example of this is before

us.
FRUIT DKPARTMENT.

The currant and gooseberry bushes have been

ttrribly infested by three broods of the caterpillar

of saw-fly; (/cu'i'tt.)/' ie»t/ire>/e) hand picking has
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been tried, and with some success ; but in addition,
(in order to destroy those, whose chrysalises may
otherwise remain under ground, for the achieve-
ments of anotlier yearj, we woukl recommend the
trial of the following application, the receipt for
which has just met our eye. "Boil some foxghve
plants in an ol<i copper, and water tlic trees over-
head with the liquor throu!i;h the nose of a watei--

ing pot. The cfiects will be instantaneous, and
in a great measure it will prevent their appearance
the following year.''

This may, or may not be correct, but iiifursion

of fox-glove is a poison ; powdered hellebore is

also recommended, and that is a still more active
poison ; nothing of the kind therefore is to be tried

while fruit remains on the trees, but after it is

gathered, experiments of the kind are peiiectly
justifia'ole.

Straicberries of every kind may he planted to the

gi'eatest advantage in September; the ciiief sorts

are, 1st. Keois seedlinf/, for prolLfieity and early

bearing, also for forcing in pots. 2. The old, or

Carolina pine, for high and superior llavour. i'>.

The lar(/c white, later, and also of peculiar and
milky flavour. 4. KnigJil's Ellon. The last

comes into season when all the others are gone,
and it possesses a delicious acidity. In making
the beds, trench the ground two feet deep, and
enrich it as for asparagus, particularly at bottom

;

let the loam at top he light and niollow, not very
rich with manure; and plant the finest and be'<t

rooted runners of the season in rows, either single

along the l)orders, or in beds two feet apart ; the
plants may stand from si.>c to nine inches asunder

;

then water freely. "Keen approves of fresh dung
for manuring the land, in preference to spit-dung.

For old plantotinn^. Keen says that lie always
finds that to dig between the rowa in autumn,
" refreshes the plants materially."

If raspberry plants have not been cleared from
old wood, and all that is superfluous of the new,
these regulations should not be longer neglected.

Gather fndt as it ripens. It wiil not be amiss
to cut away all the wood that has borne peaches
and nectarines ; clear back to the lowest shoots, that

were selected at the spring rei/alation for successional

bearers. Those shoots will ripen their wood mora
perfectly, if the sun and air have the freest access

to them. After this dig the borders lightly, and
leave them in the neatest order.

TheJ'orchirj rlepartmenis rccpiiie much attention.

Vines arc in full bearing, and successions grow ra-

pidly. The best soil for rc-potting is a mixture
of two parts mellow, friable, tr;rfy loam, mixed
up about a month before it is used with one-third
of deer's dung, collected by the hand from the
park, and laid in a heap to heat and break up for

a few weeks. Sheep manure trcatv.'d in the same
way is next to it in value.

Vines under f/lass, the crop of which ii^ gathered,

should be more and more inured to air, but we be-

lieve that there is no necessity to remove the

lights 01 withdraw the rods. ^Many gardciuus
kecj) plants all the winter in vineries, which
would ]» rish if fuL'y exjiosed, yet the vines do
well, and Ijcar abundant cro[)s yearly. I'acts ai'c

more to the purpose than a-^sertions, and, \^illl the

vine, habit is almost every thing.

ILOWER GARDEN.

Annual Jloicer seeds, as of ch-.rkias, coliin«ia,

schiganthus, mignonette, petunia, and indeed of

most of the same hardy plants, may be sown iu

pots. These can be preserved in a warm and dry
greenhouse all winter, but if in damp situatiohs,
all must perish.

Carnation and pink layers, and pipings of the
latter, if well rooted, may be potted off, or placed
in parterre where they are to flower. All the
dianthus tribe like chalk, and a Utile of any cal-

careous substance, finely powdered, should be
blended with the soil. ' ' '.'

'

Chinese Chrysanthemums, if re-potted, will require
the soil to be very rich, to bring then) forward as

ra])idly a:; possible. Verbenas of several kinds
should be potted ; they furnish runners that root at

every joint, if pegged down either in the soil,Qqr

into small pots of ivandy loam.
"

'

Slips of petunias, salvias, caleeotarias, of the
shrubby vi'.rieties, lvc, inserted in sandy earth, in

a frame, will root freely, and may, by a little

coveriiig in cold weather, be safely preserved
during winter. The horse shoe pelargenium can
also be raised by slips placed in a pot of sandy earth,

but this and the variegated scarlet and pi nk-llowered
must be kept in a dry house.

Dahlias will be in perfection, we say nothing
of this flower, excejit to caution any amateur
against the vain attempt to produce a real blue

flower by chemical agents ; if /such could act, it

woidd only be upon the tubers through the me-
dium of the soil, not at a'l upon the seeds. There-
fore, if a blue could be obtained once, to insure

perpetuit\', even by cuttings, the same staple soil

and the same agent, both identical to the utmost
degree of miiuitencss, must he employed ; aiid as

this would be utterly imj)0ssible, no reliance what-
ever could be placecl upon plants, for which, per-

li;ij)s, an enormous price would lie asked.

Dahlias are bcautifidly and effectively displayed
against an open trellis.

Greenhouse ])lants that have been in the open
ground must be taken up soon after the middle of
September, and planted in pots of appropriate soil.

They must be moderately watered, and placed in a

close frame or house, till they make sonje fresh

roots, and then have air allowed in gradually in-

creased quantity. A little timely thought and
precaution will render a plant hiindsome through
the winter, which, if treated hastily, v/ould lose

its foliage and become a deformity.

Yomiij f/eraniums raised from cuttings may be
fuUj^ rooted

; pot such off into small j)ots of leaf

mould or heath soils, and reduced tuify loam.
The old stock jilants which have furnished tiic

cuttings will have shown fresh signs of growth ;

then, and not till then, hov.'cver small the dc-

vclopements, they shoidd be turned out of the

pots, and the old soil carefully removed, leaving

as much about the centre as will suffice to preserve

the nev;-n)ade roots. The old wandering roots

should then be pruned away, and the plants placed

in much smaller pots of loam, with one-third of
good leaf-mould.

The rationale of this ])rocess is, to preserve the

life of the plant without stimulating it, ami to in-

duce it to produce abundance of fibres, which in the

spring, wdien placed in richer soil, will promote a
fine head furnished with large and rich foliage.

During the tot |)id season a poor loamy soil tetuls

to jireserve the ])lant fnun damjuiess ami dccaj',

for it is not suliject to that decomposition which
all n)anuring substances arc. Decayed turf and
the earth produced from couch-grass roots, f\w.

nish the best loam for greenhouse plants.
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EAST - RIDING (YORKSHIRE)
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

On Wednesday, the 20th July last, the annual

shew of cattle of this Association was held at

Beverley. i(i two fields on the York road, helonging

to Mr. Skelton, of the Rose and Crown—the

usual place of meeting.

It was announced that the show fields would

be ready for the inspection of non-members at

12 o'clock, on payment of 2s. each.

Inside the gate the fields were admirably laid

out for the purposes of a shew, and were amply
provided with i)ens and paddocks for the sheep

and cattle, besides a kind of platform raised some
distance from the ground, which overlooked the

stock exhibited, for the use of the spectators.

There was a fence all round tlic enclosure for the

animals, for the purpose of excluding all intruders,

so that the most perfect order and regularity were
maintained throughout. The excellent secretary

of the association, Mr. J. Boycs, was on the

ground all day, and performed his part of the day's

business to the satisfaction of every one. The
shew altogether was an excellent one—and such

as is calculated to add to the many laurels which
the skilful and industrious farmers of the East-

Riding have already obtained. The exhibition of

horses and sheep was the subject of general admira-
tion —particularly that of the former. There were
four yearling colts by Ilevolution exhibited, which
^\ere much admired for their symmetry and
colour. Six colt foals and two fillies by Mercury
were also shown and attracted crowds of admirers.

AVe observed three or four very fine unbroke
stallion colts, a variety of yearling conching
geldings, and several coaching and hunting colts,

three years old. In the extra stock Mr. Wm.
Laybourne, Huggate, exhibited a beautiful chesnut
stallion colt, by Fire-a\vay, dam l)y Richmond,
foaled May 14, IS.ii). This noble animal, im-

l)atient of restraint, stamped and pranced upon
the ground at times, during which his beautiful

figure was seen to great advantage. There was a
superior brown yearling stallion exhibited by ]Mr.

Hardie, of Seaton. Here also we found an

excellent horse belonging to Mr. Moor, of Burn-
butts, it is hve years old, is a dark chesnut by
Graysales, and is fitted to be either a hackney or

a roadster. One very beatitiful and powerful
grey cart horse was shewn by iMr. Johnston, of

Frodinghan)-bridge— it is seven years old. Mr.
Jordison, of Lockington, exhibited a well-pro-

portioned four years old horse by Napoleon-le-
Grand. A very ])retty bay mare four years old,

by Belshazzar, was shown by Mr. Swaddle, of

Killingraves. In a pen among' the cxtva stock

were exhil)ited several superior jjure-bred Lei-

cester sheep, which are to be sold soon by Mr.
Campbell, and which are the pro[)erty of Mr.
]:^dwards, of Market Weighton. The selection of

cart mares was good, as also that of mares for

agricultural purposes. No less than thirteen road

jnares were exhibited. There was also a v^ariety

of roadster mares with foal, hunting mares, and
coaching mares. The shew of rams and ewers

attracted notice, and was much admired. The
exhibition of bulls was good. Tlie o.^en exhibited
were few in number, but of great size and fine

stature. The jiigs were not recki^ned so superior,
but one or two of tho>i; exhibited were highly

approved of. The shew of iu;i)lcuients was not so

large, we think, as it was la-t year, but several

very interesting agricultural machines were upon

the ground. Mr. Croskill, of Beverley, as usual,

exhibited several, and carried off a prize. Mr.

Robinson, Halsham, exhibited a new machine for

dressing corn ; Mr. John Robinson, of Brandes-

burton, sole inventor, showed two or three horse

thrashing machines; one of them will thrash from

fifteen to twenty- five qrs. of wheat per day, and

from twcntj'-five to fitty qrs. of oats per day.

The last-mentioned machine has been extensively

patronised bv gentlemen who have found it to

work well. "Messrs. Gardners, of Banbury, ex-

hibited a patent turnip cutting machine, also

several imi)roved thrashing uiachines. Mr. Dale,

of Bridlington, showed a curious machine for

blowing corn after it is dressed. A new dressing

machine was exhibited by Mr. John Dry, corn

dressing machine maker, Alarket Place, Beverley.

Mr. Urv has invented this machine on a principle

far superior to the old system, being mpre durable,

simple in its construction, and less liable to get

out of repair. It is no larger than the common
dressing machine, but so constructed as to allow

the riddles to be one foot six inches long, by two

feet wide. This machine works at a more rapul

rate than any machine heretofore invented. It

has been tried by Mr. Hothain, of Lund, who

highly recommends it.

THE .lUDGES.

The names of the gentlemen who performed the

diflicult duties of judges on thisinieresting occasion

are :
—

FOR HORSF.s :
—

Thomas Brooks, Esq., Crosby, Caistor ; John

Thistlewood, Esq., Lambcroft, Louth; Richard

Aainby, Esq., Barneby-le-Beck, Grimsby.

10 R CALTI-E AND PIGS:

William Torr, Jun. Esq., Riby, Grimsby; Thos.

Crofton, Esq., Holywell, Durham ;
Philip Skip-

v\orth, Esq., Aylesby, Grimsby.

FOR SHEEP :

—

John Rob, Esq., Thorpe Fields. Thirsk ; Thos.

Short, Esq., Martin, Bawtry ; AVilliam Hcnlock,

Esq., Green Hamerton, Boro' Bridge.

\A'e understand that 281 members were admitted

into the shew ground, whose subscriptions

amounted to li^.l's.; and that 1948 non-members

wereadmitted by which was realized the handsome

sum of 194L (is. ; total, 208<. 7s. ; No. of persons

admitted into the fields, 2224.

By about three o'clock the judges had finished

their important duties ; at a quarter to four, the

door leading to

THE DINING HALL
was thrown open and the company admitted. At

a little after four o'clock the chair w^s taken by

Lord Hotham, (an admirable chairman) who was

supported on the right by iMr. Crofton, Mr.

Skipworth, Mr. Torr, Mr. Turton, &:c., and on the

left bv Sir Thomas Legard, the Mayor of Beverley,

Capt.'Hotham, ike, &c. The vice-chair was oc-

cupied by J. — . Pease, Esq., in the absence of the

\'ice-Presi(lent of the association. Grace was said

and thanks returned liy the Rev. S. Creykc.

About TOO gentlemen sat down to dinner. Tlic

cloth having been removed the toasts were pro-

ceecled with.

The following toasts were first given :

—

"
i he Queen,"" three times three. (National

anttioni.)
" Piinec Albert,'' three times three.

Eaiii

1 he yueeu Downgcr and the rest of the Royal*

ily," three times three. (Auld Lang Sync.)
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The Vice PiiEiiDKNT (Mi. Peast) proposed the Roe, Mr. J. lien], Kilnwick Percy, who bad .?-tt

health of tlic Archbishop and the Clergy of the ewes, from which on the 1st of June, he had 4l8
diocese. himbs, no ewes lost.

" I'he Archbishop and the Clergy of the diocese," Shepherds, (annnu I servants.)
"*'

three times three.
. For rearing h.mhs from a flock exceeding 100 and

Kev. h. Ckf.vkk returned thanks. not exceeding 'MO ewes. The first prize of 2/. was
• Ihe Army and Navy. 'three times three. ,i,.^„ ^^ David GoodhiU, Mr. Tliomas Sample,
Mr. CaRtkh, R.N., returned thanks for the Bishop Burton, who had l39 ewes, from which on

navy. Major Hallon returned thanks. the Ist of June, he had '216 lambs, no ewes lost.
J he Chairman—Gentlemen, it now beeomes

'j he second prize of IL was adjudged to Jonathan
necessary tor me to request your attention and

„,,„ison, Mr. Johnson, Kiplingham Grange, who
your patience for a short time while I will call

,,^j j^- ^^,.^^^ f^^^ ^^^j^,^^ ^^ j^^^ ^^^ 1^^ ^^^^ 21'>
upon the Secretary to announce to you the list ot

\.yjnhn two ewes died,
awards which liave been made to the labourers, '

c. i
j* l

&c., and after that the list of prizes which have ^ .

^h^P''erds or other persons.

been awarded to the different competitors at the For rearing lambs from a flock of 100, and not

sliew held this day—and then read to you the exceeding 150 ewes. The first prize of 2/. in this

report of the committee of the association class^ was given to William Taylor, Mr. Thomas

(Applause.) Harrison, Leven, who had l'i5 ewes, from which on

J'he following is a list of the Premiums and 1st ''"le, he had '224 lambs. The second of U.

Sweepstakes :
^'^^ adjudged to Ilobert Nettleton, Mr. Jolm

^ Harland, Barmstou, who had 100 ewes, from which
Labourers in Husbandry. i, on t},3 ^gj ^f ju^^^ ,,g ],.„i 173 13^,1,5^

^"lemi
^''"'*''' ^^*'"^°"' ^^ children, first Shepherds, or other r^rsons.

Too,^„ Mi^'W- Mr ,'A*' i -ij I For rearing lambs from a flock exceeding 40 and
Jessop, William, Meaux, 10 children, second ^ ,. " ,„„ t .1 . .1, c »

nremiti o not exceeding 100 ewes. In this class the first pre-
'

"
mium of '2^ was adjudged to William Brown, JMr.

'servants in Ilusbandrij. (Single Men.; Richard Chapman, Brandesburton, who had 63 ewes.
Gray, William, Skidhy, '31 years, in three ser- ^ from which, on 1st June, he had 1'22 lambs. The

vices, first premium 3 second prize of It. was given to Thomas Hopper,
Frier, Matthew, Bielby, 28 years with Mr. Fen- Wetwang, who had .")6 ewes, from which, on 1st

timan, liielby, second premium 2 June, he had 93 lambs.

Female Servants in Farming Service, not living as Sliepherdsfor service. £
Honsekeepers. Lakes, Mattliew, IMr. Champney, Halsara, 38

Bointnn, Margaret, Beverley Parks, 17 years in vears and 8 months, on the tarm occupied by
two services, first premium 2 Mr. Champney, equal with next 2

Labourers in Huslmiidr}/ ivho have ^l}orked the longest Reaston Richard, 38 years and 8 months with

time npon one or morefarms, Sec. JMr- John Simpson, Hunmanby 'J

JVeedbam, Joseph, Hatfield, -16 years, 8 months. Bulls of any age, from any part of the Kingdom. Cup
Mr. Tnnton, first premium 3 given by 11. Broadleij, Esq., M. P.: vuluc 10/.

Wiles, William, North Dalton, 44 years, one Bolterill, Mr. John, Easthorpe (^11 competitors^. Cup
farm, belonging to Mr. Dowker, second pre- Bulls not exceeding 30 months of age.

I .,.„K u;:ii-
''

"i-'-V
' '^' -"I'l" I

'

' \U Bell, Mr. Beverlev Parks, (6 competitors.).. . 7Lamb, William, Kirbv Gnndalythe, 37 years ' V ; u ;(

on the farm occupied bv Mr. Walker 5s.
YearLing Bulls.

Thurlow, Robert, Aike, 39 years, Mr. Robiu- Gofton, Mr. T., Thirtleby, (6 compe'itors.).. . 3
son, Lockington Carr '.

5s. Yearling Bulls, (given by Mr. R. Iveson, Nuthill,
Wood, Tiiomas, Eastburn,33 years, Mr. Boyes, near Hedon.)

, cf
Kastburn 5s, Swaddle, Mr. John, Kiilingraves, (3 competi^'*

"

Aewby, Stephen, Gardhara, 39 years, Mr. Lee. as tors.) 3
Botham, John, Tibthorpe, 34 years on the farm

"

r . "d" *, j,"
; • .1* "j\ •".'

occupied by Mr. Piercv... 5s.
^"^ ^'"" ' '"''' '" '^" ''"""''•

Jessop, William, Meaux, 'S'J years, with Mr. Collins Mr., Danthorpe, (2 competitors.) 3
\Vise, Meaux js. Two Steers bred by the E.ihi/jilor, betueen one and two
The Committee awarded 5s. eiich to those labour- years old, SI.—No comjietition.

ers \vho have worked above 30 years on one or more ^'ows of any age in. milk or calf.

*'"''"s* Jhompson, Mr. James, Beverley, (14 compcti-
Lahaurers in Hnsbaudry not occupying more than tao tors.) 4'

acres of land, ^c. (Ciivenby \V. J), T. Ders- A cow exhiliited by JMr. Simeon W'ebster was

berry Esn.) very good, and the judges had great difliculty in

Mcholscn, John, Ganstea'd, 11 children,
! no re-

coming to a decision which animal was entitled to

lief,) lirst premium '.

j
the prize. . ^^

Stephenson, \Villiam, I'lestou, 16 children, 8 Heifers in calf, ahovc Uvo and under three >icnrs old,

arrivedatmanhood,receivedabout4/.iiiparish Swaddle, Mr. John, Kiilingraves, (no competi-
lelief, second premium 2 tion.) 3

Shepherds, (annual servants.) Heifers in calf. above tuo and under ihrrr. yearn old,
For rearing iambs from a flock exceeding 200 bredhiiaiidbonafdcthepropcrtj/oftheshvucr.

ewes In ibis class the first pri^ie of ;</? was Moore, Mr. Ralph," lirandesbuitou, first pre-
awarded to John Wood, Mr. (iSimi-son, iiuninanbv mium ^
l-ield, who had'2.-.7 ewes, from which he had oii Do., Do., second ptemium.! '.

".

.

'. .

!

'.V'. !*.i;/:"'i
Ihe 1st ol June, ot3 iambs, no ewes lost. The Mr. Swaddle having got the prize in 'the last
!»ecoud premium of 1/. was adjudged to William class could not compete in this da'ss.

i
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Pair of Heifers, under two years old, bred by the Ex-

hibitor. £,

Watson, "Mr. Charles, Seaton Ross, first pre-

mium '2

Mathisoa JMr., Beverley Parks, second premi-

um, (4 competitors.) 1

Fire Tiijisfor farming purposes^ sole property of the

Eiliibitor.

Borton, Mr, Jolm, Habton, near IMalton, (6
competitors 12

>•- Five shearling Tvps.

T.eighton, I\Ir. George, Osgodby, (3 competi-
tors) 7
Mr. Borton was not eljoibie in this class, havins;

obtained the prize in the last class.

Hi'Tirenty Wether Sliearliiigs. Silver Cup, given by

Ijord Hotham, M.P,, value lOZ. 10s. , vith a Sueep-

atahes of ll.each. Second best 51. Third, (given hi/

Mr. George Piercy, of Kirkburn,) SI.

Foster, Mr. John, Southburn, first premium. Cup
~ and Sweepstakes.
Almack, Mr. Thomas, Bishop Burton, second
premium 5

Jackson, Mr. 'I'horaas, Routh, third premium,
(7 competitors—14 eutries) 3

Fiie Shearling Gimmers. Silver Cup, given fcy James
Walker, Ks'j., of Sand Hntton, value 10/. 10*., ivith a

Su:eepstakes of ll. each,for the best Pen. Second al.

Hill, Mr. Henry, Sledmere Field, first premium.
Cup and Sweepstakes.

Almack, Mr. Bishop, Burton, second premium,
(11 competitors—!20 entries) 5

Nine G>?ntlemen entered who declined to

compete.

Five Breeding Eices and Lambs.

Iveson, Mr. Richard, Nuthill, near Hedon, first

premium 3
Almack, Mr. Jolin, Leckonficld, second pre-

mium, (3 comp.) 1

Wool.

Three fleeces of Hog Wool, (oftered by E. W.
Smith, Esq., of Kouth) 2

Hill, Mr. Henry, Sledmere Field, (4 comp.^

Stallions fur Coach Horses.

Sheffield, Mr. George, Walkington, (18 comp.) ;">

Stallions for Hunters.

Reynard, E.H. Esq., Sunderlandwick, (3 comp.) 5

Stallions for Roadsters.

Jefferson, Mr. Market, Weighton, (5 comp.) 5

Stallions for Cart Horses.

Broadbent, Mr. Jonathan, Hull Bank, (4 comp.^ 5

Coaching Mares tvith a Foal.

Watson, Mr. John, Risby, (14 comp.) 5

Coaching Mares.

Fisher, IMr. Robert, Leckonfield, (3 comp.)... 2

Hunting Mures with a Foal.

Claike, T., Esq., Kuedlington, (8 comp.) 5

Hunting Mares.

Holiday, Mr. John, Wetwang, (4 comp.) 2
Poadster Mares, with a Foal.

Nicholson, Mr. J., Watton Grange, (8 comp.) . . 5

Roadster Mares,

Binnington, Mr. Thomas, North Dalton, (17
comp.) 2

Pair of Mares for Agricultnral purposes.

Stoveley, Mr. Isaac, Tibthorpe Wold, (3
, comp.) . . .... ,'.

.J. • 4

siiij a: 3i--.iin_ ; ;

Cart Mares. £
Staveley, Mr. Isaac, Tibthorpe Wold, (10

oonip. ) 2

Three Years Old Coaching Geldings.

Northgraves, IMr. William, Cottingham, (8
comp.) 3

Tuo years Old Coaching Geldings.

Johnson, ]Mr., Bringham, (10 comp.) 3

Yearling Coaching Geldings.

Iloltby, ]Mr. Thomas, Rotsea, (7 comp.) 2

'TUreif Years Old Coacliing Fillies.

Birbeck, Mr. Henry, Scorbro', (12 comp.) .... 3

Three Years Oldllunting Geldings.

Dalby, Mr. John, Corps Landing, [7 comp.^ . . 3

Yearling Colts bif Revolution.

Drink-row, Mr. John, Driffield, (4 comp.) 6
Yearling- Fillies, by Revolution.—No entry.

Colt Foals, by Mercury.

Ransom, Mr., Wawne, (7 comp.) 5

Filly Foals by Mercury.

Hopkinson, I\Ir., Wawne, (2 comp.) 3

Boars, Large Breed.

Fetch, Mr. Robert, Southcoats, first premium. . 2
Moment, Mr. William, Walkington, second
premium, (6 comp.^ i

Boars, Small Breed.

Naylor, Mr. James, Grovehill, first premium.. 2
Smith, E. W. Esq., Routh, second premium,

(2 comp.) 1

Sows, Large Breed,

Fish, Mr. John, Preston, first premium 2
Hall, James, Esq., Scorbro', second premium,

(8 comp.) i

Sows, Small Breed,

Stephenson, Mr. G., Beverley, first premium.. 2
Hall, James Esq., Scorbro', second premium,

(3 comp.) 1

Newest Agricultural Implements, not eiceeding 51.

Dry, Mr. John, Beverley—New Dressing
Machine, invented by him 2

Grayburn, R. S., Esq., Woottou House, near Bar-
row, for a J'urnip Horse Hoe—a medal, value . 1

Crosskill, Mr. William, for a Corn Rake and a
Liquid Manure Cart 3

Extra Stock.

To Mrs. Edwards, of Market Weighton, for five

Shearling Tups, to Mr. John Botterill, of Easthorpe,
for two Cows, and to the Rev. L. Dennis, for a
Hunting Mare, a silver medal each was awarded.

Sweepstakes of 10s. each.

Bulls.—Bosville, A., Esq., Thorpe (5 subscribers).
Yearling Bulls (20s. each).—No competition.
Cows.—Webster, Mr. Simeon, Aughton, (5 sub.)
Two Year Old Heifers.—No competition.
Yearling Heifers.—No competition.

Fat Steers.—No entry.

Aged Tups.—No competition.

Shearling Tups.— Borton, Mr. John, Habton, near
Malton, (2 subs.)

Five Wethers.—No entry.

Five Suckling Ewes.—No entry.

Fat Wether, Ewe, or Gimmer.— Foster, Mr. Rich.,

Southburn, (2 subs.^

Stallions for Coach Horses.—Bateson, Mr. Leonard,
Brigham, (2 subs.)

Stallions for Hunters.—No entry.

Stallions for ^Roadsters.—Jefferson, Mr., Market
Weighton, (2 subs.)
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Stallions for Cart Horses.—No competition.

Yearling Stallion Coaching Colts.—Watson, Mr.
Jolin, Risby, (3 subs.)

Coaching Mares.'—Windass, JMr. Thomas, Beverley

Parks (4 subs.)

Hunting Mares.—No entry.

Roadster Mares.—No competition.

Cart Mares.—No entry.

Three Years Old Coaching Colts.—No entry.

Two Years Old Coaching Colts.—No competition.

Throe Years Old Coaching Fillies.—Bateson, Mr.
Leonard, Brigham (3 subs.)

Two Years Old Coaching Fillies.— Shilton, Mr.
John, Nunkeeling, (.") subs.)

Three Years Old Hunting Colls.—Knapton, Mr.,

Dunnington (3 subs.)

Two Years Old Hunting Colt.—Brandham, Mr.
Wm,, Dringhoe, (2 subs.)

Yearling Coaching Geldings.— Bilton, Mr. William,

Rise (2 subs.)

Two Years Old Stallion Hunting Colts.—No com-
petition.

Boars, Large Breed.—No competition.

Boars, Small Breed.—No entry.

Sows, Large Breed.—Bennett, Messrs. G. and E.,

Hornsea, ("2 subs.)

Sows, Small Breed.—No entry.

The successful labourers in husbandry, &c.,

were here called up and addressed by the Chair-
-MAN.—The duty now devolve? upon me to address

a few words, and a very few words, not only to

those whose names have been called already, and
who have now been brought forward in the pre-

sence of this large assembly to receive the rewards
v;hich the committee have had it in their power
to announce to them for the encouragement of

good conduct and ofgood services rendered by them
to their families and masters, in the various situa-

tions in which they have been placed. (Cheers).

Gentlemen, (addressing the successful competi-
tors) to some of you rewards have been given for

having brought up the largest families without
having had recourse to parish relief—to others

rewards have been given for having continued the

greatest number of years in one service— to

another party rewards have been given for having
reared the greatest number of lambs—a great

])roof of the attention displayed by you in the per-

formance of your duties. (Cheers). Rewards were
also given for services of other descriptions, but
which it is not in my power to particularize, as 1

am speaking only from a recollection of the awards
for different kinds of labourers which have been
read over by our secretary. The association, I

have great pleasure in being able to say, is ready
to offer simdar rewards for the same services. The
Chairman in the course of some further remarks,
observed that he believed from their conduct the
successful competitors were well educated, and he
hoped they would also educate in the same way
their children.

The CiiAiiiMAN again rose and said— 1 must tui--

ther request your attention whilst the report of
the committee is read by .VJr. Smith,

Mr. Si-\irMi then read the report of the committee.
It congratulated the society on the present suc-
cessful appearances which it j)resented, and called

upon the members and friends of the association
for renew^ed exertion.

The CiiAiUMA\— 1 now return to tlie perform-
ance of tliat part of my duty, as your chairman,
which has been necessarily interrupted by the
statements which you have just heard made to you
by the secretary, and also by my friend Mr. Smith,

at the other end of the room—an interruption
which was only further accompanied by a second
interruption on my part, which however, I hope
you win have excused—inasmuch as it had for its

object, however inadvertently I may have done
so, the impressing upon the minds of those who
have now been called before you, and it may be
upon others, that we who happen to be placed in

a position of life above them, are not inattentive

to their necessities, and are not otherwise than
anxious for their welfare (Applause) . The asso-

ciation are most anxious that they should con-
tinue to exhibit the same kind of conduct, the pur-
suiince of which has placed them in that proud
situation, in respect of which they have been
already brought before this assembly. Gentlemen,
I would now beg to give to you as the nest toast

"Success to the Agricultural Association of this

Riding"

—

(cheers)— a. toast which I should not have
the slightest difficulty in proposing to you were it

not that 1 know that you will expect that a toast

of this nature should be accompanied by observa-

tions from me, and that you will have formed
expectations that a toast of this nature should be

accompanied with the requisite number of other

toasts, but which I know I am perfectly unable to

fulfil (uii, no). It is therefore this feeling which
creates an embarrassment in my mind in proposing

the next toast. Gentlemen, I desire earnestly that

you should not only concur with me in drinking

success to your agricultural association, but that

j'on should endeavour to give pi'actical effect to that

success by every means and in every manner in

which it lays in your power to do so. I wonlil

gladly suppose that there can be no individuals

present who require to have demonstrated to them
the advantages of such societies as the present. Kiit

should any such be present in this assembly, I

would only desire them to recollect in the first

place what was the agricultural situation of the

East Riding of York about forty years or rather

more than forty years ago (cheers). If evcrj' one

had been contented to go on in the same path which
he had heretofore pursued—if every one had fan-

cied that the system they themselves were pursu-

ing was one which admitted of no improvements,
how could it have been possible that we should

have the face of the country so entirely altered as

it has been during tlie period to which I have al-

luded .' I know, gentlemen, that it maybe said

that the improvement of the face of tho country

took place under circumstances widely difl'ercnt

from those of the present time—that the country
was at that time engaged in a war the effect of

which was to cnliance the price of everv kind ol

provision, and the effect of which was to induce

parties to go into paths different from tho^ev.hich

they had hitherto pursued. But, gentlemen, let it

not be said that because those who have gone be-

fore us have so far changed the face of the country

—do not let ns suppose that we aie in a state ad-

mitting of no further improvement (hear hear).

(rcntlemen, we can on no ground whatever
come to such a conclusion. But supposing that

were the case, let us just look around ns

and see what is doing. Let ns sec if the

other parts of the country are encouraging associ-

ations like the present one. The country was giving

such societies encouragement, and I lielleve thnt

the result of such associations will be to cft'ect the

desideratum of agriculture, namely to grow the

greatest quantity of produce at the smallest ex-

pense ; and I desire you to consider what would bei

the consequences of our standing still, while all
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the neighbouiiiig localities were encnuragin!; f-lT?

formation and continuation of associations like

tliis—to effect, and tliey would effect impiove-

ment in that description of business, namely, agri-

culture, ii! which you are all concerned (Cheers).

Gentlemen, it cannot he unknown to you, and if

it is unknown to any hody hccan.not lose too little

time in satisfyini; himself of the belief of the truth

of that of which I have myself no doubt, namely,
that the soil of this country is capable ot being

brought to a higher state of cultivation than that

at which it has arrived— and it is in consequence
of that that I desire you to unite v.'ith mo in drink-
ing to the success of this association. The sc'ence

of chemistry as connected with agriculture, was
only very imperfectly and inadequately understood—(hear hoar) ;—and I want to kno\;' if any—per-

haps a few persons may have talents so to do—but
is it ])ossible that the mass of those I now see be-

fore me can be studying in their houses with a
view of acquiring a Ivuowledge of that which is the

best method of applying the science of chemistry
to agriculture. 1 will not dilate on the various ex-

periments which have been made in the practical

application of our land by the introduction of ma-
nure difierent from that formerly in use. V>ut it

is the fact that from the use of manures different

from those in common use great advantages would
be gained. How far it may be possii)le to realize

that I will not say.wliich my honourable friend (Sir

Thomas Legard) on my left hand held out to

those whom he has so lately addressed at Burling-
ton. I V. ill not with great confidence hold nj) my
hand to say what he did; but if it be true that a

man may carry in his waistcoat pocket as much
manure as may manure an acre, then the science
would be worth contending for (Applame) . My
object, gentlemen, in desiring you to promote the

success of this association, is that you may not
mistake that precise article to which my hoiiour-

able friend alluded to—but I will not place myself
in the same situation of finding the truth of what
was stated by one who said that he could carry in

one of his waistcoat pockets as much manure as

was sufiicient for the purposes of an acre of land.

In reply to this it may be said that the other
pocket would contain ail the produce of the ma-
nure, which the first-mentioned ])ocket contained
CApplav,se and lavghter). That, gentlemen, is ano-
ther reason why 1 most earnestly beg of you to pro-
mote the success of this institution. Let nie ask any
of you who have been iu the show-field in the
course of the day,—and I presume all of you have
attended—I might ask, though the quantity of the
stock exhibited may not have come up to the ex-

])ectations of you all, whether there has not been
a show in that field amply sufficient to gladden the
hearts of all engaged in the prosperitv of agricnl-

ture (Cheers)} Then there is another reason why
I would most earnestly appeal to you all to give
attention to promote the interests of the society of
which I am a sincere but inefficient advocate, i

ask you not to let the association suffer in conse-
quence of the small number at the show from the
badness of the day—or from any trivial cause of
absence—or because a friend of yours will not
consent to come to Beverley and make it a party
of pleasure (Applame). I invite you on the other
hand to become members of the association (Ap-
platise). I wish you to identify yourselves with
the prosperity of the association— to identify )'our-

selves with the soundness of the society, to see
that the number of its members is large—and that
its funds are ample- and that it is able to give

prizes of that value and to that extent which may
make it worth while for persons to become com-
petitors for them (Applause), ilentlemen, it is

on these various grounds that I trust the proceed-

ings of this day may bring to our association a

large increase of members, and from the descrip-

tion of persons 1 have the ])leasure of seeing

around me—-if an increase of numbers is brought

there will along with it be brought an increase of

respectability CApplaiise). Gentlemen, why should

any of you not join us who have, as you all know,
a most effective committee—a body of gentlemen

who, to great personal inconvenience and with

nuich toil and labour, conduct the business of the

association. Some of the members otthecommittee

belong to the same rank in life to which 1 belong

—

others again in the rank of most of you, respect-

able yeoman—farmers are everywhere represented

in the committee, and in such a way as to satisfy

you that due justice will be done to you all—you

have the most effective secretary fApplattse)

.

There can bono doubt on that subject. You have,

therefore, every indiicciucnt to join the associa-

tion. You certainly have a very inefiicicnt presi-

dent (jYo, no). 1 am perfectly aware that in your

])re»ident you have manifest inefficiency, but I

trust that you will not let the association suffer in

consequence of any want of those qualifications

which you might "have expected he would have

displayed this day (Cheers). I hope on the other

hand that you wilfall sink in yourconsideration the

inefficiency of the president, who had put himself

forward in a situation which he knew he was un-

able to fill In conclusion the noble chairman

called ii])on the company to pledge success to the

society in a full bnmper (Great applause).

"Speed the Plough"

—

six times six.

The Chairman—Gentlemen, the next toast will

be proposed to yon by Sir Thomas Legard, to

whom 1 therefore request your attention (Cheers).

Sir T. D. Legard said—My Lord and Gentle-

men, before proposing the toast that has been un-

exjjcctedly assigned to me, perhaps I may be al-

lowed to remark, that it is no small gratification

tomato be present at the opening of this large,

and, as it promises to be, handsome structure ;

and that gratification is inci eased when I reflect,

that of all tire uses to which this room may here-

after be applied, none could have been more au-

spicious for its op.^ni'.ig than a large agricultural

dinner, at which all persons may assemble, free

from the angry feelings of party strife and politics
;

having no object in view but to advance the inte-

rests of a peaceful calling—to encourage industry

— to increase the productiveness of tiie soil—and

so to spread smiling plenty throughout the land.

lUit to proceed with the toast : many persons who
are now here, may recollect, that at the great

Yorksiiire Agricultural Meeting, last year, held at

Leeds, Mr. Beckett Denison, in proposing the

toast now entrusted to me, drew a very animated

])icture of a half-bred hunter, and he endeavoured

to impress upon the members of the association,

the propriety of breeding from horses of that Idnd.

Now, although in these times of Eglinton feats,

and restored chivalry, any one chancing to see Mr.

Beckett Denison, who is a tall fine manly person,

and a r.oblc specimen of the genus homo, mounted

upon a ])Owe)ful active half bred hunter, and

charging the fences in the rear of the grand stand at

Doncaster, in pursuit of the ragged regiment of

thimble riggers, as once upon a time took place;

any one, 1 say, seeing two such specimens of mnn

andhorse,migbtfora moment be ledawayfrom his
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better judgment, and be inclined to tliink it mat-
ters little how the animal is bred, so lorif>: as it is a
good specimen of the kind ; but I l)elievc there is

no greater fallacy than this ; all the writers upon
agriculture lay it down as a maxim of the first

importance, that purity of pedigree should be pre-

served, at all events on the side of the male ; and
every practical farmer is aware of the danger and
difficulty of crossing, and tlie endless confusion
tliat arises when they begin from a half-bred sire;

in fact, the veiy thing Mr.Denison would suggest,

has been repeatedly tried by individuals, but
never with any uniform success. A chance good
himter or two may have been produced, but nothing
to the number of nussha])en mongrels, whose
want of pedigree and want of pace, have made ih( n
almost unsaleable, and certainly unrideable, for

who would buy a hunter without a pedigree, or risk

his neck over the Holderness clays on a horse tliat

Avas short of l)rceding ; but I feel tliat it is utterly

useless to occupy your time in contlietinjj,- opinions so

entirely at variance with your experience and wiser

practice, for I feel satisfied that no theory about
half-bred hunting stallions will ever make a revolu-

tion in your opinions ; and I trust it will never go
forth again, that in Yorkshire of all places in the

world, the agricultural societies give a preference

to the breeding of cocktails. It now only remains
for me to give the toast, trusting that those gentle-

men whose healths I have to propose, will enlarge

upon those subjects for which they have been siic-

to give you- Thecessful. I have the honour
successful competitors."
" The liealth of the successful candidates."

—

(Three thins three).

The CiiAiRMAx said, he would Ije happy to hear

any of the successful candidates return thanks.

E. H. Reynard, Esq., of Sundcrlandwick, after

being loudly called for, rose for the purpose of return-

ing thanks on behalf of himself and of the other suc-

cessful competitors. For the very flattering mark
of their attention in singling him out from among
tlie competitors of that day who had been success-

ful, he returned them his most heartfelt thanks.
If all the exhibitors of the day felt as happy as he
did, the judges might go home feeling that they had
given satisfaction. {Laughter and cheers.)

The Chairman—Cientlemen, I beg to announce
to you that the next toast will be proposed by Mr.
Edward Smitli {Apjdatise.)

Mr. Smith proposed, in an excellent speech, the

health of the tenantry of the East Riding of York-
shire. He dwelt upon the good character and in-

dustry of the yemuaury of tlie Eaf-t Riding, and
called loudly upon the landlords to support them
in their exertions, l>y giving their countenance to

such meetings as the present, which were of the
higliost importance, and liy subscribing toM'arda
the funds of the association,

" Tlie tenantry of the East Riding."—(J'ow?-
ti/iiet^fotir.)

Mr. Hii.L returned thanks.
Mr. Him., at the request of the Chainnan, rose

with very great ])leasniv to propose the liealth of
those gentlemen who had so kindly undprfaken to
act as judges on this occasion. (Cheers.) And
although he had not been fortunate enough to have
produced stock there to-day, for which, in the opi-
nion of those gentlemen, he was entitled to receive
a prize, yet so confident was he, from the care and
attention Avhich those gentlemen displayed in look-
ing at the stock which had been brought before
them, as well as iVom the good judgment which
those gentlemen are well known to possess—he lie-

lieved that those candidates who, like himself, had
been unsuccessful, would return home, convinced
in their own minds, as he had been, that they had
been fairly beaten ; and that they will make exer-
tions to bring forward stock next year,wlnch mioht
render them deserving of the prize which he hoped
would be awarded to them. (Loud cheers.) He
would not detain them longer, l>ut beg them to
rise and drink thi health of the iudo-es ( Annlaatp )
"The Judges." {Five times five?)
Mr.ToRR,of Riby, Lincolnsh'ire, one of thejndges,

returned thanks in a neat speech. The judges, after
tlie reception wliich the toast had received,' were
amply compensated for any troulde they had' been
at in the course of the day's proceedings. He con-
gratulated the members highly on the fineness of
the stock of every description which had been
shown in the yard that morning; and he was de-
sired to mention in particular the exhibition of
horses and sheep— ( 7;t'«r)—such an exhibition of
horses, he believed, if equalled, could not be sui--
passed by any local association in England. {Ap-
plaiise.)

The healths of the " President" and " Vice-
Chairman and Committee" followed, shortly after
which the Noble Lord left the chair A "merry
party remained, and kept up the entertainment
some time longer.

AGRICULTURAL REPORT.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

AUGUST.
Taken as a whole, this has proved the most auspi-

cious and favourable month to the crops, as well as
vegetation in general, we have had to record for a
series of years past ; while the prospect of our
farmers has been decidedly improved in every point
of view. From the 1st fill about the 0th the greatest
an.\iety wa.s maniffsted by all classes as to the ap-
pearauce of the standing wheat, owing to the nume-
rous misstatements which were put forth by specu-
latora and others, and to accounts being received
from the growers themselves of an opposite tendency.
Throughout the western, southern, and midland
districts, the wheats, upon poor soils, were le-

markably thin ; while upon highlv cultivated farms
not the least complaint could possibly bp made. In the
northern counties, viz. Lincolnshire, Leicestei shire,
Northamptonshire, Yorkshire, &c., the crops of all

descriptions of grain, but more j)articu!iirly those of
wheat and barley, were fine almost beyond recollected
precedent: indeed, we ourselves are called upon to
admit that finer wheat than that we have seen growing
ill the vales of the neighbourhood of Spilsbv \ve never
witnessed, and that no just cause existed far the very
melancholy ie|)orts which were observed in many
contemporary prints. However, the true test to all

this is thrasliing, which has been carried on some-
wliat extensively—nearly 1,300 (piarleTS of new-
wheat having appeared on sale at Mark-lane nlone;
and fair remunerative prices Lave been readily ob-

i
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taineJ—those parcels of ;>9 to 60lbs. per busliel hav- Beef, 3s. 2il. to 4s. 8J. ; mutton, 3s. 4d. to 4s. lOd. •

ing realized 74*. to 78s. ; thoseof OO.^ to(j3|lbs., »0s. lamb, .53. to 6s. ; veal, 4s. to .")s. 'id. ; and pork, 4s.
to IHs. per ([uarter. Scarcely any barley has, as yet, to 4s. lOd. per Bibs, to sink the offals. The primest
been submitted to that process, but the yield is highly beasts, sheej) and hmibs, have commanded u steady
spoken of. With respect to this year's growth of inquiry ; but the inferior kinds, as also calves and
wheat, we have come to tiiis matured conclusion, viz., pigs, have experienced a sluggish demand. There
that it will come uj) to u fair average for the king- lias been a general complaint amongst the salesmen
dom, and (irove the finest as to oi/^/iti/ ever gathered, of the stock coming to hand in very bad condition
Now we hold that quantity ivitJiout qnalily is a great arising not only from its half-fat state, but also the
evil, and that a fair quantity, witii quality, more than prevailing complaint before noticed,

compensates for any sli^ht'deficiencv which muv be A STATEMKNT and COMPARISON oftheSUP-
fbund to exist in the general yield. We may, possi- PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, eshibited

bly, be asked, wheilier or not there will be a suffici- and sold iu Smithfield Cattle Markkt, on
ency of wheat grown this year to meet every de- Monday, August 26, 1839, and Monday, August 24,

mand for home consumption? Our answer would 1840.
.

, , ^ ,

be. that a slight importation of foreign, of superior ^^P^"" ^^^'-{^ "'1* !!«/"''•

,

quality, will be required. However, as it is fully s"^d. s.d! s'!"d sd
anticipated that the duty will recede next week. Coarse & inferiorBeasts 2" lOtoS .. 3' to

3* 4
either to 3s. 4d. or 'is. 8d. per quurier, the wliole of Second quality do 32 3 4 ..' 3 6 3 8
the bonded stocks, amounting to upwards of ."»00,000 Prime large Oxen 3 6 4 0.. 3 10 4
quarters, will be thrown upon the home market, and Prime Scots, &c 42 46..42 4(i
readily counterbalance anv of the evils which may Coarse & inferior Sheep 30 38.. 34 3 10

arise from limited supplie's of f:nglish wheat. There Second quality do 3 10 4 0.40 44
is one subject to which we beg to direct the atten- Pr|mecoar*e woolleduo. 4 4 48.. 46 48
tion of our readers, we mean the fallacious idea

I'"«iie ^-outhdown do.. 4 10 5 . 4 10 5

which appears to be gainins ground of the prices of j !!I?i„ ••"n\ 't I ,0"^.^ ^ .^
1 ..

"'1
1- .1 1^, f ^1 1 1

Ijarge coarse Calves ..4 2 4 8.. 4 2 4 10
wheat, in the event ot the whole of the warehoused Prime small ditto 4 10 5 .. 5 5 2
quantities being released at a very low or nominal Lar^e Ho'^s 3 10 46 40 46
impost, suffering a rapid declension ; but such can- Neat smalt Porkers'

!"
4 10 5 'i !! 4 8 4 10

not, even under those circumstances, be the case, as supplies.
it is well known that the wheat in bond ia chiefly Ans 20, 1B39. An?. 24, 1S40.

from Danzig, Hamburg, and Riga, and of the best Beasts 3.249 3,177

marks shijiped from those ports ; hence will always Sheep 26,030 23,986

command high rates, even with a steady influx of Calves 153 160

that of home i)roduction. Notwithstanding the '",?,' ;'""',"i"" ,. 1 -.,
^

violent gales of wind and heavy rains which were j 'f
^m^he^ ot slaughtered meat up to Newgate

experienced about the 18th, we are happy in being
' and Leudenhall markets have been e.xtremely small,

en-ibled to assert that the communicationswhich have ""''• «^^"^S" '?
'^'^ '''^^'?°' condition ,n wbch they

been transmitted to us, by our numerous farming Jl''^^
-''"''^'^' 1°^^ l"-"-'e^ '^^^'^ ^^^^'^ ^^tained for

correspondents, convey the pleasing intelligence that '

but trifling injury was sustained in any quarter;
r|^Tr^^ -<tltttvt/-^ -\t

while, on the contrary, the greatest benefit was l-rillASHING MACHINES, &:c,

derived by the turnips— which had become sickly to the editor of xflfi farmer's magazivk.
'"

and yellow, from the absence of sufficient moisture. S.R,-Mav I beg to ask some of your numerous
At least three-fourths of the wheat and barley have ^3^^^^^ ^^.j^j-^l^ „f ^^e munv sorts of thrashinc. ma-
been "ready secured in fa voured districts ;

while ^^-^^^^ ^^ ^„„,i recommend to a person cultivating
north ot the Humber harvest has become general.

^^^_ ^g„ ^^ ^ ^j^^^^ .,^^^3 ^f ^^^^ ^' , .^.j,^ ^^.,
-

,. In the various markets ot consumption held in our
j^^^^ ^ objection to (and the macJunes at pre-

provincial districts in the course ot the week, the
^^^^^ -^ ^^^ -^ ^^^-^ ^^^,^^ Devon,) are all of three

supplies ot LngOish wheat have proved somewhat
^^ f^^^ j^^^^^ .^^^^-^^^^ „^t,^^^

'-^^ ^^^ ^^.

extensive and of very superior quality. In barley -^^ ^^ ^ ^,,,^,j j.^^,^^_ ^,^j ^^ .^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^_^,J^.^^
a limited amount of business has been passing ; ^^^j j ^^^ ^^ constructed so as to grind barley for
but good sound oats have gone oft briskly, at an

^j^^ ^,,j ^.^^ ^,,,,g- ^^ f^^. ^^ ^^^ -^^

enhancement of od. per quarter. Beans and peas
outlay sufKcientlv moderate to justify a smalUarmer

have commanded little attention.
i„ purchasing one? Having grown a quantity of buck-

ihroughout Scotland, copious showers of rain have
,,.ifeat this year, I want to know the best way to make

fallen, which appear to have had a beneficia effect
^,^g ^^^^ ^j ^^^j .^^j^^ ^^^ particulars how to culti-

upon the crops : and the value of corn and pulse has
^.^^ jj^^ ^.-^^^^^ ^^,_ ,,^„. ^^^^ ^. ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^j

declined rnatenally.
• ,^ , „ the latest time to cut them, &c.

From Ireland we have letters, stating tnat the
j^ ^.,,j ^„^^. ^,,^^ j^ ^j^^ ^^^.^^ ^^

harvest IS proceeding rapidly, b-,t the produce is -J^^^ ^^ ^^^.^-^ information on the above mentioned
expected to exhibit a comparative falling oil, boih ..u- „,.-„„,. ...in „i i,-,.„ c;„ ^.,_^„,„. . j t

' , . , V, .-ii .1 ' . i- subjects vou will oblige. Sir, your constant reader,!
as respects quantiy and quality : still the quotations r> . "

,1 *i ,%oa,\ o t *

,. ' , ^ rr 1 1 1,1 J • Exeter. August tst, laiO. S. f-.c
01 corn have suffered a considerable depression. j o

•

In the north of England the hay harvest has been ~

concluded, but the produce is not superabundant. 'J'Q THE EDITOR OF THE FAR-
,„ Store stock has been held at high rates, owing,

TV/TTr'R'Q A^r A T" 4 yTATI?
possibly, in a great measure, to the prevailing epi- iVlJiixt o lViA(jrA/iil\ 1:^. '-"

demic having caused many severe and almest irre- Sir,—As your excellent Journal seems the best
parable losses to our graziers. medium of procuring agricultural information of
The following is our monthly statement of the sup- all descriptions, I shall ieel much obliged as a

pliesandpricesoffatstockexhibitedandsold in Smith- young breeder of cattle, if some experienced per-
fieldcattleraarket. The former haveconsisted of 14,222 son %vill inform me at what age heifers generally
beasts ; 132,000 sheep and lambs ; 994 calves ; and produce their broad or cow's teeth. I am sir,

3,040pigs; while the latter hare ranged as follows :

—

yours obediently, Young Farmer.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

IPSWICH LAMfi FAIR.—On Saturdny, Auff.ai.

this annual mart washelil :it Handford Hall, when iip-

w;irds of 110,000 sheep snid lambs were penned. 'I'he

S'ood effects of the recent g:en;al showers were apparent

ii the capital condition in which ihe animals came up to

the field. 'J'houga the show was considered a g'ood

averajre one, and tjie buyers were companitively scarce,

yet the prices of lambs were high ; Du-iaess, however,

on the first day was not so bri k as usual. On Monday
the supply being- Ihinntir and tiie demand equal to that

of Saturday, there was considerably [nore trade than

lias been remembered for many years on the second

day. Both buyers and sellers seemed to come with

the disposition and determination to deal; and con*e-

quently very many extensive sales were eftecled.iirices

being- a slwde hig-her than on the previous day. One
of the principal B:rowers informed ws that he disposed of

his flocks without much difficulty as soon as penned.

Among the flocks sold v/erethe following, belonging to

the most eminent growers in the county :— ?.Ir. Hist, of

FoxhalJ, sold his ewe lambs at :]0~., and wether lambs
at 25s. Mr. CatliB, of Butley Abbey, sold hise-.ve lambs
at2fis. Mr. Joseph Burch, of Tuddenham, sold 800
half-bred shearling wethers and ewes, at fiora 36s. to

42s,; his down ewes at from 32s. to 42s., and his ewes
and wether lambs at from 20s. to 24>-. 'J'hesc were
very large lots. Mr. Everitt sold his ewe lambs at 28s.,

and his wethers at26s. Mr. T. Belt;- sold his fine flock of

Norfolk e-.ve lambs at 40s. IMr. Callen, of Chdiesford-

lodge, sold his beautiful sliearling ewes at40s. ]Mr.

Fyson,of HeigliHm,ewe lambsut 28s., and wetherlambs
at2rj<.9d. Mr. Kersey, ewe lambsat21s. jMr. Edwards,
down ewes28s. Air. Cufting, wether lambs at 22s. Mr.
fiarnham, of Rougham, wether lambs at 24s 6d. Mr.
Webb, ( brother of the famous iMr. Jonas \Vebb. of Ba-
braham^, down ewe lambsat26s. Mr. George Gale, of

Rushmere, ewe lambs at 25*., wether lambsat24s., and
the refuse at 19s. Mr. Roper, of Roughara, ewe lambs at

25s 6d., and Wfctherlambsat-23s.Gd. iMr. Webb, of Ilm-
tlesliam.ewe lambs (-oldtoMr.'l'. Crisp, of Ged^'ra»e) sit

2§3. Mr. Frost, of W herstead, refuse lambs at -26s. In the

beast department, theie were several animals; but the

quality of those exhibited was not such as to require any
particular notice ; and the trade was slack. There was
a splendid show of horses ; and very extensive stands

of poneys—this part of the fair received mucli

attention, and a gooddealof liveliness prevailed among
the dealers. Messrs. Ransome, according to custom,

showed an extensive lot of agricultural instruments, con-

sisting of patent ploughs, chalf engines, &c.&c. ; and
we understand transacted a <rreat deal of busine-^.

Messrs. Bond, Turner, and Hurwood, of St. Peter's

foundry, also had an establishment of the same de-

scription on the ground, and we are happy to observe

that these gentlemen appeared to be very busily en-

g is-ed with a numerous body of friends.

—

Ipsteick Exp.
r.lNCOLA MARKET, Wednesday, Aug. 12.—

'J'here was a fair supply of beasts to ll.is day's market,

of good quttlity, which exi)erienced not so good sale as

at i)revious maikels ; they were however nearly ail sold

at from 7s. to 7s. 6d. per sione. Of sheep there was
rathr.T u short supply ; the sale brisk at (roni O-l. to G^jA.

MELl^OSE LAMB FAIR.—At this great lamb
fiiir held this day (Wednesday) the supply of lambs,

principally bred and halt-bre<l, was fully greater than
last year, the number being stated at abjut 70,000, and
they were in general of exoellonl quality. Great num-
bers of buyers being in attendance, it was a capital

market, and nearly all wei-e disi)o.ed of, at jnicts much
the same as at the recent lamb market-^. Bred larnbs

brought from 20s, to 23*. ; half-bred from 16s. to 20-.;

Cheviot lambs, be.<.t, Irom lO*. to 12i., and interior

lower in proportion,

SAWIUNDHAM LAMB FAIR.—We have the

pleasure to state that the quantity ot slock and Iambi at

this fair shewed an increase. 'I'herc were from ten to

twelve liiousand penned, which met a ready sale at

liberal prices. Nearly the whole were sold, i'he com-

pany was numerous : amongst whom were Sir Charles
B!ois,;Bart., the Hon. M;-. Vanneek, Mr. Arcedeckne,
Mr. Bale^, Mr, Barthrop, &c., and many of the prin-

cipal dealers from this county, and F^ssex and Norfolk,
'i he best possible arrangements were made throughout.
FLOCK SALE.—At the sale by auction ot South-

downs, of Thomas White, E-q., at the Friday Wood
Farm, in the parish of Jieresford, near Colchester, held
last 'luesday, August 18th, by Mr. J. G. Fenn, the fol-

lowing prices were realised : Averaging.
s. d, f. d. s. d.

Pure Southdown Stock Ewes 37 6 to 26 6 30
Crone Ewes 21 6 12 6 19 6
AVeiher Lambs 29 23 26 3
Ewe ditto 25 16 21 6
One and Two-ihear Tups ..126 42 80
LambTups 46 30 32 6
The result of the Sale was most satisfactory, and Mr.
^Vhite announced his intention of making it annual.
Previous to tiie commencement of the business the

company, consisting of about 200, partook of an elegant
aufl substantial luncheon at the Farm House, and alter

the sale a party ol between twenty and thirty dined with
Sir Henry Smyth, at tl*e Hall, when the breeding of the

sheep, and agriculture generally, were the subjects of
much interesting and practical conversation.
MODEL FARMS IN 1 HE NORTH OF SCOT-

LAND.—We understand that, in imitation of the pro-
posed model iarms intended to be established in England,
there is a proposal about to be made to institute one of

the !»ame kind in this northern district of the country,
which, we have no doubt, will be a great advantage to

the progress of agricultural improvements, as affording-

a specimen of the most approved modes of husbandry,
which our farmers can visit and inspect from time to

time.

—

luveruess Ilevdld.

We noticed in our last a gigantic specimen of Tar-
tarian clover, to be seen in the garden of i\Ir. Saul,
near Lancaster, which had attained the extraordinary
height of 8 feet. We have now to state that there are

growing: in the Manse garden of Applegarth, at this

time, several hundred plants of the Slelilot white
clMver, the tallest of which measures 10 feet 2 incUeii.

'J he whole of the plants are still growing vigorously.
The seed was got from Law?on, seedsman, Edinburgh.
— Dumfries Herald,
PRICE OF MEAT.—By an act passed in 153'2, the

price of beef and pork was limited to one halfpenny,
and that of veal and mutton to three farthings the

pound avoirdi;poise (See Sir T. M. Aden's " State of

the Poor," 4to., vol. i., p. 98). Subsequent statutes

renewed former penalties enacted against forestalling

and regrating, that is, purchasing any coramoditie*
on their road to market, and re-selling them under
four miles fsf it. Persons who bought up corn or

other articles of necessity, with an intention of holding
them for future sale, were deemed unlawful iogressers,

and cattle were not allowed to be sold within five

weeks after purchase. The exportation of grain was
also prohibited when the price of wheat exceeded six

shillings and eight-pence the quarter. Stat. 1st c. 'lad

Philip and Mary, 1553-4.

THE SCORCHER.
Sin,— J beg- to inform yo-,! that the experimental

trials of Mr. Wiurow's patent scorcher have been

comjdetely successful, and I aiu satisfied it is the

best -and most effectual method for the destruction of

the turnip fly ; the hot blast from the furnace of the

machine passing- between the rows without injuring

the plants, destroys ilio insects and w-eeds, and will

perform from seven to eight acres per day with on«»

liorse. I am, Sir, your obedinnt servant.

A Constant Rr./«i)iR.

Xotlhiglinin, June !;>, 1810.

P.S. Mr. Wiuiow resides at Nottinghniu.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURIxVG THE MONTH OF AUGUST.

AVe have frequently harl occasion to direct the

attention of our agricultural readers to various

defects which exist in the present corn laws, and
more particularly to the manner in which the

•weekly averages of grain of all descriptions are col-

lected. In our last review of the state and pros-

pects of the corn trade, we ventured to state that,

by a little well directed management in the ave-

rage prices of wheat, a vast quantity of foreign

grown wheat would in every probability be ad-

mitted into our markef? of consumption on the

payment of very moderate, if not actually nominal
duties, and the residt has done more than esta-

blished the correctness of our anticipations ; for

upwards of one million of quarters of wheat,
foreign flour included, will be s])eedily introduced

into consumption, to the great injuiy of the agri-

cultural interest, and of our public revenue. '1 hat

this effect has been produced by admirably ma-
naged speculative purchases, in various markets of

British wheat, at prices above the market value,

does not admit of one moment's doubt ; for, if any
proof of this being the fact be wanting, it can
most incontrovertibly be established by the prices

of flour during the same ])eriods, and by the de-

cline in the value of bread itself whicli occurred

during the course of last month. Someljodi/, under
the signature of a merchant, in the Morjiing

Chronicle, asserts the impossibility of monopo-
lizing the British wheat market, which everijliodt/

must know to be a truism, but the average prices

can be managed without resorting to measures
which are impracticable, and more particularly

when the rates of duties themselves are worth the

attention of those who speculate on theimpoitatioiis

of foreign grain. We recollect, about two years

ago, somebody, in the same journal, after giving a
dismal description of the appearances in the fields,

predicted a general scarcity, because, after search-

ing the world over in his imagination, half a

million of quarters of foreign wheat could not be
obtained to supply the expected deficiency in the

crop of 1838, and as the merchant who is now
figuring on the same subject in the Chronicle, is

using assertions of a similar tendency, we strongly
suspect that he should have used the signature, not
of a merchant, but of an importer of, and specu-

lator in, foreign wheat, or rather in the duties

payable thereon when entered for home consump-
tion. We shall not go the length which the
writer of a powerful article on this subject, and prtb-

lished in tlie Herald, has gone, when be says that

the average prices, latterly, have been raised by
fictitious purchases of wheat, although we have
more than once known the same parcel of wheat
bought and resold three times on the same market-
day at rising prices ; of this, however, v.'e have no
cause nor reason to accuse the holdeis of foreign

wheat this season, for it vas well wortli their

while to operate fairly in the market, without re-

sorting to fraud for the production of the desired
eifect. During the last two months, as is always
the case at the same period of the year, the sup-
plies of British wheat, generally, in the large
markets of consumption, were small, and well-

managed purchases of from two to three thousand
quarters weekly during the then current six weeks
are perfectly sufficient for the regulation of the

duties to be paid on the entry of foreign wheat for

home use. That these speculative purchases must
afterwards he resold at jirobably a heavy less, is

most certain, but a loss of a pound or even forty

shillings per quarter, on twenty thousand quarters,

which is the utmost length necessary to be risked

in speculations for such purposes, is really a trifle

if put in the scale with the money which may he

gained from the reduction of duty alone. When
these operations commenced, this season, the duty

on the entry of foreign wheat was 18s. 8d. per

quarter, and since then certainly nothing has oc-

curred in the appearance of the coming crop to

have caused any material reduction occurring in

these rates of duties. The partial thinness existingin

the winter wheats was then as visible as it is now, if it

exist at all. By well managed speculative pur-

chases, therefore, an object has been gained,

which the elements, during the whole season, have

hitherto denied ; and the expense altogether can-

not lie more, on this occasion, than from twenty

to thirty thousand pounds, probably not a tithe of

this sum, for which sacrifice much above half a

million sterling taken from the revenue itself, will

eventually find its way into the pockets of the

importers of foreign grain, and thus triumphantly

enable these gentlemen to crown and conclude

their present aud late speculations in foreign

wheats. The corn laws were enacted, not for the

purpose of increasing the wealth of the importers

of foreign grain beyond the usual profits resulting

from commercial enterprises, but for the protec-

tion of every interest in the empire, whether
trading, manufacturing, or agricultural, and
it is a great defect in the construction of these

laws, that a door is opened by them for

making money, not out of the diff"crence

in the value of grain here and abroad, but out of

the British revenue itself. Our farmers have
taxes to pay whether the produce of their fiejds be
large or small, whether the quality of their crops

be good, bad or indifferent, and it is certainly not

for the interest of the British community, that,

under any circumstances, the foreign proprietors

of wheat should not pay taxes to this country in

proportion to the quantity of their grain consumed
in our markets. When it is necessary to admit
foreign wheat at all into this country for sale,

15s. per qr. is the lowest rate of duty which
should be chargeil on it, for this is nearly the

charge which is paid by our home growers, in the

shape of public and parish taxes, and this charge

should never be paid by the British consumer of

foreign wheats, but by its foreign proprietor.

'I'o employ the inhabitants of foreign nations in

the production of food for the consumption of the

people in the United Kingdom is a policy perfectly

at variance with all tlie rules of civil life. The
value paid for the necessaries of life to their home
producers remains within the empire, whilst the

moiH-jy remitted abroad in payment for foreign

produce is a total loss to ihe British community,
lit the one case it continues in circulation amongst
manufacturers and other industrious classes, whilst

in the latter instance it is the certain precursor of

much individual distress. Whenever the season

for securing the crop is unfavourable, a large

amount of specie again is abstracted from the
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circulating medium here, and remitted to the

contir.ent for grain, from -vvhence it ne\'er does

return, and a part, at all events, of the existing

means for productively employing our population

is thus withdravvn. The weather, certainly, during

a part of August, was not so favourable as it might

have been for gathering that portion of the crop,

which was ripe enough for reaping, still as yet no

injury of any consequence has been done by the

])artial rains which have fallen ; on the contrary,

to the later portion of the crop generally, and

particularly to the potatoes, turnips, and pasturage,

they have been of great advantage. Should the

remainder ot the season therefore only prove

propitious, we still anticipate an average crop of

wheat in quantity, and in quality greatly superior

to that of last year. Indeed for many years past

the quality of the new runs brought forward for

sale has not been so fine, and little of it so heavy
as it has proved to he this season, the whole being

perfectly competent and fitted for the production

of tlie finest flour, without any mixture of old or

of foreign wheats amongst them.
Millions of acres of excellent cropping land

are still in a state of nature in various districts

throughout the United Kingdom. In the pro-

posed county of Victoria alone, two hundred thou-

sand acres may be reclaimed and rendered highly

valuable to the commonwealth. In the hai'bour

and bay of Wexford also, fifty thousand acres may
be drawn from the water into cultivation, and ren-

dered useful to the community ; these benefits,

however, cannot he obtained if our surplus capital

he drawn out of the British empire in exchange for

food which is notactually necessary to the wants
of the people. On the contrary, a corn trade with

foreign nations under such circumstances, must
be a bar to such important improvements, and
must deprive the people of wages, who otherwise

might be so profitably employedin their cultivation.

A part, at all events, of the ten millions sterling

which during the two last years have been paid

away for foreign food, would, had they been in cir-

culation at home,been now most profitably employed
in draining the waters in Norfolk and Lincolnshire

from the new county of Victoria, and in clear-

ing away the mud and other impediments in the

way of cultivating the extensive wastes in the

neighbourhood of Wexford, and indeed in almost
every district in Ireland. Immediate employment,
and fair wages to many of the productive classes of

society, would he the first benefit derived from im-
provements of this description, and a vast addition

to the agricultural produce of the empire must
he their final result when they are completed.

These great national advantages however, can
never be obtained without the active agency of

the corn laws, and their completion may be made
more immediate by rendering these laws more pro-

tective to agricultural industry, and more favour-

able to the public revenue than they are at the
present time. The manner in which the weekly
average prices of grain are struck, we repeat may
be made far more perfect than it is at present, aiul

when necessity demands supplies of foreign grain

for home consumption, a duty must be charged
on its importation in some measure proi)ortionate

to the direct and indirect taxes charged 0!i its

production in the United Kingdom. Since our
last publication, for instance, the reports from all

the great corn markets have weekly and uniformly
represented the supplies of English wheat as being
every where more than usually small, and yet we
find the quantities of that article returned latterly

to the corn-inspector fc-tr the purpose of striking

the average prices which regulate duty, unusually
large, and prices weekly becoming dearer. During
two of the last six weeks in the L'ndon return, for

instance, ihe quantity is more than double of he
jirevious week's arrivals, and double sales of the
(jUMntity received consequently must have taken
place, for all the London yrannries cue at present
pretiij veil cleared of iclieats of British grovth; to

have produced this effect, it is impossible for the
corn-factors when fhey sell wheat, to know whe-
ther it be intended by the purchasers for grinding,
or for speculative purposes, and consequently
therefore, they can never make correct returns.

It is a curious circumstance, that since our last

publication, notwithstauding the reported improve-
ment in the value of wheat, flour has been exceed-
ingly dull in the market, and to efi'cct sales of
this article much difficulty has been experienced,
unless by those millers and flour-factors who sub-
mitted to lower prices ; and it is still more extra-
ordinary, that during the same period, one penny
and a halfpenny of decline at least has occurred
in the value of the four pound loaf. This pai-adox
is far beyond our comprehension ; we only men-
tion the fact to show, in a better light,

the many imperfections now existing in the
mode of striking the weekly average prices
of grain, and the actual necessity for a
radical reform in the system, for until it be amend-
ed, similar scenes vrill now annually be enacted
until the}' be concluded by a national convulsion, ns

well in commerce and agriculture, as in the wages of
labour, in the revenue, and in the value of every de-

scription of property. In fact it must produce a vir-

tual repeal oCthe corn laws, and must eventually be
attended by all the misfortunes of a positively free

trade in foreign grain. In consequence of this state

of the corn trade, it is not possible for us to report
the actual value of wheat since our last publication.

Taking our opinion of it, however, from the prices of
flour (its produce when raauufactured), we hesitate

not in saving that it is now decidedlv cheaper than
it was in the last week of July 1840, for nieuling pur-
poses, whilst for regulating the duties payable on
foreign wheats, it is certainly considerably higher
than our quotations of it were at that date. We
leave our readers to draw their own conclusions from
these facts.

The transactions in the barley trade siace our Ir.st

review of this subject, have been exceedingly limited

in their amount, and equally unimportant. The sup-
plies during that period have been so unusually
small, that it is net posiible to quote the actual value

of the article. The duty on its importation from
foreign states is at present, however, a fair protective

one to British agriculture, hut, at the moment, the
foreign trade in it, is not of nmch consequence, else,

in every probability, it would not now have been so
j)rotective. Tlje usual breadth of land was sown last

spring vi-ith this article, and the appearance of the

crop is at all events luxuriant. The heavy revenue,
however, collected I'rom the manufactured barley, is a

most unjust impost on the cultivators of barlev fields,

in as fur as it idaccs a limit to the consumption of'

their [)roduce. Twelve millions sterling annually is

not the subject so luuch of complaint, as the nianner
in which they are collected. The rates of duty
charged per quarter on malt, and per gallon on spirits,

manufactured in England, are much too high. The
same amount of revenue may be raised by tlie reihic-

tion of these rates one-half, and the consumption of

barley may, and must be doubled by a relnxation in

the amount of these charges. In the year 1810,
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Tsben tlie malt duts' was 3ls. lOd. per quarter, only

tliree and a half millions of quarters of barley were
converted into malt, wLilst in iij'36 at u duty of 20s.

jjer qunrter, tbe quantity of barley converted into

malt increased to nearly six millions of (juarters, a far

greater increase than what tlien occurred in fiopula-

tion. Another remission in the duty of even OS. per

<|uarter would raise the consumption of malt probably

to ten millions of quarters, and when it is considered
that our i)opulation now amounts to nearly thirty

millions, one third of a quarter of malt annually to

each person is but a very scanty allowance. Jiut the

benefit of n relaxation in the duties now charged on
manufactured barley would not be confined to an in-

crease in the supply of the people with malt. It will

render necessary the cultivation of another million of
acres of barley lands ; the profits of this addition to

our home tillafje will add annually to the public

wealth, and will do much more than pay for the ex-
pense of tbe additional consumption of malt, which
the reduction on the duty chargeable thereon would
most inevitably occasion. Above all, the alteration

eventually will open new channels for the productive
employment of the people, and increase the home
consumption of every description of manufactured
goods by the improvement which must be its conse-
([uence, in the wages of labour. To reduce the duty
also now levied on spirits distilled in England, and to

place them on a level with the charges in Scotland
and Ireland, will improve the revenue, and will to-

tally destroy the baneful system of smuggling, which
the high duty in England encourages, and by which
nearly one-third of the spirits now consumed in

England are supplied. The reduction which occurred
some years ago in the duty on home made spirits, in>

adequate as it was to the best interests of the empire,
was however attended at alleventsby one advantage,
in as far as the improvement which it occasioned in
the science of t'ae rectifier, caused English gin to be
nearly universally substituted for Dutch Geneva, in

consequence of the improvement effected in its qua-
lity. Tiie time is not far distant when the consump-
ti@n of French brandies must be reduced by the daily

improvements which are now in rapid ))rogressinthe
manufacture of home-made brandy. Tliereisa national
Cognac brandy distillery in King Street, Snow Hill,

and several others throughout London, where the
science displayed in this new branch of rectification

already has considerably interfered with the trade of the
foreign brandy importer, and were only the home dis-

tillation duty reduced to a fair rate, little; doubt needs
be entertained that British spirits will take the place
of French duty-paid brandies, in the same way, as
they have already superseded the use of Dutch duty-
paid gin. In fact a considerable advance towards
the completion ©f this important object has
already been made, and under only proper encoura2;e-
meut, before long, the extract of British barley will

generally be substituted for the spurious spirits

which are now imported, partly legally, but by far

the greatest part illegally, under the name of French
brandy. In this way the consumption of barley
grown at home may also be considerably increased,
and the immorality of smuggling entirely suppressed.
Above all, in the eyes of the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, the revenue will be increased by the reduc-
tion of duty, and, to mnke tbe experiment, he will

find himself producing an universal good, which
cannot be attended by one solitary disadvantage to
any cl.iss in our society.

In the oat trade, during the n onlh of Ausust, lit-

tle animation hi^s existed, and the variation in jirices

has been immaterial. In tbe oat districts in Great
Britain, and ihioughout nearly the whole of Ireland,

the produce of last year's crop has been nearly ex-

hausted, and we have had consequently to depend

oB foreign supplies latterly for our necessary

consumption. This state of tbe oat trade clearly

demonstrates the necessity of still more effectually,

than we have hitherto done, protecting the cultiva-

tion of our own fields, and of affording every encou-

ragement to farther agricultural improvements

throughout the United Kingdom ; for had war,

or other unforeseen circumstances deprived us

at this time of foreign aid, in our oat consumption, the

consequences would have been seriously felt by a

great portion of the people. There are millions of

acres of land now waste and entirely useless to the

people, which may be reclaimed, we may say, from

nature, and converted into excellent land for the

production of oats, and surely our surplus popula-

tion may be much more patriotically employed in

improvements of this description, than in the culti-

vation of lands equally wild in our colonies. The
United Kingdom has the means in the greatest

abundance of supporting a far greater population

than she now possesses, out of the produce of her

own fields, and t!ie rapid improvements now making

in tillage of every description, must erentually ren-

der her a nrreat exporting country of agriculturcd

produce of various kinds. The present appearance

of the crop is luxuriant, and a favourable liarvest is

only necessary to secure a most plentiful growth of

oats, plentiful both in quantity and in quality. Should

the produce of this article in Ireland only equal

presentappearances, the importation of it from abroad

will not be necessary during the coming corn season.

With beans and peas we havebeen very sparingly

supplied during some time back, but the demand
for neither of these articles has latterly been active,

and it has chiefly been served by foreign importers,

who have made "their purchases abroad and their

sales here, tbe former on moderate terms, and the

latter on the payment of the lowest duty chargeable

towards the public expenditure of the United

Kingdom. The quality of the new peas is most

excellent, the growtJi of both is abundant, and we
expect the condition of beans will eventually be

good, and in every respect equal to that of pe.is.

The potato crop will prove a plentiful one, and

the quality of this most necessary root, second in

importance to the people only to wheat, will be of

the first description. The late rains have been

very favourable to the improvement of this article,

and have been most advantageous to turnips, to

]iasturage, and in that generally to every description

of green cropping.

The information latterly received from abroad,

respecting the state of the corn trade and its pros-

pects, is of the usual description, 'i'he letters from

iMark Lane regulated exportation shipments in all

the great markets, and ])rices depended, at the

latest advices, entirely on the value to be obtained

here, and on the probable duty to be charged on

entry for home consumption, their internal con-

sumption not being of so much importance as to

fix the value of wheat in the uncertain state of the

London market. From the United States of Ame-
rica, letters dated in the first week of last month,

represent the harvest throughout tbe Union as hav-

ing been concluded, and they report the produce as

being large, and the quality of a superior descrip-

tion. Prices continued then moderate, although

some animation had been created by tbe accounts

previously received from England ; considerable

purchases had been made, and the shipments to oui

markets would be much increased as soon as the

new wheat and flour could be transported froai the
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interior to the great ports of sliipmen*. From these

Htates we sijall certainly receive large quantities of

wheat and fiour before the conclusion of the present

year, and time will show whether the speculations

will turn out profitable. From the president dawn-
wards the benefit to be derived from the cultivation

of the fields at home, formed the universal subject

ot conversation. Their agricultural resources are

boundless, but the markets for consumption are

limited, and tJjis forms a topic for general complaint.
In this the English Corn Laws take the lead, and
because the legislature here prefer the British landed

interest to that of the United States, every mercan-
tile letter almost is filled with the most violent

vituperation against these laws. The American
wheat growers, it seems, could send to England
alone, out of the surplus of their produce, wheat to

the value of forty millions of dollars annunllv, and
to provide for them a market of consumption to this

extent, they consider the ruin of the British agri-

cultural intere;it of minor consideration ; if we re-

ceived grain from America alone to the value of

four or five millions sterling annually, there are in

Europe four or five nations, which would naturally

expect from us acts of equal generosity. It would
bo rather expensive, hovv-ever, for Great Britain to

jiay at least twenty millions sterling annually for

this character of generosity, amongst foreign na-

tions ; indeed we rather suspect that insanitv would
soon be substituted for generosity by the American
gentlemen themselves. But the American agricul-

turist it seems intend speedily to compel a relaxa-

tion in our corn-laws, else our trade with them will

be destroyed. Iron, woollen goods, glass, in short

every article of British manufacture are to be inter-

dicted, and the ruin of F.ngland is to be the neces-
sarjr consequence. From these complaints however
the British people may receive much instruction,

lor thcv will learn that, was the foreign corn trade

entirely free, the ruin of our agiiculttiral interest

would be the inevitable consequence. The ruin

of commerce would speedily follow that of agricul-

ture, and the specie and wealth of this great empire
would soon afterwards be exhausted, and universal

distress and turbulence would reign amongst tlie

peoj)le now generally so prosperous and contented
with their condition in life. From Southern Europe
the information received in course of post repre-

sents tlie crops as being most abundant as well in

quantity as in quality. From the Black and Medi-
terranean seas considerable quantities of wheat
will be received here before the close of this year,

and this (]uaalitv will be increasi^d by the fact of a

huge crop having been secured in France, in ex-

cellent condition. From Poland, and indeed from
every other corn district on the continent of Eurape,
the news is ecjually satisfactory, and should we
want supplies, we will receive them in abundance,
HO long as specie and credit are to be found heie.

From the lialtic ])orts large shi|iinents have ;i'ready

been made, and many more will yet ho made in con-
sequence of the present reductions whicii has been
brought about in the rates of duty ji.iyable on iiii-

j)ortations. if September only prove favourable,

however, for securing the remainder of our crop at

home, wt', doubt mucli v.-hether Ihess latter specula-
tions will be very profitable.

CUKIIENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.

\r<.-. 24,

Pov Qr. I'.u- Qr.
AVHi-;Ar. i;ssi'X nnd Ki'iit, nd .. 7-i 7i Wliitf 7-J 78 St

Siitt'ollc and Norfolfi .... fn VI \)' 71 78 HJ
Irish .-JO til) 1);. (!0 (d
yid, red 74 7(J Do 78 BO

Ppr Qr.
Rye, old 36 38
Barlev, Grinding .50 3-i 3i Malting 3S 40

Per Qr.
41 43

Ii-is

70
70
27
20

27
75
75
30
37
2S
30
30
.10

fCew..
Cheridiur 40
Bere . .

.

Brown .

.

Cfievalier

Potiito..

Cork.wliite 28 --'9

Westport 29 31
Limeriek28 30 32

24
50
70
29

60
76
32

Malt, Sutt'ollc and Korfolk
Kinj;ston ;ind Wtu'c ..08

Oats, A'orksli. &: Lincolnsii., feed

Youffliull and Cork ))lack

Didjlin 27
Clonniel 29
Londondeny 29 30 Sliso .. 29 Si

Newry 30
Gahvay 23
Watcr'ford, wliite 26
Scotcli nrd 30

Beaxs, Tick, new 40
Peas, Grey 40

Wliit« 40 43 Boilers . 44 46 48

Seed, Rai)e 30/. 32/. Irisli 2bl. per last.

Linseed 41 4G
English Red Clover, tine, 70 SO 90 per cwt.

AVliite 60 68 74
Mustard, Wliite 11 12 brewn 18 20 per bush.

— new 60 68 per qr.

Sufiolk 52 .54 per sk. of 280 lbs

AND FLOUR IN BOND.
.50 eo 65

24

44
42
43

Black..,
Potato

.

Old . . .

,

Miiplo .

,

Boilers

.

26
32
44
40

27
34
48
42

Tares, old .... 44

Flour, Town-made 02 —
FOREIGN GRAIN

Wheat, Dantzic
Haml)urs 53 58

Barley 22 24
Oats, Bnnv '. 24 27
BuAXS 32 36
Pkas 36 40
Flour, American, per brl 32 ."54

Feed ,

Baltic

21 24

Hi 34

COMPARATIVE PRICES of GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVERAGES by
the Iwp. Qiiiu'tcr, from the
Gazette, of Friday last, Ans.
21st, 1840.

s. d.

Wheat 72 4

Barley 32 4
O.VTS ' 30 5
Rye 40
Bead's 46 II

Peas 44 8

AVERAGES from tlie

pondiiiR GazettG in

year, Friday, Aug. 2^

Wheat ,

Barley ,

Oats ..

Rye
Beans..,

i

Peas . .

.

corres-

thu hist

3, 183!).

s. d.

71 1

38 l

25 11

47 6
41 10
30 8

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Week ending
July loth ..

17th ..

24th .

.

31st ..

August 7th .

.

Utii ..

AsgrcgatcAveragt
of tlie six weeks
wliicli regtiliites

tlu'. duty
Duties payuble in

London till A\'erl

nesday next iiiclu

sive, luid at the
Oiit|jOi-ts till till

iirrival of lliem;ul
of tliiit day fioiu

London
Do. on ^'rain from
Hritish ))ossi's

sinus out of Eu
rope

Wlieat,

08
09 ti

71 4

71 U
73 10

72 4

-1 1

8

6

Barley.
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mnny planters affirm that it was quite as bad as the

visitation we had of a similar kind in 1833. Mid- Kent,

where the Hops appeared most promising, has suffered

much in consequence. Hops will be hops agaia at 20/.

per cwt. ; aud it is now very doubtful whether the duty

will reach 20,000 this season. It is feared, unless we
pet some sunny weather, that the quality will be bad,

and the hops light, wanting condition.

PRESENT ESTIMATE OF DUTY.
Krnt 18,000

Sussex- 1,500

Favnliuin ;iiid AVorccstcr .. 1,.jOO

Kingiloiu 1,.500

i
2-3,500

-iHAWKHURST HOP FAIR, Aug-. 11.—Tl-.is an-

nual fair took place iiere to-dr.iy, and we ftur but little

business ot any kind was done. It may be con^ider^d

as one of thu (irst t;)ir.s in the year, at wlvch, o-encrally

speakina:, anything- like a probable i;stiniaie of tiie hop
plantaiions can be ventured on, but tlie present app'iar-

ance of the hop g-ardens in this and the adjoining- pa-

rislies is such as to leave little room for speculalion a? to

the quantity likely to be grown, for one and all (except

the very hirg-e growers) yave it as their 0))inion 'liattlie

srcnerality of tlie small plantws would scarcely {jet

enouLfh for their own consumptisn. The duty was
called 40,000'., but we really btgiri to suspect that it

cannot now realize any thing like this amount. The
prices of We.ild of Kent hop* varied from 6/. 10s. to

71, lOs. per cwt.

SEED MARKET.
AiG. •2i.

The demand experienced for Cloverseed in bond some
time since has entirely subsided, aud quotations are

now perfectly nominal. Linseed maintains its previous

high value. The price of Rapeseed remained unaltered.

New white Mustardseed may be quotpd from 12s. to

15s., and brown from 18s. to 23s. per bushel.
Linseed, EncjHsli, sowing 55 CO

Unltic — — crushing 4S 55 per qr.

Siediter. & Odessa 48 50
Jlenipseed, small 34 36 large.. 38 40
Coriander 10 16 old.... 18 — per cwt.
Mustard, liruwn, new .. IS '23 wliite.. 14 I5iir. Inisli.

'riirttl]) Seed, new Swedes — — 10 18

Trtfoil 10 'J3 finenfW--'5 30
Ti:i])eseed, Englisli 30/. 321. foreign, 28?. SO/, per last.

Rye (jirass, English 30 43 Scotch 18 40
Tares, winter 12 15 Spring — —

Large, foreign Os. Od. Os. Od.

Clover, English, red 50 60 white 48 60 par c.vt.

Flemisli 40 60 do.. 45 48 -£

New Hamburgli . , 52 58 do.. 40 00 =
Old do .55 50 do.. — — §
French 50 56 do.. — — g
Old do 40 50

Canary, new 85 90 extra 95
Ciirraway, old 50 53 ne-,r 50 52

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH.
Wc. -24.

Euj^li^iii Wool remains stationary as to prices— the ap-
prelicnsions for the state of the harvest excited by ilie

very unfavourable state of the weather which prevailcl
the beg^inning- of the week, and the unsettled stHte of
Foreigu affairs, and the high price of coi-n, pi-ob;ibly

producing averages high enougli to induce the holders
ot foreign y-r^nn to let out the bonded corn, so as to re-

quire the preeiou-i metal.'r, hits caused a dull demand for

\Vool, and prices of various sorts barely maintain iormer
r.ites, and iiltliough a fair attendance of buyer.s yet
Colonial and other Foreign Wool are the only things
moving oft', unless it is at a loss to those who bought
fleeces fi-osn the fnrmers in .luly. which with the aiten-
d;int expences of collecting, &c., are indeed ruinous.
The present ai)pcaranee of a return of hue weiitlier,

however, it is lo be hoped and txpecied, will bngiiten
prosiiccts a little and cause an i(n])rQvenient in demand,
but as Fereiijn Wool is a turn the eufitr, it is to be

feared the grower and dealer in Engli.sb wool will not
continue to reali-ze the present prices, which are as per
last week's currency.

s. d. s. d.
Pown Teggs i 2 to 1 3
Half-bred Hogs i i^ i -jl

Ewes and Wetliers llj 1 O''

Flannel do 10 12
Blanlcet Wool o 5 7
Skin, Combing 10 11

LIVERPOOL. August 22.

SCOTCH.—There continues to be a fair demand
from the trade for new laid Higiiland Wool as it arrives,
really good combing parcels fully realise our quota-
tions, but purchases are made with very great caution,
on account of the very unsettled stale of the v>'eallier.

There continues to be a very limited inquiry for both
cro.^sed and Cheviot Wool, most of the de'.ilers and
manufacturers having tor the present supplied them-.
selves direct from the farmers.

s. d. s, d.
L,aid Highland Wool, per 24 lbs. . 7 6 to 8 o
^\'hife do. do 9 o 11
Laid Crossed do. .unwashed.. 8 r 9 6
Do. washed do 9 o 10 6
Do. Cheviot unwashed do 9 o 10 ^
Do. washed H n 15
Cheviot white 21 24 o

FOREIGX.
THE WOOL TRADE, London-, TiriTRsn.AY Eve-

NINO.—Since the conclusion of the publicsales wc have
to notice no alteration in price. The imports are now
becoming very Imiifed. In the week ending to-day
they have been 367 bales, compri-ing 109 bales from
Sp-iin, 181 from Germany, 53 from Russia, and the
rest Irom the Ciipe of Good Hope. Accounts from
Sydney of April last, notice an auction of wuol at which
20 bales realized Is. (5,\d. per lb., 11 bales Is. 6-;d., and
one bale in the grease 7d. per lb. The total imports of
Colonial wool into London, Liverpool, Hull, and
Goole, this year, have been 2.3,701 bales, and of Foreign
73,739 bales.

IMPORTS OF ^V•OOL.-QuantItyofwoolenter«^t
Lull tor Home Consumption, during the week ending
August ]'-i.

*

Fruin Handjurgii 851,241 lbs.
Odessa 40,000
Copenliagen 3fi,00o
Stockhohn ],ouo

Total 9-28,741

Wool on which the Home Consumption Uutic.-5 have
been paid at London, Liveroool, Bristol, and Hull,
during the last week :—

Tins Year
j Same tiius

"OOL. previous to
j in tlie

last weeli. ' last Year.
Spanish, London lljs. 1,131,516 I 1,119,424

Australian, do i 8,173,952 I 8,05.5,441
Other sorts, do ; 8,141,7.95 ! 8,8.50,910

Liverpool
, 0,475,985 | 7,376,485

^'rutol
! :!],302 23.300

^^"11 (;,005,78:i ll,35:y.382

MANURES.
Siibjoincd are the present prices of several sorts of

manure :

—

Bone-dust, 21s. per qr. of 8 bushels.
Half-inch ditto, 20s. per qr. do.
Rape-dust, 6^ 15s. per ton.
RagT., 4/. to 4/. 10s. per ton.
Graves, 5/. to 5/. lOs. per ton.
Gypsum, 38=. pei ion.

Salt, 11. 5s. dirty, 2/. 15s. cicaa, per ton.
Carbon, 12s. Cd. per qr.
Soap ashe', lOs. per ton.
Artificial Manure, 12;. per qr.
Poittevin's Patent Disinfected Manure, 13«. 6d. per qr.
Nitrate of Soda, per cwt.— 18s. (id.

Nitrate of Potash or Saltpetre, 27s. to 28s. 6d. per cwt
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PRICES OF SHARES.

No. of
Sharus. IRON RAILWAYS.

6,300

9,500
15.000
0.300

7,500

5,000
3,000

8,000
64,000
lt<,000

10,918

10,918
10,000

25,000
•25,000

8,000
38,000
20,000
(i,3:j4

20,000
D.OOO

80,000/.

24,000
J,500
L',100

5,100

11,475
7,908

30,000

6,000

25,000
25,000,

31,250
13,000

13,000

30,000

15,714

10,000
15,000

15,000

12,000
3,7(i2

1,000

2H.000

6,000

10,000

5,000

20,000

20,000
4,000

30,000

60,000

12,432

20,000

10,000

7,739

20,000

4,000

'iO.OOO

12,000
(1,000

iJO,000

Price
per

Sharp.

Div. jwr
Share

per Ann.

Diriiiinghaiu iiiiil Derby Junction
lOo; iU-rilaOl

Ditto and Gloucester lOO/sh SOZp'l 72/h3/

Bristol and Kxeter. .100/ sli 50/ pd'28/aO/

Ditto and Glouci'S.. 50' sli 2J/ pd
Cheltenham Ac Great West. Union

100/ sU 55/ pd 24/a5/

Chester and Crewo ..50/ sh ... . 60/al/

Clarence (DiirliaHi) 100/ s!i

Dublin and Kilkrnnv 100/ sh 2i/ pd
Eastern Counties .."..SS/sh 23/ pd 1.3/ai/

Edinburt;h & Glasgow 50/ sh .35/ pd 30/aO/

Grand .lunrtion 100/ sli llStaO/

Ditto Halt'S'.iares .50/ sh 30/ pd
Great X. of Enjiland 100/ sh C5/pd52?a4/
CJreat Western 100/ sh 65/ pd 93/ a4/

Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 40/ pd olA/ a2/

Ditto Del)eiitHros 103/aO/ %
Hull and Solby 50/ sh 45/ pd 48/aO/

London niid Brighton .50/ sh 35/ pd 25^j/ nCtl

London & Croydon.. Av. 14/18s()d lli/al2/
Ditto Scri].t 9/ sh Hi/ ali/
Loudon and Greenwich .... 20/ sh 8/aO/

Ditto No;w 10/ sh lG/al7/
Ditto Debentures (various amounts)
London Ac Blackwall 25/ sh 20/ pd 19gn-j/

Leicester and Swanninjton. ..50/sli 71/

Leeds and Selby 100/ sh

Liverpool and Manchester.. 100/ sli 188/

Ditto Quarter .Sliarcs .... 25/ sh 44/

Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 89/

London &c S. Westi-rn, late London
and Southampton Av. 38/ 17s Oil 57/a8/

Ditto Portsmouth Branch 50/ shi

30/ pd 30/a7/

London & Birminsh. 100'sh90/pd 170/a5/
Ditto Quarter Sliares 25/ sh 5/ pd 27.i/ai/

Ditto New .. .32^ sh 24/ pdl47A/a8.i/

:\Iancliester & Leeds 100/ sh 70/ pd 100/aO/

Ditto Half Sliares . . 50/ sli 25/ pd.40/aO/
Manchester and Birmingham |

70/ sh 35/pd -ij/aO/

Ditto ditto Extension 70/ sli 7/ pdj4/a5/
MiiUand Counties 100/ sh

North Midland 100/ sh S6/ a8/
Ditto Half Shares. .40/ sh 40/ iid!41/a3/

Northern & Enstern 100/ sh 35/pd!27/a8/

14/per ct

14/per ct

5s per sh
1/ per sh

4/ per sh

O.J/per ct
I

9.yper ct
'

9.i/per ct
I

Ij/persh 1

3/ per ct
I

SI per sh

Ijj/persh

Shares.

4,000
1,000

lO.oyo

3374:.;i

10,00ii''

8,000

2,000
1,090

20,000
20,000
10,000

11,000
12,000

20,000
10,000

8,500
1,.500

10,000
10,000

4,000

20,000

9,204
5,739
5,000

14,400

17,000
5,000

10,000

28,267

6,000

Severn and Wye . . Average 27/ sh
Stockton and Darlington . . Averas^e

100/ 13« 4d
S. Eastern and Dover .50/ sh 23/ jxl

York&i Xortli Midland 50/sh

43J/

250/
7/aO/

G8/a70/

2/ 8s p sh

H/porsh

2/2spsh

JOINT STOCK BANKS. i i

Australasia Bank(C!iartered)40/sli C0/ai2/ 18/ per ct

Ditto New(Cl)artered)40/sh .. ..55i/aG/
Bank of B. N. America (Clmrt.)

!

'

50/ sli 40/ pd 30.}/a74/ 0/ per ct

Colonial Bank {Cliart.)niO/sh 25/ pd 37|/a0/ 8/ per ct

Ionian State (Chart.) 25/ sh 5/ pd'5/aU/
|London and Westuiiuster Bank

100/ sli 20/ jid 24/ai/ 0/ per ct

London Joint Stock Bank 50/ sh

10/ pd VZ^lidl 5/ per ct
Do New,10/sh issuedat l/jnn V^>. pd
National Bank of Ireland. .50/ slij

17i/ pd 16i/al7/ 6/ per ct

Do. Provincial Bank of England
100/ sh 35/ pdl35/a5/ «' per ct

Do. New 20/ sli issued at 2/ lOs pin

10/ pd O^i/alOj/ 6/ per ct

Provincial Bank of Ireland loo/sh
25/ pd 44/iiO/ 8/ per ct

Ditto New 10/ sh 17.i/aO/ 8« per ct

Union Bank of Australia.. 25/ sh;
i

22.J/ |Hl29.',/aJ/ 136s pr sh
Ditto New 2/V sh 5/ pd|9-;/a0/ |

I'nioM Bank nrLnndoii .50/ sli 5/pd 5/a',/ \'tl jier ct

West of Kii|,'liiiMl and Snudi Wales
District Itiink ..20/ sh 12.i/ pd I2i/a0/ 6/ per ct

MINES. Price. Dividend

10/Alfen 50/ fh \Ikl pd
Ditto New 15/ sh 121/ |h1

An!;h) Mexican (iss. 5/ pm) 100/ sh

Ditto Subscription 25/ sh

Ditto Mint 25/ sh 10/ pdlll/iil2/

Blaenavon Iron Ac Coal 50/ sh 45/ pdl

Itolanoes 150/ sh

Ditto New 50/sh 20/ pd!

Ditto Scrip 25/ sh|40/

Bolivar Copper Com]'any .. 15/ sh li/a2/

Ditto Ditto Scrip New .. 3/ sh 4/aO/

Brazilian Imperial 85/ sh 20/ pd..
iss. 5/ pm 18/all)/

Ditto St. John Del Rey20/sh 14i/pd 2/ai-/

Brazilian Macaubas Cocaes .. 25/-

British Iron Company .... 50/ sh

Cata Branca 10/ sh 7/ pd
Colomliian 55/ sh 3/aJ/
Ditto Scrip 11/ shS/
Ciindonga 20/ sh 8.J/ pd o^lnG^il

Copiapo 30' sh 12|/ pd 11 J/
Enslish Jl in in}; Cora]). 2-5/ sh 14/ pd
General Miiiiny Association 20/ sh

19/ i)d 8/

Hibernian 50/ sh 11^/ pd 2:i/a3i/

Mexican Company 100/ sh 58/ pd[2A/

Jlinas Geras 20/ sh 12/ pd|

Ileal del Monte res:steied Av. /si

Ditto Ditto unregistered 4j/a5i7
Ditto Loan ( Notes) 150/ sh

Redmoor (consolidated) 5/ sh 4|/ pd 20s

Rhvmney Iron 50/ sh

United Mexican 40/ sh 40/ pd..
iss. 2/ pm 3J/ai,/

Ditto Scrip 2/ pd. . [3*/a4/

Ditto ditto (New) 51 pW6llJii7l

Wicklow Copper 5/ sh 5/ pdi7/a8/

1/ psh

24s
Ij/ pr sh

5/ per sh

10s

10s

153 pr sli

2/ per sh

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

10,000 I Anti Dry Rot Company .. 18J/ sh

10,000 'Assam Tea Company .5b/sh 12-r/ pd
1,080 lAuction Mart 50/sh

10,000 lAustralian (Agricultural) 100/ sh

I

28/ 23 pd
6,000 iBritish American Land Companv

I

50/ sh 35^/ pd.".

8,600 I British Rock and Patent Salt

50/ sh -35/ pd
10,000 Canada Company (Cliartered)

100/ sh 32.1/ ,„i

5,000 Droitwich Patent Salt 25/ sh

2,700 Equitable Reversionary Interest

Society 100/ sh 50/ pd
20,000 General Steam Navisation Com

pany 15/ sli 14/ pd
1,800 Ditto Cemetery (Ch'arti-red) 25/ si

1,800 Ditto New" (Chartered) 25/ sh

2.100 Hungerford Market 100/ \k\

24,800 Ditto Delientiircs (var. amounts).
3,000 Kent Zoolovrical and Botanical

Garden Company 10/ sh 4/ pd
5,000 London Cemetery (Chartered)

20/ sh

1,800 London Corn Exchange. . . .373/ pd
2,000 London Commercial Sale Rooms

Averace 75/ sh

2,400 I London and Westminster Steam
'

Boat Company 10/ sh

20,000 ;Mcxican and Scnith Americnn
Company 10/ sli 7/ p<I

20,000 New Brunswick L^niil'lOO/ sh 50/i)d
4.000 New Ze.ihind Land Coiiii'. ..25/ sli

5,387 Kever>ionary Int. Society. . 100/ sh

14,400 ;S. Australian Com)). 25/ sh 20/ pd
3,000 South Metropolitan CeiiRterv

I
(Chartered) 2.V sh

4,000 iTliiiMies Tunnel .50/ sh

200.000/' Upper Canada Loan
200.000/ Ditlii

10,000/ Van 1). Land (Agricultural) ("hnr-

i t.TCrl 100/ sh 18/ pd
5,000 West Lonilon iind Westminster

Ccmeterv 25/ sh 19/ jid

i

IVJ 12^/1

40/bU

12/al3/

13/

34/aO/

19^/

253/a6i/
44/

44/

jlOi pr sh

30s pr sli

\u

0/ per el

j20s pr sh

I

j4f per ct

!l/8sprsh
10/ per ct

10/ per ct

|20sprsh
5/ per ct

21 /a2/

26/

120/

20.yal/

10/ai/

U per sh

1/

5/ per ct

1108

I

HI per sh

16/ per ct

5/ |ier ct

15/ ))er ct

H fis per sh

Printed by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Nurfolk-strcct, Strand, London.
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PLATE I.

The subject of our first plate is tlie sliort-liomecl yearling heifer " Mermaid," the

property of R. M. Jaques, Esq., of St. Trininns, Yorkshire, for which a in-ho of Tea

Soverei^nis Avas awarded at the second Annual Meetini;,' of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, convened at Cambridge on the loth of July, IS-iO.

PLATE II.

PALMER'S PATENT PLOUGH.
[The following is tlic description of this Plongh given by the Patentee.

—

Ed. F.M.]

The Construction of this Plongh is pecnliarly novel, nnlike any other ever offered to

the Public, possessing greater advantages in every point of view,—its adaptation to va-

rious soils nnd seasons. The body of tlie Plougli nuwes npon a wheel, following the

track of the share, instead of slading and compressing the earth, so much complained of

in other iron Ploughs, consequently friction is reduced and facility given to its action,

and a considerable saving of labour to the horses is tlun'el)y effected. The wear and tear

iir materials is also reduced. The })loughmiiu has a thorough command over his plough,

as it works easj' in hand, and is enabled to set it deeper or fleeter instantaneously, as hard
and tender land, wet and dry seasons, may require ; and one particiilar feature in this

Plough is, it will plough the hardest land, an advantiige much appreciated, as one dry

ploughing is said to ))e worth two wet ones. They greatest nicety in the draught is as-

sisted through a peculiarly constructed hake, no Avay likely to get out of order ; indeed

every day's information affords to the Patentee encouragement to hope these Ploughs,

from their proved utility, will supersede all others ; as every attention will be paid to the

various mould boards or breasts required or suggested from time to time, and in ])oint

of economy one sigh,t will satisfy on that head, being freed from all those variety of parts

such as chaps, slades, side caps, keeps, loops, wedges, punches, &c., &c., expensive to

employers, and troublesome to men.

ON THE PLOUCtH. worthy of notice, as the two horse fixed wrist

plough.
IN ANSWER TO MR. DANDY HARWOOD, Now sir, in answer, I beg to inform you that I

T.T . -i-TT .XT have, through the kind assistance of Messrs. Ran-BLAXHALL. ^ ,= . . -..i i u-u-some, mndc an iron turnwnst plough, which is

Sir,— In the conclusion of your remarks on the drawn only with two horses, and have tried its

Kentish turuwrist plougli, you say that if a turn- draught in competition with four other ploughs,
wrist plough can be produced, which requires no the two-horse fixed wrist plough included, and
greater power to propel it than others, and which herewith send the particulars, Mr. Ransome being
performs its work equally well, it is equally present with his dynanonieter.
OLD SERIES.} T INo. 4.—FOL. XIII.
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I'lougliini^ a turnip fallow that li;ul not l)ecri

ploughed since Christmas, on April 24, 1310, eight

inches deep.
cwt. qrs. 11)S.

Little hvohorse turn-
1 ^j.^^_„j,^ .j , 10 turn to th. rod

Two lior.sr iiatcnt fix- ) , , q „ ,

,

i

,

ert wrist plouirl.. 1

^"^ 4 .3 11 do.

3 liorso tunnvrisf, > . - „ „ n ,i,

( Messrs. Ransome's)]
''" •> 2 do.

Kentisli four horse) , r . /, m i

(urnwrist plousli. 1

''"• '' -^ " ^' ''°-

Xorfolk wlieel fixed

T

wrist ploiish with [ du. 4 10 11 do.

standers. J

In order to ascertain whether my little two-
horse tnrnwrlst plough would prove equally as

light to break up, we took all the ploughs in a rye
lleM fed ofi', to he ploughed uj) for turnips. The
result as follows :

—

cwt.
Kent four horse plough. draught. CjT
Little two horse turnwrist plouah, do. si I „ • , ,

Jtansome's 3 horse do. do. 5i f^
'"'"''^^ '^"^^'P-

Patent two horse fixed wrist do. do. 5^ J

The soil is dry, a mixture of chalk and loam
with flints, which renders the patent fixed wrist
l)loughs useless, they not being able to contend
against the flints, consequently they are thrown
out of their furrow repeatedly, and cannot main-
tain an even depth, nothing hut a wheel plough
will contend against our flints.

Now sir, by this statement, which Mr. Ransome
is a witness to as well as myself, I contend that
we have accomplished a Kentish turnwrist plough
to go with two horses lighter than your two-horse

fixed nn-ist plouijh, and the lightest going plough
was the Norfolk wheel fixed wrist plough, butit
did not do its work near so well as our little two
liorse turnwrist jdough, and the patent two horse
fixed <\'rist plough could not keep its depth on ac-
count of the flints, and consequently did not do its

work well at all. Now sir, as these statements are
true, and facts are stubborn things, I beg to deny
that your plough is capable of ploughing up every-
thing but a prejudice, and that 1 am fully convinced
from practical experience, for I have now tried al-

most every plough on our land, in fact, every
plough that is at all likely to plough it, that our
Kent turnwrist plough is the most complete in-

strument for ])loughing our land, and tha't v>'e can
do it with two horses better than any other plough
can do it, (your plough not excepted). The pre-
judice in Kent is sticking to four horses and a great
unwieldy plough, with a man and a mate all half
asleep, which requires great exertion to turn,
where my little turnwrist shall go by them, with
two horses contending against each other for
speed, and a man behind with reins, altogether
doing their day's work with greater ease and quick-
ness. Four horses arc perfectly useless, almost at
all times with these big ploughs, and I have no
doubt the time will come when I shall be able to
plough up their prejudice (being a Kentish farmer)
sooner than it woidd be ploughed up by a man and
plough of any other county. This is ilie only pre-
judice our Kentish farmers have, in having four
horses and a large jilough to plough all the year
round, whereas I plough with two horses aiid a
small plough all the year round, excepting in very
siiA'and, or broadsharing, (a little plough with a
hroadshare would not keep in the ground, and
greater streiigth is wanted to hroadshare, or lireak-

ing up in thesiuunier alter wheat,) then four horses
and a largo plough is wanted. 1 have thought it

light to write this, to let you know that we arc not
all of us prejudiced in four horses, nor in our

jiloughs, but find there is no other instrument yet
produced, that can jilough our land properly.

INIessrs. Ransome have one of our tnrnwri.',t two-
horse ploughs now at their foundry, to make a few
im])rovements ujjon, which you can see on applica-

tion, to be a perfect little instrument far surpass-

ing anything ever yet invented, and I have not the

lenst doubt, alter a few years, our Kentish farmers
will seethe great advantages derived by ploughing
with two horses instead of four, with the same
implement, which now is the only prejudice the

Kentish farmers can be accused of.

lam, Sir, your obedient servant,

Kent. Addis Jackson.

ACTION OF MANURES.
(riiOM THE CULTIVATOK.)

Of the irn])ortancc of munures to the ctdtivator of

(be soil, there seems to be but one o])inion. The
practical man and the theorist both are compelled to

admit, that a plentiful supply of manure is essential

to success in farming ; and experience proves that

few things nre more true than the Flemish maxim,
"without clover no cittle, without cattle no manure,
without manure no grain crop." The nature of the

action ol' manures, or the manner in which they pro-

duce their good eifects, does not, however, seetn to

be equally clear with the points before mentioned
;

at least, there seems to be a greater diversity of opi-

nion on this topic, a thing perhaps allowable when
it is considered that it is less a matter of direct ob-
servation than the others, antl that even men of

science do not appear to be perfectly agreed in all

their conclusions respecting the laws of vegetable
nutrition.

To produce vegetation, three things seem to be
indisjiensable ; moisture, warmth, and a communica-
tion with the earths. Dt-jjrivalion of the two fust is

certainly fatal to plants, and though where the two
first are present and thelast absent, yetthe perfection

of such plants is never complete, and fruits are

never formed. Thus an acorn, suspended by a

string over a glass of water at a proper temperature,

will vegetate, and while the roots seek the water
the young pi mt will extend upwards, yet the growth
will continue no longer than the substance of the

acorn affords nourishment to the yoimg shoot. Fill

the glass with earth, and if watered, the growth will

continue so long as nourishment and space are af-

forded. It would ap])ear then to be clear that the

union of these three things is necessary to the

growth and perfection of plants.

There was a time when it was believed that

jylants derived their support entirely from water,

and that if a suitable supply of this was provided,
it was all that was required, and that the use of the

earths was oidy to servo as a reservoir or repository

of this fluid for the use of the plant. I'his idea of

M-ater being the sole nourisher of plants, may he

traced through Cireeceto Egypt, an origin, or opi-

nion, not surprising among a j)eople who yearly wit-

nessed the fertilizing e'lccls of the waters of the

Nile, on the ajqiarenlly barren sands oi' that country.

The large quantity of sediment brought down by
the river, appears to have been overlooked in their

estimate of lertili/.iug causes, though it is now well

understood that of all substances such deposiles are

the most valuable. This opinion was revived and
a]iparently conlirmod in the 17th century, by the

experiments of lioylo and Van llelmout. The wil-
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low tree of tlie latter, planted in a tight box, linsd

IhikI, the earih nnd tree caiefiiUv weighed ut phmt-
inpf, watered witli rain water only, and after a few
years gTOwlli, holli tlio enrlli and tree I'.g'ain weighed
i;;ave a gain, wliicli, when it wa-i ascertained that

the earth had diminished only a few ounces, was
deemed conclusive as to the nutritive power of

water. It remained for later philosophers, by the

analysis of rain, and otlier water, to show that the

substances required in the g-rowth of such plants

were contained in abundance in the fluids tsinployed.

\\'hen water, made chemically pure, is employed
in that state to promote the jrrowth of plants, a

faibire is the certain and inevitable result. Tliat

able experimentalist Cuthbert Johnson, has varied

])is experiments in every form, and always with the

same termination, tlie death of the jilant, in a longer

or shorter period. Dr. 'i'honijison was equally

foiled ; ho finding that plants so treated vegetated
only for a short time and then failed, never per-

fecting their seeds. Other experimentalists have
been eiiually unsuccessful, and the theory now more
rationally adopted, is, that water is cnly valuable as

n solvent for the nutritive matter required by plants
;

in other words it is only useful as a li(]uid manure.
Some plants of the bulbous rooted kinds, that are

made to flower in water, such as the tulip and hya-

cinth, are obliged to be planted in the ground ever\-

other year, or thev refuse to flower, or even, finallv,

to vegetate. This is accounted for bv the fact that

the store of nutritive matter provided by natuie in

the bulb, and drawn from the eartli, was exhausted
by vegetating for one season in water.

It has been supposed by some, the eartijs most
common in good soils would, if watered with pure
writer, support vegetation. But the experiments of

i\r. Giobert proved the fallacy of this supposition.

He mixed silic.i, alumina, lime, and magnesia, in

the proportion in which they are found in the best

soils, and then in vain attempted to grow plants

where pure water was used. This was not the case

when water impregnated with animal and ve<,ctable

matter, or that from a dunghill was used, as the

most luxuriant vegetation ensued. All the efforts

to induce jilants to appropriate to their grovvtl) mat-
ter in any otljer state than that of solution have
failed. I'he finest and most impalpable fiarticles

of matter are rejected equally with the coarsest. Da-
vy ineffectuallv tried charcoal, reduced to the finest

possible slate ; and Chapta! and Johnson equally

failed with the earths, saline substances, and with
other organic matter. All nutrition, then, in plants,

as well as in animals, is performed l)v substances in

solution, or a>ri-form ; and it is hence also evident,

that manuies are only useful to plants when present-

ed to them in a liquid form, or when they assume
that form in the earth by combination with \iater.

We have before expressed our full conviction
that all vegetable growth, or nutrition, is the result

of a chemical action not dissimilar to that of the vol-

taic battery, or the agency of electro-magnetism.
(Jf the existence of such electro or voltaic currents,

vegetation itself furnishes the most conclusive
proof. 'i'o this the vegetable sensibility of the

mimosa must be attributed; and the currents as they
exist in the fluids of plants, may, under the micros-
cope, be distinctly observed in those plants with
transparent cuticles, such as the Cauliiia -jragUh, or
Tnnlescaiiiia lirginiaca. We further infer this action
from the general similarity existing in the functions
of vegetables and animals, and their nutritive powers.
In animals the nervous system furnishes conclusive
evidence of such agency, and the organization of
the plant may not unreasonably be referred to the

sa^S'Pi'ofessor Henslowsame cause. " Perhaps^^
" until the contrary is pfoveJ, we.irvay -pnns[d5t tjl^erj-

addition of .seHs/ii/i/!/, to' tlife li"vi'p{^:prinf'iirh', as tlie

characteristic property 6f aniir.;)is ; a iproperty^or

(]ualitvbv which the individual is' tendered"cQnsH;^

ous of its existence, or of itS^wiyits, anil hy^^vlwli^

it is induced to satisfy these wants l')y'^ome act of

volition." Dr. Green, in quoting tliis passage from

Prof. H., goes farther, and says, '' We are inclined

to the belief, however difficult it may be to demon-

strate it, that a quality strictly analagons in its

results, to this property in animals, belongs to veg-

etables."* Every new truth in vegetable physiology

goes to confirm our previous opinions ot the nature

of vegetable nutrition, and develop the rationale of

manures. Tlie earths will not cease vegetation, be

tliey ever so nicely proportioned ; water cannot

support the plant, when used in u pure state ;
the

salts of manures, constituting their most eflicient

part, are fatal to plants in a concentrated form, or

v.'Iien present in too large quantities ; hut when thesa

are combined, the growth of the plant they are

brought to act upon, is certain and rapid. It is

scarcely possible tliere should be a clearer or more

beautiful illustration of the nature of the chemical

action necessary to the growth of plants than this

combination aftords. In this case the different earth.?

constitute the battery for the generation of the vol-

taic current, the particles constituting tlie plates of

the great machine of nature, and the finer the eartns

are made the gre;'.;or the number of pairs, and con-

sequently the more active in their results. In itself,

however, this battery is powerless ; it is only when

the plates are plunged in an exciting fluid, when

water containing the .salts necessary to produce this

action is applied, that this current, so indispensable

to the growth of plants, indeed without which no

vegetable (and perhaps no other^ organization is

possible, is fully developed. To us this philosophy

of vegetation apjiears extremely simple and natural,

explaining more satisfactorily than any other theory,

the action both of vegetable and mineral manures.

If the plates of zinc in the common battery are

corroded or destroyed, or those of copjjer rendered

worthless by continued action, it is clear these de-

fects must be supplied before the desired effect can

be ])roduced. So if any of the necessary earths

be absent, or if they have been exhausted by culti-

vation, a healthy vegetation cannot be expected,

until this deficienc}' is lemedied. And if the pro-

portions of earths are ever so perfect, if the exciting-

agents, the salts and the water, are absent, there

can be no growth ; the current, which alone carries

into circulation the substances that go to the for-

mation of the ]ilant, cannot exist. In this way only,

can the prodigious fertilizing powers of some liquid,

or dry manures that when applied to the soil become

liquid, be satisfactorily accounted for. Urines, jjou-

drette, and the sewerage water of lar^e cities are

instances of this kind of agents.

But whatever opinion may be entertained of

the theory here advanced, it cannot be disputed,

that independent of the substances more particular-

ly necessary to excite voltaic action, there are few
articles so rich in the materials required by plants,

as what are termed the liquid manures, or the drain-

ings of the barn-yard or the stables. This fluid con-

tains the most essential of the salts employed in

accelerating vegetation, and their loss to the farmer

* See an in}?eniou« paper on " Veg-etable Orn-ano-

tyraphy and I'iiysioloo-y,'' in the 77lli No. of Professor

Silliman's Journal. The instances siven m proof by
Dr. G.^are not satisfactory to us.

—

Eds. of Cull-

b
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is irreparable. Tliore is some liule (lifference in tho

coiistiluenls of tiie urine of ilifferpnt aninriiils ;ind of

iiijin, but tbc atiiilysis of one, and we selnct tliat of

tbe co\v, by Prof, lirande, will give u sufliciently ac-

ciirale notion of the constituents of this substance,
and tbe loss occasioned bv not converting it to its

proper use in promoting vegetation.

Water (>.5.()

Urea 4.0
• Pliospbate of Lime 3.0

IMuriates of Potash and Ammonia 15.0

Sulphate of Potash 6.0

Carbonates of Potash and Ammonia 4.0

Loss 3.0

lOO.O

Barn-yard manure, after it has been deprived by
solution, by washing, and by evaporation of tliese

essential animal and vegetable salts, is very little

better tlian common vegetable mould. Its efficiency

in promoting vegetation is gone with tiie exciting

agents it has parted vrith ; the remainder is only tlui

earths which have formed the frame-work of the

plants, consumed or decomposed, useful indeed, but

wholly wanting in the power tliey once possessed.

To show the difterence caused by the ]jresence of

these agents in enabling plants to take up the mat-
ters necessary for their ])erfection, we give the

following from a statement of Prof. Johnson :

" I caused beans to vegetate under three different

circumstances ; the first were grown in distilled

water ; the second were grown in sand and watered
with rain water; the third were sown in ricli gar-

den mould. The plants thus produced when ac-

curately analyzed, were found to yield the following

proportion of ashes

:

Those watered with distilled water 3.9

Those ,, with rain water 7.5

Those grown in garden mould 12.0"

Garden mould, or soil, more than almost any other

abounds in these prominent elements of fertility,

and the above experiment proves conclusively the

importance of their presence, where luxuriant vege-
tation is wished or expected.

Liquid manure, then, may be considered one of the

most valuable agents in the production of crops.

IJut its use as practised on the continent of Europe,
and in China, cannot be expected here; it has as

yet scarcely been introduced into England, tliough

vrhere it has been tried its beaefits have been most
decisive. The additional labour reijuired in the

German or Flemish use of this manure is so great

that their system unless in some limited cases, cannot

be expected here ; the cost would exceed the in-

come. There is no necessity, however, for the

frightful waste of this valuable material that we wit-

ness in every part of our country. Instead of this

fertilizing fluid being converted to a j)rolitable use,

the great object, with multitudes of farmers, seems to

he, Ijow they shall get rid of it in (he easiest manner.
Ditches are constructed from thuir yards or stables

to tlie highway, and the neighbouring brook or river,

to «arry ofl" the precious article, as though it was
foared the surest means of fertilizing the soil, or pro-

ducing great crops, would accumulate too rajjidJv.

It is to tbe accumulation of sucli salts that ths

sewerage of cities owes its fertilizing pro|)erties,

when employed for the purposes of irrigation. A
striking instance of this ])ower appears in the aston-

ishing increase of the grass crops on the water mea-
dows near f'ldinl)urgli since the water from tlie drains

nf that metropf)lis iiave been applied to their irriga-

tion, 'J'his result will not be surprising to any one

who reflects on the composition of such sc-wernge

;

" its (-ndless mixture of organic matters, its soor, its

carbonate of lime, its decomposed animal matter, and
above all iis urine," combine to produce one of tiie

most active stimuhuits of vegetation known.
iiut if farmers cannot at present in this country

be at the expense of the vats for converting the

w-hole or the most of tiieir f)arn or stable manures into

licjuid manures, or the costly ajiparalus for its dis-

tribution, they can do much to prevent its waste by
furnishing the means for its absorption, wliere there

ii an excess, as there usually is in the vicinity of the

yard or stables, and thus save it for the use of the

soil. I'o do this it is neceisary, in tbe first place,

that some cheap and easily constructed reservoir

should receive these drainings when they are formed.
In most yards a hollow may be made, without lining,

if the soil is retentive, but if jjorous, with a lining of

clay and imbedded pebbles, and this, if filled with
swamp earth, the sandy wash from the roads, or even
common earth, will absorb large quantities of this

liciuid manure, and thus obtain a fertilizing ])Ower,

equal, if not sujierior, to that of common barn-yard
manure, treated in tbe ordinary manner. 'I'hese

earths brought to the yard, become thoroughly im-
pregnated with the salts and other fertilizing matters

of the yard, and thus preseve for the farmer what
would otherwise be lost to his use. In many cases

where the cattle and sheep an- folded in open yards,

a covering of vegetable nioubl, swamp earth, ice,,

spread over the yard after it has been cleared out, to

the depth of a foot, will prevent much waste by its

absorbing power, and being thoroughly mixed by the

feet of cattle with the ordinary manure, will be found
in the spring when wanted tor use on the field a

most valuable manure. In this way, some farmers

add to their stock of fertilizing materials some hun-
dreds of loads annually. One of the most successful

farmers of New-England, Rlr. Clark of Northampton,
has ])ursued this system to a considerable extent,

and with marked benefit. Others also, have tested

its use, and sj)eak higiilv of the practice, as corres-

ponding ))erfectlv with the theory.

Various opinions have been entertained of the

utility of ]jiling barn-yard manures when not wanted
for immediate use, or the proi)riety of placing them
under cover. It not unfrequently occurs that the

stable or yard manures made during the winter, are

not re<iui'ed for the spring crops, and are reserved

for those to be sown in autumn. The question now
arises, how shall this manure be disposed of during

the summer'! If it remain spread over the surface

of the yard exposed to alternate sun and rains, it

appears clear that the most valuable parts of it, the

sails and animal jiart, must be lost in such a course.

If piled, and left witliout farther care, it is very apt

to he d.imaged by excesive heat in the fermentation,

and the consequent escajje either in the form of gas,

or that of a tliick black li(iuor from the base of the

heaj-p, of these essential agents of fertility. Some
farmers, aware of these disadvantages, have ))iled

their manures, but in such a way as to prevent the

loss or escape of any of these valuable constituents.

With a little extra labor, advled to that required for

orilinary j)iling, thev have converted the contents of

their yards into a proper compost, greatly increas-

ing the ([uantity, while all the valualile qualities are

retained. This is efVeclcd bv placingthe fresh manures
in alternate layers with such earths as we have

noticed before, these earths becoming iiiii)regnated

with tlie evolved gases, whilf ibey at the same time

absorb and retain whatever liquid matter may e.scajio

from the dung during the process of fermentation.

Tiie height and breadth of these mounds must depend
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on tliG qu:tnllty of mnniire to be treated in this w.iv,

;iiul tlie, i'ucilitics tor piling it at the coaiinanJ of tho

farmer.

]-*erhaj)S the most satisfactory test of the relative

value of manures, may be found in the series of
experiments instituted at tlie request of the Prussian
government, hy Professor Henibstadt of Berlin, and
vejjeated witli every kind wf variation, bv Professor
Schubler, witli the same results. The followino-

table, prepared with great care from the record of

those experiments, wdl show tlie value of the seve-
ral manures named, on soil of the same qua'ity or

productiveness.
" If the soil without any manure yield a pi-oduce

of three times the ijuantity of seed ori:;inally sown,
liien the same quantity of land when manured or

dressed with herbage, grass, leaves, iN;c., will yield

;") times the seed sown.
When manured with cow-
dunf>- 7

^V^th jjigeon's dung-, 9
Willi korse dung, 10

Witli human urine, VS

With shee]) dung i«

With human manure or

bullock's blood, 14-"

Thus if before manuring;, an acre of land with two
bushels of seed, would give a produce of six bush-
els, the same acre manured vviili urine would give
twentyr-four bushels ; and if with bulloclis blood,

twenty-eight bushels. Experience i;hov\s tliat with
roots and grasses the ditiercnce will be about as

gri- at on soils of the s;ime (inalitv ; and these facts

evince more ron(diisively than any reasoning can, the
value of such manures, and the necessity there is of
the farmer's making the besr possible use of them,
if he would succeed in his occupation.

THE DERBYSHIRE FARMS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE EARMER's IMAC\'/INE.

Sir,—I am the occuiiier of a considerable farm
in the hilly part of North Derbyshire. "\\'c liuve

some good grazing and mowing lands amongst our
hills, and our rents are not apparcntl}' high. We
have also good markets for much of our produce

;

but notwithstanding these seeming advantages, t'.ie

greater part of the farmers in these h'lly districts

who have no other iacomes than the profits of

their farms, are poor.

It has long been my opinion that we must have
sonic heavy disadvantages to contend with, that

our brother farmers in the; southern counties were
in a great measure exempt from, and the object of

this letter is to point out some of them.
The first that I shall mention is the shortness of

our summer season, and consequently the length of

our winters. On this account wc arc obliged to

appropriate a far greater part of our farms for the
supply of winter food for cattle, than is needful in

the southern counties. And with respect to our
summer grazing, it is generally the middle of June
before our pastures can be lully stocked, and by
the middle or end of Scjitember, frosty nights be-

come so prevalent, that both grass and cattle cease
togrowj'excejit in some sheltered situations ; there
is liierefore not time to feed a large sized Yorkshire
beast, except it be bought in half fed, and then the
price is high, and being obliged to be sold out in

September or October, when beef is at its lowest

price, tho ])rofit for grazing is but small. It is not
so with graziers in the southern districts, they can
buy in a great part of their feeding stock in Febru-
ary or March, and by the help of a little hay in

those months, can keep their cattle growing, so
that by the end of ,lune they are ready for the
butcher at a time when beef is high in price. They
then buy for a second crop, and not being subject
to our severe night frosts can kec]) them growing
until Christmas, when the price of beef again gets
higher, so that had we our grazing lands rent-free,
they v^ould still have an advantage over us. But
there is anotherdisadvantage which our hilly farms
lie under, that is suliieient of itself to account for
our poverty without any other. It is a truth which
feu will deny, that grass, corn, tares, and many
other things which tlie earth produces, have a natu-
ral tendency to grow up perpendicular or upright.
This being admitted, it will follow as a truth
equally clear, that whatever may be the surface of
a farm as to hills and dales, or whatever may he
its admeasurement, its produce can he no more
than what the IJat area or base upon which tiie

farm may be said to rest would produce.

To make this ajjpear more clear to my brother
farmers amongst these hills, and others whom it

may concern, I would suppose two thin boards
to be cut to an equal size, say three feet long by
two feet wide ; lay these boards one exactly upon
the other upon a level table, then mark the upper
iioard into squares, or fields, so as to represent a
farm of any given (piantity, say 100 acres, and the
uniler board would represent the Hat base upon
which the farm rested, and would likewise be lOO
acres, but raise one edge of the upper board so as
to represent the farm as bein'^ sloping, or on a hill

side, it would sti'! measure 100 acres, but its power
of production would be decreased, inasmuch as you
would have reduced the base upon which the farm
rested, and the higher you raised the edge of the
board the more would this be the case.

Again, supjiose the two boards laid flat on the
table as before, they would then as before, both
represent 100 acres ; lay upon the upper board or
farm, a number of wash basins at short distances
one from another, and with their bottoms upwards,
it might then be said to rci)resent the farm as
covered with hills and dales, such as we have
many in this district. Send a land surveyor to
measure this farm, he would take his lines over
hills and dales in the different parts of the farm,
and the result of his admeasurement would pioba-
bly be 130 acres.

At this measure it is let, and the tenant has to
])ay rent, taxes, rates, and in many cases wages
also, according to this admeasurement. Hut what
is the produce ? Why theprodiice is no more, nor
can be than the produce of 100 acres, which the
flat surface of the board or farm represented before
these basins or hills were put upon it.

What I have here stated I lielieve to be the chief
and true causes of our poverty.

A North Derbyshire Farmer.

FARMER'S INSURANCE INSTITUTION.—
iiy the plan of Deferred Annuities just announced
by this society, a single deferred annuity is made,
not only to answer the same object, but 1o equal in

amount the entire sum of all the advantages here-
tofore only obtained by the middle and in<lustrious
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classes by separate investments in Savings' Banks,
Henefit Societies, and Loan Banks.

1. A small ycaily or weekly contrihntion Mill

secure the most ample r(!turn for after lii'e. Thus :

tlie payment of 2/. 12s. per annum (Is. a week)
b('ginnins at 20 will at (15 entitle tlie party to an
annuity for life of upwards of 47?. r

2. Two-thirds atany time will bo lent on the deposit

of policy, beins; a fund always available during-

sickness or want of employment.
;i. The whole or any jiart of the money wiU be

returned to the policy holder whenever recpiired,

or to representatives in case of death before the

stiinilated age.

NOTES OF AN 'EXPERIMENT
WITH GYPSUM.

l^Iy farm, on which the experiment was made, has

long been under clover. It is and has been for tlie

lasit twenty years, carried on upon the four course

system. It is now imi)ossib!e lor a full crop of red

clover to be grown upon it. In order to remedy
this, gypsum had been recommended by Davy,

&:c., which I determined to try. Last year I had a

])iccc under red clover. It is tliebestpiece of land

in my little farm, and had i-.een limed for the croj)

ofturnii)s the two years i)revious]y. The jdant

was generally well set after the barley was reaped.

The soil is light loam subsoil, a porous gravel, and
perfectly dry.

I staked a piece out in iMarcli, 183!), and a])plied

grossly powdered gypsum at the rate as near as I

could guess of about three bushels per acre.

I watched the ])lot narrowly through the summer
hut it partially faded like the rest, nor could I see

any greater vigour in the plants which remained,

nor could I perceive the slightest difference in the

second crop upon the gypsum piece, nor any
ditlVience in the subsequent crop of wheats. I

ought to have slated that the gypsum was not cal-

cined.

On a previous occasion a friend presented me
with a cask of ciiemically prepared gypsum {stil-

pjiate of lime.) I laid it on in May, on a wet morn-
ing at the rale of aboi:t three bushels per acre,

soil sandy—subsoil, white sand with an occasional

stratum of gravel. I coidd not. jierccive tlie slight-

est ini])rovemeiit in tlie crop over tliat where no
gypsum had been applied.

xMaTTHEW MARiMAUUKE MlTBlIRN.

ON SALT AS MANURE.
Kent, Sept 20, 1840.

Sill,—Will you have the "pondness to inform me ia

your next iml-iliculioii, vvht.llier Salt u-c-d t-ipoi) iil()ii<!iu:d

ifi'ound in a Iriiil planlaiicni will injuie tiic iiuit trees or

not, also wliMt quaiilily ol that ailicle is requisite per

acre in stony ground.
. \'our obedient servrmt,

A YuUNC Faumtr.

" The fpiantity per acre for strong fallow ground,

is from sixteen to twenty bushels ])er acre. Solar

from injuring tlu^ fruit trees, it will promote their

general health ; the aiiiilication of salt to ajiple

orebarils for this jinrpose is an old custom in llcre-

fordshin—why floes not our correspondent mix I lie

salt with lime.'—say 20 hiishcls of salt and tO

bushels of lime, mixeil dry, and not sjiread on (he

hind Ibr three inontlis ?"—Ej).

JETHRO TULL.
My Deak Sin,—It is now exactly a century

since the death of Jethro Tall, the great father of

the drill husba?idry, a man whose services to agri-

ture have rarely been equalled, and never excelled.

At this centenary anniversary of his death, might
it not tend to the honour of the professors fif that
science, which Tull labonred so ardently, and so jier-

severingly to advance, if they were to commemorate
his death by some agricultural meeting? For in-

stance, by having a public dinner ? The great
English naturalist John Ray, had a similar tribute

paid to his memory some few years since, by a ])nb-

lec meeting of men of science, and ought not
Jethro Tull's services to the cultivators of the soil of
England to be remembered with equal gratitude '!

Such a meeting would not only do honour
to the agriculturists of our country, but it

would be another convlnciug proof that though
Tull's confcinporaries opposed and ridiculed all his

efforts to improve tlie fertility of the land, yet that

a succeeding generation, made wiser by experience,

at last paid that tardy homage to his memory which
true genius is ever sure eventually to receive. As
there is no paper that circulates more widely
amongst the leadhig farmers of England thau your
own, I beg leave through its paces to offer these

remarks, and to express my willingness to co-ope-
rate in the best way in my power with those who
may deem the suggestion worthy of being carried

into execution.—I am, iny dear Sir, yours faith-

faithfully, Cuthekrt H. Joiinsox.
14 Graifs Inn Square, August 20.

DIBBLING MANGEL-WURTZEL.
SiK,— I and many of my neighbours diljbled in

our mangel-wurtzel seeds in the first week in April

last; they made their appearance very regularly,

and advanced in growth rapidly, but I think I may
say, one-fourth of them has run to seed. I should

be really obliged if some of your many correspon-

dents and readers would favour me with their

opinion, through the medium of your excellent pub-
lication, of the cause which induces me to trouble

thein, to inform ine whether they know from expe-
rience, that inangel-wurtzel seeds put into the

ground at any particular period, is liable to run to

seed, as ours have done ? c>r whether it is imputable
to some defect in the seed ? or that the seed has

been the produce of nutransplanted bulbs? The sort

wc planted and prefer, is the yellow globe.

Now, as I have the pen in my hand, and as the

wheat-sowing season is ap])roaching, I will add a
few words on that subject. I believe that the re-

ceived opinion is, that the seed of corn of all kinds,

should be obtained from a better soil and climate

than that where it is to be sown. I know that my
neighbours and I, in general, get a part of our seed-

wheat from Bristol, and the sort preferred is the

red Lammas, but it is found always to ilegenerate.

Now, 1 entertain a notion, that we ought rather,

as change of seed is found to be advantageous, to

])rocure it from a colder and wetter climate, with

tlie expectation that instead of degenerating, it

would improve in quality and productiveness, and
1 have, (in consequence of havinu" formed perhaps

an errouetnis oi)iiii()n,) ordered seed-wheat from the

west of Scotland. If you, Mr. Jiditor, or any one

well (|nalihed, would favmir me with your or ids

thoughts iqion the subject, you would very mncb
oblige your regular reader, 11. I!.

Jfarcrforihccaf, Sept. \i.
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ON SMUT BLADDERS
WHEAT.

IN

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sm,—I read in your last numher a sensibly n-rittea

article on the sub'ect of smut blnddeis in wlieat, re-

lative to w.'iich I beg your permission to make a t'evr

remarks. Many years ago an old gentleman com-
municated to me tlie result of an experiment wbich
be made relative to smut in vrbeat : he [)rocured

some moderately clean wheat, and divided it into

four portions^ two of wbicli be washed tborougldy,
scrubbin<j it well with a broom, and cbans'itiu" the

water several times, until the water as well as the

wheat appeared quite pure, after which in its wet
state, he blackened a portion of the wheat thoroughly
with smut balls; this sample I call No. 1 ; he dried

the surface of the otiier portion with new lime,

jVe. 2 ; the other two portions were not wetted, but

one part he smutted over, No. 3 ; and the other

part remained in its original state, No. 4. These
four samples of wheat he set by means of ihe dibble

in the middle of a field, on separate ridges adjoining

each other; the result at harvest was as follows:—
The sample No. 1, produced cearlv all smut balls.

The sample No. 2, was quite free from sraut of any
kind. The sample A^o. 3, produced a large quan-
tity of smut balls, and the wheat was blackened by it,

but notso bad as No. 1. The sample No. 4, produced
wheat with an occasional ear of smut of wheat,

intermixed in a slight degree as is frequently the

case. The result of this experiment appears to

prove that smut is a disease introduced into the

giain through the skin, and is of a similar nature to

wheat tliat the small pox is to the liuman species,

and that it may be, and most frequently is, propagated
by iaoculalion, owing to the '^ound corn coming into

contact with the smut. As a farther proof 1 may add
that during near forty years' observation as a miller,

I have generally found that when farmers persisted

in setting their old stock of wheat when onlv a little

smutty, the smut has kept increasing till they have
changed their stock. I believe that the most smutty
wiieat which can he produced might be rendered
free from smut by frequent washing and scrubbing
in several waters, and the only advantage there is

in the new slaked lime is, that it operates upon the

skin of the grain as a caustic to destroy any
virulence which may possibly remain. I know a

farmer in this neighbourhood who purchases smutty
wheat for seed when a good stock is stfered hira,

uot only because he can get it cheaper, but because
lie is of opinion that it is generally more productive

than other wheat, trusting to his own good manage-
ment in eradicating the disease which lie assures his

neighbours is only skin deep, although productive
of such serious consequences unless removed by
gome kind of caustic; buttliis I think, on the whole,
a dangerous experiment, for in eradicating the

disease there is a danger of killing the patient,

A NonroLK Miller.
Sept. 17.

P.S, I recommend the farmers to turn their at-

tention to the corn laws, with a view to the intro-

duction of a fixed duty, rather tiian tiie present
fictitious system of averages, wliich can only benefit

the large capitalist to iIjo injury of all other classes.

The Blai k Tortington estate, consisting of 2,500
acres of land, has been purchased by Lord Ashburton
for 3»,()00l,—Exeter Times,

IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN
GRAIN AND FLOUR.

[from the herald.]

The following letter refers to some former re.
marks under this head in respect of imports of bread
stuffs from the United States, and as coming from a
practical source is deserving attention :

—

" Sir,—In your paper of this morning the writer of
your city article makes some observations upon the
importation of bread stuffs from America, which seem
to spring from entire ignorance or misapprehension of
that important branch of trade. He talks of the im-
possibility of selecting the American markets in pre-
ference to those of the Continent in consequence of
their high comparative standard. Having been some-
what engaged in this trade during the past year, I can
testify that the American market is decidedly the
cheapest of the two. I have purchased wheat at New
Orleans, and the same has been done during the whole
winter and spring, at 80 cents, per bushel, costing
with the high freight of Is. 4d. per bushel, but 37s. to
3Ss. per quarter laid down here. Flour has been also
bought in large quantities at less than/o«r dollars per
barrel, freight about two dollars more, while even at
the dearer aiarkets of New York and Philadelphia the
article has been selling at less than six dollars, and
could be laid down at any port in Eno;land at 2Ss. per
barrel. The figure your correspondent gives for the
continental markets is much higher than this. Even
with the impulse given to the grain markets of the
States by the Great Western's news, the price of
wheat at Philadelphia only reached 40s. per qr. freight
and expenses to England, 5s. 6d.more.

" Yv'^ere the importation of grain a constant trade,
there is little doubt of the United States being our
chief market. Their facilities for production and con-
sumption are yearly increasing, the former far beyond
their own wants, the latter beyond their own powers.
Fitful and uncertain as are their exports of corn to
this country, not a farthing of their value is returned
in the form of specie, the whole of it goes in that of
manufactures. The contrary is observable in our trade
iu grain with the Continent. The serfs in Poland aud
Prussia are not consumers of manufactures, like our
descendants in the western hemisphere, and the growth
of a trade with them must be slow and gradual. Were
there any mode of establishing a steady trade with
America in grain, under a moderate fixed duty, the
farmers in this country would be certain to reap the
advantage of a considerable advance in the price of
wool, in the growth of which many are largely en-
gaged, and which is so dependent upon American "trade
for its elevation of depression in value.

" Hoping that you can allow me a corner in your
influential journal for these few observations, I remain,
sir, yours respectfully,

" A Liverpool Merchant.
" Titheharn-street, Liverpool, Sept. U."

The writer should be quite clear about his own
premises before he is so free in charging others with
" entire ignorance. " It is not denied) nor was it

meant to be, that in particular periods of high prices
here, wheat and flour might be profitably miported
from America ; but in the average of years it is in-
contestable that the prices of corn rule considerably
higher in America than in Poland, the north of Ger-
many, and the Black Sea. This being the I'act, as
fact it is, how will the " Liverpool Merchini" make
out his case thst, " under a moderate fixed duty,"
there could be auy great general extension of corn
im[)orls from th.e United States, or what he calls " a
steady trade " in that commodity with them ? In
j)eriods of scarcity and high prices there would bo,
as there are and have been, toiisiderahlo imports
from America ; as there have been also from Franco
and from Belgium ; but it would be absurd to reason
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fiom an isolated case, or from the extraordinnry oc-

currences of one or two years, and so confound and

transform the exception into the rule. On the ap-

proaching advent of a bad harvest here, always fore-

seen and speculated upon, recourse is had forthwith

to the cheapest corn countries, and esjiecially to

those nearest at hand, first. The Baltic ports are

therefore fust visited, and partially cleared of their

stocks. But as prices are enhanced there in the

natural order of things with large purchases, and

holders are more tenacious as they become advised

of rising market, and short produce in England, the

speculator nest bends his steps to more distant re-

gions, and ransacks t1ie stores of Odessa, if stores

there chance to be. He will next resort, to complete

his operations, to somn of the ports of Asia ?ilinor,

with Leghorn and other Italian ports. It is only in

default of obtaining tlie proportion of supplies of

wl)ich he is in want, or for which he has the means

of payment, that he turns his attention to the United

States. The reason is evident. His object is not

only to sell at the dearest rute, but to buy at the

cheapest, bec.uise, from the balance results the

lari^est share of profit; and common prudence dictates

resort, therefore, in the first instance, to the cheapest

and most abundant corn countries. It is only when

by his extensive operations the warehouses there

have been drained, and prices have advanced so

hio-h as to he equalized with those of this country,

the market to which he brings his commodity, that

he looks elsewhere, and among the rest to the United

States. Although corn there is generally dearer of

cost, as compared with the parts of the world cited,

yet as prices rule so high in England he finds that he

can import with a profit stdl, though a less profit

;

whi'st the American i)roducer, with fair stocks on

hand, finds a sale jirofit also, then that the stocks of

the clieap corn countries are exhausted. But it is

only under these conditions, and with prices ele-

vated to a certain point here, that American corn can

be imported with a profit at all, eiiher to grower or

importer. 'When, for example, thf house of Ijarings

commenced their great corn purcliases abroad in the

year 1838, which were continued last year, altl;ough

not on so large a scale, they did not despatch their

ships in balla.^t to New York, or Philadelphia, or

iS'ew Orleans, but to Dantzic, Konigsberg, and

Memel. They lelt the lesser people to glean after-

wards what is called just a " living'' profit, by picking

up a few thousand barrels of tlour and quarters of

wheat in the United States. It is true that the

lowness of freight, the certainty of return cargoes,

and the general facilities of intercourse, are all so

many advantages in favour of the American product,

and to lhn extent serve to reduce the difi'ercnce of

price and tlie greater cost of production, as between

America and the cheap corn regions, but after all

thev are not considerable enough to equalize them

upon balance, as from what has been said may readily

be understood. It may safely be assumed, without

recurring for the occasion to any cdculations in

evorvbody's power, that so far as labour, which

enters so ma'.erially into the cost, corn-'jan be raised

in nearly all the European and Asiatic corn coun-

tries before quoted at one-fourth of the outlay re-

quired in the United States. The " Liverjiool

JMcrchant" may find on consultation of the proper

authorities that on an average of years wheat nt

Salonica, fr-ir example, is not one-h;dt' the price it

fchall bear in New York. Doubtless, with the high

rates of price now prevailing, and with the bareness

of supplies in the north of Eurojie and elsewhere,

corn anil flour may bo temporarily imported with

profit from the Uuitod States. It is a misfortune,

we are free to own, that in seasons of deficiency,

here, the supply cannot be furnished in a larger de-

gree, and more exclusively from the United Slates,

because, as the " merchant" fairly observes, the

return value is taken, not in specie, but in manu
factures. The reverse is the fact with respect to

Poland, where the people are too poor to be profit-

able consumers, even ifthe duties on manufactures
were not jiroliiliitorj'. It is not necessary to show
tbe " merchant " how really futile are his sanguine

speculations of advantage to the English farmer
from a moderate fixed duty on corn, on tbe plea that

they would reap a corresponding profit of a " con-

siderable advance in the price of wool," from the

increased demand of America for woollens. But it

may be retorted upon him that he seems to be in

" entire ignorance "' of the fact that tbe Americans
grow woo! and make wooUeri cloths themselves, and
that both the growth and the make are on the in-

crease. The breed of sheep in America, Avriting

from memory, is already equal to nearly three-

fifths that of this country. The breed here is

estimated some%vhere about 3.5,000,000, and in

the United States we think at 20,000,000, if not

more.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
I beg leave to inform all farmers,'whose lands

are infected with wire-worm, that I have discovered

what I consider to be an cftcctual method of irra-

dicating those destructive insects.

Having purchased a subsoil plough, for the pur-
pose of breaking up the crust of my sand-land, I

commenced using it three years ago, with great

success as regards turnijis and barley crops. Last

winter I sul)soil-ploughert three tields", and left a

fourth undone, all of which arc subject to tlio

Avorm. ]\Iy growing crops now show that this

ploughing has been a very efficacious means of de-

stroying the v."orm. The three fields that were
sulisoil-ploughcd arc quite free from the worm, and
have produced beautiful crops of turnips; while

the fourth, I am convinced, would have been

nearly all destroyed, had I not employed women
and children to go up and down every row, with a
knife in one hand, and a pair of scissors in the

other, to cut the wornts at every injureil ])laut;

and by that means I saved eight acres out of ten.

Now I come to the iniportant part of my ex-

perience. I commenced with the subsoil plough
in January last, and finished in February. My
man who used the plough informs me that he found
the v.'orms in clustei's in the subsoil, in a dormant
state ; he stoi)pe<l the ploujih, ami destroyed them
in ([uantitics, and I am of opinion that the rooks

destroyed the remainder, for there is not a square

yard dcHcdcnt in the three crops of turnips where
the plough was used.

I believe the subsoil plough was invented by a

Mr. Smith, a Scotclnnan. I got mine from him.

It is made entirely of iron, and calculated to raise

the soil from twelve to fourteen inches. I <mly

worked it about four iiudics, which i consiiler a

sufficient depth., Tbe constructiini of the plough

is very simple, and may be made by any good me-
chanic.

If any gontloman has a desire to try the ex])eri-

ment, and wishes to obtain a plough, by api)lying

to me, or to jNlr. .1. West, land-agent of this i)lace,

by letter (post-i)aid), he shall have due attention

paid to his order. John Weigut.
CoUinghdiii, yottf, Sept. 17, 1840.
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OX THE CONSTRUCTION
TANKS.

OF

[From CoMMiiNicAnoNs madi; io tih. Socikty
iiv Mrs. I/A\ir.s (iii.isi.ui, or E(\sri'.oi,KNE,

SlISSKX.]

(^From ilte Joitrital of ihe lIvuaL Agriculiurdl Societii.)

Tliese tanks are remarkable for their simplicity,

rcoiioiiiy, and efliciency, and between tbiity and
lorty of tlieni have already been constructed in

liastbourne and its neighboiuliood, and also many
ill Cornwall, a-s reservoirs for rain water, in

districts x\-hcre tiie drainage of the mines occasions

a great deficiency ia the springs.

The depth of the tanks is often 12 feet, and the
excavation i^ circular like that of a common drav. -

well : tlie diameter, however, uf tlie npper parr.

Ijeing one-third greater when the hole is first dug
than that of the bottom : the sides are not upright,

bnt have a shelving inclination, vviiicli enable?

labourer-', minted to rnasnn-work, to construct

them ; but wliere tlie ijroimd is hard 6is in the

case of chalk' some labour in nuikine;; the pits

niiu;ht be saved by tlieir being larger at the bottom
than at the toj), as is tlie case witli some wells.

.After the excavation has been completed, the
bottom of the tank is formed of either brick or
stone work, or of chalk flints, bedded in with
grey lime mortar, and coated witli Parker's
eement, no r/^y beinc; used in anypartof tlie tank ;

and the sides are then walled up in the same
manner to within about one-third from the top,
when the doming commences by circular layers of

bracks, flints, or chalk, resting immediately on the

top of the side-walling, the successive courses

advancing one-third of their lengtli beyond tJjc

previous layers, which are regularly backed in

atul kept from tilting during tiie progress of the

work by earth. When the doming reaches the

surface, and the last course has been laid down,
the work will present the following arrangement.

Tiie top must then he secured by slabs of wood,
four stones, or bars of iron, or mason-work a foot

or two high ; a circular opening being left of

sufficient size for a bucket, ])un4p, or a man to go
down occasionally for the purjiose of cleaning the

tank. A j)uni)) is the most advantageous means
of drawing out tlie manure ; hut as the pump is

liable to he choked by sediment, it siiould be
moveable, and raised, as the soil is dcjjosited at

the bottom, by being i)assed through rings

fixed to a post or the nearest building ; and if

there are several tanks on a farm a single pumj)
may be used for all by turns. These pumps arc
made of iron, copper, or zinc, by Mr. Turner, of
Dorset-str-jct, I'leet-street ; and it is essential that

a. hole be made in the extremity of the handle to

fix on a stick of wood, to enable persons standing
on the ground to use the handle for the delivery
of tlie licjuid into a cask on wheels.

The cxpome of these tanks depends of course
upon the hardness of the grtaind in digging, and
on the kind of material used in casing the
bottom and sides of the tank ; mimely, whether
brick, stone, or flints, hcddetl in the best lime,

mortar, or cement : but, whatever the shape may
be, the cost of workmanship paid at Eastbourne
has generally been 10s. per 100 feet of surface,
for casing the bottom and sides ; when brick-
work is used, 4} inch work is sufficient ; if flints,

from !l inches to 12 inch work. In digging the
last tank of 12 feet deep, on Mrs. Gilbert's estate,

two labourers were employed seven days, and
eight more days to make a drain for conveying
the water from the high-road and casing and
doming the tank. The doming was accomplished
with the chalk-stones dug out in excavating the
tank. (.)ne of the tanks at Eastbourne, about 7

feet deep and wide, has served two labourers'
families with water for ten years ; and the mason-
work of this tank was made by three boys of only
twelve years of age. One of I'J feet by 7 feet has
been found sufficient to aflbrd a constant supply
of water to a large family and six horses ; this

was surrounded by only 4^ inch brick-work, well
gfoiited in with good gre\' lime mortar, resting

soliil against the sides. At the I'.astbourne Union
House, for fourteen parishes, a tank has been
made 2d feet deep by 11 feet wide, of the roughest

U
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materials, being only flint-stoties ; and thoiif^h

they leqiiire more mortar than i-egular)y-sliaped

stones, only 90 bushels of lime were allowed, in-
cluding two coats of jjlaster ; and the workmanshi[)
was executed by the paupers themselves—the only
essential points being, that no clay (which worms
in time bore through) be used, and that the lime
or Parker's cement be good. Labourers' gardens
have been watered by the rain which formerly
injured the public road, and now turned into a
tank surrounded with iJ-inch masonry, and the
water drawn up by a cast-iron curb. Ponds have
been made with equal success on the same
principles, dug only 4^ feet below the surface, the
excavated portions being added to the sides and
covered with pebbles about one foot thick, like a
road, embedded in good lime mortar.
Tanks both for soft water and liquid manure

are desirable in most farm-yards.*

ON FEEDING SHEEP IN YARDS.
Sir,—Having read in your report of the Northal-

lerton Agricultural Meeting, IMr. John WeJbanIc
Childer's remarks on sheep feeding, und having my-
self practised Louse- ieeding sheep for munyyeais.I
beg to say that I perfectly agree with Mr. .1. W.
Chiklers as to the extraordinary increase of size and
condition as well as economv of tood, and what lie

omits, acquisition of manure, but I think it right to

state, for the benefit of those who may be inclined to

try the practice, that I have found from long expe-
rience that when closely confined in an airy Louse
or shed they did much better, and were less liable to

foot-rot, than when allowed to go into a yard, which
I attribute to their receiving a sudden chill on going
from the warm Louse into the open air

;
particularly

in bad weather, when on their return to the house,
the evaporation from their wet wool causes sucir in-

tense cold as to check their insensible perspiration,
which materially injures their liealth, causing con-
sumption, cougli, and many other diseases. In my
opinion, they thrive best in a covered house, on hur-
dles raised some inches from the ground, lightly
littered over, so as to afford dry footing; the litter

should be often changed, and the hurdles raised and
cleaned under, to prevent any bad smell, and if

some sand or fine mould be laid under the hurdles,
it will increase the dunghill with the best description
of manure. When corn is not very high, one j)0uud
of bruised oats or barley to each sheep, or of peas or
beans, steejied in strong salt and water, in addition
to their potatoes or turnips, greatly accelerates their
fattening, and amply repays the expense. They
should always Lave the use of salt, and plenty of
clean water to drink.

I remain, Sir, yours,

An IitisH FAnjiLR.

Should any of your subscribers wish for any
further particulars, 1 shall be hapyiy to afford tlioin

the results of above twenty years' experience.

Atiriiit 17th.

• The llcv. Mr. Rhara, in his " Outlines of
Flemish Ilusbrmdry," page 80, and art. " Dairy,"
in the Penny Cyclopa-dia, has recorded the estimation
in which liquid manure tanks, or vaulted cisterns
under the cow-houses, are held in Delirium.

TOLLS ON LIME USED AS A
MANURE.

A pamphlet written by Mr. S. Bailey, Hereford,
and published by E. G. Wright, of that'town, has
lately come under our notice, in which the writer

considers the injustice and hurtful tendency of tax-

ing, or in any way adding to the expense of any
articles that are used for the jiurpose of improving
the land, and increasing the necessaries of life ; and
makes several very judicious observations on the

benefits that would attend, and have attended the
abolition of such direct imposts on industry, and
concludes Avith miscellaneous remarks on the situa-

tion of cottages, and on the management of turn-
])ikc roads. The latter subject has in many places

attracted much attention, and we believe, like all

similar concerns, good and bad management will be
found pretty nearly balanced. The author's idea of

publishing the cash accounts of the respective trusts

would 1)0 attended with satisfaction in certain quar-
ters, and where open straightforward conduct
jirevails, no objection can be urged; and where
that is wanting, publication might induce it. In
the scale of a taxation on the eatables and wear-
ables of life, where the necessity exists of raising a
revenue from such sources, justice and equity would
place home productions in the last rank of being-

taxed, and in the first of being relieved ; and among
home productions, a distinction would be made
between those that appear of first or secondary
importance, or between those that are essential to

industry in any sluqie, and others that are applied

to the purposes of luxury and ostentation. All

direct imposts create more alarm and dissatisfaction

than those which operate indirectly, or which affect

by various ways before reaching the original article;

and taxes on a manufactured article are much more
obnoxious than when imjiosed on raw materials,

either of importation or of home yiroduction. Di-
rect imposts on such articles as tiles, bricks, lime,

and manures of any kind, are certainly in the first

class of relief: in many places tolls are not charged
on the latter articles, and in others they yetprevail.

The evasions mentioned by the autbor as being-

practised by carriers and others in order to eva<le

the heavy payment of tolls, merely shew the shifts

employed by human nature in order to avoid op-
pressions on industry, real or supposed : if the bur-
den could be made light, evasion would not be
worth the trouble. On tke subject of the corn
laws, the author appears a most violent party-man,
and sees the results through one focus only ; on that

point, we liave only to say that experience often

falsities many similar predictions on such compli-
cated subjects. The turnpike trusts and private

roads of our country are not yet placed on a sound
footing of management ; local governments will

become apathetic when the means of execution

must be imposed by the members on themselves.

A general comprehensive measure, on a new foun-
dation, is wanted. The author has had ample
means of making observations on these points, and
brings forward facts for illustratitm ; and in jmb-
lishing the results of bis attention to the subject, he
deserves much credit from the aiiricultural world,

and by forwarding jietitions and letters to ^Members
of Parliament, means have been adopted of en-
gaging public attention, which we hope will ere long

j-('nu)ve such hurtful imposts, and relieve and encou-
rage industry by every jiossible njeuns.
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DISTEMPER IN CATTLE.
Benefit nf Tar Water in Fevers, far Cattle aswellastlie

Human Species, in a Letter /"rom the Lord Bishop of
Cloy/ie, to the Rcv. Dr. Halls. Published at His

Lordship's Desire, on occasion of the present Distemper

among the Cattle, and for the general Good of Man-
hind.—London Magar.ine, March, 1747.

" To one gallon of fresli tar, pour six gallons of

cold water; stir and work tbem strongly togetber

with a large flat stick for the space of one full hour ;

let the whole stand six or eight hours that the tar

may subside, then scum it, and pour oft" the water,

whereof three gallons warm are to be given the first

day, two the second, and one the third day, at equal

intervals, tUe dose nr,t being less than a pint, nor
uiore than a quart, and the beast being all that time

and for two or three days after, kept warm and
nourished, if it will not eat Lay, with a mash or

gruel.
" I believe this course will rarely fail of success,

having often observed fevers in human kind to be
cured in a similar method. But, as in fevers, it

often throws out pustules or ulcers on the surface

of the body, so in beasts it jnay be presumed to do
the like, which ulcers being anointed with a little

tar, will, 1 doubt not, in a short time, dry up and
disappear.

" By these means the lives of infected cattle may
be preserved at the espence of a gallon of tar for

each. A thing which I repeat and inculcate, not

only for the sake of cattle and their owners, but also

for the benefit of mankind in general with regard to

a fever, which terrible subduer and destroyer of our
species I have constantly found to be itself easily

subdued by tar water. Nevertheless, though in

most other cases 1 find that the use of this medicine
hath generally obtained, yet in this most dangerous
and frequent case, where its aid is most wanted, and
at the same time most sure, 1 do not find that tlie

use thereof lias equally obtaintd abroad in the world.

"It grieves me to think that so many thousands of

our species should daily perish by a distemper

which may be easily cured by a remedy so ready at

hand, so easily to take, and so cheap to purchase as

tar water, which I never knew to fail, when
copiously drank, in any sort of fever. All this I

say, after more tl'-an an hundred trials, in my own
family and neighbourhood.

" But whatever backwardness people may have to

try experiments on themselves and tlieir friends,

yet it is hoped they may venture to try them on their

cattle, and that the success of such trial in fevers of

brutes (for a fever it pl.iinly is) may dispose them
to piobablo hopes of the same success in their own
species.

" Experiments, I grant, ought to be made with

caution, and )et they may be made, and actually

are made every day on probable reasons and analogy.

Thus, for instance, because 1 knew that tar water
was cordial and diaphoretick, and yet no ii^flamer,

I venture to give it in every stage of the small-pox,

tliough 1 had never beard before of its being given

otherwise than as a preservative against that dis-

temper, and the success answeied irv expectation.

"If I can but introduce the general i;se of tar

water for this murrain, which is in truth a fever, I

flatter myself this may pave the way for its general

use in all fevers whatsoever.

"A murrain among cattle hath been sometimes
observed to be the forerunner of the plague among
men. If that should prove the present case (which
God forbid J I would earnestly recommend the

copious drinking of warm tar water from the very

first appearance of the symptoms of such plague.

I do also recommend it to' he tried in like manner

against the bite of a mad dog, when other approved

medicines are not at hand."

THE CORN LAWS.
(to the editor of the herald.)

Mr. Editor,—The corn laws are, of course, just

now, an interesting subject, and, upon the broad

general principle, you have handled your correspon-

dent, " A Constant Reader," well. Will you allow

me to grapple with him for a few minutes in detail.

The whole of the horror of your " Constant Reader"
against the corn laws is compressed in the following

passage of his letter:—"As to making it up (the

sufficiency of corn bread for this country) by means
of our British soils at home, the tiling viay be re-

garded (IS impossible. To bring a larger breadth of

our home soils into cultivation we must bring a

portion of our poor and sterile mountains, bogs,

moors, and heaths, into cultivation. This their

owners can have little or no inducement to do." It

is tv/enty years this day, since I first visited Lin-

colnshire. The last stage was from Sleaford to Lin-

coln. For miles, as far as the eye could reach on
the right and left, it was one blank rabbit warren.

It is to this day called Lincoln Heath, and will

probably be called by that name for a century to

come. But is it a heath. ? Within five years of the

date of my first excursion it was overloaded with

standing corn. The Earl of Bristol, the Earl of

Ripon, JMr. Chaplin, and others leased this rabbit-

warren, on easy terms as regards rents, to agricul-

tural capitalists ; and the land which seemed in-

capable of growing any thing but dog-grass, now
grows five quarters of wheat, or nine quarters of

barley, or twelve quarters of oats per acre! So
much for the despair about a " heath." Now, if

your " Constant Reader" will just take a walk three

miles from Dnnstan Pillar, and stand on the brow
of a high table land from Potter-Anworth, he will

then see what can be done with a bog. 1 will not

now trouble you with what I have heard my worthy
father-in-law say about the Fens of Lincolnshire,

in which he was born and bred, and will die. I

will tell you what within my experience I have seen

done myself. I have seen com cut in the Fens of

Lincolnshire in boats ! There is nothing of that

now. There is on the spot (and it is impossible

to estimate too highly, the Chiclnnatns sort

of feeling which Lord Ripon evinces after re-

tiring froin active life) a steam-engine erected,

which, by a few days' play in the year,

keeps that immense hog, stretching on the

right of the ^Vitham from Lincoln to Boston, just

at the proper moisture the land wants ! I will defy

any man to show me such crops as are now stand-

insi in that bog. But I must hasten on, and request

your " Constant Reader" to cross the river with me,
and hurry to the Wolds of Lincolnshire. There he
will see what nioiintaiiis will produce, when pro-

perly cultivated. Why, Sir, upon that very land, which
was not thought worth os. an acre, when, like Lin-

coln-heath, it was perishing for want of cultivation,

men live and ride now, as they ought to do, in their

carriages. I have that confidence in the industry

and the skill of an English farmer that no difhcul-

ties of heath, bog, or mountain will, with due pro-

tection, prevent him from making this island what
it ought to be, " a one and perfect garden overflow-

ing and overgrowing."—Yours, B.

Aug, '2Q,

V 2
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o:n^ grease for diminishiing
frictiox of machinery.
When evevv meclinnicnl contn'vnnce lias been

mlopied for the purpose of diminisliing the obstruc-
tion caused by the attrition of the comTnunicating
parts of mncbiiiery. it is well known that by the
iijiplication of uno:ueMtb the friction mav be further
removed. Oils are found most Buital)ln for metals,
and swiiies' o;,e;i^y oi- tallow of any kind when the
surfaces are made of wood, and t!ie powder of black
lead, has been found very useful in relieving- the
motion in very small works of wood. Tallow is

generally most useful, especially in the case of
wood moving upon metal greased with that
suhslaiice.

In tlie year I806, a ]>atent was secured by Mr.
Partridge, for the discovery of the following- com-
position for diminishing- the friction of the wheels of
carriages;

—

" To about 'JO gallons of clear soft water ap])Iv

o or 4 lbs. of fresli lime, put them into a cask, and
stir them well about, then let it stand about 'il

Ijours, or until the water is quite clear, when it inav
be drawn oft' as wanted. 'J'Le lime water should
he stirred up every live or six days, that the water
may bo kept fully injpregnatcd with the lime.
To one part or proportion of tl)i.; solution of lime-
i\ater, add one part or pro|)ortion of olive oil.

These ingredients are to be placed in an open vessel,
and whisked, beat, or stirred well together until
they are completely blended ; or they may be
placed in a bottlu or jar, and well shaken, until the
same eflVct takes place. The composition of lime-
water and ®il will then have the consistency and
appearance of thick cream, and if tlie composition
made from the above proportions should be found
too thick, itmav be thinned or reduced in consistencv
by adding a little more oil ; and I would remark that
the composition should bo well shaken or mixed up
before using, and tlie lime-water should be kept i'reo

from sir and as cool as possible.
" For axle-trees and other bearings (his com-

position will be found superior to pure oil, and will
not be consumed so rapidly.

" To render this composition more applicable to
tlio lubrication of cogs or teeth of wheels, 1 prefer
whale or other common oil, which may be used in

one part or pro])ortion to two parts or proportions
of lime-water

; and when perfectly commixed as
before stated, to it is to be added palm oil or tallow,
or both, and well rubbed or ground therewith until
the composition assumes the aj)pearance of thick
paste, whf'n a small quantity of tari)onaceous matter,
such as pdiiinbago, soot, or black lead mav be
added, and when incorporated with each other,
the compositiou will he ht for use.''

Cows' dung has been found very eflectual in the
case of carriage wheels set on lire by friction.

A very important unguent for the purpose of
diminishing the friction of macliinery was ac-
cidentally discovered in ]Nortb America in the
Kubstance " soap-stone or steatite," pulverized and
mixed with oil, tallow, or tar, acconling to the use
to which it is to lie applied. It has licen used most
succ'.'ssfuUy in all kinds of machinerv, and is said
to be equally aiiplicahle to carriige wheels, and
heated machinery has bten cooled by it when all

other unguents had failed. A motion of 100 n-volu-
tions a minute in a whiiel tiniiing very heavy rolling
mjicliinery, was kept cool and easy without any
incoiiveuienco for live weeks without bving renewed
by the composition.

Soap-stone or steatite, from gr. cnctp aroa.

tallow or fat of any kind, is a sub-species of rhom-
boidal mica—colour grey, greenish white, yellow

and reddish white, sometimes marked with spotted

and dendritic greyish black delineations, and often

veined— occurs massive, disseminated ic crus»ts and
unilbrm, anil also in six-sided prisms, in an acutely

double six -sided pyramid, and in a rhomboid ; the

two former arc from rock crystal, the litter frem
calcareous spar. Steatite is internally dull, or

feebly glimmering, from a mixture of foreign parts

—

fracture coarse, splinterv, and pass into co;irse and
line-grained uneven fragments, angular and blunt-

edged— translucent on the edges— streaic shining

—

writes feebly— very sectile—difficultly frangible

—

leels very greasy—does not adhere to the tongue

—

sp. gr. 2. 4 to 2. 6. It loses colour before the blow-

pipe and becomes white and bard—fuses with addition,

and melts with borax and soda nito u greenish slag.

(Contains :—
Silica 44-00

Magnesia 44"00

Alumiua 200
Iron 7-30

IManganese - I'-^'O

Trace of lime and muriatic acid .

.

100-80

in some specimens, the port ion of magnesia is

low as 20, the alumina ot'ten v.-autin^, and in soiHe

cases as high as 14.

This mineral occurs in small veins th-at traverse

serpentine in all directions, and in lletztrap rocks,

an(l also in the metalliferous veins of primitive rocks

— it abounds in the serpentine beds in Scotland, in

Cornwall, and in Anglesey.
Steatite is much used in the manufacture of

jiorcelains, and like Fullers-earth and indurated tale,

it readily absorbs oily and greasy matter, and is hence
used for extracting spots of grease from silks and
woollen stufls, and in polishing gypsum, serpentine

and marble ; when pounded slightly and burnt, it

forms the basis of certain cosmetics ; writes on
glass, and diiVers from chalk, whicb leaves no mark,
and it is used by glaziers in making pbUes of glass

before they are cut by the diamond. The savages
seen on the Orinoco in South Anierica eat steatite,

though it absolutely contains no nourishment.
Graphite, another gfiius of mica, from (ir. -/p(i<pio,

to write, so called from its capability of writing and
leaving a mark, is also used in a powdered state

for diminishing the friclioa of machiiies by being

grubbed on the surfaces in a thin stratum, and thus

interposed betwixt the parts of attrition.

./((/)/ a, 1840. J. D.

ON LINSEED FOF?.

CATTLE.
FEEDING

Sii;,— Being convinced that linseed mav be used
for the feeding of cattle and sheej) more yirolitnhly

than oilcake, coulil wo but know the best mode of

prejjaring it so ns not to 1 ass loo quitdcly but be
]ird])erly digested, 1 shall i)e much obliged to any
of your readers who can inform lue how it can best

bo prepared for the use of cattle or sheep. Whether
by steaming, boiling, or criishing? ami if by the

latter mode, what mixture must be added to absorb

the oil which might be otherwise squeezed out and
losf! 1 nni, yours,

LlNaEtU.
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STATE OF CRIME, 1839.

Tlie followina: are the leading' outlines of returns lately

present^^d to botli house* of Parliiiment, by command of

her JMajesty, entitled " (Jriininal Tables for Eusland
uRd Wales, 183.0:"—

" The cfiaiinal tables for 1839, show a considerable

increase in the number of persons committed for trial in

tliat year; the decrease of 2.2 per cent, in 1R38, having
been tbllowed by an increase amounting- to.j.8 percent.,
•J re=ult which for many years has succeeded any tem-
porary check in the continuous increase of the number
ulrominitlals. The increase is sprend over 25 Enfjiish

and 9 VVelsli couniies, and amounts to 2,627 pei'sons, or
12.5 percent.; wiule the decrease extends only to 14 Eng--
lisii and 3 U'elsh cnuniie*, and amounts to 671 persons
or 11.1 per cent., leaving' the net increase 1,356' persons.
" The following' c:*]cu!ation will show the propor-

tionate increase or decrease in each of the claS'ses of

crime during- the last three years:

—

Class.
'

1837. 1838. 1839.

1st Odences against the

peison 12. 1 dec. 8.1 inc. 8.1 inc.

2nil Ofi'ences ag'ainst pro-

perty, committed
with violence ....

3rd Oli'ences ag-ainst pro-

perly, committed
without violence ..

4 ill Rlalicious offences

ag'ainst property .

.

5tl.i Forgery, and of-

ff.nces ag'ainst the

currency
6lli Other offences, not

included in the

above classes ....

6.8 inc. 9.1 inc. 6.9 dec.

18.8 inc. 3.3 dec 5.3 dec.

32.1 dec. 21 .9 dec. 17.9 dec.

27.0 inc. 10.3 inc. 13.3 dec.

1.0 inc. -20.4 dec. 47.3 inc.

" The principal increase in the last year, in the 1st

cla.s-, has fallen chiefly on the lig-hter offences of assaults

and assaults on peace officers. There is an increase in

the Mttempts to murder; but muiJer itself, and nian-
sku.^hter have decreased. In the 2d class, bup-yiaiy,

house, shop, and counlin;,'-house breaking- have de-
creased ; robbery has slig'hily increased. In the 3d
class, which includes nearly four-lifihs of the whole
number of commitments, all those offeiices of most fre-

c|uent commission have incre^ifed—such as larceny, lar-

cency in dvvcllin^-liouses, from the person, and by ser-

vants (which latter offence has increased 20 per cent,
last yc'rtr, and ha- been jirogressively incrta^ing' lor seve-
ral years) embezzlement, fraud, and receiving- stolen

sood? ; horse, sheep, and cattle Jtealing' have decreased.
In the 4th cta>s the increase has been general, thoug-h,

compared v.itii the preceding' five years, the llUl.•:be^^5

.ire far below the average. The 5th class shows a de-
crease, vvhieh lias been very marked, in coining', and
having- in possession coining implements ; while, at the

the same time, the increase for uttering forged Bank of

Enffland notes, has been equally remarkable, though the

commitments for these offences are so few tiiat the pro-
portion is doubled by the addition of two or three of-

fender-,. The 6th class has considerably increased, and
this may, in a great merisure, be attributed to the po-
litical offences connected with (Chartism, which are
placed In this clas? uader the head riot, .sedition, &e.
But the Chartist offences, for trial at the Monmouth
Speci-'jl Commission, and many other prosecutions of
this description, do not tiud a place in these tables. They
will be inserted in the tables lor 1840, in wiiich year
ihey remained tor trial.

" I'lie g'reat amelioration of the criminal code, which
was effected by the acts of the 1st Victoria, is more
clearly exhibited by the tables of 1839 than by the
tables of the preceding' year, those acts having tome
more g'erieraliy into operation. The capital convictions
amount to 54 only, a number considerably le.ss than the

average of executions lU years previously.
'' The acts of the 1st Vic. have also had a very bene-

ficial efVect upon the result of piosceutions; juries being
in all cases less unwilling to convict when they know
that capital punishment will not follow.

" Though there has been, for many years, agreatpro-
ffressive increase in the number of commitments and
convictions, tlie increase in the number sentenced to

Iransportation has been beyond all proportion to the

g'eneral increase. Thif. great increase in the number of

transports innuediattly followed the Act of the 7 and
8 Geo. IV., c. 28, and arose out of an enactment in

that statute, augmenting- the punishment to which the

prisoners were liable, on the prool of -i previous convic-

tion lor felony. The greater severity in the punish-

ments, which was consequent upon this cnaetmeet, is

at once obvious on a relerence to the numbers sen-

lenceil. The act was passed in 1827 ; tlieaverage num-
bers sentenced to transportation in the three preceding

and the three following years, were as loliows:—
Aver, of Aver, of

1824-5-6. 18-28-9-30

.\ umbers sentenced to ti-ansporta-

lion for life 125 373

Ditto ditto for 14 years.. 140 619

Ditto ditto for all periods . 1884 3168

" This sudden increase was maintained in the suc-

ceeding years, and gradually progres.srd with the gene-

ral increase of commitments, so that the average of the

last six years amounts to 3746. The act* of tlie 1st Vic-

toria have, however, tended to reduce the frequency and

severity of this sentence. The numbers .sentenced to

transportation, or whose sentences were commuted to

that punislimcnt, which in the four years preceding

those acts averaged 4154 annually, were, in the last

year, 3699 only, and the severity of the periods of trans-

portation were at the same time reduced ia a much
greater degree.

" The calculations which liave for several yeai^s been

made as to the ages and decrees of instruction of crimi-

nals, exhibit a very gi-e:it uniformity of result. During

the last four years nearly 41 per cent, of the criniinals

do not exceed 21 years of age ; and in the next division

of the tables, those not exceeding 3tt years are included

71 percent. This would give criminals but a short

career, and may in a great measure he attributed to the

numbers annually removed from the country by trans-

portation.

Degree of instruction.
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ENGLAND ix the SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY.

(from Blackwood's magazine.)

The following curious particulars as to the state of

England in the 17th century are collected from a little

book called " Auglia Rotatiii,'' by Edward Chamber-
layue, LL.D., R.S.S., dedicated to the Lord Treasurer
Dauby :

—

" The English are generally great flash eaters, al-

though, by the nearness of the sea, and abundance of
livers and fish ponds, there is no want of fish. In for-

mer times, their table was, in many places, covered
four times a day ; they had breakfasts, dinners, be-

verages, and suppers, and every where set dinners and
suppers, until the time of the late troubles; wherein
many eminent families being much impoverished, a
custom was taken up by some of the nobility and gen-
try, of eating a more plentiful dinner, but no supper;
as, on the coutrnry, the Romans and Jews anciently,

and the hotter climates at this day have little or no
dinners, but set suppers.
" Feasting, also, is not so common and profuse as

anciently. Anciently, at a call of sergeants-at-law,
each sergeant (saith Fortescue) spent 1,600 crowns
in feasting, which in those days was more than 16,600
now.

" Since the late rebellion, England hath abounded
in variety of drinks (as it did lately in variety of re-

ligions) above any nation in Europe. Besides all sorts

of the best wines from Spain, France, Italy, Germany,
and Grecia, there are sold in London above 20 sorts of
other drinks, as brandy, coffee, chocolate, tee, aroma-
tic, mum, sider, perry, beer, ale, many sorts of ales,

\ery different, as cock, stepony, &c. ; a piece of wanton-
ness whereof none of our aricestors were ever guilty.
" The ancient English vices were o-luttony, pride in

apparel, and excess of drinking. Some persona, and
those of quality, may not be safely visited in an af-

ternoon, without running the hazard of excessive
drinking of healths ; and in some places it is esteemed
an excellent piece of wit to make a man drunk ; for

which purpose some swilling insipid trencher buffoon
is always at haad.

" However, it may be truly affirmed, that at pre-
sent there is generally less excess of drinking (espe-
cially about London since the use of coffee, &c.) than
heretofore. Duelliog, so common heretofore, is now
almost laid aside here as well as in France.
" Houses in cities, that were made formerly usually

of wood, are now built of good stone or brick, and
covered with slate or tile ; the rooms within, formerly
waiuscoten, weie then hung with tapestry, or other
convenient stuff ; and all ceiled with plaster, excellent
against the rage of fire, against the cold, and to hinder
the passage of all dust and noise. The modern build-
ings were far more slight, and of less continuance than
the ancient. The houses of the nobles and rich were
abuudantly furnished with pewter, brass, fine linen,

and plate ; the mean mechanics and ordinary husband-
man wanted not silver spoons, or some silver cups in

their houses. The windows every where glazed, not
made of paper or wood, as is usual in Italy aud Spain.
Chimneys in most places, and no stoves, although the
far more southern parts of Germany could hardly sub-
sist in the winter without them.

*' Anciently the fee expected by a serge;int from !iis

client, for advice given at his chamber, or for pleading
in any court of judicature, vras no more than 2()s., and
the fee of a barrister lOi. ; but at pre<.ent it is become
al.Tiost ordinary to srive some sergeants 10/., and some
20/., and to a brrrister iialf as much at the hearing of
any consiilerahle cause ; whereby it comes to pass that
some lawyers in one year gain in feea 3,000/., and some
4,000/.; and, in a few year.s, purchase cstHtC! fit for

lords, and soineliines live to see themselves advanced
to be peers of the realm.

"Anciently the usual fee of a doctor of physic was
20^., and one that had not taken that degree 10s,; at

present there is^ no certain rule, but some that arc

eminent have received in fees yearly 2,000/. or 3,OO0Z.,

and purchased great estates, wliich in other countries is

very rare.
" The income of the Queen Dowager was 60,000/. a

yci>r; the lords of the bedchamber had 1,000/. a year ;

aad the officers of the household seeni to have been paid
very much according to the present scale."

The following account of the Post-office is curious,

at a time when we have seen its revenues amount to

a million and a half of pounds sterling—of which, it

seems, the Exchequer cou'd spare one million !

" Though the nuniber of letters-missive in Enjrland
were not at all sonsidcrable in our ancestors' days, yet
it is now so prodigiously great (since the meanest people
have generally learnt to write), that this office is farmed
for 30,000/. a year. A letter, containing a whole sheet

of paper, is conveyed 80 miles for 2d. ; two sheets, 4d.

;

and an ounce of letters but 8d. : and that in so short a
lime by night as well as by day, that every 24 hours the

post goes 120 miles ; and in five days an answer of a
letter may be had from a place 300 miles distant from
the writer."

Travelling, too, had improved :
—

'' There is of late such an admirable commodiousness
both for men and women of better rank, to travel from
London to almost any great town of FIngland, that the

like hath not been known in the world, and that

is by stage coaches, wherein one may be transported to

any place, sheltered from foul weather and from foul

ways, free from endamaging one's health or body by
hard joggling or over-violent motion, and this not only
at a low price, as about a shilling for every five miles,

but with such velocity and speed, a« that the posts in

some foreign countries make not more miles in a day ;

for the stage coaches, called flying coaches, make 40 or

.'iOmilesina day(!) as from London to Oxford or Cam-
bridsre, and that in the space of 12 hours, not counting
the time for dining ; setting forth not too early, nor
coming in too late."

TO THE EDITOR.
Sir,—In the Farmer's Magazine for Augu.st, page

101, is a plan of treatment for the disease termed
"diarrhcca,'' which form, by being wrongly worded,
may lead those who follow the advice into a dan-
gerous error.

The receipt says, " As soon as the disease is

ascertained, use gentle bleedings and mild purga-
tives, such as prepared chalk, opium, catechu, &.c."

The words ".sur/t ns," together with the omission of

the name of the mild aperient, convey the mistake;

chalk, opium, and catechu, so far from being pur-

gatives, are powerful astringents, and would, if used
as recommended, do much mischief, by prematurely
checking the purging. With all due deference to the

compiler of the paragraph, he must allow me to alter

it thus :— as soon as the disease is ascertained, use

gentle bleeding and mild purgatives, such as pow-
der of rhiibirb or castor oil, after the proper action

of which, give the form of prepared chalk, &c., in

the proportions prescribed. I hope vou will pardon
the liberty I take in pointing out tliis error, but now
that your magazine is spreading its opinions far and
wide, and is become one of the regulailv admitted pe-

riodicals into the farmer's clubs, it would not be safe

to allow so glaring a mistake to pass unnoticed.

I had not time last week or I should liave alluded

to the receiiJt of M. O. for the foot-rot; this IMr.

Gall has very properly done in your paper of to-day.

Persons giving recipes, medical forms especially,

cannot be too careful, as what is seen in print is too

often believed and tried without farther en((uirv ;

they ought at least to know the leaitimate namesoClhe
drugs thev proscribe, or irrejiarable injury may re-

sult from following up their well-iulentioned advice.
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The case in point requires more than an ordinary

degree of caution ; the most powerful preparation of

mercury (the strongest poison and caustic in the

whole list of medicines,) and the mildest being both

white, whilst calomel, the intermediate form, is

equally so; the inert metal is of itself of a silvery

lustre. Again, in many places " white arsenic" is as

often asked for under the name of " white mercury" as

under its more lawful cognomen.
" A Young Gardener," date, Ipswich, 19th Aug.,

must seek further for the canse of the injury to his

potato plants, the " black-winged ants." Query,
were they not black ants with transparent wings ?

—were feeding on some small parasitical insect, the

real cause of their decay. The ants, probably male
and female, for both have wings at tliis oeason, were
ridding him of the enemy. Tlie ants, indigenous to

our soil, are considered harmless, rarely feeding on
anything save animal food, or the saccharine excre-
ments of some of the smaller insects.

Your obedient servant,

Stoke-fevrie, Norfolk, 25th August. P.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Your paper may be made extremely useful

in aid of the objects of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety, if practical farmers could be in general in-

duced to communicate what strikes them as new, in

relation 1o those objects, and though the communi-
cations may not appear of great titility, yet many of
them would probably lead to something useful in the

minds of some readers. The history of the progress

of scientific knowledge, is full of instances of rreat

elTecls from small gleanings ; and men of the {greatest

ability have not disdained to obtain knowledge, or

constantly try to obtain it, even from the humblest
individuals.

When I became a practical farmer, Swedish tur-

nips were unknown ; heavy crops of other sorts of

turnips were grown, and found very pr.'carious food

for cattle and sheep by the frosts, which frequently

swept them away, and thereby caused great dis-

tress.

In those days sowing turnips to be eaten in parts

by cattle or sheep in succession, was much disre-

garded, and instead of a regular supply of nutritious

food, the animals had often to be kept on dry coarse

woolly turnips(pinedin themidst of plenty) on which
they fattened slowly, if at all. The tares for summer
eating, were not then sown in crops to eat in suc-

cession, but altogether ; and often from being coarse,

much wasted : they were also generally sown oa
wheat stubbles, foul and poor, the produce of course

small. I cannot in the usual space of a letter, notice

the immense improvements amongst good farmers,

during the last hfty years in draining; course of

cropping with prospective previous years prepara-

tions, supporting well a large proportion of animals,

obtaining; and economizing a large stock of ma-
nure, with good cleaning of the land from weeds,
&:c. &c., otherwise than briefly. But the improve-
ment has been gradually progressive, and the ex-

perimental farms of bad farmers have been con-

ducive to this effect.

I remain. Sir, yours respectfully,

Nottingham, July 10. S. R.

ANIMALCULJ3 IN CHALK.
Recent examinations of the constitution of chalk

and calcareous rocks have discovered that the
srnallest grains of chalk consist of regular
eliptical particles, possessing a crystalme aspect,
and that the strata in the north and south of
Europe present two different structures, one organic,
consisting of microscopical shells, the other in-

organic, with a granular slaty disposition and regular
eliptical structure. ]5y mixing Canada balsam, hv
the assistance of heat, with dry chalk, in a fine stale

of division, i'rof. Ehrenberg found in chalk an
immense number of microscopical animaleuUp
hitherto unknown, varying in size from ^4 to §88 of
a line. A cubic inch contained upwards of a
million of them, and consequently a jiound weight of
chalk contains above 10,000,000' of the animalcula;.
In the white and yellow chalks of the north of
Europe, the mineral particles equal or exceed in

quantity, the organic matter. But the nautilites
greatly predominate in the chalks of southera
Europe, and the formation is wholly composed of
them, and besides the calcareous nautilites, siliceous

infusoria have been found in the chalk of Gravesend.
Marls belonging to the chalk formation, and forming
ranges of hills, contain siliceous infusoria mixed
with the nautilites, which have also been observed
in several kinds of polishing slates, some of which
are reckoned a tertiary marl formation. The same
characteristic animalculaj of the chalk have been
observed in the limestone containing nummulites of
Cairo, and of the pyramids of Gizeh. RIany
confervee, sponges, and fuci have been observed, and
as many as 71 sjjecies of microscopical animals
supplied with siliceous and calcareous shells in tho
chalk, and also several larger shells, about ^4 of a
line in size. The genera " Textularia and Rotalia"
are most predominant. There have been found
7 genera and 22 species of microscopical nautilites

and nuramulites, shells of the genus Cypris, Sec,
and 40 species belonging to 14 genera of siliceous

infusoria, including the 8 already described, which
were contained in the Hint, and also 5 species of
plants containing silica. Sponges and peculiar
nautilites have been found in the flint of the Jura
limestone of Cracow, and the shells of the chalk in

the kidney-shaped masses found in the strata under
the chalk at Cambridge. From these researches it

has been inferred, that in a'l probability the strata

of the chalks of Europe are the product of micro-
scopical animalcules, most of them invisible to the
nuked eye, and that the microscopical nautilites are
the characteristic constituents of the chalk formation.
Fossil animalcules and the shells in a state of
superior preservation, distinguish the chalks of the
south of Europe, and the fossils contained in many
chalks and nummulitic limestones show that they
belong to the secondary formation rather than the
tertiary, to which they have usually been assigned.
The chrdks of the south of Europe contain no flints,

while the northern strata possess many horizontal
regular beds, separated from each other from one to

six feet; but no siliceous infusoria are found, which
are so abundant in the southern formations. It is

possible that the flints may have been formed by the

gradual conversion of the beds of siliceous infusoria,

and this change in connexion with the greater

quantity of mineral particles, resulting from the
decomposition of the nautilites, would appear to

assign a more ancient epoch for the formation of the
northern chalk.

Aug. 20.
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SHEIilP lil{KED]NG.

(lOlt THE CARLILSE rATIUOT.)

" Wlif'ii a rare of tiiiiniiils have possessed in a snvit. Uegrrc.

tbroiisli sevenil pciifnitions, tli(! prnpertips Mtiifli it is oiu'

uliject lo ohiaiii, I lirir progeny an- said to lie well lireil, iimt

tlieir Btoek may lie relied on ; and it cannot, he iloubted that

any breed may be inipi'i)\ed iu the same manner." --.S/'/-

Jiihii Siiiiiiiir.

I tliiiik that every person who obtrude^; his

opinion on society, thereby, in some measure,
becomes a public servant, and amenable to

l)nblic opinion. As such 1 respectfully bow to the
suggestions of others, who say it is projier that 1

should write one more letlcr on this subject, and
then collect the whole into ;i more permanent
form. In the preceding letters, which the public

have so kindly leceived, 1 have never aimed at

display, or striven for mastery, but simply endea-
voured to state and elicit the truth, hoping that

where 1 was correct I shoulii be confirmed, and
where in error indidgently corrected. It is well
known tliat if, from some unknown or accidental

cause, an individual is produced possessing some
unusual peculiarities, his progeny, to a certain
degree, will i)rob;ibly possess the same, and if a
male and female are selected with those peculiari-

ties, and care is afterwards taken to exclude all

who have it not, a new and permanent breed may
be established, -lust so did the late Mr. Bakewel'l
produce ;tnd retain the new Leicesters, and just so

are produced the justly admired new Oxfords. I

was at Mr. Hewer's (Glouccstersidr*^) ram sale ^^n

the 22(1. ult., and saw him really refuse 110/. for

on*' shec]) ; and he, too, must now become an in and
in breeder, or he can hava no warranty in his sheep,
or jtcrmanent hold <n\ ptiblic approbation, ft is

also ei[ually clear that climate, soil, atid food
will effect considerable change in the form and
quality both of wool and flesh of every breed. In
the few vemaining observations I have to make, I

I hope to win pid)lic attention and approval
; yet,

after all, a writer has his own visws, will pur-
sue hi« own course, .ind rrmst abide the conse-
<|uencps. And under this respou'^iliility I delibe-

ratelyadopt the observation that that which enables
the sheep-master, not only to mtdlity the character
of his flock, hut to change it altogether—the
magician's wand by means of which he may
summon into life whatever form ;ind moidd he
])leases, viz., the jjiinciple of judicious selection,

(not necessarily crossing,) for like will beget like,

therefore 1 again urge it, breed only !rom such as
posse-ss the qualities the most desired ; and, fortu-

nately, piejudicos are fast disajipearing before the
diffusion of truth, and those who have been ac-

customed to despise all knowledge but what they
gained b)- their own experience, are beginning to

discover this to be a very dilatory mode of acquiring
it. I therefore now most anti jusly press ujion the

serious attention n{ the noble ])residcnt and mem-
bers of the British Agricultural sot^iety and stock
masters generady, to award prizes and encourage-
ment to such animals only as liave right form and
constitution, not estitnated by comellucssof moidd
or mountains of fat, and, above all, avoid being led

away by capricious fashion, for remember there vir-

tually is but one stainiard of excellfiicc, and never
can he two. Do not be satisfied with liearingyour
neighbours cry.lo here, ami lo there, this is a good
sheep, or that is a fmc shec[). If he has not
anatoinical perfection lie willlack constitution, and
hiii progeny, even to the third and fourth genera-
tion, will be amiss and prone to disease. Are we

not continually hearing that Mr. A. has had bad
luck with his lambs, and that IVlr. H.'s tegs do not
thrive, or that Mr. C.'s ewes are falling off? And
we indolently attributing all this to season,
pasturage, or faulty shepherding, without ever
asking for the truth, which is here, and in a nut-
shell. What rams have Messrs. A. Pj.and ('. been
using for the last threo or four years .' Would you
employ as your builder a man who cannot map
a roof or draw a staircase ? A\'iil he ever shine as

a marine architect who can caiclessly regard the
skeleton and sailing qualities of the herring ?

Neither will I encourage the sheep hushandr}'^ of
him who thinks lightly of the anatomy of the
animal. You may contend till doomsday about
points, weight, and wool, there is but one form, be
it light or heavy, but one Internal structure and
f(nraation that admit of health, stamina, and con-
stitution ; hut those obvious and all important
facts are sadly underrated by many of our tup-
breeders. Neither can I sufliciently deprecate the
unpatriotic, unhealthy, and uneconomical practice

of artificial fecdiMg. Close confinement and arti-

ficial food injures the health of all animals, and is

hurtful in an especial manner to shee]), which, by
nattire are of a roving disposition and exceedingly
fond of liberty. Let iis see what a perverted inodo
of feeding has done for us in the quality of wool.

Mr. Nottage states, of the '>\'estern Down sheep,
that he used to get one-eighth part of the finest

I'^.nglish wool from each fleece, but now the quan-
tity is so small that he docs not tai;e the troidjle to

throw it out, he does not set a basket for it at all.

Mr. Sntclift'e says that thirty years ago there was
in some South Down flocks nearly as good wool
grown as the fine German that now comes into

the country. IMr. Varley states that he used, in

sorting his wool, to make ten sorts, but now the
quality is getting so low that he has quite lost the
two upper castes. Mr. Fison states of the Nor-
folks, that in 1780, -1201bs. of clothing wool would
produce 2()0Ibs. j)rimc; in 18.''0 it would produce
only 14 lb.

These are somo of the deleterious ( fleets on the
fleece of artificial feeding and coarse breeding

;

the wool andthctlcsh is sacrificed to accommodate
the tallow-chandler. Therefore, to the tup-master
who persists in artificially feeding his breeding-

animals, I would say, lay not the flattering unction
to your soul, that you can long jtass for an
honourable man in entailing on society, stealthily,

but surely, a jtimbled race of animals that were
erroneously propagated, deceptively disposed of,

and will be sickly and unprofitable in their j)ro-

geny. A tup so bred and so fed, when reduced to

ordinary food, under ordinary circumstances, will

become disarranged and iNF.i'r in himself, and
unhealthy and degenerate in his oflspring, with
foundation for the longtraiuof diseases the species

are liable to. V/hiie a sheep with a correct
skeleton, where th« lungs have free space to oxy-
genize the blood on which vitality deijcuds, and all

the viscera unconfined ami unobstructed, that all

the food be assimilated and converted into healtliv

chyle, then we are sure of a vigorous, healthy, anil

well developed animal, and which, (especially if

bred according to nature,") when making up for

the shambles, and placed side by side with fme
of heterogeneous hrctil, incorrect form, and pam-
jjcred constitution, will fatten on le-s food, and in

two-thirds of the time, and arrive at greater weight,
or, if allowanced in food, will yield finer meat,
more jirofit to the feeder, more credit to the but-

cher, and satisfaction to the consumer. And be-
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tore 1 close this letter 1 would observe to all of you
who tako the! trouble to think for yourselves, be

not deceived with the vain idea that because you
have got a lumi) of fat that you therefore have
secured a good or eveu u healthy sheep. Jie

assured that, without jjedigree, without forui, or

without (Constitution, you will never pass for a

scientific or a prolitable flockmaster. 1 am now
about to turu my thoughts to some otli«'r division

of husbandry, an<i for which 1 crave a like indul-

gence. 1 am, Sir, yours respectfully,

Tkacticai..

TALLOW AND THE ANGLO-
RUSSIAN TRADE.

TO THE MANIIFACTI'RERS OF CAXDLKS AND SOAl'

THROtTGHOUT THK T'XITEI) KINCDOM.

Gf.xti.em Rv,— I beg- to call your attention to a pa-

ragraph wliich appeared in a leading Paris journal, the
Journal ih's Delmts.n. aiiott t'imehfick. In allusion to

our alliance with Russia, and aJdiessiog P^ngland, it

says:

—

•' Do not deceive yourselves. R^S!^ia has her eyes

constautly fixed on Constantinople, Theie lies the
question of life and death for you—for you, we say,

because you are a thousand times more interested in it

than we are. Are we, in the east, your rivals and
neighbours "' Who pays and urges Persia to march
her armies against you and invade your Indian posses-

sions : Who maintains pretenders to your principali-

ties ? Who is Secretly driving to revolt their native

populations? Who e.Kcites China ? Who is advancing
against you throujrh Centra! Asia? Rus.-ia, llussia !

W^hatever iide you turn to in the eastern world, whence
you derive both your power and wealth, you everywhere
meet before you that silent, inevitable, and eternal

barrier. And yet you are now tnkina: Russia by the
hand to lead her to Constantinople. History will not
believe it." And remarks again, " It wouldappearthe
misfortune of (ireat Brit,nin to be constantly fostei-iug

the pretensions of Russia, no less through her councils
than by her commerce and her wcallh."
The article has immediate reference to the affairs of

the east, but is pregnant of matter whicii, in the tirst

and highest degree, is important to you. 1 he opinion,
as expressed aliove, is every day gaining ground among
the people of this country, and I may venture to assert
that there is scarcely one man interested, however re-

motely, in the Rus?;iao trade, who has not seen and felt

the baneful ia.lueuce exercised by the traders of that
nation over our own.

It is not enough that we take large quantities of
produce from Russia annually—that every article of
export to (Ireat Britain forni'^ the subject of monopnUj
in her owu murkcls \ but aftf-r these commodities are
brought to England, I'vssinn subjects are wailing to

receive them, and ready to practise the same system of
exclasum aoaong- ourselves.

I have selected lulluw as the most important article

of her produce, and as that which roost materially con-
cerns you ; and I would ask of any member of the
trade whether the extravagant prices at which the
Russian monopobst^ have kept it during the last three
or four seasons, have not only prevented the fair tiader
from getting a profit by his labour, but in many in-

stances occasioned loss and nun ?

Precisely the same is it with hemp, flax, linseed, and
other exfiorts to our country.

It is right, therefore, that the people of England
should now understand the state of the trade I allude
to.

Intelligence, striking and important, is brought by
every foreign mail, and in the theatre of the e.ist who
can say what tragedy may not be acted ? We
may be hugged to closer and more intimate alli-

ance with the iMuscovites. We may be destined
to immediate hostdities against them. But what-
ever May happen, .and under whatever guise we
liud them, we should, at all events, be well acquainted
with the state and value of our commerce, that wheu
the time comes we may neither undervalue, nor regret
over much, the trafbc we should lose. But if I state.

broadly, that from the Russians we derive no fair deal-

ing save that negative justice which is forced from
them, you may well ask by what means her acts should
be met and couQlerbalanced ? Gentlt;men, they are in

your own power, safe, legitimate, and cert.iin.

In the course of the ensuing month of Septembei-,
tallow to the amount of 60,000 casks at least will have
arrived from St. Petersburg, nnd in October, or per-

haps ere tlien, 100,000 casks more, the bulk of wluch
enormous quantity wiil come consigned to one m- two
men, iiatii'es of Russia, who scarcely speaking English
to make themselves understood, confidently calculate

on your credulity, and that this year, as heretofore, you
will rush in a body to relieve them at high prices of
their adventure.

If you do so, you deserve to lose the profit that it is

the object of this letter to preserve for your own use.

liemain qtiiet— " bide your time," which be assured
will come ; purchase one cask only at the high price

for ten at the fair value, and believe me a variety of
little iteras, rent, warehousing, charges, interest of
money, &:c., will soon tell a tale, and prove to you your
power.

And why should it be otherwise? What is there in

the present state of England, in the condition of her
pastures, and the value and number of her stock, to

justify an apprehension of scarcity of tallow " Scarcitv,

after the addition in this year, of a million to the num-
ber of sheep ! Afler an imusually fine season, dry, and
luxuriant, are we to fear scarcity when plenty is about
u> ? In Loudon alone tliere remains over /rom last

season not less than Ki.OOO casks; this year's import
from St. Petersburg, i 1)0,000 ; from Odcs-'a and other
places, S,(i00 ; making a total of 181,000 ca'-ks of fo-

reign tallow, each weighing nine cwt., exclusive of au
enormous produce of home fat, on which produce so

much in every year depends.

Independent of the-e masse? there are warehoused at

Buenos Ayres about 6,000 tons, some say 10,000 tons,

equal to from 20,000 to 30,000 casks of South American
tallow, oidy wailinij; the raising of the French blockade
to arrive liere : and so confident are the merchants
trading to tkat country that the blockade wid shortly

end, that they have despatched 10 to 1'2 large ships iu

balla.?t to bring it.

Thus much, then, for the trade as depending upon
Russian tallow, our own home produce, and llie supply
from bonth America, iiut there is another circuni-
sfance of immensurable importance wiiich bears upon
the question,—and whether this new feature is more
remarkable in its effect upon the immediale subject J
am discussing, or more inlerp'ting in its appearance
in another view, remains to be .seen,— F allude to the
produce of Africa, that cradly of slavery, whose occu-
pants have badied successive ages to civilise, and on
whom the people of this happy land have lavished their

sympathy and their treasure to rai.se at least ^.omewhat
trom iLiii aljjecl stale ; yet, on liie one liaiid, vv(- encou-
rage tiic exports oi fallow ironi Russia, we i)ay 'lomaije
to the two or three coir,mercial despots who rule over it

here, we give them millions of pounds sterling per an-
num more than the value of their goods, reccivinjr in

return a scornful distrust ant! an hostility to our trade
and our settlements, of wiiich one day tiie full force
will be discovered ; and on the other hand, tlicre is that

country which all classes here would benefit and toster,

over whose interests even royalty has condesei-ndtd to

preside, and for whose weliare but one aspiration and
prayer prevails. From that country even in its present
slate of misery, will in'rlv« during the next six month?!

20,000 tuns ot j-alm nil, and why should not timt quan-
tity be increa?ied ! The dtmiind : let its present value
determine that. Its effect upon Russian trade ? Are us
bound to consider it, when the civilization of Africa is
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in the baliinco? And let the abolitionist of slavery be

assured that the encouragement of African trade

is the encouragement of African civilisation; and

coeval with that will be the downfal of slavery and

the slave trade, 'lo yeu I need say nothing- as to the

value of palm oil as a aubstilute. I need not remark

upon tiic effect so lars^e a quantity as 20,000 tuns; will

pro'.luce, in addition to the extraordinary quantity of

t;dlotv this season. I repeat to you, <jentlemen, the

game is in your nwii hands; you, the manufacturers,

have but to practice g-uvrded patience, and tallow will

speedily fall to that price below wliirh no one interested

would wish to depress it. At a future period, I will

take the other articles of Russian produce, and show

also in our trade with her how little of reciprocity we

meet with from the haughty Czar.

A Manufacturer.

ON THE CAUSE OF THE INFE-
RIORITY OF STREET MANURE
FOR THE RAISING OF POTA-
TOES.
By Henry R. IMadden, Esq. M D., Penicuik.

(Premium of Tweniy Sovereigns gice.u hy the

Highland Society.)

In consequence of a notice having been pub-

lished by the Highland and Agricultural Society,

in reference to some facts communicated to them
respecting the inferiority of the street manure of

Kdinbnrgh for the raising of potatoes, I have been

induced to make some inquiries into the subject,

the results of which 1 beg now to lay before my
readers.

TliB subject is undoubtedly one of uncommon
interest, for several reasons, among which stands

pre-eminent the one mentioned in the Society's

notification above referred to, namely, its tetidency

to throw some light upon the physiology of vege-

table nutrition. I'lior, however, to my detailing

the experiments which I have performed in con-

nection with this subject, I would beg to make a

few introductory observations upon such examina-

tions in general, with a view, not merely to

determine the various points to be attended to,

but likewise to shew the extreme difficulty of the

subject, and consequently the many precautions

necessary in order to render them of any practical

utility.

As regards the various circumstances which
should particularly engage the attention of the

scientific investigator, it may be observed generally,

that, from the present extremely imperfect state

of this branch of vegetable physiology, the more
nunierou? they are, the more trustworthy will be

the conclusions which are drawn from their

consideration ; for although, as the science ad-

vances, many of these may be proved to be of no

consequence, still, in its present state, the more
minutely each circumstance is noticed the better,

as it it always preferable to err on the side of too

minute enquiry, than to run the risk of drawing

false conclusions, from the omission of some cir-

cumstances, which might ajjpear trifling at the

time, but subsequently prove to be of vital im-

portance to the establishment of the truth.

The connection existing betwci-n any particular

manure and any particular plant, may be con-

sidered, in this country at least, as a perfectly new
investigation ; not that I mean to assert that no

person has endeavoured to find out the best nianure

for each particular crop, for, in a practical point of
view, there is no subject which has been so care-

fully examined byjudiciousfarmers. Scientifically,

however, I do not know of any atempt made to

explain the reason why some manures succeed
better than others for the raising of certain crops.

In this respect, therefore, I may be said to be
treading upon a new jjath, and I trust that my
readers will deal leniently with my attempt.
With regard to the difficulties attending such an

examination but little need be said, as they must
be obvious to all those who have paid any attention

whatever to physiological botany. For example,
ail that is at present known in reference to the nu-

trition of plants is, that they are capable of ex-

tracting various organic matters from the soil by
means of their roots, and likewise that they
derive nourishment by their leaves absorbing
different gases from the air, which are capable of

being converted into nutriment. Beyond this,

little or nothing is known. Sir Humphrey Davy,
indeed, appears to have proved that plants could

only absorb Jtuith by their roots, and hence
argued that all their food must be soluble in water

;

but still there are many anomalies here which have
never been satisfactorily explained, as, for example,
the existence of insoluble matters in plants, &c.
Again, Berzelius has endeavoured to explain the

steps of the process of putrefaction as it occurs in

soil, andThilerof Berlin, and Theodore deSaussure
of Paris, have followed these out, so as to explain

the appearances observed in soils ; here also, how-
ever, the data are scarcely sufficiently numerous
to render the conclusions altogether worthy of

being admitted as established laws. By far the

greatest difficulty, and, in fact, one which appears

to me altogether insuperable, is, that the whole
process of absorption by the roots is entirely con-

cealed from our view, and no means can be used
to render it visible, which do not at the same time

place the plants in very unnatural situations; and,

consequently, the results obtained in such cases

are certainly extieraely liable to lead to erroneous

conclusions.

Lastly, in reference to the present investigation,

I shall endeavour to point out the probable reasons

why street manure is less useful than that obtained

from dairies and stables for the raising of potatoes,

without attempting to throw any doubt upon
the statement that such isrually the case; although

it would be by no means difficult to shew that

the tnost minute attention to every circumstance

of soil, situation, &c., must have been accurately

attended to, in order that the statement should be

considered us absolutely proved. But, since I have

no means of ascertaining whether such has been

the case or not, 1 must of course consider the

statement to have been so satisfactorily proved to

the Society, that no reasonable doubt can be

entertained of its absolute truth.

1. It is my object in this place to state the

different steps of the followint!; investigation, in

order that the arguments there laid down may be

more fully understood.

The circumstances to which I have paid most
particular attention are the following :

1st. I have performed a careful and minute

chemical analysis of the three manures in question,

with a view not merely of determining their actual

constitution, but likewise to institute, as far as

possible, a comparison between them.

'2(lly, I have analysed with equal care the potato,

for the purpose of seeing what connection exists

between it and these manures.
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3dlt/, I have also examined the composition of

the turnip, for tsvo reasons, viz. (l.)< 'o ascertain

its connection with the manures in question (this

being a crop for which it is stated that the street

manure is equal to the other two) ; and (2.) to

see in what respects it differs from the potato.

4////y, (And here the chemical investigation

ceases) I have examined the habits of the two
plants in question, and compared these with the
different circumstances exhibited by the three
manures in regard to putrefaction, mechanical
form,&c. This it ap])ears to me is all that can be
accomplished by a scientific investigation, in the
present position of the statement ; but before con-
cluding, I shall endeavour to point out a few cir-

cumstances which I think well merit the attention
of those engaged in the cultivation of these crops;
for there can be no doubt that, in order to render
any examination of this kind perfect, theory and
practice must go hand in hand, and mutually cor-

roborate each other.
II. Before proceeding to detail the steps of the

process used in analysing the three manures, it will

be necessary to explain the reasonings upon which
the method was founded.

In the_/?rs^ place, it is evident that a perfectly ac-
curate analysis was not required, on account of the
impossibility ofinstituting any accuratecompaiison
between the three, founded upon minute propor-
tional differences. For it is obvious that, from
the very varpng constitution of such a complex
substance as manure, it is utterly impossible that
an)' analysis can serve to denote the proportionat
constitution of the species, but can merely apply
to the individual ; nay more, in the case of the
mass being considerable, an analysis of one hundred
grains can, properly speaking, denote accurately
the constitution of no other one hundred grains in

the whole mass, because it is evident that so small
a quantity, unless carefully selected, may consist
of a few only of the many ingredients which con-
stitute the entire mass. Considerations such as these
at once must prove the inutility of performing
an acciirate proportional analysis of manure, for
the purpose of comparing one or more species
with each other.

It may, however, be argued, that all these dif-

ficulties could be avoided by analysing a large
mass, say several pounds, of the specimen, in
place of trusting to the results obtained from one
hundred grains. But a little reflection will prove
that, in point of fact, all the objections apply here,
as elsewhere, with equal force. For, taking it

for granted tiiat such an analysis were performed,—which, however, is far more difficult than one
might at first imagine, especially if it be desired to
render it by any means accurate,— still when a
comparison was about to be made, would not the
composition be stated by percentage? and con-
sequently the results would differ merely by some
fractions of a grain, provided at least that the 100
grains were carefully chosen, and consequently
the result would still refer accurately merely to
the individual specimen. On these accounts,
therefore, it is clear we can only judge from the
general result of the analysis, and must not take
into account mbmte proportional differences.

Again, tijere are many serious objections to the
application of the ordinary methods employed in

the analysis of organic bodies ; fur example, the
usual plan adopted for examining vegetable sub-
stances, is to determine the relative proportion of
the various proximate principles, which are more
or less common to all, and which is effected by

dissolving them in succession in various menstrua.
Such an analysis, however, would be utterly useless
in the present case, for the following reasons.
When we analyse a manure, it is of course for the
purpose of ascertaining its fertilizing effects, which
depend upon the four following circumstances.
1st, The quantity of organic matter which it con-
tains. 2nd, The proportion of this which is already
soluble. :h-d, The condition of the remaining por-
tion, as regards its tendency to become soluble.
ith, The constitution of its saline matter.
Now, the only liquid solvent which exists in soils

is water ; it is clear, therefore, that ascertaining
the proportion of any manure %vhicb is soluble in
alcohol or ether, would be so much labour lost

;

neither could it be of any practical utility to deter-
mine the proportion of saccharine matter, gum,
fecula, and the like, of which the vegetable portion
is made up, as all these are decomposed, and
become converted into entirely new compounds,
before they are taken up by the roots of plants for
the purpose of their nutrition. It was therefore
necessary that some other method should be
adopted ; and after careful consideration, the fol-

lowing process appeared to hold out the greatest
advantages.

The quantity employed was 100 grains, selected
with care sufficient to ensure its containing all the
characteristic ingredients of the species. It was
Jirst, dried at a temperature of 212'' Fahrenheit.
This removed all the uncombined water, and
along with it the volatile salts of ammonia, il^ such
existed, which latter were detected by^heir pro|)er
tests. The proportion of these was of course
indicated by the loss of weiglit sustained by the
specimen under examination.

Second, The next step was to ascertain the pro-
portion^ of soluble matter, which was done by
washing the dried mass with pure water as long as
the liquid war; coloured, allowing the insoluble
matters to subside after each washing, and decant,
ing the clear fluid carefully from the deposit.
The residuum was then again dried and weighed,
and the loss of course indicated the quatitity of the
manure that was soluble in water. The constitu-
tion of the soluble matter was not accurately
examined, as it could be of no importance, con-
sidering that we are totally ignorant of the nature
of the food of plants, farther than that it requires
to be in the state of solution.

The next operation consisted in an attempt to
ascertain the tendency which the remaining organic
matter possessed to become soluble ; this was
accomplished by means of caustic potassa. It has
been long ago proved, that alkalies aid greatly
the decomposition of organic matter ; in fact,
when assisted by heat, they accomplish it in a
few hours; and, moreover, as was to he expected,
this solvent attacks first those portions which are
decomposed with the greatest facility, it follows,
therefore, that by acting upon any insoluble
organic matter with caustic potassa for a certain
length of time, and then ascertaining the quantity
which has been tendered soluble, we obtain a sort
of index of the tendency to decomposition possessed
by the substance employed.

Third, The residuum was therefore next acted
upon for a given time, by a given quantity of a
solfition of caustic potassa at a boiling heat, and
the soluble matter again removed as in the
former operation, when upon re-weighing the
dried residuum, we obtained the proportion of
organic matter rendered soluble by the alkali, and
hence have an index to its tendency to decompo-
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sition. This step of the proces? possesses also

nnother considerable advantage, dependent upon
tlie chcniic.il action exeited between the alkalies

and azoti/.ed bodies : namely, that it gives us some
idea of the proportion of animal matter present

1)}' the proportion of ammonia produced during

this o})eration ; the utility of which is obvions,

when we remember that the advantage possessed

))v anini;il over vegetable manures, and the rela-

tive valne of such as contain both, depend in a

great measure upon the (jnantitj' of azote or ni-

trogen which they contain. When we have pro-

ceeded thus far in our analysis, we have only to

determine the quantity of organic matter still

remaining, and the proportion of earthy and
saline constituents.

Fourth, The residuum was therefore; in the

next place, charred, so as to render it easily pnl-

verizable, and the powder was then mixed with

red oxide of mercury, and the mixture heated to

a bright red heat; in tliis way, all the organic

matter and oxide of mercury were driven off, and
nothing was left but the earthy and saline matter
of the manure : this was then weighed, and the

analysis thus comi)lctcd, with the cxce})tion of

the saline matter, tlie constitution of wliich was
still to be determined. As, however, quantitative

analysis was not attempted here beyond what
could be judged by the eye, on account of the ex-

tremely minute proportion in which some of them
existed, a separate-portion was used, which was
merely burnt to ashes without any previous pre-

paration ; this precaution was also rendered re-

quisite from the fact, that a small ([uantify of the

saline matter is invariably lost in the other pro-

cesses, and likewise because the presence of the

oxiile of mercury is liable to produce alteration in

the arrangement of the various acids and bases.

The process employed to detern»ine the constitu-

tion of the saline matter need not be detailed here,

as it differed in no resi)eet from that in ordinary
use among chemists. It may be well, however, to

remark, in reference to the saline matter, that it

is generally supjjosed that tlie analysis of asken

(annot possibly give us a correct idea of the true

i.'onstitution, as this is so liable both to be altered

by the heat, and still more by the presence of

chaicoal, &ic. ; indeed, I have heard it remarked
by an eminent chemist, that the Mnalysis of ashes
to discover any thing besides the saline bases, is

" jjerfectly absurd.'' .Strange, iiowevcr, as it

may api)ear, no other ))rocess has ever yet been
had recourse to, nor indeed do 1 consider it ne-

ce.ssary, on account of tSie following four consi-
derations. 1st, The extreme difficulty of all other
nietliods. 2iid, The much (/reater liability which
exists in them to the occurrence of error, from
the fact that most of our tests are more or less

disguised by the jjresence of organic matter. .'Srd,

That the only saline combinations which have
ever yet been discovered in plants, have contained
acids which are either of oT'c/'jx/forigin fand hence
produced bj' the plant itself), or of such canstant
occurrence, that no fertile soil exists which can-
not suijply them. IthjThat, with the exception
of carbuuic acid, no other acid except the organic
ones r/fy suffer decomposition; for, strange as it

may appear to chemists, there is no doubt of the
fact that nnlphates, for examjde, arc constantly
found in the ashes of plants, although it is consi-

dered as a general rule, that these cannot resist

the joint action of heat and charcoal. This fact

I am certainly unable to explain, but its truth 1

have proved beyond doubt. In the following ana-

lysis, therefore, I have confined myself to the old
way, namely, analysing the ashes, with the only
difference that I tested the presence of carbonic
acid before I applieil the heat to the dried mass.
Proceeding upon this method, I obtained the
following results from the three manures in

(juestion.

Dairy Manure.—The mass from which the spe-

cimen w^s selected was of a dark brown colour,

moist, and sufficiently pulrifieil fur practical pur-
poses. The specimen itself was selected with
care, fi-om the jiarts wliere putrefaction had ad-
vanced to its rei(uisite height, and many of the
dry nnfermentcd straws were removed, so that

the whole constituted a very good portion for

analysis.

1. One hundred grains having been accurately

weighed, were exposed to a temperature of '1\2'^

Fahrenheit, so long as they continued to lose

weight. The watery vapour which passed off was
jjroved by the smell, and the applivation of a rod
dipped in muriatic acid, to be mingled with the

carbonate and hydrosulphate of ammonia. The
whole loss amounted to '1.').' grains.

'2. The residuum was nov*' steeped in cold water
fer twenty-four hours, and the coloured solution

decanted carefullj', so as not to lose any material

quantity of insoluble matter, and this i)rocess was
repeated as long as the water was at all coloured,

after which the insoluble matter was again dried

and weighed. It had now lost nine grains more,
so that this manure contains 9 per cent, of soluble

matter, which, of course, will be cliiefiy organic,

although it will undoubtedly contain the soUible

saline matter likewise.

0. The residue now ])resented exactly the ap-

jiearance of decayed straw, a considerable propor-

tion of which was reduced to the coiulition of very

fine fibres, owing to the softer parts having been
removed by putrefaction. It was now acted upon
by two fluid ounces of liquor potass;e, and, after

standing some time, was raised to a boiling heat,

and kept in a state of brisk ebullition lor fifteen

minutes, alter which it was allowed to cool. Th(-

solution was of an intense brovvu colour, but simi-

lar in other respects to the watery solution ob-

tained in the last process. Upon diluting it with

pure water, a flocculent precipitate ajjpeared,

which was allowed to subside hetore decanting

off the clear brown solution. The residue was then

repeatedly washed with cold water, to remove all

soluble matter, as well as all traces of potass,

after which it was again dried and accurately

weighed ; the loss in this part of the process,

amounted to 12.(J grains. During the boiling of

the residuum with the potass solution, largequan-
tities of ammonia were given off, thus proving the

manure to be rich in azote.

1. The insoluble matter was now incinerated in

a platinuu) crucible, subsequent to which it was
carefully [uilverized, and mixed with about four

times its weight of red oxide of mercury, and the

mixture heated to redness in a crucible of porce-

lain. Nothing but earthy auil saline matter now
remained, the loiss in thisjuocess being 21.8 grains,

thus leaving 10.'.' grainsfor the weight of the saline

and eaithy constituents. The constitution of this

maniu'e njay therefore be stated thus:

Water and volatile matter 4.>.r grains

Organic matter iJ.f

Saline aiul earth v matter 10.9

100 grains.

0. Another portion of the same mass of manure
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was taken, and burnt to ashes in a Hessian cruci-

ble, and the ashes being removed, were acted

upon by distilled water, whieii, after iiltra»ion,

was subjected to a careful rjualilafivc analysis, the

relative proportion, of each iii;^rcdient being judged

CDiiiparatively by the quantity of precipitate

yielclcd to their .several tests : in this manner, tlie

solution was f )iii)d to contain muriatic and sul-

phuric acids, and soda, potass, and lime. 'I'he

insoluble part was now acted upon by boiling-

muriatic acid, and the solution thus obtained

was found to contain lime, and oxide of iron, and
alumina; it likewise gave probable indications of

the presence of phosphoric acid, but owinp to tiie

presence of alumina, it is extremely ditiicnlt to

detect thia acid with positive certainty. The por-

tion still left undissolved consisted of silica and
alumina.

6. A small quantity of the manure, carefully

dried, was tested witli muriatic acid, and proved
to contain abundance of carbonic acid. The mi-
nute constitution of this specimen of dairy manure
may therefore be stated as follows :

—
Water, with carbouiite of aininoniu

ami liydrosul|ph-,ite of animouia. 4J.7 graius.

Soluble ori;auic matter .'J

Organic matter soluble in cuustic

potnss Vi.6

Orwanic matter destructible by

he-.it
". 21B

Silica" 1
Alumina
I'eroxide of iron 1

Carbonate of lime I

JMuriate of soda ! .„ ^-

jMuriate of potass ,'

Muriate of nuimouia !

ijulplr.ite of potass
|

Pliospiiate of lime
|

Sulphate of liiue J

100 grains.

Stalde. Manure—1'hG SjiccMnen useil in this case
was well rotted, but had been allowed to dry con-
siderably, and evidently contained sand as an ac-

cidental ingredient; in other respects, however,
it was x'emarkably well suited for analysis.

1. One hundred grains were accurately weighed
and dried as in the former case, during which
process they sustained a loss of 13.5 grains ; the

watery vapour containing both the carbonate and
hydrosulphate of ammonia.

"2. The dry niaterial was now washed repeatedly
in water, which removed 11.5 grains.

;;. The residue now presented the a!)i)earaiice of
soil, together with a few remnants of straw, owing
of course, to the adventitious presence of sand,
and also to the putrefaction having gone to a
greater length. It was now acted upon by two
fluid ounces of liquor potassa;, and boiled for fif-

teen minutes:. On diluting the cooled solution,

very little of the flocculent precipitate made its

appearance, which quantity was however allowed
to subside before decantation ; after repeated
washing, the residuum, when dried, was ascer-

tained to have lost 15.!) grains. During the ac-

tion of the liquor potassa:, a copious discharge of
ammoniacal vajjours took place.

*''N.Tj. 1 he saline and enrtliy substances a-e

pliced as near as possible in the order of thfir (|uan-

tily, that in greatest quantity being placed at the

top of the list.

4. The material was now charred, i)ulveriz6d,
and mingled with oxide of mercury as before, and
the mixture heated to redness in the porcelain
crucible, during which operation 13.3;^ grains
were lost, thus leaving -15. 77 grains of saline mat-
ter ; much of this, however, was obviously the
mixed sand, as another hunilred grains, when
burned with equal care, left only 28 25 grains of
ashes. The constitution of this manure, there-
fore, is :

—

Water and volatile matters. . , l,j..^O "laias.
Organic mutter -10.73

Earthy and saline matter.... 45.7 7

loo graius.

5. .Vnother portion of the manure was carefully
burned to ashes and these were treated as before,
and found to contain : In the watery solution—
sulphuric and muriatic acids, and lime, soda, and
potass ; in tiie acid solution—alumina, lime, and
peroxide of iron, with similar indications of plios-
phoric acid, and there was left a considerahie re-
sidue of silica.

t). A portion of dry manure was proved to
contain carbonic acid. The particular constitu-
tion, therefore, may be stated as follows :

—

AVater, with carbonate of annnonia and
hydrosulphate of ammonia iS.j o-cains.

Organic niaiter soluble in \\ ater 11,.>

Organic matter soluble in caustic po-
t'ls-^a 1.3.0

Organic matter destructible by be it.. 13..1J
Silica "^

Alumina
\

Peroxide of iron

Sulphate of potass "|

Sulphate of ammonia
|

Sulphate of lime 1 in small
Carbonate of lime

f quantities j

Muriate of soda
) |

riiosphate of linio J J

io.l

100 grain.s.

The large quantity of silica, alumina, and pe-
roxide of iron, of course, depended upon the
presence of the sand, which was evidently ferrn-
ginons. We may, therefore, I think, safely infer,
that stable manure does not difler mateiiallv from
tliat derived from dairies, in the quantity of saline
matter it contains. The other dirterences will be
spoken of afterwards.

Street Manure.—T\\c specimen used in this
instance was taken from the street deposit at
Newington, from a heap which was in the act of
being carted away by a farmer, who informed me
tliat it was fit for use. 'I he Iiundred grains were
equally selected from what appeared the richest
part.

1. Tiie hundred grains lost in drying 2fi.4

grains; by' the usual test, a very small quantity
of carbonate of ammonia was detected, but there
was no evidence of the hydrosulphate being
present.

2. The quantity of matter soluble in water
amounted to 1.1

,
grains only ; in fact, the very

lirst portion of vater was scarcely coloured.

3. When actcil upon by the two fluid ounces of
liquor potassie, as in the former cases, a dark
brown solution was obtained, which, however, on
dilution with water, was almost entirely thrown
down in the form of the flocculent precipitate
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before meufioned, and the organic matter which
remained dissolved anountcd to one grain.

4. The residue was now evidently little else

than ashes and cinders, which, by heating with
oxide of mercury, lost 11.2 grains, thus leaving
sixty grains of earthy residuum.
The composition of this manure, therefore, is :

—

Water and volatile matters 26.4 grains.
Orgauicmatter 13.6

Earth and saline matter 60.0

100 grains.

5. The saline matter obtained from a separate
quantity yielded : In the watery solution

—

sulphuric acid and lime, with a trace of muriatic
acid and soda : in the acid solution—protoxide of
iron, peroxide of iron, alumina, and lime, together
with a residuum of silica, the addition of the acid
set free large quantities of carbonic acid, evidently
mingled with sulphuretted hydrogen.

The accurate constitution of street manure may
be thus stated :

—
Water, with a trace of carbonate

of ammonia ,. 26.1 grains.
Organic matter soluble in water. . 1.1

Organic matter soluble in caustic

potassa 1.

Organic matter destiroyedby heat

(cliiefiy coal) 11.2

Peroxide of iron "")

Protoxide of iron
|

Silica
I

Carbonate of lime y 60.0
Alumina

|

Sulpijate ot lime. . I

Sulphuretted Lydrogen*
j

A trace of muriate of soda .... J

100 grains.

So much for the three manures. I shall now
proceed to detail the analysis of the potato and
turnip, which was performed in a similar manner,
with the exception that the whole organic matter

was determined by charring, as, of course, in

order to compare a crop with a manure, it is un-
necessary to know any thing more about the

organic matter than merely its quantity.

Potato.—The one selected was of the growth
of Ib.VJ, but had obtained its full size. I did not

consider it necessary to ascertain to which of the

numerous varieties of the potato the specimen
belonged, as the statement about the manures
refers to the potato as a species, not to any indi-

vidual variety.

One hundred grains in drying lost 7A.'3i grains,

which evidently consisted of water only. The
residuum, when burned to ashes, lost 26.07 grains,

thus leaving ..')'.) of a grain for the quantity of

saline matter.

The whole potato was now burned to ashes, and
the saline matter tested as before, the result of

which proved that,^—in the watery solution, there

* I have placed the sulphuretted hydrogen by
itself, as it is not very easy to say how it is coni-

bi.ied: the most of it will undoubtedly be united to

the pieioxido of iron ; circumstances, however, to

he iiieulioued hereafter, would lead u.s to suspect

that it is partly also combined with lime.

were present, carbonic, muriatic, and sulphuric
acids, and potass; in the acid solution, lime,
alumina, peroxide of iron, and indications of
phosphoric acid. The addition of the acid set
free carbonic acid, and there was likewise a slight
residue of silica.

The minute constitution of the potato therefore
is:

—

Water 73.34 grains.

Orgauicmatter 26.07
Carbonate of potass ~)

Muritite of potass
|

Sulphate of potass
|

Carbonate of lime
|

Phosphate of lime
Silica,

"I

Alumina,
[

Peroxide of iron, > ^ ^''^^^

Sulphate of lime, J

y 0.59

100 grains.

Turnip.—A good sized white turnip was selected.

One hundred grains lost in drying 90.47 grains.

The dried mass, by heating with oxide of
mercury, lost 8.9.5 grains, thus leaving .58 of a
grain for saline matter.

The whole turnip was now carefully burned,
and the ashes examined as before, when, in the
watery solution, carbonic, sulphuric, muriatic
acid, and potass, lime and sulphuretted hydrogen,
were found ; and the acid solution contained
alumina, lime, and peroxide of iron ; there was a
slight residuum of silica, and the addition of the
acid proved the presence of carbonic acid.

The whole turnip, therefore, was constituted as
follows :

—

Water with some peculiar odorous
matter 90.47 grains.

Organic mutter 8.95 .

.

Carbonate of potass "^

Sulphate of potass
(

JMuriate of potass
|

Hydrosulphate of lime )> 0.58 .

.

Silica, "^1

Alumina, !

Carbonate of lime,
(

Peroxide of iron, J

a trace

100 grams.

For the sake of comparison, I have subjoined
the two following tables :

—

1. Tabic showing the quantity of the various consti-

tuents in the five subsiancei analyzed.

\Vatcr, i>cc

Or^Hiiic matter

—

Soluble in wate)

Soluble iupulass

destroyed by
heat

Saline matter . ...

Manures.

Stable Dairy.' Street,

13.5

11.5

15.9

13.33

45.771 10.9

45.7

9.

12.6

100.00 100.00

26.4

100.00

Crops

Potnto Turnip

73.3-!

•26.07

0.59

100.00

90.47

8.95

0.58

100.00
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II. Table showing the relative proportion in which the

various saline iagredicuts exist, 1 denoting- the least

quantity, aud so on.

Manures.

-a
SI

Muriate of potass . . . . .

iMuriate of sndn.

INIuriate of ammonia . . .

.

Sulphate oi potass

Sulphate of lime

Sulphate of animonia .

.

Carbonate of potass . . .

.

Carbonate of lime

Phosphide of lime

Ilydro^uiphate of lime •

iiilica

Alumina
Peroxide of iron

Protoxide of iron

tjulphuretted hydrogen.

,

6
4
5

'3

1

14
13

12

/

2

io
9
8

11

12

10

14

13

4

Crops.

s
o

10

11

3

10
2

'e

4

3
1

When the figures do not proceed in regular order,

it shews that there is a considerable difference be-

tween the quantities; as, for example, in the turnip,

silica is marked 4, hydrosulphate of lime 6, and
muriate of potass 8, the dift'erence in quantity being

greater than between the other ingredients.

III. We must now commence the argumentative

portion of this examination, and endeavour, as far

as possible, to account for the inferiority of street

manure for raising potatoes, by com|)aringthe ma-
nures and crops together. In the first place, there-

fore, I shall sketch tlie character of the three ma-
nures, and compare them with each other.

StoMe manure.— I place this at the head of the

list, on account of its being the richest and
strongest of the three.

This manure (arguing solely from the result of

the c/^e»^/c«/ analysis) is evidently one of great value

from the following circumstances. 1st, It contains

a very considerable proportion of organic matter
already in a soluble state. 2nd, It abounds with
animal, as well as vegetable matter. 3rd, The in-

soluble parts have a considerable tendency to de-

composition ; for caustic potassa rendered more
than half soluble, in fifteen minutes. 4th, It con-
tains saline matter, of a constitution capable
of supi)lying the wants of every kind of crop.

j\Sec/ianicaUi/, this manure possesses the advantage
of being (uhen properly prepared) easily incorpo-

rated with the soil ; and from its organic matter
being equally dispersed throughout, it nifiy be
termed uniform, that is to say, it will enrich equally

the whole soil through which it is diffused, and
not confine its effects to a few points only.

AVe may hence conclude practical li/, 1st, That
this manure will be excellent for all crops ; be-

cause it contains the essential ingredients of them
all ; 2nd, That it will not require very much pu-
trefaction ; because it contains a considerable
quantity of soluble matter. .Srd, That it will

keep vp an abundant su[)])ly of soluble matter ;

because the undissolved portions have a consider-

able tendency to decomposition. 4th, That it will

incorporate, and diffuse its effects equally through
the soil ; because it possesses a mechanical form
which permits of its ready mixture with any pul-

verulent substance. 5th, It will be found more
economical on 8trong,than light lands, on account

of its tendency to decomposition. 6th, It will be
a hot manure, on account of the quantity of soluble

matter. 7th and lastly, It will not be a very
lasting manure, on accoimt of its tendency to be-

come soluble, which will of course render it more
liable to be washed away, and also, will hasten

those final changes, by which all the best parts of

a manure are rendered soluble in air, and thus

escape in the form of gas.

Dairy Manure.—This agrees in many respects,

with that derived from stables, for, like it, 1st, It

contains a considerable, though less, proportion
of soluble organic matter. 2nd, It is composed
of both animal and vegetable substances. 3rd,

The insoluble matter possesses a considerable ten-

dency to putrefy, although not to the same extent

as stable manure, for caustic potassa dissolved little

more than one-third of the organic matter during
fifteen minutes' ebullition. 4th, Its saline matter
is equally applicable to all crops. 5th, It posses-

ses precisely the same mechanical form, and con-

sequently will diffuse its effects v;ith equal facility.

We may therefore conclude, practically, 1st,

that this manure will answer every purpose to

which stable manure is applicable, except when a
very Jiot manure is requisite. 2nd, That it will

be better than stable manure for light lands, as it

is less readily decomposed , aud, 3rd, That, from
the same circumstance, it will be a more econo-
mical manure for the general use ofthe farm, as its

effects will last loriger, or in other words, because,

from its more gradual solution, it will supply the

plants for a greater length of time with nourish-
ment prepared for their use, and less will be aj)t

to be lost by undergoing total decomposition;
for it must be always remembered in speaking

of manures, that the changes which render them
most serviceable to plants, take place during the

earbj periods of putrefaction ; so that they may be
rendered comparatively useless by being allowed
to pass beyond this point.

Street manure.—Now, let us see what we can
make of street manure. Are the following words,
" while it is nearly equally efficient in producing
turnips, and some other descriptions of crop,''

which occur in the society's notification, to be
understood literalhj or not .' If so, we might
almost be disposed to declare, that, of a truth,

scientific examination is altogether useless; for if

by the term equally efficient, it is meant that they

are of the same value, ton for ton, what a fearful

waste of manure must annually occur '. For, from
the analysis above recorded, street manure does
not contain one-third of the organic matter pos-
sessed by tlie other two, and a considerable ])or-

tion of this third consists of coal ! Sure'y the
meaning of the above quotation must be, that
street manure applied in the ordinary manner,
produces an effect nearly equal to an ordinary
dressing of the other manures. In which case
the fact is m^re explicable, as I have been in-

forme<l that double the quantity of street manure
is used, and that it is applied almost every year,
which, of course, makes a most material difference,

as then we shall, at all events, have about tsvo-

thirds of the quantity of organic matter contained

by the others, especially when we take into con-
sideration its more frequent application.

From its chemical analysis, we may conclude, 1.

That it contains soluble organic matter in small
quantity. 2. That this matter is a mixture of ani-

mal and vegetable substances. 3. That the soluble
organic matter does not possess any very
great tendency to decompose, for caustic potassa
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dissolved buMittlc of it. But, that a considerable
([uaiitity would in time become soluble, wus proved
by the fact, that the strong potassa t^olution was
of a dark colour, and there was a copious deposi-
tion of lioccuieiit nuitt'jr upon dilution. And I may
here leiiiark, in reference to this Uocculeiit jircci-

])itai:e, that it gives us an additional index to the
decouiposlng tendency of the manure ; for as strong
caustic potass acts much more powerfiiliy than a
weak solution, so, by the former, much organic
matter is dissolved uhich would remain unaltered
in soil for a much greater lengih of time than
those jiortions which are dissolved by a weak solu-

tion. The precijiitate, therefore, which ai)pcared,
ot course consisted of those less destructible parts,

and, consequently we may conclude from their pre-
sence, that the tendency to decomposition is not
ne:.irly so strong. In accordance with which it

will be observed, that very little precipitation took
place upon diluting the ])0tass solution of stable

manure, where, as before stated, the tendency to
putrefaction was very strong, t. Its saline matter
contains one or two very dangerous ingredients,
namely, iron and sulphur; both of these, indeed,
occur in tlie other two, but in less quantity, and,
moreover, the iron is in the much more harndess
state of peroxide ; here, however, the prutoxide ex-
ists also, and, from the quantity of sulphur present,
there can be little doubt that the two exist in a
state of comhination. This compound, so Icmg as
it remains unchanged, is not injurious to plants,

but, unfortunately, such is by no means the case,

lor, when exposed to the joint action of air and
moisture, which are exactly the circumstances in

which it is placed in this manure, it is very apt to
undergo an entire change, especially when com-
bined with a similar coui[)Ound of the peroxide of
iron, whereby it becomes soluble, and in this state

is an active ]>oison to most plants. This change
would undoubtedly take place very frequently,
were it not for the presence of a considerable quan-
tity of carbonate of lime, which acts as a ])reven-

five, by decomposing the injurious compound as
soon as it is fornjed. Nevertheless, its preseuc e

renders the manuie a dangerous one, especially in

situations where the carbonate of lime is requisite

for other |)urposes, as, for example, in sour peaty
soils. The large (luantity of lime, together with
the presence of sulphur, may, however, l)c one of
the ctiief reasims of itseihcacy in raising turnips,

as we slrdl endeavour to explain j)resently. In
other respects, the saline matter varies but slightly

excey)t in quantity, from that of the otiicr two. ,'>.

Medianiralh/, street miniure differs considerably
from the other, and this point must be particularly

adverted to. It may be observed, in the fust place,

that whereas the saline matter of the other two con-
stitutes a i)art of the various organic substances
composing them, and consequently they may be
said to consist altogetbei' of organized matter, in

str'-et maniue by far the greater part of it is alto-

gether extraneous ; or iu other words, white dairy
and stable manure belong to the class of vegeto-

anlmal mauurcs, this is included in the mixed, or

those which are cou)posed of organic and mineral
substanc'.'s. On this account, tlie organic matter
)s by no uu'ans equally s]>r('ad throughout the uias<,

and consi'(|UCntly the maiiiire may be ciuisidered

/iiirfifil, or one which, however well incDrporatcd

with the soil, would be v< ry apt to fertilize certain

snots, much more than (itlicrs in the immediate
lU'ighbourhood. ."Moreover, the form of the mine-
ral matter is like\vi<:c very bad, for, iu addition

to ashes, it contains a considerable quantity of

cinders, each of which will act as a mineral sponge,
and ab'^orb a certain quantity of soluble organic
matter, which until the whole is soaked with wa-
ter, so as to allow the soluble matters to percolate
through it, is leudered cuu;p;natively useless, n'^

the tender fibrils of the roots arc readily turned
from their course by resisting substances, and
therefore are by no means likely to push through
the pores of a cinder. From all these circumstan-
ces, therefore, it appears to me, that it will require
far greater ingenuity to prove why it is a usefid
manure for turnips, tliau to explain why it fails in

raising good crops of potatoes ; the oidy real valu-
able quality which it possesses being, that it is

much more liighly a/-otised, in proportion to the
whole organic n)atter which itpossesses, than any
other two ; for it will be observed, that carbonate
of ammonia was ilistinctly found in it, although it

contained little more than tv.o per cent, of oi-ganic

natter, soluble either iu water or piitassa, \\hicb
two menstrua are capable of dissolving nearly all

the azotized compounds; generally met with in

manures. The cause of this large proportion of

azote must depend upon the ordure which it con-
tains as a constant ingredient.

To sum up in a few words, therefore, we would
say—that stahif' huninre is the most heating, but is

not so durable—that da\v\i manure is cooler, and
nnich more lasting—that street manure is very in-

ferior to the other two in every respect, and, in

fact, would be little better than soil, were it not
for the highly azotised nature of its organic mat-
ter, and probably also for the presence of a consi-

derable quantity of chalk.

AV'e shall now give a short accourit of the crops
themselves, and see what light they will throw
upon this unquestionably most difficult and intri-

cate subject.

The i>(jluto is a ])lant which ])ossesses a branched
stem and xijrmdin;/ root, which, when it first com-
mences to grow, is in most respects similar to

other roots, but after the plant has attained a con-
siderable size, tubercular masses form in various
parts of its fibres, which increase rapidly until the
plant arrives at perfection. Now, since it is for

these tuberous bodies that the crop is cultivated,

it must be observed that the most imp rtant j)art

of the cro]) is produced at a late period of the

growth of the plant. With regard to the chemical
con)po»itiou of the plant, a few words will suffice, as

it throws very little light upon the subject, farther

than showing how small a ([uantity of manure is

abnolnleh/ required by any crop. Nearly three-

fourths, for example, of this plant is composed of
tralcr. The t-aline matter likewise of the ])Otato is

of a constitution, the ingredients of which occur
iu every soil. AVith regard, however, to the u.tti-

mer/c constitution of its organic nuitter, I may ob-
serve that it contains a considerable (|uantity of

azote, as has been pro\ed by the accurate analysis

of M. Houssingault, w ho has performed so many
careful ultimate analyses of all species of crops,

that I did not think it reiiuisite to repeat them,
esi)ccially as, in addition to their extreme difti-

culty, they require very expensive apparatus, none
of wiiich I at present p ssess. I'ronj the ic-

sidt of his exauunation, it ai)))ears that the

l)Otato contains
i;;,| P'-r cent, of azote, and that its

leaves also contain
iJ-, per cent, of the same

substance.

\\"c may hence argue that a manure, to suit well

for the potato ci'op, should ])ossess the following
qualities:— 1st, It must be s)n'ea<l e(iually through
the soil, so that the sp(uigioles at the termination
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of dVi the spreadi/iff Ji/ires oi'iti^. yoota may I»c siij)-

])lieil with nourishment. 2(1, It must yield azotu
iluiiiig the irhole jicriod of the fjrowth of the
])lants ; in fact, rather more is rccjiiired during the
later periods thaa prior to the dcvelopnicnt of
the tubers ; for, from iM. Boiissingaulc's analysis,

it appears that they contain f^o P^i' cent, more of
this substance than the leaves. In an economical
point of view, therefore, the best niiinurefor pota-
toes would be one which contained j)lenty of azote,

but still did not Jecompose very rapidly ; dairy
manure for example.

L'he turnip.— This plant, on the other hand, lias

a very close root, and is cultivated for the fleshy

part of the root, which begins to increase very
shortly after it has attained any considerable size.

In regard to its chemistry, there is one important
point to be borne in mind, namelj', that its saline

matter contains one salt of by no means constant

occurrence,— I refer to the hydrosulphate of lime,

or sulphuret of calcium, as it should more pro-

perly 1)2 called. Now, of late, considerable stress

has been put upon the existence of these peculiar

saline compounds which occur in some cvojjs
;

and it has been asserted, with very great plausi-

bility, that they are quite essential to the growth
of the plant, and that their absence is fatal to the

success r)f the crop. Consequently, if thi> state-

ment is strictly true, the most important requisite

for a manure for turnips is its containing a supply

of the liydro-snlphate of lime ; and likewise, from
the closeness of the roots, a uniform manure is

not abaolutcly necessary, as this plant will draw
most of its nourishment from a comi)arativcly

small extent of soil. By ultimate analysis, Ri.

Boussingault has shewn that the turnip contains

considerably less azote than the potato, the pro-

j)ortion being only {^^ per cent.; so that by no
means so large a quantity of this substance is re-

quired ; and lastly, the crop contains u very small

l)ro])ortion of <liy oiganic n'.atter, namely, less the

y j)er cent, in the specimen I examined.
When any quantity of street manure is ploughed

into good soil, the following changes will take

place. The ordure and carbonate of lime—which
are evidently the most powerful ingredients of this

manure— will re-act upon the less decomposihle

organic matter, both of the soil and the manure
itself, and thus bring the whole into a state of fer-

mentation, the extent and intensity of which will

be regulated by the quantity of these active ingre-

dients, especially the ordure. This action de-

pends upon the fact, that when any organic sub-

stance in a state of fermentation is brought into

contact or n)ingled with any organic matter caj)able

of fermenting, but not atprcsentin that condition,

the whole mass, after a time, undergoes the same
series of changes, which are always accompanied
with the escape of various gases, and the formation

of certain soluble compounds, which latter consti-

tute the chief fond of plants.

iMoreover, it has been long ago ]n"Oved, that

substances rich in azote are always the most })ronc

to dccomj)Osition, and liicewise are capable of ex-

citing fermentation to a far greater extent in

others of a less putrescible nature. Again, it is

well known to farmers that chalk, or car-

bonate of lime, i)Ossesses the power of increasing

the putrescent tendency of many vegetable sub-

stances, SO that when applied to soils it renders

t\\cm richer. But what is curious enough, at the

same time that it causes the production of soluble

matter by promoting putrefaction, it renders less

soluble tliose portions already in a state of solu-

tion, b)^ entering into chemical combination with
them. ( 'II these accounts, therefore, and esi)ecici!!y

from the ordure being a very highly azotised sub-
stance, street manure will be capable of exciting

putrefaction to a greater extent, considering tinj

sinall (juantity of organic matter which it contains,

t'lan one would at first sight be led to sut.pose.

It nnist, however, be remembered, that as the
])ntrcsccnt ellect will only be i)roduccd in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of the active ingredients
t!ie:nselves, and as, moreover, these -are mixed
with a large quantity of other comi)aratively inert

matters, this action is very liable to be confined to

ccitaiti spots. Owing, likewise, to the presence of
cinilers, a certain portion of the soluble organic
matter will be absorbed by these, and thus, for a
time at least, removed beyond the reach of plants.

But, on the otl.er hand, it will be observed that
from the highlj' azotiscd nature of its organic con-
tents, tiie fermentation will be rapid at the first,

and consequently the manure will be hot in pro-
portion to the quantity of real manure which it

contains.

Of the other tv.o manures I need say little more
than has been already remarked ; after they are
ploughed in they wiil of coiu'se excite fermentation
in the vcgetal)le portions of the surrounding soil,

and thus a steady supply of soluble manure will

be kept up for a greater or less time, according to

the quantity employed and the other circum-
stances already mentioned when comparing these
manures together ; and owing to their being whollj'-

organic, the fermentation will be more equally
dift'used throughout the soil. How is it that street

manure, which as we have seen does not contain
one-foiu'th the quantity of organic matter, is,

nevertheless, nearly equally useful for raising

turnips as that derived from dairies and stables.

The following reasons will, I trust, explain this

satisfactorily.

1. It will be observed that in maniuing turni[)s

it is not necessary to use any very great quantihf
of manure, but that used must possess certain
qualities, the chief of which is this : it must con-
tain a considerable quantity of soluble matter
produced by fermentation ; which fact is evidently
proved by the following considerations. We all

know the immense value of bone-dust as a manure
for this jilant, and it must likewise have been a
matter of surprise to many how small a quantity
will produce a large crop. The same remark refers
equally well to ra;)e-dust ; and in regard to farm-
yard dung, Professor Low distinctly says, in
speaking of the turnip crop, tliat it must be " loell

rotted.'" Now, bone-dust, rape-dust, and ivell-

rotted dung, agree remarkably in the following
characters, viz., that they contain a large pro-
portion of organic matter already in a soluble
condition, and likewise that, while the two former
upeedily ferment after they are ploughed in, the
latter is already in that condition when it is first

ajjplied From this, therefore, it is evident that the
great requisite for a good manure for turnips is

this: that it must be soluble, and cither capable
of entering rapidhj into fermentation, or already
advanced to that condition. That street manure
posse<;se.9 this rerpiisife, we have already endeavoured
to prove,

w.'A manure for tiu'nip must contain the bydro-
sulphute of lime, or at least be capable of sup-
plyinpf the elements of that salt; for it is self-

evident that, since this substance exists in the

]j!ant (considering that neither of its constituents

are of oryanic origin), it must be supplied to it
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either by the soil or the manure. And as this salt

exists in the root, which is the first part of the
plant that issues from the seed, it is equally evi-

dent that a supply of this salt or its element must
be at hand when the seed is sown. Here we have
another reason why dairy or stable manure must
be icell rotted before they are in a fit state for the
turnip crop ; for in the recent state, the sulphur
which they contain is not in a condition capable
of being absorbed by plants, but, as our analysis
has proved, when rotted this clement exists in a
volatile form, as the hydrosulphate of ammonia,
so that it can be absorbed either in the form of
solution in water, or in air ; and since, moreover,
both these manures contaiii carbonate of lime, or,

at all events, since most if not every soil contains
this substance, we thus have a supply of the
elements of the h3fdrosul[)l)ate of lime "ready for

the plant as soon as it begins to push forth its

root. Our analysis has proved t/iat the elements of
this substance are contained in abundance by street

manure.
3. As before mentioned, the turnip possesses a

close root, and, therefore, is capable of being
nourished by a manure which, like street manure,
is liable to confine its effects to certain spots.

AVe then see that the street mar:ure of lidinburgh
is remarkably suitable, in several resjiects, f«r the
culture of tlje turniii crop, and, consequently, it

is not surprising that, although by no means what
can be properly termed a rich manure, it should be
capable of producing fair crops of this valuable
article of food.

Let us now, in the last jdace, answer the follow-
ing question : How is it that the street manure of
Elinbnrgh is inferior by about onc-thhd to that
obtained from stables and cow-houses for the
raising of potatoes ?

The following considerations will, 1 think, fully
answer this question :

—

1. In the account of the culture of the potato,
given in Professor Low's excellent work upon
Practical Agriculture, we find the following ex-
pressions :— 1. " Dung will in all cases act most
quickly upon young plants v^-hen it is well pre-
pared, but extreme preparation of the dung is

not required in the case of the jiotato. It is

enough that it should be in such a state of fcrme.n-
tationas that it may he readilij coveiedby theplough."
Thus proving that this plant does not require an
instant snp])ly of a considerable part of soluble
matter. And, moreover, it is clear, that as the
useful part of this plant is produced during the
later [leriods of the growth of the ciop, the greatest
sui)ply of food will l;e necessary at that time.
But we have already shewn, that street manure,
from the nature of its constituents, ferments very
rapidly at firat, and, consequently, its yreatest
effects will be in the very early periods of the
growth of the croi). 2. The next sentence in
Mr. Low's woik commences thus,— '•' The potato
requires a larr/e srpply of mainue." 13ut we have
already shewn, that street manure docs not contain
one-third as n)uch real manure as either that
derived from dairies or stables. ;5. And a little

below the above quotation occurs the following
sentence,— ^^ Lime does not a])pear to act in a
beneficial manner, and is rarely a[)|)lic(l directly lo

this crop." V>\\t our analysis lias proved that Umc
exists in considerable qnantities iu the street inaniiie
of Edinburgh; and as it has been exposed to great
heat—for it is evidently derived from the aslics—
it will, of course, he in the same state as mild lime
when it is applied, and will, most probably there-

fore, have the same effect, which, according to

Mr. Low, is " not beneficial."

2. The potato, as we before stated, possesses a
spreading root, and, consequently, must require a
nniform manme, in order that all its parts may be
equally supplied witli soluble organic matter.
But we have before shewn that street manure is

jjartial.

3. Ihe potato requires the greatest quantity
of azote at the taler peiods of its growth ; because
the tubers contain considerably more of that

substance than the leaves. But street manure,
from the nature of its organic constituents, will

ferment rapidly, and allow most of its azote to

escape during the early jieriods of the cultivation

of the crop.

These, therefore, appear to be the reasons why
the street manure of Edinburgh is not so applic-ible

to the potato as to tlie tiunip-crop ; and lest any
one should suppose that these difierences may be
too trifiiny to cause an inferiority amounting to

one-third of the crop, I beg leave to quote the

following passage, from the 41st Number of the
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, page 78, which,
althougi) not dii-ectly connected with the subject

of this papor, will shew how apparently trifling a

circumstance produced nearly an equally great

difference in the potato crop. In mentioning
some experiments by M. de Dombasle upon
" earthing up potatoes," the following one is

quoted :
—" Eight rows of potatoes were horse-

iioed, some little time thereafter they were
earthed np, and when five inches high tiicy were
again earthed up. Other eight rows, in the same
place, and under exactly the same circumstances,
were only Jtorse-hoed at the same time with the

others, but recei\ed no earthing-vp or subsequent
culture. The rows tiiat were carthed-up, looked

more vigorous and thriving ; but on taking up
the crop, they weighed only about 1222 lb.,

whereas the eight rows that xcere not earthsdup,
produced 1JC8 lb." iSlow, here there is a difference

of nearly 200 lb. in eight rows of potatoes, pro-

duced by the mere differenee, tliat, in the one set,

the plant was a few inches deeper in the soil than
in the other

!

Conclusion.—At ])agc 348 of this essay, I stated

that, before concluding, I should endeavour to

point out a few particulars, which VvcU merited
the attention of those practically engaged in the

culture of these crops. This I shall accomplish

by shewing the different circumstances, tlie

i<nowleugc of which would be requisite before the

above statement of the inleriority ot street manure
for raising potatoes, or its utility for tlie turnip

crop, could be considered as absolutely proved.

It would be requisite, in the first place, that the

soil experimented ujion should not only l:e of the

same nature, but it niii'^t be under ])rccisely similar

circumstances of exposure or shelter, of dryricss

or moisture, of inclination or levelness ; and, iu

the ca<c of its being sloped, this ought to be in the

sair.e direction.

Secondly, The experiments with the different

manures would reciuire to he made in one season,

in order that the weather might affjct all in an
equal manner.

Thirdly, The seed must, of course, be from the
same parcel.

Fourthly, The depth at which tlie seed is sown,
would, from M. de Domha'sle's experiments,
appear to be of the greatest importance.

yifllt^l/, 'il>c manures must be equally prepared j

andi
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LaslUj, The crops themselves would require to

1)0 examined chemically, as it is far from im-
probable, that some niamues may apparently pro-
duce better crops than others, when, upon
chemical examination, they would be found to

contain an equal quantitj^ of true nourishment,

—

the additional weight dependlnjj upon the
])rcsence of a larger proportion of water ; for

there is no doubt of the fact, that different soils,

and very ])robahly different manures likewise,

have the effect of rendering the crops drier or
more watery, as the case may be.

The necessity of all these precautions, might,
very probably, deter many persons from attempt-
ing any experiments of the kind ; but every
difficulty would be overcome, were the experi-
menters to take time for collecting facts, and,
during each year (without in the least interfering

with their ordinary j)ursuits), merely make out a
register of all the circumstances connected with
their various crops. They would thus, in a com-
paratively sliort space of time, collect such a
multitude of facts, that a careful comparison of
these would, undoubtedly, lead to many most im-
portant residts, both in reference to the science as

well as to the practice of agriculture.

That these pages may have the effect of in-

ducinc;' some few practical men to pursue this

inquiry, is the earnest wish of the author. And
should any of the hints he has thrown out be the

means of gMiding them to a successful conclu>ion,

he will consider himself amply repaid for the

many hours which he has occupied in examining
the subject.

THE EPIDEMIC.
Sir,—The prevailing epidemic amone^ cattle, horses,

pigs, &c.,having spread its direful effects in the country,

I venture, through the medium of your journal, to otfer

some remarks on the disease, merely for public good.

The symptoms I have found to vary materially, but the

successful treatment not vo much so. !n ueut cattle

some have been seized witli stitFuess of the limb<^, re-

sembling ^vhat iu 'ume places is called cripple felon
;

others swollen in tl;e feet, hut mostly caused by long
driviug, they have ca^t their hoofs, they pine in condi-

tion rapidly, some with swollen eyes, cheeks, and
tongues; they suddenly become hidebound, soreness

on the chine Rud on the length of the back ; in one
particular case, the ears and tail of a cow rotted olT

;

but all cases as yet have, by continued care and repeti-

tion of the doses, recovered. The mode of treatment I

have pursued is to give 10, 12, to 16 ounces of Epsom
salts, A or 4 ounces of sulphur, I drachm of camphor,
I drachm of tartaiised antimony, and ) ounce of finely

ground black pe|iper, mixed in 2 quarts of new malt-

beer, 'j'he dose must be varied and repeattd in pro-

portion to the state and ^ize of the animal.

Horses have generally been found with stiffened

limbs, which alternately swell, or all four ; swollen

eyes, with a watery dischiuge, sometimes the uvulo

considerably enlarged. The treatment—bleeding,

purging with castor oil and Epsom salts, blistering

when required.

Pigs, those giving milk, have been seen dragging
their limbs after them, and both young and old pining

away. Repeated doses of gum assefoetida and common
salt has succeeded; and I have reason to believe that

milk from diseased cows will infect them.
These ob;ervations are communicattU to the public

with a desire to obviate the losses to which farmers and
graziers have been subject. Yours, &c.,

R. Cross.
Nafferton, near Driffield, Yorkshire, Aiig,^^, 1840.

THE WIRE-WORM.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— In your paper of this day's date, I7th August,

is a letter from a "Cumberlimd Yeoman," on tho

subject of the wire-worm, wdierein he very wisely

shows, how to ascertain the real nature of an)' and
every grub infestmg the growing crops. Weresigricul-

turists generally to .s-urch more into the causesoftlie

loss of their staudiiitr corn, and endeavour to ascer-

tain, by observation, or through the instrumentality

of some person who mav have made entomology his

study, they would quickly distinguisli the different

destructive larva;, nor mistake the grub of the

"Ilarrv-long-legs,'' (Tipula oleracea^ for the re<d

Simon Pure, or "wire-worm.'' The former is well

described bv vour correspondent ; "the latter is of a

slender cvlindrical form, of a fulvous colour, with

six legs, but so short as to be h;u-(l!y visible beyond
the sides of tho body." The true wire-worm, is the

larvaj of the click-beetle, skip-jack, spring-beetle &c.,

for it has many provincial names, but the scientific

term is "Elater segetis."

This little creature is an indiscriminate feeder,

turning- his attention and his destructive mandibles,

alike to the roots of wheat, rye, oats, barley and tur-

nips, whole fields of which have been occasionally

sacrificed to its depredations. The eggs of the in-

sect are laid in tho ground, hatched into the form of

the wire-worms in which second stage of their exis-

tence, they remain five years. Tliis lengbiened du-
ration of their eating state, easily accounts for the

loss of the farmer being continued more than one
year.

Sometimes they have been known to lay bare wide
tracts of meadow land, by feeding upon the roots of

the grass. Starvation suggests itself as the prob-

able cure. Could not this be elFected by allowing the

land infested with them, to remain fallow for a sea-

son ? I'ossiblv a month, or two at the most, v.-ould

suffice to clieck their insatiable appetites. Heavilv
rolling- the land, by compelling thnm to leave their

under-ground haunts ibr the surface, thus becoming a

prey to birds, mi;;ht possibly aid the cause of extir-

pation.

The farmers' clubs now establishing through the

length and breadth of the agricultural districts,' by

setting local en-juiries at work, will greatly assist

the occupiers in removing all nuisances.

Pardon this my trespass upon your time, and be-

lieve me to be, Sir, vour obctlient servant, ;ind

constant reader, P.

SiokeJ'enie, Norfolk, Aug. 17.

ON BOILED BARLEY.
JMr. Editor,—Am I to understand that H. S. con-

siders four bushels of boiled barley an equivalent fo

the four bushels beans and four bushels oats 1 Per-

haps he will be so kind as to inform me if he steeps

the barley «()!/ f''"C befoie boiling, and how long he

considers it necessary to be boiled.

The work of my horses is chiefiy on the road, they

are in good condition, but then I feed them with hay,

grains, and one-and-a-half bushel of cracked barley

e-aeh horse. If your correspondent will be so kind

as to reply to my queries, I shall feel greatly obliged

to him, and be induced to try the experiment.

1 am, Mr. Editor,

Yours very much obliged,

loth Aug, X. X. Xi

X 2
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A SINGULAR CASE OF CALCU-
LUS IN A HORSE.

BY SIR. W. KICIlAnDSON, V. S., PETERBOROUGH.

(From the Velerlnariuii..)

A brown cart horse, thirteen years of age, the
pro])erty of Edward Comjjton, Esq., was attacked
on the evening of Fiiday, June 5th, 1840, with
syiBptoins of colic, and some antispasmodic medi-
cine was sent home by tlie servant for him.

I received a message on tlic following morning
fi om Mv. C, informing me that the horse was siill

in pain, and requesting me to ride over and see
him. On my arrival, I found him down, but not
apparently suffering very acutely. His pulse was
not more than 4."), and full ; his ears and ex-
tremities were warm, and his breathing was not
materially affected. He had been seen to stale,

but no dung had been ejected since prior to his

attack on the previous evening. I immediately
examined him per rectum, and succeeded in with-
drawing several pieces of hardened faeces, which
were thicldy coated with inspissated mucus. Some
])urgative medicine was administered, combined
with aminon, subcaib, and zingib. A stimulating

embrocation was applied to the abdomen. Enc-
mata were ordered to be thrown up, and some
linseed gruel to be offered him.

I saw him again in the evening. The medicine
had not operated, though a rumbling noise was
heard in his bosvels. No fa:ces could be felt in the
rectum, the pulse was not altered, th.c cars and
extremities were warm. Repeat the n::edicinc, in-

jection, and embrocation.
June 7th—The medicine had not operated,

although Mr. C had given him a bottle of oil

during the night. A slimy offensive mucus ad-
liercd to the tongue and fauces— there was con-
stant turning up of the upper lip, and he was
continually sitting upon his haunches. The ears
and extremities were icy cold—immense disten-
sion of the abdomen—the pulse not jicrccptible

—

and every symptom of approaching death. I told
Mr. Corapton that I had not the slightest doubt
that the animal was suffering from a calculus or
calculi in the intestines ; a view of the case which
subsequently proved to be correct. He soon after-
wards died ; and .on examination after death the
following a])pearanccs presented themselves.
The intestines were immensely distended with

air. The CR'cum did not contain a single ;)article

of food, cither in a solid or liquid state. At the
right curvature of the colon, not far from the cn-
siform cartilage, was a rupture, and upon the
paricties of the abdomen was lying a calculus,
presenting in shape the exact appearance of the
intestine itself at the j)art where it was situated.
The outer surface of it was beautifully smooth,
and resembling marble, 'i'he jjcritoncal covering,
both of the intestines and of the stomach, por-
trayed no s3inptonis of inflammation, and the
inner surface was perfectly healthy.
The contents of the stomach, and throughout the

whole course of the intestinal canal, until within a
short distance of the ])lacc at which the colon termi-
nates in the rectum, were perfectly fluid, sliewing
that the medicine which iiad been administered had
perlomied its off'ce; but here a stop was put to its

fartlier progress, for another calculus was so
firmly fixed in tl .'; intestine at tliis jrart, as to set

at noHuiit the n 'vcr of medicine and the skill ot

man to remove it. It was firmly imbedded in a

quantity of siliciour, matter, some portions of
which were adhering to its outer surface, and
having the appearance of small crystals of sulphate
of magnesia.
The fiiices beyond this were hard and dry ; but

within about twelve or fourteen inches of the
termination of the rectum was a patch of inflam-
mation in the villous coat of the intestine, occa-

sioned, I have no doubt, by a lump of hardened
fxces which was dei)Osiiccl there. With the ex-

ception of this solitary stain, and where the calculi

were de|)osited, the whole of the intestinal canal
presented a healthy appearance.^
The diaphragm was in a complete state of

emphysema.
Theliver was remarkaljly soft,and ofaclayeyhuc.
The kidneys had entirely lost their structure,

particularly the one situated on the left side, which
merely required the slightest pressure of the finger

to break down its texture in any direction. They
were botli filled with a thick purulent matter, re-

sembling coagulated urine.

The pleura and the lungs shewed evident symp-
ton)s of chronic disease, and the heart was the largest

I ever saw, weighing nearly eleven pounds. The
walls of the right ventricle were not much thicker
than a stout sheet of paper, while those of the left

were, I should say, nearly four inches in

thickness.

This horse had been in the possession of Ttlr.

Compton for eight years, and during the whole of
that period he had never had a clai/'s iUnetsa, nor
had he been rested a single hour on supposition of

such being the case.

The largest calculus, and found where the intes-

tine was ruptured, weighs 3 lbs. 13 oz., the smaller
one 1 lb. 8 oz.

ON THE EFFECT OF CRUSHING
OATS.

TO TUE EDITOR OF THE MAUK LAME EXPRESS.

Sin,—Being convincfed that both reason and com-
mon sense were in favour of crushed oats being
more nourishing for horses, as food, than grain in its

natural state, passing, as it does often, through the

bowels without mastication, I am surprised to find,

after rejjeated trials, thiit it is less nourishing in the

bruised state thnn wlien given whole, and mv horses

uniformly all olt in strength aiul condition when
bruised oats are used. Can it be that mine aro

bruised too much into im-al 1 Any iufbrmation on this

point, or on the advantages of cutting Jiiiy, straw,

turnijis, &c., from any ofyour readers, would oblige,

yours. Jjuuised Oats.
A'ufth Briluin, 26lh Jiibi.

Sin,— In answer to your correspondent who signs

himself " Bruised Oats," 1 have to express ray entire

concurrence in the views entertained by him regard-

ing the use of crushed oats. I cannot give him a

Siilisfactory or scientific reason for the cause, but

after severnl years practicid experience, I liave found
out thnt oats crushed, ;iiul hay cut, arc notbv ouchalf
so nourishing as when given to horses in their natural

state. Wiihout entering into the cause of this eflVct,

I would recommend all i^ersons who have themanage-
meut of horses to try botii plans for a short time, and
experience will very soon point out which is the best.

1 am .Sir, your most obedient servant,

Ami-Bkuised Oats.
Edinburgli, 2olh Angiat.
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TREES AND TIMBER.
In Oiir paper en trees, some weeL'SOfjo, we ventured

to recommend the puintino- oi' Scotch lir, as a spe-

cies of timber likely seen to come into extended use

IVom a new demHod Tor it in our large towns, for

pavings the streets. This n<;w kind of pavement is

already common in London. It is also begun to be

used in Mancliester ; and we- have just seen a gentle-

juaii who was invited a few davs a<;o to inspect a

vast establishment now errtcting in Glasg-ow .'"or saw-

ing .Scotch fir to pave the streets of that cily. Our
smallei- towns may very soon follow the example.

Moreover, the marshy and soft parts of our public

roads may yet l)e laid with wood ; and in any long-

severe pulls we can scarcely expect less, in this age

of improvement, than that at least one track of timber

planks will be laid down for the wheels after

the manner of a railway, as we Lave seen stones

sometimes used : stones are hard and diiinliiiff ; but
wood is easy for the horses. Let our country jiro-

prietors, then, pay some attention to this matter, and
weigh the probability of a large demand for Scotch lir.

As the timber is otherwise of steady value, they

can hardly do wrong in planting a good deal more of it

than for many years they have been doing.

After a breadth of fir of any kind has been cut over,

it becemes a point of consideration what is to be

dona with the vacant ground. Maiiy proceed im-
mediately to plant it s.new. They had better not.

ftlyriads of insects peculiar to wood have been
bred and fed in the place, during the growth of the

preceding crop of trees, and if young treas are

planted immediately, they are sure to fall upon them,
aud in all probability mar their progress at once.

We know, within six or eight miles of our own
town, a breadth of wood which, two years ago, was
planted on newly cleared ground, and instantly as-

sailed and utterly destroyed by the vermin referi-ed

10. A space of at least a couple of 3'ears should be

allowed to elapse before any ground, cleared of a

crop of timber, be replanted. lu this time the des-

tructive insects have either perished on the spot, or

are completely dis|!erseil. jMoreover, from the shaking

of the trees, with the roots running through the earth,

a great looseness and dryness of the soil takes place

as a matter of course. Now, two years is bv no
means more than enough of time to allow this loo.se

soil to settle down to the firmness of its original and

proper state. The crops ef long grass, which spring-

up in the meantime, besides iertilizing the place as

they rot, are ruinous also to the special insects which
haunt the spot, and thus make double preparation for

a new planting. Xow is the time also for the pro-

prietor to see that new drains are put into the vacant

ground, if any are required.

In replaniing laud which has been cleared of tim-

ber, it is a p.)iut of great impoitanee not to put the

same kind of trees upon the same ground ; but to

change the crop. Never plant larches where larches

have already grown ; but they may come very well

after Scotch iir. In the same way oaks, Scotch,

si)ruce,and silver firs may succeed larches. W here

a great breadth is to be laid down—whether new or

replanted—we need scarcely point out to proprietors

the necessit)^ of having plenty of well-made ro-.ids,

not only through such plantations, to get thinnings

and future timber easily carried off, but also through

the contiguous grounds, that tenants may not be

afterwards anno3fed by having their fields cut up,

nor heart-burnings raised between tlie.Ti and their

landlords or the wood-merchants.
One of the greatest errors in the management of

youngplantations of hard wood, is too much pruning.

We would boldly say at once, let there be no pru-

ning whatever. Lateral br-sraches are quite indis-

pensible as feeders for tho future growth of the

tree. Wliatever supeitliiiiv there is in this way,

nature will tliroiv it off in the sh;i[)e of decayed

branches, and relieve herself. The young stem will

thus, moreover, 1)9 kept free from those unsightly

sores which follow pruning, and whifdi are con-

stantly breaking out into as many feathery sjirouts as

more than exiiaust all the quantity of saj) and

streiigt!) that the unlopped legitimate branch itself

would have done. The great jioint is to relieve

your young hard wood by early and careful thinning

of the larches, and other soft trees put in for shelter-

ing nurses. By no means let them grow up to such

an age near your young oaks, as that their resinous

juices shall (iro|> on these oaks, and cause sores, as

they seldom fail to do.

Vv'hether is it clieaper and betterfor a country laird

to plant his land with the seedlings from the nursery,

or proceed at once to dibble his acorns and thus rear

his trees from their very first germ ? The latter

mode, including the expeuKe of dibbling, costs onlj'

about £1. ."is. \>ei acre; while the expense of the

former mode cannot be less than £3. 10s. Be it

remembered, however, that there is much time lost in

riie very slow growth of the acorn to the plant,

which, on a fine soil, is a most important conside-

ration. Upon the whole we would decidedly advise

that, on all first-rate soils, planting should begin at

once with the young oaks from the nursery. In

rock3' jilaces, hovrever, very bare of soil, such as

many of the hills about Colvend and other districts

in Galloway, which are most suitable for copses, it

is certainly the best plan for proprietors to dibble

their own acorns, doing it carefully. For among
such rocks there is not sufficient soil to give at once

the riglit continuance of nutriment to plants drawn

from the riclibeds of the nursery, aud they languish

accordingly. When the seedlings have grown three

years or so, and appear sickly from want of soil, let

them be cut over. The plant thus cut stoles out

afresh, and with renewed vigour, sending out its

shoots on -all sides. Why are not all the rocky

hills and braes in Galloway turned to proper account

by being clothed with oak coppice 1

The greatest care must be taken in planting, to

have no inferior plants. No considerations of compa-

rative cheapness should make ])roprietors, in their

contracts with nurserymen, run any risk of this

kind ; nurserymen may engage to keep up the

plantation for three or four years; but it their

plants are inferior, only think how little all this

keeping-up, as it is called, can atone for the loss of

time in the successive plantings of one set of defec-

tive trees after another in a great breadth of young

v.-ood in a good soil, where every year should be

telling on its continuous and unbroken growth.

We could point out various instances of the ruinous

policy of this sort of work. Let it suffice, however,

that we have given the warning.

—

Dumfries Herald.

In the leading article of tlie Mark Lana Ex-

press, published on the 23rd of September in the

last vear, we offered some remarks upon the pro-

ceedi'ngs at the Meeting of the " INorthanipton-

slii're Farming and Grazing Society," and espe-

cially in reference to a prize of 50/. offered by

Eqrl Spencer for a short-horn bull, for tiie ii-^e

of the farmers within twenty miles of Nortliamp-

ton, at the low charge of 5s. for each cow." In
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the course of ihese remarks, we observed, " Land-
owners, and persons posssessing the necessary

capital, wlio may be desirous of improvinc; tlie

breed of cattle of any description, could not effect

that object in so easy a manner as by bringing

good male animals into the district for liie use of

the farmers." We iiave now very great gralitica-

tion in being enabled to announce an instance in

vvliich this com'se has been adopted, and we trust

the ainiouMcemenl of it will induce others 1o fol-

low the example. Landlords, generally, little

know, or perhaps do not consider, how much they

have it in their power to promote the interests of

their tenantry, to benefit themselves, and to fur-

ther improvements in agriculture, at a very small

cost.

Earl Brownlo'A-, being anxious to improve the

breed of short-horns in the neighbourhood of

Grantham, recently sent his agent, Mr. Vv'alts,

into the north, to purchase, regardless of ex-

pense, the three best pure bied bulls he could

procure, for the use of his loidsliip's tenantry and
friends around his mansion at Beltoii Park, where
his lordship has a herd, specimens of which have
been successfully shewn at the meetings of the

Smitlifield Club. Mr. Watts executed his mis-

sion successfully, and the animals have arrived.

We have always contended, that the landlords

should be the first to hold out the means of im-
provement, whether in reference to the introduc-

tion of animals of superior breed, newly-in-
vented implements, or new experiments. We
trust the example of the noble Earl Drownlow
will be speedily followed by many other landed

proprietors.

THE QUEEN\S CHEESE.—The manufacture of
the Queen's cheese, which has excited so much inter-

est, is now going on quite to the satisfaction of the
parties interested. Since we last saw it, this ponderous
production has been removed from the place wliere it

-was made, and it is now in the care of Mr. Dunkcrton, a
respectable farmer of Vilest Peunard, who has assigned
a neatly furnished parlour for its reception. The cheese
required no less than sixteen men to convey it in safety
to its piesent apartments, where upwards of 1,100 per-
sons of every grade have been to see it, and h;ive re-
corded their names in a book kept for the purpose. Tlie
great mass of luxury is protected by a wire gauze case,
ui a mahngany frame, surmounted by a haadsome
crown. The dimensions of this Leviathan of the Stil-

ton, Cheshire, and Somersetshire creation, are three
feet six inches in diameter, being about the span of a
moderate-sized well, and nine feet four inches in cir-

cumference ; and when presented to her Majesty,
which important ceremony it is not expected will take
place for the next 12 months, it is fully anticipated that
it will weigh half a ton. It is now as sound as when
first removed from the vat, and has perfectly retained
its octagonal shape. We think that the re.-pected in-
(lividu.al in whose care the cheese is placed must now be
tired of his charge, considering his numerous visiters,

and the time it must occupy to answer their inquiries
;

but we presume lie is quite compensated for the trouble
he baa taken by the conviction that his laboms will ;it

no distant day be the menus of making many of the in-
dustrious poor of his neighbourhood rejoice, when the
contents of the box he has for the reception of the free
contributions of those who shall have called to admire
the cheese are distributed amongst them. Then we
think our friends will have reason to congratulate them-
selves on the success of their exertions. A song has
been composed on the subject, and set to music!—
Until Paper,

NEW VARIETY OF GRAIN.
lu almost all the numerous discoveries and im-

provements that are daily made in the arts and
sciences, more or less interest is felt by those indi-

viduals only who arc engaged in the pursuit, or who
expect to derive advantage from them. But though
the feeling is partial with regard to objects involv-

ing particular interest, yet when any improvement
is effected in agriculture, by increasing the means
of production, or a discovery is made of any grain

or vegetable likely to add to our stores, or augment
our comforts, all classes tlicn, from the throne to

the cottage, imvticipate in the benefits resulting

from it, and ought to be gratefid and assist in ex-
tending its advantages. Amongst the greatest im-
provement of modern times the r-ubsoil plough may
be considered to take the load ; and we would
strongly recommend the landlords of this country to

read the different puldications on this valuable in-

strument, and apply it to those soils where its ad-
vantages have been made so apparent in similar

ones in Scotland, England, and parts of Ireland.

But our object at present (and we think it will gra-
tify our I'eaders) is to direct their attention to a new
variety of grain, of which atrial has been made this

season in England, but of which sufficient quantity
has not yet been raised to enable the true test of its

future usefulness (field culture) to be applied to it.

Last year a mechanic in Bedalc, Yorksliire, received

a letter from a relative in Peru, South America. In
it were a few grains of v/hat be called Peruvian
barley, which, he stated, produced two crops fi'om

sowing in that country, that is, when one crop was
reaped, shoots were proceeding from the stems,

which the same brought to maturity. From cu-
riosity more than any other motive at that time,

these grains were planted in a garden, and those that

vegetated produced a inimber of stems each, which
came to maturity. This year, not having any jalace

where the grain could be safely sovrn and taken care

of, he was kindly permitted to occupy a bed 21
yanls long and seven feet wide, in the garden of a
lady of ibrtunc in Bedale. Some more of the grain

was grown, in a little garden of his (nvn, and tlie

producer of one indiftcrcnt head was cidtivated in

the garden of the Eov. John Monson.
The corn grew luxuriant, and produced from

some of the grains upwards of tliirty stems : from
its great height and luxuriance it suli'ered from the
severe weatlier in July, but it was cut the lOtli of

August. There were some green stems growing
from the root at the time, but not sufficient to

justify the expectation of a second crop in this

climate. The grain when standing has the ap-
jiearance of barley, but much whiter, with a
long beard or awn. On being i)ulled and rubbed in

the liand the awn comes ofi' viith the husk, and
leaves the grain bare like wheat, to which it bears

then a stronger resejnblance than to barley, and by
SOUK! is considered a species of wheat. To show the

enterprising and speculating spirit of Englishmen,
100/. was offered for the small i)roduce of the small

spot of ground above mentioned, on which the crop,

uotwilhstauding the disadvantage of the season,

was very groat, but could not ho more than (i stone.

W'v uiulerstand this sum was refused, the owner ex-

pecting to get more by selling it in small quantities.

A s])ecimen of the grai)i in the oar and straw may
be seen by any person taking an interest in agricul-

tural nnitters, at Sir Kobert Bateson's, to Avlioin it

was given by the Hcv-.Tohn jNIonson, who has saved

at least three hundred ears from the owe which he

planted. It is but a just tribute to the gentleman
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above namert to notice the constant exertions he
is making- to benefit that much deserving class, the

agricultural labourers. He luis greatly diminished

the extent of the land he himself occupied, by giving

it to a mimber of them in allotments of one-fourth

of an acre each. The quantity of land so appro-

priated is very considerable, and the crops on many
of the allotments afford stronsi,' evidences of the

licnefits of spade husbandry. The rest of his farm,

in his ov4'u hand, is entirely under spade culture,

and the crops are without any comparison not only

the finest but the earliest in the neighbourhood.
Great are the benefits he has conferred on that

neighbourhood by his kindness iu this instance.

He might make other districts participate in it, if

he would make public the results, not only in stat-

ing the quantum and value of labour necessary to

produce each crop, but the periods of sowing and
harvesting, as compared with the common method,
together with the comparative return of grain and
roots, as raised by the spade and plough on soils of

a similar nature.

—

Derry Standard,

SHEEP BREEDING.
(for the CARLISLE PATRIOT.)

It will scarcely be necessary to inform " Practi-

cal" that any person will run the risk of being
considered more than commonly bold that under-

takes to establish anew theory, when that has to

be done in tlie teeth of old estahlished and deep-

rooted opinions and prejudices, strengthened, at

least, if not in some degree originating in our
abhorrence of the fundamental ]ninci;jles u])on

which that theory is built. "In and in" bi-ceding

in the human species is looked upon with abhor-

rence, and this will very naturally strengthen the

objection to it in inferior animals. It is trr.e there

are two periods in the history of the v/orld when
" in and in ' breeding must have been practised,

but tliat was a matter of necessity, and as far as

the human species were concerned, their repug-

nance to it might in their ease, at those times allu-

ded to, be counteracted and, in all its ill effects,

be prevented by an all-wise and overruling power
;

but however bold such an attempt may be consi-

dered, I cannot be blind to my own temerity in

venturing to oppose the opinions of so talented a

writer as " l^ractical," who can wield the pen with

so much dexterity.

With respect to " sturdy '' or "giddy," I have
seldom heard it attributed to " in and in' breed-

ing, and I certainly do not think it oiiginates in

that cause, nor do I think there is the slightest

analogy between sturdy in sheej) and insanity in

man. Although this disease produces such a se-

rious effect upon the animal, yet we have no reason

to think that its mind (if I may be allowed to

make use of the term a>; ap])lied to a sheepj is at all

afll'cted ; nor does" Practical" shew very clearly

that this disease is owing to a contracted or ill-

shaped skull ; " Although the veriest butcher's boy
in cleaving down the head of a giddy sheep, comes
to an incisted watery tumour wliich maybe han-
dled and extracted without bursting ;

" wc are not

informed that it is invariably found in small con-

tracted ill-shaped heads, or that it was never met
with in a large capacious—or, in short, what
" Practical " seems to look upon as the beau ideal

of a sheep's head. Being strongly opposed to " in

and in" breeding, I have avoided it as much as

possible, and I have no distinct recollection of

having a sheep affected with ''sturdy," nor one
that died of rot. Whatever may I.'c the proximate
cause of sturdy, I am not going to contend that
" in and in" breeding is the immediate cause of

the rot, and I have already said that I do not con-
sider it the cause of sturdy, thougti it may in some
cases be the remote cause of both, by inducing a

predisposition to disease from a delicate constitu-

tion, the consequence of "in and in" breeding.

If the general opinion be correct, that from " in

and in " breeding being frequently repeated, the

fleck becomes small in bono, diminutive in size,

bare in the wool,and shews altogether strong symp-
toms of dcgenerac3% it is also very probable that a
feeble consititution and a predisposition to disease

will be their concomitants. Not having practised
" in and in " breeding myself, I cannot, of course,

speak from my own experience ; but I must con-
fess that nothing that I have met with iu " Prac-
tical's " letters on the subject has been sufficient

to remove from my mind the prejudice— if it must
be called so—against " in and in " breeding. Mr.
Marshall's account of Mr. Bakewell's Bull D will

hardly be sufficient to convince any one of the

general advantages to be derived from the system
;

though the account of its being " more active and
higher mettled at the age of twelve or thirteen

months than bulls gencraliy are at three or four

years old," must be admitted to be at least amu-
sing. I think that before " Practical" can estab-

lish his theory upon any thing like a solid foniula-

tion he must support it by the test of an experience

much more extensive than any he has as yet ad-

duced in its support. When by a proper and judi-

cious crossing you get a flock generally possessed

of the points requisite and desirable, and continue

to do so through a long succession of years, it is

not unreasonable to assume that you have ado])tcd

and pursued something like a right course, and
will be more confirmed in that opinion when you

are surrounded by others who, by pursuing the

same system, have arrived at the same results.

When " Practical's" theory has been tested by the

experience ofyears, and in a great number ofcases ;

wlien there are such a number of instances v.here

parties have bred from the same flock, without
any regard to the degree of relationship l)etween

the male and female, that it may be said to be gene-

ral, and have succeeded in acquiring the qualities

most desirable in shee;), aud continue to retain or

rather im])rove those (lualities through successive

years, and in all cases, then he may hope to upset

the prejudice of those opposed to " in and in
"

breeding.

*' Practical's " letter. No. 7, induces me to ask a

question that ought to l)e understood at starting,

viz., what is "in and iu " breeding ? He says,

"No'.v, if by the judicious admixture of differ-

ent flocks, you mean different breeds, you must be

wrong, for that evidently would obliterate that pe-

culiar breed, the new Leicester's; and if you mean
different flocks of the same breed ; that I submit is

' in and in' breeding. " It is very easy to find dif-

ferent flocks of the same breed, the Leicester for

instance, between which there is no near relation-

ship, and certainly not that ])ropinquity that I

conceive to be necessary to constitute " in and iu
"

breeding. All these diftcrent flocks may have
been derived from the same original stock, but

they must be long, ere this, out of the pale of "in
and in" relationshij). If I am wrong in this—if

the words I have quoted are meant to bear the

interpretation that their plain meaning seems to
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conve3% then "Practical" himself, he being an
J-^ngHshinan, and his wife (I hope he is possessed
of heaven's best gift, a wifej an En;^lish\voman,
is proving the soundness of his theory in his own
case, and even Miss Lucretia M' lab, the most mo-
dest and decorous of her sex, would scarcely
stand actjuitted of setting- an example to encourage
" in and in" breeding by marrying her fourteenth
cousin, the tobacconist in Glasgow.

In his first letter "Practical '" says, "First, shew
me that over ujuch consining does really lead to
fatuity of mind which has not yet been done." It

may be very difticnlt to prove to the satisfaction
of " Practical" by any instance that could be given
that fatuity of mind was the result of "over much
cousining," but instances are numerous in which
it has been attributed to that cause. I know one
where the parties were as nearly related as they
well could I)e, not to be brother and sister ; they
had several children who were completely imbecile
in mind; and most likely " Practical" himself, if
so minded, could, within his own acquaintance,
find numerous instances confirmatory of such gene-
ral belief. I shall not ])ursue the subject farther,
hut will leave " Practical" to trace these conse-
quences to what cause he pleases.

I am, with great deference,
Aug. 1;;. A Cumberland Sjieep Breeder.

OBSERVATIONS, WITH THE RE-
SULT OF SOME EXPERIMENTS
RELATIVE TO SMUT BLADDERS, OR PEP-

PER BRAND IN WHEAT.
Addressed by Henry Clutten to Agriculturists.

Gentlemen,—With (he hope of engaging' the '>-e-

nius of some, nioie competent person to a thorou"h
investja-aticn of the matter, I bpg leave to submit'to
your notice the following remarks and experiments
upon the above suhjfct.

In regard to the ])hysiological character of the
disease 1 have but little to say. To attempt the re-
futation of any of the theories laid down bv men of
science icquires greater powers of research than per-
ha))3 1 have at my conmiand ; I cannot but regret,
nevertiieless, (hat the information aflbrded in any of
their works wiiicli I have seen, should be of such a
meagre cast; for I am compelled to avail myself
of their assistance, and have consequently in the pro-
secution of my enquiries adopted the views enter-
tained by the celebrated vegetable physiologist, De
Candolle.

JJe Candolle first (ells us that brand, or burnt
car, (niore commonly met with in harleyj is a dis-
tinct disease from bladders, but that both originate
and are propagated in the same manner ; and he calls
them both species of Parasitical Funguses or ]\Iush-
r.ioms, so minute as to he seen only hv tha magni-
fying powers of the microscope, and tliey vegetate
and draw their sustenance from the nutritious matter
of the kernels of the plant on which they are found.
Mildew or rust bears some analogy to sumt in its

])araji(ical character of subsisting on the juices of
other plants. The Fungus seen to grow on some
trees is likewise a kind of parasite, as is also the
iVIistletoe ; and both allord instances of one i)lant
growing out of and feeding upcn the juice of others.
I>e tlandollegoeson (o state that the black powder,
both in brand and smut, contains extremelv small
seeds or germs, which in thrashing, &c., adheres to

the seed corn, and are deposited in the earth with it;

iron) thence, in consequence of thfir inconceivable
smallness, tliey are conveyed hy means of the spon-
gioles of the root of the wheat plant, along with the
fluid food supplied by the soil, into the circulating
sap of the plant. He further says, he has noticed
such plants as have imbibed these diseased germs,
exhibit a difference in colour i'rom healthy ones, and
that when their ears shoot forth these germs com-
mence vegetating in the ears, producing smut or
brand according lo its kind. In burnt ear t!ie black
jtowder, as every farmer is aware, is void of smell,
and is not enclosed in bladders, but vegetates ex-
posed externally ; I need not say such is not the case
with smut, which stinks, \i\id comes to maturity en-
cased in imiierfectly formed kernels or bladders. In
botli cases it is found that tlie disease consumes all

the matter which would otherwise have gone towards
the formation of the grains of corn. Such is in sub-
stance the theory of De Candolle. How does it ac-
cord with the farmers' experience? If we look to

the varied opinions held by them concerning different

supposed remedies, their corroborative evidence is

certainly very inconclusive : hut what I am about to

show is how such inconsistences inav exist in their

reports, and why, supposing De Candolle's explana-
tion to be correct, some ])ersons fail whilst otlicrs ap-
])arently succeed in preventing the disease, although
both jirofess to employ the same means. First, I will

refer to the process ©f wetting wnh salt water.
There appear to be four circumstances which may
hinder the uniform effect of this mode of dressing.

The first relates to the quantity of salt employed in

proportion to tlie water, and the second to the time
allowed for it to dissolve ; inattention to these two
remarks would produce a liquid of different strength
at different times, and probably different results

would be the consequence. The third refers to the

time permitted to i.itervene between the wetting and
the admixture of the lime, for if sufficient time be
not allowed i''or the -alt preparation to act before the

lime he ap|jlied, the lime will of course absorb the

moisture, and stay all further effect. The fourth

relates to its secondary effect with the lime, as I

shall explain by and by.

My second observations are directed to the liming
of wheat. It is well known that there is a sensible

difl^erence between quick-lime and chalk, but ])er-

haps every farmer is not aware that exposing quick-

lime to the action of the atmosphere reduces it to its

original state, and actually reconverts it into chalk.

Quick-lime is 'caustic or corrosive in a high degree,

(and who knows it is not on this property that its

utility depends'.') Chalk is perfectly inert, and des-

titute of such qualities ; 1 am sure everybody must
have noticed (liis difference, yet who is it that ever

thinks of seeing or enquiring whetherthe lime which
ho buys he fresh burnt ? or whoever dreams of ex-

cluding it from the action of the air after he has

bought it, until it is required for use? The second
source of error in the employment of lime may arise

from not sufficiently wetting the wheat; lime, it

should he understood, exhibits none of its caustic

(pialities without the aid of moisture, consequently
if )'ou have no moisture vou have no action wilh the

lime, and the amount of effect will, to a certain ex-

tent, bear a proportion to the quantitv of fluid used;

and 1 wish it to he particularly noticed that this fact

applies also to the secondary effect of salt water al-

ready alluded to, as well as to the remarks which I

have to make in regard to the practice of dressing-

with urine, nnil other liquids employed with lime.

I have one more observation to make respecting liine,

which is, (hat it is partiiilly soluble in water ; chalk
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or lime long exposed to tlie air, is not ; if tbr-iefore

any fjood depen<is on tliis dissolved portion, liere ii?

another reason for employing; lime fresh from the

kiln. Bauer, who Iras examined this suhjcct, says

lime-water is a remedy for smut.
,

It does not (vccur to me that tiiere are any very

important circumstances which can materially affect

the operation of urine, beyond that of relative quan-
tny already referred to ; due regard should however
he had to its age, as it undery;obs decomjiosition by
keeping' and exposure, as may be known by the

strong ammoniacal smell which putrif'ving urine ac-

quires. Fresh and stale urine may therefore be
]»roductive of different results.

I now come to consider the using of arsenic as a

dressing-. 'J'he proportions employed vary from

:fib. to fib. j>er coomb, but more frequently a :jlb.

only; this by some is simply stirred in dry with
the seed wheat, a mode of procedure which seems
to me perfectly futile, since not only are the chances
ten to one wliether every kernel gets a paiticle of

arsenic upon tfiem, hut it must be the merest acci-

dent if that particle falls upon the precise spot where
we may suppose a smutty seed to adhere ; or even if

it should do so, I question vifhether it would exert

sufficient jiower in its dry state to destroy it—for

arsenic, like many other substances, requires moist-

ure to libeiite its caustic, if not its virulent pro])er-

ties. Other persons will mix the arsenic in a wa-
tering-pot full of cold water, a plan which is de-

cidedly preferable as every kernel thus stands a

chance of getting wetted all over with tlie liquid so

poisoned, but as it requires lOO pints of cold water
to dissolve only about Joz. of arsenic, it is ijueslion-

able wliethfr it is sufncieutly strong. The same
quantity of hot water will dissolve about 120oz.,

therefore should it be found flesiial)le it may be made
of any intermediate strength between these two ex-

tremes. Granting, however, that the cold water
j)lan is sufiiciently potent, time must be given for

tlie arsensic to dissolve, for if it be poured from the

pot as soon as the arsenic is stirred in, the wheat
will absorb the moisture from it before it has become
impregnated with the poison. The third way in

which arsenic may fail, is the most important of all ;

and variableness of time between the beginning and
ending of the process is the cause of this also.

Sometimes the arsenical liquid spoken of in the last

method is perii-itted to remain upon the \vheat a con-
siderable time before itis limed ; on acotlier occasion
jierhaps the liming oj)eration is ]iroceeded with im-

mediately ; now it should be known that instantly

the lime is applied all further action is at an end,

lime being the very article employed as an antidote

for arsenic ; the moment it comes in contact with a

liquid containing that poisonous substance it con-

verts it into an insoluble, inert, arsenate of lime
;

indeed, if it exerted no chemical effect whatever, it

must necessarily stay its action, by absorbing the

moisture which is essential to its efficacy.*

1 will now proceed to show that lime is equally

important in the process with blue vitriol, or sul-

])hate of copper, aud for similar reasons. Lime has

the property of decomposing blue vitriol, and of

forming an insoluble and consequently ineffective

cupreous sulphate of lime, leaving the liquid void

of any impregnation whatever.

f

* If a mixture of fresh lime with water be added to a

rolution of arscniL-, and filtered, and the filtered liquid

he subjected to the usual tests, the absence ef arsenic

will be proved.

t I think this would be proved by proceeding the

same as wiiii arsenic, and afterwards testing- it with

ammonia.

What is called the swimming and skimming ))ro.

cess is doubtless very useful for removing whole
bladders, as well as much of the powder, but!
think it ought not to be entirely relied on, as much
of the latter would still adhere in defiance of dip-
ping.

Taking the ground that sorne or all of these things
have the power of effecting the desired purpose, 3-on

see, gentlemen, how easy a thing it is to mar their
etiects altogether, or at least to "give rise to uncer-
tainty of result, by some slight omission or alteration
in the process ; time, relative quantity, qu^dity, and
chemical decouqiosition, may each exert their influ-
ence in rendering your operations nugatory; and
doubtless there are other sources of error which have
not occurred to my notice. Some of these details
may seem scarctdy worth notice, and insufficient lo
account for the variableness attending similar pro-
cesses, but be assured if there is any truth in
De C andolle's theory, it is inqiortant to be particu-
lar in the most trivial circumstances, 'or all efibrls

are vain ; but if his views are not entirely satisfac-

tory, if your experience throws a doubton his as-
sertions, permit me to say, it is you agriculturists
who have the opportunity and the means of clearing
up the hidden mystery, and of ascertaining what is

the proper and sufficient remedy; hut it is mv humble
opinion that you have not hitherto gone the right
\va3' to work ; such experiments require much pa-
tience, much attention, strict observation, and above
all iiivariableness ; a fixed and determinate metlioti

;

be the process whichever it may, the niinutest cir-

cumstiince overlooked or neglected may defeat the
object in view. This is never sufBciently regarded
by persons unaccustomed to experimentiziiig, and by
those who do not study cause and effect. It may
he no trial of its utility to dress a whole crop of
wheat by any particular process, and because when
harvested it yields no smut, to argue from thence
that the operation prevented it ; because it is pos-
sible no smnt was sown. Neither perhaps would it

be right to infer that any j)ariicular dressing was a
failure, because you have here and there a bladder,
for not only might the process be improperly per-
formed, but there might be whole bladders in the
seed corn which protected the powder contained
within them from the action of the dressino-, by
means of their skins. Such might go to the p-ronnd
in their entire state, or get broken in the drill. We
are not quite sure either, that bladders are not ca-
pable of laying dormant for a considerable time in
the earth, as olhtr seeds are known to do ; nor that

wheat from a smutty plant does not occasionally
produce smutty corn. Indeed, gentlemen, there are
many things to be taken into account in the exami-
nation of this subject, and it strikes me you will

never arrive at the truth but by a course of syste-
matic experiments instituted for the express pur-
pose ; if I may be allowed to dictate, 1 would sug-
gest that a quantity of soimd wheat should beslio-hlly

moistened and well rubbed over with the powder
from bladders till every kernel is thoroughly im-
bued with it, and that a portion of it thus prepared
should be planted by itself. 'J'be remainder of the

wheat so covered with smut I would divide into se-

veral parcels, and dress each parcel with a different

dressing, taking a particular written notice of the

exact manner each was treated, and likewise usins:

care to keep a distinct acrount of the situation each
is planted in. You would thus ascertain whether
smut causes smut, and whether any of the things

employed prevented it, and which was the best. A
quantity of kernels from a bladdered plant (not the

bladders themselves) should be sown separately, to
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see if tliey ever or constantly produce smutty ears.

\Vhole bladders should be buried in well observed

spots, and tbe precise spot be searchod for atvrelve-

moiilh or more afterwards, ibat sound wheat n^ay be

deposited in tbe exact place where the bladders

were known to have lain ; with the visnv of seeing;

wlietber tbe germ of the disease is capable of laying:

dormant for long- and definite lapses of time, and

then again springing forth into lite. 1 would like-

wise recommend in reference to the process with

arsenic, that the arsenic be boiled, or at least dis-

solved in hot water, as a liquid may be thus formed

of any required strength, and which provided it

were allowed to remain upon tlio wheat tlie same

space of time would always act with uniformity,

liquids being moie readily diffused through a mass

of corn than solids. Experiments would of course

he required to determine what strength could be

used without detriment to the future i)lant, wliilst at

the same time it insured the destruction of the ve-

getative principle of the bladder. From some trials

which I have made, corn is capable of withstanding

much stronger applications than is commonly sup-

posed, but not having turned my attention to the

subject till within these last lew days, 1 had not

time to make any decisive experiments; nevertheless,

so far as they have gone, they exhibit some facts

which may be worth notice. In ali the trials, the

seeds which 1 used, both of mustard and wheat, were

put into the preparation during the processes, and

remained therein for tiveiity-Jour hours afterwards
;

in the Jirst ten experiments they were taken out of

the ground, after remaining in it four days, and those

whicli follow after, three days.

The 1st trial was with mustard seeds, in a boiled

solution of arsenic, about forty times the strength of

the arsenic liquid made with cold water.—The seeds

Lad began to decay.

2nd. Was the same mixture diluted to half the

strength.—In this case the mustard seeds had began

to germinate.

ord. With sound wheat in the first-mentioned

liquid of the fortieth power.—They were swollen

and appeared healthy.

4th, Wheat in half the strength.—Began to shoot.

:nh. Mustaid seeds in water impregnated with

blue vitriol whilst cold, to saturation.—Found de-

cayed.

fjlh. 'Wheat treated the same.— Healthy and com-

mencing germination.

7th. Wheat in the same, diluted to half the

strength.—In the same state of vegetation.

f!th. Mustard seeds in quick lime, using such a

quantity of water as left the lime still in a dry state.

—Thev shewed some appearance of shooting,

9th. Mustard seeds in fresh urine and lime, in a

litpiid state.—Found decayed.

lOtb. Wheat in a saturated solution of salt (made
with cold water).— Was found in a state approach-

ing deca}'.

It will be seen, therefore, that the 1st, 5th, and
9th processes destroyed tbe vital principle of the

mustard seeds, but not of tbe wheat. Tliis shews
that tbe vitality of exceedingly small seeds, may be

obliterated without peiishinn- those of larger size.

The mustard seed died in the first experiment and
lived in the second, although still twenty times the

strengtii commonly used jllie second, tbeiefore, offers

a proof of the strong mixture vviiich is required to

<'xtinguish life, even in so small a seed as that of

mnstiird ; whilst the first shows us that the same
pnqiaration, v.hen stronger, is capable of doing so.

Wheat, as we have seen, survived the strong arse-

nic and vitriol liquids, but perished in tbe salt.

This I did not expect ; if it should turn out an in-

variable consequence, it teaches us to be careful in

tlie use of salt. The dfstructinn of the mustard
seeds occasioned by the lime and urine, at least set

forth its powerful efl'ects. It was not tried with

wheat. The mustard seeds having survived a simi-

lar ])rocess in which water was substituted for urine,

we might, at first sight, suppose the deadly effect

was attributable entirely to tbe urine ; but as in the

water process the lime was still in a dry state, I

have no doubt but the different result is referable to

that cause, I had a mind to try the effect of hot

water upon the vitality of seeds ; thinking, perba'ps,

that might be found effectual for the purpose of

destroying the disease. Boiling liot water was
poured upon wheat in separate pots, and permitted

to remain upon it, in the 1st case, half a minute ;

in the 2nd, one minute ; in the 3id, one and a half

minute; in tbe 4th, two minutes; instead of extin-

guishing the vegetative principle, 1 found, after

being ])!anted ©nly three davs, that it had wonder-
fully accelerated the germination. Tbe 1st had shot

half an inch, the two next more, and the 4tb full

an inch ; whilst mustard seeds treated the same, in

no case shewed anv sign of life ; now as it destroyed

the smaller seed, it is fair to conclude that water,

perhaps not quite so hoj, would be effective for

smut. It is doubtful whether jilants thus unnatu-

rally forced, would continue healthy; if they would,

such an o])eration might in some cases be useful.

I have just been assured by a gentleman, that ol 1

wheat will not grow smut, even if not dressed ; if

this be true it may perhaps be accounted for from

the dryness of old wheat not allovving the cause of

the disease to adhere, or the seeds giving rise to the

disease, or belong to a class which will not vegetate

if kept beyond a year; at all events, if the fact can

be substantiated, the cure for bladders is obvious,

—never to plant new seed.

Gentlemen, I attach very little importance to my
experiments with tbe seeds, as the time was too

limited ; but if in the course of my remarks, 1 have

hinted anything which may lead to the successful

treatment of wheat, for the certain destruction of

bladders, I shall be more than rewarded for tha little

trouble it has cost me. I am, gentlemen, your obe-

dient servant, Henry Cldtten.

Framlingham, Sept. 12, 1840.

ON TPIE HOOSE IN CALVES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having been for some years a subscriber

to your valuable Rlagaziiie, 1 shall feel much
obliged l)y any of your professional correspondents

having the kindness to inform me, through the

medium of your publication, what is the best

remedy for a disease called the Iioosc, Avhieli is

just now very prevalent among calves in this

nfigbbourhood.
In Vol. I., p. 30, of your new scries, Mr. Mayer,

of Newcastle, recommends liine water, alternated

v/ith a solution of salt water, but ho does not state

how often or in what quantities they arc to be ad-

ministered.— I rcmnin, sir, yonr most obcdienf,

.'rvaiit. D. J. L.

A iKjust 20.
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NITRATE OF SODA.
Sir,— I have tried a smnll quantity of nitrate of

soda on a piece of pasture land, the aood effect on
which induces me to thinlc of using a quantity ;

l)ut several of your correspondents state, that it in

very exhavsitng to the soil. I do not understand
what they mean by thi'j assertion : do ihey mean
that land manured" this year with nitre, although
it may cause an increased crop this year, next

year it will be worse than it was before any nitre

was applied ? if this be the fact, then 1 should say

the soil is exliausted by its application, but if the
crop be increased this j'ear, and the ground no
worse next year than ii was before the nitre was
applied, it cannot be said that the soil is exhausted
by it. Land may be ey.hausted l)y repeated croj)-

ping and not manuring, but in the case of nitre if

it causes such a vigourous growth for one croj)

it must be a good manure, and the same land the

following year will be in better condition than it

was before the nitre was applied. If this should

prove not to be the case,I should conclude th.at nitre

isinjurious : the subsequent weakness of the her-

bage would seem to j)rove that though it assisted

the crop on its first aj)plication, its eft'ect on the

soil, perhaps from some chemical combination,
injures the fruitful powers of the soil which forms
the food of plants.

Nitrate of soda dissolves in a day or two after

being applied, consequently it enters into the com-
position of the plant iniuiediately. I can easily

imagine the crop taking up the strength of the

nitre in one season, and that no particular benefit

would be observable another season. Bones and
dung are much longer in decomposing, and enter-

ing into the composition of plants, consequently
their effects will be seen two or more years alter.

I should like to know if nitrate of soda has any
injurious effect on the Koil, by destroying any of

its vegetative powers by repeated applicatiou ; if

it does not destroy or in any way injure the pow-
ers of the soil, then, though no benefit may be
seen a second year, yet a second application would
produce as good a crop as the fii st.

Would it answer to sow nitrate of soda on the

same land three or four years together ?

What are its constituent parts, has it any thing

of an oily nature in it, sucli as forms so impor-
tant a part in natural dung .'

It is a salt, but if the salt be the only portion

which serves as the food of plants, then it would
appear that repeated applications to the same soil

would he injurious, the land would become too

much impregnated with it, overjiower or destroy

the other ])roperties of the land, and thereby ex-

haust it and render the same unfruitful.

I shall feel obliged by an early reply from some
of your intelligent correspondents.

Yours respectfully,

Cheshire, Aug, 26th. O. D.

When our attention was first directed to '•' the

Benevolent Society for tlie relief of the widows
and orphans of farmers," about to he formed by
" the Midfoid and Launditcli Association," in

Norfolk, we were induced to make some remarks

upon it, not altogether favourable, from the under-

standing tliat it was intended as a means of invest-

ment by tlie jjarliex inieresled, witii a view to

future benefit to their families. Acting upon lliis

belief, we did not hesitate to recommend the
" Farmer's Fire and Life Insurance Institution,"

as affording greater and more solid advantages

than the proposed Society; we have, however,
sin^e been given to understand, by a gentleman
wl)o takes great interest in the society, that its

objects are purely benevolent, and intended to afford

clutritublc relief. As a cliariiabic institution, there-

fore, as a means of affording comfort to tlie families

of those farmers whose circumstances liave been
such as to leave their families in need of assistance,

we heartily wish it success. We would, however,

observe that the promoters of this society, whilst

from feelings of the best kind, they seek to pro-

vide relief for tkose who, from inevitable circum-

stances are plunged into distress, would do well

to inculcate the propriety of greater exertion on
the part of the smaller farmers generally, to pro-

vide for the future. In " The Farmers' Fire and
Life Insuranc2 Institution," a man twenty-six

years of age may, by the payment of £l. per

annum, insure £50. to his family at his death,

however soon it may happen. For two sliillings

a week, commencing at the age of twenty, he may
secure an annuity of £20. per annum, to com-
mence as soon as he shall reach fifty years of age,

to continue for the remainder of his life; and in

the event of his dying before he attains that age,

or in case of inability to continue his payments, he

may receive the whole of the inuyiey.back.

ON FEEDING SHEEP
CORN.

V/ITH

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sill,— Havinpr understood that young' wethers when
feeding on turnips will improve much faster by having'

soaie corn, or cake given at the same time, I hope some
of your inlelliyent correspondents will be kind enough
to inform me through the medium of your useful paper,

whether the corn should be given whole or crushed;
and what description of corn suits them best ; also, if

beans have been found to answer as well in the fatten-

ing' of sheep as they have with bul'ocks : not being- in

a neighbourhood convenient for procuring oilcake,

whetlier linseed is ever used lor this purpose ; and if ^o,

i.hould it be given in its crude state, &c. 1

By inserting this you will greatly oblige,

A Novice.

FEEDING SHEEP.
TO THE EDITORS OF THE LEEDS MERCURV.

Gentlemen,—I find in Earl Spencer's address made
before a meeting of the Agricultural Society, ut Leeds,
tae following statement :—" That sheep feed much
faster in sheds on account of the rest they obtain by
having turnips carted to them." I believe sheds to be
an excellent imiirovement, as it will protect them from
the inclemency of the v^eather, and it is on that account
it will cause tliem to feed faster, and not as stated by
Earl Spencer as above, as cold wet weather is injurious

to sheep or any other cattle.

Should this meet with your approbation, you will

greatly oblige me by in»erlmg it in you vaiuabic paper

for the benefit of the Agricultural Society. I should

liave noticeil it sooner but in consequence of other

engagements, was prevented.

I am, your's truly.

An AonicirLTuniST.

Craven, Aug. 2r)th, 1840.
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ROYALAGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

At a monthly Council held on Wednesday, Sept. 2,

present,Davi(lB;!i'clay, Esq., in the chair; Thomas Ray

-

niond Barker, E>q.; French Burke, E-q. ; Edward
Greathead, Esq.; Rev. W. L. Rhaiw ; Wdl.amShaw,
Esq.; Wdliam Vouatt, Esq.; the report of tlie Einance

Cominiiiee vva-; received and adopted.

Air. Leg'ard presented, on the part of himself and the

other jud^'-es. a report on implements exhibited at the

Cambrid^re Meeting-.

Lord Worsley and i\Ir. Horwood eacli transmitted

information on the prog'ressand treatment of the epi-

demic amcmg- cattle ; llie former commuriiciition ((rem

Lincolnsliire) statins: tiiat by admini;;lerinfc Epsom salts

with nitre, and avoiding- bieediris', none o( the numerous
cases had terminated fatally; the latter (from North-
amptonshire) pointing' out die predilection evinced by
the cattle on recovery for the youn? shoots of the elder

tree, and thence inferring' the probabihty of this plant

being' a natural restorative for the cattle.

J\f r. Baker Gabb addressed a letter from South Wales
on the advantages to be derived from encouraging the

breed of cattle possessing dairy as well as fatting quali-

ties ; Mr. Baines a communication from Lancashire on
the importanceof cheni.ical enquiries into the naure
and properties of milk ; and Mr. Chawner, Secretary

of the Lichfield Agricultural Society, suggesting tlie

practical advantages to be derived from having cro])s

ia the neighbourhood of Liverpool, at the time of
meeting next year, exhibiting the comparative merits of

the Drills and Dibbling JMachines employed in sowing
for them.

Col. Le Couteur addressed a letter to the Council on
the subject of the great meeting of the Highland So-
ciety to be held at Aberdeen on the 8th of October, and
to continue three days.

Mr. Rham exhibited some beautiful speci-nens of
wlieaf, and JMr. Norris, of Rodwell House, Baidock,
transmitted siiecimens for the museum. Rlr. Youatt
presented a copy of Mr. Spooner',-? new work on the foot
and leg of the horse ; Mr. Shaw the new number of the
" Farmers' Magazine;" the Highland Society the last

part of the " Quarterly Journal of Agriculture ;'' the
Labourers' Friend Society, the last number ot their

proceedings ; the Statistical Society, their Transactions
for .luly ; the editor of the American " (Cultivator,"

several numbers of that Agricultural Paper; and the
Royal Society of Agriculture of Lyons, a set of their
" Annales des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles."
Mr. VVetherell, of Durham, communicated his sug-

gestions respecting the mode of conducting the sale of

stock at the Liverpool Meeting. The following gen-
tlemen were elected members of the Society.

Henry Spirling, Norbury Park, Leatherhead
Isaiah Deck, Cambridge
Mark Fotliergill, 40, Upper Thames Street

T. Waring, CherSeld, Kent
John Abbey, Market Harborougli
Edwnrd Abbey, Creatoh, Northamptoashire
Alexander Bell, Cora E.vchange

G. Wood, Denver, Norfolk

J. Ikovvn, Lea Cattle, Worcestershire

T. Rodwell, Chaseley, Norfolk

T. S. Sperring, Waastead, Essex
Rev. C. C, B. Bownall, Milton Ernest, Bedford
R. J. G. Thring, Alford House, Ca?tle Carey
S. Mills, Elston, Devizes
E. Steward, Bouahton
E. L. Bewsher, Littlebury, SalTion Walden
Rev. C. Pen rice, Plurasteud

J. S. Bell, Galstone
Sir J. Palmer, Baronet, Carlcton, Northamptonshire
P. Love, Medley
T. Sowdon, Woolhope, Herts
John Tyler, Layton, Essex
T. Knight, Edmonton
R, Leeds, Addiscombe
T. S. Thompson, Cleraeats

Z. Piggott, Srtulhfield, Kent
.1. Edmeads, Hazells, Northfleet

Brown, Collison, New England, Hifchin, Herts
Rev. G. R. Downward, Wlutechurch, Shropshire

Henry Cook, Vv'illeshu«-y, Ashford, Kent
John Murton, Cooling Castle, Rochester
H. C. Woodcock. Rotherby Hall, Leicestershire

Henry Gibbons, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire

John Hall, Sr.ndbeach

R. Knight, Dunton House, Brentwood
H. Wraight, Cawthorpe Bourn, Lincolnshire

H. Hayoes, Whittlesea, Cambridgeshire
John Child, Merton Mill, Surrey
Robt, Hawes, Colterhall, Norfolk
Joseph Holley, Burgh, Norfolk
Carter, Claydon, Barham Linton
P. Bennet, jun., Roughara Hall, Bury St. Edmund's
Timothy Hutton, Clifton, Yorkshire
C. C. Petley. Sevenoaks, Kent
C. M^ood, Siddiagton, Gloucestershire

R. Perry, Debdtn, Essex.
John Peed, Whittlesea, Isle of Ely
Geo. Questin, Ash Wingham
J. J. Slater, Haselbeach
P. Sherrard, Glattea
H. S. Nortligate, Pynes
J. S. Surridfre, Kelvin
W. Hitchinan, Chipping Norton
James Meyer, Forty Hall, Enfield

Thomas Nutter, Cianbridge
John Little, Eldernell
W. Hopkins, Peterhouse, Cambridge
E. Palmer, Caston
D. Whit';, jun., Dudwick
Joseph Allison, Biiby Retford
Rev. H. Cane, Southwell, Notts
Robert Smith, Alcaster, i\Ia!bis, Yorkshire
.T. G. Dixon, Caistor, Lincolnshire
Profe.ssor Henslow, Hitciiam, Bddcston, Suffolk

T. Konningion, Stinton Yale, Binbrook
W. Day, Thornway Yale, Caistor

W. Hunt, Stamford
E. Clark, Carawick, Lincolnshire

J. Gilstrap, Hawlon, Newark
J. S. Bradfield, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk
I'homas Lowrey, Syston, Grantham
John Downing, Casthorp, Giantham
T, Nicholson, Grayingham, Kirlon-in-Linsey
.T. Booth, Ivirton-in-Linsey, Lincolnshire
Thomas \Vinns. Lincoln
T. M. Kegworth, Lincoln
Henry Frost, West Wratling, Cambridgeshire
W. Sanday, Holme Piri'cpomt, Notts
S. Slanton, Leamington, near Wisbeaoh
James Hannell, Lynn Regis, Norfolk
Samuel Goodwin, Huntingfield, Sufiolk
Russell Sewell, Little Oakly Hall, Harwich
Alexander Gilbert, Canlley, Norfolk
^^^ Johnson, Chesterton, Cavnliridgeshire

Rev. T. Sullivan, Welling, Herifordsiiire
\\". Heath, Norwich
John R. Carter, Westleton, Yoxford
A. F. Cam^jhell, Great Plumstead, Norwieii
George Huttou, Hattesfield, Suflblk

T. Parkinson, J.ey Fields, Ollerton, Notts
T. S. Wooliev, .South Cottingham
C. Mostyn, West R isen, Lincolnshire
D. Ellis, Creshall Grange, E«sex.
T. V/. Bosworth, Sprattou, Northampton
Rev. F. Le Grier, Great Gransdeu, Hunts
John Rayns field, Henlow Grange, Biggleswade
S, Francis, Foul-place, StilTord, Essex
F. Carter, Goverley, Warwickshire
J. B. Blown, Colne Engain, Essex
John Stracy, Spowston Lodge, Norwich
John Utting, Stanniog Hall, Norfolk
Rev. T. Price, King's College, Oxford
R. Tinklin, Bolton, Westmoreland
J. Twist, Norwich
J.Churrhvard, Pettistree, Suffolk

R. Peakes, Stag's Hall March, Isle of Ely
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JohQ Deny, Writtle, Essex
Joha Carter, Pinchbeck
JoliQ Beddall, Brent House, Fincliiofield

C. Beddall, Brent House, Finchinfield

H. Beddall, Fiuchiutield

r. S. F. Martin, Halstead, Essex
John Stedman, Goldhanger, Maldon, Esiex
T. C. Rolfe. White Notley, Braintrec

M. Savill, Colcbesfer, Essex
T. Pollett, Great Baufield, Essex
Rev.T. L. Cl;>,rkson, Bayton. Suffolk

T. W. Read, Trowse Mills, Norwich
Rev. W. Mayd, Wethersfield, Haverhill

H. Grimmer, Haddiscoe, Norfolk
C. Frewen, Brickwall House, Northelim
V. Fryer, J'aldock, Herts
Edward Tattersall, Clare, Suffolk

Rev. W. Whewell, Trinity College, Cambridge
E. F. Fiske, Cambridge
James Daltou, Bury, Suffolk

George King, Saffron Walden, Essex
R. N'. Cartwright, Ircworth Abbey, Suffolk

Joseph Bayzaiid, Ringley, near Alcester
Tobias Atkinson, Kendal
William Turner, Lyth, Kendal
John Watson, Bolton Park, Wigton, Cumberland
T.J.Nash, Bishops Stortford, Herts
J. M. R. Fawcett, Cambridge
W'. F. Riley, Forest Hill, Windsor
John Betts, King's Langlev, Herts
J. S. C. M'Dowall, W^aterEud, Sandridge, St. Alban's
J. Sevvell, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire
R -v. E. Meredith, Newport, Salop
W. H. Belton, Lnngdon, Wellington, Salop
'J'he Rev. II. Hickin-.m, Walton-on-'l'hames, Surrey
'J'homas Bowker, ^^ hiitlesea, C;!mbridgesliire

Edward Barnard, Coldham ilull, Wisbeach
K. Pnike, Staffsliolt Farm, \Vi-.bcacli

A iscount Asliley, M.P., Upper Brook-strett

AVilliam Warner, Bolley, Hunipr.i'.ire

.To?eph Hodgson, Holme Hall, Bakewell, Derbyshire
Rev. W. Cams, Trinity College, Cambridge
John Perry, Abrittie, Essex
Sir C. Wale, Shellbrd

W. Warren, Cambridge
Hon. T. T. Rouse, Stanhope-slreet

Robert Raper
General Grosvenor, Hurc Park
W.Wrighlup, Pintry
C. Spaham, Ijlakency

T. Beddall, jun., Justices Finehinfiekl

•I.e. M. Cobbold, Ipswich
R. Dix. Strorton Hall, near Walton
John Dixon, Waddington Heath, Lincoln
T, Grove, Baddon, Essex
'J'. C. I'eake, Sidney College, Carab.
J. Gosling, i'ockmg, E«sex
.1. Fountain, f^aton Lodge, Norfolk
T. Paxlon, Potsgrove, Woburu, Beds.
'J'. Carr, Wheeting, Norfolk
W. Crowe, Gonelliouse, Cambridge
J. Hnlleth, Mortloch, Somerse'sliire

John Stowe, Oxford
J. H. Lnrgeat, Wickliam Market
J. Gordy, Wickliam Market
Rev. W. Lucas, Burgh Acle
John Goldsmilli, Ixworth, Sufiblk

W. Gold>n!il!i, 31, Pailitment-street, WesUuinster
T. Poole, North Wold, Norfolk

J. Bridgewarde, Sudbury, Suflblk

y. France, St. John's Coll.. Camb.
Rev. ]^. R. Brown, Ke^dalc
R.Sayer, Sebton Park, Suliblk

J. Slrucey, Sprowsten, Norwich
Capt. StrKcey, 31, Wimpole-street, London
'J'. J. Spitnings, 'I'ydd St. Mary, Lincoln^hiie
James Shirpiiig, Tydd IVlarsh, Cambridgeshire
C. H. Bainbridgp, Lunly Park, ]3urham
T. Rrtwsthorne, Ileyslmm Hall, Lancaster
H. C. Wentwortli, Harlow
- The Council then adjourned to the 7ili of October.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF
CLAY LANDS.

Silt,—The essays of your corresponent " J. D." are
truly excellent and practical; that on rotations, which
appeared in yours of the 31st ult., is admirable, and is a
complete refutation of the fashionable, but absurd doe-
trine of dispensing with bare fallows on stiff clay soils.

J'o any one v<?ho has been in tlie habit of cultivating
clay soils, it must be evident that the crop of Wheat
alter a bare fallow is always more profitable than a
Turnip crop (which is always inferior on such soils),

and the succeeding Barley or Oat crop ; the whole ex-
pense of growing the Turnip crop is .saved by substi-
tuting bare fallow ; the soil is saved by not carting on it

in wet weather in getting off the Turnips ; the immense
labour of men and horses in spring in obtaining a mould
for Spring Corn and grass seeds is avoided; and, after
all, more value is got from the soil ; who then will hesi-
tate between the two systems ? The great desideratum
is the means of converting the straw into manure on
tliis stubborn clay, without the aid of turnips; Oilcake
has been used in same instances, but it is too expensive,
and is not, besides, a substitute for the succulent, juicy,
manure-making Turnip. Cannot your talented corre-
spondent " J. D." help the poor clay land farmer to a
remedy! I must also appeal to him a? to the effect of
ploughing in Bea:is, Tares, &c. &c. in fallows on strong-
ijuils: the clay farmer cannot have recourse to bones

;

rape dust answers well, but it is exceedingly expensive,
dressing an acre with it would nearly amount to the
value of the succeeding ^Vheat crop on inferiorsoii. If
ploughing in groen crops were found to answer as a
manuring, it would be an immense gain to that unfor-
tunate man, the occupier of a poor clay- hind farm, as
there would be but little labour, and the whole cost
would be the price of the seed. 1 am aware that some
will say " Tile-drain your land, and then grow tur-
nips ;|' but this, IMr. Editor, you will allow is notalways
practicable, tenants of such soils are not overburdened
with cash, and sometimes lundlord.-s are neither able nor
willing to lay out 10/. per acre in draining their farms

;

I am certain your correspondent "J. D." is well aware
of this fact, and that that is not the way he will answer
the appeal of the poor clay farmer. I hope he will be
induced to give us some information oa the subject, par-
ticularly on the effect of ploughing in green crops on
such soils, and he will thereby lay under g-rcat obliga-
tions. Your constant reader and subscriber,

A POOR Cl\i-lanu Faiijieu.
Koi ill Britain, Sept. 5.

RATING OF TITHES TO THE FtE-

LIEF OF THE POOR.
•IHE QUEEN V. CAl'EI..

The following circular, on the subject of rating of
titiies to the relief of the poor, has recently been for-

warded to the churchwardens and overseers of the vari-

ous parishes throughout the kingdom, by order of the
Poor Law Commissioners:—

" Poor-law Commission Oilice, Somerset House.

*' K.ITINO OF TITHES TO THE RELIEF OF THE POOR.
" Gentlemen,—The judgmentof the Court of Queen's

Bench has been delivered in the case of the ' Queen v.

the Hon. and Rev. William Capel, Clerk.' The Court
has decided that the tithe-o<vner is to be rated for his

tithes, upon the same estimate of their net annual value
as is provided lor all other rateable hereditaments, by
the' first section ot the Parochial Asse:'i.:ment Act (6 and
7 William 1\^ cap. '26), and that the tit!-ie owner is not
entitled under the jjroviso in that section, to any deduc-
tion or sllowance corresponding with the prohts of oc-
cupiers of lands, houses, 6cc.

" While the question as to the extent of the tithe-
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owners' responsibility wa« ia dispute, and with a view to

prevent unnecesvary litifration in the multitude of ap-

peals which were then to be apprehended, the Poor Law
Commissioners recommended, by a minute of the 8th ot

September, 1838, tisat a sinjrle cusc should be selected in

some one parish for arrumeut, nnd thnt in all other

pari>iies provisional arr;ini;-ements should be adopted

between the oversters and the lithe-owners, which would

allow of :m eventual stlilcmcnt oi' the payments to be

made by the tithe-owners in conformity with the princi-

ple of any decision which aii^'ht be obtained upon the

selected case.

"The case of ' The Queen v. Capel' was eventually

selected to try the question in dispute, nnd in accord-

ance with the recommendation contained in the minute

of the Poor Law Commissioners, the rates were in many
parishes laid on the net annual value of tithes, and a

portion ftnly of such rates was collected, an arrearbeiny

allowed to remain proportionate to the deduction which

the tiihe-owners claiwieJ.
" But rateson the whole net annual vmIuc beimr now,

by the decision in the case of ' The Queen v. Capel,'

determined to be correct, it has become the duty of

overseers to collect from the tithe-owners any arrears

which may have beeii allowed to accrue; and in future

rates to a>scsi; the tiihe-owners on the whole net annual

value, and to collect the wliule rate so assessed.
" By order of the Board,

" Edwin Chadwicic, Secretary.

" To the Churchwardens and Overseers ofthe poor."

HOOSE m CATTLE;

THE SPONTANEOUS CURE OF.

Bi/ R. B. Gellc, of Toulouse.

(From tlic A'rtprinarian.)

Our readers, we bopc, will find both [deasure

and profit frotn the i)erusal of this short extract.

It is taken from portions of tlie lectures of the

Professor, which we were compelled to omit in

some previous numbers.

"The treatment of hoose iti cattle is effected,

first, by the escape of the disengaged gases, either

by the' Tiiouth or anus; secondly, by the neu-

tralization of these gases by certain medicaments;

and thirdly, by the puncture or incision of the

paunch, by means of which the gas and aliments

are evacuated.
" Let us examine these different means, and the

different indications which the varieties of me-
teorizatiou present. When the extrication of gas

is inconsiderable, the walking of the animal

about will often- effect a cure ; but when the tym-

])aiutis is seriDUS, other measures must he used.

Liquid ammonia, or ether, may cause a sudden

diminution in the hulk of the gas, or, in various

cases, even of considerable intensity, nature has

been found to effect a cure without the aid of art.

" Oh-servation havin;; proved that, in serious

cases of boose, the gas cannot naturally escape

from the paunch ni a sufficient quantity to effect

a cure, it lias been ])roi)osed to assist its escajjc by

means of a flexible tube introduced into tlie

(jesojdiagns ; but this proceeding is dangerous,

especially in unskilftd hands. iMany medica-

ments possess the property of neutralizing the gas

extricated from the alin'ients contained in the

])auuch. Chabert, considering that these clastic

fluids were in a great mca-<nre comi)osed of

carbonic acid gas, recommended the use of certain

alkalies, particularly lime-water, the potash of

gommcrce, and more particularly liquid ammonia.

The success which attended this mode of practice

gave it considerable reputation : it is at the present

day the remedy most usually employed, in doses

of an ounce and a half for the larger ruminants,

and of two drachms for sheep, mixed in a ])int of

water for the first of these animals, and a glass for

the secoiul. Experience has proved to me its effi-

cacy whenever the meteorization has been recent,

and produced by green food, because in this case

there has been no inflammation of the digestive

organs. The effects of the medicine should be
assisted by leading the animal about, and by
clysters of warm water holding in solution some
kitchen salt or common soap. These will gene-

rally produce the evacuation of the excrement
accumulated in the large intestines.

"But, whenever the state of the pulse, t!ie red-

ness of the tongue, and the heat of the mouth,
have caused me to suspect the commencement of

inflammation, I have always had recourse to sul-

phuric ether, because it very promptly condenses
gases, and does not cause any dangerous irritation.

The spiritudus infusion of balm has a stimulating

and diffusible property which produces a dilatation

of the membranes of the paunch without too much
exciting the nervous system ; and it is second in

action only to the ether. ' This is one of those

medicines which the veterinary surgeon should

never be without,' savs iM. Prevost :
' I have the

greatest confidence in ether. Ir effect, it often

acts wiih an astonishing |)romptitude.' \Vhatever

may have been tlie circumstances which have
given M. Prevost so favourable an opinion of ether,

I can only say that I was in tlie hal)it of using it a

dozen years before the publication of the memoirs
of that gentleman. 1 have been as successful with

it in the flatulent c;>lic of the horse as in the

hoove of cattle. One circumstance, however,
must he expected with regard to the cow—the

milk will be spoiled, for it will acquire an almost

insupportable smell of ether. This generally dis-

appears on the third day, or on the fourth at the

latest.

" M. Chalot has also a favourite remedy. JMost

of the chloi'urets have considerable good effect in

neutralizing- the gases ui=engaged in the rumen ;

but that wliicb, in his opinion, has most effect is

the chloruret of the oxide of sodium.
" Whenever the meteorization is extreme, and

the inllation of the rnmen is so great as to inter-

fere materially with the action of the dia[)hragm,

and threaten a rupture of it, a puncture should be

effected by means of the trocar. This opening
should be made at the superior part of the left

flank, corresponding with the sujierior face of the

rumen, at an eipial distance from the last rib, the

external angle of tiio paunch, and the transverse

lumbar apophyses. Although the operation

should he a last resource, according; to Promagc
de Feugrc, it is ncveitheless essential that it

should take ])]ace befo.re all hope has vanished,

as it is probable that the discredit which has

followed its delay is more to be attributed to

the previous hesitation and doubt of the persons

employed than to the temerity of the surgeon. It

is for the veterinarian to decide, cautiously yet

firmly, on the projicr time.*

* It is difticuU to im.igiup what can be the cause

of the hesitation nnd fear of the French veterinary

surgeons with regard lo the application of the trocar.

We are in tiie habit of using it, and with niucli suc-

cess, and never with bad eflect, in an early stage of

the complaint. We may be enabled lo prevent a
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" I would now make a few observations on

inephiti(2 indigestion, arising from over-feeding;, a

malady more frequently occiirriDg among stalled

beasts, or those who have been kojit upon dry

food. It is characterized by a less sudden disten-

sion of the rumen, witli hardness and fulness of

that stomach—rapid loss of flesh—the pulse small,

concentrated, and often feeble, and this always

succeeded by inflammation of the digestive organs

if not corabaited in time. Some veterinary sur-

geons liave confounded this malady with gastritis,

complicated with inliation of the rumen, of which
we shall hereafter sjjeak ; but this is an error. In

gastritis the meteorization is only secondary, and
to be attributed to the fermentation of the food

contained in the pannch longer than the usual

time, on account of the suspension of the rumi-

nation. In tym])anitis from overloaded stomach,

meteorization is frequently the first symjjtom, and
to which we must also add the fulness and hard-

ness of the paunch, for that organ is, secondarily

at least, the seat and source of the inflammation

of the organs of digestion.
" This variety of tympanitis resists the power

of mucilaginous drinks—of anmionia—of ether

—

and even also of the puncture. The accumulated
food, hard and dried in the rumen, forms certain

pellets which, on account of tlieir bulk, can no
longer be returned to the mouth for a second mas-
tication, for they are beyond the contractile force

of the first stomach : it is absolutely necessary to

cut into the paunch, and to introduce the hand, in

oider to empty it of its contents.
" I think that it is injurious to pour any liquid

in considerable quantity, whether medicated or

nutritive, through the incision made into the

paunch, in order to extract the food with which it

is surcharged.
" The paunch is not the stomach where the ali-

ments are digested, that is, changed into chyle, or

where the chyliferous absorption commences.
Those which enter that stomach in a pulpy state

must rc-ascend to the mouth and become rumi-
nated, not having been sufficiently comminuted by
the first mastication. It is necessary for the

accomplishment of this re-ascension that tlie

paunch should contract itself in every way, in

order to push the food towards the esopiiagian

canal, whose lips open to receive and mould the

alimentary ball, which passes through them and
remo\ints to the esojjhagus. The energetic con-

traction of the muscles aid the ascension; but if

the ])aunch, after having beeta cut or punctured,

and inundated with fluid, contracts itself, whether
by means of the stimulus of the substance which
it contains, or to effect the ascension of the ali-

mentary pellet when it is thus filled with both

solid and fluid coiitents, is it nut to be feared that

some portion of the lluid and solid food will pass

through the inidsion, anil fall into the abdominal
cavity ? The presence of these substances in the

peritoneal sac will invariably produce violent

inflammation, and tlie death of the animal. Of
this 1 have had many proofs, the particulars of

which T cannot, for obvious reasons, now enter

into."

Mr. Sotham, a spirited favtner, resident at Perch

Lake Farm, .Jefferson county, in the state of

too rapid extrication of gas,—we aSnid it a means
of escuiie aa it is extricated, and reniove much of the

irritation which arises from distension of the rumen.

New York, sailed in a vessel which left the St.

Katharine's Docks on Wednesday, Aug. 10, bound

for New York, taking with him as fine an assort-

ment of cattle, shceji, and pigs as liave ever been

exported to America. The lot consisted of

Mr. Walker's Hereford cow, which obtained

the prize at Oxford last year, and

A yearling bull, her oftspiing.

Four Hereford cows and seven yearling Here-

ford heifers, of the stock of Messrs. Hewer, of

Northleacli.

Twenty Cotswold rams, from the stock of the

same gentlemen.

Two Durham cows, purchased of Mr. Lovell.

A half-bred Hereford and Durham, from Mr.

Cother.

Ten South-down ewes.

A cait stallion, and
A cart mare.

A sow and pjc^s, bought of Mr. Lovell, and
Sixty-five pigs of different sorts.

Mr. Sotham intends to make frequent visits to

this country, for the purpose of purchasing cattle

for export to America, and we trust he will receive

the reward which his well directed energies de-

mand.

IMPORTANT TO FLAX SPINNERS AND
GROWERS.—^Ve have been informed that the

Government of Belgium, having it in contempla-
tion to impose an increased duty upon tl-.e export

of flax from that country—whence our spinners

derive their chief supplies of the finest kinds of the

article— sent a deputation to visit these kingdoms,
with a view to ascertain the state of our flax and
linen tnules, and to report upon the expediency of

the proposed tax. One of the deputation is a
Member of the Belgian Senate, two others are

Members of the Chamber of Representatives, a
fourth is a banker, and a fifth an intelligent mer-
chant. The deputation visited Belfast last week,
and inspected the establishments of several leading

manufacturers in the toviJu and its vicinity, to

whom tliey h;id letters of introduction, j'heir en-

quiries were particularly directed to the subject of

Irish flax, the mode and extent of cultivation,

preparing processes, manner of sowing the seed,

profit to the grower, the quality, and the propor-

tion used here, as comjiared with Flemish flax.

On these and other points, the Commissioners
received much interesting information, for which
they expressed themselves deeply obliged. Of the

specimens of Irish flax submitted to them, some
were of a fineness to which they had not consi-

dered our inferior mode of culture, and our machi-

nery for j)reparing it for the spinner, capable of

bringing the fibre. We have reason to believe

that the representations made to the deputation in

Belfast, as to the impolicy of increasing the duty

on the export of flax from Belgium, coupled with

the information to the same effect they will ac-

quire in England (whither they have gone) and
Scotland, will go tar to dissuade their government
from a proceeding, the inevitable effect of whicli

would be to limit the cultivation of that crop by
their own agriculturists, and to off"er a premium to

our flax growers to devote such attention to im-

proving the quality of the home-grown aiticle, as

must, ere long, render us independent of any other

country, for flax of the finest descriptions; for

there can be no doubt that such could be produced

in Ireland as well as in Belgium, if the same care
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were [laid to soil, scctl, and iirc'j)cirn.tion. But
tlmt tht; proposed increase of duty would occasion

tor a time serious incotircniencc and loss to our
sjjinncrs of fine yarns, by restricting their supplies

of the raw material, and consequently raising the

jirice of the manufactured article, limiting its pro-

duction and consumption, and throvvim^ numbers
of the industrious poor out of employment, it

were almost to be desired that some such emer-
gency should occur to awaken the linen and flax-

spinning interests in Ireland, and through them
the growers of flax, to the necessity of adopting
such means for the extended cultivation of that

imjiortant crop, and the improvement of its

(juality, as would place it out of the power of a

foreign government to influence our supplier of

the article. We have little fear, however, that

the Belgians, who are shrewd people of business,

will be so blind to their own interests as to im-
pose a tax which would diminish their revenue,

impoverish their farmers, and restrict a valuable

branch of their commerce, without promising any
equivalent advantage.

—

Belfast Whig.

LIQUID MANURE.
The use of liquid manure has often formed the

subject of remarks and recommendation by those

agriculturists who are conversant with the prac-

tice of foreigners on this j)oint of rural economy
;

and attempts have been made b}' them to induce
our British farmers to imit;ite their foreign bre-

thren ; but these attempts hsive hii'ierto proved in a

great measure ineffectual, and the Eriglish system
of dry or solid manure is still pertinaciously adhered
to. There is, however, a prettv general o]>inion

jn-evailing a:uon^st the leading agriculturists tliat

the subject is deserving of rathej- more consideration

than has hitherto been bestowed upon it bv the farm-

ers of Ent;lanil ; and that it is ojion to iniiuiry, whe-
ther tiie ICnsrlish or the continenial mode of manage-
merit of manures be suj)erior.

For the information of those who may not be quite

aware what is the foreign practice on this head, we
may mention, tlmt it is not only the custom in those

piirts of the continent wddch are most advanced in

the science of ag>-iculture, to collect and preserve in

tanks and reservoirs everv species of liijuid which
contains any enriching (juality, but ;dso lo dissolve

solid manure in water and other liquids, and to irri-

gate both arable and grass land with it. It is con-
tended by foreigners, tliat the effects of this irriga-

tion are far more beneficial than t!-;e application of

the sime quantity of manure in a solid form ; and it

must bc! owned tiierc is ample testimony, tijat most
productive crops are obtained under this system.

In the consideration of this practice, it is essen-
tial to separate it under its two natural heads:—
1st, the use and preservation ol' manure which is

already in a liquid shape ; and 2ndly, the reduction
of solid (htng into that stale. We shall, in the first

j)luce, oti'e" a lew remarks u])on this latter ir.cde of

management.
The principal objection which will strike the

mind of an English farmer, is the vast increase of
carriage which must be occasioned by it. (t has
ht^en tiie constant aim of J'higlisli ai^ricidture to

diminish ro.id work, and to condense manure into

as small a com])ass us can be attained without de-
teriorating its strength; and we must say, we think
tlio principle a sound one. 'i'he advantages of bones
from the mere fact of their p-.rlableness, will ut once

occur to every one as an instanc! in point. The
foreign jiractice of converting solid maniirn into

liquid, is in direct oj-position to this principle.

But we are met in this objection by the assertion,

that foreigners procure most abundant crops by the

])i-actice, and it cannot be denied that this is true.

In tlie first place, liowever, we ought to set the

additional leading against riie increase of produce
;

and we are not quite sure that with the high rate of

labour in England, much aiigraentatioa of jiroiit

would then be shown. And supposing it were,
there are other points which strike us in the case.

Lirjuid manure cannot be so lasting as solid dung,
and though the first crop will be greater from it, for

the simple reason tliat it is in that fluid state which
is requisite for vegetation, it viould appear quite

clear that the second cron will meet with less suste-

nance in the land. Aware of this, the foreigner ap-

plies more tillage era he sows a second crop ; and it

is thus evident that he is adooting a system of high

manuring, which catmot fail of producing abun-
dant crops. Again, in many of those distrids

where this practice of licpiid manure seems to confer

such bfiietii, the climate is of a drier nature than in

England, and there the application of a fluid to the

land is eminently advantageous. With onr liumid

climate we have too oftun more moisture than is de-

sirable ; and the solid manure is rarely irijured, when
once in the ground, bv drought; nor kejit from a

dissolution quite as rapid pcihajis as vegetation re-

quires it.

Upon these grounds, we think that the English

system of solid ma.nures is far sounder in principle,

as applicable to tlie climate under which we live;

and we see no cause whv our countrymen should

attempt to imitate the foreign farmer. But in the

economy and ap])lication of the manure w'licb is

already in a liquid state, it certainly strikes us that

the British agriculturist is far behind his continental

brethren.

No one who is aware of the value of liquid ma-
nure, can fail to notice with regret tlie waste of it

which is to be seen in almoJt every farm-yard in

England, the drainin^s from the fold, from the

stables, and the sheds being allowed to flow away
witliout tlie Slightest attem[)t to collect and apply

them to the land. It is obvious tiiat a source of fer-

tilit}^ is here unheeded and unkno'wn. The more
frugal, and in this instance more skilful foreigner,

coli'.cfs in tanks such valuable materials, and with

tlie aid of water-carts, irrigates his farm with them.

This practice we earnestly and strongly recommend
to the l'2ng!ish farmer. Wo are aware that many
will meet us with the objection, that the cost is

greater than tlie thing is worth; but to this we op-

jiose a dectiicd contradiction. From actual observa-

tion of the system we advocate, we are enabled to

assert that the exjience is trifling, whilst the

advantage is so great that it needs but a fair trial to

bring it into general use.

Wo would recommend that all the stables, sheds,

iSic. should lie made (as indeed is generally the case)

to drain into the fold yard ; that all liquids of every

Kind coining from the house siinuld also be conveyed
to it ; and that a tank should be constructed to receive

the whole of the drainage from the fold, which will

include liic rain water falling upon and passing

through if, but bringing-, however, a strong admix-

ture of manure. This tank, as often as it giHs lilied,

should he eaq.tied by means of a pump, iind carried

in a water cart upon the land. There is upon all

farms, where it can possibly be attained, some grass-

land adjoining the homestead, which it is essential

fur the sa!ce of convenience, to keep ia good heart;
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and it seems to U3 that iLo liquid manure cannot he

belttr rt|)])Iied ili-.in Tor ibis purjiosn. We have heard

it 3sser(ed upoa aulliDiily '.ipoii vviiicli we phice great

reliance, that on a I'anii ol' 'iOO arrcs where the ortli-

iiarv MUinber of stock is liept , .sulliuieiit lii|uid may
be obtained by this plan for niaiiuring- xccll ten acrns

ot" grass land yearly ; and we nt-ed not point out that

this is a great aud desiral)le advantage. The labour

of tiie operation is coiiijiarativelv of slight moment,
because it is performed far moie rapidly and exptdi-

liouslv than those who have not witnessed it perliaps

imagine; and it is, moreover, done by the furmei 's

own horses and men witiiout ailditional assistance.

Tiie (irst oxpences of starling this system are,

Jiowever, to be considered. We have already said

that they are not of great amount; and we will now
proceed to point tiiem out.

Tiiere are required a tanlv, a pump, and a water-

cart. The cost of a tankcajiable of containing.)!)

hog.sheads, whicli we apprehend would be large

enough idr any farm, would be about eight guineas,

the wa'ls to be bricked and cemented, which is the

most durable construction. We of course suppo-e

in this calculaiion that in the excavation of the pit

there is no rocic or very hard substance, as this

would iucrcise the expellee. A pump, supposing a

new one to be put down, rainht be procured fc;r

about four or five pounds ; and a water-cart for about

eight orten pounds. The whole expence would con-

seijueatiy be freiu twenty to twenly-iive pounds
;

and v.ith this I'rr.it outlay a fanner would be yearly

able to manure from his own ibUI-yard a great addi-

tional number of acres, without a farthing more ex-

]ieiuliture in labour, or increase ot his bill with Ins

tillage mercliunt..

i'or these reasons we urge the sulqcct on the

earnest consideration of our agricultural readers
;

and we especially solicit the attention of those who
are in the position of landlords, because we think

that the first effort to elfect this improvement ouglit

to be made by them. Tiie construction of the tank,

as it will form one of the permanent buildings of the

homesieatl, oug'it clearly to be defrayed by them;
and if the teij^int linds the pump and cart, the ex-

penoe wid fall ligliter on either parly. IJut whether

the first impuls? come from the ©wners or occupiers

of land, tht3 sooner it be made the earlier will the

profit he assuredly felt.

.'Mthongii iliis may be copying from foreigners, we
are not advocating a system which is altogether un-

known even in our own neighbourhood. We are

informed that it is not only fully, but successfully,

adopted on tiie farm of J-',. 15. Beaumont, Es']., of

Finningley Park; and we would urge upon those

who are slow to credit the advantages which we
liointout, to imjuire for thenistdves what have been

the results of its adoption ; for we feel assured t!i-it

the more the subject is investigated, the more the

accuracy of our views will be apparent to them.

—

Dnncaslcr Chronicle.

MOODY'S NEWLY-INVENTED PATENT HOOT-CRUSHER.
The subjoined drawing represents a tnachinc fur

crushing Swedes, and all bulbous roots, itiveiitr.d

by Mr. I'"- Moody, Maiden ISraillcy, \\llls, upon
wiiosc farm its beneficial effects, both as regards

economy in food, and the nutrition aflfordcd the

siieep and cattle, &.C., have, it is said, been fully

prove<l.

The maebinc only retiuires the attention rd" a

boy, and wit'i the power of a small jioiiy will

crush sixty l)ns!!cls in an hour, rednciim: the roots

to a pulp, which, mixed with a [irojiortion of chalT",

is eagerly devoured both Ity sheep and cattle, and
prevents waste. A machine on the same prinei

pie, worked by hand, rciniires the power of but one
man, and will crush fifteen bushels an hour, and
might lie used for grinding apples.

The undermentioned geiitleuien, with many
others, have one of the machines in use, and re-

commend it to the attention of fcirmers.

T. H. H. riiipps, F.s-.|., Leiglitoii IJ.)ii>e ; J. W.
1'ctcrs, )',s([., .South retbertoii ; IJ. Miller, Esq.,

Froiue ; Mr. G. Parsons, West Lambiook; Mr. .)o-

scph Harding, llodinead ; Messrs. Jefl'erys, Maiden
Pradley; Mr. Thomas iJnrge. P>ayeliff ; Mr. Lush,
Kilmingtoii ; iMr. Chandler, Stockton j Mr. Att--

water, Pritford.
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WESTER ROSS FARMERS' SO-
CIETY.

It will be seen, from ll:e subjoined report of the

meeting of the " Wester lloss Fanner's i^o-

ciety," iliat the proceedings must have been of a
very interesting character. One of the most pro-
minent matters, was th? signing a petition to be
presented to the llighhmd Agrieultnral Society,

lor the estabbshment of "experimental farms"
throughout Scotland, and another to tiie Royal
Agricultural Society of England for tlie like cause,
we perceive, ihrunghout' England. The term
tltroiighoiit, seems to contemplate several experi-

mental i'arms in each division of the kingdom.
Now we should esteem it an obligation, if some
one of the gentlemen who signed the petition,

would favour us with a detailed statement of

the amount of capital, the stock, implements,
&c., requisite for "one" such establishment.

As a model of such a statement we would refer to

the " Report of Wiiittield Example Farm," by
John Morton, given in the appendix to the last

edition of his book on soils, and which will

also be found in the " Farmer's Magazine" for

May last, page 415. On the subject of fallowing,

the (Jhairman, Sir F. Mackenzie, gave it as

his opinion that fallowing might be whollv dis-

pensed wi;!i, if sufficient attention were paid to

weeding the land; and that crops of beans, pota-

toes, tares, and clover, preparatory to wheat, were
belter than fallow. In this opinion we cannot
concur with Sir F. Mackenzie; we believe that

fallow may be dispensed with in a great many
situations in which it is now used : in fact in many
districts, even where the hunl is light, the occu-
piers seem to think it almost necessary to let the

weeds and grass grow in abundance, that they

may have a fallow. SomewJiat in the same spirit

with tiie farmer, who felt at a loss to know how he

should lind fodder for his young cattle in the en-
suing winter, the season having been so tine as to

prevent his having any inferior hay. But we know
that we shall be borne out, by ilie best practical

farmers, iii stating, that there are some soils which
need, ]K'riodically, additional cultivation and expc-
sure to the atmosphere, not merely for ihe purpose
of destroying weeds, but of icndoing them more
friable and increasing their feitilily.

On Friday the 7lli August, flie Wester Ross Far-
mers' Socii'ty lield its quarfKrlv meeting at. DiugnMll,
when ii conuiiittee \v;is a|ipointe(i to select a salesman
of their own for the London market, iiud alter the

routine business of tho forenoon, a large parly sat.

down to an excellent dinner, al the Royal Ilotul, Sir

Francis Mackenzie in the chair, II. 1. ('.iineran, Esq.,
croupier. After the. usual toasts were given and
drunk, ilie Si-crntarv read the pflitiou to tfie (li^ll-

latid and Agricultural Socielv, for the 'stablislimcnt

of experiineiiiid farms lbrou<;hout Scoilaiid, which
was unanimously approved of and signed by all

])i'est^iit ; and it was al.so resolved to petition tlie

Eujflisli Agricultural Society on the .<»ime .siibject,

conviuci'd as they were of experimental farms l)»'iii;^

of paramount importance. 'I liereafter a long and
interesting discussion took jdace, on the best |)repa-

riitioii for sowing and oblaining a crop of wheat,
which was begun by Mr. Monro, wbo ijuoted various

parts of Sir Joha Sinclair's worka on agriculture,

and recominended fallow, early and Jiardy varieties

of seed, the use of bluevitiioi as a preventive of
smut, aud guaiuing against the indiscriminate use of
fresh dung as liaving a tendency to produce mildew.
He also recommended the use of salt, at the rate of
tij bushels per acre. Mr. Ross considered beans
manured the best preparation for wheat in this

country. Mr. Denraaii concurred with Mr. Ross as

to the value of beans, but slated, of course grass
seeds could not be sown after them, and that fallow

was necessary en all soils occasionally, excepting
those of a light, sandy nature. Mr. D. added, that

the iriode o^ preparing fallow in this country was
very ohjectionable ; he recommended dunging early,

forming the ridt;es of 36 feet instead of lt5, and dril-

ling in the seed with the drill machine at the iepth
of tour inches. For rust or mildew Mr. D. thought
no remedy could be found, but that smut arose solely

from want of care in the pickling of the seed.

Major ftlackenzie thought jiotatoes the best prepara-
tion (or wheat, and concluded with a number of
useful observations, drawn from long experience, aud
conlirnaatorv of the remarks made bv preceding
speak^r.3. The subject was now taken up by the

chairman, vvho stated that he wholly objected to

fallows as being oidy necessary when the attention

of the farmer was not sufliciently turned to weeding
his ciops, and that ho considered fallows for wiieat

by no means so va!aai)le as beans, potatoes, tares,

and clover; that in Essex they now invariablv took
barley antl grass seeds alter fallow, instead of wheat,
as formerly; he felt convinced that the green crops

would always pay more thaa the cost of cleaning the

land, whilst the working of fallow was money whollv
sunk. Sir F. then alluded to drilling of wheat, and
stated that from his own experience there was a

decided advantage in drilling; that on a discussion

lately at one of the prin3i()al farmer's society meetings
in Essex, it was linallv agreed that broad castsowiug
of wheat was out of the (|uestioii, whilst the immber
ill favour of drilling and dibbling were e()ual. .Sir

F. houcver h iviiig tried dibbling on his farm in a

))retty extensive scale, thought it was uusuited for

this climate, for reasons too long to detail. Sir F.
stated that he was preparing a drill alter the one
invented by Mr. (Jeorge, of Norfidk, a distinguished

agriculturist there, which drills the seed at 11 and 4
inclu's.thus leaving room for weeding the corn at all

stag<;s of its giowih, and thus having it jj-rfectlv

clean for the following turnip crops; with regard to

weeding he staled that Mr. George having left half a

field iiuweeded, and cleaned thoroughly the other

lialf, thi.re was an increase of 2 qrs. per acre on the

weeded alone, that on the dirty half. (Cleaning and
weeding Sir F. considers iiulispensible, lor the laud

could give bill a ceriain (piantity of anything, and if

half were weeds, only one half of the crop of corn
would be ]irofUici'd. Sir F. quite agreed with Mr.
]). as to the s've.f. of the ridges, and said that furrows
should he whollv aholislieil, aud that there was no
necessity for furrows if th(> land were ])ro|)erlv

drained, and that if r;iin w;Uer was dreaded, it ought
be saw-fuirowed with the spade. As to the best

jireparation crop for wheat, beans and potatoes he
certainly considered tlieinost suitable in this country.

In the |j0ihi-ins much was sown after turnips, fed

otf witli sheep, wliicli had not answered here, but
that he bad a lirst-raie crop this year alter Swedes,
taken up and stored in November. Ivirly sowing he

Considered injurious, the best time was the first week
in iXovember, for though it might look stunted in

winter it invariably turned out most productive under

the sickle. Rolling is most important, ns is ))roved

by the best wheat ears being always by the sido of a
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foot-patli wbictli is well trampled nn. Fresh dung
lie considers injurious, as it produces r.iiik leaves, a

srnali e;ir, and !i tendency decidedly to mildew. He
l):is been assured bj Mr. Franks, one of the most
successful wheat growers in Essex, tliat the most
profitable way of applying dung was by laving it on
the young clover in winter, bv which means an im-
mense weight nf hav was produced ::tid a very su[)C-

rior crop of '.vbeat afterwards, from ibe dung being
old and comiiletely absorbed i)y the earth.

Sir F. recomended the use of tlie grubber as one
of the best novel inventions of ihe da}', doing the
work of t2, if not 3 ])loughs in cleaning the land from
weeds, while at the same time, it did not too much
pulverise the soil. He cautioned against tiie over
draining of land and tliereby depriving it of its tena-
city, which was so favorable for the growth of a heavy-

crop of wheat. He concluded by adverting to the

choice of seeds suited for ti)is climate, saying, that

so far as he could yet judge from the apjiearance of
his experiments with various Vinds of wheat on his

farm this season—Golden Drop, Sugar Pearl, and
Suffolk thickset : 'I'unstal iliickset was the only one
rusted, and therefore unfit for this climate, though
otherwise a beautiful variet3-.of wliral. Sir F. then
tlianked them for the attention paid to his lengtliened
remarks, and invited those present as well as any
agriculturists anxious to see the rtsultsof his experi-
ments, to visit and inspect bis fnrm on Friday, the

lilst current, when he should be himscdf present, and
wjien he sliould be obliged if his visitors pointed out
or suggested any remedies for errors which the}' saw
he had committed in his cropping and improvements.
— Commnnicaled. Inverness Ilcruld,

ON THE USE OF LINSEED.
To TIIE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Urn,—I iniHLrinc your correspondent " Lintsoed,"

iiistcad of boiug " convinced" must be only (;/'

opinion, that as the tattening properties of Linseed

consists in the oil it contains, it inay bo prc]>ared in

some way, and rendered more advantageous in fat-

tening cattle than by giving the cake, which is the

refuse.

Some of your readers probably may liavc made
sufficient trial in various ways (for the idea is not

u new one), and may have discovered a method, and
proved to a certainty, that it may be so prepared.

As to cake, much depends tipou its gemiinencss,

and the state it \vas in at tlie time of using. Whe-
ther it is from pure linseed and lately crushcil, or

whether it may not contain an admixture of certain

oleaginous seeds, which, though they contain a

l)ortion of oil, their husks contain very little nutri-

ment, old turnip seed, rapcsccd, and others, being
occasionally used by the secd-cnishcrs ; also, when
cake is old, especially foreign, and lias become
mouldy, it is brushed over with linseed oil, and ap-
pears fresh to the eye, but cake thus treated is

readily detected by an experienced person. Expe-
riments to ascertain the relative merits of the diffe-

rent methods, require to 1)C made with much inoi'c

accuracy than is usually bestowed on them, before

a satisfactory conclusion can be drawn from tliemr

Linseed as a food, in consc(]uence of the oil it con-
tains, is generally, at lirst, loathsome to cattle, and
some arc longer than others before they can over-

come this ett'cctually. Breeders of stock should

give it their calves iu small fiuautitics tit tirst, with

a small portion of salt, and when they have once ac-

quired a taste or relish i'or it, it never leaves them,
and in whatever way linseed is aitcr\^ards given,

their relish for it causes them to consume it with
avidity, and its effects are piesently seen.

I have given linseed to cattle after being bruised,

after boiling to a jelly, mixed witli barley-meal,

bean-meal, cut chaff, liay, kc. ; cut meat mixe<l

with a portion ofth(')mre oil. It is beneficial given

by any of these methods, but subject to great waste

without considerable care; perhaps steamed with

other food may be the best among these methods,
and least liable to waste. But as far as iny ex-

perience has gone, that if linseed is bought at 50s.,

and good cake at 13/. per thousand, that the cake
is to be preferred, as being cheaper, less liable to

Avaste, and much less trouble in using, and better

suited to the appetite of the animal, than by any
preparation of the seed alone.

I am aware these observations do not contain

exactly the information sought by your correspon-

dent, and that the experience of some of your
readers will cause them to differ in opinion with

me. If so, I hope they will give " Linseed" and
your other readers the benefit of their experience,

as cake, though very efficient, is an expensive ar-

ticle in fattening stock.—Pciniit me to remain, Mr.
Editor, your obedient servant,

A Yeomax oi' Kent.

Sir,— I observe in your last number an inquiry as to

the best mode of ))reparing linseed for fattening cattle

If four bushel of bran and two bushel of short lie well

mixed with four bushel of linseed, and ground altogctlier

(on a pair of black or cullcn millstones), they will

make a ricli, nutriliou.- feed, equal, if not superior to

oilcake. The bran and shorts not only prevent llie mil I-

t^tones from clogging, but absorb the oil that comes from

the linseed. lOurs,

A RuTT AND Grazier.

Sin,— In your paper of the 31 si ult., a correspondent

requested to be inf'ormed " the best method of pre-

paring ]in=;ced for the feeding of cattle and sheep." 1

beg to sug;.'T;st the following, which is very simple, and
can be tried without any expense or risk ;—To about
tour bu?hels of pollard mix one bushel of seed, and
send it to the mill to be ground. 1 may not have .slated

the exact proportions, but this tlie miller will ^oon dis-

cover, as the seed being of a gtlatinoti* nature, wauld
clog the stones, and thereby prevent them from working
freely. If the above meliiod is found to answer, I

would recommend it to be kept in small quantities, lor

if liid in a larj^'e heaj) spontaneous fermcKtaiion mijrht

take place. Should you think the above worth pub-
licity, you arc at liberty to do so through the medium
of your valuable Journal.

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant, J. D.
Long Meljitid, Suffolk, Sept. 9.

NEW PATENTS.
John Sanders and William Wiiliams, of Bedford,

ironlounders, and Samuel Lawrence I'aylor, of Old
Warden, Bedford, maciiiae maker, for improvements in

ploughs.—Aug. 3.

Downes Edwards, of Surbilon Hill, Kingston, Surrey,

farmer, for improvements in preserving potatoes and
other vegetable substances.—Aug. 8.

Baron Chas. Wctlerstcdl, of Limehouse, for improve-
ments in preserving vegetable, animal, nnd other iub-
slances, from ignition and decay.—Aug. 11.

Y 2
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF
THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON
BANKS OF ISSUiC.

The Select Coniniittcu appoiiitcil to inquire into

the Efi'ects ])ro(lucc(l un tlic Circulatioi) of the

Country liy the v;u-)oi:s JJruiKin!; l-^stahlishnicnts

issuinf; Notes payable on deiiiaiul ; and to whom
the I'etitions presented this Session relative to

Currency and Bankinj;, and the reports of former

committees on hanking were referred ;—Have
considered tlie several matters referred to them,

and have agreed to the following; Report :
—

Your committee, in prosecuting tlie inquiry entrusted

to tlieiii by the Ilotisc. have cxMinined evidence, and
called tor various acL\>unti, lor the purjiose of eiucidiit-

intr the manaireuient of the rdfiurs of the l>Hnk ot

Knirliind since the last renewiii of its chaitev, and al^o

of ascertaiuinp- tlic amount of the circulation of the

other banks issuing notes payable on demand, tlirough-

out tiic United Kinfrdom, durino: the same jieriod.

Accounts contaiuins,'- minute udormiUion, upon every

point, whicli it api)eared t.> your cominillee desu-ahle to

call lor, rehuing to the liank of Eng:I;.uid, liave been
iurnisiied by the bank.
The private and joint-stock hanks in England and

Wales have sent, throucrii the Stamp-office, returns of

their issues, from week to week, lor the last six years,

A similar account has been furnished by the various

banks in Scotland, which inlormation is the more valu-

able, from its never havinij hitherto been laid belore

Parliament.
The 15ank of Ireland has sent in return"? of its liabili-

ties and assets tor every week during the •<ame period as

lias been required from the Dank of En^'-land.

'I'he private and joint-stock baiiKS in Ireland have
furnished accounts ot their issues similar to those of the

private and joint-stock banks in England.
Your committee consider it to be only just and dae,

both to the Bank ot Hngland and to these various jjar-

ties, to state that the greatest readiness has been sliovvn

by them m furnishing all the accounts which your corn-

mil tee have required.

VVuh regard to the evidence whicii your committee
have taken, they, in the first instance, examined scveial

witnesses, who stated generally the evils which in tlie

last few years had, in their opinion, been caused by the

management of the circulation. 'J'heythen called before

them two of the directors of the Bank of Kiigland, who
have given detailed inlormation a> to the management
of the affairs of the Bank. It was their intention to

have proceeded in the next place with the examination
of such witnesses as might have allurdcil similar inlor-

mation respecting tin.) management of other hanks ol

issue. Towards the close, however, of the examination
of the witnesses on the part of llic Bnnk of England, it

became evident that it would be impossible during the

liresent session to conclnde the evidence of the witnesses

connected with the othor banks of issue; and under
these circiimstmices ycmr committre thought it more
advisable to postpone the examination of this class of

witnesses, and to summon one or two persons x\'ho

were known to havy paid particular attention to the

management of the Bank of J'.ngland, and whose
evidence upon this jjoint it was, therefore, desirable to

have belore them.
V'oiir commitiee trust lliJt this statement will siilh-

cicnlly account for their not rep(Mtmij any opinion to the

house on the main siil)jp(M of their iiupnry ; and they

feel that they vliall best discharge their duty by merely
submitting to the House the evidence which they have
taken, although they are fully aware of the inqierfect

idiaraclerol ihatevidence, arising Irom the circumsianee
of their Ir.wiiig been prevcnled, hy ilie ap|iroaeliing ler-

miuMtion of tjicscssion. from exammin'4' wilne-seA whom
they had proposed lo call, on oilier mipnilanl bramdics
ol llii'ir investit;ali()n.

They al:ro submit, in the Appendix, the accounts to

whicli thiy had beime ivhrn d ; in which, as well as in

the evidence, lliey feel conhilent thai nuieh valuable in-

lorniation will he lonnd upon the sufijuct of iheir inquiry ;

a renewal of which they nduld earnestly recommend lo

the eaily attention of the House ni llic next session of

I'arlianieni.

In the course of their inquiry into the iiianagrment of

the affairs of the Bank of England, the alientionof your
committee has necessarily been directed to the principle

by which it was stated in the evidence taken hetbre the

Bank Charter Committee in 1832 that the Bank was in

ordinary circiimstanees guidcfl in the regulation of its

issues. This principle has been re-slatcd to your com-
mittee, ia iMr. ilorsley Pahner's evidence, in the follow-

ing questions and answers;—
lH'i. (Chairman: As it was mainly your evidence

given before the Bank Charter Committee in 1832 which
contained the expo>ition of the principle by which in

ordinary times the Bank is guided in tlie regulation of

its issues, will you have the goo<lner.3 to re-stale that

principle to the committee'!—1 will rc-staie it in as

nearly the same vvords as I can. The principle, with

reference to the period of a full currency, and conse-

quently par of exchange, by which the Bank has been
guided in the regulation of its issues, always excepting

special circumsianccs, has been to retain an investment

in securities, bearing interest, lo the extent of two-thirds

of iheir liabilities, tin; remaining one-third being held in

bullion and coin ; the reduction of the circulation, so far

a'^ may be dependent upon tlie Bank, being subsequently

solely afl'ecled by the foreign exchanges, or by internal

extra demand.
1143. Did yon not also stale it as desirable, in ordi-

nary circumstances, tlmtlhe securities should be retained

at nearly the same amount!— Ves. The object of re-

taining a fixed amount of securities by the Bank at the

jierioii alluded to, and continuing it afterwards, so far

as niay he j)raelieably, is to throw the action of the in-

crease or decrease in the circulation upon the i)ublic,

with reference to the state ot the foreign exchanges, iu

the import or export of bullion.

1144. Are the answers which you have now given a

fair exposition ot the princiidcs upon which the conduct
of the bank has been regulated since the period ot the

renewal of its charter ! — I should say certainly, always
taking into consideration the extraordinary circnui-

stance.s that have intervened.

Your committee would upon this point wi»li to call

the attention of the Ilou«e to the evidence of the two
Bank directors who have been examined, J\Ir. Ilyrsley

I'almer and Mr. JNorman, from which it apjiears that

in several instances since 1832 the rule then laid down
has not been adhered to; and doubts have been ex-

pressed as to the soundness of lis jirinciples, as applica-

ble to the Bank of England, from its mixing up deposits

and circulation. It appears, however, at the same time,

from the following questions and answers in JMr. Isior-

man's evidence, that 'he Bank diivetors coueeivc that

this rule has received some sort of hg-islativc sanction,

in consequence of which they feel bound lo adlurc to

it as neaily as circumstances will permit, and that

on a particular occasion they were fettered by this im-

pression :
—

IH'JO. Beforring to the account - of the bank, does it

not aiipear that the drain, in the liist quarterof 183!), fell

al'nost entirely iiimn the deposits of Ihe'bank.and in no
det'ree upon the cinuilaiion !- I believe that it fell

almost >vholly upon the dci)0»it?.

WJl. The cllect, then, which you atilicipatcd in a

former part of your evidence, from any redm-lion of cir-

culalion during a drain, did not lake place during that

qnarti-r !—No, not to nny considerable extent.

181)2. Would it not have been ex|icdient llial tlie

Bank should in that I'uaiter have taken some measures
lor the reduction of the circulation, looking to the rajud

drain whieh was going on '!

—
'i'he iSank considered itself

al that lime hound to adhere as nearly as it could lo the

piincipleof holding a lixi-d amount ol .sci'uiilies, that

|iiini-iplc having been lo a certain cMent rei'ognised by
lilt legivlatnie an I llie luihlic; but if 1 am asked now,
wiih my presenl cxpciicnce, whether it would not
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havp. been wise in the Bunk to liave taken eniliev mea-
sures, I must s;iy that 1 tliink it would have; been wise

so to do.
VVitliout enteiinp: into tiie quastion either of the

souudnessot' the rule, or of the defrree of sanction which

it may l)e supposed to have received from tiie Le<risla-

ture, your ecmmiltee are clearly of oiiinioii that such an
iinpres-iion on the ])art of the directors of the P>ank of

England ciug'ht not to prevent tht'ui from ailoptin;^ any
other prineiple of man:i'^ement which, alter then- lurliier

experience, and upon inaturt- consiileralion, they may
considir to be belter adapted for the piimary object of

preserving-, under all circumstance*;, the convcrtd)dity

of their notes.

A Hi;. 7, 1840,

JOINT STOCK BANKS.
The committee of (!e])iitic«! of the joint-stock

banks have issued a circular rci)nrt (jf their j)ro-

ceedin;.;^ since the -Itli of June last, wiicn the ge-
neral meetincj of deputies was held. This docu-
ment coinmnrijcatcs nothinc; of any s])ccial novelty

beyond the iVnt of pi eparalions for talcing the field

vigorously in Ihc eiisiiiiif;- session of Parliament.
It was beibrc known that the examination of Mr.
Stuckey and IMi'- 'iilbarton behalf of the banks
waspostponed till then, on account, as I\tr. Charles
Wood, the chairman of the Bank committee of the

Commons' House, very fairly stated, of the length
to whicli the examination of some of the witnesses

had extended, and the exjjediency of bringing "to-

wards a conclusion the evidence relatir.g to the

Bank of England," rather than to "commence
upon evidence relating to country issues," in which
from the apiiroaching rermination of the session

little progress could of course be made. It might
seem rather [lartial and injurious to the joint-stock

banks that the eviilencc so far, from taking jiart

in which their advocates were excluded, should

be prematurely published because of course not in

a complete form. But we arc inclined to think

the advantage of this in one respect will more than
compensate the piejudice, if any, which might
result to their dislavoiir by the iinblication of in-

conii)lete or e.r parte evidence. For now the whole
of the body will have the evidence before them in

the most approved form, and with anii)le time to

digest and dissect it. The late amendments in the

law of joint-stock banking with respect to suing
or prosecMiting partners criminally are referred to

with satisfaction. The contemplated course of

future action is thus alluded to :
—

" With a view to ascertain the ))arliumentary slrenglh

of tiie joint-stock banks, the committee of deputjcs will

feel oblit;ed if you will have the proodness to send them
the names of any msmhers of Parliameni who may be
ilireclors or shareholilers in your bank, and also of any
other members whom you know to be friendly to the

cause of joint-stock banking'.
" The committee will also thank you to send them the

names and addres?-es of any ])ersons whom you
can recommend as proper witnesses to be examined
on behalf of the joiut-stock banks, before the parlia-

mentary comnuttec at the cununencement of the next
session.

"The committee would also further impress upon you
the necessity of explaininij to those members of Parlia-

ment with wliom you are acquainted the true principles

on which the joint-stock banks are founded, and the

present imperfect state of the law^— wf ilisiiibuting'

throug'hout your district those publications that contain
the best defence ag'ainst the attacks ol our opponents

—

and of co-ojierating- powerfully and pcrsevenngly in

any parliamentary slru;?'!;le in which we may be com-
pelled to engage."

ON THE IIOOSE IN CALVES.

TO THE ElilTOR OF THE MAliX LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Tn looking over the Mark Lane Express for

August ol, I iind a letter addressed to you, signed

l)y D. .T. L., soliciting information as to the best

remedies for Honsc in calves, (not hoove, as the inen

editor of the Veterinarian, Mr. Youatt being ill, has

very inadvertenilv and erroneously styled as the

subject upon which my coramunicition treated) and

in which ho states my having recommended lime

water alternated with a solution of salt, but that I

have not stated the (juautities. The ([uantilies, I

think, are given in a former paper of mine, and

which has probably not caught ]). J. L.'s eye ;
how-

ever, as this is a subject particularly interesting to

everv farmer and owner of slock, with your permis-

sion I will forward from time to time the rc^iiective

papers, as ])ublished in that valuable periodical, the

Veferiuaiian, if you will uot consider them as occu-

pving too much space in your valuable paper.

1 do not hesitate to assert that these simide

remedies are (piite a specific for this aftection, so

mud) more peculiar to the cloven-footod irihe than

any other species of animals, and attended with a

great fatality and consequent loss of capital to the

farmer not easily uppreciated. I have found that

half a pint of lime water administered every morning

to a calf, and a dessert spoonful of salt every

evening, dissolved in half a pint of water, generally

restores the animal in the course of a fortnight or

three weeks. ^Vhere Twinters are affected, the dose

is a pint of lime water and a table spoonful of salt.

In sheej) and goats, the dose is a quarter of a pint of

lime water and three ten spoonfuls of salt. In deer,

the doses are the same as in calves. The animals

should be turned out into good sound pasture land,

and where the water is either a i)ure running strpum

or where it is contained in a marl-pit. I have gene-

rally found those situations most liable to this atlec-

tion where the land is peaty, lying low, and where

the water runs through a boggy or peaty strata.

In extreme casesof boose, where there is immediate

danger of suftocatiou, there is no time to be lost in

perl'orining the operation of tracheotomy, which is

done by making a longituilinal incision, from tliree

to four inches long, down the front of the windpipe,

midway between the point of the chest and the

upjier portion of the wind])ipe, cutting right down
to the latter and laying it bare, so as to excise a

square portion of two of the rings out ; when there

are no proper tubes at command to insert into this

opening, take a large circular piece of cork, cut out

a circular hole in its centre, insert it between the

lips of the wound so that it may lie upon the surf ice

of the windpipe, and fisten it down by securing a fine

piece of gauze around the neck ; this will he the means

of keeping foreign bodies from getting into the tra-

chea, andafford you time to get your remedial mea-

sures into fair lilay.

Often, individuals are so jdaced as not to have

even these conveniences at command ; under such

circumstances, the animal will not generally take any

harm by leaving the wound open altogether. As D.

J. L. has made a general ai)peal to the profession, I

trust I shall not he out of place in having, for one,

responded to his call.

I remain, dear sir,

Your'.s most respectfully,

Tiios. RIavtr, SrN., V.S.

Newcastle-vviler-Lime, Sept. 8th,
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ON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES
AND FARMERS' CLUBS.

Aclualed solely by the desire of elevating tlie

position of llie farmer, and of promoting improve-
ment in agriculture by the most elfective means, if

at any time we siiould ofler any remarks v^hicli

may f^eem to throw an obstacle in the way, we
trust we shall stand acquitted, should our views
lie erroneous, of a wisli to prejudice that cause,

which we most sincerely desire to serve. We tiiis

day lay before our readers a long report of the

inoceedings at a meeting of the " Warminster and
South Wilts Farmer's Club," by which a more
rapid progress has been made in carrying out the

good objects contemplated, than by any other local

institution of the kind, the proceedings of whicii

has fallen to our lot to record. Before we proceed,
however, to notice more particularly any part

of the proceedings of the day, we vvili hazard o.ie

or two remarks upon the objects and constitution

of Farmer's Clubs. Agricultural Societies have
been long establisiied in this country, " Farmer's
Clubs" are, with one or perhaps two exceptions,

of but very recent date. Tiie difference in

name alone, naturally leads to the conclusion that

the nature of the proceedings of these instiuitions

are different, altI)ough the ultimate object may be
the same. The objrcts to which the attention of
Agricultural Societies generally have been directed
are, by competition for prizes offered, the improve-
ment of the breed of cattle of every (lescriptioii, of
agricultural machinery, and of the operation of
ploughing, and the encouragement of deserving
agricultural labourers. To Uiese in some cases have
been added, improvement in the different kinds
of grain, improved cultivation, draining land,

&c. Such have been, and such we hold to be
strictly the legitimate objects of " Agricultural So-
cieties or Associations." The objects of a Farmer's
Club may be described as twofold, namely, im-
provement of the viiml of the farmer himself, and
improvement in the practice of his occupation.
We cannot better describe the objects of Farmer's
Clubs, than by repeating here an extract from the
prospectus of the Isle of Thanet Farmer's Club,
quoted by our excellent friend, 1*. 11. Harvey, of
Ilarleston, in his valuable essay, " On the advan-
tages of Farmer's Clubs," which appeared in the

Farmers Magazine io): December, 1839:

—

"The formation of Farmers' Clulxs is a new and
interesting feature in agricultural history. Ry means
f>f these institutions much valuable iuforniatiou is

diffused ; dift'ercnt modes of cultivation are com-
pared and their results ascertained; iminovcnicutH
are suggested and made pul)llc ; and tliciutcrcliangc
of thouglits, opinions, and ol)servations, ])roniotes
R-ood feeliut;- and in various ways exercises a Itene-
ficial iufiiicuec. Amon^- the objects sought to lie

attained ))y I'anncrs' CIul)s are the following :— to
ascertain the nature and (pialitics of the soils and
subsoils of the district; to inquire into the com])a-
rative value of different sorts of manure; to test ])v

experiments aliened inq)rovcmeiits in cultivation, in

agricultural implements, or in the management of
stock; to discover the most protitalde varieties in

corn, seeds, or roots, and the most advantageous
rotation of crops ; to collect information respecting
the state ami progress of agriculture, by corres-

pondence, by establishment of agricultural libra-

ries, and by such other means as may be deemed
expedient; in a word, to advance tlie interests of

agriculture in every possilde way— reducing theory

to practice, and tlirowing the light of knowledge
and science over tlie most useful and important of

the arts of life."

L'pon this, JMr. Harvey pertinently reniarks ;

—

" The allusion to agricultural libraries in the above
prospectus, brings me to a part of the subject

whicli, althouj^Ii the last mentioned, is uotamon'j;st
the least of the ailvantages derive(l from Parmcrs'
Clubs. It has been impossilile for persons en-
gaged in agi'iculture to procure any books treating

on that science but at a heavy outlay of money,
luirchasing them at their sole expence; as shoulil

they have the wish or opiiortunity of joining the
Book Club in the nearest market town, they will

not find in it works treating on farming ; and yet,

if agriculture is to emerge from the stationary

position in which from a want of the application of

science it has so long been placed, how can this l)c

accomplished but through the medium of books,
and more particularly of periodical works, which
by placing before us the suggestions, the experi-

ments, or the lu'actical knowledge of other culti-

vators, enable us to benefit by such information,
and to pursue our own improvements with mucli
better prospects of successV
A Farmers' Club may, in other words, be called

a " Mutual Improvement Society," to which each

member contributes his portion for the benefit of

the whole, where inlbrination is not so much
gained by what is seen as what is mid; whilst

at the meetings of Agricultural Societies, more is

learnt by what is seen than by what is said. Now
by a reference to the proceedings of the " War-
minster and South Wilts Farmers' Club,'' it will

be remarked that the objects to which attention is

directed, are those of an Agricultural Society
;

and it appears to us that the name of " Agricul-

tuial Society " would be nuici'. more applicable to

it than that of " Farmers' Club." We believe

it is intended to unite the objects of a Farmers'
Club by having meetings, discussinf;- agricultural

subjects, establisliiiv^- a library of agricultural

works, &c., but in our opinion the union of the two
o!>jects will much prejudice the "Club." In the

first place, a clid) should not be too numerous, the
" Warminster Farmers' Club" we believe already

numbers above one hundred members. When-
ever the number of members attending a club are

large, there will be generally a select few ready

speakers, who will be first in taking part in the

discussion, and ojiportunity will not be afforded

to those who are more diffident, of offering their

opinions. Now ue are by no means ambitious to

make all the farmers orators, but an exercise of

this kind rouses the mental faculties, sharpens the

understanding, and moreover the real bearings of

the question under discussion, and its merits will be

more correctly elicited by having the opinions of

many rather thanof a few individuals. There is an-

other point m reference to" Farmers' Clubs," upon
which we may perhaps entertain a peculiar opinion,

which is, that the members should consist almost,

if not altogether, of pi-nclical farmers, men ulio if

they do not absolutely depend upon their business

for support, still follow the pursuit for the pur-

pose of nirdiing a profit by so doing. Influential
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lander] proprietors should be members of, and
do their utmost to jupport Agricultural Societies

;

should encourage and render assistance in the

estal)lishment of " Farmers' C'lubs " by contri-

buting to liie formation of Agricultural J-ibraries,

&c. ; but we do not think' that their presence at

the meetings of tlie Clubs will in any wise tend to

promote the objects for which they are established.

We make these remarks ^\ith the most sinceie

desire to promote tlie establisiiment and good
organization of institutions, wiiicli we believe to

be peculiarly calculated to advantage the prac-

tical farmer. And we shall be anxious to learn

how far t'lese o[)irn'ons meet the views of those

who take an active interest in these institutions.

To return to the proceedings of the " War-
minsler and South Wilts Farmers' Club, " they

are of a very interesting character. The prizes

for the encouragement of deserving agricul-

tural servants were numerous considering that it

was the fust meeting, and the iiistory of several of

parties who received the reward of meritorious ser-

vice, is such as to excite a lively -sympathy, to

afford an excellent example, and to redound
highly to the credit of both master and servant.

On this head the county of Wilts may safely chal-

lenge a comparison with any county in England.
The instance alluded to by the Chairman in his

excellent address, that of a man who " receiving

Wiiges varying from 8s, to 10=;. per week, had in

the course of four years and three tpiarters, con-

tributed not less than 30/. 17s. to llie support of
Im aged parents," deserves to he recorded.

A deserving tribute was paid lo the exertions of

Mr. Ravenhill, in aiding to establish the club, and
which we remember to have noticed when the

prospectus for its formation was first announced.
Speaking of agriculture, Mr. Ravenhill ob-
served :

—

" The cau.se of agriculture was the cause of man-
kind, and it was a source of pleasure to know, that

in proportion as they improved its system, so in

propertion did tliev advance the interests of the la-

bourer. "A spirit bad lieen kindled in its support,
which had extended from one end of the country to

ttie other. Agriculture was no longer looked upon
as an art, it now rnnl^ed among the sciences ; and as

agriculture itself became elevated, so would those
be wlio pursued it, both in intelligence and station.

He believed the Royal Agricultural Society con-
templated by its rules a better system of education
for the rising generation in the agricultural interest,

and offered rewards in certain oases. He was not
aware whether anything of the kind bad been
thought of in Wilts; but as a stimulus to study, he
should be happy to give a prize of hi. next vear, to

be competed for amongst the sons of members of the

society, (being farmers), v.ho should pass the test

of examination in the study of Sir ,T. Ilerschel's
" Natural Philosophy"—a most useful little book.''

We having frecpiently expressed our opinion
on the importance of an improved system of ele-

mentary education for youths who intend to pur-
sue farming as the business of their lives, and we
earnestly hope that the attention of the Royal
Agricultural Society will be directed to the sub-
ject. It aHbrds us very great pleasure to find that

a person, so well qualified to form an opinion on
this subject as Mr. Ravenhill, coincides with us,

and we believe, at least so far as has come under
our knowledge, we may state, that the prize just

offered by Mr. Ravenhill to farmer's sons, for su-
perior knowledge in any department of science, is

the first announced at a meeting of an Agricultural

Society. W'e hope to see it speedily followed by
a prize for proficiency in the knowledge of agricul-

tural chemistry. --ilifi/-/: Lane E.vpress.

NITRATE OF SODA AS MANURE.
TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—I believe I am the first individual who u'sed the
nitrate of soda as a manure, and have always fisund it

answer beyond expectation. I will uot refer to foimer
years, but will answer your correspondent's que-tion as
briefly as possible, and probably the experience of the
last year will satisfy him. I use it as a top dre.s-:in^,

and applied 1 cwt. to the acre to my wheat, wdien the
plant had suffered much from the wet or the wire-
worm. It was surprisine- to see how soon the wheat
reiQvered its healthy appear.nnce and llie wire-worm
quite left it, and I should think I have more tluin na
averacre crop. I have also used it without any manure,
upon eitjhracrcs ot turnips, and they are rem;irkably tine,

better than those where 1 have used the yard-duii^'. 'ihe
nitrate was used broad-ca?l, and sowed with the seed in

a few days afterwards. 1 u^ed it last year with turnips,
and the fly forsook them immediately. 'J he barley is

very fine where I used the nitrate. J\Iy farm is <tony
land, with a substratum of chalk, but I believe it suc-
ceeds Uijon all soils. 1 have i^enerally used it as soon
lis vecetatinn begins to feel the influence of the spring.
I shall be very happy to urivc any further information,
and remain. Sir, yours truly, John Burgbss.

Elmhurst, Great Missenden, Buck-:, dug.lS.

NOVEL MODE OF WINNING HAV, ns prac-
tised by i\lr. Jes. Gibson, ujjon a high-land larai at
Dowsjrill, near Greta Bridge, Yorkshire.—Of course, in

such situations, the crops are generally lighter than they
ure upon the lowland hivms, wherethe system might not
answer SO vvell. There being no labourers living near
to Dowsgill, Mr. Gibson's practice is, to strew the grass
in the us\ial way, and when it is sufficiently dry for tura-
ing, a flock of country or half-bred sheep, are put into
the field, and driven slowly along by a shepherd and his

dog, making regular turnings, until the whole ot the
field is travergjd over ; by this means, if the weather is

favourable, he can have his hay ready for putting to-
gether on the the third day after the cutting of the grass.
Such is the case this year. 'J his method may, at first,

appear rather ludicrous, but Mr. G. has piactised it

with success for some seasons ; I saw the operation a
iew days ago, and I can assure your Highhuid Iriends in
parUcular, that they would be highly satisfieil were they
to try the eflect. From the sagacity of the dog, which
has been accustomed to his work, the business appeared
to be effected with the least possible trouble.

—

From a
Correspondeii t.

SHOEING HORSES is rendered needlessly difficult

to the farrier, and sutFeriag to the animal, by being
performed when the horse is fresh and frisky, instead
of being performed when the horse has been tired. A
young horse, or any horse difficult to shoe, it is espe-
cially necessary, should be sent to the forge immitdi-
ately after a day's work ; not sent, as is too often done,
some leisure mprning.
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DRAINAGE OF THE FENS.

INTERESTING EXPERIMENT
I'ATENT HYDRAULIC BELT
ELEVATOR.

CIV HALL S

, OR WATER

On Wednesday, Sept. !), tlie first public trial of
the Patent Hydraulic Belt for the piiri)oses of Fen-
T^raiiiage wns made at Salter's Lode, near Down-
liani IMarkct.

'J his extremely imi)ortant and intcrestini;' cx-
jieriment was witnessed by .a ^reat number of
professional gentlemen and persons connected
with the Fens, and the indispiitnbl)' successful
result excited the hip;bpst satisfaction. It was
eviilent to those who loolceil fin this simple, but
extraordinary ))o\verfnl a<?ency, accoin])lishing
effects which have hitlierto been performed at a
vast exi)ence by an elaborate and by no tneans
])erfect machinery, that anew era, abont to realize
the most sangniiie hopes of those by whom the
full importance of the object was estimated, v\as

dawning on the pros])ects of Fen-drainage. From
the lime when ti)e power of steam was first adapted
to the draining' of land, but slight advantages liave

lieen talicn of its introduction beyond the mere
rescue of certain districts from the cai)ricious do-
minion of the winds. Cast-iroti scooj)-wlieels
have been partially substituted for the old Dutch
wheel, and various other improvements have from
time to lime ))een made ; but it must be acknow-
ledged, that in the adaptation of steam-power to
drainage, very many of its most advantageous
eftc'cts are left undevcloi)ed, and the greatest
amount of benefit, at the least possible expence,
still left unsecured. It would be needless to de-
scrjlie the many evils which are inevitably atten-
dant on the system of wind-engines foi- theinirposc
of artificial drainage. Setting aside every other,
the one great objection must aiv.ays remain insur-
mountable. Their ])owcrs, liowever great and
etfective when in action, are de])endent on the
chiingeful and uncertain winds. The farmer, in
the midst of his confidence and hopes, with his
cro])s ready for the sickle, in;iy experience sudden
and complete ruin, from an unexpected fall of
heavy rains, deluging bis lands ; while his mills,

his only hope, stand with their sails unmoved by
a breath of w'nd, and the fruits of the labour and
industry of the ])ast year peri«h on the ground.
When most depends on the mills, they are often
totally useless. At times when there is most rain
there is commonly the least wind. The steam-
engine is certain— its giant jjower untiring. It

])iits forth its mighty strength whenever it is re-
quired, and continues, unceasing, exhaustlcss, in-

dei)endcnt of all the obstacles of nature, until its

tasU be finished. The first cost and snbequent ex-
jience of the maintenauee of one powerful steam-
engine is less than the expence of building, repair
and attendance on a great number of windmills.
Districts which formerly emi)loyed five-and-twonty
mills, are now eficctually drained by one steam-
engino. Dcciiing Fen, near Spalding, containing
about '2'>,0()0 acres, wdicre there were forty-four
mills for lifting the water, is now diained by two
engines of sixty and eighty-horse ])ower. March
West I'en, (tonipiisiiig about I,OOO acres, is drained
by a single engine of forty-horse i)ower. Little-

l)ort Fen, near F.ly, of 'J!!, ()()() acres, was formerly
imperfectly draiiu'd by sevenly-fivo wiiul engines.
" And olteu has the fen farmer in despair watched
their motionless arms, and carncslly hoped a

breeze might spring up to catch their sails, whilst
his fair fields gradually disa|)peared below the
lising waters, and the district assumed the aj>-

jicarance of an immense lake." 'Jwo steam-en-
giiies of thirty and eighty-horse jjower have now
secured tliefarmer from the iiruption of the waters,

and rendered him independent of the winds. :/

^Vith these stupendous results before us, it may'
he asked, why the adoption of steam-engines is

not universal .' The expence of the first cost of
the erection is not the only answer, hut it is the

one most commonly and forcibly urged. The in-

troduction of steam must be considered merely as
the commencement of improvement. Its inex-

haustible powers have hitherto been but rendered
subservient to the old and imperfect system of
wheel-draining. Great. as has been the saving of
expenditure, and magnificent as have been the

results achieved, it is yet evident that much re-

mains to be done l)efore the great work of drain-

age can be perfected. The moving jiower has
been brought into operation, but it is still left to

ada])t to this power a machine which is in all res-

jjects efficient, an<l which ])ossesses the invaluable

requisites of cheapness and simplicity. Such a

discovery was alone wanting to render the incal-

culable p;)wcrs of the steam-engine, as adapted to

the drainage of lands, available to theii- full extent,

and thus to realize the fondest anticipations of

those persons who have been alive to the immense
national advantages which would result from a

complete system of drainage.

That such a discovery has been made, the ex-

periment of the application of Halls Patent Hy-
draulic Belt, or \Vater I'^levator, on Wednesday
last, leaves no doubt on the minds of those who
witnessed it. We i)rocced, therefore, to give our
readers as full an account of this most important
and interestiug trial as is in our ])Owcr.

Salter's Lode, where the experiment was made,
is two miles from Downham Market. An engine
has been erected here, and, under the superinten-

dence and at the expense of Thos. Dyson, F.sq.,tbe

intelligent and al)le engineer to the He<lfoi<i Level
Corporation, arrangements were made for adapt-

ing the Hydraulic licit to the engine.

At twelve o'clock a considerable number of per-

sons, between two and three hundred, from the

fens, from the metropolis, and from distant parts

of the kingdom, had assembled. Among those

present we noticed the following getitlemen :
—

Charles O'Gorman, Esij., late Her Majcsty'.s

Consul Ceneral for Mexico ; Rev. Mr. Hewlett, of

Hilyay , Dr. Patterson o^ Doirnhmn JMnrKct ; Wm.
Layton, Esq., of H'oodhonse, Ehj ; W. Harlock,

.lohn Hall, Thomas Archer, W. Mosely, and J.

Cropley, l'>q-.., of Ehj ; Edward Hett, G. Wales,
ami Thomas Dyson, (civil engineer), P'sqs., of

Downham Market ; J. Mylnes, Esq., of llilyaij

:

George Press, lOsq., oi Dereham .- Frederic Robin-
son, ICsq., oi Suii//ier>/ ; ,lose|)h f5ebb, 'I'homas

Hall, and— Bender, Esqs., of London; William
Thorold, Esq., (civil engineer), of Noruich ;

iMessrs. Little, of Littleport ; Fullerton and Rey-
nolds of I.ynn ; I'oyce and I'ryor, of llih/aij:

Rrooker, Cliapnian, Dixon, Hubbard, .lohnson,

Kemp, Mumford, Palmer, j'ocock, Smith, True,

Pi. Ward,— Ward, jun., and Weston, of Duunham
Maikot ; Martin, of Jf'aitijicet ; 'I'hompson, of

IUjx/oii ; Green and Atkinson, of Wukepeld ; Han-
cock, (A' London ; Porter, of Coreuti)/ ; Piatt, of

March ; (.'()ini>ton and Kendlo, (d" /'o/vZ/trtm ; Giblin.

oi' Sw(///7iam, (Cnni/js.) ; iSic, <."vc.

Letters were received from several distinguished
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individuals, regretting their absence, occasioned by
other pressing engagements at diflfirent pul-.Hc

meetings lield that day. The greatest interest in

the proceedings was displayed by those jjresent,

and the engine was no sooner set in motion than

tiie expressions of wonder and admiration at the

extraordinary eftects ol so apparently simple a

jnachine, were loud and general.

The l)elt is composed of a woollen material,

])assing over two cylinders of wood at a certain

distance from each other. Any number of belts

may be eniployed, according to the l)ody of water
to be raised. By the mere velocity of the belt, a
sufficient attraction is produced to raise ihe water
and throw it over the to]) cylinder. For the pur-

pose of the exj)eriment, the engine was made to

eni])loy about three horse ])osvcr, and with this, ex-

tent of force more than 800 gallons ()f water were
raised per nnniite, at a lilt of about twelve feet,

'i'hc superiority of the belt over the ordinary mill

was sutticienti)' attested by the comparison the

Spectators were enabled to make by the keeper of

a. wind-engine near setting it in motion. This mill

was of twenty-five horse power, and attlie timeof
the oonmienceinent of its oper:itions had the ad-

vantage of the water running off, b)' the belt

raising the water to its level ; yet ihe greatest lift

did not exceed two feet, nevertheless it raised no
more water than the belt worked, as before men-
tioned by the engine, at three horse i)ower. In

the opinion of the engineer, the additional outlay

of but £"."1 would serve to raise 2,500 gallons of

water per minute, instead of 800 gallons.

The triumphant success which attended this

experiment of the Hydraulic Belt, most gratifying

as it must have been to the ingenious and enter-

jnifiing inventor, proved scarcely less so to those

among the numerous j)ersous asseml)lt'd to witness
it who were capable of estimating the extent of

utility to which it uiight be made serviceable, and
of appreciating the advantageous improvements it

is capable of effecting in the great work of fen
drainage. 'J'hat a degree of opposition may be of-

fered to the introduction of this beautiful inven-
tion in the fens is what may be ex])ecled, from
its militating against the class-interests at piesent
connected with the old system ; but thi^ O[)posi-

tion will do little against the weight of the in-

fluence of the cxpeiicnc^ of practical benefit, or
against the commendation of men of great scien-

tific euuncnce. 'I'he Hydraidic Belt has received

the sanction of the most celebrated engineers of

the present day. The name of Mr. Dyson alone is

sufficient to warrant its entire success; and the

confidence whicli this gentleman exjjresses in the
certainty attending its adoption, insi)ires us with
the hope that the time for a great and most reno-
vating revolution in the drainage of tlie fen is ap-

])roaclMng.

At the close of the experiment a large ])arty of
gcutlemcn interested in the Feu Drainage, and
the friends of Mr. Hall, dined together at the
Crown Inn, at Downham Market, where an
excellent dinner was provided, ami tiie tcstivities

of the evening ai)proi)riatcly concluded a day
which we cannot but think ])regnant with im-
mense advantages to the nation at large, as well
as to those immediately concerned.
The following additional particulars, from a

highly intelligent correspondent, we have great
pleasure in laying before our readcis :-—

The great level of the Fens, in consequence of

the \aiious rivers tliat intersect it, is divided into

districts, each having its own method r.f draining.

The principal mode hithei'to adojjfed is the wind-
mill, which drives a water-wheel ; the diameter
of these wheels is goveined by the head they have
to throw against. It mostly happens that two
mills are reepurcd, one not being sufficient to throw
the water high enough ; the heights of the head
of water are various, occasioned by the difference
in the level of the laud, and also the point of dis-

charge. The mode of draining by wind, is

admitted on all hands to be the cheapest, but it

is very uncertain ; because it most fretpiently
happens that, in times of flood, there is little or
no wiiul. The pioj)rietors in Downham Fen last
season knew this to their sorrow to be a fact ; for
the mills were working a fortnight, and instead of
the water diminishing, it gained upon the mills
nearly two inches. In consequence of this un-
certain mode of drainage,' the land was never
cultivated in the manner in which it should have
been ; for the dee]»er yon can take oft' the water
in the winter season the better— it tjeing not only
better for the crojjs, but requiring less labour in

ilraining ; for the deeper the drains are, the less
water is required to be discharged from the land
itself. This can be accounted for by the evapo-
ration and soakage that takiis place in that par-
ticular soil ; it makes the land more firm, and
also enables the agriculturist to inqjrove the soil
by claying, which within these last few years has
become very general. The depth of the clay
varies very much ; in some places it is close to
the surface, in others, six feet and upwards,
'i'he state of the Fens is vciy much improved since
the ojjeuingof the Fan Brink Cut, by lowering the
head of water in the rivers, theieby producing
greater facility of discharge. The rage for im-
provement that has taken place in this country for
several years ])ast, has not extended in proportion
in the fen country, where it is so nuicb iiMjuired,
as in other parti ; l)ut latterly the agricidturists
have bestirred themselves a little more,, and they
have been substituting steam power for wind,
which has been found to answer perfectly. But
in some districts, the fen gentlemen would not bo
driven from their old phui, but will, there is no
doubt, in time, when they find their nuighhours
in other districts reaping golden harvests at the
time their crops have been drowned all the winter.
Some districts are situated much better for drainage
than others ; some only require the water to be
lifted three or four feet, whilst others require it

to be lifted ten to fourteen feet, thereby requiring
more or less power. The head in Downham Feu
is at the most twelve feet ; a great heij^ht to
throw, which makes it more ex()ensive in a small
fen, it only containing about KiOO acres, and a
])ortion of it bad land. The Hydraulic Belt is

more fitted for a district where the head is great.
It has also another advantage : it can take the
w.'ter out to any depth. Tlie trial that was made
on the i)tb inst., was to shew what advantage was
gained between the power and effect, and by the
engineers present it was admitted to be manifest;
for the engine was only working to about three-
horse [jower, and her whole ])ower is twelve
horses. Some malicious individuals, who vvoiikl

be out of oftice if this engine were to be adopted,
set off the wind engine, to shew how s/te could
thrgw out the water. But it must be recollected,

that the wind engine is a twenty-five horse power.
It was working with no head against her, whilst
the Belts were throwing the water ten feet

directly u|)ou the tail of the engine; therefore

she was almost impelled by the water from the
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Belt. It is inteiifled to put on sufficient belts, so

that ill the wettest season the Fen may be drained.

It is calculated that the Belt will discharge about

2,;')00 gallons per minute, at flood height, and then

about eight-horse power will be employed,

and four-horse power be left to spare. In order

to throw 2,000 gallons per minute, flood height,

would rci[uire a steam engine with a wheel from

twelve to fifteen-horse power. The only doubt

entertained with respect to the 15clts, is the

durability of them ; this will be ascertained by
working one season. It is said they will last two
years ; if so tliey will answer,— but this is to be

tried. For single farms, this plan of drainage

will be singularly ajjpiicable, from the saving in

])0wcr, and in the constnu;tion of the buildings.

It is a very difficult thing to persuade the Fen

gentlemen to adopt any new contrivance, or to

drive them from their old plans ; nothing but

time will convince them.— Cam/jridc/e Advcrliser.

REPORT ON THE TURNIP CROP
ON STRONG LAND

;

INCLUDING THE QUALITY OP TIIK LAND,

THE QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF MA-

NURE APPLIED, AND THE MODE OF

CONSUMING THE TURNIPS.

BV i\IR. AVILLIASI I.INTON.

(Fiom the Transactions of the Yoyhshli'e Agricullnral

Societii.)

The cultivation of turnips upon strong land is so

difficult, and dcjicnds so much upon the seasons,

that it is impossible for any one to adopt any mode
from which he is not obliged in some seasons to

deviate. I here give the general system 1 adopt,

and that which answers my purpose the best.

The land which is the subject of this Report, is

very strong and stony, with a good depth of soil,

of a fair ([uality, with a clay bottom, and is under-

drained down each furrow.

The land intended to be sown with turnips

(^«hich is wheat or oat stnl)ble having been sown
after seeds) is ploughed the first time in Novem-
ber, with a very strong plough drawn by four

liorses, to the depth of 8 and !) inches. In the

spring following, as early as the weather will per-

mit, U is plouglied iigain ; then harrowed down
with a pair of iron barrows drawn by 'A horses

abreast. After tiiis is done the land is prim ipally

tilled and cleaned by an implement which I call a

cidtivator. It is drawn by 4 horses abreast; both

machine and horses are managed by I boy, which

can ett'ectually brealc up from (J to 8 acres per day,

and is equal to a i>loughing, and in many cases

nmch better. The plough afterwards is seldom

used except to keej) the laiuls to their usual posi-

tion and height. By this means, and the use of

a heavy roller to break the clods, I get the land

intended for Swedisli turnips ready for sowing by

the beginning of .May, but allow it to lay to rest

and j^ather Ujoisture until the last, week in that

mouth. If sown sopner they are subject to nnldevv,

never keep so well, and are not so good in quality.

The plan adoi)tcd in sowing is to make ridges

so iar apart that a cart can span tv^o of them.

They aic made by a conunon plough, with a loose

mould hoard fixed to the left side. Ky tbissimiile

contrivance, we can make a ridge at once, witboxit
having to go twice in one ])lace, which would be
the ca^e without it ; the laud being so strong and
stony the common double mould board plough
cannot be used. 1 then spread in each row, as
equally as possible, about 14 loads of good fold-

yard manure to the acre. J'hcn divide the ridges
with the plongh, the same as in making them ;

thus covering up the manure, which is done very
lightly. After which .''. pounds of seed to the acre
is drilled, attaching alight i oiler to the drill, long
enough to pass over two ridges ; the one it levels

and puepares for the drill, the other covers up the
seed after the drill. In droughty weather the above
processes are carried on as quickly as possible
after each other, so that the moisture is not lo-^t.

The fly being so very destructive upon strong
bind, I find it necessary to drill not less than three
jiounds of seed to the acre. Thick sowing encou-
rages the plants when young to grow much more
rapidly thanifsoun thin ; and, by drilling with
the seed a compost jioticed hereafter, the fiy has

never yet disa])pointed me of obtaining a good
crop. lu hoeing I do not attempt singling the

plants the first time over, but leave '2 or l> together,

10 inches apart ; afterwards singling them with
the hoe and hand, using the scrufller when neces-

sary, just as the weeds may Sjjring up ; and if the

land becomes too hard through wet and then dry

weather following, so that the scrufflcr cannot

work, the j)lough is used first, drawn by one
horse.

The land intended for wbite turnips is Cleaned

and cultivated exactly in the same w'ay as that for

.Swedish, and sown about a month after: but only

12 loads of manure is spread upon the acre; and
if sown level, not in ritlges, the same quantity of

manure is spread upon the land ; is beat small with

forks, and immediately ploughed in ; tlien har-

rowed with a pair of light barrows with short teeth,

or turned wrong end first, so that they may not

drag the manure to the surface. Tlic drill follows,

sowing 3 rows at once, IS inches asunder, 2J
pounds of seed per acre, and as much compost as

the drill will lay on. I follow the same ])lan in

hoeing the white turnijjs as I do the Swedish. The
])urple-topped Swedish turnips and the white Nor-
folk are the kinds 1 generally sow.

Description and QitaUty of the Manure.—Fold-

yard manure is the kind I use which is carted nut

in Febiuary and March, and laid, about .'5 feet

thick, in a situation most convenient for where it

is iiitcniled: (J weeks after, it is turned over, and
remains in that state until wanted. The turnii)S

are consumed by my cattle, being given in the

f(dd-yard and houses : the manure is of good qua-

lity, as it gets all the dung from the cattle well

littered tlown. After the turnips intended for the

cattle are used, I give them from .'5 to 4 pounds of

linseed-cake j)er day ; which is a further improve-
ment to the manure.

The conijiost referred to as being drilled along
with the seed consists of two-thirds of the best

manure (particularly that from the i)igs wiien
feeding, which is kept until very rotten), one-
third ashes, and one-tunth i)igeon-n)anure ;* and,
if too wet to ])ass through the drill, a suflicient

quantity of quick lime is thrown amongst it to

* This compost contains the strongest of nil

nniitisd manures, without doubt acrelenues ihe o-rowtli

of the plant, but can have no eft'er.t wbntrver in pre-

venting the ravages of the lly.— W. Mii-Es.
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cause it to separate. Before the drills were made
surticiently wide I found it necessary to pass it

through a wide riddle. A cart-load or two
of this compost is drilled upon an acre with the

seed, which greatly encour.-iges the plants whilst

young, hefore they have sufficient root to lay hold

of anything else, and is a great support when the

fly is upon them.
I have used .'i or 4 chaldrons of lime to the acre,

in lieu of the manure, hut have found most henefit

arise from the manure in the succeeding- crop of

clover-seeds,

Tho. mode of consuming the turnips.— It has been
my object for several years to pull my Swedish
turnips in November, cutting oft" the roots and
tops, giving the latter to the cattle and ewes ; then
carting the bottoms together, laying them in a heap
or heaj)9 near the fold-yard, about three feet

thick, covering Ihem with loose straw about 4 in-

ches thick, so as to admit of wet, and in part keep
out the frost, as well as the sun and drying winds
in the spring. In this way I regularly preserve my
Swedish turnijis, and can have them in as good
condition in j\Iay as I could wish for—much more
so than in any other way 1 ever tried or heard of.

After the tops are all consumed I then begin to

use my white turnips; after them the Swedisli,

which are given to rn\' cows, fat beasts, and ewes
when lambing. If I pull up a quantity of white
turnips in November J consume the tops imme-
diately, keeping the bottoms in the shade ; but con-

sider two months long enough to pull tl.iem before

they are wanted. I;i FL-bruary I \m\\ off what re-

mains upon my strong land, and preserve thein

the same as the Swedish, in a sward-field, for my
sheep until later in the spring. By this they are

prevented growing, and are much better food than
those which are allowed to stand until April. I

also gee my sheep off tiie light laud on which I cat

the turnips much sooner, and am not thrown back
in getting the land sown.

General Remarks.— I always consider it bad pollcj'

to grow turnips upon strong land with an idea of
eating them vpon it ; or to pull and cart them off in

wet weather : and consuming thetn upon good
sward with cattle not only robs the fold-yard ma-
nure in quality, but also in quantity, and does no
good to the sward the following siunnier. Since I

begun to give my cattle their turnips in the fold-

yard and houses, my sward will graze one-third

more. ^Vhere the sward is light land, dry, and of

a tough nature, treading will he benclicial to it

;

but we are sjieaking of strong land.

Much has been said respecting the best way of
preserving Swedish turnips j and it api)eais th.-it

the plan of planting or paving them upon sward is

one much practised, hut does not give satisfaction,

which I am not surprised at. 1 object to it for the
following reasons :—first, the tops are destroyed,

which are valuable if cut off in November. I con-
sider them worth double the exi)enso of pulling,

which costs from 7s. to i)s. i)cr acre. Secondly,
they are exposed to all the weather during winter,
and when wanted are often covered up with snow,
and have all to be cleansed as when growing in

the field, as well as to be given to the cattle in a
frozen state, which is bad management. Thirdly,
the trouble and exi>ense in paving them. By the
plan adopted in this report the tops are turned to

an account, the bottoms arc prcsi^rved in as good
condition as possible, and are always ready for use
without further trouble or cost. If they are put
into a house, or laid too thick for a length of time,
they heat, and will become mouldy, dry, and soft.

They must be kept cool and moist. Care must be
taken that they do not get much frozen, after they
are cut off, before carting avi ay out of the field,

and that the bulb is not cut into, either at the top
or bottom.

ftlauure is generally considered best when rotten
;

in this opinion I do not agree : if it be short enough
so that the plough can cover it up with mould, it

^wiU answer as v\ ell for turnips upon strong land,
if in ridges, as if it were ever so much reduced

;

and much better for the succeeding crop of corn.
I have used bones, but did not lind them to answer
equall)' well in jjroportion with the cost on my
strong laud. Tlie compost driUec^, as described, is

an excellentsubstitute, andean be procured atone-
tenth of the cost ; and, what is of the first conse-
quence to a farmer, he has it within himself, saving
both the cost and the cartage of bones, generally
bought at a distance. Wii.i.iAM Hinton.

Sheriff- Hitlton, near York.

The Ciiltivator.

TO TPIE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sra,—I observe in your last number, an enquiry, by
a " Lancashire Subscriber," as to the best mode of
marking sveks. I never found an effectual recipe ; my
neiij-hbours and bi-otlier corn chandlers are always com-
]>lainin;^- ut the coniiuual loss of':--aeks, marked ever so
well, my firm bel ef is, (iiat mark them wiih whatever
consistence you may, that the solution which stolen
sacks are steeped in, to destroy the marks before I hey
arc sent and sold to the paper makers, will frustrate
the best preparations for niarkitsg- sacks.

On tue Usr. or Salt as a Manuui, liv H. D.—
The method that 1 have u^ed salt for manure, is by
sprendiug it in the farm yards, and in the diin;,--mixens,
it is there well mixed, and goes out reguhirly wnhtlie
dun? on the ground. I have found great benefit in the
crops by this simple and convenient mode of applying-
it. It is also a gryat benefit in the manure retaining iis

moisture, the same method I use Sen Weed.

A Sussex Agiucultuiiist,

. REMARKABLE SCOTCIT THISTLE.-Thereis
at [iresent growing in the garden of Miss Sharp, Criefl',

.•I Scotch llli^lle, measuring eight feet six inches in
heiprht, ami twenty-four fret in circumference. It
STOWS under a tree, and it was lately observed to have
grown at the ra(e of ?^everal inches a day.
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AGRICULTURAL MEETINGS.

The marcli of improvement in every department

of agriculture is no wliere more clearU' demon-
strated tlian in the proceedings at and general clia-

racler of our agricultural meetings now become too

numerous even to be liasiily read without sacrific-

ing a larger porlion of time tlian ordinary avoca-

tions will permit. To attempt even an alnidgcd

account of tliem in a Journal, where business

matters liave a |iaramount claim, would be

vain ; in very many cases therefore, we must be

content, us we trust onr readers will, with a cnrsoiy

glanceat l]iem,and occ;isional extracts of those pails

of the proceedings which contain tiie most useful in-

formation. Wc cannot, liowever, refrain from giving

at h-ngtli a rejiort of the proceedings of the " i\orth-

amptoiishne Farming and (jra/.ing iiociety," the

exhibition of cattle at which meeting takes place

on Earl Spencer's farm at Chapel Brampton, not

only because this Society enjoys the S'pecial advan-

tage of the support of Karl Spencer, who, as was

well observed by the Chairman at the dinner, is

now " generally regarded dnoughoul the country

as the iiveat, putroii of BrilUh tigriciillure,'' but

also because it is the 21st anniversary of the pre-

sidency over the Society of that veteran agricul-

turist, Mr. Hilljard. We trust lie may long be

spared to fill an office, the duties of which we are

conviuccd he is most anxious to perform in the

manner best cr.lculated to promote the interests of

the Society. The Society has obtained a signal

advantage in the addition to its list of members,
of a nobleman whose name comn'.ands tlie respect

of the British fanner, in consequence of the bene-

fits conferred on our national agriculture by his

ancestor, and who we know is fully jnepared to

])rove himself a worthy descendant of t/ie Duke
of Bedford. His (Jrace the Duke of Bedford was

present at the meeting, and expressed himself

]nond of being admitted a meml)er of the Society,

and ofl'cred a premium, the disposal of which he

placed in the liands of Earl Spencer. Mr. Beazly

showed tliathe fully entered into the spirit of Eail

Spencer's donation of a prize of lifty sovereigns for

a short-horned bull, to be used in the county,

by having supplied one which carried off the \n]7.e.

We have now before us reports of several Agri-

cultural meetings. We shall first advert to the

meeting of the " Nedierby Agricultural Society."

Most of our readers are aware that this meeting

was established by Sir James (uaham for the ten-

antry on his own estates, and although many
strangers attend the nuK'ting, still the competi-

tion for prizes is confined to the tenantry and cot-

tagers upon the estate. The proi:;ee< lings at this

meelingare always distinguished by that kindliness

of feeling, which it is so deligliKul to wUness as

existing between landlord and imaiit, when based

upon a sound iirincijile,—not that servile attach-

ment wliich is ex 1 1 acted by fear, from a knowledge

of the power of the landlord over the tenant, and

of his disposition to exercise that power, but that

r'spect and attachment which will always be

kindhd in the bosom of llii! I'nitish tenant farmer,

when he is treated as an independent man, as one

who lieing prepared to eniploy his talents and ills

cajiital in llie cultivation of the ^^oil, confers as

great an obligation upon the owner of it in so

doing, as does the landlord in contracting with

him for the occupation of his land. Sir James
(iraham is himself a jiiactical firmer, and, is there-

fore, better fitted to appreciate the real position

of his tenantry. As business of any kind is always
more satisfactorily arranged with men of !)usiness

iiabits, so will the tenantry of a man practically

acquainted with farming, except under peculiar

circumstances, experience better tieatm'ent and
greater consideration than at the hands of one who
is perfectly nnacquainted with tbe practical ope-

rations of husbandry, Jn his address at this auiii-

versaiy meeting, Sir J. Graham generally commu-
nicates some useful practical information, the result

of his own experience and observation. Last year
his remarks upon draining would be found of value,

not only to his own lenauiry, bui to all others en-

gaged in that most important operation. Ilis re-

marks made at the late meeting upon the cattle

best adapted to that locality are well 'deserving of

attention m other parts of the country:—

•

" I cannot, in passing;, avoid exprej^ing to the geu-
tleinen pres,cnt, tlie gve-nt pleasure I tVel at \vitne<!>int:

the visible improvemtiit iu the Galloway stock exhi-

bited in this year's show, 1 have often expressed my
conviction that, except upon the best land and in tlie

finest situations, Galloway stock will, in the lonp run,
be found to be best suited to thi^ estate and this cli-

mate. I was once very much attached to short- horns,

and had a large number of them; but, on experiment,
I aiu persuaded that, allhoui^h in my own liands tliey

might be profitable and useful, for the great body of

tenantry and occupiers in this neighbourhood G.alloway
stock is preferable. I therefore put down my sliort-

horn« and bestowed much trouble in obtaining tlie

best and purest Gallon-av blood, which I am happy to

find is now generally dilfused throughout 'this neigh-
bourhood. I particularly rejoice in observing the jiro-

gressive improvement iu this breed on the estate, and I

think I never saw so many good Gallownys on any for-

mer occasion. I am peisuaded they will be found to

be a profitable stock. I fed four Galloway bullorks

last year, which I sold before they reached four years
old, for a sum consider.'jbly above a hundred pounds.
One of them fetched .'io?, I have also had tempting
offers for G.allowav cows wiihin the last three or four
months. I think the conviction is spreading that in a
wet climate, and exposed and ungenial situation-:;, tliey

will [irove the most proliiable stock. JJecollect, I do
not ivish to discourage the breed of sho't-horns on the

best land ; on the contrary I think that, under tho=e

circumstances, they may be made prolitcible, but i re-

])eat that on higher land, sjieaking generally, Galloway
stock will be found to be best suited to this climate

and neighbourhood."

Mr. Teatlier when returning thanks on his

health being drank, observed—
" When he first knew the Netherby estate the now

fertile lands on the banks of the ]']^k and the Lyne
were little better than a waste, with here and there

huts composed of clay walls and covered with straw.

He had seen the wai^te converted into excellent laud,

and, as if by magic, the mud huts were supplanted by

good stone huihlings, not only for the occupiers, but

the cattle, and every thing rciiuisite for the riiltivjitioii

of the farms. Some of the buildings weie, in<leed,

more like mansions than farm houses. He had also

witnessed the greatest improveiuent-j from drainage.

At the time when he first became acipiainted with the

estate there was srarcely an iinder-tlrain upon it, and
the land was so saturnted with water that it was im-
possible for the cultivator to get the seed into the

groinid at the proper season, and, coiiseijuently, the

harvest was unnecessarily late. Since it had been
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(Irairictl the seed was frot in early in tiie spiiiiu-, and tlie

biiivest was now, pcHtrally speakiu!;, a iiioalli earlier

thuQ it used to be.'' (Hear, hear.)

Sir .1. (Jraliaiii in |)io|iosiii'^ tlic hijiiltli of liis

agent, Mr. Yule, piisstd a uell nierilcd eulogium

on lliul gimilenian's conducl. Mr. Yule iLlurned

tiianks, and in l)i(,' course oFliis lemiuks said—
" It was of the first importance to obtain good seed

for tlie iucoming crop, and he therefore proposed tliat

theic slioiild be a show of seed at Longtown, aud that

the seed should be exhibited in the bulk.'' {Applame.)

Tliu proposition met with genuiid assent, and it

was understood liiat llie necessary arrangements

woidd be naude for carrying it into eflect.

Thus another step is taken to render this Society

still more useful.

The next meeting whicli comes under our notice,

is that ol'liie " Hexham Agricultural Society," over

which J. C. Jobiing, I'.sq., of Newton Hall, pre-

sided ; and we regret that our limits will not en-

able us to give a full report of the proceedings.

This Society was founded by Mr. ( irey, of Dilston,

whose zeal for the cause of agiiculture, is well

known and as was well observed by the chair-

man—
" Whose prent practical knowledge is e'|ualled

only by the urbanity and ability with which he is ever
leaily to impart that knowledge."

The cliairraan gave the following detailed state-

ment of his experiments in draining, and sub-

soiling ;

—

" He first commenced with seven acres of land, which
would be dear to rent at .Os. liic acre, and wiiich was a
stron'^ yellow clay ; it was fallow in ISoli, and in 1837
produced 72 buIN of oat* al .'js. tjd., which aniouKtefl to

19/. 16s. ; not bcinjr s^tisHed liie second year wilii iJie

condition of the land, he put in 21!) roods of draininp^,

wnich cost, includin;,' stone, which was ])rincipally in

the held, 10/. r2s. lOd., but in consequence of tlie low
situation of the field he wao obhg-ed to make a larfrc

drain to take aw;iy llic water, which with the sernce
drains, co^t23/. 5s. lOd., iTiakin;^^ a total of .'38/. KJs. 8d.;
last year the seven acres produced 88 l)()llsof wheat un-
der the same treatment, which at 14s. (id. the boll, came
to (i'5/. l(j<i., leaving-, after deductiiii,' the 38/. lb"?. 8d.
outlay, cliarfring' everythint,', a balance in favour of last

yenr':; crop over that of 1837. in 1836 an ciji-ht acre
field, he would observe, only produced 66 bollsof wheat,
snicc which il had been drained at a cestof 34/. Is., and
last year it produced 8o bolls ; it was al'so a very late

liekl, and last year was the first that was ripe, and the

crop was sold at 17;. 6d. the boll, producinp: 18/. 15s.

over the former croj), or more than one half of the cost

of draining, 6cc. The last liekl he would mention was
one of clay, with moist soil, on which it occurred to him
that he mijjht have a crop of turnips, and in which he
was very uiucli opposed. J he cost ot pi()u;^hinf;r and
drainin;^ this field was 32/. 6d. 8d., and the additional

cxjicuiliture necessary for a turnii) crop.includinijr seed,

extra manure, tithe, &c., w-as 10/. Os. lOd., makinf,' 42/.

7s. 6d., and the produce of the crop was f-old at 6/. jmr
acre, or 30/. leaving- a balance of 12/. 7s. 6d. against the
field. 'J'his year the field was in muslin, and iis value
would not leave the field in more debt than 3/. 13*. 4d.

'Jhe following items will give a clear idea of J\lr. Job-
lint;-'s success in sub-soiling and draining. They have
letcrence to one field only which is ot very strong clay
vvtdi little or no soil.

£. ». d.

Four horses, t -Is, per acre 4 18

£. s. d.

249 roods of furrow drains, at Sd.

pel rood S C

62 loads of stones, ai. 6d. per load. .1 5 10

Leading ditto, 3 days, at 7s. per day 1 1

10 12 10

I'rouglit frru-nnl £10 12 10
'

DO roods of laige drains, at Is. 9d,

per rood 7 17 3
38 ditto, at 2s. 4d 4 6 8

ditto, nt 2s. lod 17

25 ditto, at is. 4d 1 13 4

227 fothers of stone, at 5d. per

t'other 4 14 7
Leading ditto, 1 1 day*, at 7s. per

day 3 17
23 5 10

Expenditure on sub-soiling and draining .. 31 16 8

C/op of oats in 1837, 72 bolls, at (say) 5s.

Cd.perboU 19 16
Crop of wheat in 1839, SS bolls, at (say) 14s.

6d. perboll , 63 16 9

DilTerence in favour of 1S39, after sub-soil-

ing, &c 44

The following observations of Mr. (irey are

valuable, more especially us the use of nitrate of

soda as manure is extending itself daily :

—

" With respect to improving the soil, he had tried the

nitrate of soda upon a piece of grass land, and he found
that on the parts to which he had ajiplied the nitrate of

soda the grass was outgrowing tliat on the other soil

at a rapid pace. In one hundred and twelve square

yards, without the application of the nitrate, he had
nine stone seven pounds weight of hay, whilst in the

same space, with the application, he had fourteen stone

four pounds, which gave about a ton and a half more
to the acre than usual, and at an outlay of only twenty-
two shillings. On the corn land he had been more suc-

cessful with the maslin than he had been with the bar-

ley ; he did not think, however, that the application

would be so successful in wheat as it had proved in

grass. He had also applied gypsum at the rate of

twelve bushels to an acre, buc it was not so effective

as the nitrate of soda. He then tried gypsum and the

nitrate of soda combined, but that was not so produc-
tive as the nitrate of soda alone, and that couvinctd
him that they could not attend too closely to the sug-
gestion thrown out by Mr. Monck, of paying particu-

lar attention to the application of scientific mixtures to

the soil." (ApptaKsc.)

Another important agricultural meeting, that of

the " l->.ist Sufiblk Agricultural Association," was
held at W'ickbam market on Thursday last. Earl

Stradbroke is president of this Society, but was
unfortunately prevented from attending by indis-

Ijosiiion, and the chair was taken by Lord llunt-

inglield. The " Suffolk Chronicle" says :—
" The shew in the field, though containing many good

specimens of beasts and sheep, was not, wo tliink.sogreat

in this dei)artment of stock as we have seen it. Its supe-
riority consisted in the horse stock, of which tiiert never
was a larger or better display under any circumstances
made in the County of .Sutlclk. This character rnyy in-

deed be given, whether a« respects animals of the draft
or riding kind. We particularize the following, as being
highly approved animals, anil as exhibiting tliose quali.-

ficatiims which have made the breed of S^ulfolk horses
renowned tlimugh Ihe three kingdoms. Among the
entire animals for ruling purposes we noiiced l\iiovv.sley,

a 5 yciir old, belonging to Mr. Freeman, Ilenham, bt-
twcen 15 and 16 hands high ; Young Watton, lielong-

ing to iMr. Easter, IJenhull, 3 years old, a fine strong
colt, ot very symmelrical shape, and handsome head ; a
4 year old horse, helonging to Mr. AJorgyn, ISramford;
and an ii on-grey coll by Whisker, 2 jearsold, belonging
to Captain Broke, I'flord. Among the Cart Stallions—

'a fine animal l;elonging to iMr. .folin Gobbett, Ikcn
Hall, 3 years old, named Cii])tain, a .Sufiblk sorrel

mixed with white ; a line stallio i called Briton, 3 years
ohi, bred by Mr. Plant, Farnham ; Blake, a stallion, 3
years old, bred by Cai)lain Broke, I'flord ; Briton,'i

years old, belonging to jMr. Hist, Foxhali ; Boxer, 5
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years old, bulom^in^ to Mr. Cutlin, CliillesConl (shewn
last ycai'^ ; a tine aiiimiil bclonprinf;: to iMr. T. Crisp,

CJedpfrave, 5 years old; Boxer, 5 years old, bulong-ing-

to Mr. Worlcdire, Creetin;^ ; Briton, 7 years old, be-

longing: to Mr. Keer, Reydon ; Boxer, 5 year* old, be-

longintr to I\lr. R. Easter, Benluill ; Captain, 5 years

old, belonging- to Mr. T. Crisp, Gedgrrave Hail. ')'lie

mares and foals were also very good,a« also the geldings.

The entire horses, however, were the pride ot the held.

We noticed al~o a Suffolk cart filly, bred by .Mr. Garr.ird,

Lnxfield, of very superior character, as al.~o wa< a simi-

lar aniinai bred by Mr. T. N. Catlin. A cart tbal bred

l)y Rlr. James Wells, Dennington, was also much ad-

mired. Mr. Kersey, Framsden Hall, shewed several

excellent Suffolk horses. Amonn; the bullocks we no-

ticed some very fine animals. A short- horn by Lord
Jluntingfield, 15 ninnths old; a 2 year ohUhort-horn,
by Mr. !'. Cr'p, Gedjrrave ; a 3 year old bull, by Mr.
Worledge, CreetinLr; two Suffolk bulls, 2 years old,

belonijinij to Mr. Crisp, Chillesfbrd ; Lord Ilenniker

also showed a irood bull. 'I'lie Sufl'olk cows shewn by

Mr, .Limes Reid, Laxfield, were much ydinired by the

farmers on the jrround. 'i'here were 25 Suffolk cows
shewn, all of superior character, includin<;' seven com-
petitors for Lord Henniker's cup in this description of

aniinnl. i\lr. Blofield, of Monewden ; Mr. Turn';r,

Kettleburgh ; ?nd .T. i\loseley, Esq., also shewed good
cows of the same kind. A very fine hog was also ex-

cxhibited by Mr. Hanbury, Hacheston. Among the

sheep were fever^il very Hue down tups, shewn by Mr.
T. Crisp ; some fine Leicester shearling ewes, exhibited

by Mr. Nulhan Crisp."

The chairman expressed in j^lowinj; terms the

])ride he felt a^ the high position in which the

Counly of Suffolk stood, both as regards its cattle

and fanning, and wound up his observations by the

following pithy remark :
—

" But such was the general good charncter of the

county, that it wa> considered superior, not only in the

lirecd of cattle, but also in general farming. The Suf-

folk farmers were considered the best and neatest in

England. Yes, this was the character universally as-

signed to them."

We do not know how some other counties in

EngUiiid may receive these remtirks, challenges

having lately been very rife, we should like to see

a challenge between the County of Suffolk and

some other well cultivated county.

J^ord Ilenniker in relurniny,- thanks, as one of
' the members of the county, said :

—

" He would just refer to thnt portion of agriculture

which might be termed the chemical piirt,and lead diem
back to the \)bscrvations uvide at. the Cambridge meet-
tiug by I'rolessor Jiuckland on tlii? point. What he par-

ticularly wished to observe, and to which the observa-

tions of the ProfeSior were directed among other matters

trcatinir cm the ^atne subjecl wa<, that there existed an
ollice ill London where soils were analyzed, and through
which aiiiilyzation the agriculturist could be made ac-

quainted with the certain qualification^ of the soil which
Jie tilled." {Hear, hear.)

In reference to this remark of'lils lordship we
are enabled to stale, that there is a clicmical labo-

ratory ailaclicd to tlie Polytechnic Institution,

being the back part of the premises occupied

by the Royal Agricultural Society, iti Cavendisli-

sipiitre, where any soil will be analyzed at a

cost of thirty shillings fur etich analysis. So far

the object desired by his lordship may reiidily be

attained.

We were much gratified by the following com-
mendation of Farmer's Club, pronounced by R. N.
Sliawe, Es(j. :

—
" 'I'hene societies iiad nl»o been instrumental in origi-

nating those useful institutions now springing up culled

Fanner's Clubs. {1lair, hem:) They were of great

benefit to the farmer, inasmuch as no man required to

be brought more closely in conuectiom with his fellow

men, and yet the occupation of the farmer, in a manner
JMihiling him from his friends, rei>dered ci)mmun'ciition
ditfiuull. Farmer's Clubs, however, remedied this evil,

and were the means not only of bringing men together,

but also of assisting materially th« interests ot that em-
ployments in which their members engaged." {Hear,
hear.)

It is highly satisfactory to see tiiat the allenticii

of this association is not conliiied to the breeding

of cattle only, encouragement to improve the cul-

tivation of tJie soil is held out, as will be seen by
the following awards :

—

" To the tenant (i member of this association) who
shall have spade-drained from the Annual Meeting, in

September, 1839, to the 1st August, 18-)0, the greatest

number of rods ( not less thvin 4,003), to he adjudged at

the discretion of the Committee, a premium of 4/. This
was awarded to Mr. Robert Foulsham, Darsliam, for

having drained on his farm, containing 235 ajres—47
acres, with 7,243 rods of five and a half yards each, and
filling the same with whins, &c., in one year.
" To the member of this association who has used the

subsoil plousb to the greatest extent in propornon to

his occupation of arable hind, within the year ending li.t

August, 1840, not less than ten acres to have been hO

ploughed—at the discretion of the Comnnittee a pre-

mium of 41. This premium was iiwiirded to Mr. Levvis

O. Cotiingham, Reydon, by Southwold, for havincr sub-
soil ploughed 89a. lit. 17p. on his farm of 412a. In, 8r,

between Aug. 1, 1839, and Aug. 1,1840."—Mark Lane Kxnrcs^.

NITRATE OF SODA.
Sin,—Jn answer to O. D., Cheshire, I would, in

the first placp, say that nitrate of soda will not ex-
haust the soil, be it siliceous, a stiff' loam, or any
oilier soil. I do not say that the soil is of no conse-
quence in the application of nitre, and that the bene-
fit will bfi the same on all soils. No rule can possi-

bly be laid down, owing to the diversiiy of earths.

The farmer must find out by experience where the

dressing will do most good, and whether the crop
will he benefitted enough to jr.iy for the outlay.

All nitre, whether nitrate of soda, potash, or lime,

contains a great quantity of oxygen, which goes to

the nourishment of the jdant and increiises its pro-

ductiveness. Nitre cannot be serviceable only to

onecro|);a minor part may enter into and unite

with the soil, but that is not the fertilizing part; the

conclnsiun we are to arrive at, then, is that rejieated

applications will benelit succeeding crops. One
more word resjiecting soils : a fanner ought, in the

|)resent ad vniH:ed state of agriculture, to be able lo

analyze the dilFerent soils that he lias to cultivate,

and then he would be able to jmlge what sort of nni-

i\un^ or wh;it top-dressing would suit best—alt we
want is jiabnlum tor the plant. Senex.

Il>su;ich, ^cpl. lOt/i.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE ]:XPRESS.

Siu.— In the Mark Lane Express of the 2lih nil.,

" An liislnnan" wi>hes to be inloriiied, what is in and
inbrreding! The question is ii very Minple one, and
jnit with sreming sincerity.

I consider judicious in anil in breeding, to be the

first establishing a breed of animals wiili ii« fe«v faults

as possible ; then from ihvit time excludintr all strange

blood, and with u watcldul eye, ancl on scienlitjc i)riii-

ciples, keeping for breeders *uch only, male* and
females, us huve arrived ueuresl to perfection ; curinjj not
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a straw in ulial. dcarcc of reltilionshi'i lliey may clianac lo

b(i to eacli oilier, or as is so much l)elter expressed l)y

Sir Jolin Sinclair, wlio says, " When a r:ice of nnimals

have po.i^feSieiJ, in a tcrcat defrree, ihrougii several >re-

neralion«, t!iu |)ropcriies which it is our oLiject to obtain,

tlieir proarcriy are saiil to be well-bred, aiiJ their stock

may he relied on ; aud it cannot be doul)l(>'l that any
breed may be ini|)rovel in the same manner."
And sliould " Irishman" desire an ill nitration, I bea:

lo ri'fer him to that emincni sheep- brcfder, iMr. A',

liarford, of Fo-;cotc, near Towcester, Northampton-
fehire, who lins stricily in-and-in-bred, entirely from his

own Mock, sire and dam, from the nearest affinities, and
without an interclianfjc of male or fema,le from any
other flock for the hist thirty years; and nww his sheep

are tine in wool, with aptitude to fatten ; superior mut-
ton and small in the bone, handsome in symmetry and
hardy in constitution. I am. Sir, yours, 6cc.,

A Lover of Improvement.

' TO THE EDITOR OF THE FAR-
MER'S MACxAZINE.

Si}<,—Whatever tends to improvement lias al-

ways been acknowled'^ed worthy of record, and as

this principle has hitherto prevailed in general

adoption in the arts, mechanics, and other branches
of national economy, allow me to call your atten-

tion to the merits of two individuals whose occupa-
tions are of a more retired, but not a whit the less

important nature ; in short, they are of that nseful

ehiss which modern phraseology denominates a-iri-

culturists, or in plain old English language, far-

iiiei's.

I know their modesty will shruik from this state-

ment, but I liold. Sir, that he who does well de-
serves well, and upon this principle I will not
apologize for troubling you with a statement, if not
important, at least interesting.

The first of these is a Mr. Thomas Pickford, who
a few years back took a farm at Cheadle Heath, in

the parisli of and near the village of Cheadle. The
farm was, when he entered upon it, in a most mise-
rable plight; the land almost exhausted, the fences
down, and in short anything but tempting. Al-
though Mr. P. was a young man just married, and
entering upon life, this dreary j)rospect nothing
daunted him : on the contrary, he set about his

work with au earnest determination, and improve-
ment foUov/cd his steps. He was to be seen late

and early hard at work, for lie is one of those who
say to their laiiourers come, and not go. His carts

were to 1)0 observerl daily wending their way to the
farm kuhin with manure from the neighbouring
town of Stockport, himself invariably one of the
drivers, having been most active in the labour of
loading ; and the consequence appears on looking
at his iields, the dreary a[)pearance o' brown and
sour looking ^•egetation has vaiiishetl, and given
way to the smiling verdure of the most a])proved
cultivation. 'When he iirst commenced ojierations

his barn and hay lofts were not half tilled with
cro]>s, and now they are crammed with produce,
and around tlieiu stand as sentinels goodly stacks
of grain and fodder, which present the picture of

plenty (a prototype of the farmer's own contented
face) to all who view them. Pomona iiresides over
his orchard, and Ceres over his crops, whilst his

dairy overflows with lacteous beverage and unctuous
butter. His fences are barriers well maintained,

and smiling peace with bounteous plenty meet the

spectator on every hand. This, Sir, has all been
done in a very few years, and the means are simple;

he is a practical farmer, he is a worker, his wife is

a worker, and all his servants, male and female, are

and must also be workers too. Luxury gives way
to plenty, and dainty bits to nourishing food of a
substantial nature. He sees that his work is done,

and himself works as hard as any man he has ; his

wife is a worker as well ; he is training iij) his chil-

dren to industrious habits, and he pays his rent, his

tithes, his rates and debts with cheerfulness ; thanks
God for his mercies, goes to bed early and rises

early, and contented follows his employ briskly
;

never interferes with politics or religious scpiabblcs,

nor murmurs against his landlord, and he has ntet

and -will meet with his reward. May he continue

to enjoy that jirosperity and happiness he so richly

merits !

Now, Sir, for my next instance of what may be
done by industry and perseverance. My hero is

]\Ir. Francis Taylor, whose first occupation was the

humble driver of a waggon for the Northen Mill.

Frank was as frank as his name, he followed his

team and whistled away care, although carefully

bearing in mind one object, which was to raise him-
self in the world, and he has been successful. His

next employment was that of watchman over the

print works and bleach crofts of Thos. Marsland,

Esq., M.P. ; his economy soon enabled the watch-

man to show the fruits of his watchfulness by taking

a small farm under INIr. Marsland, and an addi-

tional one some time after from a Sir. Campbell, at

Cheadle, two miles from the other, and he still

holds them both, the condition of which is beauti-

ful. IHs industry is proverbial : he constantly

walks from one to the other several times a day, or

is working at one or the other of them. He has

them both personally to manage, and. Sir, he docs

manage them. There is a sort of friendly contest

between him and his friend Pickford, which pro-

duces the best crops, and presents the best appear-

ance on their land ; still they envy not each other's

prosperity; considt each other and advise on what
is best, and are ready to help each other in time of

need.

Such tenants as these are a credit to any landlord,

and I trust they will ever experience that assistance

from their's which they so well deserve. Their

motto seems to be " waste not want not," ami they

act as though that school-boy copy, " idleness is the

root of all evil," were constantly in mind.

I hope you will pardon the length of this letter.

I would ]ilead in excuse thai; you have a correspon-

dent in a neighbouring township, who often explains

his cultivation in your nseful journal, and he is a

a'ood farmer—a gentleman farmer worth his thou-

sands a year. Such men as 1 write of cannot be

expected to try the various plans Avhich he adopts,

for lack of means ; tliey have rent to pay, he lias

none ; they cannot run to the Bank to cover their

land for a crop—their only bank is the laiul they

cultivate, and the bank of inilustry ; and permit me
to say they are as worthy the annals of fame as any
gentleman farming his own land, albeit the im-
provements he has made may have cost him thou-

sands ; for, he may not have his rent raised, or be

forced to quit on a slight disagreement with the

landlord—a consummation I hope my two friends,

the farmers 1 have spoken of, niay never have to

complain of. They would be a credit to any estate

in England.
I am. Sir, your's obediently,

A FlUBND TO IMI'KOVEMEXT.

P.S.—I have another or two instances of good
management to record, which, if this meets with
your approval, shall be cUily forwarUecl.
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ON RECLAIMING BOG.
Sin,— Your coriespondent, " A Liiiicusliiie Agri-

culturist. ''recoinmeiuls a" Tanner iiorlliofilie'rweed"

to visit Cluit Moss and inspect tlie reclaimed larnis

of Mr. Raines, iM.l'., and others there. I liavc visited

Ibem and join in the recoini'.H iidaliun ; tor, most cer-

tainly, thev are strong illn.strations of what may be

done with the wildest and most sterile hoi^s. C.liat

Moss was such ; and, indeed, a portion o( it remains

so still. It may be acceptable to " A Karmer norili

of the Tweed" to have a •General outline of the

method jiursued in diaining this moss , i)ut prior to

descnbini;- it, it would be well to slate that Chat

RIoss is a deep bo;jc, from 10 to M feet deei'. There

is a wide diffe:ence, both in the chemical and me-
chanical structure of deep " red hog" (as we term

such as Chat Moss here,) and shallow " black bog ;"

and the method ])ursiied,and expense of draining these

two descriptions of bog, vary very much.
Tlie ilrst operation in draining the farm held by

]\lr. Baines, and tliat held by JNlessrs. Evans, was to

cut oi)endiains: this was done gradually (a foot to

18 inches deep at a time) it being found when the

whole depth of the drain was made at one operation

the [)ressure of the water caused it to collapse, and,

conseijuently they had to be remade. The usual size

of the open drains is -l feet (i inches deej), 4 feet ti

inches wide at top, and 18 inches wide at bottom,

they are made parallel to each other ; I do not re-

collect at what distance, but I think about '20 perches.

Cross drains are made at intervals. ^Vhen these

drains have drawn off so much water as to cause the

moss to consolidate in some degree (in which con-

solidation the surface sinks considerably ") thoy are

again gone overand made of the required dimensions.

Tlie covered drains aro then made, and like the open

drains, are done gradually. The following is the

course pursued :—A narrow trench, just sullicieiit

for a man to work in, is cut (o the depth of '2 feet (i

inches ; a shoulder is then left on each side, as in lig.

1, below wJiicb a narrow spit of turf is taken out

(see drawing).

all tht^se ojierations are gonethrough, the top sod (a),

)iut a-iide for the juirpose, is caiefully laid with the

lieathy side downwards u[)on the shoulders </ rf, a5

shown in lig. ',', and the other bog stuff b, lig. 1,

thrown over it, as ft, li'^. 2,

Iheie are three operations, at intervals, in opening

this dram, ns 111 the open ones. First a deep spit

(the lop sod) is taken off, and laid carefully on the

bnik, as n. The whole of the held, or a number ..I

lields is, orare, gone over thus ; after which a second

or third spit is taken off down to (he shoulder, and

l.iid upon the opposite bank, ai /) : the third operation

is ciitliim iho narrow spit, r, whicii is to serve for

the draiu, throwing the stuff out on the side b. When

These drains are m ule a perch asunder, at which dis-

tance there re(]uires half a mile to each acre.* Tho
acreablc cost for the o))en drains is about 1<)s. and
for the covered drains ;>.)s., making a total per acre

of 4ns.

It wassupjiosed these drains were sulliciently near

to each other to do the business of draining eflet;tuall y,

])ut Mr. Baines Jias found it necessary to increase

the number ot covered drains ; and henow^ is, or lately

was, making the covered drains more numerous.
Experience l.as also shown that the drains were

nrit sulliciently deep, lor from the subsidence of the

bo;;-, trom drainage nnd croppage, the drains now are

not so deep as they were originally made ; and it is the

oiiinion, 1 understand, of JMr. Baines, and olliers,

that the drains would have been better had they been

made somewhat, deeper—not better as drains, but less

liable to be injured by the treading of cattle.

'J'he subject of bog reclamation in Ireland is

attracting much attention, but as far as I know, I am
not aware of its having yet jiaid any one, for the ex-

pense is very heavy. I have heard that some ex-

periments have been lately made to drain bog by

machinery, by JMr. Kigg, an JMiglish engineer, with

considerable success, and great reduction in tho ex-

pense. Perhaps some of your agricultural readers

may know soniething of these experiments, and will

favour the public by giving some inlurmation on

the subject ; or Mr. Iligg himself may do so if this

meets liis eye. 1 do not know the locality of the ex-

jieiiments.

'i'he possibility of converting bog into aricjj and fer-

tile soil is ])roved beyond doubt, but the expense has

been hitherto too great to imiuce proprietors to un-

dertake its culiivalion. l'erha[)S some of your cor-

respondents may be able to give some hinis on

the subject, which J, for one, should be glad to

learn.

1 fear the expense of using timber as soling for

tiles, together with the expense of tiles, must be

too great to pay ; except localities where laud rents

very high (as town jtarks). 1 should bo liapj)y (o

le-irn fiom ^onr correspondint ' An Irnhman' w hat

the i'X|ience is— leugili (d drains in an acre—nature

„f bo"-— locality, with any other particulars it may
be his convonience to give.

I am. Sir, your very obedieiil S'.rvaut,

Diihlin, .\;;/.30, 1810.
' \V.I\1.

* There are teols made on purpose for several of llicsu

opcratious.
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DICTIONARY 01- TERMS
USED IN AGRICULTURE AA'D ITS KINDRED

SCIENCES.

ABRADING. This is a term applied by some
agricultunil writers to the crumbling down of

uarth from the effects of frosr. This process is

seen most on fall plonghed lands, and is ati cfti-

cient agent in ameliorating and rendering lit for

cnltivation heavy or clay soils,

ABRASION. The wearing away, by running
water, of earths, rocks, &c., the banks, or the

bottom of streams, and the result of which is the

de])Osit of alhiviun).

ABSORPTION. The i)rocess by which plants

and animals are nourished is called absorption.

In most plants this office is performed by the
roots, and it is through the vessels called spon-

gioles, with which the roots are terminated, that

absorption takes place. In aquatic plants, the
water which affords the nourishment is absorbed
witli facility from every part of their snrface. By
causing the roots to imbibe coloured licpiid, the

general course of the sap may be traced with con-
siderable accuracy.

ACIDS. Bodies that have usually a sour taste,

and corrosive qualities. Some acids a])pear only
in a iiuid state, gaseous as carbonic acid, or liquid

as sulphuric acid ; others are crystallized, as the
boraic, benzoic, 6cc. Of the acids, the only one
that has much influence on vegetation is the car-

l)onic.

ACCLIMATING. Plants are endowed with a
power of gradually accommodating themselves to
tiie temperature or climate in which they are
jdaced, unless the cliansje is at once so great as to

suspend their vital functions altogether. This
]>rocess is called acclimating. Plants will bear
removal better from a warm climate to one of
lower temperature, than from a cold to a warm
one. As instances in jjlants, we may mention the
])0(ato, the bean, the melon ; and among fruits,

the peach and apricot. The cucumber affords an
instance of the effect of acclimation. It is grown
in the open air at Cairo and at Petersburgh, at

Carracas and at Ciuebei'.

AER.ATION. An im[)ort?int change effected on
the sap of i)lants by the action of light. It con-
sists in the decomposition of carbonic acid gas,

which is either brought to the leaves of plants by
the sap, or absorbed directly from the atmos[)liere.

'i'he substance of all plants is mostly carbon, and
as carI)on in iis common state, hov.'cvcr miimtely
divided, is never taken up by the saj) of plants,

this most essential ingredient is obtiiined i:i the
form of the carboidc gas, from which the oxygen
i« separated by the leaves under the action of
light, leaving the carbon ready for assimilation or
conversion into vegetable fibre. That this pro-
cess is performed by the green substance of the
leaves or stem is evident from the fact that if a
leaf is bruised or its vitality destroyed its sub-
stance is no longer ca|)able of decomposing car-

bonic gas in the light, or absorbing oxygen in the
dark. The necessity of this aeration of saj) for
the purnose of ri])ening fruit or maturing vegeta-
tion may be seen in some fruit trees, the jjlum for
instance, in which an excessive quantity of fruit

causes a preniature fall of the leaves, after which,
owing to this loss of the organs of aeration, the
fruit never ripens, but remains immature and
worthless. The necessity of the leaves for aera-
tion, or perfecting the juices of plants, shows the

absurdity ofplucking or injuring the leaves oF any
plant before it is rijiC, topping corn, &c., under
the idea of hastening maturity or increasing the
jiroduct. Attempts to improve on nature must be
failures.

AFTER-GRASS. The grass grown on meadows
after they are mown. The usual practice among
farmers is to feed this oft" by cattle or sheep, and
in some cases so closely as to nearly destroy the
roots of the grass. Unless the turf is close, and
the meadow rich, it is better not to feed at all, or
very lightly. For crop[)ing after-grass, sheep are
better than cattle, since, though their bite may be
closer, they do not injure the roots with their feet,
like the former. If mown a second time for
rowen, it is called

—

AFTEPi-MATH. On rich meadows, or where
can be had in abundance for top-dressing, a
second mowing may be justifiable, and the grass
so cut, if well cured, is much relished, and eaten
with avidity by ewes, calves, and other animals
that are apt to become poor under ordinary ma-
nagement. Tlie practice of the second mowing,
however, like after feeding, is not to be recom-
mended on the whole ; experience proving that the
injury grass roots always receive from mowing is

iiicreasul by the second cutting. Necessity alone
can render after feeding or mowing justifiable or
proper.

AGRICULTUPvE. In the most extended use of
this term, it is made to embrace all the operations
made use of to obtain food for man, whether from
the field, the orchard, or the garden. In its proper
and limited sense it means the cultivation of the
soil, which is the great source of vv-ealth. Thn
first want of man was food; the place to obtain it

was the earth ; hence the origin of agriculture

;

and in proportion to his wants and the ease or
the diflicu'ty with which tliey can be supplied is

his progress in agriculture. Where the wants of
man are supplied by the spontaneous productions
of the earth, as in parts of Africa, or in the South
Sea Islands ; or wliere the inhabitants expect no
food from the earth, as among the Esquimaux or
Somoiedes, there agriculture is unknown. It is

only where exertion is necessary to procure food
from the earth, that wants abound, that wealth is

increased, and that agriculture becomes a science,
and assumes its proper place as the basis and pre-
cursor of civilization, society, and order. All
history jiroves that such is the fact. The creation
of wealth belongs to agriculture. Food must he
had, and the value of every other article depends
diicctly or remotely on the amount of food it will

procure. The skill of the mechanic raay improve,
the enterprise of the- merchant may exchange, but
tlie origin belongs to the earth, and the cost and
the profit is alike determined by the result of agri-
culture.

Science has within a few years done much in

aid of agi icidture ; not that many positive dis-

coveries have in the first place been made by the
sciences, of which the agriculturist has availed
himself; but the cause of certain results before
known to the farmer, have been revealed by
chemical or other researches, and thus the means
of more certainty and in manj' more cases of pro-
ducing tlie same residts has been obtained. On
this is based the ini])roved system of agriculture.
Whc-re the earths are not in due pioportion, it is

iuil)ossible to make or keep the soil in a producti\ e
state. The nature of the earths is nov\- inquired
into, and their balance maintained by a rotation

of crops, or the ajiplication of such matters as

Z
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shall prevent exlianstioii, or restore fertility to
such as have been inipropt'ily treated. The
capabilities of the earth in afl^ording food, when
])roperly tilled, are but imperfectly nnder;;tood.
Now and then instances occur in wliich cither l)y

sivill or accident these i)o\vers are developed to
the surprise of all ; but what is done in one case
may he done in others; and when agriculture is

what it should be, when the tillape of the soil, and
the apjtlication of proper manures shall be better
understood, the result's that now a«toiiish Vv-il!

become common, and while the labour shall
be diminished, the product will he vastly in-
creased.

AIR. In a state of })urity, air consists of nitrogen
and oxygen, in the proportion of 7(j of the former
and 23 of the latter ; but as it exists in the atmos-
phere, it contains about one ])art in 500 of carbonic
gas, and also aqueous vapor in t!ie form of an
clastic fluid, the proportion varying from the
merest trifle, to U grains in a ciii)ic foot. Air
acts a most important part in the processes of
germination, and subsequent vegetation, not only
furnishing the oxygen required to decompose the
carbonic gas consumed by the plants, but
inost of the gas itself. 'I'he water held in the air
is also easily parted with, -.nul hence the great
advantage of aeration or frequently stirring the
earth, to bring its particles in contact with the
atmosphere. A square foot of earth in a solid
form exposes but a small surface to the action of
the air, and hence absorbs from the atmospliere
but little

; pulverize this mass, and the surface
exposed to the action of tha air is increased a
million fold, and its powers of absorption from
the atmosphere in the same pro])ortion. This
shows the absurdity of those who refuse in hot or
ilry weather to stir the earth around ])!ants under
the ap])rehension that it will render them more
dry. Multiplying the absorbing surface by stirring
the earth is the only wayof obtuining themoi«ture
which in greater or less quantities always exists
in the atmosphere.

ALBUIMEiN'. A colourless insipid fluid, coagu-
lating at a heat of 120'^, existing in the leaves,
juices, and fruits of most plants, but most abun-
dant in animal products. The white of eggs is

nothing but pure albumen, and the blood contains
large quantities of the substance. Its principal
iisein domestic economy, is in clarifying or cleansing
fluids; such as sugars, &c., for which purpose it

is unrivalled. Milk contains albumen, and hence is

Kometimcstised for cleaning syrup, butit i^s inferior
to the whites of ejvgs. 'Jhese carefully incorpo-
rated with a fluid when cold, and then submitted
to a coiigulating heat, will lift all impurities to the
surface, where they can be easily tnken off by
skimming. Albumen is more abundant in tlie

bark of the red or sli])pery elm, than in any
other vegetable product, lience its value for
medicinal purjioses. Albumen is composed of
carbon 52, oxygen 2.'., hydrogen 7, and nitrogen 15.

ALBUI'iNUiM. Wood of trees is usually com-
posed of three distinct parts ; the ])ith or central
part, having a loose spongy texture ; the heart-
wood, the most durable and valuable ])art of tha
tree; and the sap wood or alburnnm. Tiiis last

is nsnaljy whiter tlian the heai t-w^od, is more
porous, and through it the circulation of the sap
is principally performed. It is the soonest at-

tacked by the borer or powder jjost, and in
exposed situations is always fp-st to decay.
AlXOilOr.. Tim ])nrel3' spirituous jiart of all

lifpinrs. Jt is ilic, product of vinous ferniculation,

and can be derived from all substances capable of
such fermentation. It is the intoxicating ])rinci|)le

of liquors, and few nations have been found so
rude as not to have found some means of producing
it. Alcohol is produced principally by the dis-

tillation of wine, molasses and grain. The pro-
duct of the first is brandy, the second rum, and
the third whisky or gin. Alcohol is of much use
in the arts, but it has, by its general use, produced
a most mihappy effect on the happiness and
morals of multitude^. Perhajis greater qiinntities

of distilled spirits are used by the nations ihat

border on the IJaltic than in any oth^r part of the

world, and here they are principally produced
from the distillation of jjotatoes. Pure alcohol
consists of hydrogen l.! 70 ; carbon 51.i)lj ; and
oxygen 'M.?)2.

ALGAE. One of the families of plants into

which Linn-ens divided tlic vegetable kingdom.
They are defined to be i)lants of which the roots,

leaves and stem, are all one. The remains of algae

are abundant in a fossil state in the shale of mariy
parts of New York, and their decomposition may
have contributed to the fertility of the strata in

which they exist.

ALKALI. A substance usually extracted from
])lants, and distinguished by the following i)ro-

perties : It has an acrid and corrosive taste and
power; it changes vegetable blue to a green, red

to a purple, yellow to a red brown, and purple

r'-uluced by an acid to its original colour. It is

most used in the arts for neutralizing acids. It is

best known in the shape of potash and soda.

These unite with oils and animal fat, and form
soap. Lime is j)0ssessed of alkaline properties,

which give it its principal value in many cases.

Alkaline substances have been divided info

volatile and fixed: the volatile being known as

ammonia, the fixed as ])otash or soda. Modern
chemists have divided them into ."5 classes : I,

those with a metallic base combined with oxygen,
potasli, soda and lithia ; 2, that which contains

no oxygen, as ammonia ; and 3, those containing

oxygen, hydrogen and carbon, as aconita, circuta,

morphia, &e.
ALLUVION. Land deposited by the action of

rivers ; either at the mouths in lakes or the sea, or

on the banks in their passages to these receptacles.

Constituted as it usually must be of the richei-

and lighter parts of the regions drained by the

river that deposits it, it is , the most fertile of

soils, and the n)ost valuable, wlien it can be
drained, or rendered secure from floods. JScarly

the whole of Holland is :illuvial. In this country

the vast tract on both sides of the Mississippi, for

a great distance from its mouth, is of this cha-

racter ; but owing to its a:iniial submersion is cf

(;onq)arativcly little value. I'erhaps there is no
river in the LInited Stales in projiortion to its

length and volume, that has so much v:iluable

alluvion on its borders as the (icnesee.

ALUMINE. One of the earths most important
to the agriculturist, and entering largely into the

composition of all rocks, clays and loams. It was
ibrmcrly termed firi/il, or argillaceous earth, but

Sir 11. Davy's discoveries led to tin; belief that it

was a nu'tallic base cinnbined with oxygen. It is

found nearly ])ure in the Corundum
;
porcelain

clays ami kavlin contain about one-half of tliis

cartii, and it may be obtained pure from the alum
ot commerce, by chemical processes. Aluminc is

the principle that gives the peculiar tenacity and
])lastic natuic to clays ; rt ndcriiig them heavy ami
impervious to wafer, in proiiortioii to ilic quantity
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coiitt'iiiiod in tlicm. Ahuiiiiu^ i;as ;i iri\;it allinily

for water, Iicnco ciiiy hinds are usually more cold

;iiid \V(_t, and more (liliicidt to cultivates tlinii tlmsc

into whieii it cntci'.s in loss pro]) ii'tions. its

presence in soils is, however, absolutely necessiny

to prevent j)Oiosity : and when combined indue
proportion with the other principal earths, it

constitutes one of tlic surest ingredients of a

fertile soil. Aluch attention has of late been i)aid

to tlie amelioration of clay soils, and of all tljc

methods tried, tliorour^h <lraining has jirovcd tlie

easiest and most effective. 'S\'hen clay land is

drained, its texture is chanjred ; and the plants it

naturally produces, as well as tho^e it is made
capable of producing, are of a higher and more
vahiable kind. Alurnii:e is of much use in the

arts ; it is extensively employed as a cleaning

jjowder ; as a mordant in dyeing ; and is the basis

of bricks, crucibles and porcelain.

AMMONIA. Volatile alkali. It is a transparent

colourless gas, of about half the \Acight of common
water, with an exceedingly pungent smell, ex-

tinguishes flame, and is fatnl to life. Its old name
was "spirits of hartshorn." To the agriculturist,

ammonia is ])articularly interesting from the fact

that those substances that contain the most of it,

arc the most efficient manures, and act with the

most certainty and promptness. Ammonia is

inoduced from soft or fluid animal substances
while in the process of decomposition, and
this change is rapid in proportion to the cjuantity

of earthy salts they contain. " It is particularly to

the developments of amiuonial gas," saysCliaptal,
" which, combined with gelatine, passes into

plants, that v\c can altiibutethe wonderful cft'ect

produced npon vegetation by certain animal
substances." These substances are the animal
manures, ti-ie urine, itoudretie, the bones, horns,
hair, &c. The urine of the animal contains in

muriates and carbonate of ammonia about 20 ])er

cent., besides 11. ])er cent, of phosjihate of lime

and sulphate of potash, or 30 per cent, of the most
active manure yet discovered ; and the saving and
proper distribution of it forms an important item
in Flemish husbandry. The larva; left after the

cocoons are reeled in the extensive silk marmfac-
tories of France and Italy are considered in-

valuable as a manure. Tlieir excellence is owing
to the ammonia they contain, which in them
Chaptal found to exceed in quantity that of any
other animal substance.

ANALYSIS.—To determine tlie value of any soil,

or to be able to correct any fault in the original con-

stitution, or any deficiency arising from improyier

cultivation, it is necessary that the uatui-e and pro-

j)ortion of the substances composing it sliould be

understood. In agriculture this exaun'nation is

termed analysis; and in its simplest, yet still eflectual

method, may be ])racticed by every farmer. The
implements required are a pair of scales, accurate to

the tenth part of a grain ; a crucible ; some muriatic

acid, and a few small vessels of china or glass.

The earth to be tested by the farmer should be
taken from a few inches below the surface, and be an
average specimen of the field, or the soil to be ex-
amined. Tlie quantity to be examined, say 2 or 40(7

grains, is to be slightly pulverized or well mixed
together. Put of this, 200 grains in a crucible, and
heat it to 300 deg. of Fahrenheit, or bake it in an
oven, heated for bread, for 15 minutes ; cool and
weigli. This will show the absorbent power of the

soil, and as this is depending mainly on the animal

and vegetable matter, if the loss is considerable it is

a decisive proof in this respect of fertility. 'Ihe

absorbent power varies from 1 to 12 per cent.

After weighing, beat it again in the crucible to a

red heat, and until the mass shows no bright or

sjiarkling jiurlieles, stirring it with a glass or iron

rod ; eool and weigh, and ihe loss will be the animal

and vegetable maitej- in the soil.

Take 200 grains of the dried earth, mix it thorough-

ly with a gill of water by stirring it for several

minutes. Let it stand for tlu-ee minutes, and turn

off the muddv writer into another glass. Dry the

sediment in the first glass at a high heat, weigh,

and it gives the silica contained in the soil. Let the

water turned off settle clear, turn it off, dry at u

high heat and weigh ; this gives the alumine or

clay.

Put into a suitable glass or Hask, one-fourtb of u

gill of iimriatic acid and water iu equal proportions,

and bahince the scales carefully. Tut into this mix-

ture 100 grains of the earth, let it stand till all ef-

fervescence Las ceased, which will sometimes be an

hour or more ; carefully note the weight required to

again balance the scales, and that may be set down
as the weight of carbonic gas expelled, say six

grains. Then as 45 is to 55 so is this weight to that

of the base, or the lirae. In this case the lime would

be 7^ percent.

To ascertain if eartii contains iron, stir the muri-

atic acid and water with a strip of oak bark, and if

iron is present in the liquid the bark will turn dark.

To ascertain t!ie (piantity, put in prussiate of pot-

ash till it no longer forms a bine precipitate, let it

settle, heat the deposit to redness, curefidly weigh

the remainder, which is oxide of iron.

To determine the presence of gypsum, take 400

grains of earth, mix one-tl)ird the (juantity of pow-
dered charcoal, keep it at a red heat in n crucible

for half an hour. Then boil tlie earth in a pint of

water for 30 minutes, lilter the liquor and expose it

(or some days in an open vessel. A white deposit

will be sulphate of lime, and the weight will deter-

mine tlie proportion.

These processes are all simple, ahd can be per-

formed b)' any one. liy theru we obtain—1st, the

absorbent power; 2nd, the amount of animal and

vegetable matter ; 3rd, the silica or sand ; 4th, the

aluuiiue or clay ; oth, the carbonate of lime ; 6th,

the oxides of iron ; and 7th, the gypsum, or plaster

of Paris. The salts exercise a great influence on
vegetation ; but as they principally depend on the

animal and vegetable matter in the soil, and as the

determining their qualities and kinds are too diffi-

cult for the analysis of the farmer, the processes are

omitted. The above ingredients are all that exert

a marked influence on the fertility of soils, and on
their proper proportion its goodness de[/ends. If

soils contain too much silica or gravel, they are

porous; and if too much clay, retentive. The last

IS usually the worst fault, and may be known by the

water standing upon it after rains, remaining unset-

tled for a long time, owing to the clay held in solu-

tion. Wlieat, winter kills on such soils, on calca-

reous gravelly ones rarely. Good soils usualJy con-

tain from 65 to 75 of silica; from 10 to 16 of alu-

mine ; from 4 to 10 of lime, and varying ])roportions

of vegetable matters, animal and mineral salts, &c.

The analysis of soils forms one of the most ii.ecided

steps in the improvement of agriculture, as It clearly

points out what is wanting to remedy 'Vrj defect,

'and gi\e ease of working, and abundan*? inproduct.

Kvery farmer should understand the -.ature and

composition of his soil::, and may '.k with little

time, and at a mere trifle of expense

AMIMALCUL.E.-'The inicr'*'-;.' has opened
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to iho ol)sorvalion of man a race ot boiiici^s so small

iis to be utterly invisible to the naked i'.ye, yet en-

dowed with all the functions of vitality, and ))Pr-

fectly organized animals. Some of those are called

Infusoria;, from being always found in water where
plants are decayins;-, and some IJiatoniaj, but all

included under tlie term animalcul-.e. Tliev have
Jong been regarded more as objects of mere curiosity

than any thing else ; but recent discoveries seem to

indicate that these minute insects have had an im-
portant influence in modifying the crust of the earth,

and giving it the character it now possi^sses. Moun-
tains of flinty rock in Silesia have been found bv
Ebrenberl to be wholly composed of the shells of

aiiimalculas ; and in this country masses of remains

of the infusoriae have been found severnl hundred
yards in extent. Unlike the shells of the uiolusca

and testacea, -which are lime, the shells of these in-

visible animals are found to be unchanged by fire, and
composed of pure silica. All bodies of long stagnant

water, such as those where pent is formed, or bog
earth deposited, abound with infusorire ; and Profes-

sor Bailey, of West Point, has found at the bottom
of peat earth, and in it, immense quantities of these

minute remains. It is a ctnious fact ih if animals,

invisible in themselves to the eye, should be able in

the course of centuries fo form moiuitains, change
the face of continents, and exert an influence by no
means trifling on the labours and productive in-

dustrv of man.

ANNUAL.—This term is applied to pinnts that

arrive at maturity in a single year, and then jjerish.

The stem of annuals is generally of rapid growtli,

porous, and abounding in the juices nece.'isarv to the

perfection of the seeds in a single season. 1 he

herbage of some plants is annual, while the roots are

perennial, or remain from year to year. JNIaize is an

example of a proper annual ; the grasses, of peren-
nial roots with annual herbage.

APHIS.—A family of insects that prey exten-
sively on plants, and are endowed with such asto-

nishing powers of reproduction, that though insig-

nificant as individuals, they are formidable in their

numbers, and in most years occasion more or less

loss to the agriculturist. The congregations of

aphides consist in spring and summer of apterous

and wingless individuals, and of nyjihie with unde-
veloped wings. They have no mouths, but are pro-

vided with beak-like suckers, which they insert

into plants, and feed on the juices. Almost every
cultivated ))!ant or tree has iis peculiar family of
aphis; and those trei'S or shrubs that are wild, or

found only in the depths of the forest, cnnnot
claim exemption. What is called t!je ajiple

tree louse, is an ajjhis; and on lifting the scale-like

covering, the depredator, and its implement of suc-
tion, can be seen. Another species infests the

tender shoots of grass, and tiie tlirifty shoots of the

apple and other fruit trees, and if allowed to

multiply unmolested produces great injury. I'he

American blight, as it is called in England, or the

Ajiliis lanala of the entomologist, is a destructive

species, when permitted to make a lodgment on the

apple tree, but fortunately the cotton covering iu

which it is envclo]ied renders it easy to discover,

and thus timely put the fruit grower on his guard.
In passing through the J'onnawanda swamp from
Lockport to Batavia in IB.iS, the Alder t/lnuca,

that lined the road was literally loaded in places
with a species of aphis, the long cottony filaments

of which, erect in air, seem to be waved at will, and
simultaneously, giving a most singular aspect to (he

branches on wliicdi colonies were planted. The
turnip is greatly infested with the aphis, as is the

rose, f<'nnel, parsley, ami many other plants culti-

vated for use or ornament. The aphis, while fixed

by its sucker to the branch or the leaf, elaborates

a sweet honey-like fluid, clear as water, and this is

projected at will from tw o tubes in the hinder part

of the body. We have seen in the sunshine these

drops falling like the spray of a wat^rfal, from a

fruit tree, on the leaves of which millions of the

aphis were feeding. It is for this substance that

colonies of the a[)his are so frequently visited by
the ant, which drinks the sweet fluid as it is thrown
out hv the aphis. Soapsuds, and a strong decoction

of tobacco, have been deemed most elFectual in de-

stroying them ; though when a foothold is once
obtained, from their rapid multiplication, extermi-
nation is difficult.

APIARY.—The place or building in which bees

are kept, is termed an apiary ; and where these in-

dustrious insects are ke|)t for ])rolit, or for observa-

tion, much care is aoinetimcs taken in this depart-

ment of domestic management. There is no ques-
tion that keejiing of bees may be made a source of

considerable profit at very little expense, as their

feed costs nothing, and a residence is provided with

the very hive in which they are placed. Rlove-
aljle apiaries are common in eastern CMintries ; and
a long boat, with a hundred swarms of bees on board,

accompanied by the owner, may he seen floating

down the Danube, the Po, or the Nile, anchoring

where materials for honey promise to be abundant;
and moving onward when the district is exhausted

of its sweets. Among fanners, too little uttention is

usually paid to the apiary ;
the hives being leit ex-

posed to the storms and cold of winter, and the

intense heat of summer, without protection. Bees,

like other domesticated creatures, will well repay

care and aitcntion.

A(j)UA TIC.— Plants that live and flourish in the

water are termed aquatic. There are also afpiatic

animals and birds. All our lakes, rivers, and the

ocean, furnish specimens of aquatic plants, some of

which are of great use and value. A large part of

the soda of comn)erce is olitained from a seed weed,
which, drifted ashore, is dried and buined lor the

sodaofthe ashes. Hundreds of square miles in the

ecinatorial Atlantic, at some seasons of the year, are

covered with this marine vegetation. Some sea-

weeds, as the alga-, that grow as they float in the

water, iittain a k-ngth of several hundred feet. The
rice plant of the East Indies and the Carolinas, is an

n([uatic plant, and jirobablv contributes as much to

human subsistence as any plant on the globe. The

wild rice, Zizania aqittiiicu, of our northern

lakes and rivers, is of great service to the nutive

tribes of those regions, feeding the immense quan-

tities of water-fowls of all kinds that visit and breed

in those inhospitable climes, as well as furnishing

food to the natives themselves, when their usual

supplies from other sources tail theai. The flags,

rushes, and other grasses that grow in the waters of

the lakes, or other quiet waters, the pond lily, ^:c.,

are further examjiles of aquatic plants.

ARGILLACEOUS.—A term applied to soils in

which clay forms a jiriucipal ingredient. It was
derived from Ai-f:,il or clayey, as aluminous from
alumine. in agriculture, argillaceous and aluminous

are words of tlie same inijiort, and mean soils or

earth in which clay predominates. " Analiish
"

shows how the proj)ortion can be determined.

ARTKStAN WELL.—A kind of well, made by

boriiiir tlirou"li the successive strata of the earth until

water is found. This name isderived from Artois, in

I'rance, whrie the system of boring was lirstsuccv^ss-

fully adopted. By penetrating the rocky crust of earth
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in this way, the waiter frequently risos to the surface

an<l (lows ;i living stieura ; in other cases it rises so

iis to be obtained without (lilliculty. In this country
wells have been bored to the depth of a thousand
feet, and those of 500 or 700 are not uncommon.
Various products are obtained from the earth in tliis

way. In Albany a valuable mineral spring- has
been reached by boring. Tiie j;reat quantities of
water at the Kenhawa salines are obtained from
Artesian wells. Springs of carbonated hydrogen,
that burn with a perpetual flame ; and immense re-
servoirs of petroleum (the Senaca oil of commerce)
have been discovered while boring for salt or for

freshwater.' Artesian wells "cave been sunic in the
deserts between Cairo and Suez, and abundant sup-
jiiies of water obtained ; and wherever the horings
have been properly and perseveringly conducted,
either in this or foreign countries, water has usuall)^

been procured.

ARTICHOKE.—Two plants of this name are cul-

tivated for food ; the first Cyanara srotijmus, is chieily

cultivated in Eurepe for culinary purposes. The part
that is eaten is the receptacle of the flower, divested
of the opened florets, and the bristles that separate
them. The head thus prepared is boiled plain and
eaten with melted butter andpepper, and is deemed
wholesome and nutritious. These hottrms, as they
are termed, are also made into a variety of dislies,

stewed and highly seasoned. The other plant is the
one known as the Jerusalem artichoke, Ilelinnthus

tuherofus, and is cultivated for the root alone. It is

a species of sunflower, grows wild in several parts

of South America, and the root is potatoe shaped.
The roots are valuable as food for animals, and are

not unpalatable to man. Tliey are found in most of
our gardens, an imjjroper place for them, as they are
apt to spread, and are somewhat difficult to eradi-
cate. In this country, few attempts have been made
at their field culture, but those have been profitable.

In highly cultivated grounds in England and Hol-
land they have been lound extremely productive, 70
or 80 tons of the roots having been gatiiered from a
single acre. Their flavour is much like that of the
former artichoke, when boiled an I prepared for

the table; and they are very valuable for feeding
hogs and store pigs.

ASHES.—When wood is burned in a position
that excludes the air, tlie product is coal ; if com-
bustion is performed in open air, the produce is ashes.
Ashes by being leached, or having warm water pass-
ed tlirough them, are deprived of the alkali they
contain, and this is obtained in the shape of potash,
or soda, by evaporation. Difi^erent woods, and
plants, vary much in the quantify of ashes and
alkali they produce; the fir, beecli and [lOjjlar, rank-
ing the lowest ; and the box, willow, elm, worm-
wood, and fumitory, the highest. The leached ashes
of several kinds of grain, were found, by lluckert,
to be constituted as follows:

—

Silica. Liiuc, Alnmine,
Asbes of Wheat ....48 37 15

Oats 68 26 6
Barley 69 16 15
Ilye 6S 21 16
Potatoes 4 66 30 .

Red Clover S7 33 SO
Leached ashes are found to be an excellent ma-

nure applied to soils that are light, or such as are
inclining to be sour; the alkali correcting the acid
with which such soils, as the vegetation proves,
abound. In some instances, crops of grain, roots,
and grass, have been nearly doubled by their use

;

and no skilful agriculturist permits their waste.
ASPARAGUS.—A plant cultivated in gardens,

and deservedly esteemed for its value as an article of
foed, when properly prepared. Its value is also
greatly enhanced by the early season at which it is

produced. It is the young shoots of the plants, as
they attain the height of some four or six inches
above the earth, that are used for food, and these
are cut slanting upwards, about two inches below
the surface. Asparagus is usually grown in beds,
and requires a soil very rich and deep, and if not so
naturally, it must be made so by trenching and
manuring with fine manure or compost, before the
plants, which are raised from the seed, are put into
it. They may be set in rows eighteen inches dis-
tance, and ten inches in the row, or in squares at
one foot distance. The beds during winter are se-
cure from I'rost, and the plants prepared for an early
start, by a covering of straw or litter. The beds
must be loosened in the spring, and a coating of
mould, saturated with liquid manure, worked in, has
been found a capital dressing. A few plants are
not cut, but reserved for seed, to keep a supply of
the young plants for beds. In a favourable soil, an
asparagus bed, when established and properly at-
tended to, will last many years. The plants are
usually allowed to stand three years before they arc
cut ; some, however, commence on them the second
year. They are boiled and eaten with butter, as are
green peas, &c. The asparagus offers a striking in-
stance of the effect produced on plants by cultiva-
tion. In some parts of Europe it is found growing
wild on the sea shore, its stem not thicker than a
goose quill, and only a few inches in height. The
cultivated plant is sometimes found three-fourths of
an inch in diameter, and grows to six feet in
height. In the neighbourhood of cities or villages
asparagus is cultivated as a source of great profit
and it should find a place in every kitchen garden.

NITRATE OF SODA.
TO THE KDITOR OF THE MARX LANE EXPRESS.
Siu,—Having a farm of poor and exhausted land, on

which I have lately entered, I would beinuch obliged
by the advice of you or any of your numerous sub-
scribers, whether nitrate of'soda would be a suitable
manure to lay upon it ; and, if so, hoio, lohen, and in
whit quantities it s.Sould be used. JMy situation is
too remote to bring bulky manures to, and I am
anxious to find out the best and most portable to
improve the land

; the expense I do not altogether
mind. My county (Westmoreland), you are aware,
consists of shallow soil, and often very rocky, and is
laid out in grass and pasture for sheep and black
'^''t^'P- I am your obedient servant,

Botviiess, Westmoreland. J. BfLFiELD.

ON VALUING.
Mr. EoiTOR,—As I think all farmers ought to

have a good idea on the subject of valuing, I should
be much obliged to you, or some of the numerous
readers of your Farmers' Magazine, to inform me
which is the best work published on this subject,
that a young farmer may instruct himself in takino-
his own valuation yearl)'— viz., in stock and crops"
tenants' rights, and fixtures, thereby enabling him to
know the state of his own circumstances, and which
I think it dangerous for any man to ijo on without
knowing. I am, Mr. Editor,

A constant reader of your Farmers' journal,
Nottinghamsliire, Sept, 20, T. D. B.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE SA-

LISBURY AND WINCHESTER
JOURNAL.

CluvcUind, Yoi-kiliire, Aug, "29, 1840.

Sir,—A friend sends me your Journal of Aug-. 24, und
I read imttiie fbllowiii'.r ticeount :—Tlnit "' AJr. Beavaii,

of Iving-woo.l, proiJuced len sheaves of wliuat, that were
tied in sjj/ij/e bond, and thrashed in nine minutes by a

hand machine ; the produce, in iDeasured corn, bein;;'

two bushel-, one peck, ai)d half a gallon. The sort of

wheat, culled the Ciolden Drop." The paraprraph

finishes with an assertion, that ftlr. Beavnn had in 1838,

upwards of sixteen sacks per acre of the same sort of

wheat id an ailjoiiiiny' field. This most surprising- pro-

duce h.as raided my curiosity in no small measure, and I

should very much like to know the number of sheaves

on the acre from whii;li the above v^fere taken.

In this wheat-g-rowing- district, where sometimes may
be seen from forty to sixty siooks of twelve sheaves ;in

acre, three pecks, or perhaps a bushel, per stook, once in.

« way ill astook, is, 1 will venture to say, the maximum
of produce ! l! heijon-l forty stocks standing- on an acre,

1 would say that thej)r()Ji(Cf would be found to decrease

in amount. As an averag-e of the best crop in bulk and
produce, forty stocks of twch-e double-banded sheaves

each, producing- forty bushels of fair corn, is, I am con-

vinced, all tlrat would be given by the best-informed

practical farmers. But what comparison will t/i (6 bear

to the Ringwood statement ?

I liope the person who sent you the account of the

HiieiTWood statement will be kind enough to give agri-

culturists and agricultural societies 'some more particular

information about it, as at present 1 think it a very unsa-

tisfactory one, both as regards the enormous yield of

corn, and Mr. Ilowell's hand-llirashing machine. If

the bulk of straw was so great as to admit of extra-sized

sheaves in single bond, and the thrashing vvas correct as

to time, then it ought to be presumed that the machine
is of very far greater value as to performance than is

stated by amount of yield—the ninst erroneous mode of

testing a thrashing- machine; the only true tc?t being

the amount of length, of straw and 6it'/c it will let pass

through, and ears tound to be free from corn alter.

If, in the experiment at Ivingwood, (/le straw was o(

iuiJer average length, and thus admitting of gi-eat ra-

pidity of thrashing, then Mr. Beavan's single^luuid

statement must be a very puz-zling one to any practical

farmer. How could such eiwr7nous excess of yield be

tied up in short single bonds ! 'J his would be the ques-

tion at once. By knowing neai ly the amount ot sheaves

on the acre, and tlieir probable length alone, can any

otU3 be at all a judge of the full value of Mr. Howell's

nuichiiic, or of the correctness of Mr. Deavan's state-

ment ? I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Cleveland.

ON THE IIOOSE IN CALVES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRKSS.

Rill. JCiJiTOR,—Your correspondent Mr. Thomas
Mayer, VS., wliose letter on the " Iloose in Calves"

is inserted in your japer of the J Itli inst., willnuicli

oblige me if he will state the proportions of lime and

water ho reeoinniends for making the lime water, as

1 am most anxious to try his receipt for the cure of

Iloose, a complaint whicii, when once established

ill catllo is, I believe, a most dillicult one to get rid

of; and in this part of Devon it has bren very pre-

valent this summer. I have a cow now with tho

Jioose. I first observed it about three,weeks ago,

and sujiposintj that she bad taken cold, I bled her,

pjave iier ;Jlb. Kpsoni salts, ^Ib. sulphur, ;i,nd the

following Uav three powders, each containing

5i 'J'artar Mmetic,

;)ii Digitalis,

3iii jyitrule potash.

This treatment cheeked the Loose for a sbort lime,

but 1 am alriid it is now coming on as bad as ever;
and, as in other instances, L have tried the nostrum
of the village cow-leech without good eifoct, 1 shall

be delighted to try Mr. Mayer's recommendation, if

he will lie kind enough to give me the infornialion

I hav« requested, or any other hints which he might
tliink proper. With many a-pologies for the length

of this letter, and hoping that you will not object to

insert it in your valuable paper, whenever you have
room to spare, 1 remain, filr. Editor, your constant

reader, Algernon Capel.
Bidcford, Devon, Sept, 16.

Slit,—In looking over the Mark Lane Express of

this week 1 find a letter on a disease called the
" boose" or " husk" in calves, signed by " Tbos.
JMayer, sen., V.S.," in which a solution of lime and
salt are recommended as a specilic for the affection.

Your correspondent says " 1 have found that half

a pint of lime water administered every morning to

a calf, and a dessert spoonful of salt, every evening,
dissolved in a pint of water, generally restores the

animal in the course of a fortnight or three -weeks,

but that in extreme cases of hoose the operation of

tracheotomv must be resorted to."'

"Without doubting the efficacy of this prescription,

or seekino- to detract from the merits of one who is

good enough to volunteer information to the public

upon so important a matter, I nevertheless feel

inclined to make a few remarks upon the disease in

point, and to detail a raode of treatment which has

been productive of very satisfactory results. What-
ever may be the immediate cause of the malady, I

leave to those whose province it is to study the

subject, and who are consequently better anatomists

than myself; 1 believe however the wind-pipe to he
a good deal, if not principally a.Tected. Having
seen a great number of calves suffering wi*h the

hoosc, or husk, and having administered what 1

consider to be an infallible cure (from the success
that has uniformly attended the application,) I

venture to submit the following remedy to agri-

culturists and all other breeders of cattle; it ap-

peared in a newspaper many years ago recommended
by a Widchman, ('and the Welch we know are an,

fail in their treatment of all diseases incidental to

cattle) from which 1 extracted it, and at this moment
have it by me :—3oz. asafffitida,3oz. horse aloes, one
quart of vinegar, boiled together a few minutes, to

be given in the morning tasting, once in three days.

A table spoonful to be poured into the nostrils with

a horn, care being taken to hold up the head of the

calf to prevent waste ; if the first apjilication does

not succeed, repeat it; if the calf has not been
neglected, and the above remedy lias forthwith been

adopted, a second aj)plication will generally be

found unnccessar)-. I have known one or two
instances wlure a third apjilication was resorted to,

which terminated favourably. It ought to be

observed that during the jirocess of ))hysic taking,

the invalids should be kept in a yard night and day,

and be fed with a little good seed, or clover hay,

%vhich they generally prefer to anything else; and
when they have pretty nearly discontinued their

hoosing, may be turned into a sound pasture, but not

until it has l)ecomi» dry.

In this district the disease commonly breaks out

in the autumn, when calves have been kept too long

in the marshes, being exposed to foggy wet warm
weather, and partaking greedily of strong succulent

grass. J do not in the least ipiestioii, or doubt the

result of tho treatment propounded by your corres-
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pondont, whose letter iu your Journal I have just

reiid on the foregoincj m-.ilailv, but knowins:; how
(lesiinble it is to have -.ill the informatioa tlr.it cnii

be obt;iined, whetlu^r on this, or any other subject,

and iis man)'' young beasts are lost from the I'araun's

not understanding the nature of the disease, 1

have ventured to trouble you with a mode of treat-

ment which has been adopted by myself, and which
from the success that hns uniformly attended it, I

have no hesitation in recommending to such as inay

like to avail themselves of it, if you deem it worth
inserting in vour inlluential Jourir.d.

1 am, Sir, your obedient serv.int,

Sept. 17. A .SussKX Farmku.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE
FOR OCTOBER.

The first rain which may be considered of any
utility to t!ie grounil commenced un the 14th ult.,

ftftcr as brilliant a day and night as any the season
had witnessed : the eart'i was dried by the long ab-

sence of penetrating rain ; red spider, (acariis) the
annoyance of droughty periods, was preying upon,
and abstracting the juices of cucumbers, melons,
and peach leaves, and had in many instances com-
pleted the destruction of the French beans ; and
those vegetables which usually grow vigorously in

September were comparatively torpid ; even the
weeds could make no advances. It is curious to

observe the anomalous condition of the weather
in localities by no means remote from each other.

We of the south have had no ground rains what-
soever , while, if we may cicdit the papers, the
north-west counties, Lancashire in particular,

have been the scene of storms, and almost conti-
nuous lain durirsg successive weeks.
The condition of the gardens must therefore

vary in proportion ; and we would recommend our
readers to keep a daily diary, by which accounts
and statements may be comijared, and a variety of
useful facts elicited. The present rains will

greatly facilitate the operations now to be Uiiticed,

and render them more available and productive.

In the VEGKTABLli DliPAUTM ENT,

The Beet roots will swell and become juicy,
which would not have been the case had the
drought continued. Let some be digged u]),

cleaned without wounding them, the tops trimmed,
and then be stored in a dry slied or cellar, leaving
the bulk of the crop in the ground till November,
as the plants will still im[)rove.

Carrots should also be .stored in sand ; they
ought to be all taken up, as the flavour and texture
ilo not improve by keeping after the end of Octo-
ber. Yet let not our meaning be mistaken, for

though beet and carrot do tiot meliorate in the
earth, they retain their juices in perfection, as is

proved by the vigour with which they developc
the floral stem in tlie ensuing spring. It is a severe
frost which we wish to guard against. But pars-
nips acquire sweetness aiul flavour by remaining
undisturbed till February.

Cabbages.—A few seedings may be set in close

order, in a nursery-bed of jnire loam. Rich earth,
at this season, tends to produce decay, not
growth.

Cape brocoUs are in season. Take up the roots,
and clean the soil ; wherever a head is cut, the
leaves and stalks soon become oilensive.

Spring brocoli2)lants, if in trenches, ought to be

earthed from the ridges. If on level ground, a
slope to the north might be cut by the s])ade, the
stems and heads made to incline northwards, by
gentle presstue, and then the earth cut out can be
laid on the stems ; this jjroccss is safer than that

of disturbing the roots to lay thetn down.
Caulifltvu-vrs under a south wall are to be covered

with hand or bell-glasses, but a garden frame af-

fords the best security : air, in any case, must he
given freeh'.

Asparagus heels must he regulated, if the haulm
be quite ripe ; lot that be cut down with a sharp
hook and carried away. Swee]) (,\\ the fallen

seeds and litter, obliterate the wecd«, and cover
the surface with manure taken from spent
' linings.' This is a plant upon which we would
hazard the nitrate of soda, by sprinkling now, over

the manure, about one pound over 24 square yards
of surface. ^\"e have tried it in that ju'oportion

during the j)arching weather of August, with
water, along a celery trench, more than twice, and
the plants grew as richly as others with much
manure.

Sea-Jcale beds must he cleared of decaying
leaves and weeds ; after which a light sprinkling
of sandy earth may be given to clothe the crowns
and render the ])lot sightly ; here is also a site

wherein the nitrate might be tried, carefullj'

avoiding to let any particles fall into the crowns,
for we have jiroved its destructive power
when in actuil contact with succulent vegetables,

lihnbarb beds ought to be dressed, manuring
around the plants ; if anj' ot these have been ob-
served to flag .-.nd I'jse verdure during the summer
growth, let a trench he opened, spade-wide,
around the plant, to discover the roots, even to

the bottom, but not so as to uiuleimine them.
Fill up that spate with fresh, virgin, turfy loam,
manure at the top, but not mixed with the soil,

now. In March the manure will be forked in, and
more can then be added.

Sow radish seed over an old hot bed, adding a
little light loam. As growth advances and frost

comes on, put on the lights; also, in event of
heavy rain, radishes will bo yielded about
Christmas : lettuces can be so grown, but slugs
tnust be looked after, or all the young [)!ants may
vanibli in one night.

Fruit DRPAiiTMEST.

A.I)l)Ie and ])ear trees are now jjlanted to the
greatest advantage, and it is the season above all

others when an orcliard can be formed. We
advocate the general introduction of dwarf
Standards, for they are the trees which can most
readily, and in the shortest period, be brought into
a fruitful condition.

The ground is thus prepared. Select a i)iece of
good free loam, no matter what its extent, greater
or less ; remove the turf, if it be meafiovv or
common, by paring it from an inch to an inch
and a half thick. Pile these turfs in a square
heap ; for the earth ihus pre|)arcd, (if the loam
be free and open) is invalunblc to the patting and
flov.'er department'^.

Dig the gront-id in several places to ascertain
the quality and depth of the good soil; and
wherever it is possible, trench to the de|)th of 18
inches—never attempting to bring inferior earth
to the surface. But if at 12 or 14 inches the soil

l)ecome harsh, clayey, or gravelly, raise tiie top
good earth and dig, or at lease ciistnib with the
pick-axe the inlerior stratmn. ff gravel and cold
clay prevail, meliorate it by chalk—to the extent
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of oiie-thlrJ, or even half of the bail earth ; if

chalk be unattainable, add clay to the gravel ;

and ashes, brick rubbish, or any littery, lightening

material to the clayey subsoil ; then return the

top earth, without adding any manure. Purchase

ruaidea trees, with one year shoots from tlie

grafting or budding, and plant them about ten

teet apart, in alternate or quin cunx order, ex-

panding the smaller roots as correctly as possible,

insinuating fine earth, so that it lie in close

contact with every portion of them. Fix the tree

correctly and firmly, and then puddle it, by
pouring a forcible streauj of water from the nozzle

of a pot held iiigh above the soil—drive in a small

(•;tal<e to each tree, secure both by a hay-band and
snfi fillis-string, and make the surface even with

a little fine earth. After a second watering, (if

October be iuie and sunny, as it occasionally is,)

mulch around each bole, and over a yard of the

soil with stable litter and year-old cow, or sheep-

dung. Of the future trcatnieiit of the trees, we
hope to write in due season ; it now will suffice to

say that by a similar method of jilanting all the

spurbearing, stone-fruited or druuacicus trees,

and berry-bearing shrubs can be maile to succeed

at this season almost without a chance of failure,

])rovided, first, that sound young trees be

obtained ; and second, that the earth be a pure

haze loam, void of ar.y manure except the fibres

of the natural turf. Manure as top dress only is

admissible.

Good drainage is more essential than great

depth of staple ; and this may be obtained by

laving a five or six inch stratum of stones, brick-

bats, flints, or lumps of chalk at the bottom of the

trenches at eighteen or twenty inches depth, if the

land appear springy. A ditch or drain, howevtr,

should pass along the lowest side of the plot in

connexion with the drainage stratum, to receive

and conduct away the water which will ooze

through its interstices.

Peach andnectarine trees retain their leaves long

;

therefore, at the end of the month when they

become loose, though still green, it is customary

to brush them upwards with a whisk, which by
(letachingtheui exposes the bearing wood to the sun.

Persons who undertake tlie management of their

own wall trees, (and it is more wise so to do, than to

confide in dabhing workmen, ignorant of every

jihysiological principle,) should remember that the

fruit of next year is always produced by the young
spring wood of the present year, 'i'herefore, the

matuiity of these bearing shoots is of consequence.

A certain and well balanced quantity of this

yearling wood oui;ht to be annually retained, and
all superfluous crowding shoots cut quite out.

, This clearing of the trees may be advantiigeously

performed at the ))rescnt season ; bm the prvniny

of the retained shoots we would d-l'er till the

spring sap begin to stir, and swell the buds.

Plant Raspberry shruljn, selecting strong and

single rods of tlie year's growth. Be it recollec-

ted that, in most kinds of soil, raspbeivies seldom

])rospcr more than live years ; therefore a new
])lantation should not be attempted to be made in

soil that had borne ra-pbenies the previous year.

A vegetable crop will clear the land cnusideiably,

but it woidd be well to give it two complete

courses of cro])ping before ras])berries be re-intro-

duceil. i lie same lemark will hold in the case of

Stniwfjerries, ilic theory of rotation of crops being

applicable to them, and iiuked to every vegetable

crop in the garden.

SlIRUniiERY AND Ff.OWER-GAUDEN.
Prune the former with judgment. It is not

enough to thin out, because a person in so doing
may cut out all the flowers of his shrubs. Some
produce at the axilla;, as the ribes ; some from
the biuls, high and low, as the rose, whence roses
may be had at various seasons ; others at the

ai)exes, as the lilac. Therefore the observant
pruner will cut, curtail, and thin out, according
to the natural laws, How clearly does every
real fact call on the gardener to educate himself
in the science of horticulture !

Deciduous shrubs and evergreens can be ])!anted

now, observing to s]nead out the roots over an
even suiface of soil, that has, however, bc-en

moved ; and to scatter fine earth over the fibres.

After [ilanting ;md watering, the surface should be
raked and left orderly for the winter.

Little remains to he done in the flower-garden
but to take up in succession dahlia-roots, the
herbage of which is nearly torpid ; to take uj)

also every remaining greenhouse-plant, and after

carefidly collecting the wandering roots, to plant
them in light, simple earth, using small-sized pots.

At a season when growth is to be deprecated
— unless in peculiar stoves—we disclaim the ap-
plication of siimulating manures ; hence wovild
prefer the plainest turfy loam, sandy heath soil,

or a mixture of both, to rich vegetable earth and
old cow-dung.
Herbaceous plants may be divided and replanted,

renmving the portions to fresh situations. Alter
these revisals, rake or spud-hoe the surface, and
scatter a mixture of loam and leaf-mould evenly
over the ground.
A frost of some severity occurred on the 18th of

Septembcj-, and the wind, veering to N.E., give
indications of a cold season; the gardener, there-

fore, should be ou the alert, and leave nothing to

couiiiigencies.

—

Sept. 18.

The busy time of harvest being now over, the

meetings of farmer's clubs will be I'cnewed with

double vigour. The following arrangenrents liave

been made for the remaining meetings of the

Ilarloston Farmer's Club for the j)reseut year:

—

SUIi.IECTS l-'OR DISCUSSIOX.
In tlie October Meetiinj.—The adjourned dis-

cussion of last year, on "The best method of plant-

ing Wheat," Avben those Members who then agreed

to institute experiments oir the sirbject of thick or

thin ijlantiug are requested to lay the results before

the meeting.

In the Noveniher ]\re<tiii(j—{Bchi'^ that for the

show of Roots).—" The best method of preparing

the land for the future Root Crops."

Ill, the Beecinhcr Meeting.—" The comparative
advantages of Threshing Corn or Seeds with the

Flail, or by Machinery."

BAD BEEf: IN OLDEN TIME. — " Also the

hire, that came hither for my Lord Lizle, is suclie as

no iMHu may tlryiik for tlie most part. I have assayde
the most part of it, and the tresorer and tlie clerk con-
troller the rest ; ami as moche as may be dronken, is

delyvered to thie slii|)pes, and the rest I shall send
agayiie to Lonclou, for Heron is scrvauut, that hathe
the ilelyvere of it here, suith tliat tlie Brewers lie

bounde to take as inocUe a* is unable stuif. I kuow
not what the kyng payeth, but 1 assuie your jord-

sluppcs", luoch of it is as small us peny ale, and as

sowre as a crab. ( ilout not your lordshippes voll see

the brewers jmiiysslieil.''— /.(-(/re n/ Lun/ Thoiiuis How-
ard, Hish Admiral of Henry Vlll.
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IMPORTANT SALE OF AGRiCUL-
TURAL STOCK.

Of (he cclehi'atf (i stock on the rami of ihc late Mr.
QuHillt-y, ,-il iMoliairl, in tl/is county, notliiiit; need be

Siiid, siDco not only liere luit in every \r,\v\ ot KnjjI.sniI it

is acknu\vleil,!,'e(J ; ami when Hiinounceil lor sale by iliat

excellent juil.Lje, J\Jr. 'J'lioiuas Jiu'sey, ol VVaybrook,

near Exeter, the ^'reulesl interest was excited. 'I he sale

took place on J'hursilay last, at Molland, ami as mat-

ter for present admiration and luture reference, we pre-

sent the result to our readers.

Lot—No. 1.Was
a Cow in Calf,

and this was
knocked down
at

2 do
3 do.,

4 do..
5 do..
H do
7 do ..

8 do
9 do
10 do...

11 do
12 do
13 do
14 do..

15 do... .

16 do
17 do
18 do
19 do
20 do
21 do
22 do.

£ s- d.

4tj

33
31

26
25
31
25
43
26

4

12

10

5
4
10

4

1

18 18

22
22
T'j

26
31

21
15 15

16 16
25
8

29
A

No.l HeiftrCalf 15 15
'2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

No.
2
3
4
5
H
7

8

do-
do
do
do
do
do
do
do..

do
do

1 Bull Call"

do
do
do
do.. ..

do.

do.

.

do..

6
6
4

5
15

5
(i

19
5
6
23
13

19

5
5

11

6
5

()

16
14

5
14

15
16

19

5
16

2
13

8
15

5
11

6
5

6

6
6

6
6
6

6

6
6

No.9 Bull Calf 13 13

10 do 22 1

do 10 10

1 Heifer in

Calf 46 4

do., . 29 8
do 32 11

do 15 15

do 31 10

do.. .. 16 5
d( 21
do 25 4
do 17 17

do 14 14

do 21

do 27 6
do... ... 16 5
1 Yearling
Heiier.... 54 12

do 29 8

do 21
do 18 18

do 17 17

do 13 2

do 10 10

do 19 8
1 Vearlin;^

Bull 26 5
do 16 16

Old Bull 33 12

1 Two 3
year old

Steers .... 39
2 Two do... 44

3 Two do... 37
4 Two do.. 35
5 One do.. 13

6 Two 2 yr.

old Steers 33 12

U
No.

o
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12

13
No.

2
.3

4
5
6
7

8
No.

2
3

No.

6

6

6

6

ship's tenants, wiio puiehatcd 19 of the bullocks Some
ofllienialso rue goin.L,' into Warwick, and Beiksiiire.

There were likcvs ise.^oiue spirited cu.^ioiners Ironi Corn-

wall, as well as the ueiKhbourhood ot Exeter. A Cow
and Yearlin- lleiler were i)ui chased by one of ihesc at

100/, 2s., and in all 11 of the bullocks will fc'O into that

county.
The Auctioneer gave proof ol las perfect knowleilge

of his business, and the bidiiinirs were most f.p!riterl.

Indeed, lo *how that there was nolhmfr like lagK'"S '"

the work, we may mention that the jalc coininenced at

half-past 1 o'clock, and the whole (90 bullocks, 17

horses, and 900 sheep) were sold in less than lour

hours I ! The 900 sheep were sohl in lots ot 20 and less,

and were all knocked down in the short space aihulj

an hour ! !

18

2
16

14

10

/

8

9

10

11

12

Two do... 28
Two do,.. 23
Two Steer
Yearling's 26
Two do... 21
1'wo do... 14

One do.. 8

7

5

14

8

The summary of the sale of bullocks, therefore, will

stand thus;

—

AVER.\GE liAClI.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

22 Cows 5o6 9 25 5
11 Jlaler Calves .... 98 14 9
llBullduto 136 10 12 8

13 Heilir-in Calf 315 24 5
8 Yearling' lleiler.*.. 184 16 23 2
3 r.ulls 76 13 25 10

22 Steers 326 6 15

Added to the above sums the purchasers paid the Com-
mission of 22 per cent.

There were also sold 900 Exmoor sheep, r.t from 18s.

to 24s, caeh, arid 17 horses and colts.

This mfiniorable sale was very largely and mo-^t liijrhly

respectably attended, many per-pon^; beiiisr present from
the upper counties,

—

Noitoik, Warwick, Berkshire,

Hampshire, 6cc., <S.e., &:c. ; and among' ilicin was the

Steward of the E'drl of Leicester, and two of hii lord-

THE PvIVAL " CHEVALIERS."

TO IIIE EJilTOR 01- THE Il.lMI'SniaKCOUNIY NEWSPAPER.

Sin,—The public is indebted to you for the ob-

servations contained in your last, as to tie near re-

semblance of the names of these two very difi'ereuL

wheats, whose qu-alities are as opposite as the tem-

perature of the North and South Poles ; the names

are even more alike than yon have reported. It

should be " Cbevalier's Prolilic Brown Wheat,"

and " Brown's Prolific Chevalier Wbe-at," which

two, by a transjiosilion of words, and the alteration

of one letter, are one and the same sentence. The

similarity, 1 have reason to know. Las deterred many

a farmer from sowing Brown's White Chevalier ; a

wheat which, for produce and value of straw and

grain, 1 am disposed to match against any known

description of white wheat ; 1 have tried it in large

and small allotments against Whiitington, Red
Lammas, Golden Drop, Talavera, (iolden Swan,

'J'rump, C\c'.., and it beats all in the quantity of its

produce, and the quality of its flour. A neighbour

of mine has thrashed from seven acres this season

77 sacks of this wheat, being 11 sacl<s to the acre,

growing on soil not worth more than 14s. per acre.

Of course the land was in good condition, hut not

out of the way ; having been wheat, barley, grass,

manured for turnips, which were good, and now

wheat. 1 have many ears taken from the middle of

a field, containing from 80 to 95 grains each. The

^VIlittington is condemned with us as an autumnal

sown wheat ; it being the only variety aflecteil with

red rust—other varieties growing in the same field

being untouched ; the sample tineven, and the grain

light. Provided the corn were as valuable, 1 am
not satisfied it would not answer better than the

Talavera as a spring wheat ; for, having a deficiency

of the latter to finish a field this year, on the 3rd of

March 1 drilled two bushels of 'Whittington. It

will be recollected that we had a drought of many

weeks at that time, and none of my field appeared

above ground until the middle of April ;
under a

favourable summer and good ground it grew rapidly,

and produced a good crop, but the Whittington was

a foot higher than thn, Talavera, with as many grains

in one ear as the Talavera had in three, with no

symptoms of rust, which so much affected that sown

ill the autumn ; the absence of which I attribute to

its coming into ear at a later season, more congenial

to its nature. The Golden Drop and Brown's White

Chevalier are the two favourites for general sowing

in this neighbourhood. Report speaks highly of the

new Bed jliittania for stiffness and length of straw,

and ([uantity of produce j but there is yet but a

small quantity sown, 1 am, ^ic.,

Wlulchurch, Sep%23, 18i0. Practicai,.

2 A
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REPORT
To TiiK Highland and Acaacui/iruAL So-

ciKTY or Scotland, of a Ciikap Mode of

BuKAKINfi TlIK Pan and StIKKINU Tllli

Subsoil.

Te Mr. Sinitli, of Deiinston, the merit of the inven-

tion of the suhaoil jiloiigli must be thanki'ully iiw;iide(l

by ever}' iigricultuiist, unci where it is applied, there

can be but one opinion as to the eJhcient manner in

which it does its work. We mist recollect, how-

ever, that there are a p;veat many instances in whicli

i'armers, on a inoderaie scale, cannot conveniently

procure this somewhat costly implement, and even

if they did possess it, thev mij^lit not have the com-

plement of horses necessary for v^orking it efl'ectually.

It has occurred to me, therefore, that if a substitute,

even to a limited extent, could be placed within the

reach of all, it would be a considerable benefit, and,

for some time, 1 have directed my attention to this

point.

AVhile discusbiui;- the plan which 1 have now
adopted with a friend in Edinburgh, he sug^gestcd ;i

scheme which, by the September number of the

Farmers' ]\lagaziiie, p. 169, appears to have previously

occurred to Mr. Pusey, JNl.P. It is the application

of a cutter, resembling the plough coulter, imme-

diately behind the heel of the common ](lough ; but,

after consulting- some practical [leople, 1 found that

an implement of this description would be very

heavy in the draught, unwieldy and ditticult to ma-

nage, particularly in turning, even if it had the

wheel in front, as shown in Mr. Pusey's English

plough, but which is very seldom applied to a Scotch

one. 1, therefore, reverted to my first project,

which, after a few modifications in the maniier of

working the implement, is as follows :

—

I took oir the wings of a common drill grubber

(with wheels), leavijg merely the beam with the

leading tine, which, by means of a wedge, can be so

adjusted as to penetrate to the dejith required, and

I iound, that by following with tins macliine in the

furrow made by a common plough preceding it, the

effect was infinitely more powerful than I could have

imagined—at various depths, ranging from 3 to 8

inches below the furrow.

The beam should be lowered as inucli as the

wheels will allow, which gives tiie tine a greater

power of resistance, but, the implement being quite

light, a boy of 1'2 years ohl can guide it, and all that

is required is to raise it up a little when it meets

witli .my impediment which might bend the tine.

Ecst this application of the drill grubher should

not have been hitherto atleiiqiled, 1 tliink it riglit to

send this notice of it to the Society, and from the ex-

jieriments 1 havi- alreuily made, I feel confident that

those who may be induced to adopt it will find it, at

least a more effectual and a cheaper mode of break-

ing the pan and stirring the subsoil than that whicli

is occasionally resorted to—viz., by making one

plough follow in the furrow m;ide by another.

I have tried it in a field of, |)erhaps, as stiff a soil

as any iu the kingdom, and find that, for a depth of

h inches below an 8-inch furrow, the draught for 2

horses is about the same as in a common plough,

and a dejjth of .'» inches gives the same; draught for

one horse. In lighter soils, of course, iIim di'jith can

be grf-ally increased with the same draught, but care

must be taU-n in coming in conttict with drains and

fast stones.— 1 remain, \c.,

.lolIN S. RlCUAIlUSON,

rUJ'onr Cusllc, .V^^t. l;> lUiO.

TALLOW AND THE ANGLO-
RUSSIAN TRADE.

Gr.NiiEMLN,— In accordance with the promise which
1 addressed to you through the ]\]oniiiig Uritild of llieod

iusl., I proce<'(] to tlie con>icieration of our counnercial

intercourse with llussia (enibracing other articles of

foreign giowili as wl-II as iallow), and the effect deduri-

ble from it on r>riti-h industry and c.ipiial.

I told you tallow was not the only article of northern

produce vviiifli is brought here with the brand of Rus-
sian monopoly uijon it, a.nd ut the moment 1 was pen-

ninjr 'hat a>scrtioii, the Dundee Jniinial had ,iu=.t been
published with the following statement re;rardmgy/(i.r.

DuNnii., Si rr. 1.— In our last we slated that a great

advance had taken place in the prices of flax at St. Pg-
ter.'-burL.'- jirevioHs to the IJth ultimo, and advices of a

later date put us in possession of the quantities sold,

even at higher rales than we then mentioned. They are

as follow :
—

13,000 poods 6 and Odieads flax, at 85r. and ,08rl

85,000 „ , „ 90r. and lOUr.

H,300 „ „ 9 „ lOOr.

19,000 „ t) and 9-heads „ llOr. andllOr.
7.300 9dieads 112r.

And the i)rices which the dealers demand for the re-

mainder of their slock? are 105r. and 1 15r. for 6 and 9-

heads. At Riga, on and previous to the 15ih nil., i)C
and R r had been isold in considerable parcels at 202r.

and 28^r., and TR was held at o3r. and 34r. A^t Arcli-

angel flax was in Rood demand at 37r. for Otbornoy,
3-lr. fur Crown, and 25ir. for fourth sort. As was to be
expected, this great advance in the price of the imw ma-
terial has had a great effect upon our market: 2/. per

ton of a rise on the prices of flax has bion demanded by
holders on the finer qualities of flax, and a correpondiu;^

rise on the ))ric( s of yarns is demanded. The manufac-
turer can ill afford to jiay this rise, and the natural con-

sequence is that he must limit Ins operations until the

prices of the manufactured article will admit of his

giving the rise demanded.''

—

Vuiidce Courier,

There is, it is true, liltle consolation in the reflection

that if ycur branch of trade is bad, others are as bad or

xvorse ; but if it can be shown that this unnatural state

of tilings is ohielly the result of our own want of fore-

sight, and that year after year v. e have submitted to be
fleeced by these foreign extortioners, let us now at least

bestir ourselves, and resolve to play that ^ame no more.
For instance, let us take the attempt of Mr. Biddle, the

celebnted American banker, to r:ii'e cotton to a ticti-

tiouivaluc, and observe the sequel— //jaf great speculator,

thoutrh upheld by all that talent, money, andinlluence
could tilect, was, by the manly courage of the Lanca-
siiire spinners, defeated, and iMr. Biddle was compelled
to retire from the field a di^comhted and unhaiipy man.
Again, let us call to mind the no less famous allow-

spcculation, by a foreigner of the name of" Hilbers,

which you will all recollect as having terminated in loss

and disaster to all the parties engaL'-ed in u, because you
abstained from buying his tallow until the price receded
to 31/. per ton. But in 1838 9, prudence seems to have
forsaken you. Right or wrong you would buy tallow,

up to the extravvgant price of .'}9s. ; thus thrustinr;- your
properly into the pockets of alien inouopulisls ; but the

moment you had relieved them of lliat season's fore-

stalling, and the time had arrived for collectiog the next
year's supplies in the interior of Russia, down came the

price from 59s. to 4(js., causing to some of you, if not

all, a loss of 13/. per ton. 1 rejoice to hear that youare
not likely to play that i^amn this season. Already, at

this early )ieriod, the stock of tallow in London is enoi-

j/((i((,s ; about 25,000 casks a^raiiist 7,tj|.)0 casks this time

la»t year, none of wliiidi wili be wanted at the oulports,

as the supplier from llu'-^ia and South America to Liver-

jinol -iiul I'ristol, Scotland and Ir-.land, are fully us
ahuudant as lo the Thanns.

Therefore, treat the idea of scavcihj, the only IcR'iti-

mate excuse lor liigli prices, as a larco ; buy steadily from
liiiiid tt> iiioulh, and not only will you deleat iluse Rus-
sians lor this .«eason, as the Lancashire manufacturers
deftiuted Mr. Riddle ^^ it h his bales of cotton, but you
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will BDiure for yourselves niodi.r.'te prices for next year,

because your friend?, llit'se Ru^^simi commercial niagiii-

/icoi, will not dare lo msikc exiensive contriicls in their

own country lor tlie lollowin'; seuson, until tliey have
rid themselves of tlieir prcstnt ".toek here and to orrivc.

'I'o the fiiix spinners of Scollaiid und Yorksliire I lender

the same advice, and hope they will adopt it, because
there is no way of bafHing- n commercial conspiracy so

effectual a.^ a general abstinence, on the part ol the ma-
nufacturers and consumers; and certainly with our pre-

sent prospects of abundance of all the products of Uie

eartli <)£ Iwwe and abroad, we may laug'h to scorn the

attempt to burden us with foreign products at iccir

prices in time of pence.

I hope, gentlemen, you v-vill not imagine from any-

thing which 1 have advanced, that I desire for you or

myself any other than a f.uir system of reciprocity in our

dealings with the subjects of foreign states. Do wc get

this from Russia'? Look at her tariffaud at ours ; and,

above all, contrast the treatment of our merchants by

her Government, and lier citizens by our*-. \Vhile by
the laws of England, and no less so by the liberal dis-

position of her people, these Russian monopolists have

the tree run ot our markets to the exclusion of native

mercliants, while all their transactions are untaxed, und
held saered from the inqui!?itor's eye, there i* not an
entry made in the books of any of our countrymen set-

tled ill her dominions, that i» not required to be made
known to the officers, with a view to be taxed at the end
of the year.

I have given you at fnot the weekly returns of the

stock of tuilow warehoused in f^ondon on the '2l>t Sep-

tember in>aeh of the years 1837, 1838, 1839, and 1840,

together with the price of yellow candle. This list

speaks for itself; it tells yon, tht^ manufacturers of soa])

and candles in Great Britain, that although the supply

this year exceeds by threefold that of 1839, you will be

expected to pay 50s. per ton additional merely to please

these two er three Russians and their barkers.

A JNIaNUI ACTl'UER.

1838.
:
1839. ! 1840.

Stock
Delivered hjsl week .

.

Ditta from 1st June ..

Arrived last week .. .

.

Ditto from 1st June .

.

Price of V. Clallow
Ditto of Town ditto .

.

9,899! 7,591

2,86Pj 2.479

27 ,01(i: 25,945
2,930' 2,197

33,260: 23,035
52s.9d. :95.9d. 52s.3d.

5ti..6d.| 53s. '5Gs.t)d.

24,Gn
2.592
19 8til

4,453
29,004

THE TALLOW TRADE.— 'I"he letter on the hi-h

price of tallow, which was noticed a few days ago, has

called forth another, the object of which is to account

for that price, notwithstanding the large stock in Lon-
don. 'J'he different bases of argument udopted by our

two correspondents are, that the one who complains of

the high price refers to the London stock, while the one

who justifies it refers to the quantity at St. l"'eter>biir;rh.

Thus, the latter explains the circumstance of the stock

being at present large in London by the fact that the

shipments from St. Petersburgh are earlier than usual,

and a greater quantity has been shipped off, and states

that the stock at St. Petersburg is 20,000 casks less thnn

last year, while the whole quantity that will be brought

down there in the course of the year will be no more than

140,090 casks, in addition to which 12,000 casks may be

got from Odessa, lie adds the follovvinge>timate :
—

18a6.
!
18:}7.

:
1S38. : lS3n. 1840.

,Casks.

Jstoc-k at St. PotGr.sl)iire;li,

June 1 41100

Brought ilowii .

.

Total ..

from Udcsta . . .

.

Ul-,'20

Casks. jCasks.
' Casks.'Casks.

I

i I

.1C;I83' ISOSOi lo80' 9406

!

i

Isiiv

1.37800135850 162000 141)000

182620 170083 140030 104180 140100

144001 15200 llOOOOi 11600. 12000

1107020 195183 151930 175780 101406

By this it appears, that the price has followed the total

numbers, for in 1836 and 1837 it was low (44s. and
40.S. ), because the quantity was large, rose to 53s. in
1338 because it was moderate, continued high in 1839
for a similar reason, and is so in the present year. Of
this total sum that regulates the price, the London stock
forms but a small item, and, not varying according to
the total itself, cannot lorm an index to the rise or fall
ot the price. As communications on a sutiject like this
can s^careely come liom parties completely disinterested,
the arguments on both fides, and especially estimates on
future contingencies, must be receivcil with some degree
ot caution ; but, admiiiing the numerical statements to
be correct, the arguments advanced by the second cor-
re^pondeui apjjear ihr soundest, although his views pro-
mise less ailvautage lo the public.

—

Times.

Stoi.-k, Lomton, June 1 .. 16781 lojso .'504(; loS.'JO 10400

,213801 20O4UU 155070 1^0130 I708G0

.'illK TALLOW TKADE.—The price of tallow is

-slill discussed on both sides with much jiertinaeity.

1 he correspondent who originally argued against the
highness of the price, on the ground of the stock being
large in London, and who was answered by another,
who replied by slating the smallness of the supplies
l.orn St. Petersburgh, hus taken a new ground to
defenil his position. He would question the accuracy
ot the statements res])ecting the supply, and by showing-
how false the current reports last season turned eut to

be, makes a new statement by striking an average for
the present year's supply taking the medium between
the actual and reported supply last year as a basis.
Last year he says the report was that the supply w-ould
be 140,000 casks, and yet it turned out to be lt)2,000,
even according to the statemenl made by the opposite
pnrly. The supply for this year is also reported to be
140,000 casks, and he would theiefbre, taking a medium,
as above described, set this down at 151,000. The
estimate will then be—

Cask.s.
Stock at St. Petersburgh (in round numbers)
on the 1st of June 10,000

Brought down 151,000
From Odessa 12,000
Stock in London, June I 15,000

Total of Russian tallow Ifi3,000
Add for South American tallow 12,000

And the total is 200,000
Now, for 1836 the total has been stated at about

214,000, and thii difference our correspondent contends
is not enough to account for a diilere.nce in the prices of
12s. percwt. He also argues against the alle,ged fact
that the shipments from St. Petersburgh are earlier and
larger than usual, which was asserted to show that the
I>ondon stock must not betaken as a uriterion of the sup-
ply. He then gives the following statement of iheship-
inents by the last mail :

—
Casks.

1838 10'?,350

1839 87,622
1840 76,764

The article is one of such great importance that every
attempt to come at the true slate of the case must be in-

teresting. Having laid the statement* on each side be-
fore tlie public, it is for them and the traders in the ar-

ticle to decide which has the best of ihe argument.

—

The Times.

STATISTICS OF ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION.
—Above 30,000 birds, (chiefly the common fowl, have
been hatched by the eccaleobion during ttie two year-i

it has been before the public. The eggs used have ex-
ceeded 40.000, being a ImiIuic of abo -it one-fourth, 'f'liis

is not owing to any delect in \\n- machinery, or its ap-
'plication, but to want ot impre'-Miation, staleness, or
jolting of the C'^^f' in conveyance to and from the mar-
ket. The greatest number of failures are from e.irgs laid

during the moulting season, when the ill-condition of
the birds renders many of them un;>rodui.tive. JMest of
the birds are reared, iuu! bitten well, the average loss

being less than in the farmyiird.

2 A 2
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AGRiCULTURM. REPORTS.

GENEKAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
SEPTE.AJBER.

From fl)e commeiiceiuciit, until -about the 20ili of

this montli, lije wealhor was cxceedinglv favourable

fur the ingatlierinj of tlie crops in all parts of Eng-
land ; indeed tbe progress made in the fields, during

that period, in securing the wheat, barley, and oats

was wonderfully great. Since the latter period,

however, until near its close, the atmosphere was

much less propitious than could have been desired
;

the wind having vibrated from the south to the north

west, bringing with it some heavy sliowers of rain,

which materially im|)adedthe progress inournorthern
districts, and caused serious a|)[ireh<^iisious to be en-
tertained of much of the late ])roduce being con-
siderably damaged. However, we are happy to state
that the intelligence which has reached us thence
from our numerous correspondents, is by no means
of so unfavourable a character as might, under ex-
isting circiimstunces, have been anticipated, since
we learn that, on good soils, a fair clearance has been
already effected of the wheat, barley, and oats;
while, on heavy lands, harvest at least, should tiie

atmosphere prove tolerably line, is expected to be
concluded by, or shortly after, the first week in Oc-
tober. Si)ould such be the case, the wheat cropping
will he ended nearly, or quite, fen days earlier than
was that of last season, and, we trust, prove remu-
nerative to the growers. J'roin the southern, western,
and midland counties, in which scarcely any corn, if

a iew patches of oats be excepted, is out lying, our
accounts state that the tine and s(>asoiiable rains have
been of great advantage in bringing tiie land into a
£;ood filth for ploughing, wliicJi operation has pro-
gressed rapidly and with iaw interrujnions ; indeed,
tile whole vegetable creation appears to have do-
rived considerable benefit from the tolerably plenti-
ful supply of moisture which has lately fallen.

Asa difference of opinion still appears to exist,
even amongst those immi'diutoly engaged in agricul-
ture, as to the quality and general yield of tlie pre-
sent year's wheat crop, we have been at considerable
pains, since the date of our last re[)ort, to arrive at
conclusions on this important subject, and, with the
aid of some of the leading men in the kingdom, with
whom we feel justly jiroud in being identilieu, the
result of ourinquiries has exceeded our most sanguine
expectations. l\ot that we mean to assert tliat the
harvest, as to the quantity grown, will exceed that of
previous seasons, but that the condition never was
exceeded, which circumstance must, as a matter of
course, ]novc of the greatest iniportance to the pro-
ducers, who (or good heavy wheats can always find a
ready market, at tolerably fair prices, while it too
often happens that the weathered sorts cannot be got
oil' even at a great sacrifice.

I he duty on foreign wheat, in the course of the
mouth, having receded to its almost inJidiiuim

poii>t, the gieatest activity has heon apparent by the

Lol lers of that grain releasing the whole of the
bonded stocks, at tbe various imports of 2s. (id., (is.

Sd., 10s. 8d., and 13s. Hd. per qr. ; but it is fully

expected to rise, shortly, to l()s. 8d., in which case,

most of tiie car-ots to arrive will bo landed in ware-
house, for a short time.

Throughout our provinces, the receipts of grain

direct from tiie farmers have been on a very mode-

rate scale, which circumstance has caused holders to

demand, during the last ten days, improved cur-

rencies. The finest heavy wheats, in all the princi-

j)al markets of consumption— viz , Liverpool, Hull,

Boston, Birniinghaiu, Bristol, Newcastle, Sec, have

commanded a steady sale, at fully, but at nothing

quotable beyond, previous rales ; while the value ot

the middling and inferior descriptions has been well

sustained. New maltii.g barley has sold briskly, at

fair quotations, whitdi may now be said as fairly

made ; but grinding and distilling sorts have been

much neglected, without alteration in price. The
malt trade has been much depressed, and the wea-

thered qualities have fallen Is. per qr. Owing to

the abundance of free foreign oats, that aiticle must
be noted from 6d. to, in some transactions, 2s. per

qr. cbeajier, with every prospect of a further de-

cline. Scarcely any really fine Scotch oats have

been offering. Beans and peas without material al-

teration.

We regret to state that the growth of hops has

turned out an almost utter failure, arising from a

I)reporiderance of mildew, blight, &c., which has

not been without considerable effect upon the value

of all descriptions, an improvement of nearly bO

])er cent, having taken place in their quotations.

From Kent and Sussex, about 3,000 pockets of hops

have been received in the borough ; some of the

finest of which have realized from 17/. to iiCil. per

cwt. ; while the mouldy kimls have gone off at 9/. to

12L per cwt. It is expected that the old duty will

not exceed 30,000/.

Although considerable (juantities of wheat, barley,

and oats were saved in difl'urent parts of England in

the early part of the month, we regret to state that

the heavy rains experienced from the 'JOth to the

26th materially retarded the progress of harvest, and
thereb}' caused much inconvenience to the farmers.

The vaiious markets have been amply supplied with

grain, tha demand for which has proved heavy, at

drooping [trices.

In the south of Irel.ind, nearly the whole of the

crops have been secured ; but, in the north, exten-

sive breadths of barley and oats remain i:i the fi(?lds.

With respect to the probable yield, it is anticijjafed

that it will not exceed an average. The vrheat and
oat trades have been excessively dull, at consider-

ably lower rates.

In our great stock district.?, the epidemic amongst
caitle has been raging, and causir.ip: great losses to

the graziers ; and the depastured stock iias not fared

so well as we have sometimes had occasion to notice.

Tiio turnip crop is fully expected to fall short of an
average, which circumstance has induced higher

rates to be demanded for both old and new hay.

The followinjr is our usual monthlv statement of

the transactions in Smithfitld (Jattle iNIarket. 'J'lio

supplies of beasts have consisted of 16,020 ; of
sheep and lambs, 112,429; of calves, 1,400; and of

pigs, 3,823 ; while ihe prices have ranged as fol-

lows :—Heef, from 3s. 2d. to 4s. 6d. ; mutton, 2s.

4d. to .js. ; lamb, .^s. to os. 8d. ; veal, 4s. to os. 4d.
;

pork, 4s. to .">s. per 8lbs. to sink the ofl'als.

Ovi-ing to most of the stock coming to hand in bad
condition, the finest beasts and sheep have sold

* briskly, at full prices; but, in order to effect sales

of the middling and inferior kinds, lower prices have
been submitted to.

The arrivals of slaughtered meat up to Newgate
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and Leadenball markets liave been on tlie increase,

but, as tbey have come to baud in inferior condition,

tbey bave sold at very low prices.

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited

and sold in SMiTHFiEtu Cattle Market, on

Monday, September 30, 1839, and Monday, Septem-
ber 23, 1840.

At per Slhs.to sink the offals,

Sopt. 30, is:i9. Sept. 28, 1840.

s. d. s. dc s. d. s. d.

Coarse &inferiorBeasts 2 4to2 « .. 2 10to3
Second quality do 2 10 32.. 32 34
Prime large Oxen.. 3 6 3 10 ., 3 6 3 10

Prime Scots, &c 40 4 8..40 44
Coarse & inferior Sheep 28 36..32 36
Second quality do 3 8 3 10 . 3 8 3 10

Primecoarsewoolleddo. 4 4 6 .. 4 4 4

Prime Southdown do.. 48 5 0.48 50
Large coarse Calves .,4 4 4.. 4 2 4 6

Prime small ditto 4 6 4 8.. 4 8 5

Large Hogs 3 10 46..40 40
Neat small Porkers .,4 8 5 .. 4 8 4 I9

KTTPPLIES.
Sept. 30, 1S39. Sept. 28, 1840.

Beasts 3,674 3,658

Sheep 25j910 27,510

Calves 127 121

Figs 410 563

BEDFORDSHIRE.
It is now our pleasing task to inform the public

that the harvest is quite completed here; in fact

there was but little white corn out at the end of

August, and the weather for the ilrst fortuight of

this month was very favourable for winding up the

few lata iiicccs of barley and the beans and jieas.

The crop taken together must be regarded as a good

average one, and remarkably well got in. We had

a few fine showers about the middle of the harvest,

but without tlie least damage being done. The
wheat is not so bulky a crop in straw as it usually

is, but promises well as to yield, except where the

plant had become very defective; in such cases the

produce per acre cannot be good: tliis applies,

however, fortunately, to no very considerable part

of the crop. The barley on our best convertible

land is a superb crop, and the quality fine. Upon
the very strong clays and chalky soils it is not so

good: the backward sown in particular has done

badly on tlie dry soils. Upon tlie whole, however, we
regard this ciop also as a good average one. Oats

are also generally good ; and having lately had an
opportunity of seeing a large portion of the Hun-
tingdon and Cambridgeshire Fens, we ibund this

crop remarkaljly fine there, and generally well se-

cured. Peas are also after all better than was ex-

pected, though not equal to an average of years
;

and the same may be said of beans, not being so

good as of late years. The fine showers in the

middle of the harvest greatly improved the turnips,

and the weather for the last ten days has again

been very favourable to their growth, but nearly

all the latter sown ones lost plant, so that in this

county they never can make a full crop ; some, how-
ever, never were better, and we have seen some
good mangel wurzel and cow-cabbages. The rains,

though very beneficial, have never been for the last

three months sufficiently heavy to make the pas-

ture ground yield a good supply ; there has been

theretbre generally a great want of feed ; and the

evil has been, in some districts, greatly aggravated
by the prevailing epidemic among both sheep and
beasts, but particularly the latter. Within the

last few days, however, we have had some very
fine showers, which have fallen most opportunely
for preparing the land for the wheat sowing ; and
on the southern side of the countj^, on the chalky
slow growing soils, some of our farmers have already
commenced putting in this crop. The young seeds

are generally weak, antl will this year afford but
very little autumnal feed. Since the introduction

of a considerable quantity of foreign wheat into the

market, prices have gone down about Is. per
bushel ; that is, from Us. 6d. to aliout 8s. Gd., and
there is not much probability of its going down
much further, at any rate not till the sowing season
is over ; and the probability is, that it will range
for the season somewhere about 8s. the bushel—

a

price of which neither groAver nor consinner ought
to complain. The price of wool remains stationary,

though within the last fortniglit there lias been a
rather greater disposition to buy, prices varying
from Is. to Is. 3d. per lb. We are very happy
to report that there is some probability of our being
benefited by a new railroad, running direct from
Manchester and Leicester, through the heart of this

county, to London ; and it aftbrds us great plea-

sure to find, that it not only meets with the con-
currence of our leading merchants and manufac-
turers, but also very generally of "the owners and
occupiers of the soil, notwithstanding the great nui-

sance which Ave admit railroads are to the latter,

during the period of their construction. It is idle,

liowever, now to stand out against the astonishing

powers of locomotion which modern science is intro-

ducing ; and if it is simply regarded in the first

instance only as circulating an immense ca]iital

through a large portion of the working and trading

parts of theconmiunity, it cannot but be beneficial.

Besides which, the one in question Avill not only

run over some of the finest coal mines in the king-

dom, but will, by the most direct coarse, connect
nearly the whole of our groat manufacturing towns
immediately with the metroiiolis. Whereas, the

zig-zag course of the Birmingham line is not only

quite out of tlie way of these great towns, but to-

tally incompetent to meet the present increasing

demands for railroail accommodation. The pro-

jectors of the above line have, therefore, our
warmest good wishes, and we doubt not but thej
will meet with the countenance and support of all

the intelligent part of our agriculturists.—Sept. 25.

LEICESTERSHIRE.
Previous to the present harvest, the public mind

was never more sensitive upon any subject than ilie

great importance to the country of securing the

grain in good condition. In whatever company you
might chance to fall, the first topic introduced was
the state of the crops, and what disastrous conse-

quences must ensue if the ])roduce of our soil should

be injured bv adverse weather, with expressions of

sincere gratitude to the Giver of all Good, for ilie

brilliant sunny days with which Augustcommenced.
Not only the agriculturist, but the merchant and
manufacturers, were united in this opinion, anil it

must show to the former that he is bound for the

welfare of his country, to cultivate the land he occu-

pies in such a manner as Avill ensure the greatest

produce, and prevent as far as possible our being

dependent upon foreign countries for the bread we eat.

'In a ievc days after my last report of 23rd duly, the

weather changed for tbe better, and from the 26ib,

to the ] 1th ot August we had not a drop of raiu

—

and tlie power of a glorious sun caused a wonderful

improvement in the corn crops. Oh the late sown
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wheat, and especially that sown in spring, the pro-

gress in four or five weeks was extraordinarv, and this

fontinued till thev were veadj' for the sickle. 1 ex-

pressed an opinion that in these crops there would
he a falling- off in the produce, but I am most happy
to say, that from the favouralile circumstances for

their ripenino;, the deficiency will not be so great as

1 anticipated. My impression was, that on the

best soils the crop would be an average one, on
ethers tivo-ihirds, and on the inferior one-half. The
result, however, will be a raucii greater yield ; 1

believe on the worst soils the produce will be two-
thirds, and many on the better lands may be ex-

pected to et)ual the produce of the autunm sown
crops, especially the I'alavera, which variety appears

much better- calculated for spring sowing than the

golden di-op or old lauimas. Though this has been
a most favourable season for sprinij sown wheat,

still it has established no principle in favour of the

system ; and I think the farmer would not act

wisely to adopt that plan if lie could get his wh^at
in by the middle of November in a tolerably fair

state. Though the generality of wheat was thin on
the gronnd, still the yield will not be diminished
from this cii-cumstance, the straw being much
stronger, and the ear longer and better filled, than

in a heavy crop when laid. 'J'he new wlieat is of a
very superior quality to last year, and in comparing
the produce of each, from the partial failure of some
spring sown crops, and a somewhat les^ breadth

sown, I believe in this district it will not be so

great in measure as last year; but, in estimatinp;

the quantity of food produced, we must take info

account the quality. I find in what I have thrashed

off, exactly the same quantity of land as last year,

an increase at least of a stone per sack in weight;
this I calculate will amount to six per cent., and I

shall not overrate the increase of flour at four per

cent, more ; so, in case the produce of corn should

measure one-tenth less per acre, still there will be

as much food in the shape of bread, and the qualitv

very much superior. I believe that the extra weight
and improved quality will compensate for the defici-

ency I apprehend there maybe in the quantity. The
barley crop is heavier than for some years, and the

])roduce will be abundant ; the increase in weight

from last year is even more than in wheat, I find it

beyond a stone per sack, and the (juality is supeiior.

1 believe the oat, and esi>ecially the bean crop is

equally great ; the latter long in the straw and
well corned. 1 am happy to say all the white corn

is got in with the exception ofalittle late sown wheat
in high and cold situations ; but the weather is so

good, and if it continues a few days longer, by the

end of this week there will not be fifty acres of

wheat outstanding in the county. Heans will mostly

1)6 in the stack by the same lime. 'I'his has been u

most propitious harvest, and the great hulk of the

corn got in inexci'llent condition. Perhaps some per-

sons might be in too great a hurry in the early ]iart

having the recollection of last year in their minds,

but those who had ])atience got theirs exceedingly

well, and the latter harvest has been secured in ex-

cellent order. ISJot only the farmer but every per-

son must be thankful to Providence for his great

goodness ill thus perfecting and blessing the labours

of the husbandman ; for getting thu harvest well,

and corn of a good (juality, highly concerns every

man, woman, and child in iiritain. As to roots and
vegetables it is highly gratifying to be able to re-

port that they are abundant ; and the food for cattle

in the winter will be beyond an aveiage. I do not

recollect the turnip crop so universally good, espe-

cially the Swedes, a failure is scarcely to be found.

Tt is true that some fields cut a sorry figure in regard
to weeds in this crop, but if the drill and horse-hoe
were more used in this county the evil would be
remedied, and the weeds eradicated at one- fourth

the expence of cleaning a broad-cast crop. Potatoes
and mangel are idso good, though many of the lat-

ter plants have run to seed, if they are cut ofl' two
or three inches above the root when about two feet

high they will not be much inferior to the other.

The fallows for wheat are in a state ofgreatforward-
ness, and it is the fanner's fault if they are not in

excellent order to receive the seed, the weather hav-
ing been so favourable for working them. Many,
where tares have beeu eaten or mown off,aretoap»

pearance in as good a state as the dead fallow. I

fear mv account of the grazing de|iartment will not
be so favourable as in the farming:, for I regret to

state, that little profit is made on cattle for their

summer's keep, though the average i)rice of fat beef
has been (id. per lb. The grazier gives three rea-

sons for this. 1st, 'I'lie beasts were too dearly

bought in. 'ind, 'I'he pastures have not beta so

good from the prevalence of cold frosty nights, and
not yielded either the quantity or quality of grass, as

in other seasons-—the latterinaths are also very defi-

cient, .ird. The Epulemin, which has made sad havo-S

with beasts when about fit for market, if they are

sent with the complaint upon them ; the price is

consequently very low, and if kept, they loss their

flesh rapidly, and are a long time legaining it. I

statpd in my last that the disease was on thedecline,

and I hoped would soon disappear, but it baffles all

speculation, foresioht, or treatment, and I regret to

add is now more general in the county than ever.

Several flocks of sheep are affected, and it is more
fatal to them than to beasts. I cannot say many
cattle have died, but sheep and jjigs certainly have,
and it severely afl'ects those that recover, ft has

made its aj)pearance more than once in the same in-

dividuals, and perplexes the owners as to what mode
of treatment is the best. Some persons maintain it

is better to leave them to their fate, giving them fod-

der only when thev cannot graze. From what I have
seen of the comiilaint, I should attend to the state of
the bowels, and if that was natural, give wa.m nou-
rishing drinks of gruel, linseed, tS:c., but should the

contrary be the case, some opening- medicine ought
to be given—one to two drains of calomel in camo-
mile tea is much recommentled by pers<sns who have
tried it. Careful treatment and good nursing will

be of greater benefit, in my opinion, than drenching
tiiem with purgatives. However, the epidemic has
become alarming from its long- continuance, and
heiug increasing, and I cannot agree with letting it

take its course without endeavouring to alleviate or

arrest it. The price of grain has fallen since new
corn has come into the market—the best new wheat,
18 stone per sack, may fetch 7()s. per (jr., but more
is making bbv., and up to the former price. From
the London market holding firm under tlie influx of
foreign wheat, at 'Js. l^d, duty, we ilo not expect it

will be lower at present, and no great quantity of
samples ai-e seen m our market for this swason of
the year. Barley begins at a much lower rate than

last year, though the quality is much better, and
wejnlit (greater. A U'w sanqtles have made 4lls. but

the bulk of what has been sold is from "6s. (o 38s.,

with a tendency to further decline. In oats and
beans there is little iilteration, the former ."31)3. to

.'S4s., and beans 44s. to •l()3. Seed tares are 11 (o

12s. per bushel. J am sorry I cannot sav much in

tavonr of an increased demand for wool. 'J'he Lei-

cester trade has improved, though not to theextent

of former years, and the Yorkshire market is in a
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sluggish state
;
yet, wool may be quoted Is. per tod

liigher th;in at the fair, but no great stroke of busi-

ness is doing at that advance. The opinion is that

it will sooner be higher than lower, as farmers are

not willing to take 30s. per tod, but this entirely

depends upon an improvement in trade, on which
any opinion at the present moment, appears of very

little value. We are giving our best labourers 12s.

per week. I cannot conclude this report without

recommending two implements which I have lately

used—they are so effective in their operations upon
stubborn clay soils in particular, that I am surprised

they are not in more general use.—" Biddell's Sca-

rifier,'' and " Crosskill's Clod-crusher."—Sept. 21.

N.B. As I havis not seen a sinijle smut in my
wheat crop during the course of reaping, or in that

which I have thrashed, it leads ine to believe that

mv plan of dressing tie seed is efiective. I there-

fore, beg to refer any of vout readers to tlie melhod
I adopt, which mav be found at page 321 of the

Farmers ivlagazine for November, 1839, signed G.
K.— Sept. 22.

LINCOLNSHIRE—LINDSEY.

The south wolds from east to west of this division,

as well as the fens, hiive eonclnded, with the ex-

ception of a few fields of lato sown wlieat, and the

Leans, one of the most auspicious and least expen-

sive harvests ever remembered : labourers were
plentiful, and the weather all that could be wished.

Cutting and carrying- went on so (dosely together,

that as soon as the former was finished the latter

had only to be effected by carrying the last sheaf

from the bauds of the binder ; anil with very few

exceptions, the condition was dry enough for im-
mediate thrashing. For those farmers of the nortli

wolds, from Louth to Boston, the weather has been

equally gooil for the getting in half, or )nore, of

their corn, but tins week baviug bten \\et, for the

most part of every day, little progress can have

been made, and a good breadth of both barley and
oats remain in the fields; they have not, as yet, had

sufficient 'rain to damage or sprout any of the corn,

yet the colour will suifer in brightness, and the de-

lay will increase the expenses of harvesting. Of
the crops generally throughout this county, they

are fully up to an average in quantity, and very

far above it in quality and weight. Thrashing has

not been so general as frequently immediately on
the close of the harvest, and more of the slacks will

be thatched down, to keep longer than usual, ibr

every one seems anxious to set about getting in the

crop for another year, rather than selling that of

the present. The rain, thoui;b not wanted by those

wdio are yet in the midst of harvest, has come op-
portunely for setting the ploughs at liberty, and we
are most actively employed to begin our jjroceedings

for wdieat sowing. The beans, which are a fine

crop, and well podded from Itottom to top, are in

the course of cutting, l)ut it may be said of this

grain, that no haste is ever exercised in getting it

stacked, for once bound in sheaves, and set up in

iburs to a bTincb, it will stand all weather, and
be got in in fine condition, by catching a fine

day for carrying at last. Our meat markets hold

up to higher prices than usual, so near to Michael-

mas; and fat cattle do not, come in sa large num-
bers as usual at tliis season, neither are those from
the best lands so fat as generally, and we may say,

from various causes, the grazing season has been a

bad one ; )nany of the cattle bought to feed are

worth now very little over the cost price of last

spring. Wool also does not move in value above
the quotations of last month, say 28s. to 30s. per

todd, witiiout anythinij,- like a 1)risk demand. The
value of land is fully equal to the prices of last

year, although we thought then the maximmn bad
arrived, and that this autumn a downward tendency
would have shown itself. Corn, rather than cattle

and sheep for their feeding ])rofit, seems to be the

ruliii'i; produce whereby to judge of its value, and
by this test the prospect is good for those who wish
to effect sales, and many proprietors are trying to

take the benefit thereof ; the only difficulty has been
the investment of capital so obtained, to produce a
safe and increased interest.

—

Spilsby, Sept. 2o.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

MOFFAT SHEEP SHOW AND FAIR, Sept. 11.

— There was a very large show of Cheviot tups for

sale, but the demimJ and prices were less than usual,

and a good many were left unsold. There were also a
number of Leicester tup* for ^ale, \\hic!i seemed to

meet a tolerably ready market. The competition for

premiums given for Cheviot sheep was of the most
spirited kind, mnr.t of the lots being from the stocks of

the most distinguished breeders of Dumfries-shire and
Tweeddale, and indeed considered the best in the South
of Scotland; and the judges had great difficulty in

awarding the premiums, jjarlicularly foi- the tups. The
show of black cattle was also very superior to any that

has been for a number of years past ; and the judges
declared tliat they had never seen some of the lots of

stirks surpassed. The quality and number of the cattle

competing, indicated the renovated attention given to

the breeding aud rearing of Galloways in Upper An-
nandale. There were a good many small lambs shewn
for sale, and also several lots of very superior two and
three year old Galloway slots and heifers from farms
in the vicinity of Motfat, which, notwithstanding- the
recent great fall in such cattle, gave from 11/. to 12/.

a-head. The attendance nf sheep farmers and dealers

from the surrouuding districts ami counties was very

large, and a great deal of business was done in the sale

of slack ewes, wo(d, &c. The following premiums
were awarded : —Best (i cheviot tups, Mr. Aitchisou,

Menizon, 5/., second best do., Mr. W. Carruthers,
Kirkhill, 3/.; best sini;le Cheviot tup, Mr. Moflrat,

Garwald, 2/. ; best 10 Cheviot gimmers, Mr. Aitchison,

Menzinn, 3/. ; second best do., Mr. Laidlaw, Cassock,
1/. 10s. ; best 10 ewe lambs, Mr. Moffat, Garwald, 3/.;

second best do., Mr. W. Carruthers, Kirkhill, 1/. 10s. ;

best 10 black-faced gimmers, Mr. Laidlaw, Cassock,
'21. ; two best Leicester tups of any age, Mr. Barry,
Pnldean, 4/. ; two best one-year old do., bred in Dum-
fries-<ihire by one farmer, Mr. Hamilton, Torthorwald,
21. Cattle :— Best lot Galloway stirks, Mr. Stewart,

Glllenbie, 21. ; second best do., Mr. D. Rogerson,
Leithenhall, 1/. ; best two-year old quey, Mr. A. Hen-
derson, Hazlebank, 1/.; best Galloway bull, Mr. John-
stone, Capplegill, 1/.

—

Dumfries Times.

LEWES.—The great Sheep Fair was held last Mon-
day, Sept. 20. There were about 30,000 sheep penned.

Tor which there was a brisk demand, the attendance of

buyers being very numerous, aud v\e are informad that

very few were driven away unsold. The broken-

mouthed Southdown ewes are eagerly sought after by
the buyers of the north, both for breeding and fatting

;
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and our flockmasters are always reaily to part with

them, the short herbiigc of the Downs not being so well

suited for this description of sheep as the more tender

herbage of the northern counties. Mr. llidge, who had
some fine sheep, sold 100 ewes at 503 , and let his rams
at from 10 guineas to 35/.; he also sold 100 yearling

wethers at 37s., and 100 lambs at 27s. The prices for

ewes ranged from 24s. to 42s. ; wethers, S5s. ; and
lambs from 17s. to 2fis. The day being tolerably fine,

a great number of persons attended the lair, and among
the company we observed Lord Cantilupe, who took

great interest in the proceedings of the day. Three
refreshment booths were on the giound. In the after

part of the day several of the mo*t eminent flockmasters

and purchasers dined together in various rooms at the

White Hart. Mr, Tiverson, a buyer from Cambridge,
who has been in the habit of attending the fair for the

last 30 years, took the chair, anrl congratulated the

breeders of Sussex on the increasing prosperity of tlie

fair. Mr. Raven, an extensive purchaser from Nor-
wich, said he believed this was tlie 31st year he had
attende<l this fair, and he wa? exceedingly pleased with

it. He thought, a few years ago, that it had reached

its climax ; but he discovered every year some improve-

ment, and so long as he was able, he should continue

to attend the fijiri The observations of these gentle-

men were received by the company with loud marks of

approbation.

READING FAIR commenced on Monday, but the

quantity of ciiee*e pitched was not so much by 50 tons

as last year. The trade was extremely flat, and fall one-
third was left unsold at the close of the second day,

owing to the very high prices ask'id by the dairy larmeis.

'I.'he following may be quoied as the prices:—New
double, from 58s. to 72s. ; old, from 72s. to 81^. ; sing-Ie

(jloucc'ster, from 54s. tot)3s. ; being' an advance upon
last year's prices of lOs. a cwt. The few good horses

exhibited commanded high prices.

WORCESTER CATTLE FAIR was well attended,

but the sales were dull, arising, no doubt, from the scar-

city of keep generally. Had the recent refreshing rains

occurred a week earlier, we have no doubt a brisk de-

msmd for store stock would have taken place, as the

supply, particularly in sheep, was of a very superior

description. Indeed we heard several judges observe
that the quality waf not to be excelled ; and in number
there was a very considerable increase, as comjjared
with the September fair of former years. For informa-
tion to our agricultural friends and others interested,

we subjoin the numbers penned at the last fair held in

the Old Sheep Market and those since :

—

In 1837. 1838. 1839. 1840.

4,916 5,561 6,120 7,433
A convincing proof of the necessity of erecting a cattle

market, and also of the estimation in which the in-

creased accommodation is held by the public generally.

The supply of good fat beasts was scanty, but there

were plenty of a middling description, which did not
go oil' Well. Good in calf cows were much sought
after, and good cows and calves met with ready buyers
at great prices. Beef averaged, according to qualiy,
from fid. to nearly G^d ; Mutton, 6d. to V)^d. A few
good horses, both of the nag and waggon kind, were in

request, and brought good prices. The total of stock
exhibited, was—Beasts, 357 ; Calvis, 20 ; Sheep, 7,433 ;

Pigs, 341 ; Horses, 382. Our next fair takes place on
Monday, November 2, there being none appointed for

the monih of October, it being generally understof'd,

both by the farmers and dealers, that each and every
market. dny, from the present time to November, is a
small Fair for iiore stock.

BARNKT FAJR.—There were only 4.810 Scotch
beasts at this market, (which lias been knowH to simvv

13,000), a very short .^upI)ly of Welsh, Ilerefonls, and
Oevons. There were vei'y few piircli:is(jrs present,

which may be accounted for from the shortnesv. of kci'p

in that district of country, and the jjrcvjilence of the epi-

demic, which h:is lor sDiiie months bee n r-iging aniougsl
the cattle. The disease ulludid lo was tor soni(! inoiillis

conhned to Norlolk, Sull'olk, and Fs--ex, but latterly

has been spreading, and has now found its way so far

nortli as Thirsk, in Yorkshire. Scarcely a Scotch beast
was shown at Barnet which was not more or less affected
by it; and a letter, which we have just seen from Jlarie-

Ijush fair, Essex, (held on the 9lh inst. ), slates that the
distemper still continues unabated, 'i'he fair there was
quite as bad as at Barnet. Caille at both fairs were
losing all expenses, and some considerably more. The
prices of Highlanders ranged from 12^ 17s. Gd. to

41. IDs. Cattle bought at Dumbarton fair, in June lust,

were leaving Hothing for grazing, and losing all expenses.
It may be interesting to farmers in Ayrshire to know the
nature of the disease to which I have referred. The first

symptoms are teaming at the mouth, the eye becomes
dull and heavy, the tongue enlarges with blisters, the
hair slares, and the joints above the hoofs swell. In
aw advanced stage of the disease the hoofs frequently
fall off, and the poor beasts being thus unable to pull
food, are sustained by hay, and sometinies oatmeal gruel.
Though severe, it is not very fVital. The remedy, com-
monly api)lied, is a pound of Epsom salts, with a table
spoonful ofground giDger,andsometimes a little saltpetn',

diluted in water. 'J'he tongue and mouth are recoramend-
eil to he rubbed wiili salt - in consequence of which the

outer coating of the tongue slips oil'. It is more severe
on dairy cows than on any other description of stock,

decreasing their milk, and rendering what little is left

unfit for human food. We luve heard of a gentleman
to day who had 220 cattle left from Barnet, who used
1 cwt. of salt in three days. We have heard of one or
two mstances where cattle have taken the disease tvvice.

SHEEP-SALES.—Some most important sales ef
South-down sheep took place during the ivntk preceding
the last, by Messrs. Verral and Son.—At Mr. flillman's
at the Goat Farm, Ringmer on Wednesday, a flock of

900 ewes and wethers, and 19 rams, was disposed of.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable state of the weather,
there was an excellent attendance at the sale, and the
sheep fetched very good prices. The price obtained by
Mr. Plumer Verrall, were for ewes,— full-mouthed
3/. 3s., six tooth 3/, 12^., four tooth 41. lis., two tooth

3/. Ss. wether lambs 23s. The average of ewes was
57s. 4,^d., that of yearling rams 7Z. 2s , and of rum lambs
2/. 183., a two year old ram sold for 9/. Among the
principal buyers were iNlessrs. T. Morris, Madgwick,
Malpa<, Gorrinse, Sadler, Kent, Saxby, Hart, Guy.
Mannington, &c.—The flock of ftlr. Tourle, at Land-
port farm were put up on the following day by the same
Auctioneers. 'I'he weather was favourable, and a large
company asseiobled. The highest prices obtaineii on
this occasion, were us follow :—two tooth ewes 41s.,

four tooth do. 40s., six tooth do. 4Gs., full mouth 41s.

'i'he average being 32s. 6d. Sir F. Russell, Messrs.
.Tenner (of Midhurst), Hillman, Brooker, Kent, Wille,

AVoodman, Holland, Guy, Rose, &(!. were the chief

buyers.— i\Ir. 'I'homas Ellmau'sannual sale and lettmg
took place at Beddingham on Priday. The highest

price obtained for one year old ewes was -J/. 4'5. ; two
year old 21. 8s.; three year old 2/. 16s.; full mouthed 5/. 5s.;

the avcra'je price being2/. 13s. 4|d.—Tlie rams were let

at from 12/. to 20/. 9s. 6d., the latter sum being bi.l

by Mr. Wyatt for a fine animal (No. 4).—The princii)al

rams were hired by Messrs. Putland, H. Boys, Farn-
comb, \^eal, and .John J'dlman. Among the buyers of

ewes were iVIessrs. Putland, Hart, Hudson, .lohn Saxby,
(jorringe. Waters, (3liild, Kaven, Colgate, and John
Ellmaii. 'I'he cap given l)y Mr. T. Ellnian for the best

ram lamb was won by Mr. Putland.— Mr. John Ell-

man's annual sale and letting took i)lace at Glyndc on
Saturday ; and though the best ranis of the flock had
been let at sheariag time—when some of them obtained
as much as 641.— those that were out up on tnis occa-
sion, realized very lii£!'h figures, having been let at from
ten guineas lo 31/. 10s.. the latter sum being given by
Mr. liishopp, for the three year oM ram. No. 30. The
ewes one year old, fetched from 37s. to G3s. ; two yeai-s

old, 40^. to4()s. ; agcd,5tU.to 110-i. ; do (gone to ram),

liQ: to IbO-;. 'J'he chief buyers were Messrs. Putland,

Buys, Hoilsin, Woodman, Hurt, Islphick, Ridge, Vnsrg,

'I'uriu r, \eal, Haripion, Savary, and Shultler.— Mr.
Putland also j,caintMl the cup given by Mr.John Ellmun
tor the best ram luinb.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.

The month of September has been on the whole
favourable for securing the grain crops, and in

every way ])ropitious to the growth of turnips,

potatoes, and pasturage in general. Nothing has

occurred since our last publication in any way
calculated to alter the opinions which we have
latterly ventured to give respecting the prospects

of this harvest; on the contrary, our predictions

regarding the result of it have been in all material

respects fully verified by events. The new wheats,
even already, come awa)^ unusually freely from
the flail, and in quantity, wc are hap])y to repeat

that tliis article is fully e(]ual to the average of

years. In no season of late has the quality of the

wheat crop been superior to the present one, in-

deed it is considerably better than any produced
in the last two or three seasons. If wc say that

the improvement in quality this year over that of

the last is at least e([ual to ten per cent., wc are
persuaded that our calculation is within bounds

;

and to the baker this superiority ia the quality of
the new wheat must prove of still greater impor-
tance than it can be to the farmers themselves.

We are unable to quote the variation in prices be-
twist the actual value of wheat during the month
of August and the month which has just passed.
In August, as we stated in our last number, there
was an improvement in the average ])rices of

wheat by which the duty on foreign imported
wheats was regulated, whilst on the other hand
there was a decline both in the value of flour and
in the price of wheaten bread. We were at the
time unable to give any satisfactoiy reason for

this seeming paradox, nor havo matters since, in

any material degree, tended to throw any addi-

tional light on this circumstance. The advance in

the average price of wheat, however, produced
that effect which the speculators in it intended,
and the decline in the value of flour prevented the

consumers from having any cause of complaint.
During the greater part of Septen)ber there has
been a gralual decline in the average prices of
wheat, whilst there has not been any corresi)on-
dent depreciation in the value of flour or bread.
The consequence of this state of the wheat market,
however, during August, has been the admission
of fully one million of quarters of wheat, besides
flour, of foreign growth, into our markets of con-
sumption on the payment of a perfectly nominal
duty. As money, however, had previously been
remitted from this country to foreig'n nations, in

payment for this grain, to the amount of some-
where about two millions sterling, to admit it in-
to home consumption, even liad it been duty free,

was the most speedy and most certain way of
placing this large sum again into circulation, and
of rendering it useful ami beneficial to the trading
and commercial interests at home. In the state

of the present wheat crop the admission of this

forcifjn wheat can be of little consequence, for it

can make no alteration in value, as ])rices cannot
be low during the present season, 'fhe doctrines
of the anti-corn law i)hilo?opliers have, however, re-

ceived another rather important check during the
presentharvest time, for no sooner was it ascertain-
ed that the wheat crop would be a large one, and con-
sequently that a stop would fora time be put to any
faither exchange of money for foreign food, than
an increased activity began to prevail in all the

manufacturing districts, and the people were again

restored to full employment and to correspondent
rates of wages. The autumnaldemandfor manufac-
tures is always enlarged in proportion to the enlarge-
ment of the means possessed by the agricultuial

interest to pay for them, and a good crop is

always considered sufticient sectn-ity, by manufac-
turers and tradesmen, for a more than usual increase
in the home consumption of all the articles pro-
duced by their capital, talent, and cnterprize.

Hence it no sooner became evident that neces-
sity would no longer exist for any immediate far-

ther remittance of money to foreign nations in pay-
ment for foreign food, than preparations on an ex-

tensive scale were made for increasing the quantity
of the stock of goods intetuled for the home market,
and the manufacturing labourers were again placed
in full employment. Although the value of grain
therefore, during the season, may be maintained at

nearly the present rates, yet this apparent dearness
is merely relative, for it is, and will be, entirely in

correspondence with the value, in this empire,
of productive labour. To remit money to foreign
nations in exchange for food is much more de-
trimental to the interests of the industrious classes,

than even the subf^idies were during the revolu-
tionary war with France. In the former ca=e the
labour in the fields is restricted, whilst by subsidies

the agricultural operations can never be interfered

with. In the former case a'so, should a free im-
portation of grain ever be tolerated by the law,
the people will be deprived of that description of
productive employment, which has its origin in

national im|)rovements. Had the corn trade for

instance been entirely free during tlie last twenty
years, the sixty millions sterling which hiive

latterly been invested in the formation of railways
alone, and thus have afforded good wages to a
vast number of industrious people, would have
been usclesssly exjjended on the [)roprictors c>f

foreign agricultural prodiice, and many fields of
Great Britain and Ireland now cultivated, must in
some measure have remained in their natural
condition. Under the protection of the corn laws,

.another sixty millions sterling may in a few years
be farther invested in railway undertakings, and
this large sum will be circulating for ycnrs aftei-

wards in an under current, and will continue most
abundantly and most productively to em[)loy the
people until itbe restored to the cajjitalist, with at

least one hundred ]ier cent. ])rofit, and enable liim

again to enter into farther national improvements.
At a late meeting of the AntiCorn-Law Society,

one of the members admitted that the chief

obstacle to the progress of their principles was
the difficulty which their agents e>:j)ererienced in

convincing the labouring classes, whether in the
agricultural or commercial enijjloyment, of the
great distress under which they were suft'ering.

The information, thus communicated to the jiro-

ductive classes, was entirely new to them, and the

orator conchidcd by expressing his hofies and ex-

pectations thnt in a short time they would discover
Jiow very unhap|)y the corn laws made them, and
would join in the chase of hunting them down.
.Their failure however in raising the steam on the
subject of the corn laws in future, will be as

signal as it has heretofore been, for the school-

master is daily making jirogress, and the people
can see no reason for emploving foreign lands and
foreign men in raising food for them, which
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they Lave abundantly the means of producing
at home out of their own fields and by their
own productive labour. They can discover
no justifiable reason for tlie encouragement
whiclj is now given to emigration to the colonies,
whilst millions of acres now in a state of nature
can be rendered useful to the jieople at home, and
afford food and employment to many thousand^ of
the industrious beads of families I'bese bentfits
the corn laws must eventually bestow on ihe
empire by the employment of the surplus capital,
created by their means in further agricultural
improvements. The new county of Victoria will

rise out of the wastes in Norfolk and Lincolnshire,
and millions of acres of excellent lands will be
reclaimed from the morasses and rivers in Ireland.
These will go forward hand in hand with new rail-

ways, and with manufacturing and trading improve-
ments, until prosperity;bestow on the empire all the
advantages which can ])0ssibly attend the labours
of industry, when [irosccuted under a protective
and beneficent system of legislature, of which the
corn laws are the chief, although only one de-
partment. If these laws be at all defective, it is

because they are not surticienily protective to the
revenue. The importation of foreign grain into
this country is not more injurious to the agricul-
tural interest than it is to the community at large.
Rut, when circumstances render it ueces^ary, it is*
but just that the foreign proprietors of it should
l)ay at least as much towards the jjublic expen-
diture as is imposed on the home growers, and
that the latter should be protected in the same
proportion, as the British manufacturers aie pro-
tected against the goods of the foreign manufac-
turer. Presuming the mean value of wheat in
this country to be oOs. per quarter, then a duty of
ITjs. per cpiarter on i'oreign wheat, when its ad-
mission into this country is rendered necessary, is

equal only to the public charge on the importation
of various articles of foreign manufacture. During
the last month Ujjwanis of one million of (juarteis

of foreii^n wheat has been admitted into consump-
tion, at a duty of only 2s. Sd. per quarter, and by
the working of the present corn laws, therefore,
the revenue has lost somewhere about half a
million sterling during- that short period in the
article of foreign wheat alone. We should like

wonderfully to know how the manufacturers in
this country would act if, by any chance, large
(piantities tif I'oreign manufactured goods would
be admitted into consumption here, on the])ayment
of only nominal duties, and if the law sanctioned
such an intrusion by foreign nations on the value
of their property. It most fortunately hai)i)cns,

however, that the revenue, din ing the last three
years, hi»s sullered nmch more by this flaw in the
corn laws than thi' agricultural interest, for

the very superior cpiality of tiie home grown
wheats this season renders them fully equal for
milling purjjoses to old wheats, and they must
of necessity command prices in j)roiji)rtion to their

utility. This will, to a certain degree, make some
recompense to our farmers for the want of that
(juantity of wheat in their possession which
they ought now to hold from the growth of
pieceding yeirs, nor can the consumers complain
of the piice of bread being higher in pj'oportion

than their rates of w.iges are. The price of wheat
in every proliahility will continue to remunerate
the home growei' of it for bis labour, capital, and
talent, whilst the wages of labour here will also

contiuut* perfectly adetjuate to the price of the
necessaries of life. Sixty-five shillings per quarter

will probably be about the average value, and this

is not nearly so dear as twenty-five shillings per
(]uarter would be to the serfs in Poland, by whose
labour grain is produced. They are paid by the
smallest quantity j)ossible of the jiroduce of their

own hands, and whether the great bulk of the
croj) in Poland be sold at high or at low jirices, is

not to them of the sliglitest con*equeitce. Here
the ca^e is the reverse, for eventually the wages
of labour must from necessity assort themselves
to the expenses of living, the truck system of pay-
ment for labour being now most pro])erly i)ro-

hibited by law. This country was never, in the
memory even of its history, so much depressed
as she always is when the produce of the soil is

under its intrinsic value. From 1822 to 1823
grain was in this state, and the want of employ-
ment then amongst the operatives was the neces-
sary consequence of this depreciation, and of the
alteration in the currency from a ])aper circulation

to a metallic one. Wheat at 4'Js. per quarter in

1«21 was far dearer (ban it is now at 70s., because
circumstances had placed one half of the people
on wages less than one half of the i)resent rates,

and had thrown the other half entirely out of em =

ployment. Now they generally are at full work,
and wages correspond with the value of all the

necessaries, and of many of the luxuries, of life.

To place the rewards of labour and the expense of
living in this country on a level with those of the

inhabitants of the corn districts in tlie Continent
of Europe, as the corn law repealers profess to do,

would confer no advantage on the productive
classes, who can form a sufilciently just estimate
of the state to which they would be reduced by a
com])arison of their present condition with that
of the Cobnrg broom ladies, and the Italian image
makers, who are hourly vending their handicraft
in the stieets of every town and village in the
British empire. The present abundant wheat
crop is of far greater importance to the commu-
nity at large than an)' ailditional export demand
for manufactured goods, in exchange lor foreign

grain, ever can be, in as far as it must very con-
siderably Increase the bcjme consumption of every
article of IBritish and of Irish industry, for which
the 'H-oprietors will receive far better and more
advantageous payment than they can do by a
foreign barter trade, and it may likewise enable
the P>ritish fariucrs at the conclusion of the pre-
sent corn season to hold uver for future consump-
tion such a quantity of this crop as may render
the use of wheat for mixture with the new less

necessary in future than the seasons of 18;{8 and
18.)9 have unfortunately made it at the present
time ; for tlie corn trade is neither healthy nor
safe, unless our farmers and merchants hold, at

the beginning of each corn year, five or six months'
consumption of vaiinns descriptions of grain, the
produce of previous harvests. Favoiuable seasons,
Hlie the ])rcsent one, will again restoie this state of
things, but more than one is necessary to make
up lor the deficiency in the produce of two bad
seasons. It is not improbable, therefore, that be-
fore next autumn a considerable quantity of
foreign grain may still be required for our home
consumption, ami more money must be remitted
for its payment, for it caimot hi; the means of
causing any extraordinary foreign deuiand for

ISritisli manufactiu'cs, or for anything else iiritish,

but still a contiinuition of large annual sup-
])lies of foreign food must be injurious to the
best interests in the empire. Diu'ing the last

thirteen months, upwards of two millions and
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half of quarters of foreign wheat alone have heen
entered for lionie consumption, in addition to

which there has been n])wards of half a million

of barrels of foreign flour im[)orte(l for similar

jMirposes. .Upwar(is of four millions sterling, in

(Msh alone, must lie the cost of these supjiiies to

this country, indeijcndent of the large sums of

money remitted abroad for all other de^crijitions

of pulse and grain. Jhis drain on our internal

wealth cannot Ijc perpetuated, and the remedy for

it is very obvious. One million of acres of land,

not now cultivated, may, by proper encourage-
ment, produce the deficiency, even of an acknow-
ledged unprojtitious corn season, as that of 1839
most assuredly was. In the empire there are
several millions of acres of land of the richest

description, in a perfect state of nature. A few
years' cro])ping' would jiay largely the annual in-

come of capital even to any extent which may he

eml)arl<ed in their cultivation, and protection

against the foreign proprietors of land in our
markets is the only thing necessary to the prose-

cution of undertakings in every way so advan-
tageous to the community. During this season, at

all events, the j)ros])ccts of our wheat-growers are
so far favouratile, that they, hold out strong hopes
that they will receive fair and remunerating prices

for their present crops, and that some recom])ense
will shortly be mmle to them for the loss of profits

and property, which two bad seasons have visited

them with. The ])resent average ])rice of (j.)s.

per ([uartcr in every probability will not be much
reduced, and this will be a fair value for he
growth of this wheat harvest season for boih the

producer and consumer.
The malting season not having as yet generally

commenced, the Pjarky trade has not created

much intei'est since out last publication, the sup-

ply of this article having been generally small,

and the transactions in it equally limited. The
few samples of the new crop which have already
appeared in the market for sale have been of fine

quality, and have given a good prognostic of the

future. On all hands it is fully admitted tliat a
better barley crop than the present one was
scarcely ever produced in the I'nitcd Kingdom.
In quantity, for the breadth sown, it has turned
out to be abundant, and in quality excellent. It

now requires the usual preparation in the stack to

malt in a superior manner, and the only thing

needful afterwards for rendering it advantageous

to the communitv, is an additional channel to the

present ones for its profitable consumption. 'J'bis,

liowever, the law i)roliibits. The revenue col-

lected on manufactured barley deprives the people

of the full enjoyment of the bounty of a favour-

able bari(i'y season. The malt duty will again con-

fine the consum|)tion of barley lor these purposes

to about six millions of quarteis, whereas, through-

out the British empire, double that quantity woidd
be only short allowance in beer for thirty millions

of inhabitants. By the reduction of the malt
duty from the present charge to one of a niore

moderate description, some degree of justice

would be done to the people, and to the agricultu-

ral interest, whilst the Exchequer, so f.u- from
suffering from any loss rn^ "the mnlt duty, would
eventually reap the benefit of an increased revenue
from this source of ta.xation. To the labouring
and industrious classes of society the reduction of

the present high rates would lie only an act of
common justice. The fifth part of a quarter of
iralt is the present allowance to each of thirty

millions of people, and assuredly, when con-

verted into beer, the smallness of such a
quantity is a perfect mockery of human feel-

ing. But this is not the only, nor is it the
chief injury, which this heavy and conse-
([uently impolitic tax imposes on the community,
for it partly jilaces a bar to the cultivation of at

least a million of acres of barley lands now in a
state of nature, and consequently useless to the
inhabitants of the British Empire. It discourages
the investment of capital in a-jricnltural improve-
ments, and more particularly in those great under-
takings, which havefor their object the reclaiming
of waste lands from the banks of our numerous
rivers, and from the shores of many of our bays.

We need have no surplus population as long as

we can resort to productive labour of this most
benelicial description, nor ought this law to com-
pel the emigration of any portion of the people for

the cultivation in the colonies of lands of a far

wilder descri|)tion, whilst so much land remains in

a state of nature at home. To encourage the
ccmsiimption of barley at home would in part ren-
dt-r emigration, to its present extent at all events,

unnecessary, but the reduction to moderate
charges of the duties now charged on manufac-
tured barley is absolutely necessary to the pro-

duction of this important benefit. The very
system by which the malt duty is charged and
afterwards collected, is bad in as far as it presents

a strong impediment to further improvement in

the science of malting. The same excise regula-

tions are applied to malting barley whatever may
be its quality, and for whatever purpose it may be
intended. The duty might be, and ought to be,

collected by imposing it at once on the raw bar-

ley, insitead of the present way in practice, and
then the maltster would be enabled to use his sci-

ence and his talents, in that manner which would
produce that ((uality of malt, which is best adapted
to the ]nir[ioses for which it may be intende.L To
an alteration of this description there cannot be

any well grounded obstacle, unless by the reduc-

tion of the number of Excise Officers, required

under the present system, the Commissioners of

that board might have some rca«on to complain
of the necessity v\bich it might occasion for the

reduction of a considerable jnoportion of their

])atronage. 'I'hat the consumption of liarley for

malting might be doubled no reasonable doubt can
be entertained, and that the xvealth created by the

j)roduction of this additional quantity wouhl do
iinuch more than jiay for the expences of this addi-

tional consumption must be equally obvious to

every mind capable of reflection. The impolicy
of the charge in England of a duty of upwards of
two hundred and fifty per cent, on the first cost of

British made spirits is alsoasapparent,asis the de-

triment inflicted on the empiie at large by the ex-

travagant excise charges on malt. Duty on onl)-^

24 millions of gallons of home made spirits is now
collected throughout the United Kingdom. In

Ireland and Scotland, where the duty is moderate,
the consumption is rather above 1 anil one-third gal-

lon by each individual; whilst in England, where
the duty is exorbitant, the consumiition is con-

lined to little above half a gallon annually to each

of the inhabitants, and consequently from eight

to ten millions of gallons of spurious foreign spirits

must be yearly' smuggled into the country to make
a^nod this deficiency in the home manufactured spirits

ifor the consumption of England alone. To
suppress this nefarious and destructive trade,

must be an object worth the best attention of an
English finance minister, and the best; indeed the
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only plan for effecting this great reform in morality

is to give due encouragement to the liome distiller

by imposing on him fair and moderate duties. In

our last number we took an opportunity to advert

to tiie rapid improvements, v.-hich were in progress

at a distillery in King Street, Snow Hill, and in

various other rectifying establishments in London,
in the science of brandy distillation. In whole-

someness these spirits are far superior to the

great jiroportion of foreign brandies consumed in

this country, nor are they inferior to them in

flavour. If they were placed, with respect to duty,

e^'en on a level with foreign spirits consumed here,

they would speedily supersede the consumption of

foreign brandy altogether, being both nmre con-

stitutional and more national, and thus they would
he the jneans of annually increasing the nations'

wealth by the retention of the money at present

paid for foreign spirits within the empire, and by
its profitable and patriotic ai)])lication to farther

agricultural, mining, and commercial internal im-
provem.ents. 'f lie average duty paid on all des-

criptions of foreign spirits coFisumcd within

England is not nearly so high as isthat jiaid on
spirits manufactured at home ; for althougli the

duty on foreign spirits, legally imported, he about

23s. per gallon, yet actually the operations of the

smuggler and the quantity illegally imported

reduce it to less than one quarter of the ])resumed

public charge. If the duty on home-made spirits

was reduced to within moderate limits, the supe-

rior quality of British-made s])irits, whether they
assumed the cliaracter of whisky, brandy, or gin,

would eventually render the im[)ortiition of French
brandies, even by tire smugglers them-elvcs, un-
profitable, and thus all the evil conseqtiences to

the revenue and to public morality, which the

existing system engenders, would he effectually

removed. In 1826, when whisky was first legally

admitted into Ivngland for consumption, the sale

of it was quite as difiicnlt as is that of Jjritish-

maile bramiy at the present time, but its superior

quality and wholesomoness by degrees gave it a

decided preference over Geneva generally in the

public estimation, and the same causes must from
necessitj' produce similar eflects in the consump-
tion of bnuidy by the removal of the various

obstacles whicli at the present period prevcrit

brandies manufactured at home from superseding

those of foreign origin. To render alterations of

this description elf.ictive is the true way to pro-

mote the cause of temperance, which , like every
virtue, stands as a medium l)etwecn two extreme
\ices. Since the duty on liome-made spii-its ur.s

reduced to moderation in Ireland and Scotlaiul,

there is a tnost evident and extensive improve-
ment in tlie manners and morals of tiiepeop'e

;

drunkenness and tee-totalism are rapidly disap-

pearing, and temperance is gaining strength l)y

the destruction of its two extreme evils. Let the

I'-nglish spiiit duty he only ])laccd on a level with
that charged in Ireland aiul Scotland,and then tem-
perance will hourly receive strength in l>mgland

from similar catises ; and, what will be equally

important in the estimation of the ('hancellor of

the ivxchcquer, the revenue now raised on spirits,

whether they be British or fori ign, must be very
much increased, the value of laudeil ])roperiy will

be proportionately increased, and a 'jreat addition

wilf be made to the wages of the industrious, and
generally to the comforts of the great niiijoiity of

the people.

The deliveries of oats of homo growtli, have
during the month of September, been uncoiniuonlj-

small, but large importions of foreign Lave rendered
the supply fully equal to the consumption. The
large deficiency in the last year's crop of this article,

has been tbo cause therefore of large remittances of

money to the Continent in payment for these oats

having been rendered necessarv, and the ex ])orl trade

of British manufactures, nor indeed of any tl)ing else

has not been in anv measure increased by this ad-

mission of foreign oats into our markets for Lome
consumption. In Ireland the failure in the last two
crops, more paiticularly in the oat one, was fir

mii)re serious than it was in Great ]3ritain, and (he

effects of it Lave rather severely fallen on the in-

Jiabitants generally of that portion of the British em-
pire, in as far as they have, for a season at all events,

prevented farther internal improvements both in

commerce and in agriculture. This most projutious

harvest however will go far to remedy the evil con-
se(|uences of the two last ones, for the produce of

oals will he most abundant, and in every probability

the importation of this article from forbign countries

will be soon rendered unjirofitable and consecjuentlv

unnecessa'-y. The export to Great Britain of the

surplus of the Irish oat crop will probably be the

means of preventing anv influx of foreign oats into

our markets for some time to come, and tlie money
which, under less favourable circumstances would
have been paid to foreign states for our supplies,

will continue in circulation at home amongst our
farmers, artizans and operative labourers, to whom
it will be the means of increasing the amount
of productive labour and conseiiuenlly the wages
to be paid for it. It has often been our dury
to allude to the vast field for national improve-
ment, which the entire face of Ireland presents

to the public view, and capital is the only tiling

now wanted to render many of these under-
(aliings most advantageous, not only to those actually

engaged in them, but to the community at large. By
draining the bariks of the river Slanev for instance,

not only may a safe cliannel he openeil to the largo

town of Wexford, hut also upwards of forty thousand
acres of rich arable land may be Si)oedily rendered
available to the wants of the people. This is no
speculation, for it has been already partially reduced
to practice. Some years ago an enterprising officer

diained, though not on the best princi]>le, about five

hundred acres from these wastes." His first crop was
rapeseed, his second beans, his third potatoes, and
his fourth oats. The iiroduce of all these was
abundant, particularly the hist, which yielded twelve
quarters of the finest quality to each English acre,

and similar large crops may, for half a century at

least, be obtained from the same land willioul in-

curring any additional expense for the purposes of

manure, or for anything else beyond the expences of

tillage itself. 'i'he banks of Louch's Foyle and
Swilly, of the Shannon, and of manv other rivers

and morasses, nray, by the labour of mankind, be
turned from barrenness into producliveness, and on
them capital may for ages give most productive em-
ployment to what is now called, very improjierly, tlie

surplus population. In fact by duly encouraging by
protective legislature enactments, the industry of

the country generally, and more particularly that of

agriculture, most iuipoi-tant results must ensue
to the real prosperity and true strength of the

IFnitcd Ivingdom. A free corn trade would soon
<1raw from the country all her trans])orlable greatness.

Her treasures would sjieedilv bo transported to the

grain districts on the continents of Europe and
America, And the most enterprising of lier peeple
would be compelled to emigrate to the colonies to

bring into cultivation lands there, v. hicii are in u far
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grenfer state of desoVition generally, than arc tlio

^vildest spots in any part ot tlie United Kinj^cloni.

Had t])o ten millions sterling, wLicli during llio last

three years have been remitted to foreign nations in

payment lor foreign grain, been, bv any possibility

retained at home, we would have saved a sum,
whicl), if aj'plieJ to agricultural improvennnts ol

home, would have even alreitdy been atl'ording living

wages to man V industrious families, and in a i'aw

years afleiwards would have been producing a large

addition to our jiresent supplies of home grown
ibod of every description, and leading us gradually
to the position to which, under corn laws really

protective, we must arrive eventually, of becoming
a large txporting country fif agricultural produce.
The abundanre of the [ireseiit oat crop, and the su-

])eriority of its quality, must be of great advantage
to Ireland herself, and will give encouragement to

the cultivation of still larger districts of land, so
long as by the exclusion of foreign oats from the

British markets, fur prices can be obtained for

those grown at home. Some samples of the new
oat crop have during the last month appeared in

several markets for sale, the qtiality of which is

unusually fine, particularly those grown in Scot-

land, from whence the South "ivill be more liberally

sup[)lied than it has been for the last two corn sea-

sons. U]ion the whole tlie crop of oats is utiiver-

saliy well spoken of, and the trade in this article has
at all events a favourable prosi)ect. Quality will

secure a ready sale, and qumtity will render prices

so moderate, that any competition of the foreign

proprietors of foreign oats can not be made with the

most distant prospect of advantage to themselves or

of detriment to the farmers, who prosecute this de-

partment of ag'icultural laliotir at Lome, and who
this seasion will receive lair remunerating prices

for their i)roi)eity.

The supplies of beans and peas of home growth
have continued during the last month limited in their

amount, hut the deficiency has been amply made
good by foreign importation, the former at the lowest
rale of duty, and the latter at the nominal duty of os.

6d. per (juarter. Not much activity however lias

been manifested in this department of the corn trade,

but wj)en the new crop of pulse comes more freely to

market than it hitherto has done, the demand will

increase in proportion to the supply, but as the

quality generally of both descriptions is fine, the

general opinion is tiiat prices during the season will

continue to remunerate the home producers.

By the last arrivals we are infoinicd that all the

foreign markets for t!sc exportation of ioreign agri-

cultural ]iroductions continued to be regulated by the

advices previously received from the Corn Exchange
in Mark J^ane. From the United States in North
America, tiie letters received are dated in the first

week of last month, at which jieriod the pros)>ectsof

a market for the supplies of the crops vi-ere not very
encouraging, and the sales of wheat and flour were
becoming rather difficult, even at a small decline in

jiricfs. The quotations received from ]\Iark Lane
were not so much the cause of this d illness, as was
tlie uncertainty of the duties to be charged here on
importation for home consumption. The agricultu-

rists and the corn merchants throughout the unioS
complained heavily of the injury done to their in-

terests by our corn laws, considering it anti-liberal

that our farmers should receive any legal protection

to their property in our home markets of consump-
tion. In that ri^public the wheat crop is an abundant
one, and has been secured generally in excellent

condition, and to feed our population with the sur-

plus of it, to the extent of forty millions of dollars,

(he sacrifice of our own agricultural interest is con-
sidered by our brethren of very minor importance.
In May and June next the duty however may proba-
bly be lower here than it is just now, and no doubt
purchases will be made, when prices in America be-

come more moderate, with a view to this market,
during the coming summer months. Perhaps in the

meantime to encourage the free trade piincijde, the

Americans will reduce the almost iirohihiting duties

now levied by them on the importation of Piritiih

woollen goods, and indeed on every description of

British manufactures into their country for the con-
sumption of the American people. They should

surely set some example of liberality before us ])re-

vious to complaining so loudly of our protective

system in favour of our internal, commercial, and
agricultural pursuits. From the south ol'Europeiho

information received in due course of post is of the

same description as that received from the United
States, and the complaints against our corn duties

are equally violent. In France the crop of wheat is

large, and tlio demand therefore in the Mediterranean
and in the f3lack Seas, wiih a view to that market,

has been, and iirobahly will continue during the corn

year, to be dull and uninteresting, thereby rendering

the British markets still more desirable to the corn

proprietors in those districts, than they were pre-

viously, and causiiig our corn laws to be more com-
plained of than they had been duriii!; the last two
years. From the Baltic and ports without the lial-

tic, the corn news bears a similar complexion. The
(]uality of the new Polish wheals is excellent, and
the crops have been large ; indeed, if we look around
us, we are jiersuaded that agricultural food may be
obtained, of foreign growth and of foreign labour,

which may, in a part, supersede the consumi)tion of

our own crops, and may save our farmers and our

labourers the trouble of cultivating our own fields to

that extent which our ])rotective corn laws at present

encourage and render necessary. Such an event

however, would in a few years be followed by con-

sequences ruinous to all interests in the United
Kingdom, and destructive to her wealth, prosperity,

and national greatness.

CURRENCY PER IMPERI-iL MEASURE.
Sept. 28.

Wheat, Essex & Kent, red, old 58 GCi

New 54 66
Norfolk and Suffolk 54 C4

Rye

Wliite.

Do
Do. ...

60
5()

58
36

Buck Wheat •.

Uakley, Cfievalicr, new 40
Distilling 33
Soatcli

BlALT, Brown 50

Ware pale 62
Oats, EwRlisli, feed 27

Irish,You^hall &Cork,bk. 24

, ^'5

.... „ 25

.... „ 20

.... „ 27

Dublin

.

Clonmel ....

Londonderry
Newry
A\'aterford .

.

42
36

58

67
30
90
27
28
28
30
28
31

33
28

Malting
Grinding
Irisli —
Pale Snflolk

&; Norfolk 00
Clievalier. . 60
Potato, &e. 28
Cork, white 24
Wcstport. . 26
Limerick.. 27
Sligsi 27
Gahviiv... 21

Ballina... 26
Potato 30Scoteh, feed „ 27

Peas, wliitp, Essex and Kent, boilers 42
Do. fine Suffolk 43
Do. do. extra 44
Do. foreign 41

Do. non-boilers 40
Maple 41

Grcv or Hog 41
Blue 48

Beans, Tick new 38 40 43
Harrow „ 40 42 .... 44
Pigeon „ 42 44 .... 44
Mazagnn 42
Longpods 38 42 AVindsor 47

Flouk, Town-made and first country marks, per sack 58
Norfolk and Suttblk 48
Stockton and Yorkshire . , 48

74
74

40

33
30

65
68
81
27
30
30
30
25
29
32
43
44
45
43
43
43
42
56
45
46
48
44
67
03
50

5Q
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COMPARATIVE PRICES of GRAIN.
AVHKKLY AVERAOES Iiy

tlie Imp. QiiMifiT, f'niin tlie

Giizetli'.ol I''ri(.Uiy last, Scjit.

JotU, 1S40.

s. (1.

Wheat (54 -j

Bablev 36 H

Oats 20 10

Ry£ 30 8
Beans .- 45 G
Peas 42 6

AVKK AG1>; Croiii tlic coriTs-
licimUus GazeUt in the Iii.st

yeai', l-'riday, t^ojit.e?, J83:^

Wheat
Baki-ey
Oats
Rye
Beans 44
Peas 43

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Wefik ending
August 14th .

.

21st ..

•jsih ..

Sept. 4tli ..

11th ..

18tli ..

Aggregate Averagf
of the six weeks
which regulates
the duty

Duties payable in

Loudon till Wcil-
iiesday next inclu-

sive, and at flic

Outporls till tin

arrival eftlieniail

el' that day f'loni

London ....

Do. (in f,'rain from
British posses-

sions out of Eu-
rope

Wlieat.
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1836 bnd 182y, Butli siiiidl duties, aftir a hiii^c roiitiiiiuince of

wet for three succesHive suiuinurs.

1S40, A fcenenil failiiru ; tlic iS'avigiitiun from Loiiflon to

Reudiii;; siisptiiided from tliu end of the year 1831),

to aoiiK' limo in Feh., from lioods on tlu' Tli;unes

iind Keimct Hivers, and the Avon from Bristol.

—

MauUiuj 2Icixunj.

From all the Hopdistricts we leara they are finishing

the picking for this season. The quantity weijjhed at

the scale proves far less than M'hat was formerly esti-

mated, previous to picking. In East, :is well as Mid-
Ken', some few fine samples art' produced, and high

rates are made on the market ; 20/. [ler cwt, has been
refused in several instances in these fortunate districts ;

dnuljtless much more will he m;ide by the middle of

November next, when the actunl duty will be dtclared.

It is a singular fact, that Mid and East Kent, this

year, produced some as tine Hops in quality as ever

have been grown, and that in all other quarters the

Hops are wanting in condition.

SEED MARKET.
Sept. 28.

\\q liad rather a large sliovv of Canary seed to- day
ami a considerable .'all in prices took, place, the best

p.ircela being oti'ercd at about 84s. p;-r qr. There were
not many winter tares ofl'ering, stilt the value of the

article had railier a downward tendency. For fine

Carraway seed there was rather more encjuiry, no
advance could however be esilablished on former

prices. In other articles, no alteration worth rciiorting

took place.

Lnseed, Enslisli, sowing .55 GO
JJalt.ic — — eriishiiig 46 55 per 'jr.

Meditur. & Odessa iti 50
Hcmpseod, small 34 36 large.. 38 40
Coriander 10 16 old.... 18 — per ewl.

SI ustard, brown, new ..16 21 wliite.. I'i I."5pr. bush.
Turnip Seed, new Swedes — — 10 l.H

Trefoil 10 23 fine new 25 30
Rapeseed, Knglisli :i'H. S2I. foreign, 2iil. SO/, per last.

Rye Grass, English 30 43 Scotdi IS 40
Tares, winter 9 11 Sprin.; — —

Large, forei'^n 7s. fid. i^s. Od.

Clover, Enfilisli, red .... .10 CO white 48 60 per cwt
Fleniisl 40 60 do.. 45 48 ri

Aew Ilamburgli . . 53 58 do.. 46 60 .=

Old do So 60 do.. — — £
Frencli 50 .56 do.. — — 2
Old do 40 50

Canary, new . 78 80 extra 84
Carraw ay, old 50 53 new 50 52

WOOL MARKETS.
BEITISH.
Sept. 38.

There has been less business done this week than for

some weeks pa--t. Both the dealers and the manufac-
turers seem alike devoid of any spirit to buy more than
they stand in immediate need of. Our transatlantic

and contineutal relations continue in the same unset-

tled state, and are not likely to operate on the trade

advantageously for some time to come.
s. d. s. d.

Down Tesgs 1 3 to 1 2^
Half-bred Hoss 1 IJ 1 3|
I>es and Wethers Oil* 10
Flannel do 1 O" 12
I!lanli.-t "Wool 5 8
Skin, Comliing 10 13

EXETER.—In this market the improved appearance
of the preeding week could scarcely be said to be
retained, while to the alteration it is not improbable the

warlike intelligence from day to day presented to us

had in no s>mall degree contributed. Nor can we quote
Yolk Wool higher than SJd. per lb. Washed Wools
wre—Knott Wool, from lO^d. to ll-,d. per lb. ; Dorset
Horn, ]2d. to I2id.; Marsh Woof, 12d. to r2id. per
lb. .Sovis.— F'-U Wool-—Coarse, fi|d. to (54(1.; Broad
Head, 7d. ; Kent Head, 7id. to Bid.; fine Head and
Lamb, lOd. to lOVl. ; Short Full Co'mbing, 9d. to 9^d.;
old Skin Combing, lOd. to lid. per lb. i'leece Wools

—Short Coarse, 7d. to 7^1. ; Red and pinion.*, 8id.

to 9d.; G'^reen, lOd. to lO.id. ; Cornish Stripe, 12d.

to 12.^d. ; North J^eion Stripe, Vlid. to 12:id. per

lb. Tops, 164d. to 17d.

DUBLIN. —'I'lie transactions this week in fleece wool

liave been very limited, and there is evidently a heavi-

ness over the market; in prices there is little or no

alteration from last week's report.

LIVERPOOL, Sept. 26.

Scotch.—There continues to be a very good demand
for Laid Highland Wool at our quotations. In Cross

and Cheviot there is rather more doing at full prices,

though we cannot quote any advance.

s. d. s. d.

Laid Highland Wool, per 24 lbs.. 7 6 to 8

White do. do !) 11

Laid Crossed do. .unwashed. . 8 e ^ "

Do. washed do 9 10 6
Do. Clieviot anwashed do 9 10 .6

Do. waslied' II 6 15

Clieviot wliite 21 24

FOREIGN.
THE WOOL TRADE.-CiiY, Saturd.w Even-

ing,—Domestic wools are now becoming in more
demand, and lor foreign also the inquiry ha* increased.

'I'he large auctions of colonial wool to commence on

the 2Pih instant, are looked forward to with much
interest, as it will be recollected that the prices

realised at the last public sales were not quite so good
as had been anticipated. Il is esimiated that when the

ilechirations are completed there will be about 10,000

ba'c'! to ofl'er.

The imports ol wool into the port of London S'nce

this day have been ;314t) bales, of which 813 were from

Africa. 728 from (Jerniany, 1(S9 from the ICast Indies,

603 from Turkey, 7ol from Sydney, 50 from South
America, and 32 Ironi Russia.

At the Frankfort autumn fair, raw woo' had been
sold te some extent, but the pn ducers were by no
means satisfied with the prices realised.

At Lille in France, a biifk demand is arising for

English twist and woollen stufl's a I'ecossaise.

The prices of foreign Wools, notwithstanding that

upwards of 10,000 packages of colorJal are appointed

forpubiic sale, at (jarraways, the latter end of this

and the beginning of next week, hfive still an upwaril

tendency, and some extensive sales have been lately

concluded.

Wool on which the Home Consumption Duties have

been paid at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Hull,

during the last week :

—

I

This Year
WOOL. previous to

last week.

Spanish, Lomlon ..

Australian, do. . .

.

Other sorts, do;.

.

Liverpool
Bristol

Hull

,.lbs. 1 ,204,230

9,883,652
9,498,483

8,282,080
147,666

9,103,274

Same time
in the

last Year.
I,328,.5e8

9,998,041
10,276,731

8,087,901

23,300
13,233,829

MANURES.
Subjoined are the present prices of several sorts of

manure :

—

Bone-dust, 21s. per qr. of 8 bushels.

Half-inch ditto, 20s. per qr. do.

Rape-dust, 6/. 15s. per ton.

Rags, 4/. to 4/. lOs. per ton.

Graves, 5/. to 5/. 10s. per ton.

Gypsum, 3Ss. per con.

.Salt, 2l. 5s. dirty, 21. 15s. clean, per ton.

Carbon, 12s. fid. per qr.

Soap ashes, lOs. per ton.

Artificial Manure, 123. per qr.

Poittevin's Patent Disinfected Manure, 13?. 6d. per qr.

Nitrate of Soda, per cwt.— ISs. 6d.

Nitrate of Pota?h or Saltpetre, 275. to 283, 6d.per cwt
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PRICES OF SHARES.

No. oi

Shaios.

9,500
15,000

9,300

7,500

5,000

3,000

8,000

64,000
18,000
10,918

10,018
10,000
i.'5,000

25,000

,<t,000

30,000
2G,0(iG

6,;ja4

20,000
9,000

BO.OOO/.

24,0(»0

1,500

2,100
5,100

11,475
7,9()S

36,000

6,000

25,000
25,000
31,250
13,000

13,000

30,000

16,714
10,000

15,000
15,000
l-',niio

3,7(i2

1,000

28,000

6,000

10,000
5,0(10

20,000

20,000
4,000

30,000

60,000

12,482
20,000

10,000

7,730

20,000

4,000

20,000

12,000

0,000

60,000

IRON RAILTA'AYS.

Binuiiigham and Derby Jiinclioii

lOOZ sli

Ditto and Gloucester lOOisli 00/ pd
Bristol and Kxotcr. .100/ sh 50/ pd

Ditto and (Uollc<^.. 50/ sh 2^/ ))il

Chcltenhaiu & Great West. Union
100/ sh 55/ pd

Chester and Crewe . . 50/ sh ,

Clarence (Durhapi) 100/ sh

Dublin and Kilkenny 100/ sh 2^/ pd

Eastern Counties 25/ sh 23/ pd

Edinbursh & Glasgow 50/ sh 35/ pd

Gr.md .Junction 100/ sh

Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 40/ pd
Great N. of En-land 100/ sh 05/ pd
Great AVestern 100/sh05/pd
Ditto Half Shares .'30/ sh 40/ pd
Ditto Dobentvu'es

Hull and Selby 50/ sh 45/ pd
London and Briffhton 50/ sh 40/ pd

London ck Croydon. .Av. 14/ 13s Od

Ditto Script 0/ sh

London and Greenwich .... 20/ sh

Ditto New Wish
Ditto Debentures (various amounts)
London & Blackwall 25/ sh 20/ pd

Leicester and Swanninston. .50/sh

Leeds and Selby 100/ sh

Liverpool and Manchester. .100/sb

Ditto Quarter Shares .... 25/ sh

Ditto Half Shares 50/sh
London ic S. Western, late London
and Southaniiiton Av. 38/ 17s 9d

Ditto Portsmouth Branch 50/ sli

30/ ]m\

London & Birminjli. lOO/shOO/pd
Ditto Quarter Shares 25/ sh 5/ pd
Ditto New .. .32/sh 24/ pd
Manchester & Leeds 100/ sii 70/ pd
Ditto Half Shares . . 50/ sh 25/ pd
Manchester and Birniiniham

70/ sli 35/ pd
Ditto ditto Extension 70/ sh 7/ pd
Midland Coinities 100/ sh

Xortli iMidland 100/ sh

Ditto Half Shares.. 40/ sh 40/ |)d

Northern it Eastern 100/ sh 35/iid

Severn and Wye . . Averas;e 27/ sh

Stockton and Darlington. .Average
106/ 13s 4d

S. Eastern and Dover 50/ sh 23/ pd
VorkSc North Midland 50/sh

Price
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PLATE I.

The Sheep, the subject of the Plate, are of the Leicester breed; were bred by Thomas

Inskip, Esq., of Marston, Bedfordsliire, and exhibited by him at the IMeetiiig of the

Royal Ao-ricultural Society at Cambridge. A Pi-emium of Ten Sovereigns was awarded

to Mr. Inskip as the exhibitor of the best pen of five ewes with their lambs. They were

considered to be an excellent specimen of the true Leicester breed.

PLATE II.

CRUCIFIX—WINNER OF THE OAKS, 1840.

(For Description see page 326._^

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
GROVE FERRY FARMER'S CLUB,

W^ICKHAMBREAUX, COUNTY KENT.

Gentlemen,—As j-our committee we liave con-
sidered it to be our duty to draw up a report of the

proceedings of tlie past year, and laj- before you the

minutes of the various subjects which hare been dis-

cussed by you, since we formed ourselves into an
agricultural society. And we trust, Gentlemen, you
Avill bear in mind, while perusing the following- mi-
nutes, that the great object of this, as well as that of

all other societies of the sr.me kind, is not to make a

sudden and wonderful change in agriculture, but to

glean from practical experience such information as

will enable us to improve our land and mode of cul-

tivation, in the best and cheapest manner possible.

FinsT Meeting, Nov. 21st., 18:59,

Was entirely taken up in electing the officers and
Committee, and in forming a set of rules for the

regulation of the club.

Second Meeting, Dec. 18.

The best method of wintering Lambs was brought

before the meeting for discussion, by a member who
had been a sutt'erer to a considerable extent b}' losing

a number of lambs every year during the winter

months ; he said he yarded them, and run them into a

pasture frequently, with several other experiments,

all of which had failed ; he was still anxious to try

other experiments, and if|the meeting could suggest

a system likely to be of any benefit to him in win-

tering his lambs, he would unquestionably adopt it.

OLD SERIES.']

Several members argued in favour of folding lambs

on turnips, but the majority were in favour of yard-

ing them, cutting their turnips with one of Gar-

dener's turnip-cutting machines, as well as cutting

their fodder and introducing a portion of common
salt with it.

The next subject discussed was, " Whether the

subsoil plough might not be introduced with advan-

tage into this district, and which kind of subsoil

plough was best adapted for the purpose?" The
party introducing the subject being totally unac-

quainted tvilh subsoil ploughing, put the question

entirely into the hands of the meeting, none of whom,
it appeared, had ever subsoil ploughed any land, but

from what they had seen, and heard, strongly recom-

mended it, on different kinds of soil, such as poor

chalky land, hot burning gravels, and wet heavy

lands in many instances had received great benefit

from it.

Third Meeting, Jan. 16tb, 1840.

" The best method of draining marsh and other

land." On this subject (which is of so much im-

portance to the farmer and grazier, as by effectual

draining be can convert land that formerly was con-

sidered useless, into the most profitable,) a spirited

discussion arose, each party considering his mode
of draining the most effectual and cheapest. The
v,arious modes of draining, however, were fully dis-

cussed, when the majority of tlie meeting were in

favour of the drains laid on a sole nxade of fla^. tile,

and covered with broken stones and turf to the depth

of six inches. The cheapest method of draining in-

troduced to the meeting, was done with a mole drain

plough, worked by a lever and two horses.

2 B INo. o.—VOL. XIII.
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Anotber subject tben came under discussion, viz.,

" The best and cheapest method of storing- turaips."

Many diflereat ways of storing turnips were laid

before the meeting ; when required for the spring

use, the best method introduced was to have them
drawn carefully with what is termed a turnip-picker,

and carted to a convenient meadow, and set as

closely together, with the roots downwards, as possi-

ble ; by so doing they require but little room, and
will keep quite fresh till the spring. When required

to use during the winter, it is necessary they should

be kept from the frost, otherwise when most wanted,

would be too much frozen to use ; in this case it was
recommended to lay them in ridges, and thatch them
with straw, and, at intervals, put in a bundle of

straw to act as a chimney, to carry oft" any heat that

may arise from their confinement.

Fourth Meeting, Feb. 20lb.

" The cbeapest and best method of keeping a team

of cart-horses." This subject being one of the hea-

viest expenses a farmer has to contend with, called

forth much information, and many practical state-

ments. But as the meeting were unablo to come to

a satisfactory conclusion, it was agreed that this sub-

ject should stand open for future discussion.
" The best sort of barley to be grown in this dis-

trict, and the best method of cultivating it" was next

introduced, and the qualities of the different sorts of

barley taken into consideration, as well as the best

method of preparing the land for its reception before

tlie following report was drawn up.

Report :—The evidence given this evening strongly

recommends, in preparing land for barley, to get

it ploughed as early as possible, so that it may be

balked, or otherwise ::;tirred, as the soil may require

to get a season, and that the Chevalier barley is the

best sort yet known for tiiis district.

The CuAiRMAN proposed that, having dispensed

with the foregoing subjects earlier than usual, that

they might without intruding on the time allotted by
the rules, iliscuss a third subject. Consequently an-

other subject was introduced, viz., " The best mode
of using lime as a manure." On the use of lime as

a mauure, it was contended that it was of very little

service on stale land, but on fresh broken up land,

and on clover leys, it was found to be of great bene-

fit, as lime requires to have something to act on.

When mixed with mould, lime was proved to be an

excellent manure for pastures, sheep always prefer-

rinti' the sjrass that had been so dressed.

Report : It is the unanmious opinion of this meet-
ing that lime is a valuable mauure when used on a

soil where there exists a vegetable matter for it to

act on, but on the contrary it is of little or no use.

Special Meeting, March lltb,

For the purijnse of sending a petition to Parliament

to opjiose a motion of Mr. \'illiers to be brought be-

fore the House of Commons for the repeal of the corn

laws, which petition was unanimously signed.

Finn Meeting, ]\Iarch I'.Hh.

" The best method of planting fruit trees" being
introduced, brought several gentlemen, who are

large fruit growers, into a lengthened discussion,

after which the following report was agreed on.

Report: 'i his meeting recommend the following

system of )3laniing fruit trees:— Dig the holes two
feet deep and four in diameter, to be paved wiih

stones to act as a drain, as well as causing the roots

of the tree to turn tow-.irds the uiifier and richer soil,

thereby receiving the benefit of th.^sun, the most es-

Kt^utial tiling in iiroducuig rich iruit, and that the

best time for planting is iulhu myn'h of November.

The next subject was " The best breed of bogs,
and who possesses that breed which will fatten in the

shortest time." This subject naturally called forth a

strong competition, each competitor thinking his or

bis friend's breed the best, which was decided by
the followius:

Report : This meeting in forming a report of who
possesses the best breed of hogs, are decidedly in

favour of Mr. Wacher's breed, he having killed a hog
weighing 20 score, 81bs. at the age of nine months
and two weeks, and frequently killed hogs weighing
35 score and upwards,

SixiH Meeting, April Kith.

At this meeting " The best mode of bog fattening"

was intreduced, and after a great many different

statements being produced, all of which varied too

nuicii for the meeting to come to a satisfactory dis-

cussion, unanimously resolved to adjourn the subject

to a future meeting, at the same time requesting each
member to endeavour to get a practical statement
of the information sought.
" The properties of salt as a manure, and the bene-

fit to be derived from it when given to cattle" was
next laid before the meeting. The opinions expressed
on this subject so well agreed, that the follovs-ing

report embraces all the evidence given, and the con-

clusion arrived at.

Report : In drawing up a report on the properties

of salt as a manure, and the benefit to be derived from
it when given to cattle, this meeting is of opinion
that salt is of great use when applied on light

soils, in proper proportions ; but is not of much use
when put on heavy lands, and of the benelit to be
derived from it when given to cattle, they are unani-

mously of opinion that it is an iudispensible medi-
cine for all kinds of cattle, esj)ecially when given to

lambs during the winter months, to cure scouring
and prevent rot.

Seventh Meeting, May 1 tth.

" On the host mode of making manure.'' On this

subject, which requires the farmers attention more
than any other, for on it depends, in a measure, the

result of his yearly labours, much information vi'as

elicited, and many statements from practical farmers

of different soils, laid before the meeting, when the

following report was unanimously agreed to.

Report : This meeting after a long investigation

of the subject " on the best mode of making ma-
nure," are unanimously of opinion, that different soils

require a different mode of making manure. For
instance, heavy soils require long manure, others re-

quire it made into mixens to j;et more rotted , and conse-

quently shorter ; they at the same time recommend that

the yard should be paid great attention to, so that the

bottom will not contain too much water, or allow it

all to flow away, but to be moderately concave ; they

are likewise of opinion that the mixens require mucli

attention, care being taken that the ammonia does not

escape by evaporation, it being so essential to the

iiourisliment of plants.

'I'he next subject introduced was the best mode of

cultivating the potato, on which subject many difl'e-

lent modes of cultivation were laid before the meeting,

from which the following report is drawn :

—

Report: 'i"liis meeiing is unanimously of opinion

that the best mode of cultivating tlio |)otatoe is to

(lung the land on the surface, which plough in, tak-

ing care to get as light a season as possible; then

strike tho furrows with a plough fitted for that pur-

l>ose, after vvLicli drop the potatoes in the furrows

wiiole, as they find hy experience, that better crops

are obtained by thai system than when cut, especially
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ju dry summers, and that they require to be buried

in the soil as lightly as possible.

At this meeting. Sir Brook W. Bridges, who is a

member of the club, presented it witli the Quarterly

Journal of Agriculture, from the commencement,
handsomely bound, for whicli the membeis ordered

the Secretary to return him their vote of thanks.

Eighth IMeeting, June 11th.

At this meeting " The best method of laying down
land for permanent pasture, and the season of the

year most iavourable for theoperation, as well as the

best method of managing the hop in the field and
oast;" on both of which subjects a warm debate

arose, but as no satisfactory conclusion could be ar-

rived at, the meeting resolved that both subjects

should stand open for future discussion.

Ninth Meeting, July 16th.
_

The subject of the best breed of horses for agricul-

tural purposes was discussed at this meeting, and
the following report drawn up :

—

Report : This meeting, after having discussed the

qualities of the various breeds of horses brought into

this county for agricultural purposes, are decidedly

in favour of the Lincolnshire horse, considering him
in every way better adapted to this county than any
other breed yet introduced.

The second subject introduced was " The best

mode of cui'ing the epidemic so prevalent amongst
cattle," which subject was discussed by members
who had been suflerers to a great extent with the

disease, and after a lengthened discussion, the fol-

lowing report was agreed on :

—

Report: The remedy recommended for the epi-

demic amongst cattle, by this meeting, is to give

the animal immediately attacked, lib. of Epsom
salts ; if not efi'ectual, to be repeated the third day

;

if very bad, should be bled ; common salt should be

thrown into the mouth, when the toiigue is diseased
;

care should likewise be taken to remove the beast

from any other cloven-fooled animal, immediately at-

tacked, on account of its very infectious character.

Tenth Meeting, August 13tb.

This meeting, occurring in the midst of harvest,

was thinly attended by members ; the subjects there-

fore proposed for the evening discussion were not
introduced, but adjourned to the next monthly meet-
ing.

Eleventh Meetivg, Sept. 10th.

This meeting, like the last, occurred in a very busy
time, namely, hopping, therefore no business could
be propejly entered into on account of the few mem-
bers that attended, and the subjects consequently
adjourned to the October meeting.

Twelfth Meeting, Oct. 8th.

This meeting, the last of the year, was well at-

tended by nionibers, wbo entered into the subject of
the best rotation of cropping, in a spirited and
businesslike manner, some advocating the six, some
the seven, others the eiglit and nine tiltli system,
while another ]ireferred '.lie round tilth, but the general
opinion was in favour of the seven and eight tiltli

firming, that being best adapted to the medium soil

of this neighbourhood. The subject was discussed
to a late hour, vihen the following report was laid

before the meeting, who were unanimous for its

adoption :

—

Report : It i« tlie o])inion of tliis meeting, that to

adopt a judicious rotation of cropping for every soil,

requires a great deal of judgment in the farmer,
which can only be gathered trom observation and
practical experience ; but the rotiUioa that will suit

the medium soil of this neighbourhood, such as first

fallow with turnips, second barley, third beans,

fourth wheat, fifth clover, sixth wheat, and seventh

oats, is a system founded on principles that will en-

sure a full return from the soil, without lessening its

value, or impoverishing its condition. They consi-

der, however, more depends on the manner in which
the different processes are executed, as the best rota-

tion if badly executed, will be of no avail.

Having thus briefly laid before you the minutes of

the proceedings of the past year, your committee hail

with much pleasure the last meeting, when they see

their anticipations of the result of the club so fully

borne out. The meeting together of men employed
in one common pursuit, must tend to draw forth that

practical information which each is in possession of,

and agriculture, abovo all otht'r pursuits, demands
an institution of this kind: first, because its mem-
bers are scattered so widely apart, consequently

know little of each other's mode of management

;

secondly, because the science of agriculture is daily

progressing through all its extensive branches, and
requires all the attention one can give to it, to obtain

a competent knowledge even of its minor details.

And, gentlemen, we feel assured that if you have
felt a source of pleasure in taking part in the various

subjects brought under your notice during the past

year, you must, in like manner, have been much
gratified in perusing the valuable werks selected by
yourselves that constitute our library.

Your committee congratulate you on the great

increase which has been made to your numbers, and
trust that the Grove Ferry Farmers' Club will go on
prosperously year after year, and that it ultimately

may be said to have gained the end for which it was
established, whicb can only be done by each member
readily coming forward and adding to the general

stock of information, tbrough the fruits of his ex-

perience.—For the Committee,
Tiios. Slateh,

Hon. Seciclary.

Preston, next Wingham, Kcvt,

REVIEW.
A TREATISE ON AGRICULTURE AND

DAIRY HUSBANDRY.
Bv James Jackson.

(Peoples' Edition, Edinburgh, Chambers, pp. lib.)

In the present age of cheap literature it has
seemed surprising that it should be almost exclu-
sively confined to imaginative works—to standard
divinity and physical science — while nothing of a
similar character has hitherto been attempted
connected with the science of agriculture. 'Ihat

we have works of sterling excellence, and works,
too, which with a little editorial revision are still

standard, few will have the hardihood to deny, and
still up to the present time not one cheap popular re-

print has come out. A remedy is now, however,
proposed to be supplied in the shape of an original

work by " Mr. James .Tackson, of Penicuick,
author of various prize essays of the Highland
find Agricultural Society of Scotland," and edited

by Chambers

!

Cheap and popular works, esjiccially for circu-

lation amongst the inferior orders of the agri-

cultural classes, should have at least three
desiderata, without which they will only do
incalculable harm. First, thev should be written

2 B 2
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in a clear, comprehensive style; second, they
should be thoroughly destitute of all iiiere iheorij,

and every sentiment contained in tiicni should be
those universally agreed upon; and third, the
work should not be confined to tl)e inanagement
of one class of soils, but should embrace a
thorough practical knowledge of agriculture in all

its branches.
These tests we shall apply in the examination

of the work before us, and by these it must, as it

ought to do, stand or fall. Respecting its lan-
guage, it is generally very good. There is no
unnecessary verbosity, no prolixity in his de-
scriptions, and generally the style runs free and
easy, and while it has quite sufficient of technical
phraseology, there is no affectation of laboured
and bombastic terms, which so often disgust the
sensible reader, as they create the wonderment
of the illiterate. If we except a few Scotticisms,
such as "bray" for break, &c., it stands as fair in
])oint of language as any book published within
the last twelve months.
There is, however, too much disposition to

theories, and to venture statements which arc not
certainly borne out by jn-actical experience. In
his introduction he says

—

" If land be unproductire, and its melioration
is to be attempted, the first step is to determine
the cause of its sterility, which must necessarily
depend upon some defect in the constitution of the
soil, which may be easily discovered by chemical
analysis." p. 9.

Now, this statement will not bear investigation.
For instance, suppose the soil consists of every
clement necessary for production, but if it be sub-
ject to land springs, it will be unproductive ;—this
can neither be discovered by chemical analysis,
nor remedied by any alteration in the constitution
of the soil, but by draining. Again, he says, p.
I»l,
—"Much of this (land) is situated at an

altitude which places it beyond the possibility of
improvement." Thus himself makes it appear
that other causes than defect in the constitution of
the soil may be a cause of unproductiveness.

His observations on climate are sound and judi-
cious

; take for instance this sensible and well
expressed paragraph :

—

" The superabundant moisture of the ground,
as in morasses and stagnant ditches, not only rises
in clouds and fogs to obscure the sky, hut cools
down the natural heat of the earth ; no evaporation
can take place without the loss of heat ; and moist
ground being constantly under evaporation, its
heat is continually flying off." p. ]4.

Speaking of soils, he says—" The action of air
and water on rocks in dissolving them, and the
])ower of the latter clement in transporting the
disengaged particles, are the chief causes of the
present arrangements of the soil." p. 1.3.

No such thing. Are we to suppose that soil was
scarcely or never formed but by the decom-
position of the rocks .' Is it not equally and vastly
more reasonable to suppose that the soil was
ibrmcd at least coeval with the rocks, than to
venture the strange idea that at one period nothing
but stones and lichens covered this vast s])ace ?

Quite contrary is this to every known principle of
Divine government, which seems to aim at the
fillingof every atom of space with life and enjoy-
ment. He has not, and cannot, prove that our
sands, clays, and gravels ever were "washed at a
former period from the rocks."

Mr. Jackson seems a strong land farmer;
he evidently knows little of light soil cultivation

;

hence his error that sandy soil " seldom possesses
sufficient strength for wheat, beans, and flax." p.
l.T. The fact is that the very finest crops of
wheat, and very fair ones of beans, are now pro-
duced on the sandy soils of this country, and with
less difficulty than on the strong land farms.
Equally erroneous is his statement respecting clay,

that " ill its ordinary condition it is so close in

texture as to 2)revent the penetration of the roots of
plants." p. 15. li this were the case, no herbage
could possibly grow on clay in its " ordinary con-
dition ;" or possibly he means by its ordinary con-
dition, its original rock.

Speaking of the interior indications of the cha-
racter of soils, he very judiciously remarks :

—

" For instance, rushes will invariabl}' indicate

sujierabundant moisture and a necessity for

draining. The quantity of herbage or plants pro-
duced in a state of nature will also serve as a test

of the soil and its capacity for production. A sur-

face which exhibits thin, scanty herbage, is a sure
indication ofpoverty of soil, or a defect of moisture
in the climate. After a wet season, a thin poor
soil may aflbrd luxuriant vegetation, and a clay
soil the reverse ; the previous state of the weather,
therefore, must be taken into account in judging
of soils and their spontaneous products." p. 17.

Reverting again to Mr. J.'s remarks on sandy
soils, from which we have digressed ; every
sandy soil occupier will see that the whole
chai'acter he gives of them at page 20 is a tissue

of error. " Sandy soils," he says are "«o/
iiatuvally of much value." We suppose he means
by " naturally," uncultivated—and we should like

to know what soil uncultivated is of much value .''

But what does he mean by saying almost in a

breath " when of good (jualHy." If they are
not of much value, they can hardly by possibility

be of good quality. He goes on to say that they
are " not liable to injuryfrom the vicissitudes of the

weather, and in general they are deep." If he
were to ask a sand land farmer what was the

cause of the greatest danger to his crops, he
would doubtless say a dry season. The fact is, one
of the worst features of a sandy soil is its extreme
tendency to sufler from the effects of dry weather.
What he means by the soil being " dects" we
cannot divine, after stating that it is " not naturally

of much value :" if so, the shallower the better.

To complete the climax, he continues to say that

sandy soils " retain moisture well." Just the

reverse; laying loose and open, the soil is

pervious to the air and heat, and evaporation

goes on more rapidly than on stronger soils.

Indeed if his statement be correct, how can their

fertility, as he says it does, " depend upon the

quantity and frequency of rain ?"' This remark
upon chalk soils are exceedingly vague and
worthless, and would be much better omitted.

Mr. J. in speaking of subsoiliiig, p. 'S\-2, and
again on manures, p. 44, ventures a new assertion

which it will be our duty to examine ; for if

correct, with all our agricultural improvements,
our soils may be emigrating to New Zealand. He
says " in taking a heavy crop of grain from the

ground, we actually carry away aportion of the soil,

and if this be done repeatedly the land must
idtimatcly he diministicd in bulk. To the eye of a
common observer the field after many years

cropping remains the same as ever, but in reality

a portion of its contents has disappeared, and
what remains is a very different kind of substance
from what existed before the cropping com-
lucuccd."
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The above is a fair quotation, it fairly represents

his views. If true, why our farms may soon all

bediick ponds. He says in another place, by way of

supporting his position, "it is notto besupposed,

for evainple, tliat a hundred tons of vegetable

matter are to be taken yearly from a certain

portion of land, without in time diminishing the

bulk of the material from which it is absorbed,"

p. 44. From the experiments of Davy it appears

that silica, &c., may be detected in wheat and
barley straw, and hence it seems perfectly

natural to suppose that they have come from the

soil. It might perhaps be (centuries before the

whole could be extracted in ordinary cases ; but

such a case is supposable, and i\Ir. Jackson starts

it. He seems however to forget, that how much
soever of earthy matter may be extracted from
the soil, the whole of it retunis to the soil with the

manure, for no fermentation will annihilate the

earth !

On fallowing, the writer has this valuable and
useful remark. "The truth seems to be that

fallowing is extremely nseful for the purpose of

working, pulverizing, cleaning, and otherwise

improving lands of a poor quality after their first

subjection to tillage ; and that there their value

rests." p. 35.

Mr. -lackson's remarks on manure are by no
means satisfactory, either as regards his theo-

retical views, or his practical directions. An
error on a point of such vital importance is fatal

to any book, for whatever care may lie taken in

the preparation of the soil, in the selection and
disposition of the seed, or in the management of

the crops, if radical error prevails in the \)re-

paration of the manure, the whole will be abortive.

At page 39, speaking offarm-yard manure, he says,

"in every instance, the duny heaps in the fields,

should be placed in a hollow situation, with a

substratum of earth, and should have a scattering

of a few inches of earth over it, and around the

sides to keep in the volatile gases."

Now the very object of carting dung to the
field, is to promote its fermentation, and fit it for

the use of the (generally) turnip crop. By
placing it however in a hollow situation, and by
covering with earth, its fermentation will be so

retarded, that if it has been carted out in the

Spring, it cannot be in a state fit for the use of the
turnip crop. If it were carted out in the autumn
previous, his precaution is excellent ; ifotherwise,
it cannot apply. On the subject of its subsequent
management, he says, " it will be found necessary
to turn it once or oftener for the purpose of
accelerating tlie decomposition of the strawy part
of the mass." p. 39. He should have added—if

the weather be dry, turning will retard fermenta-
tion, without artificial moistiue is supplied.

Again he says, " it is calculated that for every

ton of straw, three tons of farm-yard dung may
be obtained, if properly managed." p. 40. "Thus
it may be presumed that two acres will

manure one." Thus under the four-course system,
one-half of the land being under corn, and one-
fourth under turnips ; so that by JVIr. J.'s

hypothesis, sufficient manure may be made from
the farm to manure it annually. Thus he counts,
and allows ten to twelve tons per acre, where
such practice is adopted. It happens, however,
that very few farms will in practice thus support
themselves, and at least four-fifths of farms will

require at least the addition of extraneous manure
to the extent of one-third. Too often it has to be
put vice versa to his assertion, viz., that three

tons of straw will make one ton of well-rotted
manure.
On liquid manure he has some useful hints. His

first remarks, however, upon this section refers
not to liquid manure, but to compost of earth and
urine ; no doubt an excellent application. One
exception, however, must be made to the above
remarks. Alluding to the application of liquid
manure he says, " The earth immediately imbibes
the liquid, which soon reaches the roots of the
plants, and causes a rapid fermentation." p. 41.
If this rapid fermentation occurs at the roots of
plants, it must have a most injurious tendency;
for though plants readily imbibe the gases when
evolved by fermentation, no organic matter can
resist the action of fermentation immediately at its

roots, and if such a state of things did occur, it

must tend to destroy it.

The section of rotations is generally a very sen-
sible one, always excepting his allusions to dry
sandy land. Here, as he is throughout the book,
we find him constantly at fault, laying down prin-
ciples the most erroneous, and contradictory to
practice. He opens the section by an introduc-
tion, attempting to show that nature invariably
prefers a change of vegetation, and that her opera-
tions are so arranged as to effect this in the great-
est possible degree. He is, however, exceedingly
unfortunate in his illustrations, though correct in
the principle ; indeed his illustrations selected, by
no means go to substantiate his position. He is
not right neither in stating " that one of nature's
great primary laws is that of perpetual change."
Now this is not correct. It is the bungling,
dreaming, star-gazing, stalking-horse of a race of
some spurious pseudo-philosophers of the present
day. The very reverse is in reality the case ; order,
not unsettled chanyeableiiess, is the law by which
the natural world is governed, and everything
occurs in exact harmony with a distinct principle
of order, established by the great Architect of the
universe.

But his illustrations. His first is that of a forest
burnt down, and after which different kind of
plants spontaneously arise. Why this arises, sim-
ply because the then standing trees, &c. are com-
pletely destroyed by the consuming element. His
second is, the dispersion ofseeds, and the arrange-
ments provided forjthis. This, be it remembered,
only proves that such dispei-sion is necessary, be-
cause the ground in the position where they were
grown is already occupied by the parent plant.
His remarks on the rotations on clay soils are
truly excellent. We cannot refrain from copying
his remarks on this head.

" On all clay soils a naked well-wrought summer
fallow has ever been considered in Scotland as the
basis of good husbandry, but since fuiTow drainage
however, has taken place, on these soils, there is

every possibility that a turnip, potatoe, or other
green crop will be substituted for the fallow. Tur-
nips can now be raised of a superior quality, and
equal in weight of crop to those formerly raised on
wliat were termed turnip soils ; but whether this
land can be kept clean or in better tilth by naked
fallowing, or by green crops, is yet to be deter-
mined." p. 50.

Thereisanotherfeaturein his remarks on (strong
land) rotations which supplies a gap which exists in
nearly all our agricultural works. We mean the
latter scarcely ever distinctly statejit7«'c/! crops, in
a given rotation, require manure. " British hus-
bandry," for example. Mr. Jackson supplies the
defects, and we must say in a very judicious and
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practicable manner. On wheat sowing, Mr. J.

quotes from the Encyclopredia Brilannica, article

" Agriculture." And like too many writers of this

kind, he also falls into error on practical points.

We are not fault-finding with Mr. J. here, but with

the writer (we forget whom, but we believe a
Scotchman) in the Encyclopedia. " Poor land be-

ing always allowed more seed than rich." p- iJT).

We should not attach more of this to Mr. Jackson
than as a quotation made by him, if his subsequent
remarks on out sowing, p. 57, did not recognize
the same erroneous principle. " On poor soils,

from the plants not spreading, oats should be sown
thick," are his own words.

It is perfectly clear that grain will not tiller out
so much on poor land as on rich—but what then ?

It is because the soil is not capable of sustaining a
heavy crop, and the thicker the plants are, the more
stunted they grow ; whereas on rich soils a greater
quantity of seed is required to prevent the plants

from growing too gross ; and they will mature a
thick crop better than a thin one ; besides there
being less liability to lodge. Over luxuriance is a
liability of a crop on a rich soil—the more plants

the less danger : the converse must hold good,
and does hold good, on ])oor soils.

Alluding- to wheat, Mr. .1. says, " the best cri-

terion forjudging of the fitness of grain to be car-

ried home, is to examine the knots or joints of the
straw, and if these be perfectly dead and free from
juice, the crop may be then gathered with safety,

even although it be a little wet with rain." p. 55.

No such thing. The point to be examined in tvheats

before carting, "is the t/rain /lard?" No matter
what state the straw of wheat is in, if the grcin bo
dry nothing more is necessary ; and the state of
the clover, seeds, &c. in other cropshas much more
to do with the carting than anj' state of the knots
of the straw.

The remarks on the cultivation of rye, and es-

pecially those on spring feed, are farmer-like and
useful ; the same applies to barley, excepting the
periodhe mentions for sowing (from the beginning
of April to the middle of May), which is too late,

and he again falls into his error stated above, re-
specting thin sowing on rich land.

A sad disposition prevails to notice plants, &c. in
agricultural works, not because they are valuable,
but because they are neir. The farmers have been
gulled of late no little, by new introductions. Mr.
J.'introtluces a quotation from *'Britishhnslandry

,"

respecting the skinless oats ; such quotations do
harm if not tested by experience, especially in a
book for the mass. We have tried them both on
light and strong soils, and more worthless things
were never cultivated.

On agricultural insects, Mr. J. as well as Mr.
Main, whom he quotes, are evidently not at home

;

indeed, how can a farmer be expected to be so,

while our Entomological Societies make the science
one of empty verbose names, and the mere collec-
tion of dried specimens ?

The former gentleman talks of " ploughing in
spring, to bury the larva deep in the soil, where tbey
cannot, come to life." p. 59. Why, in reality nearly
the whole of the insect enemies to the farmer /w
natnrully deep in the ground. The latter gentle-
man quoted, speaks of the wood-pigeons "digging
small grubs out of the tubercles on theontsideof the
bulbs of turnijis," which he speaks of as those
which would occasion " dubbin;/ of the roots in an-
other summer." Really, the first insect referred
to is one of the cynipeda, which never does any
harm ; the second as proceeding from it ne.xtjsum-

mer, which is one of the ynnscidx—and no more
the identical insect in different stages, than a calf
is a donkey. Both, however, in naming insective-

rous birds, forget the swallow, in truth, the best
friend to the agiiculturist in destroying insects.

His remarks on harvesting are a century behind
hand, and in his zeal for destroying the seeds of
weeds extracted by winnowing, he recommends
'• boiling" them, p. ()2. To destroy them is good
farming, but what farmers can be persuaded to
boil ? Nor is there any necessity ; let them be
kej)t separate, mixed with raw horse dung, and
well fermented, and applied to old sward land. No
injury can then accrue. <ln bean sowing he has
this new and exceedingly plausible hint. We will

not say a syllable against it, but it is quite new to

us.
" When the seeds are in the ground, the land is

cross harrowed, either before, or uj'ter tlie leans
appear, which contributes much to check the
growth of weeds, and promotes the growth of the
beans." p. ()3.

The sections on clover, tares, Sec, are with one
or two exceptions good. ^Vhen he speaks of tares

as being very valuable food in earlyspring, he should
have said summer. His chapter on the falling off

of clover crops, leaves the subject much as it finds

it. This only can be arrived at after all—lengthen
the space between the recurrence of clover, or
cease attempting to grow that crop. On soiling

there are some good remarks—one, p. 71, where
he says, " the tillage farmer generally stands in

need of more dung than can be accumulated in the

usual manner from the straw of his grain crop."
This is true, but irrecovable with his statements
when referred to at p. 40., which we combatted in

passing.

The remarks on turnip cultui'e arc good ; on
potatoes he has a string of the usual quotations
and opinions. On draining, bis remarks are limited
too much to local practice for a general treatise.

For instance, speaking of the marks of undrained
laud he observes, "the outward mark o/«// w«-

drained arable land is, that little or no grain grows
in the furrows." p. S3. This only applies to strong
land. No indication of this kind will answer in

light soils. His chapter on improvement of waste
land applies by far too much to land under grass,

to which he makes lime thesummum bonum. His
instances of curing boggy laud by irrigation, is at

least curious. Daisy is an agent he evidently
understands, Viut his cuts of the breeds are mise-
rable caricatures, disgracing the Editors, rather
than the author.

In a word, the work requires much revision,

and must have it. We hope a second edition w ill

he called for, and that it will be made; a little more
of a^e?i«'«/ view of agricultural systems must be
given. We would suggest the following verbal

corrections. Comet was not from Rakewcll's stock,

p. 6. " Winchester" shordd be placed for " Win-
chilsea," p. 15. " More readily" for " faster," p.
()40, and " team" for " steam," p. 81. M.

"CRUCIFIX."
We take leave to introduce to our friends a faith-

full likeness of Crucifix, the mare " par excellence*'

It'll/ won the Onlcs in such good form. Of a verity,

ehe is a splendid animal—a second Cninarine. 'i'here

has been nothing like her on the Turf for nianva dsiy.

We liopo, in all sincerity, that her noble owner,
lor the sake of fume or prulit, will not run her off lier
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lews. She will win him golden honouvs yet— that is

if his lordship will bear in mind the nursery fable of
" Mother Goose and the Golden Egg." Crucifix's

speed is truly wonderful, and her strides marvellous

to behold. This extraordinary mare was bred by
Lord Chesterfield, in 1837. She is got by Prinm,

out of Octaviana, the dam of Carmelite, Crusader,

Carthusian, and others. Octaviana, the dam, was
bred byjMr. F. Lennis, in 1815 ;

she was got by Oc-
tavian, dam by Shuttle, out of Zr.ra by Delpini,

Flora by King- Fergus, Atalanta b\' Match'eni, Lass

of the Mill by Oroonoko, &:c.

Acoording to the received standard of perfection

in a racer, she ])resents a few striking exceptions ; but

we were never adepts at dissection, and therefore

shall not cut her up. It is not for us to ask why or

how she was thus put together, but she possesses

qualities that defy criticism, and, taken as a whole,

is certainly one of the most extraordinary animals on
record. It will not be out of place to describe tlie

shape and make of Crucifix on the present occasion,

and it will he seen that there are a few incongruities

which it will be diiticult to reconcile with her per-

formances.

To begin, then,—her head is remarkably lean, and
partiularly straight— eyes good^-ears long—and nos-

trils open ; the neck long and light—shoulders obli-

que and thin—and the brisket exceedingly deep. The
chest, however, is ver}' narrow—the arms and legs

small—and the toes turned out like an opera dancer's.

She is flat-sided, and the back ribs are short— tlie hips

are wide—the quarters drooping—and the thighs flat.

These peculiarities giveher a wiry appearance ; indeed
she looks o/i wire. She is nearly sixteen hands liigh,

but she is as nimble as a cat, aud is possessed ot' the

most remarkable faculty of reaching the top of her

speed in a few strides, and this without any apparent
effort. That Crucifix is a first-rate mare, her perform-
ances have proved, and we beg leave to record her
triumphs, as tliey will justify the high opinion enter-

tained of her, as well as warrant the unbounded
confidence reposed in her powers by those who have
large sums at stake, as to her future success. She
won the July Stakes of 1839, over tlie new T.Y.C.,
in a canter, by two lengths, beating the Currency
colt, by Buzzard, out of Margaret filly, by Sultan,

out of Palais Royal. The following were not placed :

—Stamboul, Petit, and Cambyses. At the same
meeting, with nine pounds extra, she won thp Ches-
terfieid Stakes, the last half of the Abingdon mile,

by two lengths, beating Iris, Margaret colt, and the
following not placed :— Hellespont, Stamboul, The
Orphan, Trojana, Darkness, and sister to Cara.
There were several false starts, and two hents,

for this race. The first heat was won by Iris by
half a length ; Crucifix, who lost the start, second.
Merle went to the post and was the cause of the
false heat, and did not start after all. Crucifix, then
figured at Goodwood, carrying five jjounds extra
for the Lavant Stakes, which she won in a canter,

heating Firefly and Exit by two lengths. At the
same meeting, with seren pounds extra, siie won the
Malcomb Stakes T.Y.C., in a canter, beating De-
feudaat and Iris (five pounds extra) bv a length.
At Newmarket First October meeting, with nine
pounds extra, she won the Hopeful Stakes, last half
of the Abingdon mile, by a length, beating .lefty

(three jiounds extra^, Capotte, and the following not
placed :—Piaymond, Hellespont, Fireflj', Ten-pound-
nntr? (three pounds extta), Perseus filly by the
Colonel, out of Mary Anne, and sister to Cara.
There were seventeen false starts for this race. At
tlie same meeting Crucifix walked over for a sweep-
stakes T.Y.C. In the second October meeting, with

seven pounds extra, she won the Clearwell Stakes,
T.Y.C, by a length, easy; beating Gibraltar, Ca-
potte, Amurath, Perseus, and Spangle, all placed.
At the same meeting she won the Prendergast Stakes,
T.Y.C, by a length, easy ; heating Capotte and
Nicholas, who made a dead heat for second place.
In the Houghton meeting, carrying nine pounds
extra, she ran a dead heat for, and divided the
Criterion Stakes with Gibraltar, beating Pocahontas,
Amurath, Grey Melton, Olivebranch, Margaret
colt, a colt by Augustus out of Constantia, and Ca-
potte. In the first spring meeting she won, as all

the world knows, the 2,000 guineas Stakes, R.M., in
a canter, beating Confederate, Angelica colt. Black
Beck, Scutari, and Capotte, by a length ; only three
placed. Confederate beating Angelica for seconrl
place by a head. At the same meeting she won the

1,000 guineas stakes, D.M.,in acanter also, beating
Rosablanca, Spangle, and Silistria by a length.
Our readers do not require to be told that this for-

tunate mare won the Oaks, as they have doubtless
read the account of this interesting race in our last

number. In describing Crucifix as a fortunate mare,
we ought rather to apply the term to her noble
owner, for Lord George Bentinck may justly deem
himself fortunate in possessing such a wondeiful
ftnimal. S'le has won his lordship a hat-full of
money, and she is destined yet to add to his exche-
quer, if her extraordinary powers are not called upon
too largely. Her speed is unequalled, and there is

no end to her bottom; she is the gamest bit of stuff

ever bestrode by man ; and if, as in days of yore,
she had been allowed to arrive at maturity before
being trained on to her vocation, there is no telling

what her achievements might not have been. She
would, in all probability, have eclipsed all the great
doings of the celebrated Eclipse. It is the fashion,

however, lo wear out colts and fillies ere they have
attained their growth or strength ;—and more's the

pity. We bow to custom, and under its all-power-
ful sway we must e'en be content. It is impossible,
however, to divest one's self of the feeling some-
what akin to regret, that so superior an animal should
not be allowed to arrive at that point of perfection
when her true powers would be developed at a more
mature age. Even in her nonage, Crucifix must be
allowed on all hands to be a " rara avis" of horse
flesh, and greater triumphs are in store for her, or

we are much mistaken.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FAR-
MER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—At the request of Mr. Gall, I have great
pleasure in amending the recipe I gave for the foot-

rot in sheep. White mercury is corrosive subli-

mate, and by vitriol is meant the blue sfone vitriol

as it is called. I gave the recipe exactly as I re-

ceived it many years ago, and am now informed
by the druggist who makes it up for me that no
commonly intelligent man in that line of business
would have the least difficulty in understanding it.

By " hards" is meant coarse tow (the printer hav-
ing omitted a word which renders the passage un-
intelligible.)

IflVIr. Gall will kindly give the particulars of
Brown's ten rowed wheat in your magazine for the
next month 1 shall feel obliged, as I am about
leaving home for some time, and know not when a
communication by letter could be forwarded to

yon. I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Se2Jt. 12, 1810. M. O.
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THE FARMER'S PROGRESS.
No. 7.

SPADE HUSBANDRY— DRAINING — AGRI-
CULTURAL ECONOMY.

(The subject concluded.)

Sir,—About five and forty years ago, during a
voyage to America—pray, sir, what has a voyage
to America to do witli spade husbandry '—have
patience, my kind friend and monitor. If nothing
less than steam pressure and railway speed, will

satisfy you, skip over the following page ; but if

you wish to profit by the experience of a veteran
agriculturist, and to know by what easy and cer-

tain means he has succeeded in doubling the

produce of land previously in fair condition, and
of at least quadrupling the produce of lands neg-
lected or exhausted, give your best attention to

the following remarks, which, however seemingly
trivial in themselves, laid the foundation of that

economy in general management, and especially

in the application of spade husbandry, which has
caused his Progress to be so uniformly successful.

I had not been many days on shipboard before
I was much struck with the order and regularity
which prevailed ; everything was in its proper
place, everything in good repair. This lesson was
not lost upon me ; and there are few farmers but
what may profit by it : each of my labourers finds

his own grafting spade, which I require to be
always at hand, in good condition, and not heavy
—heavy tools I never allow ; and I find it my
interest to purchase spades from a good maker,
which I sell to my men a little below ])rime cost,

and sometimes give one as a reward for exertion
;

all other spades, shovels, tools, and implements
are my own, they are branded as a check to rob-

bery ; under the care of a person appointed to

this duty, they are deliveied out in the'morning,
and with a few exceptions returned at night, each
deposited in its proper place, under lock and key.
On Saturday evening all are in their jiroper

places ; no rake is seen with a tooth vacant, no
cart or wheelbarrow with holes stopt up with
straw ; every defect is immediately repaired, or
on the first wet day ; when only fit for fire-wood,

or to break up for other purposes, they are re-

moved, and replaced by tools in perfect condition
;—thus, shipboard recollection saves me many

pounds a year, even in this department, and much
time is saved by knowing where each implement
of husbandry is to be found at the moment it is

wanted.
The ship's log-book furnished a far more va-

luable lesson ; it was a faithful record of events,
arranged in simple form, without a blot, or
flourish, or one unnecessary word. Profiting by
the hint, on my return home, I simplified my ac-
counts, and so arranged them that in one minute
I can refer to every purchase or sale or event of
importance that has occurred to me during the
last forty years. Should you or any of your
correspondents express a desire to have my
system of book-keeping explained, I will give it

you with pleasure at a future opportunity. I pro-
ceed now with the most important feature in my
farming progress.

The day before our arrival at New "i'ork we
spoke three ships, all, like our own, from Liverpool
to that port, with cargoes of British manufacture

;

as we sailed past them, I was complimenting our
captain on the evident superiority of his ship or

his seamanship, when he interrupted me, " you
are mistaken, sir; this ship is not a very fast

sailer, and I doubt not that the captains of those
three vessels understand seamanship quite as well
as I do ; rather congratulate me on my good
fortune in being employed by a merchant who
possesses praciical common sense, with judgment
to see his interest, and liberality to act vip to his
judgment; being of opinion that the ships in this

trade are, in general, little more than halfmanned,
he allows me a more numerous and superior
crew, and I am sure he gains money by it ; the
three ships we passed were all more or less dis-

abled in their rigging, doubtless from an in-

sufliciency of hands to take in sail during sudden
squalls, whilst I have not had a rag split or
carried away; with an insufficient crew, especially

when harassed by a continuance of rough weather,
it is not possible to take proper advantage even
of favourable breezes ; before he can hoist and
trim his light sails, the breeze he should have
carried with him has passed away, and it would
be manifest imprudence at night, or in a gale of
wind, to carry proper sail." In illustration of his

argument he cited numerous cases, each tending
to prove the great advantage as respected not only
speed and safety, but economy, of a ship being
well manned. Every observation of this intel-

ligent captain applied with equal force to agri-

culture ; the farmer and the sailor are alike

dependent on the changes of the weather ; in

thousands of instances I have known crops much
injured, and in many cases, as in the sowing of
turnips, carrots, mangel wurzel, &c., entirely

lost, by an insufficiency of hands to seize the
lucky hour.

Providence dispenses blessings with a liberal

hand, whilst man, self-willed, ignorant, or pre-

sumptuous, and above all parsimonious, neglects

to seize the golden opportunity, the proftered

bounty; hence the perpetual complaints of unpro-
pitious seasons.

Before I adopted spade husbandry, like my
neighbours, I was often " Harry behind ;" the
genial showers had i)assed away before the seed
was sown ; dependent on strolling mowers, the

favourable season was lost ; bad hay, made at

double cost, was the natural consequence ; not
being able to spare a few hands to destroy docks
and thistles before their seeds were ripe, or to

brush the fences abounding with weeds, my
fallows suftered. But since I have employed a

number of spadesmen, whose time is always pro-

fitably occupied in trenching, levelling, draining,

or other spade work, when not still more advan-
tageously called away to those various agricultural

operations which, to be done jjrofitably, should

be done instantly, whilst the weather is favourable,

the principle operates as a "save-all ;" time is

never wasted, opportunity is never lost ; since my
adoption of it my crops have seldom failed, and
seasons have never been uiipropi/ioits or xinprojitable ;

the anxiety which farming formerly occasioned
1 feel no longer.

To return from this sea-faring digression, and
to fulfil my promised allusion to the economy of

spade husbandry, to draining, and to the treasure

unexpectedly discovered— 1 again recur to simple

narrative, and in the detail of improvements now
pending, to explain each of those objects.

A few years ago I purchase.l about fifteen acres

of land to improve the boundary of my farm ;

about ten acres consisted of a boggy hill side, and,

take the whole together, no prudent farmer would
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have rented it so as to pay two per cent, on the

purchase money; experienced in spade luisbandry,

I well knew that hy expending a sum not ex-

ceeding one-third of the sum I had paid for the

land, it would be well worth a rental of at least

four per cent on the entire expenditure; this has

already been effected, and when the trenching of

the roug'h boggy hill side is completed, part of

which is reserved to occupy my spadesmen when
not better cmploj'cd, I have no doubt that the

fifteen acres will yield five per cent, on the total

cost, and whilst 1 retain it in hand it pays me an

ample profit besides. The ])resent crops of

mangel wurzel and Swedish turnijjs are immense
where nine months ago rushes and sour grass

were the only produce : and white carrots, which,
by the advice of the Farmer's Magazine, I have
sown for the first time, are verj' promising ; and
the heaps of spare soil which, when I trench, are

always reserved for fut\ue top dressing, are

covered with large Scotch cabbage. This salutary

change from a wilderness to a garden has been
entirely hy the spade, at the same time aiding,

never retarding, the more important duties of the

farm.
My mode of procedure was as follows. The

numerous vile hedges were soon burnt, and the

broad ditches and high copse levelled with the

ground, and a main- drain or culvert was con-

structed, pointing at the lower extremity to a

reservoir 1 before mentioned, and the upjjcr ex-

tremity terminated in the hill side, in the situation

best adapted for minor drains, radiating to the

various springs which evidently caused the

bogs.

As my plan of constructing culverts varies from
the common practice, is simple and effective, I

trust a description will be acceptable : having- dug
the drain nearly to the depth recpiired, I suffer

water to pass along it, then stoj) the water sud-
denly ; the little lodgements of water shev/ every
inequality in the level, and this being i-epeated,

the bottom is easily levelled, and becomes one
uniform inclined plain ; if the flow be too rapid,

so as to endanger the foundation of the culvert,

I invariably make one or more steps, and place a
firm Hag or slate to receive each fall of water ; the
l)ottom is laid with slate, on which is jilaced a
block of timber about six feet long, planed square
and perfectly straight, with a strap firmly fixed at

one end, to drag it along the cidvert ; in large cul-

verts a hollow spout, being lighter, is preferable,

hut in either case it must be about an inch less in

height and width than the inside diameter of the

culvert ; one side of the culvert is then firmly

built with brick, and occasionally wedged with
fragments of state, so as to admit water, and
packed behind so that rats or vermin cannot pos-

sibly displace ahrick. One side being thus firmly

built, two flat wedges, each being an inch thick,

are introduced between the block and the bricks
;

the other side of the culvert is then built in the

same manner, and the whole firmly covered with
flag; when the block is drawn forward, and tho
operation repeated. By this simple expedient

the culveit is perfectly straight, uniform, and
firm.

According to the inequality of the ground, the
covering of the culvert varied in depth from
fifteen inches to five feet, except that in one low
])art of the field I formed a long open trough with
flags, secured on each side hy an inclined plane
paved with stone, where cattle drink clear water
without wetting their feet. This appendage to a

farm, invaluable, though little practised, I described
in a former paper.

The deepest part of the culvert was where it

entered the lull side, and received the water from
two smaller culverts, right and left, nearly at

right angles ; these, bt ing from three to six feet

deep, and covered with gravel, except a graft or

two of porous soil on the surface, cut off all the

upper water ; so that a few small tile-drains, to

low places where water lodged during heavy rain,

emptying themselves into the main culvert, effec-

tually drained not only about six acres, being the
low Hat part of my new purchase, but a part also

of my old farm.
After waiting, as I generally do, a few months,

to observe how far the influence ofthe three culverts

extended, I proceeded to attack the bogs, or rather

the springs, which, for want of a vent through re-

tentive soil, almost universally cause the bogs or

morasses we see on hill sides.

From the jimction of the three culverts I made
two drains with large tile slanting up the hill, one
to the right and the other to the left, perfectly

straight, as all my drains are ; the direction of

each tile-drain was a little below the lowest bog,
and they were covered also with gravel and light

porous soil' from these tile-drains I cut five

horizontal drains straight up the hill, pointed

to the highest rushes ; these uphill drains were
entirely dug by one spadesman, whom I had in-

structed to proceed with great caution, and never
to venture a graft deeper until the sides were dry
and relieved from the pressure of water; he was
attended by an assistant who, to prevent j)ressure,

vi'heeled into low places the earth dug from the

drain, and he had also a few boards and spars to

support the sides where the cutting was very

deep ; as I exi)ected, by the time he had thus dnj;-

from six to nine feet into the hill side, he reached

a quicksand and spring; tiles were then laid, the

drains filled up with gravel, and tlie land for a very
considerable distance was thus effectually drained.

The adjoining bogs I paid no attention to, well

knowing that when the spring had a vent many
feet below the bogs, they would in a few months,
for want of a fresh supply of water from the

springs, dry b}' evaporation. These five short

deep drains, scarcely averaging twenty yards
each, have effectually drained the whole hill side

from the effect of the springs, and as to top water,

it never injures sloping ground properly drained
and levelled—drains in snc'a cases are quite inine-

cessarv, a very common hut ill-judged ex-

travagance. At the termination of every deep
drain I fix a strong rough oak post, which will

shew to future generations where to dig in case

the drain should fail to act, and in the mean time

be useful as scrubbing posts for cattle, and also

save young trees from injury.

The treasure 1 mentioned in page 342 was not a

gold mine, nor a silver mine, but better than
either, for it enables British labourers to maintain
their families in comfort even in the depth of

winter. Trenching, levelling, and draining,

occupy most of their time, when not engaged in

stiil more important occupations ; but in wet or

very tempestuous weather I have often been at a
loss how to find them employ—threshing, chopping

hay, making faggots, preparing stumps and rails

for fences, and various other sources of employ,-

under cover, are valuable auxiliaries, but with a
number of spadesmen they are soon exhausted;
then it is that a pit, deep and dry, of gravel or
marl or stone, or anything by which 3. stout
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labourer can earn his livelihood during a hard

frost, is really a treasure both to the fanner and

his men.
The unexpected dlscoverj' was attended by such

a variety of incidents, showing in so clear a point

of view the advantage and the profit of spade hus-

bandry, and at the same time exemplifying the

simplicity and economy by which spade opera-

tions may and ought to be conducted, that I

cannot better conclude this my seventh and last

number of the Farmer's Progress, than by a plain

statement of the facts as they occurred.

A very careful industrious farmer, who occu-

pies a farm adjoining mine, had long observed my
new-fangled operations, and I dare say often

smiled at them ; at length, convinced by ocular

demonstration of the advantage and economy of

my practice, he has made his farm so like mine

that strangers conclude they must be one pro-

perty ; rough places he has levelled—he has ridded

up a number of old fences, and so reduced the

height and breadth of those that remain, that

neither trespassers nor weeds can liide themselves.

In the month of February last, one field of nine

acres was an exception to the general neatness of

the two farms—it had been in a different tenure,

and had only been added to his farm a few years

the vile fences and broad ditches were half his,

half mine; we had both wished to modernize

them, but as be has not yet adopted my plan of

soiling cattle, the great expense of double lails to

young thorn hedges prohibited the wished im-

provements.
This year he has set the whole field with pota-

toes, and consequently his cattle will be kept out

of it three or more years ; we had therefore a

favourable opportunity of burning the old hedges,

levelling the copse and ditches, and planting a new
quickset hedge. His farm being also v^ell manned,

and February not a busy month, we both com-

menced immediately. I availed myself of the

opportunity of raising a water course, hitherto

useless, being at the bottom of a deep ditch, to a

high uniform level, from whence I can irrigate

several acres of meadow land at pleasure ; this

alone compensates the entire expense of my
alteration, and besides this I gained about half an

acre of productive land.

But the farmer, with equal judgement and

spirit, applied spade husbandry to far greater

advantage ; the field was so uneven that he could

not plough it without doing that from necessit)',

which simpletons in many parts of England do

fromchoice, viz.,ploughwithadriver, by removing

probably 800 cubical yards of earth from a

knowl or mound, in the line of his new hedge

and raising with it several low places, he has so

improved the general level of the field, that he

ploughed tlie whole with two horses abreast ; the

saving already, including his having set fully half

an acre additional of potatoes, has re-paid the

wages of his labourers, and I am sure the value of

the field is improved at least nine pounds a year.

The same mound which my neighbour had

reduced, extended into my field, but I had no

inducement to go to the expense of lowering it,

being a productive meadow, and though from its

undulations ill-suited for the plough, (piite smooth

enougli for the scythe. Having a few years before

discovered a ilcep bed of marl in the same valley

—

in hopes of finding m')rc, determined to sink to

the red saml rock wliicli forms the bed of the

river iVlersey, distant not a hundred yards ; after

sinking through ID or 12 feet of inferior gravel, of

no value, the quality improved, and near the
rock at the depth of 15 to 20 feet, we found
excellent hard stone well adapted to break for
jMc. Adam road and boulders suited for town
pavement ; it was evident that the stone woulil
more than ])ay all the cost of lowering the mound
—there was no hesitation in determining to get
out the stone, and to level the land ; but how to
effect the improvement at the least expense
required consideration.

The common practice, on such occasions, is to

wheel the sods, the soil, the loam, the rubbish
into separate heaps : to have done this would
have sacrificed nearly an acre of haj'-grass, and
thrown away many pounds in shifting the materials
twice; an expense I almost entirely avoid. I

have before stated, that in levelling grass land,

half, or even a third part of the sods, if torn in

fragments, will yield more herbage than if the

sods be entirely replaced; having thus a quantity

of sods at liberty, they were removed at once to

form a firm level margin to the new water course ;

with the spare soil I gave a slight top-dressing to

the whole meadow ; a large portion of the subsoil

being not a bad mixture of sand and clay, wanting
only lime and exposure to atmospheric changes
to become useful soil, I placed it in small heaps
over the whole field, adding to each some lime-

compost well riddled ; in a few weeks the whole
of the hard lumps of subsoil fell into small

fragments, mixed with lime, and in that state both

were spread together over the whole field. l''or this

process I have been already re-paid by the best

crop of hay and after-grass the field ever gave me ;

with the inferior loam and small gravel T raised

several low places in the same field to one common
level ; and with the round soft gravel I made
a large deep drain in a meadow where the very

old drains were partially choaked up, but being

intersected by the new drain on a lower level,

they again act, and the meadow is already con-
verted into sound land.

Thus by availing myself of those collateral

advantages, which seldom fail to attend spade-
husbandry, the entire cost of laying hare this

valuable best of stone was more than re-paid to

me by the uses to which the upper strata were
immediately applied ; after raising and selling a

quantity of stone, fdling up and levelling the
surface as we proceeded, I fenced the place to

prevent accident, and reserved the bed of stone tn

employ my labourers when other occupations
fail.

Having trespassed so very much beyond my
wishes or expectation upon your valuable pages,

I must cut very short my promised allusion to

embankments, sdthough the subject forms an
important part of sp:ide-husbandry. I allow no
water, however petty the ([uantitj', to quit my
farm m ithout imi)ounding it until it has dejjosited

a large portion of the dung, the soil, the leaves

and other substances, animal and vegetable,

which every heavy showers ])ilfers from cultivated

land ; by this means I collect annually many tons

of nutritive manure ; in some cases a Hag, or
slate, or log of wood, or even a few sods across

the runlet may suffice, but I prefer cess-])0ols

large enough to contain a few tons of mud

;

digging them in low situations, where the soil dug
out is usefully employed in raising the level of

some low danij) place ; hut when, besides ci>llccting

the mud, 1 raise the water to a much higher level,

for agri(;ultur;d purposes I makean embankment so

high and dry that in the heaviest floods no water can
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passofer it, and by divei-ting the stream over sound

land, to the right or left of the embankment, and

confining its descent to an inclined plane paved

with brick or stone, all danger of washing away
the embankment is averted. The reservoir I

before mentioned, which I formed by an embank-
ment fifteen feet high and eighty feet wide, has

firmly withstood every flood during the last dozen

years without any repair. By a very simple and
nnexpensive expedient, I can let off the water

either so gently as scarcely to disturb the mud,
leaving it to be wheeled out to manure the upper

land, or I can spread the mud by the pressure of

water, over the lower meadows. JMyplan is this ;

through the bottom of the embankment is

imbedded in puddle an old (cracked) i)ump-tree,

with a comical larch plug, four or five feet long,

having an iron ring and a short chain firmly fixed

to the thick end of the plug ; when we let oft' the

water we tie one end of a cart-rope to the chain,

the other end we secure by a few turns round a

tree or stump, and by hauling the I'ope more or

less tight we regulate the issue of water exactly to

our wishes.
To conclude—should any of your correspon-

dents doubt the success, or which is of far greater

importance, the economy of each of my agri-

cultural improvements, they have now an easy

way of resolving their doubts, and of testing how
far my narrative is over or under-drawn. The
mugnificent viaduct at Stocliport is worthy in-

spection ; and when there, a walk of a mile due
west, along the public road on the North side of

the JNIersey, will bring the enquiring agriculturist

to my farm, where the uniformity of the gates

will denote eveiy field ; if at home I shall be
happy to show the tank, the iron spouts, the
iron rails, watering places, culverts and drains,

the flat-wheeled carts, the incredibly cheap agri-

cultural roads, the deep stone pit, the cess-pools,

the mats that have mainly contributed to my
liaving made this wet season two-hundred and
seventy-three cart loads of first crop hay, and
forty-eight of eddish-hay all in prime condition,

the subsoil-plough I had made and used twelve

years ago, in shoit, every thing described in the

farmer's progress, and many others of considerable

utility ; if from home, any of my men will give a

civil answer to every proper enquiry—my farm
and all belonging to it being always open to every
agriculturist.

Convinced that if spade-husbandry was better

understood and judiciously applied to imjjroveable

soil, not thrown away on " barren waste,'"

—

labourers would be in request, their wages would
improve, poor rates would diminish, emigration

at the public expense would cease, hopkeepers

and manufacturers would be benefitted, farmers

would again lift up their heads, and agriculture

would resume its proper station in society; in

short, ciuvinced that the cause I venture to

advocate is of first-rate national importance, anil

being also of opinion, that although in works of

literature or of fiction, concealment of the author,

so far from injuring, enhances, by exciting the

public interest, it is not so as respects matters of

fact; evidence, however true, carries little weight

if not openly avowed ; theseconsiderations induce

me to throw aside the mantle of Cinclnnatus, and
in propria persona to have the honour to subscribe

myself, Sir, your much obliged, and
very humble servant,

Francis Philip.

Bank Ball, near Stockport, Oct. 13, 1840.

THE ASHTON AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The meeting took place on the 7th Oct. About
a hundred gentlemen dined together, and T. R. W.
France, Esq., of Rawclifi"e Hall, took the chair.

Among the company were— George Jacson,

Esq., of Barton Lodge; John Cunliffe, Esq., of

Myerscough ; William Garnett, Esq., Bleasdale

Tower ; H. Hargreaves, Esq., Springfield Hall
;

Grundy, Esq. ; Rev. R. Moor, Lund ; King-
ston Salisbury, Esq., R. Pedder, Esq., Brougham
Cottage ; J. Walmsley, Esq., Richmond House ; A.

R. Ford, Esq., Ellel Hall ; T. H. Higgin, Esq., W.
Robinson, Esq., T. Thompson, Esq., Gibson,

R. M. Arthington, Esq., P>.. Wilson, Esq., C. John-
son, Esq., Mr. R. Hinde, Mr. T. Wilson, Mr. T.

Lamb, Mr. J. Walmsley, &c. W.Lamb, Esq., of

Hay Carr, officiated as Vice-Chairman, assisted by
Mr. Jeniiinson, as croupier at the other table.

The judges of cattle were—Mr. Outhwaite, from
the neighbourhood of Stockton, Yorkshire, and
Mr. Minton, from Stafl'ordshire ; and the inspec-

tors of crops — Messrs. Joseph Parkinson, of

Cockerharn, Mr. Smith, Hole of Ellel, and Mr.
George Pi-esow, of Halton.

Mr. CUNLifFE then read the following report, in

so distinct and impressive a manner, that it lost

none of its eff"ect. 'i he report was listened to

with great attention, and received with loud

applause :

—

" The Inspectors of the Ashton Agricultural

Society take the libpi-ty of laying before the com-

mittee their annual report. They have taken a care-

ful survey of the various farms, stocks, and crops,

which have been submitted to tbeir judgment ; and

can afiirm that should not their decisions in every

case a&ord satisfaction, it will not arise from a want

of carefully and impartially weighing the respective

merits of each candidate's claims.
" In g'iving- their third report the inspectors

mav be allowed to congratulate the society on the

improvement which is now in progress. This, they

beg to observe, is not intended as the ordinary lan-

guage of common-place congratulations ; but it is

the statement ot a fact which they have found every-

where visible. They who liave been in the constant

habit of seeing the various farms, may not so dis-

tinctly perceive its gradual progress ; but the in-

spectors, who only take an annual survey, cannot

but be struck with the conipaiision between their pre-

sent condition and that three years ago.
" In saying thus much, their remarks must not

be considered universal. There are some farms on

which the march of improvement has made but small

progress, there are others on which the advance-

ment is only, as it were, commencing ; and of the

very best it may be said, that much still remains he-

hind, which care, and labour, and skill only can

protect. It is as an incentive, then, to further per-

severaece, that the inspectors would submit their re-

marks ; seeing, as they ever have done, tljat tlie

comfort, respectability, andprosperi^y of the tenant

o-o hand in hand with the due ctiltivalion of liisfarm,

and tliat these are attended by the encouraging good

will and active support of his landlord.

" In each of their preceding reports the ins))ectors

.have earnestly pressed upon the attention of the

tenantry the cultivatfon of green crops. It is a

matter gratifying for them to state, that their recom-

mendation has been very generally followed. They
have, however, much to regret that the two last sea-

sons, from their unusual wetness, have hardly oftered
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a fair test of the Lenefit of such culture ; still tliev much remains to be Jone. The cultiration of green

are confident that under the most unfavourable cir- crops must be still further extended ;
draining must

cumstances, ils advantages will be perceived and occupy a yet greater degree of attention ;
many old

appreciated more and more. and useless fences are to be cleared away, many
'' In connection with e-reen crops, the inspectors crooked ones to be straightened, and many which

be"- to state that ihev have observed wiih the great- are standing but in a very slovenly condition, to be

est" pleasure a manifest improvement in the rotation cut, splashed, and dressed in a workman-like man-

of croppin"-. They perceive that on strong soils tlui ner, before many ot tha farms can be regarded with

clover is "grown after wheat, and that on lighter approval or sutisiactioii.

after barle}-^. 'J'liis is now a general rule, and they
CLASS I

cannot but consider it a marked and undoubted ad-
^ ,„ , *•/.,.,

vance, tendino- at the same time to the good of the " Phemium l.— Fo the occupier of any ffrm, be-

laud and the welfare of its tenant. i"S "ot ^^^^ in quantity than 100 acres, who shall

" The inspectors, also, iu their two previous re- J'=ive the same m the most improved state of

ports, have pressed upon thetenantrv the necessity cultivation, and best general condition, the sum of

of eilectual drainage ; and the wetness of the late eight sovs. or plate of that value,

seasons again more particularly urges the subject on '' For this premium there were three competitors,

their notice. Drainage is the "very groundwork of all of whom deserve the notice and commendation

oood husbandry ; without it tiie farmer may expend of the inspectors. Ihe successtu claimant is Mr.

his labour and manure, and after all be little bene- ^^
'"-J-" ,7' °l, ^

^""'"ter, in Ashton.

fitted by the outlay. It is draining onlv which can
'' Mr. VVm. Butlers farm consists of 200 acres,

render the soil fit for the reception of "the manure. ^"^1 tie relative proportion oi his crops is at present

It takes off its superabundant moisture ; it opens it "^ follows:

to the admission of the atmosphere ; it imparts to ^\ ^- ^'

it a mellowness; and thus, when the manure is
Meadow ofi

applied, instead of its properties being utterly wasted, Pasture 86

or, at all events, expended on the production of a Clover pasture 23

bad herb, they have fnll scope for the due expansion ^'''^ • ';:'.'"' ^ "

of their fertilizing powers. B«'^ns (drilled) ir

"In furtherance of this advice, the inspectors
p""'^^f, o n n

take the liberty of recommending Sniitli's subsoil i'otatoes 2

ijiouoh. It is an invention, thev are aware, not

much known in this neighbourhood ; but it has been -'^" "

used with eminent success in other counties. In- " As a considerable portion of this farm is well

deed, they do not offer the advice without baving adapted for grazing and daiiy produce, but a small

witnessed its beneficial effects even in this district, extent will be found in tillage. The inspectors,

Tliey saw tlie plough applied upon a field on tJie Hay liowever, state that too much cannot bo said in praise

Carr farm, belonging to Mr. Lamb, in the spring of of its general nianagement. The crops produced are

this year. Before the operation the land was very excellent, the drilled beans, seventeen acres, do tha

poor, of a stifl', clay soil, witli a retentive clay sub- occupier great credit, and the turnips are peculiarly

tralum. It was thoroughly drained and ploughed, fine.

and is now a dry and mellow soil, capable of pro- " The inspectors consider that they would hardly

ducing green crops— indeed, now ])roducing a very be doing justice to Mrs. Butler if they made no ineu-

superior crop of Swedish turnips. They would, tion of the excellent management of her dairy
; great

therefore, earnestly recommend the use of this care is evidently bestowed upon it ; indeed, Mr.
plough, as they can do so with the utmost certainty Butler would be entitled to the prizes which are

of its successful results, where the land has previ- oflered for cheese and for turnips, as well as for the

ously been thoroughly drained. best managed farm, had he not been precluded froni

" As a cheap and expeditious mode of laying land obtaining them by the rules of the society,

dry, the Suffolk drain plough lias been used with " ]Much attention bas been bestowed upon Mr.
great advantage. It has been tried in this district, Butler's stock. It consists of thirty-three milch

and in lands suited to its application, its merits have cov\-s, six two-years old heifers, ten one-year old,

been admitted, and the inspectors would suggest ten calves, sixty sheep, three work horses, one thiee-

fhat a more extended use of it would material!}' yenrs old, two two-years old, one yearling, tliree

add to the cultivation of certain soils upon the foals, and three pigs,

estate. " The inspectors at the same time must be allowed
" In their previous remarks upon the general im- to remind (he tenant, that some draining is required

])rovements now iu progress, the inspectors would on his farm, and that more attention ought to be
1)6 understood as including that of stock. They paid to his fences, which they do not find in the

mark witli much pleasure the gr.ulual advance wliicb neatest order.

lias been made in tlie breeding of cattle ; it seems " The other candidates are I\Ir. John Gardner and

now to be a matter of emulation to have a good Mr. Thomas Bradley, to whose merits the inspectors

stock, ami ihe great facility for obtaining this boar their testimony. The farm of Thomas Bradley

tiirough the introduction of well-bred hulls appears especially deserves their approval. It is in good

ti) luive been ])roperly appreciated by the tenantry. order, though from the wetness of the season opera-

As, however, it is not fiossible for any farmer to ob- ting upon the stiff soils, his effoits have in some
tain a thoroughly good stock at once, they look for- degree been counteracted. The same remark applies

ward confidently to this progress being developed here also as in the case of Mr. William lUitler, in

more and more, regard to draining and due attention to the neatness
'' IJefore ]>roceeding to their particular remark, of the fences.

Ihe inspectors would warn the lenantry, that what ri;r,.MUiM '2.—For the best managed farm not less

they have said in commendation he not madi' a pretext than 50 acres,

for relaxed exertion. Much lias been done, l)ut very For this premium there were six competitors, out
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of whom Mr. Jolin "Wilson, of Longiuoor, has been

selected : his farm consists of 96 acres, of whicli the

followiDg is the proportion of crop :
—

A. n. 1'-

]^^eadow,pasture, and clover 63

Oats.. lU <>

Summer fallow i U *^'

Wheat » » ''

Beans <:> ^ •'

Turnips •>

96

" The land in tillage is well manured, and the in-

spectors consider it well managed ; the dairy, also,

is attended to with care; but J\Ir. Wilson should

loolc more closely to his fences, some of which are

decidedly in a neglected state. The other com-

petitors deserve great praise for the manifest im-

provemont of their farms, and oft'er well to become
claimants for this premium another year.

Premium 3.—Cheese Farm.
" For this premium there were three competitors.

The successful one is Mr. Jenkinson, of Wyersdale
;

his farm is situated in the Upland, and more calcu-

lated for grass than corn. "It is supplied with

manure in an abundant quantity, and well managed.
It does not appear, however, to be thoroughly

drained. The dairy is attended to with especial

care, and the cheese examined by the Inspectors,

from their appearance and ([uality, fully testify that

that department of a dairy farm is strictly looked

after.

" The other two competitors merit almost tlie

same degree of praise as i\Ir. Jenkinson.—It has

been with much difficulty that the claims of the three

have been adjudged.
••Premium 4.—Moss Farm.
" For this prize there were three competitors, out

of whom J\Ir. William Balderstone has been selected.

His farm consists of 130 acres of principally moss
land, and of his management the Inspectors express

their unqualified approbation, when they consider

the neatness of his farm-yard, the quantity of new
white thorn hedges he has made, the number of rods

of old fences he has removed at his own expence,

the fall he has brought up as drainage, the lands he
covered annually with marl (to the extent of 12

acres,) the length of drains he has laid during the

year ;—when they consider his general management
exhibited in these instances, they can hardly discover

a point on which to find fault with this tenant.
" The other claimants, however, are not without

merit, though inferior to Balderstone. The In-

spectors would here make a remark which has refe-

rence to the greatest part of moss farms ; they

would recommend that a greater portion of land

should be laid down near to the buildings, for per-

manent meadow and pasture.
" Premiums 5 and 6.—The Inspectors are sorry

to observe that there are no competiters for these

prizes. They feel assured, however, that the far-

mers have used their best efforts to compete for

them, as is shewn from the greater breadth of clover

which is observable this year ; they attriburo it

solely to the wetness of the season, which has ope-
rated unfavourably on this plant, and to the reluc-

tance of the tenant to come forward, lest their claims
might not be judged worthy of a prize.

" PiiE3iiu-M 7.—Ked Clover.
" For this prize there were three candidates.— It

has been awarded to Mr. Richard Walker, of Park
Side, in Ashton.—He has 13 acres well managed and
luxuriant.
" Premiums 8 and 9.—Owing to some mistake

the claims for draining, and fflantiug ntw fences,

were not sent in till after the ap^^inted(f!rae ; they

must, therefore, stand over for tluNmuitpkitiori of

another year.

CLASS II.—CROPS, &c.

" Preuium 1.— Swedish Turnips, not less than

two acres.
" There were three claimants, of whom it has

been awarded to Mr. Thomas Bradley, of Cabus.
" Premium i2.—Swedish Turnips, not less than

one acre.

"There were here seven claimants; it lias been
awarded to Mr. James llathornthwaite, of Cabus.

" Premium 3.—Common Turnips, not less than

one acre.
" There were for this four claimants ; tlie prize

has been awarded to Mr. Thomas Winder, of Cleve-
ly. The Inspectors beg to remark that this is a

most remarkably heavy crop, and worthy of observa-

tion.

" In regard to the cultivation of the turnip, the

Inspectors would address to the tenantry the same
remarks they did last year. 'I'here seems in many
instr.nces a want of care in planting the seed ; there

is also a considerable neglect of the plant after it has

sprung up ; unless, however, a proper management
be used in thinning, lioeing, and cleaning, as the

crop proceeds, a good one cannot with certainty be
calculated upon.
" Premium -1.—Drilled Beans.
" For this premium there were five competitors,

who deserve all the praise that can be given them,

for the excellency of their crops, and the clenn and
neat order of their land.—It has been awarded to

]Mr. John Gardner, of the Old Holly, in Cabus, but

not without the greatest ditHculty and consideration.
" Prejiium 5,—To the occupier who shall, on tlie

day appointed, plough a piece of ground in the

neatest and best manner, the sum of Two Sovereigns.

—Awarded to Mr. John Welch.
" Premium 6.—For the second best—One Pound

Ten Shillings.—Awarded To JMr. Thomas Bradly.
" Premium 7.—For the third best, One Sovereign.

—Awarded to Mr. Robert Daniel.

CLASS IIL
" Premium 1.—General Stock of Store Cattle.—

For this premium tl^ere were three competitors.
" The Inspectors may be permitted here to repeat

their former remarks on the general improvement of

stock upon the estate; this is very visible when
taking an extended view of the store cattle on
the various farms ; and not the less so ia the par-

ticular instances they have been called to inspect.

Out of the three candidates, all of whom are iiighly

meritorious in their claims, the Inspectors have
selected Mr. Thomas Winder, of Clevely ; his stock

consists of 2iO milch cows, 30 two-years-old heifers,

13 one-year-old, 12 calves, 2 bulls ; all of the short-

horned breed . This the Inspectors would confidently

submit to the examination of judges, as being an

excellent selection of cattle. He has also on his

farm 15 Leicester ewes, 20 half-bred sheep, 4 work-
liorses, 1 two-years-old colt, 1 yearling colt, 1

breeding sow, and 3 store pigs.

REWARDS.
"Phejiiom 1.—To the labourer in husbandry

wliose rent does not exceed 7/. per annum, by whom
the greatest number of legitimate children has been

brought up without receiving parochial relief, two
sovereigns.—Awarded to Thomas Topping.

"PuEMiu-M 2.— To the labourer in husbandry
whose rent does not exceed 71, per annum, who
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shall Lave Iiis cottage and garden in tbe neatest and
most exact order, the sum of two sovereigns.

—

Awarded to Edward Pike.
" Premium 3.—To the Farmer's man servant who

has served the longest in one place, and for Laving
conducted liiinself to the satisfaction of his emplo}'er,

the sum of two sovereigns.—Awarded to Johri .

" Premium 4.—To the Farmer's woman servant,

who has served the longest in one ])laco, and for

having conducted herself to tbe satisfaction of her

employer, the sum of two sovereigns.—Awarded to

Mary Carr.
" Premium 5.—To the ploughman who ploughed

for the successful candidate (as in Class 2, premium
5) the sum of ten shillings.—Awarded to Thomas
Clifton.
" Premium 6.—To the ploughman who ploughed

for the successful candidate (as in Class 2, premium
6) the sum of seven shillings.—Awarded to Thomas
Bradley, jun.

" Prejiium 7.—To the ploughman who ploughed

for the successful candidate (as in Class 2, premium
7) tbe sum of five shillings.—Awarded to Isaac

JJaniel.

"Tbe Inspectors beg to state that in addition to

the labours of former years, they bave been called

upon to adjudge a sweepstakes for Swedisii turnips,

open to all competitors. For this seven entries were
made, from persons residing in Over Kellet, Pilling,

EUel, and from amongst the tenantry of tbe Duke of

Hamilton ; they have found very excellent crops in

their inspections; but their previous remarks on tbe

cultivation of the turnip would not be inapplicable

here. They would press upon tbe attention of all

growers of the turnip the necessity of thinning and

cleansing at the proper season. They Lave awarded
the lirst prize to Mr._Alty, of Filling, as tbe keaviest

crop; and, indeed, they consider it extraordinary in

weiglit. Ok remarking on the second best, they

would adduce it as a very strong proof of the bene-

ficial effects of the subsoil plough. The soil on

which tbe crop is grown was originally a poor stilF

clay, with a retentive bottom, quite unlit, as it

appeared to many, for tbe growth of green crops.

It is now converted into a dry free soil ; and there is

growing thereon a crop of Swedish turnips, next in

quantity to iMr. Ally's, superior in quality to all the

seven, and inferior to none in management."

The Chairman described to the meeting an act

of parliament brought in and ])ast last session of

great value. A better system of drainage was much
wanted, especially in so level a country as thi^.

It had l)een neglected not only by the tenant, but

by tlie landlord, and he publicly expressed that

opinion. Flow conld they expect a tenant on a 7

or 9 year's lease to be at the whole expense of

draining. Draining was tbe first step in all good

agriculture, and it was a permanent advantage to

property. ^Vhat was wanted was some equitable

adjustment with regard to the expense (Ap/tlamp).

Tbe whole expense ought not to be thrown on the

landlonl, ])articidarly as in some instances where
the lanilloid was merely a tenant for life, and had

only a Meeting interest in the ju-operty. By the

biU in (picstion, which was brought into tbe House
of Commons by Mr. Pusey, and by the Duke of

Richmond into the House of J^ords, entailed pro-

I)erty was made to bear a shareof the burden, and

it enabled owners of entailed estates to make pro-

vision for dra-ning. Tbe preamble stated that such

projjerty would by this means be rendered perma-

nently more productive, and increased employment

for farming labourers be provided. Suppose apro-

prietov of an entailed estate laid out lOO/, in drain-

ing, that would become an equitable charge on the
tenant for life, which was to be paid off in certain
cases in 1 8 years. That was an advantage n ot only for

the landlord but for the tenant. The landlord would
receive an increased rent no doubt, but the tenant
would find the land improved, and those who held
in remainder would pay a portion of the charge,
whereby their property had been increased in value.

He (the Chairman) was a tenant for life, and he
and t)thers in his situation would not be able to say
when a tenant called upon thera to join him in the
expense of draining, "Thomas, I have six chil-

dren, and am only a tenant for life." He could
now make an equitable adjustment for those who
should come after him. They might now expect
to see through the whole country, whether on en-
tailed property or not, drainage carried out to the
fullest extent. He ju-oposed " The Duke of Rich-
mond and the English Agricultural Society" (three
times three).

Tbe Chairman, after eulogising the manner in

which they had discharged their duties, proposed
the judges of stock. He called upon Mr. Oiith-

waite to return thanks.
Mr. OuTHvvAiTK returned thanks. He and hi3

colleague, Mr. IMinton, were from two distant

counties, and came there without prejudice in fa-

vour of any one to decide upon stock, the owners
of which they did not know. With regard to the
animals that had been shown to him in the last four
and twenty hours, he must frankly say that he was
surprised to see animals so good. The horse-flesh

was good, and though the junior judge he had seen
a great deal, and had to decide at many meetings,
and he would say, that from tbe same quantity of
horses shown both Mr. M. and he had never before
seen the quality better {Cheers). So much was
this the case, that they had great difficulty in de-
ciding, so superior was the quality. The cows,
though not equal to the horses, were very good in-

deed. The young stock of three years, two years
and one j^ear old, were also fair, though not first-

rate. The shorthorned heifers were useful farming
stock. The bulls were not so good, and indeed his
co-a<1jutor and himself were of opinion that they
should not be used as bulls at all (Laughter and
applause). He did tot allude to all tbe bulls, but
only to those shown for premiums. There was a
large sized old bull on the field that was wortft
them all put together, and which was worthy to be
shown at Oxford, Northallerton, Leeds, or any of
tbe great shows. The pigs were not the best he
ever saw, but they were a good useful stock, and
he had no fault to find with them. They were as

good as a farmer need to keej). The sheep weie
also good. There was one description which he
and his colleague did not uiulerstand much about,
the black-faced tups, which neither of them had
been used to. In judging of the sheep they were
particular to notice the wool— for tbe quality of
the wool ought to be looked to as well as the mut-
ton. He expected to havcfouml the Leicester bred
sheep more iiinncrons than they were, but those
that were shown were as good as could have been
exi)cctcd. After all, the farmer^ in this ])art of the
country were a great deal behind what they ought
to be. From their climate they ought to have the
best blood in sheep, ])igs, and other stock. From
what he saw of tbe farms yesterday, he thought
them in a bad state of cultivation. He did not
know whether it was the landlord's fault or the
tenant's, or both,— (r, laus;h)—hut he hoped they
would go hand in hand in tuturc, for a brighter

day had dawned in agricultural improvements. If
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any improvement hadbetn made here, all he could

say was, that they must have been in a wretched
state before (laughter and cheerx). He (Mr. Outh-
waite) farmed 600 aci'es, at 50s. an acre, in the

next county, and, when times were doing well,

travelled into Lincolnshire to learn a Utile. There
he examined into the different descriptions of ar-

tificial manure—rape dust, which he knew nothing
about, and bone manure, which had been partially

tried. (Jn his return, heexph\ined to tlie different

farmers his neighbours wLat he had sein, and
wished them to try the experiment. They, how-
ever, said they would rather see him set the exam-
ple, and accordingly he put oOlbs. of ra])e dust on
sixteen acres of land, and had paid 48^. for a Suf-

folk drill for it. Altogether he had drills upon his

farm which cost him 170/. He used the drill, rape
manure, and seed corn at a nondescript price, and
then got a stock of spring wheat after turnips,

which, as the field was near the public road between
London and Edinburgh, was the astonishment of
every traveller. He had iro doubt this experiment
jiaid him oO per cent., for he had 12 to 15 bushels

of wheat more on this than on any other part of

his land. His neighbours now were all satisfied,

and, at their suggestion, he (Mr. Outhwaite} pro-

cured a hand-mill, at]which he had ground 24 tons

of rape, by two men and a woman, equal to 100
acres of wheat. The mill cost lOL 10s., and his

neighbours paid him a small sum for the use of it.

Altogether the artificial manure he had used this

year—rape, bone dust, &;c.,cost him 268/. (hear).

He had now 200 acres of corn, and 97 acres of

turnips—all an average crop, and he considered
that his turnips and corn were worth 500/. or 600/.

more than tliey would have been had he not used
artificial niaiuire. (Hear and applarise). But manure
was not all, for they might jmt on artificial manure,
but, without draining and the subsoil plough, it

would be almost in vain. If it were properly
drained and subsoiied, they might grow turnips,

clover, white clover, and pastures, &c., so that

where they now kept one sheep they might keep
20 Leicester bred sheep on the same land {Cheers).

Agriculture was really onlyinits infancy,

—

{hear)

—and he would recommend some of the farmers to

do as he had done, and visit distant counties, to

see what was going on. Different countries re-

quired different systems, adapted to their climate,

soil, and other peculiarities. No rule could be laid

down, for instance, for an uniform rotation of crops,

for a rotation that wonl suit one part of the coun-
try would not do for another. He never saw a
country which stood more in need, or would profit

more from draining and the use of the subsoil

plough, than the land hereabouts. It would then
j^row turnips and clover as well as could be wished.
He (Mr. Outhwaite) should be happy to shuw any
jjiemher of the Ashton Association his imjjrove-

iiients, for he had no wish to confine his experience
to his own breast. The soil on his farm was not

of a nature to require a great deal of draining.

The next time he visited this part of th'e countiy
he hoped he should find a great improvement in

the cultivation of the soil. (Mr. Outhwaite con-
cluded his interesting and useful speech amid loud
applause).

The CiiAiRMAM returned thanks. To the best

of his humble ability he had united with his

tenantry to improve the land as much as possible.

He had offered to join them in the expense of
draining. I will find materials—turf or tile (he
had said)

;
you find cartage, and there we are

equal. Then the expense of making the drains,

whether it is 4d. or 2d. I will bear one-half. At
first he had advanced money and charged a per
centage, but he found his tenants liked short

reckonings, and his last plan he found the best.

In no instance had the tenant failed to get back
his outlay, with a hundred per cent, profit.

(Cheers.) The effect which effectual draining had
had in some places was M'onderful. A tenant of

his who had a meadow with a retentive subsoil,

was at last persuaded by him (the Chairman) to

try draining. Up to that time he had never got
more than ten loads of hay. The meadow was
drained with turf upon his (the Chairman's) plan,

and the next year the tenant carted twenty-nine
loads of hay, where he had never got more than
ten. He (the Chairman) had said on hearing this,

" What a pity it was not thirty loads, so that it

might have been three to one." (Cheers.) The
tenant who occupied the farm on which the tur-

nips were from, had had it seven years. The land
upon which they were grown was valued in his

(the Chairman's) father's time at three noughts.

Now he could grow 20 tons of turuips to the sta-

tute acre upon it. [Cheers.) He had told them
of one bill passed during the last session, which
affected the landed interest. Another bill, brought
in by Jlr. Handlej', the member for Lincolnshire,

passed the House of Commons, but came too late

to the House of Lords. The object of it was also

to improve drainage, and in this way. It some-
times happened that a tenant who occupied a low
level, did not see the utility of draining quite so

plainly as his neighbours ; and when a neighbour
begged of him to deepen his water courses, with-

out which the water could not be carried off his

neighbour's land, the tenant might refuse so to

deepen his water courses, and as the law at pre-

sent stood, that was a legal refusal. The bill to

which he referred, which v.'as entitled, a bill to

facilitate the drainage of land in England and
Wales, provided that when a man had command of

the outlet of water from his neighbour's lands and
refused to deepen his drains, that might be done
for him, and a jury summoned to assess the

damages. Another subject which he might be
allowed to mention was education. A law had
been passed, extending the benefits of grammar
schools and parish schools, so that where Greek
and Latin had only been taught, agriculture as a
science was now added ; and agriculture was a
science, and one of the most beautiful of the

sciences. (Hear.) This bill was brought in by
Sir Eardtey ^Vilmot, and enabled the trustees of
the schools to extend the course of education, as

the benefactor would doubtless have wished it had
he lived in this age. Why should they not teach
the rudiments of botany, chemistry, geometry,
mechanism, geology ? they would all be the better

for it, whether they were squires or farmers.

There was reason to hope that the education of
farmers' sons would now be verj' different from
what it bad been. He begged to give " Mr. Min-
ton and the Staffordshire Agriculturists."

Mr. MiNTON returned thanks in a speech full of

prtctical and valuable information. He was sorry
to find green crops so much neglected hereabouts,
for farmers could not expect to raise su])erior

stock until they provided superior food for it.

(^Cheers.) When he began farming he tried the
old plan of diaining at obtuse angles, hut after

reading Mr. Smith of Deanston's pamphlet on
draining and subsoil ploughing-, he tried the j)er-

pendicular drains, and found them better. It was
no use draining, however, unless they kept their
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ditches open. Many persons were at the expense
of diainiiig who neglected to open their ditches,

and by thus stopping the drains they found their

land wetter than heforc. (Aiyplamc. ) Their
hedi^-^s, too, should be planted nearly on tbc level.

The nest point to be effected was subsoil plough-
ing, which must go at right angles with the perpen-
dicular drains. (Cheers.') lie (Mr. Minton) had
used the subsoil plough upon ten cr twenty acres
every year, and on a soil very similar to that de-
scribed ill the Inspectors' report—a shallow sur-

face soil and a retentive subsoil. He had grown
as good crops of wheat, without manure, after

subsoiling, as he had formerly grown with manure
at 6L, 8A, or lOZ, an acre, and considered himself
well repaid by the experiment. He impressed
upon the meeting the necessity of abtmdant ma-
nure, rotation of crops, the subsoil plough, and
draining, by means of which they would be able
immeasurably to improve their green crojjs, and
to keep a much greater quantity of stock. (Cheers.)
Stock was either appropriated to feeding or milk-
ing. Little skill was required for the first beyond
the selection of stock and growing green crojjs

for it. Ijiit the success of the second depended
upon the quantity of milk and the wa)' in which it

was treated, and this was a difficult subject. There
were many large and extensive dairies in this part
of the country, and after what the inspectors had
said about Mr. Butler's dairy, that it could scarcely
be improved, it might be presumptuous in him to
say anything upon that subject {no, no ! yo on,

go on). But as he had paid great attention to this

subject, and had visited the best dairies of Derby-
shire, Cheshire, and Staffordshire, he might be
pardoned for offering a few remarks. The raakiu'^

of cheese was a chemical process, and might be
conducted upon much more scientific and certain
principles than in many places. The great point
was to j)rocure an uniformity in the quality and
flavour of the cheese, and this was rarely attained
when it was made upon the chance principle. In
the first place it was important that a dairy should
have a northern aspect, so as to be as much as
possible sheltered from the sun. It should also lie

as low as possible, in order to obtain a siq)piy of
water to keep it cool. He had obtained a sjjrin'T

which ran through his dairy among the pans the
whole night, and which kept the milk cool even
in the dog days, lie had a large plug in his
dairy to take off the water, in the middle of which
was a ])ore ; when the water rose to within an
inch of the brim of the pans, it might be turned
off to prevent it filling the pans. The next thing
was the steep, or rennet, as it was called in some
places. The best plan was to get a portion of half
a dozen skins and to mix a suffici^rt quantity of
water with them, so as to obtain a steep of uniform
operation. For instance, he would not recommeiul
them to take a bit of steep tor a particular making,
hut to endeavour to make enough, by mixing
water with it, to last some time, which nnght be
done by jjutting in salt enough to preserve it.

There were various proj)ortions used—his plan
was to put in half a pint of water with so much
steep as woukl make a cheese of (lOlbs. Having
the steep of equal strength, they would be enabled
to put in such a tjuantity as would bring out the
cVieeseof an uniform llavourand cxccdloncc. (Hear.)
The next jioint was to pay particular attention to

the heat of the milk, as well as the (piantity of

steep to be jjut to il. A thermometer was neces-
sary to ascertain this ; the usual test of the finger

was a fallacjons one, siuccit varied of course with

the heat of the body. He had convinced his
dairy-maid, who had had some thirty years' cx-
])erience, of this, and she was now so satisfied

that she would do nothing without the thermo-
meter. An incipient fermentation was frequently
going on in consequence of the heat of the dairy,
which could scarcely be detected, but by keeping
his dairy cool in the manner he described— the
tem[)crature never exceeding 5.5 to 58 degrees—he
had never had a curdled cheese in his life. {Cheers.)
Mr. Minton went on to describe a graduated scale
or glass, with which he was accustomed to guage
the vessel in which the milk was. Sometimes the
cows, whether from being tormented by the gad-
fly, or from other causes, did not give so much
milk as usual. By means of this graduated stick,

upon which the number of inches was marked, he
could ascertain in the simplest manner the precise
quantity of milk in the tub, and would thereupon
appoitioa the proper quantity of steep to it. As
the proportion of milk rose and fell, so did the
quantity of steep ; but this nice apportionment
could not he attained merely by the eye, and some-
times accordingly a greater proportion of steep
was put in than at others. No wonder, then, tliat

a difference in the flavour of cheeses of the same
dairy existed, when the strength and quantity of

steep was left to chance, instead of being decided
by certain and scientific princiijles. For himself,

he had never bad, duritig the two years' expe-
rience of this system, a single faidty cheese ; and
the flavour of his cheeses was so much alike, that

he could not detect any diflerence between them.
(Cheei-s.) The consequence was, that where his

neighbouis were getting 6()s. per cwt., he was
getting 70s. and 75s. He did not give them the
exact proi)ortion of steep to the milk, because he
wished them to try and find that out for them-
selves. (Mr. Minton resumed his scat amid loud
applause, the Chairman and other members re-

marking that his suggestions were deserving ot

the gratitude and attention of every farmer
])resent.)

Mr. Jacson proposed the health of the Vice-
Presidents of the Society. (Great cheering.)

Mr. CuNLivFE returned thanks.—The happiness
of a tenantry depended no doitbt greatly upon the

landlord, even when he lived at a distance. 15uE

it depended also still more, perhaps, upon the

character of the agent who lived uj!on the spot.

The noble Duke, their ])atron, was particularly

fortunate in this respect, for, search the whole
country through, they cotdd not find one more
able or more acceptable than their Vice-chairmaii
—{rapturous cheering, long continued). Your ap-

plause convinces me that it is not necessary for

mc to say another word, so I will merely propose
that we drink " Mr. Lamb's health" with three

times three, (drank accurdinglg with great enthusiasm,

and " one cheer more" two or three times repeated.)

Mr. Laimu rose and said, that he endeavoured
to do his duty to his noble employer, and justice

to the tenant; and when he had done that, and
assisted in the improvement that was going on, he
had done all he could do. He proposed "Mr,
Clifton and the Lytham Agricidtural Society,"

Song.— ]\Ir. T. VVilson.

i\lr. Jacson, in corroboration of what had been
said by Mr. Minton, knew that the ])rlncii)les laid

down by him in cheese making were recognised
in the best dairies of Cheshire and Dcrbysbin.'.

The conseqnonco was that instead of getting (H)!^.

a cwt. for tlieir Cheshire cheese, they got 70s. and
75s.
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AGRICULTURAL MEETINGS.
We liave now before us reports of tlie proceed-

s at several a'^rieullural meetings, there are,ing

however, two of the number wliich demund espe

cial notice—the Wetherby and llie Stamford. The
spirit and energy displayed in estabhshing tliese

societies, and in carrying out llie arrangements for

tlieir first meetings just held, are not greater than

we should have expected from tlie owners and

occupiers of land in those respective localities.

Great, however, as may have been our expecta-

tions, and sanguine as may have been the projectors

of those societies, it is highly gratifying to see that

the result has realized their warmest hopes. What
triumphant evidence, if indeed further evidence

were wanting, to prove that the establishment of a

large and influential society, such as the Royal

Agricultural Society, would not injure the local so-

cieties. There is scarcely a member of that society

whose name is not found in the list of one or more

local societies, not merely as contributing towards

the funds, but assisting by his personal influence

and exertion in carrying out.their objects. So far

from prejudicing the interests of local societies, it

must be apparent to every impartial observer,

that since the establishment of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, a spirit of emulation in every

branch of agricultural economy has been roused,

which, if properly encouraged, will be productive

of great advantages to the parties immediately in-

terested, and cf the happiest results to the nation at

large. Tlie efTect of the larger and more in-

fluential societies, is not confined to the United

Kingdom, it extends to our colonies, even in the

most remote parts of the British empire. We
have now before us copies of the " Port Philip

Gazette," and " Port Philip Herald," both of wiiich

contain reports of the proceedings at the inaugura-

tion dinner of the "Australia Felix Pastoral and

Agricultural Society," held on the 15lh January

last. At that meeting the chair was taken by Wm.
IVIackenzie, Esq., an honorary director of the Iligli-

land Agricultural Society, and a series of resolutions

were passed for the establishmentof the new society,

"on the principle, and with the same object as the

Highland Agricultural Society at home." Thus,

in this remote part of the empire has the example of

the Highland Society been followed. In Canada
the establishmentof the Royal Agricultural Society

is beginning to attract attention. The character of

the society, and the effects it is likely to produce,

have not escaped the vigilance of our persevering

and talented friend and i'ellow -labourer, Wm.
Evans, the secretary of the Montreal Agricultural

Society. In a letter addressed to the Editor of the

Montreal Gazette after liaving given a report of the

proceedings at the Cambridge meeting, he ob-

serves

—

" Independent of the Royal Agricultural Society,

there are, perhaps, one hundred other agricultural so-

cieties formed throughout England, that must include

ia their memhers a vast majority of those interested in

land, and engaged in husbandry. Almost all these so-

cieties have been lately instituted, and there cannot he

a doubt that they will produce a great improvement in

the system of agriculture in all its branches. Is it be-

ciiuse the agriculture of Canada is in the most improved

and flourishing condition, that we do not require so-

cieties similar to those formed in England, to promote

its improvement and watch over its interests 1 I may
without hesitation reply to this, that the agriculture of

Canada is generally neglected, and imperfectly and un-
profitably managed—that the condition of the agricul-

tural clnss is far from being in that flourishing state it

would be capable of—and that the interests of the agri-

culturists are as little attended to in this country as ia

any other on earth. The object of this communication
is to remind farmers and others what is done in Eng-
land to advance the improvement of agriculture, and the

prosperity of owners and occupiers of land, and perhaps

it may urge tho'e who love their Father Land, and
would wish to follow the example set them by English
people, to act as tliey do in England, and institute with-

out delay sucli mcujure% as may be necessary to pro-

mote the judicious improvement of Canadian agricul-

ture, and provide for and watch over its interests.

Those who pretf nd to admire England and her institu-

tions, cannot give a better proof of their sincerity than

by following her e.vample when it is possible, and if

they wish to see her institutions introduced into Cana-
da, there is not one of them that can be more safely

and beneficially introduced than the forming similar

societies to those I have referred to, for the improve-
ment and prosperity of Canadian agriculture.

I have, on former occasions, stated the various sub-

jects towhich the English Agricultural Societies direct

their attention. Indeed they do not neglect any matter

connected directly or indirectly with the improvement
and prosperity of agriculture. We would require to

follow the same plan. It is not by paying premiums
for choice stock alone that we can accomplish the gene-

ral improvement, and the due attention to our interests,

that is necessary here. Let us follow the example set

us in England, and we may exptct similar results to be

produced—men of all parties may unite in the good
work.''

But to return to the first subject of remark, the

Stamford and W\nherby meetings. Of the first of

these meetings we need say little, having some

time since acce[)ted the kind offer of a friend to

furnish us witii a full report, we have given it place

to the exclusion of many other matters of interest.

A perusal of the report will be more satisfactory

than any brief notice of ours. There are, however,

two circumstances to wliich we cannot forbear to

direct attention ; the one, affecting the meam of

carrying out tlie objects of the society, the other,

bearing upon the mode in which tiiey may be car-

ried out.

The treasurer announced tiiaf, after paying all

expences, he had a balance of 294/., which, with

the subscriptions of next year, would give them

about 594Z. to carry on the society. This state-

ment is conclusive as to the means.

The president, Sir John Trollope, read a letter

from the Marquis of Exeter, accepting the office

of patron of the society, accompanied with the

following premium :

—

" Premium of 40/. for the year 1841, ofl'ercd by

Lord Exeter;—To an arable tenant farmer, occupying

not less than 200 acres, within the district of the Stam-

ford Agricultural Society, whose farm shall be in the

best state of cultivation. The judges are to take into

consideratioQ the state of fences and buildings, where

the occupier does the repairs, as well as the quanfity of

manual labour employed upon the farm throughout the

preceding yenr. The winner of the prize in 1841 is not

to beelisible to enter into competition again for the

same farm untd the expiration of iive year.«. Com-
f)etitors are to send ia their names to the secretaiy,

with tlieir abode, and the number of acres they occupy,

on or before the 1st of January, 1841."

Tiie Noble Marquis is already well known as a

distinguished breeder of cattle, and we are ex-
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ceedingly gnUified to find, lliat, nolvvilliiitanding

liis aUenlion lias been especially diiecled to

that biancli, lie is fully alive to tlie imjioitance of

encouraging the arable farmer. His Lordsliip

thus expresses liis object:—"To encourage llie

arable farmer more than has liilherlo been

done by societies of Uiis description." We trust

that the propriety of so doing will be felt in other

societies, and that tiie exan)])le of the Noble Mar-
quis will be followed ; at all events, tliis speaks

well for the 7node in which improvements in agri-

culture will be encouraged by this society.

The Wethorby Show, as a first meeting, was

also eminently successful. Wetherby is a thriving

and spirited town, in the centre of an excellent

locality ; its fairs and markets have long ranked

amongst the very best in Yorkshire; from its dis-

trict a great portion of the cattle for the consump-
tion of the manufacturing districts have been

taken ; and it is surrounded by the seats of Hare-

wood, of Goldsbro', of Newton Kyme, of Wood-
hall, of Ribslon Park, Tiiorp Arch, and others,

famous for their extent and the wealth of their

occupants. All these circumstances pointed out

this town as well adapted for an agricultural ex-

hibition. The secretaries are James Coates,

Esq., and John Rhodes, Esq., and well they de-

serve the thanks which were awarded to them.

The Earl of Harewood presided at the meeting.

The entries of stock were so numerous that it was
ibund necessary to increase the number of judges,

and Mr. Samuel Wiley, jun., of Bramsby, Mr.
Richard Forster, of Southourn, near Driffield, and
jMr. Wm. Henlock, of Little Oureham, were

appointed to adjudicate on the sheep and pigs.

A meeting of the Nithsdale Agriculiural

Society was held on the 15th Sept., at Thornhilj,

and we regret exceedingly that our limits will not

enable us to give a full report of the proceedings,

at a meeting of a society of which a nobleman so

highly esteemed for his kind attention to his

tenantry, and encouragement to agriculture, as his

(Jrace the Duke of Buccleugh is president. We
are compelled to limit our notice to an abridged

statement of the remarks of Dr. Buckland

—

The Noble Chairman then proposed " The
Strangers'' who had honoured them with their presence
thatday. He begged to couple with " The Strangers,"
iu general, the name especially of Dr. Buckland, the
distinguished guest on his left hand.

Dr. J^ucKLAND rose, and was received witlithe most
cordial tribute of respect. For the other strangers and
for himself he acknowledged, in the most handsome and
elegant terms, the hospitality of the meeting and of the
county. He hoped he scarcely deserved the name of
stranger. For upwards of thirty years he had been in

most intimate association with many of the most dis-

tinguished men in Scotland. Str;inger3 they might be
called in one sense ; but neither he, nor they in whose
name he had the honour to acknowledge the kindness of
that meeting, were strangers to the benefits which the
spiiited Society assembled at that table were conferring
on the district ; and few, indeed, in lilngiand, were
-strangers to the good done to this important portion of
the empire by the distinguished nobleman who filled the

chair, and by his noble consort. He was delighted with
lii< vi»itto this valley, happily styled a beautiful valley.

To the illustrious father of the friend on his left hand,
much of this beauty was also owing. Under the

fostering hand of Sir (Charles Menteath, the barren
field had been covered with luxuriant corn, the unsightly

desert had becu converted into waving ^YOod^. Under

his inventive genius, fire, water, and every clement had

been pressed into the service of agricultural improve-

ment. How happy Lad he (Dr. B.) been to witness

the gratitude of this neighbourhood embodied in that

splendid testimonial lately conferred on Sir C Men-
teath. You will pardon me (added Dr. Buckland) if I

encroach so far on the order of the toasts of this even-

ing, as to propose the health of that honoured gentle-

man, Sir Charles Menteath. (Enthusiastic cheers.)

Mr. James Menteath, amidst cordial cheers, acknow-
ledged the toast with great feeling and effect.

Mr. IIewetson, Auchenbenzie, in brief but spirited

terms proposed—" Earl Spencer, and liie lioyal Agri-

cultural Society of England."

As a member of that Society, Dr. Buckland acknow-
ledged the toast. This was the fourth time within tiie

year he had done so. He had done so on the first oc-

casion in the presence of 2,-500 occupiers of land in

England; and on the second before l,o(X) owners and
occupiers of land. He had been called upon specially

to do so, as representing the Cieologieal Society of

England, and as Professor of Geology in the University

of Cambridge. For the agrieulturists of the country

were now beginning to understand how capable the

study of geology was of being made to bear, imme-
diately and practically, on agricultural improvement.
Twelve months ago he iiad pointed out to the agricul-

turists of England a method of improving the land by
mineral manure, not to supplant bone-dust, or any ve-

getable manure, but to co-operate with tiiem. In con-
nexion with this subject, and in elucidation of his own
views, he would recommend to the meeting a work on
subsoils by Mr. Morten, steward to the late Lord
Ducie, containing the practical results of his experi-

ments on soils, under 2.5 or 30 conditions of kind and
quality. He would also recommend Mr. M'Gillivray's

work on the influence of tiie geological structure on the

agricultural capabilities of the earth. He confessed lie

himself had not read the work ; but so struck was he

with other writings of Mr. M'Gillivray, that he would
now put his hand blindfold to anything he might
write. Would the meeting pardon him, while for a iuw

moments he should attempt to point out the proper

bearing of geological knowledge on agricultural im-
provement? (Veliement clieering.) The stomach of the

animal was a laboratory, by which hay, grass, and com
were converted into roast beef; but how were animals

in their turn, and other suhctances of the earth to be
changed into corn, grass, and hay, that necessary

pabulum, without which all the successive generations

of animals would be lean and die? Here the geologist

and the agriculturist met. The two great points for ihe

improver to secure were, first, dry land ; and secondly,

the necessary compound of the four or five elementary

substances which enter into the composition of every

good soil. Fronr chemical and mineralogi».al analysis,

it had been found that in alluvial land, confessedly the

most fertile of all, the main component parts were lime,

>.ile.v, iron., and magnesia, with nome man<jauese ; and
therefore, of course, it became tiie chief feature of all

improvement of the land, to secure tlic proper propor-

tions of tiiese ingredients, so as to produce as nearly iis

possible a result tiie same as alluvial soil, in which tlicy

were found in most eflicient combination. Siler entered

into tlie composition of everything', thougii it was defi-

cient in the slate countries. There was more of it iu

oats than in any other grain. The o;U-fed Scotchman
had, therefore, more flint in Ins body than the natives of

any other country ; and hence, no doubt, the great

superiority of the Scotch regiments. {Much laughter.)

Maitganese was comparatively a rare ingredient, but

tlicre was not a man in tiie room with hair on his head
who had not Mangauese'm him. But no matter wkere
and in what proportion these substances were found,

iiMture had given us the lime-sionc to make up or cor-

rect almost every othcr-ingreilient of soil. Tiie learned

I'rofcssor then minutely jiointed out the rationale of tlie

use of lime. In Lincolnshire, an agriculturist, iu im-
proving a peat bog, had induced every pioperty of

soil upon it, but without adding lime. The first seuson

of crop there was plenty of slruw and hu>ks upon it, but
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no corn. He was adtnonislieil ot the deficiency, added
liHie, and next year had tlie finest oats in the country.
Tliis WHS quite jiarallcl with the enterprising: experi-
ments of his own friend. Sir Cliarles Mcntealh, who had
converted a uJi.less peat bog into a meadow worth 4/.

an acre. He would now conclude by ad^nowJedging',
a*; a member of the Eng'lish Ag-ricuhural Society, tiiat

the Higrhhind Society was its parent and model. Next
year the place of meeting of the English Society was
to be Liverpool. In the name and on the behalf of that

Society, he invited all present before him to attend
llieir meeting'. {Plaudits long lutd loud.)

MEETING OF SUSSEX HOP-
GROWERS.

1 he subjoined Is a copy of the memorial agreed to at

the Meeting at Hurst Green.

" To the Honorable the Lords of her Majesty's Trea-
sury,

" The Memorial of the undersigned Owners and
Occupiers of Land in the county of Sussex,

" Slieweth,—That hops are extensively cultivated in

that part of the connty of Sussex in which your memo-
rialists reside, there being nearly 10,000 acres in plant.
" That the population being large, and dependent

almost entirely on agriculture, renders it necessary
that every exertion should be used to provide employ-
ment for that portion of the population which ij depen-
dent almost entirely on their labour for the mainte-
nance of themselves and their wives and children.
" That the cultivation of hops affords much greater

employment for the labourers than any other kind of
cultivation.

" 'J'hat the expenses attending the cultivation of

hops are very great, being upward? of lOl. per acre, up
to the picking or gathering the crop.

" That the capital employed by the hop-growers is to

a very large amcunt ; and although the crop, generally
speaking, depends upon the exertions of the planters,

yet the same is subject more than any other produce
to the vicissitudes of the season, which will, at times,

defeat the best exertions of the planters.
" That, for the years 1837, S, and 9, the prices of

hop* were so very low, that, inslead of the planters
liaviug a profit upon their produce, they had to sustain

a loss, more or Irss heavy according to their respective

crops; and the duly, which i'i 16-;. 9§d. per cwt., falls

exceedingly heavy in such years, and a portion of it

must, in most cases, be paid out of the planter's capi-

tal.

" That, in consequence of such low prices and losses,

the planters, as a body, were not in a situation to bear
up against any additional pres'^ure.

'' That the Sussex liop plantations of the present
year have been attacked with one of the most severe

blights ever rcmemhered, the grounds, in general, not
producing a bushel ;in acre.

" That, in consequence of such blight, and the almost
total failure of the crop, the planters will have to sus-

tain the very heavy expenses attending the cultivation,

without having auy return ; such expenses amounting
to upwards of 200,000/. in the Sussex plantation.

" That the Sussex planters, therefore, are totally

unable to meet the instalment of hop duty upon the

growth of the year 1S39, which will become payable in

November next; the prices of that year's growth
having been so exceedingly low that the planters had
no opportunity of providing thereout for the payment
of such instalment ; inasmuch as the whole of the

produce was required to provide for tlie payment
of the expense? of producing the crop, and of the in-

stalment of duty which became due in iMay last.

" That the Sussex planters generally derive no benefit

from the present high price of hops, which is evidently

caused by the severity of the present blight, and is alto-

gether different from the effect produced by a partial

blight, when the shortness of the crop is made up, to a
certain extent, by the advance in price.

" That, if the instalment of duty payable in Novem-
ber next should be enforced, it will be utterly impos-
sible for the greater portion of the Sussex planters to
provide means for meeting the various other demands
upon them, and they will be more particularly unable
to employ the labourers who depend upon them, and
who, with their wives and children, already injured by
the loss of the hop-picking, which brings to each
family from 3l. to 71. in a crop year, will be further
reduced to such a state of distress, suffering, and desti-
tution as cannot be contemplated without fear and dis-
may,
' That many of the most influential gentlemen of

the county have yielded to the entreaties of the planters,
and have sanctioned the present application for post-
poning payment of the instalment of duty, payable in

November next, till November, 1841 , believing it to be
an application warranted by the unexampled severity of
the pressure, and one which may be granted without
injury to the revenue.
" Your memorialists therefore pray that your Lord-

ships will take all the above circumstances into con-
sideration, and will give directions lor postponing the
payment of the second instalment of hop duty on the
growth of the year 1839, from November next, till

November, 1841.
" September, 1840."

HOP DUTY.
Fluctuations of the estimated Duties taken fortnightly,
from 1802 to 1840, and also the actual amount of
Duty paid in those years, extracted from a table by
Messrs. W. and A Dunk, Borough, London.
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LANDLORD AND TENANT.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEH's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In the reports you have so liberally
giver, us of late, of the subjects di^scussed and to

be discussed, by the inotnbers of tlie uiany far-
ijiers' clubs so recently established, I have been
much surprised that not one of thtMn, as I have
seen, has liad (need 1 say) the boldness to attempt
a discussion on the very ground-work of all good
farming, The best adapted Jioldimj, covenants, and
conditions, which shouldform the basis ofayreemeiiis
between landlord and tenant. I am the more sur-
prised at this, because some of your correspondents
have loudly called attention to the subject, and
the members of these clubs seem particularly
qualified to enter into a calm and unprejudiced de-
bate, composed, as one would believe them to be,
at least the debating members, of sound i)ractical

men, on all matters connected with their profes-
sion ; and having the double advantage of their
being both sides of the question (that is, landlords
as v/ell as tenants,) present, and neither stimu-
lated to give undue weight to their ideas, as is

generally the case when these two parties meet to
discuss it under different circumstances. There
could be no doubt of good and important infor-
mation resulting from it, if properly discussed
under its different heads, which seems to divide
itself into three, viz., 1st. the holdiwg. The most
advantageous length or number of years for agree-
ment or lease, the length of the time for
notice to be given to terminate agreements.
2ndly. Covenants. These could only be discussed
on general grounds ; say, the advantage or disad-
vantage in their being very restrictive, what
should be their nature in the last two years of
lease or agreement. 3rd. Rent ; whether fixed or
fluctuating-, according to price of corn, that is, a
per centage off or added as corn rises or falls, or a
corn rent, wholly or in part ; the price of corn to
be regulated by a seven years' average or one
year's average

; whether part according to price of
wool, and part according to price of corn, &c., &c.
These seem fair and legitimate matters of de-

bate, upon which, doubtless, a variety of opinions
are held, and I have no doubt much light might
be thrown on them, which could not fail to pro-
duce a strong tendency to unanimity of acting
among all parties—a thing greatly to be desired.

I trust you will not tiiiuk me trespassing too
much on your time and paper by my sending you
a few remarks of my own, connected with this
subject, which may not have struck anv of your
readers, and are not worth much, only as they
may give hints to some one more talented and ex-
perienced than myself to improve on, for we all
know many useful hints are taken from where we
least expected to get them. Now no one will, I think,
doubt the desirableness of long leases, on ])oor
but improvable land especially. 1 was much
struck with the truth contained in the contribu-
tion of your correspondent. Radix (April No.) I
believe him to be quite right when he says, " we
want a ground-work for our exertions," a security
that they shall benefit us to the full extent which
our industry and outlay of capital entitles us to.
AN'ith the present system of yearly agreements, or
other short terms, this can not be, unless some means
be devised by which a tenant shall have confidence
he will be reimbursed, livery im])iovement made,
should be made j)ermancnt, or half of the value of
it is lost to the public. Now as we caimot e.\j)ect
that landlords will (if tenants were willing,) at any

very short period of time, grant leases of sufficient

(huation to make tenants comfortably secure in
the outlay of capital in what might be deemed ju-
dicious improvement, the best way is to look
about ns, and see (as is frequently the case) if we
have nut the means close at hand— at least if not
tu arrive at the perfect confidence to be given by
a long lease, to improve considerably the present
connexion between landlord and tenant. I mean
to give to an out-going tenant of a farm such an
interest, even in leaving it, as shall stimulate him
then, to pay attention to the improving and ame-
liorating his land. I would proposetherefore, that
every landlord on letting his farm should have a
very minute valuation made, extending over at
least the last 4 or (i years of the occupation of the
])revious tenant. This valuation to be preserved
as shewing thejvaluc of the tenant's interest in the
land at the beginning of his occupancy; and at
the end of his term a similar valuation being made,
the difference either way to be paid or received.
No landlord 1 think conld object to i)ay, as he
might safely put on in rent 5 per cent, for any sum
paid on an out-going tenant for impioved condi-
tion of the farm, nor could he object to the secu-
rity, as any depreciation of the cultivation by a new
tenant would, under such an agreement, be to be
paid him again on this tenant's quiting. This, as

you must be aware, is starting no new principle,

and differs only from customs now in existence in

many districts in two particulars ; and these I must
think improvements on the valuation extending
only to tvro years, the longest time I have ever
met with, that is, including half fallows and half
dressings, as they are technically called, and
also the amount of such valuation remaining
in the tenant's jjocket during his term, and the
difference only of the incoming and outgoing val-

uation being matter for adjustment.
I have often thought it would 'oe most valuable

information as shewing, in a comparative degree,
the effect of the different customs of letting and
entering on farms on the systems of husbandry,
pursued in various localities, if we could obtain
correct information of the customs generally pre-

valent in a given district, and the state of agricul-

ture in that district. Through a series of questions
addressed to the members of the many farmers'
clubs now established in different parts, and to be
answered by the members collecti\'ely, no doubt a
great fund of information might be gathered. My
own GX])erience would lead me to believe, that

the influence which these customs have, is very
great ; and if I am right, nothing surely could be
so convincing as the testimony borne to it from
so indisputable a source.

I remain yours,

Ujj-mardcn, Sept. 'ISth. Edwahd Wvatt.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

SiK,— In the Mark Lane Express of llie 24lU ult.,

" Au Irislinian" v>iblies to be iuionnetl, what is in and
inbreeding-? The question is a very .simple one, nud
put with pceniing- sincerity.

1 consider judicious in and in breeding, to be the

first eshdiiishinpr a breed of nninials vvilh a? few faults

as po-siblo ; then from ihat time ixcludiiiir all slrans^c

blood, aiul with a wiitchtul eye, ami on scicnuUc prin-

ciples, keejiing for breeders s-uch only, males and
feaiales, as have arrived nearest to perfection ; curing not
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a straw in what degree of relationship they may chanee to

be to each other, or as is so much better expressed by
Sir Jolin Sinclair, who says, " When a race ot unimals

have pos.se.ssed, in a sreat degree, through several ge-

nerations, the properties which it is our ohject to obtain,

their progeny are said to be well-bred, and their stock

may be relied on ; and it ciinnot be doul)ted that any
breed may be improved in the same manner."
And should " Irishman" desire an illustration, I hep;

to refer him to that eminent sheep- breeder, Mr. Y.
Bartbrd, of Foscote, near Towcester, Northampton-
shire, who hns strictly iii-and-in-bred, entirely from his

own Mi'.ek, sire and dam, from the nearest affinities, and
without an interchange of male or female from any
other flock for the hist tiiirty years; and now his sheep
are fine in wool, with a))titu<le to fatten ; superior mut-
ton and small in the bone, handsome in symmetry and
hiirily in conslilution. 1 am, Sir, yours, ika.,

A JjOvku of Ijiphovksifnt.

ON PREVENTING
WHEAT.

SMUT IN

Sir,—T observe, from the letters of several of

your corrcsiJondents, tbat the preparation of seed

Wheat, so as to prevent smut, is an object wbicb
excites much attention at the present time.

During the many years of experience I have had,

I have found lime and water, judiciously applied,

to be quite strong enough for the cure, and
stronger applications often injurious. I have never

suffei'ed loss on account of smut, and my rule is,

to mix (the day before sowing) the seed wheat with

quick cau.ttic lime, and water it afterwards, letting

it lie on floor until next morning 12 inches thick,

and next morning moistened before put into bags.

It is important to mix wheat and lime dry, that

the lime may find its way into the tufts and
crevices of the wheat.—Yours respectfully,

Nottimjham, Sept. 8, 1840.
'

S. R.

NITRATE OF SODA.

Sir,—In answer to O. D., Cheshire, I would, in

the first place, say that nitrate of soda will not ex-

haust the soil, be it siliceous, a stiff loam, or any

other soil. I do not say that the soil is of no conse-

quence in the application of nitre, and that the bene-

fit will ba the same on all soils. No rule can possi-

bly be laid down, owing to the diversity of earths.

The farmer must find out by experience where the

dressing will do most good, and whether the crop

will be benefitled enough to pay for the outlay.

All nitre, whether nitrate of soda, potash, or lime,

contains a great quantity of oxygen, which goes to

the nourishment of the plant and increases its pro-

ductiveness. Nitre cannot be serviceable only to

one crop; a minor part may enter into and unite

with the soil, but that is not the fertilizing part ; the

C0nclusion we are to arrive at, then, is that repeated

applications will benefit succeeding crops. One
more word respecting soils : a farmer ought, in the

present advanced state of agriculture, to bo able to

analyze the different soils that he has to cultivate,

and then he would be able to judge what sort of ma-

nure or whiit top-diessing would suit best.—all we
want is pabulum for the plant. Senex.

Ipnokh, Sept. 10th.

LLANDOVERY DISTRICT AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

The autumnal general meeting' and cattle show of
this society took place on \Vedju;sday,the 16lh Septem-
ber, at Llandovery. The show of cattle, &;c., in llie

Castle Yard, although not so large as might have been
expected, exhibited some good specimens of well-bred
cattle, of the black or Castlemurtin, and the red or Here-
ford breeds. The Casllemartiu bull and cow exhibited
by Mr. Prosser, of Llvvynjack, were fine animals, well
deserving the distinction tiiey obt/iined. The Hen ford
cow and heifer exhibiteil by Mr. Jones, (]ynghordy.
bore away the prizes in the red classes, 'i'he Hcreibrd
cow and heifer sent in by Mrs, Recs, of Tonn.wero
mucii admired, as also were the fine Hereford bull and
other cattle exinbiied as extra stock by Edward Jones,
Esq., of Velindrc. It seemed to lie the g-cneral regret,
that the present funds and regulations of the society did
not admit of premiums for extra stock. There were
some fine specimens among the ^heeI), hut the show in

general was not equf.l to last year. Among the young
horses entered for the prize cup, we noticed, besides Mr.
Jones, of Cynchordy's colt, which won the cup, a
handsome filly belonging to Mr. Powell, of the Castle
Inn. The weather was rather unfavourable, cold
stormy showers of rain poured down at intervals nil the
morning, which rendered it an unpleasant task for the
Judges (Mr. Thomas Jones and Mr. Daniel Saunders)
to decide upon the merits of the different animals ex-
hibited for comjietition. After a careful and minute in-

spection of the various animyls according to their re-

spective classes anil numbers, they drew up the follow-
ing- report, which was read by the President after

dinner, the Hon. Secretary stnting the names of the
successful candidates and amount of premiums :

—
Cattle.

Class I. Lowland Black or Castlemurtin Breed.
No. £ s.

2 Best bull, Mr. Prosser, of Llwynjack,
premi um 3

6 Best cow, do 3
16 Best heifer in calf, Mr. James Jones, of

Llwyndewy 2

Class II. Highland Black or Casllemartiu Breed.

15 Best cow, Mr. D. Joseph, of Aberdyfnant . . 3
21 Best heifer, do 2

Class III. Lowland Hereford Red, &;e., Breed.

3 Best bull, Mr. D. Lloyd Harries 3
10 Best cow, Mr. Jones, of Cynghordy 3
19 Best heifer, do 2

Class IV. Highland Hereford, Red, ^c. Breed.

4 Best bull, Mr. D. Price, of Penrhiw 3
14 BgsI cow, do 3
20 Best heifer. Edward Richards, Cringoed,

nominated by his landlord, Mr. VV. Rees,
Llandovery 2

Sheep.

Class /. lAnvlands.

23 Best ram, not exceeding tvvo years old, Mr.
Jones, Llwyndewy 1

26 Best ram, exceeding two years old, Mr. L.
Walters, Cwmbrane 2

30 Best pen of five ewes, Mr. Jones, Llwyndewy 2

Class II. Highland or Mountain,

36 Best ram.notexcedning three years old.RIr.

D. Price, Penrhiw 1

40 Best ram, exceeding three years old, M, D.
Joseph, Aberdytnant 2

43 Best pen of ten ewes, do 2
44 Boar, ]\Ir. Jones, Llwyndewy 2
43 Sow, Mr. D. Price, Penrhiw 1

Silver prize cup, value five pounds, presented by
Mr. Jones, of Llwyndewy, for the best brood mare and
colt.

48 Won by Mr. Jones, the donor; who nobly presented
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the cnp to the society as a prize cup for next

year's competition.

Silver prize cup, value five guineas, presented by
Messrs. Powell, ot the Castle Inn, and [lavard, of tiie

Lamb Inn, for the best colt or filly suitable for riding

or drivinfr.

5G Won by jMr. Jones, of Cyng-hordy's three years old

colt.

Silver prize cup, value five ffuineas, presented by
Mr. J ones, of Cynghordy , for the best cow of any breed.

10 Won by Mr. Jones, the donor, wiio g-enerously pre-

sented the cup to the owner of the second best

cow.
3 Mr. T. Davies, of Cefntrenfa.

The Judges, Messrs. Jones and Saunders, were not

required to make any report of the extra stock ; but

they beg to state that among the entered cattle, they

recommend the following as deserving favourable notice,

a* possessing con-iderable merit :

—

5 Black cow, Sir. Jones, Llwyndewy.
7 Red cow, Airs. Rees, Tonn;
17 Red lieifer in calf, Mrs. Rees, Tonn.
Mr. Price, of Coedmawr, the Society's Inspector of

Draining, and Turnip and Potato Crops, made the fol-

lowing report:—
Draining.

1st premium, Mr. Jones, of Cynghordy, 220
perches £5

2nd, I\Ii-. M. Rees, of Tynywaun, nominated
by his landlord T. W. Lawford, Esq., 181

perches 3

3rd, Mr. Morgan, Llywyncynhyris, 104 perches 2

TuENIPS.
1st premium.
2nd, Mr. Morgan Rees, of Tynywaun, 3| acres 3

Potatoes.

1st premium, Mr. D. Jeffreysi, of Ystradwalter,

4^ acres 2
Although the unpropitiousness of the weather made

it unpleasant in the show-yard, it did not deter a very re-

spectable and numerous assemblage at the dinner table

at the Lamb Inn ; upwards of eighty sat down to enjoy
the good cheer provided by mine host and hostess, Mr.
and Mrs.Iiavard, who evinced tlieir judicious catering
abilities in the excellence and profusion of iheir viands.

The worthy President, the Rev. E. II. G. AVilliams, was
supported on his right by Col. Wood, M.P. for Brecon-
shire, Mr. Neave, l\lr. Lawford, &c.; and on his left,

by Col. T. Wood, M.P. for Middlesex, Capt. Price,
II.N., Capt. Wood, Sec. ; the \'ice-President D.
Jones, Jun., Esq., was supported by Mr. J. JNIorgan,
Mr. Sayce, &c. After ilie cloth was removed, the
"Queen," "Prince Albert," "Queen Dowager and
Royal I'amily," and a few other toasts were given by
the President, previous to the reports being read, which
were drunk with loyal ardour and enthusiastic cheers.

'I'he announcemeat of the successful competitors by tiie

President, gave general satisfaction ; and as each name
was given out, the succestful party received the cheer-
ing congratulations of the meeting. I'he health of the
President was then drunk with musical honours and
every demonstration of respect. In returning tiianks

the President entered minutely into various agricultu-
ral topics,—such as draining, a subject that deserved
peculiar attention by farmers in this wet and humid
climate ; subsoil i)loughing, and sowing grain with the
drilling-machine, required to be more known to he duly
appreci;-itcd ; the valuable improvement of all lands by
the cultivation of turtiips, and other green crops, lli;

also recommended the sliort-horn Dm-lium breed of
cattle as very i)rolitable. Col. \Voo(rs (the member for
Breconshire,) health being drank v\ilh enthusiasm and
musieal honours, the gallant colonel rose and returned
thanks in an able speech, wherein he explained the
dili'erent modes of cultivating various soils; and that
by good and judiciou*; cultivation, we should ensure an
increase of good fodder, and consequently imjirove the
size and quality of our cattle. lie injtanced the im-
provement that had taken i)lace in (lie county of Brecon
within his own memory, by the introduction of the

Hereford breed of cattle, which had been found much
more profitable to the farmers thna any other, so that

the old stunted breeds were nearly all gone ; and the
farmers became sensible of the utility of paying atten-

tion to the good cultivation of their grounds, which
brought in ?.uch ample returns of profit for their outlay
and industry.

The '•' Army and Navy" next followed, accompanied
by the name of Col. T. Wood, M.P. for JNliddlesex.

I'he Colonel in a neat speech, returned thanks for him-
self, and also as representative of the army. Capt. D.
Price, R.N., in a neat speech, also performed the same
ofHce lor the Navy. Several other appropriate toasts

and .sentiments received due honours; many excellent

speeches were delivered by the Vice-President, Mr.
Neave, Mr. Lawford, &c., &;c., and conviviality an<t

harmony were kept up to a late hour.

AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES
AND FARMERS' CLUES.

We notice witli much satisfaction a proposal for

establishing a Corn Excliange, News Room, &c.,

in the town of Great Driflield, in Yorkshire. A
sensible and well conceived appeal is made to

the influential inhabitants of that neighbourhood,
in the prospectus which will be found in the

next page. We entertani no doubt that the

proposition will be carried out, and we hope that

tlieopportnnity will be embraced lo establish a Far-
mers' Club, and to provide a room for meeting in

some part of the building.

At Oakham a hand.some room has been erected

for the express purpose, and the club contains, we
believe, upwards of two hundred members. There
should also be accommodation ]jrovidud for the

formation of an agricultural library and museum,
and as a building is to be erected for a corn exchange
the additional expense would be very trifling.

There never was a better opportunity for providing

the means of solid improvement amongst the

agricultural class of tlie neighbourhood than this

])roposition holds out. It is proposed that the

funds be raised by shares of ten pounds, and in

order to provide for the scruples of persons who
might be anxious to proinote the undertaking,

but unwilling to become shareholders, tlie

provisional committee has very wisely opened a

(hma t ion Vi^t. We are informed tliat SirTallon
Sykes, Bart., of Stedmore, has subscribed one

hundred pounds to the donation fund, and we hope
his excellent and liberal example will be followed

by others. Let there be no squeamishness about

the amount of subscription — he wiio gives a

sovereign is entitled to as much credit as he who
subscribes a hundred sovereigns, if it be in pro-

portion to his ability.

As somewhat akin to this subject, we are most
happy to notice an announcement made by Lord
Stanley, at the meeting of the Liverpool Agricul-

tural .Society, on Thursday last (of which meet-
ing we siuiU give u leport in our next), of a

plan which be has in view for the establislnneiit of

an agricultural library in Liverpool. The noble

Lord stated

—

" The object he had in view wn<! !timply this— to

establisli in that great town, the mart in whirh the

agricultural interest of the county wa« centred, a
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leading agricultural library for the farmers of the dis-

trict ( cheen). He had ascertained that at a very

small expense a room could be provided, which might
be opened every market day, and a person to be in at-

tendance to give out boolcs. He purposed that the

library should consist principally, but not exclusively,

of the most approved works on agriculture ; and with

a view to raase it what it ought to be, he had been in

correspondence with the Secretary of the English
Agricultural Society, by whom he had been furnished

with a list of books most suitable ; and it gave him
pleasure that that list numbered the works ot Mr.
Hillyard, a most scientific farmer. He ( the Chairman)
had asked for no subscriptions from the gentlemen of the

county; in fact, he had prohibited subscriptions exceed-

ing 51. He had received from 21. to 5/. from J. Black-
burne, Esq., who sat on his right, than whom there

was not one who took a greater interest in (he society

;

from Lords Sefton, Skelmersdale, and Derby ; from Sir

Thomas Stanley, C. Scarisbrick, Esq., Wilson Patten,

E?q.,M.P., Bold Houghton, Esq. , and R. B.Wilbraham,
Esq., and the cordial assistance of all the landowners
who had an interest in the Liverpool market. He
asked the tenants to sukscribe the large sum of five

shillings a year, and for that sum he offered to every

tenant the privilege of coming on any market day to

the room devoted to the library, and of overlooking a
well provided library of practical works on agricul-

ture ; of taking home a work, reading it in the even-

ing, and keeping it till he had well peru'ied it {loud

applause). He had issued a circular some time ago on
the subject, but which might not have fallen into the

hands of many. He, however, wished all who might
take an interest in the matter, to meet him that day
fortnight at the room of the Neptune, where they
could talk over the matter, and receive the names of
those who wished to become members."

This should operate as a stimulus to tlie inhri-

hitants in the neigiibourhood of (jreal Drirticlil,

to adopt the suggestion we have made above.

noon, and end at 1 ; and the butter, poultry, and fruit

mtirket commence at 10. It may fairly be presumed
that this alteration will be of considerable advantage to

the town, in ensuring the attendance of a number of
farmers and other persons from the more distant purts of

the neighbourhood, and in promoting the comfort of iIih

tradesmen, who at present is in tlie afternoon of the
market day in a state of confusion and bustle, while in

the morning he is comparatively unetTiploycd. To the

cottagers and others attending with butter, poultry, &:c.,

sucii an alteration must also be desirable, as they are
frequently detained in winter until it is nearly dark, be-
fore they can dispose of their produce, and after this

have to make their little marketings, and walk several

miles in th&country. It has been considered tiiat many of
the influential land owners of the neighbourhood may
wish (o further the undertaking, and still be unwilling to

become sharehohlers in a .Toint Stock Company, a dona-
tion list will be opened, and all contributions in

furtherance of the object will be thankfully received.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In answer to your Exeter correspondent,

signed " S. T.," it appears to me that tlie hand-

thrashing machine I use, chiefly to employ my
labourers in bad weather, might suit hira. It

will c/cdu/i/ thrash out in a day six ([uarters of

wheat ; re([uiring to work it—six men, two youths,

and one boy. Four men to turn, one to feed, and

one to .separate the corn from the straw twoyouihs
to take away and stack the straw, and one boy to

supply the feeder. The cost of the machine is 14;.

C. IIlLr.VAllD.

Thorpelund, near Northamptou.

There are many good hand-thrashing machines

made by difl'ereut manufacturers.

PROSPECTUS FOR A CORN EXCHANGE,
&e., IN GREAT DHIFFIELD.-The trade of the
town of Great Driflield has so much increased during
the last 30 years, as to render the market the most im-
portant to agricultnrists of any in the East Riding, and
the marketplace has consequently become much loo

small for the business to be transacted in it. The
dealers in butter, fruit, and vegetables, with a few other
small tradesmen, occupy nearly the whole space, whilst

the corn-factors and farmers are driven into the centre
of the public street, where they experience much in-

convenience ; and even if the market place was sufii-

ciently spacious, there is no shelter whatever from the
inclemency of the weather. It has long been thought
that the erection of a corn exchange would go far to

remedy the evils complained of, but there has been
considerable difficulty in obtaining 'a suitable site.—

A

piece of ground situate in the New Road, nearly oppo-
site the post office (which is considered very desirable

for the purpose) has novv been met with, and can be
purchased at a reasonable price. A few gentlemen
have formed thsmselves into a provisional committee,
and it is proposed to erect a Corn Exchange, Assembly
Room, News Room, &c. which are estimuted to cost
about 2,000/. and to r.iise thefundsnecessaryibr the pur-
pose in 200 shares of lOZ each; and it is hoped, that
the public spirit of the East Riding will be exciteil on
the occasion, Driffield being the centre of an extensive
and enterprising agricultural population. The corn-
factors and millers will be accoirimodaled with stands
in tlie corn exchange, at a moderate rent, and the other
rooms will be available for all public meetings, of a
civil, moral, or religious character, at reasonable charges.
So soon as half the required number of shares have been
taken, a public meeting will be called, when a managing
committee will be appointed to carry eut the undertaking.
The corn exchange being erected, it is intended that the
corn market shall commence at 11 o'clock in the fore-

HARVEST HOME.
Come hither, old neighbour, we've done with our labour,

The harvest is home, as ye all see ;

There's plenty in store, and our dangers are o'er.

And tempests no longer appal me.

We've ploughed and we've sown, and hard toil we have
known,

With the lark we have risen at morning ;

The sickle we've plied, and the sheaf we have tied,

The life of the sluggard each scorning.

Whate'er may befal, we are true Britons all,

Stout-hearted is every bold yeoman;
Though our fathers are dead,we here stand in their stead,

The sons of the old Lritish bqwinen.

Were his country in need, none so ready in deed

To fight for her weal and her honour

;

With his face to the foe, ever onward to go.

That freedom might settle upon her.

Come, neighbour, your hand, and wherever the land

Of Britain extends to the ocean.

We'll stand by the throne, that our fathers have known.
The bond of their loyal devotion.

And should ever a foe wish the yeoman to know,
He'll find him still fearless in danprer ;

Sound as oak at the heart, without cunning or art.

And a friend to the poor and the strangei^.

Let other* delight in their skies ever bright,

• And talk of llicir orange and myrtle
;

But Britain for me, with its true liberty,

Fair daughter.*, and acres so fertile.

In a tankard of ale, we old neighbours will hail
;

And spite of each idle alarmcr.

Full loudly and lang, we'll re-echo the song

—

" Lang Life and Success to the Farmer !"
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ON THE ADULTERATION OF
BONE-DUST.

By Mr. Jas. Halkett, New Scone, Perthshire.

Having been for the last ten years engaged in

the bone trade, I have had considerable experience
in the quality of bone-dust, and have been a
pretty attentive observer of its operation on
diftereni soils and in different seasons. I shall,

therefore, now endeavour to give a statement of
some of my observations on the subject, and shall

commence with the article itself, about the
qualities of which I am sorry to say much misap-
prehension exists.

It is useless to state, that bones now-a-days are
not allowed to lie about the pastures, in order to
give the cows a day's unprofitable work in chewing
them. But that, since their value has been
ascertained, they are now much better taken care
of, and few are lost either in town or oountr)'.
So that the necessary paraphernalia of a farm-
steading cannot be complete, without a larjje old
cask in the inner corner of the cart shed, or some
other place, to collect them in, and to which a
cover is indispensable, to keep out dogs, cats, and
rats, all of which would purloin them without
such precaution.
Bones are collected in great quantities in

London : the bone-boilers there send round their
spring-carts every day to the butchers, to inns,
eating-houses, &c., for the purpose of collecting
them. After they are taken home, men are
employed with short- handled axes, to chop them
into small pieces on a stock, and pitch them into
the boilers. When well boiled the fat is skimmed
off, and as the bonc-boilei is generally also a soap-
boiler, part of it is used for soap, and the coarser
part for coach and cart grease. When the bone-
boiler has a bone-mill he does not require to chop
them with axes, but puts them through his
coarsest breaking cylinders, and then into the
boilers. When no more fat can be extracted the
bones are then put out to the yard, where I have
seen stacks of them as high as a three-story house.
They are afterwards sold to the crushers at so
much per chaldron, which consistis of thirty- six
heaped bushels. It may be asked why they are
sold by measure, and not by ton, as foreign bones
are ? But the measure for them is by far the
fairest, as if sold new from the boiler, and conse-
quently very wet, a chaldron of them would
weigh nearly double what they would if dry ; but
by the chaldron, whether wet or dry, you have
nearly the same quantity. A considerable quantity
of these bones are sent to Hull and other towns
along the east coast, and there are sevei'al mills in
London which crush them.
Although thus an immense quantity of bones

are j'early collected in ]5ritain, how would all

these satisfy our enormous consumption, were it

not for the quantity imported from the Baltic and
other ports on the continent. There is hardly a
seaport town on the cast cost of England or
Scotland (what maybe on the west I do not know)
of any consequence, which has not got one or
more bone-mills, and yearly imports a number of
cargoes of foreign boiies. But the great emi)orium
is EIull, where I have seen thirty or forty cargoes
at once in one dock delivering, or to be delivered,
of bones. These were destined to be crushed
in and around Hull, and quantities were trans-
ferred to river sloops, to be carried into the in-
terior of the country.
The declared value of the bones imported into

Britain in 1823 was but 14,.395Z.; in 1837 it was
2.'J4,600/., and since that must have greatly in-

creased. They are almost all ordered from com-
mercial houses in Hamburgh, who have ramifica-
tions in every seaport on the continent, and are

shipped in foreign bottoms at much less freight

than they could be in British ships. The dut}'

here is one per cent, on the value. But as we
want them, and they do not, some of the foreign
powers are proposing to impose a duty on them.
The cargo and freight are, for the most part, paid
on the quantity delivereil by the custom-house
scales, and a cargo always comes short of what it

is stated to contain.

Bones are always crushed for manure by
toothed-cylinders, of which some mills have three
pairs, others two, and some Oiily one. In York-
shire the bones are ground into three sizes ; the

first is made to pass through a sieve of little more
than a quarter of an inch calibre, the second is call-

ed half-inch, but I have always found it too large to

pass through ahalf-inch sieve, and thethird is inch-

size, which, in this neighbourhood, we consider too

large for turnips. I'he crushers there never mix
them unless you order them to do so ; on which
they measure them for you separately, and when
80 mixed, the small falls in between the pieces of
the larger size, and when you come to measure it

again, you will find that you want nearly a third

of your quantity.

'I'he first of these I consider to be the worst in

(juality ; it consists of earth and sand that have
accidentally got into the inside of the hollow
bones, the rotten carious parts of them, and those

extremely old ones which go into powder on the
first touch of the cylinders. On the other hand,
there is most matter of some kind or other in a

bushel of it. It is far heaviest, will spread furthest

over the land, will braird the turnips first, and
rush them on fast for a while, but I have often

known it desert them long before it should have
done so.

The second kind is, when made from good
bones, free from the impurities of the first, but
when sown by itself, is long in decomposing,
long in brairding the plants, and will bring them
on but slowly at first, yet, when they do como,
will stand by them to the last.

The third kind is never used in this neighboiu'-

hood, although quantities of it are shipped to the
north of Scotland. But I will recommend that the
first and second kinds should be mixed in equal

quantities before sowing—the first to braird the

turnips, and carry them on before the second is

ready to take up its place. And as for the third

or drill, that it should be recrushed, and all made
to pass through a half-inch sieve, and then I would
give it the prcfei-ence to any of the other two.

In this quarter, viz., in Perthshire, there is

seldom any size made but the half inch, with the
dustamongst it, just as it comes from the cylinders,

which is found to answer best with the turnips.

True it is, that if the small and the great were
kept separate, there would be more bushels in a
ton, and consequently it would pay the crusher
better. But as the mixed dust is found to answer
best for the raising of turnips, there is no reason

for their ever being separated.

1 find that numbers of agriculturists, and even
scientific men, who have analyzed bones, are of

oi)inion that the marrow and fatty matter in them
are of great use in their operation as a munin'c;

aiul I must confess that at one time I was led to

believe, from its plausibility, aiul what I thought
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a common sense view of it, that this was the case-

But now, after the test of experience, by numerous

trials, between what we call green bones with all

the marrow and fat in them, anil diy ones free

from it, I have always found tliat the latter raised

by far the best ci ops. Therefore, I have arrived

at the conclusion that the less animal fat in them

the better, and that the boiling of them before

crushing, instead of injuring them, is a benefit.

The next part of the subject I would treat of, I

consider to be the most unpleasant ])art of the

duty I have imposed on myself. But although the

old adage says, " there is roguery in all trades

hut ours," 1 shall proceed to shew, that the bone-

trade is not exempt from it, but, on the contrary,

there is more deception in it than in almost any
other.

There is a great outcry with some agriculturists

to have their bone-dust very small ; now, this

predilection for dust is the cause of their being

so often and grossly deceived. If bones be in

small pieces, it is easy to detect any other

substance amongst them, but if reduced to a

powder, it is not so easy to discover if there be

any thing else mixed in it.

Several ingredients are used in the adulteration

of bone-dust ; the first I shall mention I have
found to be th^ most extensively employed, viz.

the lime that has been used in tan works to take

off the wool and hair from sheep and other skins.

It is at first clotted in lumps, and put through the

cylinders of the hone-n)ill ; the wool and hair are

taken from it, and it is then mixed with a pro-

portion of bone-dust ; it appears very small, has a

very pungent smell, and, on the whole, pleases the

unwary wonderfully.
I am aware that tiiis mixture has often raised a

good crop of turnips in damj) Ke;>sons. I have
likewise known it destroy the seed entirely, when
good bones beside it did well. I have no objection

that it should be used as a manure for turnips,

hut why call it bone-dust, and not sell it for what
it is ? I once saw it used by itself, without any
admixture of bone-dust, and it proved an utter

failure ; and I am led to believe that it is the small

quantity of bones in it that sometimes raises

the crop without any assistance from the lime

whatever.
Old plaster lime is also used for the purpose of

adulterating it, but I have not seen it in dust nearly

to the extent of the former. I need scarcely say

that it is smell-less and useless, and should any
bits of it be left that is not absolutely reduced to

powder, it is easy to detect it, as you will see the

hair sticking in it.

Soapboilers' waste is also used; it is of a

bluish-white colour, and very small, but how it

operates on the crop I have never had experience.

Dust that is all of a very white colour is made
from bones from which a previous manufacture
has beeu taken, such (I understand) as sal

ammoniac, &c., ; it is of a very hot nature, and,

like the tan-pit lime, apt to burn the seed in dry
seasons.

These, saw-dust, slaked lime, rotten wood, and
numberless other ingredients, are used in the

adulteration of bone-dust. And when the pur-

chaser has not the opportunity of watching the

process of manufacture, but buys that which is

imported from another port, it is absolutely

necessary to examine it thoroughly before pur-

chasing ; and were agriculturists to pay that

attention to the quality of the article they purchase
which they should do, the machinations of the

adultcrater would prove unavailing.

EXPERIMENTS WITPI
OF SODA.

NITRATE

By David Barclay, Esq.

To the Secretary of the Roi/al Agricultural Society of
England,

SiK,—Nitrate of soda having become an object
of considerable attention for agricnltural purposes,
I have made several practical experiments with it

on my own farm, and have also sought informa-
tion from some of my neighbours who have used
it as a manure, and on whose accuracy and care
in their experiments great reliance can bo placed.
As it will probably be interesting to many mem-
bers of our society to be informed of the r.^sults
of th';>se inquiries and experiments, I will proceed
to describe the details of them :

—
I addressed the -following questions to my

neighbours— Walter Calvert, Esq., of Ockley
Court ; Messrs. Drewitt and Son, of Piccard's
Farm, near Guildford, of high reputation in this
country as practical farmers; and, to IVIr. George
Dewdncy, of Dorking, eminent both as a fanner
and a miller. I addressed myself to these gentle-
men, knowing that they had u^cJ nitrate of soda
extensively on their farms.

Question 1. To what crops have you applied ni-
trate of soda ?

2. In what maimer ?

3. In what quantity per acre ?

4. The time of year when applied .'

3. With what effect on the crop?
G. With what cfft-ct on the after or suc-

ceeding crop "!

With the consent of the^e gentlemen I will
transcribe the letters with which they favored me
in reply to these inquiries.

Ocklei/ Court, January 9fk, 1840.

Dear Sir,—I formerly used saltpetre as a top-
dressing in the spring, but it becajrie too dear ;

and seeing nitrate of soda always quoted in the
newspaper with saltpetre, I thought it might an-
swer my purpose as well, and have tried it now
for six or seven years. The result of last year's
experiment j'ou will see below. Wo don't attemj)t
to grow barley on this poor soil, but I know no
reason why nitrate of soda should not answer for
that as well as wheat and oats ; and I cannot help
thinking 1 cwt. per acre is sufhcient, as most of
the corn dressed with it was laid. You must not
expect much benefit from it after one crop ; but, if

its price keeps down, audit always makes as good
a return as it has hitherto done with me, 1 shall

have the satisfaction of thinking I have done some
service to the agricultural world.

I remain, yours sincerely,

Walter Calvert.

Experiments tried with Nitrate of Sola on Wheat
and Oats on Ockley Court Farm, in 183!).

With nitrate \\ cwt. per acre— 13 rods of land
produced 30i gallons, or 2301bs. of wheat, and 8

trusses and 321bs. of straw; equal to f) qrs., .'>

bush., (i gallons of wheat, and lOG trusses of
straw per acre.

Without nitrate— 13 rods of land produced 22
gallons, or l(J.)lbs. of wheat, and (i trusses and lib.

of straw ; ecfual to 4 qrs., 1 bush, of wheat, and
72 trusses of straw per acre.

The above expeiimcnts prove in favour of nitrate
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of soda, 1 qr., 4 bush., G gallons of wheat, and 34
trusses of straw.

Oats, manured with li cwt. of nitrate, produced
2 qrs., 4 bush., and 2!) trusses of straw per acre,
more than oats without nitrate.

Nitrate of soda seems to act most on wheat,
oats, rye-grass (particularly the Italian rye-grass),
tares, and aftermath on meadows. The best time
for sowing is April and May for wheat ; but much
depends on the season. It is very useful to throw
on pastures, especially where cattle have neglected
to feed. I have used it ever since IS'.i'.), more or
less every year, but I saw the most decided ad-
vantage from it these two last seasons.

Castle Mill, January ISth, 1840.

Sir,—I beg to say that I have used nilrate of
soda as a top-dressing on wheat, oats, and pasture,
with the best effect. On tbe wheat crop not only
is there a greater abundance of straw, but a great
increase of corn. On my own land I grew last

year more wheat by 10 bushels per acre than ever
1 grew before, and the straw much finer and
stronger where lused the nitrate. I am acquainted
with three very practical men, who tested it last

year in the following manner:—by sowing a land
throughout the field with the nitrate, and at har-
vest carefully reajnng it by itself, and the adjoin-
ing land also, keeping it separate. On thrashing,
in each of the three instances, the residt has
been nearly the same, although on very different
land, the average being one-third more corn, and
one-fifth more straw.

On oats it is of the greatest service, producing
much more corn, and the straw growing very
strong and large. On pastures and clovers the
effect is wonderful: in ten days the greatest diffe-

rence can be perceived, exceeding the effect of a
good dressing with mixed mould and dung : and I

should observe that the pasture is much better in
quality, producing the finest herbage.

2ndly. I sow it by the hand, or broad-cast.
3rdly. From IJ to 1,} cwt. per acre : a man

sowing it by the same stride and swing as when
sowing wheat, will put on about 140lbs. per acre

;

which, from my own experience, at well as fiom
good information, I consider ample.

4thly. From the 10th of April to the middle of
May ; but this must of course depend much on
the season. It works best when sown after or
during a shower, as it then almost immediately
dissolves. I think ic of the greatest service to

wheat in May, at the time it looks sickly, as is

almost always tbe case ; for where I have known it

tried on yellow pieces, it will quite alter the ap-
pearance ot the wheat in a week, producing a
luxuriant green ; in fact, it gives a fresh impulse,
which no other dressing except saltpetre can do.
On this, as well as every sort of crop, it ought not
to be used in the middle of the day, unless in
damp weather, otherwise the sun will scald, and
in some instances kill the blade. I knew one person,
last year, destroy a crop of peas by sowing it in
hot and dry weather ; as the cup or hollow part of
the leaf held the nitrate, which as it gradually
dissolved, scalded and killed the plant.

(ithly. This question 1 cannot answer so fully
as I could wish, nitrate of soda not having been
tried long enough, very few liaving used it till last
year ; but f tried it the year before last on ])asture,

and had very much more grass last year where it

had been used, which may be attributable in some
degree to the great partiality the stock had in

feeding where the nitrate was sown, and where
consequently the ground was more dressed. In
the garden it is of much service, particularly on
onions, which in dry seasons are very subject to

a small white maggot, like the gentle, which soon
destroys the plant. One of my workmen last

summer had abed which was fast dying oft": he
merely washed three empty bags in as many pails

of water, and about six o'clock the following
morning watered the onions, when the sun was
bright, which killed every weed, and I suppose
every grub, as a finer bed of that very useful
bulb (onions) need not be seen than this was in a
very short time. I saved some cauliflowers in my
own garden nearly in the same way, bj' sprinkling
half a handful round the stem, and watering them
after. I have omitted mentioning that on the
Swede crop, on which, in two instances I have
known it used, it has had very excellent eff'ects :

the nitrate was sown two or three days after the

seed. I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

David Barclay, Esq. Geo. Dewdney.

Piccard's Farm, Guildford, 2nd March, 1040.

Sir,—In reply to your questions relating to

nitrate of soda as a, manure, we (myself and son)

have lately adopted the use of it, instead of salt-

petre, as a top-dressing for our corn crops, and as

a sufficient manuring for our turnips, on all soils

but chalk. We have generally applied it to wheat
early in March, about IJ cwt. per acre, sawn
broad-cast, and have found it increase the produce
materially. In one experiment of last year, where
an equal portion was reaped, thrashed, and
measured separately, the increase wliere the nitrate

of soda was sown was 12 bushels of wheat, and
.'Jl trusses of straw per acre ; but the quality of
the corn somewhat inferior. We have also used
it on barley with very similar effect; sown about
the first week in JMay : and for turnips, we sow
it on the fresh-ploughed land, drill the seed, and
harorw it in together.

We have not used it long enough to ascertain

if it will have the same effiect on the after-crops

which saltpetre has. The saltpetre we sowed, on
alternate lands, on the barley in the spring of

1837, produced a superior crop ; and, in the sum-
mer of 1838, two very superior crops of clover

;

and, in 183'.*, the effect was very visible in the

crop of wheat.
We are, Sir, your very obedient servants,

David Barclay , Esq. Drewitt and Son.

Afy own experiments were made upon wheat,
sainfoin, clover-seeds, tares, meadow and jjasture,

and Swede turnips. The nitrate of soda was
sown upon all but the last, in the month of March,
183i), in the proportion of ll'ilbs. to the acre, to

which were added about 3011)s. of wood-ashes,
the objcet of which was to enable the sower to

sjjread the nitrate with more regularity.

The sainfoin, tares, and pasture, were much
improved by the application i)t the nitrate ; the
effect on the meadow-grass was also very pcr-
cejjtible for some time; but, having been exposed
to severe frosts in May, the injury it received was
so great, that there was little to mow at hay
harvest.

Tbe a|)])lioation on clover seeds was very suc-

cessful ; on one firld consisting of (i^ acres, nitrate

of soda was sown on 1 acres, and, on the remain-
ing 2J acres, ground hones ami ashes. The 4

acres produced at least .'jO per cent, more clover
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per acre than the part manured with bones. Im-
mediately after the clover was cut, the field was
])loughed up and sown with rape ; the crop was
very good on the 2^ acres, but thin on the 4

acres which had been dressed with tlie nitrate,

and it appeared as if the stimulating principle

had exhausted itself in the first crop.
My experiments upon wheat and Swedish tur-

nips were conducted with more exactness.

The wheat was sown after a clover ley, confor-
mably to the usual practice in this county, on a
loamy soil with a chalk subsoil, the land having
received previously a dressing of farm-yard ma-
nure. The nitrate of soda was applied in the
proportion of ll'ilbs. to the acre, up to the middle
of the piece, which consisted altogether of about
25 acres a portion of the land was accurately
measured, and an exact account taken of the re-

sults in head and tail, wheat and straw, which
reduced to the proportion for one acre were as
follows, viz. :

—

Where no soda was sown, 3 quarters and 7

bushels the acre of wheat, and one load and 32
trusses of straw ; the weight of the sack was
2r)31bs., and the tailing wheat weighed 721bs.

Where the nitrate was sown, the produce of
wheat was 4 quarters, 1 bushel, 4 gallons, and 2
quarts, and of straw 2 loads, and 8 trusses, being
2 bushels, 4 gallons, and 2 quarts more wheat,
and 12 trusses more straw per acre ; the weight
of the sack was 2481b5., or 7ibs. less, and the tail-

ing wheat 1041bs., or 321bs. more than where no
nitrate of soda was used.

In order to ascertain what difference of value
existed, I directed the two samples to be taken on
the same day to a neighbouring market, and sold
at the best prices obtainable. ThtJ nitrate of soda
wheat sold at 74s., the other at 78s. the quarter.
The account will then stand thus :

—

Wheat, jier acre, on which Nitrate of Soda was
sown.

£, s. d.

Nitrate wheat, 33 bush., 4 gal,, 2 qrt.,

at 74s. per quarter 15 10 5.}

Straw, 2 loads, 8 trusses, at 3(is. per load 4

19 10 5^
Expense of nitrate of soda per acre 10

£18 10 5i

Wheat, without nitrate, 31 bushels, at

78s. per qr 15 2

Straw, 1 load, 32 trusses, at 3t)3. per Id. 3 8

£18 10

This result certainly both surprised and disap-
])ointed me, for the wheat appeared, while
growing, much stronger, and when ripe a much
heavier crop than that part of the field where no
nitrate had been used. I suspected some mis-
takes in the calculations, but I am assured that no
error has been committed ; 1 must therefore con-
clude that however successful the application of
soda has been to wheat on my neighbours' farms,
some cause has operated to render the result less

advantageous upon mine. It is observable tliat I

used .Sf) lbs. the acre less of the nitrate of soda,
but, nevertheless, part of my wheat was laid,

and had I increased the quantity of nitrate, my
bailiff is of opinion the whole would have been
down. He accounts for the comparatively unsuc-
cessful result by reminding me that there were

several blighted spots on the part dressed with
the nitrate ; the other part of the field was not free
from blight, although certainly less affected by it.

The experiment on Swedish turnips was made
in the following manner. Four lands were appro-
priated to the purpose :

—
On the first, the seed was drilled with bones

and ashes.

On the second, the nitrate was drilled in with
the seed.

Oa the third, the seed and nitrate were both
sown broad-cast.

On the fourth, the seed was drilled and the
nitrate of soda sown broad-cast. In the preceding-
January 20 rods of each land were carefully mea-
sured—the Swedes drawn and weighed

—

cwt.
The first, with bones and ashes, produced . . 30J
The second, with nitrate drilled in 31"
The third, seed and nitrate, both broad-cast.. 35
The fourth, seed drilled, and nitrate broad-cast 38

The quantity of nitrate used in each experiment
was at the rate of 112 lbs. the acre, and on the
first land the dressing was at the rateof J-f) bushels
of ground bones and 15 bushels of wood ashes
per acre, which, at 2s. 3d. the bushel foi; the for-
mer, and (id. the bushel for the ashes, wotrirl- cost
41s. od. per acre, while the expence of the nitrate
did not amount to 20s. the acre.

One experiment, however accurately conducted,
it is obvious, cannot be conclusive ; but so far as
the foregoing may be relied on, it shows that, at
less than one-half the cost of bones and ashes,
nitrate of soda drilled in with the seed produced
an equal weight of Swedes, and when sown broad-
cast the produce exceeded that weight by 20 to 25
per cent.

The experiments which have been made with
this new manure require to be repeated, and their
accuracy established, before any practical conclu-
sions can with certainty be built upon them—
variations in the soil and peculiarities of the sea-
son may also affect the results ; but so far as I

have had the opportunity of judging I am led to
believe that, judiciously applied, it will prove a
most valuable fertilizer, and considerably increase
the crops of all sorts of grain, turnips, and all the
grasses ; that the most advantageous mode of ap-
plication is by broad-cast, either dnring rain, very
early in the morning, or in the evening after
sunset ; that the quantity per acre should be from
1 to H hundred weight, according to circum-
stances ; that it is better to sow it rather late than
early in the spring, in order that the plant, the
growth of which has been much stimulated, may
not be exposed to severe frost. Its fertilizing

principle, I think, is exhausted by the first crop,
and it appears to me that pasture being better the
second year is not inconsistent with tins opinion,
as the improvement is to be attributed to a secon-
dary cause, viz., the greater quantity of dressing
left on the land by the stock.

It is observable in Messrs. Drewitt's statement
that the quality of their wheat grown upon the
land dressed with nitrate of soda " was somewhat
inferior," and that :nine sold at 4s. the quarter
less than the wheat grown on the adjoining lands
—the increase in quantity aiforded, however, a
large compensation to my respectable neighbours.
These facts have led me to doubt whether this

manure be universally advantageous for wheat,
and to think that it may not be advisable to use it

on land subject to blight ; and Messrs. Drewitt, it
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will be observed, do not recommend it on chalk
soils.

To conclude, although I cannot boast of having
had equal success with those gentlemen whose
letters I have transcribed, I consider that I have
been amply repaid for the cost of the nitrate of
soda used upon my farm during the past year, and
I am now making further experiments on a larger

scale.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

D. Barclay.
Eastwick Parle, near Leatherhead,

Surrey, April 24fh, 1840.

ON BREAKING TO HARNESS.
" When the imi)rovement in our roads, especi-

ally the cross ones in the midland counties, is

contrasted with the condition in which they were
found ten or fifteen years ago, it is readily ac-

counted for that the number of private carriages

has materially increased.
" Likewise the abolition of duty on certain de-

scriptions of vehicles enables many individuals
possessing but limited incomes to avail themselves
of the accommodation of a convenient and useful,

although unassuming conveyance. Thus the wife
or daughter of the industrious agriculturist is

enabled to accompany the weekly productions of
the dairy and the hen-roost to the accustomed
market with much greater comfort and facility

than formerly, when the single horse was called

in requisition, and was the only means within
these few years of performing the journey, for

two ostensible reasons ; the one on account of the
badness of the by-roads, which entirely excluded
the use of light-wheel carriages ; the other, the

cost of a gig or similar carriage, enhanced by the

annual taxation, could not be supported by the

limited profits derivable from the sale of the com-
modities. Since then, we have the establishment
of railroads, which operate very materially in in-

ducing private individuals to keep carriages for

conveying them to the stations, as well as to and
from such districts as are not approachable by
steam communication. Seeing the increased de-

mand for horses that are steady in harness, it

becomes the more essential to consider the best

method of rendering them so, not so much for the
edification of the opulent possessor of tlie luxu-

rious carriage, duly attended by a coachman,
footman, and all such functionaries ; but for the
benefit of those of less aristocratic pretensions,

who do not possess the same means of having their

steeds brought to a perfect state of subjection, by
which alone this mode of travelling can be ren-

dered safe.

" It is a practice with many persons, especially

in country places, but one which cannot be
too strongly condenmed, of putting horses which
they desire to use in harness to work first of all

in a team, or singly in a cart by way of breaking
them in.

" With a high-couraged horse in good condition
it is attended witli considerable risk ; a cart is too
cumbersome and heavy i'ov the i)uri)0se, and the

draught required to set it in motion is far beyond
that which a horse should be called ujion to exert

at a first attempt. 'J'hc rude treatment accom-
panied by the noise of the whip and voice usually

resorted to by waggoners, is ill-suited to the

temper of well-bred animals, and they become
irritated by it as well as by the rattle of the chains
and other parts of the ill fitting and cumbersome
gearing in which they are hampered. Pulled
about by other liorses whose paces are very diffe-

rent, they frequently become, by all these contra-

dictory efforts, when required to work by
themselves, restive aud unmanageable, and arc

particularly apt to gib or flinch from the collar

when called upon single-handed to set a carriage

in motion against a hill or other impediment
which may require very extraordinary exertion.

I believe there is scarcely any horse, unless his

temper has lieen previously ruffled and injured,

which may not be made jjcrfectl}- steady and
tractable in harness if properly treated.
" The first and most amportant consideration in

breaking a horse to harness is to give him confi-

dence and let him ascertain that you do not intend

to inflict any pain upon him.

" He is a most sagacious animal, and it must be
obvious to any thinking mind what an extraordi-

nary sensation the adaptation of the harness and
attachment to the carriage must produce when a
horse is for the first time required to perform
this new service; partly blindfolded also, the poor
astounded brute is required to move a weight
which he finds opposes the action of his shoulders,

a point where he hitherto has not been accus-
tomed to find the slightest restraint ; he is

naturally alarmed, and fears to move, because
whichsoever way he inclines, he finds some new
object of resistance. At this crisis the whip is too

frequently called in requisition, when, not know-
ing what to do, the ]>oor animal plunges ; the in-

considerate driver chastises him for what he
terms vice; the irritated, and by this time in-

furiated creature becomes violent ; he persists in

endeavouring to free himself from his trammels,
which he either succeeds in breaking, or, if they
be too strong to allow of that, he falls in some
awkard position or other, which so far terminates
the " first act ;" and whether or not the perform-
ance ends here, depends upon the injury which
the animal has sustained, and the obstinacy of
the chief supporters of the dramatis persona;. By
way of avoiding all these difficulties and risks, I

have invariably adopted a plan which I found was
exercised with perfect success by a very extensive
horse dealer ; and as it was practised with scarcely

any instance of failure in his establishment, as

also with a great number of horses which I have
had similarly treated, I can with some confidence
recommend the system : moreover I have met
with several horses that have been given up as

incorrigible when tried in harness by other persons,
which have, by a quiet perseverance under the

management i am about to describe, become per-
fectly tractable. In the first place let the harness
be put on the horse in the stable, or, which is

preferable, in the loose box, due attention being
paid that every part is suitable and easy, without
being tight to gall or chafe him ; this is of great

consequence. It is also necessary to observe that

it be strong, so that it cannot be broken ; whereas
in many instances old rotten harness is brought
into action cm these occasions. The harness being
carefully adju'^ted, tlie horse should be allowed to

stand for some time in the stable thus caparisoned,

in order that he may bi; reconciled to the feel of it,

and discover that he will not be hurt by it. Let
him then he led out and walked ciuielly about
some imfiequentcd road, the traces and such

parts being secured from falling or flapping about
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bis sides- In this manner lie will soon become
accustomed to the feel of his traiipings, when a

cord ten or twelve feet long is to be attached to

the ends of the traces, and taken in the hand of an
assistant, who by this means will be out of the
reach of his heels should the horse be inclined to

liick : another attendant will then lead the horse
forward— it appears almost unnecessary to offer a
caution against suffering the traces at this crisis to

flap against the animal's hocks. Ey degrees a
little resistance ranst be given to the shoulders, by
j)ulling slightly against the traces as the horse is

progressing forwards, with this observance, that

if the pressure or artificial draught create any
alarm, the operation must be momentarily aban-
doned; that is, the draught must be relaxed, but
resorted to again as soon as he becomes tranquil.

When sufficiently accustomed to this mode of [iro-

ceeding, the driving reins are to be run through
the terrets and buckled to the cheek of the bit, in

order to accustom the horse to this mode of guid-
ance ; one, which, it must be remembered, is

very different from that of the hand when the
rider is seated on the saddle. An additional per-

son is required to manage these reins, as the
assistant will still be required to attend to the
horse's head, although be may for the most part
leave the guidance to the person holding the reins.

As the animal yields to this treatment, and evinces
docility by working or leaning against his collar,

additional resistance must be produced by the
person holding the traces ; and in due time the
one having the care of the reins should incline the
horse from one side of the road to the other,

smd the traces be occasionally pulled against his

thighs, but so cautiously as not to induce him to

kick. I have known some persons attach the
traces to a log of wood, but it is a dangerous and
unnecessary pmctice, as I have known instances

of horses so treated becoming alarmed and starting

off with their unwieldy and unwelcome com-
panion ; whereas, by the management which I

have described, there is no danger whatever,
either to man or horse. I should recommend a
repetition of this practice for two or three days, if

the horse shows much timidity or refractoriness :

above all, most strenuously let me oppose every
thing like abuse ; everything may be accomplished
by mild treatment and patience ; nothing good can
be expected from hurry and violence. When suf-

ficiently quiet under this course of discipline let

the horse be put to a light gig, single or double
break ; if in the latter, with a quiet horse by his

side. There are many persons who consider the

double break as the only advisable means of

tuition ; but of this I am rather sceptical, and
would, after the preparation which I have
suggested, prefer sinjjle harness; in which case it

must be observed, that the security of a strong
kicking-strap is indispensable, and an assistant to

run on each side until the animal goes with some
degree of quietness and tractability. As a matter
of course the bearing-rein is not required ; neither

am I disposed to advocate its use for horses in

])rivate carriages, however essential it may be on
the wheelers of a stage-coach : a halter will, how-
ever, be required under the bridle for the use of

the attendant in case of need. JMuch care and
(juietncss mustbe observed in ])uttiiig the horse to

the carriage at first, whether it be a single or

double break, and the vehicle should be placed in

such a situation that it may be started without
difficulty ; but if the animal has not acquired

sufficient confidence to take it off when he finds

the pressure of the collar upon his shoulders, let

him stand a short time ; above all, keep the whip

still : more horses have been spoiled by its im-

proper use and want of patience at this juncture,

than by any thing else. Let your attendants

caress and coax him ; his confidence will soon be-

come established : and after he is thoroughly

satisfied that you do not intend him any harm or

abuse, there is but little doubt of his compliance.
" The driving-reins should at first be buckled

to the cheeks of the bit only
;

greater severity

from the use of the curb might be very injurious.

When the horse is induced to put the vehicle in

motion, the walk is the only pace that should be

required from him : it is time enough to induce

him to accelerate his speed when he evinces

docility and good temper. The only advantage

which I could ever discover in the use of a

double break is that ofencouraging a shy horse to

start the carriage, which office is, in point of fact,

performed by his partner : but there is this ob-

jection—-if the young one becomes alarmed, and
begins to plunge, there is danger in his getting

across the pole, or otherwise injuring himself, as

the other horse, and consequently the carriage,

will not yield with him : he thus meets with more
resistance than in a single break, which constraint

very frequently venders a high-conraged animal

desperate ; so that the advantages which a double

break affords in some points, are more than coun-

terbalanced by these objections.
" la single harness the points of the shafts, and

in double harness the pole, coming in contact

with the shoulders of the horse when turning,

are objects which frequently create alarm, and

must at first be guarded against by having an

assistant at hand to push the shaft or pole round ;

but a little patience especially, aided by occa-

sionally inclining the horse from one side of the

road to the other, without actually coming round,

will soon overcome this difficulty.

"A few days' practice in the way I have de-

scribed, will render most horses tractable enough

to put to general work, unless they arc intended

for the use of ladies, in which case, as a matter

of course, they will require more time. That the

plan is practical and effective, I can assert from

experience, in a great variety of instances, and

especially in one that occurred a few years since.

Being at Brighton, I met with afriend who wished

to dispose of a horse and a stanhope, which were

offered to me upon tempting terms. I consequently

closed the bargain. JMy frjend was aware that 1

was about to depart in the course of a few days for

London, and inquired how I meant to get the gig

there. ' Put the horse to, and drive it up,' I re-

plied. 'Oh, but he wont go in harness !' he ex-

claimed :
' a gentleman tried him before I became

possessed of him, and he smashed the ciuriage;

and half the breakers in Brighton have had him
in hand '.' Now although I bought the horse and

gig at one deal, I did not do so with the impression

that my friend had ever used the horse in harness,

and certainly had never made any inquiry as to

his steadiness, neither did I much care about it.

However, on learning the qualifications of my
new acquaintance, I was not long before 1 had the

harness on him, and had him led about as I have

described, and ultimately put him into the shafts

of the gig, where he stood as fast as St. Paul's,

with every demonstration that if I had touched

him with the whip, or used any other means to

have urged him forward, I should soon have had

him on his back ; but 1 sate very patiently for
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nearly an hour before he shewed any disposUian

to ' move on,' as the jioliccnicii say ; but having
selected a part of the town where the interference

of those functionaries was not to be apprelicnded,

there was not much danger from their mandates,

which, on this occasion, would have been beyond
compliance, until it had been my animal's plea-

sure. However, he presently turned his head
first on one side, then on the other, as though
desirous of looking about him and ascertaining

if he were about to sustain abuse, and not finding

any to be inflicted, he ])resently walked off as

quietly as possible. I treated him in a similar

way for two successive days, when I drove him to

London, dividing his labours by a night's rest at

Reigate, and he has ever since, at least so long as

he was in my possession, gone as tractably as

could be desired. If more attention were paid to

the mouthing and breaking of colts in the first

instance than what is usually bestowed by farmers
and breeders, it would be found greatly to their

advantage. Actuated by a false notion of economy,
valuable colts are too frequently consigned to the

care of some ruffian or mountebank pretender,

who undertakes to reduce the animal to subjection

for about half the sum at which he can earn bread
and cheese, and resigns his charge as thoroughly
tractable, when in point of fact the office lias been
performed at the same ratio as the contract, and
the animal is given up in a state likely to become
vicious and comparatively useless.

—

Sporting Ma-
gazine.

OFFICE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
SOILS.

It is the opinion of those who have made the

greatest advances in the science of agriculture, that

a minute analysis of soil would tend to throw much
light on the nature of the feod of ])lants, and there

is no question of that opinion being well founded.

Now, although the analysis of soils is represented

by those who uni-lerstand it as being a very simple

operation, to those who do not it is the reverse ; and
1 rather think that few farmers will attempt it. I'y

following the given directions a man may perhaps

succeed in separating the various earths, but will he

in all cases be able to identify them 1 I am not by
any means satisfied that the science of analyzing

soils is yet ])erfected ; indeed, I am inclined to

doubt whether the subtlest and most essential parts

— the very spirit, if 1 may so term it—do not

escape the process. AVhelher it be so or not is not

now my purpose to encjuire, all I wish to say at

present is that I think few farmers could conduct an
analysis to their satisfaction : it is the man of science

only who can really be depended upon.

It is not, I believe, generally known that an

analysis may hn obtained in London, for a fee of

about 20s., at the iMuseum of Economic Geolog3r

—

which is attached to her Majesty's l?o;ud of Woods
and Forests, Craig's Court, Charing Cross—from
Mr. Richard IMiillips, one of the first analytical

chemists in I'^urope : thus a pound of soil might he

forwarded from any part of the country, and the

particulars of the analysis would be furnished witli

tiie utmost fidelity.

Such being the case, and the imi)ortance of

analyzation being generally allowed, is it not im-

perative on all societies established for the purpose
of promoting agriculture, to see that the soil in their

rp'poctivo localities he scientifically investigated?

—British Farmer's Mo^nine, JnOi BuiRtlONt

INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE
AND FORESTRY AT HOHEN-
HEIM, NEAR STUTTGARD.

(iROM BACHe's report ON EDUCATION IN EUROPE.)

This is the most complete agricidtural school in

Europe, and extends its usefulness not only through-
out, but beyond, Wurtcrabcrg. It was established

in 1817, by the Agricultural Society of Wurtembcrg
under the patronage of the king, who devoted a
royal seat, with extensive building, to the purpose
of the institution. The farm includes nearly one
hundred acres exclusively appropriated to the

support of the school, or the practical instruction

of the pupils. In 1820 the school of forestry was
united with this, and the ])upils now follow, in

part, the same courses.

The entire institution is divided in two depart-

ments, one of which is intended to give a higher
general and practical education than the other.

In the higher, the object is less the acquisition of

manual dexterity in the operations of agriculture,

than the knowledge required to superintend them ;

while in the lower, the practice is the principal

end. The latter department ranks with the rural

school of Switzerland and the agricultural school

of Templemoyle, in Ireland. In the higher school,

all the pupils are expected to pay for their educa-
tion. In the lower, natives of ^Vurtembei'g arc
admitted gratis, if their circumstances require it.

Foreigners may be admitted to either ; their pay-

ment being, however, on a much higher scale than
those of natives.*

The direction of the establishment is delegated

by the agricultural society to a director and trea-

surer, the former of whom has the general super-

intendence of the institution, while the latter

is responsible for its financial state to the royal

exchequer. The director is also an instructor.

There are, besides, four extraordinary professors,

besides an overseer and steward, for the manage-
ment of the farm and domestic economy. The
treasurer has a book-keeper and an assistant in

this department.
Pupils are admitted at seventeen years of age,

and are expected to possess elementary attainments

necessary to the prosecution of the courses of the

school. Between 182!) and 18,'Ui, one hundred
and eighty natives and one liundred and eighty-

two foreigners have been educated in agri-

culture, and one hundred and forty-seveti natives

and one hundred and seventy-seven foreigners in

forestry, making a total of five hundred and
thirty-nine in the institution. The number of

pn])ils in the higher shool in 18,'ifi was seventy-two.

That in the lower school is limited to twenty-
seven.
The pupils of the lower school, in general, come

under obligations to remain three years at the in-

stitution, in consideration of which theirpaymcnts
for instruction arc diminisliod in part in the second
year, and cease in the tliird. Tbcy are engaged in

the operations of the farm, the garden, and other

])arts of the establishment, which will be hereafter

* For the yearly courses at the higher school
nativps pay forty dollars, and foreigners one hundred
and twenty dollars. For instruction in forestry

only, a native pays twenty-four doilars, and a stran-

ger seventy-two dollars. For the three years' in-

struction in the lower school, natives pay forty

dollars.
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eniinicrated, under tlic dhcction of tlic workmen,
aod under tlic superintendence of the steward,

their time heing so distrihuted that they may ac-

quire practice in the various operations of farming.

They arc also required to attend certain of the

lectures given to the higher classes, and receive

instruction at times when they are not engaged in

agricultural labour. They receive regular wages
for work done, from which they are expected to

l)ay for their maintenance and clothing. Premiums
are given to those who display great skill and
industry. While in the houses, the younger pupils

are under the charge of the elder ones, and all are

under the general superintendence of the overseer.

The same superintendence exist", in the refectories

and dormitories. It subserves the double purpose

of economy, and of training the elder pupils in the

luanagp.ment of men, which is one object of their

education. The institution undertakes to find

])lacc3 for those pupils who have given satisfaction

while in the school, on their completing its course.

The agricultural courses of the higher school may
be accomplished in one year, if the preliminary

studies of the pupil have been directed with a
view to his entering, but in general it requires two
years. The same period of two years is required

fur that of forestry. Each scholastic year has two
sessions, the one from the first of November to

Palm-Suiulay, and the other from two weeks after

Palm-Sunday to the first of October. The inter-

mediate periods are vacations.

The branches of special theoretical instruction

are as follows :

—

First, Agriculture. General principles of farm-

ing and horticulture, including the culture of the

vine. The breeding of cattle. Growing of wool.

Raising of horses. Rearing of silk-worms. Ar-
rangement and direction of farms. Estimation of

the value of farms. Book-keeping.

Second, Forestiy. Encyclopedia of forestry.

Botany of forests. Culture and superintendence

of forests. Guard offorests. Hunting. Taxation.

Uses of forests. Technology. Laws and regula-

tions, accounts, and technical correspondence re-

lating to forests.

Third, Accessory Branches. Veterinary art,

agricultural technology, especially the manufacture

of beet sugar, brewing, vinegar making, and dis-

tilling. The construction of roads and hydraulic

works.
Besides these special branches, the following

general courses are pursued :

—

First, The Natural Sciences. Geology. Phy-
siology of plants. Botany, as applied to agriculture

and forestry. Natural liistory of animals bene-

ficial or noxious to plants or trees. General

chemistry, and its applications to agriculture.

Physiology and meteorology.
Second, Mathematics. Theoretical and pr.ictical.

Geometry. Elements of trigonometry. Arithme-
tic. Elements of algebra.

The institution possesses the most ample means
for the illustration of those courses in its farm
and coUeciions. The farm is divided into arable

land, about five hundred and one acres ; mea-
dow land, two hundred and forty-two acres

;

fields set apart for experiments, thirty-three

acres; woodland,' thirteen acres; nursery, sixty-

seven acres ;
jjlantation of hops, two acres

;

botanical garden, fourteen acres; ground for

exercising the pupils in ploughing, two acres

;

garden, one acre ; the remainder, eighty-five acres.

Total, nine hundred and sixty acres. The arable

land is cultivated according to five different rota-

tions of crops, that the |)upils may have specimens
of the varieties of system, 'i lie botanical garden,

nursery, and experimental farm, are prominent
jiarts of the establishment. There is a large stock

of cattle of different kinds, foreign and domestic,

and of sheep, that the pupils may acquire practical

knowledge of the relative advantages of different

breeds, the mode of taking care of the stock

generally, and of rearing them for different pur-

poses. Horses are kept for a riding-school, as

well as for the purposes of the farm. The institu-

tion has a large collection of agricultaral imple-

ments in use in Wurtemberg, and of models of

the varieties of foreign and new implements.
These are made in a woi'kshop attached to the

school, and afford practice in the manufacture to

the pupils, as well as instruction by their ns« or
inspection, with the explanations of the profes-

sors. The sale of these implements and models
also contributes to the support of the establish-

ment. There are two collections of seeds and
grain, one as specimens for illustrating the lectures,

the other in quantities for sale. The pupils learn

the mode of jireserving them, and useful seeds arc

distributed through the country. There is a col-

lection of soils of all kinds for the lectures on
terracultiire and the analysis of soils, with speci-

mens of the means of amelioration used in different

cases. The collections of natural history, though
small, are interesting, from the precise adaptation

of the specimens to the objects of the school.

They consist of birds, beasts, and insects, and of
plants, woods, and rocks. The woods arc ar-

ranged in the form of a library, the separate

specimens having the forms of books given to

them, and being covered in part with the bark.

The same is inscribed upon the back. Cross and
longitudinal sections are usually found in the same
book, forming the covers. Between the covers is

a box containing the seed and flowers of the tree,

the parasites, &c., and a description. There is a
small collection ot jihysical apparatus, a library,

and a laboratory. The following fanning and
technological establishments are connected with the

school, and worked by the pupils, under the charge
of the teachers; viz., a cider-press and appur-
tenances, a beet sugar manufactory, % brewery, a
distillery, and a vinegar manufactory. Though I

saw better individual collections than these, the
•W'hole suit stands unrivalled, as far as my exami-
nation extended.
Examinations take jilace every year, which are

obligatory upon those forestry pupils who intend to
enter the service of the government : strangers are
not required to be examined. Persons wishing to

learn the details of the institution, may be re-

ceived as visitors for a period not exceeding a
month, living with the pupils.

Each pupil in the higher school has his own
sleeping room ; or, at most, two rooms together.
They take their dinner and supper in a common
hall, and order what they please for breakfast from
the steward's assistant.

This institution has supported itself for several
years, which is readily to be understood from the
scale of its farming operations. The success of the
farm does not depend exclusively upon the pro-
ductive manual labour of the jiupils. It is analo-
gous to the support of a family on a large estate,

the members of the family aiding in the work, and
contributing also in money to their own support,
but the working of the farm not depending cij'

tiiely upon their manual exertions.
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SPADE HUSBANDRY.
" With ccitaiii kinds of soil, and in certain

situations and circumstances, tlic spade may bv;

cmjdoycd as an instrument of tillage in preference
to the plough. In all casesof heavy, wet, or stony
land, or where there are extensive fields to be cul-

tivated on an enlarged principle, the plough is ab-
solutely necessary. In our varied climate, the
process of tillage must, in most cases, be expedi-
tious, and, therefore, horse labour with the plough,
by which a large amount of work may be done
rapidly, is in a great measure indispensable. As
already mentioned, the turning over of an acre per
day is considered fair work for a pair of horses
with the plough, but to delve the same quantity of
land with the spade would occupy a man from fif-

teen to twenty days, according to ordinary depths.
Twenty men for one day would no doubt accom-
plish the same quantity of work ; but it may be
asked, where are human labourers to be found in
sufficient abundance, when wanted, to delve the
greater part of the fields throughout the country ?

and granting they could be found, how are they to
be occupied in those periods of the year when no
delving is required ?

" Laying aside the visionary and impracticable
scheme of cultivating the land entirely by the
spade, we find that this instrument is chiefly avail-

able upon small farms— cottage farms, as they are
termed—un;lcr fifty acres in extent, which could
barely afford constant labour for a ])air of horses
and a ploughman, and as an aid to ordinary tillage,

when the soil is deep and light, and a redundancy
of manual labour is at hand. It the land ])e a line

deep sandy loam, it will prove advantageous occa-
sionally to trench it with the spade, so as to bury
the exhausted top soil, and bring to the surface
that portion of the lower stratum which has been
for years saturated with the rich properties of the
manure. This practice prevails on the small farms
and the light soils ol Flanders, where manuid la-

bour is cheaper than in Britain, and where all

green crops are carefully devoted to the rearing of
cows and black cattle. As a matter of economy,
therefore, spade husbandry is preferable to that
of the plough and harrow among the Belgian far-

mers.
" It is undeniable that delving the land spadeful

by spadeful pulverizes it more efl'ectually than
ploughing and harrowing; but this advantage, as
respects large undertakings, is counteracted by the
tcdiousncss and expensiveness of the proccs?, and
hence, as we have said, it is unavailing except in
particular cases. Tillage with the spade forms a
kind of gardening, in which the chief capital ex-
pended is manual labour, and is therefore ex-
tremely suiiabic to those who possessa large share
of this capital, and are without any means of em-
j)]oyiui; it more i)rofitably otherwise. In all cases
ill whirh it has been applie<l to the improvement
of patches of land by a settled pojiulation
i)f cottagers ui)<)n the allotment princi[)le, it

lias been found particularly advantageous both for
landlord and tenant— so much so, that by a well-
directed system of allotment to i)Oor but indus-
trious families, vtry nearly the whole waste lands
(where not too elevated) in the united kingdom,
might be cheaply and cficctually im]noved.

" it is calculated that cultivation hy the s])ad*e

will, in general, yield a half or tliird more ])roduce
in j;iaiM than l)y th(! ])lou;;h, provided the .Koil be
appropriate to tiiis mode of tillage; consequently,
the question for solution by the fanner is, whether

this additional produce will compensate tlie addi-

tional expense which is incurred. As we are una-
ble, from personal experience, to assist the farmer
in solving tliis somewhat dilheult matter of inquiry,

we beg to offer the result of experiments by others.

In regard to difference of jiroduce betwixt s|)adc

and ])lougli husbandry, the first evidence we have
to iuing forward is that of Sir John Sinclair, who
mentions the following experiment as having taken
place in the neighbourhood of Hamilton, in La-
narkshire :

—
' A field was taken which had been

cropped with beans the preceding year, and the
j>rcvious year with oats. Two ridges were dug
and two ploughed alternately, and the whole was
sown on the same day. A part, both of the
])loughe(l and dug, was drilled with the garden
hoe. The whole was reaped the same day,
and being thrashed out, tlie result was, that the

dug land, sown broadcast, was to the plouglicd,

sown broadcast, as fifty-five bushels to forty-two ;

while the dug and drilled was as twenty and a
quarter bushels to twelve and a quarter upon the

])loughed and drilled. The additional grain pro-

duced was not the only beneficial result gained by
digging, for in this instance there was also a

great deal more straw, and the land was
much more free of weeds, and more easily

cultivated next year.' We are not informed what
was the difference of expense between the two
modes.
The following account of the produce upon a

cottage farm in Yorkshire, containing three sta-

tute acres, and divided into seven fields or patches,

has been drawn iij) by its proprietor. Sir Henry
Vavasour, and published in the Middlesex Re-
port:

—

I'liODVCF,. VALUE. A. R. F.

" 2 10 bushels of potatoes . . £'2-1 2

60 ditto carrots 6 10
5 quarters of oats, at"!

•14s. per quarter. J
11 3 20

4 Joads of clover, part")

in hay, part cut y 12

;;reen. J
Turnips 1

Garden stuff" for the 1

1 10

family.

20

30

£51
DEDUCT.

Rent, including house, . £9
Seeds, &€ 3
Value of labour 10 10

£2^2 10

Profit .'31/. lOs. at market, exclusive «f butter, if

sold.

"This account, interesting as it is, still fails in

giving us a just idea of the value or (juantity of

the entire labour bestowed on the land. AVhc-

ther the charge of 10/. 10s. ai)plics to a man's
whole time, or only a i)ortion of it, or to the la-

bour of a whole family, we arc not informed. In

none of the statements of this nature which have
fallen under our notice, Iiave wc seen any compa-
rison instituted between the value of the manual
labour on the farm and its value if directed to

other dep.utments of industry. The above-noted
])rofit of .U/. 10s. per annum, exclusive of garden
stuff, makiiiu; altogether jirobably l.'>s. i)cr week,
would form a good revenue to the family of a pau-

jier, l)Ut falls short ol what a shoemaker, carpen-
ter, or other skilled labourer in many places realizes
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by his industry. Hence, to divert labour from such

profitable jiursiiilH, in order to devote it to garden

farming, v/ould be so far an unwise device in our

social polity.
" The most correct account which we p')sscss of

the comparative value of spade husbandry in pro-

fessional farming, is that given by Mr. Archibald

:?cott, of ISouthfield, near Haddington, East Lo-

thian, in an essay which he wrote upon the subject,

and for which he obtained a prize of 100/. The
following extract from it is well worth the consi-

deration of the i)ractical farmer :
—

" ' I am quite convinced there is but one way of

employing the surplus population of England and

Ireland, and that is, by a judicious introduction of

spade husbandry ; and I am also convinced that a

system ofmanagement can be pointed out whereby
every labourer in Great Britain might be employed,

with profit to the employer and advantage to the

couMtiy.
" ' 1 should thinlv it will hardly be denied byany

one at all vcrsant iu agricultural opciations, that

work done by the spade is superior to work done
by the ])lough, and that the only drawback is the

great additional expense. Now, if I can show that,

at a particular period of the rotation, spade hus-

bandry is not only superior, but less expensive, I

shall have got over this diflicully.

" ' To sliow that I am not a mere theorist, hut a

practical man, I may mention that I rent a farm
from the Earl of Wemys, in East Lothian, consist-

ing of ."i;-}0 Scotch acres; and that I have cultivated

land to a considerable extent with the spade for

the last three years, and that the result lias ex-

ceeded my most sanguine expectations. As facts

are stubborn things, I shall lay before you my sys-

tem, crops, exjienses, and ])rofits. In ISiil, I de-

termined to ascertain the difference of the ex[)ense

iind produce between trenching land with the

spade, and summer fallowing with the plough in

the usual way. I therefore trenched thirteen acres

of my summer fallow-bieak in the nionths of June
and July ; I found the soil about fourteen inches

deep, and I turned it completely over, thereby put-

ting up a clean and fresh soil in the room of the

foul and exhausted mould, wliich I was careful to

put at the bottom of the trench. This operation I

founil cost about 4/. IDs. per Scotch acre, jiaying

my labourers Is. Gd. per day : the rest of the field,

which consisted of nine acres, I wrought witli the

plough in the usual way, giving it six farrows,

with the siutable harrov.'ing. I manured the field

in August; the trenched got eight cart loads per

acre, the i)loughed land sixteen ; the field was
sown in the middle of September. The whole

turned out a bulky crop as to straw, ])articularly

the trenched portion, which was very much lodged.

On thrashing them out, I found them to stand as

under :
—

•'By treuched wheat per")

yore, j'2 bushels at 6s. )> £17 11

'M. J
To two years' r^nt at 1 f... ,, „

2M0s. pn- acre. \ ^^ " ^

Exjienso of trencliiu!;-. 4 10

Seed, three buslieli at |

. , ,
OuVd. J

Eight cirt loiids of!
niiuiure at 4s. J

Exfieiise of cutting,'^

tlirasliiug, and mar- )- 1 10

keting. J
Profit 3 18 <J

i;l7 11

1

1 12

3

4

" ' By ploughed wheat per")

acre, 4'J bushels at 6s. )• £14
9d. J

To two years' rent at 1 ,, ^ n
21. 10s. per acre. | ct,J U

Six furrows and harrow- I

ing, at 10s. J
Seed, three bushelsnt6s. 1

9d. / ^

Sixteen cart loads of
|

manure at 4s. J
"^

Expense of cutting,"^

thrasliing, and mar- )- 1 10
keting. J

Profit. 9 3
£14 3 6

I now saw, that though it might be diflicidt to
trench over my fnllnw- break during the summer
months, it was by no means making the most of
the system, as the ojieration was not only more
expensive, owing to the land being hard and dry
during the summer, but that it was a useless waste
of time to take a whole year to perform an opera-
tion that could be as well done in a few weeks
provided labourers could be had; and as, in all

agricultural operations, losing time is losing
money, as the rent must be paid whether the land
is carrying a crop or not, so that in taking oncyear
to fallow the land, and another to grow the crop,
two years" rent must be charged against the crop,
or at least there must be a rent charged ao-ainst
the rotation of crops fur the year the land was fal-
low. As I felt satisfied, that by irencbing with the
spade, the land would derive all the advantages of
a summer fallowing, and avoid all the disadvan-
tages attending it, I determined on trenching
thirty-four acres of my fallow-break immediately
on the crop being removed from the ground, and
ha.d it sown with wheat by the middle of November,
lSo'2. I may here remark, that I did not apply
any manure, as I thought the former crop was
injured by being too bulky. As it is now thrashed
out and disposed of, the crop, per acre, stands as
follows :

—
" ' By average of 34 bushels

^
per acre at 7s. 5

To rent of land per acre. £2 10
Expense of trenching. 4
Seed, 1 1

Cutting, thrashing and "1

marketing.
j

Profit 6 7

£15 8

" ' The advantages of trenching over summer-
fallow are, in my opinion, very decided, as it is

not only cheaper, but, as far as lean yet judge,
much more effectual. I am so satisfied of this,

not only from tlie experiments above noticed, but
from the apparentcondition of the land after it has
carried the crop, that I have this autumn cultivated
about a hundred acres with the spade, and the
crops are at present very promising. Whcnl first

commenced, I v/as laughed at by iny neighbours,
but now when tliey see me jiersevering in what
they considered a very chimerical project, they are
suspending their jiidgment, and several of them
have made considerable experiments this year. 1

should think there are at least 2.50 acres under crop
cultivated in this way this season in East Lothian

;

in 1S.'-51, the year I commenced, there was notasin-
gleacrc. I have therelore the satisfaction ofknow-
ing that 1 have been the means of causing 1000/. to

be spent this year amongst the labouring classes in

2 D

£15 8

1 10
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my immediate neighbouiliood, and I feci confident

tliat should the season turn out favourable for the

wheat cro]), and fair prices be obtained, their em-
ployers will be handsomely remunerated in their

outlay. I do not say that this system will suc-

ceed in every description of soil, as it must
necessarily be of some depth to admit of the

operation ; but there are fe\r districts where such
soil will not be found in sufficient abundance to

give ample employment to the surplus population
of the neighbourhood.'
"This is strong testimony in favour of spade

husbandry, but it would be premature to decide
in its favour, and we leave it to the considera-
tion of those who take an interest in the sub-
ject."

CHANGES IN THE GROWTH AND
SUPPLIES OF SHEEP'S WOOL.

(from THE POLYTECHNIC JOURNAL.)

In the long list of commercial articles minis-
tering to the wants and luxuries of man, no one
has undergone such remarkable changes as sheep's
wool—no animal of the useful class has been sub-
jected to so many experiments as the one to which
we arc indebted for our winter's clothing. The
subject is therefore curious, and deserves a brief
incpiiry.

The estimation in \\hich sheep were held, dur-
ing the patriarchal ages, is known to those who
are familiar with the pages of Holy Writ. That
the Iberian peninsula, in the earliest times, was
famed for the breeds of that valuable animal is

equally attested in history. Strabo' says that, in

his days, a woollen manufacture of great beauty
was established in Turdetania (Andalusia), more
extensive than that of the Coraxi from whom
rams had been obtained at the expence of a talent,

or 100/. each.
The Coraxi were a people belonging to Colchis,

a coimtry in Asia, where Jason bore away the
golden fleece, and antiquarians contend that it

was thence and from the valleys of the Taurus and
Caucasus that the European nations originally

pi-ocured their best sheep, an opinion which Strabo
seems to confirm in the ])assage above quoted.
The oldest chroniclers of Spain declare that, when
Osiris visited their country, he fontul the inhabi-
tants in the possession of large flocks and herds.

Under the Carthaginians and Romans the
breeding of sheep continued to be a favourite oc-
cupation of the Spaniards—one congenial lo their
national character ; and their wools, nioic jjarti-

cularly those of Banica and Cantabria, bore a high
price at Rome, where they were converted into
articles of fine texture. JJuring the dominion of
the Goths this branch of rural industry equally
flourished, but declined after the conquest of the
Moors, and was nearly destroyed through the
wars wbici) ])recede(l their expvdsion.
England then took the lead in the breediug of

sheep, and in the days of the Dukes of tJurgundy
wo sold raw wools to the Flemings, and bought
them back in a manufactured state. Thron^h
the arrival of the Walloons among us, and tlu'

catcijjrisc of our merclKuits, we cvLiilually U'arnl
t u: art of si)iiiniiig jinil weaving wool; wlicii in

our turn, we siipplicil the l'k>mitigs with wooIKmi
cloths, and they, o:\ the loss of thoir old in:irl<i't,

turned their attention to the making of lace and
lipcu.

In 127), during the reign of Edward I., parliament
voted an imposition of half a mark on each sack
of wool exported ; I)ut this and other grants not
sufficing to meet the kin;5's wants, he compelled
the merchants to pay him as much as 40s. on each
sack, equivalent to nearly one-third of the value
of the article; and during a pressure on his trea-
sury seized all the wool he could find on hand and
sold it for his own benefit.

Under Edward III. parliament offered a grant of
30,000 sacks, but the conditions annexed to it

were too onerous to be accepted. This occurred
towards the year l.'53'J, and the bare fact of the
offer warrants the inference that the quantity of
fleeces then grown in England was considerable,
as well as that they were in request.

Tn return for concessions made to the barons
and knights, the same monarch obtained, for a
limited period, the unusual grant of every ninth
sheaf, lamb, and fleece ; and to meet his wishes,
the old duty of 40s. on each sack of wool exported
was renewed. In 1340, the quantity shipped in

England exceeded 30,000 sacks, producing a sum
equal to half a million of our present money.

Edward III. encouraged the woollen manufac-
tures by inviting over foreign weavers, and also

directed that English cloths should be exclusively

worn. So marked was his patronage, that he has
always been considered as the founder of this

branch of national industry. There is no record,

however, to show the number of sheep pastured
in England during that monarch's reign ; but the
sack of wool, weighing 26 stone, or SoOlbs., was
then worth 14/. or 15/., or about 8^d. per lb.

This return exhibits an immense advance in

the price of this article, as Madox, in his ' Baro-
nia Anglica,' chap, xiv., tells us that in the 30th
of Henry TI., corresponding to the year 1181,500
sheep sold for 22/. 10s., or about lOjd. per head ;

and 33 bulla and two cows for 8/. 2s., money of
that age. As a further illustration of the advance
in the price of wool, in the course of little more
than a century and a half, it may be added, that
in the year l'.'>b-i, our total exports amounted to

2'.)4,184i. and our imports only to 38,990/., an
amazing difference, chiefly arising out of the large
exportation of raw wools. Strange to say, the
shipment of the same article, in a manufactured
state, was in those days prohibited.

At the period alluded to England had unques-
tionably n)ade greater progress in the growth of
wool than any other nation, so spiritedly was
])ublic attention directed to this object. It became
the germ of national jjrospcrity, but through an
incident, which ourowu historians seemingly over-

look, Eiiglisii growcr.s \vere destined to firjda rival

in a quarter least expected.

Henry III. of Castile, espoused Catherine,
daughter of John of Gaunt, who, it will bcremetn-
bered, was the third sou of Edward III., deservedly
considered as a national benefactor. The nuptials

were celebrated with great pomp, and after the
lady's arrival at the Cast'lian court, through her
influence in [•Ingland, siic obtained flocks of our
best breeds of shcc|), wiiich were carefully con-
veyed to Spain. I he soil and climate bciiig ])C-

culiaily coniroiiial, tlicy there [)rosi)crcd and soon
spicad to the provinces idready freed from the
JNIoors.

To this curious fact Shenstonc alludes in bis

eighteenth elegy, rather in the tone of reproach,
when speaking of the decline in our own woollen
manufuclurcs. 'i'hcsc arc his words ;

—
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" From the fair natives of this peerless hill,

Thou gav'st the sheep that browse Ibcriaa

plains,

/Iheir plaintive cries the faithless region fill.

Their lletce adorns an haughty foe's domains."

Possibly the poet learnt the circumstance of

this shipment of sheep to Spain from traditional

report, perhaps in some part of the country where
the flocks were procured. Certain it is, that

about this period the Spaniai'ds became possessed

of some of the choicest breeds, which, in the

course of time, enabled them to establish a mono-
poly of fine wools, to our detriment. This supe-

riority they endeavoured to sustain by the severest

restrictions on the exportation of sheep, and so

suceessful were they that, during the greater part

of the last century, the woollen manufactures of

both England and France remained dependent on
Spanish growers for the finer qualities of the raw
material.

. So sensible indeed were the Spaniards of this

'"advantage that they devoted more attention to

the improvement of their flocks, than the culti-

vation of either corn or wine. The occupation

became a favourite one v;ith the peasant, while
the i)rospective profits were so tempting that the

wealthiest land proprietors, as well as the heads
of some of the most powerful convents, invested

large capital-i in flocks, and formed themselves
into a cori)oration; but they never succeeded in

carrying the number of their sheep beyond ten

'millions.

In Spain the shepherd was always viewed as a
])erson of consequence, and hence lie often takes a
leading jiat t in the national legends. In the one
regarding the memorable battle of Las Navas de

I'Tolasa, to this day annually commemorated in

the princijjal churches, St. Isidore was made to

assume the garb of a shepherd, when, as the
story goes, he conducted Alonso VIII. by a secret

mountain path, to the formidable positicn held by
the .Moors, a service to which theChrisiians were
mainly indebted for an important victory.

Spanish shepherds are a class superior to those
of other countries, many having received a good
education, and it is not uncommon to meet one

- with a ' Virgil' or ' Horace' in his hand. Their
position is indeed jjcculiarly favourable to study.

Poets and excellent improrisatori are occasionally

found among them ; nor is it unusual to hear a
i.shephcid explaining the movements of the hea-

venly bodies. Some have rendered great public

services. Haniy and abstemiotis, they traverse

the most secluded regions, and hence they knov/
the interior ot their country better than any other

class of peasants." While watching his fire on the
mountains of La Mancha, a shepherd discovered

the quicksilver mines of Ahnaden, by observing
the mineral fluid disengage itself Iroin the stones

which coiifined the glowing embers. It is also

believed that the eflicacy of mercury, taken inter-

nali}'', was originally ascertained by being adminis-
tered to sheep for the purpose of removing the

worms.
To such a pitch did the Castilian monarchs

carry their patronage in favour of the growth of

wool, that every other branch of rural economy
was made subservient to it. Privileges the most
extravagant and oppressive, wcie irnuitcd to in-

sure its advancement. A s])ecial council was also

established for its protection, composed of the

principal ilock owners, and invested with exten-

sive powers. They, in fact, consiitutcd a tribunal

almost as arbitrary as the Inquisition,

Among other privileges, on the approach of
winter the flock masters were allowed to conduct
their sheep from the mountains of Castile into

tlie southern provinces in searcli of a milder cli-

mate and better pasturage, where, on the payment
of a trifling toll, they could enter the lands of anj'

farmer, and when the pasturage was exhausted in

one place they proceeded to another. In this

manner were the rights of the landed proprietors

invaded with impunity. Perpetual and ruinous

lawsuits foUosved, the interminable length of which,
coupled with the partiality of the judges, broke
the spirit of the husbandmen and drove many
families to despair. For more than two hundred
vears was the province of Estramadura, owing
to its position the one most exposed to these

annual dcjiredations, involved in lawsuits with
the council of La Mesta, on account of this unjust

and impolitic privilege.

Sir John Carr, who travelled through the south-

ern provinces of Spain in the year 180'.), speaks
of the iniquitous system of the Mesta laws in the

following manner :
—" Still may be seen the bane-

ful eff'ectE of the blind impoli'-y of the Spaniards

in favour of their sheep. England and other coun-
tries," adds he, " have been formerly invested

with wolves and other ravenous beasts. Spain
may be said to be devoured by the meekest of all

animals—by sheep, which are ])ermitted to riot in

and impoverish a region which, on account of its

richness and fertility (alluding to Andalusia) the

ancients, in the warmth of imatrination, determined
to have been the garden of the llesperides and
the site of theElysian fields."

For the sake of the revenue derived from the

exportation of wool it has been supposed that the

Spanish government submitted to this sacrifice,

which in some years actually threateneda famine,

for the farmer would not sow his lands without
the ])rospect of reaping their produce. This
branch of the revenue, however, never exceeded

700,000/. sterling, a sum too paltry, one would
think, to influence the policy of any cabinet. In
its dotage, ajsd in the blindness of corruption, the

acts of the Madrid government were directed only

by court favour, and hence the substantial inte-

rests of the nation were neglected.

Anxious to possess the best wools, and in the
largest possible quantity, the Spaniards carried

their mania still further. They devised a scheme
to render themselves independent of the supplies

of foreign woollens, furnished by those nations

which bought from them the raw material. On
ascending the Castilian throne, (advised bj'' his

minister, Alberoni,)Philip V. determined to estab-

lish woollen manufactures on government account j

an expedient which it is thought was adopted in

order to ])unish us for siding with Austria in the

contest which had just terminated, the mem')ers
of whose royal family, while seated on the Spa-

nish throne, always gave a preference to our ma-
nufactures over those of France.

The works of the new royal manufactory of
woollens, pomj)Ousiy announced under the title of
St. Ferdinand, commenced in the year 1718, at

the castle of z\teca, part of the king's domain at

Aranjucz, and so great was the spirit of hostility

then displayed against England, that it was hoped
by this new development of national industry even
to deprive us of our customary sales of woollen

goods in J'ortugal ; a ijioject for the realization

of which it was expected that the proposed navi-

gation of the Tagus would allord facilities. 'Ihe

charge of this establishment Wii3 confined to Baton
2 li 2
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de ]\i])eril;i, an iiifrodiiclion wliicb, although a fo-

reigner, enatilcd kiia to ))ci.'0!)ie ])rim<i in'misfcr,

and opened to hiui a CJiiccr the most extraordi-

nary that ever maiked the annals of intritrtic.

At a heavy e.xpence operatives weie procured
from flcjllaiid, and so great was the energy dis-

played that every inmate of the palace seemed to

take an immediate interest in the success of an en-
terprise, for the promotion of which no money
was spared. 'J'he climate, however, not proving
favourable to the foreign workmen, hclore the
ex])iration of the second year the estahlishirent
was removed to the city of Guadalajara, ten leagues
from Madrid, the directors having in the interval
also ascertained that a population is essentially

reqinsitc for manufactures on a lar,<;e sca'c.

I'rosperitv was far from attending the specida-
tion ; every year, in fact, hronght fresh losses.

The quaTitityof articles mannfiictured would not
bear so large an outlay of capital, and the salaries

of the emphyls hesides absorbed the profits. In
the way of competition the Guadalaja cloths were
sold twenty per cent, cheajierthan those imported,
but not being so fine in quality, or so sightly, even
with all the ])0\ver and influence of the govern-
ment, it was found impossible to force a market.
At length it was determined that the royal and

magnificent manufactory of woollen cloths—the
national fabric which owed its oi-igin to the great
Alberoni and a grandson of Louis XIV— the
source of wealth destined to stop half the looms
in England, should be delivered over to a pri\i-
leged company, to be administered by them under
the auspices of the government, and this arrange-
ment was sanctioned by a formal decree, dated
July 29th, 1757.

In spite of the warm support which the under-
taking experienced from Charles HI., and the eco-
nomy introduced under the new system, eventually
it proved a failure, and in 1769 the government
saw themselves compelled to take back the whole
concern into their own hands. Large sums of
money were again expended on the works—new
plans were deviced, and fresh operatives procured,
principally from France, but the scheme would
not answer, and the whole perished when Napo-
leon marched his armies into Sjiain.

In the mean while however, Spanish raw wools
continued to enjoy a decided preference in the
markets of Europe. So indispensable to the ma-
nufacture of fine cloths were they deemed in Eng-
land, even so early as the year 1667, that an
attempt was made to introduce into the commer-
cial treaty, then concluded with Sjiain, a special
clause, allowing British subjects to purchase in
Spanish jiorts all the stock intended for shipment,
to the exclusion of other nations.

This dependency on Spain for so essential an
article as fine wools, was felt both by the English
and the French manufacturers, although from
their contiguity the latter were enabled to pro-
cure supplies at a much cheaper rate than we
could. The French first hit upon an expedient to
free themselves from the necessity of having re-
course to their neighbours, in order to ])rovide the
wools necessary to feed the manufactures of Lou-
vier and Sedan. Notwithstanuing the jealousy
of the Spaniards, through a little diplomatic dex-
terity, Charles III. of Spain, towards the year
178owas induced to send a present of ;?()() Merino
shocpto his relative, LouisXVi.andalthough seve-
ral died on the road, the remainder took to tl;c

country and prospered.
This was the first experiment made by the

Ficnch towards an improvement in their breeds
of slioe|), and to a certain extent it ju-oved success-
ful, although it is a fact that in 179.T, the best Spa-
r.ish wool in France sold for eight livres and ten
sols per lb., when home-grown wiuild not fetch
more than thirty sols. From this period, however,
the improvement of sheep became fashionable in
France, and so c )ntimied even during the horrors
of the revolution. With an eye to business, and
at a njomcnt when S])ain was crouching at their

feet, the republicans introduced a secret article

into the treaty of Basle, concluded with the Sj)a-

nish government in 1795, permitting them to ex-

])ort 5,000 JMerino ewes and 500 rams, a grant
which Spanish statesmen have ever since deplored,
as having been the precursor of the loss of their

old and valuable trade in wool.

By tliis means the flecks throughout France
were improved, and in the end a wool adapted for

all combing purposes was obtained. By c:rossing

the weight of the fleece also increased, and by a
succession of experiments it was further ascer-

tained that for the production of fine wool the

periodical migration of sheep is not necessary, a
circumstance to which the Spaniards chiefly at-

tributed their boasted superioiity. Nothing in

fact could have proved more beneficial than the

introduction of this stock. It opened a new source

of national prosperity, and rendered the French
manufacturers of fine woollens independent of fo-

reign supplies of the raw material. Speaking of

the incident above mentioned, M. Bourgoingsays,
that it was " a pacific conquest, more precious

than any acquisition which could result to France
from military successes in Spain."

'I'he same anxious desire to improve the breeds

of sheep prevailed in England towards the close

of the last century, and the spirited exertions of

the Board of Agriculture, seconded by several i)a-

triotic noblemen and farmers, will he well remem-
bered. Among the individuals who laboured to

promote this branch of husbandry the name of

Lord Somerville stands conspicuous. He first

introduced the Spanish breed among us, and by a

series of researches and experiments, the result

of which was published for the benefit of the

jMiblic, endeavoured to rouse the apathy of our
farmers. The maxim then was, that to render
ourselves independent of foreign supplies, it was
necessary to increase the quantity of our own
wools, more particularly the finer qualities. So
little progress, however, had been made in 1800,

that while the best Spanish wool in that year rose

as high as 5s. 3d. per lb., superior English did

not sell for more than half that price.

The early growth of wool and the establishment

of woollen manufactures in England have already

been noticed. So valuable were the latter con-

sidered by our ancestors, that the imi)ortation of

foreign wool was declared free of duty, and this en-

actment, intended to insure an adequate supj)]}',

contitiued in force till the year 1802. W\i\\ a
similar view, tbe expoitation of home grown was
prohibited in 1660, under which restriction it

continued till 1825, wdien it was removed. Some
persons have been inclined to think that this old

])rohibition arose out of the idea that English wool
was unequalled in quality, and consequently that

it would be well to exclude the foreign manufactu-
rer from a supjjly. It ought houevor to be borne
in mind that, at the jjcriod when this protecting

law was [lasscd, the value of the clij), or the

flccecs, shorn in England, did not exceed t^'o
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millions, and in 1699, our woollen goods es-

poited did not amount to more than 2,392,292/.

In 1828 it was stated in evidence before a com-
mittee of the House of Lords, that English wools

had, within the last thirty years previously deterio-

rated in quality, owing to the endeavours made to

improve the liesh. By repeated crossing the form
of our sheep was rendered more beautiful and even

their size increased ; but the quality of the wool has

not improved. Lean sheep produce the finest wool,

a fact very observable in Spain, where the

Merinos arc far from being distinguished by a

fine ligure. Neither have the experiments made
to increase the quantity had a favourable effect on
the quality of English wools. Hereford sheep,

usually kept lean, produce the finest wool, and
their fleeces average 21bs. each, whereas the

Norfolk breed, kept in better condition, yields

Sslbs., but the quality is inferior.

Notwithstanding the efforts made within the

last sixty years to improve our wools—notwith-

standing the skill and energy of so man}'' in-

telligent and spirited individuals in various ranks
of life, not excepting the most exalted, who have
applied their time and their capital to sheep
husbandry, the quality of English fleeces avowedly
has not been raised in an C(]ual proportion with
those of the northern nations, which have at-

tended to the same pursuit, ami where the climate
cannot be deemed more favourable. So little

adapted is our wool for the finer class of goods,
that in the inquiry instituted before the committee
of the Lords in the year before mentioned, it was
established that superior cloths cannot be manu-
factured except from foreign wool. '

So serious in this respect was the manufacturer's
experience, that in 1809, soon after the French
armies crossed the Pyrenees, Merino wool sold in

London for 8s. and 9s. per lb., and so infatuated
were some holders that they asked nearly donblG
those prices. The twenty-seven millions of sheep,
supposed to be pastured in England and 'Wales,

did not besides afford a sufficiency of the raw
material to feed our manufacturers. This de-

ficiency tended to enhance the price, and, at the

same time, rendered our dependency on the

foreign marketmore evident, a state of things the

more lamentable, as our woollen manufacturers
afford employment to more than half a million of

persons, and their annual produce is now estimated

at nearly twenty millions sterling.

In the meanwhile, however, a great change in

the growth and supplies of wool was goinij on.

Influenced by the example of France, in 1795 the

king of Denmark sent a trusty agent to Cadiz to

procure Spanish sheep, who succeeded in smug-
gling away a small Merino flock, and the capcains

of Danish vessels returning home were also

offered a premium for such sheep as they might
be able to bring with them from Spanish ports.

Sweden adopted similiar expedients, when im-
proved breeds gradually spread to Saxony,
^Virtemberg, and other parts of the Germanic
empire, thus opening a new and prolific source of

wealth to the persevering and industrious inhabi-

tants of the seveial states.

In 1812, the first sample of German won],

weighing 281bs., was sent over on trial, and the

qiiali'y was so much approved of, that in tv/o

years afterwards our shipments from the same
quarter equalled 3,432,4r)(ilbs., and in 182r) rose to

tlie astonishing (juantity of 28,799,()<)llbs. Since
that period there has been a sligiit decrease,

the importation of 1839 not having exceeded

23,837,S0;5lbs. ; hut so perfect have the Germans
become in the management of sheep and the pre-
paration of their fleeces, that in our market their
wool is now held in much higher estimation, more
l)articularly that of Saxony, than the Merinos of
Spain ever were. The wool is better adapted to
felting purposes, yielding cloth remarkable for its

fineness of texture. This surprising increase in
the quantity of sheep and improvement in fleeces
have been obtained in Germany, notwithstanding
the flocks, during six months of the year, are fed
artificially, and, to avoid the rigours of a severe
climate, subjected to much confinement.
Through this competition the supplies of Spanish

wool gradually decreased. In 1800, they amounted
to 7,794, 7481bs. ; in 1814, to 7,234, 9911bs. ; in
1827, to 4,349,6431bs. ; in 1833, to 3,339, 150lbs.

;

and finally, in 1839, they declined to 2,409.63 libs.;
and it is thought; that ere long the importations
will cease. At present a bale of this article seldom
finds its way to an English loom.
Another valuable source of supply has recently

opened on the British consumer. A dozen sheep,
conveyed in 1795 fa year truly memorable in
wool transactions), from the Cape of Good Hope
to Australia, and to which were added a few small
shipments from England, became the nucleus
from which flocks have, in a short time, spread
over our settlements in and near New Holland.
The first remittance of wool from that quarter
reached England in the year 1806, and did not
exceed 2241bs. In 1833, it equalled 3,.51G,8691hs.

;

in 1838, it rose to 7,834,423ibs.; and in 1839,
including Port Philip, Van Diemen's Land, and
Swan River, the total imjjortations from our new
colonies equalled lO.lOyjSGUbs., with every pros-
pect of a corresponding advance.
The arrivals of wool from Southern Africa

equally present a new feature in commerce. In
1800, a small bag was received from the Cape of
Good Hope, and considered a curiosity, having
been obtained from a new breed, the parent stock
of which left Spain eighteen years previously.
This improvement appeared the more valuable, as
the fleece of the native sheep is seldom used, the
wool being harsh and resembling hair. This new
branch of industry at first, however, seems not
to have experienced all the attention which it de-
served, fbrin 1829 ourimportations of African wool
did not exceed 37,6191bs. In 1838, they rose to

422,506lbs., and the next year to 626,2141bs., with
a fair prospect of a gradual increase.

From the East India Company's territories

wools also begin to arrive, and it is confidently
expected that the quantity will be considerably
increased, as soon as the resources of the countries
lately won by the valour and perseverance of the
British soldiery are developed. In 1839, the
returns of the East India wool imjiorted already
amounted to 2,103,5461bs. It is therefore ex-
pected that, by the opening of these three sources,
we shall, in the course of a very few years,
receive from our own settlements a supply of
sheep's wool equal to our wants, a saving to the
country of five or six millions sterling, annually
expended in foreign markets to purchase the
staple commodity required for our looms.

It consequently behoves the government to see
^that the sales of our woollen goods abroad are
diminished as little as possible. Jinglar.d has now,
also, become a valuable entrepot for the raw
material. Since the removal of restrictions in the
year 1825, the cx])ortation of wool, foreign and
domestic, has been considerable. In 1838, it
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reached 4.992, 1161bs., and in 1839, 4,G03,7i)91l)s.,

the princitjcil shipments being made to llelyjiiim,

France, the United States, and Holland. In 1839,

3,320,4411bs. of British woollen yarn were also

shipped to the same conntries, and in the same
3'ear the declared value of our woollen goods ex-

ported was (J,271,645/.

In the interval the Spaniards have lost their old

trade in wool. Thrown on their own resources,

they are now, in fact, obliged to consume an
article which their former customers will no
longer purchase from them. Their flocks have
certainly recovered from the ravages experienced

during the French invasion, but the fairs of

fSegovia, Soria, and Leon are comparatively

deserted. This branch of commerce has, conse-

t)uently, jjassed away, in all probability for ever,

and it thus appears that the sacrifices made to

retain it were founded on erroneous principles.

In a rich and fertile country, where a large portion

of the land is in mortmain or neglected, agriculture,

supported by good roads and canals, would have
been attended with more permanent advantages.

Those who were long the general suppliers of

fine wools are, consequently, under the necessity

of e?itablishing manutacturcs among themselves,

in order to work up a commodity entirely left on
their hands, 'i'hey have not, however, either a

Pliilip V. or an Alberoni, to assist them in an
enterprise wholly depending on the efforts of

individuals, but on this account it ought not to be
overlooked by the British clothiei-.

The Spaniards calculate that every year, by
smuggling and fair trade, they take from us in

woollen goods at the rate of two millions sterling,

a^'d he will he held as a staunch patriot who can
r'd them of this supply. They will |iot stop to

inquire who is to drink their wines and consume
their other exports. After all the loans obtained
in England, and the other services more recently

rendered to them, their feelings are not now more
favourable towards us than at the close of the

first War of Succession. If they can accomplish
their objects in view, we may, therefore, expect
to find them among our rivals in the manufacture
of v.'oollens, more particularly in reference to

Portugal. It may, therefore, be worth while to

take a glance at the facilities which they possess
of becoming our competitors.

Formerly Segovia took the lead in the manu-
facture of woollen cloths ; and towards the close

of the last century its looms still amounted to (JOO,

which nearly (lisapjiearcd ihrough the invasion of
the French. On the restoration of peace ic was,
however, determined to revive this branch of
national iiulustry, and as early as 182;") the number
of working looms there had been raised to 800,
which, in the course of that year, made 240,170
varas, or Spanish yards, of middling cloths,

130,580 ditto coarse, ami 130,000 ditto serges. A
few of the same class of manufactures wcvc also

established in otliei- jilaces, but the want of ca])ital

and machinery })revcntcd their progress. 'I'hc

co.Tvulsed state of the country also deters many
l)ersons from entering on speculations of this kind.
Novertliclcss, we ought not to forget that the
Sj)aniards possess the raw material.

The projinrtion of black fleeces in a Spanish
floclc is equal to one-third, all of which are manu-
factured ; hut as they do not go into the dyers'

hands, the cloth made from them is of a middling
colour, and never ac(iniies a jet hue, owing to the
inequalities of the material. There is, also, a
dingy brown cloth made from wool in its natural

state, chiefly worn by the peasants, which gives
them a sombre ajjpearance. Besides these there
is a dark si)eckled cloth, used by some of the
monastic orders, and also brown blankets, as well
as a variety of serges, suitable only for the common
people; but fine English and French woollens are
so much more sightly and fashionable, that their
use cannot be dispensed with so long as they can
be obtained.

It is, therefore, presumable that the Spaniard's'"

are again acting on an erroneous policy in en-
couraging v/oollen manufactiu-es to the detriment
of agriculture. Thoir population is not large

enough to combine both. I'hcy have long tried

the experiment with the cottons of Catalonia.

Under the plea of protecting them, other
valuable interests have been sacrificed, and the

government besides deprived of a large amount
of revenue.
And yet, after all, the existence of these

boasted manufactures is almost imaginary. The
greater ])art of the goods supposed to be de-

rived from them are Freuch and smuggled in,

being allowed to pass current in consequence of
their having a Catalonian label upon tbcm. This
is a common fraud, well known to the officers

of the customs. The labels are, in fact, often

forged. Were these cottons genuine, the Spanish
women would not wear them, 'i'he conseqnenco
is, that as many as 100,000 smugglers, of the
most desperate character, are constantly em-
ployed in the clandestine introduction of foreign

cottons, among which ours bear a large pro-
portion, at the same time that all the exertions

of our resident diplomatists have failed in ob-
taining from Spain a commercial treaty.

AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES.
The following is an extract fcon the cirfuiar issued

for the purpose of establishing an yVgricultural Li-
brary at Liverpool, alluded to l)y Lord Stanley, in

his speech at the Meeting of the Liverpool Agricul-^y,

tural Society.

" While no county in England can vie with that in
which we live in the extent of its manufacturing' indus-
ti'v, or in the wealth vvhieh that iiidnsiry, directed by
.'•cieuce and ingenuity, has produced, our ftEfncullure

has long been la a sadly neglected state. Within the
last few years, indeed, we may hope that some tendency
to iaiprovement has exhibited itself; the institution of
agricultural societies has difi'iised auiong' our farmers a
general consciousness of then* own deficiencies ; a spirit

of greater emulation is arising among tlieni ; they are
becMuiing more sensible of their want of skill, and more
desirous ot availing themselves of the cxpftrience of
others, to remedy tlieir defects ; and some few, more
enterprising' than their neighbuurs, have alreaily made
considerable advance in the ])ath of pr.'ictical improve-
niont. But the Tuajority require to have jiiaceu bi:lore

their eyes the evidcnre of what has been done tUewi-n'-re,

and how it has been done, as an en(;ourai;emcnt, and as
a iM'oof of what may be done by themselves. Few of
them can allord the means, or the leisure, to visit the
districts in whi('li better sysfeuis of agriculture are pur-
sued ; many ot lliciu ai-u unable to i)iirchnse iitl'orma-

ticm diltastid through a trreat variety of pablicalions,

wliii'h they would yet most thankfally receive ; audit
can hardly be i:.\))e(:led,or even wis.heil,lhat they should
run the hazard of tryinLrtxpirimenls, of wliieh they have
not seen the re.sidi«, and with nn imperfect knowledge
of the steps by whicii those results have been attained.

In order, then, to make easily accessible to all who may
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be anxious to obtain it, the fullest information respecting

the mo^t approved systems of farming:, and tlie means

of becomiufj acquainted with, and studyinar.thescisnces

connected with agricultural industry, and thus lo place

within the reach of all, amusement, instruction, and

practical irnprovemcnt, it is proposed to establish in

Liverpool, for the beneht of th« farmers of Lancashire

and Cheshire, wlio frequent that market, a ' Farmers'

Lending Library,' to be supported by annual subscrip-

tions, to be paid in advance, of five shillings only ; such

subscription authorizing the subscriber to take home
with him, one at a time, any book in the library, and lo

receive another, from time lo time, upon the return of

that previously taken.
" It is proposed,
•' 'i'hat the library shall be made up of the most ap-

proved works on agriculture and the sciences which

may be brought to bear directly upon it,

" That it should be open as soon as the number of

subscribttrj shall amount to one hundred, or the annual

subscriptions to fM.
" That it should be open, in the first instance, every

Saturday, on which day a person should be in attend-

ance to give out the books which may be required, and
receive back those returned,
" That the ati'airs of the institution shall be managed

by the governors thereof, who shall consist of all annual
subscribers of one pound and upwards, with whom it

may perhaps be dt-sirable to associate a limited number
of subscribers of five shillings each, to be chosen by the

subscribers at large.
" The first duly of the governors will be to meet for

the purpose of engaging i)remise3, appointing a person

to superintend the library, selecting books to be ordered

in the first instance, and iraming more detailed regula-

tions for the conduct of the institution."

AGRICULTURE.

STATISTICS OF FRANCE.

RF.PORT TO THE KING BY THE MINISTER OF
AGRICULTURE AND COJIiMERCE,

Sire,—I have the honour of presenting to your
Majesty a new volume of the statistics of France.

It is the fourth of the collection, and the first of

the agricultural ])art. It comprehends in its two
volumes the agricultural statistics of West France,
consisting of the 43 departments to the east of the

meridian of Paris,

The extent and imjiortance of the subject, the
novelty of the means of investigation which it lias

required, and the force of the obstacles which it

has been necessary to surmount, will, I hope,
justify the developments which I shall submit to

your Majesty's inspection.

I shall first set forth what has been done np to

tVie present time to throw light on the agriculture

of the kingdom ; I shall afterwards show by what
combination of means and dispositions this great

inquiry has been conducted, and I shall conclude
with a statement of the principal results that it

now offers, and which embraces half the kingdom
of France.

HISTORICAL
Louis XIV., in iirescribing to the intendants of

provinces to collect together materials with
which to form the general statistics of the king-
dom, especially recommended them to include the
facts relative to agriculture j but at this period,
from which we are a century and a half distant,

nothing was prepared for such vast and difficult

investigations. The maps which represented the

territory differed from each other .5,818 mean
leagues in the extent, or nearly one in four. There
was no register of the physical and agricultural

division of the country; the impost, which varied

from one province to another both in form and
quota, gave no light of which use could be made
to estimate, even by approximation, the quantitj''

and value of the natural productions on which it

was levied. The censuses of the population, with-

out which it is impossible to form a just idea of

the consumption, were imperfect and defective.

They were made according to the district, either

from the number of families or the number of

Iiearths, and there was no fixed rule of agreement
as to the number of individuals that each method
must necessarily include. The opinions upon this

subject differed so much as to increase or di-

minish the population by nearly one-fifth ; which
left an uncertainty of 20 per cent, in all that con-

cerned agricultural production.

Ill such a state of things it could not be ex-

pected that the intendants should be able to make
any satisfactory investigation into the state of

agriculture in the provinces under their inspec-

tion ; and in effect their reports only contained

scattered and unconnected facts and generalities

too vague to admit of employing numerical repre-

sentations. Nevertheless the want of these

representations was already much felt in the in-

quiries into social economy, of which this age gave
the first examples ; and to supply the need of

information with which official documents could

not furnish him, Vauban had recourse to a method
which seems strange to us in the present day, but

which was then ingenious. Accustomed by the

science of war to calculation and observation, he
made a minute tojingraiihical investigation of some
parts of our western provinces, and he deter-

mined what was the mean extent of each species

of surface in a territory of a square league of 2.>

to the degree. He came to the conclusion that

there was in this extent

—

Ai'pents commuiiaus. Hpofares.

2,706 in arable land, or 1,142

300 in vineyards 126

oOO in pasturage 211
600 in wood 2.J2

252 in houses, gardens, parks 106

16 iu ponds, marshes 6"

80 in roads, rivers 3j
236 in commons, and waste or barren land 99

4,690 1,973

It was according to these data, applied to the

entire surface of the kingdom, that Vauban sup-

posed the territory of France to he distributed in

the following manner :

—

Squave leasues. Heetares.

Amble lands 15,610 .. 30,834,000 more than lialf.

Vinej-ards 1,722 .. 3,402,000 l-16th

Laud ill cultivation.... 17,332

Pasturage 2,8s3

Woods and forests 3,444

Houses, gardens, and
pai'ks 1,444

I'oiids iiiul uiar^lies .... ^2
Heads and rivers 451

Coinmims, waste, or
barren lands 1,364

Total surface of France 27,000

These numbers were not by any means, as has

been frequently supposed, correct arithmetical

calculations, explaining the real state of tlip

34,230,000
5,697,000

6,804,000
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country; they had no foundation but in a bold

conjecture, which supposed that it was practicable

to conclude, by assimilation, from 1 to 10,000.

Such multiplied chances of error caused the ex-

tent of arable lands, and particularly of vineyards,

to be exaggerated ; but on the other hand, the

surface of woods and forests was considerably
diminished, and the truth would have been more
nearly approached by making the extent of waste
and barren land five times greater.

We should have supposed that more correct

notions were acquired when, in the reign of Louis
XV., the economists discussed with talent the

questions relating to production. This, however,
was not the case : the pulilicists of the day, dis-

couraged, no doubt, by their barren researches
into the records of the state, confined themselves
to particular cases and to hypothetical examples,
such as those of a single estate or a farm of which
they computed the produce from real or probable
data, but which could not be generalized.

Since the attempts made by Lords XIV. to

arrive at tlie extent of the cultivation, and that

of the production, a whole age passed without
any progress. An undeniable proof of this is

given by two celebrated men, who to supply the
want of all authentic information v.'cre oliliged to

have recourse to the most singular expedients.
A skilful English agriculturist, Arthur Young,

who travelled over our provinces in 1788, having
searched in vain, in the documents of that period,
for numbers expressing tlie extent of the diffe-

rent parts of the territory, divided according to

its physical and agricultural state, conceived the
idea of obtaining statistical data by the following
process :—he applied his excellent and numerous
observations to a general map of France, which
they carefully cut in pieces according to their in-

dications; he weighed each of the fragments,
then comparing the total weight of tbe map with
the extent of surface which it represented, he
determined the proportion of these two terms,
and the arithmetical number of each particular
weight gave him that of each species of surface.

The only excuse for the use of such a method is

that there did not then exist any other less defec-
tive, and the proof of it is in the method which
was made use of a short time afterwards on a
solemn occasion.

The committee of the National Assembly,
charged in 1790 to prepare the establishment of

a system of taxation upon a rational basis, not
finding in the archives of the kingdom the
positive data which they required, had recourse
to the assistance of a learned and illustrious man,
Lavoisier, who, having been one of the farmers-
general, nnist have elaborated with the advantage
of a superior mind all the statistical notions
which were then possessed on this important
matter.
The writing which the committee received in

reply is a rare and curious document, and may
be considered as giving in an official manner the

state of economical science, as respects France, at

the end of the last century. This document pro-

ceeds in the following manner in what relates to

the agricultural statistics of the kingdom, which
is the only object to which we are now referring.

He lays down, in the first place, as a ])rincipal fact,

an accessf)ry which would now be altogether neg-
lected, and which wc cainiot see without surprise,

adopted as tlie fouiulation of all liis calculations.

It is the number of j)loughs. He proves that there

were then in France

—

320,000 worked ))y Iiovses.

600,000 worked by oxrii.

920,000
Eacli ploutrh

—

Arpents. Hectares.
Worked by liorses, plounlied in .iiitumii 30 .. 15,32
AV'oi-k( (1 by oxen \5 or 7,60
A\'oi'ked by horses, in spring 30 or l.'5,32

Of these numbers it was concluded that there
was annually :

—
Arpents. Hectares.
'),600,000 or 4,902,910 ciiltivnted by liorses in anfnnin.
9,000,000 or 4,.590,480 rnltivatcd by oxen in autumn.
9,(100,000 or 4,902,910 cultivated by liors.»; in <)»rin!;.

28,200,000 14,402,300 in pfrain.

It was supposed that the fallow ground was ex-

actly of the extent of the land cultivated in

autumn, and that there was, consequently,

—

Arpenls. Hectares.

9,000,000 or 4,902,910 in tlie districts cultivated by horses.
9,OUO,ooo or 4,.596,4«0 in tliose cultivated by oxen.

18,000,000 or 8,499,490 in fallow around.

It was admitted, moreover, that there was in

the districts cultivated by oxen an extent of ground
in unprofitable pasture double that of the fallow

ground— viz.,

Arjients. Hectares.

18,000,000 or 9,193,000 in sheep walks and commons.

'Jhese united number's led to the belief that there
was

—

Arpents. Hectares.
In corn land 28,200,000 or 14,402,800
In fallow ground 18,600,000 or 9,449,390
In uasle lands and commons 18,000,000 or 9,193,000

Total of arable land 04,800,000 or 33,094,000
Total of meadow, wood, &c... 40,200,000 or 20,530,910

Total surface of the kingdom 105,000,000 or 52,025,000

In examining these statistical returns, we find

that not one of them was the result of local in-

vestigations, and that they were nothing but a

chain of deductions drawn from the hypothesis,
that it was possible to know the extent of arable
land by the exact number of its ploughs. This is

what had been already imagined by some of the
intendants of provinces in endeavouring to exe-
cute the instructions of Louis XIV., and we si«e

with astonishment, that at a distance of a century
agricultural statistics were still reduced to such
an expedient, and that they had made in reality no
progress during this long ])eriod.

This great enterprise found more numerous
facilities, when, in 1810, Napoleon commanded
the execution of a general statistic of Franco.
Then the excellent work of the division of the
territory into departments, the operation of tlie

register of lands, the regidar assessment of taxes,

the censuses of the population, a centralized ad-
ministration, and the more extensive difiusion of
public instruction, were auxiliaries which must
have been of essential service. At the same time

the effectsof these advantages were exaggerated in

an extraordinary manner, when, by means of a
circular, .{;')4 statistical questions were addressed

to each of the j)refects, and these functionaries

were required to give the solution in two months
under pain of being dc])rived of their employ-
ment. The government was completely deceived

in its expectation ; for, three years after, wishing
to exhibit the situation of the empire, it wa^;

obliged to borrow from the inventories of the ad-
ministration of the consolidated taxes the numbers
relating to vineyards and their jiroduce, and could

only give a summary table of the croj) of grain,

in which all kinds were confounded together in all
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respects, and in which a single figure expresses all

the numbers belonging to 10 or 12 departments.

This form, which was no donht necessitated by the

imperfection of materials, takes away all value

from this document, because it does not jjer-

init us in any way to compare either the pro-

duction of a department or tliat of any species of

grain. It does not even allow us to know the

total of the crops attributed then to one territory,

for it complicates with the 8(i departments of

ancient France the 45 others whicli had been
united to it, and of whicli the crops, in conse-

quence of this confusion, could not be separated.

The undertaking of tlie statistics of France, and
the niaiiageinent to which it was entrusted, were
supi)ressed in 1814 ; and the new aiiministration,

who were not sparing of rej)roaches. resolved to

])roceed differently in what concerned agriculture.

Instead of numerical tables, the execution of
which, it is said, was too difficult, it required de-

tails of observations and of valuations to which it

gave the whimsical title of moral accounts. Never-
theless, from the following year the political

necessity of having some idea of the disposable,

subsistence of the population caused it to return
to the arithmetical calculations, tlie use of which
it had condemned. From that time was established

the custom of requiring of the prefects annual
reports of the crops of grain of their several de-
partments. These reports, and above all the col-

lection of prices given by the weekly averages,
furnish information which in some emergencies
may be useful to the government, but they do not
constiti.te an agricultural statistic, as some pub-
licists have supposed, and to be convinced of this

it is suthcient to consider their mode of execution.
The first document of this information mani-

fests its character and its bearing ; it is a table

sent annually to tlie prefects dating from 1813, and
which contains in its columns eight series of ques-
tions. The first

—" What is the population of your
department .'" expects a direct and decisive re-

ply ; and indeed the census, which ascends from
tlie smallest village to the largest town, gives the
power to satisfy this demand by an exact number.
But as for tlie other questions, of which the ob-
ject has never been submitted to similar investi-

gations, the interrogations are framed in quite

anotlier manner.
They run thus literally—" At how many hec-

tolitres do you estimate the crop in wheat, in

niesiim, in rye ?" " At how much do you estimate
the quantity of grain necessary annually for the
consuiuption of your department?' "At how
many hectolitres do you estimate the excfiss of the

resources above the consumption, or the deficiency

of these resources .'
" " At how much do you

estimate the quantity of grain necessary for the

nourishment of the inhabitants, that for the nou-
rishment of domestic animals ?' &c.

Neither the expression nor the sense of these

questions permits us to believe that they could

elicit anytViing but estimations in the mass, left

entirely to the discretion of the prefects ; and it

must necessarily have been thus when they were
required to separate, in the production of such
and such grain, the quantity consumed by animals

from that which was consumed by men, an opera-

tion which is practically impossible, and vvhich

can only be attempted by means of arbitrary esti-

mations quite witliout the limits of statistics.

The number?, sent in reply by the ]>ret(,'c"'ts can
have no otlier origin, for, with tlie exception of

the vine, the register of land furnishes no return

of the extent of cultivation, the lists of taxes give
none of agricultural produce, and the octrois only
indicate tliC consuntption of large towns, of which
besides a considerable part escapes their action.

Thus the oificial documents throw no light ujion

agricidture, and to obtain this a special investi-

gation was necessary, which before, 1838, had
never been attempted nor even projected.
When this investigation was appointed and pre-

scribed, every one of those who were required to
assist in it cried out upon the impossibility of its

execution. But, if this had existed, nothing was
more easy than to reproduce it, and since every-
thing was to be done, it was because till then all

had remained in ignorance. There was no know-
ledge, in reality, either of the extent of culti-

vation or of the quantity of seed that it required,
or of that of the proportional produce ; and the
numbers assiti;ncd to each of these things were
chance estimation, and deprived of all rational
foundation. "\Ve can apju-cciate them exactly by
this remarkable fact, that an administrator who,
since 1815, had furnished 2'.i times the calculation
of the crojjs of a department was unable to give
that of a district, or even of a jjarish. Thus it is

very easy to enumerate masses when we take no
account of their elementary parts ; and, on the
contrary, it is extremely dilficult to arrive by
the analysis of elements at the knowledge of the
composition of masses.

It results from these facts—
1. That during the whole of the 18th century

agricultural statistics have drawn their numerical
terms exclusively from a system of induction so
broad, that the observation of a territory of
a league square has concluded the determination
of the whole surface of France : that from tlie

number of ploughs they inferred the extent of
cultivation : and that the physical and agricul-
tural division of the country h;is been deduced
from comparing the weight and the surface of the
map of the kingdom.

2. That in times less remote this system of in-

duction has been substituted by that of arbitrary
estimations, which give at once the total of all

things, leaving entirely unknown the individual
numbers of whicdi tbey must be essentially form-
ed. From which it follows, that while in appear-
ance there was not wanting u single return to the
agricultmal statistics of a department, there did
not exist one upon the difl'erent parts of which its

territory iscomj)osed.

It -was reserved. Sire, for the reign of your
Majesty, to see these fruitless attemjits of a cen-
tury and a half restored at last to better methods,
which will make known with certainty and jire-

cision the agriculture of France, that first interest
of the state, that uoblo science which nourishes
the peeple, and which has always excited the most
lively sympathies of your Majesty.

MEANS OF EXECUTING OF THE PRESENT AGRICUL-
TURAL STATISTICS.

The programme of the general statistics of
France, which your Majesty condescended to re-
ceive in 18.-S5, pointed out agricidture as one of tlie

jirincipal partsofthisgreatenter[irisc,andonewhicii
ought to take jilace after those which made known
the territory and the population. A circular of the
TJth of July, 183(j, orders the prefects to piepaie
the materials for it, and jirescribcs to them the
means they were to take to arrive at this object.

Experience has taught how, with the power of
Louis XIV. and the will of Napoleon, it was pos-
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sible not to succeed in the execution of the agii-

cultiiral statistics of France ; but it did not indicate

iti any country of Europe by what means it was
possible to arrive at it. It wa-! necessary to mnl<e
it the subject of new and serious studies, wliich
led us to consider the following as being the prin-
ciples of the matter :

—
1. The extension of researches up to tlie first

elements of numbers, in order to arrive at tlie

highest degree of ccrt-.iinty possible.

1. The use of tables drawn up with uniformity,
filled up upon the spot, nnd guaranteed by the
functionaries by whom they were executed.

.). A restrained limitation of the nomenclature of
these tables, in order that the extent of labour
should give neither motives nor pretext to find

the undertaking of it impossible.

4. The option of diminishing the number of
figures, by excluding those which may be obtained
by an exact deduction, such as the total value of
the difterent productions, whicli it is easy to

ascertain when we know their quantity and their

price.

5. The multiplication of the means of revision, of
correction, and of controul, applied to the results

of all the successive operations of whicli the in-

vestigation is composed.
The end and utility of these means will be better

appreciated by their practical application than by
the simple declaration of them.
Two very different methods may be employed

in the undertaking of the agricultural statistics

of France—the one prompt and easy, consisting in

the valuation of all things in mass, in each depart-

ment, and more or less arbitrary ; the other, long
and complex, proceeds, on the contrary, by col-

lecting the necessary data, even from the smallest

localities, and it is by bringing together the arith-

metical results of each commune that we suc-

cessively formed tliose of cantons, of districts, of
departments, of regions, and finally of the whole
kingdom. This latter having been considered as

the only rational method, it has been resolved to

employ it in executing in each of tlie 37,300 com-
munes of F'rance, a register of agricultural domain,
an inventory of its rural products, a census of its

domestic animals, and a table of its consumption.
To attain this end, instructions have been ad-

dressed to the prefects and tninsmitted by them
to eacii of the sub-j)refects and mayors, with such
modifications as the diversity of places required.
I'o these instructions wc-rc joined a model table,

the columns of which were ordered to be filled up
by arithmetical numbers, explaining in ii:etrical

measuies or in decimal money the extent of each
species of cultivation, of pasturage and of wood,
the quantity and the value of their annual produce,
and the (piality of each kind of consinni)tioii.

'J'he reverse of this tal)le indicates the number of
the different species of domestic animals, the value
of each species, and tlicir annual revenue, mean
and total. Tliesc returns arc completed by a
statement of the number of animals slaughtered,
ami by everything that relates to tlie consmniition
of meat, as well in (pnntity as in \'aluc, and both
collectively and singly by each iwhal)itant.

The whole of the numerical terms required for

each commune do not amount to more than 3(1,

»nd in places where the cultivation is little varied
they are reduced to 30, that is to say, to 1-1 1th of
the number of statistifal (luestions, to wliich it was
necessary to rcjdy by aritlimetical figures according
to the progiamme of 18.10. lUit, lunvcvcr limited

and simple these returns may be, the great

number of persons called upon to furnish them
caused it to be foreseen that cases would occur in
which the research would not find sufficient zeal
and capacity. The Ministerial instructions in
investing the mayor of each corporation with the
commission of drawing up the agricultural table

have therefoie ordered, that if he had need of co-
operaters or assistants, the prefect should desig-
nate for this purpose the superintendent of
direct contributions, the taxgatherer, the com-
missioners of forests, the governors of institutions,

or any other public functionary, and that he should
claim the aid and concurrence of all the principal

citizens, particularly of those who composed the
agricultural societies and meetings. This confi-

dence has not been in vain, and in a multitude of
instances the principal inhabitants of the rural

districts, men of great information, but strangers

to this kind of labour, physicians, justices of the

peace, and clergymen, have voluntarily lent their

assistance, and have given assiduous and devoted
attention to these researches.

Nevertheless, so vast an undertaking, executed
for the first time, and where statistical knoM'Iedge

was yet but little spread, must necessarily have
met with great and numerous obstacles. In many
cases the inquiries have been received with dis-

trust, as tending to serve some fiscal purpose; but
these false ideas have not obtained credit. In

general the difficulties have taken place in the

rural communes, by the tendency to reply rather

by words than by figures ; by the defective notions

of metrical measures ; by the common use of cha-

racters nearly illegible ; and, above all, by the

novelty of the work, which caused the exaggera-
tion of the least impediment. In other places, the

difficulties have been owing to these causes :—The
opinion that such an undertaking must necessarily

be executed, like the public register, by agents

apjjointed and paid for the purpose; the prepos-

session which considered the greater part of

country mayors as incapable of atithmetical

labour ; an obstinate disposition to modify tlie

general plan according to a multitude of particu-

lar points of view ; the w;mt of the completion of
the cadastre, and even the nomenclature of different

sorts of surfaces of ground, wdiich in so large a
country cannot be exempt from variation, un-
certainty, and confusion. It is not without use to

note tiiese difficulties, in order to foresee and pre-

vent the effects of them at another opportunity.

To obviate the difiiculties, which consisted in

the omissions or errors of the arithmetical calcu-

lations, the prefects have submitted the tables of
communes to commissions of revision formed by
cantons and districts, and a central commission
created in the chief place of the depaitnient.

Great improvements have been introduced in the
work by these re-unions of intelligent men, having
practical acquaintance with agriculture and the

knowledge of localities.

'i'o obtain from all jiarts of France, without a single

exception, the .'57, '31)0 tables of agricultural statistics,

was no doubt the raosttlifiicult operation in this vast

uiulertaking ; but anoilier was necessary which was
almost ecjually long and arduous, in order to make
these materials useful ; this was the operation of

taking them to pipces and trnnsfonniiig tliem.

^t was iinpossiblf, indei'vi,to think of publishing

tlu- staiistifs of the coinnuines separately, for it would
have formed a library of 'J.iO volumes in <|uarto of

oOO pa|;('s each ; and the results, which it is of so luucli

importance to know, would have been buried under

the enormous muss of detail. In order to reduce tho
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work to suitable proportious, it has been necessary

to decompose, figure by figure, the tables of the com-

munes, and to form of them tables of arrondissements,

divided according- to the nature of the products.

Thus the figures of the 19,000 communes of eastern

France have been reduced in such a manner as to be

represented by those of 177 arrondissements ; and

330,000 numerical terms have been converted into

between 8,000 and 9,000 by the parcellary additions

of their elements. For example, as respects only

wheat, 289 lines furnished by the arrondissements of

Laou are summed up in one, and all the figures ex-

plaining; the details of this production in the 859

communes of the department of Aisne are analyzed

in six lines in a table which exhibits the general re-

sults with clearness and exactitude.

Instead therefore of at once and by an arbitrary

estimation attributing, as formerly, a production to a

department of which the local distribution had never

even been investigated, by the method followed in

this new work we ascend gradually from the calcu-

lations of communes to those of the arrondisseraent,

and from those of the arrondissement to general

terms which make known the agriculture of the de-

partment.

Without donbt, numerical operations of so exten-

sive a nature require great and persevering eflbrts :

but, besides the advantage of conducting lo the de-

sired end, they have that of acting as a touchstone on
the calculations submitted to their multiplied proofs.

Some short details will show what are these proofs.

In the tables of communes we find unavoidably

registered in the same column the production of each

different cultivation. The figures by which this is

expressed not having any proportion between them
do not ofl'er any means of coni()arison. lint the

abridged tables are of quite another value for this

object; they are divided according to the nature of

the products, and exhibit in the same sheet, in conti-

nued series, the quantities of wheat, of meslin, of rye,

of barley, &c., returned by each commune in a given

extent of cultivation. This extent, the quantities of

seed and of produce, their jirices, and the consump-
tion of them, are brought together in a manner to

detect every omission, and to render appaient every

exaggeration either of increase or diminution. These
are the testimonials which are made use of in the

daily correspondence of the board of general statis-

tics, to require from the departments, verifications,

or rectifications which have taken place in the same
localities in which the errors have been committed.

The tables of analysis, which alone are jirinted, fur-

nish still more numerous and efficacious means of

revision. They are formed from all the additions of

the abridged tables, and take into consideration every-

thing relative to each sort of cultivation. We find

in them oO dilJereut species of statistical returns,

which are rejieated for each arrondissement, and

which exercise a mutual control over each other. For

example, by bringing' together the sum total of tlie

production, and that of the extent of cultivation, and
dividing the first by the second, we obtain the quan-

tity of ])roduce per hectare. This i|uaDtity returned

in hectolitres and in portions of a hectolitre, is indi-

cated in the same column for all the arrondissements,

and thence is established between them a comparison

which does not permit any number, either too low
or too high, to escape an attentive examination.

The conversion of quantities into values, by the

application of mean prices, corroborates this proof;

for, by showing what sum is obtained l)y thecultiva-

tiou of a hectare in one arrondissement, it furnishes

a return which must be analogous to that which is

drawn from a similar operation as regards the neigh-

bouring arrondissements.

It is to be remarked that the thread of this analogy

is sometimes suddenly broken in places where pro-

duce rises or falls in an extraordinary manner. But
these are exceptions of which %vemay easily iind tlie

cause in a well-known superior fertility, such as that

of the arrondissement of Meaux, or in the neigLbour-

hood of large towns which furnish abundant manure
for cultivation.

It is not to be denied that these proofs may dis-

close a slight lessening of tin? produce, such as a de-

ficiency of a hectolitre to the hectare. But they gua-

rantee that no considerable error can introduce it-

self into this inventory of our agricultural riches;

and when in such a matter we can flatter ouiselves at

arriving so near the truth that there is no chance of

being remote from it more than l-l5th of the distance

gone over, we may be persuaded of having obtained

a degree of exactness which is not inferior to that of

either statistical documents which have ol)taini'd

the approbation of science and the esteem of the

public.

1 venture to hope. Sire, that you will pardon me
these technical details, in acknowledging tliat it is by
them that we shall measure tlie degree of certainty

of so many facts which are essential (o the prosperity

of France, which is the object of the constant solici-

tude of your Majesty.

ON SHED-FEEDING SHEEP.
TO THE EOITOR OF THE I\I A n K I.ANE EXPllESS.

Sin,— Having seen a latter in the " jMark Lane
Express," 31st August, 1!'.40, signed " An Irish

Farmer," expl lining ioinc jiarticulars respecting the

shed-feeding of sheep, and in wliich tlie writer is so

kind as to add, that he would be happy to afibrd any

further explanation on this su' ject, founded on very

long experience, mav 1 request to knov;, through

your most excellent .lournal, the nature and dimen-
sions of the house or open shed which he finds most
convenient for feeding a few sheep for house use,

say five, ten, or twenty. The late Horace Townsend,
of the County Cork, in the first volume of " Rlun-

ster Farmer's INTagazine," p. 39, states his mode and

the result. " The shee|i, (five in number) got two
feeds of potatoes per day, lOlhs. in eacli. Hay was
kept in their rack, and a lump of rock-salt in the

manger; after three weeks lie had a fat sheep per

week, the meat of remarkably good quality, and the

produce of fat much greater than in the usual mode
of feeding. A sheep put in poor- will be good mut-
ton in six weeks; by this practice a gentleman with-

out even one acre of land, may supply his table at

very moderate expence.'' Farther on, in the same
work, j\Ir. Townsend, vol. 1, p. 209, says "onie-
vising the account, (alluding lo the former extract)

I am afraid that, like some of my brother innovators,

I may havo been carried avvav a little too far by the

ardour of what appeared to be an important disco-

very. * * * It has been objected to that the time

allowed for a sheep to fatten is shorter than eX|)eri-

ence and general knowledge can allow, and I believe

the objection is not ill-founded. To ascertain this

point exactly, will reijuire an accurate attention to

the time of enclosing, and the condition in which
the animal happens to be. Of this I shall be more
careful in the course of future ])ractice, acknow-
ledging that the former report was taken rather from

appearance than reality, from what I beHeied rather
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tbau from what T. knew to be tbe case." Again in

vol. 2, p. 121 of" tbe same magazine, be says, " I con-

tinue to practise tlie method of shed -feeding sbeep,

with success, and liave found some imitators in my
neighbourhood. A gentleman of Ross, who has but

a few town fields and never Jiad a sheep before, now
supplies liimself with good mutton of bis own feed-

ing. He began last summer to feed tliem with

clov'er, and since the month of September bus su])-

plied its place with potatoes and bay. He allows

each sheep (wethers of the common breed, about 13

to 14lbs. per quarter) seven pounds of potatoes per

d ly. A sbeep put in, as the butchers call it, clean,

or just in fleshy condition, but by no means fat, will

be good mutton in six weeks, and prime in two

months ; some of course are more thriving than

others, l)ut fevv- will require a longer time to fat than

here mentioned."

I cannot find in anv of the subsequent numbers of

tlio magazine, that Mr. Townsend has given any

further account of his own success. I am, there-

fore, I suppose to presume that Mr. Ross's experi-

ment coincided with Mv. Townsend's experience,

namely, that a sbeep weighing 13 or 141bs. per quar-

ter, put into bouse in fleshy condition and fed with

71bs. of potatoes per day with hay, will be prime

mutton in two months.

I am quite sure " An Irish Farmer," would con-

fer a high favour on many country gentlemen as well

in England as in Ireland, if be would take the trou-

ble to furnish ample details of bis mode of shed-

foeding sheep, founded on his long experience,

through the columns of your useful ])ublication.

Sept. 21, 1140. A MuNSTER Farmer.

ON HOOSE IN CALVES.

B-i T. Mayer, Sex., V. S., Newcasti.e-undfr-
Lyne.

(^Abstracted from The Veterinarian, vol. 7, page 685.^

I have lately met with this very fatal disease in

several calves belonging to a neighbouring farmer.

He bad lost five before he consulted me ; a sixth,

which was nearly dead, I sent to my establishment,

and thus had an opportunity of examining it soon

after death. Tbe disease is accompanied by, or seems
to be entirely dependent on, the existence of worms
in the bronchial tul)es and air passages into tbe

lungs. I have sent you some specimens of them
;

ibey belong to tbe strongiiius species, and are one of

tbe divisions of tbe jilaria. 'J'hey are from an incli

and a half to three inches in length, and, when
viewed througli a microscope, resemble so many
silver eels. 'i'ho disease, from its very peculiar

nature, must almost invariably bo fatal.

The first symptoms which present themselves are

a peculiar boozing or husky dry cough. The animal

soon begins to drooj> and lose flesh ; and as the disense

advances, the breathing is very much ([uickened,

accompanied by an evident sense of oppression

ubont ilie chest tmd a grunting noise, and tbe pulse

beats one hundred times in a minute. The appetite

is not much affected ; rumination continues, and tbe

bowels are regular throughout the wbole perioil of

tiie disease. Tbe discbarge from the noso is of a

mucous, and not a purulent character.

'I'iie animal sometimes lingers from three to five

weeks, the symptoms becoming more and more ag-

gravated, the countenance anxious and distressed,

the ears drooping, tbe eyes sunk in their orbits, tbe

nostrils distended for air, the breathing more and
more rapid, accompanied by this grunting distressing

noise, and the beast is constantly restless : the ema-
ciation and del)ility is extreme , and at length the

poor beast tenuinatus its career from exhaustion and
suffocation; the broncbiid tubes, even to their mi-

nutest lamifications, being completely plugged up
with knots of worms imbedded in mucus. It is a

reinarkvible circumstance, and deserving of attention,

that the appetite continues good, and the bowels
regular to the very end of the case. Upon laying

open the whole extent of the trachea, or the bronchial

tubes, I found the lining membrane much less in-

flamed than could have possibly been expected,

'i'he inflammation was greater, however, in the bron-

chi than in tlie sujierior air passages.

A greatquantity of worms occupied thelarvnxand
fauces ; but this mnv partly be accounted for, from the

head and neck, aftfr death.lying lower than the bodv,

and tiius seme of the worms gradually gravitating

down; yet tbe bronchial tubes seemed to be com-
pletely blocked up. The posterior and superior part

of the lungs possessed much of their external natur-.d

colour ; but, anteriorly, they were much inflamed.

VVlien cut into, the substance of tbe lungs seemed to

be thickened, and indurated anteriorly; posteriorly

and superiorly it had more of its natural structure,

but was studded with red, vascular, and indurated

patches, giving it a variegated appearance.

Tbe abdominal viscera, and tbe interior of tbe

intestines were free from worms. The mesenteric

glands were not enlarged.

As the summer has been very dry, and the water

of which tbe cattle drank, upon that particular farm,

was very stagnant, I consider tbe calves to have

taken tbe ova up in drinking, and which passed into

tbe circulation, and were arrested in their progress in

tbe place where nature designed them to be brought

to maturity.

Since the calf died from which these worms were

taken, I have had another placed under my care,

upon which I performed tlie operation of tracheotomy.

I then passed a whalebone probaing through tbe

wound up to the trachea, as far as the larynx, but I

could not reach any worms, nor was I more success-

ful in passing it down to tbe conmiencement of the

bronchial tubes, but tbe animal received great and
immediate relief from the operation.

I consider this operation a failure as to its en-

abling me to extract the worms, but it is certainly

highly useful in affording so much relief.

1 am trying the effect of Indian pink, combined

with saline medicines, at the same time compelling

tbe animal to inhale the vapour arising from melted

tar and turpentine. I can say nothing of tbe ulti-

mate effect of this mode of treatment at present

;

but it certainly has relieved tbe urgent symptoms.

I shall feel obliged by your inserting this letter

in The \'eterinarian in order that the attention of prac-

titioners may be brought to bear upon this subject,

that some efficient mode of cure may be suggested.

Clater, and some other writers, describe a mo<lo of

treatment, which I consider would aggravate, rather

than cure the disease, even if adopted, as they re-

commend, in the earliest stage of it.

I am very much inclineii to consider thn cures

that are said to have been ellVfteil, as those of com-

mon cold, and not of this peculiar m-.dady.

As many of your contributors will no doubt feel

interested in having the altiinate results attendant

upon the treatment of those cases of bronchitis,

noticed in a former nunibor of'youi- journal ( vdl.vii.p.

^&h), I have much pleasure in forwarding the parti-

culars without further preface, except that I would
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apologize to Mr. Youatt for aot liiiving- noticed in my
last piiper liis article uiion bronchitis in that valuable

publication, Tlio Farnior's Series ; it (lid not meet my
fve till some time atterwavds ; biul I seen it, it would

liave superseded mucb that mine contained. Having

thus made the amende honorable, I sliall proceed :
—

'J'he little patient, upon which the operation of

trachiotomv had been performed, recovered mucb of

its condition, spirit, and appetite ; but as the wound
in tlie trachea gradually healed up, it pined away
aj;ain, and ultimately sunk, although the Indian pink,

conjoined with saline medicines and fumigations,

were followed up to the last. On a post-mortem ex-

amination, I found not more than half tlie quantity

of worms as in the first case, many of them having-

no doubt beea expelled, or crept out through the

opening into the trachea. The anterior and middle
]iortion of the lungs were of a bright vermilion hue,

shading gradually oft' to their niitural colour towards
their posterior portion, the lining membrane of the

bronchi and air cells was much inflamed, but not so

that of the trachea.

1 consider the operation of tracheotomy, (/; ex-

treme cases, as a most valuable aid ; but it should be

done low down, as it affords in the tirst place, greater

facility for the expulsion of worms ; secondly, by
adraittinir currents ofcold air immediately upon their

nidus, itrenders their habitation less temible; ibirdl}',

it allows you as the wound closes up, the opportu-

nit}' of operating agai-i above. The operation is of tlie

highest importance too in taking oft" the spasmodic

ertect produced upon the larynxeal muscles from the

sympathetic irritation and effects of the worms, oc-

casioning asphyxia to a great degree, but which is im-
mediately removed by the operation ; the animal

breathing afterwards comparatively easy.

There were now five other calves left, nearly of

the same age, and which had been running out along

with the others ever since they were weaned ; these

were labouring under the same affection, finding
the medical treatment adopted in the last case did

not succeed, I determined upon giving the turpen-

tine a fair trial ; for which purpose I combined some
oil of turpentine with common olive oil, but the far-

mer felt so prejudiced against using any strong me-
dicines, that he would not give it, for he had not

only administered before he applied t9 me tar-balls,

but the strong remedies recommended by Clater,

under the effect of which the calves were fast sink-

ing. J therefore advised him to try a remedy my
father used to employ witb success, consisting of

half a pint of lime water every morning to eacli calf,

and a table spoonful of common salt dissolved in

half a pint of water every afternoon ; keejiing them
out at grass, and varying their pasture from time to

time. This plan of treatment was regularly pursued

for some lime, and succeeded ; the remaining calves

were soon in perfect health, and suffered very little

in iheir growth : m fact a stranger not knowing the cir-

cumstances, would not suppose they bad laboured

under any disease. Where lime water cannot be

procured conveniently, I would recommend bnlf a

drach. of aqua kaii. jjur. in half a pint of linseed tea,

as a substitute. Common suit is a valuable iiiedicine,

either as a preventive to the development of worms,
or as a specific against some of the species, as the

fluke-woim, &:c., it is particularly obnoxious to them
either in or out of the bod y.

'I'here is little doubt that it must be trnnsmitted

along the sibsorbents, and pass thiough the secern-

ing vessels with the proximate elements of which it

is composed, in as intimate a union as when taken

into the stomach : for it is a well known fact that

bodies taken into that viscus will become ab-

sorbed into the circulation, and pass apparently un-

altered through the secerning vessels ot some of the

glands of the body. If the secretions formed by

the mucous membrane of the bronchi become im-

jiregnated with the muriate of soda, it would render

iheworms sickly, and occasion them to quit their

bold, in consequence of which they would be easily

expelled through the larynx and nostrils. Some
individuals are in the habit of giving a table spoon-

ful of powdered savin in half a pint of milk daily,

witb tolerable success. Others dress the inside of

the nostrils with oil of savin, and administer a small

portion of the same daily, diluted with vinegar.

An old cowleech told me he was always successful

with the oil of savin. Some extol assfoetida rubbed

down with vinegar. In consequence of the inflam-

mation of the bronchial tubes and lungs, the admini-

stration of turpentine, or other strong anthelminties,

is of dubious policy ;
for whilst you are striving to

steer clear of Scylla you may fall into Charybdis
;

but it is the duty of the veterinary surgeon to watch

narrowly the progress of the symptoms, and take his

tack accordingly. It appears upon inquiry into the

history of this singular anc! fatal affection, that

where calves are of strong and vigorous constitutions,

so as to wrestle with the alfection till cold weather

sets in, they will spontaneously recover.

It occurs^in all situations, and upon every descrip-

tion of soil ; but is most frequently met with upon

low marshy districts, particularly where the water

percolates thiough a peat stratum of soil. Farms

situated upon marsiiy strata are the least subject

to it.

It prevails to a great extent during very dry years,

when the pit water upon diflerent farms becomes

nearly dried up, and rendered putrid and full of ani-

malcule, as was the case upon that particular farm

where the above cases occurred ; on this account 1

should stronglyrecoramend the flinging into the pits,

from time to" time, some quick lime. As cattle are

much addicted to go into the water during warm
weather, and remaining there for some time, voiding

their dung and urine, our worthy I'rofessor at the

Veterinary College suggested the idea of the ova

being furnished by this means, which a priori would

appear very probable, as the worms belong to the

species of intestinal worms which ore found depo-

sited in all situations of the animal body. A friend

of mine, however, furnished me with a fact which

militates against this idea. He has two farms, one

situated high and upon a calcareous marly stratum,

where the disease is seldom or never known

;

and the other lies low, and has a large piece of

ground, into which he turns his young colts and

sheep, but which possesses a peat bottom. On one

occasion, although warned by a neighbour as to the

consequences, he turned his young rearing calves

into it, every one of which took the boose ; but by
immediately sending them to their old quarters, they

soon recovered. He stated, moreover that his upper

farm had only pit water upon it, which although in

dry v.eather the ponds were nearly dried up, and

rendered foul by the cattle standing in them dunging

and staling, yet the beasts remained free from the

disease.

From the little that is known of the history of these

parasitical animals, it is impossible to say whether

they are taken up in their state of ova from the fluids

received into tlie intestines, or whether the ova are

deposited within the nostrils, and there hatched to

that point where their instinctive propensities de-

relope themselves, so as to guide them to that situa-

tion where they are found and brought to maturity.

I myself consider that the vegetable matter and soil
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tl)iough which the -water filters furnishes the ovn,

vrhich being tiiken into the stomach and intestines,

anJ being smaller than tlie globules of which eithei-

the chyle or blood is composed, pass easily through

the iibsorl)ents, and even the secerning vessels of the

glands, and of mucous, or even serous surfaces. This

appears to he the only way in which we can raiion-

allv account for their being found in various parts

of the body in which they are met, I can readily

conceive it possible for the ova to be transmitted

through every series of r;imifying vessels in the body,

and yet not become developed until accidental circum-

stances turn up, such as a diseased gland, so as to

favour the unfolding of that vital and vivifying

principle inherent in seed of eveiy Icind. In my
last paper these worms are stated to belong to the

strongylus species, but upon examining them more

minutely, I consider them belonging to the variety

called ununaria; the characters of which are, budy

hiiforra, elastic, head with membranous anguhir

lips, the tail of the female needle shaped, and that of

the male armed with two hooks encased in a pellucid

vesicle.

The characters of tlie strongylus species are body

round, long, the forepart globular and truncate, with

a circular aperture, (ringed at the margin, and the

j)ind pait of the male hooded, that of the female

j)ointed.

P.S.—1 forgot to state that my sou has met with

three species of worms in the bronchial tubes and air-

cells of an ass, whilst dissecting at college; and

what was very singular, there were no urgent symp-
toms before the animal was killed to lead to any sus-

picion of their existence.

{To be continued.)

HUNTINGDON AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The Show and Ploughing Match took place on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 7. The plougiis and teams left the Market
Hill at eif?ht o'clock in the morning and set in on two

grounds of Mr. Jumc-? N'easey's, at (Jodmanchtster.

The show of stock and implements was considerably

larger than last year. At four o'clock above 400 per-

sons sat down to an excellent dinner in the Assembfy
Room, Court Hall, snpnlitd by Mr. Cartwright, of the

Fountain lun. The Earl of Sandwich in the chair,

supported on the right bv Lord St. John, Sir R. H.
Hussey, Colonel Linton, Mr. C. Barnett, the Rev. Jas.

Linlon ; and on the left by J. 13. Roopcr, Esq., Edward
Fellows, Esq., M. Geo. Thnrnhill, Esq., M.P., D.

IVL'irtin, l'"s(| , and nemly all the landlords and tenants

in the county. I'he usual routine of toasts applicable

to the occasion, commencing with the Queen, were

enthusiasiically drank, and the proposers vied with

each other in combining the interests of the landlord,

tenant, and labourer, in one social bond, and recom-

mending still further rewards to be held out to the la-

laourcrs, tending to correct their social and moral

habits.

The following prizes were then awarded:—
Class 1.—Double ploughing with two liorscsahreii5t,

John Sharman ; owner. Lord St. John, of l\Ielchbourne,

first prize 21. 10s. 2nd prize, Francis Hill ; owner,

Geo. 15owyer, DidiiiRton, 1/. 10s. 3rd prize. Win. Ro-
binson ; owner, \V. iSowyer, Snuthoe.

Class 2.—With three horses single, Wm. Fisher

;

nwuer Mr. Jas, Yeasey, Godmanchester, 1st piize 2/.

;

boy, 10s. 2nd prize, William Dunean ; owner, Uev.

Ja*. Linlon, Iltnncyford, 1/. 6s.; boy, 5s. 3rd jirizi',

Will. Di;;liton ; owner, Mr. James Veas>ey, Gcdmuu-
chesler, 17*. 6d. j boy, 2?. Cd.

LABOURERS AND SERVANTS.
Class 1.—William Ilodgc, aged Sfi, has a wife and

ten children, has received tlie sum of 24s. within the

last four years on account of severe illness, 1st prize,
^

2l. 10s. Joseph Eillis, at-ed 51, has had 13 children, |
brought up nine, about 20 years since received from "
his parish 4s. per week for eight weeks in consequence
of being kicked by a horse in his master's service, has

lived upon Mr. Beeche's farm : Ilemingford Abbotts,
3S years, 2nd prize, 21.

Class 2.—The labourer who shall have worked the

greatest number of years without intemperance on the

same occupation or with the same employer.—Simon
Bass, aged 65 years, lived with Mr. Isliss, of Swines-
hcad, never received j)arcchial relief, Ist prize, 2/.

—

2iid prize. Philip Grocock, asred 61, lived 60 years
with Mr. liarradine, of Necdingworth, 1/. 5s., 3rd
prize. Wm. Gregory, aged 65, lived 47 years in

Mr. Fletcher's family at Rampton. 15s.

Class 4.—Maid servants who have lived the greatest

number of yc.irs in the same occupation or with the

same ina^.ter or mistress.—Ann Knightly, 63, lived 40
year* in Mrs. Ulph's family, Ht prize, H. 10s. Ann
Wheelhouse, 5S, lived 31 years in IVlr. Button's family,

St. Ives, 2nd prize, ll. Elizabeth Warrington, 48
yrs., lived 21 years, 3rd prize, 15s.

BENEFIT CLUBS.
The labourer or servant who shall have subscribed

the greatest numbers of years.— Robert Gadsby, aged

71, 48 years and 5 months, 1st prize, \l. lOs. Stepheu
Meny, 77, 48 yrs. and 5 mouths, 2nd prize, 1/. Thos.
Foster, 75, 47 yccirs, .Srd prize, 15s.

SHEPHERDS.
The shepherd who shall have reared in the present

year, the greatest number of lambs from any number
of long-vvoolled ewes, not less than one hundred, pro-

portionably.—William Sawyer, servant to Mr. Vipaa
Sutton, ewes 105, lambs KiO, 1st prize, 21. William

Hill, shepherd to Mr. R. Daiutree, of Hcmingford, 334

ewes, 455 lambs, 2ud pCize, H. 10s.

SHORT WOOL CL.\SS.

Thos. Gilbert, shepherd to his Grace the Duke of

Manchester, 158 ewes, 202 lambs reared, 3 ewe lost, 2/,

STOCK.
Class 1.— J. B. Rooper, Esq., Ripton, three wethers

under 2 years old, 1st iirize, 8/.

THREE THAVES.
Class 2.—H. W. Beaufort, Esq., of Holme Hou=e,

Biggleswade, 1st prize, Si. Mr. Ladds, of Ellington,

2nd prize, 41.

Ch'ss 3.—3 ewe:< that have suckled lambs to the 15th
July last.—Rev. James Linton, Hcmingford, 5/.

Class 4.— 5 ewes fed on grass only.—Mr. W. Elp-
tlier, of Sutton, 3L

NEAT STOCK.
Bull of any age, Mr. R. W, Laxton, Morborno, 10/

;

bull under 2 years, J. R. Rooper, Esq., Riptoii, 5/.

;

milch cow of any age, Mr. W. Ladds, I'Jlimgtou, 5/.
;

2 steers under 2 yrs. old, Mr. \V. Ladds, do., 6/. ; 2
heifers under 2 years old, I\Ir. W. Ladds, do., 5/.;

oxen of any age, Mr. George, of Rythorn, 10^

SOUTH-EAST HANTS AGRICUL-
TURAL ASSOCIATION.

I'lti si:nt.\ti(in oi- a phce of ri.ATH lo riiK siicHK-

•lAUT, L'. osiioiiN, r.s(j.

The lilili anniversary of this iis«ocialion, which was
iiisiituted lor tin,' purpose of aflbrdin^r tni:ourairciiicnt to

iiulustrious and mrriiorioiis ngriculiural labourers resi-

dent in the soulli-ea~tern district of I[ani|)shire. was
celelirated on the 14ih ult., at the Red l.ion lun. Fare-

hum ; where ihu rrcsij^^iitj Vict- President-, Commit-
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tee, the Stewards, and a lar^e party of frentlemen and
others interested in agricultural pursuit* (in uU about

130), partowk of a sumptuous dinner, dessert, and fine

flavoured wines, ?.erved in excellent style by Miss

Harris, Tl)e successful cr.ndidales for the various prizes,

to the numberof about 100, were al-o refrnled in an ad-

ioinin!? room vfiih a good substantial dinner, and a

iii)eral allowance of stronar beer.

The choir was ably filled by the Prcsiilent of the

AssociiUioa—H. P. Delme, Esq., of Cams, near F.ire-

liam. Messrs. Appleby and J. Baker ofKciated as Vice-

Presidents.

Among the gentlemen sealed near the Chairman,
were—Sir Lucius Curtis, Bart., Rev, Sir H. Thompson,
Bart., the Hon. and Rev. \V. Howard, Rev. VV. Har-
rison, W, Tlireslier, Esq., W. Abbott. E^q., J. Barney,

Esq., Capt, Cliad*, R.A'., James Warner, Esq., James
Martin, Esq., J. G. Bourchier, E^^q., E. G. Jones, Esq.,

W. Hicgins, J'.sq., Rev. G. Abbott, James Thresher,

Esq., Edvv."ird Paddon, Esq., C. Osborn, Esq., S. Bar-
rel I, Esq., &f;., &c.

Immediately opposite the Chairman stood the testi-

monial purchased by subscription, and intended to be

presented oti this occasion to Charles Osborn, Esq., the

Secretary. It is a magnificent centre ornament for a

dining table, and eonsists of a tripod base, supporting

three figures of husbandmen willi spade, seedlip, and
sickle, a centre stem with three branches, forming' an
elegant candel ibrum (made after tlic design of that

presented to the Earl of Leicester on his elevation to

the Peerage) and bearing the following inscription ;
—

"Prcsond'd to Charles Osuorn, Esq., l)y the members
of tlip Soutlv-East Hiints Atrriculturnl Association, aiirl otlipr

frien'ls, ti> nuu-k their approbation nf bis in(lefati:4ciMc exertions

in estiibl. shins the Socieiy, and as a token of tlie esteem in

wliicli lie is lield by his neishl)ours.— Sept. 14, 184U."

The usual loyal and other toasts having been drank,

ami the prizes distributed to the successful candidates,

the Chairman upon the occasion of returning thank.-, on
his heallh being drank, said, " It would be recollected

that at the last anniversary meeting of the Association,

it was unanimously resolred that some appropriate

testimonial should be jiresented to then- worthy Secre-

tary, Rlr. Osborn, in acknowledgment of his indefatig-

able exertions. This had been carried into effect, under
the superintendence of the Committee, and the presen-

tation was fi.Ke'! to take place at this meeting. 'I'liey

were all so well acquainted with the merit and private

worth of Mr. O.sljorn, that it would be unnecessary to

offer any remarks on his high character; it therefore

only remained for him to request that gentleman to ac-

cept the piece of plate which now .stood before him, as

a te«limonial of the esteem and regard which the mem-
bers of the Association entertain lor him, coupled with

a ainceie hope that he will long continue to enjoy the

good wi.^hes of his friends, and to advance the good
work wliich he has so ably commenced. Having
presented the plate, he would call upon the company to

fill a bumper to the health of Mr. Osborn, with three

times three.

iMr, ObKORN (after the general cheering with which
he was greeii-d had ceased), said he rose under such
considerable excitement that he ciuld not command
words adequately to express his letlings on an occasion

calculated lo call forth all the sentnnenLs of gratitude

and regard which the human heart could develope

—

when such a di'^interestcd mark of respect was conferred

upon him, which he little merited, and, he could assure

the company, never centemplated. It was true that he
had been the first to call the attention of gentlemen to

the ohjeels to br; achieved by means of such an As5-o-

ciatioH as the present ; but it wag equally true, that had
it not been tor the zealous co-operation of the Piesiilent,

the Coinmiitee, and officers, his exeriions would lon^-

since have been forgotten, and he should not have had
th • honour to meet them on that day to celebrate its

fil'ih anniversary. He could assure hi» friends that tliis

splendid tiihute of their liberality nould ever be a sub-

ject of grf.teful recollection lo him— it woiiM live long
after he had cea^jcd to breathe— he wouhl leave it to hi.^

cliildren.as a memorial of the favourable manner m
which their father's exertions had been viewed. It w as

gratifying to notice that similar associations had been
established in various cawnties, the members being
officers in the army or navy and civilians, who had
merged all difference of political opinion, and anited to

promote the desirable object. Such institutions as these
afforded the opportunity of beceming intimately ac-
quainted with the character of the English peasantry,
whom he felt confident would be found loyal, and
patient under trials ; and, should unhappily the country
require their services in the event of a war, they would
come forward, and prove that they were Englishmen
still. Since the first foundation of this society, about
800Z. had been distributed in rewardsi, and the labourers'

cottages had become greatly improved in consequence
of the incentive held out ; and he hoped that every cot-

tager would have a garden, in wliich he could occupy
his leisure hours, and thereby add to the comfortable
support of his family. In his opinion agriculture was
still in its infancy, and great improvements were capa-
ble of being made ; it wag therefore, he thought, desira-

ble that all interested in ihecuhivaiion of thesoil should
join hand in hand in promoting improvement, and
thereby increase the wealth and stability of the nation.

He tiianked the company most sincerely, from the

bottom of his heart, for the valuable testimonial which
they had been pleased to present to him; it would
stimulate him to future exertion, and would exist when
he had ceased to breathe. It reminded him of an ex-
pression of a venerable old man, who, on receiving a
prcmiuin from the society, said—" This ijl. will do me
more good llian .50/. of parocliial relief— it will be some-
thing to talk about when I am dead and gone."—
Abridged from the Hampshire Chronicle,

NORTH SUFFOLK AND SOUTH
NORFOLK AGRICULTURAL AS-
SOCIATION.
The Autumnal Show of this Association was held

at Eye on Tuesday, Sept. 29, The show of stock
was not Cjuite so larye as that of last year, owing to

the recent meeting at Harle.ston, and the unpro-
pitious state of the weather. It took place in a large
meadow at the back of the residence of Thomas
French, Esq., and for quality was rather superior to

that of last year. There were t«o or three remark-
ably fine SufF Ik mares upon the lield ; and some
very fine sheep, belonging to Sir lldward Kerrison,
Bart., RI.P., and Mr. Thomas Crisp. There were
also some very fine Sufiblk bulls and heifers on the
ground ; one of the former, belonging to Lord Hen-
niker, M.P., attracted much attention, as did also
a bull, belonging to iMr. Thomas Crisp. There was
also a good show of swine.

Among the samples of corn shown for prizes,
th.orc was a coomb of Talavera white wheat of JMr.

Bull of Thornbam, wiiich was particularly admired.
It was very bright and ])lump, and handled well. It

appeared to be considerably hner than any sample of
the .same description exhibited at Cambridge. A
coomb of oats, belonging to Sir Edward Kerrison,
likewise attracted much notice ; as did also a coomb
of red wheat exhibited by Mr. R, B. Harvey, of
Ilarlestown ; together with a coomb of Chevalier
barley, shown by Mr. Bull.

Sir Edward Kerrison exhibited some good speci-

mens of mangel-wurzel.
The Ploughing Match toolv ]ilace in a field in

the' occupation of i\ir. Samuel Peck, of Langtowu
Green, and was well contested, tlie ploughing
being done in very good style, notwithstanding the
rain.

The judges of the slock were Mr. Seth Sparke, of
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rakenliaiTi ; I\Ir. Wm. Denton, of llushbrooke j and

Mr. TLos. Cai)oii, of Denninglou.

At four o'clock 100 gentlemen partook of rt capital

dinner, provided by Mr. Allen, at tlio Assembly-
room. Sir Edward Kerrison, tbe president of the

association, took tbe chair, aiipported on the right

by Lord Henniker, M.P., and on tbe b'ft by the

lught Hon. and Rev. Lord Bayning. There were
also present

—

K. C. Kerrison, Esq., the Hon. :ind

Rev. W. Henniker, the Rev. J.iSedinglield, the Rev.

R. Cobbold, the Rev. H. Kirby, tbe Rev. T. D.
Evans, tbe Rev. W. Spencer, Captain Thomas, J.

J. 'J'uck, Estp, T. Utton, Esq., C. Smytbies, Esq.,

t)snuind Clarke, Esq., Mr. T. Crisp, Mr. ,). Gedupv,
Mr. Etherage, Mr. R. B. Hervey, Mr. Case, Mr.
Diggius, &c. cvc. JMr. Fiowerdevv, and Mr. S.

Cowing, officiated as Vice presidents.

The following awards of tbe premiums were read

by tbe secretary, Mr. Case :
—

Pkizes for Stock. £ s. d.

To tbeownei of tile bestSuft'olk cartstallion,

no competition 3

To the owner of the second best Suiiolk cart

stallion, no competition 2

To the owner of the best Suffolk cart mare,

Mr. Day, of Stoke 3

To the owner of the second best Suft'olk

cart mare, JMr. Berry, of Stoke 2

To the onner of tbe best two-vear old

Suflblkfilly,Mr. Flatfoot, of RedlingliLdd 2

To the o« ner of the best Suft'olk bull. Lord
Henniker 3

To the owner of the best bull of any other

breed, no competition 3
To the owner of the best Sufl'olk cow, Mr.

S. Peck, ofEyo .3
To tbe owner of the best cow of any other

breed, Mr. R. B. Harvey, of Harleston. . 2

To the owner of the best heifer for dairy,

Mr. Dav, of Stoke 2

To the owner of the best 2 -shear South-

down tup, no competition 2

To the owner of the best shearling South-

down tup, Sir E. Kerrison, Bait.,]\Lr.. 2

To tbe owner of tbe best shearling tnj) of

any other breed, ]\Ir. C. Ethundge, of

Starston 2

To the owner of tbe best five shearling-

Southdown ewes, Sir E. Kerrison, Bt.,

M.P 2

To the owner of the best five shearling ewes
of any other breed, JMr. C. Etlieridge, of

Starston 2

To the owner of tbe best boar, bred in

Sufi'olk or Norfolk, Sir IC. Kerrison, lit.,

M.P 1

To tbe owner of tlie best sow, bred in

Suffolk or Norfolk, Sir E. Kerrison, Bt.,

M.P 1

PIIIZL ion lAT STOCK.

To the owner of tbebest pen of fiveSoulh-

dowii shearling sheep, Sir E. Kerrison,

Bart., M.P J 10

To tbe owner of the best pen of five fat

shearling sheep of any other breed, no
competition 1 iO

To the owner of tbe liest fat steer or lieifer

of any breed, iMr. R. B. Harvey, of Har-

leston ;'.

To tbe owner of the best Xorfolk or Siitlolk

bomc-i)red stcr or boiler, Sir E. Kerii-

son, Bart., M.P 3

£ s. d.

To the owner of tbe best fat bog, Mr. Case,

of Thorndon 1

To the owmjr of tlie best pen of five fat

Southdown shearling sheep. Sir E. Kerri-

son, rvJ.F 1 10

To tbe owner of the best pen of five fat

ewes, of anv age, and of any other breed,

no competition 1 lO

TRIZ-ES FOK CORN.

[Ihe corn shown to be the growth of 1840.]

Tlie lust prize offered was two sovereigns, for the

best coomb of wheat. The judges, Mr. John Sims

and Rlr. Wra. Siuitb, made the following report :

—
In awarding the prize for corn, the judges beg to

remark that with legard to that for wheat they felt

themselves involved in considerable difficulty ; two

sauiples only have been exhibited, one of remark-

ably fine Talavera wheat, and one of red wheat.

P'ound as thev were bv the terms of their in-

structions merely to award a prize to the best

coomb of wheat, they could have no hesitation in at

once awarding it to the Talavera wheat.

Thev would, however, respectfully suggest that

in future it would bo advisalile to offer a ])rizc for

the best while, and one for the best red wheat.

In the ])resent instance thev have been compelled

to decide in favour of a description of wheat which,

however superior in mealing qualities, is not so well

adapted for the majority of soils in this district, as

the red wheat exhibited by the other competitor for

this prize, which they were bound to say is of decided

puriiy and merit.

In conclusion, they take the liberty of recom-

nieuding for the future tbe alterations already

pointed out; and further, of advising that in tbe

present instance tbe amount of tbe premium offered

be divided.

Tbe prizo was accordingly divided between Mr.

Bull, of Thoriibam, for bis coomb of Talavera white

wheat, and Mr. R. B. Harvey, of Harlestown, for

bis coomb of red wheat. £ s. d.

To the sjrower of the best coomb of barley,

Mr. Bull, of Thornham 2

To the grower of the best coomb of oats. Sir

E. Kerrison, Bart., iM.P 2

ExTHA Prizis.

A silver cup, offered by Sir Edward Kerrison,

Bart., M.P., for tbe best cultivated farm of not less

than 100 acres, was awarded to JMr. Jiarnabas Bond,
of Alburg, Noriblk.

A silver cup, offered by Sir Edward Kerrison,

Bart., M.P., for the best managed dairy farm, where
not less than six cows are kept, was awarded to Mr.

VV.I Edwards, of Eye.

A silver cup, offered by the Right Hon. Lord
Henniker, M.P. to the owner of the best pen of five

Southdown shearling ewes, and one shearling South-

down tup, was awarded to Mv. Thomas Crisp, of

Cedgrave.
A silver cnp, oflered by tho Right Hon. Lord

Henniker, M.P., to tho owner of tbebest pair of

two-vear old Sulfolk heifers for tbe dairy, and one

two-year old bull, of the same breed, was awarded to

-Mr. Thomas Crisji, of Gedgrave.

TAVERHAM AGRICULTUllAL
SOCIETY.

On Tliursdav, the Taverham Hundred h'dd its

anniversary at Rackheatb, where a large number of

a-Aricullurisls assembled.
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Amono- tbe company on the ground were— Sir E-

Stracey, N. Micklethwait , Esq., J. Longf, Esq.,

Capt. iStriicey and liis Indy and Irietids, Win. 15iir-

roiigbes, Ksq., Rrv.R. Iloluies, Rer. T. C Blolield,

Kev. O. i\lalliias, Messrs. T. Allen, Oldlious, Aniie.s,

Barnes, Broufjheii, K. Cook, Samuel Cook, Drake,

Dogfjett, Drake jun., E.Uon, Etheridgc, Feltom,

(Joocb, Jas. Green, .Tuby, Holmes, C. Mayes, Pratt,

Porter, Pearce, M. Redgrave, G. Read, Robinson,

Sibel, Utting, West, C. \Vbaites,&c. &c.
Atfrve o'clock near sixty gentlemen sat down to

dinner at tbe Green Man; in addition to those we
bave named, tbe following gentlemen arrivi-d—Sir

H. Durrant, Josiiis Stracey, Esq., Jobn Stracev,

Esq., Captain Loftus, Estridge, Esq., E. H.
Lyon, &c.
Tbe ususal toasts baving been given and responded

to.

The PuESiDENT congratulated tbe society most
sincerely upon tbe improvement wbicb bad taken
place since last year, an improvement beyond bis

most sanguine exi'ectations. He would next venture
to address a few words lo tbem on tbe subject of tbe

breeding of borses. Now tbat the roads were so
superior, and tberetore ligbter iu tbe draugbt, it

was necessary that the breed should be ligbter, and
tbeir speed in tbat case would be greater ; not only
was tbis cbange necessary u[ion tbe roid, but also

at tbe plough. He bad brought a pair of horses
from Cheshire, and they walked faster than the
jilougbman could keep up. In Yorksbire tbev had
a much ligbter breed, and in order to show tbat

because a bone was very large it did not of necessity
prove that it was tbe heaviest, Sir E. Stracey quoted
the fact tbat the bone of Eclipse was found to be
much heavier than tbe largest cart borse, and the

cause of tbis arose from the close formation of tbe

racer compared with the loose and bonev-comb
nature of tbe bone of tbe cart borse. Tbe Hon.
Jiaronet then alluded to the objections that bad been
made against Norwicb races, one of wbicb was tliat

it would tend to make the farmers jockies. He con-
tended that races were beneficial, in so far as they
tended to imjirove tbe breed of borses, which bad
been the main object of liiniself and bis friends in

establishing tbem. Sir Edward then quoted tbe

large prices from 1 to 200/. each, which the farmers
in tbe north obtained for their borsps at Horncaslle
fair, from tbeir superiority in breeding ; and asked
if it was not better to receive such, than to breed
horses for a butcber's boy to beat along the road,

and wbicli fetched them not more than fifteen

pounds. It should also be recollected that the
foreigners gave large prices in tbis country for good
borses, and be did not see why as good borses should
not be bred in Norfolk as in any other county. Tbe
Hon. Baronet next adverted to tbe improvements
wbicb were now making in agirculture generally.

He begged to expre.-s the gratification be felt at

liaving seen so many farmers—some of whom were
bis neighbours—at the Cambridge meeting. Four
or five years since, bad it been recommended tbat

tbey should attend sucb u meeting, tbe answer would
liave been " We don't want to go to them to teach us
farming." What was tbe case now ? farmers were gra-
dually turning tbeir attention to tbe effects of science
upon agriculture, forgetting tbeir old prejudices, and
like truly scientific men tracing facts up to primary
causes, and down to their effects. If tbey considered
the wonderful works of tbe Almighty (perhaps tbis

was not tbe place in which to mention a name of
sucb reverence, and wbicb lor the present be would
substitute Nature), tbey would observe that creation
always proceeded in circles ; that a bud is produced,

that after a time it dies, corrupts, and is again made
tbe means out of which some other of Nature's crea-

tion is produced ; tbat everything is formed of
gases, which, after decay, are again absorbed by
some other production, and again re ap|iear. Tluis

with ourselves we were made from tbe dust of tbe

earth—at our death we again return to the earth, and
tbe elements of wbicb we were formed again re-ap-

pear in some other form. Sir E. S. then explained
the various chemical substances of wbicb organic
and inorganic matter was composed, and recom-
mended tbe farmers to make chemistry their study,

as thev would then be able more eSectually, more
economically, and more profitably to themselves, to

cultivate their land, because tbey would thus become
ac(]uainied with the certain proportions of different

sods, and what additions of marl or other elements
would render them more suited for the particulaar

produce tbey wished to raise. And in order to shovy

the necessity of sucb particular knowledge, the

President explained how certain proportions of tbe

same ingredients would produce the very reverse

of tbe object required; he therefore urged the im-
portance of a knowledge of chemistry. Tbe next
object was tbe different qualities of iron, as well as

tbe mode of case-bardening, which consisted in

heating iron cherry red, and then rubbing it over
with a composition made of tbe parings of the hoofs

of borses and burnt leather. Iron was composed of

three sorts, red shot, coal shot, and malleable. Tbe
first was tough when cold, and contained calcareous

matter ; tbe second, of wbicli chains were too often

made, was very ai)t to snap, and therefore likely to

do much injury to tbe borses by letting them down
when pulling at a heavy load. This contained sili-

cious matter, and when broken had a blueisb tinge.

Malleable iron passed under ponderous hammers,
from 3 to 4000 pounds weight, which diove out the

destructive parts and made it of great ductility,

tenacity, and malleability. He had received chains

from Noru ich which had broken from being made of
the coal shot iron, and since be had given orders to

bave those of malleable, bis chains bad never
broken. 'J'bis was worthy the attention ol' farmers,

as it was a matter of expense, i he next subject

touched upon by tbe President was entomology. He
stated that be bad ploughed twenty inches deep, and
his turnips had nowhere suffered from the wire-worm.
He was trying an experiment to find out what fly

this insect became, and why be bad not suffered,

and he recommended tbem to do the same. Whatever
the conclusion, they must not be sur|)rised, for

when tbey recollected that from tbe caterpillar which
crawled on the earth the most beautiful butterflies

came, wbicb exhibited (though to tbe naked eye a

mere down) all tbe same appearance as the featlier,

with its quill, which was apparent as in tbe bird
;

be said when tbey saw these things they must not

be astonished, for it was only another proof of the

infinite powers of God in comparison with the finite

powers of man, and ought to induce tbem tbe more
to follow up tbeir researches, for although their pro-

gress bad been great, still be believed tbe inqirove-

ments in agriculture were nothing when compared
with tbe means before tbem, and to which be believed

there was scarcely any limit. All must strive to im-
prove iu some particular part. By this means much
might be accomplished; recollecting, as the Scotch
pr/)verb has it, that " every little makes a mickle."

He imputed the freedom of his turnips from wire-

worms to deep ploughing, and he recommended its

trial. After some further remarks, and thanking tbe

company for tbeir patience, the President sat down
amid much applause.

2 E
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Ciiptain Rrnxci-.i, in iptiirniiit!; his acknuwlrd;;^-

nieiits lor the cumjiUmemary luaimt'r in v\hich hi.s

healtli had been given and received, said that he took

g;real pleasure in that nieetinp^, and upon reflection,

that i)leasur6 was enhanced by the recollection that

last year he had the day previous suffered from acci-

denlally having taken poison, and he therefore had

greater reason to be thankful to Providence for pre-

serving him that day. lie Lad been ibrtunate in ob-

taining a prize for a yearling tilly, and he would
offer a few observations on breeding horses, as he

had paid some little attention to the subject. He had

before him one of the best judges of a horse in the

kingdom, Mr. Sibel, and Mr. S. agreed with him tliat

the great error of the fanners was, ihat they did not

breed from sufficiently large or roomy young mares,

for if they did thev would avoid having the hutcbet

or sour headed horses that they now bred from old

mares. Again, if they discovered any particular

faults in their mare, they should select a horse which
bad none of them, and bv this means they would
improve their breeds. It had gratified him to obtain the

prize, but at the same time he should have been more
gratified if some more practical farmer than himself

had won it. The lion. Gentleman then urged upon
the farmers tiie benefits arising I'rom li(jui(.l manure,
which he had experienced to a great extent, and the

Ibrmation of large tanks, for the receipt not only of

the diainings of the yard, but from the outhouses,

and related an anecdote applicable to tlie question.

In conclusion Captain Stracey stated bis intention

to give a cup at the next meeting for the best ox of

any kind, combining symmetry with weight.

DUNMOW AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.

The following remarks were made at the late

meeting of this society :
—

]\Ir. Low said, he could not help expressing tiie

pleasure he felt at seeing the Dunmow Society going
on so prosperously, for he thought it reflected credit

on the parent Association, and lie had no doubt it

would show a prosperous character to the world—

-

(Cheers)—he repented he had no doubt of it, coming
from the stock from which it emanated. (Cht'cvs)

He had as a farmer regretted that some of his

friends held back from these Associations, and be

bad asked many of them the reason for tbn want of

supportof what he thought theadvaniagesarising from
them; the reason, he was told, wasthat they were afraid

of letting their landlords know certain little secrets,

and he had rejilied that he thought the landlords

cpulil not be put too much in possession of those

secrets, as it let them know the enormous expence
the farmers were put to to produce the animals ex-
hibited, and in the cultivation of their laud : the

landlords were in the dark on these matters some
years ago, but they bad now become practical far-

mers, and were put into possession of tliose secrets.

(Hear.) There was another important institution

with which he -Wiis connected—the JJraintree Far-

mer's Club. Other clubs of this nature were now
rising up, and many ])ractical matters were coming
out of them. Tliey met once a month to discuss

practical subjects of an important hearing on the ciil-

tivati Ml of the soil ; and lie would recommend that

on the heels of ibis Society they should form a l''ar-

luer's Club, which he believed would tend to im-
prove tbo farmers, for as they might cnnie from
different districts, eacii niight be able to put his

neighbour in possession of certain facts that would

be of im])ortance to him. He bad learned much
from the IJraintree Farmers' Club, and he bad no

doubt that highly beneficial results would come out
of that Society. (^Cheers.) lie again congratulated

them on the state of the Societ)'', and lie had no doubt
that if he met them nest year, be should see them
assembling in larger numbers than on the present

occasion.

Mr. CiiEssiiYRE said, he should like to explain

something which had been said by Mr. Low as to

the farmers not joining these Societies. It had been
hinted to him that some mischief was done by inex-

perienced landlords, from the statements which were
made of the produce of the lands ; he alluded to one
statement, that by a certain course of culture, I'lssex

land was capable of growing eight ijuarters an acre.

Now lie (jMr. C.) had had great experience in farm-

ing, (not, perhaps, here, but in other places,) and be
would defy any gentleman to come into that neigh-

bourhood, and go to any fifty acres of land in any
parish in the Dunmow Union, and grow eight quar-

ters of wheat an acre. He knew these statements

were made, ihat this ([uantity was grown from small

jiatches of land, and it was said they might do it on
a large scale ; but the thing was entirely' different

—

the small patch was not in the same situation as

other parts of the land ; and he thought landlords

could not for one minute be deceived by it, or that

they would take advantage of it. {Hear, hear.) It

appeared to him that the landlord bad a light to

demand of the tenant the value of the land as it was
by itself, but if the tenant by extra culture produced
extra results, God forbid that they should live amongst
landlords who would take advantage of it. (CIteers.)

Lord jMaynard was aware of the difference between a

bad tenant, keeping the land in a bad condition, and
ruining himself and his landlord, and another paying a

fair rent, though the land by his own exertions be-

came of twice the value to him. A landlord dare

not take advantage of this ; if he did he must ruin

his own land, for the tenant's welfare was the land-

lord's welfare, the more he grew the better it was
for the landlord, because if the tenant died or left

his farm, it was sure to be let

—

(Chcem)—whereas

if they let their land to a bad tenant they would
never afterwards have it let at all. ( Ihar, hecir.)

He (I\Ir. (I.) knew land where fcr a course of years

there had been bad tenants ; now it was in different

hands, and the occujiier grew twice as much corn,

but should the landlord demand twice as much
rent? If he did he must be besotted both to bis

own and to the agricultural interest. (Cheerf)

But still it might injure them by saying they

were to go and grow eight quarters an acre, for the

landlord says, " My land must be worth so

much more, if they can grow that." ( Hear.)

There was a hail-storm in the district some years ago

in which a great breadth of corn was destroyed, and

a valuation of the loss was made by two gentle-

men, to one of whom he (Mr. C'.) remarked how low

they had stated the average of corn ; to which ho

replied he thought it was hardly fair to state it at

three quarters aa acre—he thought it was fairer to

take it at twenty bushels. Yet this was the land

on which tiie statements went forth that t!iey were
to grow eight tpiarters an acre. He thought these

statements did a great dral of mi'^chief, for an inex-

perienced landlord might argue from them,—" this

is what my land is worth ; and 1 will take for rent

a pro[icriion of eight (juarters of .Mr. Foakes' wheat."

(Laughter.) The statements which had been tJms

made were not the trutli, they were exaggerations,

and did mischief, though there was not one landlord

in ten who would believe them.— (C'/ieeii.^
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SOUTH CHESHIRE AGRICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY.

(•'(abridged I'ROM THE CHESTER COURANT.)

The South CLeshire Agricultural Society, vrbich

was established three years ago, under the most
lavourable auspices, held its anniversary at North-

wich.on Thursday September 29. Tlio stock was
exliibitcd in a piece of ground belonging to filr.

Deans, who kindly lent it for the purposes of the

Society ; and the Judges on the occasion, n-ere Mr.
Scotson, of Liverpool ; Air. Burratt, of Cumberland

;

and Mr. Hampson, of High Legh, in this county.

THE DIXNEn.

At four o'clock the subscribers and friends of the

Society rei)aired to the Angel Inn, where a very

excellent dinner was prepared by I\lr. Gibson.

About 160 sat down, and amongst the company we
noticed the following gentlemen :—Geo. Wilbraham,
J'^sq. M.P., Chairman ; J. F. France, Esq., Vice-
President ; Sir Charles Shakerlv, Bart.; l^ev. G.
Clayton; Lee i'ounsend, Esq. ; Rev. J. Armitstead;

Jas. Skerratt,E3q. ; John Plant, Esq. : Jas. Tomkin-
son, Esq.; Rev. J. Brookes, Senior Hector of Liver-

pool ; Mr. Woolf; Mr. Harper; Mr. Plant, jun.

;

—
• Swinburn, Esq.; JMr. Dodd; IMr. Prescott ; Ur.

Sproston; Mr. Leicester ; Mr. Gresty; i\Ir. Blartin;

Mr. Harding; Mr. Wild ; Mr. Palin; Mr. Antwis ;

Mr. Cawley ; Mr. Nickson ; Mr. Done; Mr.
Tomlinsou; ftlr. Boden ; Mr. BolsLaw ; Rlr. Web-
ster ; Mr. J. llemer; Mr. Vernon ; Mr. Burgess;
Mr. Acton ; Mr. Brookband, &.c. &c.

After the cloth had been removed, and the usual

toasts drunk,

The VicE-PuEsii)E>'T proposed " the health of the

Chairman, Mr. VVilbrnliam,'' and complimented him
upon the able manner in which he had performed his

duties (/oMcZ cheers).

The Chaihman, after expressing his thanks for

the manner in which the toast had been received,

said he had heard with the greatest satisfaction what
liad fallen from some gentlemen with req-ard to the

subsoil plough. He perfectly agreed with Mr.
Palin, that ic was one of the greatest improvements
ever introduced ; but after all, tliey must look more
particularly to that department of farming in which
they were sohighly favoured by nature—he alluded to

cheese-making; and there was one point here,

namely, the system of cheese colouring, to which he
would beg to draw particular attention. It bad been
estimated by a very celej^rated individual, that be-

tween 10,000?. and 20,000/. was annually expended by
the farmers in the purchase of annatto, for the pur-
pose of spoiling and poisoning the produce of the

country. This fact was called to his attention a

year or two ago, by a gentleman who had de-

voted the latter part of liis life to practical farming.

No man, he thought, united greater scientific attain-

itaents to knowledge of practical farming than Dr.
Latham ; and that gentleman had told him that tlifir

society would do comparatively little unless they
looked into this matter, for they were constantly
spoiling their cheese by this pernicious colouring.
This was the view of Dr. Latham, and he wished
that gentleman to write an essay, but his growing
infirmities prevented him from cora]dying, and lie

(the chairsnan} had not time to undertake the task.

He liad, however, informed the committee lliat he
would give a premium for an essay on this subject

—

such an essay as would combine the chemical jiro-

pertiesof the annatto with its adaption or inadaptioii

to cheese making. lie should wish liie es^ay to

comprise three poinfs. Tlie manner of its production
and properties— the (juantity exported, and the

manner of adulteration,— and thirdly, follow the

matter up in regard to the practical part of clicoso

making. He had scarcely spoken to one individual

who did not declare that he preferred cheese without
colouring, and he (Mr. Wilbraham) would not eat

coloured cheese. If the public liked this painted
stuff, let them, of course have it ; but it was their

duty as practical men to endeavour to show them
its pernicious qualities. If any gentleman would
undertake the essay, perhaps he, (the chairman)
might be enabled to give him some assistance as to

the quantit}' exported, ecc. He hoped, in conclusion,

that the society would go on increasing until all the

improvements desired were carried into eflect. He
now bogged to give " The Cheshire Dairymaids."
(Ckears.)

The Chairman said the next toast was one
which would lead tlieni more particularly to consider

the nature of the institution w-hich they had that day
assembled to support. And it certainlj' gave him
the greatest satisfaction to see so many landholders,

farmers, and practical men meeting together for one
purpose— to impart and to receive instruction on
agricultural aftairs. He had long wished to see a

society like this formed in the county of Chester

—

ever since, indeed, they had given up the Allrincham
branch of the Alanchester Society ; and now it was
established, he thought it might be productive of the

most valuable results. He had pleasure in congra-

tulating them on the appearance of the stock that

day, and although the cattle was not very numerous,
as the epidemic was at that time so prevalent, yet it

was highly creditable to the county. He felt much
pleasure in being able to attribute tlie improved con-
dition of stock, m some measure, to the efforts of
this society, and lie was glad also to be able to stale

that the green crops of the county liad much im-
proved. There was much, hoAvever, for them yet to

do, before they could compete with the great agri-

cultural counties, as there were many crojis in Che-
shire which, he was sorry to say, bore more weeds
than ears. The object he had at heart was not so

much to introduce a novel system of agriculture, as

to endeavour to make perfect that which they already

possessed. One great object ought to be the im-
provement of the grass lands, and no improvement
was so well adapted to that end as draining, and
they never could have good sweet crops unless the

land was well droined. A good practical farmer
had just mentioned to him anew plan of draining,

which he had practised with great success, and cer-

tainly draining was the foundation of all good farm-
ing. Even on the dry lands in Delamere Forest he
had not one field which did not requir-e additional

draining, and every year he saw the necessity of
u.iing still further exertions to keep the water under.
He did not intend to say anything with respect to

the breeding of cattle, for he had not come there

to deliver a lecture on agriculture, although
this was a subject to which he had long directed his

attention. Tlie use of manure, however, was a very
important part of farming. TJiey all knew very well
wh;it the common manure was, but he found there
had been a now sort of manure lately introduced
into the country, which was spoken of verj' favour-
ably, and if any gentleman present had tried it, ho
sliould be glad to hear them express the results.

A friend of his had made the trial and found the result

as follows. I hree hundred square yards, or l-16th
of an acre, had been manured with half a cwt. of
nitrate of soda, and produced 3j sheaves— 1251bs
cf wheat, or 27 bushels to the aero. Three hundrtd

o ,, o
<w Ju iw
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Sf|uare yards wiibout nitrate of soda on tl)e ailjoiii-

int; butt produced '10 shenves— 861hs. ot wheal, or a
little more t'unii iH bushels to the iicre. 1 ho soda
was laid on the Held on the l.Sth cif April. That
ivas a iDowt prodi;4ious increase, and it' it would
always answer as well, it was certainly worthy of
being- generally adopted. It must also he admitted
th;it nothing had been of greater importance to the
Cheshire farmer than the introduction of bones, and
lie did not believe the dairy farms would be worth
half so much, if it were not for the use of that ma-
nure. He would say nothing about irrigation, which
was essential to good farming, but would observe
that it was not only to Lis grass lands that the Che-
shire farmer must direct his attention, but also to

the cultivation of his corn. With respect to the
cultivation of arable bind he bad little to saj ; but
one im])rovenipnt lately raado was of the utmost
importance, and would very much increase the gene-
ral amount of produce—he meant the subsoil plough.
Last year he visited Scotland, where this plough
was much used, and lie never saw such crops as
were there produced. He was also told by a gen-
tleman from Ireland, tbat the use of the subsoil
])lough was the m;dcing of tho farmers there. He
(the Chairman) had a plough which he exhibited at

the last meeting, and he must confess it had answered
the purpose extremely well. This plough, however,
should always be conjoined with the system of
draining— and then, whether applied to clay or
lighter lan<], it could not fail of being attended with
the most beneficial results. He understood tbat Mr.
Woolf bad used this plough, and be should there-
fore like to bear him state whether it had been of
any advantage to bim, for practical questions of this
nature were the subjects which ought to occupy
their attention at such a meeting as the present.
'J'here was another part of their society wbicb he
could not help approving of—he meant the system of
giving rewards to husbandmen and labourers, for
be did wish to unite all classes in defence of their
improving agricultural system. No country in the
world grew better corn than England, and no country
was more capable of improvement ; and be did think
that man was the best patriot, who effected the best
improvements, and was the best cultivator of his
native soil. The Chairman concluded by giving

—

"Success to the South Cheshire Agricultural So-
ciety." A^ine times nine.

The President said, he had to propose the health
of a gentleman to wliom they were highly indebted
for the valuable services he had rendered to the so-
ciety ; he meant their worthy secretary, Mr. Martin,
which was drank with three'times three.
Mr. Martin rose and said—Mr. President and

gentlemen, I am afraid the poor services I have
rendered to this most excellent institution are far
short of entitling me to the high honour you have
done ine in drinking my health in tho very flatter-
ing manner you have done; but since you have been
pleased to condescend to pay me such a mark of
respect, it certainly becomes my duty to acknowledge
it, by ofl'ering to each of you my most sincere and
grateful thanks. I cannot help taking this opportu-
nity of congrntiilating you all upon the immense
benefits which have already arisen to the a<jrictil-

tural interests of this county, by the formation of
this society, and 1 feel convinced, that the noble
ends for which it was established, will, ultimately,
he accomplished in an eminent degree. My occupa-
tion, naturally, 'gives me a pretty good opportunity
of ascertaining the ell'ects produced by the oiicra-
tions of this institution ; and wiiether I happen to

bo riding through the country, or enjoying tbat

society I so much delight in, viz., my agricultural
friends, some fresh proof jneaents it.self dailv, and
almost hourly, of tiie success of this undertaking.
I conceive it to be the duty of every man who may
entertain an opinion upon any particular subject
connected with the welfaie of agriculture, manfully
and fearlessly to expreoS that opinion, and so long
as he does so respectfully, 1 make no doubt but be
will always be respecllully listened to,— for it is

by an interchange of sentiment, and by private and
jiublic discussion, that the most important im-
provements are set on foot and eiJected. We have
this evening heard many Tery valuable remaiks
upon agricultural matters generally, and particu-
larly upon the properties of difl'erent kinds of ma-
nures,—some advocating bone manure, others nitrate

of soda, and so on ; and if you will give me leave,

1 will now take the liberty of troubling you with
my opiaion upon this subject. Nitrate of soda, I

think, has not been in use long enough at present to

prove its general utility, and therefore I would by
all means give it a fair trial ; but bone manure has
proved itself, and we are all aware of the immense
effects it has produced in this county as a top

dressing for our pasture lands ; but 1 think there

is a field open for the further application of bones,

which, if properly attended to, will effect a vast im-

provement in the cultivation of our clay land farms.

At present the use of bones upon clay farms is

principally confined to the pasture lands; but, in a

few years, if they coi-tinue to be used as freely as

they have hitherto been, the pasture lands will have
been gone over, and as it appears we can be sup-

plied with bones from sbroad, at a remunerating
price to the farmer, in addition to what are from
time to time produced in this country, it becomes
a subject of the deepest interest to consider what
is the best way of turning this most valuable ma-
nure to the best account. I am quite aware that

ours is a dairy county, and that cheese is, and I

trust always will be, our staple commodity, but I

See no reason why it may not be a corn growing as

well as a cheese making county; -and 1 feel con-

vinced that the system 1 am about to take the liberty

of recommending, would, if adopted, instead of

robbing the cheese tub, be a great succour to it.

The system I would take leave to recommend, ap-

plies maiidy to clay land, and it is tiiis—instead of

manuring the mowing lands from tke farm-yard, I

viould give them a good coat of bones, say from 2

tons to oO cwt. to the statute acre, and this added
to the condition the permanent mowing lands are in

to begin with, I make no doubt would cause them to

mow well for the next 7 or 8 years, and roaterially

improve the (juality of the bay. I would next re-

commend that the lands sot apart for tillage should

be ilioroii^hlif drained to takeaway the surface water,

and that the farmer sliould be allowed to use his

farm-yard manure (which would not then be wanted
for his mowing) for arable purposes, either to be put

upon the clover root, or for a green crop, or, indeed,

in any other way that ho might think most advisable.

And if this plan were pursued, i jiavo no hesita-

tion in saying, that with a less tillage he would be

able to grow more than double the quantity of both

corn and straw than he does at present, and at all

times have a change of tillage, and his land would
always bo in a situation to give him a good crop

of either oats, wheat, or clover, or even a crop of

Swede turnips if be thought pioper to grow them.

I'nder the present svstem we all know, that when
a piece of clay land has undergone a coarse of

tillage, it is obliged to belaid down (and often with-

out even a top-dressing upon the clover root to com*
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pensate it for what it has suffered,) and to lie

dormant tor 6 or 7 years till its lime of punishment

comes an-ain, during- which period it is absolutely

uiiprofituble both to the tenant and tlie community
at large; and i believe there are at this moment
thousands of iicres of land in this very county in a

stale that may be considered almost entirely out of

cultivation, every acre of ^-hich, in my humble
opinion, may be turned to good account. If the

tillage lands were well under-drained and manured,
the very poorest of our chiv land, 1 make no doubt,

would bring- a crop of oats ; whereas, according to

the present system, there is a vast deal of it that the

farmer dares not think of ploughing for a crop of

oats, even after it has taken its live or six years' rest

and refiesbment, but it is actually ploughed up again

for a summer fallow, therehv adding- anotlier vear of

positive expense to the five or sis years otno return

during its slumbers- When I have recommended
some of the farmers with whom I came in contact to

improve their dairy stock, their answer has invariably

})een,that their winter keep was not good enough
for high bred cattle, and thit, consequently, common
hardy cows suited them best ; but if the system I

have pi-eiumed to recommend was adopted, the far-

mer, I think, might venture to possess himself of a

better description of stock, as he would have clover

for his horses to eat in the winter, and, consequently

would have botk better and a greater quantity of hay
to give his cows, as well us some o.its in the spring
and calving time,—a luxury which, I am afraid,

many stocks upon poor clay land farms are seldom
permitted to enjo}' ; therefore, instead of the course

of husbandry 1 am taking the liberty to recommenil

—

trenching upon the dairy— I hope, 1 have satisfied

you that it would, as I have observed before, be a

great support to it. Gentlemen, when it is in tlie

power of the farmer to bone his mowing- lands him-
self, I would, as bis friend, strongly recommend
him to do so, instoiid of p-aying his landlord interest

;

buc I am fully aware that there are many honest and
industrious men who have no spare capital to employ
in making any extensive iiuiirovoments of this sort,

and in these cases, I would most respectfully take

leave to recommend their landlords to lend thera a

hand, by doing it for them ; but, of course, instead

of the landowner receiving- 7 or 8 per cent., which is

sometliing- like the rate ol interest generally paid
for bones when applied to pasture lands, I think he
might reasonably require 10 or even li per cent.,

and while this rate of interest would amply remune-
rate the landlord, it would, at the same time, mate-
rially improve the condition of the tenant, and
ultimately increase the yalue of the fee-simjile of the

freehold, to a very consiilerable extent. Cienflomen,

I must beg- pardon for having ventured to trespass

so long upon your patience, and take leave to drink
all your good healths, and the healths of those who
may be most dear to you.

The CiiAinMAN' then gave "the health of the

Judges of the day." (Cheers.)

One of the Judges replied to the toast.—He said,

if they had given general satisfaction, he was very
proud of it, for to expect that satisfaction liad been
given to all parties was somewhat unreasonable.

Every man would think his o\vn stock the best, but
thejudge^ had endeavoured in their decisions to do
tlieir duty fairly and impartially. (Cheers.) Before
sitting down he might be allowed to say, that he
had been accustomeil toagricultur-.d pursuits through-
out his lite, and had invarialjly endeavoured to

promote the true interests of the farmer. In some
of those attempts bo did not think he had been al-

together unsuccessful. He felt convinced that the

interests of the farmers were strictly idencified with
those of the landowners, and he hoped that this would
be mutually -acknowledged. (Hear.) He admired
Agricultural Societies, because they were the means
of conveying useful information to the practical
farmer ; but such societies also required the co-
operation of the 1-andlords—and without their assist-

tanco, the farmer never would be enabled (as JMr.

^Voolf had on a former occasion expressed it,) to

grow two blades of grass where one only grew be-
fore. There ought also to be such a 'confidence
est-ablished between them as would convince the
farmers th-at they were safe in making their improve-
ments, and (his could only be done by granting long-

leases. This system was adopted in South Lothian,
and their worthy chairman had told them of the be-
nefits resulting I'rom it. There was much difference
of opinion as to the best means of cultivating soil

;

but one thing was universally admitted, that draining
was every where necessary before land could be
made highly productive. Both clay and sand land
recjuired, -and he thought it a question worthy of
bemg taken into consideration of the gentlemen of
the county w-hether it would not be advisable to em-
ploy some scientific person who really understood
draining, and do that partof the business themselves.
At present the landlords frequently gave tiles, but
if they would do all the draining, and charge their

tenants a sufficient per centage, he was certain the
farms would be more permanently improved. There
was another remark he had to make. Within the
limits of this aocieiy every variety of soil presented
itself, and consequently there was not the same
chance for one farmer as another. The man who
cultivated a cold wet stubborn soil, could never com-
pete with him who cultivated a rich fertile soil, and
therefore he did say, that as it was the former de-
scription of land which most needed improvement,
regard should be particularly paid te that by the
committee and other influential persons connected
with the Society.

PRESTON AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

On Saturday, Oct. .S, the annual show of live stock,

implements of husbandry, roots, tVc, took jdace in

the new cattle market, adjoining Mr. Pear.son's, the
Unicorn Inn, Moor Park ; and waa succeeded by a
dinner at Mrs. Scott's, the Bull Inn.

The Judges of the stock ^vere Mr. T. Benn, of
Lowther Castle, Mr. Wilson, of Crackenthorpe, and
Mr. Blackmoor, of Ilammertou Hall, near Slaidburn.
About half-past three o'clock, a parly of about

seventy gentlemen sat down to an excellent dinner,
at Mrs. Scott's, the Bull Inn. T. B. Crosse, Esq.,

the President of the society for the ensuing year,

occupied the chair. He was supported on the right

and left by J. VV. Patten, Esq.,]M.P., J. N. Faring-

ton, Esq., Richard Snell, Esq., John Cuuliffe, Esq.,

T. R. \V. France, Esq., John Paley, senr., Esq.,

George Jacson, Esq., J. Lomax, Esq., R. E.Allison,

Esq., John Cooper, Esq., Kingston Salisbury, Esq.,

R. VValm.«lev, Esq., II. P. Fleetwood, Esq., James
Fair, Esq., John Lord, Esq., I horaas Hirciiall, Esq.,

R. Park, Esq., R. Rothwell, Esq., the Rev. Gardner
Baldwin, &c., &c. Mr. Barton F. Allen ably sus-

tained the office of vice-chairman. In other parts of

the room we obsprved Messrs. Almond, .). Clayton,

J. Noble, Morrell, t'ookson, Bannerman, &c., &c.
'J'he cloth having been removed, and the usual

toasts drank,
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The Chairman in proposing; "the Preston Agri-

cultural Societ}', and increased prosperity to it"

—

(cheers)—said it would natur;!lly be expected that

tilling- the situation wiiich he did, be should otter

some observations on the; subject of agriculture.

He regretted that his want oC inforuiatiun on the

subject, as a practical and experimeuial farmer,

woiild prevent him from being of much service to

thetn, as anvthing he might say would not be the

result of his own personal esperionce. {Hear, hear.)

Tliere were, liowever, one or two propositions to

which he might allude, which appeared so self-

evident, so well established, and so rational, that it

was only necessary for him to advert to rather than

attempt to enlarge upon them. Agriculture might

he believed be divided into two great branches, the

first of which was the cultivation of the soil so as

to increase its productive properties by an improved

system of tillage, aud an improved system of crop-

ping— ('c/ieers)—and the other great branch into

which he conceived agricultural improvement

divided itself, was improvement in stock ; and the

reason for this was, that the fiirmer should produce

an animal, which, with the same quantity, but

perhaps a different quality of food, would produce

in a given time, an equal if not a greater amount of

profit. (Cheers.) To illustrate what he meant, he

would say, in the language of the commercialists, that

they should turn over theircapital more frequently and

have a quicker return. Supposing that upon tliree

acres of land they could produce, by better cultiva-

tion, and by a better breed in stock, double or

perhaps treble the return of income, it was quite

clear that to the extent of their improved profits

ripon an average of years, they were not only bene-

fitting themselves in that respect, but were laying

a foundation for increased and increasing advan-

tages. (Cheers.) He was hajipy to learn from the

inspectors that the appearance of the farms which

Lad been surveyed for the prizes of that day, pre-

sented an auspicious aspect. U'here was, he under-

stood, a larger quantity of draining, and an increased

quantity of green crops, especially of turnips ; be-

sides which tliey could not fail to observe a great

improvement in tlie quality of stock—he meant to

say improvement in the breeding enterprise of the

district. He was glad also to learn, that since last

year, there had been an accession of competitors for

improvements in farming generally,— one of the

most useful departments in the competition encou-

raged by these societies. (Cheering.) He might

state, as a proposition which he believed was
universally conceded, that one of the most essential

recpiisites in the successful carrying forward of

au-rfcultural science, was drainage. (Hear, hear.)

In the county of Lancaster tlie land was of a nature

peculiarly requiring draining, and it was invariably

found that the yield of produce was greater when
land was efficiently and permanently drained. In

fact, no suggestion had of late years received a more

unanimous sanction than that important department

of agriculture. He felt, therefore, bound to recom-

mend, as strongly as he could, the adoption of the

system. N«t) one could travel over the country with-

out being struck with the quantity of superfluous wet,

of rushes, and other baneful growths, which were

to be seen disfiguring ilie land in every direction,

the consequences of not sufficiently dislodging water

from the soil. Farmers were in tlie habit of jiiittiig

lime and manures on those wer and sterile lands,

but he was quite sure tliat if, instead of spending a

pound in lime, they were to spond l.')s, of it in

drainage, tiiey would reap double if not threefold

the advantages, and that not for the present time

only, but permanently. (Cheers.) His own ex-
jierience, though it was not extensive, assured him
that improvements were always remunerated, and
tfie return for agricultural enterj)rise was, generally

sjieaking, as (juick as it was certain. CCheeri.) The
subsoil ])lougliing was a system of husbandry, which
was ill immediate connection with the meeting of
that day, and which, he had understood, had ]>ro-

duced the most beneficiid effects wherever it had
been brought into practice. He should, at a future

period of the evening, be glad to hear the observa-
tions of anv gentleman v.ho had used this implement
(and he believed there were such in the room,) and
who could doubtless give useful information res]iect-

ing it. (Hear, hear.) Another point to which he
might 1 llude was that of green cropping. 'J'liere

could be no doubt that green crops were most ad-

vantageous. Turnip husbandry, for instance, in-

cluded among its benefits tlie best opportunity for

rotation of crops, the production of excellent food

tor cattle, and the opportunity of effectually cleansing

and weeding the land. It was gratifying to find,

therefore, that turnip husbandry was increasing in

this district, a change, which he trusted, would bo

of extensive operation.

Mr. Banni:rman, the secretary, read over the fol-

lowing names of new subscribers.

John Wilson Patten, Esq., M.P., Bank Hall,

Warrington; U. E. Alison, Esq., Charnock ; J.

Gardner, Esq., Sion Hill, Garstang ; Alex. St. Clare,

Esq., Joseph Bray, Esq., Samuel Horrocks, jun.,

I^sq., John Bairstow, Esq., John Paley, Esq., John

Cooper, Esq., Mr. Andrew Halliday, ]\lr. James
Pearson, Preston; Kingston Salisbury, Esip, Liver-

pool ; Sir 'I'homas Whitehead, Uplands; llev. llobt.

Hornby, M. A., Mr. George Kent, Mr. George East

-

bam, VValton-le-Dale; Rev. Mr. Hornby, St. Mi-
chaels ; Mr. Burridge, Fleetwood ; Mr. Tlichard

Whittle, Penwortham; Mr. Jas. Melling, Fishwick ;

Mr. Henry Wilkinson, Chipping ; Mr. Morrell,

Leyland ; Mr. Thomas Fisher, Layton ; Mr. tlobt.

Dickinson, Poulton-le-Fylde.

Mr. Patten, M.P., rose to return thanks, and, on

rising was received with great applause. He per-

fectly concurred with what had been said on the

subject of draining. The draining prize at Liver-

pool the other day was given for thirty-six miles of

drainage ;

—

(cheers)—a proof that this department

of agriculture was beginning to be appreciated, and

an example which he sincerely trusted might 1)0

generally and universally adopted. He begged the

company to believe, that so long as he was a member
of the society, whether in his public or private

capacity, he should use his best elVorts for the pros-

perity and the welfare of this society in particular,

and of the cause of agriculture generally. ('I'he

hon. member resumed his seat amidst loud

cheering.)

REPORT OF THE PRESTON AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, 1840.

Messrs. Walker and Fisher, iN'SPr.noRs.

" Having been appointed general inspectors for

the Preston Agricultural Society, which comprises a

great extent of country, and made up of various

dispositions of land, a few remarks may be expected,

from the situation we hold.

" I'he first and highest premium that came under

tlie notice of the ins|)ectors is for ' tiie best (ultivaied

farms,' wliich liav<! bv far the greatest merit att;iched

to them, if found worthy of the society's preiiuums.

It is not similar to payin atteniion to a few acres

for a green crop premium, but it embraces a range
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of good manLigement, connected on all Lands witli

gooii farming'.

Upon the pvemiuni farm in tlio first class, Rlr.

Ricliai'd Bull's, of Kossal Grange, a proper rotation

of crops seems to be attended to. Nearly twenty

acres of green crops, in drills, in good order, are

growing upon it. Thirty-five acres of clover and
grass seeds were sown the preceding year, and are

in excellent order, part mown and part pastured.

There has also been sown on this estate nearly fifty

acres of wheat, peas, and harley, the present year,

in drills; the corn drill having been used by the

family oa the farm, for njore than thirty years.

There is no ancient meadow or pasture upon it, but

the land is constantly progressing, apparently, from

green crops and tillages to corn crops and grass

seeds.

"The second class farm;—Mr. Thomas Fisher,

Layton. The merit in this consists of laying down
eight acres of clover and grass seeds without a crop

of corn in the preceding year, in a very handsome
manner. Also, in considerahle amount of well-

manured green crops, lop dressing of pastures, and
also handsome amount and good clovers sown in the

present year.
" The third class f\irm ;—Mr. RicLard Plait, of the

Rose Whittles, in Leyland. The fences and ditches

Jiave been regulated in a handsome manner ; small

closes of land laid together; and swampy portions

reclaimed ; considerable amount of stone draining

Las been done ; and there are very efficient tillages.

" Merit of the highest kind is due to j\lr. Thomas
Fleming, of Longbridge, for draining most efficiently

and extensively ; also with following up with very
suitable and extensive tillaoes. The good ef-

fected on this farm is almost incalculable, whether
taken in value to the landlord, or in substantial effect

given to it for farming, the contrast is very
striking between this and some adjoining land in an
undrained state, well worthy the attention of the
neighbourhood. The competition for tlie drill beans,

and Swede turnips, has been ])articularly strong
;

for the former nine, and the latter fifteen competitors,

in both of which there were a great majority of ex-
cellent crops.

" On the general stocks of cattle viewed upon the

farms, the competition was not so very numerous,
but the stocks very meritorious ; and, as of necessity,

there must be unsuccessful candidates, we can assure

those in that class, the competition was extremely
severe.

" On the general character of farming in the dis-

trict, we beg to offer a few remarks on the dry,

sandy, or loamy soils, the farming and knowledge of

their properties seems pretty well understood. But
it is on lieavv wet soils, whether in corn or grass, or

overflowing extents of country, that the fiirming

interest is most suflering. It is not on one, but
this is the triennial occasion, they have had to

struggle with seasons of unexampled wetness and
coldness, making the productions small, and materi-

ally injuring it in cjuality. Under these circum-

stances his expenses in husbandry are heavy ; his

))rospects for the future, in unavoidable defective

cultivations, very meagre ; little or no remuneration
for his outlays or capital employed ; recent additional

burthens in the county rates ; all of which combined,
almost threaten his existence as a res]iectable mem-
ber, in the class in wijicli it is desirable he should
move. Now, as it is desirable both for the interests

and character of farming that this should be remedied,
so far as landlord and tenant can do it, it seems de-

sirable that the relative proportions which each

ought to bear, be well understood. If, on the part

of tlie farmer, he have his land on terms that there

is scope for improvement, with industry, to set to

work, and make the necessary improvemnts as early

as possible. If on tht; other hand, he is cramped
with higher rents than the land can bear, (which is

almost always the case in wet and undrained soil,)

we advise the proprietors to look into the matter,

and render assistance in a liberal manner, if the

cases seem to require it. And as it seems it will

come to this, that undrained laud vi-ill be well

understood, and the last to obtain and keep reputa-

ble tenants, so it will be for their continued interests

that an early application of it be effected. It would
not alone be raising the farming character in the dis-

trict, but it v.-ould be conferring a benefit on a well

disposed body, viz., the agricultural labourers, who
would hail with gratitude any improvements in their

respective townships during the ensuing winter.
" We beg to add that these hints are given with

the greatest deference, and, as we hav* only the wel-

fare of the landlord and tenant, and the progress of

improvement at heart, they will be received by all

with the same spirit which emanates from us.''

G. Jaci;son,Esq., then rose to address the company
on the subject of the subsoil jjlougli. lie could not,

be was sorry to say, come before them as an ex|)e-

rienced practical agriculturist ; he had been brought

up in a dift'eront line of life, and his eavly attentions

had been devoted to commerce ; he had only re-

cently commenced as an agriculturist, and therefoio

could only presume to give his opinions rather as a

theorist, than as the result of extensive personal ex-

perience. (Cheers.) He had expended his capital

in land, and his first inquiry therefore was, how to

make tine best of it for himself and for his tenants.

As to draining, he had signified to those who farmed

under him that he would produce the necessary

capital for making the requisite d rainage, on condition

of receiving five per cent for it, in addition to the

rent. (Cheers.) Mr. ,1. then proceeded to enter into

some details in reference to the plan he had pursued,

and s;)oke to the following effect: —The land in

which I have so far used the subsoil plough consists

of a strong soil, from ten to eleven inches in depth,

lying on a strong bed of rich clay. The land has

been, in former years, frequently marled, andcropjied

with wheat and oats until exhausted ; and, when it

came into my possession, of little annual value. To
restore it, I have drained it with stone, or tile and

stone, taking care to fill up the drains with small

stones, covered by an inverted sod to within an inch

or two of the top of the cla^'. After this, an outcrop

is taken, and the field ploughed early in November
with the common plough (drawn by four horses),

throwing a furrow eight or nine inches deep, and fol-

lowed by the subsoil plough, loosening the earth five

to six inches beneath the furrow of the first plough,

without bringing the subsoil to the surface, 'i'he

fitld is divided into " Lands" of seven to eight yards

wide, on the first of which the common plough

throws a furrow, returns, throwing another, to the

place from which it started, and repeats this course

until each " land," has been so traversed, when the

horses are put to the subsoil plough, which follows

in the furrows made by the first (ilougli, and so on

until the field is finished. (Hear, hear.) In con-

clusion, hu could assure the coniiiuny, he was quite

'persuaded, that by drainage in the first instance, and

bv the subsequent use of the subsoil ]dougli, the land

of this important agricultural district ndghi be most

extensively and jternianeiUly improved. — (Loud
cheers.)
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WRANGLE AND EAST LINCOLN-
SHIRE AGRICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.

On Tuesday October 6, tbe first aniversaiy of tliis

society was celebrated in tbe village of Wrangle.

TflE DINNER

took place in a spacious booth erected on part of tbe

orchard of J. Kinder, Esq., the excellent Treasurer
of tbe Society.

Shortly after 3 o'clock, tbe chair was taken by
/I'hos. Gke, Esq. of Boston, supported on the right,

\y H. ilandley, Esq., M. P., the Rev. — Morley,
Raithby, W. Loft, Esq., Trusthorpe, T. Brougbion,
Esq., J. Kirkbam, Esq., llagnaby, &;c.; on the leit,

by tlie Rev. 11. Wright, vicar of Wrangle, G. J.

Heathcote, Esq., M.P., J.Wright, Esq., Witham
Cottage, Rev. T. W. Boon, Friskuey, J. Hewson,
Esq., Laythorpe, G. Holland, Esq., Wigtoft, W.
Garfit, Esq., Boston, &c. Tbe vice-chair was filled

by J. Rawson, Esq., Boston ; and among the general

company, which numbered nearly Si.iO, we noticed

Messrs. Fountain, Leek, IL Munk, Mastin, Jackson,

&c. i<.c.—Grace having beeri said b)' the ^'icar of

AVrangle, and the customary toasts drank.

The CiiAiiiMAK proposed "The Members for the

Southern Division of Lincolnshire." (Applause.)

G. J. Heatiicote, Esq., in returning thanks, ex-
pressed the pleasure wiib which bebadrecived their

summons to attend them that day, and assured them
that if be could render any assistance to the agricul-

tural interests, or to them, he would have been pre-
sent, bad it been ten times the distance. (Applause.)
He ever came into this part of the county with lively-

feelings of pleasure : be bad been connected with
Lincolnshire for twenty years, and although time
flew, his feelings of gratitude could never fiv, when
he remembered that bis first connexion with tbe

county commenced in these parts. (Hear.) He
had had the misfortune to meet them on many oc-
casions, under the most unfavourable circumstances
to agriculture : the storm bad now dispersed, and if

there were still remaining some passing clouds upon
tiieir prospects, tbe intelligence, industry, and per-
severance of tbe fanners would see them through it

all. (Applause.) With regard to tbe epidemic that

was raging so seriously among tbe cattle in many
parts, he had communicated on the subject with the

Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Societ)', who
had referred him in answer to the printed directions,

with wliicli be did not doubt they were familiar ; at

tbe end of las letter, however, be (the Secretary)
had slated, on the authority of a gentleman who had
attended the boards, that a very simple cure was,
tbe use of epsom salts, and abstaining from bleedin"-.

(Hear.) Rlr. Heatbecote proceeded to allude to bis

recent visit to France, detailing the comparisons he
had drawn between French and English agriculture,

and the favourable nature of those comparisoHS to

the farmers of this country. He continued : he was
proud to bear testimony, to the great benefit of these

Associations, in promoting agriculture—in strengtli-

euing the position of the farmer—and in rendering
liim as res[iected as he was respectable. (Applause.)

Ho would conclude by expressing his comjdete de-

votion to the agricultural interests of this great land :

he was hound to it by every feeling which can bind
man to man, or man to bis country ; lie was
ijoiind to it by his duty, being with his colleague,

rf|)rest'nlative3 of the most important agricullunii

district in the empire ; be bad passed tbe bolter par,

of his life among them ; he was a farmer, be repre.

sented farmers, and he felt that as such he ought to

linow every process connected vrith their interests,

from the passing of a law to the draining of a furrow.

(Applause.) He was bound to the prosperity of

agriculture— for all that he had came from tbe land
;

and, in addition to all those ties, be was bound to

them by one still stronger— by gratitude—for he
was certain that no one bad ever received such
kindness from an agricultural constituency as he
had, and whatever were his faults, ingratitude was
not one of them. (Loud applause.)

H. IIandlky, Esq. M. P.,on rising, was very cor-

dially received. He concurred most lully (be said)

with bis bon. colleague in all he had set forth—in one
respect only he differed from him, and that was,
that after having been engaged for six months in tbe

business of the legislature, he did not feel inclined

to take up a spade and work Inee-deep in a furrow
for the remainder of tbe year. (Laughter.) He
thanked the committee for the compliment they had
paid him for offering him the presidency of the so-

ciety for the first year, but congratulated them on
their having placed it, after he had felt compelled
to decline it, in hands better able to protect the

intei ests of tbe society. They would bear with him
while be referred to the operations of such societies

as tliis ; the strength—he could not say the infancy
— of which they were met to celebrate. If they
looked upon these societies only for tbe good results

they conferred upon the occupants ot the soil, thev
would take a verv narrow view of the question. In
all ages, and in the most civilized lands, where agri-

culture flourished, the arts flourished also: they

were mutually connected by the strongest ties

of interest. (Hear.) ]Mr. Adams had alluded to

the improvement effected in waste lands in Scotland
—he needed not to have travelled so far, for of all

places wliicb had been advantaged by agriculture,

this district offered a most convincing testimony to

the improvement produced by a careful cultivation

of the soil, (Hear.) The increasing population,

some samples of which they had had that evening
(laughter), demanded increased means of support

;

and they would acknowledge how much had been
effected towards that object in the district round
them, when they recollected how short a time it was
since their fens had only been inhabited by wild
fowl, and their wolds by rabbits, which now pro-

duced the food of man, and presented as cultivated

a district as was to be found beneath the canopy of

Heaven. How liad this been effected? By the ac-

quisition of science, in aid of skill and capital. The
progress of engineerinsr had relieved the fen coun-
try from water, and the same power had intersected

the land with the rail-roads, materially increasing

the facility of transit, and producing great advantage
to every institution of tbe country (hear.) The
chemist had brought them bones, by which they had
exjielled the rabbits, and now grew corn instead.

This district was, in fact, a sort of model farm to all

England, and their example had been followed at

the extremities of Europe. As an instance of what
had been the eftect of their example, he would state,

that in Iti'i.'i, when the bones supplied by this coun-

try were found insuflicient for their wants, tboy

were imported from -aiiroad : tbe declared value of

the import was then 14,000/. per annu n : in 18.'j6,

when tbe last return was made, tbe declared value

had increased to 2.54,000/. (Hear hear.) As the

population was so rapidly increasing, could they

liiJt continue!, by some better application of manure,

or new selection of seed, also lo increase tbe growth
oi' wlieat a busbol an acre, tbe produce would be

half amillion of (juaiteis per annum, quite food
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enough for the population, which was said to io-

crease at the rate of 1000 a da)'. If by the employ-
ment of improved implements, also, another half-

bushel could be saved, it would he an additional

fund for this increased demand. Cettaiu it was,
that while a beneticeiit Providence adds to the

wealth of the nation in the shape of its population,

it will also aid the endeavours of man to furnish suf-

ficient i'or its supply. ( Apjilause.) Nothing could
tend more than such meetings as the present to pro-

mote so deAirahle an object—the interchange of ideas

between experienceil men—the exiimination of the

comparative merits of animals exhibited—and (as

liad been well observed by the respected vicar)

showing- to the labourer that good character and con«

duct and integrity would not go unmu'fked by the

British farmer. He would say to them, go on and
prosper: he could never believe that such societies

could be too thick, for the more lieads that were em-
ployed in the great work, the more likely were they
speedily to bring it to a happy conclusion. {Load
applause.)

J. Kawson', Esq., proposed—" The Secretaries."

Mr. Harrison acknowledged the compliment for

Jiimself ami colleagues, assuring the company that

tbe success which had attended their efl'orts had
quite surpassed their most sanguine expectations, as

they had started seven months ago with a fund of
only 9fi.

—

(Applause.)

PETERBORO' AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

(abridged from TUE LINCOLNSHIRE HERALD.)

The anniversary meeting of tliis society' took place

on Thursday Oct. 1, and Saturday' Oct. o, and passed
oft" in a manner highly gratifying to its managers.
The plougiiing took place on Thursdav the 1st inst.,

on a piece of Fen land in Thorney. The number of

ploughs entered was considerable, and the work
generally well performed. The jiidges in this de-

])a?tment were Messrs. W. E. Griffin, Werrington,
Kdvv. Carr, Warmington, and J.Tebbutt, I'pton.

'I'he judges of stock, &c. were Messrs. ]\. T.

Moselv, S'imersham, R. Smith, L5urley, and R. Maw-
by, Spalding.

THE DINNER.

Shortly after 3 o'clock, a numerous and highly

respectable party of gentlemen interested in a^^ricul-

tural pursuits, sat down to dinner, at the Angel Inn.

The chair was filled by Dr. Strong-, supported on the

right by Tycho Wing, Esq., the Rev. I. Wing, J.

Heme, Esq., &c., on the left by Lord George Gor-
I'on, Col. Hardy, — Simpson, Esq., &c. The vice-

chair was occupied by R. W. Laxton, Esq., and
among the company were Messrs. Bullen, Edmunds,
Worsop, Lawrance, FuUard, and Da^vsou (Ing-

thorpe) were also present.

The custoraar)' toasts having been drank, and re-

sponded to, the rev. chairman proposed " The
Judges."
Mr. Robert Smith, of Burley, returned thanks

for himself and colleaguesiu an appropriate and sen-

sible speech, declaring that liowever difficult bad
been the duties of their office, ihey had entered upon
them with a .straightforward determination of doing

their duty ; and he was hapjiy to s-ay (hat they had

rpiitted the show-yard with the nnatiiuious feeling

Hull they could not reflect, iu any one instance, uj)0u

liaving made an erroneous award. U itli respect to

the exhibition of stock generally, he would say that,
bearing in mind the prevailing epidemic, which had
kept away many animals entered, it would do credit
to any society in England— in the class for oxen, in
particular, the animal which had taken the prize
would not disgrace the Smithlield show, if it should
be entered (Hear, hear). Although small, they had
never seen a better exhibition of extra stock. He
concluded by explaining the circumstances of the
division of the prize tor implements—and which had
beenowing to thegreat difficulty they hadexperienced
in selecting any one implement from the many choice
specimens exhibited. (Hear).

Col. HAitny proposed the health of Tycho Wino-,
Esq. (Great applause).

fllr. Wing said that be had not anticipated havino-

to appear before them a second time that evenino-.

He felt a warm interest in the success of such asso-
ciations, whose etiorts tended to promote good farm-
ing throughout the kingdom, 'i'hey who ventured to

question the utility of these societies, must bo bioots
indeed. It had been remarked by a distinguished
speaker at the last Cambridge Jleeting, that " no
country was more safe from foreign aggression than
that whicii was at ease within itself as to the means
of supplying its population with food." Mr. Win"-
proceeded to notice certain remarks which had been
made by Professor Bucldand at Cambridge, and which
he thought were not characterised by the care which
should distinguish so eminent a philosopher. Al-
luding to geology, the Professor had stated that geo-
logists had discovered that the formation which pro-
duced the celebrated wheat at Burvvell, near Cam-
bridge, was to he traced within narrow limits from
the eastern to the western parts of the kingdom : and
that any farmer who by the assistance of a g^oIo"ist
could discover this stratum on his laud, would be
enabled to grow wheat of the same quality. He (Mr.
Wing) need not inform them that this depended on a
great variety of circumstances,—on what other sub-
stances were mixed in the soil, on the elevation, the
aspect, the dryness, or humidity of the climate, and
so forth : and he thought the learned professor had
jumped at rather too hasty a conclusion. Professor
Buckland had also stated, as one proof of the utility

of the subsoil plough, that it had enabled wheat to
grow with a roit live or six feet deep. It happened
that he (Mr. Wing) knew an instance, (probably tbe
one alluded to by the Professor,) in which this had
occurred ; it happened iu a gravel pit, when the
earth having been removed, the wheat had shot its

roots downward ; but if they were to conclude, from
the testimony of the learned Professor, that wheat
therefore retiuired a depth of six feet, he feared it

would be long before their crops came to anything
like perfection (Hear). The real utility of the sub-
soil plough was, in his opinion, after the land h ad
been thoroughly drained, to break up the under so il,

by which fissures will be formed ; these would be
penetrated by the rain, and would open the whole
mass to the action of thesun, the wind, and the frost

:

the soil would thereby bemellowed, the heavier parts
would subside, and the lighter would remain at the
top, more finely pulverised, and better suited for the
growth of corn : the improvement was permanent
hut gradual, not sudden. In another instance also,
the Professor had been in error, with respect to the
growth of Italian rye-grass (Hear). After statino-

th;vt it grew well on soils in parts of certain counties
which lie enumerated, he proceeded to inform them
that a geologist by examining the soil, could tell at
once where it might be grown and where not. Now,
he believed it wns well known that Italian rye-gr-ass
was very e-jsy of propagation ; whether it was ad-
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visable to grow it or not was another consideration

(hear and laughtery—but few farmers would require

the aid of a geologist in such a matter as tljis. lie

did not in the least desjjise the contributions of

science to agricultiin^ ; l)ut he felt that science sii]!-

plied the raw material, which must be tested l)y the

experience of the farmer, 1 hey might, it was true,

receive much light from the labours of ther philoso-

pher—but the practical knowledge of the agricultu-

rists must always be taken into tfie account (Hear ).

He should always consider it his duty to sujtport

such societies as the present— because lie was con-

vinced that they must promote not only good farm-

ing throughout the kingdom, but good fellowship

among themselves (Applauxe),

TJje remaining toasts were " the Stewards," " the

Secretary," (acknowledged by Mr. Lawrance),

ike, &c.

NORTHUMBERLAND AGRICUL-
TURAL MEETING,

HEtD AT Alnwick, OcroiiKii 1.

The dinner took place in a spacious pavilion, which
bad been erected for the occasion, in the Malting
Yard, in the Green Bat, belonging to Mr. Atkinson,

of the Queen's Head Inn, who furnished the dinner.

The Hon. H. T. Liddell ])resided, and was supported

on liis right and left by Lord llowick, William Law-
son, Esq., High Sheriff of jSlorthuraberland, the ]lev.

Mr. Percy, of Warkworth, the Hon. H. Grey, Capt.
P'rederick Grev, 11. N., Charles Bosaiiquet, Esq., of

Rock, George Burdon, Esq., of Felton, t'apt. Stwitli,

Alnwick, — Askew, Esq., (ilenridden, H. Liddell,

jun., Esq., (one of the chairman's sons), the Rev.
L. S, Orde, Alnwick, rev. Mr. Huirell, Sir Edward
Baker, William Orde, of Nunnvkirk, Esq., \Villiam

Roddam, of Roddani, Esij., Colonc! Stanhope, of

the Guards.— At the table of the Vice-chairman,
Ralph Carr, Esq., of Hedgeley, were—the Rev. Mr.
Rooke, of I'mbleton, Hugh Moises, Esq., of Amble,
Adam Atkinson, Esq., of Lorbottle, — Blagden,

Esq., Ford Castle ; William Burrell, E-q., Broom-
park, Thomas Smith, Esq., Togston, D. Robertson,
of Ladvkirk, Major Clutferhuck, Warkworth, J.

Boag, Esq., of \\'aitoii. Rev. Mr. Carr, and .Tohn

Ridey, of Park-end, Esq. The customaiy toasts

liaving been given and responded to,

Tlie CHAinsiAN said, he was sure the comjianv
would drink this toast with the more satisfaction at

jiresent because their i'eelings would be uncontrolled

bv Mr. Cirey's presence. He was unaroid.ibU'' ab-
sent, but he had transmitted a paperto the Secretary,

connected with some agricultural experiments, which
Mr. Sinclair would be good enough to read to them,
after they had drunk ftlr. Grey's liealth. The toast

was drunk with three times three.

j\lr. Sinclair then read the following paper:

—

EXPERIMENT TTl'OX THE .M'l'LI (AT lOX 01" XI-
TKATE OF SODA AND GYP«UM TO fiUASS LAND.

The plot of land upon whicdi the exi)eriment was
trieil, is of good gravelly loam, in three years old

grass, and well covered with such perennial plants

as are usually sown for pasture, viz., white clover,

trefoil grass, and timothy, but without red clover,

which proli;\hly may account i'or tiie failure of the

gvpsum, which has been proved to i)e more eliica-

ciona in prumoting the growth nf that hhule lliaii

any other plant.

Thd plot of land consialed of four acres, 1 lid in

ridges of equal size. On the ISth of April, each

alternate ridge was sown with nitrate of soda at the

rate of 1 cvvt. per acre. Some of the remaining
ridges were sown with gyj)sum at the rate of 10

bushels per acre. One with both nitrate and gyp-
sum, and 11 without anything. Great pains were
taken in cutting and making the hay, to keep the

produce of the ridges selected for the experiment,

perfectly distinct. The hay on each was carefully

weighed when put into pike, and the result was as

under.

No, 1, 112 square yards, without any manure,

produced 9st. lib. of bay, equal to 2 tons 81 stone

per acre.

No. 2. 112 square yards, to which 10 bushels

per acre of gypsum had been applied, produced
exactly the same quantity, so that no benefit arose

from the gypsum.
No. 3. 1 12 square yards, to which nitrate of soda

was applied on the I8th of April, at the rate of 1

cwt. per acre, produced 14st. 7lh. of hay, equal to 3

tons 146 stone per acre, being an increase of 1 ton

65st, over Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 4. 112 square yards, to which both nitrate

and gypsum were applied in the above-named cpian-

tities, produced list., equal to 4 tons 125st. per acre,

being 21 stone per acre less than the produce from

nitrate alone, '

I'he cost of 1 cwt, of nitrate of soda, brought to

the field, was 22s,, and the increased value of tlie

hay produced by it was on the field from 4/. to hi.,

besides which at this (Sept. 2G), the fog or after-

math of the land to which the nitrate was applied, is

much better than the other.

I applied the same manures to alternate ridges of

different kinds ot grain, but the crops being strong

and the weather wet, the corn was so much lodged

and twisted, as to make it difficult tokeep the produce

of each quite distinct, so as to come to a correct and

satisfactory conclusion. Nor can the experiment be

so effective as if made upon thinner and lighter crops.

I intend, however, to prosecute a course of such ex-

periments, as it would be dangerous to ducide upou
the results of one particular season and one descri|>-

tion of crop and soil ; and it will, at all times, give

me pleasure to communicate anything likely to be

useful to the public, through the medium of the

Northumberland Agricultural Society.

Dilston, 2f)th Sept., 1840. ' John Grky.
3'o (jodfrei/ Shida'w, Esq.

RICHMOND AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The fifth annual meeting of this association was
held at Richmond, and in the quality of the slock

shown, fuUv equalled, as in the quantity, it surpassed

any of its ])redecpssors.

At three o'clock precisely, a party of upwards of

eighty gentlemen sat down to a most excellent din-

ner, provided by i\Ir. Hills, at King's Head Inn. In

the absence of tiie Ivarl of Zetland, the noble presi-

dent of the Society, the chair was most ably filled by

R. M. Jaques, Es(]., of St. Trinians, the senior vice-

president, who was sup|)orted by the following,

among other gentlemen— Major Healv, .Tohn Booth,

l''s(]., I'dward Booth, ICscp, .Tohn Wharton, lOsq.,

Will. Annitage, V.<(\., Francis Morley, I-sq., (ieoige

(iilpin. I'lsq., .loliii Colling, Esq., Bev. W. F .

Wharlon, .lohn Wood, i'.st]., of Kiinlilesworth, Ro-

bert llairisoii, Ivjq., of Lindrick, and John Parring-
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ton, jun., Esq., of Marton. The judges of the show
— J. Robinson, Esq., — Wiley, Esq,, of Brandsby,

T. Masterraan, Esq., Little Danbv, _ :iiicl Messrs.

Smurtbwaite, Severs, Carter, James Bell, Wetlicrell,

of Durhain, Ottiwell Toinlin, tlie acting secretary
;

Lax, of Darlington, VV. CJill, and Tliouias 13ra<lley,

Sowerby. 'I'bomas Charge, lisq., the other vice-

president, took the vice-chair, and was supported by
.Tohn Ilarland, Esq., Thomas Lax, I'^sq., Captain

Hogg, Seymour Deighton, Esq., William Lister,

Es(i., John Barker, Esq.,of Healaugh, Messrs. Roll-

ing, Outbwaite, Whitelock, Wade, Watson, and
Hutchinson.

PRIZES FOR CATTLE.
Class 1. For the best skort-horned bull, of two

years' old and upwards 51. , Mr. W. Raine ; for the

second 2/., R. M. Jaques, Esq., four competitors.

2. For the best yearling bull bl,, R. j\L Jaques,
Esq.; for the second 2/., Mr. Sowerby, jun., three

competitors.
.'3. For the best two years old fat steer SL, the

Right Hon. the Earl of Zetland.

4. For the best cow that has had a calf since 1st

Jan. lust oL, John Booth Esq.; for the second 2/.,

R. J\L Jaques, Esq., four competitors,

;>. For tha best two years old heifer in cnlf 31.,

the Right Hon. the Earl of Zetland; for the second
ll., Mr. Wm. Pybiis.

6. For the best yearling heifer 31. , Jolin Booth,
Esq. ; for the second 1/., ftlr. Wm. Raine, four com-
petitors.

7. For the best mure for breeding horses for the
field 31., Mr. Layton, Rokebv, nine competitors.

8. For the best mare for breeding coach horses

31., Mr. Rd. Jaques, four competitors.

9. For the best mare for breeding cart horses 31.,

Mr. Wm. Middleton, seven competitors.

10. For the best aged Leicester tup d/., Mr. Rd.
Outhwaite ; for the second \>l,, Mr. Wm. Allison,
four competitors.

11. For the best shearling Leicester tup 5/., Mr.
Rd. Outhwaite; for the second 2/., Mr. Thos. Allison,

seven competitors.

12. For the best pen of five shearling wethers 3/.,

Mr. Cuthbert Watson; for the second 1/., the Earl
of Zetland.

13. For the best boar 2L, Mr. Severs.
14. For the best breeding sow 1/., I\Ir. Cundale,

of Alley Field, four competitors.

Tlie usual toasts having been drank.

The Chairjian said he had great pleasure in pro-
posing the healths of the three gentlemen who had
favoured them with tlieir attendance as judges on
this occasion. He was quite sure that their deci-
sions had given, though quite naturally not univer-
sal, but certainly very great satisfaction.—" The
Judges." ( Applauic)

Mr. Wood returned thanks on behalf of himself
and his colleagues, and said they were most happy
to give their services to an association which pro-
duced such an excellent show of stock as this did.

The CiiAin.-MAN gave " The Successful Candi-
dates."

Mr. Booth returned thanks.

Mr. Sevimour Deighton' acknowledged the toast

of tlie unsuccessful candidates.

Major Healy rose and said that the toast be was
about to propose would, he was quite sure, be re-

sponded to with great pleasure bv all present, for

tliev might well be proud of a young man who had
taken so distinguished a lead in agricultural put-
suits as their worthy chairman, Mr. Kil. Jaques

—

that this toast at least must be dvank with all the

honours. (Drank zvith conisideyablii more than three

times three, )

The Chairman returned thanks for the very kind
manner in wiiich his health had been drank. He
said that tin; pursuit of agriculture was onu which he
had indeed taken tip most warinlv, both as regards the
breeding ot stock and the cultivation of tlie soil,

convinced that there was no pursuit more noble, nor
one in which the prosperity of this district especial Ij^

so much depended. He had great satisfaction in
seeing that notwithstanding the small amount of pre-
miums offered for competition at this meeting, com-
pared witli others of tlie same nature in the neigh-
bourhood, they still had a show so good both in qua-
lity and quantity, as the one they had tjjat day
witnessed. He hoped, however, they should be able
another year to otl'er prizes which wotild make it

better worth the while of breeders to send their

stock. He intended offering two premiums at the
next meeting for stock, the property of a class of
individuals among whom it was very desirable that

the sjiirit of agricultuial improvement .should be en-
couraged. Hitherto he feared they had been deterred
from exhibiting their cattle by the small amounts of
premiums, and the greater wealth of the persons wlio

were certain to be their rivals. The premiums he
intended to ofler were, ."i/. for the best cow, the pro-
perty of a farmer, being a tenant at less than 500^ a
year rent; and :)l. for the best two year old heifer,

belonging to the same class of persons. (Intense ap-
jilause). He would now propose to them a toast,

the health of a body of gentlemen to whom the society

had for four years been indebted for a very hand-
some donation ; he had heard they intended discon-
tinuing it, on the ground of having abolished
the market tolls; he hoped, however, they would
think better of it ; he was sorry he could not see any
member of the body to whom he alluded, present at

that table, to give the society any information of
their intentions: at all events the society could not
but be grateful to them for their past favours—" The
Corporation of Richmond."

i\Ir. iiooTH begged to propose the health of a

gentleman well known and universally esteemed ns

an eminent agriculturist— one whose decisions and
judgment on such matters were received with defer,

ence, not by the Richmond Agricultural Associa-
tion alone, but al.«o by the Yorkshire, the English,
and the Highland Societies.—He might term him
the father of agriculture,—need he say he meant Mr.
Charge. (Drank uilk great clieers.) Mr. Charge
shortly returned thanks. Many other toasts were
drank, and the party did not separate until a late houi

.

On the whole tins meeting has succeeded better

than its best supporters could have anticipated

;

and from the premiums and donations offered by
private individuals (several being announced at the
dinner), greate/ success may still be argued for tlie

future. It was also determined forthwith to solicit

from the landowners in the neighbourhood, contri-

butions in aid of its funds, in order to carry out
more fully the benefits that should accrue from
societies of this nature, and from the locality, and
the disposition evinced, connected with many other
favouring clrcnmstaiieos, tliere can be little doubt
but tlie appeal will be satisfactorily responded to.

An experiment of some importance in the result is

in process of trial this season, in a field of six acres,

ii>the occupation of 11. M. Jaques, Esq., as to the

relative merits of several of the new varieties of
wheat, the seed procured from Messrs. fiibbs, to be
DiBiiLKD in at^arious distances—one of the modes
of sowing about which there are more contradictory

statements than any other.
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GREAT CATTLE SHOW
OF THE

HIGHLAND & AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF SCOTLAND.

On Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, the dinner cf the

HigliKind Society's Committee was lield in tLe

County Rooms, and attended by betwixt 300 and

400 members of committee and their I'riends. Ihe
company assembled at six o'clock. The Earl of

Aberdeen, the President of the Committee, was in

the chair, supported on the rio;ht by the Lord Pro-

vost of Aberdeen, the Earl of Bathiirst, Lord Saltoun,

Capt. Gordon, M.V., Major Uutf, ike, &;c. On his

left were the Duke of Riclimond, the Marquia of

Tweeddale, the Earl of Traquair, tlie Viscount Ar-

buthnctt, Lord Claud Hamilton, Mr. Bannevman,

M.P., Sir Robert Gordon, and J. E. Dennison,

IVJ.P. The croupiers were Mr. Grant ofTiUyfour,

the Convener of the county ; I\Ir. Barclay Allardyce

ofUry, and Mr. Boswell of Kiiigcausie. Among-
the gentlemen present we observed

—

Sir John Forbes of Craigievar, I'jurt. ; Sir Job'i

Stuart Forbes of Fettercairn and Pitsligo, Bart.;

Sir Francis A. Mackenzie of Gairloch, Bart. ; Sir

Chas. Bannerman of Crimonraogate, Bart. ; Sir

John iNfuir Mackenzie of Delvin, Bart.; jNIajor

General Sir A.lexander Leith of Freelield, K.C.B.

;

Alexander Bannerman, i-^sq., M.P. ; J. Dennison,

Esq., M.P.; Colonel Fraser of Castle Fraser; Co-

lonel Gordon of Park, Covener of the county of

Banff ; Colonel Turner ofMenie ; Colonel Dalgarno,

H.E.I.C. ; Colonel Le Couteur, from Jersey
;

Colonel Fraser of Bahnakewan ; Captain Hope
Johnstone; Captain Dalrymple, Westhall ;

Captain

Thomas Shepherd, H.E.I.C; Captain Anderson,

Rural Police; Sherili" Murray of Aberdeenshire;

Sheriff Douglass of Kincardineshire ; Sheriff Currie

of Banffshire; Sheriff Lumsden of Sutherlandshire
;

Messrs. Abercromby of Glasshaugh ; Aitken of

Auchintoul ; Jopp Seggat ; Alexander Johnston,

W.S. ; James Shepherd, W.S.; Henry Patterson,

banker ; Alexander Anderson, Advocate ; Alex-

ander Webster, Advocate ; James Brebner, Ad-
vocate; Patrick Bannerman, Advocate; William

Adam, Advocate ; Provost Brown ; Bailie Gray
Peterhead ; C. Ilillyard, Esq., President of the

Northamptonshire Society ; Humphrey Gibbs, Esq.,

Secretary of the Smithlield Club ; tde Deputation

from the Pvoyal Agricultural Society of England
;

Dr. Hamel, a gentlemaji from Russia, who is tra-

velling in this, country for the purpose of collecting

agricultural information; Mr. Druminond of Alier-

uchill; Mr. M'Donald of Craigree ; R. Stewart,

E«q. of Ardvoirlich ; Mr. Stewart, of Glenbuckie
;

Mr. Cohjuhoun, Clatliick ; Mr. Smith of D-anstoun ;

Major Cnmming Bruce ; Colonel Paterson ; Sheriff

Home, of East l.otbian ; Mr. Gordon of Abergeldie
;

Captain Hunter of Auchterarder ; Mr. Hunter of

'I'hiirston, and Captain Hunter his brother, &c.,&:c.

After the removal of the cloth, the usual loyal

toasts liaving been given.

The Ivarl of Aukhdi'fn said it bad been intimated

to him that, at this meeting, certain questions, in-

teresting and important to the agricultnrint, sliall be

made tlie subject of short practical discussion.

Different gentlemen have kindly undertaken to cfom-

numicate information to the meeting in the form of

j'ssays, whicli was that form liest calulated to throw

lights on such suljjecis. li was only by free discussion

that they could arrive at light on these or any other

subjects. In the discussion, ho trusted that ho

need not remind them that their only object should

be, not the achievement ofvictory.butthe attainment

of good. He understood that Mr. Walker, land

surveyor, had promised to read an essay on the

rotation of cropping in the four counties.

Mr. \VALRrii, then rose and read the following

essay :—My Lord,—The subject which I have the

honour of bringing before your lordship and the

present company for discussion, this evening, is one
of considerable importance both to landlord and
tenant. I only wish it had devolved upon some one,

of whom I see many present, far more comjietent to

do justice to it than I am. Having had no informa-

tion of it until late last night, I felt very reluctant to

undertake it, but have done so %yith the fullest con-

fidence of meeting the indulgence of this company.
Tlje subject referred to is the rotation of cropping
most suitable lor the various soils of the four coun-

ties more intimately connected with the object of this

meeting. Before entering upon the subject of

rotation, it will be necessary to give a brief descrip-

tion orclassilication of the various soils which more
generally prevail in this and the adjoining counties.

These may be divided into live or six classes, namel\r

— 1. The strong- heavy clay along the coast, and in

some places in the imterior. 2. The heavy loam, or

alluvial soils. ,). Light loam, comprehending the

old infield lands. 4. Gravelly loam, with an open
porus subsoil, a. Thin muirish soil, incumbent on

clay, or having a retentive subsoil. 6. Poor wet
clays having a retentive subsoil. First—Strong
heavy clay. Along the coast, and in a issv places

in the interior of the country, where the climate is

favourable for the growth of beans and other legu-

minous crops, the rotation generally followed is a

six-course shift, viz.— fust, grass; second, oats;

third, beans and peas ; fourth, wheat; fifth, fallow

or green crop ; sixth, barley, with grass seeds.

This, while the price of grain continues high, ir,

perhaps as profitable a course as can be followed
;

but it must be land of the iirst quality to continue

long under this course of cropping. Second—Heavy
loams, or alluvial soils. Land of this description is

perhaps the best and most valuable in the four

counties, and may be managed under any rotation

which land is worked upon, under the present im-

proved system of agriculture. The four-course

shift is, upon the whole, to be preferred, viz.-—grass,

oats, turnips, barley; or, if the climate is suitable,

be:ins and wheat ina3' ho introduced ; but in

many districts in this country it is not thought ex-

pedient, even on the finest soils of this desciijition,

to cultivate beans or wheat, as, for want of climatt*,

these grains seldom come to perfection. Third—The
third class consists of light loam, or old infield.

This, provincially is, denominated turnip and grass

soil. Expprience lias now fully proved that the best

rot.ition for land of this quality is a six-course shift,

viz.— three ye-.u-s in grass (all depastured by cattle

or sheep) ; one grain crop, after breaking up from

grass; then turnips, a proportion ofwhich should be

eaten off by sheep where the climate and situation

will permit ; and the sixth year, barley or oats,

sown down with grass seeds. In many places of

this county and those adjoining, land of the (ju-ality

and description now referred to is still worked

under a seven-course shift, which differs only from

a six in this respect, that two grain crops are taken

in succession, after breaking up from lea; but this

system cannot bo recommended, and ought as

speedily as possible, to be given u|), and a six-course

siibslilnted. Since the introduction on so large a

sc-.dc, of bone dust, as a mannie tor raising turnips,

and tho facilities which tlie farmer now has of dis-

posing of liis fat stock, many of the best agriciil*
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turisls in tliese districts are liirninp; their attention

more to tlio cuitiviition ol grass and turnij)S, and, in

place of the three yei^rs, as suggested in the ahove
rotation, allow their land to lie (our or five years in

grass, and when broken uptake only one grain crop,

being now fully satisfied that their land will be

more easily prepared for the succeeding crop of tur-

nips, and with much less risk of a failure in that

valuable and important crop. Fourth—The fourth

class of soils is gravelly loam—what is locally called

sharp land— suilable for grass and turnips. 'I'here

is now, I believe, no longer a doubt among the best

and most intelligent agriculturists of this district

that the six-course shift is the one best adapted ibr

land of this quality— it being always considered

beneficial to let the land remain in grass a year or

two more, if, by so doing, the rotation is not other-

wise disturbed. Si.ith—The last class named is the

poor, thin clays. This is, perhaps, the most un-

promising and unproductive of all soils. No doubt
the introduction of frequent or parallel drains will

do much towards the aiuelioration of these soils;

but the expense is often so great that tenants hold-

ing under leases of nineteen years' endurance are

unwilling to embark so large a portion of their

capital in what appears to theni a hazardous enter-

prise. Without thorough draining this soil, no par-

ticular rotation can be prescribed for it. Under all

circumstances, perhaps a five-course might prove
the best and most advantageous. In order, there-

fore, to impiove the country, and this description

of soil in particular, I feel confident that the landlords

of these counties would find it much for their in-

terest to give the greatest encouragement to their

tenantt)' in carrying into effect this system of drain-

ing. The question under consideration is one as to

which differences of ojiinion must, no doubt exist

;

but, in conclasion, I have to express my regret that

the time afforded me for writing out my sentiments

was so limited as to render it hardly possible for

one to do justice to a subject the importance of

which all agriculturists will admit. [Mr. Walker's
essay was received with cheers. At its conclusion,

the Duke of Richmond's piper, a stalwart high-

lander, in the garb of his native district, entered

the room, and played several old Scotch airs in very
superior style.]

The Earl of Abekdfxn said that at all meetings of

this nature, whether public or piivate, the toast he
was about to propose was always drunk—" The
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland."

The noble Earl then said he should now call upon
Mr. Boswell of Kingcausie, who he understood

would favour the company with some remarks upon
the necessity and advantage of a more general

combination of science with agriculture, the defi-

ciency of a scientific education for farmers, and the

means of obtaining it. \

I\Ir. Boswell then read the following essay :—My
Lord,—that there has been, of late years, a great in-

crease in the pu])lic mind of the wish to combine
science with agriculture, there cannot be a doubt,

nay, that wish is every day growing stronger and
stronger ; and it is equally true that there is a

lamentable destitution as to the means of procuring

such knowledge. It is true we have in the country

plenty of good practical men, and in the towns
there is no lack of men of science, but the com-
bination is very rare. And for a young man to ac-

quire such knowledge, is a matter of much difhculty,

accompanied with great pecuniary loss, not to speak

of valuable time thrown away, by first attending

lectures in a town, and then learning the practical

part in the country ; and even this is not easily

managed, at a rale far above the funds at the dis-

posal of the great mass of the people. Now allow

me to endeavour to show you that the union of

science with prartice is most desirable, that it is

high time to set about procuring the means of such
union, and tliat nothing appears tome to be easier

than to put such means within the reach of all who
wish to avail themselves of it. In days long gone
by—the palmy days of the wicked Tories—they

used to be ta.xod with a Xvish to keep the people

in ignorance. That was never my creed. I have

ever been a great advocate for our grand parochial

system: I have ever been for giving the people

education, provided it was a sound religious one.

I say provided it was a sound religious one, and I

say so because I believe in the Hible, because I

read there that (iod rules in heaven and on earth,

that he alone can bless our endeavours or hold our

puny efforts in derision ; in a word, that he is a

buckler to all who trust in him. But happily the

Highland Society has long ago formed an anialguin

of all political creeds ; and i feel assured that no

such sentiment, worthy only of the dark ages, is

to be found amongst us. It is pleasant to think

that, as members of the Highland Socibty, we stand

firm as brethren, like true sons of old Scotia, hand

in hand and shoulder to slioulder, for the improve-

ment of agriculture and the good of our native

land. But, while we cannot for a moment allow

the antiquated doctrine of keeping our agricultural

])opulation in a state of ignorance, while we scout

the idea of having our farmers ignorant as serfs, or

our peasants no better than Hill Coolies, do not mis-

take me that I would be a backer of a trumpery system

of teaching the lower orders to garble hard words, or

to render them objects of ridicule, from the continual

misnomer of names, the meaning of which they could

never be taught fully to comprehend. There is no

occasion that men should dive into the mysteries of

the French chemists, and yet they may be taught—

av, and with advantage to themselves— that there are

such things as alk-alis and acids—that the air we
breathe is "composed of several gases, and that such

and such combinations of different maiters will pro-

duce substances fitted for tho food of plants. Again,

in botany, it is by no means necessary that our agri-

culturists should reach the celebrity of a Smith or a

Hooker, or that they should waste their time in the

contemplation of the cryptogamic flora of our moun-
tain sides. There is no occasion for employing the

aid of a solar microscope to Je-ach us that plants,

which botanists term synganesious, have the power,

at a certain stage of their existence, of perfecting their

seeds after they are cut down ; and that the thistle

and common ragweed are amongst the number. And
ao^ain, need a man be an Archimedes to know all tho

useful truths of the power of the lever and screw ?

And that all this knowledge is much required, we
need only look at the mistake men

—

practical men—
fall into, such as putting rape-cake for a crop where

no moisture is likely to make it into a soluble state,

while bones are placed in wet situations, where a

little chemical knowledge would tell them they could

n.jt decompose. Turn to the ignorance of botany.

Took to men putting themselves to charges to cut

down weeds at a time when they can as well perfect

tho seeds as if they had not been touched. In me-

chanics, look at the ill-constructed thrashing-mills,

the friction in badly-made ;ixles, and a thousand

other things, which a very slight acquaintance with

natural plulosophy would enable the farmer to put to

rights. I should grow tedious did 1 enumerate all

the mistakes I have seen perpetrated through igno-

rance of the simplest principles of science—in none
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ninrp fban in tbe department, of botany. AVe sliouUl

lauf^li in cominoa life at any man, or set of men,

dealing in Hny article, and yet not knowini;- what it

was. But what do wc see in agriculture 7 I know
many men who pay heavy accounts to Messrs. Gibbs

or Jjawson, and yet have not the slightest idea of

what it is tliey have bovight and paid for. Sometimes

such seeds are sent from London, to the care of a

factor, or land-steward, to get a fair trial, as it is

called. But how can these men give such seeds a

Aiir trial ? They reid on the licket which their em-

])Ioyer has sent, it may be crested-dogstail, or cocks-

foot, or Anthony's grass ; but, when it springs, they

know no more than the man in the moon whether it

bo dogs' crests, or dogs' tails, cocks' feet, or hens'

feet. Timothy's grass, or Anthony's grass. That it

is high time to set about procuring the means of in-

formation, for such as thirst for it, must be self-

evident to all. If proof were wanting, it can be had

in the daily lament of our young farmers and our

grieves, of the lack of scientific information. I

could not tell how many men have said to me, " I

greatly feel my want of chemistry," "my want of

botany," and the like ;
while numbers have declared

their wish to go anywhere, if at a reasonable rate

theycould procure such information. Thus,weseewe
have arrived at that state of civilization when there is

a call for some school, of such sort as may give agri-

culturists an opportunity of acquiring scientific

knowledge. We find among savage nations there is

no such" want— the New Zealander seeks only to

satiate his appetite, and his revenge, at the same

moment, on the body of his unfortunate euemy, while

the inhabitant of Tasmania, still lower in the grade

of human beings, desires only to fill his nether man
with part of a kangaroo, or a (eve maggots from a

rotten tree, and cares not to stuif" his cranium with

theories of the white intruder ; and it is only when
civilization has proceeded a great way, and a dense

manufacturing population has made heavy demands

on the productiveness of the soil, that it: becomes ne-

cessary to call in the aid of science, the demand for

food giving the stimulus to grow it. How, then, is

this to bemanagedl I answer, let the Highland

Society lend all their influence and their countenance

to the establishment of an agricultural college and

experimental farm ! ()h, some will say there is no-

thing new in ihal, the idea of an experimental farm

has been oftea mooted, but it won't answer. 1 ad-

mit it is vnt new, it has been mooted, but by whom '(

and how ? I know that the subject h:is been broached

by men, liigi) as regards both talent and patriotism,

and they have not been listened to ; but 1 will tell

you how that has happened. No sooner was the

plan brought forward hitherto, than it has been

caught up and marred by wild schemers and theo-

rists—men in whom the agricultural world had no
confidence—who, forming to themselves the heuu

ideal of an experimental farm, tnlked of things they

knew nothing of, and which could not be carried out

in [iractico. 'J'hese men wished to rent the farm

from the laird of Ulopin, it was to be situated in Ar-

cadia, or the vale of 'i'empe, or in some delightful

place one has often beard of, but no one has

ever seen. The buildings were to be splendid !

Clerks were to be engaged as men of husin>>ss, to

buy (|uills by the quarter of hundred, :ind if that was
not found to be enough, by half himdieds. These

nien were to be instructed to weigh and measure

everything once a week, and to recoril, to the inlinit-

ismiil part of an ounce, any change that might take

place on the matters under experiment, (iieat care

was to be taken that these men v.ero constantly

dressed in surtouts of the finest pHrsons' grey, und

were never to u>n any penknives that had not
motber-of-pearl handles. 'J'he dairy-maids were to

be selected from the best looking that could be found
—they were to be instructed to sing Ranz de vnclie,

and other pastoral ditties, in the execution of their

duty—tiiey were to hnve their hair constantly in

good strong cuil, and to wear jjink ribbons ; while
every ploughman was to be provided with at least

one pair of d;incing pumps and silk stockings, that he
might appear in a proper manner at the harvest-home
ball, on which delightful and festive occasion the

spacious granary (having been previously emjHiedby
the horses and poultry) would be tastefully done up
with ajipropriate devices of Ceres, each pouring forth

plenty from a cornucopia. Let us away with such
stuff and childish nonsense. I would have a j)lain,

not very large farm, say 300 to 100 acres, situated

in a good locality (perhaps near Montrose or Perth);
the buildings to be of the plainest sort—no iiaid

clerks. Fillenberg has long ago shown us that, at

Hofwill, all the work could be done for the instruc-

tion he got wilnin the walls of the institutien ; and
why not in Scotland 1 I would have the unavoidable
expense defrayed by the premium or fees paid by the

wealthier class of students, who would not be re-

quired to perform manual labour; and, to conclude,
I would have it set about quickly, not hung up like

a suit in Chancery, to be talked of, but never decided
upon ; and if it did not support itself after being
fairly set agoing, I would advise to sublet (as it is

called) the farm, and give up the concern, certain

that there either was " rottenness in Denmark," as

to the management oi" the seminary, or that we had
deceived ourselves, and tJiat the public wished for

nothing of the sort.

The Earl of Areudeen proposed the health of a

nobleman who had officiated as President of the So-
ciety, and who had desired him to apologise for his

absence on account of the delicate state of his health,

and the fatigue he would have to undergo to-mor-
row. He gave the " Healtli of the Duke of Suther-
land."

Sir FnAxcis IMackenzie said that he cordially

agreed to the propositions made by Mr. Boswell of
Kingcausie for the establishment of an agricultural

college or experimental farm, but he wished to make
some remarks on the statements made by JMr.

Boswell.

The Marquis of TwEEUDArr said that gentlemen,
in taking part in these discussions, should invariably

address the chair, and not the party whose remarks
they criticised. The committee, in allowing dis-

cussion on these essays, were making an experiment,
and he trusted that the Chairman would agree with
him that nothing beyond their intention should bo
allowed.

Sir Francis j\[ackEnzie had no desire to deviate

from the rules of the Society ; but all he should say

was, that he held in his hand a paper, signed by
Professor Buckland, Sir William .Tardinc, Mr.
Smith of Deanston, Sir JJavid Brewster, and other

scientific gentlemen, who all conlirmed the opinion

expressed on that subject in the essay, and he might
say farther, how mueii he desired that the plan of
experimental farms might be adopted.

The Karl of Aiu-iiDEEX.— Captain Barclay of Ury
has undertaken to deal with that much-vexed qi,es-

tion—" Whether siiort-hnrned cattle are a profitable

stock for

(Cheers.^

Captain BAUct.Av said there must have been some
misunderstanding in supposing that he was pledged

to come forward and state his 0[)iniou respecting the

breed of sbort-horns. He never gave any pledge of

the farmer in general circumstances'!"
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iLe kinfl. He was not piepairil ; and if be was so,

lie would be iiawiUing to intrude liiiuseir ou this

meeting', in wliicli lie obst>ived lunny men of greater

esperieucH and more competent to form an opinion

than himself. With regard to the question put to

him, whether the breed of short-horns were really

useful to rear anil propagate, ho should say it was a

very delicate question. He could only spoaK: from

bis own circumstances. Every man must judge of the

circumstauces of the soil and climate in which he

may be placed. The observations he should make
were, therefore, entirely confined to his own private

experience. He iutroduced the short-horns, or Dur-
bam breed, sixteen years ago ; be bad found thyra

fully answer all his expectations ; they had thriven

an<l improved in his situation. For the convenience

of tlie farmers of the county, he had instituted annual

sales which the farmers attended well, but at first

they were cautious, feeling their way as it were. By
crossing tlie short-horns with the native breeds, the

Aberdeensiiire ami Angusshire breeds, animals were
produced more valuable as regarded their particular

situation than tlie native breeds of the county. They
brought more in the market, and could be earlier

fed, and madis useful. I5y the addition of steam, and
the ready access afforded to the Smithfield mar-
ket, they found it more profitable to feed for that

market than to sell their slock to the English dro-

vers. Hence the breed of short-V.orns had increased

daily iu every quarter. Aiid he must sav, that many
farmers who had good farms thought tlieir interest

advanced by having that stock. With regard to their

feeding, he found them equally easy as the native

breed. He had always taken them from the field

about the middle of November, but they never en-

tered a house from one year's end to the other—they

were only taken into a shed during the tnidille of

winter, and he found them equally hardy as any
other breed, whether Highland or Lowland. He
was without any intention of dictating to others

in what he bad said, or la3'ing down bow any other

agriculturist should feed and act. The d^y was
gone by for telling the farmers that thev should con-
sult their own interest. Ihey all knew that, and
there was no doubt but they would act upon it.

—

(Great cheering.)

The Chairman cjave "The Plough." (Cheerinff.)

The Duke of Richmond yet knew little of the

farmersof Scotland, but he knew thatthey wouldabso-
lutely neglect their duty if they did not return their

thanks where they were justly due. He rose, there-

fore, to propose the "Health of their noble Chair-

man, who had presided over them ou the present oc-

casion." (Great cheering.) Ijv the manner in which
they had received it, he saw that there was no apology

due to them for the toast bpjng proposed, jilthough

lie certainly felt that he ought to make an apology for

rising to propose it. In Lord Aberdeen they had a

president of whom no more need be said than that

he was respected by all who knew his amiable cha-

racter, and beloved by his numerous tenantry.

(Cheers.) Where be found a landlord was beloved

by his tenantry, he found quite suflicieut to satisfy

liim he was an honourable and good man, whose
health deserved to be drunk. He therefore gave
them the " Earl of Aberdeen, and many thanks to

him for his kindness in occupying the chair."

(Great cheering.)

The Ea:l of Ar.KTinKKN—Gentlemen, I bog to re-

turn you my thanks for the honour done me at the

suggestion of my nolilo friend. To tell tl*e truth, I

feel iii)-seli very considerably out of my latitude at

present. Placed in this chair by my noble friend,

the President, and other oliice-bedrers of the society,

] felt that I should have been shrinking from my duty
if 1 had declined to occufiy the position assigned me.
Although coufessiiig my ignorance of the objects and
pursuits of this association, yet it would be impossi-
ble to live for a greater jiarc of the year as 1 do,
without becoming aware of the incredible advantage
of the arduous exertions made by the society. Cer-
tainly there would be considerable difficulty iu

naming any other institution to which Scotland owes
so much as the Highland Societ)', far the judicious,
prudent, and admirable manner in which its arrange-
ments have been made for the advancement of agri-

culture.

The Chairman said that Mr. Leslie, of Wartly,
would now read a retrospect of the progress of agri-

culture during the last half century.

]Mr. LiLSLiE then read the following essay;—My
Lord,—In responding to the call with which it has
pleased your lordship to honour me, I am inclined to

think the few observations in iny power to offer will

be best und?rstood when confined to the statistics of

a single parish. I have, therefore, selected tii^it of
Ilayne, as ailording a pretty fair specimen of the
average soil, cli'uate, and general agricultural

management of Aberdeenshire ; and, with your lord-

ship's permission, shall proceed to read a few notes
I have put togetlier on the subject. Contrasting,
therefore, the present situation of that parish with
the report of it contained in Sir Jol-n Siuclair's Sta-

tistical Account of Scotland, I find that, in the course
of the last forty years, the population has increased
about one-iburth, and that, after supporting these ad-
ditional mouths, the annual exportation of apare

victuals has advanced from two hundred bolls of
meal to at least tliree thousand quart^^rs of grain.

According to the same authority, the number of cat-

tle sold oft"3'early averaged one hundred and eiglitj-,

estimated at 31. a-head, or o40i, ; whilst, hoii;, not
less than 3,000/. per annum mav be stated as the

general average sum derived from that source. Half
a century ago, the far greater part of the tillage la-

bour was jierformed by oxen, ten and sometimes
twelve being employed in drawing one plough, and,
in mj' own recollection, thirty-three such ploughs
existed in the parish. These animals consumed so

large a proportion of the best of the keep, that a com-
j)aratively small share remained for cows ant! young
cattle and consequently from three to four cows and
from ten to twelve young cattle was the usual number
kept on a farm, and those starved on dry straw for

eight moiitlis in the year. Dairy produce, of course,

formed no part of the farmer's income, and so scan-
tily supplied were the family wants, that raw sowens—
under the not inapprojiriate designation of " onsen's
milk"—were frequently resorted to as a substitute

for milk along with the oatmeal pottage. Now-a-
days, however, the produce of the dairy and hen-
roost, after amply and comfortably supjjlying house-
hold demands, bring in perhaps one- third of the

land-rent. Tlio home-bred stots, in those days, we
considered uiiHt for plough cattle, which were in-

variably brought in large droves from Angus and
Fife shires at the commencement of the ]doughing
season, and hence were th« deficiencies arising fiom
sales and casualties annually made up. Now the

Steam Shipping- Companies' books exhibit a very
different result, and the number and quality of fat

caitle exported from Aberdeenshire to the London
markets jierhaps equals, if not exceeds what is sent

fro'ni any other county in Scotland. About tlie pe-
riod before mentioned, instead of being valued per
the acre, land was commonly estimated by the plough,

rather a vague, undefined term iu the jiresent day,

but wliich was then understood to comprehend about
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fbirteen bolls sowing; in iiifi'-ld, ten folds of three

bolls S'jwing facii, ;in(l tfU t'-!u;^li'n;^.') uf .similar ex-

tent, in nil about st'veiity-thrpo acres. 'J'Ik* indeld

was ke[)t constantly under ;;rain crops, and had been

so from time ininiemorial, by tbe aijpliciition ot'tlie

whole ('nrni-vard duni? to the half of it every second

year, on which occasion it was sown with bear or

bigsj.and, for the intermediate crop, with white oats.

The folds were manured by mfcans of the cattle and
sheep being placed in them to rest durin-j the fore-

noons and nig'bts of the summer season, for which

purpose one of them was annually enclosed with a

temporary turf fence. Alter which treatment, two
crops of ivliitc oats, two of brocked oats, and one of

sma' corn, were taken in succession. Small flocks

of sheep were kejjt on most farms, and the dung
made by them, when housed in winter, constituted

the usual allowance of manure for the faughs, which

were always ploughed over from the lea tlie year

previous to being cropped, and a second time wlien

the dung was applied before sowing. In some cases,

a little (iowdere(l lime carried in sacks on liorseback

from some of the inland lime (juarries, was added,

but so sparingly that it was sprinkled out by the

hand; four crops of sma' corn were then taken in

succession, and then both folds and faughings were

left to rest in natural grass for the following five

years, when the foregoing rotation was repeated.

Turnips and sown grasses were rarely cultivated,

and to a small extent; the former sown broad-cast,

and yielding a miserable crop, from being ill-clenned

and left to thick on the ground ; the latter, when the

land had been tolerably limed, produced richer and
heavier crops of clover than can now be obtained

from the same land in n more improved state. It may
not be out of place to remark that although the pro-

duce from land in these days afforded a scanty re-

turn, it was, nevertheless, obtained at a very small

expense—rents and servants' wages being low, and

the farm implements of the simplest and cheapest

construction.

Rent of Infield From 13s. 4d. to I65. Sd.per acre.

Folds and Faugiiings „ 2s. to 95. „
Plouijhman's wages £'3 6 Sperannum.
Hors^eman's „ 3
Second do. and GoadiiKin loroxcn 2 15 ,,

Herd Boy's wages from t'O 10 to 1

Maid Servant's do. „ 1 2 4 to 1 10 „

All converted from Scotch money, by which rents

and wages were then calculated. \Voo(l i'or a plough
was purchased in the timber market of Lau ranee fair

at Old Rairj, the great emporium for that article, at

from 3s. 6d. to os. ; and the charge of a ploiigh-

w right for making it was 8d.—no iron used but for

coulter and sock
;
yokes for oxen, from 8d. to Is. :

bows for do. from 2s. to .'is. per dozen ; harness for

horses, manufactured from sprots and ruwhes, and
the annual clippings of I he horses' tails prej)ared for

the purpose— it being understood as forming p.irt

of a horseman's engagement that he was to furnish

a com[)letosot for the horses he wrought, which be
had to manufacture during the course of the winter
evenings. |Thero were no jjloughing matches in

thesedays ; but, if the size of the furrow-slice were
to determine the (piality of the work, the ploughmen
of the i)resent times would have had no chance in

competing with their jiredecessors in that art. I

myself Lave seen a furrow-slice, turned by a crack
])kiughman, when he found the land deep enough
and the surface suflicientlv mailed with weeds, of the

goodly dimensions of thirty inches broad by twelve
ileep ! There were also no cattle shows then

; but
ei^lit or ten oxen ploughs, with their long horns and
a corresponding length of bows, working alongside

each oilier on ihe fnin, which I and another gentle-

man h.ive dill s seen— if not a :liow— was, at any
rat", a rare sight. I may al.jo add, that the veteri-

nary art had made so great ]irogress that cures wern
perlormed nothing sho't of iiiiing miraculous. On
one occasion a jtoor man's cow was given uj) as being-

incurable, wh'?n a neighhonring cow doctor rccom-
mendi-d some /it>e haddocks hcingajiplied inleniallij—
which, of course, were jirocured Irom the iish-lowii

of Wlutehills, and live of them gently )iut over her
throat, which had such an effect that, in a few days
afterwards, the desjiaired of patient was gambolling
about with her tail behind her. 1 may also mention
another little anecdote regarding the value of tur-

nips. In tiie year 1778, my father, wishing to give
his peojde a treat at cliacl: or harvest-home, sent a

servant on horse-back, in charge of two p^cks of
meal, to the gardener of Tillyilt, near Haddo House,
a distance of ten miles, from whence he brought, in

exchange, exactl}^ the same numher of pecks of tur-

nips, very much resembling oranges in point of size

and colour, but the taste of which I st'll remember,
and have seen nothing of the kind half so good since.

Some of the foregoing stati.?tics will doubtless ap-
pear so ver}- extra.jrdinary that it miy be necessary

to observe, in conclusion, that all of them arn

consistent with my own personal knowledge, with
the exception of the cure performed through the

instrumentality of the Enzie haddocks. ^

The following toasts were then given and re-

sponded to :—The ' Health of the Lord Provost, and
prosjierity to the City of Aberdeen." The " Health
of the Duke of Wellington." (Great cheering.)
" The District Agricultural Associations." " The
gentlemen who had taken so much trouble in pre-
paring and bringing before them such ample essay.s,

supported by such able reasonings." The Company
separated about ten o'clock, p.m.

THE SHOW.
The spectacle within was most gratifying. Around

the sides of the yard were stationed the larger

animals in admirable classitication. Near the west
entrance stood a pavilion for the exhibition of roots

and seeds, the produce of the dairy, ivc,, which was
tilled with many wonderful productions. Opposite,
at the west entrance, stood the gallery for the ladies,

not the least ])artin exhibition attractions.

The live stock was of the most sjilendid descrip-

tion, and every animal deserved a prizi-. The size of

some of the oxen was truly remarkable. There was
a black ox particularly large. The dun oxen of

JMr. rvi'Combie, of Tillyfour, were much admired.

There was also a lot of first crosses, belonging to

]Mr. Tower, of Kinaldie, which did niuplo credit to

the haughs of Kinaldie. Several sfieciniens of the

West Highland breed commanded much attention.

The utmost order prevailed throughout the whole
dav, and every one seemed highly gratified.

The following are a list of the prizes awarded :

—

I. CATTLE.
siionr-iioiiNrn untrn.

For the best bull, calved alter 1st .lanuary, 1835, twenty-

five sovereigns— His Grace the Duke of lUicclcnch.

For ihe »eci)nd best ditto, ofsame .Tg, liiltetn sovereigns

Pilr. Hutchinson, .Inn., Monyruy, Abeideenshirc.

To the breeder of the best bull in this clns.'-, the

honorary silver medal.
For the best bull calved after 1st .lanuary, 1839, ten

sovereigns— Air. F. Simp«on, Wains of Pitfour,

Aberdeenshire.
For the second bust ditto, five sovereigns—IMr. George

Robertson, Haushhcail, Kingcardincshirc.

For the best cow, of any age, tea sovereigns—His

Grace the Dukcof r«ucclcuch.
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For the seconrl best ditto, seven sovereigns—Mr. Simp-

son, Cobainly, Aberdeenskire.

For tlie bc.^t lieit'er, calved after Isl janinry, I808,

seven sovevftigns— His (iraceilic I^uke ot Tinccleur!).

For the bt;sl diih>, calved af'lfr 1 ,t. .iyniiavy, 1839, seven

sov^rei<rns— i\Jr. Iluteliin>o:i, juii., iM(>nYruy.

IVrthe be-l two oxen, calved nt'ler 1st Jauuury, 1837,

ten sovereigns—No competitors.

ABERDEENSHIRE IIOnNED Blll.ED.

For the best bull, calved alter 1st January, 1834, fifJeen

sovereiu'ns—Mr. Keith, Nctherthird, Aberdeenshire.

For the second best ditto, ten sovereigns—Mr. Gonlon,

of I'ucharn.

To the bree'hrofthe best bull in this class, the honorary

silver medal. /

For the best cow, of any age, ten sovereigns—Mr. Pirie

of Collithie. ^
For the second best ditto, five sovereigns—Dr. Thomson

,

Inverury.
For the best ox, cfilved after 1st January, 1836, ten

sovereigns—Mr. M'Combie of Tillyfour.

For the best ox. calved after 1st January, 1837, seven

sovereigns—Mr. Lunisden of Keir.

ABEnDEEN, ANGUS, AND GM.LOWAY POLLED BHEED'^.

For the best bull, calved after l=!t January, 1834, fifteen

sovereigns—Mr. Machray, Royal Hotel and lorry

Farm.
For the second best ditto, ten sorereigns—Sir Thomas

Burneit of Leys.

For the third best ditto, seven sovereigns—Mr. Hector,
Fernyflatt.

To the breeder of the best bull in this class, the hono-
ravy silver medal.

For the best cow, of any age, ten sovereigns— ftlr.

Walker, Wester Fiatray.

For the second best ditto, seven sovereigns—Mr. Ding-
wall of Brucklay.

For the third best ditto, five sovereigns—His Grace the

Duke of Richmond.
For the best heifer, calved after 1st Janunry, 1838,

seven sovereit'ns— His Grace the Duke of Richmond.
For the second best ditto, tive sovereigns—Mr. Walker

of Fintray.

For the third best, an extra prize—Mr. Jopp, of

Sesisat.

For the best heifer, calved after 1st January, 1839, seven
sovereigns— Mr. W^alker, Portlethen, Kingcardin-
shire.

For the second best ditto, five sovereigns—Mr. Collyer,

Forfarshire.

for the best ox, calved after the 1st January, 1836, ten

sovereigns—Mr. Welch, of Tillytoghills, Aberdeen-
shire.

For the second best ditto, five sovereigns— ditto, ditto.

For the best ox, calved after 1st January, 1837, seven

sovereigns— Mr. Garland, Cairnston, Kincardine-
shire.

For thi? second best ditto, three sovereigns— Rlr. James
Anderson, Pitcarrie, Kincardineshire.

\VEST HIGHLAND BREED.

For the best bull, calved after 1st January, 1834,
fifteen sovereig'ns-Mr. Grant, of Ruthven, Banff-

shire.

To the breeder of the best bull in this class, the honorary
silver medal— Air. M'Laren, Rannocii.

For the best cow, of any a^-'e, ten sovereigns— ftlr.

Grant, of Ruthven, Banffshire.

For the best heifer, calved after 1st January, 1838, five

sovereigns—His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

For the best two oxen, calved after 1st January, 1836,

ten sovereigns— JNIr. Ferguson, of Raith, M.P.
For the best two oxen, calved alter 1st January, 1837,

seven sovereigns—Sir John Muir Mackenzie, of

Delvin, Bart.

CriOSS EFIEED.

For the be3t two oxen, first cross between a short-horned
bull and an Aberdeenshire, Banffshire, Forfarshire,

or Kincardineshire cow, calved after 1st of .January,

1837, ten sovereigns— His Grace the Duke of

Richmond.

For tlie second lie^^t two ditto, five sovereigns—Mr.
James Walker, Wes'er I'intray.

For the best two oxen, same cross, calved after 1st

January, 18 J8, seven sovereigns -His Grace the

Duke ot l\ichnion<l.

For the secoml be-t two ditto, five sovcrti?."ns— lUr.

Malison, of Bognie.

For the be>t two oxen, calved after 1st January, 1836,

a cross between a West Highland bull and an
Aberdeenshire Horned, or Aberdeen, Angus, or

Galloway Pollfd cow, five sovereigns—Mr. Brown,

o( Linkwood, iMornyshire.

For the be«i two oxen, of any cro^s. except those above

specified, calved after the 1st January, 1836, ten

sovereigns— Sir F._A. Mackenzie, of Gairioch.

For tlip second best two ditto, five sovereigns—no com-
petition.

ANY BREED.

For the best ox, of any breed, showing the most

svninieiry, fat, and weife'ht, calved after 1st January,

]83fS, ten sovereigns—Mr. Hay, of Shethiii, Abei-
deenshire.

For the best heifer, of any breed, calved after 1st

January, 1836, showing symmetry, fat, and weight,

seven sovereigns—Mr. Harvey, Tillygreig, Aber-

deenshire.

For the second best ditto, five sovereigns—Mr. Long-
more, Rettie, Banffshire.

For the best two oxen, of the Aberdeenshire Horned,

or Aberdeen. Angus, or Galloway Polled breeds,

calved after 1st January, 1836, ten sovereigns—Mr.
Dingwall, Brucklay.

II. HORSES.
For the best stallion, for the improvement of the breed

of draught horses, foaled after 1st January, 1830,

fifty sovereigns—Loudon Craustoun, Abingdon Inn,

Lanarkshire.

For the second best ditto, forty-five sovereigns—INIr.

Rohert Bowie, Stirlingshire.

For the third best ditto, forty sovereigns—Mr. Tait, of

AuchmuUy, near Portsoy, Aberdeenshire.

For the fourth best ditto, thirty-five sovereigns—Mr.
" William Hay, Denny, Stirlingshire.

For the best breeding mare, for agricultural purposes,

foaled after 1st January, 1828, and having had at

least one foal, fifteen sovereigns—Mr. Thos. Bowman,
Lanarkshire.

For the second best ditto, of the same age, and having

had at least one foal, ten sovereigns—Mr. Wilson,

Frithfields, Fifeshire.

For the best filly, for agricultural purposes, foaled after

1st January, 1838, eight sovereigns—Mr. Hay,
Shetliin, Aberdeenshire.

For the second best, of same age, five sovereigns

—

ditto, ditto.

SHEEP.
liLACK-FACFD BREED.

For the best tup, lambed after 1st January, 1837, five

soveieigns—Mr. John Falconer, Balnakettle.

For the second best ditto, of the same age, three

sovereigns — Mr. James Deans, Mitchell-Hill,

Peebles-shire.

The Judges noticed that all the animals in this

class were of great merit.

For the best black-faced ewe, lambed after 1st January,
1837, five sovereigns— i\lr. Jolin Collier, Hatton,
Forfarshire.

For the second best ditto, of the same age, three

sovereigns—xMr, James Fergusson, Arnharrow, Kin-
cardineshire.

For the best wedder, of any age, five sovereigns—The
Earl of Haddington.

LFICESTEn BREED,

Eor the best tup, lambed after 1st January, 1837, seven
sovereigns—Mr. George Brown, Hulls, Haddington-
shire.

For the second best ditto, of the same age. three
sovereigns—Mr. J. FI. Davidson, of Cantray.

For the best Leicester ewe, of the same age, five

sovereigns—iMr. Harvey, lillygreig.

2 F
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CHEVIOT BREED.

For ihe best (up, lambed after January, 1837, six

sovereigns— Messrs. Young and Craig', I3igliou3e,

Sutherlixndsliire.

For 1 lie second best ditto, of the same ag-e, four
sovereigns—to same exliiljitors.

For tiie he'^t. ewe, of the same breed, five sovereigns

—

Messrs. Young, and Craig.
Another lot exhibited by them was noticed in terms

of commendation.

SOUTHDOWN BEEED.

For the best tup, lambed after January, 1837, five

sovereigns—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.
A tup exhibited by Mr. Daff, Dingwall, of

Brucklay, commended.
For the be?t shearltng tup, of the same age, three

sovereisrns—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.
For the best ewe, five sovereigns—His Grace the Duke

of Richmond.
For the best gimmer, three sovereigns— His Grace the
Duke of Richmond.

For the best wedder, of any cross or age, four
sovereigns—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.

For the best wedder of cross Leicester tup and Cheviot
ewe, four sovereigns—John Bos-well, Esq., of King-
causie.

SWINE.
For the be>t boar five aovereigns— Plis Grace the Duke

of Buccleuch.
For the second best ditto, four sovereigns— John Bosvirell,

Esq., of Kincausie.
For the best f.i)w, five sovereigns—Mr. Thompson, New

Inn, Inverury.
For the second be<it ditto, four sovereigns—Mr. William

Alves, Aberdeen.
lu the class of pigs, Mr. Boswell, carried the two
premiums of four and three sovereigns.

WOOL.
Five sovereigns, for the best combing wool, was
awarded to Mr. G. Brown, of Halls, iladdinprton.

Samples exhibited by air. Traill, Ratter, Caithness,
noticed as being Itttle inferior to the prize

specimens.
The specimens of wool exliibited by Mr. David

Skirving, Camptonhead, Haddmgton. and Mr.
Alexander Mactavish, Inverness, noticed in terms
of commendation.

DAIRY PRODUCE.
For the best cured butter, five sovereigns—Mrs. Duguid,

Lochills, Aberdeenshit'e.

For the second best ditto, three sovereigns—Mrs. Ann
Maedonald, Ea'-ter Thainston, Kincardine---liire.

The butter exhibited by Mrs. J. Reid, Balcairu,
and Mr. James \Valker, Western Fintray, were
recommended.

The Judges noticed favourably, butter made from
whey by jMis. Donald, South Monecht, Aber-
deenshire.

For the best full milk chec?e, five sovereigns v/ere

awarded to Mrs. Morison, ijalhaggarty.

For the second best ditto, three sovereigns—Mr. James
Walker, Wester Fintray.

Cheese exhibited by iMrs. Gamack, Whitehill,
commended.

For the best skim-milk clicese, five sovereigns—Mrs.
Adamson, Middle Drums, Forfarshire,

For the second best ditto, three sovereigns—Mr. James
Walker, Welter Fintrny.

The SECRETAifi nientioned that there was a large
quantity of ex'.ra stock, which the Judges considered to

be entitled to high commendation, but had not had
tim« yet to consider how the 50/. at their di.-posal

should be divided.

EXTRA STOCK.
Of the class of cattle in the extra stock, the Judges

commended four cross-bred steers, belonging to INIr.

William Tower, Kmaldie, Aherdcenshire, us possessing
great merit, and deserving of a prpraium. They also

commended u short-iiorn sLt-years-old Quey, the

property of Mr. Hutchison, Rliddleton of Rora, Aber-
deenshire, as possessing merit. Of the West Highland
breed, the Juilges commended a three-year-old ox, the
property of the Duke of Sutherland, as possessing
great merit ; as also a pair of two-year-old oxtn, the
property of J. Mackenzie, Esq., jun., of Glack, as
beautiful animals. Of the AherdLenshire breed, the
Judges commended two four-year-old oxen, of great
merit, the property of I\Ir. William M'Combie,
Tillyfour; and threr.- polled oxen, the property of the
Messrs. Stephens, Miliden, Aberdeenshire, as possessing
great merit.

Of the class of sheep, the Judges commended' a
South-down wedder, the property of the Duke of
Richmond, as worthy of sotiee ; and four very good
Cheviot gimmers, the property of Mr. Brown, Linkwood.
The Judges specially noticed a very extraordinary ewe
of tiic Cheviot breed, live years old, having borne fifteen

lambs in inur years, exhibited by Mv. Thomas Kac,
Eastside, Tillygreig.

Of the class of /iorses, the Judges commended tlie

following animals:^!. A pair of grey draught fillies,

four years old, well matched and useful, the property of
Mr. William Ronaldson, I'ulloch, Kincardineshire.

2. A brown draught brood mare, sis years old, the
property of Mr. George Irvine, Balbridie, Aberdeen-
hire. 3. A pair of grey draught mares, six years old,
well matclud, hiAndsome and useful, tlie property of
John Boswell, Esq., of Kint'causie, Kincardineshire.
4. A bay gelding, the property of Mr. James Tindal,
Veterinary Surgeon, Golspie, upon which a bold and
successful operation had been perfortned by him. In
consequence of an external injury, the spinous process
of one of the bones of the withers became diseased, he
made an incision between the shoulder bladts, and cut
out nearly four inches of the bone ; the parts healed up,
and the horse afierwards became quite sound, leaving

only a hollow about the size of a person's hand in front

of the saddle, but which is hid by the wither-lock. In
consequence ot the difficulty of performing such an
operation, the Judces recommended a premium to be
awarded to Mr. Tindal. 5. A bay Cleveland entire

colt, the property of Alexander i\lorison, Esq., of

Bognie, Aberdeenshire, promises to make a useful

stallion to cross with clean short-legged mares. 6". A
very good specimen of a Shetland pony, the property
of Mr. Thomas Thorasan, Inverury.

IMPLEMENTS.

The Judges of the Classes recommended premiums to

be aw.arded to the tollowing contributors, viz.:

—

1. To Mr. John Peter Skene, Tough, for a winnow-
ing machine.

2. To Mr. William Armstrong, for application of a
folding mould-board to RTr. Smith of Dean.^ton's sub-
soil plough ; and to I\Ir. John Mackinlay, Overseer at

Deanston, for an improved yoke-chain, exhibited by the

JMessrs. Drummond of Stirling.

3. To Mr. Alex. Nicol, Goldy, in Forfar>birej for a
model of a maciiine for sovring turnips and bone-dust.

4. To l\Ii'. John Chapman, for his mode of adjust-

ment of the handle of the short scythe.

The Judges also comra"fended the following :
—

1. Gardener's patent turnip-cutter.

2. ]\Jr. Cleland's catch for holding bulls.

3. Mr. Donald'siron plough with apparatus for sow-
ing bone manure.

4. IMr. Undruin's instrument for ploughing oJllea.

5. Mr. Neil's good workmanship ot his implemeots,
and especially for a carl ou an improved principle for

adjusting the load.

6. Mr. Sampson's improved turnip hoe, and simple
machine for washina: clothes.

7. i\lr. H. J. Smith's model of a iiollovv brick wall,

used for a simple application of the principle of heating

by hot water.

8. Mr. Sironach's model of a snow jilough.

9. iMr. Buisl's specimens of wire gates, manufactured
by Mr. Douglas, Cupar, Fife.

noors AND SEEDS.

Of this class, the Judges, in their report, noticed the
following particulars, viz, :

—
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1. Ill the extensive and varied collection of Messrs.

Lawson autl Son, 102 varieties of whejit, 30 of barley,

iind 42 of oati, in gvn'm and straw, 100 varieties of pota-

toes ; and a very full assortment of cultivated grasses,

forag-e, lierbag-a, and other useful plants.

2. Very finespecinieniof Whittington Wiieat, \veif,'h-

ing- 64 lb<. per bushel ; Potatoe Oats, 47i| lbs. ; Sandy
Oats, 47 lbs. ; Chevalier and Cambridge Barley ; and
also specimen of Purple-top Swedish Turnip, grown on
the Home Farm of his Grace.the Duke of Richmond, at

Gordon Castle.

3. Perennial Rye-grass Seed, weig-hing' 30^ lbs. per

bushel ; and about fifty-eiffht specimens of Clover Grass
and Turnip Seeds, from Mr. David Roughtad, Had-
dington.

4. Mangel Wurzel roots, fine specimens of carrot,

especially the White AltringhaBU, very good isppcimens

of Onions, also a large collection of Pines, amorgst
which were particularly noticed a variety of Pinus Syl-

vestris, named Ca:rulea, from Mr. James Roy, Aber-
deen.

5. Fine Perennial Rye;grass Seed, weighing 28 lbs.

per bushel, from Mr. James Pirie, CoUitliie, near
Huntly.

6. Specimens of Potatoes, crop 1839, in a high state

of preservation from j\Ir. John Leslie, Huntly.
7. Specimens of two varieties of Cattle Potatoes,

recommended to cultivators in late districts, on account
of their early character and productiveness, from Dr.
Farquharson, Alford.

8. Specimen of a Seedling Potatoe, exhibited as a
hardy and healthy variety, from J\lr. John Burnet, Mains
of Filorth, near Fraserburg.

9. Specimens of three varieties of Potatoes, from Sir

FrAucis M'Kenzie, Bart., of Gairloch, with an account
of their weight, showing the variety under the name of

Wellington, as the most suitable in his district of Ross-
shire.

10. Also, from Sir Francis Mackenzie. Bart, speci-

mens ol' seven varieties of wheat, sown for experiment in

November last, with an interesting account of the pro-

duce.
11. A .'peciRien of Hopeton Oats, eight feet in length,

of which a field, the soil a sandy loam, was sown by Sir

Neil Menzies.
12. In this department there was also exhibited a very

fine specimen of very fine ground bone-dust, manufac-
tured in Sweden, from Mr. I'a'.lingall, Kingsdale, in

Fifcjhire, who states that twelve bushels produce the

same effect as twenty of that which he has been accus-
tomed (0 use.

13. The Judges noticed a collection of specimens of
wheat, classified with the number of grains of wheat in

a scruple, apolliecaries' weight, of each variety, indi-

cating their form, colour, and size, which Colonel Le
Couteur of Jersey exlubited as a model for a _ eneral and
uniform system of classification, which would answer
for any kind of grain.

The Society's Dinner was held in a pavilion at the

back of the Royal Hotel, which was erected for that

purpose. About 1600 sat down to dinner.

NITRATE OF SODA.
TO THE EDITOK OF THE FARMERS* MAGAZINE.

Sir,—I herewith beg to hand you the result of

an experiment with nitrate of soda, sown on

wheat in the spring, at the vate of Ij cwt. per

acre, showing an extra produce of 45 bushels of

wheat and 1.'5 trusses of straw per acre, which was

proved as follows :
—

A caut sown with nitrate of soda up the middle

of the field, measuring 1 acre, 1 rood, and 5

perches, grew 6^ quarters of wheat, averaging

f) quarters A bushels per acre ; the cant next to

to the above, cut, carried, and thrashed also by

itself, measuring 1 acre, 3 roods, and 3 perches,

grew »§ quarters, averaging 1 quarters b'J bushels

per acre ; showing an increase of 4i bushels of

wheat, both samples weighing (iolbs. per bushel,

but the sample of the nitrate of soda was the

boldest, and the darkest colour, but the same value

as the other.

The caut of nitrate of soda grew .3 loads, 1

quarter, and 5 trusses of straw, averaging 2 loads,

2 quarters, and 5 trusses per acre; the caut next

to it grew 4 loads of straw, averaging 2 loads, 1

quarter, and 1 truss per acre ; showing an increase

of 1 quarter and 4 trusses per acre.

Therefore we may conclude it pays, for 1 expect

upon a poorer season the difference of produce

would be greater. £ s. d

The extra drodnce of wheat, viz.,

4 V bushels, at (i8s. per qr., makes 1 18 3

The extra produce of straw, viz.,

13 trusses, at Is 13

Extra produce realizing 2 11 3

The cost of nitrate of soda, viz., H
cwt., at 20s 1 5

Realizing the actual profit of £.1 6 3

per acre, which pays the rent.

As I am the author of the above experiment, I

can vouch for the above facts, which may be con-

sidered conclusive as to the benefit gained^ by

sowing nitrate of soda on wheat. The soil is a

mixture of chalk and loam, with flints and clay.

Thinking these facts would be of some use to

your readers, I have sent them, and remain your

obedient servant, Anois Jackson.

Kent, Oct. '2r>.

ON SALT.
to THE EDTTOtt OF THE FAHMEr's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having- been in the habit of giving fine salt

to my sheep, 1 have lately substituted rock salt,

there being less wasted in wet weather, but finding

the sheep consume a much less quantity of the latter,

I shall feel obliged to any of your experienced cor-

respondents, who have tried both,to acquaint me,whe-
ther they have found rock salt have the intended tffect

of preserving a healthy flock ''. as i am doubtful of its

being equally efScacioas.

I am, fcir, yonr obedient servant,

Kin^sbridge, Oct., 18l6. J, A.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In your last number of the " Farmer's

Magazine " is an account of a remarkable Scotch

thistle, measuring eight feet six inches in height,

and twenty-four feet in circumference. 'J his

brings to my recollection his Majesty George the

Fourth's entry into Edinburgh from Leith, on the

occasion of his visiting his .Scottish dominions,

when an enormous thistle, said to be more than

eleven feet high, was borne in front of the pro-

cession by a stalwart Highlander in full Highland

costume ; appended to this thistle was a streamer,

.bearing the Scottish motto—" Nemo," &c. It

was said at the time that this thistle had been pur-

posely cultivated for the occasion in the garden

of a nurseryman in Leith Walk, but at this dis-

tance of time I have quite forgotten his name.
Vour's,&c.,

Lancashire, October. W. W*
2 F 2
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AGRICULTURAL REPORT. '^Tcrn/

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FUR
OCTOBER.

With some i'ew exceptions, the weather of this

nionth has been iiuiformly fine, consequently exceed-

ingly favourable for the prosecution of those farm

labours indispensiibly necessary at this highly im-

portant ))8riod of the year. Even in the most back-

ward districts, the whole of the out-standiiig crops

were secured in excellent condition by about the

12th, and it has been a eeneral subject of ohserva-

tion amongst tliose immediately engaged in agricultu-

ral pursuits, that the present year's harvest has met
with fewer atmospheric obstructions, during its steady

progress towards completion, than was ever before

remembered. This fortunate circumstance has proved

of the greatest benefit to our farmers, in several

jjoints of view. 1st, by securing to them mode-
rately fair returns for their capital embarked in the

cultivation of the soil ; and, 2ndly, by placing them
in possession of grain, for which a ready market can

always be found ; instead, as has too frequentlv been
the case, of being compelled to almost inundate the

various markets with such qualities of produce,

which, without taking into consideration the great

diflSculty of procuring purchasers for it, never can
repay them ; indeed, we may safely venture to assert,

wtibout the least fear of contradiction, that the aver-

age yield of wheat in England was never before

surpassed as to quality. As to barley and oats, we are

glad to find that they have turned out unusually fine,

both as to yield and quality, but beans and peas are

exhibiting a limited produce.

Immense breadths of land, in the whole of our
southern, western, and midland counties, have been
already sown with wheat, while the soil has worked
remarkably well, particularly in low situations

; yet
the want of a sufficient quantity of moisture has been
complained of in the cultivation of the uplands.

With respect to the extent of the cultivation of

wheat, we understand it will, in all probabilit}', be
very extensive, and much on the increase ; since

the new varieties of that description of grain have
met—and very properly too—with decidedly more
favour than for some lenghtened period. It is to be
much desired that such will be the case, as, by an
additional growth of wheat, a larger share of protec-

tion will be secured to the agriculturists than under
jirevailing circumstances. We maintain, that the

soil of England, by the judicious application of
science in its cultivation, ansl the breaking up of
its wastes, is capable of producing an adequate sup-
ply of wheat for home consumption, without the
least aid from the foreign growers.
With such a glaringly apparent fact—and who,

with the least sliare of discrimination or knowledge
of our situation, will attempt to deny il^—we can-
not butexpressour astonishment, that for many years
such extensive supplies of foreign wheats Jiave found
their way into our markets, at very low or nominal
duties, without more active means having been em-
ployed to prevent the foreigner from entering so fully

into undue competition with the native produceis.
If we refer back to the last century, we shall find

that we were corn exporters, instead of importers

;

and why, we will ask, should such not be the case at

this moment 1 Uut it will l)e argued that produc-
tion has not kept pace with the increase in the

population. 'J'ruo, such may be the case, but to

wliat must this be attributed ? Not, we opine, to

any deficiency in the amount of land whicli mi<^ht be

cultivated; but to the adaptation of crude systems,

and the neglect of those lands which, with only a
moderate outlay, might be successfully brought into

cultivation. In our oiiinion, the simple fdct is that

landlords and farmers have the uncontrolled power,
with the aid of moderately favourable seasons, of
rendering negative the foreign wheat trade, by a
close attention to the foregoing hints, which we trust

will be received in that spirit of candour and fairness

in which they are offered. Let, therefore, this great
desideratum be accomplished, and we may rest

assured tliat great advantage cannot fail to accrue
from it, not onl)^ by the value of wheat being more
readily fixed, but the stoppage of that drain of the
precious metals vchich is often made to the dis-

arrangement of monetary affairs, to the great detri-

ment of th'^ community at large.

Throughout the whole of our grazing districts

the epidemic amongst cattle has been generally com-
])lainod of, and great losses have been the result to

our graziers. Owing to the deficiency in the present

year's crops of grass, tl-e most cheerless accounts
have reached us, wiiile recourse has been had to

plentiful supplies of winter fodder, which, as a

matter of course, must inevitabl)^ tend to create a
rise iu price during the forthcoming season. Store

stock continues to be held at high rates, and specu-

lation appears to have been fora timealmostatau end.

From Scotland, we have favourable statements

—

the condition of the new corn being represented as

exceedingly fine. This, with the plentiful supplies

ofl'ering, has had a depressing influence upon the

demand in most of the markets, and prices have
generally declined. Wheat sowing has gone on
steadily, under good auspices.

Throughout Ireland the crops have been all

secured; but the produce does not turn out so

well as was expected. Although the supplies of
grain ofl'ering in the Dublin and other marts have
been small, a small amount of business has been
passing, at barely stationary prices.

The following is our usual monthly statement

of the transactions in Smithfield cattle market.

'ihe supplies have amounted to 15,800 beasts
;

127,000 sheep ; 912 calves ; 3,084 pigs ; while the

prices have ranged as follows :—Beef, from 3s. 2d.

to 4s. 8d ; Mutton, 3s. 4d. X.& 6s, ; Veal, 4s. to 5s.

;

and Pork, 4s. to ns. per 81bs. ; to sink the offals.

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited
and sold iu Smithfield Cattlk Market, on
Monday, October 28, 1839, and Monday, October,

26, 1840.

Atper Slhs.to sink the offals,

Oct. -28, 1880. Oct. 20, 1840.

s. (1. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse&inferiorPeasts2 4to2 8 .. 3 0to3 2
Second quality do 2 10 32.. 34 38
Prime large Oxen 3 6 3 10 .. 3 10 4 2
Prime Scots, &c 42 46.. 44 48
Coarse & inferior Sheep 2 10 3 6 .. 3 4 3 8
Second quality do 3 8 3 10 . 3 10 4

Primecoarse woolledilo. 4 4 S ., 4 2 4 fi

Prime Southdown do..48 50.48 50
Large coarse Calves ..40 44..44 48
Prime small ditto 4 6 4 8 .. 4 10 5
Large Hogs 4 4 4 10 .. 4 4 6

Neat small Porkers .,5 5 4.. 4 8 4 10

RITPPLIKS.
Oct. 2S, 18.S9. Oct. •-'«, 1840.

Reasts 3,626 3,733
Sheep 23,65)0 23,1/0
Calves 119 llU
Pigs 569 780
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

YARM GREAT OCTOBER FAIR.—This ancient

standard (air, held on the 19th ult., for horses and

rattle, an i on the 20th for sheep and cheese, and also

the new horse show on the day preceding the fair,

(which, Sunday intervening, was this year held on the

17th,) were well attended. Several highly respectable

dealers were in the town a day or two prior to the fair,

and good hunters, roadsters, military, and also strong

machine horses were much enquired for, and com-
manded remunerating prices- ;

biit common harness

horses and coaching colts, of which there was a large

show, were not so much in demand as they were last

year. The show of short-horns was quite equal to that

of former years, and was declared by the dealers, both

as to numijerj and the quality of the cattle, far ti) ex-

ceed that of any other fair in the kingdom. Good
calving cows and frejh steers, and heifers, all met with
ready sale ; but large forward steers weie the most in

demand. Beef sold at from 6s. 3d. to 6s. 9d. per stone :

and some of the h'est steers were sold as high as 7s. On
the 2utli there was an excellent show of tups, as well ot

the Leicester as of the Tees-Water breed. There was
also a very large shosv of shearlings and other fat

sheep, vi'hich sold at from 6d. to 6^d. per pound, and the

choice of breeding ewes, sheep for turnips, and High-
laud wethers vras likewise gooJ. The show of cheese

was large, and the quality good, and they met with

quick sale; new milk at from 5-ls. to 65s., general

pi ice 5S5. per cwt of 112!bs., and old milk at from 30s,

to36s.percwt.
At SALISBURY CHEESE FAIR, on Tuesday

last, old Somerset sold at 75s. ; North Wilts, 63s. to

66s. ; Half Coward, .53s. to 60s.: Skims, 32>. to 40s, ;

sale very flat ; a large quantity still unsold, and :i small

supply. Wednesday, 2 o'clock.—?iluch still remains;
it has for some time past been moving for Winchester
Fair, which will be on Saturday next.

ELYTH FAIR.—This fair on Tuesday last, was but
very thinly attended. I'he quantity of beasts exhibited

was but small compared with former years, and price*

for them were decidedly lower than of late. 1'here was
a very poor show of sheep, which were a complete
drug, and very little business wus transacted amongst
thera.

GAINSBURGH MART commenced as usual, on
the 20th ult., and although, probably from some mis-

understanding us to the period when the mart com-
monces, which is always oti the 20lh, (not the Tuesday
after), there was a lack of exhibitions, yet the number
of ])ersons visiting the town was pretty good. The
cheese fair, notwithstanding that the bulk in the neigh-

bourhood wassumetime since bought up, was well sup-
plied, and prices were good. Best I'rent side from 68s.

to 72s. ; lower quality from 60s. to 6.5s. ; Stafi'ordshire,

lumps of good quality sold at 703. What is rather un-
common, it is believed that every parcel brought into

the market was sold. The stock lair was tolerably sup-
plied, and brousht aood prices.

HOWDEN GREAT HORSE FAIR. —This an-
nual horse fair, one of the most considerable in the
kingdom, lasts one fortnight. A number of London
dealers were down in the neighbourhood for some time
previous to the commencement of the fair, making ex-
tensive purchases of fir-t rate hunters and carriage
horses. I.Ir. Dyson, the great army contractor, pur-
chased upwards of 100 troop horses for the 13th Light
Dragoons, and the Earl of Rosslyn, and we heard a
respectable dealer say, that there never was such a
number of horses exhibited for sale at liowden fair as
during the present year. Two Cavendish cnlts sold
for 200Z., and several others from 150/. to 300Z. ; and
we heard a London dealer say that more horses were
to be seen at Hov%den fair than at any other fair in the
world. Many valuable horses left Howden for London,
Italy, Germany, Russia, and vaiious parts of the con-
tinent, during the past week. This celebrated market
for horses for several years past has been progressively
earlier in its commencement, and the arrivals on the
20th and 21st ult, betokened a very great fair. Oa the

23rd and 2-ith the stables attached to all the different

inns of the town were crowded, and it was with diffi-

culty that standings could be procured. It was not,

however, until the 2-fth and 25th ult., that the town
began to exhibit much bustle, when the influx ef buyers
became great (especially by the railroad recently open-

ed between Selby and Hull.) The arrivals on the 25th

and 27th ult. from diiferent parts of the kingdom were
considerable, and we may venture to assert that never,

in the memory of the oldest inhabitant, was such a

number of horses and men congregated in the town of

Howden as during the present fair. The Howden
Michaelmas Horse Show is now acknowledged as de-

cidedly one of the first in the kingdom ; it is the great

mart to which the breeder can bring his horses with

the certainty of meeting with a good customer. The
accommodations at the lespective inns of the town are

of a very superior description. The following distin-

guished personages attended the fair, viz.—The Earl
of Rosslyn, Lord Hawke, Lord G. Bentinck, Col.

Choimley, Capt. Hothani, Capt. Butler, several Officers

of the 1st Dragoons and 7th Hussars, York. Amongst
the attendance of London dealers we observed the fol-

lowing :—Messrs. Knight, Elmore, Dyson, Dickinson,

East, Newman and several distinguished foreigners

from Russia, Prussia, Germany, France, and other

parts of the continent.

SPRINGFIELD SALE OF CATTLE, — The
largest sale of slock ever known in Morayshire took

place on Rlonday last, at the farm of Springfield, near
Elgin, The number of cattle brought to the hammer
amounted to about 280. They had all been carefully

selected by the sjjirited owner, Rir, John Wink, farmer

and CMltle dealer, and included a great number oi first-

raie animals of the most approved breeds. The s-hort-

horned and Highland cattle, in particular, were greatly

admireil, and the priees they brought evince the hig'h

estimation in which these valuable descriptions of stock

are held by the JMorayshire farmers, I'he sale was at-

tended by a vast concourse of gentlemen from till parts

of the county, with a spriakling from the different

counties both in the north raid ?outh of this locality.

Previous to the commencement ©f the sale, upwards of

300 gentlemen partook of an excellent dmner, which
wni most comfortably served up in a tent erected for

the occasion. P. Brown, Esq., Linkwood, did the

honours of the chair, and was ably supported by the

stewards. This part of the day's proceedings having
been concluded, the getitlemen present proceeded to a
neighbouring- field, where the sale commenced, and the

bidding went on with great spirit. The sale concluded
about seven o'clock, when the whole cattle were di.«-

po'-ed of. Tliey Vv'ere generally knocked down at high

prices. Two-year-old Morayshire stots brought 91. to

14/, a-head ; and three-year-olds from 10/. to 15/. One
year old Highland *tots, of the Argyllshire breed,

brought from 5/. to 10/, ; one pair was knocked down
at twenty guineas. Two year old slots of the Skye
breed, 9/. to 12/.; and three year olds of the same
breed, 12/. to 15/, Two year old Highland queys sold

exceedingly high ; they brought from 15/. to 20/. a-head.

The price of two year old polled queys of the Aberdeen-
shire breed, also ranged from 15/, to 20/. a-head. There
was a brisk competition for some remarkably fine short

horned queys, and, in consequence, they brought high

prices, from 20/. to 40/. a-head; one or two superior

animals brought about forty guineas each. Several

cross bred cows were sold at from 16/, to 30/. ; one

crack cow and a calf brought 45/;. The total produce of

the sale amounted to nearly 3,000/. ; making the average

value of the cattle sold about ten guineas a head,

GREAT SALE OF SHORT- HORNS, AT HART
WARREN, NEAR HARTLEPOOL,-The sale of

Short-horns, belonging to IMessrs, Dodds, of Hart-

Warren, near Hartlepool, took place on Thursday last,

agreeably to the announcements that had appeared in

the newspapers. The sale was confided to the manage-
ment of Mr. Wetherell, who for ability and experience

in sales of stock is without a rival. As might have been
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expected from the celebrity of the herd, and the great

pains that their owners, throug'h many years, had taken

to bring them to periection, the sale attractea a very
numerous attendance of gentlemen and breeders, not
only from the neighbouring counties, but from distant

parts of the kingdom, as well as from Ireland and Scot-

land. Amongst those present, wei'e H. J, Spearman,
Esq., of Newton Hall ; Col. Tower, of Elemoie ;

—
Shafto, Esq., pf Whitwortli ; Major Healey ; Thomas
Bates, Esq., of Kirkleavington ; J. Booth, R. I\I.

Jaques, B. Wilson, C- H. Rowe (Tolesby), J. Parring-
ton, J. Hall, Richard Parkinson and Son (Notts.),'

—

Greatham (fjincolnshire), Burgess (Beds.J, Jepp ("near

Aberdeen), — Whiltiiker, AV. Paley, J. Maynard, R.
Jobson, N. Wawn (Shields), C. H. Baiubridge, —
Emmerson(Eryiiolme^,and — Harrison (Greta Bridge)
besides many others with whose names ws were un-
acquainted. Messrs. Dodds exhibited much kind and
sfenuine hospitality on the occasion. The dinner, pro-
vided under the direction of Miss Dodds, was not only
substantial but elegant ; and the splendid punch Ihsit

was so plentifully distributed will not readily be tor-

gotten by the guests. For the information of our asrri-

cultural readers, we subjoin a list of the lots, pur-
chasers, and prices :

—
cows. gs.

Bosebud Mr. Proctor 20
While Rose Mr. Jsques 30
Clara xMr. Whales 47
Cherry R. E. D. Shafto, Esq 30
Moss Rose Mr. Greetham 51
Red Rose Mr. Maynard ( Harlsey) 90
Countess i\lr. Greetham 60
Princess Mr. Wetherel! 140
Peeress Mr. Emerson 51
Lily Mr. Grectiiam 64
.Tesny .Mr. Hell 51
Ruby Mr. Paley 50
Duchess Mr. Johnson, (TurveJaws) 90
AVarren Rose Mr. Jaques 51

TWO V ears' old HEIFEnS.
May-flower Mr. Jobsoa 31
Rosetta Mr, Wawm ... .32
Lady Vane Mr. Harrisson 82
Matilda Mr. Jaques 67
Victoria Mr. Bainbridge 26

VrAllMXG IIEIIERS.

Lady Arabella .... Mr. Jobson 27
Diamond Mr. Other (Leyburn) 30
Lady of the Vale . . Mr. Maynard ( Marton) 44
Bee's Wiug.,.. Mr. Emerson 30
LadyFlora HastingsMr. Burgess 31

UEriT.K CALVES.
Marchioness Mr. Rowe 4(5

Amazon Mr. Jaques 26
Amalthsea . . Mr. Harrison 53
Bellona Mr. Burgess 52
Eglantine Mr. Linton 50

i-.in.i.s.

Bellerophon Mr. Spearman 50
St. Alban's Mr. Jepp 51
Bloomsbury Mr. Weiherell 46
Commodore Ditto 30

IfULI. CALVKS.
Bellurus Mr. Mowbray IS
B'thon Mr. Burdon. 26
Agoa H. Vansittart, Esq. (Kirk-

leatham) 21
Noble Mr. Pearson 31
Waterloo Mr. Frizzle '.2s
Belviriere Mr. Emerson 50
Thus producing a total of 1,803 guineas— 1893/. 3s.

;

or an average of 48i. Us. per lot.

the mode of brewing from mangel wurzel, and-what
authors have written ujion the subject, as regards
cultivation, and the purposes to which it may be
applied chemically, ice, &c., and who are the
publishers. I have the honour to be, Sir, your
humble servant, Thomas Davies.

Rock, near Beicdley, Worcestershire

^

IWi October, ISiO.

ON GRINDING WHEAT.
Which is the chenpest and best machine for grind-

ing wheat and other grain by hand?
What economical use can the leaves of the

rhubarb plant be applied to '.

Is linseed (boiled) good fattening for pigs, and
do vou know of anything cheaper and better?

Which is the best and cheapast treafis"? on the

management and breeding of pigs and poultry 1

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Siu,— I should feel obliged if any of your nu-
merous correspond cnts would inform mc, tlirough
the medium of your valuable Journal, or per post,

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE
FOR NOVEMBER.

The operations in all the departments of th.'^

garden must in a great degree be governed by the
weather and existing condition of the land, tor it

inny be stated as an axiom, wliich should never be
lost sight of, that ift/ie earth be in a wet and siramfi/
state, (unless it consist of almost pure sand), and
the season be rainy, every act of removal or dis-

turbance, even by the smallest tool, is productive
of mischief; weeding by the hand is therefore
the only thing that can be safely effected : and
even this requires some caution. November is,

generally, a very moist and foggy month, and we
in the south have enjoyed a very great proportion
of powerful sunshine ; therefore, it is reasonable
to expect a corresponding quantity of autumnal
rains. y\fter thus qualifying what we have to

suggest, we proceed to give the detail of what may
be undertaken in

1. TlIK VeGF.TAULE DErAUTMKNT.
Jsparat/iis beds, if not completed already, must

be dressed for the winter. I'here arc now two
methods of arrangement : lirst, and best to pre-

])arc a plot of ground very richly, in a way which
will be described in due season, and to plant single

rows eight or ten feet asunder, cropping tlie inter-

vening grounds with some light vegetables.

Those who ])Ossess such rows, should, after re

moving the decayed haulm, clean and rake the
surface, and give a coating of manured, light

earth, free from stones, three inches in depth. If

the plantation is new, or have been cut for the first

time, it would do good to open a trench spade
wide and eighteen inches deej) on each side of a
row, and to fill it nearly with manure, incorporated

with one-third of earth. This deep enrichment
will afford a fund of aliment for years to come.
But the old fashioned l)eds of tiiree or four rows

of plants are still seen evcrywhorc, and it will he
worth while to try an experiment to turn the haulm
to account, iu lieu of burning it. Dig out twenty
inches of the earth of the alleys, after cleaning the

beds, and deposit this upon their surface; throw
the haulm into the trenches, and tread it even ;

sprinkle upon it lib. of nitrate of soda to every

five yards of alley, and return so much of the

earth as will leave the bed three iiiciies higher

than before : trim the edges and manure the

surface, if the 'grass' be not strong.

Arikhohcs.—Clear the beds of decayed leaves,
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and cut away those which overhang, leaving the

heart firm and upright, then heap strawy litter on

each side a foot deep ; for this vegetalile is im-

patient of serere frost. G. Lindley observes,
" Articholces require a deep soil, and before they

are planted, the ground should be well manured
and trenched two feet deep ; this operation should

be performed in April. as soon as the youngleaves

begin to show themselves above the surface of the

grotmd." If any one have recently ])'.anted arti-

chokes in shallow unprepared land, this quotation

from so high an authority, v\iU show the necessity

of treating the beds now in the way directed for

asparagus. This deep manuring, aided by the

protective top-dressing, will lay the foundation of

vigorous growth next season.
Uroeo/f— purple and white. We are directed to

*' lay the plant into the ground ;" but the process

a;)pears barbarous. Mr. Knight approved of it,

with the condition, however, that it should be

effected in September. Now, with all deference,

we object to these removings ; it were better to

plant in trenches at first, sloping the heads of the

brocoli towards the north, if preferred ; then, by
earthing up the stems as cold weather approaches,
with the soil form the south or west ridge, the

plants would be effectually protected to the base
of the lowest leaves.

Pt'dx and (jea7is are sown occasionally : the

earliest sorts of the former sometimes succeed

perfectly in a long row in front of a peach wall.

If the season prove mild, they rise freely, and
should be very early supported by short branchy
sticks of spruce fir; these give support and pro-

tection at the same time. Beans transplant very

well ; therefore, the seeds of the Mazagan, or long
pods, may be sown thickly in a sujall space of

ground, where the plants can he easily and
effectually protected. INIice are great enemies to

these crops. We were lately informed by a friend

in the north, tiiat toasted oat-cake is "a deadly
lure" to these marauders, and if so, we can add
that no trap, if well baited, is more effectual than
the one constructed of a common flat tile and three

sticks, called "the figure of 4 trap."

Rhvlaib plants, in beds or rows, are now de-

prived of their leaves, and the roots are sunk in

repose. It' the refuse be not already removed, that

clearance shoidd be no longer del;i3-cd. The ground
ought also to be raked neatly, but manure will not
bo required till the spring. Small rhubarh is some-
times forced ; in that case deep pots must be in-

verted over the plants like those used for kale,

covering them with warm stable dung and leaves.

JVniharh can also be made to grow in pots or

boxes placed in a cellar ; but though curiosity may
dictate the attempt to obtain early stalks, depiived
of colour by the absence Of lis^'it, nothing can
equal, much less excel in flavor, the natural stalks

of the red Goliah. It is to this variety that we
desire to direct attention, because, for volume of
produce, high flavour, and duration of season
(from April to September;, it remains without a
rival.

Kidney beans of the runner kinds, produce
tnherous roots, slightlv resembling those of the
dahlia. The swollen ])rocpsses are receptacles of
living sap, prepared to re-supply the vital germs
which, under favourable treatment, will develope
new runners, le:i.ves, and flowers; generally tliey

perisii in the cold ground ; but if taken up early,

and preserved in dr}' sand during winter, may be
re-planted in April. \Ve have partially succeeded,
but deem it more safe to refer to the authority of

G. Lindley, who observes—"In taking up the
roots, care must be taken not to injure the stem,

but to cut it down to within a foot of the crosvn of

the root ; this part must also be carefully covered
with old tan to preserve it from frost. In April

these roots must be planted out again, when they
will produce another abundant crop."
The covering of tan alludes to open ground

protection, but in the cellar it will suffice to bury
the roots and crowns in sand, deep enough to

exclude air, and retain the natural moisture.

Fruit Department.

Plantinr/.— It is not too late to plant every sort

of fruit tree or bush, in orchard and garden ; bat
as it is quite certain that after the second week of

October all vitality has ceased in the !eave>, and
therefore that the tree is in a state of quietude,

the greatest advantage may be reaped from plant-

ing about the third week of that month, for though
vegetation above ground is silent, the roots move.
We therefore seize the present moment to remind
the planter that he will in future acquire secnritv,

and gain some time by effecting his removals while
the sun has power, and the grouiul is replete

with warm electrisino' vapours. As to choice of

trees, the etruge, violette hative, and noblesse

peaches are unrivalled ; the etruge nectarine cor-

responds in value ; the Moor park and ahricot-

peache apricots are the bast. Of cherries and
plums, the taste must be theguide among so many

;

but in choice of pears, that moRt delicious of all

winter dessert fruits, there can be no hesitation to

recommend (without however, pretending to dis-

qualify the old worthies), 1st, the Beiirree d'Arem-

berff, as the handsomest of wall trees, if trained
against a lofty gable, and equally estimable for the
quantity and flavor of its large fruit. 2nd, the

Marie Lmise, better than Napoleon, large, yellow
when ripe ; the fruiterers' windows affoid evi-

dence of the fertility of the trees, and the estima-
tion in which the pears are held, ."^rd, Easter
Beiirree, which is a profuse hearer, hardy, and the

pears will keep sound till April. All these pears
succeed, as experience has proved, grafted on a
quince stock, and grown as open dwarf-standards,
but the fruit is larger on a wall or espalier tree.

Of currants.—The best, white is the large-fiuited

Dutch, and of the red varieties, none for colour

and flavor excels Mr. Knight's " Crystal." All

may be moved now, or jjropagated, by selecting

large young cuttings from known trees, with a small

heel of okier wood, and fixing them firmly three

eyes deep in a nursery bed of light good loam
i-ecently moved, or in the places where the bushes
are finally to remain. These remarks applj' to

f/noseberries.'

Of vines.—The best bearers, white or yellov.dsh

fruit, are the true muscadine and the sw eet- water ;

of red or black, the Esjierione, and in very warm
situations, the black frontignac.

Choose young vines raised in pots from cuttings,

because the balls secure success. Affect not a rich

soil ; pure turfy loam interspcrseii with fiagments
of old mortar, and bruised bones, lying upon a

flinty or chalky bottom, is the most fertiiizin^bed

for the grape. In pruning and training (which
cannot be too soon performed), it is best to cut

' bade all the old wood to a very low eye, in order
to have long rods, of entirely new bearing wood
every yein-. This njethod, which includes a series

cf bearers, alternating with another set ofgrowing
successional branches, can be readily established

with a young vine, trained gradually right and
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left, horizontally, at the distance of ten or twelve
feet : these parent stems become the foiinilatiou

of all the future alternating vertical branches.
But if an old tree already exist, which, through
mismanagement, is sterile, the only way to bring
it to a liearing condition, i? to stimulate the

growing principle (if the leaves appear weak and
poor) by deep mulchings of manure; and by
attending to the leading principle, that a vine bears

upon the ffreen wood of the present year, produced
j'roni the light brown wood of the last year, which
also, if old wood be retained, should generally"
spring from two years' old branches. The two
former conditions are indispensable ; therefore,
to develope bearing wood, so much of old ragged
stuff must be cut out as will leave space for

younger branches to produce vigorous shoots

;

which after the intervention of one season of
ripeniny, will emit green, fruit-bearing shoots.

Fig-trees may be planted, but not pruned ; nail-

ing the branches if loose and pendant, and then
stick branches of fir or other evergreen closely

among them ; or cover with mats during winter :

1838 killed nearly all the exposed wood.
Fz-MiY, and fruit room. Collect all fruit that is

ready to fall, but sutler it to fall rather than pluck
either apple or pear that will not detach itself with
the slightest force. Let apples lie together in
heaps or baskets to lose moisture during a few
days; then wipe each, and place them on shelves,
or in boxes, jars, &c., where actual frost only is,

and light can be excluded; a simple linen sheet is,

we are told, a tried preservative when placed over
or suspended in front of the shelves.
Hand was much recommended ; and it is still a

duty to cite the authority of Lindley thereon

;

although in our trials, the moisture of the apples
pervaded the sand, and acquired a taint wiiich
<liftused itself through all the fruit. Perfectly ripe
apples " should be placed in casks or boxes as
they are gathered, beginning with a layer of
thoroughly dry pit sand in the bottom, then a layer
of apples placed close to each other, then another
layer of sand, just sufficient to cover the fruit and
no more, and so alternately till the cask or box is

full, finishing with a covering of sand." "The
windows of the fruit room should be furnished
with inside shutters, andke])t closed, as it is found
that fruit keeps longer and better thus, than when
exposed to the light." He adds, " I have tasted
the golden Harvey apple, and some others so kept,
in as high a state of perfection in May and June
as 1 ever saw the same kinds at any earlier
period."

These remarks apply to the primer sorts ; but
of the subject of long keeping, the eastern apple
or French crab, furnishes the best illustration, for
it is not only unfit for use in March, but scarcely
becomes mellow in June, and has been preserved
into the secondyear -. when ripe, it is delicious.
The Berkshire orchardists preserve their ordi-

nary store in heaps, lying in dirk corners of
rooms, or dry cellars, covered with straw or fern

;

and here again we find Lindley saying, that apples
in store should be looked over, the wet or mouldy
ones wiped ; rejecting of course the bad ; while
light and air arc admitted : and if some clean dry
fern can ho had, the fruit should be laid upon it,

reserving as much as will cover it over as soon as
the frost sets in, i'inc dry fern is by far the best
thing on which to lay apples, and to cover them
also, as it is perfectly sweet, and not liable to
contract any unpleasant smell ; and it keeps sound
much longer than straw."

ON THE PRODUCE OF THE HAR-
VEST IN SCOTLAND.

TO TilE EDITOR OK THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Aware of how much importance it is in

order to assist in forming a just estimate of the
nature of the crop, that you should be able to give
your readers as numerous accounts as can be
relied on from the various districts of the country,
I make no apology for putting at your disposal
the result of my observations upon the harvest
and crop in this important district of Scotland,
to which 1 may take occasion to add some general
remarks upon the result of the harvest in the
principal corn growing counties in this more im-
mediate neighbourhood.
The district to which 1 allude, as falling mbre

immediately under my notice, I may explain, com-
prehends the fertile Vale of the Tweed, embracing
the equally productive lesser valleys of its

tributaries, as far as the borders of the Cheviots
on one side, and the broad rich main land,

reaching to nearly the foot of the Lammarmuirs
on the other, and extending lengthways from the
sea to the top of the vale, as it narrows near
Hawick.

In all the lower, and by far the greater pro-
portion of this rich country, then, it may be vi-ith

safety said, generally, that cutting was con-
cluded, with the close of the week which ushered
in the jjresent month, with the exception of beans
and some trifling extent of spring-sown wheat,
and late barley. A great proportion of the

reaping in the earlier part of the district, indeed,
was accom[)lished under the most favourable
circumstances during the first and second week
of September, which almost passed without a
shower. Subsequent to this time the weather
became unsettled, and even to cutting many in-

terruptions were experienced, while from the

frequency of the rain, very few opportunities for

the next fortnight occurred, even to obtain
occasional snatches at carting the crop to the
barn j'ard. The consequence was, that so late as

the 23th day of September, fully three-fourths of
the whole crop (and the remark may, it is thought,
with truth be applied to neaily all the best parts

of Scotland) remained ciit in the fields. It

fortunately, however, happened, that during this

time the temperatm-e was low, and alternate fair

days generally intervened, so that indeed, little

or no damage accrued to the corn thus so long
exposed. The weather having now become
boisterous, and very favourable for the drying of

the corn in sheaf, great exertions were made,
and all being ready to carry as far as cut
before the rain, nearly the whole was safely and
well secured in the barn-yard during the week
ending with the .Srd of October. From the re-

currence of rain little has been done since, but it

may be safely assumed that throughout the district

under review, not above one-third remains out,

and the great part of this proportion is made
nj) of the corn in the more elevated ])arts, the
half of all which is still in the fields, about a fifth

not cut.

From the very unfavourable season to which
wheat was cxi)0sed while the blossom was bein^
developed, and sometime subsequently, it shewed
much afl'ected by the yellow maggot, the larva,* of

the wheat midge or Tipnta tritici, the raviiges of

which apjicared more or less evident in every
field. The month of August, however, proved
propitious to the proper ripening of this gvain,
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arid it presented a very favourable aspect, in point

of colour, when about being ready for the sickle.

But from the very nature of the season at the

critical period alluded to, besides, that appearances

strikingly indicated such a result, it is too certain

wheat must be deficient in quantity. So little

has yet been passed through the thrashing

machine, however, while it is evident there must
be great diversity in the yield, from the very

cause of the deficiency, it is yet scarcely possiide

to form any just estimate of the extent of the

mischief. To venture an opinion I should say it

cannot he less than 10 per cent, under an average

crop. In quality, the greater part will be superior

however to that of the few past years.

Barley, with scarcely any exception, presented

an excellent appearance when growing, and it has

cut up fully as favourably as that appearance
promised. It is also said to yield well to the bulk
of straw, and is more than usually good in quality,

much of it, already been produced at market,

weighing 5ribs. per bushel, and even in some
instances more, wbilethe common weightpromises
to be from .iS to oGlb?. The quantity nnist then

be held as superior to an average, and this may be

considered as applicable also to this crop in the

neighbouring counties.

Oats are not so generally good as birley, being
somewhat scant of straw upon the great j)ro-

portion of hard lands, and in many instances

where they gave great promise in the early part of

the season, they were much blighted and thinned

out by the cold winds, which prevailed to a great

extent in Scotland generally about the end of

May. Still, upon the whole, the crop is a ^ood
one, and showed better behind the rea])ers than
was expected. The quality is also excellent, and
giving due promise to this requisite, oats may
be held a full average crop in this district, and I

have reason to think in the neighbouring counties

also.

Of beans few are grown here to make them a

subject worthy of notice, but it may be observed

that the season has been too moist, and withal

late, to warrant the expectation of any thing like

a full crop.

If, as I have reason to think, the above
remarks would apply generally to the present crop

of the whole kingdom—excepting that probably

wheat may not be deficient in yield to the full

extent presumed to be the case here— it would
follow, notwithstanding the short supplies known
to exi?t upon the eve of harvest, that the home
growth of barley and oats will, especially of the

former, be sufficient for the demands of the

population for the present year, while wheat will,

there is little or no doubt, come short of meeting

the ordinary necessities of the country, assundng
that the usual breadth has this season been sown.
Compared with the few past years it may well be

questioned however that this is the fact, when the

very unfavourable nature of the weather during

the whole of the usual season for autumn wheat
sowing last fall is considered. iS'o doubt the

spring months were more than usually propitious,

for in some measure compensating tor this de-

ficiency ; but, besides that a great ])roportion of

such soils well adapted for winter wheat is quite

unsuitable for a spring crop of this grain, that

sown in the sjjring months must, under the most
favoured circumstances, in Scotland at any rate,

1)0 held as inferior to the extent of one-fifth of the

produce at least.

But this leads me to notice a matter respecting

the deficiency of late years in the supplies of
British wheat which it appears to me, from cir-
cumstances falling under my observation, well
deserving of serious consideration and investi-
gation. I know not how the fact mny stand in
England as bearing upon this matter, but I am
certain that in this district, and others of the
districts in Scotland, where wheat was extensively
grown some years ago, a great deal less of this
grain has of late been cultivated. In my own
immediate neighbourhood not above the half of
the wheat is now sown that was nsual six or
eight years ago ; and in my own experience,
upon a farm of nearly 1000 acres, when I had
formerly 120 to 130 acres of wheat, I have of late
sown only from 60 to 70 acres. Throughout the
entire district, I can venture safely to say, that
the shortcoming in breadth of wheat within the
last five years, compared with the previous five,

cannot fall short of a fourth part ; and I have
every reason to think that in the best cultivated
districts of Scotland this falling off in the growth
of wheat exists to a very considerable extent.
It would be out of place here to enter into what I

consider the cause of this serious deficiency, but
it is a matter well worthy ot serious inquiry,
whether a similar change of system may not be
prevalent, and gaining favour in some of the more
important districts of England.' In this way we
may account otherwise, than by altogether attri-
buting to the unfavourable nature of the seasons
at home, the growing increase of the importations
of foreign wheat for the last five years. No
doubt these seasons have been more or less un-
propitious to the growth of this grain, but I cannot
help very much questioning from my own
knowledge and experience of the productiveness
of the wheat crop during these seasons, and
having in view the facts and conjectures above
stated, that there may be some other element in
operation to account for this encreasing deficiency
besides the influence of the weather, which it may
be of importance to ascertain. How this is to be
best done, it is not for me to point out, but I think
there have been many Government Commissioners
named with less important matters to investigate

;

and without calling for such an expensive
machinery tor this end, I cannot avoid here
suggesting that a series of questions, issuing from
the Board of Trade, directed to a few intelligent
agriculturists in some of the chief corn growing
districts, would be quite sufficient to obtain all

the information required ; and, if the truth of my
conjectures with regard to other quarters is

correct, in all probability give rise to a check in
many situations to the growth or prevalence of a
system which would prolong the evil.

lam. Sir, your very obedient servant,

S. I. I).

Ttceedstde, Oct. 8, 18A0.

P.S. I should have mentioned that the land
formerly applied to wheat with us, is now devoted
to the growth of Barley. And that there is an
increase, (notwithstanding the influence and
boasted reforms of tem[)erance societies) to the
enormous extent of nearly a third of the duties
on the quantity of barley malted, in the period
during tlie ten years endingin 1810, in comparison
"with the previous ten, just serves to give the
greater probability to my conjecture, ffiat the
cnltivation of wheat has of late years very generally
diminished the quantity of barley, having, it is

presumed from the above fact, in the meanyrhile,'
very considerably increased. ' •^'H'l'Ji ilaoiiJ
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING TBE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

The last week in September and the first week
of October were not so favourable tor clearing the

fields of what remained in them of the last sea-

son's crop as could have been desired, for the

weather was generally wot, and unpropitious for

harvest purposes. During the remainder of Octo-

ber, however, the weather became as favourable

as the best friends to agriculture could Iiave de-

sired, and the whole of thecrop has been gathered

in excellent condition, and without the slightest

damage, excepting that a very small quantity of

oats, in some of ilie late districts, may have been
partially stained, a circumstance, however, not of

the sliglitest consequence. In our last review of

the state and prospects of the corn trade, we
hazarded the opinion, in opposition to that of

others, of the wheat croj) being fully an average

one in quantity, and seldom, if ever, excelled in

quality. Indeed, in the latter respect, we are per-

suaded that a difference of fift:een per cent., at all

events, exists in favour of the last wheat crop,

when compared with the growth of the previous
season. As yet the farmers have not been very
liberal in forwarding to marliet the produce of the

last harvest, a circumstance so far favourable to

the general interests of the community, as it

enables the proprietors of foreign free wheat gra-

dually to convert their property into money at

remunerating prices, and at the same time the

duty at present payable on foreign wheat is suffi-

ciently protective to the British farmer against the

entry for home use of any great quantity of wheat
and flour for several months to come. At all events

as the foreign wheat decreases in qnantit}', prices

will become graduallj' more favourable to our
home farmers, than they are at the tiiue we are

now going to press, and after the turn of the

year the farmers' supplies of wheat in particular,

will, in every probability, meet with a steady de-

mand at fair and remunerating prices to the culti-

vators of our own soil. The flourishing condition

generally of all the productive classes—the conse-

quence of the flourishing state of the agricultural

interest— causes, most fortunately, an increased
consumption of all the necessaries, and of many
of the luxuries of life, and therefore we may with

great truth again assert that, so long as the

farmers are paid for the produce of the fields fair

prices, the wages of ail descriptions of labour

must continue to be propoitionately high, and

satisfactory to all who are interested in the well

being of home industry, into wliatever channel it

may be directed.

Bread in London at twopence per pound is really

cheaper than it is in Paris at half that price, for the

wages of labour are at least twice higher throughout
(I'reat Britain than they are in I'rancc ; and a
Briton, therefore, can afford to consume white
bread, whilst the ill-paid Frenchman must content
himself with brown. A Londoner can pay for

sufficiency of food, whilst a Varisian must content
himself very frequently with slioit allowance. It

must be perfectly ol)vious to every rclleeting mind,
and to every observer of the maimers aiul customs
of nations, that tlie superiority in England in the

rewards of industry and labour over those of

France mainly arises out of the legal protection

given in this empire to every description of agri-

cultural, commeicial, ami manufacturing labour.

In [England (Hir laws are entirely protective, whilst

in France they are almost all prohibitory. Too
heavy duties and ptohibitory laws are universally

the parents of smuggling. The consumption of

British manufactured goods in France is exces-

sive, because men generally will have those
articles which the law entirely prohibits, and the
consumption of illegally imported foreign spirits

thtoughoui the Imited Kingdom is likewise exces-

sive, because the du^y charged on them is exces-

sive. When the importation of foreign manufac-
tured silk goods was entirely prohibited in tiiese

kingdoiris, it was the general fashion for every
person to use them ; but since the duty on them
has been rendered only protective to our own
manufacturers of similar articles, this department
of British industry has already risen into great

importance, and must continue annually to im-
prove, until the exportation of our silken manu-
factures become a most valuable department of

our foreign commerce. The money, till within

these few years, which was annually expended in

foiejgn silk manufactures, is now disiributed, as

wages, amongst the artizans and manufacturers of

the United Kingdom, and in k certain degree

enables them to pay twopence per pound for

wheaten bread, wliilst the wages of the same de-

scri])tion of labour in France only attbrd half that

jjrice for the same quantity of bread, and confine

the consuruptioti there to half the quantity per

head of that used in Great Britain. Dearness and
cheapness, we again repeat, are entirely relative

terms. What may he considered extremely dear

at the Land's-end may be extremely cheap in Lon-
don, the value of every article being entirely regu-

lated by the means of the consumers to pay ; and
these means can be best increased by giving due and
proper encouragement to every description of in-

dustrious pursuits at home. Our corn laws are ad-

nurably adapted for the protection of agricultural

labour at home, and for increasing the wages of

labour amongst all classes in our society. To re-

peal them, for the sake of a foreign supply of

grain, is perfectly unnecessary, for when foreign

grain is wanted for our consumption, they have

the admirable quality of virtually repealing them-

selves, as they did two months ago, and as they

will continue to do, whenever the home demand
exceeds the home supply. They form also a per-

fect barrier to the unnecessary exporta.tion
_
of

British money in j)ayment for foreign grain, whilst

at the same time they open a wide channel for corn

importation when our wants require foreign aid.

The repeal of the corn laws would be attended

by the most disastrous consequences to the Hritish

empire generally. The agricultural labourer would

lose his employment, and the uiaunfacturer would

be deprived of the home market for the consump-

tion of his goods. Home improvements would be

suspended, and inoductivc employment would be-

come scarce, and consequently the present wages

for it could not he nudntaiued. Poiisl; serfs and

American labourerswould supply our consuinption

of grain, so long as. any money remained in the

country, far cheaper tiian it can be ])roduced at

home, fo be sure, the golden age would arrive,

in as far as it can be jjioduced by low priced pro-

visions, but it v.onld be attended by all the

wretchedness which accompany idleness and half

wages, and would eventually disajjpear when the

means were wanted for the payment of the
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foreigners, by whose labour tliese provisions were
produced It is perfectly wonderful how any per-

son of sound intellect cculd entertain the opinion

of employing foreign lands, and paying foreign

labourers, for the production of provisions which
we have, in great abundance, the means of pro-

ducing at home. A well employed population is

the only wealth of a nation, and yet the anti-corn

law advocates would deprive nearly one-half of the

agricultural labourers of employment, and would
at tlie same time reduce the other half to subsist

on wages not half so high as they are under the

existing- system, insufficient as they apparently

are for the real comfort of that njost important
class of the British community. Instead of in-

ducing the surplus population, as it is now very

improperly called, to emigrate to the Canadas,
there to cultivate land of a far wilder description

than any to be found in the United Kingdom, real

patriots would point out to the capitalist the many
millions of acres of waste lands at home, which
are at present in a state of nature, and perfectly

useless to the proprietors themselves, but

which are perfectly capable of cultivation,

and which the labour of ijian can easily render
most productive. The marshes of Norfolk
and Lincolnshire may, by money and labour, be

clianr ed into the new county of Victoria, and add
at least one hundred and lilty thousand acres of the

best cropping lands to the property of the British

empire. But for the production of this benefit, the

protection which the corn laws give to British

agricultural pursuits is absolutelv necessary, for the

repeal of theui would place an eft'eciual bar to these

vast improvements. In numerous oilier districts in

Great Britain the means also exist, in great abun-

dance, for the production of advantages of e(jual

magnitude, whilst in Ireland they are nearly

boundless. In that part of the empire there is a

population in every way calculated for emjilovment
of this description, and under proper encouiagement
the banks of the rivers Shannon, and of the Slaney,

the shores of I.ough's Foyle and .Swiily, may speedily

and cheaplv be converted into corn lands of a

superior description, and may support and give pro-

ductive labour to even double the inhabitants of

those highly valuable portions of the empire for

centuries to come. 'I'iiere are likewise in that

country numerous morasses, which only require to

be drained, to be rendered productive, and there is

not one held already in a state of cultivation, which
may not, and will not, be rendered yet douhlv jiro-

ductive, by the great jirogress whicli tiie science of

agriculture is everywhere making under the pro-

tective influence of the existing corn laws, and
under the Puttiotic Societies, which are everywhere
rising u]> for the encouragement of agricultural

science, and for improvements in the knowledge of

the labours of the lields From thb banks of the

Slaney forty thousand acres of land, by llie ajiplica-

tion of less than four pounds sterling of capital for

pach acre, may, in a few years, be reclaimed, and
will afterwards be worth a rent of about two pounds
an acre annually, and from many other services of
real wealth, equal benefits may be obtained at about
similar expenses. I'bo repeal of the corn laws
would be but little henelit to our foreign export

trade ; indeed the experience of the last twenty
years fully establishes the fact that i'oceign grain is

chieflv paid for bv the precious metals, and not by
any increased exportations of the products of the

British manufacturer ; and there.'bre the advantage of

trade cannot be held out as a reco.Tipense for the stop

to agricultural improvement, which the repeal of the

corn laws would inevitably occasion. In some of
our southern possessions the emigrants are charged
with one pound per acre for their lands, before they
quit their native country, and afterwards they are

put to a great expense, and too much labour, in

clearing them for the purposes of cultivation. Less
labour, and far less expense per acre, would convert
several millions of acres of land at present in a state

of nature in the United Kingdom, into excellent

grain fields, andthe ])rolits attending their cultivation

would do much more than maintain those employed
in these pursuits, and render einigration unnecessary.

On lands now in a state of nature, if the labour of

onlv a small portion of the agricultural workmen
were applied to them, grain would in a few years

afterwards be produced by them, to such an extent

as would in iutureput a stop to foreign importations

and render us a great corn exporting country. To
incourage emigration therefore, for the purposes of

tillage in our own colonies, is surely impolitic, when
we have such ample means at home to employ the

people in similar pursuits, but to open our corn
markets to foreign grown cora would prevent any
farther agricultural improvement at home. During
last month the cotton and woollen lords began to

shew the advantages which they would themselves

take of cheap provisions, for in several places the}-

deducted 10 per cent, from the wages of their

artizans and labourers, because there existed a pros-

pect of cheap wheat, in (onsequence of the present

large crop. It was a matter therefore not to be
wondered at, that the weavers of Blackburn expelled

from their town the anti-corn-law lecturer on the

benefits to the working classes, which che-.ip coru,

resulting from a free corn trade with foreign states,

would confer on them. Thev somehow or other

prefer good wages, the result of good crops at home,
to speculative doctrines on this subject. They know
how matters actually are under the present sj stem,

but thev know not what they may be under the

proposed plan of a free trade in foreign grain, and
they therefore desire no alteration in their present

condition and future prospects, unless it be founded

on practical, and not on theoretical improvements.
During this corn season, at all events, the homfi

consumption of manufactured goods must far exceed

that of the two previous seasons, because the con-

sumption of wheat must now for several months,

be confined either to foreign wheats already

jiaid for, or to the j)roduce of the last sjjlendid crop.

The money, which, under less propitious ciicum-

stances, would have been transmitted to foreign

states, in exchange for foreign grain, will remain in

the British empire, will be applied to commercial

and agricultural improvom.ents at home, and will

thus be the means of adding to the present quantity

of productive labour, and consequently increasing

the employment and the wages of all classes in the

community. The decline whicli occurred in the

value of wheat during the last month has already,

we should think, nearly reached its limit, and during

the remainder of this corn season the fine quality of

the farmers' samples will command fair and remune-

rating prices. Whether any farther entries of

bonded whe;its will be rcMjuired towards the close cf

the season is still a matter of much doubt, but the

quantity cannot be of any conseijuence to tije agr.-

cultural interest. We have had two bad wheat crops

in 1838 and 1839, and the surplus of one good crop

is not sufficient to supply the deficiency in the

stocks of old British wheats occasioned by this

untoward event. The season however has, in as

far as it has yet progressed, been most favourable to

field operations, and a considerable portion of the
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winter seed wheat has been deposited in the land

already in excellent condition. This is so far of

importance to our future prospects, and the con-

tinuation of similar weather, in conjunction with the

rapid j)rogress which is now making in tlie science

of agriculture, must change the hope into an almost

certainty of our own growth of wheat being for

some years now to come, amply sufficient for

our consumption after the next wheat crop

is gathered from the tields. At present the flou-

rishing state of manufactures, of mines, and, in

fact of all classes in society, must make the future

demand for all the necessaries, and for many of

the luxuries of life, very extensive, and thus very

materiallv add to the value of property of every

description, the wages of labour amongst the rest.

I'his is tiie consequence of agricultural prosperity,

which, with the exception of some, whose ouly de-

light exists in the expression of discontent, is uni-

versally now acknowledged to he absolutely

necessary to the public welfare, in so much as the

liorae consumption of every article of home jjroduc-

tion is far more profitable than the foreign export

trade can by any possibility be rendered, even by

its conversion into one of barter.

The maltsters are now at full wnri;:, and the wea-

ther being cold and favourable to their operations,

the consumption of the best qualities of barley is

as extensive as, under the present system, it can be

(inring the malting season. Still the demand is not

commensurate to the supplies, which in all the lead-

ing markets are now forwarded for sale, and droop-

ing prices and difficult sales are the natural

consequences. The collection of nearly twelve

millions sterling annually of public duties on manu-
factured barley is not so much complained of by the

public in general, nor is it so detrimental to the

barley producer, as is the mode in which these

duties are collected. There is an old saying, and

not the less true in consequence of its antiqnity,

that the last pound may break the camel's back, and

this is exactly the case with the malt and British

made spirit duties, for the manner in wiiich they are

levied confines the payment of them to onl}' one

portion of the people ; that part of them we mean
who have the cash to pay for the consumption of

these two articles beyond their natural and intrinsic

worth. During the last session of parliament,

when an addition was made to the malt and home
made spirit duties, we ventured to express our

doubts of the efficacy of this mode of increasing the

revenue, and these doubts have been more than

conlirrr.ed by the October statement of the public

revenue. That the consumption of beer is very

much restiicted no common observer of matters of

this description can for one moment hesitate to be-

lieve, and that the heavy duty imposed on malt is

the sole cause of this eflfect, admits not of the slight-

est doubt. The quantity of barley converted into

malt since the duty was reduced from o5s. to '26s.

jier quarter, has increased from three millions of

(quarters to nearly six millions, but it is again on
tho decrease, because of the late imposition of five

per cent on the latter charge. That the quantity of

barley manufactured into malt does not kee|) pace

with the increase of ])opulation is abundantly jiroved

by the exjierience of the last fen years, and when sis

millions of quarters are divided amongst u[)wiir(ls

of thirty millions of people, surely it must ]hi ad-

mitted on all hands that the (]uantity consumed by
each individual is either restricted to the lowest

scale possible, or that millions of the jieoplo do not

participate in the constim[)tion at all. Xlnfortu-

nately for the comfort of the community, and the

general prosperity, it is but too evident that the
latter is the cause of the more than stationary state

of the malt trade, but there is abundance of room
to rectify the deficiency in the consumption of beer,

and at the same time to render the malt duty more
productive to the revenue than it has heretofore

been. To employ the surplus capital of the empire
to produce a fair annual income to the monied in-

terest, is at the piesent moment as difficult as it is

to jirovide for that portion of the people who are

compelled to emigrate to foreign states for the culti-

vation of foreign fields. To reduce the malt duty at

first to two-thirds of the present charge would in a
few years render necessary double the quantity of
barley now manufactured by the maltsters, and aii

addition of one million of acres of land would be re-

quired for the production of this increased quantity.

Four or five millions sterling would reclaim in a few
years from uselessness that quantity of land from
the banks of our rivers and bays, and their rents

would not be less than from thirty to forty shillings

per acre annually. The wealth created by this, we
may say, creation of new barley fields, would not

only, by its after distribution amongst the industri-

ous classes of society, pay for the interest of the

capital embarked in their cultivation, but it would
likewise be perfectly sufficient to provide for the

expence of the increased consumption of beer. The
productive employment which it would immediately
create, would add largeh' to the present number of
malt consumers, and the apparent loss of one-third

of the duty on each quarter of malt manufactured
under the present system, would be far more than
reinstated in the treasury by the increase in the

quantity actually consumed, which would from
necessity arise from the reduction of the duty, and
from the improved wages which the production of

six millions of quarters of barley above the present

growth, would scatter every where amongst all the

industrious classes of society. The manner in

which the present duty is collected is also injurious

to the malting trade, and of not the slightest use to

the treasury, unless, by its rendering the Excise
Establishment more expensive, it gains a character

for utility. The simple plan for collecting the malt
duty is to place the malthouses under Her Majesty's
lock, and to charge the duty on every quarter of
barley placed into the warehouses, whether it be
intended for malting purposes or not. Bonded fo-

reign grain is perfectly safe in the keeping of the

Custom-house, and English barley may be as secure
under the keeping of the iCxcise without the vexa-
tious practices of the interference of the officers of that

establishment with the principle and science of the

malting trade. To apply the same principle to malting
whether the barley be from Norfolk or from Kent,
whether the barley be grown from,a clay or fi'om a

sandy soil, whether it be produced in the southern

or in the northern parts of the Empire, is in every
respect injurious to the public interest, and pre-
vents, but too frequently, the malt from assuming
that quality which is necessary to the purposes for

whicli tho manufacture of it is intended. An al-

teration in (he Rxciso laws in this respect, and the

liberation c f the malt-;tGrs from absurd fiscal restraints

would do much fur the interest of the barle)' grower,
and would i)ermit the manufacturer of this article

to use his knowledge and his capital to tha best

advantage, ;ind the collection of the public revenue
would bo even more accurately performed than it

can be under the ]n'esent complicated svsteni. The
reduction to moderation of all the duties imposed
on mnnufaclured barley would, however, cause a

great improvement in our internal policy. It
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would be the means of furnishing wages to many
thousands of induslrioiis families more than c;m he

supjiorted under the present anti-national system.

Jt would likewise reduce the amount of human misery-

caused by emigration to foreign states, and it would

retain witiiin the empire not only the capital which

many of these emigrants take with them into foreign

states and into many of our colonies, but it would

also render unnecessarj^ remittances of money to

foreign agricultural districts in exchange for foreign

grown barley. It would give proper encouragement

to the cultivation of a part of our marshes a\id waste

lands at home, and it would largely add to the

wealth, and, consequently, to the reaK strength of

tbe British Empire. If however the mait duty be

heavy, that levied on spirits manufactured in En-
gland is most extravagant. L)|)wards of four hun-

dred per cent, charged on the intrinsic value of proof

spirits is destructive to public morality, and in

every way injurious even to the revenue itself. It

is the parent of smuggling, and consequently in it

originate the many vices which universally attend

the smuggler's progress. It does not limit the con-

sumption generally of spirits amongst the inhabi-

tants of England, though certainly it renders the re-

venue collected on them less by one half, than it

would be under a more liberal system of taxation.

It ofives to the smuos;ler an advantageous and ex-

cellent market for ten to twelve millions of gal-

lons of foreign made spirits duty free, and it limits

the consumption of home made spirits in more
than an equal degree. It is likewise injurious to

the health of the community in as far as British

made spirits are wholesome and of fine quality,

whilst the trash smuggled into the country under the

appellation of brandy and Geneva, is generally, in

the extreme, hurtful to the human constitution. It

also encourages the two extreme vices of drunken-
ness and teetotalism, in the centre of which is placed

temperance, performing her divine duties. In

Scotland, where the spirit duty is not much more
than one hundred per cent, on its intrinsic value,

temperance is yearl}' gaining ground on her true

adversaries, and a small farther reduction would go
far to establish her power on the firmest foundation,

but the reverse is the case in England, and is the

consequence of exorbitant duties, for more than half

of the consumption is of foreign manufacture of the

most deleterious description. To the rectifiers at

home also the present state of the distillery regula-

tions is injurious, in as far as they, like the maltsters,

are not permitted to use their knowledge and
science to the best advantage in the production of

the articles to which their attention has been more
particularly directed. Foreign and Colonial spirits

can be introduced into consumption at any strength,

which may answer the interest of the distiller, and
suit the palates of the consumers, whilst the British

rectifiers of neutral spirits are compelled by the law
not to sell or manufacture any spirits unless they

be, we think, 17 or 18 under proof. Dutch gin,

and French brandies, are permitted to be sold at any
strength, and we can discover no sound reason whv
equal advantages should not be extended to the

spirits rectified on Holborn Hill bv Mr. Young, or

to the British made brand)' of IMr. Stokes, in King-
street, Snow Hill. This alteration would render

British made brandy and gin even purer and more
wholesome then they are at present ; and, by placing

the dut}' in England on a level with that in Scotland,

the smuggler's tradewould be destroyed, and millions

sterling now remitted to France, Spam, and Holland,
in payment for foreign spirits now consumed here,

dutyfree, would remain in the empire, and would be

entirely employed in home improvements, A revi-

sion, therefore, of the regulations and dutie::!, which
at present are applied to tlie manufacturers of malt,

and to tbe distillers and rectifiers of home made
spirits, must be attend'.nl by consequences of the

greatest importance to the agricultural interest, and
must eventually be attended also bv the deepest be-

nefits to the people at large. Branc-ies, as pure as any
ever imported from France, and far more congenial

to the tastes of the British people, are already dis-

tilled from the extract of British barley, and an alte-

ration in the duty, and some remission in tbe

regulations imposed on the rectifier, must still im-
prove their character. Although the duty charged
on the importation of foreign spirits be 23s. per
gallon, still the quantity smuggleil at present is so
large, that 5s. per gallon on the whole consumption
in England, of foreign sj)irits, would yield more to

the Treasury than the at present apparent high duty
does ; and was tbe charge per gallon on home mad©
spirits placed only on a level with that actually

collected on foreign spirits, their more national and
constitutional character would very speedily cause
them to supersede the use of French brandies and
Dutch Geneva entirely, and the loss in the revenue,
occasioned by the loss of the foreign spirit duty,
would be most amply replaced in the Treasury by
the increase in the amount collected on spirits of
British manufacture. When whiskey, in 1827, was
first admitted into consumption in England, for a

length of time its introduction into general use was
difiicult, because it was new to the palates of the

consumers ; but since then its use has become ge-
neral, and along with the immense improvements
latterly made in the science of rectifying British gin,

it has most materially limited the consumption of

Dutch gin, and doubly re-paid the Treasury for the
loss sustained in the duty previously collected on
foreign Geneva. To give due encouragement to

brandies, such as those which are now manufac-
tured in King-street, Snow Hill, will, before long,

entail on foreign brandies the same censequences as

whiskey and 13ritish gin have occasioned in the
smuggler's trade in Holland ; and in short, the blind-

ness of the lavi-s alone, which are applied to the

manufacturer of barley, limits the consuruption of
that article to much less than half the quantity which
it would be, under a more liberal system of taxation

;

prevents the conversion of at least one million of
acres of land, at present perfectly useless, into

barley lands; and confines the great body of con-
sumers to the smallest pittance possible. The pre-
sent dulness in the barley trade in all the great

markets of consumption, is'mainly occasioned by
our revenue laws, and the barlev producer is com-
pelled to limit the quantity produced by the same
cause. When, as was the case last year, the barley

crop proves a deficient one, he gains little advantage
from any increased price occasioned by this circum-
stance, foreign barleys speedily supplying the defi-

ciency ; but when his produce is large, as it is

this season, the trade cannot take oflf the surplus

growth at any thing like fair prices, and thus the

barley farmers suffer, instead of gaining, by a luxu-

riant crop ; the people at the same time remaining
on half allowance of beer and spirits, and reaping no
advantage from the bounties which Providence very

frequently bestows on them by an abundant bar-

ley harvest. In consequence of these circum-

stances, the prices of barlev continued declining

durins: the whole of last month, but still as the

quality is uncommonly fine, there is at present a

probability that this crop, on the whole, will prove
a valuable one to the barley farmers,—will obtain
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for them fair, and at least remunerating prices

—

and will enable them to pay for, and consume,
during the season, a considerably increused (|unii-

tity of manufactured goods of ererv description,

thus adding to the wages of labour, and to tlje real

and solid wealth of the empire.

On the state of the oat trade at jiresent no ob-

servations can bo made which differ in any mate-

rial degree from those which we have now ventured

to make respecting wheat and barley. Not one
complaint can be made, either against the quality

or the quantity of the present growth of this arti-

cle. The crop is most abundant, the (|uality is on

the whole excellent, and it has been gathered,

with a few exceptions in the late districts, in ad-

mirable condition. Prices have, however, not

fallen in proportion with those of many other de-

scriptions of agricultural produce, because they

have not been subjected to similar causes for fluctua-

tions. The oat crop is better protected from foreign

competition hvthe corn laws, than barley and wheat

are ; and, although the importation of this aiticle

from abroad during the corn season, which has now
passed away, has been extremely large, still prices

have remained sufficiently remunerating to the home
grower, and never in any violent degree prejudicial

to the consumer. In Great Britain, for several

years past, those lands which previously had been

appropriated to the cultivation of this article chiefly,

have been employed in the production of articles

of a more valuable description, but any deficiency

in the supplies, occasioned by this circumstance,

has been most amplv made good by the shipments .

which have been made to our great markets of

consumption from Ireland. In that part of the

empire, the crop of last season no doubt was defi-

cient, even in a greater degree than it was here,

and tbis circumstance rendered the application to

foreign corn districts for supplies absolutely neces-

sary. Siill prices never became extravagantly high,

and consequently the decline which occurred in

them during tlie last month is neither so observable

as that which has apparently taken plac; in wheat,

nor is it of so much consequence. A fair duty

in projiortion to their value has been collected on all

the foreign oats imported during the last corn season,

which is more than we can say has been the case on

the vast quantity of wheat which has been entered

for home consumption during the same period.

We have, however, at all events, a prospect, that for

some time to come no foreign supplies will he re-

quired, for in Ireland, as every where else, the pro-

duce of this article this year has been immense, and

will in every probability render the supplies during

this season, in all the great markets of consumption

throughout Great Britain, fully equal to the demand.

This will be a most important benefit, which the

last abundant harvest must bsstow on the best in-

terests of the United Kingdom ; and in Ireland

more particularly must this benefit be felt by its

entire i>opulation. Already, shipments of oats to a

considerahle extent are making from thence to this

country, the money in payment for which will re-

main in general circulation at home instead of being

remitted to the continent, from whence it would

never have returned. .Money will, during the

whole of this corn season, he dislrsbnted as wages

amongst the Irish people, in proportion to the sup-

plies of Irish grain and flour, which may be con-

sumed here ; and this is, at all events, one great

advantage, originating in the union, which the

empire reaps, and which the repeal of that measure

would destroy ; for Ireland, in that event, would

be placed on the same footing as foreign nations

are, and the advantages of her coasting trade with
Great Britain would be withdrawn. As matters
are, however, the surplus of her abundant crop
will be received iiere without any of the fical
expenses which attend foreign commerce, and
safe payment is a farther advantage which she
must receive for her prcseut splendid crops.
Before many years can pass away, the progress
which is annually occurring in agricultural

science there, must, in every probability, produce a
great change for the better amongst all classes in the
Sister Kingdom. Capital, there, will increase by
receiving it from (ireat Britain in exchange for

her agricultural jiroduce. The inhabitants generally
will be fully employed in the vast improvements, both
in agriculture and commerce, which must originate

i'rom the money which will be remitted this season
from England to Ireland, instead of to Germany, for

oats, and the British monied interest will, under
circumstances so much improved, embark their pro-

perty hereafter more free}y than heretofore in the
conversion of large tracts of land, at present entirely

useless, into cultivated fields, and in various other
pursuits, vv'hicli confidence at present is alone

wantpd to render highly valuable to all interests in

the United Kingdom. A few good crops, like this

present one, are alone necessary to effect an entire

alteration in the corn trade. They will he themeans
of our producing in our own fields corn sufficient to

support in plenty our population, were its number
doubled, and they will render future application

to foreign nations for food perfectly unnecessary.
Our prices of all descriptions of agricultural produce
will be moderate, and generallv will be resrulated bv
the wages of productive employment. The large

supplies of oats in particular, which we mustreceivo
during this season from Ireland, will tend to keep
their value under prices, whicli can in any way en-
courage foreign importation. With beans and peas
we have been fairly supplied during the month of
October, but the demand has been in proportion, and
no decline of much consequence has occurred in

their value since our last report. The home produce
of these articles is limited in its amount ; and, unless

after a fine harvest like the last one, the import duty
is seldom too high to prohibit the admission of
foreign snjiplies. As tiie stock of i)ulse from the

growth of jirevious years may be said to be entirely ex-
hausted, no very material reduction in its value can
be anticipated, and, like everything else, there

is much reason to hope that our farmers will,

iu this article likewise, be well remunerated for their

produce of the present season. The potato crop is a

most plentiful one, and the quality considerably

su])erior to the growth of last year. Already prices

are very moderate, and considering that this article

is next in imiiortance to wheat, the abundance, and
consequently cheaj)ness, of potatoes, is a great na-

tional advantage. In no previous season have the

winter turnips looked better than at the present time,

and there is a fine appearance of pasture in the

grazing fields. The winter prospects therefore at

present are cheering in the extreme, for in every

probability there will be plenty of food of all de-

scription:{, and abundance of productive labour, the

wages of which will be anqjlv sufficient tor all

purposes to which thev can be applied during the

whole of the curient corn season.

The information received from the principal corn-

markets abroad, during the last month, has neither

been inqiortant nor in the slightest degree interesting.

The Baltic ports will soon be closed against navi-

gation until the next Spring, and a material fall

must take place in the value of wheat previously, to
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encourage purchases to any amount with the view

of shipment to our markets. The orders trans-

mitted into the interior of Poland this season are

also far more confined in amount than they were last

vear, and the limits placed to the purchase prices are

likewise much lower, for it is not at present very

certain that any foreign supplies will be required

here next summmer, and it is the general opinion, at

all eveuts, that the duty payable ou its entry for

home consumption then, will not be entirely a nomi-
nal one. Caution thereiore is used from necessity

now in ordering wheat to be purchased abroad with

a view to future consumption here, and prices must
indeed be low there, to encourage any strong expec-

tation of profits resulting from such speculations.

From the Mediteriauean the letters respecting the

corn trade are equally uninteresting, and at present,

at all events, there is not the sliglitest chance of any
(juantit)^ of grain being forwarded to us from any of

the southern partsof Europe, either within or without
that sea, unless a very material alteration occurs in

our prices here. From the United States of North
America the latest letters are dated in the first week
of October, at which time hope still e.xisted there

that our wheat crop had received damage, and that

a possibility consequently existed that our markets
would still require a part of the surplus growth in

that ilepublic. Our corn laws continued to be the

subject of much complaint among the American
merchants, and also of no small portion of vitupera-

tion amongst the American land proprietors. To
receive their produce under all circumstances here

would extend their field profits by upwards of forty

millions of dollars annually, and our protective laws
are blamed, because they in part deprive our trans-

atlantic brethren of such immense advautnges. The
ruin of Britisli Agriculture, the reduction of the

wages of labour by at least one half of their present

amount, and to place out of employment altogether a

great portion of our industrious population, weigh
not in the eyes of ;oreigners when their interests are

placed in the opposite scale, and there are theorists

in the country who adopt the same principles. The
schoolmaster, however, teaches better principles

now amongst those who alone are interested in this

subject, and theory lias already yielded to practical

good sense amongst all classes, except a few indi-

viduals who gain their profits in promulgating dift'e-

ront doctrines. There is still a good deal of flour on
the passage from the United States, but its entry at

our present rates of duty would entail on its pro-
prietors a very heavy loss of property, and whatever
course may be adopted by the importers of it, its

arrival can have no influence on our prices here.

CURRKJfCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Oct. 26.

Per Qv. Per Qi-.

Wheat, Ei'ses imd Kent, nd .. 04 mi Uniite.. 68 72 74
Suffolk and Norfolk 62 65 Do G^ 70 72
Irish 50 CO Do 60 64
Old, red 66 68 Do 70 74

Aye, old 36 38 Ne\y 41 43

BARI-EY, GrindinsSO 32 34 Maltincr 38 40 Clieralier 40 42
Irish 25 27 Bere... 24 25

Malt, Suffolk and Norfolk 64 70 Bromi.. 58 60
Kingston and Ware ..64 68 70 Ciievaller 08 70

Oats, Yolksh. & Lincolush., feed 27 30 Potato.. 29 32
Yousliall and Cork black 21 22 Cork, white 23 24
Dublin 24 25 Westport 24 25
"VVaterford, white 22 23 Black . . 22 23
Scotch feud 26 27 Potato.. 28 29

Beans, Tick, new 40 44 Old..., 44 48

Peas, Grcv 40 42 Maple . . 40 42
White 40 42 Boilers . 44 46 48

PlOUR, Town-made 60 — Suffolk 46 48 persk. of SSOlbs
Stockton and Norfolk, i8 30

COMPARATIVE PRICES of GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVERAGES by
the Imp. Quarter, from the
Gazette, of Fridav last, Oct.

23rd, 1840.

s. d.

Wheat 63 3
Baiiley 36 5
OATS 23 8

Rye 37 3
Beans 44 10

Peas 43 5

AVERAGES from the corres-

ponding Gazette in the last

year, Fridaj', Oct. 25, 1839.

s.

Wheat 66
Barley 41
Oats 25
Rye 38
Beans 45
Peas 46

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Week ending
Sept. 11th ..

18th ..

25th .

.

Oct. 'Jnd ..

9th .

.

16th ..

AggregateAverage
of the six weeks
which regulates
tlie duty
Duties payable in

London till Wed'
nesdaynextinclu
sive, and at the
OtUports till thp
arrival ©Vthemail
of that day from
London
Do. on grain from
British posses-

sions out of Eu
rope

Wheat.
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PRICES OF SHARES.

No. of

Shave?.

6,:30U

9,500
1.5.000

9,300

7,500

5,000
3,000

8,000
64,000
18,000

10,918

10,918
10,000

25,000
25,000

8,000
36,000
26,flGG

6,334
20,000
9,000

80,000/.

24,000
1,600

2,100
5,1(IU

ll,47f.

7,908

36,000

6,000

,25,000

2.5,000

31,-250

13,000

13,000

30,000

15,714

10,000

15,000

15,000
12,000
3,702

1,000

28,000

6,000

10,000
5,000

20,000

20,000
4,000

30,000

60,000

12,432
20,000

10,000

7,739

20,000

4,000

20,000

12,000
6,000

30,000

IRON RAILWAYS.

Price
per

Share.

Div. per
Share

per Ann.

14/per ct

14/per ct

5s per sh

U per sh ,

Birmingham and Derljy Jiuictiun

\mi slr64;a.5/

Ditto and Gloucester lOOZsh S0lv<l(i7l.a\)l

Urisfol and Exeter. . 100/ sh 50/ pd 23/a5/

Ditto and Glouces. . 50/ sh 2.^/ pd

Cheltenham & Great West. Union
100/ sli 55/ pd 20/a2/

Chester and Crewe . . 50/ sh ... 50^/aO/

Clarence (Durham) 100/ sli

Dublin and Kilkenny 100/ sh 21/ pd

Eastern Counties 25/ sh 23/ i)d 9^/ nj/

Edinburgh 6: Glasgow 50/ sli 35/ pd 27/a8/

Grand .lunction 100/ sh,207^0/

Ditto Half Sliares 50/ sli 40/ pd 89/

Great N. of England 100/ sh 65/ pd 50/

Great Western 100/ sh 65/ pd 77 J/ a8i/

Ditto Half Shares. . . .50/ sh 40/ pd 43^/ a4i/

Ditto DebentHres
Hull and Solby 50/ sh 45/ pd 45/a7/

London and Brighton 50/ sH 40/ pd 26j/ a7/

London & Croydon. . Av. 14/ 18s Od 10,y aO/

Ditto Script 9/ sh 10^/ aO/

London and Greenwich 20/ sh 6/a7/

Ditto New 10/ sh 16i/a0/

Ditto Debentures (various amounts)

London & Blackwall 25/ sh 20/ pd 14i/a3/

Leicester and Swannington . . 50/ sh 55/ 2J/
Leeds and Selbv 100/ sh 4/ per sh

Liverpool and Manchester. . 100/ sli 184/ O^/jier ct !

Ditto Quarter Shares 25/ sh 42^/ O^/per ct

Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 80/ y^/per ct
j

London & S. Western, late London l

and Southamjiton Av. 38/ 17s 9d 50j/aU/ 2/ persh
|

Ditto Portsmouth Branch 50/ sh

30/ pd 30^/ alA/ 5/ per ct

London & Birmingh. 100/sii90/pd ISG/aS/" 8/ per sh

Ditto Quarter Shares 25/ sh 5/ pd 24/a.;/ Iji/persh
,

Ditto New .. 32/ sh 24/ pd:44/a5/

Manchester & Leeds 100/ sh 70/pd|77/a9/

Ditto Half Shares . . 50/ sh 25/ pd 29/a30/

Manchester and Birmingham
70/ sh 35/ pd 19/a20/

Ditto ditto Extension 70/ sh 7/ pd 3/a4/

Midland Counties 100/ sh 73/a5/ ex

North Midland 100/ sh 77/ a9/

Ditto Half Shares. .40/ sh 40/ pd 37/a9/

N'ortliern & Eastern 100/ sh 35/ pd 24/aO/

Severn and Wye . . Average 27/ sli

Stockton and Darlington. .Average
106/ l-3s 4d 250/

S. Eastern and Dover 50/ sh 28/ pd 18i/al9/

York& North Midland 50/sh 64/aO/

bliares.

4,000

1,000

10,000
3374.21

lo.ood'

8,000
2,000

1,000

20,000
20,000
10,000

11,000
12,000

20,000
10,000

8,500
1,500

10,000

10,000
4,000

20,000

9,204

5,739
5,000

14,460

17,066

5,000
10,000

28,267

5,281

8,957

6,000

JOINT STOCK BANKS.
Australasia Bank(Chartored)40/sh 59/

Ditto New (Chartered)40/sh .. . . 52/a3/

Bank of B. N. America (Chart.)

50/ sh 40/ pd .35/a6/

Colonial Bank (Chart.)100/sh 25/ pd36/a7/
Ionian State (Chart.) 25/ sh 10/ pd
London and Westminster Bank

100/ sh 20/ pd22l/exd
London Joint Stock Bank 50/ sh

10/ pd 12/ a^/
Do New,issurd at 1/ pni oO! sh 10/ pd
National Bank of Ireland. .50/ sh

171/ pd
Do. Provincial Bank of England

100/ sh 35/ i>d 33/a34/

Do. Now 20/ sh issued at 2/ 10s pin

10/ pd 9j/a0/

Provincial Bank of Ireland 100/ sh
25/ pd 44/aJ/

Ditto New 10/ sh l7/a|/

Union Bank of .\ustralia. .25/ .sli

22^/ pd 29/iiO/

Ditto New 25/ sh 5/ pdO/a.^/

ITnion Bank of I.nnd<m .50/sh 5/ pd 4yu:;/

West of Kii^'land and South Wales
District Bank ..20/ sh 12i/ pd

2/ 8s p sh

14/per sh

2/ 2s p sh

8/ per ct

0/ per ct
I

8/ per ct

6/ per ct

51 per ct

0/ per ct

6/ per ct

0/ per ct

8/ per ct .

8/ per ct

36s pr sli

5/ per ct

:6/ per ct

lj/a2/

4/aO/

13/al4/

ia/a2i/

MINES.
j

Price.

Alten 50/ sh 12.1/ ,,(],

Ditto New 15/ sh 121/ ,„l|

An^lo Jlexican (is;;.5/ pm) 100/ shl

Ditto Sill): cription 25/ sl^

Ditto Mint 25/ sh 10' pd!

Blaenavon Iron & Coal 50/ sh 45/ pd
Bolanoes 150/ sh

Ditto New 50/ sh 20/ pd
Ditto Scrip 25/ sh

Bolivar Copjier Company . . 15/ sh

Ditto Ditto Scrip New . . 3/ sh

Brazilian Imperial 35/ sh 20/ pd.

.

iss. 5/ pm
Ditto St. JohnDel Rey 20/s1i 14J/pd
Brazilian Maeaubas Cocaes . . 25/

British Iron Coiup. 100/ sh 55/ pd
Cata Branca 10/ sh 7/ pd
Colombian 65/ sh

Ditto Scrip 11/ sh

Candonga 20/ sh 8i/ pd
Copiapo 20? sli 12J/ pd
English MiniiigComp. 25/ sh 14/ pd
General Mining Association 20/ sliI

19/ pdl

Hibernian 60/ sh 1 1 j/ p.t 2i/a3/

Mexican Company 100/ sh 58/ pd
Jlinas Geras 20/ sh 12/ pd
Real del Monte registered Av. / sh

Ditto Ditto unregistered

Ditto Loan (Notes; .... 150/ sh

Redmoor (consolidated) 5/ sh i'i I pd
Rhymney Iron 50/ sh

UniteJ Mexican 40/ sh 40/ pd..
iss. 2/ pm

Ditto Scrip 2/ ])d.

.

Ditto ditto (New) 5/ pd
Wicklow Copper 5/ sh 5/ pd

Dividend

i/aO/

2/a3/

38/

3/aO/
3/a.i/

5!i/a6i/

2/ per bIi

10,000

10,000
1,080

10,000

8,600

10,000

5,000

2,700

20,000

1,800
1,800

2,100
24,800

3,000

5,000

1,800

2,000

2,400

20,000

20,000
4,000

5,387

14,400
3,000

4,000
200,000/
200,000/

10,000/

5,000

13/

32/a.Si

21/

MISCELLANEOUS.
]

Anti Dry Rot Company . . ISl? sh 3^/
.issaniTea Company 50/sh 12s/ pd
.Auction Mart 50/ sh

.Australian (Agricultural) 100/ sli

28/ 2s pd
British Rock and Patent Salt

50/ sh 35/ pd
Canada Companv (Chartered)

100/ sh 321/ pd
Droitwich Patent Salt 25/ sh

Equitable Reversionary Interest

Society 100/ sh 50/ pd
G<!neral Steam Navitration Cora

pany 15/ sh 14/ pd
Ditto Cemetery (Chartered) 25/ sh

Ditto New (Chartered) 25/ sh|

Hungerford Jlarket 100/ pd 32/
Ditto Debentures (var. amounts)..!

Kent Zoological and Botanical
|

Garden Company 10/ sh 4/ pdl

London Cemetery (Chartered)
!

20/ shl

London Corn Exchange 37^/ pd 21/aaJ

London Comnificial Sale Rooms
Average 75/ .-=11 26/

London and Westniiiister Steam
Boat Comjiany 10/ sh

Mexican and South .Vinerican

Company 10/ sh 7/ jid

New Brunswick Laud 100/ sh 50/ jid

New Zealand Land Comp. ..25/ sh 2d/a4/

Rever>ionarv Int. Society. . 100/ sh 101/

Australiaii Comp. 25/ sh 20/ pd|20/ aO/

South Metropolitan Cemeterv
(Cliarteicd) 25/ sh

Thames Tunnel 50/ sh^ 10/aiZ
Upper Canada Loan i

Ditto

Vail D. IJind (Agricultural) Char-
tered 100/ sh 18/ pd 8/

West Lon<lon and Westminster
Cemetery 25/ sh 18/ pd

10s pr sh

j30s pr sh

\l

I

6/ per ct

;25s pr bh

4/ per ct

25aJ/exd'l/8sprsli
'6/ per ct
6/ per ct

20s pr sh
5/ per ct

4/ per ct

1/ persh

\\l
I

ol per ct

jlOs

{5/ per ct

3/ jier sh
ct6/ per

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

6s persh

Priutcd by Joseph Rogcrson, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand, London.
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PLATE I.

The subject of the first Plate is a West Highland Bull, the property of Mr. Grant,

of Ruthven, Banffshire, exhibited at the Meeting of the Higliland Agricultural Society

at Aberdeen, in October last. A Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns was aAvarded to Mr. Grant

for this animal, which commanded much attention as a specimen of the West High-

land breed.

PLATE II.

This embellishment represents that moment of excitement, when the fox having broken
cover, has been hallooed away, and the hounds are dashing with headlong impetuosity to

get on his line. Beckford says truly that " it is the dash of the fox-hound which
distinguishes him from the harrier," and he might have carried the observations to a
greater extent, and added, from every ramification of the hound fraternity,

decision, impetuosity, and dash, are the characteristics of fox-hunting.

Quickness

ON LUCERNE.
I have before me the letter of "W. S." which ap-

peared October 2(5, p. 8, col. iv., and should have
replied on the spur of the occasion, had time and
pre-occupation permitted. He asks, '

' When is the
proper time to sow it, and what sort of land—the
price of seed—has it been proved to be superior to
vetches, as food for horses ?"

I have cultivated lucerne, and attentively ob-
served its progress, productive quality, and re-
munerative return during ten seasons ; but pre-
vious to entering into detail of my own actual
experiments, I will copy an article verbatim,
which, in 1835, attracted my attention. It will,

as far as assertions go, do much to meet every
enquiry of " W. S.,"but as no one can vouch for the
abstract truth of what he peruses, I shall not offer
any other comment than that which the subsequent
statement will supply. The locality speaks much
for its favour :

—
'• Having well cleaned and manured the ground,

early in April I sow the lucerne seed in drills,

nine inches apart, which with a little address
is very quickly done. As soon as it was fairly
up, I sowed the ground with as much soot as
I could collect, to protect it from insects.

" The first year it yielded two good cuts, the first

about the beginningofJuly. Cutting it then seems
to strengthen the root more than if at first per-
mitted to grow longer. I was not aware of the
OLD SERIES.]

advantage to be gained by permitting the crop, in

subsequent years, to run to flower once during
each season, until it was kindly pointed out to me,
but I am now a convert to that plan.

"Aly piece of ground measures 66 feet by 85 feet,

equal to 20 rods Kentish measurement. The
lucerne is four years old; the soil is an elevated,

hungry chalk, with an eastern aspect, and too

much shaded by trees. From this small spot I

have had five good cuts this dry season (the

second being permitted to flower well) which pro-

duced a good supply for two saddle horses almost,

every night, from the 28th of April until the 24tli

of September, when we finished. And I can add
that, instead of rejecting it as autumn advanced,
they cat the last with as much avidity as the first.

" Every time it was mown, the fresh cut surface

was hoed clean, and the weeds raked oft" im-
mediately; consequently, it had five hoeings and
rakiog during the season ; and every year in

November, I have covered the surface with a
thick coat of well-rotted borse-dung. Where it

was thin I tried to improve the crop by transplant-

ing, but have not been able to succeed with even
a single root. I also sowed fresh seed in the bare

spots, which came up well, but geneially was
chfiked by the quick growth of the older plant.

Where the crop is thinnest, the roots spread out

more ; and in these parts the flat top of the root,

from which the stems spring up, in some instances

measures six incheis in diameter. It is necessary ia

2 G INo. 6.—VOL. XIIL
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mowing not to cut too lou>, as the spreading tops

of the root are liable to be partially cut oflf

and destroyed." (By a gentleman of Greenhithe,
Kent.)

I happen to have by me, the details of my own
experiments to the date of July 1835, and therefore

need not trust anything to mere recollection.

These details I shall adduce after ijremising, that

from 1819 to 1822, 1 resided on the north east side

of the Isle of Thanet, in Kent, where I became
conversant experimentally, and by observation,

with the importance ot lucerne to the grazing

farmer in those chalk districts, where the nature

of the soil, and the paucity of rain prohibit the

cultivation of meadow grass. Lucerne, sainfoin,

and clovers, are the only efficient green substitutes

for the pasturage of the inland counties, in which
kindly loams and fertile clays abound.

I subsequently resided seven years in the west
of Wiltshire, where, though the chalk-downs
extend from Salisbur5r Plain to Westbvuy, War-
minster, and ]Mere, in one almost uninterrupted

stratum, hardly a trace of lucerne was visible.

Occasionally, one met with a patch of half

cultivated sainfoin, (French grass, as it is thei-e

called,) but broad clover was found everywhere.
In the year 1830, I perceived that in parts of

Berkshire the farmers knew something of the plant,

but always complained of the trouble it occasioned

;

but Thanet was in ray recollection, and finding

that the soil of the locality was a good though
gritty loam over a deep bed of chalk, I determined
to resume the practice which was so excellent in

Thanet, and soil my milch alderney uponlucerne.
This object as respects the lucerne was piu'sued till

1835, and not by labourers, but by the members of

the family ; so that, heart and band were engaged,
and fads realized. The history of plot 1 was
thus noted. In 1830, a portion of a field, pre-

viously unfertile, having been the site of some
out-premises wheie rubbish was thrown, was
trenched two feet, and in doing this, stones,

glass bottles, brick-bats were found ; and what
was worse, vast roots of elm that traced their

way from a neighbouring plantation, had to be
grubbed up. Much chalk had also been thrown in,

and this was found in detached patches. During the

trenching, all the rubbish was cleared away, the

chalk distributed over the staple earth, which was
really a fine rich loam, and as a trench was cleared,

what grass turf could be collected was inverted at

its bottom, and sprinkled with salt. This done,
the mixed soil was thrown in, and thus proceeding,
a plot was finished, and sown with stubble turnips.

Then followed a trial of the puffed Symphytum
as ^jMrmwjw, and subsequently white clover

;

every crop was rich, though little manure was
used.

In 1832, after clearing and simple digging, a
portion was sown with lucerne seed in drills,

two inches deep and about ten inches asunder.
This seed cost Is. 2d. per pound ; subsequently,
I have paid Is. 3d. and Is. (Jd.

In 1833 another portion was sown in the
same way ; and this latter extended to land
that had not been so deeply laboured, it being
beyond the limit of the ' out-premises' before
named. Both sowings were effected early in
April.

The first season it was cut over soon after

jVlidsummcr, and this, not in one operation, but
as wanted for the cow. Tlie season of 1833 was
showery, but warm, and both the year-old and
yearling lucerne eproutcd vigorously, insomuch

that it was cut four times ; nor did we desist till No-
vember ; the herb grew, and remained green during
the winter. After every cutting the ground was
deeply stirred, either with the hoe or mattoc, by
which it was kept clean and open. Cow-wash
drained from the shed, and soap-suds were
occasionally thrown over parts of the plot, (but 1

doubted the result, and do so still,) and once in

December 1834, the surface was top-dressed with
manure. In that season we bad taken six complete
cuts, the herbage of each being a foot high, besides

a partial one of the strongest growth. This fine

yield, which produced a corresponding good
result in the dairy, would argue that chalk is of
essential use to the plant; but the second
greater experiment threw some doubt on the
inference.

Plot II. A small piece of land, measuring about
40 poles, had been prepared by a similar trenching,
turfing, and salting, for an orchard of dwarf
standards; but finding the benefit of the lucerne,
and the trees standing remotely apart, 30 poles

were devoted to that herb, and seed sown in drill

twelve inches apart in March and April, 1834.

The plants of the earlier sowing, (though frosts

followed) rose more regularly, and were in better

order than those of the later sowing ; and what
is relevant to one of the points under enquiry,

those plants were in the finest condition in a part

of the ground where no chalk in lumps was dis-

covered : yet some allowance must be made for

the effects of drought which occurred soon after

April.

When the rains came on, all the seed rose well,

and the plot was mown six times: we desisted in

October, and the plant became again so green,
that a six-inch cutting could have been taken,

though at the risk of mischief at that late season.

Thus loam, deep loam, which yields no sign of

stratafied true chalk, or bastard marly chalk at the

depth of thirty inches, supported lucerne, and
rendered it highly prolific for a long period :

though it must be ceded that chalk is lona-fide

the substratum, with alternation of gravel at very
varying depths. One note I find, which mast not

be overlooked—it refers to the hardihood of

lucerne. "The coldest north-east wind in re-

collection set in April 15, 1835 ; ice, one-fourth

inch thick, formed every night, and the mercury
receded to 20'^. This has checked a growth
which promised to have attained fifteen inches

by the last week, if a few warm showers had
been given in lieu of the present parching,

eastern drought, April 29, 1835."

Thus far the register to the period when the

cow became no longer an object, and the future

crops were disposed of.

I have subsequently had the row fork-digged

twice; removing all the grass and weeds just

before the first growth of Spring ; and twice

sheep have been fed on the plots late in the

year. A neighbour in 1837 took undue advan-
tage, and turned in so many that in two or

three nights every trace of verdure disappeared,

and I believe that many crowns were obliterated.

I have also desisted from digging or hoeing, because

the experiment is comiiletc in every way, and 1

intend to clear the ground.

Ot f/cneral results since 1836, I can testify that

four parties have purchased the cuts of April,

July, and September for horse-food, with satis-

faction, and forty rods have brought a return

of.'/, yearly.

When cut according to my plan, for a
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milch cow, by tlie time the plot was cleared,

the op()ORite end was in a state to requira the

scythe again ; because we always gave a pre-

ference to lush and tender herbage ; hence,

though I had seen flower, and in. fact could

not consume the plant fast enough, I had in

183") acquired no substantial proof of good or

evil, as a result of tiovvering. Subsequently
however, they who purchased for horse food,

alvvays waited to obtain the greatest bulk of

herbage, and the whole piece was covered
with bloom. Certainly the plar.t is not so

strong and full on the ground as it was, and
grass has intruded upon it. One portion is

eight years old, the otiier is in its sixth

season, and both are left either to be over-

grown, or dug up for potatoes.

But the experiment is decisive, and I can,

after five years further observation, feven
allowing for injury by sheep, and removal of

orchard trees), confirm what I expressed in

1835, that the plant in loam is better than the

one in a chalky plot ; therefore I incline to infer

that chalk is not indispensable. Though the

converse of that inference is unquestionably
true, namely, that lucerne is the grand staple

and support of chalk districts, one wliich supplies

the absence of grass, and therefore cannot be
dispensed with in localities near the sea
especially, where the chalk lies under a very

shallow stratum of earth.

One prospective observation is due. Nitrate

of soda should be tried as top-dressing, and I

intend to apply it to the extent of 141bs. on
20 poles of surface, without hoeing or forking.
At present, much as grass is said to interfere,

I can show detached patches in a meadow
where trees had been grubbed up, and the
surface sown with lucerne, yet the plant remains
in full vigour after a lapse of four seasons. J. T.

CHARTHAM FARMERS' CLUB.

First Report—November, 1840.

Chairman

—

Robt. Lake.
Vice-chairman—P. Martin.
Treasuier—W. Pidduck.
Secretaries

—

Plomer Mount, Jun., and
Frederick Slater.

Gentlemen, — Your committee having been
appointed to draw up a report of the proceedings

of this society, deem it advisable to lay before its

members the minutes of the various subjects which
have at different meetings been submitted to their

consideration.

The first subject that engaged the attention of

the club was "the best method of winter feeding

of sheep on arable land." After an animated and
interesting discussion, in which several members
took part, the meeting came to the following re-

solutions:

—

1st.—That lambs ought to be first put upon
" ripe cole, turnips," or a mixture of both, and in

case the turnips were not ripe, they should be
picked a day or two previous to feeding.

2d.—That for this description of sheep, a run
upon gratten or ley, with at the same time a nar-
row slip of the cole or turnips, is highly to be recom-
mended ; and it is also advantageous that the fold

should not exceed in numbei' 200. Diy food to

be given out at all times, more especially in cold

or wet weather.
3d.—That, for the general feeding of sheep,

Gardner's turnip cutting machine is considered

preferable, the exi)ense of using which has been

found to be alxmt Is. per score of sheep per week.

The next subject tliat engaged the attention of

the club, was "the best method of cultivating tur-

nips, and the best sorts." On this subject an

interesting- discussion ensued, relating to the seve-

ral powers and properties of the different manures,

as adapted to different soils, upon which the meet-

ing came to the following resolutions :
—

That an early and continued ploughing is very

necessary for the cultivation of the turnip, the

manure being carried out upon the lands imme-
diately before the turnip season, and when placed

in or upon baulks, care should be taken to place

the seed upon the manure.
That artificial manures are found highly benefi-

cial on certain lands, especially fish, bone dust,

and carbon, varying in their effect according to

the qualities of the soil on which they are placed.

For the first feeding the tankard sort is to be

recommended, followed bythe globe, red or green,

concluding with the Swede.
The next subject under consideration, was " on

the expenses of keeping a team of horses, and the

number of acres each horse should cultivate."

Several members furnished the meeting with

their respective calculations, and much informa-

tion was elicited, it being considered a subject of

the greatest importance to the farmer, as one of

his heaviest items of expenditure. After many
long and able arguments, the subject being twice

postponed for further consideration, the meeting

made and approved the following calculations :

—

FOUR horses.
£ s. d.

\\ cwt. of sanfoin per week, for 32

weeks, at 5s 12

4 bushels oats do., do., 22s 17 12

2 do. beans do., do., 36s 14 8

Barn meat at Is. per day 18 5

3 acres of clover at £6 18

4 weeks varying food, 4 bushels of oats

per week, at 22s 2 4

Expense of feeding 82 9

Servants' wages 17

Board of ditto 41 12

Tradesmen's bills 22

Interest on capital 16

Loss of horses, &c 12

Total £191 1

It was the opinion of the meeting that the cost

of keeping a team of agricultural horses, would
necessarily amount to the sum of £191 Is. Also

that the work of each horse should be after the

ratio of 25 acres of land, 100 acres being cultivated

as under :

—

Acres.

Arable 84

Pasture 10

Hops 3

Yards 3

4)100 for four horsesi

25

2 G 2
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The different qualities of manure, as beneficial

to different soils was next discussed. The
~

several statements made to the meeting agreed in

the main, the difference of opinion principally
arising from the various qualities of the lands of
different occupiers.

The following statement was considered accu-
rate. Thus dividing the soils.

1
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next brought before the meeting. This subject

was considered to be of much iniportance to the

agriculturist, and to demand his greatest attention,

as the weight of the quantity of corn that can be

purchased for the same amount as it.-, relative

value in oilcake is found to be so much greater,

the carriage also being saved.

It was stated at the meeting- that many practical

agriculturists had fed upon the corn, and de-

cidedly preferred it to the cake. The meeting,

however, came to no resolution upon the matter,

alleging that it was premature to give a definite

opinion upon its merits without a trial, firstly,

of the improvement of the animal fed, and
secondly, the produce to be derived from the land

after each separate kind of feed.

In order, therefore, to derive as accurate a

comparison as possible, several members offered

to try the merits of the different foods of corn
and cake, as regarded relative value, and to

furnish the society with the results.

The meeting then proceeded to the next dis-

cussion, " on reaping corn." It appeared to be the

unanimous opinion that mowing thin, or bagging
stout wheat, was much to be preferred to reaping,

not only being more expeditious, but also as the

means of obtaining a much greater quantity of

straw, and thereby increasing the value of it (a

very material object on very many light farm lands

in this district). It was also contended that the

corn was less liable to be damaged in a wet
harvest, particularly where seeds or rubbish are

grown.
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labouring not only to promote the advancement

and improvement of agriculture, but as true

British yeomen to secure the welfare and pros-

perity of " our native land."

For the Committee,
Plomer Mount, Jun.,

Canterbury, 1840. Hon. Secretary.

REPORT OF THE YOXFORD
FARMER'S CLUB FOR 1840.

The third annual meeting of the Members of

this Society was held at the Tuns Inn, Yoxford,

on Friday last, when a larger party mustered

than was anticipated, from the circumstance of

there having been on the same day several similar

meetings in this neighbourhood, which not only

presented a greater shew of roots (which, however,

was still very respectable, though, from the

general unfavourableness of the season, not of so

good a quality as last year), but also deterred

many members from attending, who living in the

more immediate vicinity of other root shows were

unable to be present at this.

The exhibition of the roots took place in the

yard of the Tuns Inn : and an increased number of

candidates to those of last year enrolled themselves

in the list of competitors for the Sweepstakes, the

decisions of the Judges for which follow here, in

their respective order :

Class 1st.—For three of the best roots of

purple or red beet—18 competitors. Prize : Mr.

James G. Cooper, Blythburgh Lodge.

Class 2nd.— For three of the best roots of white

or yellow beet, either long or globe—.'} com-
petitors. Prize : Mr. Thomas Man, Darsham
Hall.

Class 3rd.—For three of the best roots of

Swede turnip—9 competitors. Prize : Mr. Joseph

Foulsham, Westleton.

Class 4th.—For three of the best roots of white

pudding turnips— 5 competitors. Prize: Mr.

Samuel Cross, Peasenhall.

Class 5th.—For three of the best roots of

white loaf turnips—5 competitors. Prize : Mr.

John Rous Cooper, Westleton.

Class 6th.—For three of the best roots of

Scotch pudding turnips—3 competitors. Prize :

Mr. Robert Asker, Yoxford.

Class 7th.—For three of the best roots of round

Scotch turnips—no competition.

.Several specimens were also shewn as extra

roots, some of which, it will be seen, were very

highly commended by the Judges.

Three half-bred Suffolk short-horns, years old,

were at the same time exhibited by Mr. John Rous
Cooper, of We;,tleton, which by their size, sym-

metry, &c., fully bore out the conclusions arrived

at by this Club in their discussion last February,

on the subject of weaning and rearing neat cattle,

and improving breeds, &c. (Vide report, month
February.)

THE DINNER
Was provided by the well known hostess of the

Tuns Inn, Mrs. Piarncs, in her usual bountiful

style, and appeared in its " tout, ensemble" to meet

the entire approbation of the party, wliich, con-

sidering the untoward state of the weather,

])reseutcd a fair round number.
James G. Cooper, Esq., of Blythburgh Lodge,

(Chairman of the Club,) presided on the occasion,

assisted by the Vice Chairman, John Rous Cooper,
of Westleton, with Mr. Freeman, of Henham, and
supported on his right by Harry White, Esq.,

Halesworth, Mr. Allan Ransome, Ipswich, Mr. Re-
van;^ Yoxford, Mr. Farrow, Ipswich ; and by the

Judges of theday, Mr. Thomas Davey, Yoxford, Mr.
Thomas Casson, Dennington, Mr. John Gobbitt,

Iken, on his left.

The toasts, on the removal of the cloth, com-
menced with that pledged to the Queen, which
wa« drank with the loyalty of Englishmen, and
was shortly followed by one to Prince Albert,

which vi'as equally well received.

Song—" The Queen and Prince Albert— God
bless them !" by Mr. Hardacre, Hadleigh.
" The Queen Dowager, wich the other members

of the Royal Family ;" the " Members of the

County" met with the warmest reception.

Song—" The Old English Gentleman."

THE REPORT
Was here read by the Secretary (Mi*. R. Hughman,
Yoxford), as follows :

—
There is a gratification connected with pride in

seeing tlieory borne out by practice, and in schemes

of improvement ratified by the voice of exptrience.

In this position, the committee appointed for draw-
ing- up its annual report, feel justified in placing the

Yoxford Farmers' Club amongst the foremost of the

introducers of such societies into this county, and,

we trust, second to none in its endeavours to carry

their principles into effect. Your committee are

induced to believe that their conclusions on this head

arejust, notonly froma careful perusal ofthediscus-

sions made during the past year on some of the most

interesting branches of agriculture, nor from the

general full attendance of members at the monthly

meetings, which might reasonably be supposed to

stamp the resolutions at which they have aimed

with something like the impress of truth, but from

the fact—more powerful than either from being tiie

result of fcoi/i—that Farmers' clubs are rising into

deserved popularity ; that they are springing up into

all parts of the kingdom, and that most of them are

forming themselves on tlie model furnished by your

own, as the many applications for your rules received

by your secretary will abundaiuly shew. This, your

committee conceive, would not have been the case

had not some amount of advantage been derived

from those societies previously established.

Strongly impressed, therefore, with the conviction

of the benefit the Farmers' cluhs are likely to

produce on the ugricalturul, and consequently on the

interests of society at large, your committee will

proceed to lay before you their report of the past

vear's proceedings, that you may decide liow far

the opinions which they Lave given shall be found to

coincide with your own.
The first meeting in December was principally

devoied to the selection and arrangement of subjects

for the year, cards of which were printed for the use

of the members, and the most encouraging results

have followed this new regulation.

Two of the members were at this meeting ap-

pointed to represent the Yoxford Farmers' club at

the meeting to take place with the merchants, relative

to the deiisiou of a fixed rate of porterage to be

paid for the delivery of corn, and the agreement to

pay one halfpenny per coomb on every descnption of

grain was th« result of this inlervieiv.

The subject for January was a detail of the results

of experiments on various artificial manures, at which

meeting, I\lr. Farrow, from Ipswich, gave much use-

ful information on the chemical character andqualiiy
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of the nitrate of soda and potass, together with

their fertilising effects on the land.

We were favoured, too, with the details of expe-

riments carefully made by several of the members,

with their results, all tending to confirm the con-

clusions arrived at by the meeting in February,

1838, by the evidence of more extended trials : viz.

—

" That OH light, mixed, or thin-skinned heavy

soils, saltpetre and nitrate of soda manures have the

effect of producing much straw, with an increased

quantity of corn ; but that on deep and productive

soils, and on such as are naturally calculated to

produce luxuriant crops, their tendency to force the

early growth of the plant is prejudicial to grain

crops."

In February, after fully enterlainiug the subject of
" the advantages of rearing and weaning nsat cattle,

with the consideration of the best method of im-

proving breeds," it was the opinion of this meeting,

that the breeding and grazing stock in Suffolk would
be much imjiroved, by crossing the native cows
with a pure-bred, short-horned bull, and that it

would also be desirable to rear more young stock in

the county, with a view of fattening the same for

market, in order to prevent the inconvenience of

being occasionally driven to purchase store-stock at

exorbitant prices. On the whole, that this plan

would be more profitable to the farmer where he had
the facilities of putting it into practice.

In March, when the subject under discussion was
" the best varieties of spring corn (barley, beans,

peas, and oats,) with the best method of culture for

the same," the meeting came to the decision of

Chevalier barley being the best adapted for heavy
land, though the Berksliire was preferred by some

;

that, from the experience of several light iand far-

mers, the preference was given by them to the Ame-
rican. The Nottingham barley has not been tried to

justify a decided practical opinion, though the

general remarks were in favour of it. With refer-

ence to the culture, it was thought that on stiff soils

the barlev mostly docs better, from being put in as

early after February as the well-working of the land
will admit. Of beans, the common French tick was
deemed the best description for growing; and that

beans drilled generally insured a better crop than

those dibbled; the superiority of the former practice

is probably attributable to the deeper imbedding of

the beans by the process of the drill, than by that in

the operation of setting, added to the careless manner
in which the dropping of th.e seed is too often per-

formed.
The experience of the members generally was in

favour of the Maple grey pea, its produce being-

equal to that of any other description, and its worth
at market much greater.. Oats being but little grown
by the members of thi.'i c'.ub, no discussion took place

upon that description of grain.

The advantages or disadvantages attendant upon
stall feeding and soiling in summer, were introduced

in April to the njeeting, under the theoretical im-
pressions formed upon the evidence of certain pub-
lished statements, rather than from personal know-
ledge founded upon experience, consequently
the meeting bad not the opportunity of coming
to a fairlj' canvassed decision. It has been stated on
the authority of Tail's Brilish Husbandry Cp. 37'i)

that .50 j)er cent, are gained by soiling and stall feed-

ing in summer ; but it was the opinion of the n]eeting

that, under the mode of cultivation practised in this

neighbourhood, and from the generally inferior

chaiacter of our pastures, the benefits to be derived
from summer stall-feeding or soiling are not attainable

})y us. It is also strongly evidenced, that tho in-

creased cultivation of vetches on heavy land would

be attended with so much disadvantage to after crops,

as to render this mode of feeding nnadvisable to a

greater extent; as a substitute for which, it has been

suggested when the soil is suited for it, to try the

cultivation of lucerne for this purpose, and any

future evidence of its value would be very desirable.

This periodical business of opening sweepstakes

for root crops, occupied the attention of the evening

;

and the extra number of candidates shews that emu-

lation is on the increase for attaining excellence in

this department of agriculture. IMr. Thos. Capon,

Dennington; Mr. T. Davey, Yosford ; Mr. John

Gobbitt, Iken; were appointed asjudges of tbe above.

The May meeting introduced to the consideration

of the members " the best varieties of roots, and

best method of culture for them;" and the result

was the adoption of the following resolution :

—

" For the purpose of grazing, it appears to be the

general opinion that the ridge or Northumberland

method is the best to grow beet, with the ridges

from 28 to 32 inches apart. The same observation

applies to Swede turnips, with the ridges from 20

to 24 inches distant, this plan affording greater faci-

lities for cleaning the land, although the broad-cast

system is preferred for the purpose of feeding off the

land with sheep. The red or purple beet is the best

to grow, as it produces more weight than any other

sort ; the quality of the yellow beet is superior, but

the deficient produce will not make a sufficiant com-

pensation."

Of turnips, the Swede, with a green or purple top,

(provided it be not coarse,) and a single clean root,

is the best description for growing.

The cultivation of the long white carrot is strongly

recommended, from producing a heavy crop, of good

quality, and adapted to strong as well as mixed-soil

lands; will keep well, and is excellent food for cart

horses. In cases when light land appears to be tired

of common turnips, it is deemed desirable, from

the practical experience of a member, to grow beet

in lieu. To obtain the above results in perfection, a

good coat of manure is indispensable.

The expediency or inexpediency of discussing the

corn laws at a club, having been submitted by a

member as a seasonable topic for this month, the

original subject for June was postponed for future

consideration. The corn laws have ever been re-

garded by the members of the club, as of vital im-

portance to the agricultural interest, and therefore

the debate, involving the above question, was con-

ducted with much animation ; for although the meni-

bers were, with very few exceptions, decidedly m
favour of canvassing the corn laws as a corporate

body, still the arguments and precedents adduced by

a talented and valuable membe r of this club (one

of the minority), in deprecation of such a course,

were heard with considerable interest. This indi-

vidual was considerably in farou r of the corn laws,

and sincerely believing the argun rents of those who
maintained them to be based upa n truth, he would

wish to have them made known through the most

efficient medium ; this, he conten. led, was not by

discussing them as a club, it being his opinion, that

all decisions arrived at through suci 'i channel, bow-

ever unanimous, have with tile legi slatureonly the

.weight of one man ; whereas by conv 'oking a special

meeting fwhich might equally combi. ne all the mem-

bers of this club,) the name of ea ch man being

given, the petition would carry with it its mtenuea

numerical value. To ensure this ad^ vantage, m an

equal degree, it was argued by the n lembers gene-

rally, that it might be obtained by tb em as a club,

the' same way; that by the signati "e of every
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member being made, together witli the amount of
his occupation against his name, it would in like

manner have its individual importance, whilst the

astounding fact confirmed b}' the aggregate, that

upwards of 40,000 acres of land, occupied by the

members of this club, owed their cultivation, and a

vast number of the community upon them, their

subsistence, solely to the protection tlie present com
laws afforded, would make a powerful appeal to the

government of this country, tending to convince
them of the paramount importance of guarding the

interest of those who supply its staple commodity,

—

a production which extends throughout the lenghth
and breadth of our land, of which nil ranks par-

take, of which none can call themselves independent
•—on the culture of which so many millions of

capital are embarked — on tlie success of which
such a mass of the population stands—on the want
of protection for which so many more must fall

—

and on the consequent neglect of which, this empire
would be at the mercy of other nations for the means
to live !

The members of the opposition advised Farmers'
clubs, whatever their subject, to study the opinions
of those who differed from, as well as those who
agreed with them ; never to confine their discussions

to conclusions gleaned in their locality, but to sift

them thoroughly by bringing foreign evidence to

bear out the truth!

The opposition being withdrawn, the meeting
came to the following resolution :

—
" That the discussion of the corn laws comino-

peifectly within its rules, it is therefore competent
to entertain it, and deeming the subject one vitally

affecting their interests, they feel every disposition
to exercise the power they possess."
The subject discussed in July was that which

had been proposed for June, viz., "on the advan-
tages of mowing wheat, and general consideration
of tlie best method of harvesting corn."

Several members having slated their opinions and
experience on the subject, and having entertained it

as fully as it was practicable, the meeting came to

the resolution, that mowing wheat in a great many
instances could be done at less expense (say from
Is. 6d, to 2s. per acre), equally well, and with more
expedition than it could be reaped ; but, on the other
hand, in several cases, mowing would be ineligible if

not impracticable ; for instance, when wheat is

broken down, the crop not free from weeds, or a laid

crop. Amongst the advantages of mowing, in addi-
tion to a less expenditure, it appeared to this meeting
that a larger quantity of corn can be harvested in less
time ; that in case of wet weather mown wheat will
be fit to cart (if free from rubbish ) long before reaped
wheat ; that the expence of chopping the stubble will
be saved ; and that the additional straw, arising from
mowing, is of much belter quality than the stubble
for the purposes of manure, &c. The meeting, how-
ever, were of opinion, that mowing wheat could not
in all cases be recommended, as parties must, of
course, be guided by local circumstances.
August being harvest month, no meeting took

place.

In September, the subject under discussion was,
" the best vnriu lies of wheat, and best mode of pre-
paration for se(!(i."

The following were the whnnts, whose qualities
were discussed, wliich, with their comparative merits,
and peculiar adaptations attached, may he considered
as the conclusions at which the meeting of this eve-
ning, after a long and animated debatc.aiTived, speci-
mens of various kinds of wheat having been brought
to the club on the occasion, by such members as felt

anxious that every facility should be afforded for ar-

riving at the truth.

TuNSTALL— Good deep soil heavy lands, but it is

subject to mildew— good and weighs well; is ap-
proved by the millers—short straw.
Golden Drop—Tender heavy land—coarse, but

heavy ; weighs well—short straw.

Long Straw White—Thin-skinned, tender, heavy
land—of handsome sample, but light in weight—
long straw.

Browne's CnEVALiEn Prolific—Good mixed soil

lands—newly introduced ; appearance of crop ap-
proved, but not much grown—fair straw.

Common Red—For poor lands ; more hardy, and
produces a better sample than any that description of
land would produce— good ear—long straw.

Hardcastle—Heavy or good mixed soil, verv
likely to pepper-brand ; early, but tender wheat to

harvest—good crop—long straw.

\VHnTiNGTON —Lands of average quality—thin-

set, but being new, the club cannot by experience
attest— long; and strono; straw.

The foregoing appear to have been the different

sorts of wheats most approved of by the members of

this club, and the general qualities of the same as

above adduced are the results of their experience.
" The best method of harvesting and storing root

crops, and preparation of the land for future crops,"

engaged the attention of the meetmg in October.
With reference to the first part of the subject, it was
considered that the most eligible plan is that of
clamping them up about 2 yards width at the base,

and coming off at the top in the form of a pyramid :

this is to be covered with straw about four inches

thick, and then earthed up about 6 inches thick,

nearlv to the top, an aperture being then left open
for a considerable lime in order to allow the heat

to evaporate ; after which, to be entirely closed like

the rest part of the clamp. This last operation of
allowing for the evaporation of heat is essentially

necessary, as it seems that some members of this club

have met with considerable loss from not attending to

it ; whereas, had the process of ventilation been suf-

fered to take place as above mentioned, the evil re-

sults attending the neglect of it would have been
avoided ; for if the heat be confined, the root must in-

evitably decay.

Swedes and other turnips can be preserved in the

same way, but covered thicker witli straw or stubble

and no earth, being more liable to heat than beet.

The best method of preparing the land for future

crops can never be satisfactorily ascertained so as to

admit of general adoption, as it must entirely depend
on staple of tlie land, anJ the peculiar style of cul-

ture suited to its nature, together with its previous

state of foulness or cleanliness.

With this the proceedings of the year terminate,

and as your committee at the outset of their report

felt bound to approve what you had already done,

they deem it ecjually incumbenf. upon them in con-

cluding it, to point out what you have not yet

achieved—that you have not attained perfection ; and

as that ought to be the aim, though it never can

be hoped to be the reward of human exertions, tbey

would impress on you, individually and collectively,

the good to be derived from adopting the motto at

least in the life of Charles XIL of Sweden as your

own—"To tln'nk no conquest great while ought re-

mains ;" and to believe that those who remain sta-

tionary, are, paradoxical as it may appear, neceissariiy

retrogradin?. And as we step tlien towards progres-

sion, your ('ommittee would suggest the propriety,

not only of having all your future subjects of dis-

cussion tor eacli month judiciously selected at the
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commencement of the year as Leretofore, bat also

that two members should be appointed to (if we be

allowed the expression) «2?f/iate them ; and to keep up

the metaphor, they should make it their business to

MAINTAIN them by careful observation, experiment,

and research, during the interval that may elapse be-

tween their being respectively brought forward, as

experience has suflSciently confirmed the proverb,

that what is the business of all is too frequently con-

sidered to be the concern of none.

P. S.—We trust all our correspondents have found

us ever ready to comply with their requests, and of

interchanging opinions and decisions of and upon all

subjects affecting the agricultural interest.

Being moved for adoption, duly seconded, and
coinciding with the general opinions of the

meeting, the report was ordered to be printed and
distributed for the use of the members.

The Chairman then gave the health of the Earl

of Stradbroke, and Prosperity to the East Suffolk

Agricultural Association.

Mr. Freeman, Henham, in rising to acknow-
ledge the compliment paid to his Lordship, said.

Gentlemen,—For the high compliment you have
paid Lord Stradbroke, in drinking his health,

allow me to return you my best thanks. His

Lordship, I assure you, is a staunch supporter of

agricultural associations, and the general improve-
ment of agriculture; as a proof of which, a great

deal having been said about the improved system
of harvesting wheat, viz., by mowing, and it

having been proved to his Lordship that the

system was advantageous to the tenants, he im-
mediately allowed the system to be practised on his

estate. I was glad to see this the case, being tho-

roughly convinced that any indulgencethus granted

would be attended with a good result, and keep up
the spirit of improvement. I hope ere long to see the

prejudice which now exists against mowing wheat
entirely abandoned, for, from the improved state

of cultivation, the cover for birds on wheat
stubbles has been much decreased within the last

twenty years, and ample compensation given to

sportsmen by the increasing quantity of beet and
Swedes now cultivated. He concluded by pro-

posing the health of our much respected chairman,
Mr. Joseph Coopei-.

The Chairman then rose and said,—Gentlemen,
—I cannot but feel flattered by the kind way in

which Mr. Freeman has introduced my health to

your notice, and I do consider myself extremely

honoured by the very handsome manner in which
you have responded to the toast. Ever since this

club has been formed I have had the gratification

of acting as chairman, and I beg to return yon my
best thanks for the kind and able assistance that I

have at all times received. At the time I under-

took this ostensible station, it was with an express

understanding that I should hold the office no
longer than Mr. Allen Ransome continued to act

as secretary ; and it was my wish to have retired

at our last annual meeting, but at your request,

gentlemen, I continued in office during the past

year, and I hope and trust you will now permit me
to withdraw.
When I look around, and see so many gentle-

men eminently qualified for the situation, I am
sure you will have no difficulty in electing one
who will conduct the business of the club in a

much more efficient manner than I have been able

to do.

Feeling persuaded that the success of all

societies similar to ours depends in a great

measure upon the efficiency of its officers, I cannot
retire without tendering my warmest thanks to

our worthy treasurer and secretary for the very
able and ready assistance they have at all times
given me, and I am confident that we are par-

ticularly indebted to Mr. Secretary Hughman for

the efficient and b'lsiness-like manner in which he
has attended to the affairs of the Club ; and, gen-

tlemen, I am sure you will agree with me in re-

electing our present treasurer and secretary, and
I hope those gentlemen will continue to hold office,

in order that your new chairman may have the

benefit of their experience.

Gentlemen, I once more thank you for the many
kindnesses that I have received at your hands,
and I have much pleasure in drinking 11 your
good healths.

We have great pleasure in adding that the

excellent Chairman's wish of retiring from office

was overruled by acclamation.

Here followed the election of officers, when we
were happy to find that the Chairman, Treasurer,

and Secretary for the past year, accepted, at the

unanimous desire of the meeting, their respective

duties for the year ensuing; the chairman being
promised the aid of twelve members, for intro-

ducing the various subjects of discussion at the

future monthly meetings.

Mr. Revans then gave the health of the

Treasurer and Secretary of the Club.

The Secretary (Mr. R. Hughman) then ad-

dressed the meeting to the following effect :

—

Gentlemen,— I shall be proud to continue your
Secretary, since such is your wish ; and in rising

to thank you most sincerely for the kind recep-

tion which the proposal of my health has met
with amongst you, 1 may, perhaps, Ijo ])ermitted

to make a few remarks on farmer's clubs, and
strive, if possible, to remove the prejudices which
still exist in some minds against societies like our
own.
We all know that it is the fate of innovation to

be decried by some portion of the community, and
every scheme, whether for national or provincial

improvement, has met with illiberal opposition

amongst those who have condemned its views of
benefit, without daring openly to refute them

;

who have with greater avidity pointed out its

evils, without lending so much as a finger to ob-
viate them ; who have irrationally refused to be
convinced of the probable increase of those, the
possible diminution of these, and the consequent
balance of good after the deduction of evil.

Gentlemen, such a petty host of detractors are not
wanting to farmer's clubs, though the present
assembly might seem to negative the assertion

;

still there are some (and if, "like angels' visits,

few and far between," so much the better,) who
look upon our meetings as calculated to injure

rather than advance the farmer's interests, and by
thus judging superficially, they arrive at conclu-

sions contrary to fact, detrimental to the common
cause, and discreditable to their own impartiality.

That which has truth for its object ought to have
the concurrent assistance of men for its support

;

and I believe that it is for the investigation into

the origin of certain facts, upon which to build

with safety agricultural practice, that this and
similar societies are established. We profess to

go to first principles, and are happy of the com-
pany of any who may wish to join us in the

laudable search ; we profess to lay before each
other the result of our labours, and are obliged to

any who can add to our intelligence ; we profess to
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call upon the old to teach and the young to learn
;

and, gentlemen, we profess to entertain no
very exalted opinion of those who are incapable of
doing either. I would ask, then, how is it possi-

ble that the pursuit after truth by rational means
(and I deem principles substantiated by experi-
ment rational means^ can be inimical to the
interests either of the land-owner or the land-
occupier ? Shall it be said that the whole benefit

derived from the capital expended on the land by
the tenant, flows into the coifers of his landlord 2

Gentlemen, your well-fed horses, your well-
furnished homes, your well known reputation for
the " good things of Egypt," bear witness against
this. Shall it, on the other hand, be contended
that the tenant monopolizes all the profits at-

tendant upon a high cultivation of the farm hehas
hired ? Whose fields, then, I would ask, are en-
riched by this ; are they the tenants ? Whose
property is improved by it ; is it his who tills the
soil ? Whose income is augmented by it ; is it his
who pays the increase of rent ? Gentlemen, the
converse of the proposition wnidd be true. It

must be evident that every coat of manure you
cast upon his land is like a vein of gold running
through his estate, which, while it deservedly
repays, during its temporary tenure, him who
Aires, remunerates, in an extended ratio, him who
01V71S ; thus proving that the ultimatum of benefit
must be felt by the lord of the soil, while only the
channel through which that benefit flows contains
the fertilizing streams that can fill the garners of
the enterprizing though transient occupant. The
interests of neither can subsist apart, for the
landed property of the one, and the industry and
capital of the other, are then only valuable, when
the former can find a profitable cultivator, and the
latter an eligible investment. This is their
relative, and ought to be felt as their proper,
position; and, like seales in an even balance, an
equality of power remains on either side. W^here,
then, is the danger complained of by our adver-
saries to be apprehended ; that it is from farmer's
clubs that landlords are made acquainted with the
true value of their land, and that they will in-
crease their rent accordingly ? Where would be
the advantage of their adopting such a course ?

The very consequence would destroy the cause,
and in a few years leave half the farms in the
country tenantless ! If it be well known at
these clubs that farmers are improving their
land, and thereby their crops, it is equally no-
torious that they arc embarking extra capital,
employing extra labour, applying extra skill,

launching into extra speculation, hazarding extra
experiment, and enduring extra anxiety, about the
probable result of all. And what is their induce-
ment for all this? Doubtless their own emolu-
ment. Destroy the possibility of that emolument,
and the inducement exists no longer, the land
thrives no longer, the farmer subsists no longer,
the landlord lets his farm no longer.

Gentlemen, 'tis a connected, 'tis an interwoven
interest, and in that, as well as in nature's chain

—

" Whatever link you strike,
Tenth or ten-thousandth, breaks the chain alike

;

And in the dread creation leaves a void,
Where one step broken, the great scale's destroyed."

This, gentlemen, is the annual meeting of a
farmer's club, and I rejoice that among other fruits
of good living which we have shared, we havcalso
had a relish for " the feast of reason, and the flow
of soul ;" that, while wc revel in tho abundance of
the earth, we are not unmindful of the unceasing

obligations we are under to our kindred element,
that element which is the component principle of
our globe, from which we spring, on which we
live, to which we tend, with which we shall ulti-

mately mingle again ; to that element which
claims universal love, from being the universal
parent ; which challenges universal gratitude,

from supplying universal wants ; which deserves
the universal energies of tnan, from having shared
in the sublime conception of Creation.

I rejoice that here, at least, we are met to im-
prove that earth which the savage of the South
Seas fertilizes only with blood ; which the indolent
Oriental leaves for spontaneous production,

" And tramples, brute-like, o'er each flower,

That tusk'd not him one cultured hour ;"

Of that earth which in our land taxes the sinews
of her sons, before she yields them her increase,

yet blends with the imposition of toil the privilege

of distinction, and the qualification of pride, inas-

much as she reveals to softer climes the triumph
of industry and art over the barriers of nature ; of

the power of man of rising superior to insular

transitions of atmosphere, and the attendant pri-

vations of a northern locality; and of the pre-

eminent abilityof England to combat, in connection
with these difticulties, a mass of taxation unprece-
dented in history, and which not all the luxuriance
of the trojiics would be equal to sustain.

I rejoice with every Englishman who responds
to the panegyric of his brother patriot ; more
proudly do I exult with every Suff"olk yeoman who
shares in the nationality and philanthropy, which
once kindled in the bosom of our late lamented
James Bird such sentiments as these :

—
" Britain, thy children are the free and strong

In soul and form, to thy bright name belong
Undying g'ories ; in thy people dwell
The might of mind, tlie virtues that excel

;

Thy arts, thy commerce flourish and extend,
They kaow no limit, may they know no end !

Yet other springs of boundless good are tiiine,

Let but thy sons in wisdom work the mine;
Whence drew our fathers wealth? whence did their toil

Difi^use the gems of plenty ? from the soil

!

On what firm basis can thy credit stand
Amid the stock of nations I On the land !

What spreads in peace unnumber'd blessings round.
Diffusing life to all that breathes ? The ground !

What gives hi war thy greatness, glory, birth ?

Sustains thy brave and countless hosts? the f.aiith !

Yes, my lov'd country, may thy peasants still

Toil with delight in valley and on hill

;

Way yet the tillers of thy land be blest

With wealth for labour, with content in rest

;

jNIay those who govern and the govern'd, learn
That nature's laws are ever kind, not stern

;

'I'kat from the earth, our couiikon mother, springs
The life-blood ot thy people and thy kings ;

That all which food, and health, and rainient yields.

Flows from the riches of the garnish'd field-;

;

And as the dews of Heav'n impartial lall.

They smile, and bloom, and bear their fruits for ALL !

The Chairman then gave, " Mr. Allen Pvan-

some and success to the Koyal English Agricultu-

ral Society."

Mr. A. Ransome in acknowledging the toast,

dwelt at some length on the advantage to agricul-

ture resulting from the establishment of this

Society, and on the necessity of its being well

supported not only by the pecuniary contributions

of the farmer, but by the infuruiation which most
had in their power in some manner to contribute,

and by which, would the welfare of the Society

and its advantage to the community, be mainly
realized.
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In allusion to remarks which had not been un-
frequently made as to the character of some of the

essays appearing in the Quarterly Journals, that

some of them contained statements contrary to

fact, and the knowledge and experience of practi-

cal men, Mr. R. in admitting such might possibly

be in some instances the case—said it was but a

natural consequence probably arising from their

emanating from a class of men, who, possessing

the valuable qualifications of talent for observation

and close habits of research, but whose situation

might nevertheless have precluded an intimate

acquaintance with the minutia of practical detail,

having for the first time turned their attention to

certain striking points of agricultural practice,

and stating their views on them—crude, though
they might be in some instances,—had rendered no
small service to the cause, by attracting the at-

tention of the agricultural public to subjects, on
which their long and hereditary practice had
created prejudices so habitual, as to have left on
their minds scarcely room for a doubt as to whe-
ther they admitted improvement. To remedy any
chance of evil arising from this source, it was the

duty of all practical men, closely to watch, and by
endeavouring to correct rather than cavil at these,

the smaller errors—avail themselves of all the

good, while they reduced the chance of evil.

If great and permanent good is to arise from
the establishment of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety, it will be from its affording an opportunity to

gather together a large amount of facts and a vast

fund of information, and which, accumulated in

mass from every source, and under every variety of
circumstance, will furnish the material from
which men of sound mind and high scientific at-

tainments, accustomed by clear reasoning to

weigh and balance evidence, shall ultimately be
able to deduce those principles which shall raise

agriculture from the simple character of an art

to the dignity and security of a science.

The healths of Messrs. Freeman and Farrow,
and prosperity to all Farmers' cubs, were then
given by the president.

Mr. Farrow returned thanks for the honour.
He considered that these societies were eminently
calculated to suj)ply that desideratimi, the want of
which had hitherto tended, perhaps more than any
thing beside, to retard the progress of agricultural

improvement, viz., the means of a more extended
communication between the farmers of distant

counties ; and it is not their least valuable fea-

ture, that they afford a ready medium through
which the researches of scientific men may be
disseminated, and their discoveries rendered more
immediately available in improving the science
of agriculture. Of the great and increasing inte-

rest felt in this science we have ample proof, in

the establishment of a professorship of agriculture

at our Universities, and the successful efforts now
making by Professor Buckland and others, to

bring their valuable labours to bear more directly

upon the practical operations of the field ; and
this is precisely the kind of assistance which agri-

culture now needs. Of the sound practical skill and
judgment possessed by the farmer of the present

day the country may be justly proud, but there arc

few, whose practice (excellent though it be) might
not be improved by the addition of a little sound
theory ; and if upon the valuable qualities already

possessed, could be grafted a larger amount of sci-

entific knowledge, and more strict attention to

sound principles, we might hope to see agricul-

ture arrive at that state of perfection which (great

as have been the improvements of late years) we
can at present form but a very iaadequate idea.

It has been said that these clubs are merely meet-
ings for the furtherance and support of class
interest, and that consequently their interest ex-
tends no further than the class more immedi-
ately concerned in them.
Now, admitting to a certain degree the fact, that

the primary object of these clubs is the very legi-

timate one of improving our means of conducting
that business in which we happen to be engaged

;

admitting this, I do unequivocally and emphati-
cally deny the inference, that the imjjrovement of
agriculture is a subject, the interest in which is

confined by such narrow limits; the cause is one
in which all are alike concerned; it is confined to

no rank, to no country ; it belongs to the whole
family of man, and dseply as the landlord, deeply
as the landholder, may be interested in increasing
the productive energies of the soil, it is no less

the cause of our poorer brethreii.

For, however the im[)rovements in agricultural

practice may appear in some instances to nnlitate

against the interests of the labouring class, it is

nevertheless a fact which cannot be controverted,

that in those districts where farming is carried on to

the full extent of modern improvement, and where
consequently every advantage is taken of the pow-
ers of machinery in conducting the various opera-
tions, it is a fact which experience has shewn, that

these are the counties in which the labourer re-

ceives the largest amount of wages ; and I firmly

believe that if every acre now under cultivation

were farmed up to the highest extent of its capa-
bilities, so far from hearing of a surplus amount
of agricultural labourers, we should require drafts

from the manufacturing to supply the deficiency

in our agricultural districts. Mr. Farrow sat down
amid great cheering.

Mr. Freeman also acknowledged the toast.

The Vice-President's (Mr. John R. Cooper)
good health was then given by Mr. Revans and
received with a general bumper.
Mr. John R. Cooper said, I am much obliged by

the compliment you have paid me in drinking my
health, as also to my friend Revans in proposing
it. 1 can assure you it always gives me great

pleasure to meet you upon all occasions, but never
more so than on the present ; I consider, gentle-

men, that Farmers' clubs are of considerable
benefit to the neighbourhood, owing to the dis-

cussions that take place respecting the best

description of grain, a? also the land best adapted
for it, the increased quantity of root grown, and
the superior quality to what it was formerly. I

think, gentlemen, that you might improve your
society by an extension of stock belonging to its

members, at the annual meeting for a sweepstakes
as well as roots, for many an individual objects

sending to the VVickham and Saxmundham Show
on account of distance, as also the season of the

year being much against sending milch cows; there-

fore, gentlemen, I should suggest for your appro-
bation that a show for sweepstakes be established

for next year. I once again, gentlemen, beg to

thank you for the compliment paid me, and in re-

turn drink health, happiness, and prosperity to

o<ie and all.

" The Judges of the day."
Mr. Davy, one of the Judges, then read the

adjudications of the sweepstakes, and said, " Gen-
tlemen, this is the result of this day's exhibition

of roots for the sweepstakes. The roots were
not of so fine a description as those shown last
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year, but the season has been arery nnpropitious

one for the root crops ; but in selecting the best

varieties of beet, Swedisli.and other turnips, great

attention appears to have been paid by the gentle-

men who have competed for the sweei)Stakes, and
1 particularly request the attention of the mem-
bers of the Club, to the great care they ought to

exei'cise in procuring their seeds for the root crop

from the best varieties that can be procured, and
not for the sake of seeding their land at from (id.

or 9d. per acre less money, put in seed from an
inferior stock, the produce of which will not be

of half the value as those from a good variety of

either beet or turnips. A gentlemen told me be

purchased last year, some seed described as Swede
turnips, of an excellent quality, and had sown up-

wards of 200 acres of land with it ; there was not

a single Swede seed in it, it was a kind of spurious

Scotch turnip; from its being much imbedded in

the soil it had produced a tolerable crop, but owing
to its being sown too early was now very flocky,

and required to be consumed immediately. Ano-
ther seedsman had sold a quantity of coleseed at

the same market for Swede turnip seed, one gen-

tleman had sown near 20 acres of it, and others

less breadth, according to their occupations : a total

loss of their Swede turnip crop was the conse-

quence, after having prepared thejland at a great

expence. Surely farmers ought never to subject

themselves to such casualties, but ought to use

every exertion to procure roots of the best de-

scription as to quality and produce, and then grow
their own seeds either on their land, or in the cot-

tager's gardens, as it would answer their purpose
to fully remunerate the grower rather than risk

the heavy loss, consequent upon sowing bad seed

or from an inferior stock. There was some fine

specimens of beet, Swedish, white, and Scotch

turnips, also some white carrots shown this day
as extra roots, and I must say, the gentlemen who
sent them to the meeting merit the thanks of the

club, as it is by corai)arison that the superior

quality of the root is more clearly demonstrated.
It has been suggested to me that the extension

of our sweepstakes to other objects would be be-

neficial, as it would liave a tendency to keep
alive an increased interest in the club, such for

instance as sweepstakes for the bestriding or cart

foal, the best year old bull, heifer, or steer, the

best store pigs under six months old, or any other

young stock to be named. Also for the best sam-
ples of particular varieties of wheat or other grain.

I take the advantage of this full meeting of the

club to mention it, that gentlemen may turn it

over in their minds, and decide in acting upon it,

or not, at the next meeting, when arrangements
for the proceedings of the club for the ensuing
year will be made.
The manner in which the subjects for discussion

at our monthly meeting having been very properly
alluded to in the report, I beg to make a few
observations on in this place. It will be in the

recollection of many gentlemen present, tliat in

the first year of the formation of the club, gentle-

men came forward very promptly to propose sub-
jects for discussion ; these were generally very
properly introduced by the proposers, but two or

three instances dil occur, in which the proposers
of the subject for discussion did not attend at the
meeting appointed for introducing it to the club,

and as it was thought it would show a want of

courtesy to the proposers if taken up by other
parties, such subjects were not submitted to the

consideration of the club. To remedy this, it was

thought desirable that the subjects for discussion

for every month in the following year, should be
decided on by a committee, and a certain member
should be requested to introduce them ; this latter

request was but partially acted upon, and in the

majority of cases the subject had to be introduced

by the chairman, and though all who have the

pleasure of knowing Mr. Cooper were quite satis-

fied it could not be in abler hands, yet I must say

it was very unfair towards the chairman. I do
hope therefore that gentlemen will be very ready
to propose subjects for discussion in the ensuing
year, and that the gentlemen proposing them will

make a point of attending at the time named lor

discussing the subject ; and also to engage some
friend to assist in carrying out his views, that no
contingency may prevent its being brought for-

ward in its proper order and time, and not expect

the chairman to do it, who may entertain different

views of the question than the proposer does,

and whose attention must necessarily be directed

to other objects.

At the great annual meeting of the Scotch West
Highland Agricultural Association last year, a

distinguished nobleman observed, " that the edu-

cation of the agricultural youth of Scotland was
very superior to what it was 50 years since, and
he had the most sanguine hopes this would enable

them to carry out the great improvements, now
in progress in the countrj', in a more useful and
scientific manner ; indeed, if wc looked at the

prize essays this year, it would be found that many
of them were written by our young men, and that

the manner in which these subjects were treated

upon, would have reflected the greatest credit on
their seniors." Gentlemen, these observations on
the agricultural youth of Scotland, apply with
equal force to the same classin this country; their

education is very superior to what it was when I

was a boy, and we may reasonably hope the same
results will follow ; but whether they excel or out-

run us, or not, in carrying out the various im-
provements in agriculture now going on in this

country, there is one point of view in which I

look at it with the greatest pleasure . it gives me
unmixed satisfaction and delight to see so many
of our young agricultural friends attend our
monthly meetings, their presence with us gives a
kind of vitality—a sort of guarantee and assu-

rance, that that spirit of agricultural improve-
ment which is now spreading the length and
breadth of the land will never die, but will still

progress, and maintain our agriculture what it

always has been, as the main-stay of many of our
best institutions, and what in the opinion of all

foreigners who visit us it now is, as one of the

brightest ornaments of our beloved country. Gen-
tlemen ought to recollect farmer's clubs are com-
posed of individuals, and that if each individual

contributed his mite of knowledge, the result of

his experience in his avocation as a farmer, he
will be promoting the end and object of the club,

namely, the general improvement of the agricul-

ture of his country.
Toast—" The Successful Candidates ;" who re-

turned thanks.
"JohnMosely, Esq.; and many thanks to him

for his unremitting exertions in the cause of agri-

culture."
" Messrs. Revans and Lincoln ; and success to

Commerce, Manufactures, and Trade."

Mr. Revans, said—tientlemen, I thank you most
sincerely for the kind manner in which you have
received the last toast, and I feel gratified by your
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Laving connected my name witb a subject of such

deep interest as tbe success of trade, manufactures,

and commerce. Believe me, gentlemen, the success

of these branches of industry is of great importance

to agriculture ; for if the agriculturists are the best

customers to trade and manufactures, the population

employed in those branches consume tbe produce of

the soil, and mainly support the landed interest : in

fact, the interests of tbe four branches are so intimately

connected, that each branch is deeply concerned
in the success of the other ; but, gentlemen, the sub-

ject opens a wide field for x)bservation. to which I

feel I cannotdo justice. Fortunately, the gentleman
whose name is associated with mine in the toast is

more capable of showing how intimately the mutual
and reciprocal interests of all are connected than my-
self. I will, therefore, no longer intrude upon your
time, or prevent his addressing you.

Mr. Lincoln, Messrs. Richard and Newson Gar-
rett also addressed the meeting, all tending to shew
how intimately one branch of industry is connected
witb another, and how vitally the success of the

soil must influence the departments of merchandize,
trade, and manufacture.

Toast—" The Ladies."
The business of the meeting closed with a few

practical remarks from the Chairman, that the funds in

band shouldbe given as prizes for the best specimens
of vegetables, roots, &c. the produce of cottage

gardens and poor allotments, and adjudged at our
next annual meeting, and two soverei^'as were voted
for that purpose, Messrs. Ransome, Revans, and
Gannett most handsomely aiding the above proposition

by offering one sovereign each in addition, to be
similarly applied. The party then separated with
much satisfaction at the manner in which the evening
bad been passed, and a gratifying conviction that

pleasure and profit bad in it been judiciously blended.

AGRICULTURAL MUSEUMS.
We have much pleasure in laying before our

readers a detailed description of the Agricultural

Museum of the Messrs. Drumraond, at Stirling,

which will be read with much interest by all "im-
provers," to use a northern term, and which must ne-

cessarily give rise to the inquiry, how comes it that

proverbially poin^ Scotland can boast of pos-

sessing sucli a valuable establishment, whilst in

England

—

wealthy England, there is nothing of

the sort ? Until within these two last years and
a half, the same remark held good as regarded a

general Agricultural Society, such as the High-
land Agricultural Society. For half a century

were the exertions of that society known, and
its transactions circulated throughout England,

yet were there no steps taken to ibllow

the good example, and to call into active operation

in fcivour of agricultural improvement in England
those powerfc.l means which she possesses. That
nothing more than energy and perseverance were
requisite to effect the object, has been proved by
the speedy and successful establishment of the

Royal Agricultural Society. The same energy,

the same perseverance, are alone requisite to dgain

successfully follow the example of our northeru

brethren, and establish a Museum worthy of an
agricultural nation such as ours. The Museum of

the Messrs. Drummond is a private eslahlishment.

and as men of business, they have found it well
answer their purpose. That success must, how-
ever, depend upon the readiness of their cus-
tomers, the cultivators of the soil, to avail them-
selves of improved seeds and improved imple-
ments, when within their reach. Does not this

prove that the desire for improvement exists, and
needs only direction and encouragement to come
forward ? Who then are the parties who should
be the first to move both in purse and person, for

the purpose of promoting such an object ? VVe
answer, the owners of the soil : the landlords upon
this, as upon all other like occasions, should be the
first to set the example. A Museum connected
with the Highland Agricultural Society is in pro-
gress at Edinburgh, under the superintendence of
the Messrs. Lawson, and we know from unquestion-
able authority that considerable sums have been sub-
scribed by English noblemen and gentlemen, own-
ers of estates in Scotland, to aid in carrying out
that object. Can they be indifferent to the value
of such an establishment to their English tenantry ?

We answer, no. The proposition needs but to be
made; it must be made,—aye, and it must be
cairied through. Nor when suchan establishment
shall have been founded in the metropolis must
that suffice ; the labourers in the field of agricul-
tural improvement must never cease their exertions
until there shall be a library and museum for the
reception of agricultural implements, roots, seeds,
Sec. m every county in England. The litde county
of Rutland is an example of what may be done
by the perseverance of an individual, if he meet
with proper support. An Agricultural Hall has
been erected at Oakham ; an agricultural library
has been formed ; the Farmers' Club which meets
there consists of upwards of 200 members, and it

is publicly announced that on this day, November
23rd, Professor Robinson will deliver the first of
Two Lectures on Chemistry as applied to the
Analysis of Soil, &c. At Callington, in Cornwall,
a Farmer has stepped forward and delivered a Lec-
ture* upon Agriculture, for the benefit of his bro-
ther farmers ; such manifestations of a desire for

improvement should meet encouragement.

DRUMMOND'S AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM,
STIRLING.

Having lately had the pleasure of attending the
Scottish and Highland Agricultural Society's great
show at Aberdeen, we made also a point of visit-
ing the Agricultural Museum at Stirling,—an exhi-
bition possessing interest not inferior, in many
respects, to that of the great show itself.

This museum was originated by Messrs. Drum-
mond in 1831, as a medium of collecting and dif-
fusing a knowledge ofthe bestexistiug instruments
of_ agriculture, systems of cultivation, and for
bringing before the public the successive improve-
ments of the day. The warehouse or commercial
depnrtment connected therewith is conducted so
as to follow out as nearly as possible the same
principle. The whole establishment associated
with recent valuable agricultural improvements,
particularly the Deanston system, now engaging
general attention ; and eucouraged by the authors

* This Lecture will appear in the January number
of the Farmer's Magazine,
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and promoters of these, has altaincd a very wide,

and judging from the exfciit of building lately

erected, a rapidly increasing correspondence. The
new museum building, to the plan and erection

of which Mr. Smith of J^eanston, gave his able

assistance and superintendence, is 160 feet in length,

and from 20 to 25 feet in width ; the two upper-

most flats form noble halls, extending the whole
length of the bouse, and chiefly lighted in arcade

fashion from the roof; the two lowermost flats

are occupied principally as the warehouse. The
architecture of the front as well as the interior

design and finishing of the entire structure, is cha-

racterized by a chaste and simple elegance, in

striking adaptation to the end in view. It is in

])assing through these rooms, however, and ex-

amining the various usefully labelled specimens
and machinery, that the most valuable economy
of means to that end becomes apparent ; indeed

the whole thing is of itself a very perfect, and we
might say, indispensable machine for giving imme-
diate practical effect to the great principle that
" knou'ledffe is2)ower" ; and which requires only to

be kept in gearing, and well worked by agricul-

turists, to produce immense good.

Our time having been limited, we could only

take a few notes of what more particularly inter-

ested us. .The main entry is by the west front

warehouse, which is spacious ; and here a beautiful

working model or application of the principle of

Mr. Smith's self-sustaining suspension bridge, pre-

sents itself, we say working—for it is Atlas-like,

supporting the timbers of the building on its shoul-

ders.

Ascending the principal stair-case, the eye is

caught by a very line specimen of bamboo [Eam-
hma urundinacea,) exhibiting an altitude of 37 feet,

grown in the Royal Botanic,Gardens at Edinburgh
;

there are various Asiatic productions here, which
impart quite an oriental aspect to this locality.

We then enter the large hall of implements and
machinesofagricidture.the display of which mani-
fests at once the great superiority of the living

reality to mere models, which at best speak but a

dead language to farmers, and are besides slow in

bringing forvtard the successive improvements of

the day. Here are classified ploughs of various and
improved construction, subsoil ploughs, green

crop, and draining implements, &c., among which
M' Ewan's drain plough, Wilkie's hillside or turn-

wrist plough, and expanding horse-hoe ; also a

subsoil plough with folding mould-board, and
equalizing chains and pulleys for draft bars, were
pointed out as recent and much approved ; ma-
chines and implements for sowing, for reaping, for

barn work, for preparing food,v"tc. We remarked
Smith's reaping machine, Drummond's reaping

scythe, a new stubble rake, a cover of sheet iron

for corn stacks, and a cast iron drainer for stables.

A skeleton of a horse, and other veterinary prepa-

rations, added not a little to the interest of this

apartment ; leaving which, we ascend by a

flight of steps, lirmly supported by another

application of self-sustaining work, to the

uppermost hall, devoted to the exhibition of

seeds, roots, dried specimens of plants, minerals,

models, &c., all distinctly arranged by appropria'e

tables and stages. The grain table bears ample
testimony to the pro))itious nature of the past

season. Some of the Hopctour. oats on the straw

are seven and a half feet in height, with large and
well filled cars. The Annat and Italian barley,

and the ITopetoun and pearl wheat, of recent in-

troduction, appear much approved for sample and

produce. The table for grasses and other herbage

and forage plants, shews about 150 distinct varie-

ties, in dried specimens and seeds, among which
Timothy grass (jMeum pratense major) now ranks

as one of the most valued both for hay and
pasture. Italian rye grass is much esteemed for

green cutting and for early green food. A speci-

men of the new Bokhara clover, (melilotus

leucantha) nine feet high, here presents the claims

of the species for cultivation.

In the mineral department is a named collection

of Scottish rocks, with the characters of the prin-

cipal formations in respect to soil. We noticed a

novel and instructive mode of exhibiting a
geological section of strata, by actual specimens,

arranged and proportioned to a scale ; also a

comparative trial made by Messrs. Drummond, of

the qualities of various pure earths for supporting

vegetation, having no other assistance than what
was derived from rain-water ;

granite and primi-

tive clay slate shewed the most healthy and
vigorous plant.

Besides what we have enumerated, there is an
excellent collection of dairy utensils ; also many
miscellaneous specimens and models, of which
models or sections of drains were not the least

valuable.

Nor must we forget an appendage lately added,

viz., a beautiful display of Scottish clan tartans

and other woollen manufactures, for which Stirling

district is famed, exhibited by Messrs. J. and A.

Drummond, from their extensive stock of these

fabrics.

Returning to the warehouse department, we
have a further display of implements and many
other objects, including scientific and practical

works on agricultui-e.

Taking the collection in the aggregate, we know
of no other of the same nature and extent ; for the

museum of the Scottish and Highland Agricultural

Society wants the full-sized implements, and we
were at first disposed to regret that the Stirling

museum had not the advantage of a more public or

metropolitan site ; hut we are now satisfied it

could not be better situated than where it is, in a

district which has taken the lead in many impor-

tant improvements of soil and culture : real

improvements being at the same time sought
after, and welcomed to the museum from auy-

ivhere. Correspondence is now equalized by the

new postage act, facility of travelling daily in-

creasing, and the use of improved seeds and im-
plements soon and amply repays any trifling

addition of freight or carriage. Its existence

requires only to be generally known. To laudate

the originators or patronizers is no part of our

intention, their works bear witness ; it is alone

from our firm conviction of the utility of the in-

stitution in itself, that we desire to give it all the

publicity we can, and in this the newspaper press

in general might do well to afford their aid.

In conclusion, wc heartily wish the spirited

proprietors every success ; we observe they have
put the establishment on the footing of maintaining

itself by sales ; they have no doubt been at consi-

derable expense, but let it only be conducted with

the same integrity and zeal as hitherto, and it will

soon, we trust, more than repay them.
Attention to agricultural pursuits, in the spirit

of improvement, is one of the most pleasing

features of the age in which wc live, a feature of

which the Agricultural Museum may be called a

concentrated reflection ; the better it is kept up,

the more beneficial the reciprocation becomes.
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PROSPECTUS OF A MODEL AND
EXPERIMENTAL FARM

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF SCOT-

LAND.

[We invite the attention of our readers to a

letter on this subject from Sir F. A. Mackenzie,

which will be found at page 433 of this number.]

—Ed. F.M.
Sir F. a. Mackenzie having for many years been

impressed with a conviction of the advantages which

would arise from the formation of model and ex-

perimental farms by both our Highland and English

Agricultural Societies, at the same time also con-

ceived the idea of our proprietors and farmers resi-

ding in this district lying around tlie Dornoch,

Beauly, and Dingwall Friths, uniting for the purpose

of having under their control a joint model and

experimental farm, on which all that is proved valu-

able in more southern districts or counties might

be tested, and their advantages or disadvantages

made fully known throughout the country. Sir F.

would long ago have proposed the formation of such

a joint-stock farm, had he not been prevented by
the difficulty of finding one of sufficient extent, and

sufficiently varied in its soil and climate, and in so

central a situation as to be of easy access to our

agriculturists for personal inspection—a matter of

no small importance—and it was only lately that the

idea of offering his own farm for this desirable pur-

pose occurred to him. Its situation is most central
;

the mail coach runs daily through its centre ; and

being close to the great monthly Muir of Ord Mar-
kets, not only would all our farmers have easy and
constant opportunities of resorting to it, butit would
be visited by strangers, who could give us the bene-

lit of their opinions and suggestions.

The soil and climate on various parts of Conan
Mains are of great diversity, and every way consi-

dered, it appears to Sir F. eminently suited, in all

useful and practical points, for forming a model and
experimental farm, which would be a source of

sound information, and consecjuently a mine of real

wealth, to our country. This farm of Conan Mains
has lately been inspected by many competent judges,

and pronounced to be in as high and as profitable a

state of cultivation as any in Britain ; and it has

repeatedly been remarked by such visitors, tliat the

exjieriments tested thisyear on the varieties of wheat
and turnips alone are worth, to the surrounding-

country, a sum more readily conceived than calcula-

ted. Some of the wheats, and two or three of the

Swedish and other turnips, are calculated as worth

—

the former £5 and the latter from £l to £3 per acre

above the value of kinds usually grown ; and if £5
of increase on every acre of wheat, and £1 on every

acre of turnips, were added to the value of every

acre of wheat and turnips through the surrounding

district, next year, in the North, by sowing only for

crop 1841, such last varieties, the increased value

mav easily be guessed at.

This farm, containing about 425 acres, imperial

measure, has always paid a handsome return to Sir

F., after deducting rent (as valued by competent

judges fourteen years ago), expenses, and interest

on the capital ; and, within the last two years, a large

outlay in draining and improving, gives a fair ex-

pectation, judging from tbe crops lately reaped, of a

still larger profit, with full repayment of the capital

lately expended.
It is therefore hoped that Sir F. cannot justly be

accused of selfish or interested motives in selecting

bis own farm, when it is evident that by so doing

be must deprive himself of the revenue which the

said farm now gives to him, and which is so

likely soon to increase. Still, thougli in a pecuniary

sense he must be a loser, he is ready and willing

now, or at any more convenient period, to make this

sacrifice, in the hope o<" obtaining what he firmly be-

lieves will be of greater benefit to the agriculture,

and consequently to the wevilth of this country, than

can at present be calculated. And for the sake of

obtaining this most desirable object, he now proposes

the adoption of his farm (or any other that may bo

found more suitable"), as a model and experimental

farm, on the following conditions, to be altered and
amended as shall to the shareholders seem proper.

1st, A joint corapnny of proprietors and tenants

shall be formed, having an interest in the agricul-

ture of that district, lying between the northern limits

of Ross and the southern limits of Nairn (or any

other more suitable landsj), for the purpose of culti-

vating them in such most approved mode as shall be

a pattern and model to the whole district, introdu-

cing into their cultivation all the approved novel

discoveries of the day, and testing such experiments,

for the sake of improvement, as the Society shall see

fit.

To obtain this desirable object, it will be neces-

sary to raise the sum of £4000, by shares of £25
each, for the purpose of paying the stock and crop,

and first half-year's rent.

2nd, It would be most for the interests of agri-

culture that only one share should be allotted to one
individual, whilst a few ought to be laid aside for

the friends of agricultural improvement in England
or abroad, as their being partners would facilitate

our communications and means of obtaining informa-

tion from other quarters ; but so confident does Sir

F. feel of the success of what he proposes, that he is

ready not only to take such extra number of shares

himself as may remain undisposed of, supposing
a sufficient number of individuals cannot be found
to occupy one single share each ; but he is quite

readj% and hereby ofl'ers to guarantee the share-

holders not only against all annual loss, but also in

five per cent, interest on their capital, if he is per-

mitted to act as one of the Council of Management
himself, upon his receiving one-half of any annual
profits made by said farm ; and he will at any time

on receiving six months' notice, take back the said

farm, stock, and crop, on the same terms as those

on which it shall be taken from himself.

ord, The whole direction of the affairs of this farm
to be under the management of a committee, elec-

ted annual!)' at a yearly meeting of the shareholders,

which committee shall visit and meet on the farm
once a fortnight, and give such orders to the bailiff

in writing as they may see fit, which orders shall be
entered in a book kept specially for that purpose.

4th, The Bailiff to have the direction of details

only, and to have 10 per cent, on the profits of said

farm, as ascertained at the close of each year, be-

sides bis salary.

5th, The most approved and most economical, but
at the same time most profitable system of agricul-

ture followed in every department ; not above twenty
acres devoted to experiments in any one year, nor
above one-fourth of an acre for any one experiment.

6tl), The farm accounts to be audited by the com-
mittee half-yearly, stating the outlay at Martinmas,
and at the same time making a calculation of profit

probable to be realized at Whitsunday, at which term
a final yearly state of profit and loss shall be drawn
up, and a copy of such account shall be sent to each
member of the committee.

7th, A brief state of all that occurs on the farm
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worthy of imitation, shall be published annually, and
sold at the cost of paper and printing.

8tli, Each field crop and experiment shall be tick-

eted, to enable visitors to inspect the various opera-

tions going forward, without attendants; a plan of

the farm, stating the crops in each field, shall be at

all times in the bailifi''s house, as well as the books,

detailing former years' operations, for the inspection

of visitors, who shall be requested to write down in

a book, kept for tliat purpose, any remarks or sug-

gestions, that may occur to them.

9th, That a correspondence he kept up with the

principal agricultural, literary, and scientific as-

sociations all over the world ; that every attention

be devoted to procuring the best information, the

best seeds, implements, and improvements, connected

with the art ; and that the superior kinds of grain

and seeds grown on the farm shall be sold at a price

not exceeding one shilling per bushel, or six-pence

per pound above the country current prices.

lOtb, That though it be desirable to introduce the

finest and best breeds of cattle, sheep, liorses, pigs,

&c., no extra outlay shall be incurred in the pur-

chase of such stock, until the society is enabled to

do so from the profits of the farm. But the stock

shall nevertheless be always of a thoroughly good
description, and superior to what is common to the

district.

11th, That the society shall limit itself to as small

a number of implements as possible, using always

those most approved of only, and getting rid of any
inferior kinds, whenever better can be substituted in

their place.

12th, That the society shall, when their funds ad-

mit, take small farms, or rent for short periods, fields

on other farms, for the purpose of trying experiments

on various soils and in various climates.

Sir F. will net now enter into the arguments in fa-

vour of model and experimental farms ; he has already

stated them in petitions to both the English and

Highland Societies, and he is also ready at any time

to reply to any arguments,ifsuch exist, against such

establishments, and though the sense of necessity for

model farms becomes each day stronger, without

having as yet any effect on our two leading British

agricultural societies, there can be no doubt that

such must shortly be established in all directions.

To the question often asked why Sir F. does not keep

a model farm solely under his own control, he begs

to state in reply, that, as a private and comparatively

unknown individual, he neither could possess the

influence, nor pretend to the knowledge and infor-

mation wijich would be at the command of a large

and united body of agriculturists, carrying with

them a weight and authority, more likely to he lis-

tened to than any efforts of a single individual.

In conclusion. Sir F. sincerely hopes, that as the

North gave its name and origin to that great society

which has so long ruled tlie agricultural welfare of

Britain, his countrymen may still show to the world

tbat our Highland spirit of improvement is not dor-

mant, but that the energy of our ancestors retains its

full vigour, and that we are ready to originate an

association which will be a blessing to our native

hills, and a source of information to the world at

large.

In the hope of a successful issue to the above

scheme proposed. Sir F. therefore now offers his Co-

nan Farm to the public, and will be happy to receive

offers from those who appreciate tiie advantages, and

Lave a desire to encourage the forn^ation of model
farms, addressed to him, by ])ingwall, N. B. ; and

SO soon as 60 shares are applied for, the whole will

be placed in a proper form, arid a final arrangement
take place.

Hatton Nursery, SejHember 14, 1840.

We have read Sir F. Mackenzie's observations, and
highly approve of them ; they are of the utmost im-

portance to the agriculturists of the British em-
pire.

Wm. Skirving, Nurseryman, Liverpool.

Wm. Buckland, Professor, Oxford.
AVm. Jardine, Bart., of Jardine Hall.

C. HiLLYARD, Northampton.

J. Smith, Deanston,

Glasgow, September 21, 1840.

We consider the foregoing Prospectus to emanate
from an ardent desire for the improvement of our

country—to be in itself eminently useful for that

end—and that the means proposed manifest great

regard to sobriety of progress, at the same time that

they allow ample scope for the most comprehensive
improvement. Such means are calculated to spread

increased prosperity and happiness amongst the in-

habitants of an enterprizing country.

G. Webb Hall, Bristol,

David Brewster, Principal, St. Andrews.
P. J. Selby, Northumberland.
Le CouTEun, Jersey.

We, the undersigned, being practical farmers,
agree that such a farm as that proposed by Sir Fran-
cis IMackenzie could be carried on without loss to

the shareholders, and with great advantage to the

general interests of agriculture ; and we deem Sir F.'s

terms off'ered to be advantageous and liberal.

Thomas Oliver, Lochend, Edinburgh.
Thomas Skirving. Ditto.

J. Mackenzie, M.D., Kinellon. "j

J. Laidi.aw, Contin. It. •. •

J. Dem.om, Dunglost. > R^ss-shire.

Forbes Mackenzie, Fodderty. J
Conan, Oct. 5, 1840.

If the opinion of foreigners who visit this country
can contribute to realize Sir F. A. Mackenzie's pro-

ject, we say, with pleasure, that, after having seen
many farmins; establishments of the Ejreatest merit
m various parts of Scotland, the inspection of the
farm of Conan Mains bas gained our unlimited ap-
probation.

D'Agassiz, Professor.

Le Comte De Coukcy, Paris.

THE FARMERS' ALMANAC AND CA-
LENDAR, FOR 1841.—By CuthbektW. Johnson,
Esq., and William Shaw, Esq., late Secretary of

THE Royal Agricultuiial Society of England.—

A

want, which must long have been felt by farmers, is

supplied by this publication, and supplied in a

manner to ensure to it a rapid and extensive sale.

A mass of most useful information is brought to-

gether on subjects which, to this class of persons, is a

matter of daily reference, and the care with which it

must have been drawn u]) is evident, from the fact

of there being nothing omitted which could serve to

render it complete. It comes from the hands of two
persons of science, ivell known to be every way
qualified for the task they have undertaken ; and,

judging from the Almanac before us, they have

executed it in a manner that must secure them

against all competition.— Gardener's Gazette.
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ON THE EFFECT PRODUCED BY
THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF
THE SOIL AND SUBSOIL UPON
CULTIVATED CROPS.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

Ey Henry R. Maddex, Esq,, M.D., Penicuik.

Under tliis title I propose to treat of some of those

eftects wljich are presented to our view, when ex-

arairiing the various des^rees of fertility exhibited by
ditlereiit parts of the same district, and vrhich can-

not be explained by any reference to diversity of

exposure, climate, or cultivation, and which, conse-

quently, we are led to conclude must be produced
by some difference in the nature and properties of

the soil, affecting either tlie crops themselves, the

manures ajiplied to the land, or probably both con-

jointly.

There are two methods in which this subject might
be advantageously illustrated, 1st, By shewing the

different effects produced by the same manure upon
soils varying in texture, u[ion which subject a great

deal of information has been already obtained, and
many valuable treatises published, but which is

nevertheless still open to careful and minute inqui-

ries. 2nd, By shewing the different results obtained

by the same cultivation upon soils of similar texture,

hut, having a different geological origin : it is to this

jioint in particular that 1 wish at present to direct

the attention of my readers, IJcfore detailing the

example which I am desirous of bringing forward,

it will be advisable to make a few general observa-

tions upon tlie mode of conducting sush enquiries ;

and I may here observe that one object, and it is of

considerable imporlance, of my publishing the ac-

count at ])resent, is for the purpose of inducing others

to make similar investigations, for I am willing to

confess that I do not consider the subject by any
means exhausted, and consequently may very pos-

sibly return to its consideration at some future pe-

riod.

In pursuing an examination of this kind, the fol-

lowimr considerations must be rjarticularlv taken in-

to account, 1st, It is of the greatest importance, that

precisely the same method of cultivation be adopted

upon both the spots ex;imined ; in fact, if it is possi-

ble to get both examples upon tlie same farm the re-

sult will be more trust-worthy, because, as we sel-

dom see two farmers who pursue precisely the same
mode of culture, so likewise we continually meet
with considerable differences in the product of the

same species of soil, in the s^me climate and eleva-

tion. In fact, if this were not the case, if the same
soil would, when cropped with the same rotation,

always produce equal crops, both as to quantity and
quality, the terms good andbad, asapplied to farmers,

must be devoid of meaning. 2dly, Both portions of

soil must be under similar circumstances in regard

to the length of time in which they have been culti-

vated, as it would obviously be unjust to ascribe to

the chemical nature of the land any differences ob-

served in soils of the same texture, if part was newly
brought under cultivation, and the remainder either

brought to its highest state of perfection by many
years of good tilling, or, on the other hand, com-
pletely exhausted by the constant repetition of severe

and scourging rotations, or the baneful influence of a

bad S3'stem of farming. 3dly, It will of course be

necessary to ascertain that both portions are alike in

relation to water, that is to say, either both must be

drained, or neither, for nothing could be more absurtl

than to compare drained with undrained soil, under
any circumstances ; and, lastly, in a case of this kind
we should never trust to an opinion founded upon
observations made in one year only, as there are so

many collateral circumstances which tend to produce
variations in the crop, that judgments formed in so

short a time would be extremely liable to error. In
the case which I am about to bring forward, I trust

all these circumstances have been guarded against

;

both the kinds of soils being upon the same farm in

some spots, and the same varieties occurring in several

situations, and the results being borne testimony to

by all the fnrmers connected with the part of the
country to which I refer. I shall at once, therefore,

proceed to describe the case, and explain the con-

clusions at which I have been able to arrive, from a

careful consideration of all the well authenticated in-

formation whicli I have received from various farm-
ers in the district.

All those who are conversant with the geology of
]\Iid-Lothian, must be well aware that the coal for-

mation comes in contact with various traps, espe-

cially compact felspar, clay-stone, and porphry, at

the south of the Pcntland Hills, The junction of
the two formations occurs close to the foot of the

hills in most places, although, in a few spots, the

trap stretches a short way into the more level ground
which lies in the immediate neighbourhood. Now,
the fact to which I wish to call the attention of my
readers, is, that all the farmers in the district, have
found a very evident difference in the fertility of the

soil, according to its position, namely, whether lying

above the trap, or the coal formation; and all are

agreed in considering those portions connected with
the trap-rocks as by for the most fertile. Two or

three of the farms are partly upon the coal and partly

upon the trap, in which cases the farmer invariably

gives preference to the latter portions, except, indeed,

when he has veiy highly cultivated loam upon the-

coal,—in which case, of course, it would not be fair

to make the comparison with that occurring on the

trap, as the latter is, for the most part, hillside soil.

This is the case upon the farm of Braidwood, where
all the parts lying to the north of the Biggar-road is

upon the trap, while the majority lying south
of the load, is associated with the coal formation. I

Jiave obtained the following very interesting infor-

mation from the present tenant Mr. James Maclean.
'Where the soil is associated with the trap-rocks, he
finds that his crops are always iiuich more certain than

on any other part of his farm. That although a much
lighter soil, he only gives it the same quantity of

manure as the other parts of his farm, and still the

crops are equal to any he has, except what are pro-

duced by his finest loam ; and this occurs constantly,

although the land is so much inclined, that, by the

rain aud the various operations of ploughing, cJcc,

the soil shifts to such a degree, that, at the end of

every rotation of six or seven years, he has to cart

from thirty to forty cubic yards per acre, from the

bottom of the field to the top, in order to keep the

soil of the same thickness throughout. Now it ap-

pears to me, that we could not have more conclusive

evidence of its superiority than the fore-going state-

ments, because, in the first place, we find, that, not-

withstanding the part referred to being- the most ele-

vated portion of the farm, still the crops are much
iiwre certain than those upon the lower and more level

parts ; and again, we find no excess of manure re-

C|uired although the soil is 7)ii(e/i lighter, so that, if

compared with soil of the same texture, it would of

course be found to require less, as it is well known
that the lighter the soil is, the more manure it requires,

as it stands to reason, that if the texture be such as

2 H
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to facilitate the action of air aud moisture, and thus

increase the rai)idily or decomposition, it must of ne-

cessity require a hirger (]uaatity of manure to pro-

duce a given etfect for a given length of time, than

would be necessary were the soil of a nature to re-

tard the putrefaction of the organic matter ; hencs
the origin of the phrase of such a soil being a liuiigrii

one.

Let us now take a summary view of the case as it

stands. We have two portions of soil occurring

upon the same fiirm, one of which is of a much
lighter texture than the other, and still superior in

quality when enriched with the same quantity of ma-
nure. It comes, therefore, to be of great importance

to discover to what this increased fertility is owing.

Is the superiority owing to the organic or the min-

eral constituents of the soill 'I'iiat it is not owing
to the organic constituents, is proved by the follow-

ing considerations, namely, 1st, that where both

kinds ot soil occurs upon the same farm, we must of

necessity conclude that they have received precisely

the same culture, and, consequently, as the soil lias

been long under tillage, the organic matter of both

must long ere this have assumed the same character

all over the farm, in so far as it is not affected by

the mineral matter ; 2nd, as the same varieties occur

through the whole line ofcountry for some consider-

able distance, and embrace portions of various farms,

and, consequently, must be subjected to considerable

diversities of cultivation, and hence likewise must

contain equally numerous varieties of organic matter,

the same superiority could not by possibility exist in

all situations, if it were not owing to some peculiar-

ity of the juiuera/ or //.Tfti constituents. Let us en-

deavour, therefore, to discover what this peculiarity

is ; and before proceeding to lay dowt any sugges-

tions, I may observe generally, that the subject is of

much greater difficulty than one would at first ima-

gine,especially to a person unacquainted with chemis-

try. Such persons are extremely apt tosuppos>3 that

the science of chemistry can do every thinj, that we
have only to take a substance, no matter what it be,

and introduce it within the magic circle of a labor-

atory, <md, at our bidding, it will resolve itself into

its primitive parts, and inform us as distinctly as

if gifted ,with the power of speech, not only of its

mode of formation, but of every other particular with

which we are desirous of becoming acquainted. That

such is not the case, is, alas, too tiue, and that this

remark is peculiarly applicable to soil, I may confi-

dently assert. For instance, to give an example of

one of the insurmountable difficulties which are

constantly presented to us, I may mention, that one

of the constituents of soil may be derived from three

different sources, and it is often of the greatest con-

sequence that the agricultural chemist, should be

ca|)able of determining from which ef these it has

been derived ; but how to do this is a perfect enigma.

In the case in question, I have hitherto confined my
investigations to the different geological origin of the

two soils, not only because this is the cause to which
the diiferonce or fertility is uniformly ascribed by the

larmers themselves, but likewise because it is by

far the least difficult. 1st, we have abundant proof

that the soil upon the trap has been produced " in

situ" by the disintegration of the rocks in the im-

mediate nsighbonrhood ; in fact, the production of

soil is still proceeding from the weathering of the

rocks where they are exposed, aud from the

breaking down of the stones (derived from these

rocks) which occur in abundance throughout the

soil.

2nd, llio origin of the alluvium, associated with

the coal formation, is much more obscure, for as the

soil is iu both instuncey the same ia its constitution,

namely, a mixture of sand aud clay Cwhich is in fact

the case with all soils,) it might be supjiosed that

the soil in the valley originated from the decompo-
sition of the Pentland trap, and had been deposited
above the strata of the coal-formation through the

agency of water, in which case, the argument as to

the difference in fertility depending upon difference

in geological origin would of course fall to the ground.
1 am happy to say, however, that we are not left in

doubt upon the subject, but possess most satisfactory

proof, that both the alluvium and diluvium connec-
ted with the coal formation, has come from the west
aud not from the north, as would be the case were
any ]iart of it derived from the traps of the Pentland
Hills. This is manifest by the direction of the

strata of sand, cLiy, and gravel wherever they are

exposed by sections either natural or artificial, for,

in all, they slope from west to east, and is still furtlier

proved by the fact of the boulders and pebbles being
com])osed of greenstone and sandstone, the former
of whicli does not occur on this side ofthe Pentlands,

except in the neighbourhood of Loganhouse burn,

from which it could not have been derived, and the

latter of course belongs to the coal formation itself.

^Ve are therefore, I think, fairly authorised to con-
clude, that the geological origin of the two soils are

quite distinct.

Let us now see to what extent chemistry can as-

sist us in explaining the difference in fertility. For
this purpose, I have examined the stones which occur
dispersed throughout the soil, and which, as I have
already observed, consist of compact felspar, clay-

stone, aud felspar porphry, together with a species

of conglomerate formed of splintered felspar, ce-

mented together by veins of quartz and calcareous

spar. To this conglomerate aud the compact felspar,

I think, we must trace the increase of fertility. In
reference to the conglomerate, I find tbatitis under-

going decomposition with great rapiditj^, and, in this

manner, the stones lying on the field become covered
with an impalpable powder of a reddish colour, which
is very greasy to the touch, and is evidently what
may be termed a fat marl. According to my ana-

lysis, it contains, in addition to alumina, silica, and
a small quantity of oxide of iron, carbonate of lime,

to the extent of about a per cent, and sulphate of
lime. As it is derived from the disintegration of

felspar, it will contain also one of the alkalies, either

])0tas3 or soda. I have proved the non-existence of

potass in any appreciable quantity, and we may
hence conclude that the alkali in this case is, chiefly

at least, soda. That this substance contains all the

ingredients necessary to fertility, is evident, and,

moreover, it is a curious fact, that my analysis cor-

responds in many respects to Gerar's published ana-

lysis of Nilotic mud, whose fertilizing properties are

too well known to require any detailed description.

Now, as the rocks in I'^-gypt abound in granite and
porphry, it comes to be a very interesting question,

whetiier our most fertile soils are not for the most part

derived from the disintegration of felspar. It would
however, require extended and very careful investi-

gation before we should have any right to draw
such a conclusion ; and I merely throw out the hint

in this place, in order to put persons on their guard,

and induce them, when opportunity offers, to ascer-

tain, if possible, the geological origin of any peculi-

arly fertile soil which may come under ilieir notice.

There are several interesting observations which
have yet to bo made in reference to the two kinds of

soil in this neighbourhood, sucii as their capacity

for heat and moisture, which 1 shall make as soon as

opportunity otfors, and, in the event of their being

attended with any interesting result, I shall lose no

time iu communicating them.
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THE FARMER'S BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION.

I'liei'c is |)riliaps no clnss in s^ociely hy vvluini ;iii m=..

socinlioii ol tins kind lias beuo more required tluiii iliiit

ol tlic MHiiculiurists. Fov wlio, wlicii j)iosi)L'rity smiles

upnn tlieni, sind even when it does not, are more Iids-

pitiible, more i)riv;itely cliaritable among tlieir iuboiirers

nnd in the villaire in which ihey reside— or who niiike a

g-reaier oulhiy in iniproveuieuts or in the better culti-

vation of their farms tlian the Norfolk fiirmers, casting?

their bread upon the waters in the iioi)e of finding it

iifler niiiny(biys? Better experience has tinifrlit llitiu

that their occupation, like mercantile ])urs.uils, luis its

cycles of prosperity and adversity, and to alleviate as

far as human power can, the misfortunes "liich fall in

the course of lime even on the most careful, a certain

number of occupiers commenet'd a few months since

the foundation of this society, which Sir Charles Clarke
supcg'ested at the last annu>il meeting' of the iMilford and
Ijuunditeh Society, and aided by his munificent dona-
tion of an hundred pounds. Since this auspicious com-
niijnceriient, those agriculturists who undertook it have
been quietly and successfully pursuing- an oliject which,
if supi)orfed, as we can scarcely doubt, will establish a

society capable of conferring' infinite comfort on those

aHlicled by pecuniary mislortunes. We would most
strongly urire all our afrricollural friends to consider

well Its objijcls— the relief of their widows and orphans,
when |)ertiaps the sudden hand of death may deprive

ii little family of its father, the wife of her husband, at

a time when age or the difficulties of life may not have
enabled him to provide for them, or when his prospects

n)ay have begun to brighten—then it is that the feeling

of utter desolation and destitution will be softened by
this society, and in proportion as it is supported during
life, so will the ainounl of assistance be the larger in

i;ase of need. We think that the olijects of the society

liave been hitherto by some mistaken. It has been
lliougiit to be in the nature of an Assurance Society

—

no such thing. It is purely a Benevolent Society, by
which cases of real suffering may lie relieved, ami we
feel assured, knowing tolerably well tiie kind-hearted

character of the class to whom the ajipcal is made, that

the farmers will be anxious to assist in carrying out its

objects, while we trust that those landed iirojirietors who
may not hitherto have given it their aid, will as readily

follow the example of those noblemen and gentlemen
who have already sanctioned it by their names and their

substantial munificence.

i'he first annual meeting was held on Wednesday,
Sept. 29, at Bast Dereham ; it was att':ndcd by Lord
Sondes, Sir W. Folkes, Sir C. M. Clarke. K. Metford,

E^q., If. Coldham, Esq., '1'. A. Sione, Esq., of Eon-
.r. Weyland, JO<q., Major Loftus, J. Hudson, Ksq., H.
Day, Ej<|., Ilev. P. Gordon, Rev. — Edwards, Jvev.

]\. Barnwell, Rev. — Knatchbull, Rev. W. Girling,

Messrs. Hustings, Long, H. Overman, 15eck, Scales,

Kendic, Griggs, Grounds, Salter, Royle, B. Francis,

Chamberhiin, &c.
Lord Sondes having been elected Chairman, after

expatiating upon the usefulness and advantage of the

proposed Society, and his desire to co-operate and
render all the service in his power, called upon Sir C.
J\J. Clarke to propose his resolutions. Sir Charles, in

an eloquent speech, enforced the propriety, indeed the

necessity, of farmers following the example set them by
every profession, trade, and mercantile community in

the kingdom, each of which had their benevolent asso-

ciation and fund. And well it waj so, for it had been
his lot to witness men who had ranked high nnd lived

in luxury in his own profession, reduced with their

family, by unfortunate circumstances, and gladly re-

lieved from the fund they had assisted to establish in

their prosperity. Farmers had much to contend against

—even the elements might contribute to change their

position in society, and circumstances over which they

had no controul might oblige their widows to have re-

course to the fund raised by the Benevolent Society. In
a very animated appeal Sir Charles enforced the neces-

sity of farmers making the cause their own, and that

aliliounh thty might be aid< d by the clergy and gentle-

men of the county, still they must bear in mind tliat

upon their own exerlioiis depended the success or fail-

ure of the insitlution they were met to esliiblisli.

Sir Wri. Foi.Kis fully concurred with Sir C. Clarke,

and should take grent interest in the carrying out his

propositions. Sir Williuiii warmly eulogized Sir

Clinrle*' benevolent intentions ami munificent donation,

and moved that he be elected President. Phis propo-

sition wa* seconded by R, IMettbrtl, F>sq., wdio power-
fully urged Sir Charles to accei)t the office, and stated

the good results that were sure to follow. Plic lion,

baronet ultimately accepted the ofHce.

It appeared that the donations and nnnual sabscrip-

tiou alreuvly amounted to upwards of '100/.

Judging from the zeal evinced at this meeting, little

doubt remains that the anticipations of the worthy
founder of the society will be fully realized.

—

Norwich
Mercury,

ON FOLDING SHEEP.— I am not so far an ad-

vocate for foliling as to think it right in all situations
;

particularly in small enclesures, where driving the sheep

to and from fold might materially injure them, and de-

stroy a great deal of grass by trampling on it. I am
ready to acknowledge that a greater number of sheep
might be kept on a given space of land, divided into

small inclosures, by laying them iu small parcels, than

if kept together in one flock and fold. Acknowledging
this does not prove that folding in other situations has

not its advantages, particularly iu an open country. In

such a situation there is not the same injury done by
treading down the grass as in small fields ; but, on tlit

contrary, the farmer is enabled to manure such part of

his farm as he lliinks proper, particularly that which lies

at a distance from the farm-yard, and which seldom, if

ever, has the dung-cart going on it. Mr. Young ob-

serves in his Annals, " 1 believe the rea-son why farmers

are such warm advocates for folding arises from the

power it gives them of sacrificing the grassland to the

arable." Phis I do not agree to, as on many farms the

sheep are supported more from the arable than the grass

hind, and often folded on the latter. Taking the sheep

olf their feed to lodge in the night we might think of

great use, us it prevents dropping their soil on the pas-

ture (what our shepherds here term strenchhig their

food), which we look upon as of great use at the time

when we are feeding our sheep on tares, clover, turnips,

or any artificial food. I always caution the sheplierd,

as soon as the sheep have done feeding, to drive them
off immediately, and not let them lie down or stop to

soil their food. Some shepherds are not so careful ; in

such cases, I observe the sheep never eat clean. I be-

lieve there are few animalr; (indeed, I know of none,

except swine) which like to feed where they drop their

soil ; and it i^; fair to suppose that the All-wise Disposer

of event* has so ordered that the brute creation should

be endowed with that degree of instinct, which enables

them to refu-e such food as is not wholesome. This wc
have an opportunity of ascertainins' when we fold on the

grass lands. The sheep always refuse the first shoot of

grass after folding, and will not take it while they can
get any other ; and, if obliged to feed on it, it is certain

to cause the flux. Another advantage arising from fold-

ing is keeping the sheep confined in the fold, particu-

larly in the autumn, till the hoarfrost and heavy dews
are gone oft' the grass, which prevents the disorder here

called red water, and which in some places is called the

blood or white water, in fact the dropsy. This disorder,

I believe, most sheep arc liable to, and is caused by
taking into the stomach too great a quantity of fluid.

Many other reasons might be advanced in support of

folding ; but I hope what has been slated is sufficient to

l5rove that the practice has some merit. And now 1

beg leave to slate the quantum and value of folding.

Just twenty South Down sheep (if a larger sheep, a less

number will do) will fold one rood per night; 3,200

will fold one English acre per night. AVe value the

manure at from 32s. to 50s. per acre ; the goodness ef

which depends much on how the sheep are kept ; if kept

2 H 2
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on artificial food, such as tare?, rape, clover, lurnips;, &c.,
tliep will drop more soil than it fed on grass only. Sup-
posing' we estimate the folding at 40s. per acre, it will

amount per year to 4'!. 6|d. per sheep, 221. 16s. 3d. per
hundred, or per thousand 223/. 2s. 6d. I'his calculation
is made, suppo.«ing the sheep are foKled through the

year. If it is a breeding fleck it miglit be well to omit
oiding five or six weeks immediately after lambing, as

the young lambs miglit sutler from beinvr trampled upon,
and from driving to and from fold vvould often lose their

dams, and suffer in that way more than if they remained
quiet. I have often disputed the practice of folding with
the late Mr. Bakewell, who always, to make use of his

phrase, said " It was robbing of Peter to pay Paul;"
and there we stopped. But if I had not to boast to

bringing that truly celebrated breeder over to my opi-

nions, I can say that no argument I ever heard him or

any other person advance in the least altered mine.—J,

Ellm.vx.

EARLY THRIFT AND FUTURE
GAINS.

Sir,—If I have not before expressed any public opi-

nion of the advantages offered to the agricultural com-
munity by the formation of a " Farmer's Fire and Life

Insurance Company," it is not because I have enter-

tained any doubt as to the expediency of such an insti-

tution, but that I was desirous, from an extensive

acquaintance with numerous agricultural districts,

of bearing personal testimeny to the uniform approba-

tion with which it has been everywhere received, not

only by land-owners and influential farming tenantry,

but by the husbandry classes themselves.

Without extending this letter to an inconvenient

length, 1 may be permitleil to offer a remark or two on
one branch ef the Life Department which appears to

me to present to the labourers' consideration a signal

temjitation to thrift, and which, I am happy to say, I

have succeeded in impressing upon tiie practical con-

viction of no small number of that indispensable seclion

of our humbler brethren.

The certainty of enjoying a provision in the hour of

need, is, perhaps, one of the most exhilarating contem-
plations that can stimulate the energies of man, but

more especially those whose daily subsistence is derived

from the " sweat of their brow." Now, by the system
of Deferred yiunuities—ior it is to that branch of the

Prospectus to which I am addressing myself— an
opportunity is offered, to the young and middle-aged,

of securing their latter days from the embittering expe-

rience of parochial aid. By a weekly pstymcnt of one
shilling (less than seven farthings a day) a contributor

may, it seems, obtain for himself in after life an annuity

of 10^ per annum ; and, of course, by a ))roportiunably

increased payment, a larger >;um may be leecivable.

There is also another part of this plan whicii, as it is

founded on principles of liberality and equity, 1 have
had great pleasure in bringing under the notice of the

working classes. It is this :
" that the witole, orany part

of the money paid, will be returned to the party paying
it whenever required, or to representatives in the event
of death before the stipulated age." Now, the spirit ef

liberality and encouragement with which thi;; proposi-

tion is characterised, has induced a vast number to

begin; since they have hereby a guarantee that, if ad-

verse circumstances shall take from them the ability to

go on, they will ultimately be iw losers: 'J'hc nest-egg,

liowever, once deposited, there will be few— if 1 know
any thing of humtin nature—wiio will not strain every
nerve, and submit to any personal sacrifice, rather than

abandon the prospect ol parociiial independence. But
if, from the lowest scale ol weekly ])aymeiits the annuity
))riuciplc is extended to a class whose means will enable
ihem to contribute tico alullings instead of one, what a
comfortable position does that man find himself in at the

age of 50, when he can bonst ot an income of 20/. per
annum for tiie re>^i of his days, and can point the atten-

tion of his children to sucii an acquiiiition as the result

of provident habits and youthful thrift. How much
more preferable, too, is such a mode of obtaining perma-
nent means ia after life than the deceptive lures held
out by 15ox Ciul)s and henefit Societies, few require to

be toll! who, like iin".elf, have watched the progress of
such institutions during the last thirty years : for though
the Legislature has interposed its protective authority
by requiring the official examination and enrolment of
the rules antl regulations o( all such clubs, yet scarcely
a month passes in which some designed infraction of the
law- some case of heartless fraud, is not brought under
magisterial cognizance. The most recent instance
that occurs to me at the present moment is that which
formed the subject of a police court inquiry at Stock-
port a week or two since, in which a poor old man who
had been a member of a " sick and burial society'' in

that town for forty years, was refused the pittance of
14s,, cl.iiraed on account of sickness; a man who, it

seems, had all that time regularly paid his contribu-
tions, and who, according to the rules, was legiti-

mately entitled to receive seven shillings per week.
This aged and indigent applicant, on asking for one
fortnight's allowance, was repulsed with the impudent
intimation, " that the funds of the society being low,
a majority of the members had resolved that the
box should be closed, and no money be paid to the

sick members !" The magistrate very properly ad-

judicated in favour of the poor man, by orolering

the president of the society to pay the 14s. instanter, or
be prepared for a warrant of distress against his

goods.
Now, had this indigent victim contributed to such

an institution as that which I am feebly commending,
he would, ten years ago, upon the principle detailed

in the Deferred Annuity tables, have become the re-

cipient of four shillings per week, " in sickness and in

health." for the rest of his life; instead of which, he
finds himself verging upon " three score years and
ten," bereft of all pecuniary aid, and the hard-earned

savings of two score years, swallowed up in a long
course of deception, mismanagement, and bad faith.

This is a theme. Sir, upon which abler pens than
mine might dilate with great advantage to the

cause of prudence and forethought ; I nevertheless

feel, however humble the advocacy, that it is the

bounden duty of every man, whose means of obser-

vation enable him to mark how essentially human hap-
piness is promoted— among tiie labouring classes

especially— by habits of industry, stimulated by perse-

verance in thrifty resolutions, it is their duty to point

attention to those sources of personal benefit, which are

founded on principles of strict integrity, and approved
by names of the highest standing in the agricultural

world.
With these impressions, and with much sincere incli-

nation to forward the permanent success of tiie Farmer's
Insurance Company, I close my letter, and will, with

your permission, on another occasion, notice such other

branches comprehended in the prospectus, ns are de-
serving of attention from " the tillers of the soil.''

Norfolk, Oct, 29. Fuugalitas.

THE IMPORTANCE OF WATER. -The best

water for horses is soft, fresh, and jiure rain, river, or

j)ond water ; and it is absolutely necessary, to preserve

health in the stable, that a constant and ample supply
should be on the premises. ] n order to effect tliis, when
well prspring water is the only water to be obtained, it

should be put into troughs, having some clay and chalk

at the bottom, and solteneil before use by exposure to

the sun and air. Sucii is the effect a change of water
has been known to produce in a horse, that in some in-

stances even the loss of a great race has been, w'itli much
show of reason, ascribed to this cause alone ; and careful

trainers have even gone so far as to carry with a horse,

on the eve of an important engagement, a supply of the

water he has been accustomed to.— Whute's British

Turf,
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IMPROVED WATER-WIIEEL.

la February last, we noticed one of those newly pa-

tented mills, erected near How wood, and gave a brief

account of its general appearance and advautages. We
then state.l that, as far upwards as 20 horse power, the

principle had been fully tested, but that doubts were

entertained by some, whether it would hold equally

good, as the power increased. This has now been tried,

as far upwards as a 60-horse power, and to this extent

the soundness of the principle is as fully proved, as it

was with a wheel of ofie-tvventieth of that power. The
trial we allude to, wa^^ made at Greenock oq Wednes-
day last, in presence of a number of shareholders in the

Shaws Water-works, proprietors and managers of

mills on the line of falls, and other distinguished gen-

tlemen of Greenock, interested in the general progress

of discovery and improvement.
The wheel now under notice, is erected on one of the

falls of the Shaws Water Company, on the rising ground
above Greenock, and is intended to drive the machinery

of a wool *pinning-raill, nearly ready for tlie reception

of its ••nachinery, belonging to Messrs. Neil, Fleming,

and Ueid.

The height of fall is thirty feet, and the quantity of

water used was, as nearly as may be, 13,000 cubic feet

per minute. Ttie power produced by this column of

water on an overshot wheel of the best construction,

would be about fifty-three horse power ; there is, there-

fore, a balance of about seven-horse power in favour of

the patent mill.

But this does not show its advantages fully. In an
undershot mill, where the fall is but three or lour feet,

the power obtained is only thirty-three per cent. In

the more favourable case of a breast mill, with a fall of

ten or twelve feet, about sixty percent, is obtained, and
in an overshot wheel of about thirty feet, not more than
seventy per cent., under tlie most favourable circum-
stances, is obtained ; while in the case of the patent

mill, the gain i* equal to about eighty per ceut. To
this may be added, that whether the quantity of water

be abundant with a low fall, or scanty with a high fall,

the new mill is calculated to reap alike from both all

the derivable advantages.

There is another point, too, wherein the patent mill

has a very decided advantage over the common water-

wheel. A water-wheel of thirty feet diameter makes
about two revolutions per minute ; hence to bring up
the speed necessary for ordinary manufacturing pur-

poses, a great deal of gearing must be made to inter-

vene. This will frequently occasion a loss of three or

four horse power—a loss which is avoided by giving a
revolution of ninety to the first moving shaft, while all

the expense of the intervening gearing is saved.

The subject of expense is in this, as in most other

cases, a question of primary consideration : and, in this

respect, the advantages of the patent mill are still

greater than in the case of powe/. A water-wheel and
its are suited for the woollen mill to which we have been

referring, would cost about 1,500/., or adding the pipes

for conveying the water to the wheel, about 1,700/.;

while the price of the patent mill, with its conducting

pipes, will not exceed 500/.

As the height of the fall increases, the advantages of

the patent mill increase in a still greater proportion.

The four most prominent advantages of the patent

mill over the water-wheel, are, first, its first cost is a

very great deal less ; second, it produces more power
with the same column of water ; third, it is better

adapted to every kind of fall ; fourth, it adapts itself

by the regulatiiag power of its governor far more
effectively to the varying work it may have to perform.

Its secondary advantages are, that it is more speedily

fitted up ; it re(iuires far less room, inasmuch as its pit

may be floored over, and no space lost. The quantity

of material being small, it admits of easy removal, and
its simplicity of construction is so great, and its friction

so little, as to remove almost everything like tear and
wear.
On the whole, we conceive this is one of the most re-

markable improvements ever made in the application of

water as a moving power. The wasted resources of

mountain streams which, both in this and other coun-

tries, it may bring into useful operation are incalcula-

ble ; and we feel we are but doing our humble duty to

science in giving it all the publicity we can. The im-
provement is not speculative ; its practical working
may now be seen in this country, from a mill of three

horse power up to one of sixty, and from a fall of five

feet up to one of thirty ; in all cases the results being

in proportion to the weight of the column of water in

motion.

—

Paisley Advertiser.

PROBUS FARMER'S CLUB. — On Saturday
evening last, a paper was read to this society, on the

best method of preparing the land for wheat, by one of

its members. The lecturer first noticed the soil in the

neighbourhood of Probus, and showed that the prepa-

ration for wheat on one kind would not do for another.
" All light soils," he said, " should be well cleaned, and
sowed to some green crop, which should be eaten on
the land. Two advautages would be derived from this

plan,—the enriching of soil from the droppings of

sheep, and the imparting a degree of solidity to it,

which is particularly desirable for wheat lauds."—Willi

regard to manare, the lecturer was of opinion, that a

great deal would depend upon the nature of the soil,

as well as on the kind of manure which has been com-
monly employed. He did not approve of a frequent

repetition of either lime or compost ; but considered a
change very desirable. " When lime is employed," he
said, " that it should not be in less quantities than 130

to 150 bushels to a customary acre. On stiff heavy
soils, the first thing would be to properly drain, clean,

and level the land, so that there be no place left where
the water might lodge ; and if of a rich nature, the

application of manure should be in a much less quantity,

since experience has shewn that strong dressing in

rich land would only be productive of an increase of

straw and a loss of weight in the grain. The applica-

catioB of lime, he s?id, was beneficial to the production

of wheat, and the improving the quality of the grain
;

and he was of opinion, that the best time to apply the

lime is in the summer season. The land should after-

wards undergo a ploughing or two, by which means
the lime would properly be combined with the surface

soil previous to the sowing of the seed.''—The time of

sowing the seed, and the quantity per acre, were also

briefly considered. With respect to the crops which
usually precede wheat, they are either turnips or rape

—the former he considered the best preparation if they

can be sown early in June ; but if this cannot be ac-

complished, he would recommend rape.—In the dis-

cussion which ensued, it was the opinion- of many of

the members, that rape was preferable to turnips, on
every account, being a better food for sheep in the

first place, coming earlier to maturity in the second,

and being more easily grown and at less expense in the

third. The use of lime was also very freely discussed,

and the opinion of the majority of the meeting was
altogether against the long-established belief that lime,

to have proper effect on the soil, should be used, if

possible, in a caustic state. Some plain and striking

facts were adduced to shew, that it acted much more
beneficially after being exposed to the atmosphere and
rendered perfectly effete, than when placed quickly

into the ground, as soon as it can be got into a

a powdered state.—The practice of paring and burning

was also di.?cussed. This practice is a very prevalent

one in Cornwall, and its indiscriminate application in

sound dry light land, already clothed with sweet her-

bage, was generally condemned ; but upon all fen, bog,

or moory lands, and on many of our heathy commons
'and wild wastes, the conversion of grass to tillage

should be universally commenced by paring and burn-

ing. The diseases of wheat were also considered, and

particularly the smut or coUybran, which, if sown
with the seed, will generally infect the plant. Several

instances were adduced to prove this ; and the nume-
rous remedies recommended, such as the solutions of
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the sulphate of iron, copper, and zinc were also con-
sidered. But the general opinion of the meeting was,
that a good washing was all that was required ; by
wiiich means the light grains were brought to the sur-

face, and being skimmed off, as long as they continue
to rise, the best and perfect seeds were preserved free

from the coUybran.—The next meeting of the club will

beheld on the 14th of November next, when a paper
will be read on the Draining of Lands.

HALL'S PATENT
BELT.

HYDRAULIC

We did not notice in our last the experiment of

working this draining niaohiiie which was made
at Salter's Lode, a fortnight ago, in the ])resence

of a number of gentlemen assembled for that pur-

pose ; as \vc waited until a second trial had taken
place before a committee of the Bedford Level
Board, on their voyage through the South Level.

Our scientific readers, ixnd indeed every one
connected with the fens, are aware that tlie in-

variable mode of drainage hitherto adopted con-
sists in dashing the water upwards, by means of

a revolving wheel, from the interior drain into

that which is to carry it to sea. It is obvious that

the greater the dift'erence between the level of the
two waters, th(^ greater is the imi)ediment to he
overcome. This difficulty increases, not merely
in proportion to the dirterence of heights, hut in a
much greater degree. The steam engines which
liave been i)!aced in several large districts have
l)een applied on the same plan, and have merely
substituted a greater and more constant jiower
than tliat of the wind engine. In the ordinary
working of either (steam or wind) there !« not
merely a higher head of water to combat with, hut
also some of the water thrown up by the wheel
falls back again, and thus not only a ])ortion of
the power is lost but acts in an opposite direction,

and impedes the wovldng of the mill.

The advantages of the hydraulic belt arc two-
fold—first, none of the water is lost; secondly, «»t

can work against a greater head of water than the
ordinary vvheel could possibly do. It consists of
an endless woollen belt, made of materia! very
similar to a common blanket, revolving round two
drums, one immersed in the water from which
the drainage is to take place, and the other just
ahove and close r.o the channel into whicli it is to

fall.

In taking the comparison of the different dis-

tricts in the fens, they should be classed according
to the difl'erent heads of water each has to throw
against ; for instance, it would not be right to

comjjaie the Padnal engine with one re([uired for

Downham Fen, because the I'adnal engine has
only to throw against si.v or eight feet, whilst the
Downham I'cn engine has to throw against a
twelve or thirteen feet head. Magdalen Fiii is

about the comparison that should be drawn ; it

has the same head to throw against as the Down-
ham I'eu, it contains 1000 acres, and is supplied
with a steam engine of 40 horse power, with a
wheel. 'J'his gives the proportion of 100 acres to

one horse power. Now, this engine is hard
jiressed to drain Magdalen i'"en in wet seasons

;

according to this calculation it will he generally
inferred that Downham I'en will fake a wheel-en-
gine of about ].") horse ])ower, as it is about 1,.')0()

acres, exclusive of drains, or l.fidO acres, with
drains. The quantity of water thi own upon the

latter day with the belt was about 850 gallons per
minute, which was effected with the engines
working at three horse power; they are going to
])lace extra drums upon the shaft, that they may
ilrive more belts in wet seasons, tliese drums may
he thrown in and out of gear as may be required.
They calculate that the engine will throw above
2,400 or 2,500 gallons per minute, a quantity
which appears, after going into the calculation of
the depth of rain that falls, to be more than suffi-

cient to drain Downham Fen in the wettest
seasons. This, it is expected, can be done with
about eight hoiie power; thus saving nearly one-
half in the first cost, and effecting a considerable
diminution in the cost of fuel.* The quantity of
fuel that would be required is about three quarters
of a ton in twenty-four hours, to the whole power
of the engine. The whole cost of the bjlts will be
about £20 to £24, and if they last two years,

would not be very expensive to renew. They are,

moreover, capable of being repaired. For single

farms, the belt will answer well to be driven
either by steam or by horses ; one great advantage
which it has over the wheel is that the water may
be drawn from any depth, so that the drains may
be deepened easily, or when they are claying the
land, it may be done without having to scooj) the

water from the pits. Mr. Glynn's calculation for

the i)ower required for fen drainage (for instance,

March Fen; where the head is not high, is 100
acres per horse power ; therefore, according to his

view, Downham Fen woidd take an engine of fifteen

or sixteen horse power ; but it may be proved that

by employing the belt about eight horse power
only will he required. A trial through this winter
will he a good proof. It is intended to be made,
and we shall endeavour to report progress as it

goes on. At present we can only say that the

trial seemed to give great satisfaction to the Bed-
ford f,evel (Committee, who viewed it.

It is unnecessary to ])oii)t out the value and im-
portance of this invention, if its success during an
exteiuled trial shall be equal to what appears on a

short one.— Cambridge Independent.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

SiK,—T feel much obliged to the honourable C.apt.

Capel, R.N., calling uiy tittenlion to ilie omission I

have connniiled in not having given the mode of makaig
the lime water. If is formed by taking

Lime, half a pound,
Boiling water, twelve pints.

I'our the water on the lime, and stir them togelhcr

;

immediately c.overtlie vessel, wliieli should be an earthen

one, and mti it aside for three hours. Then preserve the

liqin)r upon (he remaining lime in well corked bi)ille>,

and decant oil the liiniiid solution when wanted tov use.

1 should nconmieml ly,i\)\. (/.ipcl to s'Vf the lime water

and conunon suit a full and lair trial, as in every in-

stance in which T havf tried it, it has bi'cn successful,

and I have had some eases very fur advanced in the

alleetiun, aiid last sinking ntulerits etl'ecls.

I remain, Sir, your's most respeclfiiUy,

'I'uos. Mavk.h, Skn., V.S.

Ktiiwastle-uudevLyme, Oct. G, 1840.

* The cost of a sttvnu-enf^inp, ineliRlini; flie hiiildini; nnd
fixiiic: for pin'post's of ilraiirjsv, is atoiil t'lt'O for eiicli lioise

power.
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POTATO MEAL FLOUR.
Sir,—It appearing by your " INIark Lane Ex-

press of the 14th of September last, that Foreign

potato meal or flour is now brought into notice,

and its value and use ascertained, and that consi-

derable importations are made, and within the last

three months upwards of one thousand tons of it

have been entered for distillers' use, producing- Bri-

tish spirits equal to Cognac brandy, it may not be
improper to state, for your information and that of

your agricultural correspondents, that the process

of it is not new, it having been practised long
since, and is improving on the continent, particu-

larly in Germany and in France, wliere some excel-

lent and strong syrup is made, equal to that of
sugar, from the potato meal or flour, which being-

converted into sweet liquors, superior to that from
malt, is made to produce the fine spirits, as well as

various vinous liquors, cyder, beer, ale, and vinegar;

and by im])orting- the meal or flour at a low duty,
this first material being the potato manufactured
into meal or flour, the British grower of the roots

and manufacturer cannot compete with the fo-

reigner; and the agriculturist will find that his

productions in the United Kingdona will be sup-
planted, and malt and barley will be in less request

than formerly, to the prejudice of the revenue of

customs and excise, whilst the foreign potato is ma-
nufactured abroad to be imported as it is now at a
very low rate of duty, which is only twenty per
cent, on a declared low valuation and estimation.

This flour, so imported, may be made a cover for

articles of similar appearance and quality, particu-

larly foreign stai'ch and haiqiowder, which would
otherwise be subject to 01. 10s. per cwt. in protec-

tion to the British grower and manufacturer. Be-
ing made, moreover, in a small compass, the British

trader is prejudiced in the freight, laiuling expenses,
and other charges, and the revenue lessened by the

present duty on the meal or flour, more than if the

raw potatoes were imported at the rated duty of 2s.

per cwt. On every consideration, this new system
of importation deserves to be well considered and
represented in the proper place.

I am, Sir, your's respectfully,

A Manufacturer.

ON DRAINING.
Sir,—I have some meadows tiiat require draining-.

The subsoil is clay upon limestone, with a gentle decli-

vity. I will be obliged if any of your numerous corres-

pondents would inform me, through your Journal, how
I am to set about liiem, and to malie them sufficiently

dry. What width and depth must I make the drains,

and how are they to be filled up, whether with tiles or

stones^ and what distance are they to he cut apart, and
whether m a perpendicular or horizontal direction?

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

A SUBSCHIBER.

Glamorgan, October 27th, 1840.

MANGEL WURZEL.
Sin,—I shall feel obliged if any of your numerous

readers will answer tlio following questions on the pre-

servation of Mangel Wurzel during the winter.

What is the proper time for drav\ing!

What is the best method to preserve the roots from

frost, &c., during winter !

Should all the roots be cut off, or only slightly

trimmed 1

Early aniwers to the above will greatly oblige,

Sir, your obedient Servant,

Sussex, Oct. 28. A Constant Rfader.

DIARRHEA IN LAMBS.
Sin,—If my mite of information on the above subject

is of any value to your correspondent, "An Old Sub-
scriber," 1 give it you for his benefit. I'he complaint
is very common, but arises from a variety of causes,

and assumes difi'erent degrees of severity, dependent on
the particular cause from vvhich it originates ; irregu-

larity of keep, viz., sometimes gorged, sometimes
stinted, by which the digestive organs become weak-
ened, is one cause, so that no food will agree until the

tone of the stomach is restored ; too plentiful a supply
of i/nung green crops (more es'peciaWy ii recently pulled)

without a sufficiency of dry, hearty food, whereby to

correct the influence of the watery proportions con-
tained in them ; colds, to which, iu the autumn, from
the hasty transitions from heat to cold then generally pre-

vailing, I attribute the disease more than to any other

cause, and, proceeding from which, is generally most
injurious and fatal.

To the superficial observer the effects from these three

very different causes will appear nearly the same, but a
moment's reflection will teach usthut the remedies must
bi; as opposite as the causes—if the disease proceed from
the first-mentioned, reason would suggest thu trial of

good sound food, such as sainfoin, either m grass or hay,

beans, or Swedes fully ripe, given in moderate quan-
tities, and strictly regular; in the second case a lessening

of the quantity of green food, ~ nd a more plentiful

supply of dry—aided, if necessary, in both cases, l)y

two large table spoonsful of the following mixture,

given I '.vice a day.

—

Prepared chalk, one ounce.
Powdered catechu, half-an-ounce.

Powdered ginger, two drachms.
Powdered opium, half-drachm.

Mixed in half-a-pint of peppermint water.

This receipt is taken from ' Youatt's Treatise on Sheep,'
and I have found it answer well. If, however, the

disease j-hould be the consequence of colds, which are
usually accompanied in animals with chills, thereby
affecting the whole system, fever will be found to exist,

which very quickly advances to inflammation of the

bowels; the symptoms here are frequent small dis-

charges of a slimy nature, often mixed with blood, at-

tended with violent straining in evacuating them, which
if not immediately checked, in the majority of cases,

will speedily terminate in death ; an indisposition to

move or feed, dulness of the eyes, lopping of the ears,

and occasional grinding of the teeth, are concomitants
of the above symptoms in the advanced stages of the

complaint, and when the grinding of the teeth is ex-
hibited I would at once slaughter the animal, never
having known one recover where this has taken place.

The remedies I have used with success here are re-

peated bleedings of about half-a-pint each time, and
doses of one ounce of Epsom salts every other day, with
twenty or thirty drops of laudanum, where the straining

is violent. If cure is to be expected the animal will

show symptoms of amendment by the third day, and
should then be supplied for a week with half-an-ounce

of flour of sulphur per day, in bran or malt dust, if it

will eat it, otherwise drenched with it mixed in warm
gruel. I would recommend the immediate separation

of all that become affected from the flock, to be placed
in a dry, warm situation.

Much patience, such as few men are possessed of, is

required where a flock of sheep is to be subjected to

medical treatment, and that flock-master will be indeed
a lucky man who will be enabled to get his directions

carried into practice, unless lie is personally present,

and constantly watcliing the progress of the disorder,

and the effect of liis treatment; the sheep are, perhaps,

numerous— are ahvays obstinate, and the shepherd ge-
nerally more so— being less inclined to administer the

medicine than the sheep are to take it, and he who
hojjes for success in adopting any remedy, di9covered

since the days of Laban, will hope in vain unless he

uses the most untiring individual exertion.

1 am, sir, yours,

Whitchurch, Hants, Oct., 1840. J. Twynam,
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CHEAP AND NUTRITIOUS FOOD
FOR HORSES, CATTLE, AND
SHEEP.

GoRSE OR Whins.—This ever-green plant, from
its habits, and nutritive qualities as food for

horses, neat cattle, and sheep, is highly deserving-
of attention. It will flourish upon all kinds of soil,

— its produce varying, at one year's growth from
ten to fifteen, and at two years' growth from six-

teen to twenty-eight tons per acre. Horses fed
on it, ground or cut, will he found fully as equal
to thoi'ough work, and he in full as good condition,
as when fed on the very best hay. Milch cows
when supplied with it, as a substitute for hay, will

be found to yield a larger quantity of milk and
butter, richer both in flavour and quality. This
plant has from time immemorial been used as

provender for horses in many parts of the princi-

pality, and of late years its use as fodder for neat
cattle has been partially adopted ; but in those
cases it has been looked upon more as a weed,
available for that purpose, than as a plant de-
serving care and attention in its cultivation. It is,

however, a plant capable of producing heavy
crops of rich nutritious forage, at comparatively
the most trifling expense, and upon land otherwise
of little, if of any, value to the farmer. To the
agriculturist who would make the most of his
land, gorse will he found a most valuable auxiliary ;

it will make him, to a certain extent, independent
of the losses so generally produced by the failure
of his turnip crops, in consequence of the ravages
of the fly. A few acres of gorse, proportionate to
the size of a farm, under a systematic rotation of
crops, will invariably enable the farmer eifectually
to^ guard against that contingency, and that
without any loss from a waste of fodder. Gorse
is equally proper for use at one as at two years'
old ; and its produce, at two yearly cuttings, will

be found much upon apar with one cutting of two
years' growth, and vice versa. Thus, supposing a
farmer to have sixty acres of land in his occupa-
tion, and that out of this, after allowing two acres
for the house, outbuildings, garden, haggard, &c.,
there should be ten acres, from excessive steep-
ness or some other cause, unfitted to be brought
under a regular system of cultivation,—these ten
acres, if under gorse, would aff"ord for the farmer,
if properly managed, a reserve of green food for
his stock, that at one year old would amount to

from 100 to 150 tons, and at two years old, from
1()0 to 180 tons, which, from the nature and habits
of the plant, would not be liable to failure, or to
be deteriorated by any changes of weather.
Should the annual green crops, cultivated for

winter fodder, meet with no check from tlie fly or
other causes, when the gorse will have arrived at

two years old, it must be evident that a very large
addition to the ordinary live stock kept upon the
farm will be required for the consumption of so
great a quantity of forage as will be produced
U|)on the ten acres of under gorse. Anotlier great
advantage resulting from the culture of this plant
will be found in the facility it afl'ords the farmer
to make the best of whatever e.vtra stock he may
have at the beginning of the winter, which other-
wise a scarcity of fodder would jircveiit his doing ;

for, in that case, he would either be obliged to de-
teriorate his whole stock by stinting them iti

their allowance of fodder, or to dispose of
what he had extra at whatever they might bring,
and at whatever sacrifice. From such a dilemma

the cultivation of gorse would save him ; for, as
before observed, it may be used either at one or
two years growth, that is, between cutting and
cutting, with equal advantage—two cuttings at a
year's growth being equal to one at two, and rice
versa.

Though gorse will flourish upon all kinds of
soils, rich or poor, wet or dry, yet it delights

most in dry, sharp, shaly soils, such as are formed
by the debris from mountains, and found on the
steep sides of hills and valleys in all mountainous
districts. On cold, wet, thin, ramelly soils,

which appear almost unfit to support any kind of
vegetation, gorse will flourish luxuriantly, pro-
vided the surface of the land be thrown up into
ridges, so that the crown or tap of the plant may
be above the water. The ridges should be formed
something similar in shape to those prepared for

turnips.

The best time for sowing is the latter end of
March or the beginning of April, and the quantity
of seed, from three to five pounds to the acre.

The common ])ractice of sowing 1.5, 18, or 20
lbs. to the acre is a piece of wasteful extrava-
gance. If proper attention be ])aid in keeping the
young plants from being overpowered by weeds
when in the seedling or tender state, one jjlant to

each square foot, or to each quarter of a yard
square, would secure a full crop , hut as, gene-
rally, too little atteiition is paid to this, as well as

many other plants used in agricidture, to sow the
seed or transplant the seedlings in drills, allowing
eighteen inches or two feet between drill and drill,

and four or six inches from plant to plant, will be
the most advisable mode, as being more in

unison with the natural habits of the i)lant, Gorse
will bear transplanting well, and will amply repay
the labour by the saving eff"ected in the quantity
of seed. It will take a man about four days to

transplant an acre. The seed is generally from
Is. 6d. to 2s. a pound. The quantity usually

sown is enormously i-idiculous. In plants, the
produce of 1^ lbs. would he more than sufficient

for an acre. An ounce contains above 4000 seeds.

Gorse are generally sown broadcast, but drills

will be found far more advantageous, as they v^ ill

enable the young plants to be kejit free from
quitch and other weeds, which prove very ])reju-

dicial to the tender seedlings, always materially

deteriorating the crop, and verj' often all but de-

stroying it. The ground in which gorse is

intended to be grown should be made tolerably

clear before sowing the seed, so as to give the

young plants a fair start.

Gorse is, in its seedling state, a far more tender
])lant than is generally supposed, and should be
Ivcpt free from the visitations of sheep and other

cattle, as well as from being choked with (piitch

or other weeds. To flourish in perfcciiou the

plant should be as much as possible exposed to the

action of light, and a free circulation of air, as is

evidently demonstrated by the luxuriant condition

when sown on the summit and sides of mounds
and turf fences; there the shoots will be always
found strong, fidl of sap, and of a dark rich

green colour. This shows the advantage of culti-

vating gorse in drills, and in h.-^ving the tops of

the drills as much curbed or raised as the grotmd
will permit. The elevation will not only tend to

expose the plants to the action of light, but the

spaces between the rows will ])i'omote a free cir-

culation of atmospheric air, upon which, in con-

junction with the action of light, the quantity and
quality of this as well as every other green crop
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so mainly depends ; for this reason, generally

speaking, it will be found more advisable, after

the first cutting, to use broadcast gorse yearly

than every two years.

It is not advisable to cut gorse the first winter

after sowing ; they should be allowed to grow at

least until the second winter, but after the first

cutting they may be cut every year or every other

year as may be deemed most advisable. When it

can be conveniently had, a top-dressing with coal

ashes, coarse gravel, or even rammel, when they

have been cut, would be found very beneficial as

tending to nourish the plants, and to keep down
weeds. An occasional hoeing, for the same pur-

pose, should also he adopted. The kind of gorso

used for fodder is called the French gorse, and
the seed may always be obtained from any re-

spectable seedsman. That from Dublin is in ge-

neral deemed the best.

The method of preparing this plant as fodder,

generally thrnughoiit the Principality, used to be
i)y crushing iS ia a mill turned by water ; the shaft

of the water wheel being- supplied with three rows
of iron spikes, which, turning in the centre of a

strong box provided with rows of similar spikes,

effectually crushed the gorse as it was ])ut into

these terrific jaws. It was afterwards taken out

from an opening at the lower part of the box or

chest. One great objection to this method was
the rapidity with which the plant thus crushed be-

came sour, in which state it was rejected as food

by the animals for whose use it was intended.

Another method resorted to was called chopping
;

this was performed on the end of a large block of

wood, by means of knives placed on the end of a

large wooden mallet, with which the gorse, when
])laced on the block, was choppeii or minced. The
chief objection to this mode is the time and la-

bour required. There is likewise an incon-

venience, especially when neat cattle are to he fed,

resulting from the uncertainty as to the size of

the food when cut, some portions being un-
.ivoidahly much larger and longer than others.

The plan now in general use is that of cutting the

gorse by means of machines in every respect similar

to those used in cutting hay and straw, the only

difference being that "the knives are constructed

somewhat stronger than those in general use for

the latter purpose. These machines are turned
either by men, horses, or water. Their cost

varies from £4 to £7, and the machinery requisite

to work them by horse power will amount to from
£10 to £15 more. With horse or water power,
there ought to be, besides a gorse and straw
cutter, a mill for grinding and crushing oats,

beans, a thrashing and clover mill, &c. These
machines, by whatever power moved, both as it

regards economy and quality, are by far the most
efficient in reducing gorse into a proper state for

feeding the different animals for which it is in-

tended. They are now so constructed in many
parts of the Principality, that the cut fodder may
be regulated at will as to the coarseness or the

fineness of the size. It is generally lound that

both horses and neat cattle feed with much
greater avidity upon the gorse when cleanly and
regularly cut than when reduced into a consis-

tency nearly approaching a pulp by bruising or

crushing. These machines have, therefore, a
decided advantage over the crushers, independent
of the gorse prepared by them not being so prone
to become sour. One of them, worked by a single

horse, will with great ease prepare 40 bushels in

an hour. When there is no water power available

a strong ass, mule, or ox, might with great ad-

vantage be employed where there is much coa-
sumption of the prepared fodder. The saving in

the keeping would he considerable.

Gorse is a heating food; and horses, when over-
fed with it, are apt to become affected with a diffi-

culty in staling, a little salt should, therefore, be
mixed with their food, when a great portion of it

consists of gorse. Cut straw, turnips, carrots,

steamed potatoes, &c., form an excellent combi-
nation with gorse, as fodder for l^^orses and neat
cattle. There is an opinion generally prevalent
that when gorse begins to come into bloom it be-
comes unfit to he used as forage for horses and
cattle. Such an opinion is erroneous, for at that
period the plant is far more succulent, and will go
much further ; less of it, therefore, cut up with
straw, will suffice. The heating quality of gorse,
as green food, has been too generally overlooked,
and over-feeding with it, coupled with bad groom-
ing, been productive, in many instances, of stran-
guary, grease, and other affections dependent upon
too heating a food. With proper grooming, and
an occasional diuretic, gorse will be found to pro-
duce a large quantity of excellent green food, not
liable, as was before stated, to be affected by tha
vicissitudes of the weather, capable of maintaining,
according to the quantity of land producing it, a
large extra stock of horses, cattle, or sheep. It

has been for years used very extensively by Wm.
Hughes, Esq., of Madyn, in Anglesey, as food for
the niunerous teams employed by him in connec-
tion with the Amlwch mines. The aspect of the
country in that locality is very bleak and exposed,
but Mr. Hughes cultivates gorse veryextensively,iu
single drills, along the base of the stone fences
erected on his farms, by which means he not only
obtains luxuriant crops of substantial food for his
horses, but he finds also that the gorse thus culti-

vated affords an efficient protection to the founda-
tion of the fences against being injured by cattle

or sheep.

—

Roberts's Hints on Agricultural Eco-
nomy.

Ryk Grass.—A sample of rye grass was shown
at the last meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural
Society, which was grown upon a cold clay soil,

near the centre of the county of York. The seed
was originally obtained fiom a gentleman of Not-
tinghamshire, who assured the grower of this that
he had proof of its being perennial, not biennial,
as by some writers stated. No rye grass that the
grower has ever seen can bear any comparison
with it for its luxuriance, its nutritive properties,
and its early growth in the spring. In one field

the grower had ewes and lambs grazing with a
full bite in the last week in March ; at least a
month before any other artificial grasses were fit

to depasture ; and the grass in the field where the
sample was grown would in the last week in April
average in length about eleven inches, and in the
first week in July would average from 3^ to 4 feet.

The grower has invariably sown it, without any
mixture of other seeds, at the rate of 2^ bushels to
the acre. He has this year depastured with sheep
two small fields of this grass, and has never had
fewer than at the rate of four, and most of the

season five, ewes with double lambs upon the acre,

and the fields have been all summer, and now
(August 4) are excellent pastures.

—

Yorkshire
Gazette.

'i'o PREVENT THE TaSTE OF TuRMPS, IN MlLK,
Butter, and Beef.—Never allow the cow to taste

of the roots within six or eight hours of milking,
but feed her immediately after each milking, and
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do not pt'ive her any more of the roots at a time

than she will eat in two or three hours, and be

careful that she does not get any more till after

she is milked again. By this method cows may be

fed on rutabaga or other turnips, and no person

wi'l be able to discover the taste in the butter or

milk. Upon the same principle, those wbo wish
to feed their cattle on turnips may do so witliout

any danger of aifecting the taste of the beef, pro-

vided they will omit teeding with this kind of food

two or three days previous to the killing. I have
heard of cases where the beef was rendered
unfit to eat, on account of the animals eating a

few turnip tops or cabbage leaves before being

slaughtered. The difficulty may be obviated as

mentioned above.

—

Jonathan Dennis, Porfsmouik,

U. S.

CAPABILITY VERSUS INCAPA-
BILITY OF LABOUR BY THE
SHORT-HORN BREED OF CAT-
TLE.

Sir,—It is mueh to be regretted so good a en use

should have so poor an advocate, but the cause

being- so clear in proof, it needs but little advocacy.

The improved breed of short-horn cattle is at

present but little known in the south and west of

England, although it has l>een,andis, fasts]n-oading

over every other part of the kingdom. Districts

where iiarticular or specific lu'eeds of cattle are

raised, are put upon the defensive for their fa-

vourites, and prejudice has had recoui'se to several

points of censure. Among these censures the

assertion of " incompetency to labour," has been

averred.

. As to profit from merit of early maturity, and
bringing the improved short-horns in the butcher's

market, ripe and full of proof at from three to four

years f)hl, I shall leave it to the graziers' pockets.

And if other proofs were wanting as to their ca-

pability of labour, they are to be met with ; but I

shall content myself by informing biii-otted breeders,

that the humble individual, the writer of this (who
has bred the family of the animal herein alluded

to), has been euahied to find a liberal and disin-

terested gentleman farmer to undertake the expe

rivnent of breaking into Avork a two-years old steer

of the improved short-born breed, and to work him
eontiinially fin- about three years, and he has had
the great satisfaction of seeing him perform his

labour with equal ease, docility, and alacrity, to

anyoftlic known lireeds of the kingdom. Since

which time it has been grazed in the usual common
way of feeding steers and oxen in the neighbour-

hood, and it is intended that the ox is to be ex-

hibited at the next liristol agricultural meeting

show, as "a fat ox, having worked iit least twelve

months ;" it is hoped such teuiicious breeders will

take the trouble to be ])resent at such show, and
convince themselves thnt their prejudice is ground-

less.

As there are registers kejit of the breed of jm-

)W)ved .short-boriis, brecilcrs are iufdrnucl that the

pedigree of the ox is to be found correctly snid truly

Stated in the register cidliMl " Coates's Herd Hook."

V IIUNRY COTTIIKLI..

Bhodyale Lodr/e, Coiujrcshuryy Someract, Oct. 29.

A CHALLENGE TO ALL BREED-
ERS OF CATTLE IN ENGLAND.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—You will oblige me by making known,
through tlie medium of your widely circulated paper,
that 1 am willing to show at any time before the end
of the month next ensuing, for any sum not exceed-
ing 100/., nor less than 25/., a bull, and twenty
regular breeding in-calf cows, all bred by myself,

against any bull and a similar number of cows, of
any sort that have been bred by, and are now in the

possession of any breeder of cattle in the United
Kingdom.'
The judges to decide the matter to be fixed upon

by that noble patron of agriculture, and stickler for

fair play. Earl Spencer, ar.d his lordshii)'s friend,

Sir Fraacis Lawley, Bart., or by whom they shall

appoint. The cattle to be viewed on the farms of
their respective owners, and the judges to he paid by
the losing part3'. I am, Sir,

Your most obedient, humble servant,

John Price.

Poole House, Upton-iipon-Severn, Oct. 15, 1840.

P.S.— It is a fact well known that my cows have
been kept worse through tiie past Summer than any
other kind of cattle in this countv.

TO JOHN PRICE, ESQ.

Sir,—Seeing your challenge in the Mark Lane
Express of tbe I9th inst., I write to say, that on
principle I cannot be induced to gamble, but if your
object be the investigation of the merits of different

breeds of cattle, &c., I am ready to meet such in-

vestigation, and show you my herd of short-horns,

and to any others who you may bring with you i'or that

purpose, and shall then accomjiany you and them,
to view your herd of Hereford s, and theirs also,

whether Ilereferdsor Devons, &c.
Such investigations mav jirove of the greatest

benefit, not only to those who make them, but their

report, candidly written down, and inserted in any
public documents, may have tbe most beneficial

effect for the public benefit.

I visited Hereford above fifty years ago, and was
then, and continue still an admirer of the best

variety of cattle (Ilerefords). But I consider now,
and have for above forty years been convinced, that

the reru best short-horns— wliicli are nnhj a few—are

capable of improving all other breeds of cattle in the

United Kingdom, as well as the ordinarii short-horns

whicli arc far frnni a good breed, and iuferior to the

Ilerefords, Dcroiis, and others.

Tliough not personally known to you, I was
lately visited bv a Hereford breeder near Ludlow,
then staying with ]\Ir. Flounders, of Yarm, near

here. JMr. Flounders having landed property in

Shropshire, and from him you may learn whether

my short-horns are worth looking nt.

I have at present two red twin year-old bulks,

out of the dam of Duke of Northumberland, which
on inspecting, you may not think unworthj- to be

l)ut to your lierd of Ilerefords lor one season, to

give von an oi>portunity of testing the merits of tlii.s

cross-breed. In niv o]iinion, tliey would jjrove an

invaluable cross with the best ilerefords— increase

the growth of the Ilerefords, and at an earlier nge

be fit for the butcher, with a less consumption of

food, and qirality of beef unimpaired ; and also give
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that breed an increased milking quality—both in

quantity of milk and ricliness— yielding more butter.

1 have written this on a circular I prepared for

Messrs. Foies, that you mav know that 1 was the

exhibitor of short-horns at Oxford, in 1840, and

also at Cambridge last July.

If yourself and other Hereford breeders of cattle,

or Det^on breeds, or other breeds will favour me
with an early visit, not later than the 8th of next

month, before our northern long winter sets in, I

siiould be glad to see you here ; and would then

accompany you to your southern climate and richer

soils ; for you will find my firm a poor clayey soil,

unfit to grow turnips, and our winters are long and
springs so late, that i never could lay out caiile at

nights till after the middle of fllay, vind sometimes
(as in 1837, the lOtb June) in June before we have
sufficient grass for cattle ; and even after winter
freeing our lands of cattle for six months—keeping
ihem constantly tied up to the stake, and some
winters having no other food whatever but wheat
straw and water. And this has been the case with

me here at diflperent times since I purchased this

estate thirty years ago. Hoping to hear from voii,

and that I may liave the jileasure'of seeing you here

soon. I remain, yours respectfully,

Thomas Bates.

Kirkleav'mgton, near Yarm, Yorkshire, Oct. 23.

ON DRAINING MOSS.

TO TUF. EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Sometime ago I inserted in your paper a

few questions regarding Moss Draining, and heg to

return you my best thanks for tlieir insertion, and
also to your different correspondents, wlio have
returned answers thereto, and which have appeared
at ditlerent times since. In the Express of 24tli

August, in a letter on the subject signed " An Iiisli-

raan," I find the following question, " will any of

your correspondents inform me how the term in and
in is applied, an<l in fact, what is the meaning of it

in breeding stock ?" The terra as applied here, and
the only meaning I ever heaid attached to it, is

breeding from too near connexions ; for example,
when a breeder lias for a length of time been breed-

ing within his own stock, without going to the public

for a change, he is said to be breeding too much in and
in. I hope this will explain the term sufficiently.

In the letter signed \V. M., Dublin, to whom I

feel much indebted for the cle;ir and detailed state-

ment he has given of the plan of draining followed

by Mr. Baines and Messrs. I'lvans, and which, had I

an opportunity of personally inspecting, I certainly

would with much pleasure avail myself of the kind
invitation of " A Lancashire Agriculturist near Man-
chester,'' who has so obligingly oii'ered to accompany
me to the different places mentioned. " W. M."
says, " 1 fear the expense of using timber as for soling

tiles, must be too great to pay, except localities

where land rents verv higli," and then requests in-

formation from " An Irishman'' of" whatthe expense
is, length of drains in an acre, nature of the bog,
locality, iS:c. ?" I trust he will receive the information
be desired from "An Irishman,'' hut in the meantime
1 shall give him a statement of the plan I have
followed, and am still following, in draining the
moss I sought information regarding, which is a

level lying bog, of from three to five feet deep of
black moss, without any spring of water in if, and

is covered with rough grass and heather, lying in a

remote, wild, situation, about 130 feet above the level

of the sea, and at present is worthless. The plan I

have followed, is first cutting an open ditch right up
the centre of the moss, five feet deep. The subsoil I

find is in some places gravel, in others, a sandy clay.

I then, at regular iaterva's of one hundred yards, run
a main drain from each side of the open ditch, across

the hog, and nearly at right angles to the open ditch,

into wljich main drains I cut side or branch drains

parallel to the open ditch, at twenty-two feet apart

from each otiier ; by this ])lan I find I have (iCOyards
of drain to the imperial acre ; in the bottom of the

drains I lay a board of larch, or Scotcli fir, which
costs IJd. per rood of 18 feet, on which I lay a tile,

in the branch drains a three-inch tile, and in the

main drains a six-inch one ; the cutting of the drains

cost -Id. per rood, wlien cut four feet deep, decreasing

to three feet at the ujjper end, for the purpose of

giving the drains a run ; the same is done with the
main drains, thereby creating an artificial fall for the

drains ; the three-inch tiles costT^d., and carting of

do. a penny per rood ; tlie six-inch ones cost Is., the

expense on the whole being somewhere about (>/. lOs.

per acre ; after being ploughed up I lime the moss,
and on some I have already done in tliis manner I

have liad a good crop, and have no doubt, before the

end of my lease, which is nineteen years, that it will

yet pay me, sixteen years of it being still to run.

I may mention to \V. M, that the plan he details,

of draining the moss at IManchester, is not new tome.
I followed that plan more than twelve years ago, but
found on our porous black moss it did not answer
well, the horses' feet getting down and destroying the

drains, and some whic'n I did at that time I have since

drained with stones. One of my neighbours fol-

lowed the same plan more tlian fifteen years ago,

verv extensively, and succeeded well ; but his was a

much deeper moss, and not of such an open texture

as mine ; he received a medal from the Highland
Society for his exertions ; the shape of the drains

differing only in this, we left no shoulder for the

turf to rest on, hut made the drain of a wedge-shape,
the shoulder, I found, being apt to break of!" and
destroy the drains. Some of my neighbours have
tried the same jilan on stiff clay soil, and say they
find it answer well.

The next thing I would be obliged to any of your
correspondents for, is, information regarding the
plan they would advise me to follow in breaking up
the moss, after being drained ; it has a very uneven,
rough surface, and is very difficult to break up with
a plough, the liorses sinking so much, and often
sticking fast altogether. If any will give me the

benefit of their exjierience in such matters, it would
render me a great service, with any hints they may
think worth communicating, if it is not trespassing

too much on your space. 1 am. Sir, your most
obedient servant,

A Farmer NouTti of the Tweed.

P. S. I will thank your correspondents " J. B.,''

and " A Rutland grazier," if they will explain the

meaning of the words " Pollard," and "Short,'' they
being both terms which are not used in this part of

the country, and thereby rendering their receipt for

the feeding of cattle with linseed of no use to the

farmers here, I may mention that last year I used
some tons of linseed, whicii 1 steeped before using,

twelve hours, in cold water, and boiled two hours,

mixing it then with an equal (juanfity of ground oafs,

and a small portion of cut hay; the cattle did well

upon it, and eat the mixture greedily, although tJiey

would not eat the pure linseed.
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WEST SUFFOLK AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

(abridged from the nrnv iierai.u).

The eigljtb annual autumnal show of this increas-

ingly useful association, was held at Bury, on Friday

Sept. 2j. Several of the animals exhibited on this

occasion had gained first prizes at the P^ast Suffolk

and other associations ; but they did not here gain

even the second premium offered. The place of ex-

hibition was attended by many of the most eminent

agriculturists in our neighbourhood. His Grace

the Duke of Norfolk and Lord Fitzalan were on the

ground.
The competition for the prizes offered for neat stock

was better than that for any other premium. Mr.

Stedman, Pakcnham; Mr. Worlledge, Greeting; Rev.

D. Gwilt, Icklingham ; and Mr. Boby, Finborough,

exhibited bulls ofverv superior merit in the different

breeds. The Dulce of Norfolk also shewed, as extra

stock, three sjdendid Devon heifers, which attracted

much attention. The prize for the Suffolk cow was

well contested for. Of cart stallions there was a

very moderate shew. The sheep were good, but by

no means numerous.
Among the horse stock exhibited, was a beautiful

grey half-bred Arabian colt, belonging to Mr. .Tohn

Feiiton, of Great Whelnetham Hall, which excited

much attention, and was generally admired. For

beauty, size, symmetry, and fine courage, very few

of his species are likely to surpass him.

Till; DINNER.

At four o'clock about 150 sat down to an excellent

dinner, served up in the Corn Exchange by Mr. T.

Bridgraanofthe Angel Inn, fvarl Jermyn, M.P.,inthe

chair. His lordsliip was supported on bis left by

Col. Rushbrooke, M.P., Rev. Lord A. Hervey, Rev.

W. Hall, Rev. II. Ashington, G. Creed, Esq.,

(Mayor of Bury,) W. Mills, Esq., Dr. Ranking,

Dr. Piobart, Dr. Hake, C. Smith, Esij. On his

lordshijj's right were—Tlev. SirT.G. CuUum, Bart..

.T. H. Heigbam, Esq., Capt. Heigbam,T. Wilkinson,

Esq., R. N. Cartwrigbt, Escj., Rev. C. Jones, &c.

Amongst the company jiresent we observed, Rev.

D. Gwilt, Rev. J. Wastell. W, E. Image, Esq., G.

Moor, Escj., Col. Ray, G. B. Norgate, Esq., J.

Greene, Esq., W. Adams, Esq., C. VV. Jones, Esq.,

Messrs. G. and R. Mumford, Messrs. Youngman,
Fenton, W. Cawston, Simpson, Cooper, Pritty, Fen-

ton, Paine, Stev.ard, U. Roper, VV. Denton, Pizzy,

Moses Crisp, S. Pask. S. and J. Shillito, Roper,

Blomfield, Ringnr, Philijis, Worlledge, Parker,

Kerry, Burrell, Eaton, G. Goldsmith, C. Eaton, H.

Crosse, Witt, Lugar, Cockrill, G. Kemble, Cubitt,

C. nine, Pearson, Golding, Edgar, Garnham, Sal-

mon, Jannings, Miller, Lankester, Teversoii, jun.,

&;c.

The usual toasts having been given, the Chairman
said no time could be more appropriate than this for

proposing " success to the West Suffolk Agricultural

Association." Tiiey would most of them recollect

tliat at their last anniversary autumnal meeting, seve-

ral topics of an interesting nature were brought for-

ward for consideration and discussion. Amongst
them was a hint thrown out by Mr. Harvey, of Har-

leston, who advocated the establisliment of Farmers'

Clubs. That question, if his (Earl J (-rmyn's) me-

mory served hiui, was made as a kind of amendment
on a scheme kindly recommended by Mr. Maplr-toft,

for the establishing schools for the education of the

sons of farmers. He believed Mr. Harvey was not

at all inclined to undervalue the plan of Mr. Maple-

toft, ; but recommended a farmers' club as being tiie

cheaper, and consequently more practicable, and
more available plan of the two. He did

not wish to enter at large into the merits of

these two propositions; but, however ignoiant he
might be on agricultural matters, he should speak

freely, and hoped any opinion that fell from him
would be canvassed as much as if be did not occupy
the chair (Applause). It did appear to him that far-

mers' clubs were institutions admirably calculated

to answer many of the ends sought to be obtained

—

for instance, information on various matters relating

to the cultivation of the soil—as to the mode of

managing particular soils in particular districts

—

facts respecting the admixture of soils, and the im-
proving tbem by artificial manures—information re-

speetiftg the various kinds of wheat and other grain,

together with artificial grasses—information respect-

ing the different breeds of cattle, and improving and
fattening: of stock—in short, information on an infinite

variety of matters which came home, if they would
allow tlie term, to the business and bosoms of the

agricultural community, might be thus collected
;

and it was not unreasonable to suppose that in a short

time a body of evidence and facts would be collected

of great value to the agriculturists in different parts

of the district ( Cheers), It was not for him
to say how far such an institution would
meet with tlieir convenience : he had merely

thrown it out for their consideration, and left it en-

tirely in their hands. His lordship concluded by
repeating the toast, which was drank with enthu-

siasm.

JMr. S. Shili.ito asked permission of the chair to

make a few remarks. He said it was the duty of

every occupier to do all he could to employ the la-

bouring poor, especially since the institution of the

new poor law. Last vear he took occasion to state

that he thought dibbling wheat was the most bene-

ficial mode of putting seed into the earth; he had en-

deavoured to carry out that opinion, and would now
state the results. He had dibbled two farms, which
he had the honour of holding under the Marquis
of Bristol, one containing 120 acres, the other 140,

and he put on, as near as he couid, two bushels of

seed per acre. The principal benefits he derived

from the dibbling- system were in not having less

produce, at the same time there was a saving in

the quantity of seed, and gave a much greater amount
of employment to the poor man than could be done

by any other process. He dibbled 2-10 acres with

about 2 bushels per acre ; whereas, had he drilled it

he would have been obliged to put on 10 pecks per

acre, wjiicb would have made a loss by drilling of 18

coombs (AppLiHse). He employed at least 50 hands,

and he put besides to this work, many women and

children, which at tliat season (Michaelmas time)

gave them an op|)Ortunity of earning a great deal,

which they particularly wanted, for their rents and

other bills which were at that period due. He also

employed many agricultural women and children by

the day, and the cost price of that plan was tjs. 9d.

per acre. He would also state that he did not suffer

in his crop this year by the means employed—on the

contrary he hiid upon the whole, quite as much pro-

duce as though ho bad dejwsited 10 pecks per acre

by the drilling process. On light .soils, perhaps,

dibbling might not be quite so profitable liecause it

would cost more to hoe wdieat that was dibbled than

that which was drilled ; but, taking heavy land with

light land, it was, to say the least, equally profitable

to dibble, and there was the pleasure of seeing a great

number of poor people employed. There was an-

other observation which be felt he hardly need make,

because he knew the plan to be adopted by many
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agriculturists ; but as be was desirous of giving every

opportunity of emplovment to tbe poor, he woulil

name it—it was to take 30 or 40 children, at from

2d. to 4d. a day, and let them pick off the various

roots, &c., fhat would otherwise increase. By this

plan a great deal of good might bo done to the poor.

Rev. Rlr. Gwii.t said he was very much pleased

with the remarks which had fallen from Mr. Shillito.

Some few years ago a dear friend of his, who had

passed many years of his life in London, was occa-

sionally in the habit of coming down to see his farm.

On one occasion he (Mr. G.) shewed him a nice

piece of peas. "Dear me,'' lie said, "what are

these?" Mr. G. replied they were peas which had

been dibbled. Upon this his friend asked him how
he managed to get them dibbled, and he told him,, by
employing women and children. He wished to in-

form the present company that this gentleman had
since come down into the country, become a country
gentleman, and had adopted the system of dibbling

his wheat upon heavy lands, and that too in a dis-

trict where dibbling had never been bad recourse to.

He grew ten coombs an acre on an average, of the

best quality, and the consequence was that his ex-

ample was spreading throughout the county of Essex
(^ApjAauae). He (Mr. G.) had long held the same
opinion respecting dibbling wheat, even upon light

lands
,: since he had dibbled wheat, he had better

crops than before he adopted that course.

PLOUGUING AT BURV.

None were allowed to contest for the following

rewards but those who had gained a prize at a dis-

trict ploughing match :

—

£. s.

John Sharps, servant to ]Mr. W. Burrell .... 2

Georpe Farthing, servant to Mr. R. Jiaynbird 1

Under 20—John Palmer, servant to the iMar-

qiiis of Bristol 1

John Coulson, servant to Mr. J. Burrell .... 10

CULTIVATION.

Mr. J.Boldero, (Rattlesden) for having spade

drained 7010 rods upon an occupation of 330
acres, at the cost of 70i. 1 is. 1 Jd 4

Mr. J. Boldero, for having carted and spread

1730 chaldron loads of clay, and earth, upon
the same occupation 4

The Chairman briefly and appropriately addressed

the successful and unsuccessful candidates for the

various prizes.

STOCK.

Best Suffolk Cart Stallion, Mr. W. Worlledge 8

Second best ditto, Mr. C. Groom 4
Best Suffolk Cart Mare, Mr. M. Crisp 5

Second best ditto, Mr. H. Crosse 3
Best 2 vear old Suffolk Cart Colt or Filly, Mr.
M. Crisp 3

Second best, Mr. Sparke <-....

Best three year old riding ditto, ]\Ir. Roper
(Honington) 3

Second ditto, Mr. J. Fenton (Siclesmere). . .

.

Best Suffolk Bull, Mr. T. Crisp , 5

Mr. Shillito, second best

Best Bull of any other breed, JNIr. Stedman . . 3
Second best, Mr. C. Boby
Best Suffolk Cow, Mr. Worlledge ("Creeting) 5
Second best, Mr. H. Roper (Lackford)
Best Cow of any other breed, JMr. H. Roder 3
Second best, Mr. T. Crisp
Owner and breeder of tbe best shearling

Southdown Tup, Mr. Shillito 5
Second best, Mr, JM. Crisp

Owner and breeder of the best Tup (same .£ s.

breed) any other age, Mr. T. Crisp 5
Owner and breed of the best shearling tup, of

any other breed, Mr. W. F. Hobbs 3
Owner and breeder of the best tup of any

other age not Southdown, Mr. VV. F. Hobbs 3
Owner and breeder of the best pen of five

Southdown shoarling Ewes, iMr. T. Crisp.. 5

Owner ond breeder do. 5 shearling of any
breed, j\lr. W. F. Hobbs 3

Do. do. be.5t lot of two year old Neat
Stock, Mr. T. Crisp 3

Do. do. second best do. Rev. D.Gwilt '2

Owner of the best Suffolk Boar, Mr. C. Boby 2

Do. do. breeding Sow, J. II. Heigham,
Esq 2

The Judges for the horses and swine were Mr.
Saul, of DidliiigtoD, and JNIr. Teverson, of Wilbra-
liam ; for neat stock and sheep, JMr. Thomas Over-
man, VVeasenham, J. D. Milnes, Esq., Downham,
and Mr. VV. Sewell.
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EXTRAORDINARY VITALITY OF
SEKDS.

Stii,

—

Iliivinij reason to believe that some erro-

neous stiiteinijnts have appeared in print relative U')

the subject of this letter, 1 think that it will be

proserin me, as well as not uninteresting to your
readers, if 1 thus f^ive to the public, throir^li you,
the Collowin^' authentic account of my success in

having raised corn fronr seed presumably three

millennaries old :—
In 1830 Mr. J'ettigrew, the vrell-known lecturer

on Egyptian antii]uities, gave me out of two small

glasses in his jinvate museum six grains of wheat
and as many of barley, furnishing me at the same
time with the following information as regards their

history :—Sir Gardiner Wilkinson, during his recent

travels in the Thebaid, opened an ancient tomb
(which had probably remained un visited by man
during the greater part of 3,000 years), and from
some alahaster sepulchral vases therein took with
Lis own hands a quantity of wheat and barley that

Lad been there preserved.- Portions of this grain

SirG. Wilkinson had given to several of his anti-

quarian friends, and araotig them to Mr. Pettigrew,
who as 1 kave already stated, made me a sharer in

the venerable harvest. Until the spring of 1840 the

It' corns of which I so became possessed remained
among certain contemporary bronzes and images
in their separate paper box, but about that time,

finding myself in the country and much occupied in

Lorticultural pursuits, 1 bethought myself of those

ancient seeds, and resolved to try my fortune in

rearing them. Now, tlie (|uestion being strictly a

(juestion of identity, and more or less also involving

personal character, I shall perhaps be pardoned if 1

endeavour to 3atisfy the unbelieving mind by de-

scending to a few humble details of my care and
caution. 1 ordered four gnrdenpots of well-sifted

loam, and, not content with my gardener's care in

sifting, I emptied each pot successively into an open
newspaper and put tiio earth back again, morsel by
morsel, with my own fingers. It is next to impos-
sible that any other seed should have been there.

1 then (on the 7 th of March last) planted my grains

three in each pot, at the angles of an etiuilateral

triangle, so as to bo sure of the spots where the

sprouts would probably come up, by way of addi-

tional security against any chance seed unseen lurk-

ing in the soil. 0( the 12 one only germinated, the

])lantin (juestion, the blade first becoming visible on
the a2d of April, the remaining 11, after long
j)atienco, I picked out again ; and found in every
instance, they were rotting in the earth, being eaten

away by a number of minute white worms. It is a

curious speculation, by the by, whether this might
not have been a rewakening of dormant animal life

;

for it is by no means imjirobable that the little mag-
gots, on which we might build such high argument,
were the i)roducc of ova deposited on tlie grains, at

a period involving the very youth of time, by some
])airiarchal flies of ancient Egypt. This, however,
by parenth(!sis. My interesting plant of wheat re-

mained in the atmosphere of mv usual sittijig room
until change of place and air seemed necessary for

its health, when 1 had it carefully transplanted to

the open flower bed, where it has prospered ever

since. I'he lir.st ear began to be developed on the

.'jth of .luly; and, althuugh it may disappoint ex-
pectation to find that its vqtpcarance is, in most
respects, similar to that of a rather weakly ])lant of
English wheat—that called by farmers " bearded"
(which, be it noted, I have since learned is some-
times known by the name of Egyptian),—still I Lavo

no hesitation in expressing my own certainty that it

is the product of one of the identical corns given to
me, as 1 have bel'ore stated, by ]Mr. I'ettigrew. A
second ear has made its appearance since this was
written, and both have assumed a character somewhat
dilferent from all our known varieties. After all,

why should not common %vheat claim as ancient an-
cestry as any other kind ? and why should not the
banks of the Nile have teemed, though perhaps
more luxuriantly, with a harvest similar to those we
now see waving on the banks of hoary father

Thames 1 ]Moreover, what else, let me ask, could
have been expected than that a seed should produce
its like 1 for I have until now omitted to state, what
may easily be verified by inspection of the rem.iining

quantities of ancient seed now in the possession of
others, that the grains in question only differ from
modern wheat in their brown and shrunk appearance
—the seeming result of high antiquity, and non-ex-
posure to the fair. The slight diii'erences neverthe-
less observable are, that the ears are less compact,
the grains rather plumper, and the beards more
thornlike than happens in common cases. It would
jierhaps be puerile were I to explain the various
methods taken by me to protect the plant ; as sticJis

against the wind, lace net against birds and insects,

and a large bottomless gardenpot circling it about as

a rampart against slugs : let it suffice to know, that

all proper care, excluding that worst of cares, over-
care, was given to it. 'i"he small size and weakness
of the plant may in one light be regarded as colla-

teral evidence of so great an age, for assuredly the

energies ef life would be but sluggish after having
slept so long : however, the senson of its sowing,
spring instead of autumn, will furnish another
sufficient cause ; but, after making all due allow-

ances for this drawback, I still think it very impro-
bable that, supposing the plant a modern one, our
rich soil of Albury should have produced so lightly.

There are two ears on separate stalks ; they are

respectly 2^ and 3 inches long, the former being

much blighted, and the stalk is about three feet in

height.

In conclusion, I take occasion to remark, that

homely as the theme may in itself be, the growing of
a grain of corn, small as may be accounted the glory

of a success in which man's mind can have had
almost nothing to effect, and little as I can have had
to communicate, stilllhe subject will be admitted by
all to be one of no common interest. If, and I see no
reason to disbelieve it, if this plant of wheat, now
fully developed, be indeed the product of a grain

preserved since the time of the Pharaohs, wc moderns
may, within a little year, eat bread made of corn
wiiicii Joseph might have reasonably thought to store

in his granaries, and almost literally snatch a meal
from the kneading troughs of departing Israel. Time,
wliich has been no element to the mummied seed, is

conquered by so weak a weapon as a straw, and its

infancy and dotage meet in friendly astonishment
at a humble banquet of Pharaonic bread.

Sir Gardiner Wilkinson having courteously sent

me some more of the veritable ancient seed since

he heard of my success, I shall hope, next year, to

bo able to produce two small crops, the harvest

from my nrw grains so resuscitated, and, if I have
again so great good fortune, the additional product
of those ancient seeds.

Nothing, 1 think, needs to be added but the

signature of the deponent, which 1 am very happy
to give as that of.

Sir, your obedient servant,

Maiitin pAn^unAii Tuppek.

Alburi/, Cuildfoid, Sept, 1840.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES AND
FARMERS' CLUBS.

Allliough we are compelled in most cases to

abridge the record ofthe business proceedings at the

numerous meetings of Agricultural Societies, and
Farmers' Clubs, and other passhig matters relative

to agricultural improvement, which daily come
before us, nevertheless we have given inser-

tion to a full report of the Rutland Ploughing
Match, extracted from the " Lincolnsiiire Chro-
nicle."

Mr. Baker, of Cottesmore, by whom this

ploughing match was established, has displayed a

soundness of judgment which is worthy of imita-

tion, by seeking to im|)rove tlie cultivation of tlie

soil as well as the breed of animali<. Mr. Baker
has himself been a successful breeder, and tlie

fame of the Oakham show established by the suc-

cess of its prize animals, wiien entered for compe-
tition at the Smithfield Show, coupled with the

state of cultivation in the county of Rutland, suf-

ficiently prove tiiat the improvement of both

branches of the farmer's occupation may be carried

on simultaneously.

The meeling of tlie Long Sutton Agricul-

tural Society, on the 7th inst., possesses

especial interest for us, not only on account
of the general business, and the sincerity and
zeal in the cause of agriculture displayed by
the speakers, but particularly because it ended in

the establishment of one of those invaluable in-

stitutions, a Farmer's Club. G. I. lleallicote,

Esq., M.P., in addressing the meeting, after hav-
ing adverted to the extraordinary improvements
effected in manufactures and machinery, applica-
ble to a variety of purposes, observed

—

'' The prosperity of agriculture and manufactures is

so linked tog-ether, th«t they are dependent upon one
another. [Cheers.) The productions of nature cannot
be improved by the hand of man as can those of art

;

but when we see the improvement already made—when
we see the WoldsofUncohishire, which were little better

than waste* and rabbit warrens, now producing' the best

crops that can be produced, I do not despair ; and I

trust that Eucrlisli agriculturists will overcome every
difficulty. (Cheers.) Believe me, much may be done
by finding new modes of ameliorating' Mprricultural la-

bour—by calling' in the power of seieutific exertion.

]\luch has been done, and more may be done, in the

breed of cattle. I sometime ago returned from a tour in

i'Vance, and when I viewed the stock I there saw, and
compared them with those 1 saw in your yards to-day,

and considered the comfortable look, and regularity and
roundness of form of yours', and the uncomfortableness
and angularity of their's, I am happy to see the pro-
gress already made by Englishmen, and can only hope
that they will still advance."
H. PIandley, Esq., M.P.,in follewing Mr. Ifeathcote,

said—" There never was a time when agriculture wsis

so fashionable, when men of every rank eame forward
to contribute totlie improvement of the soiland produce.
"Whilst improvements in agriculture were progressing,
so was the population. Providence has blessed his

creatures, and the population is increasing, and the
mouths of these increased numbers must be fed, and I

hope to God they will be from their native land—
(cheers)—but they cannot be unless the produce is in-

crea5ed. The county of Lincoln is perhaps capable of
as little improvement as any in the kingdom, and yet it

is capable of some. Suppose it is but a bushel per acre,

that would produce cash to the amonutof a million and
a half of money annually. This is a circumstance not
to be lost sight of. In Ireland there are vast tracts of
lands not half cultivated, and let us hope its farmers

will coine forward and contribute their share. This
subject is too great for an aller-dumcr discussion— it is

one that you must carry to your homes. It is one of
importance to the landlord ami the nation at large."
The Chaikman having proposed the toast of " The

Royal Agricultural Society of England," JMr. IIandlev
again rose and said—" The Chairman having nameil
me as connected with the last toast, 1 beg leave to re-
turn thanks on behalf of those who take an active in-
terest in it ; and shall say but little, except that iu the
second ytar of its existence, there were 4,000 members,
and amongst the many thousands present at the meet-
ings at Oxford and Cambridge, there were not only
mechanics and persons of the humbler spheres of life,

but men of the most eminent learning bringing their
talents and acquirements in chemistry, geology, and
every branch ol science to the aid of agriculture. There
we saw implements of every description used in the cul-
ture of the soil brought by the inventors in noble
rivalry, and publicly exposed to the criticism of each
other, and who can doubt but that this examination of
each other's works is the most certain and sure way
not only of judging whose are the best, but of making
still greater improvements? Amongst those who ex-
hibited implements at Oxford and Cambridge, none
who witnessed those exhibitions can for one moment
suppose that 1 make any invidious distinction when I
mention the names of the Messrs. Ransome of Ipswich.
They certainly have raised the department of agricul-
tural meclianics to a point it never before had arrived
at ; and, gentlemen, I beg leave to propose the health
of one who has taken an active part in that firm, Mr.
Allen Ransome.''
Mu. Allen Ransome, in an excellent speech, re-

turned thanks.
At a later period of the evening Mr. Handlf.y made

some remark* upon Farmers' Clubs, the establishment
of which in many parts of the country had been attended
with the greatest benefits, and requested jMr. Allen
Ransome to explain their objects to the meeting. He
did not know that any subject could be better for any
club to begin the discussion with than the feeding anil
maintenance of farm horses.

Mil. Ranso.ue.—I will make a few remarks on the
utility of Farmers' Clubs. You are aware that at meet-
ings like this the opportunities of treating upon practical
f-^ubji'cts must be exceedingly brief, and therefore the
individual finds it very difficult to enter upon them.
The rules of the society were simpira- its object was to

form a library forthe circulation of works on agriculture
among the members, and to get together practical
farmers to di«cuss practical subjects. For instance, on
the subject of saltpetre, which wc discussed, we found
at first aslender amount of evidence. One said honestly,
1 daresay, 6 or? bushels per acre, and when I askeil

him whether he had measured it, he answered no. A
few remarks of the kind induced a feeling in the minds
of those who had and who had not tried it to take the
trouble to make the experiment, and to detail the result
at the next meeting. The result was we had a change.
In 20 farms in the neighbourhood the result was various ;

in some little, and in others a large accession of corn
and straw. The question was then, how to account for

the difference. Experiments discovered the truth. On
light soils it was advantageous, but on natural hard
soils it did more harm than good. {Hear, Hear.) One
old farmer said he thought they would be a lot

of blacksmiths, who met together, to talk about
what they did not understand. He said he thought
he kuew as much about farming as any body, aud he
did not wish for any body to teach him what he un-
derstood. This same man afterwards joined tke club,

and often said after " my only wish is that I bad had
these advantages in my early days. My knowledge if.

much inferior to what it would have been." Another
person was asked by an intimate friend, who an-
swered, that he kept back from these clubs to see
whether the neighbourhood was improved by them.
He did see the improvement to the right hand and
to the left, and became a member. Another advan-
tage—there is the opportunity of meeting together,

to exchange thoughts and feelings. If you have
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these opportunities, is it not your duty to use them ?

What you want first is a person to take the chair. I

would not advise you to hunt about for any great

man ia the neighbourhood. Look about and see for

the most priictical man amongst you ; and whoever

else comes among you let him come as a common man.
You would then feel no difficulty in communicating
with each other, and you would then feel the head to

be part and parcel of the body. Then get a secretary

to register the remarks of the meeting, iu order that

they may be referred to at any future time. Far-

mers' clubs have been a source of great benefit, and

have excited in the minds of the youthful part of

society an interest in the profession which has hardly

ever before been realised, and if some half dozen will

meet to-morrow and carry into effect the desired object,

I shall be happy to make one, and put you into pos-

session of whatever information I may possess.

(Cheers.)"

It aifords \is much pleasure to find that Mr.

Ransome, whose great natural talent is aided by

experience in the proceedings of Furmeis' Clubs,

coincides in an opinion which we have before ex-

pressed, in respect to tiie working ofthe.se institu-

tions. " In seeking a chairman," says he, " I

would not advise you to hunt about for any great

man in the neighbourliood. Look about, and see

for the most practical man amongst you, and who-

ever else comes amongst you, let him come as a

common man."
There should be an absence of all restraint at

the meetings of Farmer's Clubs, superiority of rank

naturally occasions a degree of restraint ; nor is

great superiority of talent in a single individual,

if constantly thrust upon the meeting, much less

objectionable.

The result oFlhe preceding lemarks was, that a

meeting was held on the following day, IJ. Ilandley,

Esq., M.P., in the chair, who liaving opened the

business of the meeting, called upon
" Mr. J. A. Ransome, who ably e.xplained the na-

ture and objects of such institutions, and strongly re-

commended the formation of one for the district imme-
diately. This being approved of, rules and regulations

were drawn up, discussed, and passed as forming the

standiQg rules of the Long Sutton Farmers' Club ;
and it

was finally resolved, that its first meeting should be held

at the Bull Inn, on the first Friday after the full mooa in

November, to appoint a chairman, treasurer, secretary,

and committee, and transact other business connected

therewith. The observations made by Mr. J. A. Ran-
some, &c. on this subject are worth notice. By their

means (Farmer's Clubs) much valuable information is

diffused ; different modes of cultivation are compared,

and their results ascertained—improvements are sug-

gested and made public— the iuterchange of thraughts,

opinions, and observations, promotes good feeling, and

in various ways e.xercises a beneficial influence. Among
the objects sought to be obtained by Farmer's Clubs are

the following : - to ascertain the nature and qualities of

the soils and subsoils of the district—to enquire into the

comparative value of different sorts of manures—to
test by experiments alledged improvements in cultiva-

tion, in agricultural implements, or in the management

of stock—to discover the most valuable varieties in

corn, seeds, or roots, and the most advantageous rota-

tion of crops—to collect informiition respecting the

state and progress of agriculture, by correspoudence—

by the establishment of agricultural libraries, and by

such other means as may be deemed expeilient. In a

nord-to advance the interests of agriculture in every

possible way ; reducing tiicory to practice, and throw-

ing the light of knowledge and science over the most

useful and important of the arts of life."

We believe that we are correct in stating that

this is the first Farmer's Club Cotablished in Lin-

colnshire. We trust they will generally spread

over the whole county. It may be, as observed
by Mr. Handley, " that the county of Lincoln is

capable of as little improvement as any in the

kmgdom." We are not only of opinion with him
that " it is capable of some," but further, that the

best ciiUmited district in the kingdom, be that

which it may, is yet capable of very great

improvement. Exertions to improve the cultiva-

tion of the soil, u|)on tiie produce of which a daily

increasing population depends for the first neces-

snry of lile, cannot be too frecjuently or too forcibly

impiessed upon the minds of those whose interest

it is to raise an ample amount of produce to meet
the wants of the people from our native soil. At
the late meeting of the Cleveland Agricultural So-
ciety, the chairman, Edmund Turton, Escj., ob-
served :

—

" If farmers devoted the same attention to the culti-

vation of the soil which they did to the improvement
of cattle, he was convinced their crops would be two
fold—they would grow sufficient for the consumption
of this country—and put :ui end to that objectionable
and ever agitating question, the corn laws.'' (Loud
appluitae.)

It will be in the recollection of our readers, that

the Earl of Zetland communicated at the meeting

of the Richmond Agricultural Society in the last

year, the result of his experiments upon the appli-

cation of nitrate of soda as a manure. The noble

Earl has praisewortliily followed up his experi-

ments this year, and it will be seen from the sub-

joined statement, that the result has been equally

successful:

—

" The Earl of Zetland observed that with respect to

nitrate of soda, he had tried it to a greater extent per-

haps than any other person. Last ye.ir he tried the

experiment on a small scale, and it was eminently suc-

cessful. This year he hud tiled it on a larger scale

both in Cleveland and at Aske. Whole fields had been
sown, so that he could not speak to its comparative
effects. One of those fields spread with nitrate of soda
(one cwt. and a half to the acre,) many gentlemen had
seen. It contained a very fine crop of wheat, not pro-

ducing less than 10 stooks an acre. {Ai>)tlaiiic.) He
heard on the day previous that when the field was
sowu, the man had a little left in his bag, and he threw
it over the hedge into a poor man's garden at Aske;
and afterwards this poor man could not make out why
some patches of his garden were growing much better

than the rest. This was as strong an instance as he
could adduce of its beneficial efl^ects. (Applause.) On
grass land, too, nitrate of soda was very valuable.

If they sowed their initials with it, those iuiti;ds would
come up in grass a^ marked as possible. He tried it

at Aske, and the grass was afterwards cut and weighed.

In a remarkably good meadow field, where no nitrate

of soda was sown, a given quantity of land weighed
76 stone ; in the same quantity, where nitrate was
sown, weighed 118 stone. (J.oud fipplaiise.) lie tried

it on turnips, on this crop it had failed completely, and
he had heard from the South titat it would not benefit

beaus— but wheat, oats, barley, and grass were cer-

tainly greatly improved by it. (.l;);)/(ji(st'.) His lord-

ship concluded by expressing his regret that some parts

of the fields of wheat liad not been omitted with the

nitrate, that he might have been able to have stated its

comparative effects." (Cheers.)

It is much to be regretted that experiments gene-

rally, lose much of their value from the want of

system and accuracy. A poition of a field in

which any experiment is tried, should always be

reserved in its natural slate, in order that a com-
parison might be made.

—

Mark Lune Express,
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ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL
EARMS.
Sir,—From a variety of circumstances, your

valuable and interesting magazine for October

came into my hands only this moruiiig, which
makes me fear that this commimication may be

too late for your November number. But I

cannot delay expressing the pleasure which I feel

at your aftording me an opportunity, by your re-

marks on the jHoceedings of our Wester Ross
Farming Society, of discussing the subject of

model and experimental farms, through the

medium of your magazine, so widely circulated

and universally read. Your objection to experi-

mental farms seems to be mainly in the difficulty

of finding funds for their establishment ; and in

reply to this, I now send you my prospectus for a

model and experimental farm for this northern

district, which the signatures appended to it ])rove

to be a thing not totally impracticable. Now,
though we of the W. R. farm society cannot com-
mand fnnds for a model f;um, except by raising

shares (a mode to which, however, there can be

no possible objection), the case with our Royal

and Highland Societies is widely ditt'ercnt. They
have large funds at their disposal, they have large

capital invested in various modes, which capital

could be as safely invested in the stocking of one
or more farms, under their superintendence,

which would, if we judge from the juofits on
farming gained by all good agriculturists, return

them a far larger revenue than it can invested as

it now is, in the fnnds or in mortgage. If you
say that there is a risk in losing the capital of the

Society, from the bad management of such farms,

I reply that, could such be the case, the Society

would be unfit for directing the agriculture of this

country, when, with all tlie information it pos-

sesses, it could not accomplish wliat any farmer

in Britain does—pay his rent, and interest on his

capital, with a handsome sum for his own main-
tenance, ])roportioned to the size of his farm and
the capital invested in it. So far from not giving

an incoine equal to that received from Consols or

mortgage, I think it may sufely be asserted that

with the advantages possessed by our societies,

they could and must farm to a greater profit than

any private individual possibly could, and that it

presents no greater risk of mismanagement than

from the Bank, insurance comi)anies, and
the thousand other joint stock companies which
are so profitably managed by directors and com-
mittees.

But, supposing the Societies not to have suffi-

cient funds at their disposal, why not connncncea
subscription for the purpose of establishing what
would do more to advance the interests of agri-

culture in one year than all the prizes offered for

cattle, seeds, &c., could do in twenty! Can it be
supposed that when 'we see the tens and tens of

thousands yearly subscribed by a liberal public for

a variety of useful purposes, throughout Britain,

that abundance of means would not pour into the

Society's coffers instantaneously on their making
such a proposal. In a ])rivate petition on the

subject of experimental farms, which I last year

laid before the Royal and Highland Societies, I, an
humble, and comparatively poor individual,

ofJcred to subscribe £100 to either of the Societies

which shoidd first adopt my views ; and when we
know the large sum lately subscribed in Scotland,

under the auspices of the Highland Society, to

build and collect a museum for agricultural im-
plements, can there be any doubt on the point of
sufficient funds being subscribed .' Here was a
large sum extracted from the proverbially poverty-
stricken Scotch (to whom, in this instance, the
term cmmtj cannot be applied), from their strong
desire to promote in any way what they hojjed
might be of advantage to agriculture, though, had
they looked before them with their usual sagacity,
they would soon have perceived how totally

thrown away was the collection of rubbish and
implements long pronounced useless, and how
much better applied would that money have been
in collecting only the very best and most approved
imi)lements, and pointing them only out to their

agriculturists. Yet, so eager was all Scotland for
the possession of anything that they hoped might
in the smallest degree benefit their agriculture,
that in a year or a little more the whole sum was
at the Society's command. Can it, then, be
doubted that for so useful a purpose as that of
model and experimental farms, where our agricul-
turists could at once learn without difficulty, and
see before their eyes the projjcr and most produc-
tive modes of farming, the public purse would not
be readily, freely, and liberally opened! There
can, I assert, be no doubt on this point, and I

trust to see it carried one day, and that soon, into
effect, if funds cannot otherwise be found. The
only objection I know to the establishment of
model farms is the fear which the few best
farmers may reasonably feel that, whereas their
profits are now large, from the better crops their

superior information and intelligence enables
them to raise, the establishment of model and ex-
j)erimcntal farms would soon so instruct our worst
farmers as to put all on a par, and such a pro-
fusion of grain would be raised as would lower
present prices and profits immensely, putting an
end to any necessity for the introduction of
foreign grain. I confess to a little feeling of this

nature myself, for I gain handsomely by my farms,
and know that if all farmed on a good system I

shoidd be a loser; so that if the result I foresee can
be deemed disadvantageous to our country, I allow
that model farms would indeed be a curse, and not
a blessing. You, Mr. Editor, appear to sneer at

the word " throughout," in our petition, but the
l)ernsal of my prospectus, now forwarded to you,
will show the meaning of that word not to be so

dangerous as you may suppose ; the system fol-

lowed in a warm climate, and on fine soil, would
not be a proper regulation for the cold climates
and inferior soils common elsewhere, though we
poor Scotch find that few things which succeed
even in the favoured climate of bonny England
cannot be practised in this our adverse situation,

where care and attention are found to be worth
more than climate and soil. But, certainly, it would
be best that several farms were taken and culti-

vated in the various soils and climates of different

parts of Great Britain; and my prospectus will

show an economical mode of attaining this, if the

Royal and Highland Societies be as poor as the

farmers of Wester Ross. 1 do not like to intrude

longer on your pages and your readers ; all I ask is

that the subject be canvassed openly and fairly ;

anti if there are any strong arguments against the

establishment of model and experimental farms
you will oblige us by stating them, and giving us

an opportunity of reply, for there can be no fear

as to how the discussion must end, carried on, as

it I trust will be, in that good spirit which is the

2 I
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distinctive mark of all true well wishers to their

country.

One word as to what you say of fallows. I was
misrepresented in saying that fallows can be dis-

])enscd with in all seasons, and on all soils. I

alluded chiefly to tlie soils of Ross-shire, a gravelly

]oain. I allow that wet seasons, and a variety of

other circumstances, may make fallows advisable

in some parts of Britain ; but when we see that a

practice which existed extensively even on our

own light soils now extinct, and know what can be

done in clays by careful farmin;;, and the adoption

of means formerly unknown, I do think that

fallows, in almost any soil, can in most instances

be dispensed with. With much esteem for your
valuable magazine,

lam, your obedient servant,

Conan, Oct. 2Gth. F. A. Macki;nzie.

P. S. With regard to the report of " Whitfield

Example Farm," to which you refer, I have
l)erused it, but my stupidity is such as to prevent
my seeing that its example can in any way be
followed, at least not by the canny Scot ; we can,

I trust, suggest something more practical, as well

as more profitable.

HEREFORDS v. SHORT HORNS.
Sir,—On tlie25th of last month I received a letter

from Mr. Bates, of Kirkleaviugton, near Yarni, in

Yorkshire, to which, according to his request, 1 re-

plied ; not being then aware that Mr. Bates iiad sent

a duplicate of ills letter to me, to be inserted in vour
])apt'r. As I kept no copy of my letter to Mr. Bates,

I cannot follow his example in this matter ; but if

Mr. Bates considers it desirable, he has my full con-

sent to make tlie contents of my letter public, thougli

it is not altogether such an one as 1 should have
written with a view to publication, being rather a

communication as from one friend or brother breeder
to another, than a document intended for publicity.

Now, however, that I have seen the letter of Mr.
Bates in print, I feel that tlie public is entitled to

know something of what I said in reply ; it was in

substance as follows :
—" That the bad state of my

health precluded my accepting of JNlr. Bates's kind

offer 10 show me his herd of cattle, which otherwise

I should have hail great pleasure in viewing ; but,

that I should, nevertheless, feel much gratified in

showing Mr. B. my own stock, should it suit his

convenience to come to see them. That I had myself
tried many crosses in breeding both cattle and sheep,

and had witnessed tbi'i result of such trials made by
others, all of which had signally failed where tlie

ohject had been to obtain more she and weight bv
using large male animals with females of smaller

dimensions : for instance, I have frequently seen
the produce of a well formed Hereford bull of good
quality, and a short-horned cow, very superior to

the produce of the short-horned bull and the Ilereford

cow. T could have stated to Mr. ]5ates, why, on the

true principle:* of breeding, this was certain to be
the result, had 1 not thought such a statement liknly

to raise a controversy between us, which, from the

state of my liealth, 1 was desirous to avoid. 1 stated

that I had formerly seen what were then considered
to bo the best sort of sliort- horns in existence, and
latterly, among others, those of Lord Spencer, with
whom i had the j)leasure to spend a l\'.\v days at

V\'iseton, three years ago, yet (hat I had never seen
anything to shake my l)elief that Hereford cattle

would pay more money for the food they cousiimtd,
than any other breed with which 1 was acquainted

—

finishing mij letter, fif course, with an eulogy, (par-

donable I hope in an old man) of my own particular

sort. I made no allusion to my challenge, which,
after Mr. Bates's declaration that " on principle''

he could n®t accept it, I felt would be imjjertinent

;

neither did 1 notice what he said on the milking
properties of his short-horns, nor his having often

kept them solely on " wheat straw and water"
through the long northern winters. I did not raen-

tion, though of course I was awan*, that INlr. Bates

had been an exteiisive and successdil exiiibitor of

stock at the Oxford and (^aiuhridge meetings. I

now beg to inform i\lr. Bates that 1 not only knew
of his success, but that I had satistied myself by
enquiry from competent and imprejudiced judges of

the merit his cattle possessed compared will) others

of the same kind, and also as compared with the

best of other bieeds.

If I had noticed and fully gone into all these im-

portant details, my letter would have been much
longer than I intended, and were I to enter into

them now, it would still be the case ; in a future

letter I may probably go more fully into these sub-

jects. My desire has long been, and still is, to

endeavour by all practicable means to ascertain which
is the best description of cattle for both breeder and

feeder, that is, which sort will pay the most money
for the food they consume. I have repeatedly made
jniblic my \viilingness to find cattle to test this point

with other sorts in the way I think best, viz., by
keeping together, and feeding in the way usually

adopted by graziers, some animals of each breed,

with this proviso, that the rjuantitv of food consumed
by each sort should be as nearly as possible ascer-

tained.

1 am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

JouN FnicE.

Poole House, Uptoa-on-Severn, Kov. 5, 1840.

WITHAM ACxRICULTURAL
MEETING.

This annual meeting of the gentry and agricul-

turists and labourers (a branch of the Chelmsford

Society), look place on Thursday, Oct. fi. The
ploughing took place in a field belonging to Mv.
'i'bomas Beadet, about a mile on the London road.

At two o'clock the prizes to deserving labourers and

servants were distributed from a waggon drawn up
in front of the Society's tent ; in the waggon were

Lord Rayleis^h, W. W. Luard, Esq., J. H. Fattison,

Esq., W.' VValford, E-q., the Rev. J. P. Wood, and

most of the other gentry of tiie neighhonrhood.

Mr. DisNEV (the President), addressed the

winners ofthejirizes in a very approjjriate speech.

Lord RAVLrion then moved a vote of thanks to

Mr. Disney, which that gentleman acknowledged,

and the company separated.

TIIE DINNER.
Ul)vvar(ls of ()0 gentlemen sat down to a dinner

at the White Hart Inn.

.TouN DisMv, Es(]., the President of the Asso-

ciation, took the Chair, and there were present. Lord

Rayleish, C. 0. Bound, Esq., i\LP. ; W. W. Luard,

.1. U. Pattisson, R. Ducanf, i'. Butler, H. Blood,

v.. Douglas, R. White. K. U. Pattisson, J. E.

Walford, T. Luard. anil II. Dixon, Ksqrs.; Revds.

.1. P. Wood, C. Leii;Ii, and II. Ducane; IMessrs. T.

Crump, (V^ice-Chairman), W. Iluthv, J. Beadel,

II. J. Beadel, J. Huilpy, J. Beadel, jun., W.
Shepherd, S. f.ungley, T. Beadel, &c. if^c.

After the cloth had been removed, the accustoinary

toasts were given.
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The President tlien said, they were assembled

there for the purpose of promoting agriculture, and
as President of the Society he could say that few-

persons had contributed more to that object than

their two Vice-Presidents, Lord Rayleigh and Lord
Western. (Cheers.) They had not a better neigh-

bour, or one more siacerely attached to the interests

of agriculture, than Lord Tlayleigh, wbo was a

thorough friend of this Society and all its objects.

(Cheers.) To say of Lord Western that he was an

eminent friend to agriculture, would be only to tell

them that the sun shone at noon day—as a country
gentleman he was a friend to those around him ; and

he could not put two names together more service-

able to the county than those two noblemen. (Cheers.)

He proposed the healths with all the honours they
could give the toast. (Drunk with cheers.J

Lord Ravleigh returned thanks.

The PRi£SfDENT said, he would now give the

healths of a body of gentlemen who were attached

to the interests of Agriculture—" The Members for

the County." (Cheers.)

Mr C, G. Round returned thanks.

'Jhe following statements of experiments which
had been tried by Mr. Smyth Lungley, of Kelvedon,
were then read by Mr. J. Beadel :

—

PRODUCE PER ACRE.
BARLEY SOWN ^\ITH VARIETIES OF MANURES, 1840.

Manure.
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EAST RETFORD AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

FIRST ANNUAL MEETING.

The establishment of the East Retford Agiicuhu-
riil Society', and the locality to wliich its operaiioiis

are more immediately confined, may form an excuse

for oft'ering- a few observations by way of prelude to

the report of this interesting meeiinij, wliich

took place at Retford, and to which we direct the

attention of all who taie an interest in the success

of agriculture, and, by consequence, in the general

welfare and prosperity of the country at large.

The district to which this society extends, con-

tains a population of at least 35,000 souls, the prin-

cipal portion of which are engaged in cultivating the

soil. It comprehends the whole of the Hundred of

of Bassetlaw, and every parish in the counties of

York, Lincoln, Derby, and Nottingham—the town
or villao-e of which is situated within filteen miles in

a direct line from East lletford ; having an area of

450,000acres,and containing such an usefuldiversity

of soils within its limits as to render such society

not only advantageous but certainly highly desirable.

The greater portions of these soils preponderate in

favour of light useful sand and loam, which since

the formation of the Chesterfield canal in 1777, have
been brought into such a high state of cultivation as

but tew other neighbourhoods can boast of, and which
Las produced some of the finest sheep and cattle

to be found in any other part of the kingdom. In
proof of this assertion let us take a brief retrospect

at some of the principal breeders for the last half

century.

First of these stands pre-eminent the late F. F.
Foljambe, Esq., of Osberton, who seeing what the

district required, liberally opened his purse for the

purchase of the famous bull " Foljambe, "(son of the

celebrated bull " Hubback") many of whose descend-
ants are scattered up and down the country, still re-

maining as monuments of the skill and judgment ma-
nifested by this kind-hearted and much revered

gentleman, who earned for himself a fame not to bo
forgotten either in Nottinghamshire or ;he adjoining

counties. Contemporary with Mr. Foljambe was
the late Mr. Turnell, of Ranby, whose stock, usually

denominated the " Reasby breed," hnva conferred

immense benefits on various parts of the country.

This breed, however, is said not to be the pure short

horn, although they are the descendants of Hubback
;

they sprung from a cow whose breed certainly was
questionable, but wliose worth was inestimable.

Many of this breed are to be found in almost every
county in England, and highly favoured must be lie

who possesses such a valuable acquisition to his

lierd. Next to these in point of years stand the Hon.
John Bridgeman Simpson, of Babworth, who, from
the celebrated bull " Lancaster," (purchased at the

sale of the late Mr. Collins for (320 guineas) and some
heifers from the same stock (one of whicli cost 190
guineas), has produced a breed worthy of this or any
other age or country. Next in point of time rose

the late celebrated C. Champion, Esii-, of Blyih, who
produced some of the most valuable stock that ever
was, or perhaps ever will be raised ; as witness the

immense prices whicli many of his cattle produced
on various occasions; and even at the last (pieviou'^

to his declining breeding altogether), and when some
of bis primest stock had already been disposed of,

the short horns sold at his sale fetched the large sum
of 7000 guineas. Proceed we next to not'ce l^arl

Spencer, of Wiseton. Tliis distinguished nobloman

has for a series of years occupied one of the highest

situations in the country as a breeder of short horns.

'i"he assiduity with which he has followed it up, and
the great care and judgment displayed by his lord-

ship in the selection and management of his stock,

has earned for him a fame and a character known
nearly tliroughout the civilized world. Not only On
the continent of Europe, but in America, in Australia,

and various other parts of the globe, liis lordship'.s

])roduce are to be found, conferring alike an honour
upon their highly esteemed breeder, and a benefit

upon those distant lands, where they are destined to

jjroduce results which the present generation catmot
fully appreciate, but of which alter ages will reap a

benefit not now even to be calculated upon. Nor
ought we to forget John Parkinson, Esq., of Ley-
fields, who stands second to but very t'ow in this ira-

j)ortaiit branch of our domestic economy. The very
high prices which his stock has invariably realized,

and tlie eagerness with which it has been sougiit

after in every part of the kingdom, all tend to jirove

that his judgment is of a very superior order, and
those of his produce of the most sterling kind. To
George Clarke, Esq., of Earnby Moor, and Mr. Al-

lison, of Bilby, the public are considerably indebted

for the great encouragement which for years they

gave to this important subject; latterly both liave

declined the breeding of shorthorns. Next to them
we may mention Mr. William Bower, of Moorgate
House, who has for many vears produced some
excellent cattle, which has frequently obtained pur-

chasers at good prices. Tliere are several others in

the district of minor importance, in this respect, but

which our limits at present prevent us from notic-

insf. Those whose names we have mentioned are

all residing within a few miles of rtetford.

We secondly proceed to notice our past and pre-

sent resident sheepbreeders and their produce ; and

here we build on a sure foundation—one, too, which
can neither be shaken, nor its present superstructure

outrivalled. For the last sixty years the Hundred
of liastetlaw has been the great nursery for jirize

sheep, whence have issued some of the very best

wliich England bus produced. This climax, however,

has not been attained without an immense deal of

trouble,—a great outlay of capital and tlie exercise of

superior skill and judgment in the selection of .such

rams, and the adoption of such ewes, whose jiro-

duce was likely to be suited to the district in whicii

they wore destined to locate. For this jiurpose Lei-

cestersliire was scoured from end to end, whilst the

length and breadth of the East Riding of Yorkshire

was ransacked, and the best sheep were imported into

Nottinf.;bamsliire which favour could accomplish, or

money procure. During this period it was no un-

common thitig for 100 guineas to be given as the price

of a ram for the " season ;" whilst ewes were pur-

chased at a cost of seven times their intrinsic value.

Perbapsone of tlie first persons who took the lead in

this laudable but somewhat hazardous speculation,

was the late i\lr. Scott, of Torworth, whose Hock

about thirty years ago surpassed most otiiers in the

kingdom. The immense sacrifices which be made
were, at that time, considered by many to he fiir

greater than the profits which he was ever likely to

realize ; but he kept on " the even tenor of his way,"

and his successors Jiave found their advantage in their

predecessor's immense outlay. Nor ouijlit we to omit

agnin mentioning the name of the late(Jbarles Cham-

pion, Es(i., of Blytli, whose ardour in the cause of

iinptoving tiie breed of sheen was scarcely excelled

by his wellknown predilection in favour of obtain-

ing the very best of cattle. His memory will long

live, and be cherished by all those agriculturists in
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(he district with wliom he was so long and so honour-

ably connected ; and for whom, and their descend-

ants, he so long toiled to improve, and to further the

interests of this most importiint hranch of British

enterprize. Next upon the list we sliall notice is

Kichard llodgkinson, Esq., of Morton Grange. For

the last forty yea is this gentleman's best attention

has been devoted towards bringing his breed of sheep

to the greatest perfection. In this great and impor-

tant undertaking he has heen very materially assisted

by his extensi^fe connexion with nianv of tiie most
eminent breeders throughout the countr}' ; and neither

pains nor expense have been spared towards consum-
mating this—the great and principal object of bis

ambition. The late William Hod^lcinson, Esq., of

Torworth, also well deserves to be hatl in remem-
brance. His exertions were unremiuing—his ex-

j)enses immense, still he was not to be deterred ; and
we believe vre may add that one of the |)roudest days

of his life was in 1839, when tbe silver cup was
awarded to him at the BIyth show for his splendid

pen of twenty clipped wetbers. Nor ought we to omit

to mention liis son-in-law, Mr. Allison, of Bilby,

whose flock perhaps surpasses most others in the

district at the present period; His pen of twenty
clipped wethers exhibited at tlielast Blylh show, and
which obtained the prize, were allowed by compe-
tent judges, from various parts of the kingdom, to

be the very best ever exhibited in anv part of the

globe. George Clarke, Esq., of Barnby Moor, John
J5radlcv, Esq., of Blytb, Mr. Inett, of Barnbv Rloor,

Mr. .lobn Clarke, of xMattersea Hill, Mr. Thos. VVal-

].-''r, Dane's Hill, Mr. Neale, of Scrooby, and seve-

ral others, are names familiar ta most of our readers,

whose sujierior breed of sheep are not to be excelled

in any other county or district. In proof of this as-

sertion we have only to call to our recollection that

several of those gentlemen we have just named,
actually challenged all England to produce a similar

number of sheep to be exhibited against theirs at

the late Bljth fair forthesum of 1000 guineas, but

from that period, although nibbled at, has not been
accepted. With a district therfore so well furnished

with men and materials for forming an agricultural

society, vre cannot doubt that the one whose proceed-

ings we are about to record, will flourish for many
years to come. It is true that " little Ollerton''

has set up for itself ; and Blyth and its circumjacent

district form an inde[)endent association of its own,
under the fostering caie and splendid munificence

of John Bradley, Esq. The Retford society, how-
ever, aims not at rivalry, nor envies the exertions

of others in the same laudable undertaking. It is

Ijer design to "live and let live," and under its~
. . .

present auspices we cannot doubt that its ultimate

success is certain.

—

Doncuster Gazette.

ON DRAINING MOSSY LANDS.
Sir,—I would ask your numerous readers who may

have had experience in the draining, &c., of low mossy
lands, what is the best method to be adopted where the

bottom is rotten, and vvhere shells v/ould sink and be-

come useless? Some land of this description is lately

come into my possession, and I am at a loss to know the

best coarse to be taken in such a ease. Manure it is

well known is almot-t thrown away upon land in such a

Condition. Is there any general rule whereby to dis.

cover the head of the sprin<f ? whether the land in smcU

places is somewhat higher? Any of your experienced

readers who may give a word ot advice, will conler a

favour upon a constant reader and
A CHESmtiE F..MtMER.

October 2ith, 1340.

INTRODUCTION OF MERINOS
INTO SCOTLAND.

The introduction of merinos into Scotland direct
from the continent forms, we believe, a new fact iu
the husbandry of this country. This has been ac-
complished by Mr. Graham, of Kincaldrum, in the
county of Forfar. As the fact itself is new, it de-
serves a little attention from us. About six years
ago, .Mr, Graham caused a friend of his in Brauens-
burg, in Hast Prussia, to send hi^m some Saxoa
sheep. These had been exhibited at a great show
which annually takes ]ilace in tliat country, and at

which the ewes purchnsed for him had obtained the
highest prize. To give some idea of the price these
sheep cost Mr. Graham, we have only to mention the
fact, that a brother of Mr. Graham's rams was sold
in Prussia three years ago for the sum of 1000 rix-

thalers, equal to 143Z. sterling. On their importa-
tion into this country, the sheep were kept on the
lawn around Kincaldrum house throughout the year,

with the assistance of a few turnips and straw in

winter, and a covered cot into which they could re-

tire at night and in bad weather. JMr. Graham bred
from them for a few years, but found them too deli-

cate in the constitution for the climate, from the
want of the proper warmth and shelter they had been
accustomed to abroad in winter. He then thought of
crossing them with with other sheep, putting the

Leicester tup to the pure Merino ewe, and the pure
ram to the Cheviot ewe ; and the experiments have
succeeeded rer.iarkabh' well. The crosses are quilo

as hardy as the native breeds of sheep, requiring no
other attention, and bearing to be soiled in winter
on turnips in the field. The produce of both crosses

have grown and thriven well, promising to be well
formed and weighty sheep, but, as it was only last

year that Mr. Graham began the crossing, and the

sheep have not yet had time to attain to their full

growth, it is as yet impossible to say to what weight
their carcasses may ulti'nately attain. Wiih regard
to the wool, which is now-a-days an important par-

ticular in the breeding of sheep, the quality of that

of the pure Merino is very fine, for, although it is an
admitted fact that its quality does deteriorate a little

in this climate, still it is far finer than that of any
of the native breeds. Three years ago, Mv. Gra-
ham's fleeces fetched ?>s. 6d. per lb. in Edinburgh,
and the average clip was fully -libs, per carcass. The
cross- wool is of course not so line, but still very
fine, and of a different texture, and far superior to

any produced in this country. The fleeces of these

weigh fully olbs. each, and in order to let sheep-

breeders themselves judge of its quality, I\Ir. Gra-
ham, we understand, intends to exhibit his wool at

the Highland and Agricultural Society's show at

Aberdeen next October. As we believe that Mr.
Graham has a few pure rams to spare, as well as

a few cross ewes and tups, it may be worth while,

naw that the opportunitv is within their reach, for

some of our sheep-breeders to try a cross with the

pure Merino ram and the Leicester, Southdown, and
Cheviot ewes, with the view of improving the quality

of the wool, and at the same time seeing whether the

symmetry and weight of the carcass cannot be
maintained. The experiment of maintaining the

cajxass of the native breeds with the Merino cro?s,

was tried long ago, from 1788 to 180-1, by his late

INIajesty George III., and did not then very well suc-

ceed, but we conceive that many circumstances then

operated to frustrate the object of those experiments,

as well as those of a later date made by the Merino
Society of 18ll. Among other disturbing influence^
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maybe mentioned tlie tben recent introduction of

an unknown race of animals—the general ignorance

of the principles and practice of breeding- sbeep

then, compared with the extended knowleilge of

these essential particulars in the ]jresent day—and

the peculiar circumstances under which a royal flock

was likely to be attended to. But these objections

do not j'lold good now, and so far as the nature of the

breeds themselves is concerned, there seems nothing

to prevent the carcass of the Merino lo be imj)roved

as well as that of any other breed. Indeed, so iar

from that, the late experiments of Lord Western
rather hold out a strong encouragement to breeders

to try the experiment. Lord Western has ciiallenged

all England to produce superior sheep to his Anglo-
Merino in symmetry and fat. We had an oppor-

tunity of seeing some of them at tlie Oxford show of

the English Agricultural Society last year, and mu.st

say that prettier sheep were not exhibited on the

ground, nor any that proved fatter both inside and
out, or died better as the phrase has it, on being

slaughtered. The remarkable feature of these crea-

tures was their carrying their iieeces for three 3'cars,

during which, it seems the fleeces acquire a much
greater proportion of the weight of 381bs. in the lat-

ter years than in the lirst year of that period. This

interesting fact, now that ii has been ascertained by
experiment, is indicative of the possibility of uniting

a fat carcass with a fine fleece—an union, the possi-

bility of which, has long been denied by sheep-

breeders in England. We do not profess to explain

the reason why Lord Western's slieep retain their

fleeces in an unbroken state for more than one year.

We shall feel obliged to any of our correspondents

who can give us a satisfactory explanation of the cir-

cumstances, to do it. Perhaps the practice of keep-

ing the sheep constantly in the house may have some
etfect in producing the result, and if so, then we may
expect that our otlier breeds might be i-nade lo pro-

duce the same effect, now that the practice of

bousing, in winter especially, is gainiug ground in

England. Altogether, we conceive that experiments

in crossing and housing the different breeds of our
sheep, may bring out highly interesting results, as

well in regard to the symmetry of the carcass, as the

quality of the wool and the properties of the fleece.

—

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

STEAM PLOUGH.—On Saturday last, a trial was
made in one of the ttelds on the estate of Possil, near

Glasgow, of the steam-plough, intended for the culti-

vation of the sugar lands of British Guiana. This trial

was completely successful, and gave great satisfaction

to the numerous party who witnessed it (among' whom
wc observed Colonel Campbell, of Possil). 'J he field

was laid out similar to tho?e in the colony, which have
canals on each side, running parallel with one another.

'J'he maciiinery consists of two iron boats, one contain-

ing a small hicrh-pre-^sure steam-engine, with a drum,
round which the endless chain or rope is coiled, and
the other a reversing pulley, by means of which the chain

or rope is extended, and allowed to work whichever
way is required ; the ploughs arc attaclicd to this chain,

and made to work backwards and forwards with great

rapidity and accuracy. Mr. JMacllae, whose long
residence in the colony, and great prnclical experience
of the working of sugar estates, had directed his atten-

tion, for a considerable lime past, to the groat and
absolute necessity of employing some other j)ower to

supersede cultivation by manual labour, invented the

»leam-i)lougli, which was executed by those enterprising

engineers, JVlessrs. 'J'homas I'Alington and Sons, Phoc-
Mix Iron-works, whose grewt ingenuity in constructing

and designing the various parts was very much admired.
—Chfgjw (Jourier,—April 21.

THE EPIDEMIC AMONGST
CATTLE.

The pecuniary less sustained by farmers, whose
cattle have been attacked by the epidemic, which
has for some time past prevailed, renders no
apology necessary for occupying tlie most pro-
minent part of our paper with some observations

respecting it. T!ie disease is stdl extending, and
seems to be going northward, it has already

reached Berwick-upon-Tweed, and will doubtless

speedily pr'jgress into Scotland. It prevails at

this moment to a very consideiable extent in the

county of Sussex, and tiie Brighton Guzette has

the followiiig observations upon tlie subject :

—

" We regret to hear that a disease among the cattle,

sheep, and pigs, is still very prevalent in Sussex. A few
days ago, three fat hogs of Mr. Tucker, at Offham,
were attacked by the comjilaint, and two of them died.
Tiie cattle and slieep are seized with weakness in the legs,

and they roll and tumble about as if intoxicated, and
numbers may be seen feeding wiiilst lying down. Mr.
Tucker's hogs are the only instance we have heard of,

in which the disease has jiroved fatal. 1 he malady has
a serious effect upon the stock markets. Butchtrs
appear afraid to purchase ; and the breeders are, of
course, desirous of disposing of t'lcir stock. The dis-

ease, which appears lo be very iafecdous, is productive
of great inconvenience to breeders and purchasers,
and it has baflled the skill and experience of veterinary

surgeons."

We r.re perfectly satisfied that the Brifffiton

Gazette would not do.si<j,iied!y give publicity to

any erroneous statement, more esjjecially when
tending lo produce miscliievous results, and which
the paragraph given above is most unquestionably

calculated to do. That Mr. Tucker's pigs died

we entertain no doubt, nor do we less doubt that

if timely assistance had been rendered they

would have recovered. Tiie disease is fatal in

but very few cases, mainly tliose in wiiicli the con-

stitution of the animal was in a bad slate before

the attack, or where tlie grossest negligence in

treatment h;is been committed. That " breeders

should be desirous of disposing of their stock"

would be a most mistaken policy, and that " the

disease has baffled the skill and experience of

veterinary surgeons" is incorrecl. That graziers

should be anxious to sell their fat cattle, ready for

market, is not surprising, inasmuch as an attack

of the disease causes tlie animals to lose flesh, and
consequently deteriorates their value, or renders

them unmarketable without a further outlay for

feeding ; but that breeders should seriously en-

tertain the idea of selling their cattle from appre-

hensions of their being attacked, is, as it seems to

us, perfectly absurd. Tliat the statement of the

disease having " baffled the skill and experience of

veterinary surgeons," is incorrect, not only appears

by tlie reports of veterinary surgeons themselves, in

different parts of the country, but also by the

success which has almost invariably attended

tlie application of the remedies prescribed by
Professor Sewell, and published a long lime since

by the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

and republished by us a second lime two weeks

since. \'eteriiiary surgeons can no more prevent

the attack of tliis, than of «?/'/ other disease; but

that they can cure it, and that the remedy is
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simple, is s1)gwii by the document to wiiich we
have iibove referred.

It cannot he too (brcibly impressed upon the minds

of all persons wliose uatlle have not been allaci^cd,

that the utmost watclifnbiess should be used witli

a view to discover the first symptom, wlien

advice should be called in, or, if not at hand,

the remedy wliich has now been so universally ap-

plied and as universally found successful, should

be instantly resorted to. The wailing to see if

the animal will get better, gives time for the

disease to take stronger hold, and it productive of

no other more serious consequence, renders the

cure more protracted. When taken in the

first stage the cure is simple and speedy, and
the disease produces little effect on the animal

;

if permitted to advance to the second stage,

the consequences are much more injurious. In

the number of" The Vclerinaruui' published this

d;ty, there are several interesting communications

on the subject, one of the most interesting is an

essay by Dr. Gilmiester, veterinary surgeon to

Prince Thun and Taxis, at Rtgensburgh, in Bava-
ria, upon the character of the disease as it appe^'.red

in Mecklenburgb, in the year 1839, and which was
read in English by Mr. Erne, at the meeting of

the Veterinary Medical Association, on the 26lh
May lust. The disease, it appears, prevailed in

Hungary and Lower Austria, in 1834, spread

rapidly to Bohemia, Saxony, and Prussia, afterwards

to Mecklenburg, entering the country at south and
west, and proceeding to the north and east, and not

only invaded the whole country, but spread through

Germany, Holland, and France. Dr. Gilmiester

considers the disease of the mouth and of the foot

to be the same : in his experience they have not

attacked the animal at the same lime, but ge-

nerally follow each other at a short interval of

time. The disease of the foot was by far the most
malignant, and fatal. This malady may be com-
municated by inocculation, and has been taken by
human beings. The communications of Mr.
Gharles Dickens, of Kimbolton, and of Mr. Lepper
of Aylesbury, are exceedingly interesting, and con-

tain much valuable and practical matter, which

may be perused with advantage by the farmer.

We shall close these remarks by again enjoining

continued vigilance to the appearance of animals

which have not been affected with the disease, so

that the shortest possible space of time be permit-

ted to elapse between the appearance of the first

symptom, and tiie application of the remedy, the

the malignity of the disease, and the difficulty of

cure increasing very rapidly by delay.

FARMERS' CLUBS.—In support of our opinion

last week, as regards tlie value of these institutions,

we extract the following observations from the Rutland
Club, advertised in our 2d page. First, that after the

general accounts had been gone through, it was unani-

mously resolved, that an exhibition of seeds, roots,

implements &c., should take place next autumn. That
25l. should be applied (from the annual subscription

fundj to the purchase of standard agricultural works
for the library ; and that at the next monthly meeting
(on the I6th Nov.) the present prevailing epidemic
should be again discussed. The above analysis must
clearly show to the practical agriculturist the important
results that must emanate from such iastitutions.—

Lincolnshire Chronicle.

ON LAYING DOWN PERMANENT
PASTURES.

Sir,—I feel extremely obliged to you for procuring-

the informatiou I sought, respecting " Soiling," and
if you would further oblige me by inserting- this

letter in vour next mag.izine, I have uo doubt some

useful correspondent would give me information

upon another subject, I mean the advantage of lay-

ing down permanent pasture, without taking a

white crop.

Sinclair recommends it I know, but were profit

and loss great objects of consideration with bim ?

I have lately received the annexed letter, showing

the Kre.it advaiitasres of soilinq;, as well as the value of

Italian rye-grass, Laving myself witnessed the luxu-

riant crops the writer grows of that very valuable

grass, I can bear testimony to the statement made in

his letter.

I am, your obedient servant,

TVRO.

Sir,—My plot of ground being only If acre of light,

loomy soil, not of the richer sort, but rendered pretty

fertile by attentively manuring it—and I need not

tell you. Sir, that tbis would not be more than

sufficient to graze one cow during the six summer
nioniljs— in tbis case, as well as in many others, neces»

sity was made the parent of invention ; desiring that

the produce in some way should be rendered to go

as far as possible, I resorted to that invaluable plan

of feeding within doors v.-itb cut grass from the

ground, which has now been my practice for years

back; but now having to do with tbis year, I shall

say that on the 27th Aprd last, my second year

crop of Italian rye-grrss was knee high when I

began cutting it to my horse and two cows ; in June

I sold orie'covv to a butcher in geod condition, which

was replaced in about a fortnight by a poney, which

three has been kept entirely upon this ju-oduce until

now, and I am often told by my man, " unless you
get another cow you cannot use all this grass," and

from its present appearance, I am !ed to suppose it

will last until December.
I would also say, that at the latter end of June,

when about 4 feet high, and the seed ripe, I cut

three-quarters of an acre, which was thrashed, and

produced 30 measure of seed, part of which I have

sold at 12s. the measure of 38 quarts ; the hay after it

has been thrashed is almost the only food my horses

subsisted on since then, having perhaps occasionally

a handful of the green, and their high condition,

aUliough working, is not exceeded by any other in

the place, thus shewing the value of the Italian rye-

grass, even as hay as well as green food.

The only drawback that can be urged against tbis

plan, is the labour of cutting and carrying the grass,

this I consider is amply repaid by the produce of

manure it affords.

I proceed to c-alculate the profit at the lowest

rates charged here, which is not for cows under 5s.

per week, and horses more, and although this will

keep them seven months, I will call it only six.

3 heads for 26 weeks, at Js. each .. £19 10

30 measures of seed, say at lOs.

(although selling at 12s.3 15

Deduct its worth as pasture.

34 10

6 10

Nett profit 28

Thus affording 420 per cent, on the old plan.
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ON THE DRAUGHT of PLOUGHS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGA/INE.

Sir,—A number of articles have of late appeared

in your periodical on ploughs and their respective

draughts. The subject is one of great importance,

as it is closely connected with economy of

management, and a saving in the expense of cul-

tivation is equivalent to an increase of pro-

duction.

It is, however, unfortunate that in our enquiries

as to the comparative excellence of the great va-

riety of modern ploughs, there is too little

reference to antecedent experiment ; and as a case

in point, I would particularly instance the trials

instituted to ascertain the merits of the Beverstone,
of Arbuthnot's, and within the last few years of

Finlayson'sand Wilkie's. Although it is a question

whether, on certain ])oints, we have made any w/;?/

marked improvements on the two first of these
implements, always excei)ting, of course, the suc-
cessful introduction of the friction wheel by
^Vilkie, and perhaps the invention of the skeleton

hody by Finlayson, for the first furrow on the
strongest clays

; yet the Beverstone and Ar-
buthnot's plough are almost forgotten, Finlayson's

and Wilkie's knovrn only to few.

It would appear that in many instances present
inquiry is to a great extent but a revival of the

past, and that, upon the whole, we are not making
less positive advances than at first sight we should
imagine. Notwithstanding all that has been
wi'itten, we are still undecided as to whether
wheel or swing ploughs are easiest of draught,
and as to their comparative value in other respects,

we still require a series of experiments to deter-

mine the proper point of attachment of draught,
whether to the point of the beam, to the axle of
the wheels, or from the body of the implement,
and lastly, the G. O. system of double horses is

still under comparison with the line method of
attaching the moving power. All these have
been open questions more than half a century.

It were to be wished, therefore, that some in-

fluential person or society would take the matter
lip, and, by rendering our knowleJge on the
subject as precisely accurate as careful inves-

tigation could make it, confer a lasting benefit on
the agricultural public. In the meanwhile, we
may welcome the appearance of the " Experiments
of P. Pusey, Esq., AI.P.," as being the most satis-

factory, and, upon the whole, the most conclusive
of modern times,—the most curious, too, sub-
versive as they are of some of our most favourite
theories. Elaborate, however, as they are, and
decisive as tliey would appear to most on the par-
ticular question of the general practicability of the
two horse system, yet, on this one point, the trial

on tenacious clay was not so complete as might be
desired. There is a plough, Finlayson's skeleton
plough, the existence of which is apparently un-
known, and yet the very implement invented for

the circumstances in question. Had, therefore,

Mr. Pusey tried the skeleton against the other
])loughs, the result would have been most satis-

factory ; until that is done we arc still unable to

decide whether the Scotch system is uuivcisally
applicable nr not, and especially in the difficult

circumstances in which of these trials it failed.

If, therefore, some society or patrioticindividual

competent—and no one is more so than is iMr.

Pusey, to solve the problem of " wlicel or swing
ploughs, of the plough of absolutely the lightest

draught, aud of the possibility of the introduction

of the G. O. systeru on strong land—" if some
such j)erson as Mr. P. would undertake to conduct
the experiment, I would venture to submit that

the comparative trial of three forms of plough
hitherto but little noticed would most probably
satisfactorily determint? the points at issue.

The forms I would recommend are

—

1. ^Vilkie's friction wheel plough.
2. Finlayson's skeleton plough.

;3. The best Scotch plcugh, with the Beverstone
wheel apparatus.

The reconnnendution of the third form may ap-

pear singular, inasmuch as there is no such ploug'n

in existence ; the addition, howe^•er, of the singu-

larly scientific wheel system of the Beverstone to

an iron Scotch plough might readily and cheaply

be made, and would, I am persuaded, constitute a

wheel plough superior, ])erhaps, to any in the

world.
The comparison of this wheel plough with

Wil'icie's (No. I), the best sivini/ plotigh. of which
I have any knowledge, would go far to decide the

question of the comparative value of wheel or

swing ploughs; and, again, the trial of Finlayson's

skeleton plough (No. 2) upon clay lands would
determine the ifossibility of the two horse system

on soils on which it has hitherto been deemed im-

practicable. These three forms would, in fact,

embrace every variety of soil and circumstance ;

and experiments carefully conducted would ascer-

tain all we can reasonably expect to accomplish.

October.
'

J. N.

Note.—For plate and description of the Bever-

stone plough itself, sec Annals of Agriculture, vol.

•iS, page 1!)2.

ON SUBSOIL-PLOUGHING.
TO J. WEST, ESQ., COLLINGH AM.

Sir,—Allow me to thank you most respectfully

for your polite communication respecting the

subsoil plough, noticed in this month's Farmer's

Magazine, by that eminently practical farmer, Mr.
J. Wright, of Collingham. Knowing both from
private aud public sources, that you also have
paid great attention, and are highly interested in

the subject of subsoil-ploughing, I feel satisfied

you would confer weighty obligations on farmers

in the principality of Wales, if your valuable time

would permit, by forwarding further information

upon " the soils lest adajjted to the operation of the

subsoil jjlough, and also the kind of plough, most
easily and advantageously worked, in the princi-

pality," should your knowledge extend so far.

In Mr. AVriglit's letter, headed Important to

Farmers, he states that the method adopted by him
was most eftectual for the destruction of that

annoying little animal the WIRE-^^0RM. Mr. ^\'.

does not state whether this ])lough can be worked
by tiro horses, or not, he says that he procured his

plough from a INIr. Smith, a Scotchman. Now I

believe Mr. Smith's subsoil ])lough cannot be

worked with less than four or even six horses.

I do not mean to doubt for a moment, but an
am])le cqtiivalent would he derived from the

employment of such a team, even in the destruc-

tion of the wire-worm, but my enquiry is, and I

kiu)w your extensive experience both in England
and Scotland will be highly satisfactory towards

answering this enquiry, is this plough mentioned
by Mr. Wright as Mr. Smith's subsoil plough, or
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is Mr. Murray s plou(/h best adapted to lands in

the principality of Wales, yenerally, and the

county of Denbigh in particular, and if either of

them is so constructed that two j^on-erfid horses

can work them effectually ?

The result of your experience, througli the

medium of that extensively circulated journ;>l,

the Mark Lane Exjtress, if the Editor will be so

obliging as to insert this letter, and your com-
munication in answer to it, will be very much
esteemed and obliged.

Sir, your most obedient servant,

R. Ellis.

Ruthin, North Wales, Oct. 1840.

DARLINGTON AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The third meeting was held last month, which

drew together great numbers of influeiUi-.d f.irraers

and others from the neighbourhood. The display of

stock of all kinds was excellent, the cows and slieep

of the first rate quality. There was an heifer, two

years and a half old, belonging to Lord Zetland,

which was much admired for its size and syinmetrv.

This has been the best meeting ever held. The fol-

lowing were the premiums awarded :

—

CATTLE.
For the best bull, one year old, and not exceeding-

four, 20 sovereigns, to Mr. S. Deighton, of ^^'instone.

For the spcond best bull, ;3 sovereigns, to Mr. May-
nard, Snow Hill, six competitors.

For the best cow in calf, or that has produced a

calf since the first of January last, 5 sovereigns,

to Mr. J. Booth, Killerby, nine competitors.

For the best two year old heifer, in calf or

milk, 5 sovereigns, to Earl of Zetland, six compe-
titors.

For the best yearling heifer, 3 sovereigns, added
to a sweepstakes of 10s. each, to Mr.T, Sowerby,
Newton, six competitors.

SHEEP.
For the best tup, 3 soverei5;ns, added to a sweep-

stakes of 10s. each, to IMr. Robert Watson, Hilton,

four competitors.

For the best shearling tup, 3 sovereigns, added to

a sweepstakes of 10s. each, to Mr. T. Allison, Fow-
berry, three competitors.

For the best tup lamb, 1 sovereign, added to a

sweepstakes of 10s. ejch, to INIr. Hartley, Middleton-

lodge, three competitors.

For the best pen of five ewes, that have brought up
lambs in the present year, 3 sovereigns, to Mr. C.
Watson, three competitors.

For the best pen of five gimmers,3 sovereigns, to

Mr.C. Watson, three competitors.

PIGS.
For the best boar, 2 sovereigns, added to a sweep-

stakes of OS. each, to INIr. R. Kitchin, Darlington.

For the best sow in pig, or produced a litter

within four months previous to the day of show-
ing, 2 sovereigns, to Mr. Cundale, Otley Field.

For the best fat pig the property of a cottager, 1

sovereign, to Mr. C. Brotherton, Darlington, eight

competitors.

For the best fat pig, 1 sovereign, to be added to a

sweepstakes of 5s. each, to Mr. J. Simpson, Darling-

ton, three competitors.

HORSES.
For the best mare in foal for hunters, 5 sovereigns,

toMr. T. Sowerby, sen., nine competitors.

For the best mare in foal for breeding saddle horses

for ths road, 5 sovereigns, to JMr. B. Harrison, New-
biggin, ten competitors.

For the best mare in foal for breeding carriage

horses, 5 sovereigns, to Mr. Jacques, St. Trinians,

eleven competitors.

For the best mare in foal for breeding draught

horses, 3 sovereigns, to I\Ir. Wilkinson, Hurworth,

six competitors.

For the best two year old filly for breeding car-

riage horses, 2 sovereigns, added to a sweepstakes

of 10s. each, to Mr. Wood, Croft, four competitors.

For the best three year old colt for saddle, two
sovereigns, added to a sweepstakes of 10s. each, to

Mr. Dunn, Stockburn, four cora|)etitors.

For the best three year old colt for harness,

2 sovereigns, added to a sweepstakes of 10s. each,

to IMr. Maynard, Snow-IIall, six competitors.

One sovereign added to a sweepstakes of 10s.

each, for the best two year old colt, for saddle,

to Mr. J. Richmond, Sadberge, six competitors.

One sovereign added to a sweepstakes of 10s.

each, for the best two year old colt for harness,

to Rlr. J. Richmond, Sadberge, three competitors.

One sovereign added to a sweepstakes of lOs. each,

for the best yearling colt for saddle, to Mr.Maynard,
Snow-Hall, two competitors.

One sovereign added to a sweepstakes of 10s. each,

for the best yearling colt for harness, to Mr. J.Em-
merson, Eryholme.

One sovereign, added to a sweepstakes of lOs.

each, for the best foals, colts and fillies, by a blood

horse, to Mr. Jaqucs, St. Trinians, fourteen com-
petitors.

One sovereign added to a sweepstakes of 10s.

each, for the best fouls, colts and fillies, by a coach

horse, to Mr. Smith, Summerhouse, two compe-

titors.

WOOL.
For the best five fleeces of wool, two sovereigns,

to Mr. Wheatley, Forth Moor, three competitors.

EXTRA STOCK.
The following premiums were given for extra stock,

according to their merit, at the discretion of the

judges.

Earl of Zetland, Aske, five shearling wethers, 10s.

Earl of Zetland, Aske, steer, 20s.

Mr. Thornton, Stapleton, four cows, 20s.

Mr. Thornton, Stapleton, six heifers, 10s.

Mr. W. Allan, Grange, four saddle horses, four years

old, bred by owner, 10s.

]\Ir. Lawson, Stapleton, six cows, 20s.

Mr. Lawson, Stapleton, bull calf, 20s.

Mr. P. Toulmin, Darlington, heifer calf, 10s.

The dinner was afterwards held at Mr. Brodie's,

the King's Head. Upwards of 90 gentlemen sat

down to dine, John Allan,Esq., presided, and Donald

M'Lean., Esq., the talented member for Oxford,resid-

ing at Witton Castle, was vice-chairman, Allan and

Henrv Pascoe Smith, Esqs., were also of the party.

The usual toasts were given from the chdr and ac-

knowledged by several of the gentlemen present.

Joseph Pease, Esq., M.P., for South Durham, re-

sponded to the healths of the members for South

Durham, and stated that he had received adetter from

Mr. Bowes, expressive of his regret at not being

abje to be present. T. C. Granger, Esq., in able

terms, acknowledged the health of the gentlemen of

the bar. Mr. Booth, of Killerby, responded to that

of the successful competitors, and Mr. Walton on

behalf of the unsuccessful ones. Mr. Walton ap-

propriately remarked that a failure amidst so much
that was so vastly superior, was no very great dis-
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paragenient to tliose wlio Lad not been successful on
this occasion. Fras. Rlowburn, Esq., acknowledged
the toast whicli was given respecting the trade and
town ol'Darlington, and in elocjuent terms contrasted

the town with what it was when lie first knew it,

and what it had arrived to in tiie jjresent day. Tlie

greatest unanimity and good feeling prevailed. The
worthy liost had done his part well, and the goodness
of the clieer, the exliilaraling character of the

s|ieeGhi's, and the interesting nature of the subject

which liiid brought them together, rendered the

scene animating and imposing.
Donald JM'Lean, Esq., occupied the cbair, after it

l:ad been vacated by IMr. Allan, and in the course of
the evening made some appropriate remarks on tiie

monetary system, and on ilie beneficial tendency of

landlords stimulating their tenants on in the pursuit

of agriculture, which would eventually benefit the

country at large. This was the best meeting decidedly
which has been held.

'J'he judges were Messrs. Buston, Severs, and
Aldersou.

ON LUCERNE.
TO THE EDITOK OF TIIE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

I beg leave, throuiih the nicdiuin of your journal
to cisk your numerous readers, who may exjieri-

mentally understand the manner of cultivating Lu-
cerne.

When is the proper time to sow it ? and what sort

of land is best suited to it? and the price of the
seed ? lias it been proved to be superior to vetches
as food for horses ? I am informed tliat three suc-
cessive crops may be obtained, but am doubtful
whether it would not cut out light, and be too suc-
culent or sappy to be considered good horse food.

If any kind reader would satisfy me on these points,

I shall feel glad. I am highly pleased to see the
numerous questions asked almost every week, so
promptly and kindly answered by our better ex-
periejiced tillers of the soil.—And am yours, re-

spectfully, W. S.

Sir,—Having been a successful grower of
luceriiG for some years, I beg to offer a few re-
marks for the information of a correspondent,
under the signature of W. S., in your last week's
Express.
The soil best adapted for the growth of lucerne

is a good deep loam, having a substratum of open
rock, or, as it is sometimes termed, " ratchcl."
It is important that the soil should be dry, an I

neither too light nor too tenacious, for it is never,
that 1 am aware of, found to succeed upon light
sand or strong clay lands. It is hardly possible to
have the land in too high condition for this plant

;

and it is impossible to cultivate it to advantage
without the greatest attention is \ia\d to kecjiing
it ckaii. in all its stages. On this account, it

should always be sown upon a naked fallow, be-
cause if sown with a crop of corn, there is no
chance of weeding until the corn is removed,
which has often ])roved too late, and it never
grows freely under the shade of any other jjlant.

The best lime for drilling the seed is the latter
end of April or eaily in May, at the rate of twenty
pounds per acre, in rows not less than twelve, or
more than fifteen inches asunder.
Some persons consider this a very unnecessary

quantity of seed, and that the rows arc too near

each other ; but I have found by experience that
both my statements are right. The newly im-
ported seed is the safest to jiurchase, as it is of
course of great importance tn have it as fresh as
possible ; and the price is generally about one
shilling a pound in this neighbourhood. When
the land is in a fit state both as regards cleanliness
and condition (and it is useless to attempt the suc-
cessful cultivation of lucerne without perfection in
both) the seed may be most conveniently put in

with the simple hand turnip drill, (commonly
called the barrow drill) having one man to pull

and another to guide it, but in order to get in a
sufficient quantity it will be necessary to return
upon the vow, so as to sow it twice over.
As the seed should not be buried more than two

inches, and covered lightly, I have found that a
man with a common hay rake has done this very
effectually and expeditiously by raking across the
drilled rows as soon as they were finished.

The plant will rise high enough to be mown
once in the first year, but for many subsequent
years iJiree, and in some situations/owr /<eai'y/«(/^-

grovm crops will be obtained.
To insure this extraordinary produce, great

cleanliness and good condition are the essentials.

Two or three careful weedings at the least will

be necessary during each summer, as the crop is

removed, and a liberal dressing of some sort of
manure will be requisite every winter. I have
found rape-dust, sown upon the land after the rate
of nearly half a ton an acre, the most successful
tillage ; though very good results have followed the
application of a good dressing of well-rotled manure
in which linseed cake has been consumed. It

must, however, be noted that the quantity of
manure to be apjilied must necessarily depend
uj)on the quality of the soil.

Horses arc partictdarly partial to lucerne, and
it agrees well with them ; in fact, it appears to be
better suited for them than any other description
of stock, though I have found it highly beneficial

when given to milch cows in the yard, during
very hot weather, and particularly as by so doing
it secures them from the almost maddening attacks
of the gad-fly when in the pastures.

I shall have jdeasure in rendering any further
information in my power that may be required,

And remain. Sir, your obedient servant.
South Yorkshire, Oct. 28th. J. H.

EMBLEMATIC PROPERTIES or FLOWERS.
—The fair jiiy is an iinag'e of holy innocence ; the pur-
))led rose a figure of heartfelt love ; faith is represented
to us in the blue passion-flower ; hope beams lorth I'roui

the evergreen
; peace from the olive branch ; immor-

tality from ihc immortelle; the cares of life are repre-

sented by the rosemary ; the victory of the spirit by the

palm; modesty by the blue fragrant violet ; compassion
by the peony ; friendship by the ivy ; tenderness by the
myrtle; affectionate reminiscence by the forget-me-not;
(jermuH honesty and fidelity by the oak-leaf; unas-
sumingness by the corn-flower (the cyane) ; and the

auriculas, " how friendly they look upon us with their

cliild-like eyes." Even the dispo^'itions of the humaa
soul are expressed by flowers. Thus, silent g'licf i«

pourtrayed by the weeping wdlow; sa<iness by the an-
gelica; shuddering by the aspcii ; melancholy by the

cypress; desire of meeting again by the starwort ; the

ni^'hl-smclling rocket is a figure of life, as it stands on
the frontiers between light and darkness. Thus, nature,

by these flowers, seems to betoken her loving symi)atliy

with lis; and whom hath yhe not oltcn more consoled
than heartless and voiceless men were able todo?—
Dublin Review.
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HYDROSULPHATE OF LIME AS
MANURE.

TO THE r.DlTOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Will you permit me, through the

medium of your extensively circulated Journal, to

ask Dr. Madden, of Penicuik—to whom the

Highland Society awarded the premium of twenty

sovereigns—a question relative to the hydrosulphate

of lime, or, as he calls it, sulpliuret of calcinen.

In his account of the turnip plant, lie mentions
" that considerable stress of late has heen put

upon the existence of these peculiar saline com-
pounds which occur in some crops, and it has

been asserted, with very grcatplausibility, that they

are quite essential to the growth of the plant, and
that their absence is fatal to the success of the

crop ;" consequently, if this statement is strictly

true, the most important requisite for a manure
for TURNIPS is its containing a supply of the

Jiydrosulphate of lime. Dr. IMaddcn, I have no

doubt, is aware of the fact, that England, Scotland,

and Wales abound with manufacturers of soda

water; you will immediately <isk what has soda

water to do with hydrosulphate of lime ; that

brings the question 1 am about to ask. In the

making of soda water, an inuncnse quantity of

whiting or chalk is used ; it is put; into large

leaden gasometers or jars, and wellmixed to the con-

sistence of thick cream with water ; when that is

done, diluted sulphuric acid is poured gradually

on the mixture, until the Avhole of the carbonic acid

gas is disengaged ? The sulphuric acid having
a greater affinity for the chalk, a considerable

effervescence takes place, which disengnges the

whole of the fixed air, and leaves the mixture in

the leaden gasometer or jar, as / conceive, a
hydrosulphate of lime. Dr. Madden states in the

Farmer's Magazine for October, page 265, that

"a MANURE FOR TURNIPS must cowYa»t the hydro-
sulphate of lime, or at least be capable of supply-

ing the elements of that salt ;" for it is self-

evident, that since this substance exists in the

plant (considering that neither of its constituents

are of or^rtMieorign), it must be supplied to it either

by the «o«7or the manure.'" Now, if this hydrosul-

phate of lime, which is thrown away as refuse by
soda water manufacturers generallj', be really so

valuable, it is of great importance to agriculturists

to know that it can be had in such quantities, and
so cheap; and thus agriculture and commerce
would be going hand in hand. Should this meet
the eye of Dr. Madden, and set the enquiry on
foot, permit meto ask, the best metliod of mixing
this hydrosulphate for the purposes of agriculture,

whether with earth or stable manure, or any other
composition. I beg to apologize for thus troubling

you, but as it is an enquiry in which many of

your readers will feel interested, I hope you will

excuse it. I remain. Sir, your obedient servant,

Ruthin, Oct. 28, 1840. Robert Ellis.

APPRENTICES TO FARMERS.
TO THE EDITOR OP THE FARJIER^d MAGAZINE.

Sir,— I shall be very much obliged by some of
your numerous and intelligent readers imforming
me, through the medium of your Journal, on what
terms young men are put out apprentice to farmers,
what part of the country is best to go to, and how
long be should be bound, to learn bis business

tlioroughlv. By inserting this in your next number
you will oblige.

Sir, your obedient servant,

A Juvenile Reader.
Dewsbiiry, Yorhshire, Sept, 7, 1840.

THE FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE
AND LIFE INSURANCE, LOAN, AND AN-
NUITY INS ITTUTION.— This institution, the

commencement of business in which extends over

the brief space of six months, mav, we aie happy to

learn, be considered as firmly established, having
met with a success which at once ensures its dura-

tion,as it affords satisfactory evidence of the interest

it has created, and the favour with which it has been

received by the agricultural body of the United

Kingdom. There is one peculiar feature attendant

on the scheme which we do not remember to have

met with in any other institution of a similar nature

— viz., the appropriatiou of one tenth part of tbo

profits to a scientific object, and thus creating an ad-

ditional interest in, and claim on, the large and in-

fluential body to whom the objects of the company
are more immediate!)' directed. Insurance Com-
panies have, within the past few years, considerably

increased, and we now find that each class is fairly

re|)resented. We have the Clerical Insurance Com-
par.y, the Dissenters', the Licenced Victuallers, and
others, each calling on their respective sects or con-

nections to lend their aid in support of establish-

ments which are intended to represent each class.

Indeed, without in anyway trenching upon, or de-

tracting fVora, the several general and old-established

companies, we can readily imagine that they may,
generally speaking, reckon on support and en-

couragement from those who havehereioforeoniitled

to avail themselves of the advantages held out by
institutions of this nature. In the present instance,

of the setting apart one-tenth of the profits, we find

that the " tithe" is appropriated to agricultural pur-

suits, instead of being lakfn from it— a portion of

which is devoted to the distribution of rewards to

deserving agricultural labourers, and the residue to

purposes connected with the interests of the landlord

and farmer. This novel feature will, doubtless, be con-

sidered by mar.y as an incentive to the industrious la-

bourer, and, by producing a moral effect on his mind,
render cases of incendiarism less frequent. Another
prominent feature wliich may be observed upon is, that

having reference to deferred annuities, a provision

being made, by which, in case of death, or inability

to make further payments, the whole of the money
advanced is returned. This is an important con-

sideration, for, in many cases, where persons would
be induced to insure, the apprehension of being un-

able to keep good tbeir payments is a considerable

drEivvback, and too frequently prevents them from
availing tlieniselves of the benefits which they

mi};ht otherwise derive. We have said sufficient lo

invite attention to the prospectus of the company
now before us, but into the details of which it cannot

be expected we should enter. The number of pro-

prietors, including many wealthy landlords and far-

mers, we understand, has reacbed 1200, while the

proposals for policies, in less than six months, have
exceeded 2000—the "life business" being in like

projiortion. It is pleasing thus to be able to record

the success of an institution, legitimate in itsobjects,

and which promises to yield to the assured more
than the usual advantages. It will he observed, on
reference to the prospectus, that the society is under
the auspices, and directed by many influential noble-

men and gentlemen intimately associated with agri-

cultural pursuits.

—

Mining Journal,
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ON MANGEL WURZEL.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAHK LANE EXl'RESS.

Silt,—Your correspondent from Ifarverfordwest

(under date of Sept. 3, inserted in your last number)

requests tbe opinion of mangel wurzel growers as to

tlie cause of so many bulbs running to seed. I am
of opinion sowing so early as the first week in April

may be one cause, and the peculiarity of this season

in the luxuriant growth of vegetables another.

I drilled four acres, 28th, 29th, April, and 1st and

2nd of Mav last, and a great many ran to seed in

Sejitember ; but not so many as your correspondent

asserts his did, viz., one-fourth. I should say about

one-twentieth of mine, which I liave drawn out and

consumed by dairy cows, whicli lielped to keep up

their milk at a time when grass was falling off in

consequence of very dry weather.

1 am, Sir, your constant reader,

Wm. Daniel.

Colon Park, Burton-itjion-Trent, Oct. 16, 1840.

Sir,—I was on the point of writing to you the other

day to ask if any of your numerous correspondents

could accouMt for the running to seed of mangel
wurzel,when I observed in a late numberof your paper,

that this question had been asked ; and in the Mark
Lane K.ipress oi the 19th inst., Mr. Daniel, of Coton
Park, (in reply) thinks that sovring so early as the first

week in April may be the cause, and I perceife that

Mr. C. Hillyard, of Stranraer, is much of the same
opinion, atid states that " the seed should not be sown
previous to the 20th April."

Now I this year sowed an acre, and I commenced
on the I5th April, and carried it on at intervals till the

21st May
;
yet I never had so many roots run to seed

as I have had this season, and I really can see no differ-

encebetween the early or late sown; throughout August,
September, up to the date of this, I have had roots

running to seed, much to my annoyance and loss, and I

shall be glad if any of your correspondents can point

out a remedy, in order that I may " clap a stopper''

over this another year.— I remain, your obedient ser-

vant, Algernon Capel, K.N.
PS. I find tlie yellow globe beats long red in running

to seed,

Bidcford, 22nd Oct., 1840.

Sin,—As I am a grower of Mangel Wurzel, I

1)Cg to state to your correspondents my opinion on
the cause of its running so much to seed. I en-
tirely differ from IVIr. C. Hillyard and others

on the subject, and that it is not caused by early

tiowing, as he supposes. I have sown the seed in

March, and had not half so many roots run to seed

as I have this year, and did not sow the seed till

the !)th of May.
I think there are two principal causes ; the first,

sowing old seed. It is well-known, by the expe-
rienced horticulturist, that the seed of the melon
and cucumber, if sown live or six years old, it will

show flower and fruit much sooner, and more
abundant, than seed sown one year old : and so I

think with the ]\langel Wnrzcl, the seed of which
retains its vital principle about the same length of

time. From this circumstance, and from other
observations which I have made, it is my opinion,

that the younger the seed the less the root will run
to seed. Tlie other cause is a dry soil, combined
Avith a dry atmosphere; for I haw. often expe-
rienced, when wanting to throw a j)lant into llower,

that by confining its roots, and keejdng the soil in

which it grows as dry as possible, with barely suf-

ficient moisture to keep it growing, it will flower

much sooner than under the contrary treatment

;

and so I find, that, in a dry season, I have more of

these mangel roots run to seed than in a moist

growing time. Independent of the aljovo causes,

there are others, such as liad seed, that is, seed

sowed from roots not well selected, &c.

Allow me to take this opportunity of answering
a " Constant Reader" in your last. The best time

of drawing the IMangel AVurzcl is the middle and
latter end of October, if the frost do not affect them
sooner. I gener;illy store mine in an outhouse,

and case them rouml lightly with strav/, and never

find the weather affect them. I find them keep
best with the roots left on, if in a dry state.

In conclusion, sir, I beg to thank you for the

very useful information you give us (farmers), and
for your able advocacy of our interest.—I am,
Mr. Editor, your very obedient servant,

Thomas Barky.
Middle CUnjdon, Nov. 5, 1840.

THE SHORT-HORNED BREED.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ABERDEEN CONSTITUTIONAL.

Ythaitside, Oct. 24, 1840.

Sir,—A correspondent in the Aberdeen Journal of
the 2lst curt., after proving pretty clearly that the so-

called Aberdeenshire breed has, by dint of crossinp,',

almost ceased to be a distinct variety, expresses some
anxiety to knovv whether the experiment has been tried

of proceeding beyond the first cross, and what may be
the result. After glancing over his letter, it has oc- <

curred to me that, living in the centre of a district where
short-horned crosses of all degrees have been bred to a

Sreater extent than any where north of the Dee, and
perhaps in general with greater success, I mifjlit be
able, with your permission, to afford some information

on this mailer to your various and widely-difl'used read-
ers. I am well aware that all 1 can bring forward is

equally, or better, unde^^tood by those in my vicinity,

and to such I mu-.t apolotfise for my intrusion ; but

with others, I know the C!i<e to be different, and if apri- ,

culture is ever to be placed on the broad bar.is which it

so well merits, among the various branches of human
industry, I can -ee no better means for attainmg this

desirable object than by the practical farmers in any
one quarter making such experiments as come under
their notice, known to the farming community at large,

while the wide circulation of the public jiress now
affords an excellent medium for the purpose. Some
eighteen or twenty year* ago, the breed of cattle here,

from whatever cause, was allowed on all hands to be
on the decline in point of intrinsic value, and various

expedients were resorted to for remedying this evil,

most of which signally failed. The fame of th.e short-

horns WHS known solely from rept^rt, when the late Mr.
Douglas brought r. bull of that kind to serve on his

farm of Ans'hter Ellon. He was soon after followed by
the late Mr. liny, Shcthin, who bought, from the Phan-
ta'^sie stock, the bulljerry.so well known to most breed-

ers in ihe low country of AbeHeenshire. }3oth gentle-

men were eminently successful, which tlieir neigtibours

were not slow to discover, nor slack to avail themselves

of similar means. Such as were inclined lo hazard a

good round sum in procuring a pure bull did so, while

others contented themselves with selecting <'ross ones
from the stocks of the fir*t importers, and, in botli ways,

excellent animals were produced. The superiority of

tho jiure bulisi however, gradurdly became apparent;

and when (Captain Barclay oi)encil snles. at L)ry,for

stock of this descriiHion, great niunbers of them were
largely hoiitrht for the north: From the above causes,

as most of the ])riiieipal breeders were neither fastidious

in preserving or renewing their stocks of native cows,

they have now almost disapjieared, giving place to the

following practice. At whatever age the fanner wshes
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to put his queys to the male, whether at one or two
years old (and perhaps from the habits of the animal,

llie former is the most proKtable period), he selects such

us show the finest point*. As soon as ilie progeny can
be jiulofed of, such as have promising calves are re-

served for breediny, the oiiiers Icept from the male, and
fed for the butcher tiie following winter. All this is

done without rcg-ard to what cross they may chance to

be ; but care bein.;' had to have them served by a pure
bull. I am well aware many will exclaim, " Why, by
this process you soon render them pure, or nearly so,

and for such slock our soil and climate are not adapted."
There may be some truth in this, if the change i^* to be
the work of a season ; such, however, is not the case.

The prog'ressive alteration affords due time for the ani-

mals you are producinsr to habituate themselves to the

soil and climate, and as the farmer 'gradually improves
his cattle, he acquires superior ability and inclination to

increase the means of their support. In proof of this.

We may mention that we have often seen auimals crossed

nearly to imrity, clothed in a coat which would not dis-

{fraee a \\Ie^t Higrhlander, and pood stock of this de-
scription produced from land naturally very poor.
The above is some slig'ht sketch of the system which

has now almost superseded the native breed in this

locality, and which still continues to be followed suc-
cesslully. 'I'he change, too, has been broui.rht about,
not by amateurs, but rent-paying- farmers, and without
the slinrhtest encouragement from the jiroprietors or the

Highland Society ; but rather the reverse. Both have
here shown themselves most eager to protect the native

breed, although the policy of proteciing a breed which,
when placed in ju.xta-posilion with its opponents, shows
daily less capability of protecting itself, may seem at

least questienable. Now, the farmers in general, in

spi(e of fashion or theory, will breed for their own
benefit ; and what pay^; tliem best is likely in the end to

add most to the rent-roll of the landlord. In conclu-
sion, allow ine to state one eiicuni>iance, in proof both
of the sort of cattle produced from the above system of

crossing, and the extent to which the Highland Society
cramped their late Show at Aberdeen. No one who
was on the Green of Udny on tlie day of the last For-
martine Cattle Show will, we presume, deny the merits
of the short-horned crosses there exhibited

;
yet it comes

within our own knowledge that none of the prize queys
of that stock could be entered at Aberdi^en. Such a
state of matters surely at ieust demands inquiry, and
such we trust it will meet with at the liands of those
who have ever expressed themselves anxious to increase
the products of their native land. Aghestis.

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.—At the late meet-

ing of the East Cumberland Ag^riouliural Society at

Penrith, Mr. Rigg said much had been said about

agricultural societies taking a farm for the purposes

of trying experiments of various kinds. He much
doubted, from what was said at the great meeting of

the English Agricultural Societj- at Cambridge, that

such a plan was not likelv to be tried, because, during

the discussion upon that su'^ject, it was considerod

that twelve farms would be too few for trying experi-

ments upon the different kinds of soil and climate in

England ; and, indeed, he was of opinion that it

would recjuire a great number of farms for Cumber-
land and Westmoreland, the soil and climate being

so various; but what was to prevent farmers from
tryingexperiments themselves upontheirown farms'?

He particularly recommended trying experiments ;

but he would sav, " Brother farmers, ujion a small

scale at first.'' They should not, by any means, try

such as, in case of failure, would injure their

proneity. He was very fond of experiments : his

first trial of boue dust was onlv half a Carlisle

bushel ; the next year he sowed six acres of turnips

with it, and gained theiiremium at Penrith for them.

(Applaicse.) He had also tried some experiments

upon diflPerent kinds of wheat, such as had been
highly recommended in different newspapers, and bv
different agricultural societies, as being superior.

He bought four imperial bushels of Whitington
white wheat, for which he gave at the rate of eight

guineas a quarter in London, in llecember, 1838;
and he had with him a number of beads which he
could show the company. He also bought half a

quarter of golden drop, and in 1839 he bought half a

quarter of Russell's white, and he thought that all

the kinds would answer well for this climate ; and
he would supply any farmer wishing to try them
with any of the above kinds at a very different price

from that which he gave for them himself, say thirty

shillings per Carlisle bushel, at VVigton.

ON SOWING WHEAT.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Mr. Editor,—Experienced farmers in the coun-
ties of Gloucester and Somerset assert that the best

crops of wheat are generally grown after sowing
upon stale furrow, and seed a year old, deposited

about two inches deep.

Old seed is preferable they say, on account, that

should the seed of fungi be therein, when a year old

it will not vegetate.

And the reason they give for shallow sowing is,

that atmospheric action on the wheat seed acce-
lerates the acrospire.

Excellent crops have been reaped after sowing
upon clean potatoe fallows, having only with light

harrows well collected, and eradicated, all weeds
therefrom, and then with hoes forming a trench
about two inches deep in which the seed was sown,
and then covered by the earth taken from the next
tjench, about nine inches apart, taking care to finish

the ground with good water furrows. But in a
little volume, entitled " Practical Farming and
Grazing," written by Mr. Hillyard(the president of
the Northampton agricultural society) a most ex-
perienced gentleman, and who has farmed long and
largely, and which volume is full of ])ractical use-
ful information and should be attentively read and
referred to by all farmers who endeavour to pro-
mote the growth of the sustenance of mankind, he
writes, " That in 1838 his crops were never finer,

and he feels satisfied had other persons' seed been
drilled in four inches deep like his, there would not
have been such complaints of loss of plant, and he
then could show proof for his assertion. In one of
tlie bouts ofthe drill, in consequence of seed enough
not being put into the machine, for forty yards no
seed had been deposited. On tliis being discovered

drills were made with a hand-hoc, and corn put in.

This, which was put in about two inches deep, came
up much sooner than the other put in four inches
and looked best till Christmas, but from the frost

getting to the roots of it during the severe weather
we then had, every root went off in the spi-ing.

As the above accounts are taken from authori-

ties, would it be worth the trials of attentive farm-
ers to sow according to the different ways above
described, and likewise in their own respective ac-
custpmod numners?

I feel confident the results would be kindly re-

ceired bv tiie Biitish Acricnltural Soeifty at it.4

next meefiug. and the aiiriciiltural comimiiJtT at

large would I)e greatly benefited.— I am, S\:-, yours
obediojitlv. SouEksKT.

Oct. ly
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LANCASTER AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual show of this old-establislisd Agricul-

tural Association was held on Saturday, October

lOth. 'I'he stock shown was good, but exhibited a

falling off in quantity compared with last year. A
proposal was made at the dinner by which small far-

mers might be induced to send their stock to tlie

Society's meeting, a.nd it will be matter for the con-

sideration of the committee whether premiums shall

not be offeri'd at the next meeting, exclusively ior

stock belonging to the occupiers of farms of less

than a hundred acres. At present this class are

deterred from competing witli the wealthier and

more spirited agriculturists of the district, such as

the Ellisons, the Jacksons, the Burrows, &c., and
also with the country gentlemen and landowners

belonging to the Society, who can not only afford to

buy the best stock, but also to feed it in such a way
as to bring it in the field in the best possible con-

dition.

THE DINNER.
About three o'clock sixty of the members and

friends of the Society dined togetlier after the show
at the Town Hall. John Boldcn, Esq., of Hyning,
President of the Society, took the chair. Among the

company were J. Wilson Fatten, Esq., M.P.: I'hos.

Creene, Esq., M.P. ;
— Sparling, Esq., Greene

Bradley, Esq.,T. H. Bateraa'n, Esq., \V. B. Bolden,

Esq., A. R. Ford, Esq., J. Walmsley, lilsq., John
Bond, Esq., VV. Lamb, Esq., — Gibson, Esq.,

Whelprigg, S. E. Bolden, Esq., VV. Gibson, Esq.,

— Drinkwater, Moor Plats, W. Robinson, Esc).,

R. Wilson, Esq., and other gentlemen of Lancaster.

Mr. T. Jackson, of Barwick Hull, acted as Vice at

tUe foot of one table, and Mi-. W . I'liison at the

Other. The cloth being drawn, the usual loyal toasts

were given.

The judges were i^.Ir. Onthwaite, of Darlington,

Yorkshire, Mr. Minton, of Staffordshire, and Mr.

Fair, of Lytham.
Mr. Minton acknowledged the compliment, and

returned thanks in a speech of cousiderable length.

Ha need not dwell much on the stock exhibited that

day, the greater part of which was very superior.

The coivs were good, and the sheep fair. When,
however, he said the stock was generally good, he

must not be understood to mean that nothing re-

mained to do. H*' impressed upon n.eetings of this

sort the importance of directing their attention, not

so niunli to the improvement of stock, but to the

cultivation of farms ( hear). It was in vain we got

good stock if we did not get food for them (hear).

There was a groat variety in difforent soils—that in

the neighbourliooil of Lancaster was, under proper

management, fitted to grow both white and green

crops. He coin[)]aini'd, however, of the sloveidiness

of the farmers in some parts of the neighbourhood.

The fundamental principle of agriculture was drain-

ing. If the soil were wet, the same benefit from

manure and a good selection of seeds was not ex-

perienced, as if under draining were properly at-

tended to. He was tlie more (|ualilii'd to speak

upon this subject, as he had himself found the bene-

fit of draining. The farm he possessed was an

active and rather loamy stirfaco soil, and a retentive

and stubborn subsoil. He had tried several experi-

Tuents in uiuler-draining, but hud found tlie|ilan de-

scribed by Smitli.ofDpanslou, the best. In the small

pamphlet [Hiblishcd by iVIr. Smith, the meeting would

find detailed the proper method of proceeding. Not
only was the land ciiltivaled at less expense after

draining, but altogether with greater benefit and plea-

sure. When the land was drained, the next thing
was to find the best system of alternate cropping
suited to the soil. In a jiaper he bad read to-day,
he found it stated (at the Burton meeting) that it was
not desirable to offer a premium for the growth of
clover. That, he thought, was a mistake. The sow-
ing of clover on barley or wheat, if the land had
been sufficiently prepared for it before, and fully

divested of weeds, he had performed nine out of
ten times successfully—with a good croj) of barley,

five quarters to an acre, 50 or 60 measures of
oats, and such a crop of clover next year as he
really believed was of more benefit to him than the
white crop (appliime). He made these observations
because he should be sorry if it should be under-
stood that a good white crop and h good clover crop
could not be obtained together. Both his colleague

fMr. Outhwaite) and himself had accomplished
this. Until farmers adopted a gooii system of rota-

tion, they would never find their crops so good or so

profitable as they might become {hear). After
under-draining and a good system of cropping, the

next was the selection of seeds. Attention to this

was very necessary, particularly with turnips and
cabbages. A great deal of the turnip seed sold at

the shops was had, and the badness of tjje seed was
one cause of the failure of the crop. Another was
the want of proper thinning as well as weeding the

crop. Nowhere did he find the proper hoeing, thin-

ning, and weeding turnips neglected so much as in

this neighbourhood (/jcur, /lear). Ifa farmer allowed
the weeds to grow with them, if he did not succeed
in cleaning as well as thinning them, and if he did
not take care that his seed was good, he could not

expect to have a good growth of turnips. The
fault of the turnips of this neighbourhood—and it

was jiartlythe fault of the seed—was that they grew
with too much top and bottom, in which there was
no profit. What vvas wanted was only the bulb, for

food for cattle. jMore attention, too, might be ad-

vantageously paid to the selection of seed for grain,

croj)s, by which means the farmer might have a

much better yield. He thanked the meeting for the

compliment the}' had paid him and bis colleagues.

The CuAiRJiAN gave the health of Mr. Patten and
Lord Stanley, the members for the northern division

of the county (applause).

Mr. P.vTTKN said the increased exertions which
these meetings testified were going on in agriculture

were very satisfactory. Agriculture has been too

inucli neglected hitherto, of which there was suffi-

cient proof in the neighbourhood of this town. The
Duke of Hamilton, Rlr. Clifton, and other landlords

were doing all in their power to remedy this, and in

so doing they were conferring great benefit on tho

county. If the county did not take advantage of

what vvas being done, it was the fault of the farmers

and not of the landholders. The Lancashire mem-
bers of the English Agricultural Society had been

so fortunate as lo secure the next meeting of the

society at Liverpool, and the farmers of this district

ought by all means to attend. They would see

cattle of very superior quality to any in this neigh-

bourhood ; they would meet the first ogriculturisls

from different parts of the country, and if they had

their eyes about them would take home suggestions

for inq)rovement which would [)ut a different face on
the country (applause).

The P«i;sinENT said the best return he could make
was to continue the same line of conduct that had

obtained their approbation ; and if it pleased God
to favour him with health— ( Here the worthy Presi-

dent, who has suffered a good deal lately I'rom ill

health, paused, being overcome by his emotions.
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The company evinced their sympatliy by loud applause

and ]Mr. Bolden proceeded]—he hoped to con-

tinue liis services to the society (applause). Before

giving: their next toast of " Success to the Society,"

it would be gratit'viug; to the meeting- to know that

the society's funds were in a particularly pros-

perous state, so much so that at a meeting of the

committee it was determined to alter one of the pre-

miums, and give an additional one. Tlie society

at present gave a premium for bulls of all ages,

but it was well known that it was impossible for a

yearling bull, however good, to conijiete with one of

mature age ; the committee, therefore, suggested

that a premium be given for a bull of a year old,

and another for bulls of two years old and upwards.
Another improvement proposed was the formation

of a Farmer's Lending Library, on the plan of one
proposed by Lord Stanley at Liverpool, for the dif-

fusion of books upon agriculture. He was sorry to

sav that amoug the older farmers there existed a

strong, and, he must say, absurd prejudice against

what they called "book-farming." lie could not

express his opinion of this better than in a j)ithv and
appropriate observation he had beard at the great

Cambridge meeting, from one of the judges, 'i'he

day before the great meeting, a private piirty, as it

was called, though it consisted of nearly 'iOO j)ersons,

dined together, and at this meeting he (the Presi-

dent) bad the good fortune to be present. A good
deal of discussion took place about farming matters,

when a model farm was generally recommended, and
all were agreed upon the necessity of an agricultural

school or college. Well, on the health of Mr. 'I'orr

(as we understood), one of the judges, being given

by my Lord Spencer, that genth^man, who was not

only a large farmer, but a large rent-paying farmer,

said, " 1 neverfound that a little hunvledge in mil head

(it ell interfered irith the uxe of tiiii kunds" (great ap-

pliruse.) How did it happen that the faimor alone

could do without instruction 1 Suppose a medical
man endeavoured to set up in business witliout in-

formation, or an engineer, or a lawyer. In addition

to the books on agricultural subjects, which a small

yearly subscription would procure, they might reason-

ably hojje that gentlemen in the neighbourhood
would |)resent them wiili books. It was impossible

for any one man to buy for himself the large and
sometimes expensive books published upon agricul-

ture. It was also proposed in conjunction witli

the library, to establish a farmer's club, where
farmers might meet in the spring, summer, and
autun;n months, once a month or fortnight, confining

themselves to subjects of agricultural information.

It was for the meeting to consider the matter, and
appoint a committee if thov thought expedient. They
were all aware of the epidemic that had recently pre-

vailed among the cattle in the south of Ens>land,and
indeed elsewjiere around therr. Fortunately this

neighI)ourhood liad almost altogether escaped. He
trusted, however, the farmers present would ])rty

double attention to their cattle, for if it should break
out there would be great difficulty in stopping if.

To-night they would see their cattle well, and to-

morrow they would be lying prostrate at their feet.

In many places the mode of treatment for the epi-

demic was little known, and the Englisli Agricultural
Society, having founded a professorship in the
Veterinary College especially for the diseases of
cattle, sheep, and horses, encouraged farriers to

apply to the Veterinary Professor for instructions
upon this point. If any of the farriers in this neigh-
bourhood liad doubts respecting the treatment, and
would api)ly to himself or any other members of the

Boial Aricultural Society, they might be put into

communication with the Professor of the Vete-
rinary College. There was one other point. At the

last October meeting, he had strongly impressed
upon the judges of liorses, at the next iMay meeting,

to pay attention in awarding the premiums to horses

of good action, as quick walkers. At the society's

ploughing match in March, it was the general

opinion of the committee, that though the competitors
did their work well, ihey were sadly too long about
it (hear). It was very important that horses and
men should do their work quickly. Formerlv, after

spring work was over, the plough was put to sleep

for the rest of the yebr. But now the plough was at

work all the year round, and if by haviug horses

which were fast walkers they only did a few perches

more in a day, see what a deal that would make at

the end of the year. Some farmers, too, were in the

habit of sufl'ering tlieir horses to get below ])ar in

the winter, but when they were out of condition

they were got up to work witli great difficulty, and
at more expense than it they were kept tole-

rably well throughout. He was: sure that

more was lost by this starvation system than by
feeding them well. He was the more anxious to say
this because it was known he was no friend to the

other extreme of fattening them. The President
went on to express his hupe tliat the farmers of this

neighbourhood would make a point of attending the

next great I^iverpool meeting. By the railroad they
might all go aud return the same day. To those

farmers, who were, like himself, getting into the

vale of years, he would say "Go, because in all

probability you may never have an opportunity of
such a meeting again." But the young man who
was forming his stock and entering life he would
more pariicnlarly recommend to go. He would
there see the best models of stock, the best seeds, and
the best agricultural implements from Scotland as

well as England. It might be comparing great

things with small, but the sculptor and the painter

never deemed their education complete until they had
travelled to Italy, to see those works of the best

masters both in sculpture and painting which left us
far behind. So he would recommend those engaged
in the breeding of stock to see models of excellence

elsewhere. Not only would they be gratified by
their visitto Liverpool, but instructed and ini])roved.

(The President sat down amidst loud applause.)

The PiiESiDENT next gave the health of the Duke
of Hamilton, the Patron of the Society (applause).

Tlie toast of the JMembers for the I'orough was
acknowledged by

Mr. Greeni:, who said he was at a loss to account

for the absence of his colleague (iMr. Marton)
because he agreed with him in thinking these

meetings of the greatest possible advantage to agri-

culture. Here farmers might compare different

modes of farming and learn tiie results of any ex-

periments their neighbours had been making. The
collision of intellect had advanced every other

science, and why not farming. \Vhence were col-

leges formed ? Because there were no means of

eas}' communication with different parts of the

country, and studious men flocked together ti some
one common ]>oint, to advance learning and perfect

science. In manufactures the skill that had been

displayed, and the iinprovem(.'nts that had been

elicited, arose from persons being brought together,

and to the collision of inft-rests and emulation. The
speeches of Mr. Minton and their chairman—the

former delivered, he must say, in a most masterly

manner— it was im])0ssible to listen to without

benefit ; and he hoped the farmers present would go
home and reflect how far they might make the 8Ug-
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gestions they had heard available on their own lands.

JN'either should they complain tliat fault had been

found— a meeting- like that was indebted to those

who would find "fault, for it might set them upon

adopting plans for improvement, or examining into

the deficiencies of their own. No one would deny

the force of Mr. JMinton's observations about the

great want of a more effectual cleaning of the land,

or of the necessity of meetings like the present

paying a greater degree of attention to cultivation.

Ori a former occ:ision be (Mr. Greene) had pointed

out the propriety of giving more premiums for tlie

cultivation of the soil. The improvement of stock

throughout the country had followed upon tbe

establishment of the Smiihlield Show, and ever since

that, the improvement of stock bad been the ex-

clusive object of almost every Agricultural Society.

Now so much bad been done towards the im-

provement of stock, that he hoped that the Local

Agricultural Societies would take up tiie cultivation

of^the soil to a far greater extent than they had done.

Indolence bad never been the characteristic of the

English farmer, but he must work not only with his

hands, but also with his bead (hear, heur). If far-

mers would do this and stand by themselves, they

need fear nothing from the })ressure from without.

The Secretary here read the list of premiums as

follows :

—

Class 1.

1. Farm, not less than fmtii statute acres, in the

state of the greatest improvement and best general

state of cultivation.—A silvercup,or five sovereigns.

Three competitors. Mr. G. Longton, Kellet.

" State of husbandry and improvements made upon

the farm occupied by me, situated within ilic township

of Over Keliet, in tbe county oC LancaUer.—The ex-

tent of my farm, or farms, is 123 acres aud 7 perchu*,

customary mer.-ure. When 1 commenced upon my
farm in the year 1835 I lbun<l it in a yioor state of liu>-

bandry, viz.", 18 acres of oat stubble; tlie following'

yeyr the above vvere fallowed, and about six acres sown

with turnips. Lime was se;t upon the land, on an ave-

racru of about 300 loads yearly ; manure purcliased

yearly, 70 to 80 tons, besides consuming all my hay

and straw upon the premises.
" In 1835 I grubbed 1534 roods of fences, to make

the helds square, at Is. per rood ; in 1837,272 r.-odi-lor

the like iiurposc. In 1838 1 cut and drained 100 roods,

at landlord and tenant's expense ; and in 1839, 60 roods

of mixed fences, one haU at my expense.
" My turnip lam-i, wliicli is about six acres yearly, I

cover with lime before I sow it with barley and seeds,

unlesv; tbe turnips be L'atc;n off with sheep.

1840—Fence* cut and sodded up 72 rood.

1840—Fences cut 190 do.

STATE OF lARM THIS PHESLNr YEAH.
A. n. i>.

Meadow laud <>

Pasture do 84

Potatoes

Parley and white clover 4

Do. and red clover 5

Clover seeils without white^crop, tbe

turnips eaten off by sheep 3

'I'urnips <>

Oat-stubble 9

Wheat do 3

14
9

24

123 7
" Stock upon farm — 7 milch cows, 1 i)ull ; four-year-

old oxeu, 20 to 25, kupl in summer and wint'-r ; 8 or

10 cow*, fed for the butciier; 80 sheep do.; 70 sheep

fed upon turnips ; 4 work-lior«es used upon the farm
;

3 youngr horses, 4 store pi{j8, and 1 bivedinsr sow.
" Gro, Longton."

I). P>e?t crop of turnips.— A silver cup, or three so-

vereig'ns.—Eight cluiinants. Mr. Jumos Seed.Capeni-
wray.

4. Best general stock of store cattle. A silver cup,
or five sovereigns. Five claimants. Mr. G. Presow,
Stubb Hall, Halton.
"George Presow's farm, at Stubb Hall, consists of

100 acres of land with the allotments, 30 acres of which
are thin cold land. The number of my stock is—
Milchcows 16 Fat sheep 16
Two-year-old heifers .. 6
One-year-old heifers ,. 3
Calves 7
Pulls 2
Leicester ewes for breed-

ing: 31
Lambs 41
Tups 2

Work horsi^es 4
Brood mares' 2
'l"hree-year's-old filly .

.

1

Yearlinpr fillies 2
Colt foals 2
Store pigs 4
Breeding- sow 1

" George PnEsow.
" Stubb Hull, Oct. 9, 1840."

The following is the Inspectors' report :

—

TO THE SECUETARV.
" Sm,—We have great pleasure in announcing to

you, that we feel highly gratified witK our unJerlaking
as inspectors for your society ; havini?, in the first place,
found turnips a very superior crop, and under such
managment as does credit to the respective candidates.
We have found the stocks generally of fair quality, but
iu txvo instances very superior. As to the best managed
farms, we believe that more honour was seldom if ever
due to any claimants for that premium : we have had
great difficulty in awarding that premium, but we are
confidently satisfied of having' done so with justice to all

parties.

" W. Baiirett, Warton.
Thos. Marginson, Bolton-le-Sands.
Tiios CoRBiSHLEY, Tburnliam."

Class III.

8. The best bull of any age.—A piece of plate, or
five sovereigns. Three claimants. Mr. W. Ellison,

Sizergh.

9. Best cow in milk or cm](.—A piece ef plate, or
three sovereiprns. Mr. W. I'lllison.

10. Best two-year old heifer. Six were entered for

this i)rize.—A piece of plate, or three sovereigns. T.
li. Bateman, Esq.

11. Best ram.— Three soveregns. Four claimants.

Mr. G. Presow, Halton. Given to IMr. John Ellison,

Sedgwick, as second best. [Mr. Presow had several
prcMiiums awardtd to him, but having obtained the

premium for the bei-t general stock, \vas precluded by
the rules from receiving any other premium in the same
year.]

12. Best three shearling srimmers.—Three sovcreisrns.

Three claimants. Rlr. G. Presow. Given to Mr. John
Ellison, as second best.

S\V r.EPSTAKES.

5. Short-hornfd cow, in calf or milk, not fed for the

butcher, 10s. 6d.—Three compatitors. Mr. Lamb,
Hay Carr.

lb. Short horned heifer, one year old, IDs. 6d.—Two
competitors. Mr. W. Lamb.

14. Brood mare, 10*. 6d.— Three competitor*. Rfr.

T. Marginson, Bolton, ftlr. M. purchased this mare
from the Lancaster canal company.

15. Three years old colt or filly, 10s. 6d.—Two com-
petitors. J. Wilson Patten, Lsq.

16. Two-years old colt or filly, 10s. 6d.—Two com-
petitors. Mr. Lamb, Hay Carr.

17. One-year old colt or filly, 10s. 6d.—Four com-
petitors. ']'. Green, Esq.

18. Foal, 10s. 6d.—Five competitors. E. G. Hornby,
Esq.

21. Tup
Batcson.

23. Ewe,

lamb, 5s.—Two competitors. Mr. J.

which shall have suckieil a lamb during

the season, 7^.—Three competitors. Mr. G. Presow.
25. Ewe lamb, 5«.—Three competitors. JMr. G.

Piesow.
28. Turnip, 5<.—Twe competitors. T. TL Bateman,

Esq.
'^9. Cabbage,5f.—Five competitor*. .Tolin Bond, Esq.
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Best foal, by Amnrath, 51.—Six competitor?. Award-
eii to E. G. Hornby, Esq.

Best yearling' colt or filly, by Amiir(itli,5l.— Two com-
petitors. ]Mr. James Bourne, Cockerliam.

The Prtsidext tben projiosed the liealth of tlie

Inspectors of crops, i^.lr. Barret, of AVarton, Mr.
Marginson, of Bolton-le-Sands, and RJr. Corbishley,

of Thurnbara, with thanks to them for their services

(The toast was acknowledged by 3Lr. Barrett).

The healths of Mr. Longton, Mr. Seed, and Mr.
Presow, the Successful Competitors for Cro|is, were

given, and Mr. Longton jeturned thanUs. 'J'lie

healths of Mr. Bateraan, Mv. W. Ellison, and Mr. J.

illlisoD, the Successful Competitors for Stock fol-

lowed.
Mr. OuTHWAiTE, as one of the Judges, was here

called upon to make a few observations respecting

the stock, &c. He was received with applause, and

proceeded to say that the judges had had an arduous

task in deciding upoa some of the stock shown to-

day. ^Vith the cows especially they had bad great

difficulty (hear). So with the foals ; they bad a high

opinion of those marked 1 and 3. ftlerit was due
also to the owners of the pigs and slieep shewn. At
the shew on Wednesday (said Mr. Outhwaite) 1

complained of the want of draining, and said I did

not know whose fault it was, that it was so mnch
neglected—the landlord's or the tenant's. But I

have since made inquiry, and I lind that tha tenant

is more to biame than the landlord. In our country-

be is tbouglit a very liberal landlord who finds the

materials, but here the landlord is expected lo do

something towards filling and cutting the drains, so

that the tenant has only the leading of materials, and
one half the ex[)ense of cutting to bear, with these

advantages the land ought to better drained and cul-

tivated not only (said Mr. O.J for the credit of the.

tenant but for his benefit. Another thing his col-

league and himself bad before observed upon was,

that draining was of no service unless the ditches

were kept clean. They should be cleaneil and
emptied once a year, and on grass lands the farmer

would find it to bis interest to clean them twice.

Let the land bo drained ever so well, that was of no

use without the ditches were kej)! properly clean.

Neighbours should all join hand in hand to help each

other in procuring a clear descent for the water to

get away. The fences too, were in a very wretched state

hereabouts (hear). They seemed to be just as they

had been sent (a Laugh). They could never have

been planted, but must be just as they had been

grown. Ho would strongly recommend the tenant

to see to his hedges and fences, and even if he were
only three or four years on bis firm it would repay

him. A great deal of good soil had laid dormant

about them for many years, which if brought ints

cultivation would remunerate him (applaicse). Mr.
O. went on to notice the remark about clover at the

Burton meeting, previously noticed by Mr. Minton.

[Both appeared to misconceive the purport of the

remark, which only went to this extent, that in the

neighbourhood of the place where it was made, agood
clover crop was not so gooQ a test of good husban-

dry as a good turnip crop—the heavy grain crops of

good farmers sometimes choking the clover, while

the poor crops of the bad farmer left more space for

tbe clover.] It was not a proper time to view the

clover till the corn was cleared away. In Northum-
berland and Lincolnshire the value of these green

crops of turnips and clover was fully acknowledged.

He himself (as we understood) after getting a crop

of barley of eight or ten quarters to tbe acre bad got

a crop of clover that could not be better. Of white

clover for pasture he bad some every year, and both
white and red clover was very beneficial to the land.

In his country those farmers rarely had good crops

who did not grow clover, and we could not pay our
high rents (said Mr. O.) unless we did. IS'othing

improves land mor« than clover and turnips, where
it was well drained and managed. After clover tbe

most remunerating thing was a crop of turnips.

Farmers complained that they bad not a good crop

of corn after turnips, but they had no right to have
it. He had seen a great deal of a weed called kail

in his part of ilie country in the fields heie, in some
places called ketlocks. The turnip fields he found
generally full of it— a very disgraceful thing, as it

could be cleared from the ground at a light expense.

(Mr. Outhwaite afttr thanking the company sat down
amid loud applause.)

The PiiFsiDKNT said tbe company were greatly

obliged to Mr. Outhwaite for his remarks, and pro-

ceeded to dbscribe to tiie company a drill he bad
seen at the great show at Northallerton, which put
a little manure into the ground with the seed, so

that turnips were hardly ever found to miss, and did

not require a third of the manure at present put on.

Some put in bone bv the drill, and no one who
had not tried it could imagine the advantages of this

new machine.

j\Ir. Jacksox, of Borwick Hall, asked Mr. Outh-
waite if be could tell the company why red clover

went away in the spring so much'? Frequently in

the autumn aft«r the white crop was gone off, it

looked as nice as could be, and then in JNIarcb or

April it went away in patches and soon quite dis-

appeared.

Mr. OuTiiWAiTii said he had put £268 of artifi-

cial manure on bis corn and turnips this year, and
he should not have done this had it not paid him
])rettv well. He described the satisfaction expressed
by two visitors from different parts who had lately

looked over his farm, with these and his other im-
provements, viz.. Col. Graham from Scotland, and
Sir R. Bateson from Ireland. His farm was 600
acres at 50s. an acre. It was customary in his

father's time to grow from 60 to 70 acres of turnips

—

now be grew from 90 to 100 every year. There was
nothing so good as bought manure for turnips, but
this m a thinly populated country in the neighbour-
hood of no large towns, could not be procured, and
be was accordingly obliged to have recourse to

arUficial manure. He knew the drill described by
the Chairman, and as he used it himself he could
bear testimony of its advantages. First they furrowed
Uj) the ridges with it; he bad a machine which
would do two ridges at a time. Then the seed was
put in with artificial manure—bone for turnips, and
rape for corn, and the remuneration was tenfold (hear,

hear). What " beat" his visitors was, how it was
jjossible this small quantity of manure was left un-
obstructed by the small hoe. But be did not

Hse the small hoe, and had twenty-five womea
hoeing by the hand alone. A horse hoe we.it

down the middle, and the plants were examined by
the hand, care being taken that they were all set at

proper distances. Thus the artificial manure was
not disturbed from the plants. As to the cost of this

plan it was 4s. an acre for setting, and then there

was the weedins: in addition to that. The extra ex-

pense by band-setting was only 4s. an acre more
than by the hoe, and be considered the cro[) was
wortjj more by £2 an acre (hear, hear). That was
sufBcicntly remunerating he thought. In examining'

the turnips to-day, it seemed as if tbe farmers had bo
knowledge of hoeing their land, in some instances

be found three turnips within tbe space of twelve

2 K
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irregular.inches, and in others they were very
With respect to red clover goings off in patches, he
did not know that lie could satisfactorily explain
that. The farmers about him thought that clover
would not grow on the same land more than once in

eight or ten years. Siace, however, Ijo had grown
turnips, and used artificial manure so abundantly,
he had never Ji;id a failure in his clover [hear). He
Lad never had half an acre miss {hear). He was
inclined to believe the artificial manure—hone and
rape—prevented the clover going off from the land,
and become tired of it, or " clover sick" as it was
called , No doubt rape dust and bone were very im-
proving things towards land.

The President.—What do you give for your rape
dust?

° J i

Mr. OuTHWAiTE.—Tliirty shillings wortii for an
acre.

The President.—But what does it cost you f

Mr. OuTHWAiTE.—£6 10s. a ton.

The Pkesidext.—Ah ! the same as here.

A Member asked Mr. Outhwaite whether he had
ever used the nitrate of soda ?

Mr. Outhwaite said he had not, but intended to

try it.

Mr. Ellison asked in what part of Lancashire
Mr. Outhwaite saw kail growing in turnips.

Mr. Outhwaite.—In the north, and on the bor-
ders of Westmorland (a laugh). I don't want to

throw cold water on all the tenants in this neigh-
bourhood, hut nineteen of the turnip fields out of
twenty are full of rubbish (laughter),

A Me.mber asked Mr. Outhwaite whether he got
his clover from abroad, and was answered " Yes ;

from Holland."
Mr. Ellison doubted whether ]\Ir. Outhwaite had

seen in Westmorland, or in the northern part of
Lancashire, these ketlocks among turnips. At the
Kendal meeting, the fields of the eleven claimants
for the best turnips were all so perfectly clean that
one of the judges, Mr. Pattinson, of Hole Beck,
paid them the greatest compliments, saying they
were like a garden. Cattle were said to have been
improved more than farms. Did they know why ?

Because the farmer knew if he improved his farm it

might be taken away from him, but if he improved
Lis cattle they could not be taken away from him,
and consequently he was sure to reap the benefit of
that. He would say that the backward state of
agriculture in this district, and the slow growth of
improvement, was owing to the landlord's refusing
to grant leases to their tenants. He (Mr. Ellison)
Lad the honour to be agent for several estates, and
when he had asked farmers why they did not drain,
they told him because they had no leases. Several
other farms of from 200 to 250 acres were in a like
deplorable state, i^ut he (Mr. Ellison) had induced
the landlord to cut drains and the tenant to lead all

materials—he had given them twelve years' leases,
and now they went on draining and improving with
vigour, having now a reasonable prospect of being
repaid for their outlay, depend upon it, if land-
lords would grant leases tenants would drain and
improve. Why was it that agriculture was so
flourishing in Scotland—because tliere the farmers
Lad leases of 19 and 21 years. He (Mr. Ellison)
Ivnew a member of a noble house who had endea-
voured to get a Scotch tenant for one of his farms.
The tenant asked first thing for a lease. " Oh,'
isaid the landlord, " can you not depend, on ray house
and on mu !" "We depend on no man," said the
Scotchman, "wo must have a leuse" ( hear, heir ).

Farmers here would not be so tenacious about long
leases as the Scotch—(hey would be satisfied with

leases of H years, instead of 19 and 21—hut leases
they must have (said Mr. Ellison) and then they
will respond to your demands; they will drain your
laiid and adopt improvements (fipplause),

Mr. Ellison recommended that all clover seed
should be tried before bein"- committed to tlie ground.
Ihis was the more necessary, as he had just lieard

that three hundred tons of doctored seed had been
sent this 3'^ear from various houses in London. A
traveller, connected, he supposed, with one of these
houses, had lately the audacity to ask him after

giving him an order for seed, whether he would not
take a little "prepared seed." This doctored seed
woultl vegetate a little, but its powers were weakened,
and it could not live through the winter. A person
whom he knew was offered some of this seed in

Mark Lane, but he flung the sample in the man's
face, with " Man ! don't show me such seed." The
poor farmer, however, could not detect the difference,

and suffered from the failure of his crop.

Mr. Bond said that last year he h.id suggested that

a premium should be offered by the society, for any
means of averting the failure of the clover crop.

Mr. Matthew Jackson (brother to the Vice-Presi-

dent), last year said it was done by the grub, the

same from which the oats suffered. The Vice Pre-
sident, however, seemed to think it was from the

soil "throwing out," and becoming clover-sick.

He (Mr. Bond) had noticed that in a clover field

that had gone off in this way, it was only strong

where the cart wheels had gone over it with the

last year's crop, and also at an angle of the field

where tlie roller had been. In another field tbe

clover had gone off" everywhere, except on two
ridges, a couple of 5'ards from the hedge, which had
been sheltered from the north-east wind. By men-
tioning cases like these, the cause of the failure of

the clover crop might perhaps be made out. The
farmer not only lost his clover, but also the crop of

oats after it [applmtse)

.

The President had heard that the seed was
doctored by the fumes of sulphur being used to give

it a bright and shining colour, and that a chemical

test might be brought to detect the suljihur.

Mr. Skikving, seedsman, said trefoil seed 20
years old, worth a shilling a cwt., was passed off' as

new clover seed, and sold at 41. 10s. Ther^ was
not a more valuable and important crop than clover

;

turnips came next. Tliey might prepare their fields

as they liked, if for 2s. to 3s. a cwt. they would not

get genuine seed, and preferred to put weeds and

worse into their land. A large capital was embarked
in this abominable trade, and a member of Parliament

he could mention was extensively concerned ia it.

He could give the meeting the amount of tons sent

out to unsuspecting judges in the country, and sold

by chemists, ironmongers, and others, who knew
nothing of its value. A great deal was also sent to

Ireland. He would recommend them to try the

seed before sowing it ; the chemical test suggested

by the cliairman he feared would fail. The colour

of the doctored seed was admirable.

Mr. Jackson could not think the clover went away
in the spring through the seed. He had fallowed a

field, manured it, sowed it with barley, and then

with clover. When he cut the barley, the clover

was fine all over the field, but in the spring it began

to go away. The tops went away in Marcii and

April, but the roots continued good.

Mr. Skiuving.—Had you rolled it?

Mr. .Fackson.— No.
Mr. Skirving.— Vou should liave put the roller

over if, if it had been a light soil, half a dozen times.

Mr. Jack80n thought the land was clorer sick,
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tbougb with his rotation of crops it would 011)3' be

clover ouce in eight years. Mr. Outbwaite seemed
to think that if" they got artiiicial manure out of

Yprkshire it would do. In his (IMr. Jackson's)

opinion, our land ought to he in pasture three or

fouryears. How was it white clover never missed
after it came up'!

Mr. Skirving said that they were two totally

ditierent plants. The red clover was a native of

marl, and did not like liglit land. On light land the

roller should be used often.

JMr. Lamb thanked the meeting for the honour
done him in connection with Mr. l5rockboles. The
meeiing, however, were not all indebted to him (Mr.
L.) but to the Duke of Hamilton, who he was sure

would feel gratified at sending anything he had in

his manors or in his gardens for the use of this so-

ciety {loud applause),

FAUMERS' LENDING LIIJRARY.

Mr. BiNNS read a prospectus of the Liverpool

Farmer's Lending Library, tl)e model upon which
it was proposed to form the Lancaster Library.

Mr. BiNN's added that he was present at the openinc:

of a similar society in Staffordshire, to whii'h a small
prarden was attached for the purpose of trying seeds,

&c., and which appeared to work very usetuily.

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION.

Mr. BiNNS said the first subject appointed for dis-

cussion was the construction of township roads.

The President.— I don't know any one who has
had more experieoce than yourself.

Mr. BiNNS said he had prepared a paper on this

subject for the last meeting, but had not time to read
it. One of the Editors had asked him for it, and it had
been accor'Hncrly published. [Mr. Binns' paper ap-
peared in the Guardian of October 12, 1839, and its

publication did much to diffuse more correct informa-
tion upon road making.] As it had been published, he
did not think it necessary to say much on the subject,

but as he observed a gentleman present from Cumber-
land, he was glad of the opportunity offered him, of
exposing the shameful system pursued near Egremont
and Whitehaven, of placing huge stones upon the road,

to compel horses to go upon a thick coat of loose and
newly-broken stones. These stones were from 12 to

18 inches square, and were extremely dangerous, in

eases of horses running away or shying when the driver

loses control ; they are extremely annoying to those
who drive their own conveyances, by preventing them
from vifiwing the scenery or agriculture of the country
on passing, the whole attentionbeing necessary to steer

clear of these niusauces. These al.-o are the means of
increasing the distance, and are in every re^ipcct intole-

rable and contrary to law, and against which every
traveller ought to complain, and which the gentlemen
in the country ought to set their faces against. The
supposed necessity for these blocks would be obviated,

by covering the stones newly laid with scrapings from
the road, which would render them easy to travel over,
at the same time forming a cover or cement that would
preserve the stones from v/ear. Thus economy as well
as comfort would be gained.

The President.—When M'Adam first proposed his

plan he began with stones of two inches, but it was
now found that one inch stones lasted longer, and
bound better.

Mr. Ellison proposed the health of their Secretary,
who performed the arduous duties of the oflice certainly
better than any one else could do (applatise.)

Mr. Binns, in returning thanks, said it was grati-
fying to see the present company and the present state
of the funds. He did not know how old the Lancaster
Society was ; he believed there was no record of its

establishment.
The President.—I believe it was established in

1799, and I am one of its oldest members.
Mr. Binns.—I have been Secretary 30 years, and

was a member before that. When I took the Secre-
taryship the Society was in debt ; now we have cleared
all off, and have something to spare. A great deal
had been said about the miserable state of the crops,
but when they looked back and saw what had been
done there was plenty of encouragement for the future.
One of the judges at Ashton said " If there had been
improvements hereabouts what must the state of things
have been before?" He (Mr. Binns), however, remem-
bered the time when there were no Leicester sheep, no
short-horned cattle, no turnips, little or no draining,
and when thistles grew in the fields far more abun-
dantly than now. He remembered looking over one
farm and complaining of the thistles, declaring that it

was abominable to see such rubbish, when the farmer
replied that " they were of great use," and on being
asked what use they could posiiibly be of, his reply was,
" they are useful tn shelter the sheep in winter." On
another farm wa? a field which he could not make out
to be either pasture, grain, turnips, or anything else.

What to call this ia the report he did not kisow, and he
asked the farmer. " Oh I let it lig (lie)," was the
reply; so " let lig" was put down in the report (a
laugh). This term was sent accidentally to the owner
of the estate, who of course required aa explanation.
Mr. Jackson.—What country are you talking about,

Mr. Binns?
Mr. Binns—Not far from Berwick Hall (a laugh).

It was cheering to see prejudices giving way, notwith-
standing farmers were not all what they ought to be.
Turnips were a great improvement, and were greatly
increasing in the neighbourhood. So was clover. The
nucleus of a Farmer's Library already existed in the
four first numbers of the English Agricultural Society's
Journal, and in the three volumes of the Herd Book, a
valuable and scarce publication, one of the numbers
being out of print. It was highly desirable to induce,
if possible, more small farmers not only to attend the
meeting but also to shew stock. It might be desirable
to fr.irm a second class of premiums—say for farmers
under a certain rental. Farmers knew the superior
character of the stock of Mr. Jackson, tlie Mr. Elli-

sons. &c. and they said we can't show against these
gentlemen (hear, hear.) The farmers had good cows,
if they could only by these means bring tbem to the
show.
Mr. Bond suggested that the premium should be

open to farmers occupying less than a hundred acres.
Farmers did not always like their rental to be known
(hear, hear.)

Mr. Ford.—Mr. President, I shall be happy to give
21. extra for the small farmers' premiums (applause).
Mr. Binns said one of the eS'ects of opening a farm-

ers' library would he hoped be, that the common bo-
tanical names, if not the Linuaean name, of plants
might become known, so that they might be known
under one name from one end of the kingdom tn the
other. The weed alluded to by the judges was known
in some places by no other name than the yellow weed.
He had often wondered why more interest was not
shown in agricultural improvement by consumers, for
they were more interested in improvement than the
farmer. He was surprised tradesmen and manufac-
turers did not come forward at these meetings and
support their society. If by improvement they could
grow a third more wheat, and everything else, than at
present, it was the consumer who would be principally
benefited (applause.)

The President {rave " Prosperity to the English
Agricultural Society."
Mr. Jackson.—We used to give a premium for

draining, and I beg we may do so now if our funds will
allow.

formation of quickset hedges.

The second subject advertised for discussion was on
" the proper mode of raiding quickset hedges, and their
permanent form."
No one coming forward to discuss the subject, the

President again applied to Mr. Binns to favour the
meeting 'with any remarks,

2 K 2
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Mr. BiNNS replied that he had aothing prepared for

the occasion, but he should be happy to throw out any
hints, or state what he kuew respecting it. He would
recommend strong and -vigorous thorns to be planted,

the ground having been prepared by trenching and ma-
nuring : for any expense incurred in this respect was a

great saving eventually, the hedge arriving at maturity

much sooner and dispensing with protection. In dry

ground the thorns ought to be planted on the level, but

if the ground were inelined to wet, it might be advis-

able to raise it by a sod or two, but not more in any
instance, having a small ditch or trench on one side.

The thorns ought not to be divested of the whole of

their branches at the time of planting, because it is

much easier for a plant to put forth leaves from buds

already formed, which assist the root, than to originate

new buds and force them through the bark. Therefore

he would cut off the heavy shoots only, that is, such as

the wind would take the most hold of, and snakes the

young fibres of the roots. The plants should then be

completely protected on both sides, and during their

growth kept free from weeds. Two years after plant-

ing the thorns should be cut down to about three inches

from the ground, and as their roots have by this time

got established, and the plants become vigorous, they

will throw out healthy shoots, which will form the

foundation of a strong and impenetrable fence. After

these new shoots have grown two years, shorten

them on an average to about fourteen inches from the

parent stock, but do not do this evenly with a piir of

shears, but with the knife or nippers ; this operation

requires skill and care, for no two contiguous shoots

ought to be cut the same height, the shoots throughout
should be cut at every possible variety of length,

between six inches and 18 or 20 inches, keeping;- the

branches thinner and narrower as they approach the

top. In this way the shoots never crowd each other,

by stems near together branching out at the same
place, and consequently make a stronger hedge. As
the plants advance, this system may be pursued till they
arrive at maturity, which will be in a comparatively
short time ; after which the hedge may be preserved
in a proper form by cutting it with an old scythe or

knife in a longish wooden handle, taking care to keep it

the widest at the bottom, and tapering gradually to a
fine edge at the top: by preserving tliis form, every
branch has the advantage of the ligiit and moisture,

and is free from the incumbrance of the branches above,
v\rhich always has a tendency to destroy the lower part

of the fence. J\Ir. Binns remarked that he never saw a
better hedge than one in Mr. Skirving's ground, near
Liverpool, and as that gentleman was present he hoped
he would favour the meeting with his opinion.

Mr. Skirving agreed with what had been said by
Mr. Binns. The plants should be four years old, they
should be planted upon a level, and plenty of manure
at first should be applied ; the farmer could not put tiie

manure to a better purpose. There should be no ditch

near ihem, at least no open ditcii, for (here was no
need to lose so much land. By this means they need
not be more than two feet thick, and would be better

than a stone wall, for they would be well feathered at the
bottom, and a rabbit could hardly get througii them.
The shears should never be used, but they should bo
switched upiiards, 1'he worst hedges in the cjuntry
were those of Lancashire. Some of them occupied five

or six yards in breadth, with their ditch and bank, and
were not good fences after all.

I\lr. Jackson.—That is a landlord's question. Is the

tenant expected to grub up old hedges? he can't be
expected to do that.

The PnKsiDENT drank to their next merry meeting,
and retired amid the loud cheers of the company, over
which he had so usefully presided.

J. Heathcotc, Esq., the Rlcmber for Tiverton, is pre-

paring a model of a steam plough, (for which he is the

patentee,) constructed on a novel and inprcnious prin-

ciple. It is adapted for those situations in wiiicii, from

the extent of ground desired to be brought into culti-

vation, or difficulties in the ^oil, the ploughs in present
use would be found totally unserviceable. ]t will, a is

understood, shortly be removed to London, there to be
exhibited before the Society of Arts, and also to the in-

spection of several eminent individuals. The dimensions
of the model, which is aboui ten feet in length, is under-
stood to be about one-fourth the intended size of the
machine.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
CAMBRIDGE MEETING.

Sir,—I have been nnxiously waiting ever since

the meeting at Cambridge for an account of the

machinery and implements shown, and remarks
thereon.

The immense number shown, and the small quan-
tity of time that an inexperienced person could

devote, "having travelled near 100 miles'' to

examine them, are in my opinion sufficient reasons

for ?n acconut of them.

Of the several ploughs at work, and those shown
not at work, some no doubt highly pleasing to the

eye, and but little use in practice. The Kent turn-

wrist ploughs struck me as very uncommon and
good. I should lii(s to see or hear of a trial, as to

draught with them and some other ploughs on clay

lauds, and a reference to maker's names and ad-

dresses. I nm informed there was shown an imple-

ment to dibble with and deposit seed at tiie .same

time. I did not see it, and nni unable to get any
further imformation respecting it.

I am under the necessit}' of appealing to you as a

public journalist, or some of your readers, for

further particulars ; and any instructions that might
be given to guide us in the choice of our machines
and implements of superior merit. For at most
agriculturnl meetings a display takes place, some of

great merit no doubt, others again that are not worth
a rush ; so that if a farmer does not posses sufficient

mechanical knowleslge himself, if he purchases some
new implement, it is ten to one that he gets laughed

at, and empties his pocket at the same time. An
account of the most approved and useful, by some
practical and disinterested person, would confer a

great benefit to working farmers, and those who do
not want to fill their yards with useless lumber.

I am persuaded that there is more room for im-

provement in several of our implements tl)an some
people imagine, although much has been done these

last few years, a great nianv of our best implements
will be a long time before they get into common use.

For instance, an advertisement of this or that ma-
chine—thev are all the best, us theii state. " Here we
want the guide."—Why is this 1 The answer I

collect from an admirable little book, called " Why
and because."

Why do quacks succeed better than modest men?
Because they address themselves to the passions

and credulity of the multitude, and by noisy preten-

sions make dupes of the unthinking majority.

Why is truth obstructed ?

Because it is more popular to flatter prejudices

than to oppose them.
Why do books in general sustain errors instead of

truth ?

Because those books sell best which support

popular prejudices, and profit is the chief object of

MOST writers and publishers.

I doubt I have trespassed on your pages, but

believe me to remain a constant reader.

Yours, &c.,

Lincolnshire, A Fahner.
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TALLOW AND THE ANGLO-
RUSSIAN TRADE.

TO THR MANUFACTURERS OF SOAP AND CANDLES

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOJr.

London, Oct. 17, 1S40,

Gentlemen,— It iswith a far greater degree of coa-

fidence, as most assuredly it is with infinitely more of

))ltasure, that I address this my third letter to you

;

for the predictions which I ventured upon as resulting

from Tour conduct are approaching rapidly to fulfil-

ment.
t congratulate you on the success which in this early

stage of your contest has attended you. By the pa-

tience which you have manifested, aud by your absti-

nence from the purchase of liuaian tallow, the con-

sumption has been most materially checked, and the

confidence of tlie monopolists shaken. Since the 1st

of June 9,000 casks less than the corresponding period

of last year have been consumed ; and those 9,000 casks

are therefore added, as it were, to the ireiportation of

this season. The stock in London at present is larger

than in any year since 1S37, and exceeds even that year

by 304 casks ; and now, gentlemen, you who have, by
unanimity of action, the control ofthe market, mark the

anomaly that follows. In 1S37, with but anindift'erent

home proiluce of any kind, and with a .Atock of 30,500

casks, the price of Russian Y. C. Tallow was 39s. 3d.
;

and in 1S40, with a larger stock by 304 casks, witii an
abundant home supplv, you are forced by a Russian
league to i)ay 52s. 3d. for the same article, being an

advance of 13/. per ton as a reward for successful mo-
nopcly.

But, gentlemen, can we blame these foreigners for

asking the prices you are willing to pay them? You
have created in the heart of the trading community of

Great Britain the evil, because the silent but sure ad-

vances it has made have neither excited your lears or

even attracted your attention. I trust to see yet among
you a just aiipitcialion ot its danger.

And there is one point which, at this particular junc-

ture, throws additional interest upon the subject I am
discussing. I mean the money market aud its con-

dition. The unfavourable state of the exchanges has
as you are well aware, obliged the directors of the

Bank of England to curtail the circulation of the

country, and the annoyance, difficulty, and loss at-

tendant upon that measure, you will know and feel in

common with all engaged iu the tiade.

Now it is but legitimate inquiry to see how far great

monopolies, such as tallow, assist in riiisiug or miti-

gating the financial disasters we labour under. The
subject i.i interesting-, as concerning most closely all

who are dependent on business, or mercantile pursuits

in any shape.
We hear constantly of the defects in our corn laws,

and the mconveniences consequent on the importation
of large parcels of foreign corn, for which, in spite of

the beautiful theory of reciprocity, gold and gold alone,

must be paid. How far such laws are defective or

otherwise, I will not now stop to inquire ; suffice it,

that as from foreign nation* we receive corn and pay
money for it, so with Russia I may almost assert we
pay for her produce, not with our manutactures, butby
coin. If, therefore, on the 1st of January, the monopo-
lists of tallow still hold up their price, and the trade

continue firm in their refusal to pay the exaction, there

will be in London and the country upwards of 100,000
casks of tallow, or property of the value of two mil-

lions sterling, warehoused and unavailable for the fresh

creation of capital by its diffusion through the country.
Apply the same reasoning to other articles of foreign

produce for which we pay in money and money only,

and it will appear that not only on a particular trade,

but on the whole trading community, tvhich is the Bri-
tish empire, these monopolies are destructive of pros-

perity, based upon injustice, and therefore fair objects

of defeat wherever they can be encountered.
I annex the state of the markets during the last four

years, from which you may readily confirm my asser-

tions, and with a renewal of my former counsel to you
" to bide your time," I, for a short period take my
leave, remaining- respectfully, A Manufacturer.

TALLOW.

Stock this day
Delivt'X-ed last week
Ditto from .June 1

Arrived last week .

.

Ditto from .June 1

Price Y. C. Tallow
Ditto Town ditto .

.

Oct. 12, 1840.

Iis37.
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ON THE VALUE OF SCIENCE IN
AGRICULTURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—As improvement is the great object in every

science^ the ing'enuity of man is constantly at work, in

order to find oat by experiment, some new invention

belter calculated to produce the desired effect ; in this

way the g'reat and important improvements in the

mechanical world have been accomplished. It has

often occurred to mc, that the same enterprising spirit

is not so tally developed by those engaged in agricul-

tural pursuits, and 1 speak advisedly, when I say that

the great proporiion ot our farmers 5i«//c o/i as if there

were no improvement necessary, adhering to the old

maxim, almost obselete in regard to every thingelse, tluit

what is, is right. 'J'here has been no doubt within these

last twenty years,a decided improvement has taken place

n the cultivation of tlie soil, throughout the greater

pari of Britain; still there is a great deal to be done,

which has never yet been attempted. In perusing

your valuable Journal, I have often seen it suggested,

that agricultural colleges and experimental farms should

be establi:?hed throughout the country, as a means of

imparting' that knowledge, which is necessary, in order

to farm on scientific principles, and to good purpose
;

with these suggestions I altogether a§ree, feeling con-

vinced that their adoption would confer a great boon to

the country, and materially promote our agricultural

prosperity. In every profession or science, he who has

been at most pains to make himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with all its principles and details, and leaves

no stone unturned, whereby he may increase his in-

formation, is generally the person who ascends to the

top of the scale in his profession, and in the same way
v,e reasonably infer, that an intelligent man will make
u better farmer, than he who depends for all his

knowledges on what he has seen on his fathir's, or his

neighbour's iarm. It surely must be of great advan-
tage to know the composition of the soil on which we
are about to operate, in order to make thnt application

whic'ii will render it most productive, at the smallest

expense ; every soil does not require to be treated in tlie

same way, that which might improve the one, would
deteriorate the other ; hence the great advantage of

agricultural chemistry. The application of the diiferent

kinds of manure, with many people is more a work of

chance, than any right understaading about the effects

to be produced upon the crop on which account it i^

applied. Bone-dust has for some time been extensively

used as a manure, but how it operates with many it is

matter of mystery ; that it has been of advantagf.' to the

growth of the crop, they cannot deny
;
just in the ^ame

way with the other artificial manures, tht-ir good effects

are seen, but how they act is not generally understood
;

any person at all acquainted with farmmg operation?

knows very well, that one kind of manure is more etfi-

cacious upon one soil, and another upon a different soil,

so that to apply manure to the most advantage, we
would require to know the composition of the soil, and
the properties of the manure to be applied. I would
consider it to be the first and main object in an agri-

cultural school, to make the pupil thoroughly under-
stand the principles of the science in which he is abaut
10 engage,— I call it a science, for, to be a good farmtr
requires more scientific knowledge than is generally

admitted. Some people imagine that farminj;' is so

simple a matter, that the veriest hlnckhf.id im^ht he a.

good farmer; this 1 altogether deny. No doubt they
could give orders to plough, and sow, and reap, and
follow other people's example in the general manage-
ment ; but, to be a good farmer, there is a great deal

more needed than all these. \Ve look forward with

pleasing antici])ations, to the time when our young men
shall come out from these institutions, and show to the

world, that as much benefit is to be atlain(!d by studying

the principles of agriculture, as attending to any other

science. A word or two in favour of an experimental

farm, and 1 have done. 1'hal the lectures ia the class-

room may be properly understood, they should be ac-

companied by experiments which will tend to fix the

subject on the memory. There appear to me so many
advantages in the establishment of an experimental
farm, that to enter into their detail, would extend my
letter far beyond what I intended, and I fear be tres-

passing upon your columns. Let me make the sup-
position, that an extensive farm, composed of different

kinds of soils, was set apart for this purpose ; and to

superintend the operations, there was selected, one or

more jiersons of good education and thorough expe-
rience, whose instructions were to try every means,
keep a correct statement, and report the most advan-
tageous way of treating the different soils, as to the

most suitable crops to be grown upon each, and the

system which would be most profitable for tlie tenant,

without injuring the interests of the landlord. Much
might be done, in testing the superiority of one kind of

grain over another, on the same soil
;
great advantage

might also be gained by experimenting on the elfcci;^ of

different kinds of manures, the breeding and leeding

of stock, &c., &c. That the result of their experiments

might be widely circulated, they should be published in

all the agricultural Journals throughout the country.

It lies with the two great Agricultural Societies of

England and Scotland, to fake a prominent part in this

great work. Landlord and tenant should come forward

with hand and heart, and give a helping hand. It is

for the interest of both. It will no doubt be thought

presumptuous in a young farmer in an isolated corner

of Scotland, to give a hint to the agriculturists of

Britain ; but, even at the risk of this, I have penned
the foregoing lucubration, which, should you think

worthy of a place in your columns, is at your disposal.

I am, &c., A. C
Wigtonslire, A'di;. 10, 1840.

NEW METHOD OF RESOLVING CERTAIN
ARITHMETICAL PROBLEMS.

M. Lucchessini has proposed to the French Academy
of Sciences a plan wliieh he calls a new one—and for

which the Acailemy have voted him their thanks— to

solve arithmetical problems usually resolved by the

Rule of Three, Alligation, Permutation, &c., and after-

vviirds to problems generally resolvable by simple equa-
tions in algebra. His method is described to consist in

reducing all arithmetical questions to the formation of

three terms of a })roportion, of which the fourth is the

uukno\vn. In order that it may be understood in a few
word-, the comniissioners give Ironi the author the fol-

lowing problem solved by his method.
Pro!). FoHr labourers, working 6 hours a day, can

grub, in 5 day?, 15 acres ol hui<l ; in how many days,

working 8 hours a day, can 12 men grub 240 acres?

The nuuiberof acres grubbed increases with the num-
ber of acres, aad diminislies with the number of labour-

ers and hours of work.
The 1st term, then, upon v;hich the unknown depends

240
is the fraction — which has for its numerator the num-

9G
her of acres, and tor its denominator the product 12 x

a = 9(j, tluit of tlift workmen and hours.

'J'he2ud terra is formed in the same manner as the 1st

,

h)

to which it is homogeneous, and has for its value —

.

24

The 3rd term is the given 5 days, and is homogeneous
to the unknown.

120

The ratio of the two last is — whicK, multiplied by
15

the first, gives 20 for the answer sought.

The delei'miiiaiion ol the unknown, says the report, is

reduced definitively to the multiplication of two num-
bers which the author teaches thus to lorm separately

by a uniform pro(•e^s.

Thus this jirocess is lauded by the commis-sionprs as

leading lo happy results, but we confess we can see

little or nothing in it.
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ON SCOUR IN LAMBS.

Srn,—One of your subscribers at Ludlow wishes

to know how to treat lambs when scouring. If he

will be so good as to give his lambs bran or pollard,

say four handfuls of salt to each bushel twice a day,

he will find a most beneficial remedy, if they are not

too far gone. Oats would answer the same purpose

with salt. I have known this remedy save a num-
ber of sheep ; and give your sheep salt in a trough

all winter when on turnips, &c., you will find them

healthy ; there were sheep one year and a half old

showed at the Northumberland Society on Thursdny

last, betwixt forty and fifty pound a quarter, had

salt at their own liking taken all last winter.

Korthnmbcrland. Lesburv.

Sir,—Allow me, through the medium of your

columns, to reply to your correspondent of the

24th lilt., and by way of preface to say I have

had my own lambs so affected with the scour

for the
"

last three years, and which happened
just before the time I have been accustomed to

weau them (the first week in June). I have no
doubt, as regards my own, it was brought on by
their being too long on the same pasture, and re-

ceiving a check to their thriving in consequence.

Now, as a preventive is better than a cure, I would
in such case advise weaning early, and never allow

them to have any sort of a check whatever; and if

a few of your lambs become affected before you
wean, or at any subsequent time after, turn them
immediately on latter-math cinque-foil, as tlie

very best pasture for lambs so affected ; but if it

happens you do not have any, put them on a lair

that is fresh and has not had sheep depastured on
lately. As to an application by way of physic a
preparation of laudanum is best, but I am not an
advocate for metlicines for sheep (as medicines in

almost all cases fail) ; my plan, as regards sheep as

well as all kinds of stock, is to look to a preventive

to disease, which is ten times better than a cure,

aiid I think the scour in lambs may be prevented

in a great measure and almost entirely if you keep
the animal in one continued thriving state, but if

you do not, disease of some sort will inevitably en-

sue ; whei'eas on the contrary if you let them have
fresh pastures and keeji them moderately thin, they

will be all right ; that is the plan 1 adopt, and have
found it answer. The first year my lambs became
affected I lost a great many, the second very much
less, and last year only three or four, and I attri-

bute it to the aforesaid management, and not to the

giving of medicine.

If these hints may be of any use to your Ludlow
correspondent, I shall be most happy to have been
an instrument in communicating them on this oc-
casion, and beg leave to subscribe myself a brother
farmer, as well as a practical one, and I am, Mr.
Editor, your very constant reader for these last 20
years. Tnos. Bagxall.

WestweU, Oxon.
N.B. White clover when young is very prejudicial

to scour, but not when old.

GATEFORD ANNUAL PLOUGHING
MATCHES.—A numerous and highly respectable
meeting' of tlie patrons, friends, and promoters of the
agricultural interest, which necessarily involves that of
the agricultural labourer, was held at Gateford on
Tuesday se'nnight, to patronize and superintend the

operations of and the rewards to the competitors in the

rustic strife above announced ; and, notwithstanding

the unpropitious state of the weather, which, though
wet enough, could not damp the ardour of either mas-
ters or men, it would be difficult in ordinary terms to

describe the spirited and admirable arrangements which,
through the praiseworthy exertions of Henry Machin,
Ksq. and the JXIessrs. Edison, were adopted to promote,
encourage, and reward ihat meritorious emulation

among the peasantry of the neighbourhood, which ren-

ders each return of these anniversaries one of those days

of joy and festivity to them, which, as was truly ob-
served by a rev. gentleman at the dinner, are to the

rustic few and far between. These useful meetings,

being in a way auxiliary to the general agricultural

exhibitions, also afford convenient opportunities to the

discussion and suggestion of evsry variety of improve-
ment and discovery among the scientific occupiers,

which must have a tendency to facilitate the most
healthy culture of tlie soil, without which the earth

would in degree tail to yield her increase. The order

and regularity with which all the proceedings of the day
were conducted, including the distribution of the prizes

(which in the more meritorious instances were accom-
panied with the addition of Mr. JNIachin's beautiful

silver medal, set in a neat case), were such as to merit

the highest praise. A most excellent dinner, provided

by Mrs. Bargh, of the Plough Inn, was served up to

upwards of forty gentlemen, in a malt chamber be-

longing to Mr. Machin ; the chair being most ably

filled by that gentleman; Henry Edison, Esq. very

efficiently difcharging the duties of the vice-cliair.

Maay appropriate and excellent sentiments addressed

both from the chairman and from several talented gen-

tlemen visitors, imparled delightful interest to the dinner

table, and the well-adopted admonitory—much indeed

like paternal— addresses from the chairman to each
successful ploughman on presenting the prizes indivi-

dually, cannot be too highly applauded. The addresses

from E. W. Wilmot, Esq. steward to his Grace the

Duke of Newcistle, who propounded a plan for the

institution of a society, to be called " the Labourer's

Friend Society", were in good taste, and urged with pa-

thos and animation, and must ensure for that gentleman

a conviction, in all who heard him, of his disposition to

carry out every beneficent plan for the good of the cul-

tivator of every class which his sagacity may devise,

and his important station impowerhim to effect.— jDo?i.

caster Gazette.

BIRCHWOOD PARK PLOUGHING MATCH.
—The noble owner and occupier of this farm. Earl

Talbot, having offered various prizes to meritorious

ploughmen, the match came olf on Thursday, the 29th

ult. ; nineteen teams, some abreast and some alength,

entered the field. Half an acre for each team was the

quantity to be ploughed : and nine inches -wide by six

inches deep, was the prescribed size of the furrow. The
ploughing of William Cliff, with a pair of horses abreast,

servant to Mr. Meakin, of the Heron Wood Farm, in

the parish of Draycot, was spoken of by all the spec-

tators, as being as well executed as any in the field ;

and though he did not obtain a prize, the noble lord,

entertaining the same opinion, with many others, as to

the merit of Chff's woik, has since sent his bailiff, Mr,
Craven over to Mr. Meakin's, and presented his wag-
goner with a handsome present. The judges of the

match were Mr. Bradock, of Hixon; Mr. Smith of

Amerton ; and Mr. Shelley, of the Beacon farm.

PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTANY.—There cannot

be a more delicate or beautiful study for ladies

than that of botany. Ladies resident in the vicinity

of. Maidenhead, who may be desirous of prosecuting

this interesting study, possess superior advantages

in having it in their power to avail themselves of

the instruction of Miss Towers, daughter of Mr.
Towers, whose writings on Horticulture and Garden-

ing are well known. We understand Miss Towers
also attends pupils in London twice a week.
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INSTITUTIONS FOR
VIDENT.

THE PRO-

TO THE EDITOR OE THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In the belief that an acceptable service ma}'

be rendered to society by the promulgation of such

eflections as have the prevention of indigence and

insolvency for their object, I resume my pen to ad-

vert to another important illustration of the princi-

ples of life insurance, in the opportunity afibrded to

persons of limited means to j)rovidea certain income

for their wives in the event of death, and to endow
or secure to a child a certain sum on attaining- a

given age.

The considerate provision against an event which

may protect the widowed days of a faithful and

afiectionate partner from the abasement of eleemosy-

nary aid, is perhaps the most grateful requital that

can beofFered for a long enjoyment of conjugal hap-

piness ; and when such provision is attainable by

periodical payments of such trifling amount as those

I find set forth in the explanatory tables of the Far-

mers' Life Institution, there are few, however
circumscribed their ability, that may not be said to

have this benevolent intention entirely at their

command. The reflection of leaving a wife bereaved

of those comforts to which a long participation of

wedded life bad accustomed her, has brought down
heaviness upon many a well-disposed heart, which

might have been spared its painful solicitude had

the princi]3les of life insurance found a friendly ex-

positor. An annuity of £40, £J0, or £60, inherited

by the widow of a man connected vrith agricultural

pursuits, it is scarcely necessary to say, would be

an income that would command conveniences and

domestic enjoyments unattainable by those who
dwell in large towns. But if we contemplate this

interesting subject in a more enlarged point of view,

there will be found abundant occasions in which

life insurances may be adopted with infinite advan-

tage, and by means of which, family provision

—

protection against contingencies, and integrity of

principle, may be severally and satisfactorily carried

out. What, for example, can manifest so wise an

exercise of parental benevolence, as the investment

of economical accumulations during the nonage of

our progeny, which, after a series of vears, are con-

verted into a sum capable of laying the foundation

of their after-success in life. The biographical

annals of our country furnish innumerable instances

of the prosperous career of men who " began the

world" with a few score pounds merely, but who,

having worked tbeir little capitnl with untiring-

energy, closed a long and exemi)lary life as the bene-

factors of their species, by appropriating their ac-

quisitions to the endowment of charitable edifices,

the advancement of science, and the furtherance

of those pursuits by which they themselves had
thriven.

I may be excused, perhaps, for introducing—as

bearing out this view of the subject— the following-

apposite remarks, which occur in one of the chapters

of an excellent and pojuilar little treatise on the

r()n;hts of Industrie, published some ten voars ago,

wherein the writerjustly observes, that " One of the

most advantageous modes in whicli accumulation
goes forward, under tiio laws which ennble a man to

dispose of his property at his death, is that of in-

surance upon lives. Hy this admirable invention,

founded upon the most complete security, a man
abridges some portion of bis animal cxi)enditure for

the purpose of accumulating a fund that will secure

to his widow and children a continuance, in some

degree, of the comforts which his industrj' pro-

duces, after that industry is swallowed up in the

quiet of the grave. 'The married man hatli given

hosta-es to fortune;' and this is one of the ways
in which a prudent, a just, and an aifcctionate hus-

band and father redeems those pledges. He knows
the casualties of life—he knows liow soon bis power
of bestowing daily comforts upon his household

may be ended. lie forgoes, therefore, some luxu-

ries which might be useless, or even worse than

useless, to make provision for the decent mainte-

nance of that household when he is removed. His
providence extends beyond his own life. It equa-

lizes his own expenditure with that of those who are

to come after him ;— it dreads an abrupt transition

from lavisbness to meanness, from abundance to

want, from finery to filth ; it dispenses with ' drink

and plays,' well knowing that 'the property which
remains after this drink and pl-ay' will be very small.

In a v^•ord, his providence makes him happier in

his industry, and smoothes the passage to eternity by

the consciousness that the blessings of his industry

shall not perish with him."
It would be difficult to furnish a more faithful

jjicture of the advantages resulting from prudential

habits than that which 1 have cited. There are,

nevertheless, other cases in which family interests

are intimately concerned, and in which the wisdom
and expediency of seeking security in insurance

will be no less strikingly apparent. To the pos-

sessors of entailed estates, where a numerous
family is entirely dependent on the frugalities and

discretion of the parent, the jirinciple of life insur-

ance inav be said to be invaluable, in the benefits it

ofl'ers as a future provision for those who have been

bred in affluence and " fared sumptuously every

d;iy." Members of the clerical profession, particu-

larly tiie " working" clergy, who have generally the

anxieties of a large family, are, it is well known,
among the foremost in seeking this mode of pro-

tecting their offspring from the ills that await un-

legacied orphans, liy the way, I have often thought

that an occasional discourse from the pulpit would
have a more stimulating influence in urging men to

the performance of this necessary duty, than all the

modes usually resorted to. But to no class of so-

ciety does this branch of the subject address itself

with more encumbent earnestness than those heads

of families who are in the enjoyment of what are

usually denominated " fixed incomes,"—men whose
station obliges them to sustain a certain position in

the world, and the maintenance of which too often

precludes lhem,eicf^)t hu insurance, from leaving any-

thing in the shajie of substantial assistance to

their children. I liajipen to know, within my own
circle, of several instances where the absence of this

forethought lias bc>en attended with the most direful

consequences to the survivors ; and I happen also to

know of very many cases— in two of which I can

speak as an executor—where the prudence of the

parents has assuaged the bitterness of mortality in

the liberal provision which the testators had secured

to their descendants by means of life insurance.

'i'here is also one oilier class to which I would re-

spectfully appeal in support of the principle for

which I am contending. I allude to the man who
has incurred a debt of some consideration which ill

success in business or unforeseen events prevent

him from discharging, but which his prospects will

enable him to satisfy at a fului e period. Now what

resource in the way of arrangement is so available,

or exhibits personal integrity so conspicuously, as

that which enables such a debtor to efl'ect an insur-

ance upon his life and deposit the policy with his
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creditor? To put a case of another complexion : a

juan lias a pressing- necessity for a certain sum, the

immediate possession of wliicli will secure him re-

sults that may prove of the highest importance to

his worldly prospects ; a prudential friend is willing;

to accommodatehim, but naturally asks for "security."
" I liave a policy of life insurance ('replies the

other^ for a much larger sum than that I need, the

premium on which has been regularly paid."
" Enouo^h (rejoins the fiiend), deposit the document
with me and you shall have the needful." Now this

last is a case which is constantly occurring in the

intercourse of busy life, and therefore cannot be too

forcibly impressed upon men in general, but more
especially upon those who are often heard to denounce
life insurance, because, forsooth, being unmarried
and having- none but distant kindred, thoughtlessly

contend that " the thing is unnecessary." If less

than forty shillings annually paid to a life office will

obtain a policy worth £100, which every year will

become more valuable, and which, at some necessitous

moment, may prove to its possessor " a friend in

need ;"—where, I ask, is the man so fatuitous, who
upon reflection will not admit, that in such annual
appropriation be makes not only a safe, but a wise
and profitable investment?

But here, for the present, I conclude.

Norfolk, Nov, 13. Fhugalitas.

ON THE HOOVE.
Sir,—An error having found its way into your ex-

cellent periodical of last month, I feel anxious to cor-

rect it ; no doubt it arose from a cursory view taken by
your printer, the two words " hoose " and " hoove "

being widely different. Hoose is a cough in calves,

arising from worms in the windpipe ; hoove is an
inflation, with an impervious egress of -air or gas
from the rumen of cattle, evolved from the fermen-
tation of its contents ; instead therefore of heading
the article " On Spontaneous Hoose in Cattle, by
the Professor Gells of Toulouse, " it should have
been " Hoove," I perceive it is correctly done so in

the Veterinarian from which it is taken. Your
widely circulated journal being devoted to the wel-

fare of the farmer, I beg to offer a few remarks on
the French Professor's method of procedure in this

spontaneous and sometimes instantaneous disorder of
the rumen, or first receptacle for food in ruminants,
or animals that chew their food over again, called

rumination, or chewing the cud. In nuld cases the

Professer says walking the animal about will

do good, and so it will in more violent cases,

provided the inlet and outlet of the rumen is

not closed, so as to pi-event the imprisoned air

within its parietes to escape either through the

oesophagus or gullet in the form of eructation, or

per anum by wind, which is nature's own effort to

cure or relieve herself. Now in the acute hoove, the

administration of a few ounces of a-ther, or ammonia,
or aromatic water which the Proftssor extols, is not

energetic enough in its action, neither is it always at

hand ; in short, it is too cbar:icteristic of the French
method of practice, and too vaporizable to be carried

into effect. Should cattle by accident break, or be
inadvertently turned into a piece of fresh or young
vetches, or after grass or clover, or lucerne while wet
with dew, hoar-frosts, or showers, acute hoove would
be the result in some of t'jem. Tlie rumen or first;

stomach would be rai)idly inflated with gases of an
lieterogeneous characler,requiring quick and prompt
relief by either the flexible ube, or puncturing the

stomach with a trocar, not the giving of a little rether
or aronaatic water

; it would be next to an impossi-
bility for it to enter the stomach wben the animal is

ready to fall from flatus; at the best of times it is
difficult and uncertain to ensure the entrance offluids
into the rumen of cattle. I should say, with due
deference to the Professor, th-it on a farmer goino-
into his fields where cattle are depasturing, and per^
ceiving one or two blown and ready to drop from
inflation of the stv^raach, the speediest and best plan
would be, to avert impending- danger, at once to in-
troduce his sheep's foot knife into the paunch, -and
let loose the confined gas or ;iir ; if time can be
spared, introduce the flexible tube or trocar. The
flexible tube, or probang,is a safe instrument ; readilv
allows the air or gas to escape from iis confinement
when fairly introduced into the stomach. The Pro-
fessor must certainly make a great error when he
says, it is a dangerous instrument ; there is no dan-
ger in introducing it if only common care is ob-
served. The only danger in its use, is when a fo-
reign body is lodged in or impacted in the gullet or
tliroat, but when there is nothing in the ajsophagus
to obstruct its passage, any one ignorant of the
structure of the parts can pass it on into the rumen.
The French pathologist is alsis adverse to the use of
the trocar, but as Mr. Youatt justly remarks, he
cannot divine for what reason the trocar with its ca-
nula is an useful instrument for puncturing the ru-
men of cattle, and I may say that the conjoined use
of the probang and trocar has been the means of sa-
ving thousands of head of cattle. There is also an-
other method of relieving- acute hoove in cattle : it is

simple, but of real value—not in its component parts,
but in its mechanical operation ; with ease to be pro-
cured at the farm, if no tube or trocar is at hand.
Make three or four pellets of l-.ird, salt, and flour, into
a firm consistence about the size of an egg, give them
to the animal one after imotlier cjuickly ; it will fre-

quently break through the floor of the oesophagean
canal, and make an opening into the stomach, let

loose the confined air, with sudden relief to the beast.
The phantasms of the Gallic Professor may do
to be disseminated amongst his own kindred, but
they are by far too meteorizated, contain too much
aether and carminitive water, for John Bull. 1 ao-ain

assert from practice, that in all cases of acute hoove
arising from mephitic gases evolved from the injesta
of the stomach, nothing can enter it in the form of
liquids ; in fact, its apertures for iiigression and egres-
sion are hermetically sealed, from distension and pres-
sure of its sides on the surrounding organs ; manual
effort either with the probang- or trocar will be your
safeguard, so rapidly does the rumen contract on its

contents. I have seen fluids ejected with force to
the distance of several feet through the flexible tube,
and relief in a moment obtained. Now, as to

medicaments in acute hoove, should they by chance
enter the stomach, I do not see how good can be
derived from the administration of such small doses
of ;other, or ammonia, or aromatic water ; their pro-
portions are too minute to neutralize or absorb the
quantity of mephitic air the rumen is capable of hold-
ing should they enter the stomach the genera-
ting gases pioduced from the heat and humectation,
would be more than an equivalent for that destroyed
or neutralized. 'I'ha vaporizable bodies before named,
should they enter thr; stomach, and its entrance
be'closed on them, it must still add to its further

inflation. There is as as yet no direct proof of any
agent capable of diminuting the bulk of gases of an
heterogeneous kind, but otily of an homogeneous
quality : for instance, by only putting a little Kther
into a bladder, close its neck, put it in a warm place.
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distension will soon take place. This is to illustrate,

that diffusible substances must tend to aggravate,

rather than relieve, if they do not lessen by neutra-

lization the bulk of contained air ; if the gas given

off from tiie contents of the stomach was uncombined,
a chemical agfent would do eood if its entrance was
certain. In the acute hoove nothing must full short

of prompt measures, by first of all letting out the

pent-up air or gas, by which you will prevent apo-

])lexy, suffocation, or pulmonarv conjestion ; 2nd,

by bleedinp:, to relieve the parts—the distended

blood vessels ; odly, by purgatives, to clear out the

alimentary canal.

In tlie subacute hoove, either as a sequel of the

acute or primary in its origin, aroraatics and stimu-

lants will do good, but must be t;iven in a solid

state, that thev may enter the torjiid rumen, and
rouse its atony ; laxatives will also be required to

clear the bowels, given in large potations of gruel.

I hope I have not too long trespassed on your valu-

able journal ; my only object is to do away with any
thing that may tend to mislead rather than instruct,

for the good and benefit of the British farmer,

Credlton, Devon. R. Head, V. S.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— Having: ju^^t read i\Ir. Price's letter in your pa-

per of yesterday, and as he states his bad health, I

should not have noticed it at present, but lor one senli-

raent he lias expressed with such confidence, that it

might pass as an undonhied tnilh, if not contraihcted.

The expression is this— " 1 could have stated to J\Ir.

Bates, why, o)j ilte true pr}ncij>les of breeding, this teas

certain to be the result."

Novv the very letter in your paper before that of ]Mr,

Price's, signed "Agrestis,^ is in flat contradiction to JNlr.

Price's assertion, in regard to a whole district of

country, Aberdeenshire, having changed tlieir breed by
crossing the native (small) bree'l with short-horned

bulls, and after twenty years' experience being con-
vinced of the jiroprieiy ihereot, from the greater profit

the tenant farmers had obtainiMj, although discouraged
in so doing by the Highland Society and the landed

prnprietnrs.

Itis nearly fitly years since I saw in Darlington mar-
ket, on the first Monday in J\larch, Mr. Charge (father

to the late Mrf, Wria'ht of Cka-by) skow an excellent

pure short-horned steer, three years old, and also a

steerof the saiFiC age, by the sanu' sliort-horned bull,

out of a pure West Hia-liland Heifer (Kyloes,) He
put a price on each, but would nut sell thtm together.

They stood for some time, and he had many customers,
and took the ones that oifered the most, and they were
sold separately lor nearly the same money, and when
sold, ]\ir. Char^rc i'aid " Can any ma'i doubt which has

been tlie most profitable, for the two steers,"' he said,
" had f,^0Tie together, and been treated alike from calves,

and the dam of the hall- 1 liirhhuider," he said," was not

one-thii'd of the weight of the dam of the short-horned
steer." Now thi? Mr, (Charge, when living, was looked

up to as a very sui)erior man in his day, as one of the

best of judgej; of cattle. He had repeatedly visited Mr.
Bakewell, even before 17fiO ; and amomfst mnny other

remarks Mr. Charge made, he stated that Mr. IJake-

well's opinion was " that from the West Highland Hei-
fer the best breed of cattle mishl be produced."

I commenced breeding from West Highland Heifers,

(Kyloes) nl.ovc forty years afro, and kept at one time
nearly 100 breeding cows of the ('ro>s between the

Messrs. Ceilings short-horned i)ulls, and the West
Highland Heifers, and continued so to breed for nearly
thirty years.

At present I have not any stock so bred, and when-
ever Air. Price's herdlh admits of it, if he will stale

lehy, on the true principles of breeding, it is wrong to

breed from a large male and a small female, I am ready
to meet him, and prove the contrary by incontrovertible

facts.

I shall not notice any other part of Rlr. Price's letter

at present, as he states that his health will not admit of
controversy.

Your insertion of this letter in your next paper will

oblige. Your humble Servant,

Tno.AiAs Bates.
Kirkleavington, near Yann, Yorkshire.

Nov. lOt/t.

BROAD CAST & DRILL SOWING.
Our agricultural readers may remember that in a

recent number we alluded to the practice of sowing
wheat in drills instead of the usual method, as a

change calculated to accomplish a saving in seed

and to produce a superior crop. In some parts of

P2ngland the wheat-seed is dibbled in drills; but Sir

Francis Mackenzie, who has tried both schemes, does

not think that " dibbling" or " planting" wheat is

applicable to Ross-shire soil, while he highly ap-

proves of drill- sowing. From the following letter,

which we have received from an intelligent agricul-

tui-ist, it will be noticed that drill-sowing has been

practised by him with complete success. In this

instance, it has been applied to oat and barley sowing;

for although our correspondent ctoes not mention this

circumstance, yet we infer from his comnuinication

that he has put down all his grain crops in this man-
ner, and we do not think that he'grows wheat.

Sir,—Your attention to everything connected with the

improvement of agriculture induces mc to send you the

following remarks, in hopes that, if you think them
worthy of a place in your valuable columns, they may
be the means of inducing some of your agricuUuru!

readers to try the experiment :—" One happy result

which can generally improve the method of cultivation

is vvorth the labour of a whole life, and an unsuccessful

experiment, wcJl observed, must establish some truth or

tend to remove some prejudice."

In many situations, a g-rcat quantity of grain is lost

atmually bythe usual method of sowing and harrowing.
Some seeds are put loo tleep in the ground, and never
spring up ; some are left uncovered, and although they
may take root, yet they afterwards die, or proUuce very

little ; others are but slightly covered, and if drought set

in during the month of i\iay, which is often the case,

much of the seed in these circumstances will dit; others

languish till moi'e favourable weather appears, and
revive, but do not ripen along with the plants from the

seed which has a sufficientdeplh in the ground.
To remedy these evils, two years ago, 1 constructed a

verv simple machine on the same principle as the tur-

nip-sowing machine. It deposits the seed in rows cglit

inches apart, and two or two and a half deep. The
depth can be varied as may be thought i)roper. 'J'lie

land requires to be well dressed jnevious to the appli-

cation of the machine, I find that three- fouiihs of the

usual quantity of seed is sufficient and the field ripens

more equally. Another advantage of the machine is,

that in poor soil bone-dust can be deposited along with

the spi-d, a stimulant which I find, by a partial experi-

ment 1 made this year, may be used with great advan-
tage. I regret that 1 havs not been so particular in

noticing the quantises of seed and tin; produce as to be
able to state precisely the result of the experiments ; but

1 am satisfied that this subject is well worthy the atten-

tion of agriculturist's. A DoNSiDE Faumeu.

The advantages derived by our correspondent

from this change are— 1st, JLConomy in seed, which,

if amounting to one-fourth, would, over the entire

kingdom, add greatly to our stock of food, and save
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a considerable sum of money to individual farmers ;

2d, Greater security that the seed put down will ger-

minate; Sd, Facility in applying manures, and eco-

nomy in their use, for most farmers are aware that

there are several composts whicli may be used much
in the same manner as bone dust, now offered to tlie

ao-riculturist ; and 4th, Greater regularity in the

wrowth and ripening of the plant. ^Ve need not say

that the last is most probably the greatest advantage,

for there are few things of higher importance to the

farmer than that the stalks on a field should come
uniformly to maturity ; and very frequently he is

compelled to cut one portion too green, or leave an-

other over-ripened, snd liable on every blast to very

heavy loss. Wo trust very soon to find this ruore

careful and scientific mode of farming, in this depart-

ment, substituted in every quarter of the country for

the present clumsy and losing practice.

—

Aberdeen

Banner.

REVIEW.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BREEDS OF
DOMESTIC ANIMALS OF THE BRITISH IS-
LANDS.

By David Low, Esq., F.R.S.E., Professor of Agri-

culture at Edinburgh, &c., &c.

The fifth part of the above work ha^ appeared, con-

taining a description and coloured lithograph prints

of the Kerry breed of shesp, the black-faced heath
breed, the Egmoor breed, and the Cheviot breed, being

confined to the four mountain breeds now mentioned.
The first breed is valued solely for home consumption,

from the flavour and juiciness of the mutton ; but this

property will not ensure the propagation, as it is much
over-balanced by the slow feeding, and the co^irse hairy

quality of the wool. The retention of such a breed,

when so many superior ones are known, is always a

oouvmcing proof of the condition of a people, for cul-

tivated minds naturally desire cultivated objects of any
kind, and grossness of intellect will always evince its

grossness in the choice. The author makes a few re-

marks on the state of Ireland—the common one, and
many hundred times told, and we think the remedy is

as easily seen, for it may be supposed that evils pro-

duced by human agency, are removable by the same
power. But this subject is foreign to our notice.

The breeds next mentioned i;- the Dartmoor and Ex-
moor, the mutton ot which, like all animals of small

size, is so mucli valued in the London markets. It

seems they are fast disappearing from the pure state,

as the one quality of fine mutton cannot contend against

other breeds which combine more properties, and are

consequently more valuable. It is rather to he regret-

ted that the author's research had not ltd to a portrait

and description of the indigenous white-faced breed yet

found pure on Charnley Forest, near Loughborough, in

Leicestershire, as it is very generally concluded that

Bakewell obtained from the female of that breed the

maternal origin of the New Leicester sheep, from
crossing with the Lincolnshire ram. The mutton of

that breed is delicious, the wool is short and fine, and
fetches the highest price, and at the age of 3 years,

the weight of 18 and 20 lbs. per quarter is reached,
and personal experience enables us to say that no breed
that has come under our knowledge pays better for a

twelve-month's keep. The males are horned, the fe-

males not always so, and the breed are invariably white,
without any mixture. Fineness of bone and compact
symmetry of form are easily visible to t)ie discerning

eye. This breed would have afforded a choice illustra-

tion of the improvements of art on the works of nature,

and we are surprised the learned author has neglected,
if he knew, an instance so very appropriate.
The black-faced Heath breed has been long known

on the hills in the North of England, and over the

whole of Scotland, somewhat diversified by physical
circumstances. The mutton is excellent when well-fed,

and is much esteemed for the black venison-like ap-
pearance ; while more delicate judges of eatables
prefer the Wt-lsh and Southdown mutton. The wool is

coarse, and the value of the breed is chiefly confined to

latitudes where heaths are only produced and where
grasses fail, as the Cheviot breed has now supplanted
them in the lower Alpine iituations. Crosses with the
Southdown and Leicester breeds have been tried, but
except where occasions oiler for disposing of the pro-
duce, no real benefit has been derived, as the offspring

must go to a more fruitful climate for maturation.
Locality must direct such trials.

The Cheviot breed are the last mentioned in this part
of the illustrations, 'ibis is one of the most important
breeds in our island, being adapted to the richest lands,

and extending over the elevated parts of the kingdom
to the comparatively small extents still occupied by the

black-faced. Wherever grasses grow, this breed is

appropriate, and has been found to withstand a very
rigorous climate. The wool is fine and close, and equals
in value the improved wools. A cross with the Lei-

cester produces a most useful feeding animal, but an in-

fusion ofstranger blood would debilitate the parent stock
Such trials require the means of rearing them. The
author's description of the value and management of

this breed is very interesting ; the prints are beautiful,

and the whole work is alike valuable to the practical

man and the amateur. We have much pleasure in

giving our cordial assent to the author's observations,

that great improvements may be effected in the native

breeds without any foreign blood, by choosing the best
formed animals for propagation, and by better support
in feeding and shelter. On this head great neglect

prevails over the whole kingdom ; superiority in habit

and appearance is wholly overlooked by the careless

farmer, and any animal of least value is generally re-

served for breeding. By careful selection, any breed
may be improved, and become more valuable in many
respects than a mixture of many and discordant al-

liances. It is singular that this fact, so obvious and
so useful, should meet with so little attention.

WEAYERHAM FARMING CLUB.—A society

under the above name having been formed in the parish

of Weaverham during the year, for the purpose of en-

couraging agricultural enterprise among the farmers,

and orderly and industrious habits among the labourers

of the neighbourhood, the first annual meeting was
held at the Gate Inn, on Thursday the 29^:1 Oct., which
was numerously and respectably attended, Geo. Wil-
braham, Esq., M.P. kindly acting as President, The
stock exhibited by the members was of superior

quality, and in greater quantity than the locality

seemed to promise. The roots, turnips, and mangel
wuizel, were very fine, and the whole exhibition gave
great satisfaction. After dinner the Chairman dis-

tributed the prizes awarded to the successful compe-
titors, and several subjects of agricultural interest

were discussed by the members, and a general opinion

prevailed that much good had already been eflrected,

and many improvements adopted since the institution

of the society.

WRENTHAM FARMERS' CLUB.—The Annual
Show of Roots of this Club took place on Friday, the

6th Nov., and was considered a very good one for the

season. Mr. Larke exhibited some very fine specimens
of the Ram's Horn, as did also Mr. Crowfoot, of the

Yellow Beet. The show of Swedes was particularly

good ; those shown by Mr. L. O. Cottingham, of the

Liverpool or Skirvin's stock, carrying the Sweepstakes
both for size and quality. There were also some com-
mon turnips, of very large dimensions, and good qua-

lity, which were much admired. The following are the

awards of the Judges :—For the best field of Common
Beet, Mr. L. O. Cottingham; do. of Yellow Beet, Mr.
John Crowfoot ; do. of Swedes from manure, Mr. L;
O. Cottingham.
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MANGEL WURZEL.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In answer to the questions of " A Constant

Reader," on tlie preservation of rnnngel vvurzel dur-

ing the winter, I he^ to inform him tir.it tlie proper

tirae for drawing is from tlie beginning- to the middle

of November ; but tlie work should not be performed

during frosty weather.

Tlie best method to preserve the roots during tke

winter is to build tliem into stacks 2^ feet wide and

6 feet high, facing tlie outsides with the largest

roots, and mixing the whole with a quantity of sand,

then thatch them over with straw to resist the frost

;

the stacks mny be built either under cover or out of

doors.

The tops should be cut off, but the roots should

not be cut nor trimmed at all, until taken from the

stacks for use, as the fibres retain the moisture and

preserve the nutritious quality of this valuable

winter food. Wm.Hislop.

WoMey Park Farm, Nov. 9, 1840.

Mr. EniTon,—In answer to the Queries pro-

pounded in the last Mark Lane E.rpress, bv " A
Constant Reader," relative to this truly invaluable

root, I give you the results of five years' experience.

Isf, The diver the weather the better for drawing;

if the tops have not been previously cut for food,

the root will stand a considerable degree of frost

without the tops ; a sharp frost materially damages

the root, and renders the storing dangerous.

2nd, Against a wall, say eeven or eight feet high,

the roots gradually being sloped down in the form

of a roof, and thatched in a row, the sides being

defended by hurdles wattled with straw, taking care

that tlie width of the stack shall not exceed nine or

ten feet in breadth ; if very much larger, there is

danger of the centre heating and spoiling.

Srdly, The plant should be taken up as perfect as

possible ; no part of the root should be taken off, and

especial care should be taken that in separating the

top from the root, the latter is not wounded. From
the wet state of tlie ground occasionally much earth

will adhere to the roots, but I have never found that

this has hastened in any way decomposition in

the stack.

From your obedient servant.

Live and Learn.

Sir,—The general complaints of mangel wurzel

and turnips running to seed, is in some degree from

over-vegetation this season. If your enquiring cor-

respondent Algernon Capel, R. N., will sow seed

two year old, his roots will bulb better and not run.

I would recommend steeping the former three or

four days, the latter a i'ew hours, and not sowing

until vegetation commences, as it will, by leaving the

Kf^eds togethi^r in amoiststaie; this insures quick

growth, large roots, and a full crop. Every expe-

rienced gardener knows if he sows new cabbage

seeds, his plants will run in the spring. As a sub-

scriber to the Express, have had much information in

perusing its valuable columns.

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Wii, Abhaiiam,

Limerick, Nov. 4. Nursery and Seedsman.

A late a3([uaintance of mine sowed mangel wurzel

in this neighbourhood a (evr years ago which ran to

seed ; he hnd some seed left which he sowed the

following year, and proved a good crop without

gunning. 1 was particularly struck with the cir-

cumstance ; tbe seed was bought from me. W. A.

CHELMSFORD AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

At the late meeting of this society at Rochfoid,
tlie Rev. C. B. Marriott said, on these occasions
they met to discuss how best the fields might be
filled with verdure and food provided for tlie prince

and the peasant—his object was to ask ifthere were any
gentlemen present who had had practical experience
Hi the working of what were called Farmers' Clubs,
They would recollect that some sensible observations
were made by Mr. Beadel at their last nieetino- at

Chelmsford : and it occurred to him ("Mr. M.) that

it might be possible to establish a small Society of
that kind in the small parish in which he resided.

If they could meet at seven o'clock and break up at

nine, and take in the Farmer's Magazine, and "-ive

out at one meeting a subject for discussion at the
next, it might do good. There were various sub-
jects which tliey could discuss. There were inter-

esting facts relating to liquid manure which produced
the beautiful crops of clover in Belgium. They
there sunk wells for it, which held about 1000 barrels

of urine, and it was steeped willi rape-cake, from 800
to 1000 cakes of '211b. each to the lOOO barrels, and
it was then carried upon the land, and it y^roduced

those beautiful crops of clover, This manure was
making its way in this country. These matters

might be discussed at their meetings, and he thought
it would tend to break down the difference that

existed between the reading man and tins practical

man, for there might be manv things tbe reading man
could tell them, and there wore hundreds the practi-

cal man csuld tell him. For instance, the succession
of crops : they know that a crop of the same kind
would not grow so well, but they might not know
the cause: yet it was found that a plant after draw-
ing the nourishment from the ground threw out a

kind of excrement, and no plant could draw support
from its own excrement, but change the plant, and to

that it became manure. A chemist put a bean in some
water in a bottle, and it grew and threw out a yellow
fluid : another bean which was put into the same water
dwindled, but on a wheat kernel being put in it

absorbed the vellow fluid, and flourished ; and they

all knew that wheat did well after beans. (Cheers.)

Mr. G. Wood said, as a horticulturist he bad tried

manure in different shapes ; and he ha 1 heard what
Mr. Marriott had said of liquid manure, but he had
seen it applied to pastures, when it was a great mis-
take to apply it in its crude state ; if applied in that

state in Belgium, it would never produce those fine

crops of clover. But whether the tenant or the land-

lord was to get the benefit of it, it did not matter

to him (IMr. \V. )—he wished to introduce the article

that men might make use of it : their efforts ought
to be directed to getting the best workmen and the

best articles to go to work with: and they would
then get rid of all those prejudices. (CJieers.)

Mr. Marriott said, he ought to have stated that

the cisterns for holding the liquid manure in Bel-

gium had valves ; they filled one, the'valvetheu closed

and they filled another, thus going on till they filled

half a dozen to the top, and the bottom one remained
some time before it vras used, and underwent fer-

mentation. Tbe rape-cake was put in, and it was then

applied 2,500 gallons to the acre. In this country

a Mr. Jackson had applied it in this way : he np-

j)lied it to stetches of clover alternately, and before

it was mature he had a swarth of it cut and ^veighed

it, and iie found that without the manure it weighed
20lba. and with it 37lbs. lie bad since persuaded

Lis landlord to have cisterns built, and he had agreed

to pay Lim five per cent, for the use of them.
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ON THE TURNIP CROP AND THE
MEANS OF PRESERVING IT.

TO TtlE EDITOR OF THE CARLISLE TATRIOT.

Sib,—The following observations upon the Turnip
and its preservation, are the substance of an essav

jirepared by a Border Farmer with the view of

having it forwarded to the Englisli Agricultural

Society's Secetar)', previous lo the Meeting of the

last July, and early enough for the inspection of the

Society's Committee as a Competition Essay ; but

from ignorance of the precise time fixed upon for the

reception of these Essays, the writer found himself

somewhat too late in its preparation. He now
requests that you will afford space in your valuable

columns for some observations which may prove
useful to the less experienced of your agricultural

readers.

Imprimis.—No department of agriculture has lat-

terly occupied the attention, or engaged the inge-

nuity of the agriculturist more than the protection

and preservtionof what is commonly called his green
crop; and of all the varieties of that sort of crop

perhaps none has become of late years so valuable

and important to the farmer, as the Swedish and com-
mon yellow turnip. It is because of the utility and
importance of this root to the farmer, that 1 presume
to set fortli a plan for its ])reservation, which I have
long since adopted myself, and to which after re-

peated experiments during an experience of thirty

years, I give a decided preference.

In detailing my present views upon this subject

T will refer to, and state my objections to other modes
which continue to be practised by very respectable

farmers, but which notwithstanding from repeated ex-

periments I have found abundant reason to reject. Be-
fore entering upon this subject, however, allowme, by
way of preliminary, to advert to the kind of situation

upon which such crop should be stored. And first,

it is indispensably requisite that the ground should
be dry—perfectly dry. Second—convenience for

use should be studied. The cow-house—the cattle

shed—the turnip pit, should if possible be contigu-

ous. Where the construction of the farm-buildings

would suit, I would recommend tlie plan which I

adopted upon my own farm, viz :—To jiave a row of
cow-houses, or cattle-sheds, with a turnip-house

of very moderate dimensions in the centre— to have
the turnips piled in rows immediately behind this

part of your buildings, with a back door from
your turnip-house opening upon the mouths of the

pits, or rather piles, and again doors from each side

of the interier of your turnip-house to communicate
with the cattle-sheds. Here you perceive convenience
studied, and labour abridged, and likewise your cat-

tle ean be regularly supplied with turnips clean,

fresh, and succulent. I am aware that a further

abridgement of labour might be effected by forming

a passage along the back wall of the building, imme-
diately before the heads of the cattle, with a few
doors opening therefrom upon the mouths of the tar-

nip-pits, whereby the cattle may be supplied and the

circuitous route by the turnip-house avoided.

But this advantage I conceive may be more than

counterbalanced, without supposing more than ordi-

nary inadvertance on the part of the servants. Even
with a careful person while engaged in serving cat-

tle in this way, a few roots in the course of a day
may accidently fall over the crib, whence they will

naturally descend to the stalls below. The person so
employed, even though well intentioned, maynotsee
the importance of removing them uniil a more con-
venient opportunity, and ultimately may forget it

altogether, where it will remain to the serious annoy-
ance it not to the injury of the animal there located.

Such I have knewn from observation to be the case
in numberless instances.

But to return to the business of storing. I may
suppose a fine morning in the month of November,
(though the precise time of commencing must be
partly regulated by the season.) Having previously
ascertained that your ground is in a fine mouldy
condition, you go lo work with a force of man and
horse in proportion to the breadth of your crop.
Half a dozen persons, women or men, with two drills

or sticbes each, will in the course of the day cut and
pullaconsiderablebreadth, always mindingto leave
the roots in ihefurroAv betwixt each two persons,
thereby leaving sufficient vacant space for carts pass-
ing without injury to the turniji. In cutting the

root particular care should be taken not to injure the
bulb by a too close incision, but rather to allow an
inch of root to remain, leaving likewise any small
fibres appertaining thereunto, with the little portion

of fine mould which may adhere to each. In like

manner the top should be cut an inch above where
its stems are conjoined, leaving the root perfectly

whole, and impervious to the action of air. With
regard to the leaves or top of the turnip, I would
recommend that they should be placed upon the top
of the stich or drill, regularly as they are cut from
the turnip, to remain there and be ])Ioughed in as

manure for a succeeding crop. And I am perfectly

aware from repeated experiment, that they would
prove more valuable consigned to this purpose than
to any other use they ever can be put.

In the mean time horses, with carls and persons
proper to manage them, will be forward in the field,

and actively engaged in loading. Supjiose then
your cart loaded, and arrived upon the jiremises to

which I previously referred, you commence by turn-
ing up, and discharging your carts consecutively in

a right line from the back jiart of the building of

twenty or forty yards in length, in proportion to the
extentofyour croji. This line will form a kind ofguage
for your carter,whose only business is to repeat the same
thing over and over, until you have accomplished
your undertaking, always minding that the second
and every succeeding rov^ should be placed as near
its forerunner as convenience will allow. In the

mean time a person may be employed in filling up
the inequalities of the surface, consequent upon dis-

charging a cart-load at once, which will form a stra-

tum or layer of two and a half feet in depth. When
you have thus extended your labours to the breadth
of a ftiw yards the person already engaged in level-

ling the inccjualities of the surface, mav commence
the business of piling in rows. In so doing he will

measure off a breadth of twelve feet, and by the use
of a line to direct bis operations will proceed in sho-
velling up the roots right and left with a wood sho-
vel. When he has thus effected a vacant and inter-

mediate space of three and a half or four feet, he will

likewise have formed a row of pile, in height about
four feet, and in breadth atfeoltom eight or eight

and a half feet ; thus he will continue his operations,

the carter suppl3'ing him with materials as before, aud
if an active person, will have piled by the evening
100 tons of turnips to my certain knowledge.
Having now several rows of pile already formed, the

fiaishing procees of thatch and rope may commence,
when perhaps another pair of hands may be in requi-

sition. With regard to the quality and quantity of
thatch to be employed in covering, I would recom-
mend a cover in depth not less than four inches, and
that the straw should be properly prepared as thatch

sheaves to serve ag an effectual protection from heavy
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and continued rains. Here, you perceive, there is no-
thing lost—what straw is here used is only set aside as

it were to be i'orthcoming- when it is really wanted.
When your cnttle require turnip-s tliey likewise

require litter, and here It will he found both conve-
nient and ready for use.

The mode of thatching' which I have adopted, and
which, of course, I would recommend, is siiufdy this

—a row of thatch-sheaves regularly spread, in

depth as above stated, their ends closely pressed
upon the ground and extending upwards; again
another row similarl}'^ spread and overlaying the for-

mer, Htleasthalf afoot ; and, third, a row horizontally

placed upon the a|)ex of the pile, being closely

pressed or bent down on each side in order to over-

lay the second row. Thus you have a complete and
etiicient cover for a hoap of the above dimensions.

The ropes will now be in requisition for securing the

cover, the composition of which is twisted straw, and
should be placed as follows :—on each side of the

summit of the heap will be placed a rope running pa-

rallel with the heap itself, made fast at each end by two
wood pegs stuck in the ground. Again, the lower
rows of thatch must be secured in a similar manner.
Then a set of ropes running straight over the heap
cutting the before-mentioned at right angles, equi-

distantly placed and numerous as necessity may re-

quire, with fastenings of a similar kind with the

above, will secure and complete the fabric.

When your turnips are all piled and finished, ac-

cording to the above description, if you have calcu-

lated nicely upon vour quantity, and adapted your
lines or rows accordingly, you will find thatthe figure

which they present is that of an oblong square, the

long sides of which run parallel with the back-v\-all of

your cattle sheds.

Thus having executed your plan, and drajvn

your labour to completion, you have earned for

yourself the following advantages, viz.,—plenty of

nutritious food for your cattle, conveniently placed
and easily accessible in all seasons, and during
the worst of seasons, continuing to the last firm

and fresh, suflBciently clean, and perfectly dry
;

and last, though perhaps not of the least advan-
tage, on account of the order and regularity with
which they are placed, you will be able at all

times to ascertain to a nicety, by your daily con-
stimption, what quantity of cattle you can supply
therewith during any given time.

I have all along gone upon the supposition that

the day was fine, and the soil mouldy. I am per-

fectly aware, however, that a fine morning in that

season of the year is not unusually the precursor

to a violent storm, bringing in its train rains both
heavy and incessant. Should the like happen I

would most particularly advise immediately to

desist from all further operations, waiting most
patiently the next fitting opportunity, and then to

resume your labour with renovated vigour.

My own observation has taught nie that if

tuinips are to be preserved firm, fresh, and succu-

lent, they must on no account whatever be

wrought amongst while the soil is working into a

paste around them, and they bedaubed with it,

when all the small fibrous adhesions of fine mould
arc sure to be washed away, which in my opinion

assist in preserving, and likewise invigorating in

some degree, the root, even after its transmission.

Suppose you, however, taken somewhat by sur-

prise with a heavy rain, while engaged in pitting,

with a lot uncovered, do not by any means touch

them again until they arc thoroughly dry, and
have fairly resumed their wonted mouldy con-

dition. Thus you may ensure yourself in spring

of turnips equally fresh and nutritious as when
plucked from their native soil.

Many are the plans, however, resorted to by ex-
cellent farmers for their preservation, but to none
with which I am acquainted can I bring myself
entirely to approve. For example, one regretting
that his turnip house is not of larger dimensions,
has recourse to every piece of vacant shed, nook,
and corner, about his premises, wherein he will
stow turnips to any weight, and is bounded by the
dimensions of the building alone from further
augmenting the heap. 1 have frequently seen a
turnip house of no ordinary dimensions crammed
to overflowing, and piled to the height of seven or
eight feet. Now what is the eflfect of all this ?

Why, a low degree of fermentation is the conse-
quence, and during the process the nutritive juices
or saccharine qualities are allowed to evaporate.
Hence, the turnips become dry and less firm,
fraught with less nourishment to the cattle, and
the cattle less fond of them ; but these evils are
easily avoided by the plan which I have pointed
out.

Butthesame objections arenotapplicabletoaplan
prevalent in many parts of England of placing the
turnips, when rooted, compactly together upon a
dry lea or grazing ground, with the top upwai'ds
as when growing, and intended to serveas a cover
from, and preventive against, the inflictions of
frost. But though the same objections may not
be urged as in the former case, yet even this plan
I conceive to be subject to many disadvantages ;

for example, the leaves, though they will partially

exclude frost, are no covering from rain. Hence,
tliough the rain descend in torrents, its ingress

will be easy, but where shall it find egress ? Like
the waters of the Dead Sea, it will become
stagnant as mud. Then, of course, the air be-

comes partially excluded, the turnips must fre-

quently come out in a wet and dirty state, not a

little enhanced by a glutinous consistency com-
posed of the remains of decayed leaves. While
such matter can form no inducement for cattle to

eat, it must be excessivcl}' disagreeable to the
person engaged in it ; the inconveniences, too,

during a long continued storm are not to be com-
pensated by any advantages which I am able to

perceive. The least objectionable mode, according
to my view, is that of forming pits about a foot or
a foot and a half in depth, and then piling them to

the height of three feet above the surface, after

which they can be covered according to the manner
above described. Still, I conceive even this mode
to be attended with considerable disadvantage.
First, setting aside the extra labour employed in

forming these pits, there is much additional trouble

in getting them therein deposited. But, passing-

over all this, when actually deposited there, they
are far too closely confined for certain and sound
preservation.

With regard to the relative keeping virtues of
the various classes of turnips, it must be manifest to

every one at all observant in these matters, that the
Swedish is best adapted to spring feeding, not merely
because of its capability of enduring uninjured the
influcncesot winter's frost,and perhaps thecxhaling
droughts of spring, but likewise that it partakes in

some degree of the nature of the winter apple,

which when properly ])reserved attains to a rich-

ness and a mellowness by keeping which it does
not jiosscss even when fully ripe. This improve-
ment in (juality, which is quite observable in, and
1 believe peculiar to, the Swedish turnip (though
perhaps not thoroughly understood, may be the
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result of some chemical or rather natural process)

renders it peculiarly adapted to spring feeding.

Heuce, I would recommend that all Swedes
should be carefully stored, and studiously pre-

served unopened till the month of January, or

even the beginning of February, until which time
an)' of the various classes of yellow turnip, if

properlj' stored, may be kept perfectly fresh and
nutritive. Regarding the comparative worth of
the various classes of turnip, there is room for

some diversity of opinion. My observation in-

clines me to prefer the green-topped yellow
bullock, as being at once firm, feeding, and pecu-
liarly retentive of its nutritive juice; and though
possessed of the self-improving qualities afore-

mentioned as peculiar to the Swede, nor capable
of retaining its moisture for so long a period, still

I conceive ii will be found equal. If not superior,
to any other, during the months of December and
January. Before commencing with the last men-
tioned turnip, I would strongly recommend the
common white globe, as being peculiarly suited to

cattle accustomed to feed upon grass. The globe,
as is well known, is a light and porous, but juicy
turnip, and hence better compoits with the quali-

ties of the food npon which the animal has been
accustomed to subsist ; and not only so, but like-

wise it is better adapted to the then physical

organization of the animal. For example, the

stomach of the animal having become widely dis-

tended by frequent repletion from a light ;ind

juicy herbage, is capable of containing more than

is necessary or proper of consolidated food, which,
were ittakeu in the same ratio, being not so quick
and easy of digestion, must remain longer upon
the stomach than is consistent witlr the health

and improvement of the animal. Hence, I con-

ceive that a quick transition in the qualities of

food should be avoided, and the stomach would
naturally and as certainly conti-act itself to the

dimensions required by the qualities of fond by
which it is supjilied, as the pupil of the eye acco-

modates itself to the action of light.

When you have finished your globes, which may
be anywhere about the beginning of December,
your yellows will be conveniently stored, ripe,

and ready for use, and not only so, but your
cattle will be duly prepared for an improved
quality of food, and thus they will go on in their

improvement, being duly provided and regularly

supplied with a better quality of food as they ad-
vance in their growth and condition.

Such a procedure, from lengthened experience,

I do confidently recommend to the inexperienced

public.

I remain, Sir, your's truly,

A Border Farmer.

HOW TO JUDGE TURNIPS.

Sir,—As the time is now nearly at hand, wiien

turnip exhibitions will take place, I am desirous of

ascertaining the criteria of a good turnip; whether
weight, size, taste, top, root,sl]ould all be, separately

considered, and the degree of importance upon each^

I have referred to your magazine, and also to your
paper, for some information upon tbis subject. I

believe there were some particulars published about
twelve mouths since upon it bv one of your corres-

pondents, but that I cannot find.

Your obedient servant,

CULTIVATION OF THISTLES.
Sir,—I have been much pleased with the ingenious

economy shown by the farmers of llnvdey, Wood Wal-
ton, Broui^hton, U^arboys, and other parishes of this

county, in the growth ot thistles tor seed. They seem
to encourage an abundani. growth of them along the
sides of thtir highways. These they suffer to stand till

they wither away. Tiius the seed " comes ridiug- all

abroad on the wings of the wind,'' through the whole of
those and adjoining parishes. Sufficient crops in fol-

lowing years are by these means raised inthen-ovin
farms, without the expense of purchasing seed at the
seedman's, or devoting a portion ot their fields to raising-

it. I write on tiie suppo-ition of the utility of thistles in

agriculture. But as this is not generally understood;
and as ourflourisiiing society has been so thoughtless as
not to offer a premium for their cultivation, I hojje

that soinie occupier in those parishes will have the kind-
ness to enlighten us as to the particular advantages of
this plant in agriculture ; and the best mode of using it.

A Huntingdonshire Farmer.
2Qtli October, 1840.

Lancing^ Oct, 2ith. A FarmeRi

WOODBRIDGE FARMERS' CLUB.—The first

Annual Meeting of the VVoodbriilge Farmers' Club
was on the 13th Nov. held at the Crown Tavern, where
the shew of agricultural roots was of a very superior
order and numerous iu point of quantitv. Although
those entered for the sweepstakes were dimited, being
the first exhibition of the kind, many were left out in
consequence of the quality of the soil upon virbich they
were grown not having been made a consideration in
forming the rules for the adjudication of the prizes.

The judges appointed were J. Wood. Esq., Melton, Mr.
T. Heard, Seckford Hall, Mr. J. Smith, Boulge. The
following were the sweepstakes :—6 best Swedish tur-
nips, won by Mr. Cutting, Debach, beating Alajor
Moor, Bealiogs ; Mr. C. iialdry, Hasketon, and Mr.
R. Baldry, Melton.—6 best round white turnips, won
by Mr.C. Baldry, Hasketon, beating Mr. R. Baldry,
Melton, and F. G. Doughty. Esq., Martleshem.— 6 best
mangel wurzel, won by Major Moor, Bealings, beating
Mr. Roberts, Alderton.—6 best carrots, won by Mr.
Heard, Seckford Hall, beating Mr, S. Ball, Martle-
sham.—The members of the club and their friends sat
down to dinner at 4 o'clock, R. N. Shaw, Esq., in the
chair.

HADLEIGH FARMERS' CLUB.— On Friday
se'nnight an exhibition of roots took place at the White
Horse, Hadleigh, which far exceeded the expectation
of every person in attendance, considering the present
most unfavourable season. The following gentlemen
acted as judges :—Messrs. Mathews, Green, and Sal-
lows, whose decisions gave universal satisfaction. The
successful competitors were

—

For Mangel Wurzel: 1st
prize, Mr. R. Rand ; 2nd ditto, Mr. Wm. Grimwade,
jun. ; .3d ditto, Mr. T. I^artridge.—For Purple Swedes.
1st prize, Mr. T. Partridge ; 2nd ditto, Mr. R. Kersey ;

3d ditto, Mr. J. Boutell.— /'or Green Swedes: 1st

prize, Mr. C. Brown ; 2nd ditto, Mr. J. Berry, jun.
;

3rd ditto, Mr. J. K. Norman. At the meeting of the
members the subject of the preservation of different

roots for winter food was fully discussed, and the
opinion was come to " that the best plan of preserving
beets and Swedes appears to be by clamping them up,
and covering them with earth a few inches thick,

leaving the clamp open in different places for a time, to
allow the heat and evaporation to escape. The mode
of securing the common turnip has not been as yet the

subject of much experiment, but it is thought that
pursuing the same plan as recommended for beet and
Swedes would be advisable."

NETHEREXE FARMERS' CLUB.—This thriv-

ingand spirited club, whose meetings are held monthly
at the Roughwell Inn, will hold their ploughing match
at Netherexe, on Wednesday next, in a field, the pro-
perty of Mr. Rewe. The diuuer will be held at the
Roughwell Inn.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

At the Monthly Councif held on WecInep(lay,Oct. 4,

present, Thomas Riiymond Barker, E<q., in the rjliatr ;

Colonel Challoner, Sir Samuel Crompton. Bart., M.P.,

James De«n, Esq., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., William

Eisher Hobbs, E'^q., VViUiam Shaw, Esq., Thos. Weal,

Esq., Henry Wilson, Esq., William Youatt, Esq., Wil-

liam Sloane, Esq., of liartsbourne-place, Stanmore,

Middlesex, was elected a Governor, and the following'

frentlemen members of the Society :
—

Jackson, Thomas, Re(!waae,Rudgeley, Staffordshire

Morgan, Caleb, jun., IIourLodfre, Ross Hercfonlshire

Mileson, Rev. Edgar, Red House, Ipswich, Suffolk

Jervoise, S. Clarke, Porters, Shenley, Barnet

Jordan, J., Phenice farm, Leaiherhead

Knight, Richard, Stainford

Barton, Samuel, Rochcstown, Clonrael, Ireland

JjCe, Thomas, Barkstone, Lincolnshire

Gardner, Edward, Sapon Hall, Newmarket
Berney, Rev. Thos., Hockerini?, near Norwich
Cooper, .1. R., Westleton, Suffolk

Wyatt, Cswood, Troy House, Monmoulh
Balguy, John, Duffield, near Derby
Acland,SirP.P., P.P., Burt., Faiilield House, Bridg'e-

water
Groom, Richard, 3, Henrietta -street, Covent-jardcn
Frampton, Henry, Moreton, Dorchester, Dorset
Lambert, James, Dorchester, Dorset
Owen, John, Lynn, ne.*r Shenstone, Staffordshire

Barr, Edward, Dunstnble
JefFrys, Edward, Much Wenlock, Salop

Jones, Thomas, Buildwas Abbey, ]Much Wenlock
Davies, John, The Abbey, Much Wenlock
Adney, Geortre, Harley, Much Wenlock
Downes, Thomas, Catton, iMucii Wenlock
Wadlow, Edmund, Lasthope, IMuch Wenlock
Evans, Charles Henry, Henblas, Anglesey, N. W.
Bedford, Gilbert, Newland's Grange, Ramsgale
Green, Francis, Court Henry, in Llandilo, in Carmar-
Marshall, Joseph, Hilgay, Norfolk [thenshire

Cunham, R. G., Hilgay, Norfolk
Knowles, John, Easton, Newbury, Berks
Williams, Rev. James Llanfairynghornwy, Anglesey,
N.W.

Walton, William, Custle-Ashby, Northamptonshire
Robinson, Thomas Yardley, Hastings, Northampton-

shire

Griffith, John, Llandiiris, Cardigan
Powis, Earl of, Powis Castle

Langwith, Joseph Silvester, Grantham
King, John, Relby, Sleaford, Lincolnshire

Colonel Challoner, Chairman, read to the Council
the Report of the Finance Committee, held that day.
Mr. Legard, Mv. Graburn, and Mr. Fleetwood

Siiawe, the Judges of Implements at the Cambridge
Meeting, transmitted their final and certified Report.

SPECIMENS OF WHEAT.
Colonel Le Couteur presented, oh the part of a lady

in the county of Surrey, an interesting collection of

specimens of wheat, arranged on ten trays, and exhi-

biting the plant as grown—both in a vigorous state and
affected by disease, as well as showing by various speci-

mens the influence of various applications to the plant

during its growth.
Other specimens were announced for ihe Society's

museum, from Sir Paul Mildmay, Bart., M.P., froni

Somer.:eishire ; Captain Downes, Director of the Naval
and Military Institution ; JMr, Riflrg, Messrs. Drevvitt

and Son, Mr, J. F. Baines, JMr. R. B. Harvey, Mr.
Henry Clarke, and Mr. S. Guppy.

I'KKSENTS.

Mr. Warwick, of Cambridge, presented three coloured
prints of the Society's Cattle Yard, and Dinners in

'['rinity College Hall and Downing Quadrangle ; and
the following publications were also received :

—"'Ihe
Highland Society's Quarterly .lournai,'' " I'he \'cleri-

narian," Mr. Lloyd's " Agricultural Chemistry," "The
Mark Lane Express," " Bell's Weekly Messenger,"
*' Farmer's Journal," " Magnet," " Newcastle Chro-

nicle," " Sussex and Cambridge Ad vertizers," " Hamp-
shire Telegraph," " Yankee Farmer,'' " Transactions
of the Agricultural Society of India," " Proceedings
of the Labourer's Friend Society,'' " Reports of the

Huntingdon and Leicestershire Agiicultural Societies."

El'IDKMIC AMONG CATTLE.
Communications from the Duke of Richmond, Lord

Camoys, G. T. Heathcote, Esq., M.P. ; INIr. Bates, of

Wiltshire; Mr. Field, of Lincolnshire; Mr. Lee, of

Shropshire: and JMr, WiUich (communicating Mr.
Hall's remedies, from Huddersfield) announcing the
progress of the disease in various parts of the United
Ivingdom, and soliciting supplies of the Society's circular

of proposed remedies were read. It was resolved that a
further impression should be printed off", and distributed

to any party applying for copies, on the written recom-
mendation of a member of the society. In Lincolnshire
and Wiltshire the disease was stated to haveextensiveiy
affected the flocks ofsheep, and that much inconvenience
was found in the mode ol applying poultices or lotions

to the feet of these; animals, Mr. Fisher Hobbs stated,

that he had found much benefit in this respect, result

from strewing quick lime over the ground on which (he

sheep had to stand.

EXI'EHIMENTAI. FAIiMS.

A petition was presented from the Wester Ross Farm-
ing Society, in the North of Scotland, praying the society

to take into its consideration the expediency and
advantage* of an experimental farm ; and Sir Francis
Mackenzie presented a printed prospectus of a private

undertaking of this kind in Ross-shire.

TRIALS OF PLOUGHS.
Sir Francis IMackenzie ."ilso by letter called the atten-

tion of the Society to the Report of the committee on
seeds and roots at the recent meeting of the Highland
Society, at Aberdeen, and suggested the great boon the

public would derive from a coinparative trial of all the

superwr kinds of ploughs known in Jjritain, or even in

Europe, undertaken by the sanction and under the au-
thority of the Royal Aprricultural Society of England,
the result to ascertain the plough best suited to eaeh
particular soil with the least draught.

LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Mr. E, Dawson, of Ingthorpc, communicated his

wishes on the part of the breeders of long-woolled sheep,
that the Soci;ty would give a premium, in a separate

class, to the Cotswold or Gloucester-bred sheep.

HEDGE-ROWS.
Mr. Wm. Petrie communicated, from Germany, his

recommendation that the hedge-rows in England should

be planted with useful trees as in Switzerland, and along
the Rhine ; in Germany the hedge-rows, to a very
considerable distance, are planted with walnut, apple,

pear, and cherry trees.

INDIAN SEEDS!.

On the motion of Mr. Dean, it was resolved that

application lor a rsport should be made to those gentle-

men to whom the Council confided the trial of the Indian
seeds transmitted to the Society by Professor Royle in

the early partofthepresent year, and obtained from those

parts of India most similar in climate and general aspect
to the agricultural districts of England.

SMITHFIEI.D SIIOWX

j\Ir. Gibbs, the Honorary Secretary of the Sinilhfield

Club, announced to the Council that the four days of

the show would this year be held on the 9th, 10th, 11th,

and 12th of December.
The JMarquis of Downshire communicated a paper

from Lord Combermere's agent, in Ciieshire, on "the
Application of Bone Manure to Grass Lands;" and
Mr. Grey, of Dilston, " Further experiments on the

application of Nitrate ofsodn." A communication was
received from Buckinghamshire, "On the conveyance
of cattle by railway, &c.," but being anonymous, and
rot certified by the name of the writer, the Council
determined that, by the rules of the Society, it could
not be received. Communications were also received

from Mr. Pooler, the secretary of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Ireland, and Mr. Dixon, secretary of

the Manchester Agricultural Society.

The Council then adjourned to tlic 18th instant.
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A CouQcil was held on Wednesday, Nov. 18, present

David Biirclay, Esq., in the chair; Thos, Kaynioiid

Barker, Esq. ; French Burke, Esq. : Colenel Challoner;

Humphrey Gihhs, Esq. ; and Willinm Goodenoush
Hayter,Esq.,M.P.—vrhei Lord Walsingham, of Merlon

Hall, near'J'hetrord, Norfolk ; Sir Hunjerford Hoskyns,

Bart,, of ]l;irewood, near Ross, Herefordshire; Wil-

]iam Ormsby Gore, Esq., M.P., of Portland-place,

London ; T. Hawkesworth Fawkes, Esq., of Farnley

Hall, near Otley, Yorkshire ; Richard Westbrook

Baker, Esq., of Cottesmore, near Stamford; William

Stephenson Scholey, Esq., of Claplmm Common,
Surrey; and F. O. Oldham, Esq., of Belle-amour Hall,

near Rugeley, Staffordshire, were elected Governors,

and the following gentlemen Members of the Society :
—

Mayer, Thomas, and Mayer, Thomas Watton, veteri-

nary surgeons, Newcastle nnder-Lyne
Hoare.Sir H.Hugh, Bart., St. James's-square, Stour

Head, Wdts, and VVavenden, Bucks
Child, John, Merton Mills, Surrey

Haynes, Henry, Whittlesey

Moore, W,, Guneshill

Wood, r.ieut.-Col.Wm. L., IMeopham Bank, Trowbridge
Selby, Prideaux, Paston, Northumberland
Porter, William, Frioston, near Boston
Robinson, Francis, Frampton, Boston
Artindale, James, Boston
Batson, Thomas, Chisbury, Little Bedwyn, Wilts

Veale, James flarris, Passaford, Hatherleigh, Devon
Smith, Richard, Marlon Lodge, Burlington, Yorkshire

Eastnor, Viscount, M.P.,Eastnor Castle, Tewkesbury
Jenkins, Thomas, Spetchley, Worcester
Garth, Captain, R.N., Haines Hill, Maidenhead
Brigstoke, William Owen, Blaenpont, near Cardigan
Prichard, Charles Arthur, Tyllwydd, near Cardigan
Griffith, John, Hunderis, near Cardigan
Kent, John, Stratford, Essex
Castellain, Hermenegild (Belgian Consul), 3, Copthall-

court, London
Smyth, Sir Henry, Bart., M. P., Berechurch. Colchester

Belli, Rev. C. Almeric, South Weld, Brentwood, Essex
Lawrence, Munton, Dunsby Hall, Folkingham
Dav/son, William, Binthoip, Folkingham
Scales, L., Dowsby, Folkingham
Palmer, Rev. P. H., Gianby, Nottinghamshire
Hickman, Harvey, Colnbrook, Bucks
Owen, Edward Smith. Condover Park
Hemming, William, Fox Lydiate House, Broomsgrove
Heath, William, Salford, Bidford, Warwickshire
Uod, John Whitehall, Cloverley, Whitchurch, Salop
Nash, Charles, Biggleswade, Beds
Smart, William, Fig Tree-court, Temple
Nook, John, Kuiver, Stourbridge

Greenall, John, Warrington
Jennings, W^., Duffield

Maples, Thomas, Spalding
Osborn, George, jun., Paltishall, near Northampton
Firmin, James B., Walter Belchamp, Halstead, Essex
Balls, James, Alphamstone, Halstead, Essex
Godrich, William, Durley, Bottley, Hampshire
Boswell, Alexander, Th« Grange, Aylesbury, Bucks
Mason, John, Wrest Park, SiUoe, Bedfordshire

Whitmore, Thomas, Apley Park, Bridgenorth, Salop
Wyndham, Ueut.-Col. C, Rogate, near Pelersfield

Ottar, the Rev. William, Rectory, Cowfold, Horsham
Castellain, C, 3, Copthall-court, and Upper Clapton
Washbourne, H. J., Colesbourne, Gloucester
Jones, H. J., Brockworth, Gloucester
Phillips, Joseph Taylor, New Lodge, ShifFnal, Salop
Phillips, John, Brockton Leasons, Shiffnal, Salop
Redder, Edward, Clifton Hall, Preston, Lancashire
Yates, John, Colton, Rugeley, Staffordshire

Davies, Henry Thomas, Orleton, near Worcester
Bennett, William George, Frampton, near Cirencester

Knight, John, Stamford.
Scourfield, William Henry, The Mote, Pembrokeshire
Aynesley, J. Murray, Forkington, Bristol

Kington, Thomas, Charlton Ilouse, Bristol

Horner, Colonel, Wells Park, Frome
Borough, Burton, Chelwynd Park, Newport, Salop
Gough, Edward, Gravel Hill, Shrewsbury
*VilkinsoD, L., Chawton, Cowes, Isle of Wight

Colonel Challener gave notice of his intention to pro-

pose the following subject for one of the Society's prizes

:

—" On the Comparative Advantages of Horse and Ox
Teams for Farm-work ; showing the comparative ex-

penses of purchase, and keeping the one and the other
;

the comp:trative work they are capable of performing;

and the advan'ages accruing to the farmer, or the ulti-

mate increase of value of the one and the decrease in

the value of the other."

Communications were received from Mr. Chawner,
Hon. Sec. of the Lichfield Agricultural Society, and
Mr. W. Rising, Secretary of the East and West Flegg
Society.

Mr. Shaw presented to the Society a copy of " The
Fp.rmer:i' Aliiian-HC and Calendar for 1841," containing

a mass of condensed information on topics connected
with agricultunil affairs ; '' the Lichfield Society, a copy
of their rules and regulations (adopting as their funda-

mental rule the condition of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England) ; the Geological Society of Lon-
don, their printed proceedings ; the Statistical Society,

the last part of their transactions ; the Labourer's Friend

Society, their printed proceedings ; and the respective

editors, the " Farmers' ftlagazine" for the presentmonth,

and the (American) Hartfort Daily Courant.

EPIDEMIC A MONO CATTLE.

Professor Sewell's Report on the present state of the

epidemic, and mode of treatment, wa? announced to the

Council as being in a state of immediate preparation.

The Society have received information that the disease

is extending rapidly towards Scotland, and proceeding

to Hampshire, Sussex, Surrey, and various other coun-
ties of England, which have been hitherto exempt from
this troublesome visitation ; and of a geological forma-

tion, on which at first no cases were found to occur. By
exercising the most absolute quarantine (not allowing

the animals even to cross a public road). Lord Bray-
brooke, at Audley End, in Essex, ha» preserved his

stock from the infection surrounding his estate. In Suf-

folk, Sir Edward Kerrison's stock, consisting of nearly

1,000 sheep, 30 head of cattle, cows, bullocks, and young
stock, 20 horses, an. I upwards of 50 pigs, on the farm

in his occupation, at Oakley Park, have entirely escaped

the prevailing epidemic; although Mr. Carlton Smy-
thies, his steward, states that nearly every farmer in the

neighbourhood has had his stock severely affected by it.

Mr. Smythies attributes this fortunate escape to the

mode of feeding ; and, taking every precaution to pre-

vent their coalition with stock closely surrouHdingthem,

has often observed that stock of all kinds thrive the most

favourably by having a change of pasture allowed them,

and believes that the constitution of the slock is im-

proved, and less likely to be attacked by cold and fever

— the predisposing causes,in hisopinion, of the epidemic

in question.

The Council stands adjourned to the first Wednesday
in December. The General Meeting will be held oa
Saturday, the 12lh of December, and the rooms of the

Society will be thrciwn open, for the accommodation of

members in town, during the evenings of the Smithfield

show week, as last year.

FARMERS' INSURANCE INSTITUTION.—
Persons passing through the Strand, London, may
see a plough elevated on the top of the offices of

this Institution. It is the identical plough that

won the first prize at the ploughing match, which

took place at the Meeting of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society at Cambridge in July last, and which

was very handsomely presented to the Institution,

by Lord Western, to whom the first prize was

awarded on that occasion.

* The Farmers' Almanac is published by Ridgway.
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WITHAM AGRICULTURAL
MEETING.

[The following is a continuation of f lie article at page 435,
which thi'ough mistaliu was omitted.]

EXPERIMENT WITH WET MUCK, DRY
MUCK, AND SALTPETRE, 1840.

Wet Muck.—One Quarter of an Acre of Oats.—
One ton of wheat straw, littered in a cart-korae

stable, where live horses were standing ; was six

weeks making the same into manure ; one pail of

water put upon the litter every morning- (42 pails)
;

stable cleaned out once a week ; manure exposed to

the air and rain ; stirred over four times, the same
as the dry muck : produced, when carted upon the

land, the 7th of February, 4 tons, ^ cwt. and l*-;! lbs.;

laid upon 40 rods; carted, ploughed, and sown, all

the same day.

Saltpetre.— One Quarter of an Acre of Oats.—
iO rods, manured with saltpetre, at the rate of one
cwt. per acre

;
ploughed and sown the same day as

the mucked land.— N.B. A very light crop upon
all those parts sown with oats. The subsoil gravel,

very little rain until harvest. JManure apparently
did very litle good upon such land this summer.
Dry Muck.— 0?!e Quarter of an Acre of Oats.—

One ton of wheat straw, littered in a cart-horse

stable, where five horses were standing ; was six

weeks making the same into manure; stable cleaned
out once a week, and carried under cover _: no rain

or water upon it ; stirred over four times, to prevent
its moulding : produced, when carted upon the land,

on the 7th of February, 1 ton, 16 cwt. and 8 lbs. : all

ploughed and sawn the same day.

Wet muck produced 4 bushels 1 peck per acre
more than the dry muck, and 1 cwt. and 31bs. more
^straw per acre ; saltpetre produced 2 bushels and
half a peck per acre more than either wet or dry
muck, and 1 cwt. 20 lbs. more straw.

EXPERIMENT WITH SALTPETRE.

One Quarter of an Acre of Oats manured with a

i cwt. of Saltpetre.

£. s. d.

1 qr. 7 bus. and 1 pint of Oats, at 25s.. . 2 6 10§
1 bus. Tail, say 2 1

1

2 y

4cwt.3qrs.51bs. ofStraw, at9d.percwt. 3 6
161bs. of Caveings 3
40lbs. of Chaff 3

2 13
Saltpetre Oats weighed 28pbs. per bus.
Value per Acre 10 12

One Quarter pf an Acre of Oats, no Manure.
1 qr. 7 bus. of Oats, at 25s. per qr 2 6 10^

1 bus. of Tail ditto, say 2 1§

2 9
4cwt.2qr3. 41bs.of Straw, at 9d.percwt. 3 3

l51bs. of Caveings 3
4Clbs. of Chaff 3

2 12 9

No manure Oats weighed 37^ lbs. per bus.
Value per Acre 10 11

N.B. The Oats were after Swede Turni|)s, drawn
off the land, mixed soil; the field was fallowed for the
turnips, manured for the same with (iO bushels of
sprats per acre, and no other manure or compost.

A statement was also read of an experiment with
narrow and broad drilling, from which it appeared
that the nine-inch drilling had not been so succesful
as the six.

Mr. LuNCLEY said, there was a difference betweea
the six and nine-inch drilling of three bushels ; and
his friend and neighbour had tried the same, and he
made it nearly six bushels. He hoped some gentle-

men would try it next year, for it had been a matter
of discussion amongst them for some time.

Mr. W. F. HoBEs said, Mr. Jackson had worked
it out fairly on light land, and he told him he had on
an acre five per cent, more by the six inch than by
the nine, and ten per cent, more straw ; therefore

it was clear they could not recommend any general

system of farming for adoution, but they must study
the nature of the land and what would suit it. He
was travelling with Mr. William Hutle)'^ in another

part of the country some time since, and he found
that in nineteen cases out of twenty, the nine-inch

sj'stem was adopted for their light land. Therefore
he thought the farmer must judge for himself which
was the best way.

J\Ir. James Beadel said there was one circum-
stance in the nine-inch drilling which they ought
to bear in mind—they must recollect they were
called on to use a much greater quantity of seed, and
before it was adopted they ought to be satisfied that

it depended on the nine inch drilling and the in-

crease of seed. Lord Western was very fond of the

nine inch drilling, but he had tried it on whole fields

and had net tried it with other drilling, and either

from better farming or the season the crop might be

good, and he attributed it to the nine inch system.
He (l\Ir. B.) thought the farmers should be satisfied

that the increase of crop did arise from that and
not from any other cause. (^Hear.)

Mr. F. U. Patterson said that he had tried the ex-

ploded system of broad cast, and he found the in-

crease of produce as compared with the nine- inch

system of drilling was as much as four bushels an
acre. He drilled two bushels and a half an acre on
the nine inch system, and he sowed the same quantity

broad cast, and he had 32 bushels from the drilling,

and 36 bushels three pecks from the broad cast,

making more than four bushels in favour of the

latter. (Hear.)

Lord RAi'LEiGii said, gentlemen who had tried

experiments in the way which Mr. Lungley had done,

did great good, and he would propose " JMr. Lung-
ley's health, as the benefactor of Agriculture in that

neighbourhood." (Drunk ivith cheers.)

Mr. Lungley, after returning thanks, said, no
man was more gratified with experiments than him-
self, and what little time he had to spare, he meant
to employ in that way, which he hoped might be of

some little advantage to his neighbours. (Cheers.)

His young friends would oblige him if they would
try ex])eriments and let them know the results this

time twelvemonths, going through them with that

exactness that they might dependon them. (Cheers.)

Mr. LuARi) said, he would give " The health of a

gentleman who had done much for the advancement
of Agriculture, by gaining prizes at Oxford and
Cambridge—he meant Mr. Fisher Hobbs." (Cheers.)

No man, be believed, in Essex, had taken more pains

to advance the interests of Agriculture than Mr.
i lobbs, botii as a grower of corn and a breeder and
grazier of stock. (Drunk icHli cheers.)

Mr. P. HoiiBS returned thanks, s'.nd added, if his

humbleexertionshad met their approbation, heshould

persevere in the same course. When be first came
before them, nine years ago, he found there was
little stimulus for improvement in the breed of stock
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or in the selection of roots and seeds for Agricultural

purposes, and be believed tbat by exhibiting stock,

and by the production of seeds and roots, he created

a stimulus, and he trusted they would still go on in

the cause of impvovenient. (Cheers.)

Lord Rayleigh announced that they had another

statement of an experiment made by Mr. J. Hutley :

and tlie following was read by Mr. James Beadel:

—

EXPERIMENT WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF BARLEY.

N.B.—The difference between the Chevalier and Notting-
ham is 16s. 3d. per acre, tlie Chevalier being the most per
acre.

The President proposed " The health of Mr.
Hutley,"' and thanks to him for liis communication.
(Drunk with cheers.)

Mr. J. Hutley having returned thanks, said, there

was a great difierence in tlie chafi", and he thought

this was in consec[uence of its being a windy day
when they dressed the last sort ; the first was a still

day, and he had no doubt that made the difference in

the weight of chaff.

Tlie Pp.EsiDtjNT gave the health of Mr. T. Beadel,

and thanks to liira for the use of his field. (Checs.)
Mr. Beadel returned thanks.

Lord IlAYLEicn said, he did not know whether
any trials had been made with regard to diflerent

kinds of wheat, and whether one kind had shown
itself more liable to disease tlian another ; hut he had
grown next to each other some of Mr. Foster's

Imperial and some of the VVhittington, and the

Whittington had the red gum, while Mr. Foster's

had not, although it was on the next ridge. (Hear.)

AVhether the Whittington was more liable to the red

gum he did not know ; but he had a good crop of

Foster's Imperial, which was better than the Whit-
tington, and was not touched. As they had several

members of a Farmer's Club present, and as a gentle-

man near liimhad already madehimself very useful by
reading the statements of others that evening, perhaps

they might draw from them some information of

what had been passing there of late, and he would
propose tlie health of Mr. James Beadel." (Drunk
with cheering.)

Mr. James Beadel said, he wished he could give

them all the information which they as members of

the Farmer's Club had derived from it since it had
been' constituted ; but there was one matter relating

to it oa which he thought they might congratulate

themselves — that was that when the club first

originated, it was feared hy some it would interfere

with this Association, but he thought the number of

gentlemen here to-day contradicted that matter, and
they need be under no alarm that it would interfere

with that institution, which was calculated to do
great good to agriculturists at large. (Cheers.)

The meetings at the Farmer's Club were held once a

month, and a fresh subject was discussed every
month, and as an individual member he never re-

pented that he belonged to it, for at every meeting
he brought home more information than was equi-

valent to his subscription for the year. (Cheers.)

Within the last raontb they bad adopted this coarse

—they had engaged a room and sufficient attendance,

and were procuring a library, so that every member
on every market day would have the use of that

room for himself and a friend, and could go there

at any hour from ten in the morning to seven in the

evening : it would be kept for the use of mem-
bers, who would there find conveniences for

consulting any work on Agriculture. The sub-

ject which they discussed at their meeting last night

was the best mode of preparing and sowing wheat

:

they had a great many modes pointed out, and every
man seemed to fancy his plan the best ; they had it

dressed witli vitriol, arsenic, lime, and salt, and iu

all different modes, and all grew very little smut,
yet all grew some, but he (Mr. B,) had no doubt
that before tin's time twelve months they should get

rid of all smut out of their Society. (Laughter.)

One gentleman offered to show the most smutty wheat
that could be produced, and said he was satisfied

that with his mode of wetting he could grow a good
sample without smnt ; and he (Mr. B.) offered to

pay for the most smutty sample that could be got if

he would try the experiment. (Cheers.J There was
one circumstance connected with Farmers' Clubs
which he would mention— that was, the farmers were
so extremely modest that it was impossible to get
anything out of them : at their first meeting there
were not more than two who would say anything—
at the next there were four or five,—but last niglit

they had about twenty who had something to say
;

and if gentlemen would turn their attention to cir-

cumstances that came within their own knowledge,
and not have so much mock modesty as to be afraid

to express their sentiments, they should get informa-
tion and convev it to the fanners generally. (Cheers.^

The Braintree Farmers' Club was the only one in

the county at present, but he was sure if they drew
attention to clubs of this sort it would be highly
beneficial : for lOs. a year they would get 50 shil-

lings' worth of information. (Cheers.) He could
could only say that their Club had succeeded to the
utmost expectations of those who were its earlv

friends, and he liad no doubt that in a year or two all

expected from it would be realized. (Cheers.) He
was wedded to Agriculture as much as he possibly

could be—if there was any occupation the success of
which was nearest his heart, it was Agriculture, and
he would do all in his power to promote it, (Cheers.)

Mr. Shepherd. You did not give us the receipt for

wetting smutty wheat.

Mr. Beadel. If you belong to the Club you will

find it on its minutes. (Cheers and laughter.)

Several other toasts were drunk and responded to,

and the meeting separated.

THE FARMERS' ALMANAC AND CA-
LENDAR, FOR 18 11.—By Cuthbert W. Johnson'
AND W. Shaw, Es(jrs. (Ridgway, London.)—This
little work, to the first number of which we have
now the pleasure of calling the attention of our

readers, is decidedly one of the most useful publi-

cations for the important body for which it caters,

that has passed in review before us during some
lengthened period. In its compilation, the greatest

care and attention appear to have been bestowed :

rwhile the numerous tables, particularly those of
grain and land, by affording the farmer every facility

for arriving at his necessary outlay, and for

calculating his probable profits, without having
recourse to figures, must prove of great advantage

to every agriculturist in the kingdom, to whose
support it is justly entitled.

—

The Farmers' Journal.
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AGRICULTURAJ. REPORT. ^^^^

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR ^^^^ f'^gret to Lave to intimate tliat the epidemic

NOVEMBER amongst cnttle bas continued with scarcely any
abatement, while some serious losses Lave been sus-

Although there Lave been experienced in most tained by graziers in the midland counties, both aE[

parts of England, during the period forming the respects beasts and sheep. '1

subject of this report, some extremely violent g;iles Throughout Scotland, most of the wheat has been

of wind, accompanied by deluging rains, the latter already sown, while, on the Borders, the young

of which, as a matter of course, have had the effect P'^i's have made their appearance above ground in

, , , , , . , . good situations, and are looking remarkably strong
of inundating the lowlands, and causing somewhat

^^j i^g^^j^y, j,^ the backward districts, but little

extensive damage to the newly sown wheat—we are o;iain has been tlirasbed out
;
yet the various markets

Lappy to state that the weather, taken as a wliole, have been supplied, and the trade in them has proved

bas been seasonably fine, and that scarcely any inter- heavy, at barely stationary prices,

ruption has been offered to the progress of either Most farm labours, usually carried on at this

plouohino- or sowing in any quarter. Towards the period of the year in Ireland, are well in their place,

mont^h's conclusion, scarcely any of the autumn grain =^1'' our intelligence thence is somewhat flattering, if

. iT^.i- ,-, we except the comparative deficiency in the produc-
was unsown even so far north as Derbyshire, while ^-^^ qualities of the new wheat. '

a pretty general conclusion was expected to be ar- /• n • •
^ »i i » . .. <^^ -' °

, , ^ , „, • TT ibe lollowing is our usual monthly statement or
rivedatbyorsbortlyafterthelOthproxiiio. Hencewe

^^^^ supplies and prices of fat stock' exhibited in

may safely venture to assert, without the least fear of Smithfield cattle market. The supplies Lave con-

contradiction, that the past has proved one of the sisted of 15,920 beasts; 120,940 sheep ; 790 calves
;

finest seed times recollected since 1826; thus one "n^' 4,840 pigs ; while the quotations have ruled

, , J , ,1 u J t as follows :— Reef, from 3s. 4d. to4s. lOd. ; mutton,
great step has been secured towards an abundant o ^- 1 . r i ^ , i . - oj j io •-

1
J- 1 1 • 3s. f)d. to 5s.; veal, 4s. 4d. to ns. 8d. ; and pork,

general harvest next year, as we feel assured it will 43^ ^^ 4g_ joj^ pg^ gibs, to sink the offals.

be conceded, that the finer the condition in which r, • . 1 • r .t v r i, .1
, ,. ,, . Owing to a large portion of the supplies of boili

both land and corn is, at that highly important era, ^^^^^^ g^j gi.eep having been much infected with
the fairer must be the future prospects of our farmers, the prevailing epidemic, and the half-fat state in

The stocks of foreign wheat, in the various ports which the former have arrived from our grazing

of the United Kingdom, are now considerably on the districts, the demand for the best descriptions has

, , ! r, !,• „n II u proved brisk, at an advance of from 2d. to 4d. per
increase ; but, as the Baltic will speedily become J,,, u . ^1 •

i:-
• 1 1 1 1, j

'
. . J

' olbs. ; but the inferior kinds have been a mere drug,
unnavigable, owing to the ice, and as scarcely any

grain was shipping in the Mediterranean to this a STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
country at the date of our last advices, no material PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited

addition can now be made to them until about the and sold iu Smithfield Cattle Market, on

middle of May next. This circumstance will tend Monday, November 25, 1839, and Monday,

to prevent that depression in the value of wheat of November 23, 1840.

home produce, which many of its producers were AtperSlbs.to sink the offals.

some time since led to imagine ; nevertheless, it must Nov. 25 1889. Nov. -iS 1840.

be admitted that the prices of that valuable descrip-
j^ ^_ 3^ ^l^ g^ j^ 3 j^

tion of corn at this moment are far from remunera- Coarse & inferiorBeasts 2 6 to 2 10 .. 2 10to3 2

tive, and we fear that such will be the case for some Second quality do 3 3 2 .. 3 4 3 6

, , Prime large Oxen 36 4 0..38 42
months hence. Prime Scots, &c 4 2 4 6 .. 4 6 4 10
An unusually large supply of most kinds of grain Coarse & inferior Sheep 2 10 34.. 36 38

has been submitted to the process of thrashing of Second quality do 3 8 3 10 . 4 4 4

late, and we learn that the yield has arrived fully up Prime coarse woolled do. 4 4 6 .. 4 6 4 10

to, and in some instances exceeded, the expectations Prime Southdown do.
. 48 50. 4 10 50

of the growers. As to the weight of the various Large coarse Calves . . 40 46. .4 10 50
parcels, there is a great increase compared with that

Pnme small ditto 4 8 ^ .. 5 6 5 8

noticed at the correspondin.r season last year, which NeafsmaTPoVkerV" 4 8 5 i.' 4 8 4 10
IS of no mean importance to both buyers and sellers.

The principal markets of consumption held in our supplies.
provincial districts, as well as Mark Lane, have been j. „- jjgg j^^^. .,3 kj^q.
moderately well, but by no means heavily supplied

'"'
'.

with wheat
;
yet, on account of the jiarcels coming Beasts 2,931

o^'«^^
to Land in middling condition, and the absence of the ^,P ^^'^i? °'°2°

, '^1 ,1 i- 11 1
Calves 87 67

most extensive dealers, the inquiry tor all descrip- p- ^,q g»2
tions has proved exceedingly lieavy ; and, in order

to effect sales of the weathered qualities, an abate- The arrivals of slaughtered meat up to Newgate
ment of from Is. to, in some few instances, 2s. per and Leadenball markets have been considerably on
quarter has been submitted to. Malting barley has the increase, particularly those from Scotland and
declined Is.; grinding and distilling sorts 2s. to ;>s. Yorkshire; while the demand in both markets bas
per quarter. Oats have gone off slowly, and the been in a depressed state, at about previous cur-
quotations have had a downward tendency. Beans, rencies. The meat, from distant quarters, bas com©
peas, and flour, have undergone little fluctuation. to band in excellent condition.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

ALL-HALLOW FAIR—Wednesday.—From what
we could learn to-day, we are inclined to think the

prices of lean stock are rather higher than last Hallow
Fair, but then cjittle are better conditioned this year.

The only kind that we can with confidence quote at a
considerably higher piice is the short-horned cattle,

which, we would say, is fully 10 per cent. up. Some
crosses between the I'eeiwater and polled cattle from
Perthshire, three-year olds, brought 151. ;

polled An»-u«,

and some rising" four, brought from 12/, to 14/. 14s.

Mr. Robertson, near Callander, g:ot 8/. to 11/. 10s., for

Angus-shire two and three- year olds. Snr.all Highland
cattle, one-year old, 5/. to 6/. 10*., two-years old 6/. to

8/., three-years old 7/. to 10/. 10*.—a few small Caith-

ness cattle were offered at from 4/. to 67. Fife and
Angus-shire cattle two-years old, 8/. to 10/. lOs., three-

years old 10/. to 13/. 13s. There were but tew four-

year olds, and they brought from 15/. to 15/. 15s.

Teesivater slinks, of which there was an inconsidersible

number in the market, brought from 6/. 10s. to 8/.

There were fewer beasts than last year—on Tuesday
about 9,000 ; to-day between 3,500 and 4,000. There
was a number of sales quickly made before 12 o'clock

to-day ; but after that hour sales became very dull, and
continued so. Inferior cattle were disposed of in the

afternoon at a considerable reduction from the price*

obtained yesterday ; but good lots kept their prices.

There was a considerable number of cattle unsold.

Owing to the very prevalent disease in the south, many
were prevented from purchasing, and we are sorry to

understand that it has made its way into Berwickshire
and East Lotliian. A great number of sheep were
shown iu the Bughts this morning, but the sales were
slow, and a number unsold. A good deal of money
would be lost by the dealers both on cattle and sheep.
Although the prices are much the same as last Falkirk

Tryst, this was the dullest great market we have had for

the la^t six months. Good cattle were duller than the

inferior sort. Fat cattle may be quoted exactly the

same as the last two weeks in the Giassniarket.

Current prices for good fat 7s. 2d., and a dull sale for

inferior sort; ten cattle showa by Mr. Wilson, Rose-
street, deserve especial notice; nothing near equal to

them has been shown at any market this season. The
like was never exhibited at Hallow Fair ; they were
estimated at 48 or 50 stone; he refused 25/. (8s. per

inaperial stone), and drove them home to kill himsalf

—

asking 26/.

ANDOVER.—The number of sheep penned at our
fair, on Tuesday, was not so large as usual. Dealers

commenced making their purchases early in the day,

and the greater portion of the best sheep were easily

disposed of, upon better terms than at any of the late

fairs in the neighbourhood. The weather being very

unfavorable soon after business commenced, occasioned

rather a slow sale for second rate sheep, but nearly the

whole were disposed of.—The towu fair was held on
Wednesday, but the continued prevalence of unpleasant

weather deterred many from attending it. The quantity

of cheese was small, but greater than at the last fair,

and sold very readily, at prices as under:—Half
coward, 40s. to 45s.; North Wilts, 60s. to 62s.; best

Somerset, 66s, to 68s. ; best Cbedder, 70s. to 7'2s, The
dealers attending on this occasion determined to sup-

ply the future Andover fairs with a large stock of

cheese, as some disappointment was experienced re-

cently from the deficiency in the quantity offered for

sale. There was a considerable number of pockets of

Hops, but a great depression seems to have taken place

in price ; several sales were effected, but at lower rates

than at Weyhill Fair. The show of horses and other

cattle was of the usual description.

CHELMSFORD FAIR was moderately supplied

with beasts, and the trade generally was extremely dull.

Some good Hereford heifers met a ready hale at from
10/. to 13Z. Good Hereford steers sold at from 12/. to

14/. ; South AVales steers, 12/. to 13/. ; Scots, of which

there was a short supply, and those of inferior quality,

8/. to 8/. 10s.; milch cows were scarce and much in-

quired for. Not more than half the number of sheep
penned last year were shown at this fair, with a very
slack trade, about a fourth being turned out unsold.

Down ewes may be quoted 21s. to 30*. Dorset ewes
30s. to 37s. Lambs 14s. to 25s. Wether sheep 27.'^, to

33s. The attendance was extremely thin.

TAVISTOCK FAIR was well supplied with bul-

locks of all descriptions, and good cow beef fetched

58s, percwt. ; inferior ditto, about 50s. per cwt. Good
fresh steers, (contract meat) from 45s, to 50s. per cwt.,

with a quick sale. Mr. Thomas Brown, from the neifrh-

bourhood of Holsworthy, bought about a hundred
head; Mr. Trickey also bought largely ; and, upon the

whole, things sold well.

WELLINGTON (Shkopsiiire) FAIR, Nov. 17.—
A very moderate supply of cattle, chiefly barrens, which
were eagerly sought after, and fetched capital prices.

There was not a great many pens of shaep, owing, in

some measure, to the waters being out, which prevented

a great many farmers from sending them to the fair.

B(3ef averaged from 5d. to G^d. ; mutton, from 5d. to

6|d. ; cheese, from 553. to 64s. per cwt. ; middling do.,

50i. to 55s, ; skim, 35s, to 45s. ; potatoes averaged from
Is. 9d, to 25, per strike of 75lbs,

YEOVIL.— Notwithstanding the dreadful weather
we experienced, our fair on Tuesday last was very

largely supplied with beasts ; those of prime quality,

which were not numerous, met ready purchasers at

from 10s. to lis. per score, but little demand appeared
for lean beasts, and consequently great numbers
remained unsohl. Sheep were plentiful, there being

nearly three thousand penned, and all of good quality

Sold readily at a.i advance in price of that which has

been obtained at late fairs in the neighbourhood, and
the greater part were sold. Lambs fetched the best

prices, and a considerable number were sold. Pigs

were in considerable numbers, and many changed
owners at fair remunerating prices. The horse fair

was a complete failure, and not a real good horse was
to be seen. The rain was incessant, and came down
in torrents all the day, which entirely spoiled the

pleasure fair,

GLOUCESTER FARMER'S CLUB.—At the

meeting of this club last Saturday, Mr. Hyett, of

Painswick House, gave a most interesting account of

Some extensive experiments which he had tried, to

ascertain the qualities of nitrate of soda as a manure,
which tended to prove its great value when applied to

wheat, causing an increase in the produce of about

seven bushels per acre ; but its good effects v.ere by
no means equally apparent upon green crops. There

was a large attendance of members, several of whom
afterwards confirmed what Mr. Hyett had said, by
stating the results of experiments tried by themselves.

FARMERS' CLUB,—The first annual meeting of

the Carlton-upon-Trent Farmers' Club took place the

other day ; and bids fair to rival, if not outstrip, the most

successful of its predecessors, in the laudable desire now
so generally manifested by the farmers ef the present

day, to improve not only the agriculture of the country,

but the situation of the labourer. The proceedings of

the day commenced with a ploughing match, which

took place in a held belonging to Mr. Samuel Curtis.

The Judges on the occasion were, Mr. James Buttery,

Mr. Thomas Drury, and Mr. William Clarke, who ex-

pressed themselves highly gratified at the creditable

manner in which the ploughing (as a whole), was per-

fornietl. At three o'clock the members of the club with

other friends sat down to an excellent dinner, provided

by filr. Buttery, of the Bell Inn ; and the rest of the day

was spent in the <rreatest conviviality.

NEW PATENTS.—Robert Cooper, Pebworth,near

Evesham, Gloucester, gent., improvements in ploughs,

Oct. 16.—These ploughs are for forming trenches for

the purpose of draining land, and by their construction
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may easily be removed from place to place. The wheels

which carry the plough are placed on a cranked axle,

whicli may be regulated by a screw and screw-wheel,

so as to accommodate it to uneven ground or the side

of a hill. Just before the shares are two revolving

coulters, which cut into and divide the surface of the

ground. The distance of these from each other is re-

gulated by a screw passing through both ; the depth of

their cut may be also regulated by a simple apparatus

of socket and pins. Just behind these are i)laced the

coulters for forming the sides of the trench, behind

which, and in the same inclination, are land plates for

the purpose of preserving the side of the trench so

formed. A flat share with a cutting edge performs the

horizontal cut, and the mould as it is cut from the

trench ascends an inclined plane, and is deposited in an

undivided st.-eam along the side of the trench on the

right hand of the person driving the plough.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE

FOR DECEMBER.

The weather has become thoroughly wet, and
now while we pen this prospective article, snow,
intermixed with close rain, is falling in such abun-
dance as to completely float the walks of the gar-

den ; the temperature is reduced 10 deg. and as

the wind is North East, frost may occur. Under
these circumstances, it is almost impossible to

write otherwise than conditionally ; for if the sur-

face be frozen or covered with snow, nothing can
be effected ; and on the contrary, if the character

of December be rainy, the earth, swamped as it

already is, cannot be disturbed.

The transitions of the weather are subjects of

deep interest ; the laws which govern them are

secret, yet we may be permitted to conjecture that

c/ec/TO-magnetism is the »wo<or,ofwhich irater is the

decomposible medium. Every day inducts us to

the knowledge of some fact connected with elec-

tric agency, which tends to prove that a connected
chain of phenomena is formed between all the

natural agents, of which vegetable life forms an
important link—thus, to cite the words of a mo-
dern writer, " The earth is the matrix or labora-

tory, wherein the young plant is produced, its

food prepared, audits roots finally established;

that^re, that pure elementary fire, the great agent

of induction, attraction, cohesion, and possibly of

gravitation, is developed within the surface of

the earth, by the electrizing principle of the sun's

rays ; by which principle also, water, the grand
secondary agent, is decomposed, and by its de-

composition leads tothcmost mighty phenomena."
The discoveries of Dr. Faraday, announced in

his volume on the experimental researches of

electricity, evince the tremendous energy of that

agent, the prime source of which is the sun.

It has become fashionable of late, to refer the

mutation of the weather to planetary influence ;

we sec error and mystifications in these references,

but do not rank among the scoffers at the theory,

since we feel assured that—" Electricity, magne-
tism, or whatever name that principle may assume
whicl) pervades and animates nature—wliich in

one shape is seen in men and animals—in ant ther

in plants— in a third, in the process of crystalizH-

tion and stratification ; and in a fonrtii, in organic

matter,— is a won<ler which renders all things else

credible and common. Its subtlety, which reaches

from pole to pole, may penetrate one mind from
another." (Sidney Smith).

Thus the elementary essence may, and most
likely does, regulate all the phenomena of attrac-

tion throughout the imiverse ; and it also governs
all those sensations in the frame of men and
animals which give indication of atmospheric
changes.

If these remarks appear somewhat misplaced
and irrelevant in an article on gardening, we may
justify their introduction by alluding to the pheno-
mena of hoar frost. One occurred on the loth
November early, and was succeeded by clouds
and rain, within twelve hours. The first frost

of the year was observed September 18th, and
it rendered itself famous by the premature
destruction of almost all the prize dahlias. That
also passed off with rain, and so did those which
were oi rather frequent occurrence in October !

Why should rain precede rain? and why should
the recurrence of three or four of these transitions

at the beginning of the winter, indicate almost
to a demonstration, that the season will, in its

general character, be mild and rainy '{

By the way, as gardeners,—we enter our protest

against the received arrangement of the season '.

What is winter but the season of privation of light

and of solar influence, to a greater or less extent ?

and what ought, or can be, in point of fact, the
depth or middle of winter, but that precise

point whereat the sun ceases to be depressed, and
passes into the ascending Zodiacal signs. The
first degree of Capriccirnnn is that point of greatest

depression ; and therefore, if tlie winter quarter
comprise three calendar months, the dnte of its

commencement ought to be carried back 6^
weeks ; and thus the winter will be made to

conform to existing phenomena, for it is the
jieriod of torpor ; and jilants enter into repose
about the 7th or 8th of November, when the sim
has descended through half the sign of Scorjiio ;

and they continue torpid till the sun has
ascended to the 16th degree of Aquarius (February
4 or 5).

December 21st or 22d is the shortest day of the
year, therefore horticulturally and meteorologi-
cally, it is the nii<ldle of winter, to all intents

and purijoses ; and our o])erations should, to a
great extent, be rendered conformable to solar

indications. AVith astronomical, or civil, calen-

darial regulations, we interfere not, but only
insist on the fact, that winter assuredly commences,
arid closes, at periods which arc equalh' remote
from the point of greatest dejjression.

We are now, de facto, in the heart of winter,

for on the first of December there are but 8 hours
6 minutes of day light, the total decrease being
8h. 28m., so that no effective stimulus remains.
We are, however, directed in

rHE VEGETABLE GARDEN,
To trench and mnnure ground for spring crops

;

and if the weather be favourable, these Oi)er;iiions

are seasonable :

—

To lay down brocoli plunts ; but
we hjve before shown, that to plant in trenches, and
earth up the stems, causes less labour, while they
are more effective operations.

Force asparnnus, the snndler varieties of rhubarb,
and sea-kale.

Some remarks are called for on the (irst of these

processes; having lately received a manuscript from
a friend, which comjirises practical directions, from
observation, of a mode of forcing, whfcli nnpenrstobe
very econoujicd ami advantageous ; they are de-
tailed in the past tense, thus :

—

" About the middle of November the leaves of ook
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and beech that bad fallen were collected, and placed

immediately in one of the melon pits ; they were
well trodden down, and in sufficient depth to allow

for settling. When that had taken place, a six inch

layer of light, rich, earth was added to the bed, and
on that the roots were arranged as thickly as they

could be laid. When this was completed, earth of

the same quality was sprinkled over the plants, that

it might fill up the interstices ; finally, more mould
was added, so as to cover the whole five or six inches

deep. The lights were then shut down close, and
mats put on the glasses, for the double purpose of

raising and keeping in the heat.
" These remained thus, till the grass began to make

its appearance, at which time a little air was given,
and when tlie signs of active growth were per-
ceived, air, in mild weather, was left on all night.

Water was given when tlie soil became dry. The
age of the plants was deemed of no moment, pro-
vided they were strong enough to produce good
grass."

It is added,—"A three-light box would doubtless

answer the purpose ; and successional beds may be
made whenever the yield of the former declines."

Sea-kale.—After the beds are cleared of leaves by
a wooden rake, remove every weed, set a marking
stick iu the centre of each plant, and cover the

ground around it with sand, so deep as to permit the

rim of the planching pot to sink an inch into it.

This done, pile up the litter of leaves or dung a yard

in extent every way ; and thus, force in detail

according to the quantity required.

Peas and Beans earth u[>, if the tops are sufficiently

advanced; but this implies dry soil, not mud. A
good substitute, and great protector, would bo saw-
dust, or, tliat and ashes, laid against the stems as a

sort of ridge on each side ; screenings of furze are

also good, because they furnish vegetable matter,

after having guarded the plant from slugs and cold.

Celery.—Place a pair of ridge-boards over the

tops, to shoot oflf rain, and afford protection from
cold.

Cauliftnioer-plants, under glasses, or in frames,

ventilate as much as is consistent with safety, but
cover every night closely ; and throw mats or can-

vass over the glasses in very sevei'e weather. Pro-
tect thus all other plants in frames.

rORCING DEPAnTMENTS.

Retain a gentle temperature, just protective, in

©very bouse, according to its object.

Hot-house ornamental shrubs require 45 to 50°
;

Pine-Apples 60 to 6b° ; Mvshrooms about 50° of Fa-
renheit ; but never suffering there to flag, for once tor-

pid, they fly iqj to fruit when re-excited. The earlier

of the foregoing remarks apply to the philosophy of

forcing, which presumes that solar uduancing power
should always be the index, and take the lead. At
Christmas then, increase the action of the flues 5-

10 degrees; but even in March, few stove plants

demand a higher degree than 60 to 65° by artificial

stiujulants. Water will be at hand, and of a corres-

ponding temperature, to be given as growth re-

quires.

GLoiinia and the Gesncrx are among the choicest

of stove plants; place some pots of them upon
railed stands, over tliat part of the flues where not
violently heated; and give very little water till the

shoots appear ; then re-pot them in pure black heath
soil, well drained; and when growth is established,

be more liberal with water.

Vineries may be forced directly ; but the heat
applied ought to be preparatory, say 45° to 50°, till

the shortest day. At first, clean the stems, removing

loose fibrous bark, with any blunt tool ; then brush
them over with a thin paste of soft-soap and flower
of sulphur. Syringe the stems freely after the lapse

of three days, when the soap will be sufficiently set.

Sprinkle the floor gradually, inducing a general
moist condition of the house ; and as soon as days
lengthen, raise the atmosphere by fire to 60°,

syringing twice daily, and soaking the ground with
water. With this treatment, by middle of January,
the rods will exhibit the fruit they contain. But ere
then we hope to meet the reader again with appro-
priate facts before our eyes.

Prepare to graft V^ines. It is known that a pro-

lific shoot of last spring— one, we will suppose,
with three bold eyes upon it, if cut off before it is iu

any degree excited, and kept—as grafts generally

are—the end in moist earth or sand, will unite

itself to a corresponding shoot of a forced r ine, that

is just in its first stages of growth. If then a person
be curious to have three or more sorts of grapes on
one spurred rod, he is only to secure a cutting or two
of each sort required, at the time he lights the fire,

and to retain such shoots alive by moist earth. To
do justice to the plant and its patron, we will cite

Mr. Gowan's own directions, for which in 1834 he
received the silver medal of the Horticultural So-
ciety of London.
" Select a scion with one eye, and cut it in the

form of a wedge. For a stock, select a shoot of the
preceding year, about the same thickness as the

scion, and cut it over a little above the second eye
from the old wood. With a sharp knife cut it

down the centre, nearly to the old wood. Out of
that half of the stock which is opposite the bed,
pare with a penknife as much as is necessary to

make it fit the cutting on the sides of the scion. Jh-
sert the scion with its eye opposite to that left on the
side of the stock. Tie it up, and clay it over in the

usual manner, with this difference, that )'ou cover
nearly the whole of the scion with the clay, leaving
only a small hole for its eye. Tie a little moss over
the clay, upon which sprinkle a little water occasi-

onally, to keep the whole in a moist state for some
time.
" With regard to the time of grafting, I find that

it will succeed pretty well when the stocks are about
10 break into leaf; but I think there is more cer-

tainty of success when the shoots of the stock into

which the grafts are to be inserted, have made four
or five eyes of new wood. By this time the sap
has begun to flow freely." He adds,—" Leave the
young shoot, and allow it to grow for a few days,
when it should be cut ofi^, leaving only one eye and one

leaf to draw sap to the scion till it be fairly united to

the stock,"

GREENHOUSE.
Give all the air absence of rain and of actual frost

will permit ; but however sunny a day may be, close
every sash by 2 o'clock p. m., that the house may
retain its general warmth. Cover front lights witla

mats, well secured, to protect from sharp frost and
piercing winds. Attempt nothing by fire beyond a
degree or two above 328 of Farenheit, unless it be the

steady object to keep up a growing warmth from
October to spring. This plan is at once expensive
and hazardous ; for it requires punctual uniformity

—

admitting no transitions ; and a person gains little

by retaining verdure during a season of gloom, cold
tain, and snow.

Better far, to stock the windows of inhabited
rooms, than to urge forward the tenants of a remote,
seldom visited greenhouse, which, after all is done,
would enjoy more robust health if they were per-
mitted to repose in security.—Nov. l9.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.

Although a considerahle portion of the last

month was wet, and not particularly favourable to

out-door agvicultural labonr, still very great pro-

gress has already been made in field operations.
The winter seed wheat, with very few exception?,

has been got into the ground, we may say uni-

versally, in the best possible condition ; and the
young plants, even thus early, are beginning to

assume all the appearances of real luxuriance. The
contrast betwixt the present season and the same
period in 1839 is very remarkable, and if we may
judge from present appearances, no complaint can
exist during the approaching spring of the winter
wheats being thin in the ground, and sickly in

their appearance, as was the report of the last

spring season. The working of the fields for the
spring seeds is also progressing very favourably,
and a few weeks longer of moderately open
weather will now only be requisite for the fa-

vourable conclusion of the winter field opei'ations.

This necessary and beneticial employment of the
agricultural labourers has been, however, attended
by a deficiency in the amount of house labour, and
the supplies generally of British grain, in all the
great markets of consumption, have been conse-
quently smaller than, under other circumstances,
they would have been ; but from tbis cause we
may predict a considerable increase in the farmer's

deliveries of grain during the remainder of the
current year. The farmers, like all other classes

in our society, re(|uire money for their necessary
expenditure towards the close of the season, and
they generally have no other resource for this

purpose than the produce of their fields, very few
of them, indeed, after two deficient cro])s, having
much monejf in store. The supplies of wheat in

particular, therefore, must soon increase, at all

events, in proportion to their late deficiency, and
then the value of this article will find its real level.

During the month of November the deficiency in

the home supply of wheat, however, was Tiiost

fully made good by large quantities of foreign free

wheats having been thrown on the different large

markets of consumption for sale, and the demand
has certainly not been in proportion to the sup-

plies, at prices weekly drooping, and the future

prospects of the wheat trade becoming every
market day more uncertain. The decline in

prices, also, no doubt has in part been occasioned
by the dampness which the state of tlie weather
has in many instances imparted into the new
English wheats ; and therefore, although the de-

cline in the monthly prices be considerable, still

the actual value of fine wheats has not fallen in

proportion. This fact is more observable in the

state of the flour trade, the prices of which have
not been subjected to the same depreciation which
has taken place in wheat; nor has any perceptible

decline occurred in the value of the best <inality of

bread durinj^- the month v;hich has just now been
brought to its close. As soon as tlie weatlier be-
comes colder and more dry the condition of
British grown wheat must materially improve, and
then little doubt can be entertained of tlie farmers
obtaining fair and remunerating prices for their

property. 'J'he nourishing state of the cmi)ire, in

every department of its industry, renders this pre-

diction the more certain ; for all classes are more
or less employed at reasonable wages, and the

consumption of all the necessaries, and of many
of the luxuries of life, rather is increased than the

contrary by this favourable state of things gene-

rally. We have often had occasion to remark,
that agricultural distress universally is followed

by similar bad consequences amongst all classes,

whether they be engaged in commerce, in

shi|)ping, or in manufactures ; and agricultural

prosperity, on the contrary, is always attended by
the greatest advantages to the commercial and
jiroductive interests, in whatever channel they

may be employed. That the last grain crop was
a most abundant one, quality taken into con-
sideration, throughout the United Kingdom,
becomes every day more- apparent ; and as soon as

the farmers are enabled to supply the consumption
in a more liberal manner than they have as yet

been permitted to do, the entire population will

reap their full share of the benefits which must
attend the agricultural interest, in consequence of

the increased production of their fields. The
science of tillage is rapidly gaining ground, and
the means at present adopted by the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, and by numerous other district

associations, must now annually improve what we
may call the philosophy of agriculture. During
the last quarter of a century the progress made in

agricultural improvement, under circumstances

far from being favourable, has been immense.
The same (juantity of land now produces in

quality and quantity in many instances one half,

and in no place less than one quarter, more in

amount than the .same land did twent3'-five years

ago ; and it is not possible to doubt that the in-

cieasc in production, even from those fields which
already are considered to be in the highest state

of cultivation, will be still far more considerable,

during the same period of time to come. The
wealth of the empire must, therefore, annually be

increasing, even by the fields which are now
yielding abundant crops; but the cultivation of

vast and extensive districts of land, now in a
state of desolation and unproductiveness, must, in

time, vastly add to this real national wealth. In

these at present useless districts, agricultural pur-

suits will annually regain lands of tlie finest

qualities from water, and from other agricultural

obstructions, and will found her prosperity in the

reclamation of these lands from, we may say, the

wilderness. The prosperity of agriculture there

will iie followed by the formationofadditionalchan-

nels for commercial and manufacturing operations,

and, as has been well illustrated already in Scot-

land, towns will be converted inta cities, and vil-

lages into populous and manufacturing towns, by
the progi ess made in, ;ind the wealth created by the

cultivation of waste lands, of morasses, and of the

banks of rivers, bays, and lakes. The superabun-
dance of money will find vent in these operations,

and from them the surplus pojiuhition will receive

abundance of additional productive labour, and
their transportation to the colonies will be then ren-

dered unnecessary. To produce these great

results, however, legal protection to the capital,

talent, and industry, employed in agriculture, is
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absolutely necessary ; for, without due encourage-
ment, they cannot be undertaken to any great

extent, and this is the great reason why the corn
laws should be rendered still more stringent than
they are at present. It is not for any particular,

but for the universal good, that they should be
maintained in a most effective state of operation.

That no nation should employ any other in the

production of food, so long as it can be grown at

home, is a truth which admits not of any de-

monstration ; indeed it is an axiom, and so long
as we have money, and unproductive land, it is

surely much more reasonable, that we should
bring these at present waste lands into cuUivaiion,

and supply with their produce the deficiency in

our own growth,—if any deficiency actually do
exist,— than that we should remit our money to

foreign nations, and pay them for producing a
surplus quantity of those articles which we have
in great abundance the means of raising from our
own fields, and from the productive labour of our
own, perhaps at present, only partially em-
))loyed population. The money remitted abroad
for grain, and for various descriptions of manu-
factured agricultural produce, never again returns
to this country. In fact it is a great national loss

;

for experience, during the whole of the current
century, has fully established the truth, " /Aoi

our export trade receives no increase from large im-

portations of foreign food," On the contrary, the

money remitted in payment foi- foreign grain dis-

arranges our monetary system, reduces the value
of every description of property, puts a bar for a
time to every description of improvement, and
eventually is the means of reducing the wages of
labour, and of throwing many thousands of in-

dustrious families entirely out of employment.
Tliese truths now arc so perfectly understood,
both by those who pay, and those who receive
wages, that during the past month, the agents and
orators of the anti-corn-law society have been
enjoying a perfect holiday. They cannot get a
meeting approving of their dogmas,—for tliey

deserve not the name of doctrines—and the money
of the society is consequently expended to very
little purpose- British operatives do not wish
particularly to be placed on a level with Polish
serfs : and yet these are the great, indeed the
only advantages which are promised to our
labouring classes from the repeal of the corn laws.
'I he reduction of bread must necessarily be
followed by a more than proportionate reduction
in the value of the wages of industry; indeed, the
pi'ospect itself of cheap bread has already oc-
casioned in some of the manufacturing districts

an attempt to reduce the wages of labour by, fioni

ten to fifteen per cent. ; and by an accurate at-

tention to these incipient signals, the people
generally are perfectly well qualified to estimate

the disastrous consequences to their future well-

being, which must be the attendants of cheap
bread, occasioned by importations of foreign

grain, duty free. For the foreign wheats
imported during the last fifteen months, many
millions sterling in hard money have been paid to

foreign land proprietors, which is now useless to

the British people. Had circumstances permitted
the same amount of specie to liave been paid to

the corn growers in the United Kingdom, this

money would now have been circulating amongst
the manufacturing and operative classes, and
adding to the wealth of the empire, by giving
additional employment to the people. Two other
crops however, as abundant as the last one has

been, will, to a certain degree, restrict foreign
importations in future, for some time at all events,
and tend in a material degree, to retain within the
empire large sums of money , which will afterwards
be embarked in the formation of additional
railways, and in numerous other internal improve-
ments. Before the close of the present corn
season, the prosperous state of agriculture must
begin to spread great benefits throughout the
land. The moderate, and yet remunerating prices,
which tlie farmers must from time to time
receive for the produce of their fields, will be cir-

culated amongst various commercial and manufac-
turing classes, or be applied to the farther improve-
ment of the land ; thus sowing the seeds of future
prosperity, and ])aving the way for future benefits
to the people at large. The farmers and land
proprietors receive far less of these advantages
themselves, than any other class in societj-. We
hear of, and indeed daily see numerous individuals
who have made princely fortunes in trade, but
no person can acquire anything like great wealth
by the sole cultivation of the fields. Industry,
talent, and capital are nowhere so badly paid, as

they are when embarked in farming pursuits, and
commercial men and capitalists eventually reap
the chief portion of the profits of agriculture. To
the monied interest, tiie prosperity of agriculture
opens, at present, a wide field for the profitable

employment of their surplus wealth. It offers to
them great temptations to embark their money in

the improvement of the soil. When they see a
fair chance for obtaining for their money a good
annual income, by laying it out in the improvement
of waste land, they will eagerly avail themselves
of those channels for its en)]>loymf^iif: ; and in this

way eventually must the prospciity of agricul-

ture tend, in an eminent degree, to bring into
cultivation every acre of land which is at present
in a state of nature, and also add to the wages of
labour and to the genera! comfort of the entire

population. These advantages will result from
the moderate protection which the present corn
laws give to tlie agricultural interest, but from
their rei)eal the most disastrous consequences
will speedily follow. Large tracts of land will go
entirely out of cultivation, and one-half of the
people at least will be thrown eventually out of
employment. Resides, foreign corn producers
will only send to us their surjjlus crops, so long
as we have money to pay for them, and not one'
year or montli longer. Idleness and distress will

then be produced b\' poverty, and merry England
will soon afterwards be converted into a land of
tears. These laws are imperfect in some respects,

but in others they are admirably calculated for

promoting the general interests of this great
empire. When supplies of foreign wheat are
rendered necessary by unfavourable seasons, they
virtually repeal themselves ; and when the foreign
importations are sufficient for the occasion, they
then come back again into operation in their pro-
tective character, and place an effective bar to the
farther eatry of foreign grain for home consump-
tion. During the last year and a half, their per-

fection in these respects has been well illustrated.

The seasons had caused a large deficiency in the
growth of wheat, in particular, in the years 1838
and 1839, and an importation to the extent of three
millions of quarters was the necessary consequence
of this circumstance. By this foreign supply,

however, the revenue suffered rather seriously, for

a charge of fifteen shillings on each quarter en-
tered for home use should have been made by
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the treasury ; and this would not have been more
than the direct and indirect taxes paid by
our home producers on every quarter grown by
them. It would have been cheerfully jjaid by the

foreign land proprietors for the use ot our corn

markets, and not one penny of it would have
fallen on the British consumers. Two millions

sterling on foreign wheat alone might thus have

been placed into the treasury, whicb, in its present

deficient collections, would have been of some
public consequence. This, however, is but a

minor evil when compared with the vast sum of

moneVj which this importation of foreign wheat
has alone abstracted from the circulating medium
of the country. The existing scarcity of money
is entirely occasioned by this circumstance. 1 he
Bank of ii^ngland is compelled to reduce their

issues of paper money, and the existing want of

confidence amongst the monied interest has its

origin in this cause. It has rendered money scarce

and dear ; but as the exertions of our farmers, and
a favourable corn season, must for a time, at all

events, prohibit, any farther entry of foreign grain

for home consumption; it may be presumed that

farther importations will be, at all events, limited

during the same period, and then the money mar-
ket will again speedily right itself, and restore

every interest in the country to a sound and
healthy state. The value of money, the value of
the produce of land and of trade, and above all,

the value of the wages of every description of
productive labour, must continue to be regulated
by the quantities of food produced within the three
kingdoms. When they are sufficient for the con-
sumption, every interest in the empire flourishes;

but when the elements render the crops in any
way deficient, and foreign importations are thereby
rendered necessary, universal distress ensues. To
support the corn laws, therefore, and to render them
protective to our home agricultural operations, is

the sure and only way to iuciease the general
prosperity, whilst the repeal of these laws would
be productive of consequences in every way de-
structive to tVie best interests of the population.
As soon as the farmer's field operations at this

time of the year are concluded, their supplies of
wheat in the different markets of consimiption will

become n)ore adequate to the consumption, than
they have been since the la^^t harvest was brought
to its close, and money will then become more
plentifid amongst them. The average juices have
fallen since our last publication considerably under
the general expectation ; but still the value of
wheat is remunerating to the i)roducer, and after

the t(irn of the year, itsimjjroved condition will

command higher prices, than can at the, present
moment be obtained for it. In the meantime,
foreign free wheat has been brought forward into

the market for general consumption in conside-
rable quantities, and it has commanded fair jjrices.

These bujjplies now, as they cannot be increased,

so long as the import duty remains sufficiently

])rotective, must speedily cease to influence, in any
material manner, the value of wheat generally,
and then su|)i)ly and demand, home growth and
home consumj)tion, alone will regulate prices.

By the consun)i)tion of the foreign free wheat,
which has l)ecn months aj^o jjaid for in the precious
metals, a large sum of money will be once more
placed into circnlatinn ; and the national means
for the promotion of fartherinternal improvements
will thereby be increased. Agricultural prospects,
on the whole, are at the present moment cheering,
and the community soon must reap the benefits

of increased employment, arising from the fair

value which the farmers will receive, during the

remainder of this corn season, for the last wheat
crop. If any drawback exists at the time this

number of the Farmer's ftlagazine is going to the

press, to the fair prospects of the farmers, it has

been created by the large quantity of rain which
fell towards the middle of last month. It cer-

tainly was injurious to the condition of a propor-
tion of the wheat of last harvest, brought to-

wards the close of November into the markets
for sale; and the waters on the low lands, sown
with wheat, may also have been hurtful to the~

new wheat {)lants in these situations. This latter

circumstance, however, can only be a very partial

evil if it exists at all ; for a few weeks of favourable

weather will speedily restore their healthy appear-
ance, and again encourage the hopes of another

abundant harvest.

The markets have been, considering the manner
in which the agricultural labourers have been em-
ployed in preparing the land for the reception of the

winter seed wheats, and for other purjioses during

the last month, fairly supplied with barleys, the

quality of which generally has been fully equal to

the expectations |)reviously entertained of it. Still

the demand is unusually limited, and sales can only

he effected at regularly declining prices. It is un-

fortunately, perfectly established, that less malt is

now mauufacturtd than was done a year or two after

the duly on it had been reduced from 35s. to the

present charge ,• and, taking the increase of popula.

tion into consideration, an abundant proof is thereby

afforded of the injurious consequences of the pre-

sent high rates of duty, and of the restrictions which
the excise regulations impose on the manufacturers

of this most necessary article to the well being of

the community. The amount of these duties could

be far better, and far more ]>rotitabiy for the revenue,
collected at one-half of the present public charge per
(juarter on the maltster; and by a material modifica-

tion in the present restrictions which are placed on
his science. Dutv, under tlie existing system, is

only collected, in round numbers, on five millions of

quarters of malt ; and, if the whole of this quantity

were converted into beer, the allowance to each per-

son in the empire would be trifling indeed. If the

same amount of taxation was imposed on ten

millions of quarters of barlev instead of on five,

still the consumption would be too small to be con-

sistent with the welfare of the agricidtural interest,

and not equal in any point of view to the real wants
of the people. This increase, however, would be
the certain and smallest result of the reduction of

the ])resent rates of duty by one-half, and wimkl add
largely to the national wealth. It woidd enable

millions of the people, who are at present either

entirely deprived of, or but sparingly supplied with

this necessary article, to increase their consumption
of it; and it would require, at least, one million and
a half to two millions of acres of land to he brought
into cultivation for its production, in addition to

the fields now devoted to this branch of agricultural

labour. This is a subject of vast importance to the

general prosperity ; indeed, there is not one pos-

sessed of nearly the same national consequence,
'fho increased wealth, which it would from nccssity

create, would do far more than provide lor the

addition of expense which tlio extended consump-
tion of beer would occasion ; and the revenue would
be imperceptibly imiu'oved by the same cause. The
tax would he less burdensome, ami would be much
more cheerfully paid ; and the advantages in a moral
point of view, would be nearly boundless. From
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the duty-paid malt now annually manufactured, tbe

quantity of beer produced cannot average half a

barrel for each of the inhabitants of these kingdoms
;

and 13 gallons in 365 da)'* is surely a most paltry

allowance. Yet such is the state of the malt trade

at the present time, and such must it continue to

be so long- as the malt duty is obtained from the

preseut unnatural mode of its collection. The same
sum maybe placed into the Exchequer by reducing
the duty to lOs.per quarter. Two millions of acres

of land, at present unproductive, will afterwards be
brought into cultivation by the increased demand
for barley. Thirty shillings annually for each of
these acres will be added to tlie rents of land, and
four times that sum to tlie present wages of the

people ; the comforts of the lower o:'ders will be
increased materially by the same cause ; and the

want general!}' of employment will not then be used
as an argument for the transportation of a valuable,

because enterprising, portion of the people to the

colonies, or to foreign nations. The restrictions im-
posed by the excise laws on the manufacturers of
malt, are likewise injurious to the agricultural in-

terest; for the quality of the barley is not sufficiently

allowed for, nor is the state of the weather taken
into the consideratinn of the exciseman. Whether
the barley be produced in a genial or in a northern
climate, whetLer the land on which it is grown be of
clay or of sand, whether the weather, during the

period of manufacture, be warm or cold, it is neces-
sary under the present legal restrictions, for the
maltster in all cases to apply exactly the same rules to

his operations. To charge the duty on the barley
when it is placed in the malthouse, and to permit
the maltster to use his science in ils manufacture,
would remedy every objection to the present im-
perfect system, and malt of much better quality

would generally be produced. The operations would
then be conducted so as to produce those qualities

which will best suit the purposes of the different

consumers of that most necessary article, and a

material saving in the expense of the collection of
the duty must he the natural consequence, without
any decrease in the amount of the revenue at pre-

sent collected. An alteration of (his description

should be pressed on the legislature annually, bv the
friends of agriculture in the two houses of Parlia-

ment, until the evil be abated ; fur at present it does
great injury, and is cot attended by one single ad-

vantage. The higli duty charged in England on
Britisli-inade spirits is another injury inflicted on
the growers of barley, and is not attended bs' one
solitary advantage. It is likewise at present the

principal cause of many crimes, under which the

empire suffers; it is the parent of smuggling,
and all its concomitant evils; and its reduction

to an equality with the dutv now payable
on home-made spirits in Scotland, would im-
prove the revenue,—would increase the con-
sumption of British grown grain,—would put
limits to the prevalent vices of drunkenness and
teetotalism, and would raise up temperance on a

really solid foundation. In Scotland, in consequence
of moderate duty, the trade of smuggled spirits is

nearly entirely suppressed ; whilst in England, the

half of the spirits consumed is supplied by the

smuggler's trade, and is manufactured from foreign

agrictdtural produce. The (]uality also of these

smuggler's spirits is of the worst description, and is

in the extreme injurious to the health of the consu-
mers, whilst home-made spirits, the genuine extract

of British grown barley, are light and wholesome in

comparison, and are constitutional because they are

national. Ten millions of gallons and upwards of

spurious brandies and Hollands are annually smug,
gled into this country, whilst duty is not paid on
one-fifth of that quantity ; and if the duty actually

collected on foreign spirits was divided equally
amongst the quantity of the same description ac-
tually consumed , it would not average 4s. per gallon.

This is a great injury done to the British distiller,

for it is not possible for him to enter into his own
markets on equal terms with the produce of the
foreign distiller. But this is not the only difficulty

to which he is subjected,— for the excise law says,
that rectified British spirits shall not be ret.iiled,

unless they be seventeen under proof, which de-
prives them of their natural flavour, and renders
them less jialatahle than they otherwise would be,

British brandy, if rectified at proof, would be of as
fine flavour, and far more wholesome, than the finest

French brandy is that is usually imported. This is

perfectly proved at the rectifying establishment of
Mr. Stokes in King Street, SnowHill, or at that of
Sir F. Booth and Co. ; btit then the law says that
they must reduce it to little better th-.m the strength
of Irish punch, before they are permitted to send it

into general consumption, and this renders its qua-
lity considerably inferior to what it would, under
other more patriotic regulations have been, and gives
additional encouragement to the illicit importation
of foreign sfiirits. By the reduction of the spirit

duty m England, to a level with that charged in
Scotland, smuggling would be entirely suppressed,
and the revenue drawn from these sources of spirit

taxation would beconsiderablyincreased. Tbeexpense
of the coast guard would be saved, and that alone
amounts to little under one million sterling annually.
At all events, British rectifiers have a right to expect
that all descriptions of spirits, whether they be French
brandies, or Dutch giu, be reduced to seventeen under
proof before they be admitted into consumption in
this country, or that they themselves be permitted
to manufacture their spirits, and to send them into
consumption at that strength which would suit best the
palates of the consumers, and would enable them
to use their science, talent, and capital to tbe best
advantage in their rectifying operations. Under
these unpropitious circumstances it is little wonder-
ful that difficulty exists in making sales of barley,and
that prices should be gradually declining. It is

perfectly estiiblished, that the manner in which the
barley tax of nearly twelve millions sterling annu-
ally is collected, limits very materially the con-
cumption of barley; and, when the crop of that
article is large and of fine quality, as it is this season,
the demand for it must continue to be in a very
depressed state, until the system be radically altered,
and until common justice be administered betwixt
our home and the foreign growers. Quantity how-
ever this season, will in some respects make good
to the British farmer the deficiency in value oc-
casioned by a restricted demand; and, on tbe whole,
he has, at all events, the prospect of being fairly,

though not amply, remunerated by his barley crop
for his capital, labour, and science, embarked in this

depi-.rtment of agriculture.

Tbe supplies of oats in all the large market towns
of consumption throughout Great Britain, have,
from that portion of the United Kingdom, been small
during the last month ; but from Ireland they have
been uncommonly large for the time of the year, and
consequently the supply has been more than equal to

the demand, and declining prices have been tlie re-

sult. In the latter kingdom the crop of this article

has been very abundant, and the quality of the best
description. This is tbe effect of the progress of
agricultural improvement there, and of the addiiion
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which is now annually mnking to the quantity of

land under cultivation. When we reflect on the

poverty and nudity of a considerable portion of the

Irish people, and when we reflect on the absolute

necessity, under the existing state of society in that

country, of transporting many thousands of families

annually to the colonies, or to the Tniled States of

North America, for the purposeof obtaining for them
there a wretched subsistence, the stronger becomes

our conviction that the employment of them
in bringing forward into tillage at home millions of

acres of rich land, at present in a state ot perfect

nature, would increase the real wealth, and conse-

quently the power and prosperity of the British

Empire. These improvements are just beginning to

dawn on the community, and, under proper regula-

tions, they must annually increase in consequence,

until the entire population find abundance of pro-

ductive labour at home, and the necessity of emigra-

tion be entirely removed from amongst them. The
prosperity of all classes of society mainly depends

on the prosperity of agriculture at home. It is

chiefly from this source that manufacturers are en-

abled to pay fair wages to those employed by ihem
;

and as agriculture progresses in Ireland, no
power whatever can prevent a proportionate

progress in trade, mining, and manufactures

of all descriptions there, so long as she can

find profitable markets for the sale of the surplus of

her agricultural produce. By the existing protection

which the corn laws hold out to her farmers, the

markets in Great Britain take off everything which
she can at present spare, and for which the payment
is adetjuate to the property exchanged, and perfectly

certain. This is the chief cause of the very rapid

progress which is now making there in the science

of agriculture, and in the tillage of land previously

waste and useless to human nature. It is the prolit

yielded by past improvenient, which encourages

greater exertions in the same way, and not many
years can now pass away, before the banks of her

numerous bavs and rivers will be secured from the

waters, and her morasses will be rendered valuable

oat-fields by drainage, and by the employment of

capital in their proper cultivation. The corporation

of Belfast is setting a very praiseworthy example to

the rest of the country in this respect. They arc

rendering the Channel of the beautiful Locb, which
bears that name, much deeper than it is at present,

with a view to the extension of the commerce of

their flourishing city ; and by this operation they are

reclaiming from the waters many miles of land, both

in the county of Antrim and in the county of Donn,
which before long will either be builded upon for

increased manufacturing establishments, or will be

converted into cornfields, for the supply of the home
and British markets of consumption. Early the next
year, the channel which leads up to the city of

Wexford will come under similar operations, and
the people will reap similar advantages from the

•completion of these improvements. Even in that

small spot, fifty thousand acres of the best description

of land may be reclaimed from the banks of the

Slaney, at an expense considerably under live pounds
for each acre, and worth, at least, a rent of two
))Ounds an acre annually afterwards. We need not

mention the banks of the Shainion,— for everywhere
throughout Ireland do numerous sources of real

wealth exist, -and confidence and capital alone are

wanted to render them most valuable to the Iiish

people. Had we not these large supplies of oats

from Ireland, they must have been imjiorted from
the continent of Europe, for the cultivation of them
in Great Britain has not for years now been nearly

equal to the consumption. As matters are, however,
Great Britain reaps all the advantages from the Irish

oat crop, which she could have done, had it been
produced within her own fields. So long as Ireland

can send the liberal quantities which she has lately

done to the British markets, so long must foreign

importations remain almost prohibited, because un-
profitable, and the money paid for them by the con-
sumers must remain in the British Empire, where
its circulation will be continued, we may say in

an under current, and will be giving additional

wages to the people, either by an increased con-

sumption of manufactured or of agricultural products,

or by farther internal improvements. Great Britain

therefore enjoys her full share of agricultural pros-

perity in Ireland. The money paid by her for

Irish oats remains in her own empire, and is never
out of circulation amongst her own inhabitants,

increasing productive labour, maintaining, if not im-
proving, the wages of labour and industry, and thus

adding to the legitimate consumption of all the

necessaries of life. Several millions sterling are

thus retained within the empire by the production
in Ireland of oats alone, which, under other circum-

stances, it would have been necessary to remit to

foreign nations for foreign supplies of this article.

During the last two corn seasons we have had but
too much practical experience of the evil conse-

quences of an almost unlimited importation of

foreign oats, at duties by no means protective to

our home agricultural pursuits ; and these importa-

tions, in conjunction with those of wheat, beans,

and pease, have solely occasioned that large and
injurious transmission of tlie priscious metals abroad
in payment for them, which has rendered money
scarce and consequently dear—which has disarranged

our monetary system, and has been on the point of

causing a revolution iu the value of every description

of property, the wages uli industry included. The
last large and productive crops will partly, however,
remedy this evil, and the repetition of plenty at home,
for a season or two, will cause its entire removal.

For the season of the year, we have been rather

l)lentifully supplied in every market with pease and
beans, but the demand likewise has been consider-

able, and the reduction in the value of neither of

these articles has been material. Their consump-
tion, chiefly in the midland districts, for mixture
with wheat for grinding purposes, continues annually

on the increase, and will render additional supplies

of them absolutely necessary in each succeeding

corn season. 'Tiie prices at present obtained for

each of them aro fully equal to the expense attending

their cultivation, leaving a fair profit to the farmer,

and not oppressively iiigh, in any degree, to the con-

sumer. The general opinion entertained at present

is, that they will continue to command remunerating

prices during the remainder of this season; and
hopes are justly entertained that more attention will

be annually now paid by the growers to increase the

(luautity, and improve the quality of both these

articles in the future production of them, 'i'he

potato crop has proved in quantity a very abundant

one, and generally in quality the crop of the last

season has never been surpassed. Prices continue

to be exceedingly moderate, a circumstance of the

greatest importance to the consumer, and to which,

froui the abundance of the crop, the grower can very
well allbrd to submit. A plentiful i)Otato crop is

inestimable in national importance ; indeed, in real

usefulness to the great majority of consumers, it

probably now yields not even to that of wheat itself,

and the jiioduce of the last seasen has been so great,

that it must continue to render the supplies of it, nt
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all events, fully equal to the largest consumption,

until another harvest of it succeed that now concluded.

There is scarcely any evil in nature which is not

attended by some advantage or otlier. If the

November rains have been, in any way, hurtful to

the winter wheat plants, which we scarcely think

they can by any possibility have been, still they

have been, in all respects, beneficial to turnips, and to

every description of green cropping. Pasturage in

particular has been much improved by them, and

there is at present, consequently, abundance of

provender for the live stock, with a favourable

prospect, in the same respect, for the early months
of the coming year. We have, therefore, only to

conclude our November report of the present con-

dition and future prospects of the Corn Trade by
stating, lliat lew complaints can, under existing

circumstances, be made, either by agriculturists

themselves, or hy the consumers of their products.

On the contrary, we entertain a strong conviction

that the prosperity of all classes throughout the

United Kingdom must vet be materially increased

by the last favourable crops of all descriptions, as

they are broug;ht progressively ibrward into the

markets for sale. British and Irish farmers alone,

instead of the proprietors of foreign lands, will re-

ceive payment for the consumption of food, at all

events, till next summer months arrive, and that money
will immediately afterwardsbe put into general circula-

tion amongst ail the industrious classes of our own
population.

The intelligence received respecting the stateof the

corn trade abroad during the month of November has

not attracted, in any material degree, the public at-

tention. The prices of grain and of pulse, in all the

foreign grain districts, have continuevl as usual to be

regulated by the quotations of them transmitted

from INIark Lane, and the demand, everywhere, was
exceedingly inanimate. From the Baltic, and from

the German Ports without that sea, the advices re-

ceived are in due course of post. Prices, at that

time however, were rather too high for the encourage-

ment of speculative purchases to any great extent.

At Dantzig, and some of the neighbouring markets,

attempts were made to purchase wheat, with a view

to this market when the navigation again becomes

free, and in the interior of Poland in particular,

some business had been already done for delivery

next summer. The purchasers are influenced chiefly

to enter again into grain speculations, by the probable

profits which they may derive from the reduction

of the existing protective rates of duty, now levied

on the entry here of foreign wheat for home use.

They think that a chance does exist that the same
good fortune, in this respect, may attend their

speculations next summer, which attended their

operations during the last. They look for future

profits from a reduction of the wheat duty, and not

from any material advance in the value of that

article. That this effect can be produced under our

corn laws, without any violation of the rules of fair

and honorable commerce, the experience of past

years has fully established ; and that it will be done

again next summer is equally certain, unless the

lowest duty payable on wheat at all times, and

under all circumstances, be increased to 10s. or 15s.

per quarter at least. We do not mean that our

markets should be at all times open to the consump-
tion of foreign wheat, but that when the average

price of it here reaches 73s. per quarter, 10s. should

be the lowest import duty. As it is, however, pur-

chases of foreign wheat are already making for the

chance of consumption in our markets during the

next summer months, and they probably will be in-

creased very considerablj' before the arrival of that

period. In July and August, when the supplies of

British wheat become small in all our markets, a few
speculative purchases of the farmers' runs at high

prices can apparently enhance the value and reduce

the rates of duty, and these purchases can be made
without any great sacrifice of money in their resale.

To save at least 20s. per quarter on foreign wheats, in

the duty, is a strong temptation to the speculators;

and that means can be, and consequently will be,

adopted next summer to produce this effect, the

landed interest of the United Kingdom may rest

perfectly assured. The foreign proprietors of wheat
are also wide awake to the probability of reduced
duties here, and they charge the buyers with

prices high in proportion to these expectations.

Thus they place into their own pockets money which
ought to be placed in the British treasury, and the

system therefore becomes injurious to the commu-
nity, and in this respect an alteration in the corn

laws becomes necessary to their more perfect work-
ing.

From the United States of North America the

letters are not of a particularly late date, nor is the

information received in any of them of much im-

portance to the grain trade here. The complaints in

all the provinces of that Republic, were as usual rife

against our corn regulations. The landed proprietors

and farmers complain that they could forward to us

annually wheat and flour to the value of forty millions

of dollars at least, and that they are deprived of this

market for the consumption ot the surplus of their

wheat crop, because our laws give our landed interest

a preference over that of America. The American
ship owners complain that they are deprived of good
freights, which they would obtain, was the corn trade

rendered entirely free : and the American agents and

merchants complain that they are deprived of many
commissions and of large profits in their trade, by
similar courses. We have, however, neither the

means nor the inclination to encourage foreign

agricultural pursuits at the expense of the gradual

improvement of our own soil,—nor can we afford to

give employment to foreign agricultural labourers,

which our own are perfectly competent to perform.

There was consequently little export demand at these

dates in the United States either for wheat or flour,

and their value therefore depended then chiefly on

the home consumption, and on the usual shipments

for our West India colonies, and other places to the

southward. From the souch of Europe and the

Mediterranean, the information received during

the month, respecting the corn trade, is entirely

devoid of interest in this country. The crops every-

where there have been large, and the want of profit-

able markets of consumption was therefore rather

seriously felt by all the proprietors of land, and of

agricultural produce. No purchases, to any extent,

we believe, had at the latest dates been made in any

ofthe ports of the Black Sea with a view to theEnglish

market, though it is not unlikely tbat, when the

navigation of that sea again becomes practicable,

some speculations may be entered on in expectation

of profit occurring from the probable reduction

next summer in the present rates of our import

duties. The distance is, however, too great, and

the passage too uncertain, for the embarking largely

into wheat speculations in these part-.
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CURRENCY PER IMP. MEASURE.
Nov. 2y.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, rr d .

.

Suffolk and Norfolk

Irish

Old, red

Rye, old

Per Qr.
64 («!

63 65
RO 60
60 68
86 38

White.
Do ...

Do. ...

Do. . .

.

New . .

.

Per Qr.
. OS 72 74
, 63 70 72
. 60
. 70
. 41

Barley, Grinding 30 32 34 Malting 38 40 Chevalier 40

25
64
08
27
20
0-2

Irisli.

Malt, Suffolk and Norfolk
Kingston and Ware ..64

Oats, Yorksh. & Lincolnsh., feed

Yougliall and Cork black

Dublin
Waterford, white 21

Scotch feud 25

Cloumel 23
Londonderry 28

Newry 23

Galway 10

Beans, Tick, new 40

Peas, Grev 38

Wliite 38

27
70
70
30
21

23
22
26
C4

24
20
42
40
40

64
74
43
42
25
GO
70
32

Be re

Brown.

.

Chevalier
Potato.

.

Cork, white 23 23
Westport 22 23
Black ..

Potato .

.

Limerick
Sligo ..

20
25
22
22

21
26
24
23'

Old ...

.

Maple .

.

Boilers

44
40
44

48
42
46

Irish 28^. per last.Seed, Rape 301. 321.

Linseed 41 40
English Red Clover, fine, 70 80 90 per cwt.

White 66 66 74

Mustard, White 1 1 13 brown 18 20 per bush.

Tares, old 64 — new 80 90 per qr.

Flour, Town-made 60 — Suffolk 46 48 pr sk. of 2801bs.

Stockton and Norfolk, 48 50

FOREIGN GRAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.

Wheat, Dantzic 50 SO

Hamburg 50 63

Barley 22 24

OATS, Brew 24 27 Feed... 21 24

Beans 40 —
Peas 36 40

Flour, American, per brl 28 — Baltic.. 28 —

Seeds there is no particular variation to notice, ex-

cepting that Canary again fell considerably in value to-

day.
Linseed, English, sowing 55 60

Baltic —

—

crushing 43 55 per qr,

Mediter. & Odessa 48 56
Hempseed, small .34 36 large.. 38 40
Coriander 10 16 old.... 18 — per cwt.

Mustard, brown, new ..16 21 white.. 12 13pr.bush.
Turnip Seed, new Swedes — — 10 18

Trefoil 10 23 fine new25 30
Rapeseed, English 30?. 32?. foreign '2Sl. 301. per last.

Rye Grass, English 30 42 Scotch IJ 40
Tares, winter 10 12 Spring — —

Large, foreign.... 8 9
Clover, English, red 65 70 wliite 48 60 per cwt.

Flemisli 40 65 do.. 45 48 -g

New Hamburgh .. 52 60 do.. 46 60 a

Old do 35 68 ^o.. — — S
French 50 60 do.. — — 2
Old do 40 50

Canary, new 75 78 extra S5 86
Carraway, old 50 53 new 50 52

PRICES OF HOPS.
BOROUGH, Nov. 23.

The market continues in a dull and inactive state.

COMPARATIVE PRICES of GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVERAGES by

tlie Imp. Quarter, from the

Gazette, of Friday last, Nov.

13th, 1840.
s. d.

Wheat 62 2

BARLEYJ 35 7

OATS..." 22 11

Rye 35 8

Beans 44 3

Peas 42

AVERAGES from the

ponding Gazette in

year, Friday, Nov. 2;

corres-

the last

2, 183!).

Wheat .

Barley
Oats .

.

Rye
Bbans..
Peas ..

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Week ending

Oct. 9th ..

lOtlj .

.

23rd .

.

aotii .

.

Nov. 6th .

.

13th .

.

Aggregate Average
of the six weeks
which regulates

the duty
Duties pavable in

London till Wed-
nesday next inci u

-

sive, and at the

Ontports till tbr

arrivalol'tbeniail

of that day from
London
Do. on graiii from
Britisli posses-

sions out of Eu-
rope

Wheat.

64
63 3
62 5

02 7

Barler

36
36
36
35
34 9
34 8

24 8 9 4

6

Oats.

23
23 8

23 1

22 5

22 8

23

22 11

Rye.

S5 9
37 3

36 11

37 1

36 7

85 8

Beans.

44 2
44 10
43 6
44 10
43 7

44

36 7

13 9 15 6

2 3 6

44 2

3

Peas.

43 10
43 5
43 3
43
43 4
42

43

5

6

SEED MARKET.
Nov. 23.

A few small lots of fine English Cloverseetl have lately

been sold at high prices, but the trade can scarcely be

said to have conimeuced yet, and it is therefore ditlicult

to give quotations at present. In other descriptions of

Bags,
Pocks.
Bags
Pocks.
Bags
Pocks.
Bags
Pocks.
Bags
Pocks.

1836
1836
1937
1837
1838
1838
1839
1839
1840
1840

East
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The following statement, showing the amount of the

old duty on Hops, the growth of 1339 and 1840, may

prove interesting to some of our readers .

—

Rochester
Canterbury
Sussex
Worcester .

.

Farnham .

.

Small districts .

.

1839
1S40

Deficiency

1839.
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PRICES OF SHARES.
No. of

Sliares.

6,300

9,500
15,000
9,300

7,500

5,000
3,000

8,000

64,000
64,000
18,000
10,918

10,918

10,000

25,000
25,000
37,500
8,000

36,000
26,666
6,334

20,000
9,000

80,000/.

24,000
1,500

2,100

6,100
11,475

7,968

36,000

6,000

25,000
25,000
31,250
13,000

13,000

30,000

15,714

10,000

10,000

15,000
15,000

12,000
3,702

1,000

21^,000

6,000

10,000

5,000

1(1,000

20,000

20,000
4,000

30,000

60,000

12,432
20,000

10,000

7,739

20,000

4,000

20,000
12,000
6,000

00,000

IRON RAILWAYS.

Birmingham and Derby Junction
100/ sli

Ditto and Gloucester 100/ sli 90/ pd

Bristol and Exeter. .100/ sh 60/ pd
Ditto and Glouces. . .50/ sh 2^/ pd

Cheltenham & Great West. Union
100/ sh .55/ pd

Chester and Crewe . . 50/ sh . .

.

Clarence (Durliani) 100/ sh

Dublin and Kilkenny 100/ sh 2J / pd

Eastern Coimties 25/ sh 231 pd

Ditto Debentures.. 8/ 6-; 8d..2/ pd

Price
per

Share.

Div. per
^

Share
|

per Ann

.

6S/a70/
65/a6/

34/aD/

i2/a0/

8/:i.l/

3.ya^/

Edinburgh & Glasgow 50/ sh 35/ pd 27/aa/

Grand .Junction 100/ sh 212/aO/

Ditto Half Shares .50/ sh 40/pd91J/

Great N. of England 100/ sh 70/ pd

Great Western 100/ sh 65/pd 86/ a7/

Ditto Half Sharps 50/ sli 40/ pd 49/ aj/

Ditto l'"ifths -'0/ sh 4/ ]id 8i/a9/

Hull and Sidbv •'"'0/ sh 47/uO/

London and Brighton .'30/ sh 40/ pd 27.J/ aO/

London & Croydon. .Av. 14/ 18s 6d lli/aO/

Ditto Script 9/shni/aO/
London and Greenwich 20/ sh 6J/a7/

Ditto New 10/ sh I6i/al7/

Ditto Debentures (various amounts)

London & Blackwall 25/ sh 20/ pd 18/aO/

Leicester and Swannington. .50/sli .55/

Leeds and Selby 100/ sh

Liverpool and Manchester.. 100/ sh 185/

Ditto Quarter Shares .... 25/ sh 42^/

Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 87/

London & S. Western, late London
and Sojithampton Av. 38/ 17s 9d 53/a4/

Ditto Portsmouth Branch 50/ sh

35/ pd 39/ a40/

London & Birmingh. 100/sh90/pd|106/a70/

Ditto Quarter Shares 25/ sh 5/ pd|26j/a7/

Ditto New . . 32/ sh 24/ pd 46i/a7^/

14/per ct

14/per ct

5s per sh

1/ per sh

2J/
4/ per sh

95/per ct

9|/per ct

9|/per ct

2/ persh

5/ per ct

8/ per sh

Ij/persh

Shares.

Manchester & Leeds 100/ sh 70/ pd 82/a4/

Ditto Half Shares . . 50/ sh 25/ pd 31/a3/

Manchester and Birminghiini
70/ sli 40/ pd 27/a9/

Ditto ditto Extension 70/ sh 7/ pd 3/a4/

Midland Counties 100/ sh 72/aO/

Ditto J-Shares of 25/ . .5/ pd 8/a!)/

North Midland 100/ sh 70/a2/

Ditto Half Shares. .40/ sh 40/ pd 36/aO/

Xorthern & Eastern 100/ sh 40/ pd 28/a9/

Severn and Wye . . Average 27/ sh 2/ 12spsh

Stockton and Darlington. .Average
100/ 13s 4d250/ 14/per sh

5. Eastern and Dover 50/ sh 28/ pd 9^1

York& North Midland 50/ sh 04/a6/ 2/ 2s p sh

JOINT STOCK BANKS.

Australasia Bank(Clinrtared) 40/ sh 57i/a82/
Ditto New (Chartered)40/sh .. . . 52/a4/

Bank of Cevlon(Chart.)25/sh 10/ pd

Bank of B. N. America (Chart.)

50/ sh 40/ pd 35/aJ/
Colonial Bank (Chart.)100/sh 25/ i)d 36 J-/a7/

Ionian State (Chart.) 25/ sh 10/ pd

London and Westminster Bank
100/ sh 20/ pd

London Joint Stock Bank 50/ sh
10/ pd

Do Nflw.issued at 1 / pni 50/ sh 10/ pd
National Bank of Ireland. .50/ sh

17-i/ pd
Do. Provincial Bank of England

100/ sh .35/ pd

Do. New 20/ sh issued at 2/ 10s pm
10/ pd

Provincial Bank of Ireland 100/ sh

25/ ))d

Ditto New 10/ sh

Union Bank of Australia. .25/ sh

4,000
1,000

10,060

3374.2i

10,000'

8,000

2,000

1,000

20,000
20,000
10,000

11,000
12,000

20,000
10,000
8,.500

1,.500

10,000

10,000

4,000

20,000

9,204
5,739

5,000

14,460

17,066
5,000

10,000

28,207

5,281

8,957

6,000

Ditto New 25/ sh 5/ pd
Union BiMik oI'Lomlon 50/ sli 5/ ]id

West of England and South Wales
District Bank . .20/ sh 12^/ pd

23/ aJ/

lej/o/

33/a34/

9;i/al0/

iiUnOl
17|/a0/

33i/a0/
lo|/aii/

4;5/a5/

8/
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ADDRESS.

Having always been zealous advocates for the

establishment of Farmer's Clubs, as being the

most ready and efficient means, not only of pro-

moting improvements in agriculture and extending

the knowledge of those improvements, but also of

elevating the agricultural class in the scale of in-

tellectual acquirements, it has. been our endeavour
to aid and assist these institutions by every means
in our power, and it affords us great gratification

to see the progressive increase in their numbers.
We had been of opinion that these institutions

were quite of modern date, and that until within

the last four or five years no such establishments

had existed ; it was not, therefore, without feeling

great surprise that we received, a few days since,

a letter from a member of the Hawick Farmer's
Club, and which will he found in this Magazine,
in which it is staled that the Hawick Far-

mer's Club has been established seventy years.

If this statement be correct, and we have not the

slightest reason to doubt it, it appears very extra-

ordinary that such institutions should not long
ere this have spread through the whole country.

If materials are available, a brief account of the

rise and progress of the Hawick Farmer's Club
would be interesting, and we hope our correspon-

dent, if it be in his power, will favour us with

such a communication. One of the most valuable

effects of ilip operation of Farmer's Clubs consists

in the facilities afforded to practical farmers for

comparing the systems pursued by each other in

different branches of farm management, thereby

to judge of their relative merits, and for report-

ing the results of new experiments, and tlius de-
termining their value in reference to their own
localities. It is, however, well known, that even in

soils of a nearly similar character, and in situations

not widely different, the same system is not equally,

advantageous, and the same manure will not pro-
duce equally beneficial effects. It has been pro-
posed by many persons to establish experimental
farms on different soils, and in different situa-

tions throughout the country, in which experi-

ments of every descriptions might be tried, but
the attempts made to establish even a single expe-
rimental farm have, hitherto, altogether failed. A
farm of less than four, or five hundred acres would
be little more than an experimental garden; a farm
of that magnitude would require at least from four
to five thousand pounds to stock it properly, and
practical farmers well know that such an establisii-

ment must be attended with a positive annual loss.

In carrying out the system upon a scale suffi-

ciently extensive to be satisfactory, ten or a dozen
such establishments would be requisite. With
what prospect of management then, we ask, could
such a scheme be proposed ? Every object con-
templated, every experiment which it may be
desirable to make, can be much more satisfactorily

and effectually tried and tested, as it seems to us,

through the operation of Farmers' Clubs, than in

any number of experimental farms. The result of
any experiment tried by a member of a I'armers'

Club, of which a report shall have been made to

the Club, and all the circumstances minutely and
carefully investigated by a considerable number of
the body, will not only be worthy of, but be re-

ceived with much greater confidence than if it had
been tried upon an experimental farm, most pro-
bably under the superintendence of right-inten-

lioned and able men, but not practical farmers, or
by a single individual, who too frequently starts

with a previous conviction on his mind as to the

result, and is not unfrequently determined, if pos-
sible, to produce a certain result. But in order to

determine how far any system may be capable of
general adoption, or only applicable to particular

localities, it is highly desirable that it should be
tried in different parts of the country, and subject
to the different variations of soil, climate, &c. It

is also desirable that the same subjects should be
discussed by different bodies, in order to see how
far the results and conclusions agree or differ. To
effect this object, and to render the machinery and
working of Farmers' Clubs more effective, there

should be some convenient mode of communicating
the subjects to be discussed at each, to the other,

and of announcing their respective decisions, and
reporting the results of experiments. In order,

therefore, to carry out these desirable objects as

far as practicable, we have made arrangements so
that the " Reports and Transactions" of the various

Farmers' Clubs |may appear monthly, attached to
" The Farmer's Magazine". It will be neces-

sary that communications should be forwarded
to the Editor on or before the 25th of each
month, except February, when they must be sent

in by the 22d, that being the shortest month. In
making this arrangement for extending practical

information, and of affording to practical farmers
the means of disseminating the results of their ex-
perience, we trust it will be found that the Editor
and Proprietors of " The Farmer's Magazine"
have adopted a course which will meet the ap-
proval of the TENANT farmers.

b



Reports and Transactms of Farmer's Clubs.

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
HARLESTON FARMERS' CLUB, 1839.

In presenting the Second Annual Report, your

Committee beg to state, that tbey have carefully ex-

amined the minutes of each meeting as recorded by

the Secretary, and from them have selected whatever

in the year's proceedings tbey deemed of sufficient

interest to be thus laid before you ; and if in the

perusal of this report, the members of the Club

should feel any disappointment at the paucity of the

actual results obtained from the discussions of the

past year, we would suggest to them, that they-

should not draw thereform any inferences prejudicial

to the utility of the Society, but rather, as we think,

the reverse ; because that difference in opinion

which has prevented your coming to a satisfactory

conclusiou on some of the subjects brought before

vou, fully proves the necessity of your endeavouring

to seek out the truth, either by further experiment,

or by the increased information which is sure to be

obtained through the spirit of enquiry set afloat by

discussion. .

We have a happy proof of this in the subject de-

bated at the first meeting of last, and second meeting

of this year, viz. '' The use of saltpetre as a ma-
nure." When this question was first brought under
your notice, it was considered ineligible, because
saltpetre had not then been tried in this district, and
therefore but little practical information could be
given upon it. True ! And had it not come before

you for discussion, it might have remained untried

by you to this day I But the very want of informa-

tion exhibited on the subject induced you to seek

that knowledge through actual experiment, and the

result has been, that at the discussion of the same
question this year, a largebody of practical evidence
was produced, and the value of saltpetre as a manure,
on certain soils, effectually established. The same re-

marks will apply to the subjects of " gypsum," and of
" LIGHT AND HEAVY MANURES," wllicll, although

undecided last year, have been satisfactorily dis-

posed of this ; and in like manner, we have no doubt
that questions which, from a similar cause, remain
unsettled this year, will, when again discussed, be
fully elucidated, and the want of information upo.i

them DO longer remain a bar to unanimity of opinion.

Recurring then to the records of the different

meetings, we find that the first, on the 25th January,
was devoted to the business of the Club, viz. passing
the report of the pievious year, and electing officers

for the ensuing.

That at the second meeting, on the 22d February,
the subject of "saltpetre" was, as alluded to above,
again discussed. It is unnecessary to give in detail

all the experiments or all the evidence laid before

the meeting, and which led to the unanimous adop-
tion of the resolution ; but we think it right to sup-
port the latter, by selecting one ©f the strongest
cases, viz. the application of saltpetre as a top dress-
ing to wheat, after peas, on light land with a gravelly
subsoil. One hundred weight per acre was sown by
hand on the 6th of April, and to prevent any error

which might have arisen from a diflerence in soil of
one side of the field from another, the salti)etre was
carefully applied on every two alternate ridges. 'I'ho

two crops were reaped, stacked, and threshed sepa-
rately, and the result was an increase of six bushels
of wheat, and upwards of two and a half Imndred

weight of straw per acre, obtained at an outlay of

275. only ; as follows,

—

St. Ih.

Produce per acre of wheat which had "1

been manured with saltpetre . . J
Produce without saltpetre

^2160

133 12
J-

Increase 26 4

C%cU St. lb.

Produce per acre of straw with 1 ^^ -it-.

saltpetre J

Ditto ditto without saltpetre 20 7 8

Increase H 5 5

St. lb

26 4
£ s: d.

of wheat—6 bus. (at 621bs. \ « ^ /)

per bus.) at 7s. 6d, per bus. . . J
Cii't. St. lb.

2 3 5 of straw, at Is. 6d. per cwt. 4

£290
DeductthecostofsaUpetre,lcwt.at§7s. 17

Nett profit per acre £ 1 2

calculating at the average price of 60s. per quarter.

But at the price at which the above wheat was ac-

tually sold, viz. 10s. per bushel, the total :,increased

return was £3 4s. and the nett profit £l 17s. per

acre, being more than the rent of the land.

The following is the Report passed at the raeet-

" It is the unanimous opinion of this meeting, that

saltpetre is a most valuable addition to our list of

manures. Strong evidence has been given of the

benefits conferred by it on wheat, clover, and other

layers, and tares, on light land; and on clover layers

on heavy land ; in each case the saltpetre was ap-

plied in the month of April, and at the rate of one
hundred weight per acre. The effect would pro-

bably be increased (but this is at present unsup-

ported by evidence) by applying only half the

quantity of saltpetre at first, and the remaining part

a few weeks afterwards."

Although notice of several new questions had been

given, it was thought advisable first to dispose of

all those subjects, upon which, when discussed in

the previous year, no Report had been carried. In

addition to the " Saltpetre" question, there remained

those of" Gypsum," and the " Comparative advan-

tages of Light and Heavy Manures ;" and at the

third meeting, on the 22d March, the latter of these

caused a very long and interesting debate ; and so

numerous and various were the opinions offered,

that the subject was adjourned to the fourth meeting

on the 26th April ; but before entering upon it again,

the question of" Gypsum as a Manure" was first in-

troduced; the time occupied in disposing of

which, left so short a period for the original subject,

that, after an hour's debate, it was again deferred to

another evening. We think it, however, better to

give the results of these repeated discussions in this

place, more particularly as the next question at the

fifth meeting had reference to that of Gypsum, and

will therefore the better follow it.

It has been suggested by some of the readers of

your " First Annual Report," that it would have

been more useful as a point of reference, if, in ad-

dition to the Resolutions passed on the subjects dis-

cussed, it had contained some of the arguments by
which the different views were supported, and from

which the resolutions were obtained ; we will en-
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deavour, on this subject, to comply with the sugges-
tion.

The advocates of the long, or unfermented manure,
contended strongly, that fermentation ought to take

place in the land, and that the ammonia disengaged
during this process ou the heap, was so much of the

virtue of the manure lost,—that the warmth arising

from the fermentation taking place in the land was
highly favourable to the growth of the plants ma-
nured ; and that on heavy land, in particular, great

advantage was derived from the mechanical action of

the long manure in keeping the land open,—that it

was also a saving in the expense of carting, each

load having to be filled and carted twice when put

on a heap, besides the cost of turning and mixing
the latter; in fine, that by using unfermented ma-
nure, a greater benefit was obtained at a less expense.

On the other hand, the supporters of the old plan

maintained, that although much good manure had no
doubt been spoiled, from having been thrown care-

lessly on heaps and suffered to ferment too much and
waste

;
yet that the abuse of a system was no fair

criterion of its use ; and that not only were manure
heaps absolutely necessary, but that, under proper
management, no loss arose from them ; they con-

tended that for some crops, such as turnips, &c. re-

quiring immediate stimulus, it was necessary that

the manure should be considerably decomposed, and
that for all, a slight fermentation on the heap was
necessary ; they maintained also, that the degree of

feimentation on the heap could be regulated at will

by the manner of making it ; and finally, that as the

chief part of the yard manure was made at a season

ot the year when it was not wanted on the land, it

was absolutely necessary to preserve it on heaps.

These arguments were again met by the observa-

tion, that for crops requiring immediate stimulus, it

was only necessary to apply the long manure at an
earlier period, by which means it would become de-

composed b}^ the time it was wanted as food for the

plants ; wijich plan possessed also the additional ad-

vantage of findmg scope for the manure as fast as it

was made, for that made in November and December
could immediately be carried on the wheat stubbles,

and ploughed in ready for the turnip crop of the fol-

lowing summer. The subject of " Liquid Manure"
was mixed up with the debate, and the great advan-

tages of collecting the drainage of the yard, to be

afterwards emptied on the heap, or applied at once
to the land, was allowed on all hands. Much dis-

cussion arose also on the best plan of making " Ma-
nure Heaps:" the following system was the most
approved :

—

To lay a bottom of mould, a foot thick at least ; to

drive the carts on the heap, the pressure assisting to

prevent feimentation, and to cover the heap, when
completed, with another coat of mould (to prevent

the escape of the ammonia) ; lastly, to mix the heap

a short time only before using it.

Amongst such diversity of opinion, it was difficult

to arrive at a unanimous resolution. The following

report was, however, at length passed, which, by
implication, gives the preference to the heap system.

Report.—" It is desirable, in the preparation of

yard manure, to make it as much under cover as pos-

sible ; and when carting it on a heap, to endeavour

by pressure, and by covering the heap, when com-
pleted, with mould, to prevent unnecessary fermen-

tation, the degree of which must depend on the soil,

and on the crop for which it is required ; as evidence

has been given of the successful application of long

manure, totally unfermented, for turnips on heavy
land, the manure having been applied a long time

previous to the sowing of the turnip seed."

We now return to the subject of " Gvpsum as a

Manure."
This question, like that of Saltpetre, experienced

the benefits of a year's adjournment. For although

the experiments with gypsum were neither so nume-
rous nor so thoroughly carried out as those with

saltpetre, yet they were sufficient to establish the

following

Report,—" All the evidence given this evening

has tended strongly to prove the advantage of using

gypsum as a manure for clover and other artificial

grasses on light land. But so far as experiments
have been conducted in this neighbourhood, no be-

nefits have arisen from applying gypsum on the

heavier soils."

The fifth meeting, on the 31st May, if not the

most useful, was one of the moat interesting which
has taken place since the formation of the Club. In
the course of the discussion on gypsum at the pre-

vious meeting, enquiries were made as to its power,

not only in increasing the clover crop, but of pre-

serving the plant on those lands which were what is

termed " clover sick." It is usual in this district to

grow clover in each alternate course only, viz., once
in eight years ; but, if by the application of a top

dressing of its favourite food, gypsum, it could be

grown every course, or once in four years, it would
prove of great benefit, not only in the increased value

of a crop of clover over other artificial grasses, now
substituted for it, but also in the superior preparation

it would give for the succeeding wheat crop.

AVith a view to arrive at some information on this

point, some experiments were tried at the meeting
to test the presence or absence of gypsum in soils

taken from diflferent fields in this neighbourhood,

which are congenial or adverse to the growth of

clover.

It is unnecessary here to enter into details of the

analysis, which, although too simple perhaps to

satisfy the scientific chemist, was the better adapted

to explain to a body of practical farmers, not only

the object immediately before the meeting, but also

the great value of chemistry to agriculture. Suffice

it, that in every case, the experiments coincided with

the theory of Sir Humphrey Davy and other scientific

men, that the presence of gypsum in the soil is ne-

cessary for the growth of clover. In those soils

where clover was growing luxuriantly, gypsum was
found largely to prevail ; and vice versa, where the

clover had failed, little or no gypsum could be de-

tected.

Further experiments may perhaps prove whether
the natural absence of gypsum from the soil can be
artificially supplied, so that the valuable crop de-

pendant on it for a great part of its food may be en-

sured ; or they may teach the farmer where to apply

gypsum profitably ; an important advantage, for there

cannot be a doubt that many experiments with fer-

tilizers have failed, from applying them where they

were not required : as it is obvious that a clover

crop could not be benefitted by sowing gypsum on
soils already possessing a suberabundanee of that

mineral.

In the course of the discussion which the above

experiments elicited, allusion was made to cowgrass,
" trifolium medium," which, although so nearly al-

lied to red clover, " trifolium pratense," does not

appear, from its succeeding on almost all soils, and

from its growing luxuriantly where clover has failed,

to require gy^isum as part of its food. It was deter-

mined to test some soil from a piece of land in this

neighbourhood, where cowgrass grows spontane-

ously, but where red clover will never stand : the

experiment has since been made, and no traces of
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gypsum were denoted by the test. How is this dif-

ference of food, in plants so similar, to be accounted
for ?

At the sixth meeting, on the 21st June, the sub-

ject of the " TuKNip Fly " was brought before the

meeting. It has been the object of the Club to dis-

cuss questions as much in season as possible ; and it

was hoped that something useful, either as a preven-

tive or cure for this annual scourge, might have been
suggested; but, although some very useful informa-

tion regarding the habits of this destructive insect,

was afibrded by one of the members, distinguished

for his entomological knowledge, yet no remedy was
submitted, capable of proof, on which a report could
be founded.

The majority present agreed in the advantage of

drilling a large quantity of seed ; and one member
suggested, that as dibbling on ridges could be suc-

cessfully practised at less than two shillings per acre,

of which evidence was given; soot, or some otlier

ingredient distasteful to the insect, might be dusted
on the plants early in the morning at a similar charge
for labour, and the additional expense of the soot

would, if it proved effectual in keepisg off the beetle,

without injuring the plant, be trifling in comparison
with the value- of the crop thus saved.

At the seventh meeting, on the 26th July, an ap-

plication from the Central Agricultural Society, to

be assisted by a subscription from the Club, was
negatived upon the same grounds that a similar re-

quest had been refused last year, viz. that our rules

prevented the Club from connecting itself with anv
association embracing political views. After which
the following subject was discussed, viz. " On the
Effect of Soil on Manures."

This rather abstruse question was most ably in-

troduced, and a very interesting debate upon it,

occupying the whole evening, was closed by the

following

Report.—" Although no practical result has been
obtained from the discussion on this question, as re-

gards the question itself, viz. " The Effect of Soil on
Manures," yet a strong additional argument in favour
of the resolution passed at the fourth meeting has
been adduced from the debate of this evening, viz.

that the greater quantity of ammonia given out by
unfermented manure, tends materially to render the
animal and vegetable matter contained in clay more
soluble, and thereby the better enable it to become
food for plants. And it also appears from the dis-

cussion, that the clay would be better brought in

connection with the manure on the land, rather than
on the heap.

There was no attendance at the eighth meeting,
on the 23d August, in consequence of its occurring
in the middle of harvest.

At the ninth meeting, on the 20th September,
another seasonable and interesting subject was dis-

cussed, viz. " On the Selection (if Seed Wheat, and
the best method of Planting it." The introducer
recommended— /(j-it, a selection of the finest and
handsomest wheat for seed ; second, an adaptation of
the varieties of wheat to the different varieties of
soil ; third, to take care that the seed be pure, viz.

all of one kind, as if there be several varieties in the
same field, they cannot all ripen at the same time,

which is highly desirable, as otherwise some of the

different kinds must be cut too early, and others too

late
;
fourth, to plant at a sufficient depth, both be-

cause the seed will thereby be better protected from
mice, birds, iS:c. or severe frost, and also because
the wheat plant putting forth two sets of roots, the

seminal and coronal, the former will be enabled to

seek different food from the latter, which are always

near the surface, so that whilst the former receive
the benefit of deep tillage, or of manure ploughed in,

the latter are nourished by top dressings, and also by
the atmosphere

; fflh, to plant at a regular depth,

which can only be effected by dibbling or drilling;

where this is not attended to, great injury is fre-

quently sustained by the stems from the shallow
planted seed becoming root-fallen; sixth, to plant less

seed than was usual in this district ; and .'astly, to

give the crop more air by increasing the width be-

tween the rows.
On the first five of these suggestions no difference

of opinion existed : they were supported also by
quotations from the valuable work of Colonel Le
Couteur, on " The Varieties and Properties of

Wheat." On the sixth and last propositions a long

discussion ensued ; and so various were the opinions

entertained, that it was unanimously agreed that ex-

periments alone could enable the Club to come to

any satisfactory decision on the merits of thick or

thin planting. Following up this view, it was sug-

gested that some of the members should make trial

of a small portion of thin planted wheat, which was
consented to by several, who promised to plant one
acre each, with half the usual quantity of seed, and
report the result this time twelvemonth.

Following naturally upon this question, came that

of " Steeping Seed Wheat," which was brought
before the Club at the tenth meeting, on the 18th

October. A very interesting discussion ensued upon
this hacknied subject, and a variety of steeps were
recommended. It was satisfactorily proved that

smut was a vegetable matter, a species ot fungus in-

fecting the seed kernels by contagion ; but that it

had not strength to injure the interior of the kernel

through its flinty skin, nor the exterior so long as it

was kept dry ; that the vitality of the fungus was
much less than that of the wheat, the former not ex-

isting twelve months, thus offering an obvious

remedy for smut, viz. the sowing of old wheat. The
discussion was closed by the following Report,
which was unanimously agreed to.

" It is the opinion of this meeting, that smut may
be effectually prevented by sowing old wheat with-

out any dressing; or, if using new wheat, which is

the general practice in this district, it appears to be
immaterial what solution is used, provided that care

be taken effectually to wet every kernel, and
thoroughly to dry it vrith fresh slaked lime. Evidence
Las been produced of satisfactory trials with the lye

from wood ashes, with chamber lye, with common
salt, with blue vitriol, with arsenic—the latter at the

rate of 1 lb. to the coomb, and with one-fourth of

that quantity only, and even with pure water. It is

strongly recommended that the wheat should not be

watered on the floor, by which plan, witliout great

care, it is not thoroughly wetted, but sifted into the

steep, so that the light wheat and coshes may be
skimmed off ; the former probably more liable to

disease, and the latter, although perhaps enveloping

a sound kernel, yet preventing that kernel from

being washed by the solution, and thus allowing the

fungus, which produces the smut, to remain on the

wheat, and re-appear on the following crop.

A proposition was made and agreed to at this

meeting, for having a show of roots at the next ; and
arrangements for carrying the plan into execution

were made. Accordingly, at the eleventh meeting,

on the I5th November, the Club met at an early

hour in the afternoon to witness the exhibition of

roots, which, for a first show, was respectable in

point of (]uantity, and excellent in quality. The
Swedes, in particular, were all so good, that out of

tea competitors, the judges had very great difficulty
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in selecting the best ; and the specimens of beet,

both red and j'ellow, were much admired. The ex-

hihition created considerable interest, and it was
decided to make it annual ; from which we contem-
plate an improvement in the stock of I'oots, or, at

any rate, that no inferior kinds will continue to be
sown. The discussion in the evening was most
appropriate, both to the season and to the exhibition

of the day, viz. '• The best method of Storing Roots
for the Winter."

In the early part of the debate much discussion

arose on the comparative advantages of clamping
turnips, or leaving- them on the land till wanted.
One member strongly advocated the latter plan, and
gave evidence of the superiority of fresh pulled

turnips in the feeding of cattle. On the other iiand,

the prevailing opinion appeared to be that Swedes
were improved by clamping, if that jirocess had
been well managed : and therefore that it was advis-

able, when the turnips had arrived to their full

growth, to clamp such as were intended to be con-
sumed in yards, and to pull those wanted for sheep
feeding ; set them up in the furrows, and plough
them in, where thev will remain without injuring

the land by sprouting in the spring, and secure also

from frost, game, &c., and yet ready for folding off

with sheep ; but this plan can only be pursued
where the turnips are cut for the sheep.
The debate appearing to turn more on the above

subject than on that introduced, which was not the

advantage of storing roots, but the best method of
doing so ; the secretary, with a view of bringing the

meeting back to the original question, detailed the

plan he had usually adopted for clamping beet and
Swedes, and always with success ; and, after some
further discussion, the following Repout, which
embraced that plan, was unanimouslv adopted.

" It is the decided opinion of this meeting, that

the best method of preserving roots during (he

winter is by clamping them, both as regards protec-
tion from frost and maintaining their quality ; and
that the following is a very eifectual jiiethod of
making the clamps : Select a convenient and dry
situation, and pack the roots carefully with their

crowns outside, in a row about six feet wide at the

bottom, and terminating in a narrow ridge at the

top ; then dig a trench, commencing immediately at

the edge of the roots, two feet wide and one deep,
turning the mould from the heap ; thatch the latter

carefully with straw, commencing in the trench, so

that all the rain may drain off the heap into it. The
clamp may be left two or three weeks in this state,

that the evaporation from the roots may escape ; the

mould already taken out of the trench is then to be
laid on the straw, commencing at the bottom of the

thatch, and covering the heap twelve inches thick

throughout, finishing with a sharp edge. Half the

trench originally made will, of course, by this plan

be filled up with straw and mould ; the other half

will remnin as a channel for the water falling off the

heap ; and, as sufficient mould will not have been

raised from the original excavation, it will be advis-

able, in procuring more, to make the channel, left

round the heap, a few inches deeper as well as wider.

If the roots are stored late in the season, and the

probability of frost setting in, renders it necessary

to cover the heap with mould as soon as it is made,
it would be better to leave the top uncovered for a

week or ten days longer, that the heat may escape.

There is no objection to the roots being wet and

dirty when they are clamped ; the tops should be
cut off, but not too close to the crown ; the roots and
fibres should be left on."

At the close of the discussion on " Storing Tur-

nips," a communication from the Isle of Thanet
Farmers' Club was read to the meeting, conveying a

resolution from that societj', in favour of correspond-

ing periodically with the Harleston Club. The
adoption of this resolution, on our part, was so

clearly of mutual advantage, and was also carrying

out the principles on which the IJarleston Club was
established, that of benefitting agriculture generally

as well as locallj', that the meeting most cordially

acceded to it.

A circular and letter from the secretary of the

Central Aarricultural Association was also read to

the meeting. That society again renewed its appli-

cation for pecuniary assistance from the Harleston

Club, on the ground " that although established for

protective purposes, it entertains no party political

questions; and that it would be to the interest of

agricultural associations, like that of the Harleston

Club, entertaining purely scientific discussions, to

support them in their endeavours te maintain and
improve the farming interest." This request had
been so fully discussed in tlie two previous applica-

tions of the association, that it was again negatived

without a division.

At the twelfth and last meeting, on the 20th De-
cember, two subjects were debated, having reference

to each other. The first was " 'i'he Comparative
Advantages of keeping Breeding or Grazing Sheep
on Farms in this district, not exceeding two hundred
Acres of Land ;" and the other " Is it advantageous

to Feed Sheep in Yards during the Winter?'
The introducer of the first subject questioned the

propriety of the change,which, during the last twenty

years, had gradually taken place in this district, of

keeping breeding ewes instead of grazing hoggetts j

the latter system he thought most advantageous on

small farms in a heavy land district, and that the

breeding of sheep should be left, as it formerly was,

to larger occupations of lighter soils. This view
was maintained by several members, nor was the

other side of the question without its supporters;

but, however interesting the discussion, it was a

difficult subject to bring to a satisfactory conclusion,

because the result would depend on actual state-

ments of profit, which iew persons are willing to

give. Some were, however, laid before the meeting

on both sides, and they agreed so nearly, that no-

thing decisive could be learned from them ; and the

question remains open for future discussion, with

the full understanding that it is to be agam brought

lorward in the course of the ensuing year.

The same remarks will apply to the second sub-

ject—" The advantages of Feeding Sheep in Yards
during the Winter ;" for, although several cases

were mentioned of both store and grazing sheep hav-

ing been kept in yards with very great success, yet

it was the general opinion that by this system less

land would be manured, although evidence was
given of three acres of land having been dressed for

turnips with the manure from twenty-four sheep

kept in a yard for six months on Swedes, hay, and
oilcake, and that the crop of turnips was equal, if

not superior, to any in the neighbourhood. On both

questions more experience is required to enable the

Club, at a future meeting, to arrive at a satisfactory

conclusion.

We have thus given a short account of the pro-

ceedings of each meeting, knowing that the object of

, this Report is to place in the hands of each member
a statement of the transactions of the Club, as a

means of reference to past and a guide to future dis-

cussions, which we see no reason to doubt will in-

crease in interest and value, from the accumulation

of facts and evidence through the agency of the
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Club. Another and wider field is also opening be-

fore you.

The success whicb has attended the Yoxford and
Ilarleston Clubs, and the publicity given to their

transactions, has attracted the attention of persons

in distant counties, and farmers' clubs are rapidly

springing up in all directions.

We have already alluded cursorily to the resolu-

tion of the Isle of Thanet Club, that it should cor-

respond periodically with us ; other clubs, formed
and forming, will no doubt avail themselves of a

similar opportunity of imparting and receiving in-

formation ; and the advantage which this will afford

of arriving at the matured opinions of different clubs

in distant counties, on the same subjects, will tend
to equalize the system of cultivation tiiroughout the

kingdom, so far as the variations of soil and climate

will permit. We think this desirable end will be
more easily attained (when farmers' clubs shall be
as numerous as we hope to see them) by the institu-

tion of a central point of communication in London,
which shall receive and transmit the monthly report

of each society.

The continued accession of members to the Plar-

leston Club, the numbers having increased this year
from 105 to 140, proves that the interest it first ex-
cited has not abated. The consequent increase in

the funds of the Society will enable you rapidly to

augment your library. Until the last year or two
the demand for agricultural works has been so

trifling, that very few have been published, in com-
parison with the immense number of books issuing

from tlie press on other subjects. But books, like

corn or any other marketable commodity, are affected

by the laws of supply and demand ; and the increase

in the latter, occasioned partly bv the improved con-

dition of the farmers, and augmented considerably

by the establishment of clubs like our own, will

speedily bring an addition to the former.

This want of new books has enabled you to ex-

pend your funds in the purchase of the old numbers
of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, and the

other periodicals taken by the Club—a valuable ad-

dition to your library ; and the number of new works
now about to be published will find an object for the

subscriptions of the ensuing year. A catalogue of

your library will speedily be published.

We have examined your secretary's accounts, and
find that there was a balance in hand last year of

8^. 10s. 6d., and that he has received in subscriptions

291. 5s., making a total of 371. I5s. 6d., out of which
he has expended for books, &c. 31/. 4s. 5d., leaving

a balance of 61. lis. Id., part of which we recom-
mend should immediately be devoted to binding the

earlier numbers of the periodical works.
Allow us now to congratulate the Club on the

good opinion generally entertained of its exertions,

the proof of which consists in the number of societies

formed and forming after its example ; and we con-

clude our lleport with an extract of tliat of last year.
" So long as the same spirit of mutual forbearance

and mutual assistance shall exist amongst our mem-
bers, as we have witnessed during the last year, so

long shall the Harleston Farmers' Club continue to

flourish." For the Committee,

R. B. Harvey, Secretary.

WARMINSTER FARMERS CLUB.
A public meeting was held at Warminster on Satur-

day sc'nnight (T. H. H. Phipps, jun., Esq., in the

chair) for the purpose of receiving the Report of the

Committee, and adopting rules for the government of

a Society, to be called The South Wiltshire and War-

minster Farmer^s Club ; but owing to the torrents of

rain which fell daring the day, it was very thinly at-

tended. The following able and judicious report (pre-

pared we believe by Mr. Phipps) was received ; and it

was unanimously agreed that it should be printed and
circulated with the rules :

—

" The committee appointed to frame rules for the

goverament of a society, to be called The South Wilt-

shire and Warminster Farmers'' Club, with special di-

rections to adopt those of the " Harleston Club," with
suck alterations and additions as might be consistent

with the circumstances of this distiict, and the object

for which the above society is to be established,

REPORT

:

" That they fully considered the subject matter re-

ferred to them, and came to the following resolution

—

that the rules hereinafter set forth be recommended by
this committee, to be adopted by the South Wiltshire

and Warminster Farmers' Club, for the government of

their Society. [The rules Avere here read.]
" It will be observed by these rules that the com-

mittee have principally kept in view the first object for

which this Society is established—namely, the acquir-

ing and disseminating sound practical information on
a)l matters connected with agriculture ; but they

stroug'ly recommend that the other important objects

—

namely, the improvement of neat stock, horses, sheep,

and pigs, and the encouragement of the labouring

classes, do receive the immediate and equal attention

of the Society ;—the extent, fhowever, to which that

encouragement should be given, must depend on the

funds of the Society, and cannot be ascertained until

the annual subscriptions be known. This, however,
will be ascertained by the quarterly meeting in April,

at which it is recommended that the standing com-
mittee be instructed to submit rules to the Society for

the appropriation of the premiums for such purposes,

which it may then appear the club are able to bestow.
" The committee beg to observe that, throughout

the kingdom, the primary object of Farmers' Clubs
appears to be, by meetings of a social and at the same
time instructive character, to enable farmers to impart
to each other practical information in their mutual art

;

raising by these means the general standard of know-
ledge of the whole agricultural body ; elevating the

now best instructed, and teaching the less advanced to

pursue their art upon correct and scientific principles.

They also believe that, this being obtained, the second

j)bject you have in view to promote, by the establish-

ment of this Society, will certainly be secured ; since

they conceive an improved neat stock mu«t be the na-

tural result of increased knowledge among its owners.
And lastly, they are of opinion that, among the first

practical efforts of such improved knowledge, wUlbe a

large increase in the employment of labour ; and thus

the labourer will receive the best of all encouragements
—namely, increased employ at increased wages.

" Your Committee have had under discussion a sub-

ject which, though not strictly within the functions im-

posed on them, they believe to be very intimately inter-

woven with the interests of this society ;— it is the ob-

taining for the use of the members, some accommoda-
tion in the town of Warminster, where the books and
all papsrs belonging to the club should be deposited ;

such place to be open to members for the purposes of

social converse or the transactions of private business,

upon the same principle, though on a proportionately

smaller scale, to the rooms of the English Agricultural

Society, in Cavendish-square, Loudon. They believe

such a convenience would tend to make the club ex-

tensively popular, and proportionately useful. The ex-

pence is the only difl^eulty your committee apprehend
;

but this, they suggest, might be met by opening a sepa-

rate subscription for such a [purpose, leaving it optional

to the members of the club to subscribe to it.

" Your committee would further request permission

to observe, that as the prosperity of tlie club will be

much promoted by its first proceedings displaying

energy, zeal, and knowledge, they hope some of the

intelligent members of your body will prepare them-

selves to bring before you, at the first quarterly meet-
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ing, subjects connected with their experience in agri-

culture, on which art more than any other your com-
mittee heg, in concluding this their report to observe,

that they sincerely believe the power and prosperity of

their native land mainly to depend."
The rules, which were read to the meeting, were very

carefully framed, and the greater part of them were at

once unanimously agreed to. Upon one or twoenly,
a slight discussion took place. The Editor of the " Far-

mer's Magazine's (a very able writer) strongly recom-
mends that no political subject whatever, whether con-

nected with agriculture or not—not even the corn laws,

—should be discussed at those clubs ; and in this re-

commendation, Mr. Whittaker, a highly respected

agriculturist, was disposed to agree.

The Chairman, Mr. Ravenhill, and Mr. S. Mills,
were of a contrary opinion. Upon no account would
they introduce politics, unconnected with agriculture

;

but questions might arise, and which might be consider-

ed of a political nature, m which their dearest interests

v/ere involved, and in which, for their own safety, it

might be essential they should take a part.

Mr. Ravenhill observed, that the Chamber of Com-
merce at Manchester had frequently made their meet-
ings an arena for denouncing the corn laws, and he did

not see any impropriety—should circumstances require

it—in the farmers expressing^ their opinions at their

clubs. Temperate discussion might remove much error.

It was ultimately agreed, that all political subjects

should be totally excluded from the discussion of the

society, except at special meetings called for tkc pur-

pose, and then only upon subjects connected with agri-

culture ; a resolution which was probably the most
prudent that eould be adopted.

It was proposed that all persons not members of the

society, should be excluded from taking part in the

discussion.

Mr. Whittaker thought this rule would be too strin-

gent. It might happen, that an eminent agriculturist,

on a visit in the neighbourhood, would have no objec-

tion to impart some useful information he possessed :

would it not, therefore, be highly injurious to the in-

terests of the Society to shut its doors against such in-

formation'?

The rule was amended, and now stands thus:—"Any
member may introduce a friend ; but nopersen residing

ivithin ten miles of TFarjnJMSit;?-, shall be introduced more
than once as a non-subscriber.

One-third of the funds of the club, after all the neces-
sary expences are defrayed, we are happy to find, is to

be appropriated in encouraging and rewarding the la-

bouring classes in agriculture ; and the rewards in this

class are to be given in some article of cottage furniture,

or in clothing, or ia agricultural tools, or implements,
but not in money ; another third will be expended in the

purchase of agricultural publications, to be circulated

among the members—maps, engravings, models, and
implements ; and the remaining third part will be dis-

tributed among the members themselves in the shape of

prizes for neat stock, horses, sheep, and pigs, and for

such other agricultural objects and improvements as

may from time to time be agreed upon.
Nathaniel Barton, Esq., very handsomely presented

the sum of 10/. towards the fund for rewarding agricul-

tural labourers ; and the thanks of the meeting were
unanimously voted to him.
The general annual meeting of the club is to be held

at Warminster on the last Friday in August ; and the

quarterly meetings on the last Friday in the months of

January, April, July, and October.
The next meeting of the club, at which the different

officers will be appointed, will be held on Friday ihit

21st inst. ; and after the business of the day there is to

be an ordinary at the Town hall.

We shall be much disappointed if this club be not
generally supported by the farmers in the neighbour-
hood. Whatever may be the general estimate of the
qualifications necessary for the cultivation of the soil, in

no other situation in life is there such a sphere for the

active and useful application of the intelligence and at-

tainments of the human mind, as in the ordinary routine

of the farmer's daily business.

BRAINTREE AND BOOKING
FARMERS' CLUB.

This Club, we are happy to find, is about to com-
mence its practical, and, we trust, highly useful opera-

tions. Fifty-seven membe;-s have already been enrolled
;

and at the meeting held on the 22nd January, the fol-

lowing subjects were proposed for discussion :
—

1st. The comparative advantages arising from the

use of raw and fermented manure.

2nd. The most efficient and economical mode of ma-
nuring for root crops.

3rd. Top-dressings, their application and effects.

At the same meeting, Mr. Wm. Sandle was elected

Chairman; Mr. F. Smoothy, Secretary; and the fol-

lowing gentlemen chosen as the Committee :—Messrs.
J. F. Bailies, A. L. Barnard, James Beadel, John Bed-
dall, S. N. Brewster, H. Hobbs, W. F. Hobbs, W.
Hutley, and S. Lungley. The following rules, which
had been drawn up by a Committee appointed for the
purpose, were adopted

—

1. That this Society shall be styled " The Braintree
and Booking Farmers' Club,'' and shall be considered

as formed for the discussion of agricultural and horti-

cultural subjects, and any matters relating to the im-
provement of the science of agriculture and the ad-
vancement of the practical business of farming ; and as
having no political object, and entirely excluding the
discussion of political topics.

2. That the officers of this club shall be elected an-
nually, and shall consist of a chairman, secretary (who
shall also act as treasurer), and a committee of man-
agement, consisting of nine members, exclusive of the
chairman and secretary, who shall, ex-officio, be mem-
bers of the committee. Three of the committee to form
a quorum.

3. That there shall be an annual meeting of this club
in February, in every year, for the purpose of auditing
the accounts of the preceding, and electing officers for

the ensuing year ; and no officer shall be considered out
of office till a successor is appointed. And every officer

shall be eligible to be re-elected to the same, or elected

to any other office. And that there shall also be a
meeting of this club in every month, on the Wednesday
on or preceding the full moon, for the purpose of dis-

cussing the subjects for which the club is formed.

4. That the chairman shall take the chair at the
monthly meetings at half-past four o'clock ; and any
business of the club shall be first transacted, after

which the secretary shall name the subject for that
evening's discussion, and the chairman shall call upon
the member who proposed it to make his observations,

after which any other member or members may address
the meeting thereon. And any member may read a
written paper, if he has given notice of his desire to do
so at the previous monthly meeting. But the order of

the proceedings and discussion shall be under the di-

rection of the chairman. And if more than one mem-
ber is desirous of speaking at the same time, the one
called on by the chairman shall be considered in the
possession of the meeting. And every meeting shall

be at an end at half-past seven o'clock, some subjects

having been previously proposed for discussion at the

succeeding one.

5. That on the election of members, and on any ques-
tion where it shall be necessary to take the decision of
the club, the chairman shall take the same by a show

^ of hands ; but if he feels unable to decide by such means,
' he shall be at liberty to call for a vote in some other
way. And in all cases of an equality of votes, the
chairman shall have the decisive or casting vote. And
before any new member can be elected, he shall be pro-
posed by one and seconded by another member of the
club, who shall be responsible for his first year's sub-
scription.
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6. That the annual subscription of each member shall

be ten shillings, which shall be paid in advance.

7. That the books of this society shall be confined to

agricultural and horticultural works, which may be

proposed by a member, at any meeting, provided he

shall have given notice in writing to the secretary, at

the preceding meeting, of his intention to do so, stating

the title and price of the work.

8. That any member may introduce a visitor, who
may take part in the discussion, but not vote. And no

person, residing within ten miles of the place of meet-

ing, shall be introduced more than once.

9. That any member wishing to effect an alteration

in the rules of this Society, whether by introducing

any new, or altering or expunging any existing rule

or rules, must give a notice in writing, (distinctly

stating and fully setting forth the alteration he is

desirous of proposing,) to the secretary, to be by him

submitted to the committee, who shall, if they think

it expedient, cause notice to be given to the msnabers,

fixing a time for taking the proposition into considera-

tion.

10. That the duties of the committee shall be, in the

absence of the chairman, to elect a deputy -chairman

from their number ; to select the subjects for discus-

sion at each meeting ; to make arrangements respect-

ing the books ; to direct the expenditure, which shall

in no instance exceed the existing funds in hand ; and

to manage the general business of the club.

11. That the duty of the secretary shall be to receive

the subscriptions, and to keep the accounts and books

of the Society.

12. That the meetings of this club, for the ensuing

year, shall be held at the White Hart Inn, Bucking ;

and that the first monthly meeting shall be held on

Wednesday, the 12th of February next.

SUBJECTS PROPOSED
SION

FOR DISCUS-

at the monthly meetings of the yoxford
farmer's club for the year 1840.

Jan. 13.—Detail nf the results of various artificial

manures, as the result of experiments tried by
the members of the Club during the past year.

Feb. 17.—Advantages of rearing aud weaning neat

cattle, with the consideration of the best method
of im])roving breeds.

March IG.—On the best varieties of spring orn-

barley, beans, peas and oats, and best method
of culture for them.

April 13.—On the advantages of stall-feeding and
soiling, in Summer or otherwise.

Periodical Business.—Open Sweepstakes for roots

and root crops.

May 11,—On the best varieties of roots, and best

method of culture for them.

June 15.—On the advantages of mowing wheat, and

general consideration of the best method of har-

vesting corn.

July 13.—On the comparative merits of various

breeds of sheep as adnpted for this county ; on

their general manangeraent, especially witii regard

to the fleece, &c.
September 7.—On the best varieties of wheat aud

b»st mode of preparation for seed, &c.

October .'i.— Best method of harvesting and storing

root crops, and preparation of laud for future crop.

Periodical Business.—Appoint committee for pre-

paring report, and adjudicating sweepstakes.

November 6.—General meeting, read report, ap-

point officers for ensuing year.

December?.—Report results of various experiments

made during the year.

ON POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS AT
FARMERS' CLUBS, BY A MEMBER
OF THE " HAWICK FARMERS'
CLUB," ESTABLISHED SEVENTY
YEARS.
to the editor of the mark lane express.

Vlth Feb., 1840.
Sir,—With much pleasure I have read the re-

marks contained in your paper of the 3rd inst. on the
impropriety of Farmers' Clubs making any political

subject the matter of debate at their meetings ; and
cordially agree with you when you state " that

Farmers' Clubs should be as free from the taint of
political discussion as the Statistical Society, or any
other institution established for scientific purposes ;"

and I am the more confirmed in this opinion, from
having been an eye-witness to the beneficial efl:ect3

which have resulted from the Hawick Farmers' Club,
a Club which I believe has existed for nearly three-

fourths of a century, and enrols the greater part of
the respectability and the intelligence of the district

in its numbers : one of the standing rules of which,
from its commencement, being that tliere shall be no
political toast given by any member, and that no po-
litical subjects shall be discussed ; aud I have heard
many of its most influential members state as their

conviction, that if that rule had not at all times beea
strictly enforced, that long ere now it would have
ceased to exist, while at present it is flourishing

amid political strife and dissension, and is possessed
of all its youthful vigour, although the honoured
heads of its founders have long ere this been laid in

the dust.

As this Club has been little heard of out of Its own
district, it may not be amiss to mention here that I
believe it is one of the first, if not the first. Club, of
the kind established in this country, it has existed

for nearly seventy years ; the members meet and dine
monthly, when a subject is proposed for discussion

by one of its members, which subject is entered by
the Secretary in the Club Book, and when the Club
again meets, is read out by him and discussed, each

member in rotation giving his opinion, the result of

which the Secretary again enters on the book ; which
book in some future day will, I have little doubt, he
found by those whc/oZ/otCii/ifr us, to be both amusing
and instructive, shewing them when science shall

have spread her wings both far and wide, and entered

into every farmer's ingle, what difficulties their fore-

fathers had to contend with, and how manfully they

encountered them.

Should you thin'f that inserting this in your paper

will in any way assist in keeping any of the newly-

formed Farmers' Clubs from entering on the dan-

gerous arena of politics—dangerous at least to Clubs

—which to do any good, should embrace all kinds of
politicians, all met for the iioWe purpose of advancing

and encouraging agriculture, throwing aside, for the

time being, al! party heats and party animosities,

you are at perfect liberty to do so.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

A Faioif.r North oe the Tweed.
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FARMER'S CLUBS.

The extension of Farmer's Clubs promises

to be rapidly promoted by the estabiislnuent

of the "Farmer's Insurance Institution," a

portion of the profits of which will be

given in aid of the formation of these clubs.

The principle which has been adopted in the

management of this Institution is perfectly

unique ; there being no instance of the kind in

the kingdom, and is one whicli will ensure

the most perfect security to all parties inter-

ested in it. An honorary director will be

appointed for every county in England, who
will have the privilege of attending tlie Lon-

don board, and of taking part in the proceed-

ings, but not voting, upon the same principle

as the governors of the English Agricultural

Society are admitted at the meetings of the

committee of management of that society.

By this means the board will iiave the benefit

of the advice and assistance of persons of in-

fluence and experience, and the parties in-

terested in each county will have the advan-

tage of ascertaining, through an individual

who is known to them, and in whom they place

confidence, the manner in which the business

of the Institution is conducted. The plan

has been submitted to many noblemen and

gentlemen of rank and influence, and the best

test of the approbation with which it has been

received will be found in the following list,

containing the names of those who have al-

ready consented to act.

The Earl of Coventry—Worcestershire.

Lord MoRETOx, Vice President of the English Agri-

cultural Society—Gloucestershire East.

The lion. C. G. Noel, M.P., a Governor of the

English Agricultural Society—Rutlandshire.

Sir T. B. Lethbridge, Bart.,—Somersetshire West.

Sir II. Simeon, Bart., President of the Isle of Wight

Agricultural Society—Isle of Wight.

Sir R. Jervis, Bart.—South Hants.

Col. Le. Couteur, a Member of the Committee of

Management of the English Agricultural Society

—Jersey.

J. J. Farquharson, Esq., a Governor of the English

Agricultural Society—Dorsetshire.

J. J. Horlock, Esq.,—Gloucestershire West.

W. L. Bruges, Esq. M.P., a Governor of the English

Agricultural Society— Wiltshire North.

W. Miles, Esq., M.P., a Governor and Member of

the Committee of management of the English

Agricaltural Society, Somersetshire East.

Additions will be made from time to time

until the list shall contain one honorary direc-

tor for every county in England, when it will

be complete.

One-tenth of the profits of the Farmer's

Insurance Institution will be applied to some

one or all of the following objects:—a pre-

mium for Di-CAYiiD Farmers, to aid in the

formation of Farmer's Clubs, and in the

distribution of prizes to deserving Agricul-

tural Labourers. The sum so to be dis-

tributed must of course depend upon the

amount of the profits. Now, why should not

the farmers pay their money to an institution,

from which, independent of obtaining the

same protection which they will derive from

insuring in any other office, they may have a

considerable sum returned to benefit mem-
bers of their own class, even supposing

llie premiums were equally high as those

of other offices ? But the Farmer's In-

surance Institution has afforded the first in-

stance of reduc'uKj the premiums upon that

description of property in which the farmer

is most deeply interested

—

Farming Stock.

Ordinary house property and common build-

ings have been hitherto insured at Is. 6d. per

cent., whilst the lowest charge made upon

farmers for their stock has been 2s. per cent.

That charge has now been reduced by the

Farmer's Insurance Institution to Is. 9d. per

cent.

The attention of farmers should be especi-

ally directed to the returns made to the

insurers by other offices, and stated at various

amounts, of from 12 to 30 per cent. These

returns, plainly speaking, mean, claiming

credit for giving a man hack his own money, and

which ought not to have been taken from him.

The reduction in the charge upon farming

stock, made by the Farmer's Insurance In-

stitution, of from 2s. to Is. 9d. per cent:, is

equal to a return of 124 per cent. ; and sup-'

posing the office had been established for 33

years, insurers by having that 12^ per cent,

in their own pockets, would have derived a

benefit equivalent to 30 per cent, per annum

during the whole period.

The farmers need, and should adopt every

possible means of uniting themselves for the

promotion of their own interests. In the

English Agricultural Society they are be-

coming a most influential body for promoting

agricultural improvement upon a grand

scale. In the establishment of farmer's

clubs, they are becoming united for the

great object of mental as well as agricultural

improvement ; and in the Farmer's Insurance

Institution, they will become associated for

protection against the destruction of their

properly by fire or hail storms ; for securing

a provision for themselves during life, by
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a valuable system of deferred annuities ; for

establishing a provision for their families by

adopting the advantages offered through the

plan of endoivments for children, and for se-

curing a sum of money for their m idows and

families to fall back upon, in case of premature

death, by Life Insurance. Further, by an

easy plan, specially arranged for this purpose,

they may advance the condition of the

agricultural labourer, by aiding him. to lay

aside from his earnings, a small sum which

will afford him relief in his latter days ; and
independent of all these advantages, there

may be appropriated out of the profits of

the Institution, a sum to relieve the neces-

sities of some of their brother farmers, who
in the decline of life may, from unforeseen

and unavoidable misfortune, be reduced to

penury and distress.

INCREASE OF FARMER'S CLUBS.

We notice with great delight the almost daily

estabhshment of new " Farmer's Clubs." In an-

other part of our Magazine will be found a letter

from the secretary of " the Grove Ferry Farmer's

Club," just established, and we subjoin an extract

from the " West Briton," announcing another

founded in Cornwall.

*' We notice with pleasure, among' tha institutions of

the day, the rise of farmer's clubs, for the purpose of

diffusing information upon that most important branch
of national industry—agriculture. It must be admitted

that the farmer, owing- to his residence in the country,

has been shut out from those institutions which are en-

joyed by other parts of the population who live in our
towns and cities ; but we may hope that if influential

men in their several localities, will institute and promote
farmers' clubs, the most useful, may also become as in-

telligent a class as any other part of the community.
Under the patronage of the noble owner of Tehidy
Park, one of these clubs was formed in the parish of

Illogan, on Monday last, at Trevcnson school-room,
te which Lady Basset, with her usual munificence, per-

sonally presented eleven vols, of the Farmer's Maga-
zine. John Basset, Esq., has kindly become its presi-

dent; and after expressing himself as gratified in being
chosen to that office, and pledging himself to promote
its interests with zeal, he very eloquently, and with deep
feeling, alluded to his late uncle, as having possessed
the purest patriotism—the liveliest interest in whatever
concerned his native county— and especially in the
welfare and happiness of his tenantry and neighbours,
the truth of which was felt and most warmly responded
to by all present. The club meets once a mouth on the

Monday nearest the full moon, and is regulated by a
very judiciously constructed body of rules.

We are informed also that steps are being taken

for forming a club at Stowmarket. The first meet-
ing of the " Warminster Farmer's Club," held on
Friday se'nnight, was such as we should have ex-

pected from the acknowledged spirit of liie ^Vilt-

shire farmers, and proves that they are ready to

adopt the means for improvement offered to tliem,

if there be but some persons prepared to take the

first step.

Upwards of 80 gentlemen sat down to dinnej',

F. II. H. Phips, jun., Esq., in the chair ; tliat

gentleman having been deservedly elected chairman

of the club. We regret exceedingly that we are

prevented, by want of space, from giving a full

report of the proceedings; we shall, however, find a

place in our next number for the excellent speech

of Mr. Ravenhill. We have not language wherein

to express the extreme gratification we feel at no-

ticing the extension of these most valuable institu-

tions.

GLOUCESTER FARMER'S CLUB.

We have great pleasure in announcing the esta-

blishment of another Farmer's Club in an excel-

lent agricultural county, where, with the spirit

with which it has been begun, it cannot fail to be
eminently useful. We lay before our readers a
report of the first meeting, and an able business-like

letter upon the subject from Mr. T. I. L. Baker,

of Hardwicke Court. Mr. Baker laments that

" in agricultural societies the prizes and benefits

are chiefly confined to the most opulent and to the

most intelligent farmers, to the almost entire exclu-

sion of the numerous class of rack-renters," and
which, as lie seems to think, " cannot be avoided."

Although it may not be possible to avoid this evil

altogether, still it may in a great degree be lessened

by offering two classes of prizes, one for occupiers

of land, for example say, under 100 -acres; and
another for all holders above that amount. We
have long seen the mischief to which Mr. Baker
has adverted, and we should be much gratified to

find an attempt made to remove it.

TO THE FARMERS IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF

GLOUCESTER.

Gentlemen,—Our friend Mr. Niblett, true to

his word, on Saturday last, met about 30 farmers
at the Spread Eagle. He explained the nature
and the benefits to be hoped for from a Farmer's
club, and one was established to meet there once
a month, but as it can do comparatively little good
unless it be well attended, as it is probable that

many of j'ou may not be aware of the benefits to

be hoped for from it, and as it is not likely you
should join it until you uaderstand it, you will

perhaps have patience while I say a few words in

explanation of it.

The intention is, as I have already said, to meet
at the Spread Eagle once a month, on the Satur-

day on or before the full moon, and remain three

hours, as soon as the business of the market shall

be over, so that no man will lose any time, further

than that he will get home so much later. A sub-

ject suitable to the season will be proposed at one
meeting to be discussed at the next. The subject

for the first meeting is, " the best method of

preparing the land and depositing the seed for a

barley crop." If any member choose to write a
paper on the subject, and send it in, it will be
read, and after that the members present will give

theiK opinions upon it. Thus every member will

have an opportunity of hearing the subject spoken
of by practical men whose judgment will be
known to him, so that he will be able to set a

right value on what is said by each. He will

hear different methods of doing the same thing
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spoken of; he will have an opportunity of com-
paring the practice of each with the other, and
also with his own ; he will hear the advantages and
disadvantages of new systems, of new discoveries,

and of new implements, spoken of by those who
he knows understand them best, when applied to

different soils, seasons, and situations, and thus he

will have the best possible opportunity of knowing
which to try and which to reject. The substance

of the debates will be taken down, and a report

of them printed and sent to each member at the

close of the year. It seems scarcely possible that

any man, however great his experience or his

skill may be, should ever go to one of these

meetings without gaining much information

which he cannot but know to be very valuable

indeed, especially after the first few meetings.

If any member wishes for information on any
subject, he may propose that subject to the

chairman, who, together with such members of

the committee as shall be present, will consider

the propriety of proposing- it for discussion at the

next or some future meeting.
The total espeoce to be paid by each member

will be 5s. a year. As all the officers serve gra-

tuitously, and as Mr. Moltham has very handsomely
offered the use of his large room for the first year

without charge, the expenses of the club will be
very small, and all that remains at the year's end
will be laid out in books connected with agriculture

and horticulture. Any gentlemdn who may choose

it may become a member for life on paying 31. which
will be immediately laid out in t!ie puixbase of

books. Some gentlemen liave engaged to give

certain books to the club immediately, so that it is

hoped that in a very few weeks there will be a

library for the use of the members, vvhicli will every

year become more and more valuable.

It is to be lamented that the prizes and benefits of

most apjricultural societies are chiefly confjp.ed to the

more opulent and to the most intelligent farmers, to

the almost entire exclusion of the numerous class of

rack-renters. Unfortunately this cannot be avoided,

because premiums can onl}' be given for the best

things produced, and these will always be iu the

possession of those who lay out their money judi-

ciously in the purchase of iioproved breeds of cattle,

improved implements, and the like. As there can

be no premiums in the Farmer's Club, it must be

free from this evil. It cannot but be of great use to

every man to hear agricultural sabjects spoken of

by their practical neighbours, aod their votes will be

pretty sure to distinguish what is really useful from

what is not so, thus giving a useful lesson to all, and

being more likely than any thing that has yet been

proposed to benefit the whole class of renting farmers,

that they may not only raise better crops at a re-

duced expence, but though many ef them may net

choose to try for prizes in the other Society, yet that

should they at any time attempt it, they may have

much better hope of success than they can entertain

at present. Thus will the number of competitors,

and with it the advantages of the other Agricultural

Society be greatly increased, andboth, though totally

separate from and independent of each other, may
work together to the mutual good of bath and of the

whole community.
Much indeed is it to be wished that this club may

be constantly and fully attended by you, and that

others may be established in every market town in

this county.

In the hope that it may be so, I remain, Gentlemen,

Your sincere well-wisher,

Hardwicke Court, March 4, 1840. T. J. LI. Baker.

RUTLAND FARMER'S CLUB.

The February monthly meeting of the Rutland Far-

mers' and Graziers' Club, was well attended, and the

adjourned subject "The cheapest and best mode of

keeping Cart Horses," resumed with much spirit, many

members having tried various experiments, as also having

procured cerdficates from extensive occupiers in dif-

ferent counties, with several from the large establish-

ments in London, thereby showing the different systems

pursued, and in every case giving a statement of the

weight, quality, and cost of the food consumed, all of

which were recorded by the secretaries in the minute

book of the club, together with the observations thereon

by the different members that addressed the meeting.

The chairman (S. Cheethara, Esq.), in drawing the

attention of the meeting to the result of the discussion

,

suggested, that as there was a number of fresh certifi-

cates and plans laid before the meeting, it would be ad-

visable to leave the subject open until Monday the 13th

April, to receive the result of any experiment. The ap-

pointment of a new subject for the next meeting created

much interest, it being particularly remarked that a real

practical and useful subject should be named, as also

being best adapted fo the season, which eventually ter-

minated in favour of Rlr, R.Healey's proposition, "The

best mode of managing a flock of ewes during the

lambing season ;" many observations were made in re-

ference to this subject, it appearing desirable that not

only the treatment but the various diseases to which

they are subject should be brought before the meeting,

with a view to check or remedy such diseases. Many
other subjects were suggeited to the meeting for future

discussion, such as the best rotation of crops for the va-

rious soils; the best means of raising and applying

farm-yard manure ; the best artificial manure adapted

to certain soils ; the best mode ef cultivating the turnip;

the best preventive or cure for the turnip fly. The se-

cretaries reported that they had received several valu-

able additions to the library, among which were con-

tributions from H. Handley, Esq., M.P., Layton Cooke,

Esq., W. Leake, Esq., &c., with a complete set of the

Farmei-"s Magazine (neatly boundj from Wm. Shaw,

Esq., London, whose desire to advance the interest of

the agriculturists has been shown on all occasions, he

having been mainly instrumental in the formation of

the English Agricultural Society, and now occupied in

establishing a " Farmers' and General Fire and Life

Institution," which we are informed is proceeding with

equal success, and will ere long be a source of profit

to the farmer, it being intended to devote a portion of the

profits arising to the funds of farmer's clubs to be expend-

ed in the purchase of agricultural works for the library.

It was reported that nearly forty pounds had been rea-

lized by the late ball in aid of the building fund, and

that it was intended the " bazaar " in aid of the institu-

tion, should take place in the month of September next,

of which public notice would be given to that effect.

4s a proof that the society is steadily progressing, and

that it meets the wishes of the public, there were four-

teen new members proposed and elected : there arc now

on the list upwards of 160 members. The society has

also received several liberal donations during the last

month..—Liiicolnshire Chronicle.
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THE GROVE FERRY FA^RMER'S CLUB.

Sir,—As your valuable Magazine seems the
medium for diffusing all sorts of agricultural in-

formation, I send you the following, thinking
many of your readers will be pleased to learn that
there is one more Farmer's Club well established,

"and that too," in apart of the country where a
deal of valuable agricultural information is likely to
be produced; and here I must remark, by farmers
who are not, as they are in some districts, opinion-
ated and unwilling to learn anything to their advan-
tage, because they never heard of it before, but by
farmers who are daily seeking improvement, and
anxious to try experiments that are likely to be of
great benefit to themselves, and the country at

large.

To prove the foregoing statements, I must add,
that on the 21st. of November last, twelve gentle-

men met at Grove Ferry for the purpose of
establishing a Farmer's Club, to he called the
Grove Ferry Farmer's Club, the meetings of which
have taken place monthly since, and on Thursday
last, the 20th. ultimo, (being the fourth meeting of
the Club) , forty members out of fifty were pre-

sent, clearly showing the high opinion in which
farmer's clubs are iield in this district, and the
great progress this club has made during the
short space of time it has been established.

The subjects that have been discussed have been
those relating entirely to agricultural improvement
and interest, and the information gained has been
such as to give general satisfaction.

This club is already in communication with
several others, and still anxious to get introduced
to many more, that it may gain and distribute in-
formation as widely as possible.

Thos. Slater, Secretary.
Preston, near Winffham, Feb. 25.

CALLINGTON FARMERS' CLUB. — On
Wednesday, the 12th February , Mr. B. Snell, of Way-
ton, read bis lecture, to the Members of this Club,
" on the best mode of raising crops," and from his

practical experience and extensive knowledge of the
subject, satisfied his hearers that he was competent
to perform the task he had undertaken, which he did
to the great gratification of every person that heard
him. The room was crowded, and a long discussion
followed. Mr. H. Pethick, of Launceston, has pro-
mised to give the next lecture on Wednesday, the
18th March, on " Agricultural Chemistry." The
next meeting of the " East Cornwall and Roborough
Agricultural Society" will be held at Callington on
Friday, the 29th May. Tlie Right fionourable The
Earl Mount Edgcombe has kindly consented to take
the chair upon that occasion.

FRAMLINGHAM FARMERS' CLUB.—On
Tuesday, Feb. 18, a higldy respectable meeting was
held at the Crown and Anchor Inn, Framlingham,
tor the purpose of forming rules, iS:c., for a Farmers'
Club. John Puison, Esq., was unanimously elected
Chairman for tlio year ensuing, and ftlr. Rd. Green,
Secretary. Upwards of thirty of tlie most iufluential
farmers in the neiglibourhood enrolled their names
as members, and about twenty more intimated tlieir

intention to join at the next monthly meeting. The
first subject to be discussed is on " the best toji-

dressing for wheat, &c., as a fertihzer." The second
subject, on " weaning and rearing calves."

TO THE ENGLISH AGRICULTtT-
RAL SOCIETY.

COMMUNICATED BY SIR F. A. MACKENSIE, BART^

If there be anything which would forcibly strike

a thoroughly good agriculturist in making a tour
through Britain, it would be this, that whilst in
certain districts, and on the farms of a few enlight-
ened individuals in other districts, the science of
agriculture is tolerably well understood and carried
on in as great perfection perhaps as in anj' part of
Europe, yet taking our kingdom as a whole, nine-
tenths of its surface is miserably cultivated and
does npt produce above one-half of what might be
obtained under a more perfect system, 'i'his is

not an exaggerated statement, and itmust strike a
casual observer as an anomalous fact why the far-

mers of Great Britain, seeing the superior results

obtained by those practising a certain system, will

not immediately follow the example set before
them, and relinquish the practice hitherto pursued.
Yet such is not the case. For many years a very
superior system of farming has been established

in Norfolk, in Northumberland, and in parts of
Scotland, and in almost every county we find at

least one individual stepping out from the paths of
ignorance so long trodden by all around, yet a
strong prejudice exists amongst the mass against

laying aside their long established habits and imi-
tating the superior systems of the few innovators.
The reasons for this however are that agi-icul-

turists are naturally so isolated, so occupied at

home by the daily cares which each revolving sea-

son brings with itself, that they have not opportu-
nities of visiting and seeing what their more
intelligent neighbours have introduced, and if they
read of any beneficial improvements they are so

loosely described and so little sanctioned by good
authority, that they are deterred from adopting
them by fear of outlay and doubts of success. To
instance this, the Essex Booking Agricultural So-
ciety, in 1839, instituted an experiment to ascertain

the most profitable breeds of sheep, by lotting off

nine equal portions of a field in pasture, asd in

each placing three sheep of a different breed or

crossed, and supplying all with equal quantities of
artificial food; their values were ascertained when
put up and compared with the prices obtained when
slaughtered at a certain period thereafter. Now
though nothing could be more complete than the

test thus made, and though the superiority of the

Rents was fully established, it is piobable that not

one out of one hundred ofour British agriculturists

may ever hear of this, and of those who do know
it, not one out of fifty will act upon it from doubts

as to the facts and as to whether the experiment
was properly conducted. I may quote a similar

instance in Scotland. In 1839,afield of eight acres,

divided into five ccpial portions, was sown by an
eminent Northern Agriculturist with Barley after

Peas, of which one i)art was manured with :
—

£. s. d.

1. F'arm yard manure, value '^ '^

2. Rape Dust 3 8

3. Bone Dust 110
4. Nitrate of Soda 1 r>

i"). Saltpetre 1 17 6

Qua. Bush. lbs.

Produce, No l.pr. acreS 1 1. Weight pr. bush..')3

do. 2. do, ; 3 0. do. 51

J

do. 3. do. 7 5 2. do. ^3

do. 4. do. 7 5 0. do. .')2i

do. 5. do. 6 2 0. do. 52^
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Thus showing the evident superiority of bone
dust and nitrate of Soda, and though an account
of this experinoent was read at a Farmer's Society

meeting, it may safely he said that not one in 1000
of our agriculturists can ever hear of it, and I feel

confident that not one out of three even in the vi-

cinity will adopt it from doubts as to the lasting

effects of the Soda, cS:c. and from a variety of other
causes, whilst had the experiment before men-
tioned been made by the Englisli Agricultural, or

the Highland Society, and the results sanctioned

and approved by either of them, it would be adopted
generally without hesitation. iMr. Madden in his

writings, confirms this opinion and says, the agri-

cultural population are by no means given to rea-

ding, and consequently they must have the advan-
tage of science laid before them wTiich can only be
done by the establishment of experimental farms.

Mr. Morton on his essay on soils, and all good au-
thorities are of the same opinion ; 1 might quote
a hundred instances of a similar nature : I might
instance our ignorance as to whether farm-
yard manure ought to be applied raw from the

yards for Turnips, or decomposed by frequent
turnings, or laid on the stubbles in winter and
ploughed in for the next crop, or pulverized and
applied by dibbling ; our ignorance as to the com-
parative effects of Lime, Bones, Nitrate of Soda,
Nitre, Gypsum, Clark's or Poittevin's compost Ma-
nures, Rape dust, Salt, Liquid-manures 6cc. &c.,

and their best modes of application ; the compa-
ritive values of Swedes, mangel, carrots, parsnips,

cabbages, potatoes, white and yellow turnips, &c.,

for feeding cattle and sheep ; the exact returns
from the use of oil-cake ; the most advantageous
mode of draining, whether by tiles, stones, wood,
heath, cut straw and gorse, turf, dried peat and
other modes employed ; the most profitable kinds
of wheat, barley, oats iic, to sow on the v.irious

climates throughout Great Britain.

I might go on thus ad infinitum, but enough has
been instanced to convince any one, that there is

hardly a single subject coimected with agriculture

with which we are thoroughly acquainted, or

where we can point out with any certainty the best

modes of proceeding, and, asisjudiciously remark-
ed by the Society for the diffusion of Useful Know-
ledge.our experiments are too few and the statements

to the results obtained from any experiments made
too meagre for our urging the use of many manures
or any particular application of them with perfect

confidence to the public. If the authority of that

eminent Society be not suflScient to confirm the

truth of the opinions I have now stated, I confi-

dently appeal to the good sense of those who have
been selected as a committee of management from
the great body of the English Agricultural Society

to say if they do not themselves feel a want in

their knowledge upon many of the important sub-

jects alluded to, and if they would not in their pri-

vate practice gladly avail themselves of any assis-

tance which could on undoubted authority direct

and inform them as to the best modes of increas-

ing their agricultural productions, and I now hum-
bly submit forconsideration the following proposals.

That the English Agricultural Society viewing

the great importance of sound advice on all agri-

cultural matters, and aware that such can only be

obtained by concentrating the vast mass of know-
ledge on this subject now spread over Britain, do

rent and establish under its direction and ma-
nagement at least two model and experimental

farms. The one situated on a favourable soil and

with good medium climate (since what may succeed

in such a climate will undoubtedly answer in a
better), and another on poor soil and inferior

climate. Such farms to be managed according to
the best known system of tillage, and that pre-
miums be offered to all Europe for the best accounts
of any discoveries or improvements in the crops
presently cultivated or the known modes of crop-
ping. Such novelties to be tested by experiments,
andabrief account of the results annually publish-
ed, stating what has succeeded, what has failed,

and what can be recommended to the public for
adoption, and it is hoped that when it is consi-
dered how much time and money is now spent by
individuals (too often wasting that energy which
might be otherwise usefully employed) in repeating
experiments perhaps already tried, from not know-
ing the results obtained by others, together with
the impossibility of making the success of indivi-

duals generally known from the want of a general
mode of communication, that this proposal of re-
medying the defects complained of may be adopted.
The expense of stocking such farms, together with
the first year's rent, say 400 acres, managed by
bailiffs, for practical men only are required, as the
scientific department would he directed by the
Committee under whose controul it might be
effected at the rate of 10/. per acre, say 4000Z., and
it is suggested whether the accumulated funds of
the Society might not be as safely and much more
beneficially invested in the stocking of such farms,
as in any public securities. If however this be
contrary to the regulations of the Societv, let a
subscription be adopted, and I shall willingly con-
tribute 100/. to either the English or Highland So-
ciety which first adopts this suggestion, knowing
that the call will be responded to by the public to
any amount required, for of how much greater
national importance is this, than 100 of the objects
for which such immense subscriptions are annually
made—instance the Agricultural Implement Mu-
seum, Edinburgh, Statues to Eminent, Men, &c.,
&c.
With regard to the after expenccs oi"=uch farms,

it is certain that managed as they wnuid bi;; on the
best and most economical principles, they would
more than defray rent, interest of ca'^ita) and ex-
pences, because any extraordinary outlay, &r un-
successful or unprofitable experiments, would be
more than counterbalanced by the gratuitous la-

bour afforded by those who would gladly offer

their services as pupils on such farms, receiving
as they would in return the best possible agri-

cultural education.

In addition to the annual publication of those
novelties which might be recommended for adop-
tion, it would be necessary for the Society to pub-
lish under the direction of a committee of its

members, a full and extended standard work on
agriculture in all its branches the want of which
must be known to all who at present endeavour to

wade through the heap of unsatisfactory and
contradictory statements hitherto published, such
a work would be relied on by the public with con-
fidence as coming from the first source of agri-

cultural knowledge in the world, whilst by fresh

editions issued from time to time, it would include
all the annual information circulated, omitting
whatever customs had been superseded by more
useful practice. It may be remarked that through
the published reports of profit and loss on such
farms an accurate knowledge would be obtained of

the time, value of different soils, and the expence
of cultivation, a knowledge of the first importance
equally to landlords as to tenants.
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ENGLISH
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At a Meeting of the Committee of Management,

Wednesday, Feb. 26th, present, the Hon. Robert Henry

Clive, M.P.in the Chair, David Barclay, Esq., Thomas

Raymond Barker, Esq., French Burke, Esq., Sir Samuel

Crompton, Bart., M.P., James Dean, Esq., Humphrey

Gibbs, Esq., Robert Henry Hurst, Esq., M.P., W.
Woods Page, Esq., Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P,,

Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.

The following new Members were elected :

—

Drewett, George
Legard, George
Knight, Edward B.

Howard, William
Pulliu, Stephen, Jun.

Parkhurst, VVilliani

Boger, Deeble
King, William
Nash, Thomas
Lakin, Edward
Deck, Edward

Communications were read from Sir Francis Mac-

kenzie and Mr. Hayward.
On the following day the Cambridge Committee again

held a Meeting on the subject of the plans submitted to

them for the erection of the great Dining Hall and

Cattle Yard, and adjourned to Wednesday next to

agree to a Report.

At the monthly meeting of the committee of manage-

ment, March 4th, present, his Grace the Duke of Rich-

mond, president, in the Chair, Earl of Euston, M.P.,

David Barclay, Esq., Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq.,

Col. Challoner, Sir Samuel Crompton. Bart., M.P.,

James Dean, Esq., Humphrev Gibbs, Esq., W. Fisher

Hobbs, Esq., the Rev. Edmund C. Keeoe, John Kinder,

Esq., W. Woods Page, Esq., Sir Robert Price, Bart.,

M.P., Philip Pusey, Esq., M. P., Edward Ashford San-

ford, Esq., M.P., William Shaw, Esq.

Frederick Keppel, Esq., of Sexham Hall, Swaff ham,

Norfolk, was elected a Governor, and the following

gentlemen, members of the Society.

Drewe, Edw. Simcoe. The Grange, Honiton, Devon.

Robinson, William, Bonehill, Tamworth.
Cheatle, Farmer, Dosthill, Fazeley.

Chattock, John, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham.

Whittiug. William, Thorney, near Peterborough,

Watson, James, Do. Do.

Gascoyen, George, Birchmorc, near Woburn, Beds.

Ashmore, Joseph, Novlan, near Evesham.
Ashwin, James, Bretforton, near Evesham.
Russell, George Lake, Louth Hill Park, Bracknell.

Pearce, Samuel, Ruislip Manor Farm, Uxbridge.

Carnarvon, the Earl of, High Clere House, Newbury.

t Wells, Edward, Wallingford, Berkshire.

Hinds, Charles, Perth, Swan River, Australia.

Roderick Impey Murchison, Esq., late Vice President

of the Royal Society, and President of the Geological

Society, and Themas Henry De la Becke, Esq., F.R.S.,

late Foreign Secretary to the Geological Society, and the

present Director of the Ordnance Geological Survey,

were elected hononary members of the society.

The President, in pursuance of the resolution of the

5th of February, laid before the committee the form of a

petition to the crown for her Majesty's gracious

patronage of the objects of the society, and the grant

of a royal charter, which being approved by the com-
mittee, the Duke of Richmond was unanimously re-

quested to sign the petition as President, in the name
of the society, and to take the requisite steps on the

subject.

The Secretary announced the receipt of the numerous
prize essays which had been sent in to compete for the

prizes offered by the society for the year 1840,

Communications were received from Sir Francis

Mackenzie, and Mr. Jeston, and numerous donations of

Books were referred, according to their character, to

the Agriculture or Miscellaneous Library.

The committee decided on steps to be taken in refer-

ence to geological survey.

At a meeting of the committee of management, held
on Wednesday, March 1 1th, present, the Earl of Euston,
M.P., in the chair, David Barclay, Esq., Thomas Ray-
mond Barker, Esq., French Burke, Esq., Col. Chal-
loner, Sir Samuel Crompton, Bart., M.P., James Dean,
Esq., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., W. Woods Page, Esq.,

the Rev. W, L. Rham, Wm. Shaw, Esq.

Sir Edward Cholmeley Dering, Bart., of Surrenden-
Dering, Kent, and Sir Benjamin Hall, Bart., Han-
over, Monmouthshire, were elected governors, and
the following gentlemen members of the society.

Thornhill, George, M.P,, 17, Lower Grosveuor-street.

Finch, Rev. Wm., Warboys, Huntingdonshire.
Lind-sell, Thomas, Hemingford, St, Ives, Ditto.

Johnstone, Rev. George, Broughton, Hunts.
Daintree, Richard, Hemingford, Ditto.

Hammond, Wm., Fenstanton, St. Ives, Hunts.
Margetts, Charles, Huntingdon.
Mason, Ibbot, Somersham, St. Ives.

Thornhill, George, jun., 17, Lower Grosvenor-street.

Lindsell, Rev. Edward, Broom Hall, Biggleswade,
Gould, Richard, Hope Hall, neat Manchester.
Smith, Elliott, jun,, Cambridge,
Yeld, Thomas, The Broome, near Pembridge.
Rodwell, Wm,, Ipswich.

Lattemore, Chas., Bird Hall Farm, Sandridge, Herts.
Dunn, James, Dowsby Hall, Folkingham.
Dalton, James, Fillingham Manor, Lincoln.

(^ouplaad, Richard, Waddington Heath, Lincoln.

Beutley. T. W., Clay Bridge, near Lincoln.

Hogg, W., Biggleswade, Beds.
Foster, John N., Ditto, ditto.

Hunt, Wm. Ogle, 10, Whitehall.
Hunt, James, Ditto.

Mallock, Charles Herbert, Chelston House, Torre,

Devon.
Drewitt, Robert Dawtrey, Burpham, Arundel.
Carver, Wm. Crole, Melbourn, Cambridgeshire,
Chichester, the Lord Bishop of, Colchester Palace.

-f-Loud, Harry F., Leybourne, Maidstone.

A Committee was appointed to report on the manner
in which the objects of the society had been carried out
by the Veterinary College, in reference to the grant of

money voted last year for the purpose,

Cambridge Committee,

At the general meeting of the society in December,
an instruction was issued to the Cambridge Committee
to provide accommodation for 2,000 persoas at the

Cambridge dinner, and the original plans and arrange-

ments were constructed in reference to that number,
and with Parker's Piece, as the site for the erections.

Since the date, however, of the December meeting about

300 new subscribers have enrolled their names in the list

of the society, and the authorities of Downing College

have handsomely offered the use of their Quadrangle
for the occasian. The committee of management hav-

ing therefore issued a new instruction, that accommo-
dation be provided for 2,500 persons, the Cambridge
committee have determined upon the general plan of a

dinner room, in reference to these circumstances, and
are preparing specifications for tenders to be submitted

to the competition of the gentlemen who had jilready

favoured them with plans for the erections as originally

contemplated.

At a Meeting of the Committee ©f jManagenient, on

Wednesday, March 18lh, present, Philip Pusey, Esq,,

M.P.,in the chair; Earl of Euston, M.P., Thomas Ray-
mond Barker, Esq., Colonel Challoner, Sir Samuel
Crompton, Bart., M.P., Edward Davies Davenport,
Ksq., James Dean, Esq., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq.,

.lohn Kinder, Esq., W. Wood, Page, Esq., Edward
Ayshford Sanford, p:sq., M.I'., William Shaw, Esq.—

A letter was read from the Marquis of Normanby,
Principal Secretary of State for the Home Department,
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addressed to the Duke of Richmond, President of the

Society, communicating^ the Queen's gracious patronage

of the objects of the Society, and the grant of a charter

of incorporation, as well as Her Majesty's pleasure that

the Society should be designated as "Roijal"

Professor Forbes Royle transmitted to the Committee
a present of various agricultural and other seeds, re-

ceived by the Court of Directors of the East India Com-
pany, from those parts of India most nearly agreeing'

with our own climate, and the committee directed the

distribution of these seeds to various parties, accom-
panied with a condition that they should next year re-

pert to the Society the result of their produce both in

quantity and quality, and furnish a portion of the seed

then obtained, to be distributed fer the use of other

members of the Society.

His Excellency, Viscount Ebrington, F.R.S., Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, announced his intention of be-

coming a Life-Governor of the Society ; and the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected members :

—

Wm. Fellows Sedgwick, Pullingspit, Rickmansworth.
George Patterson, Poyle House, Colnbrook.
Jonathan Cooper, March, Isle of Ely.

H. C. Wentworth, Roffy Hall, Harlow.
T. Blackstone, Camden-terrace.

t Caledon George Du Pre, M.P., Wilton-park, Bca-
consfield.

t Granville John Penn, Stoke-park, Colnbrook.
Thomas Martin, Hextle House, East Peckham.
Dr. Bayne, Cambridge.
John Meggott Elwes, Bossington House, Stockbridge.

James Parsons, Steneham, Southampton.
George Gayford, Rymer House, Thetford.

Charles Muskett, Roydon, near Disfe.

The Veterinary Committee and the Cambridge Com-
mittee had each a meeting on the same day.

At a meeting of the Committee of Rlanagement, oa
Wednesday, March 25th, present, Henry Handley, Esq.,

M.P., in the chair, Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq.,

David Barclay, Esq., James Dean, Esq., Humphrey
Gibbs, Esq., William Woods Pagre, Esq., Rev. Edmund
Keene, William Shaw, Esq., R. Greaves Townley,

Esq.,M.P.—

Sir John Thorold, Bart., and H. R. Yorke, Esq., of

Syston Park, Grantham, communicated their intention

of becoming Life-Governors of the Society ; and the

following new members were elected :

—

Bragingrton, George, Secretary to the Agricultural

Society, Toirington, Devon.
Shillito, Stephen, Barrow Hall, Bury St. Edmunds.

Hart, William, 32, Brunswick Square, Brighton.

Hodge, Langford Lovell,7, Ulster Place, Regent's Park.

Storey, Blervin, F.R.S., Basset-Down House, Marl-

borough.
Stead, William Pitt, Woodley House, Romsey.
Proctor, Thomas, Bristol.

Bell, William, 30, Bucklersbury.

Thompson, James, Lainbrigg, Kendal.

Webster, Thomas, Kendal.

Fisher, Thomas, Kendal.

Gordon, Lord George, Chesterton, Stilton.

Osborne, Martin, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire.

Day, Thomas, Wornditch.Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire.

Veasey, David, Castle Hill House, Huntingdon.

Heard, William, St. Margaret's, Ware, Herts.

Whittaker, George, Byrom,24, Upper Phillimore Place,

Kensington.
Waddington, Harry Spencer, M.P., Cavenham, Suffolk.

Gosling, Edward, Sonaing, near Reading, Berks.

Powell, W^illiam,Eglros,Nanydd,Margan, Glamorgan.
White, William Inman, Church Lane, Cheshunt.

Brockraan, Rev. William, Beachborough, Hythe, Kent,

David Barclay, Esq. communicated to the Committee

an improved mode of constructing stands for hay-ricks.

Veterinauy Committee.

The adjourned meeting was held this day, and Pro-

fessor Sewell was requested to draw up a concise and

practical statement, respecting the treatment of the new

distemper now so prevalent among dairy cattle, sheep,

and pigs ; in order that a copy may be distributed with

as little delay as possible to each member of the Society

throughout the kingdom.

THE LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND PLOUGHING MATCH, NEAR AIN-

TREE.

Although the plougliing match has been long

postponed, the interest excited continued to in-

crease towards the finally appointed day, and the

result proved that the eommunity at large, and

those engaged in agriculture in particular, are

awake to tlie fact that Avhatever tlic legislature may
hitherto liave done, or whatever they may con-

template, as regards the trade in corn, the country,

higli as prices are, has every thing to hope for from

an improved system of cultivation, and were the

objects of the Liverpool Agricultural Society fully

carried out, we need be in no dread of the want of

an adequate supply of food forour population, with-

out tlirowing ourselves upon the costly bounty of

other countries, in seasons of a short return.

The ground fixed upon was in an extensive field,

lielonging to the Earl of Sefton, and on the " Stand

Park" Fami, occupied by Mr. John Garner. The

field is on a low ground, about three-fourths of a

mile westward from tli« Sefton Arms (at the en-

trance to the race-course). At an early liour many
individuals interested in agricultural pursuits ga-

thered to the spot, and the agricultural labourers

were also numerous. It appeared at one time, du-

ring the height of the contest, that not fewer than

2,000 individuals were present. Constables were

stationed on the ground, but so great was the

anxiety to witness the contest, that some difficulty

arose in preventing parties from trespassing on the

land marked out. Such, however, were the exer-

tions of Mr. Caimell, an active member of the so-

ciety, that no serious inconvenience was sustained,

and all went off with the utmost harmony and good

feehng. The day was fine, though cloudy durmg the

contest ; and the ground, from the previous rain,

was in prime order.

Amongst the company present on the groimd

were the following :—Earl of Sefton,— Rigby, Esq.,

John Formby, Esq., Richard Earle, Esq., Z.Sillar,

. M.D., W. E. Hall, Esq., C. D. Lowndes, Esq., Au-

gustine Woodward, Esq., John Pearson, Esq., John

Aspinall, Esq., Wm. Webster, Jun., Esq., R. Uns-

worth, Esq., Adam Ashton, Esq., W. Lynn, Esq.,

George Han-iott, Esq., and Wm. Skirving, Esq.,—
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The following is the entry of the " Running
Ploughs :
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The start took place at alroiit half-])ast nine
oxlock. The ground (part of a large field that
had been in grass) was nearly level, and the soil

was one of the best, considering its condition, which
could jjossibly have been chosen. It was of a light

peaty nature, and so compacted by the recent
inoiKturc that it was easily cut up, by a well-driven
|)lough, and showed the work done to great advan-
tage.

After the itloughing, some difficulty arose in

clearing the field of the collected multitude, so as
to admitthe judges to view the ploughed laiul with-
out interrui)tion. Mr. ("annell, by strenuous aiul

]iolit(' t!X('rtion5, at length succeeded in obtaining a
clear field, and the assembled hundreds held their

way towards the hotel. The greatest pains and
anxiety api)eared to be taken by the judges, in in-

vestigating the respective elanns of the candidates,
and many of the company asseml)led at the inn had,
their homes being distant, dined before their return.

The dinner was provided by Mr. Forsliaw, of the

Sefton Arms Hotel.

John Formby, Esq., ably occupied the chair.

On the removal of the cloth, after aljout seventy

gentlemen had partaken of the substantial, the

chairman proposed successively "The Queen and
her Royal Consort Prince Albert"—" The Queen
Dowager and the rest of the Royal Family"—and
" The Army Navy," all of Avliich were heartily re-

ceived.

During the intervals between the toasts, the

Chairman called for the several successful plough-

men of the day, and distributed to each lus re-

spective prize. Tlie fine manly appearance and
homely remarks of these sturdy English yeomen,
excited great interest amongst the company. The
Prizes were awarded as follows :

—

1st, No. 12, Earl of Derby.
2d, 17, Mr. J. Garner.
3d, 19, C. Scarisbrick, Esq.
4th, IG, William Webster, jun., Esq.

.5th, 3, Mrs. Tyrer.

(For the names of the ploughmen, &c., see the fore-

<, going table.)

The next toast was "The Earl of Derby," which
was received Mith great applause.
The Chairman remarked, that his lordship's

health had so much improved, that he contemjilated

a journey to London. Drunk with three times
three.

Lord Stanley's health was next drunk with equal
honours.

The Chaikman passed a high culogium on his

lordship's character, as a man and as a peculiar
friend of the society, both peeuaiary and othenvise.
They could not, indeed, do Avithouthim.f.l^j^j/rt/MT.)

The health of the Earl of Sefton (on whose ground
the mateh took place) was then drunk with en-
thusiasm.

Mr. Hall resjionded to the toast,—remarking
in eloquent terms on his lordship's devotion to the
interests of agriculture, and his good wishes to the
Liverpool agricultural Society. The principle pur-
sued by that nobleman was, and ever would be,
*' live and let live." (Cheers.)

Amongst the subsequent toasts were "the Liver-
pool Agricultural Society, ami prosperity to it," ably
responded to by Mr. Ashcroft ; and "The three
Judges, responded to by Mr. Baxter, who pro-
posed " God speed the plough." (Great cheering.)
" The successful competitors" was most ably re-

sponded to by Mr. Garner. The health of Mr.
Ledger, the active and intelligent Secretary of the
Society, was drunk with great ajiplause. Mr. L.
returned thanks in a very eloquent and feeling man-
ner.

Dr. Siller of Rainford, ably replied on his

health being given. " The Mayor and Corporation
oi Liverpool" were not forgotten ; the company
separated highly pleased with the proceedings of
the day.

Jn conclusion, the ploughing with one or two ex-
eejjtions, showed a decided imi)rovement uiiouwhat
lias been exhibited in former yi'ars in this county.
The ploughs, with the exception of two, were all

iron, or Scotch ploughs; and the system of our
northern neighbours was pit>ved to be superior. The
result cannot fail to I)c highly aad nationally bene-
ficial, and every one who witnessed the contest,

would exclaim with us, " Success to the Liverpool

Agricultural Association,"
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FIRST REPORT OF THE HALES-
WORTH FARMERS' CLUB.

ESTABLISHED MARCH 27th, ISIi'J.

In presenting the first annual repnit of the pro-

ceedings of the Halcsworth Farmers' clulj, yonr
committee deem it ])ropcr that tiiey should briefly

notice in the first place, the cause of its for-

mation.
Several gentlemen in this neighbourhood, deep-

ly impressed with the great benefits resulting from
the Voxford and Harleston clubs, in jjromoting a
free interchange of opinions on agricultural sub-
jects ; in giving the results of individual experi-
ence ; and in disseminating useful information
amongst their members, by the purchase of stand-

ard works on theim|)ortant science of agriculture ;

considered that a club, formed on similar |)rinci-

ples at Halesworth, would lie materially aiding the

cause by its local position, in filling up a portion of

the agricultural circle, and removing the obstacle

which distance had placed in the way of many
gentlemen, who would, but for that reason, have
been members of these clubs. A meeting was ac-

cordingly held on March 2/th, 18;'.9, at the Angel
Inn, when the club was formed ; a chairman, trea-

surer, and secretary elected ; and a committe ap-
pointed to frame rules and regulations for its

government. These rules, framed on the ba.sis of

the Yoxford rules, were submitted at the first

monthly meeting of the club, on the2()th of April,

and there ratified with some slight nmdifications.

Having thus briefly noticed the formation of the

club, your committee proceed to give a condensed
report of the arguments used, and regulations

agreed to, on the various subjects discussed dur-

ing the past year.

The first discussion on the " best mode of cul-

tivating beet," came on at the 2nd monthly meet-
ing. May 24th, when a very interesting debate

ensued, and much practical information was
elicited in regard to that valuable root, its vari-

ous good qualities were shown by the introducer :

viz., its large amount of ])roduce ; its fattening pvo-

perties ; the additional quantity and quality of

the manure obtained from the stack fed upon it

;

the length of time it may he kept without its nu-

tritious (jualities becoming deteriorated ; also

shewing how it was cqualy useful for early as well

as late feeding ; and lastly, that it could be culti-

vated to advantage on all kinds of land. The
mode of cultivation by ridge-work, and dibbling

in the seed, was warmly supported by the majo-

rity, and the following reasons adduced in its

favour

:

1st. That the produce obtained from ridge-work

was greater, say from four to six loads per acre.

2nd. That the roots were larger, cleaner, and

more free from fibres than when grown by broad

or stetch-work.

3rd. That from the regularity of the ridge-work,

it can he horse-hoed to advantage.

4th. Also, by this plan, manure can be carted

on at times, when it could not on broad or stetch-

work.
Although most of the members present agreed

in favour of the ridge system, with dibbling or

drilling, especially on light and mixed soil lands ;

yet, as regards that mode being employed on hea-

vy lands, it was opposed by others, on the grounds

that in certain very dry seasons, the seeds drilled

or set, would frequently fail, and that in a very

wet season it would be diflicult to get the land in

a fit state for the ensuing crop. After some gene-

ral observations as to the comparative value of the

different kinds of beet, in which the led appeared

the favourite, the following resolution was agreed

to at the close of the debate.

Resolution:—"That this meeting considers

that the mode of cultivating beet by ridge-work,

according to the plan annexed to this resolution,

is the best for general adoi)tion."

Cultivation ok Beet :—Work the lands as soon
as possible after harvest, that the spring work
may be in a state of forwardness so as to enable

the seed to be deposited in good time. The land

being in a fit state, to bo ridged up with a Northum-
berland plough ; the ridges to be made about .SO or

32 inches broad, so as to adirit the horses and
wheels to go in the furrows. As soon as the ma-
nine is carted on, the ridges ought to be rolled

with a one-horse roll and split down ; this being

done, the roll ought to go over them again, when
the land is fit for drilling or dibbling ; the seeds

ought to he put in about 9 inches apart if dibbled,

and the plants thinned out to about h'i or 18 inch-

es. After the ])lants have arrived at a certain

size, the sides of the ridges should be hoed away
from them, and these hoeings should be frequent-

ly repeated, as by this means; the tap root strikes

down into the manure, and grows long and free

from fibres. It is recommended to employ a dib-

ble of more than twice the usual diameter, but

not deep ; as beet seed should be put in fleet, and
a hole made with a broad dibble will receive the

seed move rciidily from the hand of the dropper,

for in windy weather the seed would be liable to

be blown over narrow-topped holes.

At the Mrd monthly meeting, Jime 28th, the

subject discussed was, " The best mode of culti-

vating the Swedish and common turnip," when a

diversity of opinions prevailed ; many members
contending that growing them on the ridge was
the best mode, whilst others advocated their being

cultivated on broad or stetch work. IMany of the

arguments advanced were similar to the ones

used in the i)receding debate, and the following

resolution embodying the views of the meeting
was finally agreed to-

Resolution :
—" That this meeting is of opini-

on that the growth of turnips on all kinds of land

is highly beneficial as being the means of produc-

ing a better quality of manure for the following

crops ; that the mode of cultivation must vary

according to circumstances; but that it appears

desirable to adopt the ridge system on most occa-

sions. This meeting further recommends that

gentlemen should make experiments in the diffe-

rent modes of cultivation, and be exceedingly

particular in observing the results, and reporting

thereon."
This subject having been disposed of—" The

best and most economical plan of keeping farm
horses during the summer season," was introduced,

and after a few remarks had been made, the de-

bate was adjourned to the next meeting, which
took place on July 26th, when the discussion was
renewed, and much useful and interesting infor-

mation was given to the meeting. In regard to

the different plans in use, great diversity of opini-

'on i»revailcd ; and the various views were ably

supported by several members who had paid great

attention to the subject, and had founded their

opinions on comparative tables of expenditure in

horse keep. It would however, occupy too much
space in this report to give all the arguments, and

d
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as the resolution agreed to by the meeting was a

general one, it is less necessary.

Resolution :
—" The subject of the most eco-

nomical mode of l<cei)ing horse-stock during the

snnmier season, having fully engaged the attention

of this meeting, much evidence has been adduced
to show, that the practice generally adopted in

this neighbourhood has been to grow a sufficient

quantity of vetches to be carried to the horse-yard,

calculated at the quantity of ten rods per week
per horse ; in the cultivation of which some ma-
nure is recommended to he used, lint it has been

ably stated to the meeting by individuals who
have made trial of it, that to appropriate a few
acres to the growth of Lucerne, at the rate of

about three rods per week per horse, is l)y far the

most advantageous; on the grounds of less ex-

pense of cultivation, of the superior hearty (juality

of the food, and of allowing the (juantity of

vetcbes now appropriated to the feeding of horses,

to be applied to feeding oft by sheep; thus en-

abling the farm to carry more stock, and continu-

ally to improve the quality of the land. But as it

appears that this syt tem has been tried by but lew,

this meeting deems it liesl to record the evidence,

with strong recommendations to make trial of it

in connection with their present plan."

At the monthly meeting, held August 2;^rd, no
debate took place, but few members attending in

consequence of harvest.

At the monthly meeting, September 20th, " The
best method of eradicating black grass" was dis-

cussed. On this subject but little difference of

opinion prevailed ; all admitted the evil, and con-

fessed that great difficulty existed as to its eradi-

cation. The means most likely to effect it, as far

as the experience of the members went, is embo-
died in the resolution.

Resolution :
—" The sul)ject of the best mode

of eradicating lilack grass, having been discussed,

it was admitted by all that great difficulties at-

tended its eradication, but the means which appear
to this meeting to be the best calculated to effect

so desirable an end, are repeated jjloughings, bar-
rowings, and close draining, with clod burning,

and baud hoeing both wheat and bailey, where
layers are not sown ; and it isreooinmended not to

sow summer-till wheat."
" The best method of prejiaring seed wheat,"

was also brought forward this evening, and a
great number of facts submitted to the meeting as

to the various agents used to prevent smut. It is

unnecessary to go much into detail on this well-

known subject, but one fact stated by some of the

members, that " by sowing old wheat, the disease

could certaiidy he prevented," was distinctly dis-

proved by the testiuiony of others, who gave in-

stances in proof, that where " old wheat" had
been used as seed, the j)roduccwas still bladdeied.

After a coniparative view of the efficacy of the va-

rious agents used, the following resolution was
passed.

RESOLUTION :—" This subject having been fully

discussed, and various plans having been submiited

to the meeting, all attended witli more or less

success ; upon a review, it appears, that on those

where arscidc was used, the result was the most
successful, although not universally so. But what-
ever mode may be adopted, the greatest care

should be taken in the preparation and selection

of the seed."

The subject which engaged the attention of the

7tli meeting, October 2r)th, was " the best and
most economical plan of preparing manures."

The n^embers who took part in the debate,

principally confined themselves to the best mode
of making farm-yard manures. Artificial ma-
nures, and the storing atul applying liquid manures
were scarcely touched upon ; a wide field is there-

fore left open for discussion at some future oppor-
tunity. The following observations contain a

condensed report of what was said upon the

subject.

The introducer prepares his manure as follows:

he carries his horse manure into his cow yard,

which he litters over with it from time to time,

making layer after layer. He mak'cs great use of

hog manure, and practices folding his sheep,

using their manure for his barley crop ; for sheep
manure made from turnips, he considers superior

for this purpose to bullocks' m .nure ; be also uses

burnt earth to a considerable extent, as a substi-

tute for manure.
It was argued by another member, that the use

of sheep manure must necessarily be verylimited ;

that clod burning was only applicable to certain

soils, and could not therefore be dej)ended upon
to any great extent, but that the farmer's de-

])endence both for quantity and qualit)' of manure,
niu^t be by feeding bullocks with his root crops,

improving the quality by an a'ldition of oilcake.

One or two fi;entlenien spoke to the necessity

of preparing manures in covered yards, as great

loss ensued by the mode adopted, in consequence

of the rains washing au ay considerable portions

of the manure.
One member makes a compost as follows

:

heavy stuff taken from dike-bottovns, &c., is

carried one winter, to be used the next; with this

he mixes all his dry manure made from ])igs,

cows, bullocks, and horses, to which he adds
town muck when he can ])rocure it. This comi^ost

he turns over frequently, and finds it very strong

manure.
After several observations of a slmular nature,

the meeting agreed to t'ne following resolution.

Resolution.—"The subject having been fully

taketi into consideration, the opinion of this

meeting is, that the best and most economical
mode of making manure, is by feeding with roots

and oil-cake ; that although clod burning is a

;-;<)od substitute for manures in some cases, yet

the expense appears to be equal to the other plan,

witliout being so generally applicable to strong

and light soils."

Another subject came on for debate at this

meeting; viz., "The best mode of storing beet

and the common ami Swedish turnip, for winter

food." The discussion occupied the remainder of

the evening, and wasadjourned to November 2!/th,

when many plans were submitted to the meeting

on the stoiiug of beet, hut the following mode of

clamping them was decidedly ])referred by the

majority of the meeting. iMakc long clamps
about 7 or 8 feet v.'ide at the bottom, and if the

sides be giailually drawn in, they will meet at

from ;ii- to 4 feet high, this will be a sufficient

slant to allow the earth to rest on the sides without

any danger of slip|)ing down ; but if the clani])s

are made too high, the sides v.ill never stand ;

the crowns of the beet should be laid outside, and
then covered slightly with straw or .laulm, and
earthed up within 12 inches of the top, which
space should be left open for a month to allow

the heat to escape. Where this ])recaution has

been neglected, great mischief has been done; the

earthing should be about (i inches thick, according

to the nature of the soil.
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On the best moJe of storing the Swedish and
common turnips, much valuable information v/as

given by several members, but the majority con-
sidered that the common turnip ought to be con-
sumed before Christmas, as it was difficult to

keep, and time materially injured its quality. A
plan for preserving Swedes was recommended,
similar to the one adopted for beet, and after an
interesting discussion, the following resolution
was agreed to, an amendment to the following
effect having been first negatived :

—

Amendment,
" That the best plan of iirescrving common
turnips, is by setting them up with the tops and
tails on."

Resolution.—" The subject of the preservation
of the different roots for winter food, having been
fully discussed, the opinion of this meeting is,

that the best plan of preserving beets and Swedes
appears to be by clamping them up, and covering
them with earth a few inches thick, leaving the
clamp open in places for a time, to allow the heat
and evajjoration to escape. The mode of securing
the common turnip has not been as yet the
subject of much experiment, but it is thought that
pursuing the same plan as recommended for beet
and Swedes would be advisable."

After the discussion was over, the chairman
called the attention of the meeting to some fine

specimens of the different roots, which, at his

suggestion, many gentlemen had kindly sent for

the inspection of the members. He alluded in a
very happy manner to the great advantages which
are sure to flow from the spread of agricultural
knowledge, stimulated by honourable competition,
and adduced the superior quality of the specimens
produced, as examples in point ; he concluded by
hoping that the stimulus of sweepstakes next
year, would be the means of producing roots, if

possible, superior to the ones exhibited.
After the exhibition, a vote of thanks was

passed to the chairman, for the interest he had
taken in getting up a show of roots.

A discussion upon "The comparative value of
the different root crops," filled up the remainder
of the evening, and the subject was adjourned to

the ninth monthly meeting, December 20th, when
the debate came to a close. On this subject there
was a great diversity of opinion amongst the
members present, but a resolution, carrying out
the general views of the meeting, was agreed to.

Resolution.—" The subject of the comparative
value of the different root crops, having been fully

discussed, it was considered by this meeting, that

it is a good plan to grow pudding turnips for

early feeding, with a portion of Scotch turnips for

late feeding, for dairy purposes ; but that Swedes
and beet are the best roots for feeding after

Christmas, and for general grazing. The beet

possessing the double advantage of being equally

excellent with the pudding turnip for early

feeding."

Tenth Monthly Meeting, January 24th, "The
best way of manuring and improving on upland
pasture lands," which had been introduced for

discussion last meeting and adjourned, was
brought forward, and afforded considerable
interest. The gentleman who introduced the

subject, considered that the first step should be to

drain well ; that as manure is so valuable to the

farmer in this neiglibourhood, and so much
wanted for his arable lands, he thought artificial

manures, such as rape cake, or bone dust, might
be used to advantage. Feeding bullocks, near

London, on oil cake, that the pasture.s might be

benefitted by their droppings, was practised to a
great extent, and would in all probability be bene-

ficial here; giving about two oil cakes a day per

beast, at an expense of about 3s. 6d. per week.
Another member, who spoke from much expe-

rience, recommended draining, sheep feeding,

applying lime mixed with borders, &c., manuring
with bottom mud, sowing grass seeds, dibbling in

vetches, &c.
An opinion prevailed in the meeting, that lime

was too expensive for general use, in this neigh-

bourhood. Manuring with burnt earth was
spoken of as being exceedingly beneficial, pro-

ducing, where applied, a new growth of very rich

herbage. In addition to this plan, mowing or

scumming at a certain season of the year, to kill

the unrijie seeds of plants, injurious to pastures;

also feeding off with stock to the latest period.

Folding sheep upon pasture land was highly

commended, as was covering the pastures with a

coat of earth or sand. The system of paring old

meadows, and afterwards burning the turf and
spreading it over the land, was mentioned as

having been tried with advantage in a few cases ;

but this plan was considered as too limited in its

application to produce any striking results.

Liquid manures were also recommended by
some, and disapproved of by others. Close

draining was also spoken of as having been in-

jurious on certain soils. In the end, the meeting
adopted the following

Resolution.—"The sulyect of improving upland

pasture lands, having been fully taken into con-

sideration, it was thought, that the best modes
that could be adopted for improving tbem, would
be by draining, manuring, eradicating noxious

weeds, keeping up the nutritive grasses by a

timely supply of the different^seeds ; and lastly, by
feeding the pastures off with different kinds of

stock."

At the nth Monthly Meeting, February 14th,

" How to improve our breed of heat stock," was
made the subject of debate, and gave rise to one

of the most interesting discussions which had

taken place during the year ; both from the im-

portance of the subject, and the practical informa-

tion presented to the meeting. The subject was
introduced by observing, that the management of

neat stock in this part of the country is very de-

ficient. That our Suffolk stock are small; that

they are not readily fattened ; and when fattened,

are deficient in weight, as compared with other

breeds. That their only excellence is for the pail

;

and that they might be greatly improved by a

cross with a larger breed—such as with the

Durham short-horns, which was strongly recom-

mended ; the introducer of the subject had done

so with his cattle, and the breed had considerably

improved. They have become more valuable as

feeders, coming to hand much sooner than the

Suffolk breed, and in many instances obtaining

a greater price in the market by il. or oZ. a head,

and at little or no extra expense of keep. Even
where the cows have turned out indifferent

milkers, they have been found profitable when
grazed for market ; and an instance was adduced,

where a cow, which had turned jout imfit for the

dairy, brought home from the London market,

'after being fattened, twenty guineas. An ad-

vantage would also be obtained from the fat

calves reared from the Durham cross.

Against this view it was contended, that our

Suffolk breed ought to be improved without

crossing ; that the inferior size of our home-breds
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arises from want of care, and the bad practice

that farmers have of weaning tlieir latter calves ;

these calves being generallj' weal< and sickly, and
not near so fine as early calves. That although
the cross with the short-horned might be im-
proved at first, yet that, in all probability, the

breed would deteriorate in the second cross. That
for the purposes of the dairy, the cross would be
inferior and a great sacrifice the consequent
result. That as to the size of homebreds, a most
erroneous idea prevailed ; for many instances
could be shewn, of Suffolk homebreds, at four
years old, weighing from 80 to 90 stone. Horned
cattle also were very objectionable to most
farmers.

After various opinions upon the comparative
merits of the Suffolk breed of cattle, and different

crosses, the following resolution was agreed to.

Resolution.—"This subject having been fully

discussed and much valuable information given to

the meeting, it was resolved, that the Suffolk
breed of cattle are at present very inferior, and it

is therefore strongly recommended to improve it

by a cross with the Durham short-horn, especially

on grazing farms ; but where the dairy is the
principal object, some of the members of this

meeting are of opinion, that the Suffolk breed is

preferable. Under all circumstances, however,
the greatest care should be taken to breed from
the finest specimens, and members are requested
at a future time, to impart the results of their
different trials to the club."

At the 12th and last Monthly Meeting for the
year, held March 20th, 1840, "The best top-
dressing for wheat, layers, aud spring corn, and
the best method of applying it," was the subject
of discussion. Very little difference of opinion
prevailed at the meeting, nearly all the members
present agreeing, that great and general advan-
tages must arise from the use of salt-petre and
nitrate of soda, as top-dressings, used in the
proportion of about I cwt. per acreattv^o sowings,
after showery weather. So much having been
published upon these valuable fertilizers, it ap-
pears unnecessary to notice, in this report, the
various statements made by gentlemen, in regard
to them ; the resolution agreed to, fully express-
ing the sense of the meeting.
Resolution.—"The subject of the best top-

dressing for wheat, layers, i^c, having been fully
entered into, from various experiments made by
difterent members, the general results have been,
that saltpetre and nitrate of soda ajipcar, under
all circumstances, fdue regard being had to the
time of sowing,) the best top-dressiiigs that can
be applied on mixed and light soils, and on thin
skinned cold stiff land; but on good deep soils,

they appear to force the jjlant too much, and render
the crop liable to mildew. Members are requested
to be i)articular in their future experiments, as to
the comparative values of the different top-
dressings, by ascertaining the exact quantity of
the produce."

which will shortly be printed and circulated for

the use of the members. We beg to suggest in

reference to the library, that a librarian should be
appointed, and a set of rules drawn u]) for the
future management of the books, that they may
circulate more regularly amongst the members,
in order that the greatest possible benefit may be
derived from their valuable contents.
We have examined the accounts for the past

year, and find the expenditure for books, sta-

tionary, and ])Ostage, amounts to 14/. 17s. 4d.
leaving a balance of 1/. los. 8d. in your Treasurer's

hands.
We iilso recoinmend the a])pointment of a com-

mittee for the present year, for general purposes,

and all matters connected with the club. .A list

of gentlemen named and recommended by the

members present at the last monthly meeting, will

be laid before you for your approval.

We now close our First Annual Report of this

Society, indulgiug in the pleasing hope tliat the
rialesworth Farmers' Club will go on prosperously
and usefully: and in order to carry out the
jirinciplc of mutual improvement to the greatest

extent, we trust that every member will readily

come forward and add, from time to time, the
fruits of his experience to the general stock of
information onagricnltural subjects ; for it is only
upon the aggregate results of individual experience,
that any science can be advantageously pursued or
eventually improved.

Wm. Reynolds, Secretary.

Having noticed the various subjects discussed
during the past year, your committee have now
the pleasure to inform you, that since the first

formation of the club, a considerable increase of
members has taken place ; the ninuber of members
at its first JMonthly .Meeting was .}4 ; the club at
present contains 112 mi'uil)irs. A Library has
been formed, containing already many valuable
standard works on agriculture, a catalogue of

THE HOLMESDALE FARMER'S
CLUB, SURREY.

On Tuesday, the I4th of April, a meeting was
held at the White Hart inn, Reigate, for the purpose
of forming a Fiinner's Club, which was very respec-

tably attended. Mr. Hudson, of Bletcbingly, the

chairman, in an able and humourous speech, begged
to call the attention of the gentlemen by whom he
was sunounded to the object before them. Of the

vast importance of agriculture no one could entertain

a doubt, but most unfortunately it happened, in that

where so much was at stake, so little enterprize and
spirit seemed to exist. Farmers, in too many in-

stances, when they have sown their corn seem to con-

sider their business done ; but this was by no means
the case ; and if things go at all xvrong with them,
owing to deficient crops or otiierwise, when they
meet at in^irket say to each other, " Bad state of

things this," aud then go home and do no more ; but
by establishing u club to meet and discuss matters

connected with iheir mterest would tend most mate-

rially to assist them—he did not despair one dav to

see tlie Wnowledi^e of farming so extended, and based

upon such firm foundations, that a farmer would be

as certain of the result of any experiments he might
try, as the chemist would in his laboratory. Much
had been said that wo could not compete with other

nations in the growth of corn. The jiosition was
not a fair one ; would they think it a fair criterion of

the power of a horse if two were started for a race,

one being loaded with twelve stone weight, and the

other only live 1 so it was with them. I'hey were so

pressed down bv taxes of difterent descriptions, that

it WMS im])ossible to compare our countrv with others,

hut bv establishing dubs a spirit of ini])rovfinient

and enterprize would be excited whiih must be

highly beneficial. He begged therefore to propose,
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tbat Ihey form a club to he called The Holmesdale
Farmer's Club, which was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Lawrance of Woodhatch.
Mr. Lawrance said, " as it has fallen to mv lot to

address 3'ou upon a subject which 1 consider of vital

importance to us all here assembled, 1 crave your in-

dulgence for a few minutes. Asa body you are all

aware that farmers are so disunited from their being
dispersed far and wide over the face of the country,

that it is impossible tliey sliould meet or assemble
togetlier so often to discuss matters connected with
their occupation, as tliose persons who are engaged
in trade, and living in towns and manufacturing dis-

tricts. They very properly form societies, and have
their meetings where they assemble to discuss mat-
ters connected with their trades, and thus inomote
their own interests : by so doing they have acquired
the position in society which they are justl)'- entitled

to enjoy, and at which I greatly rejoice, as I lielieve

it is admitted by all tliat they acquire a mucii larger

share of sound practical information and knowledge
by such means than they could by any other. Our
present business, however, is not with trades and
manufacturers further than to wish them prosperity

;

but as the interests of trades and rommerce are so

interwoven with the interests of those 1 have now
the honour to address, I cannot help saying, tliat as

far as possible my liumble efforts shall be directed

to enforce the grand princijjle that agriculture, trade,

and commerce have but one common interest, and
that agriculture is tlie most important, and upon which
alone a healthy system of trade and commerce can
be erected. And as so much acknowledged good
has arisen to trade and commerce from their socie-

ties and meetings, let us as farmers follow their

laudable example, and establish farmer's clubs,

where we may meet and consult together upon mat-
ters connected with our own business, and I have no
doubt that we shall derive the same important ad van-

tages; for, by communicating with other farmer's

clubs it will enable us to obtain in a few months as

much information and experience as it would other-

wise take our whole lives to train. In order to show
tbat the farming interest is of some importance in the

community, I may be permitted to state that there

are in this kingdom forty-eight millions of acres of

land in cultivation. Now I think, gentlemen, you
will all agree with me, that it takes on the average

at leasts/, per acre to stock and cultivate the land
;

if then this statement be correct, we have the enor-

mous sum of 384 millions sterling employed princi-

pally b)' the tenantry of the country in carrying on
tiieir business. I mention this important fact be-

cause I think it places the agricultural interest in its

proper situation, and it clearly shows the position

the cidtivators of the soil are entitled to occupy in

society ; and from the immense property employed,

I think we may say that agriculture is the leading

interest in the country. As such is the case, gentle-

men, it is our duty to do all in our power to maintain

that high position; and if we have it in our power
by any means to elevate that interest yet more, it is

our duty—a duty we owe to ourselves, to our fami-

lies, to our neighbours, and to the country at large

so to do ; and I know no way so eas}" and so likely

to effect such a desirable end, as by the eatablish-

ment of farmer's clubs to discuss matters connected

with agriculture in all its branches. Such societies,

gentlemen, I am convinced tend very materially to

the benefit of the community, for by encouraging

an increase of the produce of the country they ad-

vance the best interests of trade, manufacture, and
commerce; and, gentlemen, recollect that the far-

mers never suffer distress for any long period with-

out that distress extending itself to every branch of
public industry ; neither can the farmer flourish

without his prosperity extending its beneficial and
healthy effects to all around. Societies, like the one
we hope to establish, also tend to spread information,
and that information promotes the comfort and well

being of the people, and in a veiy great and impor-
tant degiee the comfort and well being of the labour-

ing portion of the people. Where farmer's clubs

are already- established, much good has been effected,

and much more good must follow as the knowled"e
of science in agriculture increases, and that know-
ledge of science is in a great measure obtained by the
aid of libraries of useful books attached to these far-

mers' clubs. I am of opinion that f';irraers ought to

be a reading community ; undoubtedly many are so,

but it would be very desirable to see all, both old
and young, rich and poor, at all connected with
agriculture, disposed to give attention to books of a

scientific nature relating to agriculture. I certainly

do not pretend to say that a farmer can gtiin -ill the

information he re([uires from books ; but, gentlemen,
books have tliis advantage, they can be consulted
when access cannot be had either to friend or neigh-
bour ; and by cnnsulling them you sometimes may
happen to consult your best and most intelligent

friends. Again, it has been said, gentlemen, that

farmer's clubs will prove to be the fountain head
from wiience a thousand streams will flow, to the

improvement of many things relating to, and con-
nected with, the scienceof agriculture ; and amongst
others, whilst we are improving our farms we ure

consequently improving the condition of that most
useful and valuable class of men, the poor but honest
and industrious labourer: it is impossible to im-
prove in the science of agriculture to any extent
without creating a further demand for labour, which
every gentleman here present will admit would be
benefitting that useful class ; but 1 should not feel

quite satisfied were we to stop here, if we can esta-

blish a farmer's club, and a sufficient amount of

funds can be raised. I have yet another etiually

pleasant object in view relating to the honest and
industrious labourer, viz., to set apart a portion of
its funds to be given either in articles of clothing,

useful cottage fnirniture, or agricultural tools or im-
plements, as a reward for skilful and judicious
labour performed. Such rewards, gentlemen, would
tend much to the benefit of the poor, by creating a

more free and enter[)riziiig spirit amongst them. If

I may be allowed to judge from the reports I hear
from the clubs first established in Suftblk and Nor-
folk, 1 should say they are daily increasing in num-
bers and respectability, in intelligence and scientific

knowledge. Such being the case, gentlemen, al-

though I am almost an entire stranger to you, from
my short residence in this county, yet 1 have been
induced, in conjunction with my worthy friends, to

call you together on the present occasion, to con-
sider of tlie expedience of instituting a fainier's

club in this town. I am happy to inform you that

farmer's clubs are now not confined to the two coun-
ties above named, but are sjireading far and wide,
sending forth their usefulness in all parts of the em-
pire, even in the great manufacturing districts we
have reports of their establishment. Surely then,

gentlemen, you will agree with me, seeing that far-

mer's clubs are being established idl around us, in the

Jiecessity that this county should make an effort to

follow the good example of surrounding counties.

Let it not be said, I beg of you, tint the count}' of

Surrey, possessing as it does a fine and beautiful

climate, cultivated too by many gentlemen and agri-

culturists of wealth and experience ; situated too as
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it is so ne;ir the great metropolis—the grentest and
most magnilicent mercantile country in the world !

Gentlemen, seeing Surrey a county possessing all

these advantages, you r.ill at once acknowledge that

farmer's clubs well supported must tend very mate-

riallv to the benefit of all classes of society in this

county, and the country at large. I trust you will

see the esfiediency of enrolling yourselves in the

club now about to he established, to be called the

Holinesdale Farmer's (^lub. Let it be transmitted

to posterity', that lieigate and its vicinity were first

to set the example in the county of Surrey of esta-

blishing ftirmer's cluba : and so soon as the benefits

art beginningto develope themselves, other parts of

this opulent county will follow the example. Gen-
tlemen, it is a duty incumbent upon us all to do

something for the benefit ot' the generation in which
we are living; let us do all we can to encourage and
improve the soipnce of agriculture ; by so doing we
shall, as I said before, jiromote the comfort and well

being of the people, and more particularly the com-
fort and well being of the poor. Gentlemen, in

many parts of the country wiiere fiirmer's clubs have

been established, T have received the gratifying in-

telligence of many landlords and gentry residing in

their vicinity, who, seeing the great benefits likely

to result from such societies, havecoaie forward and

lent their aid—some by donations of money, others

by presents of valuable books of reference relating

to agriculture, &c., from their own libraries, by
which means these clubs have been furnished with

libraries of good and useful books as soon as they

are established. If we establish a similar club, gen-

tlemen, I have not the slightest doubt but (sur-

rounded as we are with noblemen and gentlemen of

distinction), that we may also be favoured with simi-

lar acts of liberality. Gentlemen, I will not detain

you longer, but merely beg to say it is my intention

to move the first resolution, declaring it to be the

opinion of this meeting, that a club, to be styled

the Holmesdale Farmer's Club, be established."

Mr. Cluttox, of Hartswood, observed there was

a very large society established, called The lloyal

Agricultnral Society of England, which was highly

beneficial ; but he thought the object of that society

would be materially increased if clubs were formed

in different parts of the country. These might be

compared to streams flowing into and increasing the

mighty river, while this again b\f evaporation, &ic.,

again supplied the streams. One thing in particular

he would mention connected with tliat society : thev

had alt heard or experienced the disease which had

lately been so prevalent among the cattle ; one of the

members, a veterinary surgeon, had turned his at-

tention to and written upon the subject, and the

means he recommended had been found very useful.

'I'iiis had been published by the Society, and as a

member of that society, the rejiorts he received should

always be at tiieir service. 'I'wenty-seven gentle-

men immediately enrolled themselves as members of

the club, and we have no doubt that a great number
of others will do so at the next meeting, which is to

take place on the first Tuesday in ftlay.

PROBUS FARMERS' CLUB.
It was said by an ancient Roman writer, that

there was no pursuit more worthy of a gentleman
than agriculture ; and custom, which fretnicntly

decides in ojiposition to reason, has decreed, that

individuals, even of elevated rank, may engage in

the cultivation ofthe soil, without descending from
their station. It certainly is a matter of congra-
tulation that such a distinction has been made in

favour of an art in the successful prosecution of
which the welfare of the community is so deeply
involved. Every increase of product, however
slight, and although only apparently beneiieial to
those who directly profit by it, is eventually
advantageous to the whole nation ; and not only
is more food thus obtained, but work by which it

may be purchased is also provided by tlie growth
of the raw material. The whole wealth of the
world has been acquired by labour; and in every
countr)', the condition of the people is seen to de-
pend upon the degree of skilful labour which it

can command. But the plough is the prime
mover of all, for until a sufficiency of food be pro-
duced for the common consumption, no one can
be spared from the cultivation of the land ; and it

is obvious, that in ])roi)ortion to the perfection of

that cultivation, will be the amount of subsistence
obtained, and the number of spare hands left for

other purposes. The means of support in other
branches of industry being thus secured, the
demand for the produce of the land increases

along with the produce of that labour ; more
hands are then required for its cultivation, and
these again require more manufactures. Thus
industry and wealth keep pace wtth agriculture,

and each stimulating the other, contributes to the
national pros])erity. ^Ve have been induced to

make these remarks in consequence of a paper,
written by Sir C. Lemon, Bart., which was read
at the " Prohus Farmers' Clith," at the last month-
ly meeting, entitled ^'Extracts relating to Agricul-

ture in Cornwall."

It appears that this paper was merely intended
as a memorandum for future use, and that only
a few cojjies were distributed to a few friends ; but
at the request of two or three members of the
" club," the Honourable Baronet conjented to its

being read at this meeting. The agricultural pic-
ture of Cornwall, as it is represented by our ear-

liest writers, is described by Sir Charles in an
interesting manner. It is probable that Roseland
was cultivated at a much earlier period than any
other part of the cownty, which was owing to the

high road from E.veter to the Lands-end running
through the district and over King Harry Passage.

Leland, in his journey in the time of Henry VIII,

says that Roseland is " metely fertyle in cornc
and grasse;" and from his description of the rest

of the county, the impression on his mind seems
to have been that Cornwall was " more fertylc in

tyune than corne."
The oldest authority quoted is that of Norden,

whose journey was probably made about 256 years
since. He describes the county as possessing
" corne in competent abundance of all kinds, yet

is the soyle of the country for the most pait but
meanc, especially in the middle parte, a great

parte whereof is mountainous, moorish, and
craggy." " The cattell" he says, "are not greate,

their feedingc being but meane."
AVe may judge how small must have been the

([uantity actually under the plough, from the

])opulation, which is calculated by Sir Charles

Lemon at about (J9,000 souls.

The next authority is that of Daniel Cox, from
a paper in the Philosophieal Transactions bearing
no date, but ])roI)al)ly written about 1691, and en-

titled " Iniinovcnients in Cornwall with sea sand."
" \\'hen the sand is brought home, it is spread on
the ground intended for wheat, or usually in the
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first crop of four, whatever may be the grain.

After four crops, 'tis our custom to leave our land

to pasture for six or seven j'cars, before we till

again." "Sea sand is mostly carried on horse-

back, but in some places is fetched by wheels."

He computes the whole expence of its land carriage

at £:5'2,00() per year.

At about forty years later. Tonkin makes the

following remarks :— After describing the common
process of beating, burning, scading, and sanding

of coarse and furzy ground, he says—The tiller

takes six crops out of the land so prepared, viz :
—

one of wheat, then two of oats, then one more of

VI heat, and two more of oats, or sometimes one of

wheat, then one of oats, next one of wheat, and

three of oats, according ta the goodness of the

land, and the manure they put upon it, and thL<n

if it is kept up for enclosure, after four or five

years it will be fit for tillage again ; but if the land

be ordinary and not worth keeping up for en-

closure, thpy let it run amain, and such will not

answer tilling anew, under 40 years or more.
Sir Charles calculates the population, at these

two periods, l(i91 and 1/33, at 10'), 800, making
an increase of 51 per cent, of agricultural produce
since Nord^en's time. Tonkin mentions butts and
wains, all drawn by oxen ; but he says " there

were no carts or waggons, as being unsuitcd to the

hilly and narrow ways.''

Borlase, who wrote about 84 years since, says

that, at that time, the manure used came chiefly

from the sea ; and we have, in this publication, the

the first mention of the culture of turnips, which
were then used " for feeding sheep and other

cattle, and mellowing the land for corn," by a

few gentlen)en of the county only.

We now come to Frazer's report, made in the

year 171)4, dejjuted from the board of agriculture.

He describes the internal parts of the country as

jiresentinjr to the eye of the traveller " immense
tracts of uncultivated waste and undivided com-
mon, entirely in a state of nature." " Cultivation,"

he says, " has proceeded but a short space from
the sea and the sea-shores, and the valleys near

the banks of great rivers, are the chief and almost

only seats of cultivation." " The management of

land," he says, " is uniform ; arable is sown vviiU

wheat, barley, or oats, as long as it will bear any,

and then grass for eight or ten years, until the

land is recovered, and again capable of bearing

corn. Very often it remains in fuizc or brambles

for 25 or 30 years." He estimates the proportions

of waste and cultivated land thus : — One third of

the county is under a regular course of husbandry ;

one third furze crofts, which are only broken up
once in 25 or 30 years, and one third wholly unin-

closed mountain or waste land. Want of space

prevents our entering into tiic statistical calcu-

lations, by which Sir Charles clearly shews, by re-

ference to the number of the ])Oi>ulation fiom the

year 1585 up to ll.e time of Frazer's report in 1794,

that there w-.is-an increase of agricultural produce

on the whole j)eriod, of 144 per cent.

It appears that it was the intention of Sir

Charles Lemon t.) extend this interesting enquiry

up to the year 1838, when the population of

Cornwall was probably about 336,000 persons ; and

in order to ascertain the increase per cent- of agri-

cultural produce to that period, it was necessary to

take into account the quantities of flour imported,

as well as the exports and imports of wheat, bar-

ley, malt, and oats. Rut in this pursuit he has

bee:i baflSed in a most extraoidinary manner ; for

on applying to the Custom-house at Falmouth, for

the actual returns of the coasting trade of flour,

he found that all the Custom-house books were

destroyed about f nincen years since, by an order

from the Hoard of Customs ; and thus, though he

can obtain all the requisite information with

respect to the ])resent state of the county, he has

no means whatever of comjiaring it with former

times.

Alluding to the present state of agriculture, the

Hon. Baronet anticipates the time when many of

the large tracts of improvable land will be taken

into cultivation. He says " Vv'ith the excei)tion

of Devon, Lancashire, Wilts, and Yorks-hire, there

is more improvable waste land in Cornwall than

in any other county." According to Mr. Cowling,

who gave his evidence before the enn'gration

committee of 1827, there was in Cornwall

Of Cultivated Land 550,000 acres

Of Improvable Land 190,000

Of Unprofitable Lund 109,280

The tables relating to the prices of wdieat in

Ensjland, and to fluctuations, arrange<l according

to certain groups of years, was not the least iuter-

e-;ting [jortion of the paper to the members of the

club.

At the conclusion of the meeting, a vote of

thanks to Sir Chailes Lemon was passed, with

thanks for his condescension in allowing them the

use of his interesting paper.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,— I beg to hand you a small addition to

your accounts of farmer's clubs.

The Isle of Thanet Farmer's Club was esta-

blished in July last. Previously to its formation

a prospectus was issued, from which the follow-

ing passages are extracted :
—

" The formation of Farmer's Clubs is a new and

interesting feature in agricultural history. ]>y

means of these Institutions much valualde infor-

mation is diffused ; different modes of cultivation

iire compared, and their results ascertained ; im-

provements are suggested and made public ; and

the interchange of thoughts, opinions, and observa-

tions, promotes good feeling, and in various ways

exercises a beneficial influence.
" Among the objects sought to be obtained by

Farmer's Club.s are the following :—to ascertain

the nature and qualities of the soils and subsoils

of the district— to inquire into the comparative

value of diftcrent sorts of manures— to test, by ex,

jjeriments, alleged improvements in cultivation-

in agricultural implements, or in the management
of stock—to discover the most profitable varieties

of corn, seeds, or roots, and the most advan-

tageous rotation of crops— to collect information

respecting the state and progress of agriculture,

by correspondence, by the establishment of agri-

cultural libraries, and such other means as may be

deemed expedient ; in a word, to advance the in-

terests of agriculture in every possible way

—

reducing theory to practice, and throwing the

fight of knowledge and science over the most use-

ful and important of the arts of life." .

The club now consists of between fifty and sixty

members. Some of our discussions h:ive been

very interesting and useful. The Rackheath

plough has been introduced into the district, by
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some members of the club, who united in a sub-
scription for that ])urpose. Several experiments
are in progress, to test the comparative value and
efficiency of the artificial manures. A show of
roots has also been decided on, to take place in

December next ; and the foundation is laid for an
agricultural library, by tbe purchase of several
useful works, which, together with the agricul-
tural ])criodicaIs, are sent round among the mem-
bers on the plan of book societies.

I shall be happy to report our progress from
time to time, and am Your obedient servant,

J. M. Cramp, Secretary.

Sf. Peter St Thanet, April 25.

INSURANCE AGAINST HAIL
STORMS.

TO THE EPITOR OF THE HAMPSFIIRE COUNTY
NEWSPAPER.

Sir,—Allow me to call the attention of the agri-

cultural body to the advertisments in the various
weekly market papers, of the Farmer's Insurance
Company, wherein a proposal is made to insure
the growing crops against those awful, and, of late,

frequent visitations — hail storms. Information
and coresi)ondeiice on the subject are earnestly so-

licited by the Society from farmers, as to the num-
ber of acres they would wish to insure annually,
and as the amount of premium must be founded
on calculations, based on tbe probable quantity to

be insured, it is hoped every individual farmer
will embrace the op])ortunity of affording such
information as will iiuluce the company to brin;?

into existence this mucli wanted and valuable
safeguai'd to tlie farmer's property.

It is notorious, that al)out three years since the
whole crop of corn in ear, belonging to an in('ivi-

vidual at Downton, near Salisbury, in Wiltshire,
WQS destroyed by a hail storm— the damage about
two thousand pounds— the unfortunate owner,
ruined in so far as regarded his prospects as a far-

mer, was obliged to have recourse to an humilia-
ting ajjpeal to public charity. A similar calamity,
two years since, befel a Mr. Smith, of Up Hurst-
bourne, in this county ; and several of his neigh-
bours sustained damage to the amount of £100
each. In fact the provincial papers from every
county have teemed with accounts of destruction,
caused l)y these more thnn usually frequent and
furious tempests. If the company be well suppor-
ted by numerous insurers, no doubt the premium
will be very low, the risk to them being small
and tbe <lamage,'when occurring, comparatively of
little amount, while the consequences of one of
these awful visitations may, to the majority of far-

mers, be positi\e aiul irrciricvable ruin. It be-
hoves every man whose property is ever exposed
to the mercy of the elements, to use his most
strenuous cndeavoiu's towards the establishing a
society, under whose wings he may find shelter,

and rest socin-e amid the raging of the fiercest

storm, with the consoling reflection that he has a
lieu on a fund for the amount of any damage his

pro[)erty may receive.

f)r\ the activity of the farmers depends the
introduction of tiie clause for insuring against hail

storms into the company's policies ; let them not

carelessly throw aside the invitation to correspond

with the society—let them not act as farmers (to

our cost and shame) too generally do, upon the prin-
ciple that what is every body's business is no par-
ticular person's concern. The company has agents
in every town ; the London office is 2;i, Norfolk-
strett. Bitter as useless would be the seli-reproach,

if any of us should be visited by one of these agents

of destruction, and having faileil to guard him-
self against tlio loss, by accepting the proffered

security ; a penny letter from every farmer may
save many a family from utter destitution.

Notwithstanding the importance of the subject,

I much fear the known antipathy of farmers to any
trouble beyond wiiat immediately concerns the
field, the told, or the barn, will be the cause of the

scheme being abandoned—let them bear in mind
the impressive words, these things ought ye to have

done, and not to have left the other undone : remem-
ber, it will be useless to sow if we canrTot rea]), or

to fill our barns with cornless sheaves.

Pray, Mr. Editor, stir up my brother clods to the

duty they owe their children, even should they

think themselves worth but little trouble, and en-

deavour to impress on the landlords the neces-

sity of their interference ; they(the landlords) will

do more than all the reasoning and persuasion in

the world. I am, yours, &c.,

Whitchurch, April Ifi. A Farmer.

THP: ROHAN POTATO.

We take the following notiees of the Rohan Potato

from an American paper:—This new and extraordinary

variety, which has lately appeared in Switzerland, has

been cultivated in this country two years ; it surpasses

all others in size and productiveness— is quite f.iri-

naccous, and of excellent flavour, .ludg'e Buel, in the

Cultiv.itor, of November last, says, " we obtained two

tubers from France last full, and throuqh the kindness

of an esteemed friend, we have been enabled to in-

crease our seed 25 pounds. We divided the tubers

into sets of two eyes each, and planted one set in a hill

lour feet apart, in a piece of ground much shaded, and

in rather low condition. We dug, weighed, and

measured the crop on the 28lh September. It weighed

.525 pounds, and measured nine bushels, 35 of the

larg-est tubers filling a basket. They are undoubtedly

the most productive variety of potato we have ever met

with. The three tubers first imported cost 45 dollars.'

Rohan Potato.—Dr. Fuller, of the Connecticut

Retreat, has gathered from one " true Rohan," pre-

?ented him last spring, and which weighed only four

ounces, 96!bs. 5 oz., one of the potatoes weighed 2lbs.

10 oz., and the yield being four to one. Beat the Doc-

tor who can.

We copy the following fiom the columns of the New
England Farmer:—
Largk Return from tuij Rohan Potato.—

Mr. Ebenfzer Stedmau, of Newburyport, purchased

of J. Breck and Co., at their agricultural ware-

house, the last spriug, five pounds ut Rohan Potato.

He planted them iu hills, four feel apart, three eyes in

a hill ; he thinks two would be enough. He states

that from these he raised 525 lbs. At '20 cents per lb.,

the present price, his crop is worth 105 dollars.
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REPORT OF THE FIRST ANNUAL
MEETING OF THE WATTON
FARMERS' CLUB.

14th may, 1840.

The first annual meeting of the Watton Farmers'

Club was held at the George Inn, on Thursday, the

I4th inst., when a large number of the members sat

down to an excellent dinner, under the able pre-

sidency of the Rev. B. Barker, who was supported

on the'right by J. E. Scott, Esq., and on the left by

J. R. Buckworth, Esq., thus showing by their pre-

sence the identity of their interests with those of

the farmer. Besides the principal members of the

Watton Club, we noticed Mr. B. Farrow from the

Harleston Club, Messrs. A. Gayford and VV. Wicks
from the Thetford Club, &c., &c.

After the cloth was removed, the Chairman gave
" the Queen."
The Chairman next proposed the health of

H. R. H. Prince Albert, the Queen Dowager, and

the rest of the Royal Family.
" The Army and Navy."

Song—" The flag that braved a thousand years the

battle and the breeze."

The CuAiRMANroseand said,—" Gentlemen, I feel

some difficulty in proposing the next toast, not being

much of a farmer, having been fifty years old before

I began business ; but, before you, gentlemen, who
are all experienced men, it is not necessary that I

should say much, I think, by means of this and

similar societies, that we shall attain the first object

that a man can have—to increase the produce of his

country. ( Cheers.) It was said by a great writer, now
no more, that the man who made two blades of grass

grow where one grew before, was a greater benefactor

to his couutry than the greatest politician. (Cheers.)

I, gentlemen, shall not be content till I see four

blades grew wbere I now see one. I confess I am
very sanguine, but old as I am 1 expect to see that;

and that too through the instrumentality of Farmers'

Clabs. (Hear, hear.) 1 have had the good fortune

to see the report which will shortly be read to you,

and I will say that you have done more than I ex-

pected. (Cheers.) Gentlemen, I am not come here

to impart much knowledge to you, but now that I am
a farmer, I delight as much as any of you to see any

farm in good order; in taking a ride of some fifteen

miles this morning in this neighbourhood, I saw but

one farm but what was a credit to the occupier

;

amongst others I passed that of my friend, Ellis

Palmer, and I must say he is quite up to the mark
;

I am glad to call him my friend and my parishioner.

I will not detain you any longer, but propose ' pros-

perity to the Watton Farmers' Club."' {Long con-

tinued applause.)

The Secretary, Mr.'BARTON, then read the report,

the termination of which was bailed with loud

applause.

Mr. B. Farrow, of Ipswich, rose to move that the

report just read be adopted, and in doing so he

begged to congratulate the members on the success-

ful progress of the club during- the past year. He
had heard fears expressed that the subjects for dis-

cussion would soon become exhausted, and the in-

terest in Farmers' Clubs would consequently become

languid , but this was a supposition to which he could

by no means agree. The field for improvement in

agriculture was a boundless one, and though much
had already been eflfected, still more remained to be

done ; there is scarcely a science but may be advan-

tageously brought to bear upon the operations of the

field, and there is perhaps no occupation which of-

fers a mere inexhaustible source for observation and
reflection than that of the farmer ; before him the

ample volume of nature, every page of which teems
with new and instructive facts, is opened for his pe-

rusal, and all the beautiful variety of her handy work,
her wise and provident adaptation of means to ends,

aad all her myterious and wonderful operations in her
great laboratory the soil, come before him in the daily

routine of his ordinary occupation. But the power
of observation, like all our other faculties, requires

cultivation for its proper development, and it may
have happened that farmers pursuing their employ-
ment, as it has been transmitted to them from their

forefathers, have not hitherto availed themselves of
the opportunities for reflection, which their situation

so amply afforded. Now not the least important

feature in these societies is that they do essentially

teach us how to observe. By communicating our ideas

to others, we are insensibly led to reflect on our rea-

sons for what we do, and the collision of opinions

which takes place in these discussions tends more
than any thing beside to rub of!' those ancient preju-

dices which have heretofore so much retarded agri-

cultural improvement. He concluded by moving
that the very able and copious report just read be
adopted and printed.

Mr. J. Gall begged to second the proposition :

he entirely agreed in the report just read, and he was
quite convinced that Farmers' Clubs would not only

advance agriculture, but raise the character of the

British farmer. ( The proposition was carried by accla-

mation fj

The Chairman said, after the excellent report they

had just heard read (hear) he thought they ought to

follow that by a toast, which though not next on the

list, must, he was sure, be uppermost in the minds
of all present. It was the health of their Secretary,

(cheers.) He said " now it so happens in societies of
this sort, as you all know, that the chief labour de-

volves on one individual ; in this case it has de-

volved on him, and he has, so far as my judg-
ment extends, performed his business well, for

though committees are appointed to do this and do
that, still we know very well who must do the

work (hearJ ; his heart is with you, his interests

are bound up with agriculture, and to give his

best attention to it by aiding to the utmost of bis

powers to forward the interests of this club. I

will therefore propose the health of our Secretary

Mr. Barton." (Tlie toast was received with loud cheers.)

Song by Mr. Hastings.

Mr. Barton rose and said :
" For the high compli-

ment you have just paid me accept my thanks ; no
words that 1 can utter can express my feelings on
this occasion—an occasion I have looked forward to

with anxious hope, and on which I now look with
unmingled pleasure. Ever since the first formation

of farmers' clubs, I have looked upon them as supe-
rior vehicles to cenvey agricultural information from
one district to another (hear), and now more so,

especially that the reports and transactions of
farmers' clubs are published and diffused through the

whole kingdom, and for which the farmers of England
are much indebted to Mr. Shaw, who, not only on
this, but on all occasions, uses his utmost endeavour
to forward the interests of the British farmer. Wit-
ness, gentlemen, the great share he has had in the

'formation of the RoyalAgriculturalSocietyof England,
and now again in the formation of the Farmers' Fire

and Life Insurance Institution, a society well worthy
your attention. By the publication of these reports

the opinions of one club will be canvassed at

another, and in the end will tend to fix the principles
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of agriculture on those firm and unerring principles

which is the utmost object of our desire. To the

gentlemen of Harleston much is due ; it was there

the train was iired ; Walton, being of light material,

easily caught fire, and sent it on to Tlieiford ; even
there the boundary of the county could not resist

its progress, and Ixworth canght the flame ; the

conflagration spread, and Stoke Ferry serves to fan

the flame ; even there tbe wet and marsby district

that lies beyond it could not damp its progress, and
Downb.im, I hear, is hot, if not already fired

(cheers) ; so tbat when the smoke of prejudice clears

oflf, wesbaU see farmers' clubs arising in every market
town in the kingdom (hear). The mention of Har-
leston brings to my mind another circumstance ; tbey
have been pleased to call our club their eldest child,

and I am sure we must feel highly honoured in hav-
ing such a parent, and I hope that sire and scion may
continue on the same tern,s and mutual understand-
ing as at present (cheers) ; and tbat, like the scion
which is taken from tbe parent tree and transplanted
on another stock, it m^y grow with vigour, and
endeavour, if possible, to outstrip its parent
(cheers). In this case, gentlemen, the sire has bad
a long start, but, nevertheless, tbe scion has this day
brought forth its Jirstfruits , and I hope has not much
degenerated from the ori^innl (applause). Gentle-
men, 1 look forward to great things from farmers'
clubs ; I expect to see them raise the moral and
intellectual character of the people, and infuse a
more liberal system of education into tbe class. It

was said of old, ' IJo not educate too highly, or he
will be too learned for a farmer— he will never stick

to it.' But, gentlemen, I deny that ! and why 1

because it is necessary to bare a knowledge of the
collateral sciences to be a successful (ariner in the
present day ; he requires to have a knowledge of
chemistry, botany, entomology, and geology—not
that I mean to say tbat it is necessary he should have
a perfect and minute knowledge of all the techni-

calities of these sciences, but he ought to have a

knowledge of the principles of each (hear, hear).
Gentlemen, chemistry is a field too wide for me to

enter upon, but 1 am sure you will all agree with me
as to its importance in connection with agriculture
(hear). B')tany is a useful science ; it teaches us
to distinguish between those plants which are good
and those which are not. VViih regard to entomo-
logy, 1 wish to impress upon you, tbat it is necessary
you should be acquainted with it ; and why ? it is

by knowing the nature and habits of insects tbat we
find out tbe means of destroying them (hear). It is

well known that some insects feed upon each other,

and without a knowledge of them we may, perhaps,
be destroying tbe very ones that we ought to pre-
serve (hear, hear). And it is necessary to obtain a
knowledge of geology before you can thoroughly
undi^rstHiid the strata and substrata

;
geology is

moreover of greiit use to the drainer, but 1 need not
enter further into this subject. I think, gentlemen,
tbat farmers' clubs will tend much to elevate (his

country above all others in the scale of nations, and
England will be in reality what she is so often said to

have been

—

" Great, glorious, and free—
First flowtr of the ocean— first gem of the

sea." {Cheers J

Gentlemen, I trust ourclub will continue to prosper,
and tbat, as tbe mighty river which gathers into its

bosom the tributary streams which flow on either

side, till at last tbey become an irresistible torrent,

60 may we gather into one garner all those streams,

however minute, which flow from tbe fountain of

knowledge, that when we arrive at the terminus of*

another year, we may produce new and irresistible

proofs of the utility of farmers' clubs Cc/icers^. One
word more, gentlemen, and I have done : you have
been pleased to again confer upon me the o&ze of

secretary ; 1 wish your choice had fallen on some
one moie competent, and possessing greater talents

than I do ; but this I will say—on no one could
you fix who has more zea lin the cause (cheers). As
you have decreed, I accept it, and so long as this

society is conducted on the same principles as at

present, so long may you command my services"

(cheers).

Mr. Hart then briefly proposed the Chairman's

good health, and many thanks lor his kind attendance

here to-day,

—

(Drank with unbounded applause.)

The Chairman then rose, Hnd was again greeted

with cheers. He begged, in the first place, to drink

all their good healths. He little deserved the cona-

plimentjust paid bim; but he supposed it was from

his having accepted the office of Chairman for this

evening. How could he refuse it when asked to

meet so many of his old friends and neighbours?

—

(Cheers). It gave him additional pleasure to be pre-

sent that day, because be bad heard the report of their

labours ot the past year. He begged to say, he en-

tirely concurred in it, and in the manner in which
these societies were conducted, and he wished them
publicly to express his opinion

—

(Hear). He had
nc/thing further to say, but again to thank them, and
he hoped these clubs would g© on increasing

—

(Cheers).

The Chairman said—" We have heard that the

Wation club is tbe eldest child of the Harleston

club, I vvi'l now give you the health of the eldest

member of this club; it is Mr. Ellis Palmer, and
thanks to him foi^ his donation of books

—

(Cheers),

Song—" Old England for ever shall weather the

storm."

Mr. Ellis Palmer then rose and said :—" Gentle-
men, I beg to acknowledge tbe handsome manner in

which you have drank ray health, coupled with your
thanks for my having presented tbe society with
some books. I hope those gentlemen who may
read them, will derive as much pleasure and in-

formation from them as I have done"

—

(Cheeis). As
an agriculturist, he felt proud of having had his farm
alluded to, and in such glowing terms as it bad been
by our worthy Chairman. He must say, that be was
much behind hiin (the Chairman}, but be was glad

to farm in the same parish, and to bave so good a

farmer for his rector. He hoped the society would
go on and prosper— ( C/ieers^ —and that be should
long live to meet them, and they to see it ajain. He
begged to drink all their good healths

—

(Cheers).

I'he Chairman said, before he proposed the next

toast, ho wished to make an observiition with regard

to his own farm. He was glad to hear it so highly

spoken of ; be did not, however, take all tbe credit

on himself, but be attributed it chiefly to his good
fortune in possessing a clever and experienced man
as his superintendent; he would say more—so long

as he was a farmer, he would not have an acre of

land in bis possession slovenly cultivated. He
would now proceed to the toast; it was the health of

a gentleman be had long known, and highly esteemed ;

it was the health of the gentleman the club bad se-

lected to preside there for the next year : he would,
without further comment, propose the health of JNir.

Swanu

—

(Cheers).

Song—"The Old English Gentleman."

Mr. SwANN, in acknowledging the toast, said he
was glad to see so numerous an attendance at this
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their first annual meeting : their nnmbers showed the

interest they took in this society, and he hoped they

would not iiHve cause to repent of their choice of him

for their chairman, but that it would continue to go

on in the prosperous wav it had done. He begged

to assure them that notbing should be wanting on his

part to promote its welfare.

The CriAiHMAN siid, b(;fore proposing' the next toast,

he wished to make an observation on subsoil ploughine:

;

he had this year beenindwced to try ttieexperimentofsub-

soilinsr on ten acres, comprising' a g're'at variety of soils
;

at present, ot course, he could say nothinsj as to the re-

sults, but should anything' worth communicating' arise

from it, the club should most assuredly receive the in-

formation. {Cheers.) He would come to the subject

of the toast,— it was the j^entiemen of the committee,

and in doingr so he would select the name of one of

those gentlemen whose family he had lon^ known and
respected, he beg-ged to give " Mr. F. Gates and the

Committee."

Song—" In the days when we went Gypsyin^."

Mr. F. Gates said, for the honour done to the com"
mittee in drinking their healths, he begged to thank
them; although" forming the committee, their duties

had not been very heavy, owing to the great assistance

supplied by the Secretary, but such as tlterc had been
he hoped they had done effectually. He considered
these clubs were the means of diffusing much valuable
information ; he for one had found it so, and he made
no doubt that had been the case with others, and he

hoi)ecl they would continue in the same good feeling as

hitherto. He begged again to tiiank them. (Cheers.)

Mr. E. Palmer had permission of the chair to pro-

pose the next toast ; it was the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, and coupling with that the name of

a gentleman present who is a member, Mr. Scott.

(Cheers.) He said " we know him'.o bean experimental
farmer, and it is to be regretted that he does not oftener

comeamongst usto afford us the benefit of hisexperience

;

his heart is as warmly in the cause a« any of as, and it

is to be hoped we shall in future see more of him." He
would not detain them longer, but at once propose Mr.
Scott's health, and success to the Royal Agricultural

Society of England.'' {Cheers.)

Song—" Give rae a real Friend."

Mr. Scott said
—

" Gentlemen, I am much obliged for

the high compliment paid me in drinking my health,

coupled with that of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England ; no one can appreciate that society more than
I do, and I anticipate great benefit to result from it.

My non-attendance has not arisen from any want of

interest in the welfare ot the club, and promise for the fu-

ture to be a more frequent attendant."

The Chairman said the next toast he had to propose
to them was the health of the gentleman on his left,

Mr. Buckworth. (Cheers.)

Mr. Buckworth, in reluming thanks, said, he felt

great pleasure m attending this meeting, and was happy
to hear that the report was to be printed, as he was
sure he should derive benefit from it. 'J'hey only

wanted stirring up (hearj—nad the only stirring up
they got in his neighbourhood was from the wind.

(Laughter.) He had learned something that evening,

and should go home belter informed than he came.
(Cheers.)

The Chairman, in proposing the next toast, adverted

to an opinion of a celebrated writer, now no more, that

whatever might be the increase of population, the

growth of corn would keep pace with it. Thi<- pre-

diction, made 26 years ago, has been strictly fulfilled

;

since then the population has increased 8,000,000, and
with it the growth of corn has increased in the same
ratio. (Hear, hear.) Thus was seen the effects of im-

proved husbandry ; and should population increase for

the next 26 years in the same proportion, he had no

doubt but that the various improvements that will go
on, aided and assisted by such societies as these, will

enable us still to supply the increased demand. The
progress which manufactures have made daring this

period is well known to all, and btlieving that their in-

terests are identified with those of agriculturists, he

begged to propose as a toast

—

" The sources of our national wealth, Agriculture

and Manufactures, their interests are the same, and

may no diflFerence arise between them."

This wa> foll"wed by, " Prosperity to the Harlestou

Club." (Cheers.)

Mr. Farrow in returning thanks, expressed the

great pleasure and instruction he had individually re-

ceived from the discussing of the club, and his belief

in the great benefits to be derived by farmers from such

societies.
" Prosperity to the Thetford Club, with Mr. D. Gay-

ford."

Mr.D.GAYFORDsall," For the honour yon have done
me in proposing my health, in connexion with that of

prosperity to the Thetford Farmers' Club, accept my
thanks; we are met here to celebrate the first anni-

versary of this club, and I am glad to see it so nume-
rously attended ; it shows that the spirit which has so

long been dormant, has at length been aroused (cheers),

and I am proud to say I have had some share in arousing

that spirit. (Hear, hear.) Farmer's clubs form a

new and interesting feature in the history of agricul-

ture ; by their means, the theory of the study is brought

to bear on the practical appearance of the field (hear),

and thus by combining the two, prove the soundness

of the former by the test of the latter. ( Cheers.) It

was said, in former times, that if a man knew more
than his neighbours, he should keep it to himKclf ; but,

gentlemen, in the present age, abetter spirit is abroad,

and that as these societies increase, such selfishness

will give way, well remembering that great command-
ment— ' Love thy neighbour as thyself.' (Cheers.)

There is another observation I wish to make, which I

have not heard expressed this evening, that while we
are benefiting oursel»es, let us not be unmindful of our

poorer neighbours ; one kind word, or any little

friendly act towards them, will tend much to lighten

their daily toil, and at the same time tend to strpngthpn

the bond of union between them." (Cheers.) We much
regret we cannot more closely report this most excel-

lent speech, which was received throughout with great

applause.
" Success to the Wayland Society for rewarding

good conduct to Labourers." (Cheers.)

Song—" Is thee for honest poverty."
" Mr. Russell's good health, and success to his new

undertaking as a salesman."

Mr. Russell returned thanks and said, he should

be happy to sell stock for any gentleman who would

consign them to him ; he did not expect to send a better

account thau others, but he hoped to send as good.

( Cheers.

)

Mr, OLDFiELD,with permission, proposed the health

of Mr. Pillans, one whose constant attention and exer-

tion was most beneficial at the formation of this so-

ciety ; that gentleman being of the legal profession,

the club considered him in tact their legal adviser.

Mr. Pillans returned thanks for the compliment

paid to him, and informed the meeting that he had but

lately become a farmer, and that to counterbalance the

bad name his profession had, he had found out by at-

tending markets, there were tricks even in farming

(laughter) ; but small farmer as he might be, he was

always ready and willing to promote the interests of

agriculture. He had this year been a competitor at

the turnip show, and although unsuccessful this time,

he hoped not to he so in future ; in fact he had laid in

a large stock of bone dust already—that manure being

so strongly advocated. He concluded a luminous

.speech by wishing increased prosperity to the club.

" Mr. Cole," and thanks to him for the information

he so freely impaits. That gentleman having returned

thanks, the Chairman gave " Our next merry meet-

ing," and the company separated highly gratified.
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THE FIRST REPORT OF THE
BECCLES FARMERS' CLUB.

In presenting the First Annual Report of tbe

proceedings of the Beccles' Farmers' Club, your
committee beg to observe that the experience of the
last few months has fully borne out the anticipations

which those (who formed the club) had entertained

of the results of such an institution. To men en-
gaged in a common pursuit, the meeting together to

discuss matters in which all are more or less em-
ployed, and principles which all have more or less to

pat in practice, cannot fail proving highly beneficial

;

especially, when they are induced to come forward
with free and unreserved communications of their

different experience. In no pursuit can such an
institution be more advantageous than in the science
of agriculture ; in which improvements through all

its extensive branches are almost daily progressing,
and in which tbe subjects to be treated upon are so
various, as to require all the attention which any one
engaged in it can give, to obtain a competent know-
ledge even of its minor details. In addition to these
sources of information, from which the farmer may
gather the most approved modes of the proceedings
of his neighbours, he has also another means of im-
provement in the access to many useful agricultural
publications, from which he may learn what others
are doing in more distant counties.
The uniform interest which has been manifested

on every subject, and the perfect harmony which has
prevailed throughout, are an evidence of the impor-
tance which the members attach to this society ; and
your committee think they may safely appeal to them
to say, whether in the few months it has been in ex-
istence, and notwithstanding the impediments which
in every newly constituted society must necessarily
arise, it has not even in its infant state, contributed
much valuable information to many, and in some de-
gree been a source of utility to all.

Your committee, in accordance with their duty,
have caiefully perused the minutes of the several
meetings, and have endeavoured to convey as con-
cisely as possible the conclusions at which they have
arrived on the subjects which have been submitted
to their notice.

The first subject wliich engaged the attention of
the club was the consideration of " the best mode of
securing and harvesting the wheat crop." This was
selected as being peculiarly applicable to the season
of the year (July) at which it was brought forward

;

and indeed on all occasions pains have been taken to
select ;iuch subjects as corresponded to the different
operations of agriculture which were more immedi-
ately to be called into practice. A lengthened
discussion ensued : the contention lying between
the comparative advantages of mowing and reaping.
On the one side it was contended by those who had
been long familiar with the latter, that it was much
the neater operation, and that, although it would
occupy a longer time than mowing, yet the additional
labour in carting, and the extra expense in thrashing,
would more than counterbalance the time lost in the
act of cutting. The advocates of mowing, on the
other hand, stated its advantages to be—that it was
more expeditious than reaping—that a greater quan-
tity of straw was obtained (a very material object on
light land farms), and this additional quantity of
straw was of much greater value than stubble,
which was generally pnrtially decayed— that the
corn was less liable to damage in a wet harvest (a
circumstance which was satisfactorily proved by
allusions to that of 1837)—and that the land was

immediately in a fit state for the ploughs to work it

either for tares or rye, or to put it in a course of
preparation for mangel-wurzel. The following
calculation of the profit arising from mowing was
proposed by one of the members :•

—

Reaping an acre . . 9

Haulming stubble . 2

Carting do. .1 6

Mowing an acre,

s. d.

.7

Extra thereby per
acre 1 9

Do. carts in harvest

and thatchinar. . . 1 3,

12 6

Balance in favour of mowing 2
Value of straw over stubble per acre . . 10

10 0.

6

12 6

The following resolution on the subject was
passed by the meeting :

—
Resolved :

" That mowing wheat is to be preferred

to reaping, on account of the greater expedition in

cutting tbe crop, the less liability of the corn
being damaged by a wet season, and the greater

quantity of straw which is obtained."

The " Black Caterpillar," or rather, the most
effectual means of destroying that insect, was next
introduced. On this matter there were many sug-
gestions from different members, for the purpose of
arresting the progress of this destructive enemy of
the turnip crop. Some mentioned having tried a

top-dressing of lime, some that of soot, others had
endeavoured to brush them off by drawing a rope
or houghs over the plants, others stated that they had
found a light roll to be the most effectual means of
destroying them. It was observed that they gene-
rally first attacked the east side of the field, and that

their injurious effects were, as might reasonably be
expected, most observed in hot dry weather. It is

to be regretted that the natural history of this insect

is not sufiBcieutly known to the practical farmer ; and
that the results of the experiments which had been
made with a view to their destruction, were not

more clearly defined. In the absence of these

desiderata, the meeting adopted the following-

resolution :

—

Resolved :
" That of the several remedies men-

tioned, rolling the turnips appears to the meeting
the most successful ; but the (ew experiments
which have been detailed afford insufficient ground
for the formation of a correct judgment on the

matter."

" Subsoil Ploughing " was the subject which next
occupied the attention of the club. The member
introducing it raeutioned the great benefit which
would accrue to strong clayey lands from the use of
the subsoil plough, not merely by its breaking the
crust, which is formed at the bottom of the furrow
by the continued treading of the horses' feet, but
also from the easier access which the loosening- of
the soil would allow the water to the drains, thereby
rendering the land comparatively free from its dele-

terious influence. It was also stated that on light

gravelly soils it would be useful, especially where
turnips had been fed off by shee|i. Mr. Smith's, of
Deanston, evidence before the l^arliamentry Com-
mittee was read, and his opinion that land once well
subsoiled would not for many years get into the
same firm state again, was adverted to. The
system being, however, new to many of the mem-
bers, and of the agriculturists of this dictrict having
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seen but little of its effects, the following report was
carried :

—

Resolved :
" That the general results of subsoiling

not having been sufficiently experienced in this

Deigbbourhood, this meeting can come to no speci-

fic resolution on the subject, but it recommends
the members to try it on a small scale, in order

that at some future period the subject may again

be brought forward."

" The best mode of steeping seed wheat," as

corresponding fo the season (September) was the

next subject. A great variety of specifics for the

eradication of insects were mentioned. Arsenic, at

the rate of a quarter of a pound to four bushels,

vitrei, urine, salt water, and even a steep of pure
water, were stated as having proved efficacious. In
nearly all these cases newly-slacked lime was sifted

on to dry the seed previous to planting. That great

attention should be paid to the dressing of the wheat,

that the coshes and light kernels which float on the

steep should be skimmed off, and that care be taken

every kernel should be acted on by whatever specific

might be used, were considered generally necessary.

Resolved :
" That many of the different steeps used

for seed wheat appear to be efficacious, yet great

care is necessary in the selection of the seed, and
also in the manner of applying the dressing

adopted ; that those in which either arsenic or vitrei

is employed appear to be preferable."

The best method of " Planting Wheat " came
next in order (October). Sowing that grain broad-
cast seemed to be almost universally discarded by
the members ; and the only contention was between
the advocates of the drill and the dibble. For the

latter, the less quantity of seed required, and the

less liability of the crop to be root-fallen when
arriving near maturity, were advanced as arguments

;

for tlie former, the greater expedition with which
the seed was deposited at a season which is usually

a busy one, as being that in whicii the mangel-wurzel
had to be secured, and the difficulty that would arise

ill finding a sufficient number of competent hands,

should a large breadth be put in with the dibble,

were some of the reasons which were used in claim-

ing the suporiority. Several experiments were
detailed, in which each method bad been put in

piactice on adjoining lands in the same field, in some
of which one produced the larger quantity of grain,

and in some the other. The following resolution

being put to the meeting, " That the drill is pre-

ferable to the dibble," the members for and against

were equal, and the chairman not giving his casting

vote, it was abandoned, and the following passed:

—

Resolved : " That either the drill or the dibble is

indispensable."

" The best manner of keeping cart-horses,'* was
the subject of discussion at the November meeting.

The member who introduced it stated it to be one of

considerable difficulty, upon which it wss not an
easy matter to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion.

After a few preliminary observations, the method of

feeding horses with cut chaff was discussed and
strongly recommended. As economy appeared the

great desideratum, it was considered that a small

portion of straw might be mixed with the hay for

cutting, and that during the winter months bean-

stalks might be given. I'nder these circumstances,

however, an increased quantity of corn would be

jiecessary. Some members stated that, when the

allowance of hay or stover was stinted, it would be

found desirable to grind the corn, by' whieh means

the chaff would be better consumed than when the
corn was given whole. After a somewhat leno-thened
debate, the following was agreed to :

—

Resolved :
" That it is the opinion of this meeting,

that the most approved method of keeping cart-
horses is to allow them each twelve stone of hay
per week, and one bushel of oats, or an equivalent
of bean-meal and pollard, as winter keep ; a small
quantity of straw cut into chaff is considered
advantageous in point of economy. Through the
summer it is desirable to feed them upon tares or
other green-meat in yards, in preference to turning
them out on the pastures. And also that yards,
with hovels for feeding and lodging, are preferable
to confinement in the stable, either winter or
summer.''

The chairman stated that he had received a com-
munication from the secretary of the Wrentham
Farmers' Club, respecting the unequal charges made
for the porterage of corn, and requesting the
co-operation of this club in endeavouring to establish
an uniform rate of charge. It was agreed that a
deputation of two members be appointed for that
purpose. The members so deputed reported at the
following meeting that in unison with the deputations
of other clubs, they had had a conference with the
merchants at Halesworth, and that one penny per
quarter for all descriptions of grain was agreed upon
as the charge for porterage.

The next subject which occupied the attention of
the club was "The most profitable method of feedino-
bullocks," the discussion to be taken on the manner
in which the food should be given, and not on the
quality of the food. Many arguments were
advanced in favour of stall-feeding, the principal of
which were, that the beasts being able to obtain a
more equal share of food, which was not the case
when loose in a yard, that they were not subject to
such great vicissitudes of heat and cold, and what
was considered of paramount importance, a less
quantity of food was consumed. It was also recom-
mended to administer the food in small quantities,
and at slated intervals. The following resolution was
adopted:

—

Resolved : " That feeding in loose stalls is to be
preferred to any other mode, and regularity in
feeding at stf.ted periods (excessive quantities
given at one time being avoided), will be found ,

more beneficial than allowing the food to remain
constantly before the beasts."

The next meeting was engaged in endeavourino-
to ascertain "The most desirable root io be grown,
Swedish turnips or mangel wurzel." The member
who brought forward the subject stated that he had
never grown any of the latter root, and that bis land
bad generally produced a good crop of Swedes, but
he was desirous that this subject should be dis-
cussed, that it might be determined whether it would
not be more advantageous to grow them alternately
upon lands considered kind for either root, or to con-
tinue the system of growing Swedes only. It was
argued that the fact of the turnip crop not being so
good as it was known to have been twenty or thirty
years ago, of itself proved the necessity of a ro-
tation.

After a long discussion ihe club arrived at the
following conclusion :

—

Resolved :
" That on strong and heavy lands mangel-

wurzel is preferable to Swedish turnips, and that
on land of a mixed soil an alternation of these roots
is in a certain degree necessary

6*'
, ,., g^ji^
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At tte meetinsT in February, the second annual re-

port of the Harleston Farmers' Club, which had been

received from the secretary of that society by the

chairman, was read, and the chairman was requested

to acknowledge the receipt of the same with thanks.

" The best mode of applying yard-manure, vphe-

ther in a recent orfermented state," was then brought

before the meeting. The member introducing it

contended in favour of manurt^ in a recent state , that

fermentation on a heap is injurious from the loss of

many valuable properties ; that fermentation taking

place in the soil was highly favourable to the t;rowth

of plants;, and this was very apparent from the supe-

rior crops produced by long manure—that clayey

land was in particular benefitted by the mechanical

division of the soil which it produced ; that the use

of recent manure would enable the farmer to cover a

larger breadth, and quoted Sir Humphrey Davy's

work on agricultural chemistry in support of some

of these opinions; he proposed the following resolu-

tion.

" That it is the opinion of this meeting that every

description of farm-yard manure in its raw state con-

tains the greatest quantity of vegetable food. That

all manure made by highly fed cattle requires no

other preparation previous to its being applied, but

to be turned over and its parts well mixed. That all

manure made by poorly fed cattle should be suffici-

ently to break down the fibre of the straw, but the

most eSectual way to prevent this high state being

required would be for farmers t» feed their stock

with better food."

On the other side it was argued that a slight fer-

mentation was necessary, that this could be effected

without allowing it to arrive at such a height that

the manure was materially wasted ; that although

long manure might be advantageous on strong soils,

yet that on light lands, it would if laid on at certain

seasons, render the soil even more loose and porous

than it was in its natural state, a circumstance

which on this description of soil must prove highly

detrimental ; that at certain seasons of the year it was

a difficult matter to preserve the manure in the yards

without injury, but that its valuable properties might

be more easily retained on a heap, while too liigh a

state of decomposition might be prevented by bread-

ing the heaps, and covering them with earth. A
lengthened discussion took place on this hi«h1y im-

portant subject. The proposed resolutions were
negatived, and the following adopted by the meeting.

Resolved—" That for certain crops and at certain

seasons manure in its recent state is to be preferred,

but as a general rule the meeting recommends
that yard manure should be slightly fermented on

a heap at a low temperature previous to its ap-

plication."

A letter having been received from the secretary

of the Isle of Thanet Farmers' Club, expressing the

desire of that society to correspond with this, it

was agreed that such an ofler should be accepted

with pleasure.

Several members having stated their opinion that

it would be desirjible to alter the annual meeting from

June to May, as fixed by the tenth rule, the latter

month being more convenient for a shew of cattle, a

general meeting was called in April, to take such al-

teration into consideration. It was then agreed that

the first annual meeting should take place on the 13th

of May, and that the several sweepstakes for cattle

and horses into which the members might enter,

should be determined on that day, by judges to be

selected by the committee.

The last subject which engaged the attention of

the club, was " The best method of improving the

breed of cattle in this neighbourhood." The pre-

sent system adopted was reprobated by all parties ;

little attention being paid to the choice of the cow,

except in the sole essential of her being a good milker,

and still less in the selection of a proper male ;

while this disadvantage was also stated that the lat-

ter was generally fattened and killed at the age of

little more than two years, before an opinion could

be forrr.ed of the merits of the stock be had produced
;

and should these turn out well, the parent was
no longer in existence. There are only three modes
by which an improvement of the breed of cattle in

this district can be effected,—by selection of the

best animals of the present breed,—by crossicg the

present breed by bulls of a more improved breed, or

by adopting entirely an improved breed. After

many arguments in*roduced in support of each of

these propositions the following conclusion was
arrived at:

Resolved :
'* That the breed of cattle in this neigh-

bourhood would be greatly improved by crossing

the Suffolk cow with a pood Durham bull, but

that perhaps it would be more desirable to intro-

duce a pure improved breed of cattle.''

Your committee have examined the treasurer's

accounts, and find that his receipts have been from

—

£ s. d.

Donations 2

Subscriptions 14 12 6

16 12 6

His expenditure

—

£ s, d.

Books 8 1^ 9

Stationary and printing. .2 3 3

Balance.

10 19
5 13
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WESTERN ROSS FARMER'S
SOCIETY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE INVERNESS HERALD.

and May, 1840.

Sir,—The quarterly meeting of the Western Ross
Fanners' Society was held in Dingwall yesterday.

The committee for destroying rooks reported that,

with one exception, (Sir Colin Mackenzie, Bart.)

every rook proprietor had refused to let them be ex-
tirpated, and farmers were, therefore recommended
to destroy them by steeping grain in some poisonous
liquid, and strewing it in their way.

Sir F. A. Mackenzie stated that the following ex-
periments were in progress on his farm at Conan this

season, viz. :—
1st. A crop of potatoes having been grown iu 1829,

from rape dust, fully equal co that from farm-yard
dung. This field is now laid down with wheat,
partly drilled, partly dibbled, and partly broad-cast,

to try the comparative results from the various
modes of sowing, and also the different manures.

2nd. Two large fields were dunged on the stubble

in December and January, with farm-yard manure,
and ploughed in for turnips in 1840 ; and two other

fields will be laid down in the usual manner, to test

the superiority of the two modes.
3rd. Part of a field is planted with potatoes in the

usual way, with cut splits, and part shoots of potatoes,

to try the comparative results. There are several

varieties of the best kinds of potatoes, amongst others

that of Mr, Harvay, which gained the first prize at

the Highland Society's Show in 1839.
4th. Part ot a field is sown with the new wintei'

oat, which is now for the first time introduced into

this country.

5th. Several fields of barley and oats are sown,
partly drilled, partly broad-cast, to test which is the

superior mode.
6th. Half a field is drilled with barley, after tur-

nips carted wholly t»way, being laid down with
dung ; the other half being also carted away, having
been laid down with bones, was drilled, part with
12 bushels bones, and part 12 bushels humus, per

acre.

7. Six tons of nitrate of soda will be applied to

young clovers, 3 qrs. old grass, barley, oats, wheat,

carrots, turnips, and tares, at the rate of 1 cwt. per

imperial acre.

8. A quantity of saltpetre will be used in like

manner.
9. A quantity of carbonate of soda do. do.

10. A quantity of cypsum, or sulphate of lime, on
young clover, and also on barley laid, sown with

clover seeds.

1 1 . A large quantity of bone dust, and 400 bushels

of Clarke's humus, also some of Poiltevin's do., will

be used in various ways for turnips, and the most
profitahle results ascertained.

12. Results from liquid manure, with dung, will

also be tried on tares, carrots, mangel wurzel, &c.

13. A trial of globe yellow, long white, and globe

red mangold, is made in the same field, sown in

similar circumstances, to see which is the most pro-

fitable kind for this climate, also the white seed va-

rieties of carrots, and a new kind of parsnip.

14. Two fields are sown with Potter's Annat, and

common barley, to ascertain which is the most pro-

ductive.

15. Various trials also with potatoe, HopetoUD,

Angus, Tartarian, and early Dutch oats.

16. Comparative trials with 7 or 8 of the best
known varieties of wheats.

17. Skirving's, Hobb's, and Norfolk, Swedish tur-

nips ; Pollexfen's, Hood's, and Garden's, yellow
do., as a comparative trial of their respective merits.

A committee of five gentlemen was named to in-

spect ti)ese experiments in theii progress, and report
to the society at their termination.

A show of stock and grain was proposed to be held
at Invergorden annually on the 1st of March, and 1st

October. The competition to be by sweepstakes, of
which due public notice to the district would be given
by the secretary. It was determined to petition the
Highland Society for the establishment of experi-

mental farms, as the only plan by which satisfactory

experiments in agriculture can be adopted, and theo-

ries proved or disproved, so as to be of use to the

vast body of farmers who can neither afford to run
the risk of throwing away money, or time in experi-

menting on the numerous improvements now taking

place in agriculture, nor can they learn from the va-

rious journals and newspaper reports sufficient data

for their safe guidance in these matters. It seems,
therefore, absolutely necessary that government, or

the Highland Society, should institute farms in dif-

ferent localities, where every thing should be carried

in the very best manner, under the best inspection

anJ management (possible), and every department
open to the public. There cannot be the slightest

doubt but such farms would be profitable,— 1st, by
the superior management of the concern ; 2nd, by
the high prices obtainable for the grain and stock,

which, ot course, would always be of the purest and
best decription; and 3rdly, from the board of young
men who would eagerly desire to be trained to agri-

culture on such farms. Sir Francis Mackenzie men-
tioned that he had offered to subscribe 100/. towards

the stocking of the first farm established, either by
the Highland Society or the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety of England. The petition will appear in our
next number.
Some discussion arose regarding the profit of feed-

ing young stock highly. In order to judge of the

best method of feeding, Messrs. Sim and Deuham
determined to pit a lot of their stirks against each
other, to be shown at the end of the grazing season.

Mr, Sim's having been highly fed in every way, and

Mr. Denham's having only had straw and turnips.

Both lots, from the date of competition, to be fed

precisely alike, and that on grass alone, with the ex-

ception of a little hay at night, if needed. Mr. Den-
ham said his would get no hay, as it could not be
afforded, and leave a profit to the farmer. The re-

sult will be of great importance, as the feeding of

Mr, Sim's lot must, up to this date, have very far

exceeded in expense that of Mr, Denham's. Mr.
Mc'Iver, for Mr. Davidson, of Tulloch, also entered

a lot of stirks to compete with Messrs. S, and D.
Mr. Sim gave in a note of the following experi»

ments in progress on his farm at Drummond :

—

Experiments to he made on the farm of Drummond,
occupied by Wm. Sim, iu 1840.

1st. Winter tares were sown on the 19th October,

1839, in 2 J English acres of a field manured in the

preceding spring for barley, with farm-yard dung, in

1^ English acre on ridges, immediately adjoining,

and similar in soil, manured for barley at same time

with rape-dnst. An English acre of each of these

lots has been top-dressed with 1 cwt, of nitrate of

soda. The crop will shew the effect of farm-yard

dung in comparison with rape dust, and of the parts

top-dressed in comparisoa with what has not been so
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treated. It is expected that the tares can be eaten

oflF by sheep in time for sowing an early variety of

turnip, without further manuring.

2. Three lots of their backward wheat are top

dressed as Ibllows, viz.:

—

1 lot with carbonate of soda, at the ratoofl^^ cwt.

per acre ; Hot with carbonate of soda, at the rate of

1 cwt. per acre; 1 lot with nitrate of soda, at the rate

of 1 cwt. per acre ; and a lot of similar wheat will be

left as it is. without top-dressing.

.". The same experiment with carbonate and nitrate,

with regard to quantities, &c., will be made immedi-

ately on a field of barley in braird, after Swedish tur-

nips drawn.

4. One lot of oats will be top-dressed with nitrate,

and another with carbonate, both at the rate of t cwt.

per English acre, and one lot will also be left without

top-dressing. The field was under tares last year,

and has not been manured. It has been under braird

for two weeks.

5. Besides the foregoing, a ton of nitrate will be

used on white and green crops, in different ways.

6. A considerable quantity of saw-dust used for

littering pigs and cattle—has been brought into a

complete state ©f decomposition by being mixed with

an equal number of loads of farm-yard manure, and

will be used for turnips; partof the same field, simi-

lar in soil, being at the same time manured with cot-

tager's dung.

In the forenoon there was a show of stock for pre-

miums by sweepstakes.

1. For the best lot of short-horn stirks, Mr. Sim.

2, For the best two year old cross heifer, ditto,

two one year old ditto, ditto,

three year old cross wedders, INIr.

„ cheviot do., Mr. Sim.

,, cross wedders

between cheviot tups and blackfaced ewes, do.

7. „ ,, two year old cross slots. Sir F. A.
Mackenzie, Bart.

8, „ ,, one year old short-horn quey, Mr.
Denbam.

David Syrae, Esq., MeikleTarrel, George Middle-

ton, Esq., Fearn, Gregory Burnett, Esq., Adross,

were the judges. The stock evinced the great pains

taken in bringing them into the highest condition,

and trulv would have excited the astonishment of

some of our Highland friends, who have hardly yet

ceased to talk of the beauties of hair and horn, both

which articles were decidedly at a discount in Ding-
wall yesterday.

Mr. Denbam exhibited, as extra stock, a pair of

three year old short-horn crosses, in prime condition,

for which he refused 40/., and a pair of four year old

dun Buchan slots, for which he refused 50/. These
beautiful animals were the admiration of the meeting,

and when it is considered that they never were pam-
pered with any of the new fashioned cramming mix-

tures, such as oilcake, oats, bean-meal, hay, &c. &c.,

and merely fattened by careful feeding on straw and
turnips,—it is not easy to speak too iiigiily of their

feeder. Mr. Denbam likewise exhibited a very fine

pair of dark bay carriage horses of his own rearing

;

such a pair as is seldom to be met with.

The members, with the judges, and several friends

visitor?, afterwards dined together in the Caledonian

Hotel. The subject of discussion, viz., the best me-
thod of raising a heavy crop of turnips, was fully de-

%J.
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
WATTON FARMER'S CLUB.

May, 1840.

We, the Committee appointed to draw up a report

of the proceedings of this society during- the past

year, tbink we cannot do better tiiaii to lav before its

members the minutes of the various subjects sub-

mitted to its consideration in the same order in which

tfaey have been discussed, and in addition to tlie

reports passed at the several meetings we have, as

far as it is practicable, given an abstract of the

evidence on v\-hichsuch reports are founded.

First Meeting, Mav 29tii, 1839.

The first subject that engaged the attention of the

Club was the " Comparative merits of Fr hmen'tei)

and Unfehmented IVIanure." Ihe advocates of un-

fermented manure were confined principally to licavy

land occupiers, and they strongly contended that

fermentation ought as much as possible to be carried

on in the land ; tliat a less (juantity of manure was
sufficient to produce a crop of turnips, and the

-succeeding corn crops and layer following derived

more benefit from it; and lastly, they insisted on the

great saving of time and ex|)ense in carting and
turning. On the contrary the occupiers of light land
gave evidence of its injurious effects on both turnips,

barley, and the layers afterwards, which was not the

case when fermented manure was used ; the meeting
then passed the following

Resolution.—The subject of the compaiative ad-

vantages of fermented and un fermented manure in

their application to turnips, having been fully consi-

dered, and much evidence having been adduced from

individuals occupying diflferent descriptions of soils,

it appears to be the unanimous opinion of those

who have used long manure on heavy land, that its

application has been invariably attended with bene-

ficial results—that the turnij) crop is heavier, the bar-

ley crop frequently improved, and the layer in no way
deteriorated ; but those who are occupiers of a light

and sandy soil have found the application of un-

fermented manure attended with a different result,

the turnip crop not being better, if so good ; the

barley crop not more than an average, and the layer

having frequently proved a failure."

Another subject then engaged the attention of

the club, " On the comparative advantages of various

manures considered in reference, more especially, to

the production of the turnip crop."

On this subject an interesting discussion ensued,

embracing a variety of opinions, but the hour for

terminating the meeting having arrived, it was ad-

journed till the

Second Meeting, June 26th.

When the subject was resumed, and a long dis-

cussion arose, strongly tending to prove that yard

manuie had a decided advantage over every other

at present known to the members of the club, keep-

ing i.i view the result of the last discussion as to

what land the fermented or unfermented should be

applied. But your committee have to regret that in

the several statements detailed to the meeting, it did

not appear that sufficient tests had been applied to

warrant a satisfactory conclusion, on the comparative

advantages of other manures, and the following

minute was ordered to be recorded.
" The opinions expressed by those who have re-

marked upon the subject are unanimous that yard

manure, when it can be obtained, is decidedly the

most advantageous, but where it is necessary to pro-

cure a substitute, there does not appear to be suffi-

cient evidence before the meeting of the comparative

advantages of artificial manures to arrive at a
satisfactory conclusion at the present time, it is

therefore recommended that the attention of the

members should be turned to the subject, that they
may be able to report the result of any experiments
they may hereafter make to a future meeting."

" The best method of eradicating Couch Grass"
was then brought under discussion—the party in-

troducing the subject strongly advocated the using
tiie skeleton plough in the autumn, and to follow this

operation by repeated harrowings, at the same time
remarking that in his opinion it was not advisable to

too muchexpose/m/i surfaces of light land, believing
it tended to weaken the productive powers of the

soil—these opinions were corroborated by several

—

some recommended rest balkinsi: or half ploughing
(;. e. turning the sod out of one furrow on the sur-

face of the next,) and considered that by this

operation the soil was so mellowed and loosened as

to readily admit the drawing out the grass by harrows;
the advocates of this method, however, stated their

belief that skeleton ploughing was attended with
very successful results— others contended that no
plan was so good as to use the common plough
fleet soon after harvest and to allow the land to lie

till Christmas, then to plough overwart at a fair or
full depth, and in the spring harrow and scarify. A
gentleman present stated that he had seen an im-
plement called "Biddell's Scarifier," combining the

principles of the Scarifier and Fiulayson's Harrow,
very successfully used for the purpose of cleaning

land; it is used immediately after harvest, and with
four horses, will then eflectually break up about eight

acres per day; the land should then be well rolled

and the implement again passed through— this time

overwart. In land where it is desirable not to ex-

pose fresh surfaces by ploughing, it will be neces-

sary to use this implement a third time, following it

by rolling and harrowing, by this means grass and
rubbish will be brought to the surface without break-

ing it into small pieces, the form of the teeth being

such as to effect this object.

TiiiRD Meeting, July 24Tn.

" The best method of Harvesting Wheat, whether
by reaping or mowing." On this subject a spirited

debate arose : the member introducing it had prac-

tised mowing wheat very extensively, and all his

arguments went strongly to prove its advantages over

reapins:, in the expense of harvesting, the cleanness

in gathering the crop, and bistly in the great saving

of time, not only in the cutting of the crop, but even
more, in its being fit to cart switer : these arguments

were most ably supported by others, who recom-

mended the use of cradles in mowing, and to mow
to the standing corn instead of from it, as was the

mode first adopted— the objections urged against

mowing were, that in a wet time there were many
grown ears at the bottom of the sheaf, and further,

that the land was injured by taking the stubble from

it,— the first objection was met by proving, that if

you had more grown ears at the bottom, you had less

at the band, and you seldom want to untie it, even in

wet weather ; the mown sheaves, not being tied so

tight, the air has a greater circulation amongst the

corn, and consequently dries it much sooner— the

second objection was completely overruled by mem-
bers who bad found the land and the after crop ia

no way deteriorated, but rather improved, as the

extra straw produced by mowing caused an extra

supply of manure for the land ; and it was admitted

that manure from the vard was better than the same
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quantity of dry stubble left at tbe time of the har-

vest ; upon the whole the result of the discussion

was convincing, that the substitution of mowing for

reaping would be highly advantageous, the meeting
then passed the following

Resoi.utiox.—" The best method of harvesting

wheat having been considered, and the system of

mowing having bean ably advocated by experienced
members, the opinion of the meeting appears to

concur with them, that it has a decided advantage
over reaping in the cost of harvesting, the cleanness

of gathering the crop and the condition in which it

is brought to market."
Another subject then came under discussion (viz.)

" The best method of Cleaning Wheat, the time
when hoeing is most effectual, and the least injurious

to the crop."

On this subject much useful infor.mation was
elicited, the member introducing it entered into a

scientific description of the plant itself; showing
that from the peculiar formation of its roots, it ought
to be hoed as early as possible after the poppy makes
its appearance ; harrowing, raking and bushing, each
had its advocates, and although the meeting did not
come to a definite conclusion on the subject, still it

appears that raking, if performed in the early stage
of the poppy, is not only the cheapeist but the best
system—your committee here wish to impress upon
tbe members of the chib tbe necessity of shifting all

chaff before it is taken from the barn, and to burn
the seeds that come from it—not throwing them (as
is the common practice) on grass fields, road sides,

&c., from whence they are frequently carried by
various means to the adjoining fields and again be-
come a pest to the succeeding crop.

Fourth Meeting, August 21st.

This Meeting occurred in the time of harvest, and
there being a thin attendance of members, they
merely entered in a desultory manner upon the
subject of preventing "smut in wheat," from which
no specific opinion could be gathered, and the sub-
ject was adjourned to some future time.

Fifth Meeting, September IStii.

" On the most economical method of keeping cart
horses." On this subject, which is one ef the greatest
importance to tbe farmer, it being one of his heaviest
items of expenditure, much information was elicited,

and many detailed statements made to the meeting,
by gentlemen of great practical experience, living in
a variety of situations, and paying minute attention to
the subject, and your committee have thought it best
to quote the several statements as they stand recorded
on tlie minutes of tbe meeting.
Food of one horse for a week and cost of the

same—On light land occupations,

s. d.

1 bushel of Oats 3 3
2 St. of bean meal ..2 4
56lbs. of cuthay 2
Corn chaff 1

8 7

1 busbel of oats 3
IJ pecks of beans .,1 8
75 lbs. hay (cut) 2 8
Corn chaff & cutting 2
Extri allowance 1

5 St. of corn, (mixed)6
751bs. of hay (long) 2
Chaff 2

10 4

J*,

2 bushels of oats... 6 6

112lb3.ofhay(long)3 6

1 coomb of cut hay 10|

Heavy land occupations.

d.

d.

-1-

10 4

t bush, beans ground.T 3
751bs. of bay (long) 2 R
Corn chaff i o
Extra allowance in "1

^

spring /

1 bushel of oats .... 3
1 peck of beans . . . .

1

I34lbs. hay (cut)..

4

1§ bushels of bran 1

Cutting, &c

s. d.

4i

10 lOi

4
6

10 4f

1 bushel of oats 3 4J
2 pecks of beans 2
llS^lbs.of hay (cut) 3' 6

1.I bushels of bran 1 4
Cutting ...0 G

9 11

10 8J

On a division, the majority of the meeting were
in favour of long hay, or at most a small portion

only to be cut, stating it to be their opinion that the

horse derived more nutriment from long hay, as

some portion of it when cut is conveyed into the

stomach in an unma&ticated state. After considerable

discussion the meeting agreed to the following

Rfsgi.ution.—"The above subject having been
fully canvassed and many detailed statements having
been made to the meeting, as to the nature and
quantitj' of their food, and tbe expense at which
different individuals have kept their horses on their

several occupations ; it appears from the evidence

afforded, that the best mode of feeding them to keep
them in good health and fit for their usual work, is

to give them in proportion as follows, on light land

farms : 5st. of oats or beans, if ground preferable
;

70lbs. of hay, a small portion only to be cut; a

small portion of corn chaiF or cut straw, and occa-

sionally bran.

This will be found to average about 9?. per

horse per week. Horses used on heavy land being-

necessarily of a larger size, appear from the evidence

to require about g more food given in the same pro-

portions, which at the present prices would amount
to about lOs. 6d. per horse per week."

This discussion applies only to the winter feeding

of horses, but it is to be hoped that the summer feed-

ing will also be taken into consideration at some fu-

ture meeting.

Sixth Meeting, October 16tii.

" On the best method of destroying the wire-worm."
But little evidence was given on this subject, rolling

being the only practicable remedy recommended ; it

being generally supposed that the pressureof tbe roll

killed them, as they are frequently found near the

surface ; but a now light was thrown on that point, it

being stated that rolling did not kill them, but caused

them to come on the surface, when they became a

prey to small birds, &c. But not being able to

come to a satisfactory conclusion, it was ao;reed

that the subject should stand open for niture

discussion.

Another subject came on for discussion at this

meeting, (viz.) " The comparative advantages of

keeping a ewe or hogget flock, on a farm of from
loO to 200 acres."

The information on this subject was necessarily

limited, in consequence of few persons in tbe dis-

trict having kept hoggets a sufficient length of time

to give a decided opinion, but from tbe evidence as

far as it goes, it appears that hoggets are preferable

to ewes, on small occupations. But althougii the

meeting tben came to a conclusion that " hoggets

ttre preferable to cices on such ccciipatiottsf still your
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committee venture to recoramend that the subject

sbould be again discussed, and tbat on a wider field,

('viz.^ " On tbe comparative advantages of breed-

ing or grazing sheep."

Seventh Meeting, Novemiskr SOtii.

" The best method of storing turnips and beet, in

preserving their nutritious quality and protecting-

them from game." This subject was necessarily

discussed under separate heads— first, the preserv-

ing turnips, to be consumed on the land by sheep

in a district abounding in game,—secondly storing

Swedes, to be consumed oft tbe land ; and thirdly,

storing of beet.
" On tbe first it appears from tbe evidence adduced,

tbat the best method is to open a furrow with a

double-breast plough to every seven or eight drills

of turnips, which should be set in the furrow and

then plough two furrows against them on one side
;

this system has been found a cheap and eflfectual

method in protecting them from game and preserv-

ing their quality unimpaired—secondly, with re-

ference to the storing of Swedes, a variety of state-

ments were made to the meeting, by which it appears

that where the tops are required to be lett on the

land to be there fed off, it is by some recommended
to pull tbe turnips in November, wring off tbe tops,

leaving the tails on, then clamp and thatcb them,

not using any mould on tbe straw ; others found

tbat they were equally well preserved if the tops

and tails were cut off and clamped, being covered

with mould in the same manner as is pursued with

beet ; again, ethers found it a very effectual mode, to

place them about four yards wide on tbe ground with

tops and roots on, ploughing a furrow against tbe

outside ; and if tbe frost is very severe, to scatter a

small quantity of straw on them—thirdly, the storing

of beet, the plan recommended is to clamp tbem about

six feet wide at the bottom, laying tbe crowns out-

side ; taper tbem to the top, cover them with straw,

leaving openings for the heat to escape ; after wbicb

close the whole over mould, by this means no ill ef-

fects arise from carting them in wet weather.

A proposition was made and agreed to at this

meeting to have a show of beet and turnips at tbe

next, and lists were accordingly opened for such as

chose to enter into competition, and at tbe

Eighth Meeting, December 18nr.

The club met at an early hour to witness the

exhibition; the judges having decided as follows:

Beet, Mr. John Tingay, Scoulton,

Swedes, Mr. R. Hartt, Ashill.

Hybrid, Mr. R. Hartt, Ashill.

Pudding, Mr. R. Chapman, Thompson.

White Loaf, Mr. Beart, Breckles.

Had it been a month earlier, no doubt tbe quantity

exhibited would have been much increased; for a first

show, it was very respectable, and appeared to excite

great interest.

In the evening a discussion " on obtaining a plant

of sainfoin and tbe best top-dressing for it."

On this subject the meeting had tbe pleasure of

hearing the statements of several gentlemen who
had grown sainfoin extensively, and all agreed as to

its utility on a light land farm, it pi-oducing more

food than any other description of grass on tbe same
land ; and it appears that the best method ofobtain-

ing it is to drill-roll and sow it broad-cast at about

one coemb per acre; having previously sown a

small seed of barley, it being better sown with bar-

ley than any other grain ; it was also found that

steeping tbe seed forty-eight hours previous to sow-

ing was attended with beneficial results—and a

caution was given not to feed it too close with sheep

the /(Vst year, some having lost tbe plant from that

cause—a variety of statements were made as to the

best top-dressing for this plant. One member hav-

ing tried one cwt. of saltpetre with little effect—

J

ton of rape cake produced an avei-age crop, as did

also 'j ton of carbon ; but cinder ash at the rate of

100 bushels per acre, produced a heavier crop than

any of tbe above, not only the first year but the suc-

ceeding one : it was also stated that three bushels of

gypsum per acre, had been used with good effect j

the meeting then passed the following

Resolution.—" Tbat it is tbe opinion of this

meeting that sainfoin is a most beneficial crop on
light land, and tbe best method of obtaining a plant

is to put it in fleet with a small seed of barley, sow-

ing about one coomb of seed per acre—and the best

top-dressing appears to be cinder ashes at about

100 bushels per acre, sown in the spring."

Ninth Meeting, January 15th, 1840.

" On tbe cultivation of Lucerne." The introducer

of this subject stated tbat his method ('and which

had hitherto been successful) was to sow on turnip

land, (the turnips having been folded off with sheep)

about 201bs. of seed per acre in drills 11 inches

wide, tlje first week in April ; having previously

drilled six pecks of bailey the contrary way—mow
it but once the first year—plough between the drills

in November, and harrow it in February ; top-dress-

ing it with ashes or soot dropped on the drills—the

meeting generally took the same view, with the ex-

ception that they preferred forking between the drills

to ploughing, as will be seen by the following

Resolution.—" It is tbe opinion of this meeting

tbat the best method of obtaining a plant of lucerne,

is to sow about 20lbs. of seed per acre, in drills 14

inches apart, after turnips, and six pecks ef barley

tbe contrary way, leaving it for hay the first year

—

top-dressing it with soot at about 20 bushels

per acre, and forking between the drills in the

autumn.

Tenth Meeting, February 12Tn.

The secretary reported that he had received the

second annual report of the Harleston Farmer's

Club from the secretary of that society, and he was
directed to acknowledge the receipt of the same with

thanks.
•' On tbe use of gypsum as a manure." The

member introducing this subject gave strong evi-

dence of its good effects, as a top-dressing fer sain-

foin on light land, and his statement was fully

corroboiated by others who had used it; one mem-
ber having sown three bushels of gypsum per acre

on sainfoin on tbe 17th of May; the result was,

that part produced one ton per acre more than that

on which gypsum was not sown, the sainfoin being

weighed as soon as cut ; the above constitute the only

practical evidence offered to the meeting, but it will

be in the recollection of those who were present at

tbe meeting, tbat two of its members entered into a

scientific and detailed description of the nature and

properties of gypsum, the soils on which it would be

beneficial, and those on which it would not ; stating

the results of various analyses, and thereby showing

the good which might be expected to result from its

judicious application on artificial grasses ; it was

also shown tbat the loss of tbe clover plant is fre-

quently from tbe absence of gypsum in the soil—as

gypsum is actually necessary to form a component

part of these plants, it follows that although every

other fertilizing principle may be in the soil, yet

without gypsum the growth of the plant will be im-
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perfect— all jilants require a certain description of

food, and if the soil does not naturally' contain it, it

must be supplied by artificial means. From ibe re-

sult of their analyses it ap])ears that sainfoin, clover

and rye grass, contain large portions of gypsum, and

Lence we may infer that these plants are especial ob-

jects for it ; but it must be borne in mind, that veg-

etables are formed from grasses as well as i'rom

saline or earthy substances, and as gypsura does

not add any gas, it is obvious that its effect is but

limited ; and this suggests the opinion that complete

reliance should not be placed on gypsum alone, but

that other manure should be used in conjunction

with it, unless the soil is already supplied with de-

cayed vegetable matter—the result of the discussion

was such as to induce several members to promise
it a trial, and the following report was unanimously
passed.

lltponx.—This subject having been discussed,

and strong evidence having been given of its good
effects on light and mixed soil land, but no evidence
being offered to the meeting as to effects on heavy
land, it is desirable that further trials should be made,
when it is to be hoped it may lead to a satis-

factory result."

Your committee cannot dismiss this subject with-
out remarking Low necessary it is that the farmer
should be possessed of sufficient chen]ical knowledge
to know where this should or should not be applied.

It can hardly be but that such knowledge should

produce the most beneficial results, and prevent
much loss and oftentimes bitter disappointment.

Another subject then came on for discussion, " on
seeding land with barley." 'J"he several statements

made to the meeting agreed in the main, the diffe-

rence of opinion arose principally from the various

quality of the land of the respective parties—the

following resolution embraces all the evidence given
and the conclusion arrived at.

Resolution.—" It appears from the evidence of
both heavy and light land occupiers, that drilling is

the preferable system, and on heavy land it is desi-

rable to sow as early as the season will jiermit

;

whilst on very light land it does not appear that

early sowing is beneficial, but the contrary— Cheva-
lier barley being decidedly the best for heavy and
mixed soil land, but not so on very light land, there

the common varieties have been found more pro-

ductive."

Eleventh Meeting, MAitcn 18tii.

'{'he subject of "Draining wet springy land" was
discussed at this meeting, and alihougb no delinite

resolution was come to, yet it appeared from the evi-

dence of those members who took part in the dis-

cussion that where tiles could be procured, they were
bv far the most effectual mode of drainage ; that cut-

ting the drains across the declivity of the field and
as deep as the ditches will admit, is the best mode
of proceeding, and cannot be too strongly impressed
on the attention of the drainer— every drain, how-
ever suj)erficial or badly executed, mav do some
good for a lime, but one drain well laid out and pro-

perly executed, will be more effectual than many
such as these ; these may lessen the efj'ect of wetness
but the other is designed to remove the cause of it,

and the more perfect practice will be found in the

end to be the most economical, as well as the most
efficient ; several members stated they had tiles

found them by their landlords, or thev should not
dram so luuch as they did ; and it is to be hoped that

all landlords will see the necessity of supjjlying tiles

where they have a tenant of skill and enterprise to

use tliem— of course it will be necessary to see that

the work is properly executed, and if so done, it will

add a permanent value to the land, and the expense
will be ultimately ricJily repaid—in consequence of
the absence of several members whose opinions the
meeting wished to hear, the subject was adjourned to

a future time.

Twelfth Meeting, April 15th.

At this meeting the subject of "Bone Manure"
was brought under notice, and a paper was read
from the pen of one of the members of the club (who
was unavoidably absent) in which the writer pointed
out the great benefit that had resulted from the use
of bones in some districts of this kingdom, remarking
that the fertilizing properties of bone was well known
to horticulturists, aud that the roots of plants would
travel a considerable distance in the vicinity of a

bone, in search of some peculiar property it possessed
grateful to tlie plant, and that it was from the want of
the necessary machinery for crushing them, and the

consequent difficult}' and expence of reducing them
to a suitable size, that limited their morp extensive
application to agricultural purposes, till the great

demand for increased produce, consequent upon
rapidly increasing population, and the extensive en-

closure of waste lands, gave an impetus to agricul-

tural improvement, and led to a more extended en-

quiry, and consequently a more just application of
this valuable but hitherto neglected manure : the

writer then proceeded to show, that the first appli-

cation of boue manure in Yorkshire, originated from
the refuse matters which accumulated about the shops
of the Bone Turners, in the neighbourhood of Shef-

field ; and that as the manufactories increased, the

heaps rapidly accumulated ; the owners allowed the

farmers to cart them away without any chsrge, and
so worthless were they considered, that in some cases
a trifling sum was paid for their removal ; but as

their value became more known, considerable com-
petition arose amongst farmers for the refuse, till at

last a small charge was made for it, which has gra-

dually increased, so that at the present time it is dif-

ficult to procure, at from four to five pounds per ton

—from this small beginning the consumption of
Bones has gone on increasing, of which some idea

may be formed from the fact that in 1821, the de-

clared value of Bones imported into England was
£15,898. 12s. lid.; and in 1837 this had increased

to the sum of £^i'6^,600.—and at present the quan-
tity of Bones imported into the Port of Hull alone,

is not far short of 30,000 tons per annum, and an al-

most equal quantity into many Ports in Scotland

—

the wi'iter then alluded to the praiseworthy exer-

tions of the Doncaster Agricultural Association, who
in l83r, addressed a series of enquiries to all within

a very extensive district, who had emplo^'ed this ma-
nure, and the returns received satisfactorily estab-

lished the value of Bones as a manure—various

analyses of Bones and Plants then follow, and the

writer concludes an able and interesting paper(which
the Committee regret they cannot give entire^ by
calling upon the members of this club to give this

valuable fertilizer a trial, and thereby testing its

merits in this district. The subject was then taken

up by those gentlemen who had used it, but who
were very limited in number, but from their evidence

it a]ipears to have been attended with advantage
;

they having used it for turnips, and found them as

good as where rape cake at the same time and cost

was sown beside them ; the succeeding crop of bar-

ley and also the layer being better ; no other evidence

being offered, the subject was left open, and this be-

ing the last meeting in the year, it was thought desir-

able to enter upon the subject of "the best top-dres-
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sing for wLeat," but the time being so limited, no di-

rect conclusion was arrived at. Saltpetre appenrs

to be much used and generally witii much advantage,

but nitrate of soda, which is a cheaper article, hf.s

beea found very beneficial, and a mi.iti«'c of saltpetre

and rape cake has been found more effectual than

either of the above, and the subject was left open for

future discussion.

We find on reference to your Secretary's books,
that the Library has been a source of Erreat attraction,

and we trust a source of pleasure and profit—and we
take this opportunity to state, that the club is much
indebted to Mr. Raasonie and Mr. Ellis Palmer for

a handsome donation of hooks, and for which a vote

of thanks vi'as passed to each of these gentlemen.
We have examined the Treasurer's accounts for

the past year and find he has received the sum of

£24 10s. Od- ; out of which he has expended ibr

books, &c. £23 lis. 'i^il., leaving a balance in hand
ofl8s.2id.

Having thus reviewed and brought before your no-

tice the various subjects that have engaged the at-

tention of the club during the past 3'ear, little remains
for us but to congratulate you on the prosperous
state of the society, which from a small beginning
has gradually increased in numbers, and we trust in

knowledge ; and which ivill become more and more
diflused as Farmers' Clubs become more numerous.
And your committee hail with pleasure and

satisfaction, the establishment of a central point of

communication in London, where the Reports and
'J'ransactionsof Farmers' Clubs will be received, and
from thence transmitted to everv corner of the king-

doin; then it will be seen that Farmers' Clubs al-

though humble in name, will be mighty in useful-

ness. Thus we close our first annual Report, in the

pleasing recollection of the past, and anxious hope
for the future—hoping that no alloy may tend to

damp our ardour—that the only strife and conten-
tion which may arise amongst us, may be the striving

to see wlio shall add most to our common stock of
knowledge ; so that when we arrive at the close of

another year, we may be found to have gathered in-

to our garner fresh stores of useful and practical in-

formation. For the Committee,
Thomas Barton, Secretarv.

ROYALAGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

At a council held on Wednesday the 20th of May,
present, his grace the Duke of Richmond, in the chair.

Earl Spencer, T. R. Baker, Esq., E. Buller, Esq.,

M.P., T. W. Bramston, Esq., M.P., F. Burke, Esq.,
Col. Challoner, J. W. Childers, E«q., M.P., Sir S.
Compton, Bart., M.P., E. D. Davenport, Esq., James
Dean, Esq., H. Gibbs, Escj., G. Webb Hall. Esq., H.
Handley, Esq., M.P.,C. Hillyard, Esq., W.F. Hobbs,
R. H. Hurst, Esq., M.P., Sir John Johnstone, Bart.,
Rev. Edmund Krene, Sir Charles Morgan, Bart.,

W.W.Page, Esq., Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P., E. A.
Sanford, Esq., M.P., William Shaw, Esq., C. Tower,
Esq.
Tke right hon. Lord Henniker, M.P., was elected a

Life-Governor, and the following gentlemen members,
of the Society.

Hemming, W. K., Eltham Place, Foxley Road,

,

Surrey.
Shackel, William, Mile House, Reading.
Exton, Rev. R. B., Cretingham, Suffolk.

Crutchley, Percy Henry, SunninghiU Park, Berkshire.
Moorwood, Colonel Palmer, Alfreton Hall, Derbyshire.
Whiting, Thomas Slade, Codford, Wilts,

Brand, Thomas, the Hoc, Welwyn, Herts.
Phillimore, Robert, 10, Portland Place, Newberries,

St. Alban's.

Frost, Edward, West Wratting Hall, near New-
market.

Favell, Edward, Cambridge.
Browne, C. E., Chronicle Office, Cambridge.
Foster, William, Sleaford.

Stevenson, J. G., Skellingthorpe, Lincoln.
Dolby, William, Maslon, Grantham.
Roberis, John C. Cramer, Sally Mount, Killcullen,

Ireland.
Forshall, John Naldwett, River, Tillington, Petworth,

Sussex.

Edmondpon, John, Grass Yard Hall, Lancaster.
Coote, William, St. Ives, Hants.
Payne, John Augustus, Quy, Cambridge.
Heathcote, John Moyer, Coningion, Hunts.
Slator, Frederick, \'etham, Canterbury.
Longe, John, Spixworth Park, Norwich.
Hampton, John, Coombs, Shoreham, Sussex.
Wyatt, John, Nutbourne, Emsworth, Hants.
Bowker, Thomas, Whittlesea, Cambridge.
Cholmeley, Rev. H., 'IVoxton, Bury St. Edmnnd's.
Ball, Edward, Burwell, Cambridge.
Pemberton, Christopher, Trumpington Street, Camo'

bridge.

Muscott, John, the Bury of Weston, near Pembridgc.
Bauuister, S., Weston Pembridge, Hereford.
Hayward, J., Worcester.
Newdigate, C. N., Asbery, Coventry.
Sanford, W. A.

Reports were received from the Finance and Journal
Committees, and from Mr. Manning, the contractor for
the Cambridge buildings.

Mr. Rham and iMr. Stokes signified their intention
of making the model experiment on the growing of
Swedish Turnips, and Mr. Davies presented the model
of a Gorse crushing machine, also Mr. Davis a coloured
print of Lord Warwick's prize ox.

At a council held on W^ednesday, May 27, present,
the Marquis of Dowushire, in the Chair, T. R. Barker
Esq., E. Buller. Esq., M.P., F. Burke, Esq., J. wl
Childers, Esq., E. D. Davenport, Esq., J. Dean, Esq.,
H. Gibbs, Esq., H. Handley, Esq., Sir John John-
stone, Bart., W. Stansfield, Esq., M P., W. B. Win.
gate, Esq., \\'illiam Youatt, Esq.

The following gentlemen were elected members of
the Society :

—
Fisher, George, Cumbridge.

Barker, John, Rickard, Cambridge.
Woodhara. Wm. Nash, Shepreth, Royston.
Walking, John Gregory, Woodfield, Ombersley, Wor-

cester.

Swafheld, Benjamin, Chatsworth, Derbyshire.
Brady, Charles Robert, Lime Park, near Disby,

Cheshire.
Butcher, Robert, East Rainham, Fakenham, Norfolk.
Ball, John, Broomsthorp, Fakenham, Norfolk.
Swete, John Beaumont, Oxton House, Exeter.
Rawson, , Statistical Society, London.
Brooke, Richard Des Capel, Market Harbro,' Lei-

cester.

Shelley, John Villers.

Morris, Rev. Francis Orpen, Ordsali, near Retford,
Tifrhc, William, Woodstock, Inistigone, Ireland,
Willich, Charles M., 24, Suffolk Street.

Johnson, Oliver, Earls Coinc, Hallead, Essex.
Pigott, William, Ultiug, Witham.
Moore, Thomas, Jun., Shalford, Braintree.
Cornell, Joseph, Wethersfield. Braintree.
Taylor, John, C, Halsted, Essex.
Brewitt, John, Wickford, Ballericay.

Du Croy, John, Manor House, East Hanningfield,
Chelmsford.

White, Algernon Holt, Clements Hall, Rochfoid.
Clarke, Sir Charles Mansfield, Bart,, Dunham, Nor-

folk, and Saville-row, London.
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Ladbroke, Felix, Hedley, Epsom, and 32, Lewer
Grosvenor Street.

Parry, Nicholas, Little Hadham, Ware.
Calvert, William, Hunsdon, Ware, and 2, Adelaide

Street, Charing Cross.

Warre, Henry, Hailing: Grove, Croydon.
Fuller, John, Beechamwell, Swaffham.
TroUope, W. II., Sandford House, Salisbury.

Wilson, Joseph, Hi^rhbury Hill, Middlesex.
Porcher, Charles, Clift'e, i31andford.

Woodward, John Stantow, Ixworth, Suffolk,

Browne, William, South Hainliam, llougham.
Sandbi'ck, Samuel, Woodlands, Liverpool.

Parker, Charles Stuart, Annesley, Liverpool.

Ealand, Stephen Eaton, Manor House, Stanwich,
Highani Ferrens, Northamptonshire.

Bateman, Thomas Hudson, Halton Park, Lancaster.

Atkinson, Christopher Cleveley, Garstang-, Lancashire.

Sheddon, Lewis, Bitterne.

Castellam, Alfred, 20, Bedford Street, South, London.

A report was received from the Cambridge com-
mittee, aud an interesting statement read from the

Geological committee, of heads of inquiry and modes
of ob-^erving, in tracing the connexion between the

subsoil below, and the vegetation on the surface.

J. W. Lance, who sometime ago, presented a series

of specimens of soils to the Society, presented one of

his economical hand-drills.

At a monthly meeting of tke Council, held on Wednes-
day, June 3, present, his grace the Duke of Richmond,
president, in the chair, the Marquis of Downshire,

Lord Portman, Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq., Sir

Samuel Crompton, Bart., M.P., James Dean, Esq.,

Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., George Kimberley, Esq.,

Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P., Francis Pym, Esq., William

Shaw, Esq., William Youatt, Esq. Charles Colvile,

Esq., of Driffield, near Derby, was elected a governor,

and the following gentlemen, members of the so-

ciety :

—

John Everington, Skegness, Wainfleet, Lincoln.

Jacksou Gunniss, Spiisby, Lincolnshire.

Rev. R. W. Bosanquet, Bolinbroke, ditto.

William HoflF, Halston. Spiisby, ditto.

James Martin, Nonsuch Park Farm, Epsom.
David Martin, Wainfleet, Lincolnshire.

John Kirkham, Hagnoby, Bolingbroke.

John Binder, Skendieby, Spiisby.

William Hall, Sancethorpe, Spiisby.

William Raiaey, Spiisby.

Rev. J. A. Partridge, Baconsthorpe, Aylsham.
Sir E. Blackett, Bart., Matfen, Northumberland.
Claude G. Thaunton, Marden Hill, Hertford.

Chas. Charnock, Holmefield House, Ferrybridge.

S. E. Bolden, Lancaster.

J.Wrightup, jun., Bintry Guist, Norfolk.

Robert Clarke, Reymerston, Attleborough, Norfolk.

John Aylmer, Cranworth, Shipdham.
John Beck, Conyham Castle, rising Lynn.
John Hobson, Eaton Socon, St. Neats, Hunts.
Edmund Tattersal, Grosvenor Place, London.
Richard England, Binham Wells, Norfolk.

Henry Machin, Gateford Hill, Worksop.
Jonathan Thompson, East Sheen, Surrey.

W. T. Praed, M.P., 35, St. James' Place.

James Everitt, North Creake, Fakcnham.
George Pritchard, Broseley, Salop.

John Pritchard, ditto, ditto.

John Evans, Hadley Park, Wellington, Salop.

Thomas Hall Fisher, Cambridge.
Kev. Burroughes Norgate, Askfield House, Bury St.

Edmunds.
Joseph Bernell, Hitchin, Herts.
Joshua Ransom, ditto.

W. Manning, Elston.

W. Grimwade, Hadleigh.

Henry Clavdon, ditto.

Thomas Jiffe?, Jopston.

Charles Poppy, Witnesbam.

F. R. West, Arwood, Lymington, Hants.
A. T. Chaplin, Fulbourn, Cambridgeshire.
J. H. Chaplin, ditto, ditto.

R. Pulver, Stone Farm, Aylesbury.
S. Webb, Babrabam, Cambridgeshire.
T. Saunders, Brightwell, Oxon.
Samuel Francis, Ford Place, Stratford, Essex,
S. H. G. Francis, Muckinghall, Thorndon on the Hill,

Essex.
Henry Matson, Wingham, Kent.
David Lewis, 4, Chesham Place, Belgrave Square, and

the St-addys, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire.
Rev. John Collins, Jan., Rickling, Essex,
John Stunt, Gillingham, near Cheltenham.
Thomas Utton, Brome, Eye, Suffolk,

John Robert Fitter, London.
Reports were received and read from the Finance and

Cambridge Committee?.
The President announced a communication from the

Marquis of Normanby, that orders would be given from
the Home Office for the requisite attendance of police at

the Cambridge meeting.
Mr. Wetherell, of Durham, was duly elected as the

auctioneer on the part of the Society, to sell the stock

of exhibitors at the Cambridge meeting, with no other
espence to the parties than that of auction duty.

The Duke of Richmond presented to the society two
agricultural works by Mr. Kirwan and Dr. Hunter.
Mr. Christopher, M.P., the valuable abridgement, in

18 volumes quarto, of the Philosophical Transactions
by Drs. Hutton and Shaw, the Highland Society the

new part of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, and
the Watton Farmers' Club, their last printed proceed-
ings.

Epidemic among Cattle.
Professor Sewell has reported to the society that a

seton of common coarse tape, run through the dew-
lap, has, in almost every case, prevented the udder from
becoming affected, and the milk from going. Mr,
Youatt, the editor of the Veterinarian, and author of

the excellent treatises on Sheep, Cattle, and the Horse,
has also informed the council that a good thorough dose

of Epsom salts (from a pound to a pound and a half)

has been found of the greatest service in checking the

disorder in its first stage, a second and smaller dose

(from three-quarters of a pound to a pound) being

given in the course of two days afterwards.

At a Council held on Wednesday June 10, present. His
Grace the Duke of Richmond, President, in the Chair,

Marquis of Downshire, Lord Braybrooke, David Bar-
clay, Esq., Thomas Raymond B'lrker, Esq., French
Burke, Esq., Colonel Challoner, Sir Samuel Crompton,
Bart., M.P., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., Edward Great-

head, Esq., W. Goodenough Hayter, Esq., M.P., Sir

.fohn Johsstone, Bart., Sir Charles Morgan, Bart,, Sir

Robert Price, Bart., M.P,, Philip Pusey, E-q., M.P.,
Edward Ay»hford Sanford, Esq,, M P,, William Shuw,
Esq., Kev. John Robert Smythies— Charles Greenaway,
Esq., M.P., of Faruley Lodge, Cheltenham, and Tho-
mas iMortlock, P^sq., of Abringdoa Hall, Cambridge,
were elected Governors, and tiie following gentlemen

Members of the Society :

—

Yorke, Joseph, Forthampton Court, Tewkesbury
Reed, Launeelot, Graysmore, near March
Patterton, Thomas Benjamin, Clipstone, Market-Har-

borougli

Barnard, Charles, Harlow, Essex
Web-ter, J., Peckwith, Peterborough
Fellowes, Hon. Newton, Eggesford.Churaleigh, Devon
Coloorne, Lord, 19, Hill-stree:, Berkeley-square

Ilarradiue, John, Needingworth, Huntingdonshire
Phillip*, John, Royslon, Hertfordshire

Fairman, Joseph, Bishopstoriford, Essex
Cholmondely, Rev. Humphry, Troston, Bury St. Ed-
mund's

Gattaker, George, Mildenfeall, Suffolk

Litilebury, Nathaniel Robinson, SaflVoQ-Walden.EMex
lleadly, James, Cambridge
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Newby, Richard, Cambridge
Lang-, William, Melbourne, Cambridgeshire
Dawes, Henry J., Giilingham, Chatham
Gostling-, Henry, Oakley, Bedfordshire

Hine, George, knotting, Bedfordshire

Hopkins, Francis, Cambridge
Dawson, Henry, Launde Abbey, Uppingham
Morris, Charles Campbell, Loddington Hall, Upping-
ham

Bright, John, Skeffington Hall, Leicester

Currie, Edmund, Erlwood, Basrshot

Blofeld, Rev. Thomas John, Recter of Dreyton, Nor-
wich,

French, Rev. William, D.D., Master of Jesiis' Col.

lege, Cambridge.
Higgins, Thomas Charles, Survey House, Olney,
Bucks.

Green, Thomas Abbott, Pavenham, Bedford.
Hanbury, Osgood, jun., Lombard-street.
"Whitbread, Samuel Charles, Eaton Place.

Fordham, Edward King, Royston, Hertfordshire.

Moore, Henry, Redbourne, Brigg, Lincolnshire.

Middleton, Lord, 25, Berkeley Square.
Chalk, Rev. William Shore, Vicar of Wilden, Bed-

ford.

Monteagle, Lord, 8, Mansfield-street, Portland Place.

The Preside at informed the council, that he had re-

ceived from his Grace the Diike of Rutland, a vote of

thanks on 'he part of the Graziers of Leicestershire,

for the circular issued by the Society, in reference to

the Epidemic among Cattle, accompanied with an ex-

pression of their opinion, that the few fatal eases of

this distemper which had occurred among their stock,

was to be attributed to the remedies proposed by Pro-
fessor Sewell, and recommended by the Society.

In consequence of the progress of the disorder in

new districts, especially in the midland counties, and
the increased applieation for copies of the circular in

question, the council ordered a new edition of 500 im-
pressions to be struck off.

Notice was given that the place of meeting in the

country, next year, would be definitively fixed at the

nest monthly council.

Communications were received from the Hon. Robert
Henry Clive, M.P., Professor Sewell, Mr. Thomas
Bates, of Kirkleaviugton, Mr. Hayward, of Lyme
Regis, Mr. Treby, of Cobham, Mr. Harwood, and Mr.
Marsh ; and Sir John Johnstone reported on the two
narratives of the Oxford meeting, drawn up by the

Deputies of the Earl of Chichester and Lord Gage,
and communicated by the Duke of Richmond.
Mr. Matsou presented afine tuft of a superior variety

of Italian Rye-Grass, sown at Wingham, in Kent, in

September last; it measures upwards of 40 inches in

length, and although sown annually for several years,

continues perfectly genuine.

New Ploughs.
The Duke of Richmond has sent to the rooms of the

Society, for the inspection of the members, the Ame-
rican Plough sent to his Grace from the United States

;

and Mr. Pusey has also sent his new Sub-soil Charl-
bury Plough, for the same purpose.

Reports were received from the Finance, Cambridge,
and District Committees.

At a Council held on Wednesday, June 17, prcbcut.

His Grace the Duke of Bichrnond, President in tht;

chair. Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq., Thomas
William Bramston, Esq., M.P., French Burke, Esq.,
John W. Childers, Esq., M.P., Humphrey Gibbs,
Esq., Edward Greathead, Esq., Henry Handley, Esq.,
MP., Sir John Johnstone, Bart., .lohn Kinder, Esq.,
Sir Robert Price, iiart., M.P., Edward A. Sanford,
Esq., M.P., yVilham Shaw, Esq.
The following new members were elected :

Layton, William, Woodhouse, Ely.
Dover, Henry, Custon Watton, Norfolk.
Jordan, William Hill, Bearley, Stratford-on-Avon.
Clark, William John, Buckland Tont Saints, Kings-

bridge, Devon.

Carey, John, Pylle House, Shepton Mallet, Somer-
setshire.

Jenner, James, Cowdray Park, Easebourne,Midhurst,
Sussex.

Spingsley, Henry, Wakes Hall, Wakes Koine, Hal-
stead, Essex.

Foster, William Carr, John-street, Bedford Row,
Foster, Robert Carr, John-street, Bedford Row.
Mott, John Thomas, Blickliug, Aylsham.
Hoare, H.C., 23, Bruton-street, Berkeley- square.

Rokeby, Langham, Arlingworth, Northamptonshire.

Skrime, Julian, Cambridge.
Hillyard, Rev. H., M.A., Peterhouse, Cambridge.
Claydou, Charles, Cambridge.
Wheeler, George, Petty Cury, Cambridgeshire.

Abbott, A. S., Cambridge.
Ranee, Henry, Petty Cury, Cxmbridgesbire.

Meeson, John, Grays, Essex.

Norton, Richard, Audley End, Saffron Walden.

Pemberton, F. C.J. ,
juo,, Trumpingtan, Cambridge.

Blick, Rev. Charles, Bursor of St. John's College,

Cambridge,
Adcock, Stephen, Cambridge.
Hayard, Henry, Cambridge.
Watts, William, Scaldwell, Northampton,
Archdale, Rev. Dr., Master of Emmanuel College,

Cambridge.
Humfrey, Charles, Cambridge.
Gale, William, Farnbridge Hall, Maldon, Essex.

Smith, G, W., Routh, Beverley.

Lond, Henrv, Heme, Kent.
Sedgewick, John, Grays, Henley, Oxou,
Lawrence, Henry, jun., Ely,

Vaizey, Joseph, Whitcomb, Dorset.

Bulling, John, Helkham Wells, Norfolk.

Brayning, Right Hon, and Rev. Lord.

Grenville, Hon. and Rev. George Neville, Mastei" of

Magdalen College, Cambridge.
Green, George, Milbrook, Beds.

Faldor, Robert, Liddington, Beds.

-f-Ely, Bishop of.

Tuck, Rev. G., Rector of Wallington, Herts,

Middleton, Henry, Killin!,'ton, near Oxford.

Pochin, Samuel, Sherborne, Wallington, Oxon.

Adcock, Edward, Farndish, Wellingborough, North-

amptonshire,
Williamson, Sir H., Bart,, Whitburn Hall, near Sun-

derland.

King, Hon. P. Locke, Woburn Park, Chertsey.

Paribey, Joshua, West Wrattiag, Linton, Cambridge-

shire.

Clover, John, Kirtling Place, Newmarket.
Webb, Henry, Gazeley, Nevi-raarket.

(Nullum, John, Ipswich, Suffolk.

Marshall, Henry, Pen's Hill, Cambridge.
Edwards, C. IL, Chesterford, Essex.

Piper, R, D., Great Abiugton, Linton.

Fisher, T.Hall, Cambridge.
Clark, George, Barnby Moor, Retford.

Bate, George, Houghton, Rougham,
Cooper, J. Rous, Red House, Westleton, Suffolk,

The President read to the Council a letter addressed

to him by llie Rev. Christopher Wordsworth, D.D.,

Master of Trinity College, Cambrids:©, granting the

use of the Hall of that College (capable of dining 500

persons) for the first dinner of the Society at the

Cambridge JNIeetins-, on Tuesday the 14th of July at

five o'clock.

triDEMIC.

Mr.Youatt communicated the following iviodificatioa

of his recommendation of the treatment of this distemper

in its earliest stage.

First, a good thorough dose of Epsom salts (from a

pound to a pound and quarter); secondly, in two

days afterwards if necessary, a smaller dose

af Epsom salts (three quarters of a pound) mixed

with six or eight ounces of flowers of sulphur.

Mr. Cramp communicated a vole of thanks to the

society, on thepartof the Isleof Thanet Farmer*' club,

lor the circular on tlie epidemic.

The President presented two communications on
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Bees, made by cottagers of the West Sussex Agricul-

tural Association.

The reports of the several Cambridge committees
were received and discussed.

The Duke of Richmond presented to the society Mr.
Colman's Second Report on ihe Agriculture of INIassa-

chusetts, and Letter to tiie Farmers of the State, and
the report of speeches of Mr. Webster and Professor

Siliman, iit tiie recent agricultural meetmg at 15oston.

jNIr. MacDermeut also presented a copy of his " Far-
mers' Assistant,"

Communications were received from Sir Francis

Mackenzie ; Mr. France, Secretary of the Veterinary

College; Mr. Druce, of Enskam ; Mr. Gosling, of
Sandford Farm ; and N. S. Newman, ef Darley Hall.

The President direcled a special Council to be
summoned for July th<^7ih, for the purpose of making a

selection of Judges for the Cambridge meeiingfrom the

names to be sent ia by the members of Council on or

before the 29lh instant.

Sir Samuel Cropton, B^rt., M.P., has presented to

the iMiscellaneous Library of the Society, tlie Journals
of the Houses ot Parliament, half-bound, in 93 volumes,

folio.

THE IPSWICH AND ASHBOCKING
FARMERS' CLUB. — On Tuesday, the second
monthly meeting of the above club was held at the

Mechanics' Institution. The attendance of members
was not numerous. It was an adjourned discussion on
the subject of the management of farm-yard manure.
The following resolution was proposed by the member
who introduced the discussion, as containing a brief

summary of his views:—"In the management of ma-
nure in the farm yard, attention is particularly required

to two things, the neglect of either of which will oc
casion considerable loss. In the fiist place, care (should

be taken to prevent an excessive quantity of water from
flowing into the yard, which, if allowed to accumulate,
would prevent tUe decay of the litter, and whicli, if

drawn off, would carry with it a lartre portion of the

more valuable part of the manure. This excess may
be prevented by the use of troughs for Ciirrying off the

water from the eaves of the buildings which surround
the yard. On the other hand, it oiten happens where
litter is plentifully used, and not trodden down by
heavy stock, that the manure accumulates an excess of

heat, and in that state rapidly decreases in weight and
quality. Wiiere this is observed, the best way is at

once to remove it to the field or the dunghill; but
should th:it be inconvenient at the time, the excessive

heat may be most readily cliecked by the application of

moisture. If the draining* ofthe yard have been caught
in a pond or tank, that of cour.-e is preferable ; but if

not, the purest water may be used, and ousht to be im-
mediately applied, as the only object sought is to check
the heal till an opportunity occurs of removing- tiie ma-
nure from 'he yard." The discussion principally turned
on the latter part of the resolution, which recommended
water as a temporary means of preventing heat. On the

subject there existed a great variety of opinions, some
preferring a mixture of sand with the manure in the
yard, and others considering.' that it ought not to have
been allowed to get into that state. The following was
the resolution at length adopted by the meeting :

—

"That the best mode of prt;i-.jiring farm-yard manure
appears to be to take care that no wast« should take
place of the liquid manure by allowing it to run off, but
that eitlier by tanks provided for tliat purpose, or by y,

bed of sand so laid a« to i)reveiit escape at the sides,

every particle of it should be detained ; that it is also

desirable to prevent the rainwater from buildings, drip-

ping into the yard : that in order to prevent fermen-
tation in the yard it tihouid be well stani])eJ, or
when no opportunity is afloided for this, it should be
carried on to the heap and covered with mould."

PROFESSORSHIP OF AGRICULTURE.—After
the meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land, at Oxford last jear, it was reported that a pro-

fessorship of agriculture would be established iu that

university. The report has been repeated, but we are
not aware that it has been publicly announced ; we are
favoured by a correspondent with an extract from a
letter dated 4th June, written by the head of one of
the colleges, in which he says, " within these few weeks
a professorship of agriculture has been established la
our university." We trust this example will be fol-

lowed by the sister university, and two important steps
for the advancement of the scientific improvement of
agriculture will thus be effected through the instru-
mentality of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
in the two first years of its establishment.

RUTLAND.—EPIDEMIC AMONG CATTLE.
—The late meeting of the members of the Rutland
Farmers' and Graziers' club, for the purpose of discuss,
ing the present prevailing disease amongst cattle, was
well attended, and proved exceedingly interesting—
many members having' witnessed the various stages of
the complaint, together with the different treatment
they had pursued, the result*, &c. Several letters

were read to the meeting Cwhich had beeti received by
the secretaries) from various parts of the country.
Mr. G. Parnel, of Oakham, attended the meeting, and
gave :< clear outline of the symptoms of the disease,

observing that the course of treatment he had pursued
(in upwards of 100 cases) had in every instance been
successful. Several valuable proved receipts were
offered to the meeting, and entered, by the secretaries,

in the minute-book of the club, lor the use of the inem-
bers. Many observations were made during the debate
upon the propriety of moculation, upon which there

appeared an anxiety for further information. The meet-
ing was constquently adjourned to iNIonday, the

25th inst., being also arranged that the adjourned sub-
ject (previously fixed for that day) "on the prepara-
tion of manure, its application, and the best mode of

preparing the soil for turuips," should also be discussed

at that meeting. It has been suggested that a discussion

on the "turnip-fly" sheuld follow the above at the

June meeting,

PLOUGHING MATCH AT THE
CAMBRIDGE MEETING.

We beg the attention of our readers to an ad-
vertisement giving the prizes to be awarded at the

Plougliinii Match at the Cambridge Meeting. We
subjoin a list of the subscribers, and shall be happy
to see it increased, holding the object to be most
important.
The Duke of Richmond £5
Earl Spencer 5
The Duke of Rutland 5
Henry Handley, Esq., M.P 2
Earlof Hardwicke 5
.Tames Dean, Esq 1

F^-ancis Pym, Esq 1

William Bryant, Esq 1

W. Fisher llobbs, Esq 1

Samuel Jonas, Esq 1

G. L. Bbwsher, Esq 1

Rev. James Linton 1

Peter Grain, Esq 1

R. Greaves 'I'owuley, Esq., M.P 2

James Witt, Esq 1

Huniphrey Gibbs, Esq 1

The INlarquis of Downsbire 3

David Barclay, Esq 2
Colonel Challoner..... 2
The iMayor of Cambridge I 1

(]hristoi)hcr Peuiberton, Esq 1 1

J. F^Huou, Esq 1 1

iNlariin Nockold, Esq 1 1

Heiuingion Harris, F2sq 1 1

Joshua Clayden, ]i*q 1 1

John iMuskett, »q 1 1

Henry Ileadly, Esq 1 1

— liarker.Esq 1 1

Wm. Shaw, Esq. . ,...,. 1 '
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